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Own
If you can play, you really must know
this beautiful instrument. And if you
can"t, you should be even more eager to

"get acquainted" For learning how is

only a matter of a few lessons—with the

Lyon 6? Healy Own Make Mandolin to

help and inspire you.

Entertainment and Profit

Before long you will find yourself pro-

ficient—able to play "anything that comes
along" Then think of the endless possi'

bilities for entertainment and profit!

The New Lyon 6? Healy Own Make
Mandolin is an instrument of exquisite

beauty, made like the finest of rare old

violins with infinite care and exactness.

Its back and top are scientifically grad-

uated in thickness to the thousandth part

of an inch—literally to a hair's breadth.

A Many-Featured Instrument

Among the many refinements unknown
to lesser mandolins, this superb instru-

ment has the compensating tailpiece and
the scientific scale. Its features are all

simply, clearly explained in the free Book
which will be sent on request.

Choice of Leading Artists

The world's greatest mandolinists

—

Siegel, De Pace and others— have person-

ally selected the Lyon 6? Healy Own
Make Mandolin for their use.

Mail Coupon for Details of Special Play-as-You-Pay Plan
Send for the full story of the beautiful Lyon & Healy Own Make Mandolin.
play and how you can play as you pay. No charge or obligation. Just mail the coupon

arn how easy it is to

EVERYTHING KJVOWJV IJV MUSIC
52'85 Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Industries that are winning the war

AGRICULTURE, steel, oil, transportation— all indispensable

weapons. But there is another weapon to be fittingly

grouped with them—a weapon of the heart

—

motion pictures!

Fittingly grouped with them, too, on their own basis of volume of

business done and amount of capital invested, as well as on the basis of

performing the indispensable duty of keeping ud the national heart.

and Artcraft Pictures, aflame with theIt is common knowledge that the

quality of all others that America has
brought to the Allies is buoyant morale,

lightness of heart— and it is common
knowledge from coast to coast that it is

Paramount and Artcraft Pictures that have
been adopted by the whole nation as the

romantic fuel of its cheery temper

Paramount and Artcraft Pictures have
actually accomplished the magnificeni

destiny of raising the screen to the im
portance of a first-grade weapon of victory

In thousands upon thousands ot Amei
ican communities the great Paramount

(paramount^(Jrtcra£i
^Motion (pictures

"

FOREMOST STARS. SUPERBLY DIRECTED. IN CLEAN MOTION PICTURES"

purpose of victory, have shaped the public

morale—the stuff of which victory is made
— to a steely resoluteness!

Nowonder the Presidenthas expressed
his appreciation of the war-value of

motion pictures

!

The men and women of vision behind
Paramount and Artcraft give their word to

the nation that the weapon they wield shall

always be kept polished and bright—
— bright with the shine "of foremost

stars, superbly directed, in clean motion
pictures."

Look lor tne trade-marks as the sure way di identifying Paramount
and Artcraft Pictures — and the theatres that show them

X FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
JESSE L. LASKY Vice Rrw

i N l'.W VOU K.

CECIL B.DE M1LLE Director (jcnsnil

jjj%®^«^^^
Every advertisement in rnoTOVLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteea.
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the World A Striking Tribute to the Great New Art.

Those Workless Fludays (Cartoon) R. L. Goldberg
First of a Series of Cartoons by the Famous Humorist.

"Cheyenne Harry"—From N. Y.
What and Whom Harry Really Is.

When the Arctic Came to the Tropics ( Pictures )

And Now the Bathing Beauties Needn't Shiver.

"My Gang!" Cliff Smith
Introducing Some Familiar, Yet Neglected, Film Stars.

The Squaw Man (Fiction) Jerome Shorey
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Next Month
Beginning Geraldine Farrar's Own Story

FEBRUARY Photoplay, on sale ev-

erywhere January ist, will be dis-

tinguished by the first instalment of the

most remarkable record of womanly ac-

complishment ever published: Geraldine

Farrar's own story of her life, her strug-

gles and her triumphs. Miss Farrar is

without doubt America's most cele-

brated lady of the arts, for she has

achieved mastery in two widely sepa-

rated fields, and overwhelming popu-
larity in two worlds. In the zenith of

her beauty and artistic enthusiasm she

had done in the arena of music what
Alexander did to the known earth : con-

quered it all. But, like Alexander, did

she pause to weep? She did not; she

did what Alexander deemed impossible

—she found a new world to vanquish.

That world was the vast dominion
of the photoplay, and it is safe to say

that her motion picture subjects gained

in less than three years, outnumber four

to one the vassals of her voice, gath-

ered in the operatic battles of a decade.

Quite naturally the life-story, the self-

record, of a person of such extraordi-

nary achievements surpasses in tense

interest any external accomplishment.

A great deal has been written about
Miss Farrar, but at last Miss Farrar

has consented to tell her world-wide
audience, through the medium of

Photoplay, the true story of herself.

The first of the several instalments,

appearing next month, will deal with

unopened chapters of her childhood and
young girlhood and her early days in

Paris.

With this wonderfully human narra-

tive go unpublished family portraits,

childhood pictures, rare off-stage

groups and photographs of the artist in

earlv roles.

The Art ofJohn Barrymore

A study of the genius of the acknowl

edged superior of all the younger Ame
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Next Month
ican actors. Having won the highest

honors of the native stage, Mr. Barry-
more thought it no more than honest to

say: "I shall never abandon the

screen, for it has taught me many things

I could never have learned elsewhere "

The Confessions of a Male Vampire

If the truth were known, our most
artful vampires are certain handsome
and romantic gentlemen. One of them
will reveal his velvet villainies in Feb
ruarv Photoplay.

The Early Days of Kay-Bee

The fascinating and never-told ro-

mance of the greatest grouD of picture

pioneers—excepting the immortal Bi-

ographers. Absorbing reminiscence and
rare illustrative remembrance

Personalities

Xo happening is as interesting as the

person or persons who caused the thing

to happen. So the real life of those

who mimic life is a perpetual fascina-

tion.

Among the honest annals, freshly

and abundantly illustrated. which
Photoplay has in preparation are fact

ful, vivid, intimate accounts of Jane
Novak, Douglas McLean. Kins ' Bag-
gott, Zasu Pitts, Roscoe Arbuckle. Lady
Tsen Mei, Violet Heming, Constance
and Fair Binnev, Barbara Castleton.

Tallulah Bankhe'ad. Alec B. Francis.

Eddie Polo, William Stowell, Jack Mul-
hall, E. K. Lincoln, Mabel Julienne

Scott, Mitchell Lewis. Mollv Malone,
Wanda Hawlev and Catherine Calvert.

Other Features

February Photoplay-
will contain the

usual surprises — timely features of

varied nature that can't be announced
here, and in addition:

Interesting new fiction, beautifullv

illustrated

;

The splendid duotone art-section.

Scientific and educational articles;

Rube Goldberg's second cartoon tonic

—an apropos scream;
A rare chapter of advice, esDcciallv

written for Photoplay's readers bv a

great new master of scenario writing

—

and every one of Photoplays well-

known departments

Photoplays Reviewed in Shadon Stage This Issue

Page 67
Shoulder Anna Chaplin

Page 68
The Appearance of Evil World

My Cousin. Irtoralt

Woman Tourneur

Page 69
i .nil, ( avell Plunkltt & Carrol]

Salome .;••„ •,•*"*

Tm Hear! of Rachel llodltinson

Her Great Chance Seieot

Page 70
Thirty a Weoli Goldwyn
Hidden Fires Goldwyn

Tellow Dog Universal

Three x Gordon Paralta
The Forbidden City. Seieot
King of Diamonds .vitaeraph

Page 94
Tup Lady Ol the Dugout Jennings
Ponj America . .Triangle

The Pretender Triangle
The Bordei Wireless Hart-Artcraft
Daughter ot the south . . .Paramount
Hauling .lane Paramount

Page 96
Under the Greenwood Tree Arteraft

Seorel Strings .Metro

The Ileturn of Mary Metro
Everybody's Girl \ itagranu
Pals First Metro
The Hake-Believe Wins .Paramount
The Man from Tunera] Range.. . Paramount
Such a Little Pirate- Paramount
Mirandy Smiles Paramount
Hobba In a Uurry American
Rosemary Climbs the Heights American
Just Sylvia ..World
The Gtvucli World
A Perfect Thirty-Six Goldwyn
HUgon, the Mighty Bluebird
All Night Universal

Tlio Rainbow Trail Toy
Mrs. LefflncweU'e Boots select

Mother 1 Need You Carleton Production
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The Scientific Way
to Make Soup

A Prize Recipe

The Van Camp Soup we deal with here started with

a famous French recipe. It won the prize in a Parisian

culinary contest. A noted chef from the Hotel Ritz in

Paris brought it to our kitchens.

The original recipe was considered the finest soup of

its kind in existence.

A 24-Hour Process

This particular soup requires 24 hours in the mak
ing. It combines 19 ingredients, all of which meet a

fixed standard.

Some must be cut to a certain size. Some must be

analyzed. Each must be cooked at a certain heat for a

specified number of minutes.

Thus the soup when done is exactly like the

model soup adopted

Three Years of Tests

In the Van Camp kitchens, our scientific cooks— all

college trained—worked three years to perfect it.

They tested hundreds of methods and blends. They
fixed a standard for every

material. When they

reached the pinnacle of

flavor, they recorded every

step.

Now a six-page form

ula, minutely specifying

every detail is forever tol

lowed in that soup

Simply Heat It

The soup comes to you at a trifling cost, ready to

serve when you heat it. It is matchless in flavor—the

finest soup of its kind that was ever created.

So with all the 18 Van
Camp Soups. Each was
a famous recipe. Each
was perfected througp
countless tests by culinary

experts. And each brings

you a superlative soup,

ready to serve in a minute.

Try a can today

Other Vai Camp Products Include

Pork and Beant Evaporated Milk Spaghetti Peanut Butte>

Chili Con Carne Catsup Chili Sauce, etc.

Prepared in the Van Camp Kitchens at Indianapolis

When vou write to advertisers please menUon PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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The Hand
of

Blackton

TWENTY-ONE years ago/in the fall of 1897,

J. Stuart Blackton directed his first motion

picture. It was a Spanish flag fluttering

in the breeze— a huge hand (THE HAND OF
BLACKTON) rose slowly into the picture, seized

and tore down the Spanish flag and hauled up

the Stars and Stripes. This " production " was

fifty feet in length, running time less than one minute. The Spanish-

American War was on and the little film aroused wild enthusiasm in

thousands of theatres where American patriotism was at fever heat.

During succeeding years manhood," "The Glory of Together of the Allied

in the progress of the grow-

ing Motion Picture Industry

"The Hand of Black-

ton" was seen in "The
Haunted Hotel" the first

trick picture made in Amer-

ica, "The Life of Moses,"

the first five reel production

made anywhere, " The Chris-

tian" Hall Caine's wonder-

ful story, "The Island of

Regeneration "CyrusTown-

send Brady's popular novel,

and still later in " The Bat-

tle Cry of Peace," written

and produced by Mr. Black-

ton, the first preparedness

propaganda picture ever

made. In contrast to the

"Spanish Flag," the "Bat-

tle Cry" measured 9000 feet

in length and required two

hours and a half running

time. Following this came

the military and industrial

mobilization picture " }Vo-

the Nation" and "Missing
"

Mrs. Humphrey Ward's suc-

cessful novel, hailed by the

press as "the best war picture

of the year." So much for

past achievements.

For the present and fu-

ture"THEHAND OFBLACK-
TON" will be seen in "The
Common Cause' 3 by .1.

Hartley Manners and Ian

Hay Beith, an epic story

dealing with the great cause

of Humanitv— the Getting

Nations, in "Safe for
Democracy" by Anthony
P. Kelly, which as its title

denotes sounds a clarion call

for the democratization of

the classes, and in
f The

Battle Cry of Liberty"
written by Charles T. Dazey
and J. Stuart Blackton, a

sequel to the famous " Bat-

tle Cry of Peace," which

shows the way to real liberty

for all the peoples of all the

world.

These super-productions

"The Common Cause"
"Safe for Democracy"
"The Battle Cry of Liberty"
will be shown shortly in thousands of theatres to millions of people. They
carry a message, they entertain, they play on the heartstrings of all humanity.

Watch for them at your favorite Theatre. Pictures

with the mark of Blackton" are worth while.

Studios, 423 Classon Ave.,

BROOKLYN. N. Y. Blackton Productions, Inc.
85 West 4.3th St.,

NEW YORK CITY

Even- advcrlLsiiuont in 1'IlOTOrLAY MAGAZINE is r-i-irantwd.
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ON your holidays
and for pleasant and profitable horns all

tlie year^ see the motionpicture plays tliat mean
something-that do something-that are something.

Every Screen Classics Inc^pi-oducfcionandeveiyMetio

playis the result of the iest production genius in the
world-The stoiies are intelligent^atsoi'jDing'andwoitli

wliile.They are not only clean, they are compelling in
their interest*

Screen Classics Inc ^ productions and Metro pictures

are not accidental successes^ they are the result of
the able industryofAmerica^ foremost picture talent in

acting^in plot, in. direction and in scenic Jbeauty*

C lour theatre willshow tkem toyouif
you tell the manageryou want tkem.

METRO Pictures Coipoiation, Distributors
new YOBJL-ffflaxwellKargeyDiredorQeneral'Los angeles

When tou write to advertiser? nlease mention P&OTOPLAY MAGAZINE
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Stars
of the

Photoplay
Reduced to 25c per copy

while this edition lasts

Walton, N. Y.

I am more than delighted

with my copy of "Stars."

Enclosed find 50 cents for

another. Really I wouldn't

miss it if I had to pay $5 for

it. Everyone that comes to

our house wants one.

Jennie North.

Port Royal, S. Q.

Received "Stars of the Pho-
toplay," and wish to say a

better collection could not

have been gotten. Am more
than pleased with same.
Thank you very much indeed

for publishing such a beauti-

ful book. Sincerely,

George Guido,
U. S. Marine Band.

Chicago

Many thanks for the book,

"Stars of the Photoplay."

This is certainly a fine collec-

tion of photographs, and is

well worth 50 cents, especially

when it is remembered that

this amount alone is charged

for a single photo by many of

the stars themselves.

robt. S. Collins.

Handsomely bound De Luxe Edition, latest

Photograph of the Leading Motion Picture

Artists, containing a clear and comprehensive

sketch of their career.

One hundred Art Portraits printed on high qual-

ity, glazed paper. For reference the De Luxe
Edition has no equal. Obtained only through

Photoplay Magazine
Thousands of copies sold at the former price

of fifty cents and considered well worth it.

Read what some enthusiastic purchasers have

said about this remarkable volume.

Mail us the coupon below properly filled out,

together with 25c, stamps, money order or

check, and a copy will be sent prepaid parcel

post to any point in the United States or Canada.

Photoplay Magazine
DEPT.2A, 350 N. CLARK STREET, CHICAGO

Money cheerfully refunded if Edition

does not meet with your entire satisfaction

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
Dept. 2A, 350 N. Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find J *M. o.' [• for 25c, for which
( I nock I

you may send me one copy of " Stars of the Photoplay."

Name.

Address.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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Stronger, Clearer
Voice for YOU!

-r

/

/

f
Weakness,
huskiness
and harshness

banished. Your
voice given a won-

derful Btrcngth, a
wider range, an amazi

^/
Clearness. Thi* (a dune by

the Feucbtin^r Method, en-
dorsed by leadm? European

muiiicians, actora and speakers.
''•$&&' Uao it in wwr own home. Simple,W pllent exercises taken a few minutes

daily Impart vi^or to the vocal organs
| and (jive a eurpasain« quality to the

tooea. Send * the facta and proofs.

J Do You Stammer?
If you have any voice impediment

:i this method will belo you. You need not
etammer or liflp— if you will follow our

l Instructions. Mail coupon for free book.

WRITE!
Send the coupon and get our

J free book and literature. We will
tell yon just what this method Is. how It la

| u-~od and what it will do for you. No matter
how hopeless your case may seem the

VU Feuchtinger method will improve your voice
5 « 800 per cent. No obligation on you if you
i osk for this information. We gladly send it

j
free, postage prepaid* Juat mail the coupon.

f Perfect Voice Institute)~ i7^feor?U. Chicago, III.—
Send me the cook and facta about the

Feuchtinger Method. Have pot X oppo-
site subject that interests me most.

D Singing

O Stammering
D Speaking
O lisping

Short-Story Writing
ACOURSE of forty lessons in the history , form, struc-

ture and writing of the Short Story taught by Dr.
J. Berg Esenwein, for years Ed-
itor of Lippincott's.

One student writes: —"Before
completing the lessons, received
over $1 ,000 for manuscript
sold to Woman's Home Compan-
ion, Pictorial Review, McCall's
and other leading magazines,"
Also coursesinPhotoplayWriting.
Versification and Poetics, Jour-
nalism. In all over One Hundred
Courses, underprofessors in Har-
vard, Brown, Cornell, and other
leading colleges. 150-Page Cat*

Or. Esenwein alog Free. Please Address

The Home Correspondence School
Dcpt. 95 Springfield, Mass.

Learn to Draw
at Home

Illustrators, Cartoonists, Commercial
Artists earn big money. $25 to $100 a
week and more. Learn at home in spare time under
personal dircctionol' Will 11. Chandlee. famous news-
paper, magazine, advertising artist of 35 years'

successful experience.

BE AN ARTIST
Delightful, fosolnatlna profi

nome-studs method mnkee dra\
Bnsyl Bend ooupon or postal toil

ior special offer of complete Lr(
isl s Out Hi FREE to now se-
llouts. Write for handsome .
book, "How to Become an * i

artist. ' Don't delaj t
»*

write or send coupon .
it once, Address t

** Semi me
^Vashincton School .,* ,.• ,:,

V
,

':','„! oi!'
S

of Art, Inc. . Artist,
21 il St.. II.W .*

Washington »' Name
!). C. .*

on. \\ oiulerful no™
11 .' . '*».. .-

Free Coupon
Washington School

of Art, Inc.
21 H St., N. W.
Washington D. C.

particularsofFBEH
cu tiit offer and
'How to Heroine an

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Vn n ti nh n n fi.rvhn n n n n. ann nann n n n fvh-ffin nn n r

Rate

15 cents

per

word

TJTU

(^
uvrm

All Advertisements

have equal display and

same good opportuni-

ties for big results.

PHOIPf»l*Y

S

This Section Pays.

85° of the advertisers

using this section during

the past year have re-

peated their copy

TjULTLFU
-.

Rate

15 cents

LDDHE8S

FORMS FOR MARCH ISSUE CLOSE JANUARY FIRST

AGENTS AND SALESMEN CIGARS
AGENTS—500^ PROFIT; FREE SAMPLES: GOLD

Bitm letters for store and office windows; anyone can
put on. Metallic Letter Co.. 414 N. Claris St..

Chicago.

CIGARS: 100$ VALTE 25* SAVINGS. PRICES
submitted. Mitchelson's, 433 Len cc Ave. New York,
New York.

SELL JAPANESE INCENSE. PRODUCES FRAG-
ram odor while burning, refreshes tired nerves. Ton
cents i"i box. Yama, 725 W. 8th St., Los Angeles.

California.

MANUSCRIPTS TYPEWRITTEN
SCENARIOS, MANUSCRIPTS TYPED TEN CENTS

I.age including caxjipn. Spelling corrected. Seven years'
experience. Marjorie Jones, 322 Monadnock Block.
Chicago.EARN" BIG MONEY SELLING THE GENTTNE

Berry toilet preparations in all. or your spare time.

Write for details. Ella R. Berry, Chemical Bklg.,

St. Louis. Mo.
OLD COINS WANTED

AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES WATCH YOUR CHANCE. JIANT VALUABLE
coins are in circulation. We buy all old noina ana

FORDS STAKT EASY IN COLD WEATHER WITH
our new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per gallon. Use

Cheapest gasoline or halt' kerosene. Inn-eased power.

Styles for any motor. Very slow on high. Attach it

bills, some as date as 1912. Get p'sted. Send 4c
now for our Large Illustrated. Coin Circular. It may
mean large profit to you. Numismatic Bank, Dept. 75
Fort Worth. Texas.

yourself Big profits to agents. Money bark guar-

antee. 3 days' trial. Air-Friction Carburetor Co.,

u3S Madison, Dayton, Ohio.
PATENTS

INTENT SOMETHING. YOUR IDEAS MAY BRING
wealth. Free book tells what to invent and how tc
obtain a patent. References: Dun, Bradstreet anc
Washington Mechanics' Bank. Talbert & Talbert, 4 7 2*
Talbert Building, Washington. D. C.

BOOKS

HEBE IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO GET HAROLD
MacGratli's famous book "The Adventures of Kathlyn
containing 374 pages, illustrations made from actual

photographs. Regular dollar book now only thirty-Are

cents. This is a special limited offer. Our Supply of

these books is very limited. Order your copy today.

R Meskin, 350 N. Clark St.. Chicago. 111.

WANTED IDEAS. WRITE FOR FREE PATENT
guide books; List . of Patent Buyers and Invention*
Wanted. SI. 000. 000 in prizes offered. Send,
for free opinion of patentability. Victor J. Evans & CO.
763 Ninth. Washington, D. C.

GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENTS SONGWRITERS
NEW PATRIOTIC PLAY'S, RECITATIONS. ENTER-

tainments for war-time Benefits. Vaudeville sketches.

Monologues, Drills. Tableaux, Make-UD Goods. Large
Catalog Free. .„„•..

T. S. Denisin & Co., Dcpt. 7u. Chicago.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. WE WRITE
music and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Subrai:
poems on war. love or any subject. Chester Music Co,
538 So. Dearborn St.. Suite 112. Chicago.

HELP WANTED SONGWRITERS: SUBMIT Y"OUE SONG-POEMs
now for free examination and advice. Valuable book-

U. S. GOVERNMENT WANTS THOUSANDS
Clerks at Washington. Men—women, IS or over. ?100
month. Quick increase. 30 days' vacation with pay.

Easj work. Common education sufficient. Pull un-
necessary. Be patriotic. Y'our country needs you.

Help her and live in Washington during these stirring

war times. Write immediately for free list of positions

open. Franklin Institute, Dept. Y-203, Rochester.

New York.

LADIES EARN MONEY CROCHETING. SEWINGS
tatting, making anions and dust cajis from our especially

designed, exclusive, economical patterns. We can't sup-
ply the demand. Send 25c for patterns and plan-.

Money returned if dissatisfied. Kenwood Sales Service,

G240A South Park Ave., Chicago.

let explaining our original methods of revising, com-
posing, copyrighting and facilitating free publication or
outright sale of songs. SENT FREE on postal request
Learn the truth from a reliable successful concent
Satisfaction guaranteed. Knickerbocker Studios
Gaiety Bide., N. Y. City.

WRITE A SONG—PATRIOTIC OR POPULAR.
compose music and guarantee publication. Send word£
today. Thomas Merlin. 235 Real er Block. Chicago.

SONGWRITERS SEND YOUR POEMS TODAY EOl
best offer and immediate publication. Free examina-
tion. Music composed. Booklet on request. Authors ,v

Composers Service Co.. Suite 512. 1433 Broadway
New York.

TYPEWRITER SUPPLIESWOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SENT PREPAID TO
your door; plain sewing; steady work: no canvassing
Send stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Co..

Dept. 21. Philadelphia. Pa.

GOVERNMENT PAYS $900 TO S1.S00 YEARLY.
Prepare for coming "exams" under former Civil Service

Examiner. New Book Free. Write Patterson Civil Serv-

ice School, Box 3017. Rochester, N. Y.

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS. THREE FOR $2.00-
Carbon Paper S2.00 rev 100 sheets. Cushion Key:
$3,50 set. Blank Keys for learning Touch Systerr
$3.00 set. Rubber Platens and parts f'r all machine's
Dealers' price 1st on request, Ttaacker Typewrite!
Company, 116 West Bank St., Petersburg, Virginia.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED TEN BRIC.nT CAPABLE LADIES TO
travel, demonstrate and sell well known goods to established

dealers. J 2 5. to $50.00 per week- railroad fare

paid; weekly advance for traveling expenses. Address at

once Goodrich Drug Company, Dept. 5 9. Omaha. Nebr.

BLUB ON FACE. BODY OR UNDER ARMS Posi-
tively removed with root No electricity, pain or
ous drugs. Harmless. Write for particulars. Free-

demonstration at Mine. Berthe. 12 W. 4oth SI Ne \

York.

THERE'S ONLY ONE
WAY TO SECURE
A SATIN SKIN

APPLY SATIN SKIN CREAM,
THEN SATIN SKIN POWDER:

D
WE BUY AND SELL

iamonds-Pearls-Jewelry
FOR CASH

FREDI5 C. KlELMAN
170 BROADWAY

TATES COR. MAIDEN LANE BANK
NEW YORK CITY ReferencesAPPRAISER

Memorj?

^ the Basis

QfKW
l^iowledfltt

The Key
To Success

The secret of busi*
oess and socialbuc<
CQS3 is the ability
to remember. 1 can
make your mind an infallible

I ind< 3E from w bleb you can
instantly BQlCCt thoughts, facts

, names, faces. Enable you
to concentrate, develop aalf - control,

overcome bs»Mulnes*. think on your
feet, address an audience. Easy. Simple
Die rvsult of 30 years' experience dc-
?Iopin>r memories of thoogaj

WrifpTnrlaw for frc* booklet /'How toTTHie lOOay K, ;mmber" and Copy
rijjhtcd Memory Test, also how to obtain my
FREE book, ••Ih^v To Speak Jn Public n

Dickson School of Memory. 1741 Hearst Bids., Chicago, I!L

a?^ YWW THE STANOAGD TRRlWNU
SCHOOL /W TH£ATtS-£ ARTS

Al^VIEIWESCHOOL
DRAMATIC ARTS

FDUI? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK**1 -

.THEATRE AfFORD PUBUC STAGE APPEARANCES

Write for catalog mantfonlna atudj tabad !>

A. T. IRWIN. Secretary
225 W. 57th St. Naw York City

•>WANTED - TRAVELING
SALESWOMEN

The Wnr has caused a tremendous shortage of Sales
men— H'omctt must be trained to take their places. Ou>
ppare time home study Course and our Free Employment
Department has helped many hundreds to success. Let us
do the same for you. Write today for big Free book, lis

ot" openings and full particulars. Address:

—

NATIONAL SALESMENS TRAINING ASSOCIATION
ChlciiEo. III. U.

APIEARN $25 TO $100AWEEK



Photoplay Magazine Ami khsinc Skction

Hints On
Photoplay Willing

By Capt. LmIm T. SWock*
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| Reduced

to

35
Cents

thotopUy Publishing Compan
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Said

for it

Todd) t —

All that Can Be Taught on

| Photoplay Writing
= Captain Leslie T. Peacocke's remarkably pop-

| ular book on the craftsmanship of scenario

| writing. It is a complete and authoritative

| treatise on this new and lucrative art. This book
= teaches everything that can be taught on the subject.

= Written by a master craftsman of many years'

= experience in studios. It contains chapters on con-
= struction, form, titles, captions, detailing of action;

= also a model scenario from a library of scripts which =
= have seen successful production. =

This book will be of especial value to all who =

= contemplate scenario writing, and who do not know E
= scenario form. In other words, it will be invaluable S

| to the man or woman who has a good story, but who =
= doesn't know how to put it together. =

Send for it today. Price, 25 cents postpaid =

| Photoplay Publishing Company |

1 Dept. 10A 350 North Clark Street CHICAGO |
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COPy THIS SKETCH
and let me see what you can do with
it. Cartoonists and Illustrators earn
from $20 to $125 or more per week. My
practical system of personal individ-
ual lessons by mail will develop your
talent. Fifteen years' successful work
fornewspapers and magazinesqualifies
me to teach you . Send me your sketch

le Sam with 6c in stamps and I

will send you a test lesson plate, also
[on of drawings showing possi-

bilities for YOU. State yol*r ace.

THE LANDON SCHOOL
Of Illustrating and Cartooning

1507S.hjneld Bulldire CLEVELAND. 0.

3 Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book

shows how you can become a skilled

player of piano or organ in your own
home, atone-quarterusual cost.
Dr. Quinn's famous Written Method

is endorsed by leading musicians and heads of State Conservatories.
Successful 25 years . Play chords at one* and complete piece in- every
key. within 4 lessens. Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully illus-

trated. For beginners or teachers, old or young. All music free. Diplo-
ma granted. Write todav for 64-page free book. "How to Study Music.

M. L, QU1NN CONSERVATORY, Studio P A. Social Union Bldg., BOSTON, MASS,

DOYOU LIKE TO DRAW?
CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID

fill not give vouany grand prize if you
answer this ad. Nor will we claim
to make you rich in a week. But if

you are anxious to develop your
talent with a successful cartoonist.

so you can make money, send a copy
of this picture, with 6e in stamps for
portfolio of cartoons and sample lesson
plate, and let us explain.

The W. L. Evans School of Cartooning
650 Leader Bldg., Cleveland, O.

| "You're Afraid"
"

I ain't afraid."
" You are."
" I ain't."

" You are."

What would have happened next if you were
\~ ahoy? A frightful mix-up. With the calm un-

reasonableness of youth these two boys fought

without even knowing each other— just as you

have fought many a time— just because you
couldn't help it.

MARK TWAIN
25 VOLUMES Novels— Boy»' Storied—

Humor— Essays — Travel— History

No wonder our soldiers and sailors like Mark
Twain best. No wonder the boys at Annapolis

told Secretary Daniels that they would rather

have Mark Twain than anyone else. To them,

as to you, Mark Twain is the spirit of undying
youth— the spirit of real Americanism—for he

who came out of that loafing-out-at-elbows,

dovvn-at-the-heels Mississippi town — he has

passed on to the world the glory of our inspir-

ing Americanism — the serious purpose that

underlies our laughter—for to Mark Twain
humor is only incidental— and he has made
eternal the springs of its youth and enthusiasm.

Take Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer by

the hand and go back to your own boyhood.

A Big Human Soul
Perhaps you think you have read a good

deal of Mark Twain. Ate you sure? Haver

you read all the novels? Have you read all

(he short stories? Have you read all the bril-

liant fighting essays?

—

all the humorousonet
and the historical ones?

Think of it—25 volumes filled with the

laughter and the tears and the fighting that

made Mark Twain so wonderful. He was a

bountiful giver of joy and humor. He was
yet much more, for, while he laughed with

the world, his lonely spirit struggled with

the sadness of human life, and sought to find

the key. Beneath the laughter is a big

human soul, a big philosopher.

Low Price Sale Must Stop
Mark Twain wanted everyone in America

to own a set of his books. So one of the last

things he asked was that we make a set at so

low a price that everyone might own it. He
said: 'Don'tmake fine editions. Don'tmakc
editions to sell for $200 and $300 and $1,000.

Make good books— books good to look at and

easy to read, and make their price low.'* So

we have made this set. And up to now we
have been able to sell it at this low price.

Rising costs make it impossible to continue

the sale of Mark Twain at a low price. New
editions will cost very much more than this

Author's National Edition. You must sign

and mail the coupon now. If you want a set

at a popular price, do notdelay. Thisedition

will soon be withdrawn, and then you will

pay considerably more for your Mark Twain.
Now is your opportunity to save money.

Now is the time to send the coupon to get

>our Mark Twain.

HARPER & BROTHERS
Established 1817

Franklin Square New York

Money Writing for

Magazines!? There is a big:

_ demand today
for short

stories, photoplays, magazine and newspaper articles. 24,868
publications buy short stories. Jack London and other (Treat

writers have indorsed our course of home training in this fas-

cinatinn and profitable spare time work. Our free book. "How
to Write." tells you about it; also dives details of the special
introductory offer that is being made for a limited time. Don't
lose this opportunity. Write us today. Dept. 1531.

Hoosier Institute Short Story Dept.. Fort Wayne. Ind.

Harper & Brothers Photo Jan. 1919

18 Franklin Square, New York
Send me. all charges prepaid, a set ol Mark Twain's Works, in

25 volumes, illustrated, bound in handsome green cloth, stamped

in gold, with trimmed edges. If not satisfactory. 1 will return

them at your expense. Otherwise 1 will send you $J within 5 days,

and «2 a month for 15 months. For cash, deduct 8% from remittance.

Address
To get the red. half 1,-athe

days and S4 a month for 16 n

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



H Photoplay Magazine—Advertising Section

The perfect bloom
of a skin so sort, so fine in

texture that it seems the out-

ward sign of an exquisite per-

sonal fineness — Read below

how by proper treatment you
can gain this most appealing

of all charms

) :

The ^Magic ofafine, soft sl^in

ONLY BY THE PROPER CARE CAN YOU GAIN THIS CHARM

IT
DOES not "just happen

"

that some girls retain the loveli-

ness of a fine, soft complexion.

Only by faithfully using the right

treatment for the skin can you gain

this charm.

You, too, when you were a baby

had a fresh, fair skin. Gradually,

yourskin haslost thismagic beauty

which rightly belongs to it.

It is exposure to cold winds and,

most of all, to dust and dirt that

makes the skin coarsen. By proper

treatment you can offset these

harmful influences; you can bring

new life to your skin.

Yourskin is changing everyday

As old skin dies, new forms to take

its place. You can make this new
skin what you will.

Examine your skin closely. Its

pores should be hardly noticeable.

If they already begin to show con-

spicuously, it is a sign that you

have not been giving yourskin the

proper care for its needs.

Begin tonight this treatment

for reducing enlarged pores and

making the skin fine in texture.

Use it' persistently.

To make your skin fine

in texture

Dip your wash cloth in very warm water
and hold it to your face. Now take

a cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap,
dip it in water and rub the cake it-

self over your skin. Leave the slight

coating of soap on for a few min
utes until the skin feels drawn and
dry. Then dampen the skin and rub
the soap in gently with an upward
and outward motion. Rinse the face

thoroughly, first in tepid water, then
in cold. Whenever possible, finish

by rubbing the face with a piece of

ice. Always dry carefully.

You can feel the difference the

very first time you use this treat-

ment. Within ten days your skin

will show a marked improvement.

—a promise ofthat greater smooth

ness that the steady use ot Wood
bury's always brings.

For a month or six weeks ot any

Woodbury Facial treatment, and
for general cleansing use for tha>:

time, a 25c cake is sufficient. Wood
bur v 's is on sale at drug stores and

toilet goods counters throughout

the United States and Canada

ft

Send for sample cake of soap with booklet

of special treatments and sample
of Woodbury's Facial Powder

Sena 6c lor 3 lrial-M/c cake (enougfl

lor a week or ten days ot any Wood
bury treatment) together with the book-

let ol lamous treatments. "A Skin Yon
Love 10 Touch. Ot lor 12c wc will send

vou the treatment booklet and Bampll D

Woodbur) s Facial Soap and Facial Pow-

der. Address The Andrew Jerecns Co
501 Sprin;: Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

If >ou live in Canada, addreis The
Andrew Jergent Co. .Limited, Ju: She'

brooke Street. Perth, Ontario

For pale, sallow skins

Dc vou lack the exquisite color that comes ana goes'

Write us for directions for the new steam treatment

'." pale, sallow skins. It will bring to youi' skin

the fresh, glow.ng color for which you have longed

Even' advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAOAZTVE Is guaranteed.



7AMES MONTGOMERY FLAGG has used his quaint comedy conceits to

find very positive talent in several young players. Here is Sally Long,
another newcomer, who is starring in his camera sketches of metropolitan life.

Alfred Cheney Job.



Alfred Cheney Johnston

AFTER a year's disappearance in managerial litigation, Anita Stewart conns
±\ back to black-and-white life with her popularity apparently undiminished.

Briefly past twenty, she is, in pictures, a veteran of veterans.



LEONA HUGHES is one of the answers to the question: Who will be the

ingenues of tomorrow f You'have seen her in Alice Brady's recent photo-

plays, and she has had some stage experience as well.

Allied Cheacy Johu*luU



Ounpboll

]\
/TH. AND MRS. SIDNEY DREW came to pictures from the stage, and now

lyX. thei/ have, gone to the stage, from pictures—temporarily—in "Keep Her
Smiling," a spoken comedy tike their comediettas of the screen.



MAFJORIE RAMBEAU has been more fortunate in dramas than in scen-

arios, though she has appeared in many photoplays. Jlerr she depicts

Columbia, a very brief allegory in Blackton's new picture,

Cause."

The Common



) Stt.iuvs-PeytoD

11 THEN Texas Guinan played "The Gunwoman" for Triangle last winter

yy she gained immediately a large and devoted following. Her admirers
will be glad to hear that she is returning to the screen, via ~\Yorld.
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& rf^ Star m tfu'West

6"\ TlHETEEH. hundred years ago a Star in the East heralded the first

2. V Christmas.

^- Today, a Star in the West promises the peace and good'will that were

prophesied by the orb of Bethlehem

That Star is America.

America is the one great healer and restorer left in the world, the strong'

limbed sister whose hands are left unbroken that she may bind up the hurts of

those the good fight for freedom has overthrown.

Every industry, every profession, every art we have must do its utmost to

make well a world the T^ibelungen wolf has torn.

As a spiritual Samaritan the art of the motion picture— which is entirely

America's—is more effective than all the other arts combined.

It will be the Great Healer, the Great Harmonizer, the Universal Friend, in

just the degree that it is optimistic, clean, progressive and fearlessly strong.

Whether it will be those things—when the moment comes for its mighty

service—or a characterless, impotent trifle, depends upon you

The majority of the films that will be rushed to all Europe when peace comes

will be films that your money has caused to be made, that your patronage has per

mitted to endure

A year ago your selection was a forecast of mere neighborhood entertainment.

Today you are the untitled censor for millions longing to lift their faces to light

and life once more

From this moment choose among the pictures that come to you those that arc

ciean, optimistic, progressive, intelligent

At every other Christmas you have received; at this Christmas it is in your

power to give, and to \eep on giving, to a world spiritually starved.

Put the white fire of splendid humanity within the Star in the W esc
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The Wilson of

The Film

Business
The personality and achievements of the man
who wrote the great story on the next page.

By Julian Johnson

BRADY found the business of picture exhibiting a hope-
less tangle of stagnant feudalism, and made it one
nation of progressive endeavor.

If you don't like figures of speech, let's say the same
thing in plain terms of record. On September 2nd last there

were two hostile main camps, with a score of faiths, sects and
politics in each camp. On September 3d the American Ex-
hibitors' Association and the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of America had ceased to exist, and in their place was one

body, the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,

Exhibitors' Branch, with one faith, no politics, and a very
general artistic and patriotic enthusiasm. In the afternoon of

that day Brady had contrived to get the leaders of each fac-

tion in the same Chicago hotel, though- in different rooms,

whereupon he acted as messenger, arbiter, go-between, sug-
gestor and dictator until peace was declared and union came.
You may feel that the exhibitors and their trade arguments

concern you very little. In that feeling you're both right and
wrong. Their trade routine is no more your affair than the
by-laws of the butter-and-egg men, but the effect of their

doings as a whole, as an organization, is vital, for the exhibitor

is the middleman who stands between you and the producer;
and I think it is not too much to say that Brady's amalgama-
tion of all these warring interests, his enforced peace, if you
like to call it that, pretty nearly saved the whole situation in

the eyes of the War Industries Board.
This task demanded one man who could qualify not only

as a master politician but as a master showman. Brady, un-
questionably, was the only man in America who could fill the

great demand of the hour.

That's why I have called him, and I think with absolute jus-

tice, the Wilson of the film business, for he brought harmony
and unity to American motion picture exhibition just as

Woodrow Wilson has brought harmony and unity to the Allies.

Brady as a man is vastly more interesting than any of his

interesting accomplishments. For a quarter of a century he
has been a dominant factor in American theatricals, a promoter
of the popular drama and the fosterer of high-brow plays at

the same time, the discoverer of great acting talents, the patron

of American authors, an authority on pugilism, a national

political force, a builder of theatres, a pre-eminent stage man-
ager, a motion-picture manufacturer, a motion-picture director,

and, throughout the great war, the confidant and close personal

friend of the President of the United States. He was ap-

pointed by the President in 191 7 to organize the motion pic-

ture industry as a fighting arm of the government.

At the same time his withdrawal, months ago. from all per-

sonal interest in picture manufacture, has enabled him to con-

trol a situation not only national, but international, without

any possible taint of self-interest in the actual picture business.

Mrs. William A. Brady is better known as Grace George,

one of the finest actresses of the English-speaking stage, and

their happy union of nearly twenty years is a tribute to the

congeniality and home-making qualities of a busy man and a

busy woman. His daughter, Alice, is a screen-star who needs

no introduction in these pages.

The universality of the Brady talent is best appreciated by
those who have beheld him, directing singers and even the

orchestra, set an awry musical comedy right on the night of its

dress-rehearsal, when its kinks defied composer, author, director,

conductor, impresario and stars alike. The writer has seen

him—coat off, hard-bitten cigar in one corner of his mouth

—

doing just that thing.

Jim Corbett was his protege and ''find.'' and today he is

probably the foremost dopester of the fight game.

Mr. Bradv was born in San Francisco.

Mr. Brady, suggesting a scene to Lew Fields and litde Madge Evans, in

the World days when he had a personal interest in picture manufacture.

Above, left, a Brady portrait.
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How the Motion Picture Saved the World!
When our government used film to cement tlic morale oj France —
the insidious use of our unclean pictures by the Hun— the

tragic failure of the motion picture mission to Russia.

By William A. Brady

To .1 great many otherwise intelligent people the motion

picture is only an entertainment, never anything more
than a toy, DO more important than the comic paper

with which you kill time in a barber-shop.

I want to tell such people in particular, and the readers of

Photoplay Magazine in general, just how important the mo-
tion picture is, how powerful it has proved itself to he, what a

World-factor it has become.

A little more than a year ago the motion picture saved the world.

Saved the world!

That sounds big, and it

is big, because it is not

soap-box oratory. It is

truth, a matter of govern-

ment record. This magazine,

I think, makes known the

to the whole people of France that the

Germans lied.

Not thousands, but millions of feet of film were ton
'

es the l|ke of which are

nowhere. 1 he vast organiza-

is promises:
fact for the first time, and it ^

»

Ij t l *
is the biggest piece of news the There could be but one response: to prove
picture business ever let loose.

Here's the story of that sal-

vation.

It was the darkest hour

of the war. France and
England were bent, but not

broken. America had come
in. but she was only getting

ready, and struggling Europe
had little more than her word
and her good will. It was the

exact moment for a great German
psychological drive. German
whispers, German argu-

Rheims to the Spanish border, thai we were coming to them,
right away and millions strong.

In its five thousand recorded years humanity has contrived
only one device to make such an exposition possible: The
Motion Picture.

Not thousands, but millions of feet of film were rushed
across by our government, and were shown in all parts of

France simultaneously.

And what did the almost-disheartened French people see?
(Jun-works like Krupp's, or their own Papa Creusot's, roaring

through the day, blazing

through the night. Ship-

yards, with great carriers

building in quartets and
octettes. Shell factories,

with literal miles of workers.

Great naval stations, and
thousands of young sailors.

Army camps, with hundreds of

thousands of splendidly-drilled

troops. Small-arms fac-

ERMANY told France— and half-convinced

her— "All you will ever get from America

rushed across by the United States Government,

and were shown in all parts of France simul-

taneously. France saw a moving, living,

rushing negative of every vicious argu-

ment Wilhelm's agents had put forth.

France drew a long breath. It smiled. It

cinched up its belt, and— with its American

tion of the army and navy
actually at work in Washing-

ton. The conservation of food

for every part of the wrorld ex-

cept Kaiserdom—France saw a

moving, living, rushing negative

of every vicious argument
Wilhelm's agents had put

forth.

ments, German persua cinched up its belt, and— with its American France drew a lon"

sions, German discourage- 11 r • i • i
breath. It smiled. It

ments drifted all over France brothers— began to give their answer to the cinched up its belt. And
on even- wind that blew from Germans at Chateau Thierry —

^

tn ' ts American brothers

—it began to give their answer tothe North.

"All you will ever get from
America is promises. The United States is not and can never be
a military- nation. Her people are entirely commercial—she'll

sell you munitions, but she will not fight. They can't get ready-

across the Atlantic for they've nothing to get ready with. They
have no gun-works, small-arms factories, or army organization.
They can't build ships fast enough, and if they could, we'd sink
them. Don't count on America as a material ally, for she
couldn't get ready to begin to fight in less than ten years!"

That's what the French army got in one way, what the
country people got in another, what was told pityingly to the
French mothers, what the commercial agents told the bankers,
the news brought to the mercantile men of the cities by their

correspondents. There has never been such an insidious stream
of propaganda-acid directed against the heart of a whole people
And it began to take effect!

France did not weaken or grow cowardly. That is not the
spirit of France But its people saw gathering above them the
clouds of hopelessness—which is more fatal than weakness or
cowardice. Probably—they reasoned—the Germans told the
truth, for their arguments seemed based on facts that con-
vinced.

At this moment the whole bridge of the Allied Cause trem-
bled. France is not the entire bridge, but it is the keystone,
the central arch.

There could be but one response: to prove to the whole people
of France that the Germans lied. Not merely to convince a
few statesmen, a visiting commission. It was up to America to
show Jacques and Marie, from Belfort to Bordeaux, from

the Germans at Chateau Thierry

That is how the motion picture saved the world.

Anything which can be a great power for good can also be

a great force tor evil. That's a natural law as applicable to the

motion picture as it is to fire and water.

About the time America was getting its myriad celluloid

tongues ready to call the Germans liars—and before that time

—Germany itself was a great believer in and purchaser of

American films.

Unclean pictures; morbid stories; vampire tales; gangster

and gunmen reels—every sort of cheap, suggestive, sensational,

unnatural melodrama and prurient sex-story that it could pick

up in the neutral countries around it, or that its American

agents could smuggle to those neutral countries To these

pictures, especially among neutrals where it still had free access

Germany gave the widest circulation possible.

"Here," sneered the representatives of Potsdam, '"is 'the

saviour of civilization!' This is America—typical America

—

who is going to preserve the world for democracy. They abuse

our Kultur; here's theirs. These gunmen and thugs are onlv

average Americans. These vampires represent their women ot

leisure. Now then, which do vou want in Europe—our civiliza-

tion, or what these barbarians think is civilization?''

Needless to say, these dirty and desperate arguments were

not wholly convincing to the intelligent citizens of Sweden,

Switzerland and Spain. But thev did damage enough

I have given you merely an advance summary of two chapters

of war history that remain to be written.

(Continued on page 100)
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R. L. Goldberg, the famous cartoonist, has signed an exclusive magazine contract with PHOTOPLAY. His droll observations

on various phases of motion pictures— of which this page is the first example—will be a regular feature in coming issues.
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"Cheyenne Harry" —from N.

He has some record. In fact, lie is under

suspicion of being a pretty ^ooA actor

HARRY CAREY was raised tight anyhow.
Which only goes to show that crooks ami western bad men

arc QOt always what they seem
For Cheyenne Harry—the boldest bandit who ever roamed

the plains or rescued fair ladies former crook hank-robber, con-

fidence man, forger was born ami raised in Manhattan.
He was not a wayward youth. When a child, he was never per-

mitted to handle a gun. He was awfully good about going to

school, and washing his ears. He even went through New York
University— all the way through; he has a diploma to prove

it. He had studied to become a lawyer, lint he didn't m
Stick to it—Harry was always truthful, whatever else they £
might say about him ; he couldn't tell a lie. I

.

But—now comes the sad part. Harry, one day, while W
poring over Hlackstone, had an idea. It came to him sud-

denly. He stayed up real late one night and wrote it out. M
It turned out to be a plot, and he put it in a play, and called 1

it "Montana." It was accepted and produced. And from
then on, he went from bad to worse. He kept on writing

plays; "The Heart of Alaska" was another. Finally it got

so he began to act in his own dramas. It is terrible to

think about—this strong man. who might have been a

lawyer—sinking lower and lower in the social scale, from
playwright to actor, and from legitimate actor to—motion
pictures. Yes. Harry went into the movies.

With Biograph. He acted in more than one hundred Biographs,

and in them he did his best—and dirtiest work. He won infamy
as the foremost player of underworld characters on the screen

He was Bad. He never got any fan letters.

Then he had a company of his own for a while, but of course

we can't hold that against Harry. It was called The Progres- /
sive, but it failed to live up to

it. Then—came Universal, and
Harr>- Carey became a west-

erner. A real westerner. They
have given him a line of plays

The Good Guy. Here's Harry with three

of his several dozen assorted dogs. Who,
gazing upon this domestic picture, would eve.

suspect him of holding up stage coaches? Yet

on the screen, Cheyenne Harry does that, and

The Bad Guy. Exemplifying the quick trigger

finger. The next scene, please believe us, shows the

Chinaman falling to the ground. Scene from

Universal's "The Passing of Hell's Crown."

He forgets the wild

and woolly stuff

when he leaves the

studio for that ranch
of his. There he is

a gentleman farmer,

kind to animals and
alt. But that som-
brero, you'll note, is

titled at the same
wicked angle.

in which he rides, and shoots, and res-

cues substantial young western ladies

in riding boots and feminine som-
breros.

His ranch in the uplands beyond
Newhall, California, domiciles, besides

Harry and his "heavy" in pictures and
best friend in real life, Joe Harris, sev-

eral dozen dogs—of which a fifteen-

year-old pensionnaire named "Judge" is

the favorite—horses, cows, turkeys,

ducks, pigeons, pigs, and rabbits. It's

the simple life now for Cheyenne
Harry, who never understood the busi-

ness end of a gun until he had signed his contract to play

westerns.

Of course blood will tell. Before the cameras at Universal

City, Harry rolls his own cigarettes and inhales, but after the

day's work is done, he goes home and lights an old pipe and
reads Herbert Spencer or a book on navigation—long ago he
piloted a craft off the Maine Coast.

A resume of some of his old Biograph pictures brings to light

such clear-cut titles as "The Sheriff's Dilemma" and "The
Miser's Legacy." For Universal, "The Stolen Treaty." "The
Master Cracksman," and "A Knight of the Range." Carey
has written over one hundred scenarios.

Others of his pictures for Universal have been "Hell

Bent," "A Woman's Fool." and "Three Mounted Men."
With each of these he has improved his prowess with

the six-shooter; his trigger finger is extremely atrile, and
he is proficient in the rescuing of those persecuted daugh-

ters of the plains, with whom he rides into the sunset in

the last reel.

In real life, however, Cheyenne Harry rides alone.



Phyllis Haver feels

that her form of

art has made her

susceptible to cold

only around the

shoulders, hence
this cunning
chunk of Fitch fur

has become the

filler in a delect-

able chicken sand-

wich. Fitch is most
comfortable, also,

when worn with a

delsarte pose of
the hands. Try it

some time.

Proceeding in a down-
ward curve to the

right, beneath little

Miss Haver's invisible

feet, an immediate up-

swoop will lead you
directly to Miss Har-
riett Hammond; who,
as your reliable eyes

inform you, has just

bought a wonderful
Russianesque ' thing-

umbob of moleskin,

trimmed with ermine.

Apart from the fact

that there is a charm-
ing tasseled toque of
the same, we haven't

a thing more to say.

S



I lew ili> you like Ethel 1 ynn\
. hoiOl? Miss i Villi look tins

gmi i oai "t beevi i. trimmed
with I

und cull-.. Pel .'in. illy, we
don't know vrry miuli BDOUl
tors pUl wt .in- Quifi

tli.u tin- beevet u ill be plea led.

We would lir, il wt wore

.1 beaver.

When the Arctic Came

to the Tropics
THOUGH you're not used to thinking

about Mack Sennett's living China in

inything except its natural state, it's quite-

true that the weather gets chilly, if not

utually cold, in California in winter-time;

ind it's also true that the water-babies are just

Rater-babies in working hours, and afterward

ire little ladies of fashion, beneath the smart-

:st plumage that modistes and milliners and
:rappers can bring them.

Virginia Warwick's kolinsky is a sinful luxury in war-

times. But isn't a girl who goes without clothes all

summer entitled to something extra in winter?

Photos by Stagg



"My Gang"
A narrative inning for a lot of real feV

lows always seen and never talked about

By Cliff Smith

DID you ever hear of a Western star who was a real cowboy ? Possibly one
or two, but not more. The majority of the spotlight lariat-throwers are

actors of virile ambition and husky physique, who have found the transition

from the formal plays of society to the plainsman's big outdoors both easy and
exciting. But did you ever hear of a "cow outfit" around one of these stars

that wasn't real? Never! You may be sure that the hands have punched and
branded and ridden after mavericks in dead earnest. Some of their stories are

genuine romances; others are quaint comedies. Cliff Smith, Triangle's late

Western director, was once a cow-hand himself, and writes of his pals, the

renowned and redoubtable old Triangle gang, in rough affection.

They "re a silent, funny bunch, that' gang of mine. Wouldn"t be no more use

trying to interview them than the Sphinx. They aren't in the habit of talking

much and when they do talk it's not about themselves. I've seen them sir

around all day not making more than three or four remarks. But like the boys
in the good old days that rode herd and busted broncs for "thirty a month and
chuek" all over this western country, they sort of seem to know what the other

fellow's thinking about.

Don't talk, don't smile more than once a month, but behind the '"poker

faces" that are part of their code, they've got the keenest sense of humor, the

quickest minds and the kindest hearts in the world.

Take Abe Farra— Abe was
Cliff Smith has directed

the biggest western stars

the screen has ever had.

And he says that his

"gang" is about the most

important thing on the lot.

StagE

MUST anybody can be a western star' but it takes
a darn good guy to be Western atmosphere.

I've been directing western pictures for
more years than my wife likes me to admit.

I've directed the biggest western stars the screen has
ever had. And I'm here to state that my gang is

about the most important thing there is on the lot
to me.
You've never met my gang, of course, not even

semi-ofncially. They seldom if ever get their
names in the papers nor on the screen. Lots
of times they don't even get their faces
on the screen. But take them out of any
good western picture I've -made and
they'll leave a hole seven stars, twelve
beautiful leading ladies in distress, and
fourteen heavies can't fill.

. Who is it gives you the thrill when
his horse jumps over a cliff, turns
a somersault in midair and is still

galloping when he comes up? Who
Hoes the roping stunts that make you
sit right up straight in your seat? Who
uses a gun with both hands and can hit the ace of hearts

going by on a freight car sixty miles an hour? Who sticks

to that "snnkey" horse when it couldn't walk straight on
anything but a corkscrew? My gang.

Do you want to know where the best bronc riders, the niftiest

two-gun men, the fanciest ropers are—the boys who used to set

Texas, Arizona, Wyoming and Oklahoma by the ears? In my gan
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champion broncho buster

of the world in 191

1

and 1913. He went
down from Montana
to the big contest in

Oklahoma and
cleaned them up right.

He rode nine horses
couldn't anybody else

ride, and then wound up
with Corkscrew, the hard-

est horse to sit on around

those parts. Abe's one
of those smooth faced,

quiet guys who hasn't

anything at all

"Brownie," Pete

Morrisson's trained

horse, who will do
anything but talk.

Pete raised
Brownie "from a

ride, he spit out of one PUP-"

corner of his mouth and sort

of gazed off into space and said: "Not much." It took
me two weeks to find out about him. Seems Abe got
tired of busting horses at S3 a head and decided to look
around the country. He tells it something like this:

"I tanned awhile and teamed awhile and gambled
awhile, but I didn't make no money out of that truck.

So I bought me a ticket and took a look around the

country. Had my saddle in a sack and my money—what
there was of it—in my pocket. When I got to Dennison,

Texas, I seen the posters on the fence—great big

posters—telling 'bout a Wild West Show that had
been there a few weeks before. Right there I

makes up my mind to join it. Didn't have but

'bout a dollar and a half so I stopped off

a couple of places to bust a horse or two.



One place they had a horse they allowed was plumb no 'count

at all. So they took up a collection and if I rode him I was
to pet the pot.

"Well, it s funny to me nobody else couldn't ride that horse.

I didn't have much trouble looking at the world from on top
o' him. 'Course I got ,.

-

'/
on him layin' down
arid had to fan

him a bit on
both sides I

with my gun, |

but him and \

me foregathered \
when it was
over. There was I

S72.50 in that collection and I went right off

and found me that Wild West Show.
•"I had bought me a little dude of a hat

—

"twasn't really much good as a hat, but I sort

'a took a notion to it—and the show outfit didn't

think much of me. They had a horse was sort

'a hard to sit on and a mule that sure was bad,

but somehow I managed to ride 'em and got my
job. I had a swell pair of spurs—maybe that ac-

counts for it. Anyway I stuck around quite a

spell and then, when its days was numbered, I

rustled me a job in the pictures."

If there's anything he can't ride we haven't

produced it. But Abe's ambition is to write

ove stories—the kind you sell to the maga-
zines for important money.

Billy Patton, another lad in the gang that

sure enjoys sitting a snakey horse, is from
Texas. There was a time when Billy was
with the rangers. The truth is Billv had a

Above: "The Gang." Reading from left to right:

Tuck Reynolds, Bill Smith, Chick Morrisson, Billy

Patton, Pete Morrisson, Abe Farra and Curly

Baldwin, all real cow hands. Below, Billy Patton,

champion broncho buster, throwing his pony,

"Sunshine."

burning and unsatiated desire to be an
actor.

Billy was down to El Paso when the

bug bit him. He had his thirty bucks

and they were burning a hole in his

pocket. Standing outside a theater, he

saw a picture of a real

swell chicken in a white

dress with pearls in her

hair. Underneath it said:

THE LONDON REPRO-
TOIRE COMPANY, IN
ROMEO AND JULIET.

Billy went and that was
his finish. He still aspires

to play Romeo and when
nobody's looking he spouts

a bit of Hamlet, but most
of the time he's playing

an all-around western cow

.1\A puncher and bronc buster.

We've got one boy in

the Triangle gang that

came near being a hero. Bill
—"Whispering"—Smith. Bill says

there's nothing to it but I got the dope pretty straight that he

stood off eighteen Mexicans in '14 when all the trouble was
popping on the Mexican border. When I asked him about it

he got real peeved.

'Who'se been tellin' you that stuff?" he wanted to know.
"Of course you know Mexicans ain't real men, nohow."

But I had to let him off here a while ago. He didn't put

a new notch on his gun because Mexicans don't count in the

Texas code; but the sheriff back there wrote him a real nice

letter asking him if he'd just as soon come back and face a

jury, just to keep the Texas record for law and order clean.

'Whispering" answered he'd sure accept the kind invitation if

they'd send him a round trip ticket. They did and he went,

but it didn't take him long, because he was back in time for the

next picture.

I guess Pete Morrison became a movie cowboy because there

wasn't any place else where he and Brownie could keep on
rooming together. Brownie is Pete's horse. Talk about de-

votion to a woman? (Continued on page ioq)
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The
SQUAW
MAN

ization of law to attempt conviction and capture. It was rather

openly hinted that the Sheriff himself was receiving money
from Cash to pay no attention to complaints. When Jim
Wynnegate dropped off at the little cow town and announced
his intention of becoming a rancher, Cash Hawkins marked him
for his special victim. It was inevitable that they should

be enemies. The mere fact of two men of such opposite char-

acter, the one with the keenest sense of honor, the other with

nothing but a sneer for whatever was honorable, living in the

same neighborhood, was a guarantee that they must clash.

The feud was one-sided for a long time simply because Jim

7<{arrated, by Jerome Shorey,

from the photoplay.

(Copyright, 1906, by Edwin Milton Royle ana!

Selena F. Royle)

IT
was not to save his cousin, Henry, Earl

of Kerhill, from disgrace, that Jim

Wynnegate was leaving England, and by

his sudden and unannounced departure

tacitly pleading guilty to the embezzlement of

charity funds of which he and Henry were

joint custodians. Truth was, he despised Hen-

ry, not merely because he knew that his

cousin was a thief, but because the remainder

of his character was in harmony with this

fact. Nor was it with any Quixotic idea of

sheltering the family name, that he allowed

the world to think he, rather than the Earl,

was guilty. As the shores of England merged

with the horizon he mused bitterly upon the

pleas that had been made for him to take

the blame upon his shoulders, for the sake

of the family. And they all thought it was

for the family he had done it. How little

they understood!

All Jim hoped, all he asked, was that his

action should restore to Diana her peace of

mind, if it were not too late. Diana was

Henry's wife, and Jim loved her. That was

all right. Jim had infinite capacity for con-

cealing his emotions. He never had hinted

the truth to Diana, but when Henry, one

day in a jealous rage, accused his wife of

being too fond of Jim, she became confused

and betrayed the fact that Jim's affection was

returned. Jim discovered this accidentally,

and realized that nothing but unhappiness for

the woman he worshiped could result from his

remaining in England. He had already de-

cided to go away when the fact of Henry's

peculations was discovered. So much the bet-

ter. Jim could use this as the excuse for

his departure, and, he believed, undermine

Diana's faith in him so that her love, if it had

come to that, would be killed. Diana could not love a thief.

Night closed in about the ship, and still Jim Wynnegate stood

at the rail, peering through the gloom for his last glimpse of

England. As the land and the sea became one vast mass of

grey, shapeless and impenetrable, the face of Diana seemed

to take form in the empty spaces, the beautiful face of Diana,

proud yet kind, and to Jim it seemed that she smiled, and that

in the smile there was a promise.

Two types of men are drawn irresistibly to the western

plains—those who find in the arduous life a challenge to their

courage and determination, and those who find in its wide.

untraveled spaces, opportunities for undetected crime or oppor-

tunities for escape when crime is detected. Cash Hawkins was

one of the latter. Like all of his kind, he was at heart a

coward, blustering only when accompanied by his wolf-like

gang. He was known to be a cattle-rustler, but in that remote

corner of Wyoming there was not a sufficiently strong organ-

Jim was considering whether it would be worth die

refused to recognize the fact that such a person as Cash Haw-
kins existed. He learned through his own cowboys that Cash

was "laying for" him for no reason that anyone could discover.

But he went his way unperturbed only being careful not to

turn his back toward Cash when they happened to meet. The

feud did not become really active until Jim. riding the range

one day. came upon Hawkins and his gang, cutting out some

of his cattle and branding them with Hawkins' mark. The gang

jumped on their horses and fled, swearing vengeance upon Jim

for interrupting the theft of his own stock. Not long after

this Jim interfered with a deal Hawkins had framed up to

cheat the old Ute chief. Tabywana, in a cattle transaction.

earning the gratitude of the Indian and the renewed hate of

Hawkins. And when, soon after. Jim rescued Tabywam's

daughter. Naturitch. from Hawkins' insults. Cash was counting

the days lost that gave him no opportunity to kill his enemy.

But if Mm had made Hawkins his blood-enemy, he had won

a friend whose faithfulness and almost doglike worship was to



stand him in good stead Nfaturitch looked upon bin) as little

shoi I el a god
The Continental Limited pulled into tlu- little town one day

with a leaking boilertube, and the passengers were informed thai

they aiight as well look about and enjoy some wild western

scenery, as it would be several hours before the repairs could

be made. Two men and a woman left one ol tin- Pullmans,

and strolled about the. town. The unions travelling taps the

men wore, told that they were English, and they stared at

everything with true British curiosity, not unmixed with super-

ciliousness, fhey were attracted by the dance hall-saloon-

"You too, Queenie," he commanded "( ome on in and gel

sour liquor."

in an instant Jim was al Hawkins' side.

'Tut up that mm," he ( ommanded.
Hawkins looked up at huu, Willi a surly sn.irl. I.ul il was

no time lor dispute. Jim was facing him, and thl

in Ins eyes. With a mrsc he dropped Ins gun back in its hoist r

and slunk out of the saloon.

"By Jove, if it isn't our friend the embezzler," exclaimed

Applegate.

The Earl looked away uneasily. Diana gave a little cry, and

chance to reach for his own gun, when a sharp report was heard, and Hawkins dropped where he stood.

gambling house, and after some debate decided to investigate.

Cash was there with his gang. Spotting the strangers, and
recognizing them as of the same caste as his sworn foe, he
ordered them up to the bar.

"Cash Hawkins is buying for the house," he yelled, and
brandished his gun.

Jim was at the other end of the long bar, with Big Bill and
Grouchy, two of his most trusted cowboys. At the commotion
he looked down the line and saw—Diana. Jim's cousin, the

Earl, was swiftly obeying the bully's command to approach the
bar. Sir John Applegate, their traveling companion, was
hesitating between a desire to protect Diana from the insult of

this barbarian, and the realization that resistance would be
futile. Diana alone was defiant. Standing straight and motion-
less, she looked at Hawkins as Marie Antoinette looked upon
the mobs that dragged her to the guillotine. But the scorn that
would have withered a civilized being had no effect upon
Hawkins.

then controlled herself.

"What's that?" demanded the Sheriff, who had been a wit-

ness of the incident.

"Oh, come on, Sir John," the Earl said petulantly. "We'll

be missing our train."

"No yuh don't," said the Sheriff, blocking the way. "If this

here Britisher's an embezzler, I want to know about it."

"Then find out about it for yourself," the Earl snapped.

"Out of my way."
The outburst was so unexpected that the Sheriff, open-

mouthed, obeyed, and the visitors started for the door. But
not until Diana had found opportunity7 to whisper in Jim's
ear:

"Oh why did you go? I know you are innocent."

Just that, and she was gone, but to Jim it was as if the

heavens had opened for an instant. It reawakened his courage,

that she should have this faith in him.

The Sheriff, alwavs on the alert in the interests of his friend
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34 Photoplay Magazine

Naturitch had slipped into the house and after crooning for a moment over some of the boy's

toys, stealthily departed.

Cash Hawkins, would not allow the incident to be closed with-

out asserting his authority a little further.

"What's this about you being an embezzler?" he demanded
of Jim.

"Haven't the slightest idea," Jim replied with a smile. "Never
saw the people in my life. Mistaken identity, I suppose. Any
objection?"

The Sheriff took a long look into Jim's eyes, and decided he

had no further comment to make. There would have been no
time, in any event. While Jim's attention was engaged with

the Sheriff, Cash Hawkins had flung open the door of the

saloon, and flanked by half a dozen of his followers, guns in

every hand, shouted:

"Hands up."

It was no time for parley, and Jim obeyed. Cash had the

drop on him, and hesitation meant death. He doubted thai

Cash would have the nerve to shoot him in cold blood, but still

the situation unquestionably was ticklish. Cash was in a race

over Jim's interruption of his sport a few minutes earlier, and
the old scores remained unsettled. Resides. Cash was secure

in his knowledge that the Sheriff was his friend. The tendency
in those days was to take for granted that even- man was
capable of looking out for himself, and except for flagrantly

unprovoked murder, invoking the processes

of law was looked upon with disfavor.

These things all flashed through Jim's mind
as he stood facing Cash, whose bestial fea-

tures were lighted with unholy triumph.

Cash's right hand twitched a little. It

looked as if he was about to nre. Jim
was considering whether it would be worth

the chance to reach for his own gun, when
a sharp report was heard, and Hawkins
dropped where he stood. A quick examina-

tion showed he had been shot through the

heart.

The Sheriff, whose zeal for his friend was

out of all proportion to his intelligence,

wanted to arrest Jim, but an examination

of Jim's gun, as well as that of his men.

Bill and Grouchy, showed that even- cham-

ber contained a loaded cartridge, that the

weapons were cold and the barrels clean and

bright.

"Well, somebody must 'a killed him.'' the

Sheriff insisted.

"That seems a reasonable conclusion."

Jim assured him, "and it's up to you as

Sheriff to find out who did it. But I don't

believe anybody around here will mourn if

you don]t, especially owners of cattle."

That night Jim strolled away from his

cabin, out under the stars. His mind was

filled with thoughts of Diana, and of her

faith in him. How splendid she was, as she

stood there in the saloon, defying Hawkins,

proud and fearless! How pitiful that she

should be chained to the weakling Henry!

Well, that was all past. He would never

see either of them again. Henry would take

good care that they never came that way.

As he stood on a slight rise of ground.

Jim saw a figure approaching swiftly toward

him through the darkness.

"Who's that?" he called, with his hand

on his gun.

"Me—Naturitch," a woman's voice re-

plied.

"Are you looking for me. Naturitch?" he

^0 asked.

She did not answer until she was close

beside him.

"Me kill him." she whispered.

"You!"
"You save me from him. me save you."

she explained, simply.

"But where were you?"

"Me watch—side room—he ready shoot

—me shoot first," and she handed him a

little revolver, hardly more than a toy be-

side the artillery of the plains.

"I'll keep this." Jim said. "If they find the little bullet, and

see this gun, they'll know you did it. I don't suppose there's

another this size in Wyoming. But how can I ever repav

you?"
For reply she whispered a few words in her own language

and slipped away as silently as she had come. Jim could only

guess the purport of her remark, but he sensed something to

the effect that she was his slave and would serve him whenever

he needed her.

Jim's debt of gratitude to Naturitch was soon redoubled.

Riding along a treacherous canyon trail one day. in search of

Stray cattle, his horse slipped, and he fell into a chasm known
as heath Hole. Strange mineral springs sent off poisonous

vapors in this narrow and almost inaccessible gorge, and

animals and men shunned it. The Indians surrounded it with

superstitions, and would make long detours to avoid it. As
Jim fell his head struck a boulder, and he lay unconscious at

the bottom of the Hole. An Indian tracker had been his com-
panion, and hurried hack to the camp to inform Tabywana of

Jim's plight. But while Tabywana would have done anything

in reason for his friend, he was of the older generation, and

he would neither venture to defy the superstition, nor order
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any of his tribe to do so. Naturitcta beard
tile news, .iiul, unseen by her Father, bur-

ried away. She too believed in the super-

stition ft Death Hole, Imi something

stronger than superstition drew her on.

["here was do time to warn the cowboys
the |H)i>on fumes would have done their

work before they could be brought. So sh

sped through the steep defiles, and with
almost .superhuman strength, dragged the

object of her devotion to safety.

Nor was this all. When, with the ai !

of her tribesmen, who were willing enough
to help when Jim bad been extricated from
the Hole itself, she had taken Jim to his

cabin, she refused to leave "him. The
poison had entered his system, and there was no doctor to be
had. So she brought to bear all the lore of the aborigines, and
nursed him back to health. When he had recovered sufficiently

to be about, Jim went to her one day and said:

"Time for you to go back to your father now Xaturitch."
She shook her head. "Me no go back again." she said, and

no argument could alter her determination.

Jim was lonely. The comradeship of Big Bill, Grouchy, and
the other cowboys did not suffice. The thought of his loss of
Piana never left him. But the gentle ministrations of Xaturitcn.
through his illness, seemed
to supply something of

the need that was grow-
ing within him. She was
not of his race, but she

was adaptable, and was
willing to forego all to be
with him. She asked noth-

ing but to be permitted to

serve her selfchosen mas-
ter, and her face, which

was beautiful with all the

unspoiled beauty of na-

ture, would light up with

joy at the least word of

praise from him. But
Jim. knowing what it

would mean for her to

stay, did his best to force

her to go, and even ap-

pealed to her father. But
the old chief only shook
his head, a little sadly. So
Xaturitch stayed, and
when a few months later

Jim saw her working on
a tiny pair of moccasins,
he sent for a minister.

--Thus Jim YVynnegats.
cousin of an Earl, became
a squaw man. Ordinarily
it was a term of reproach.

Men who married Indian
women were, frequently,

outcasts from their own
kind, and by their adop-
tion of an Indian mate
they still further isolated

themselves. But Jim com-
manded the respect of the

community, and while
many looked askance at

his marriage, they still

held him in respect, al-

though avoiding him a

little, that there might be
some slight indication of

their disapproval of these

mixed marriages.

If the few years which
followed did not bring
Jim actual happiness, they
brought something per-

haps a little more positive

than contentment. He

ion, from
scenario of the

same name, adapted from the famous
plaj <>i I dwin Milton Roj le, .on! pro
duced by An. raft, with tl

Jim II ynnegati t Uiotl Dexter
//. m Kerkill, In- cousin

rhuiston II. .11

Diana, Henry'swife (CatherineMai I ><

S» John Appkgate Tully Marshall
ana Noah I

Naturitck \nn Little

B«g Bill Theodore Roberts
Little Hal Pat Moore
Grouchy Jim Mason
Cask Hawkins Jack Holt

il and hr had hi

Little Hal was his one joj in hie. Natu
seemed K-s like his wife i 1

servant, who ( ame and went, intrudil

little as |x.-Mble into In- lilt- She app
i that only through the DO) li.'

any i laini to a pari in J Mi,-

made little attempt to learn to -|

lisfa fluently in spite of Tim's on rep
urging that she should do SO lor tin

of Hal. li he had been linn with her, she
doubtless would have obeyed, but he could
no more si old her than he could st old bis

dog or his hor-i , she took all his wor
heart so deeply. So rather than wound her
! e allowed things to drift along.

Suddenly everything seemed to go Wrong. The fair measure
of prosperity that hail been his, evaporated almost overnight.

An epidemic afflicted his cattle, his favorite hois,, broke its

leg in a gopher hole, the whole ranch seemed to be overtaken by
some perverse fate. To add to these very real troubles, there
came an annoying incident that might have far reaching re-

sults. The Sheriff, seeking re-election, had been informed by the
friends of Cash Hawkins that they would vote against him
unless he discovered and arrested the slayer of their ringleader.

(Continued on page 105)

"Need I tell you that I will care for him as if he were my own son?" Diana asked impulsively.



The Gish home is a big white house on Serrano avenue, a street in the Western part of Los Angeles that always seems to be

a river of sunshine. It is set back at the end of a deep lawn, and an unroofed portico runs across its whole front. On the

broad cement rail of this portico behold the Gish Enfant Terrible, simultaneously kidding Mrs. St. Johns and the photographer.
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Black Sheep Gish
"( tee, Vve got a nice family all but

me!" says Dorothy the Disturber.

By Adela Rogers-St. Johns

HELLO.' said Dorothy Gish, with the un-

affected simplicity of a child. "I'm trying

out my now uke. We've got a jazz band

on my set now and 1 have to keep in

training."

She sat down on one end of a perfectly enormous

purple velvet divan, tucked her feet under her, kid-

fashion, and began to laugh. Out of a clear sky

it bubbled, that laugh— just girl. And there you have

the secret of Dorothy Gish and her superlative

charm—just girl—the sort of girl you adored in

high school, and worshipped out of it—the girl you
waltzed with muler soft, shaded lights—the girl that's

always held a little, wee place in your heart

—

"Mother'll be here in a minute," she announced.

"She's doing some Red Cross thing, of course. My
mother," with that positive, almost belligerent little

stare that belonged so completely to the famous
"Little Disturber" of "Hearts of the World.'' "is

the nicest woman in the world. She's always doing

something for somebody
."

In "The Hun Within," with Charles Girard.

In "Hearts of

the World,"
with Robert
Anderson.

She laid down the beloved ukelele and

pulled her knees up under her chin. Try

it yourself and you'll be convinced that

Dorothy can't possibly be more than the

twenty years she proudly claims.

"There's just one thing I want you to

say for me," she remarked, with a giggle.

"I wore a wig, a black wig, in 'Hearts of

the World' and I'm wearing it in all my new

pictures. My own hair's blond. See this .-

She took a strand of the apricot, silken

stuff that curled about her ears and gave

it a yank. "That's my own, and it's nat-

urally that color. Gee, everybody thinks

now 'that I'm a peroxide, just because of

that black wig. Why, the other day I

was helping mother at a Red Cross booth

and some woman spotted me. She stood

and looked right in my face and then she

said to the woman with her: Well. I've

seen Dorothy Gish twice before. The

first time she was a blond, the next time

she was a brunette and now look at her'

It was too much for Dorothy. She

turned over, kicked up her heels and went

into a regular fit of giggles! But it is

quite true that Dorothy is essentially

blond. There is a Watteau shepherdess in

the Wallace Gallery in London for which

she might have posed.

"I've gotta stop that." she said, sitting

up with a face grown suddenly serious.

"Mother says I'll have wrinkles all over the
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place by the time I'm forty. But, gee, anybody ought to have
wrinkles at forty, hadn't they? Seems pretty old to me. I

just can't help laughing. Seems to be my nature.

"Now, Lillian—here's a funny one. You know we were
brought up with the Pickfords. Well, Mary and I always
seemed to be the ones that started things. We used to hear

mother say, 'Lillian is too good to live.' And then Mrs. Pick-

ford would sigh and say, 'Yes, that child is almost too good
for this world.' Then Mary and I would follow Lillian around
all day to see if she wasn't going to fall over, or something. It

fascinated us. But Lillian is still like that—so quiet and good.
Gee, I've got a nice family—all but me. I'm the black sheep.

"Oh, there was a woman sat next to mother and me one
day at a matinee of 'Hearts of the World.' The woman watched
me on the screen for a few minutes and then she turned around
to me and said, 'I'll bet that girl is a tough one. She couldn't
pull that stuff so well if she wasn't.'

"

Which brought us naturally to the "Little Disturber" and
her origin, for there can be no doubt that Dorothy Gish has
created a type of girl new to the screen and one that will

follow her name as the "Music Master" has followed that ot
Warfield, or "Leg" that of Laurette Taylor.

"Well, she's partly a real girl," said Dorothy, and her eyes,
under their peculiar lashes—black, feathered with gold—grew
serious. "We saw her in Paris and followed her all one after-
noon. She walked exactly as I did in the picture, only she
brought her feet down harder—like this." She gave me the
Little Disturber with amplifications. "She was wearing a
peach-colored georgette, with a real lace collar, one of those
things that made a tailor-made person like me break the tenth
commandment every time I looked at it. And partly, she is

—

me, I guess. There's one thing makes me pretty glad every-
body likes her so well. I won't have to cry much for a spell,

and I'm sure glad. I hate to cry."

'The Home of Smileage" — the government
theatre at Camp Taylor, Ky.

-Jw^r

How About a

"Smileage Night"

In Your

Theatre?

Announcing plans for an

organized method of pro'

viding entertainment tic\ets

for our soldiers and sailors.

^CvStt
*«

ANEW plan of getting Smileage Books into the hands of

soldiers who want them has been proposed to the moving
picture exhibitors and has received the approval of some
of the biggest men in the industry. As Smileage coupons

are now used in the government theatres in the forty-six largest

camps, where something like 500,000 men are always kept for

training, it is no surprise that about 1,000 requests for Smileage

Books are received daily at the Smileage Division offices at

Washington.
The new plan is to run a "Smileage Night" once every month

in each theatre.

Ten per cent of the gross receipts on that night are to be
devoted to the purchase of Smileage Books to go to the men,
who come from the same city the theatre is in. That is, the

money raised by New York City picture houses will buy
Smileage for New York City boys now in camp "over here."

The Chicago funds will keep Chicago boys supplied, and Cedar
Rapids cash will enable Cedar Rapids soldiers to have a good
time in the camp theatres, "on the folks back home."
As over 5,000 cities and towns have established permanent

Smileage sales agencies, the entire country is pretty well cov-

ered. This additional method of assisting each local Smileage

fund should enable the local chairman who has direct charge

of the sales in his city, to keep all "his boys" supplied with

Smileage coupons.

Smileage coupons are based on the theory that people back
home enjoying a show would be glad to take their khaki-clad

friends to the show with them if said friends were around
town. As their friends are in camp, Smileage provides the

acceptable substitute. For the soldier who has a Smileage Book
simply exchanges the Smileage coupons for his ticket to the

camp theater, and thanks the person who sent him the book
for sending him the seat, as it were, by long distance.

Many cities supplied their men with one-dollar or five-dollar

Smileage Books when the men went off to camp. Of course, the

coupons swiftly disappeared, for the average soldier takes his

friends in "on Smileage." Then the demands came to the

Washington headquarters, asking how to secure additional

Smileage. These demands were referred to the cities from
which the men came, and each city took care of its own sol-

diers. The requests were coming in too fast for most of the

local chairmen, so the aid of the picture people comes at a
most timely moment.

Each "picture house fund" will be kept separate. The books
bought through the funds will all be marked as coming from
the various picture houses. Smileage will thus serve as a pleas-

ing reminder of the home town and the fact that the people
back there want the men to have as good a time as military

regulations permit.

Red Cross hospital directors in fifteen camps have sent in

urgent calls "for as many Smileage Books as you can send me"
to the Smileage Division of the War Department Commission
on Training Camp Activities.

It is to provide funds to maintain exactly this sort of work
that the theatres will give ten per cent of their receipts. The
feeling is strong that the extra patronage on "Smileacre Night''

will not make the entire cost of the donation fall on the house
owner.

He Hated to Correct Him!

ONE of Pershing's colored soldiers, in going vigorously over the top, suddenly con-

fronted a German reservist from St. Louis. The militant disciple of Kultur fell

bravely to his knees and shrieked in English: "Spare me! I have a wife and six children at

home!"
"Man, you's wrong! What you got at home is a widow and six orphans!" answered

the Ethiop.

And immediately he took suitable steps to prove himself a perfectly truthful member
of the African M. E. Church.



A Lover— Off and On
Having made a study of romance at home, Titles Welch,

is putting his affectionate disposition into business.

A CONTRACT was recently made between the Famous
Players-Lasky corporation, party of the first part, and

Niles Welch, esq., party of the second part, providing

that the party of the second part is to appear as a

featured player in Paramount and Artcraft pictures for a pe-

riod of four years.

Niles Welch daren't grow old or prosaic during that period.

And if it is true that one's home life influences his business,

then Paramount and Artcraft needn't worn' over this acquisition

of screen youth. For Mr. and Mrs. Welch are established

in a comfortable and beautiful little bungalow near the Lasky

studios in Los Angeles, where they are showing how happy
young married couples can be when they set their minds to it

—

as well as their hearts.

Jesse Lasky has confessed that he had been trying for a long

time to corral Mr. Welch, and that having succeeded he felt

much gratified. For you see Mr. Welch can do a great many
things besides look young. To be perfectly frank about it, he

is an actor of exceptional ability who plays roles exemplifying

vim. nerve and virility, qualities which belong to youth.

Niles Welch is unique in that he deliberately and with malice

prepense and aforethought set out to be an actor. He began
qualifying himself for his career when he was younger even

than he now looks to be. He was born in Hartford, Conn.

—

oh, well, if you must have the date, it was July 20, 1888. Soon
thereafter his parents went to Europe, where they lived for

some years. Niles began his education in England, took another

installment in France, and then returned to Concord, New
Hampshire, where he prepared for college at St. Paul's School.

He entered Sheffield Scientific School, Yale University, with

the class of 1909, and topped off with a course at Columbia

University. Thus he acquired a cosmopolitan education which

all finished artists should have.

While at Columbia Mr. Welch took a prominent, but not too

prominent, part in all student activities, including football and

rowing, and not overlooking amateur theatricals.

He simply went out of his own accord and found an opportu-

nity to take a post-graduate course in dramatic art in that

most grilling and unremunerative school, a stock company. For

three mortal years he stuck to the job, playing in that time

several million different parts—or, at least, so it seemed to his

fevered imagination—until at last his soul revolted.

By this time motion pictures were coming along nicely, hold-

ing out prospects of substantial reward to actors who could

act. Welch obtained an engagement with Vitagraph which

lasted for a year. That was enough to establish him firmly in

the new art. Next followed a year with Metro and other en-

gagements with Paramount, World, Universal, Pathe. Select

and Goldwyn pictures, Mr. Welch growing steadily in finished

artistry.

He played the leading juvenile role opposite Marguerite

Clark in "Miss George Washington," and then things began io

happen. So many letters were received from exhibitors and

their patrons expressing delight with his work and surest in::

that he should be featured regularly in Paramount pictures that

the four year contract was inevitable.

Without neglecting his duties in make-believe romances. Mr.
Welch found time to work in a little private romance of his

own. which in due time led a charming screen actress to the

altar as Miss Dell Boone and away from it Mrs. Niles Welch.
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Educational Fil
A department of service in the application of the motion

picture to one of its greatest fields of usefulness. /

By Henry MacMahon

cDO you know that the dormouse has never felt the

thrill of hanging up his stocking on Christmas eve

—

simply because he sleeps without a break from Novem-
ber to March? Do you know that the python can eat ^-„-

a pig four times its own size and not feel stuffy?

Perhaps you do; maybe you have read about it in a book.
You have, then, relied on the written word. But would you not be '^ffi

more interested and would not the impression be more lasting and vivid ^
were you to see—actually see—the dormouse sleeping while autumn turns
to winter, or the python in the midst of swallowing his portion of food,
whose size Hoover could never sanction?
Motion pictures showing the lives and habits of animals is but another

great, new phase of the educational film. In the series, "The Living
Book of Nature," Raymond L. Ditmars is accumulating a price-
less "library" for the eyes and brains of those who are interested
in animals—whether that animal be a lion from Africa, or an
alley cat in Toledo. Already Mr. Ditmars has
dogged with his camera fifty-three differ

ent animals during their most inter-

esting hours. Often months were
required to collect a reel show-
ing such difficult bits of ac
tion as the life of our distant

friend, the skunk, or Mis
t e r Katydid grinding

out his love song.

Professor Ditmars, a
member of the New
York Zoological staff

and otherwise a famed
animal authority, has

At right—Reptilian camou-
flage. These pale green ser-

pents from Brazil look like th

vines of the tropics. These crea-

tures lived weeks in the Ditmars'

studio until they became accustomed
to crawling naturally among settings

imitating their native jungle, when they

could be "shot" by the camera.

Photos by

Educational

Films

Corporation

Showing a katy-did in die

act of "singing." You may
not have known that the

songs of insects are pro-

duced by rubbing brittle

parts of the wings that are

known as the stridulating

organs. These organs are

clearly shown behind the

head, and look like discs

of rough mica.

Mr. and Mrs. Ditmars at work in the laboratory with an intricate camera

which may be thrown into various ratios of gear in order to photograph

and portray types of motion that are too quick for the eye to follow.

The camera is fitted with a lens of great magnifying power and records

the most intimate close-ups of the smaller creatures.
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devoted the past rive

years toward transferring

the moods and peculiari-

ties of animals to the screen.

Professor Ditmars' library of

fifty-three subjects indicates

the limitless field for further reve-

lations into which he intends to step

deeper.

In earlier years Professor Ditmars told what

he had discovered in books, but the possibilities of even

more vividly revealing animals in their natural haunts

came to him through a study of the motion picture camera.

"In 'The Living Book of Nature.'" explains Professor

Ditmars. "I am not looking for thrills or for camera

tricks, but rather studies of the animals to reveal charac-

teristic traits, habits and life histories unnoticed or un-

attainable by those who wander casually past the cages.

"None of my work is in the nature of made-up acting,

and even in the monkey house I do not train the simians

after the manner of the professional stage trainer, but

rather educate them to investigate the extent of their

mental capabilities. Stace training is largely the inflic-

tion of fear and punishment, but our method is entirely

one of imitation and suasion. Thus the monkeys learn

to handle knife and fork, to wear clothes, to perform

intricate mechanical tasks, simply by watching and imi-

tating human beings doing these things. For instance,

there isn't an animal in our monkey house that won't

put on a hat if it is handed to him. As favorable oppor-

tunities occur I accumulate film bits of their intelligent

actions until finally I have a pretty complete life-history

of the monkey from the lowest to the highest stage of

intellectual development. It may take the better part

of a year to build up this one film subject, but while I



Ditmars claims he wore the first gas-mask. Here he is, clad in olive

colored rubber coat and wearing his mask, long before we began

to speak familiarly of such a contrivance. He's filming wild skunks

!

am doing it I am also working on half a

dozen or dozen other subjects which

may be completed almost simulta-

neously.

"The young of all animals, and the

methods of the parents in caring for

them, have my particular attention. The
jealousy of the mothers, of which some
writers make so much, offers but slight

difficulties if we except certain species

of deer the does whereof will fight to the

death for their fawns. In general we
find that the animal mother is just as

proud of its offspring as is a human
mother. In a den of wolves I found the

mother-wolf frankly delighted 'with my
presence; she and the cubs played around just iike friendly

dogs as I prepared for the 'camera-shooting.'

"I couldn't accomplish much," continued the Professor,

"if contented with the everyday appliances, lenses and rates

of speed of the so-called "dramatic' motion picture work.

For instance, one of the chapters in my 'book' shows a

lizard eating flies. This sort of lizard sticks out' its tongue

with almost lightning-like rapidity at its victim. The end

of the tongue expands umbrella fashion, suction grabs the

insect and holds it fast on the little tongue-platform till

insect-carrier and insect are back within the jaws of the lizard.

The whole operation takes but an instant, and you do not

get it at all by the ordinary sixteen-pictures-per-second cam-
era. I use a special machine taking thirty-two images per

second, but project the positives in exhibition at the reg-

ular rate so that the operation can be seen in detail. On
the other hand, many processes of Nature are so slow, so im-
perceptible in fact, that the camera eye must move very
slowly over the field or else 'take' at intervals of five min-
utes or perhaps several hours or days in order to record the

changes. Here again special equipment is necessary. For bird

photography, telephoto, or telescopic, lenses are used. On the

small work a beautiful ten-inch lens comes into play: its

enormous light-giving and magnifying powers enable us to

reproduce the tiniest of creatures in their marvelous activ-

ities. When engaged in special studies of the miniature world
I use a camera so light that it can easily be carried on the

palm of the hand and when in position on the tripod, con-
trolled by the little finger.

"In taking outdoor scenes. I attach a camera to the tonneau
of my automobile and throw in a few hundred feet of cable
and an electric arc for the lighting purposes. Suppose, for

example. I want to take the stridulations of the common
katydid. A neighbor on a country road will accommodate
me by letting me attach the cable to his electric switch.

Ask This Department

1. For information concerning motion pictures for

all places other than theaters.

2. To find for you the films suited to the purposes

and programs of any institution or organization.

3. Where and how to get them.

4. For information regarding projectors and equip-

ment for showing pictures. (Send stamped
envelope).

Address: Educational Department,

Photoplay Magazine, Chicago

Presto! there's the Lighting and camera .ill set l"« hard

part "t ii it the katydid, n.^ halm being to ting only in the

dark and u> quit when the scene 1- illuminated 1 recall then

that the katydid's lay is one ol courtship and tin

exclusivel) .1 masculine one made to entice the female !>y a

musical note caused by the rubbing together ol Lhi

When one male katydid starts up, the others will join in and
try i" outvie him. So 1 provide a lust) out

there in the near-by dark, and by and by my captive he-

katydid, though in the, lull light ol the motion picture ar.

,

will begin to think that those other fellows arc putting some-
thing over him, and he will sing too.

"I've taken the camera into the rattlesnake dens in Con-
necticut and New York States and photographed the free

reptiles and their young in action. 1 have filmed the wild ,;
'

the small game and even occasionally the bears in the Berk-
shires, the Catskills and northern Pennsylvania. But the

intensive study of the animal world can best be carried on
in connection with a great and varied collection of animals

such as the Zoological Park offers.

"In one of my reels 1 show a light to the death between
a mongoose and a cobra. The mongoose, as is well known,
is the poisonous snake-hunter, its importation into the United
States is forbidden, and I had great trouble in obtaining a
license for a specimen, which I subsequently returned to the

Orient. The cobra repeatedly coiled itself and struck at the
mongoose which dodged every attack. Ever the snake tried

to bury its fangs in its four-footed adversary and ever the
mongoose was too quick for him. At the death grapple the

mongoose got around behind and bit the

cobra in the tail; this caused the cobra
head to rear up, and the mongoose jaws
were upon it like a flash, inflicting the
wound in the neck which ended the
snake's struggles.

"Another film shows the swallowing
by a python of a pig four times
size. This sounds incredible. The ex-

planation is that the python's jaws, in-

stead of being attached each to the other
like mammalian jaws, are divided above
and below, and the orifice of the throat
is also elastic, the bones coming away
from each other as the muscles are

A scene from E. M. Newman Travel Picture released by the Educational
Films Corporation of America, showing the Great Wall of China.
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stretched wide .to their utmost tensity. The pig having been

killed by constriction, the right upper jaw moves outwards and
away to encompass one end of the carcass, next the left upper

jaw encloses the left side of the body, next the right and left

lower jaws move forward upon the prey and pull in the lower

part of it, until the pig is all in and gulped down by a tre-

mendous series of slow swallows. The process of digestion

takes from eight to ten days. In this snake-incinerator, the

entire pig is reduced to nothingness—hide, hair, teeth, tail,

squeal and all. I've had dentist friends of mine disbelieve my
statement that snakes can digest teeth. For proof, I've let

them put human teeth into the body of a rodent that was sub-

sequently swallowed by one of my pet snakes; then the animal

has been kept continually under observation, and it has been
shown absolutely that no traces of the teeth anywhere re-

mained.
"Of equal interest with the land

reptilians are the pictures of submar-
ine monsters I obtained from Italy

some little while ago. Pictures of

devil-fish, I grieve to say, are often

faked, but these were the real thing.

The Italian submarine pictures were

made in specially devised deep-water-

tanks at Naples and near Tahiti and

Samoa. Actual colors of the deep
were photographed by polychrome,

and we reproduced them here in la-

boratory though the laboratory ex-

perts kindly assured us that no such

greens, blues and pinks could possibly

have been found at the bottom of the

sea! I edited and titled the pictures

and added to them some combats of

my own between giant turtles and
sea-monsters, but ninety per cent

of the pictures were Italian and to

Italian scientists the credit is due for

this amazing record of the sea.

"Now I am engaged in revealing

the mysteries of Nature in the con-

structive efforts of its creatures. I

may mention here the nests, hives

and hills of the birds, bees and ants;

the burrow of the trap-door spider

which digs its home in the sand, en-

closes it in silk 'wallpaper,' and con-

structs at the top a weather-proof,

hinged trap-door which is indistin-

guishable from the surface of the des-

ert; the spider of the Tornado Zone
which reinforces its tree nest with

stout silk-and-paste ligaments at the leaf stem and the branch

trunk; the prairie dogs, so common in the West, as skillful on

the land as the beavers in the water, kicking the upturned soil

into the hillocks with mathematical exactitude and tamping :t

down with their heads, providing a rain-proof home which sud-

den storms cannot demolish. I have been working recently on

subjects such as these, my aim being to show the truly creative

intelligence that animates Nature."

Ditmars' studio-laboratory at Scarsdale (N. Y.), is a magic

workshop wherein the scientist performs his cunningest feats

and makes his most delicate experiments. He is a modern Mer-

lin of props, scenery and lights, an enchanter who gets much
out of little, like the mediaeval philosopher extracting gold

from lead. Props? You would laugh to see them. Red,

white, pink and neutral gray sands; sticks and bark from trees

of every country in the world; jars of particolored shells ami

marine specimens from the Seven Seas; trays of bones, ancient

and modern; eggs assorted and as the produce men say "extra

fine;" mosses, plants, the paraphernalia of tropic or temperate

vegetation.

For every little animal that he pictures there, Ditmars
makes a habitat identical with its natural conditions. He con-

structs the prairie burrows, he builds the rattlesnake den. In-

puts the insect on the bough, the sea-devil in the tank, the

crustacean among the marine rocks and sands, and then he lights,

directs, turns the motion picture crank, and even projects the

negative right there.

The building, a substantial structure, is 100 feet long by
thirty-five feet in width. It contains all the appliances of the skeptics and think I have succeeded."

Did You Know

—That the only song the katydid sings

is one of courtship, and that sung only by

the male; that keen rivalry often occurs for

the hand of some fair katydid, and that the

he-katydid who sings the prettiest is the

chosen suitor?

—That the lizard catches flies by darting

out his tongue in the shape of an umbrella?

—That the trap-door spider has a weather-

proof, hinged door to his home, indistin-

guishable from the surface of the earth?

—That a python can swallow a pig four

times its own size—and still have room for

dessert; that this same snake is alleged to

be able to digest human teeth?

—That in the ocean there are fish able to

instantly change their color to that of their

surroundings— "chameleons of the sea"?

up-to-date movie factory, together with many special 'wrinkles."

The extreme elaboration, complexity and yet space-economy
of the lighting system would interest an expert, but it would
be Greek to most of us. Suffice it to say that the special

difficulties are overcome by special means. For instance, the

glare from the electric arcs bothers the little animal folk even

more than it does humans and prevents their '"acting," but

Ditmars solves the problem simply by placing a ground glass

screen in front of the arc, thus illuminating the scene and the

animals by a soft, diffused light. He watches very carefully

the shadows, corners and under sides of the picture, bunch
lights being used in addition to the big arcs to light these up.

For occasional daylight work, the large top of the studio can be

lifted off.

Raymond L. Ditmars is a city boy with a love of animals

strongly developed by park wanderings and by some youthful

experiences as a lad-of-all-work in the

menagerie tent of a big circus. His
parents used to live in a Harlem
apartment house over against what
was then the northern wilderness of

Central Park. The boy knew every

nook and cranny of the wildwood.

and its creatures. He caught his fir>t

snakes on the rocky ledge where now
the steep steps go down from Colum-
bus avenue to the Park Circle. Bring-

ing home the snakes in his pocket, he
encountered the parental wrath which
was only partly appeased when a
neighboring taxidermist assured the

family that the quarry were non-

poisonous grass snakes of a harmless

variety. He was finally allowed to

keep the snakes and to add to their

number, amassing a collection of sev-

eral score which he attended to and
photographed religiously. At four-

teen he got a job in the American
Museum of Natural History. For
seven years he worked there, being

finally promoted Assistant Curator of

Insects. Then he went into news-

paper work, writing animal stories,

for the New York Times, and filled

pages with the astonishing facts about

the wild creatures to be found in the

parks and in the out-of-the-way cor-

ners of New York. Then, one day. 'no

hied to The Bronx to interview Direc-

tor Hornaday of the newly started

Zoological Park. He found his

future chief in a hut of the wilderness and started in. After
obtaining all the journalistic facts about the new project, he
said: "I've a collection of three hundred snakes on an upper
floor of my home which I'd like you to look at

!"

"Three hundred snakes!" said the Director, astonished.

"Boy. where did you get them?"
"Collected them." said Ditmars briefly.

Director Hornaday came to see the collection, and young
Ditmars promptly offered them to the New York Zoological
Park. "Yes, we are pleased to accept them as the nucleus of
New York's Reptile Collection, but

—
" he laid a friendly hand

on the lad's shoulder, "on one condition, when they go to the
Park, you go with them!" And that's how Raymond L. Dit-
mars became a member of the New York Zoological Staff just

twenty years ago. In that decade of uninterrupted labor he
has received academic degrees from many learned bodies in

various lands, has written, illustrated and published two enor-
mous tomes on "The Reptiles of North America" and "The
Reptiles of the World." under Mr. Hornaday's supervision has
augmented the mammals and reptiles of the park to the largest

collections of their kinds in the world and has found time in

the last live years to study the animals moving-pictorially. His
series of fifty-three subjects constitute the first definite trans-

ference of a natural science from a literary and a "still"-illus-

trated form to a moving picture form.

"Once," said Mr. Ditmars. after a lecture, "a gentleman told

me that he couldn't believe that dormouse and python stuff

without seeing it. I took up motion pictures to silence such
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Louise Grayling
unshed hard for

some excitement,

and got it— with

trimmings — and
everything

By

Leigh

Metcalfe

Tarrytown, Monday evening

DEAREST WINIFRED:
Well—here I am—at Aunt Euphemia's house, where

I shall remain all summer unless Dad sends for me,

or I pine away in loneliness. I feel about as outraged

as a newly-captured tiger upon being caged for the first time

and offered a bowl of corn-meal gruel.

Tell me, pray—what is a girl to do in a prison like Aunty's

house? Such a bunch of ogres—even the ice man looks haughty
and offended when you attempt to smile at him. No noise,

no excitement—nothing but stiff, staid ceremony. Oh, for a

fire or a murder! I have just been wishing that a burglar

would sneak into the house—a nice friendly burglar, with a

sense of humor. But, oh dear—I suppose burglars are too

unconventional for Aunty ! Imagine me. Winnie—trying to warm
up to a formal crowd of inert Grundies who have been antiques

for perfect ages. What, pray, is the restlessness of youth
to Aunt Euphemia? I was just looking at her baby pictures

and do you know I can recognize that same hauteur and
unbreakable dignity?

Listen, Winnie: the first minute Dad comes home I want
you to send me a wire. For I won't stay in this dead place

a minute longer than is necessary. I never will forgive him
for going away on that business trip, permitting Aunty to drag

me to Tarrytown, just because she thinks it wouldn't be "prop-

er" for me to remain at home with everyone gone.

However, I don't intend to tire you with my dreariness

—

even though you did make me promise to write you everything.

And so, because dreariness is all that drips from my pen to-

night, I'll stop. Louise.

Tarrytown. Tuesday morning.

Oh, Winnie—I must whisper a thrilling idea that came to

me during the night! I suddenly remembered that Uncle
Abe Silt had written me not so long ago, asking me to visit

him at Cape Cod. He is a storekeeper there you know.

"No noise—no excitement—nothing but stiff, staid ceremony.

Oh, for a fire or a murder!"

And so I think I'll sneak away to Cape Cod. Don't gasp,

dear. It will be interesting and who knows but what I'll un-

earth some excitement there? Cape Cod is quite a picturesque

place, I understand—where they get cod liver oil and all. And
codfish. The people are very plain, I understand, and very
difficult to shock.

Don't tell a soul yet. Winnie. I am going to make over-

tures to the housekeeper today. I am quite sure I saw her
wink at me during breakfast when I declared to Aunty that

cigarette-smoking was a graceful feminine habit. Aunty is

going out on a calling tour. And if I am to sneak away, it

must be done quickly. More later. Louise.

Somewhere on Cape Con,

Wednesday morning.
Winnie—I've gone and done it! Revolt was as inevitable

as Hun defeat. The housekeeper is a real sport. Just after

Aunty had gone yesterday. I sneaked up to her and sobbed
out my plan on her shoulder. She melted into liquid sym-
pathy. Then I sprang my idea. "I'm going to sneak off to

my Uncle's—at Cape Co
She swallowed a gasp but said: "I think I understand,

dearie!"

And so I packed my things in a jiffy and by noon was
gone. And here I am! No stiff, starched ceremony or any
(if that stuff. Oh. it's a relief after Tarrytown and I must go
out and stir up some excitement.

If only Aunty doesn't come and spoil it all. But the

housekeeper promised to tell her that I had left the house
suddenly, after receiving a wire, and didn't tell where I was
bound.

Uncle Abe is a dear old fellow. He has whiskers like

Ulysses, only, unlike him, is afraid of water. I know he
doesn't like water because Betty (more about her later) said

so. And that is strange, considerins that he was born and
reared within sound of the breakers. I intend to in-

vestigate.
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However, even if he is afraid, his brother, Captain Amazon,

isn't. Amazon is a sea captain and Uncle just loves to tell of

his exciting adventures. A ferocious old captain, he must be,

and wonderfully courageous. Last evening I sat charmed

—

actually charmed—while Uncle told of Amazon's amazing ad-

ventures. There are several others rival story-tellers—ex-

sea captains—but they can't pretend to match Uncle's true

stories. Joab, a retired mariner, is especially eager to dis-

credit Uncle's stories, and bullies the old dear unmercifully.

And Winnie—there's Betty—Betty Gallup, a typical sort of

woman for this place, with a masculine way about her, un-

limited nerve and a habit of making Uncle step lively. She

keeps house here. One would think she really disliked Uncle

—if one didn't observe closely. I have watched her, and

really, Winnie, there's the oddest, prettiest light that shines

in her eyes when she is near Uncle Abe. It's just as though

only the tiniest little obstacle were all that kept her from

flying into his great arms. And it is easy to see that he cares

for Betty. I heard him sigh this morning when he was watch-

ing her. The sort of sigh that—well, like Bobby Wescott

made when he wanted to dance with me (conceit!) and my
card was filled. There's something between the two dears

—

I wonder what keeps them apart?

Well—i'm at the end of this sheet and must move about a

little and forget that Aunt Euphemia has probably sent out

the chief of Tarrytown police to look for her scapegoat niece.

Goodby for this time.

LOUISE. "Why is Abe's bedroom door locked?"

P. S.—I nearly forgot a very thrilling part Betty demanded. My heart jumped, but

of my trip here. I met the most un- Uncle's wits were quick, this day. "Be-

usual person—a snobbish fisherman.

Perhaps not snobbish, but certainly

independent. You see, I got off

at the wrong station coming over,

and I char

t er e d his
launch to

ferry me
across the V J£A 4M "*r

cove. He £[ ^Jl ^0^J**^ i^'t^v
refused to

take any fee. And—oh, Winnie, imagine! His launch became
shoaled out from shore and without hesitation or invitation,

grabbed me in his strong arms and carried me to land. And
the surprising thing about it was that I wasn't angry! His

name is Lawford Tapp. There—isn't that a nice little thrill

for a starter''

L.

cause I want it locked

!

roared

he

Wednesday evening.

Mystery! I like the sound of that word—after

Tarrytown! Mystery always precedes excitement. It con-

cerns Uncle Abe. This afternoon I was putting away my
things and discovered some old scrap books in the dresser.

They contained old clippings—stories of the sea. Imagine
my surprise to recognize that even' one of the many stories

Uncle has been pinning on to this Captain Amazon. The
old sneak ! Why should he plagiarize ( I think that was what
my English teacher called it) just for the sake of bragging

over his brother? I intend to find out. . . . right now!

I found out ! Dear Uncle. He was down in the store when
I searched for him. I lured him outside and while we were
walking along the beach, he started another reminiscence of

this Amazon person. I used it as a cue.

"But—I read that story. Uncle," I said.

His face fell and he flushed back to his ears. Cruelly I

went on. demanding to know why he mis-

represented fiction to be fact. Then he
opened his heart.

"My mother was frightened before I

was born, by a frightful wreck." he said

quietly. "And I can hardly bear sight of

the sea—and—so—I
—

" He went on to

tell how he felt being a landlubber among
the stalwart, unafraid fishermen and mari-

ners. I was beginning to understand a

ittle. I held his arm fondly. He fin-

ished.
"—an' so I invented a

brother—so that he could

hold the respect I can't

command." He looked

off toward the house.

where Betty Gallup was
puttering around the porch.

T didn't care so much about

f men ridiculing me." he said.

"But Betty—she isn't afeard of

the sea!"

We walked in silence for a while.

Suddenly I was seized with an
idea. I did so want to help

LTncle with the men—and Betty.

I clutched his arm, eagerly.

"Oh. Uncle." I gasped. "I have

it! Why not win Betty's

greater respect and remove
the taint from the minds of

the people—by being your

brother yourself:'"

He stared at me aston-

ished. But before he

could voice objections. I

plunged into my plan.

sweeping fear quite out

from his heart. Then we
were interrupted by Mr.
Tapp. who ran up. plead-

ing with me to go with

him in his launch. I

couldn't refuse— even

though my mind was a

medley with thinking of

my great idea. I wasn't

half civil to Mr. Tapp.

I know. I wonder who
he really is? He doesn't

seem to be ordinary

—

nut a bit. Adieu.

Louise.

P, S.—On advice of
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Uncle, I wrote a note to Aunty today, telling her where 1

was and assuring her that 1 was in good riands and quite we
and happy

Thursdaj
Our plan worked splendidly! Uncle Abe is now the fear

Mime "Amazon," whose prowess he so lustily sang in the
past. He is now the blustering, domineering Captain, boss

of the store and unafraid of Hetty Gallup or any retired

mariner in Cape Cod. The whole shore is thrilled! And to

think that I—a mere girl, recently run away from a fashion-

able Tarrytown home am at the bottom of it' Oh, this

is a lark 1

I'll tell you all about it.

This morning Uncle and 1 got together while Betty was
out, and looked over one of his books, "The Sea Scorpion.''

In it we found a wonderful portrait of a fierce-visaged sea

captain
—

"Captain Gridd."

"You must resemble him," I determined, and Uncle nod-
ded. Upstairsj the page before us, we got busy. Uncle's
heart broke when his beard had to go under the shears. But
we preserved it all and locked it in the dresser for resur-

rtction. Then we mixed a heavy dye in the wash bowl and
smeared it over his pale features and managed to put to-

gether some wild, weather-worn looking clothes suggestive
of a lifetime at sea.

I sent for Uncle Abe's chest, which Perry, station agent,
called for immediately. Soon Hetty returned. Close behind
her entered Cncle. Betty whirled around as he stamped
into the room. She gasped and stared, speechless as he
glared at her. thundering:

"1 suppose you're Betty Gallup. I'm Captain Amazon

—

Abe's brother."

His voice was thunderous. He swaggered about, more im-
pressively than has ever been pinafored on any stage. "Ex-
cellent." I commended mentally, hiding behind a curtain.
Then I stepped out, feigning surprise and fear.

Betty hadn't yet found her voice. I nearly choked
trying to make a giggle sound like a nervous murmur
And yet I was a little nervous and so was Uncle
For all his bravado, I could see his knees
trembling a little.

Uncle grudgingly explained that Abe had
gone on a cruise for his health. . "I'll take
his place while he's gone."

Then Betty regained a little of her poise. She sniffed sus-

piciously. "It doesn't seem likely that Abe would go away on
a ship," she retorted, and walked out, leaving us two alone.

I could see Betty stopping outside and telling the news to

every one she met. I grabbed Uncle's hand and found it

shaking.

"Cheer up," I encouraged, "it is working fine!"

Presently Aunty came back and outside I heard her telling

Joab that Pern- said he didn't ship Abe's chest because Abe
didn't leave town! I could see she was suspicious.

Misgiving number one thus presented itself. Why hadn't
I done something else with that chest?

However, my misgivings were forgotten when I followed
Uncle into the store. The benchwarmers there stared at

him openmouthed and arose, subjection in their eyes. Straight

through their midst swaggered the hero of the hour, and in

a thundering voice announced himself. The first thing he did
was to declare all credit business off, which made me grin.

"Cash only goes," he said, "while I'm master of this ship's

store." And cash he got too. Not even Joab dared to bully
him, but shrank back into his chair, cowed.

Presently Betty burst into the store, coming from upstairs,

with a question on her lips.

"Why is Abe's bedroom door locked?" she demanded, ad-
dressing Uncle.

My heart jumped. We had locked it so she wouldn't dis-

cover Uncle's clothing, and beard. But Uncle's wits were quick
this day. He roared:

"It's locked because I want it locked!" daring her to insist.

But though Betty went out without further question, I

can't help from feeling a little uneasy. The fact that the
chest wasn't shipped and the locked door have aroused Betty's
suspicion. She is championing the man she loves—I can see
that. While it makes me happy, it frightens me—right at this

stage of the game.

Louise.

" I heard a scuffling downstairs
and running to the staircase, saw

to my horror, the coolies circling about Uncle Abe— all

eyeing a revolver on the table."

Thursday night.

This evening Lawford Tapp called for me in his car. And
—Winnie—he confessed that he wasn't a fisherman, but the
son of the rich family whose great country home lays up the
shore. It surprised—but didn't particularly please—me.

"That's nice," I said coolly. But in my heart I was disap-
pointed. You know, Winnie, how I abhor the "worthless rich."

I had half a mind to ask him why he didn't go to work. And
yet— I must say there's something fascinating about him.

Louise.

Friday forenoon.
And now what do you suppose has happened? Aunt

Euphemia is here! All because I wrote that silly old letter,

telling her where I was. She raved and stormed, of course,
demanding that I return with her instantly. But how can I

—

and Uncle right in the midst of his re-making?
And. oh Winnie—when Aunty saw him, she immediately

wanted to know who he was. Betty said sourly: "His brother!''

But Aunty looked at his disappearing figure suspiciously.

"I don't understand." she said. "Abe has no brother!"
And then Betty was surely bewildered and angry. I ran

out and caught up with him, telling him to brace up. "Everv-
thing will come out right," I said, fearing it wouldn't. Then
Aunty called me and I had to return to the house. She de-
manded to know who he was. I fidgeted and set my mind to

working and finally thought of an answer:
"Well. Aunty." I whispered, "if you must know—Uncle Abe

is hiding in his locked room as there are people seeking his

life and this man is posing as his brother, protecting him."
This didn't seem to get over very good, although I thought

it sounded rather well. She seemed to take it for granted
though that 1 was telling the truth, but demanded that I leave
with her immediately. "Unless you do," she said, "I'll wire
your father " Then stalked off to the hotel.

But. Winnie—how can I leave—now? It's up to me to see
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that UntU- gets out of this scrape with Hying colors. And I

will— I WILL!
Louise.

Friday—evening.
Winnie—I must relieve my mind or it'll burst! Alarming

things have occurred! To begin with, after lunch a boat

landed with six Malays and Bengalese, and a white officer,

who explained that their ship had been submarined. And do

you know that the coolies have been dogging Uncle ever since

they landed? This evening just about dusk I saw one of them
staring in the window and a little later a shot rang out and

the window pane fell shattered to the floor. Uncle was in

the room but escaped unhurt. Later we found "The Sea

Scorpion" opened and the picture of the captain slashed

through with a knife. What does it mean?
While we were studying the book we heard some mysterious

racket outside in the dusk and pres-

ently in through the door came Ferry

and Jaob and some others, escorted

by Betty—and they were carrying

Uncle's chest! My heart jumped.

As they got it in the doorway they

let it drop, by mutual accord, and
it crashed to the floor, bursting open.

You should have seen their eyes

when the heap of old clothes fell

out as—as though they expected to

see Uncle's body fall out.

Perry and Jaob and the others,

jealous of Captain Amazon's thunder-

ing personality, are encouraging

Betty to think that Amazon has done
away with Uncle! I just know it.

for when they found the trunk de-

void of Uncle Abe, they all stared at

Uncle and then at me and shouted:

"Where is Uncle Abe?"
I could see that Uncle was aroused.

He reached for the man nearest him
and gave him a prodigious shove.

Then he roared at them all to get

out and out they got, pell mell!

I am just about in tears. I heard someone outside talking

about calling the police. This is becoming terrible. And to

make matters worse, Betty was skulking around upstairs and
found the wash bowl with the red stain mixed in, which we
had used on Uncle's face, and she sneaked out with it, after

the mob. I just know she thinks it is blood!

And to think—they imagine that I am Amazon's accomplice!

I feel that the climax is near. If these fools outside do as

they threaten and arouse the police—but I can't write more
tonight

—

Louise.

Saturday.

This morning Law ford Tapp called and asked me to walk
with him. I couldn't refuse, even though I felt little like a

chat right then. He asked me the meaning of the gossip.

It seems that news of my implication in the disappearance

of Uncle Abe has gotten up the shore to his people. They
forbid him seeing me.
"They—my people—call you a fishwife," he said with a

wry smile, "and they say that you are Captain Amazon's ac-

complice-in-crime. I made them retract the first, of course

—

but the latter—"
I interrupted wearily. "I'm no fishwife, or any other kind

of a wife. And as for murder—well, I refuse to say a word
—yet!" Then I added warmly: "I should think you'd be
busy doing a man's work instead of prying into other people's

affairs."

He flushed deeply, which made him handsomer than ever,

and then silently walked off up the beach. I hurried back.

There was too much tension to permit my giving him much
thought just then.

As I entered the house I heard a second gunshot! Fearfully.

I rushed through the doorway and came upon Uncle Abe
bending over the bird cage, shattered on the floor, and mourn-
ing over the prostrate canary—his beloved pet! Poor big-

hearted Uncle Abe! Through the window. I saw one of the

coob'es disappearing in the distance. Impatient. T grabbed

gf,*lmJg '^J
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"The Captain's Captain"

NARRATED, by permission, from the scenario

of the same name, adapted from the story

"Cap'n Abe, Storekeeper," a novel by James A.

Cooper, and produced by Vitagraph with the fol-

lowing cast

:

Louise Greyling Alice Joyce
Cap'n Abe Arthur Donaldson
Cap'n Joab Percy Standing

Aunt Euphemia Julia Swayne Gordon
Betty Gallup Eulalia Jensen
Lawford Tapp Maurice Costello

for the book of sea stories and turned to the slashed portrait

of "Captain Gridd." I began skimming through the chapter
opposite titled "How the Drunken Crew Landed and Wrecked
a Hindu Temple, Killed a Priest and Escaped." As I perused
the chronicle light slowly dawned. Soon I was tugging on the

shoulder of Uncle Abe, sunk into dejected silence on the floor.

"Uncle," I whispered, "I've discovered about the coolies and
the shots! They think you are Captain Gridd—who wronged
their people."

And as we read the chronicle of the vandalism, the import-
ance of Uncle's regaining his own personality and dropping
this hideous and dangerous masquerade came over me. I tok'

Uncle so, too. "I'm going upstairs and piece together your
beard." I informed him, getting up. "I have a faint suspicion

that Ferry and Joab are going to return soon, meaning mis-
chief." And I was off up stairs.

I sat down and with feverish fingers sought to mend the

beard onto a strip of cloth. Sud-
denly the closet door opened and
Betty sprang out. She had evidently

been spying, and I—wean- of the

whole mystery—flung myself on her

and said:

"Oh. Betty—Betty! There was
no murder! It's all a farce—a put

up job." And I confessed the whole
affair. Would she believe me? She
would not—not until I begged her

to come to the staircase and observe

Uncle Abe—still mourning over his

canary. This scene succeeded in

convincing her and she whipped her-

self into action for Uncle Abe—the

man she loved!

"I must hurry out," she gasped.

"Thev—thev are alarming the police.

I—"'
But I stopped her. "You must'nt

tell. That would spoil the whole
plan. Abe will be reincarnated by the

time they get here." Betty saw the

wisdom of this and rushed down-
stairs, to delay them all she could.

My nervous fingers went back to the work of assembling the

lifesaving beard.

Just as I rose to call Uncle, finishing the beard, I heard a

scuffling downstairs and a muffled shout. I sprang to the

staircase and saw, to my horror, the coolies circling abou
Uncle Abe, all eyeing a revolver on the table.

Then I did a peculiar thing. Winnie. I do not know what
strange impulse came over me. but I made the descent' of the

stairs as in a dream. Straight for the medley of Malays I

stepped, without hesitation or the blink of an eyelash. It

was as though I walked in a trance. And the coolies were

affected, paralyzed. I walked to the center of the room and

made a sudden dive for the revolver; got it, and lined the

coolies up against the wall. Then I called to Uncle to run

upstairs and don the beard and his own clothes and to hurry

back.

It seemed I stood there a lifetime—menacing the coolies.

And already through the window I could see the mob hurry-

ing toward the house—led by the police! Then Uncle came
bounding down the stairs—three at a time—the REAL UNCLE
ABE—even though his beard was the tiniest bit awn-. Just

then a coolie made a move and I fired—striking him on the

arm. Imagine—Winnie

!

By that time Uncle was at my side and I gave him the

revolver even as I heard shouts outside and a battering on

the locked door. I saw Uncle bravely take my place before

the enraged coolies: I heard a great crash and saw the door

fall in, Jaob, the police and others pouring in, with Betty hang-

ing back anxiously. Elbowing through the crowd came Law-
ford.

And then—things grew vague and I sank to the floor and.

calling myself a silly little weakling, fainted.

You can't imagine the relief now. Winnie. And fagged

—

gracious! I just told Aunty that I'd leave with her in the

morning. I'll be actually glad to stay with her the rest of the

summer. It's been an exhausting few days, but I wouldn't

have missed it for worlds. For Uncle is now an idol in his

(Continued on page 108)



After

Lunch at

Chaplin's

Studio
When Charlie went out to La Brca avenue, in Holly
wood, he told nil architect! to build him a palace of
humor that would have the homelike spares of an
English manor-house. So, after the noon feed-bag is

taken off, you may find a lot of huskies on a sunlit

patch of sand shooting a medicine ball at each other.

It's much healthier than the ancient practise of shoot-

ing craps behind a bank of Cooper- Hewitts.

Subject, a stenographer and a rose. We know
the rose is pretty, for we saw it. You can see

the stenographer for yourself, so why shouldn't

you get right into the contest and write your
own lyric? Try it — it surely wont be any

worse than ours

!

Beholding this pleasant-faced lady and her evident

occupation we started to write a pun to the effect that

even costuming seams easy in such environment— but
puns are worthy a Prussian, and we haven't the heart.

Here, at least, Chaplin realism is

not accentuated. For, as the

Marquis of Queensberry taught

us years ago, tennis isn't properly

played with the net at half-mast.

However, such criticism shouldn't

mar the interesting fact that this

fine court is supplied for thi

recreation of the hard-working

slaves of the film business, lead-

ing the cramped, pitiful, airless

lives that are the forlorn lot of

all that must go to the cold and
gloomy state of California.
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Under Four

Fla

In 1870 Germany had the Mighty Old Man of Politics in Prince

Bismarck, but her line of Cabinet antiques today puts up a sorry

front before the Venerable Lion of France, Premier Georges

Clemenceau. The French Premier is here chatting with America's

Captain-General, Pershing, before the latter's headquarters.

Excerpts from the Government's

Fourth Official ~War Film

THE Division of Films, Committee on Public In-

formation, has already given general circulation

to three patriotic and inspiring ensembles of photo-

graphic motion: "Pershing's Crusaders,'' "Amer-
ica's Answer," and "The Bridge of Ships." Th^
first was the Division's hastily mobilized shock unit,

a varied assemblage of reels visualizing the Expe-

ditionary Force. It was received with general en-

thusiasm. The second—the "Answer" picture—
must have hurt the home-grown Huns deep down.

for it showed the tremendous material preparation,

at home and abroad, for this war of liberty. And
the third must have been an optic knell for these

same Huns, since it showed that we could not only

make the land, but the sea, safe for democracy.

The fourth picture, named above, is not only a

general look at the great business now being carried

on by America-England-France-Italy & Co.. but is

the first specimen of film production as a genuine

government industry. The United States motion

picture establishment is at last under full headway,

and is delivering pictures not only effective as propa-

ganda, but worth while as matters of history and

specimens of art.

Below— The dull sky, the quiet trees, the venerable

painting of war by D. W. Griffith. Yet, probably

men— members of the 166th Infantry. 42nd Division

Men of the Quarter-Master's Corps unloading 155-millimetre

shells at an ammunition dump somewhere near our galloping

front. Recall some of the things.you were told about war-costs

in the Fourth Liberty Loan campaign, and then figure out how
many of these presents for Prussians you paid for.
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Zero hour for aviators. These young Americans were photographed in the clear, early light of a cool autumn morning, waiting

for the bugle-call to summon them to the clouds. Notwithstanding their Arctic muffling, the ground-weather is delightful

—

but there is some thermometric aifference between the ground and 15,000 feet.

I'liotos by Co on PublU Infoi

buildings at the left and the wide stretch of white road suggest a sun-

the only man who saw this as a picture was the photographer. The
—are just trudging through a French village enroute to do a job of work
the Huns.

Behold a Filipino recruit in the spud brigade! "Under
Four Flags" is really a misnomer, for there are so many
flags and national emblems in the allied ranks that a

mere assemblage of standard-bearers would make quite

a procession in itself.
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Grand Crossing Impressions

jy

FIRST I'll Tell You
What Happened to Mary.

She Started from Los Angeles,

For New York,
To Meet her Mother,
And Talk Over
That New Contract.

She was Sidetracked in 'Frisco,

To Speak for the Fourth Loan

—

At the Ship-yards there, where
She Induced them to Part with
A Million and a Half Dollars' Worth.
Then she Came On to Chicago.
She Was Tired Out ; and
Wanted to Rest.

She didn't Want them
To Know she was There.
But
Wherever she'd Go,
People would say,

"There's Mary Pickford!"
At the Blackstone Hotel,
She tried to eat dinner,

But instead

She Sold Bonds;
And at the theatre

She Co-Starred

V

With the Dolly Sisters,

And they Sold Some More.
At the Theatre,

When they Saw her,

They Screamed,
"There's

Mary

!

Get Up on the Stage,

And Make a Speech!"
But Mary Said

She wasn't Much of a Hit

On the Stage, and
Guessed
She'd Stay where
She was

—

And Kept on
Selling 'em.

Just Once,

When she was Hurrying

Out of her Hotel.

She Thought she Might Get By
Unrecognized.

But

50

Chicago, a place where they change

trains and, in the sad, mad scramble

of luggage and lunch between, run

up to see "PHOTOPLAY."

Mary Pickford
sold a million and
a half dollars'
worth of Liberty

Bonds for the

Fourth Loan in the

San Francisco bay
region.

€

There was
A Little Girl-
Not More than Eight

—

With a Pinched Face,

And Hungry. Eyes,
Who was Selling Flowers;

And she Sidled Up.
With a Bunch of Violets.

She Looked Up—

•

And Saw Mary.
Her Eyes Shone, and
She Gasped.
"You—
You're Man- Pickford!

I Thought,
All the Time.
You was a Angel."

She Put Out a Timid Hand.
And Touched Marv*s Dress.

"Why—
You're—You're Real'."

She Gulped; then—
"Please take these Flowers—

"

And Held them Out—
"For Nothing; I

Wouldn't Take Money
From You."

Man- Patted her Hand.
And Slipped a Ten Dollar Bill

into it:

And Smiled.

And Afterwards Turned

^^ And Looked Back,

And Waved her Hand.
The Kid Never Moved.
But then

Came Bad
News from
California

That Sister

Lottie

Was 111. with

Influenza.

Mrs. Pickford
Met Man- in

Chicago.

And
They hurried home
To Los Angeles.

I otttinued on page 100)



Harold LockwOOU Died Octobei ?iineteenth, 191

8

WHEN people in the film business

heard that Harold Lockwood
was dead there was a general

shock such as a fatal accident brings to a

small village.

In his profession he was duly modest, a

steady worker, and consistently progress-

ive in the arts of acting, though—unfor-

tunately—the material accorded him was
not always what it should have been.

Away from studio Lockwood was a clean,

wholesome, worthy young American citi-

zen in the very best sense of the term.
He died in his thirtieth year, leaving a

wife and one child. The last decade of his

life comprised more activity than comes to

most men who endure to seventy. He was
bom in Brooklyn, and, after a brief expe-

rience on the stage, was taken up by
Edwin S. Porter, who. if you are familiar

with screen history, you will recall as one
of the great prime movers of this indus-

try, and a founder of Famous Players.

Porter was then part owner of the Rex
company, and young Mr. Lockwood
played juvenile leads in turn for Rex, Nes-
tor. New York Motion and Selig.

His first Famous Players part was oppo-

site Mary Pickford in "Tess of the Storm
Country." He also played in 'Hearts

Adrift." After other Famous assign-

ments, including a picture or two with

Marguerite Clark, he signed his well-

remembered Mutual contract, and co-

starred with Mae Allison.

The climax of his fruitful career wa>
reached as an individual star with Metro

Included in the list of his best-known
pictures are "Big Tremaine," "The River

of Romance," "The Come-Back." "The
Haunted Pajamas." 'Broadway Bill," and
"Lend Me Your Name."
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You've been introduced to those heroic devil-dogs, the Marines, in

every theatre, every newspaper, every magazine and by nearly every

Liberty Bond exhorter in America. Below, the first returning

likeness of the man who has done the largest individual part in

making their glory a matter of permanent record: Leon Caveriy,

their official motion picture photographer in France. Mr. Caveriy

is not one of the gentlemen who take pretty bits of specially posed
action far, far from the thud of highly emotional shells. Note
the ready gas-mask? That's a matter of business, not ornament.

On August 17th Lieut. Maurice S. Revnes (Headquarters, 77th Division)

found this crumpled page from July PHOTOPLAY in No Man's Land.

Possibly it had fallen from the pocket of a charging doughboy.
Strange, isn't it, that this particular page should have been devoted to a

tale of that devastated France to which it finally found its way! It is a

part of the Actionized version of Mr. Griffith's "Hearts of the World."

California, whose visual products have caused the building of scores of
theatres in every corner of the world, can still boast her original playhouse,

just as it was in 1840, when it was opened. This rare temple of thespis

and its adjacent saloon— pictured above-are to be found on a somnolent

street in Monterey. Things don't change much, in manana Monterey.

re's an Italian cinema, turned into a temple of mercy. Above it waves

American Hag; inside it the American Red Cross is ladling out soup
hungry town; behold the little folk- who once screamed with delight

in, at the antics of Carlo Ceplin — patiently waiting with their pails.
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The Literary Secret Service
There are only ihirtysix stories in the world, bul every Scenario

Department is expected to find one new one every day.

By Randolph Bartlett

HERE is a kink in the Cosmos. Will one
of those incessantly optimistic individuals

who go about declaring "all's well with the

world," step imo the spotlight and explain

why it is that, although there are fifty-

seven kinds of pickles there arc only

thirty-six kinds oi stories? This inequality

is the more tragic when we pause to con-

sider that while probably no person ever

went stark, staring mad over the fact that

he could not think of some kind of pickle

he never had tasted, several scores of

young men and women have become
prematurely gray, and go about day and
night tearing out their hair by the hands-
ful. trying to think up new plots and situ-

ations for moving pictures. To save them
from the asylum several producers have
evolved a sort of literary secret service, a

situation census, a vital statistics of ideas, a dramatic card-index.

Before examining the method by which these plot-hounds
trail screen stories to their lairs and trap them, it might be well
10 draw attention to the fact once more, that there is no such
thing as an original

dramatic situation to-

day. The re erend gen-

tleman who wrote the

Book of Ecclesiastes

and remarked "There is

no new thing under the

sun." said something.

If you don't believe him
or me, ask Bob Mac-
Alarney at Paramount,
or dene Mullen at Vit-

agraph, or 'Tony Kelly,

or June Mathis at Met-
ro, or C. Gardner Sulli-

van, or any of the other

boys and girls who turn

out the 'scripts. And
this remark was made
about 400 B. C.

Then, about two thou-
sand years later. Count
Gozzi, a Venetian dram-
atist, made the thing

more specific. He wrote
down a list of thirty-

six dramatic situations

and drew a big black
line underneath the list,

remarking, as Ethel
Barrymore was destined

to observe a couple of hundred years later, "That's all there

is, there isn't any more.'" Two Germans butted in, in the Ger-
man way. and tried to tell Gozzi he was off his base, but after

they had made a vain attempt to sink him without warning,
they admitted he was torpedo proof.

And to nail the thing down, if you don't believe the evidence
of all these eminent dead ones is valid as applying to moving
pictures, consider this excerpt from a conversation I had with
Mr. MacAlarney:
"What do you think of Gozzi's thirty-six

—

"

"Thirty-six!" he exclaimed. "I wish there were thirty-six.

There isn't a handful." and he held up one hand with the five

fingers spread, fingers rough and calloused from pawing through
books and manuscripts in search for new stories.

When 1 returned to my hermitage 1 looked up the Gozzi list.

ami was inclined to agree with MacAlarney, so tar as practical

purposes are concerned, fur a good many <>f the draniati'

uations he described were taken from the original Greek, and it

the Greek was original he was also unhampered by tin- cen

and a large proportion of the thirty-six situations would horrify

even Ivan the Terrible.

So there you have it. There is just about a MacAlarne\
handful of fundamental dramatic situations, and yet the moving
picture producers, urged on by an avid public, sing on:

"Count that day lost 7cl10.se low descending sun
Sees no five-reeler finished or begun."

By .sheer force of necessity, it is natural that the Paramount-
Artcraft organization, with its heavy production program,

should have worked out the most elaborate method of checking

up on new picture possibilities. There are just two sources of

material—published books and magazines, and manuscripts

submitted by independent writers. A regular corps of readers

is engaged. A magazine arrives and is assigned to one of

them. The reader peruses every story, and submits a brief

analysis of the plot of each, recommending for further con-

sideration any that he

In a month not less than

three thousand stories

pass through the machine.

Decorations hy

Qum Hall

considers suited to the

screen. These are fol-

lowed up, but whether
used or not, a record of

each, available or other-

wise, is kept on file.

This file has a cross-in-

dex so that a story can
be located through the

name of the author, the

title of the tale or the

name of the star whose
characteristics its lead-

ing character most
closely approximates.

Independent manu-
scripts are handled in

exactly the same man-
ner. Xo story that goes

into the Paramount of-

fice is ever forgotten.

Mr. MacAlarney may
never see it, his assist-

ants may forget its

existence, but the big,

silent, ever growing file

has the record, and the

file has a perfect mem-
ory.

Note the big surprise

that came to me in this little journey.

"Perhaps fifty percent of the pictures we produce," said Mr.
MacAlarney, "are from stories which we have rejected at least

once."

"Do you mean that the authors keep sending them back, im-

proving them under your direction, until they suit you?"
"No—I mean that we take them in their original

form after having first turned them down. It may
have been that we did not need just that kind of a

story at the moment. It may have been that we
were not quite convinced it would make a good picture.

It may not have been timely and it may have been that we
were all wrong, and had to think it over before we discovered

our error. This is the whole spirit of this organization. We
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don't pretend to know everything. We want to be convinced."

There's a dramatic situation in itself, classifiable perhaps

as Gozzi's No. 5, "Pursuit." Every month about forty maga-
zines launch more or less original fiction. Perhaps twenty-

live novels, even in these war times, can be added to this. And
then there is the great flood of independent manuscripts, pouring

in every day. All this has to go through the mill. In a month
not less than three thousand stories pass through the machinery
of the Paramount scenario department. Out of this three thou-

sand, it is necessary to get from ten to fifteen that will screen.

It ought to be easy. Strangely enough, it isn't. And that's

where old Gozzie is proved to be

not such a boob after all, for

when you boil most of the three

thousand down to what will show
on the silversheet, there is little

left, and that little is so obviously

similar to one of the parent thirty-

six that it would have about as

much right on the screen as an

old, faded tin-type in an exhibi-

tion of Alfred Cheney Johnston
portraits.

Confronting the same dilem-

ma, Ricord Gradwell, of the

World, hit upon a brilliant idea.

He decided to make the New York
Public Library an annex of his

scenario department. He engaged

a little staff of readers who know
French and Italian, and turned

them loose in the foreign fiction

department of the library with in-

structions to find ideas, more
especially among old and forgotten

books. Results were immediate
and gratifying. One reader re-

ported "The Romance of a Poor
Young Man," a French novel a
century old. Fifty years ago
it was made into a play, "The
Art of Being a Gentleman." To-
day it is a World picture, "The
Golden Wall."

Out in Flatbush, where Eugene
Mullen conducts the literary de-

partment of the Vitagraph activi-

ties, they have a staff which combs
magazines and novels, but are going through the process of

reorganizing and extending it. The majority of the productions

here, as elsewhere, come from published books and stories. At
Paramount eleven productions of sixty recent productions were

from original manuscripts. At World, on the contrary, the

staff writers have been developed, and half of the material

comes from this source, one-third from original stories sub-

mitted, and the small remainder from published tales. Prac-

tically all the Goldwyn productions are from published works

G
ASSED," reads die casualty list, and
another American soldier suffers from
the Hun poison! But there are the

gas masks. Uncle Sam is turning

them out—by the thousands. To do this there

must be charcoal. The best charcoal for gas

masks is made from the stones of peaches and
other fruits. Uncle Sam needs these stones!

Saving peach-stones is the easiest thing you
can do for your country to help win the war,

but it is not a small service. Gas masks save

soldiers' lives. Save those peach stones! Save
peach, plum, apricot, cherry, prune and olive

pits. Some cities have receptacles for them in

public places. Many theatres give admittance

for so many stones.

and plays. At Metro the output is about evenly divided.

Just how these scouts feel about the race for material can

best be described in their own language.

"Famous writers," Mr. Mullen remarks, "clever as their

novels and plays may be, must positively first master

the technique of the screen before their contributions

can be of much value. Some of them, on the strength of their

fiction successes, have submitted stuff to this office often so

inexpressibly bald in treatment, childish in theme, and senile

in conception, that the men into whose hands their attempt;

pass cannot contain their disgust. This is a pity, and let us

hope, a temporary condition, for

the screen needs good stories no*v

as it never needed them before."

"We try to keep in touch with

the most successful authors," Mi<s

June Mathis of Metro reports.

"I think authors are beginning to

realize that there is a great field

in the moving picture world and
are offering their stories with a

greater amount of warmth than

previously. Within the last six

months our scenario staff has fur-

nished five stories. We do not. as

a rule, encourage our staff writers,

as we prefer to develop the out-

side writer and would much rather

make his story suit the screen.

"We find that the average orig-

inal photoplay writer will tell his

story in narrative and not in situ-

ation. A situation is the keynote

of the photoplay. These authors,

however, are encouraged, and an

attempt is always made to explain

to them just exactly what we
wish."

Until quite recently, the sleuth-

ing of the plot-hounds, in their

search for material, was impeded
rather than aided by the more
successful authors themselves.

For years they had looked upon
the screen as an interloper.

The story is one thing. The stage

is something else again. The au-

thor whose story is dramatized
seldom objects to the necessary changes made to adapt it to

the stage. He sees that the stage is different from the book,

that it expresses the idea in an entirely different shape, that a

new form is necessary. Yet. when it goes into third speed,

and is placed on the screen, he will scream like a wounded ele-

phant because the book is not followed line by line. Yet the

day is rapidly approaching when the author will see that the

silversheet has its advantages, and they who know its intrica-

cies should be left to handle matters for themselves.

Jimmie Blue

'By Harry J. Smalley

IXfllERE'ER he came from, no one knew
' * Just drifted 'long, as boys will do.

He hung around the lot awhile,

And always wore a happy smile,—
And then one day, a job he cops-
Became assistant to our "Props!"

And tilings grew brighter when lie came
Into the studio; his name

Was Jimmie Blue.

The brightest kid I ever met!

We actors soon made him our pet,

His cheerful way, his pep and vim—
No one could help a-liking him!

All of us at the studio

Were pals of Jim. you'd better know!
A happy, careless, winsome lad,—
1'he skies of life one color had

For Jimmie: blue!

One morning Jim did not appear
For work as usual, which was queer.

We then discussed the absent lad

And learned some things that made us sad!
It seems the blithesome little cuss

Had borrowed coin from all of us!

Yours truly lost ten iron men.—
It was a day of mourning when

Our Jimmie blew!



Making the

World Safe

for the

Author
How one scenario clue] handles

the problem—and the directors

(I0T1J;

By John Ten Eyck

Listen, tt'.r. Dlrcui.or, tAl is for you. I'LL
numer yon, ns Bure as my name is Mnuk* if
you rosort to th-.t old 1 ov^e trick of show-

1 trlppj -

•

to the
uootor'c 01 lie -ina :<nockirv- or the- ? oor,

introduction of her in this
story. ' ire a damn about who Bhe
is, . ho'r LITing, or whether she UBea
Jookey Clur> r~W«*»B fi»ri'c9, or oatn vth her
knife, or any other attendant embellishment, whloh
it; usually r<'Sorted to announcing thf^e
novle oueena. We are only interested in her
when the aootor opens that door ana discovers
that his =*irl has been klr.d enough to pay
him a little visit in the midst of his
troubles. tt.M.)

CU of Alice as she frs^ts the doctor.

IITLJB: "I WA~ DOMrOWli oHOP U« AI8 1 ?HOU£HT I'D ROT II
AID S3E YOU."

L
ISTE.N. Mr. Director, this is for

you. I'll murder you, as sure as

my name is Mack, if you resort

to that old movie trick of show-
ing the girl tripping blithely up to

the doctor's office and knocking on
the door, or any other introduc-

tion of her in this story. We
don't care a d about who
she is, or where she's liv-

ing, or whether she uses

Jockey Club perfume.

or eats with her knife,

or any other attendant

embellishment which is

usually resorted to in

introducing these movie
queens. We are only in-

terested in her when the

doctor opens that door
and discovers that his

girl has been kind enough
to pay him a little visit

in the midst of his troubles.

W. M."
Thus Willard Mack.

Great Panjandrum of

the Goldwyn studio

at Ft. Lee. is doing

his bit in making the

world safe for the au-

thor. The foregoing is

just a sample of the

fragments of personal ad-

vice and injunction to be

found scattered through Mack
scenarios, so that the director may
understand that what is writ in the

scenario is writ, nor all his piety nor

tears can alter it.

In a measure, I am inclined to sympathize deeply with the

young woman who, breaking into the movies, sits about day
after day, finally plays her two or three little scenes, then

waits eagerly for the picture to be released, and while waiting

tells all her friends about the great achievement. The picture

released, she hardly recognizes herself in the two or three feet

remaining of the scenes she believed so important. On the

other hand, I sympathize still more deeply with the audience

when the entire action of a picture is stopped in order to

impart the information, partly obvious and the remainder non-
essential, that Angelica, the belle of the village, is in love with

Percyvale, visits him against her parents' wishes, and that the

role is played by some young person of whom one never pre-

viously heard, nor will remember.

Pall shot of office.
Dootor leads her to chair
continues to chatter:

they** oown. 3> e

^E YOU H..;AiiD ABOUT THE TWO PRIS035R3
"
5 *1D LOB GIT"

A page from a recent Goldwyn manuscript, showing Mr.
Mack's gentle and refined hints to the director who will

ultimately receive this burning document as the founda-

tion for a five-reel photoplay. At the left, Mr. Mack's
most frequently used fighting face.

This seems to be the Mack idea—seems to be, because

Mr. Mack is not an approachable person and is to be known
only through his work. You might describe him as a ninety

horse-power violet.

Scenarios are not the most interesting form of casual

literature. Boy and man, I have been reading them ever

since the motion picture industry was first in its infancy,

which is harking back several harks. I never have encoun-
tered one which I would select deliberately to while away a

dull hour. They are informative, rather than entertaining.

But there is personality in a Mack scenario, and without

personality in the scenario there is unlikely to be much of

that quality in the finished product. The man has a cer-

tain driving force, which often comes out in matters that

are apparently mere routine. For example, his scenario de-

scribes two men escaping from prison. The average sce-

nario will inform the director that the men lower themselves
from the prison wall by a rope. Here is the scene as Mack
orders it:

"Show outside prison wall. Bill and old Dan come down
the rope, and when they are both down Bill, with a dexterous

twist, snaps the rope off the spike. He coils the rope inside

his jacket and they move off in the darkness. These shots

must be done at night, using an overhead arc. the same as is

used in prison yards. This gives us our shadows and real

darkness when the men move out of the circle of light.

Please accept this as final—I will not tolerate daylight shots

for these."

Here is that visualization which marks the scenario writer

who knows what he wants. The story from which these ex-

cerpts are taken is 'Laughing Bill Hyde."' a Rex Beach tale

in which Will Rogers made his first screen appearance. Mr.
Beach knows the things he writes about. He knows the north.

Alaska especially, perhaps better than any other writer in the

world. Mr. Mack, I believe, knows Alaska too. Few director

have had that advantage, as has been demonstrated from time

to time bv the atrocities that have been committed in the
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name of Dawson. In one of his asides to the director, there-

lore, Mr. Mack, observes:

"I know that Rex Beach will hold me personally responsible

lor any indiscretion or discrepancy in the story. Therefore I

must warn the director that wherever the equipment of the

scene puzzles you, see me before you shoot. I would like to

see one Alaskan picture in which the detail is so faithfully

carried out that all the old sourdoughs all over the U. S.

will yelp with joy when they see it."

And here are a few of the "Stop, Look, Listen" signs that

Mack posts in his scenario:

"Be sure and make Sam drunk," he interpolates, in a

scene where a rowdy character in the gold rush days accosts

a young woman who has just arrived in the north. "I do not

wish to create a false impression of Alaska in the old days,

because a good woman was a d sight safer in Dawson or
Nome than she ever was in New York. The distinction be-
tween good and bad was drawn much finer than it is here in
the big city."

Again: "I do not wish to see guns and knives hanging on
these characters in the bar-room scenes. The indiscriminate

carrying of firearms was not tolerated in Alaska, at least not
this side of 1898."

Again: "Please, when you shoot the Bonanza saloon and
dance hall, which are all supposed to be morning scenes, do
not show a lot of girls ambling around. It was a big night

and they're all asleep."

There is nothing revolutionary in all this. After all, it is

much the same as a bank manager telling the cashier that he
much keep his books straight.

Lady-S pies By Delight Eg vans

T HESE Lady-Spies!

Have you Seen them?

You Know

—

These Curious Creatures

Who Go About
Making the World Unsafe

For Anything but Democracy.

— meeting bearded men in the park.

They Act
As if they Started the War,
And their Own Particular Spying

Was Going to End it.

The War
Couldn't Go On for the Minute
It it weren't for them.

In fact,

Just about the Whole Responsibility

For this Great Struggle

Seems to Rest on their Shoulders;

And goodness knows,

Some of these Brunnette Brunnhildes

Look Strong Enough to Bear it.

They're Never Blonde

—

Even- Director Knows
They have to be Kept Dark.

Usually
Tin' Lady-Spy
Has a Difficult French Name

—

The Scenario Writers see to it

—

Prefaced always by "Madame"

—

They Think it's Safer.

Have (hey Ever Really Lived?
I don't Know.
Their Press-Agents,

The Caption Writers,

Credit them with a Past.

One has Been
A Favorite in the Sultan's Harem;'
And we Understand Also

That Crown Prince Wilhelm
Thought a Whole Lot of her.

They are Always
Stepping In and Out of Motors,
And Meeting Bearded Men
In the Park.

They Lower Window Shades
All the Time-
Signalling

To the Spies Across the Street.

They Put the Papers
In a Safe Place

—

For Instance,

In Their Pockets,

Or Fastened in the Window Shade

—

(No Wonder Wilhelm Sent 'Em!)
There are No Lengths
To Which they Won't Go.
Why, one Even
Laid her Hand on the Hero's Coat-

sleeve

—

(She Just had to Have those Papers.)

Usually

The Hero
Is an Intelligence Officer—
( He doesn't Look Intelligent.)

The Lady-Spy
Figures Largely

In Scenes showing
A Jeweled Hand
Pouring a Sleeping-Potion

Into a Wine Glass.

(On the Wilhelmstrasse

They Do It.)

She Lets him Come To
In her Own Boudoir; and
Lets Even-body in the Audience Think
There's Going to Be
Something to Censor.

There Never Is.

She Can't Spy
In Anything but a Spangled Gown.
For the Close-ups,

She Registers Cunning

—

A Curious Kind of Cunning

—

It's Gotta be Different.

The Lady-Spy always
Has an Accomplice, who,
The Sub-titles Insinuate,

Is Part of her Past

Back in Berlin

—

( But he Looks to Us
An Awful Lot like

Heinrich Lutz,

The Butcher Around the Comer.)
Spies have Pasts,

But Seldom Futures.

The Lady-Spy
Is Always Led Away
In the Last Scene

—

(After the Detectives have Come
And Found the Papers,

And the Girl-who-Loved-the-Hero-All-the-

Time
Twines her Arms
Around his Neck, and calls him
"My Hero"—
She Can Have him—

)

Why, then the Lady-Spy
Passes Out,

And Throws Back her Head,
And Laughs at them in Passing.

I Don't Blame her.

And so

She Sweeps out the Door, and
Off the Screen,

And Out of the Picture

—

As you Knew all Along she Would

—

And you Get Up
And Wander Out,

And thank heaven
We're Winning this War.
And the Next Night,

You Forget,

And Go to Another Picture-Show,

And there's the Same Spy,

And the Same Papers

—

Just the Same Old Stuff—
And vou Think
"To Hell with the Kaiser!"

She lets him come to in her own boudoir.



PRIDE OF KENTUCKY
IF

anything were needed to nnall) convince the Last

doubter that these United States form one na-

tion, the great war has supplied that need In

France, Michigan and Alabama boys, brigaded to-

gether, are winning hand in hand; at home, North and

South have united in pouring out

not only their best, but their .ill.

tor support and relief of a great

common cause.

V i he Cameron home in Vir-

ginia, on a Spring afternoon, the

whole neighborhood had opened

its thrifty hands to shower their

Contents into the patient lap of

that greatest mother, the Red
Not everyone had much

to give, few had much to give,

but all were giving as though

to give were an excess of hap-

The Camerons them-

selves, much richer once than

now. were putting upon the

altar of mercy "Southern

Pride." a great and ultimate

gift of horseflesh. They could

not give money, for they

hadn't it; they could only

proffer a living thing that was

nearer their hearts than any

gold could be. True, Southern

Pride had sprained a tendon in

her foreleg, and might never

run again, but did that lessen

her intrinsic value in the fam-

ily's eyes? Not at all!

So Lucille Cameron stood

there, a bit brave, a bit ter-

rified, crying in a voice tint

was a bit shrill in spite of its

determination to be calm:

"One dollar a chance, ladies

and gentlemen! You stand

to win Southern Pride, daugh-

ter of Selim Bey. who, as you
ail know, was undisputed

champion at one mile!"

The hand that held the

tickets trembled, but the blue

eyes smiled dauntlessly. Lu-

cille was not exactly pretty;

she was more than that: she

was fascinating. She had that for which many a merely pretty

girl might give her dimples and her teeth: fascination.

Slowly, her tickets were taken. As we have intimated, the

spirit of mercy in and around Cameronville was infinite, but

like Cameron House, the district had more spirit than coin.

Far back in the shadow of the deep, high-pillared porch sat

Lucille's father. Colonel Cameron had been a boy not old

enough to fight in the days of the Civil War. He had seen and

heard it all and he grew up fired with the chivalry of a lost

though perhaps errine cause. He was indeed a gentleman of the

old school, and a scheme of life such as his demanded a million

a year, at least. Now. the weight of sixty years of dreams and

debts lay upon him like a silver cloud; in the bright sunlight

beyond. Lucille, his darling, was trying vainly to raffle the last

of his horses. Vainly! There was the tragedy. His hand
convulsively shot to his pocket . . . should he spend the

few silver dollars there in helping out his little girl. . . .?

Just then the gate banged determinedly, and among neigh-

bors and neighboring farmers strode one obviously not of them.

Jim Luce was such a hale fellow generally well met that

few had noticed a shifty eye that had a habit of settling no-

where, like a buzzing fly. Today that eye roamed restlesslv

across the crowd, lingering not at all. except, when her head

was turned the other way, on Lucille.

The rcymo.ru t oj a h
race thai eliminated

Md.so?] and Dixon's
Lnk' and reconstructed

a .so ti I h e r /i col on c i.

By

Marion

Craig

A surprising victory Lucille had won her own horse! She was ashamed to accept—delighted that Southern

Pride was not leaving the family.

"Well, Miss Cameron—how^ about it?" Luce squared himself

in front of the nearest to her, his hands in his pockets, his

feet wide apart. He had a habit of recognizing and master

ing helpless people's emergencies, and he recognized this a>

one of them.

"Oh!" exclaimed the girl, swallowing hard
—

"I've got twenty-

five that I just can't seem to sell!"

"I'll buy them—for you," responded Luce abruptly, flashing

forth a sheaf of green money. "Ten—and another ten—and

how about five ones—nice new Federal Reserve ones—made
'cm all myself—that's why they're so new." And he laughed

at the dull and ancient witticism as if it were his own.

Lucille laughed, too. from sheer nervousness and happiness.

She would have laughed at anything that had been said to

her in that relieving instant.

She jumped down and the drawing for Southern Pride com-
menced immediately. Luce made his way to the portico.

Colonel Cameron rose to meet him.

"Got your message at the hotel half an hour ago. Colonel,"

-aid Luce, with elaborate cheerfulness, shooting a hand to the

older man. "What's the big idea? Anything 1 can do?"

"I wanted you to come down ... to come down. . .

."

Colonel Cameron looked cautiously around. "I wanted you to

come down and relieve me of mv oil stock—the stock you
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A moment more and the

girl, with only the thin-

nest of wraps about her

nightgowned shoulders,

had opened the door

and stood confronting

the beast.

sold me. [—that is to say

—the truth is, sub, that sev-

eral years ago, when money

was easier than it has been

since these damned Huns

broke forth. 1 put a pretty large

mortgage on this place. The original

owner died, and it passed on. The next owner transferred it.

And so on. Mv lawyer—Judge Tabor, suh—informs me that

(lie scoundrels who've gol it now, whoever they may be, want

to foreclose!"

"You mean," interrupted Luce, with an access of easy inso-

lence, "that you're behind in your interest. That's why they

want to foreclose.''

"Mv affairs, suh." bristled Cameron, "are my affairs!"

"Exactly, Colonel. You're getting right to my point. You're

an old man—

"

"Nol so damned old. suh!"

"Of course not—right to my point again! You're just getting to

the age where a man of your physical vigor and fine mentality

ought to enjoy life—enjoy it thoroughly! The paltry little

.welve thousand you put in my oil stock means nothing to

me You can have it tomorrow—-now. if you say so

—

but honestly, Colonel, I couldn't be more deeply interested

if you were my own father. Hold on to that stock six

months, three months—and you've a competence, a

fortune, for all the rest of your years. For Lucille it

means

—

"Miss Cameron, suh!''

"I beg your pardon. For Miss Cameron it means
travel, education, every advantage that any girl in the

world may ask!"

Cameron's eyes and his head fell The fingers of

his long white hand nervously tapped the pattern of

his trousers. Luce had won
And just then a surprising victory happened on

the lawn. In the drawing of the raffle. Lucille

had won her own horse! She was ashamed to ac-

cept—delighted that Southern Pride was not leav-

ing the famih . In her happy confusion she ran

to her father.

"It was Mr. Luce's tickets that kept Southern
Pride for me," she murmured.

Colonel Cameron smiled, and put out his hand
to Luce.

Meanwhile, the Cameron estate was the chief

subject of discussion at that very instant in Judge
Tabor's sober, ill-fashioned little office on the

main street of Cameronville. The old jurist, in

the rusty suit of solemn black he had worn a

dozen years, faced a handsome boy whose khaki

shoulders were crossed by single bars of silver. A
wound stripe told, too, that Gregory Haines had
been invalided home from France.

'And that's the story of the family." Ta-
bor was concluding. "A high spirited, proud
old man—a girl that—a true Southern girl,

sir. We don't say more when we want to

compliment a girl down here."

"Then do me a favor." returned Lieut.

Haines, "and say nothing about this

mortgage now 'What? You've told

them . . . well, tell them that vou
were mistaken; the holder doesn't want
to foreclose after all. Uncle William is

dead. He might have finished the pro-

ceedings, but I won't. An old man
, . a young girl. . . . I'm going

back, and I may not come home—you
see. don't you?" The boy rose, as if

the argument were finished.

"I see you're white, all the way
through!" answered Judge Tabor, with

vigor. "You must meet them, anyway,

and see the place. It's a great old estate.

I think it was your uncle's intention to

put it right in your hands, but the stroke

took him before I had started the ac-

tion. Come along, sir!"

So Oregon- Haines met Lucille Cam-
eron.

A few minutes before. Luce had left

the premises. At the turn of the road

Jack Schuyler, his henchman, waited

"him. a furtive, anxious smile on his weak
but not vicious face.

"Easy as selling hop to a Chinaman!"

"Two minutes of big bull on his oil stock,

and you couldn't have pried the old man away from it with a

crow-bar!"

"Been tough if he had struck for a refund, though," laughed

Schuyler; "I've only got fifteen bucks left."

"You're rich." returned Luce. "That cute little chicken

trimmed me till all I've got is ten ones—but they look like a

roll, at that."

Three people neared Cameron House. Two of them were

Judge Tabor and his friend and sub-rosa client. Oregon'

Haines. The third was Johnny Tweed, a down-and-out jockey.

ejaculated Luce.
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The attraction between Gregory and Lu- Pride of Kentucky cepl mattress and i generous than of

cille was mutual and instant Colonel Cam- old Dan's food

eron liked the buy, too, yet . . . he VJARRATED by permission, from Aii, 1 every day brought Lucille and Greg-

was, after all, only a Northern soldier, and ^ the photoplay ol the tame name, ory a little nearer together. They walked,

was u not a Northern soldier who had lulled written by Tea Charwate, and produced talked, drove, sal in the moonlight together,

bis own father? So, when Lucille was more by Goldwyn, with the following cast '"" '• u,r resented this fur two reasons,

than' obviously attracted, her- father was re- First, because it mean! lessening oi bis

sultantly resentful ami suspicious. LucSU Cameron Mae Marsh power over Colonel Cameron second, be-

[he Midden cessation of demand on the Gregory Hornet Clarence Oliver cause it spoiled his chances with Lucille

part of Judge Tabor's client was a great .//,„ DeLuce Clifford Bruce What he called his love .for her leaped up-

mystery and yet .1 great relief to Cameron, colonel Cameron w T Carieton
wan ' ' i,u' a Kr,

'

;i1 lln
i
,l|n ' na I love

Never once did he connect his long-gone Joh Tweed.. '.'.'.'.'.Tsmamiy Young coul
T
d ,u '.vtr l "" 1 lo$ment m ""* :i^and oft-transferred mortgage to young ' as Luces, so as the days went on, he

Haines. Haines was to him, a mere inei- thought only of getting her in his power.

dent, a whilom protege of the somewhat eccentric judge, to To do this he had first to get Cameron more completely in

be tolerated but not encouraged accordingly. his clutches, and he was. accordingly, ingratiating and full of

Confused by Gregory, who charmed yet dreadfully cmbar- strivings to please. He learned early of the old man's weakness

rassed her, Lucille stole out of the house and to the stables, for horses—on crooked books rather than bad debts had,

where;—the Red Cross fete having ended - the ransomed South- indeed, gone a large part of the Cameron cash—and began

ern Pride was now safely returned. planning a trip to Saratoga. Luce was a fellow who might

A strange little fellow, old. wizened, shrewd yet not repel- today have twenty thousand dollars and tomorrow, twenty cents.

lent, was arguing hoarsely, almost pitifully, with Dan, the sus- He played dishonest racing wherever he could. He was known
picious negro stableman. He turned suddenly, and, like light- from Saratoga to Tia Juana. But Cameron, always proud,

ning, switched his appeal to Lucille. always slightly suspicious, grandiosely refused the suggestions of

"Lady, lemme have a chance to take care 0' this filly! Me invitation, rather than invitations direct, which Luce persist-

an' her pa, Selim Bey, was pals for three years. You must ently tossed in his way.
know me, lady—I'm Johnny Tweed—that won the Cham- Yet there was that annoying soldier Haines ! Luce, with the

pionship with old Selim at Saratoga!" cunning of a political trickster, sensed that he would win two
uYou—Johnny Tweed"-' Why. you were ruled off, Johnny." battles at once if he could decisively drive between the Northern
"Fer booze, lady—fer booze ! Not fer crookedness. I never officer and the Southern aristocrat,

pulled a horse nor doped one. An' me an' the booze is divorced His chance came to him more quickly than he thought,

these six months. Why, lady—this here tendon swellin' ain't In Judge Tabor's office one day, seeking an endorsement on
nothin' serious in my hands! some rather irregular papers which even
I'll make a champion out o' „ .

, , ,
jiaj^^^^^^^^^^^^_— tr easy local bank refused to honor, he

Southern Pride!"
penedTsuh, no m^n can

a anced to see, in an open strong-box,

Johnny stayed — without say that is not a sporting I ;^^^ the Cameron mort-
pay, for they had lit' le proposition!" /^ feiv gage

—

in the
to give him ex- ^^^ ^^ a^^^sfl sn namc oi Greg-

ory Haines !
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Judge Tabor refused to sign Luce's queer documents—but what

did he care? He had won a bigger victory than if he had won
a whole crooked book at Saratoga. He prepared to play this

victory in the proper place and only at the proper tempo.

He waited until afternoon before visiting Colonel Cameron.

Then, as had been his custom, he sat down to chess with him.

They played one game, half of another game, before Luce spoke

of anything but the pieces and the plays. Then, as if it had

been a single syllable about the weather, as he lifted a Bishop

away from Cameron's Queen. . . . "Well ... I see

. . . is that move correct? . . . I see that at last young

Haines has gotten what he came after . . . your mortgage."

Colonel Cameron rose in his place like an automaton when
the string is not pulled, but yanked. The board flew up in Luce's

face, and the chessmen flew all over the floor.

"It's a lie, suh!"' roared Colonel Cameron—and as quickly

apologized. Then, in the face of the sweetly-smiling Luce, he

shouted anathema upon all Northerners, and cried for his hat.

As he was starting for Judge Tabor's office Oregon' Haines

saved him the trip by opportunely entering.

The accusation was hurled forth like a bullet. Haines, taken

aback, stammered that it was true, but . . .

Lucille, who had heard everything, came quietly from be-

hind the library portieres.

"Mr. Haines"—now she contemptuously ignored the fact

that he was an officer
—"we have been living on your charity

for two months. My father is a gentleman, and you should

not have presumed—

"

"Lucille! Can't you understand, at least?"

"If Mr. Haines will excuse me, suh, I shall retire to a
cleaner atmosphere!" thundered old Cameron. "Mr. Luce"

—

turning to that delighted but dissembling varlet
—"my daughter

and I are very pleased to accept your invi-

tation to visit with you in the North. We
will leave in the morning!"

Rk He whirled out. Luce, with

a smile that was a smirk

nation — " "— and one
family," added Gregory.

for Lucille and a sneer for Haines, followed him. For a moment
there was silence.

"Lucille,'' said Gregory, in a low voice, "I am so sorry, be-

cause ... I love you. Am I to blame because my uncle

left this mortgage to me? I have only tried to protect you—

"

"I don't wish to be protected!" Lucille was one scarlet blaze

of scorn. "Do you think that I, a Cameron, have no pride? I

wish that I had never seen you!"
Gregory was silent and quite still for a full half minute.

"Goodbye—Miss Cameron." And he was gone.

Lucille would have given her heart's blood to call him back.

As she saw him going down the steps she knew that she loved

him more than he could possibly love her. Almost uncon-

sciously she stretched her arms toward him, but the dead and
haughty aristocracy behind her—the ghosts of proud ances-

tors—stilled her voice.

In the morning they went away.

New York was very wonderful to the little girl who had
known only sleepy towns and old-fashioned folk. Jim Luce's

easy flash, his wide acquaintance and his real though rough
courtesy during their first days there did much to disarm
Lucille of her great original prejudice. Besides, had she not

loved a gentle boy—only to have him turn out a plotting vil-

lain? It was when Luce made love to her, though, a sticky,

unhealthy sort of love, that all of her heart cried out for

Gregory and against Jim.

Schuyler was a great aid to Jim. It was Schuyler who
fixed the stock farm trip—a borrowed stock farm, introduced
as "one of Mr. Luce's country properties." And it was there

that Jim showed off a horse that was really his: Torpedo, the

whirlwind supposed to clean up even-thing at Saratoga.

Still, Luce had no chance to really make love to Lucille.

Several times he had isolated her for the moment, and had
seized her hand, said a word—always she evaded him, and had
gone back to the party.

A dinner in his apartment was the last card Luce could
play.

His pasty-faced, inscrutable
"We are one people, one servant prepared quarters for the

night for them: for Lucille, a pret-

ty little bed-room, replete with the
dainty accessories that a woman
demands; adjoining, an ample

apartment for Colonel Cam-
eron. Luce's own room, as

Lucille gratefully noticed

when being shown about by
their host before dinner,

was at the far end of the

hall.

Luce had found one of

h i s periodical easy
touches, and how much

cash he spent on that sump-
tuous meal his guests never
knew. But there was course

upon course, and distin-

guished wines and aris-

tocratic bourbons, until

Colonel Cameron was
living again in his gar-

rulous, glorious youth,
while Luce seemed mer-
rily with him. Dismayed,
disgusted, and piloted

only by the impassive
o 1 d sen-ant. Lucille

crept up to bed. She
locked and bolted her
outer door, and put a

chair against it. She
turned the key of the

door leading to her fa-

ther's room, too, but at

first the lonesome little

girl had an inclination

to leave that portal

quite unfastened.

Once Lucille had
(Continued on page

103)



"Mother-Not-Ashamed-
of-H er

Which, for a celebrated beauty

and prominent screen star

you'll admit is going some.

DIP you kimw Kitty Gordon
.in Indian name?
You didn't! Well, neither

did we until just the other

jay. Then we found that translated,

"Kitty Gordon" means. "Mother-

Dot-ashamed-of-her-daughter." Thi

is not the unezpurgated Indian, of

course, but it will serve.

You see Kitty—who is an in

temational celebrity ami beauty

and the possessor of the

world's most famous back

—

Ims not supposed to have a

daughter. Her press-agent was
quite firm about it. He would
permit a sister, but a daughter

—never! So he went about

telling everyone that the seven-

teen-year-old young lady with
Miss Gordon, who was going to

act in Miss Gordon's new pic-

tures, was Miss Gordon's sister,

Vera Beresford. But Kitty her-

self crabbed his act. She indig-

nantly denied that Vera was her
sister and stubbornly insisted on
acknowledging Vera as her
daughter. And for an inter-

national music-hall favorite

and celebrated beauty and
prominent screen star you'll

admit that's going some.
It was in the London

'•halls'' that Miss Gordon
tirst won recognition. Later
she extended her popularity

to this side of the Atlantic.

I
Jer American debut was
not a marked success, as

the vehicle, "Veronique,'"

did not give her an oppor-
tunity to make a real im-
pression. However, she
came back in the leading role of "He Came from Milwaukee."
with Sam Bernard, and scored an instantaneous hit. An en-

gagement in the Wintergarden show. "La Belle Paris,'' fol-

lowed. After that she was starred in Victor Herbert's operetta.

"The Enchantress." Then came vaudeville and a tour in

"Pretty Mrs. Smith." Later Miss Gordon formed a vaudeville

partnership with Jack Wilson and the team was a big headline
feature. In 1916 she went into pictures with World, appearing
in "As in a Looking Glass." She continued with World for
some months, leaving to do one picture, "Vera, the Medium,"
under the auspices of the short-lived G. M. Anderson corpora-
tion. Under the William A. Bradv regime at World she con-

Kitty was not, according to the Hoyle of Popularity, supposed

to have a daughter. Her press-agent was quite firm about it,

but he was evidently out of power when the above picture was
snapped, proclaiming: mother at right, and daughter at left.

tributed to the World program, and re-

mained until the newly-formed United Pic-

tures Productions offered to star her at the

head of her own company.
Miss Gordon was married in England to the Hon. H. H.

—

now Captain Beresford, youngest son of a noble British

family. Vera was born in England seventeen years ago, and

she attended school abroad until, in 1014, she joined her

mother over here.

"And now," says Vera, "now I'm in Pictures. I'm not

studying and I'm not worrying about anything but my picture-

work. I do hope I'll have a chance, in Mummy's new pic-

tures, to show what I can do."
Miss Beresford has already played with Pauline Frederick in

"Paid in Full" and "A Daughter of the South."

THENA TION OWES a great debt of gratitude to the soldiers in France who fought

in the first line of attack and to the wage earners at home who backed them up.

Peace has imposed new duties upon us all; let us work to perform these duties even

more earnestly than when war was on. U. S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
W. B. WILSON, Secretary of Labor
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Madge Kennedy,

from a portrait taken in her home. New York City, a few weeks ago for Photoplay Magazine. The comedienne says she can't

remember her first dramatic role now without smiling. It was the Queen Mother, in an amateur performance of "Hamlet."
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Nee Madge Kennedy
And afterward —well,how can she be called else, after

mal{ing a national acquaintance wader that name?

By Dorothy Allison

SOME people always seem to belong in a fragrant, old-fashioned garden,

some belong in a huge, dim cathedral, and others, alas, in a dark,

gloomy dungeon surrounded by a slimy moat.

Madge Kennedy always seems to me to belong on a college campus.
Not the high-brow part of it. heavens no' You couldn't imagine anyone

less like the traditional idea of the academic woman than Madge Kennedy.
But the jolly, slangy side of college life that goes in for midnight suppers

and rushing freshmen and senior hops.

Even her dressing-room out at the Goldwyn studios looks like a

college girl's room in a sorority house. It is done all over in gay and
festive cretonne and plastered with snap-shots of her friends. There is

a scarlet tarn and a tennis racket on the window seat and a white

jersey sweater huncr behind the ^^_^^^^_^^^^^^___
door. You almost look about for

the dance program stuck in the

mirror. Instead of dance pro-

grams there are costume
sketches but the general effect

is the same.

And when Miss Kennedy
jumped up from the window
seat and said "How-are-you-aw-
fully-glad-you-came" she looked

so exactly like a college widow
that I told her so. She smiled

her sophomore smile at me.
"That's funny." she said.

"Because I started in life as

something very like that. For
about a year I was a student in

the Art Academy here in New
York."
"You were going to be an

artist?" I gasped, much im-
pressed.

"Not exactly an artist." she
corrected. "But I thought per-

haps I might be something like

an illustrator. You know, the
sort that illustrates stories with
beautiful seven foot heroes
and clinging vine heroines
with huge eyes. I hadn't
any very definite plan about it.

My main idea was to get to

New York.
"You see, mother and I had

been living in California and
the art school gave us a good
excuse to come East. Never
shall I forget those first months
in this city. I had a voung
friend at the art school—he
has become a successful illus-

trator since then—and we used
to go across the river to Pali-
sade Park and ride on every-
thing in the place just like

Fatty and Mabel. It was the
thrill that comes once in a life-

time!

"Then they started putting
on private theatricals at the
Academy. There was one little

comedy the academy people
liked so well that we gave it in

"She always seems to me," says Miss Allison, "to belong on a college

campus, though you can't imagine anyone less like the average aca-

demic woman."

Originally, this

young woman
meant to be an
illustrator. We
wonder if she

meant to find her

model in a mirror?

Carnegie Hall.

One of the

theatrical man-
agers saw me

in it and con-

vinced me that as

an illustrator I

wasn't such a bad comedienne.

So I went on the road. And
i hat's how it happened."

Miss Kennedy crossed her

hands primly like a good child

who has finished reciting a les-

son. She has most extraor-

dinarily expressive hands and

these, with her big questioning

eyes, have helped her to create

a type which belongs to her

alone whether on the stage or

on the screen. It is the in-

nocently sophisticated young

girl or wife who extricates her-

self from an exceedingly

Frenchy situation without the

slightest suggestion of any-

thing risque. She proved this

in "Baby Mine" and "Fair and

Warmer." both plays which

might have had dangerous

phases for any other actress.

But Madge Kennedy could get

away with murder in the shape

of a doubtful line or situation

even with Anthony Comstock
applauding in the front row.

These roles amuse her, but

like all ambitious young women
she does not care to be identi-

fied with any one character.

"Sometime I am going to play

something that is just a little

bit sad," she told me. "Did

you ever know a comedienne

who did not want to play

tragedy?"
Well, hardly ever. But it

isn't always such a bad idea at

(Continued on page 102

)



HERE is the branding scene in "I. O. U.,» which is Willard's Mack's dramatizauon of Hector TurnbuU * P^F^ ™
Cheat," such a greft success in the hands of Fannie Watd and Sessue H^yakawa

>

a^«^ Ma^WraLdzanon
b,g play to cross from screen to stage. It ,s now playmg£>N^*^* *^^^f^J^ immeasutably

« a most unconvmcing job, and chmamj! the hca^' from Japanese to cast inaian ™ o n.ucn shown here
weakened the story. The principal players are Mary Nash and Jose Reuben, shown nere.
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CLOSE-UPS
EDITORIAL EXPRESSION AND TIMELY COMMENT

A Score of
Slackers.

As these lines are written it is the

last week in October, and the
motion picture industry in Amer-

ica is doubtfully ornamented by at least a score
of slacking leading men who ought to be, and
are not, in the service ot the United States.

As enlistment is always in a fluid condition,

some of the twenty may have listened to their

consciences as well as their draft boards by the

time you read this. But there seems little pro-

spect of this patriotic consummation. The
camouflage that secured them while voluntary
enlistments were not only permitted but im-
plored has by now, in all probability, overgrown
them like a set of vines.

This is not an indictment of the photoplay
field as a whole. It is a selective and particular

indictment of a certain small number of our
genius hero, who love to romp through our
projections in immaculate uniforms as much in

danger of dirt as a Newport girl's

bathing suit is in danger of water.

As a whole, the industry has mad
a genuine American response; the
sons of its magnates are privates

or seamen; more than one of its

inconspicuous lads has won the

cross of war; several of the best
((

character men of the business

have been in a long, long time;

some of the girls are yeomen of the

Navy or are in the Red Cross.

In the group of leading men referred to

there is no man above thirty-five years of age.

A dozen or so, under thirty-five, must be omit-
ted for very real dependencies, or, in two
instances, for conspicuous service in their

respective civil stations.

How small, in comparison, is that other list

of principal actors, the list of service that con-
tains the names of Forman, Warwick, Pallette,

Harlan, Lloyd, Kerry, Oakman, Pickford, Ver-
non, Lytell

And the gold star for Rankin Drew, who
died in the air in France.

%
The Passing Every human advance discom-

Lecturer. modes the few for the conven-
ience of the many.

One of the safe, dignified and entirely
worthy human institutions of the last genera-

tion was the lecturer. He put a fillip in educa-
tion, decoded the great cryptogram of history,

widened the narrow horizon and provided a

caffeineless substitute for the suspiciously stim-

ulating theatre. Altogether, he was a sure though
mild tonic with positively no narcotic reaction.

Yet the iconoclastic movie has finished this

harmless, altruistic gentleman as remorselessly

as Thanksgiving finishes the turkey.

The relation o( the lecturer and the Bcreen
is that ot the stage-coach and the Pullman.
Where one sufficed the other has fulfilled be-

yond expectation, and then has anticipated.
The public lecturer today is nearly as extinct as

the buffalo, save where the shrewdest of his
kind have become the camera's orderly or staff

officers. m,
«'

Such Is A young Western leading man <A

Fame. considerable screen prominence was
convinced that Griffith had nothing

on him as a national acquaintance.
Last month he came to New York, was flat-

teringly received by the trade, and decided—since
he had army inclinations— to study French.

One of the international beauties of the
metropolis was mentioned as a teacher both
efficient and interesting! Scorning introduc-
tions, the youth addressed her, straight off, in

the lounge of a great cafe. He told his

linguistic ambition, and she said
that she would be delighted to in-

struct him. They made an
appointment.

"Is it necessary," he mur-
mured as they parted, "to give

you my name?"
"Certainly not!" she an-

swered, cheerily. 'You're
Mr. Carl Laemmle."

The Undiscovered

Country.

There is such a thing, even
in photoplays.
This country covers four-

fifths of the world's surface. It is the sea.

With our grand return to marine supremacy
we are not going to become, we are now, a sea-

faring nation. No land or time possesses the

mystery, the romance, the unbridled action of
the vast reaches of the ocean. Every folk ex-

cept the Russians have spread the splendors of
their ultimate imaginations upon the water.

At the moment, the negotiation of marine
locations is practically impossible, but it is hard
to understand why our peace-time search for

pictorial sensations, which led us out upon the
plains, down into the cities, up upon the moun-
tains and back into forgotten wars reached out
to the winds and tides so seldom. The motion
picture author has fooled a good deal with tire-

some fishing-village types that perhaps never
existed outside some old-fashioned romancer's
imagination, but he has seldom gone beyond
the three-mile limit into the trade-winds of deep
water imagination.

In time of war, prepare for peace. The tale

of the plains is about spun. Let us make ready
to visualize the everlasting chanties to drama-
tize the eternal broncho-busters of the deep.
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Stars, There is acting, good acting, re-

and Acting. fleeted upon the silver cloth of
our picture theatres, but it is

seldom performed by the stars. With few
exceptions, the stars play themselves through
every scenario. There are of course exceptions,
of whom that Mary who needs no further name
is perhaps the chief example.

While this is to be deplored, the stars are

not. wholly to blame. This is a business of
• types, and the average photoplay is not a devel-

opment of character, but the more or less happy
adventure of a hero. In the end, a play gets

the actors it demands, or it isn't given. Now
and again we have a romance, an adventure,
whose scenes can only be illuminated by a light

of real humanity. Such compositions are the
high spots in our photoplay year, and do much
toward developing any or all of the latent tal-

ents of those who play in them. Infrequently
a John Barrymore comes along, and makes a
living man out of a mannikin in manuscript,
but these ecstasies in the professional playgoer's

life are not repeated often enough to harden
him against thrills.

Some day, when we are making fewer pho-
toplays and better ones, our picture dramatists
will recognize the truth that the only creature
whose infinite variety time cannot stale nor
custom wither is the genuine human being.

Then the hero will have to be an actor or get

behind the glass eye and rustle the scenery in-

stead of obscuring it.

Most of our compositions, today, really

compel the comment that "the artistic feature

of the tableau is the acting of Mr. Hatton"—or
Mr. Roberts, or Mr. Lewis, or whoever the un-
heroic but lifelike performer may be.

•8

The Who revived it?

Table-d'hote. Hoover? The hotel men?
Chef McAdoo's dining-cars?

No. The movies.
The table-d'hote is more than food, although,

as food, it is more familiar. The standard
moving picture show has never been a la carte,

and when the high-grade and so-called high-

priced houses became the vogue of cities the

optical course dinner became as firmly fixed in

American habits as the gastronomic course
dinner of two generations ago.

It is arranged with a view to good digestion

and to variety. The succession of moderate
quantities of travelogue, news, feature and
comedy is directly comparable to the restored

succession of soup, fish, roast and dessert, and
shares its common sense.

An Ill-Wind It is to be hoped that the ill-

Blowout. winds of influenza blew the

dust of motion picture ages out
of some hundreds of America's photoplay-
houses. If they did, we have another example
of evil serving the powers of good.

There has been a brand of so-called theatres

notorious for discomfort and medieval sanita-

tion. Not the high-priced screen resort of the
great city, with its marble balconies, rainbow
lights and sterilized ventilation like unto a hos-
pital; not the neighborly little gathering place
of the small town, spick -painted, span-swept,
and as much a personal pride as its owner's
wife's kitchen—neither of these offends, but the

continuous show in the big community, the
second-run house, the cheap theatre of crowded
districts, the drop-in grindery just under the lee

of the great department store. Many of these
places have not been closed, save from mid-
night to mid-morning, in half a dozen years. A
little gilt on the front, a little paint on the screen
frame, a fixed chair here and there, and the
owner felt that he had done his whole duty to
the public health. Boards of health have com-
pelled the absolute renovation of scores of these

germ-hatcheries in the past month. Wherever
they have left one unpurged by the germicidal
finger they have not done their duty. Have you
one of these fusty, dusty, musty joints in your
town? If you have, its menace deepens the
longer it stands. Knock it straight into the
washtub—now—while the public conscience is

still awake. Make it open its windows, put in

a ventilating system for winter as well as sum-
mer. Make it plane its grimy floors and paint

them. Kick about its menacing old upholstery.

Make your theatre safe for democracy and
all the other cies.

Mr. Griffith and Wandering from the reds of

The Ancients. war and the &ays °* con-
vention into the upper blue

of mere speculation, we wonder if David Wark
Griffith will ever again give us a play of the
ancients?

Let us hope so— and admit in the same
breath that the probabilities are slight.

Mr. Griffith wrought a miracle in his picture

of Babylon, the superb keystone of "Intoler-

ance" despite its bewildering overlay of con-
fusing modernity. Those who know Mr.
Griffith best are aware that one of his great

conceptions was a mighty story of Egypt and the
first grandeurs of mankind. Another of his

dreams compassed the well-springs of religion.

Still another would have visualized the birth of
all contemplative thought and philosophy in an
India so long gone that even its rock temples are

dust.

If none of these are ever done by Mr.
Griffith the loss to the people will be great, and
the loss to the motion picture, as an art, will

be greater. For Mr. Griffith, in common with
Flaubert, Shakespeare and d'Annunzio, has a

gift that appears few times in a century: the

faculty of recreating the strife and love and
laughter o( a distant day in a manner that might
make Syracuse, Sicily, and Syracuse, N. Y.,

twin and contemporary towns. In the illumin-

ation of his hands Attarea. quten of Babylon,
is as much our neighbor as any of Maj. Rupert
Hughes little heroines.



The Shadow Stage
A Review oj the N, <-'»• Photoplays

By Julian Johnson

Enrico Caruso, in the

Fl
N A L L V. the two characters he plays

comedy in his first Phot0Play>

Aftc'r an indifferent feature, after

a routine news-reel, after an average
M'enic—after anything,we list the funny film.

Why? Why do we make laughter only a sideshow, while

giving our greatest homage to a little man with a syncopated

walk and microscopic moustache? Why do producers, press-

agents, exhibitors and even audiences make laughter the tail of

importance, while demanding so much of it that the humorous
,-tudios had to work right through the recent Spanish vacation

itch up with their orders?

Perhaps we have reversed the relative importance of our
emotions. Or perhaps we have been judging by the length of

the picture—quantity still has a vast hold on the public.

I'll venture this assertion, anarchistic as it sounds: our

comedy-makers, as a whole, deliver immeasurably better goods
than our feature-makers. Better in point of ingenuity, orig-

inality, and entertainment value. Now this comparison is not

made for individuals. I'm not putting Harold Lloyd along-

side D. W. Griffith, nor am I setting "The Cook'' up against

"The Bluebird." Here's what I mean: opposite the total recent

output of any four dramatic studios I'll put the product, for

the same period, of four comedy studios, and, basing the com-
parison only on the same percent of the whole output of each,

I'll show you that the comedy studios put in more thought,

more care, more expert photography, more down-right creative

endeavor—and got a far more diverting result.

Here you'll find a masterful achievement with some old

melodrama like "Sporting Life." there a tender poem of the

shadows like "Missing.".yonder a revelation like "Revelation."

But what of the feature-host that accompanies these occasional

greatnesses? Isn't it true that most five-reelers are love-

stories of a pattern, with the expected virtues, the stereotyped

heroisms, the conventional villainies?

On the other hand, let us consider the occasional output of

Mr. Chaplin, the none-too-rapid production of Mr. Arbuckle,
the rather too-rapid offerings of Mr. Sennett, the wild farces of

Mr. Lehrman. or the late oddities of that present gob, Mr. Lloyd.

Mr. Chaplin shares Mr. Griffth's situation as the most-
eagerly awaited producer in motion pictures. Why? Because
every audience has come to know that his successive enter-

tainments, like those of Mr. Griffith, are the fruition of long

>'ays and weary nights of intense study and experiment, heroic

cutting, endless rejection, continuous retake and infinite

patience. When you see a new Chaplin picture your ticket

does not insure a laugh every two seconds, but it does entitle

you to witness the ultimate endeavor of an artist who has com-
pletely mastered his business. Do you have this same assur-

ance when you face the transparencies of most of the famous
dramatic stars? Write your own answer.

While there is only one Chaplin, Mr. Arbuckle crowds him
hard as a prodigious worker and genuine originator. Here is

another man who should be honored for his stern self-criticism,

for his determination that everything he puts out shall be
worth while.

Mr. Sennett, the first master of both these laugh-chieftains,

waters his high percentage with the aqua of quantity. No man
possesses the diving-rod that goes unerringly to the spring of

inspiration, but where Chaplin and Arbuckle are prone to keep
on digging until they hit it, Mr. Sennett comes out on a

time-table. Consequently the amount of uproar from a Sennett

audience varies.

Lehrman is the wild man of screen farce. Manifesting no
great originality, he nevertheless exaggerates to the human
limit. Does Mr. Arbuckle blow up a building? Mr. Lehr-

man kisses his actors good-bye—and blows them up. Does
Mr. Sennett cautiously use a lion? Mr. Lehrman ties a knot

in his lion's tail, and kicks him out into a group of shrieking

clowns and soubrettes.

Mr. Lloyd is not yet travelling fast enough to make a flat

entry with these speedsters, but he is promising comic ma-
terial, and when he comes back from the submarine base at

San Pedro I predict his steady advance as an expounder of

mere and sheer entertainment.

I may be a Philistine, but when I go out looking for a good

time on the screen there are mighty few dramas that could

draw me away from a new composition by one of these boys.

I had rather get a good laugh than a weak emotional thrill any
night, and I feel that that sentiment is general. There is_ a

group of so-called screen comedians whose perfunctory pie-

throwing and meaningless knockabout deserves no patronage

and invites downright suppression, but their trade buffoonery

casts no shadow over the lustre of the great few.

It seems to me that bringing honest, unrestrained laughter

to serious faces in serious times is a pretty good public service.

The material which causes such laughter is fairly shrewd car-

tooning, too. Too much of our sentimental drama and romance

is not life at all, but bald falsehood caramel-coated. Most of

the stuff that is really laughed at on the screen is life—real

life—comically twisted in a Coney Island mirror.

In "Shoulder Arms" Charlie Chaplin so easily and perfectly

gets away from the bewildering trousers, the rattan cane and

the immortal derby that his escape, at last, is scarcely the

matter of a moment's thought.

Here he is in khaki, canvas leggings and army hat—yet
how many of us have insisted that the gentlemanly essentials

named in' the preceding paragraph were an absolutely necessary

part of his success?

"Shoulder Arms" is the glory-dream of a recruit. It is a
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June Elvidge and Frank Mayo in "The Appearance of Evil," a

recent and rather unusual World picture, which may be described

as a rebuke to the gossiping habit in small communities.
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Madge Kennedy and Tom Moore, in "The Kingdom of Youth,"
the romance of a lake. Miss Kennedy's interest in her reading

seems simply intense.

William Desmond and Ethel Fleming in "The Pretender/

perfect handling of a delicate subject, and in its treatment the
comedian has shown, more completely than ever betore. his

faculty for getting inside a character, and grasping, as if by
intuition (but really by hard work) all that character's salient

points. The best thing about this film is that the rookie sees
his own little weaknesses, his hardships, his hopes, his glories,

his quaint vanities and small fears—he sees himself. If this

film is not ioo percent triumph in our army camps in Europe
all bets and guesses fail.

Right in the midst of a guffaw one stops to admire a skil-

ful mastery of even the new technique of war. Camouflaged
as a tree, and motionless in a grove, he is absolutely undis-
coverable until he moves. What a chilling satire on Flanders
rain, too, is that scene of sweet slumber in the inundated dug-
out! Daintily shaking out his submarine pillows the comedian
tucks the watery blanket about his shoulders—and sinks be-
neath the black flood with only the phonograph horn to give

him air. Looking at this passage is enough to give one pneu-
monia by suggestion. The customary hint of breezy amour
is lightly, deftly touched in a momentary scene with the

cynical and evil-thinking crown prince.

Being completely funny on a background of completely ter-

rible war is not only difficult, but dangerous. As far as we
can see, only Chaplin and Bruce Bairnsfather have been whollv

successful and wholly apropos.

MY COUSIN—Artcraft

Enrico Caruso's first photoplay is better than most people";

anticipations, and not as good as it might have been. This

is no paradox: to most people Caruso is merely an incarnate

voice, the world's greatest tenor; but people who know Caruso,

and know his broad comedy vein, must realize that this play,

lively as it is, does not properly exploit Mr. Lasky's really

immense inspiration. Whether this is the fault of Caruso, or

of a management and directorate who were altogether too

obsequious to Caruso, I don't pretend to sa}\ Here's the

notion which, a number of months ago. seized upon Jesse the

Impresario; the greatest personality in the artistic world, to

a lower or middle-class Italian, is Caruso. He fills the entire

universe. Were a poor maker of plaster images, then, to

claim relationship and get away with it. his whole neighborhood

would bow and scrape before him. Which is exactly what

happens, and la bella signorina, daughter and heiress of the

table d'hote, sweeps forward on the tide of homage. An ac

cident shows that lo dlv'uw tenore never even heard of the

wretched sculptor—and down goes his house of cards—only

to be built up higher than ever, even to love's full fruition,

when Caruso, taking pity on the lying lover, hails him as

"my cousin." I'll say that all the authors in America, in con-

vention assembled, couldn't have gotten out a simpler, more
human, more racially true plot for Caruso to work upon. Per-

haps I am wrong in viewing this piece as somewhat of a dis-

appointment, it will please, it will surprise, even. But. in

the first place, Caruso's own name is dropped from the tenor

character, the meaningless name of "Carolyi" is substituted

—

and there goes the reason of the whole thing. As the half-

wit Michelangelo of the plaster, our celebrity is simply de-

lightful; as the artist of the Metropolitan Operahouse. he is

altogether too grand. The subtitles simply fawn, and where
they should trip with the feet of wit. they wear arctics and

goloshes. Much good material was taken in the operahou-e.

Caruso as the moulder was well directed; Caruso as himself

—

or Carolyi—seems not to have been directed at all. Evidently,

everybody salaamed and got out of the way, and the resultant

action is oi" the pre-Selig period. Carolina White, celebrated

American prima-donna, gave graceful and girlish life to the

opposite role.

WOMAN—Toumeu r

Maurice Tourneur's new picture, an extensive allegory with

the one-word name above, is one of the most beautiful things

physically that has ever been made, with the most superb

lighting and photography, and further evidences of Mr. Tour-

neur's positive genius in grouping and general comoosition.

Nevertheless, it has one cardinal fault: a lack of any sustained

interest, composed as it is of separate and distinct episodes,

with no central human theme to bind all these together. In

argument, it is an exposition of woman's place, and service

to the human race, throughout the ages. Most of the episodes

show woman at her worst : Eve led Adam astray in the Gar-
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den; Messalina, wife of the just Emperor ci.iu.lni-, might

be described by many eviJ words; Eieloise, a virgin, is re-

sponsible tor the death of the philosopher-monk, Abelard; the

fisherman is deceived by Cyrene, the lady from the sea; the

Civil War soldier is betrayed for a trinket The prologue and
epilogue, however, are entirely modern, and are 01 an identical

interest. As a beautiful exposition of camera art, "Woman"
is the evenl of the year; as a drama, it wears the same curse

that "Intolerance" wore. Toumeur starts nowhere, and ar-

rives gloriously and artistically at his destination the same

place. Many people, including such women as the celebrated

Russian dancer Flora Revalles, Diana Allen, Gloria Goodwin,
Ethel Hallor, Fair Binney and Florence Hillings, participate.

EDITH CAVELL- Plunkitr & Carroll

Under the long but nevertheless dramatic title, "The Woman
the Germans Shot," a pair of independent picture producers

present Julia Arthur, distinguished stage artist, in a vehicle

quite worthy of her talents, and of the subject. It is full

of the right kind of propaganda, and shows the damnable ways
of the Hun when he happens to be riding the red horse of

Victory. Miss Arthur's work is magnificent. Her support

is good throughout, and there is no attempt to drag in bat-

tle scenes; nor is the play marred by mawkish sentiment and

twaddling cartooning of Germans—always the mark of the

weak scenarioist or the director devoid of real ideas.

SALOME— Fox

This edition of the adventures of Herodiade's daughter is

not a sin against morals; it is only a vast, colossal assault

on common sense. It means . . . nothing. Mr. Edwards,
the producer, is even more at sea than when he produced

''Cleopatra," truly a new chapter in Alexandrine history; but

is it all Mr. Edwards' fault? I have an idea that were Mr.
Edwards let alone he would be putting on straightaway, ordi-

nary tales of matter-of-fact life, instead of acting as nominal

guide through these bewildering mangles of record and tradi-

tion recently affected by Miss Theda Bara. As Salome, Miss

Bara does not resemble the tigerish princess of Judea as

much as a neurasthenic taking sun-baths. No wonder Herod
killed Salome after her dance; I took the Washburn-Crosby
view: eventually—why not now? There has been a prodigious

expenditure of money; large numbers of people appear and dis-

appear; big scenic edifices have been erected. And all to no
purpose, for we have a story unworthy even a nursery fable,

a drama without a whit of dramatic interest, characters which

are characterless, and the shocking murder of John the Bap-
tist without reason whatsoever. Miss Bara was not content

merely to vamp the prophet; she revamped him, insisting that

he appear as a beardless male ingenue. Nevertheless, Al Ros-
coe's performance of John is the only assumption of any rea-

sonableness or dignity in the picture.

THE HEART OF RACHEL—Hodkinson

This story of life might have happened—probably has hap-

pened more than once. The thing that commends it, despite

a certain amount of sordidness, is its simpleness and humanity.

Miss Barriscale plays, as well as she has ever played anything

in her life, Rachel, wife of a widower who has a daughter but
little younger than herself. Unable to stand an alliance of

father and daughter against her. Rachel gets a divorce and
marries their young family physician. Still, all is not smooth,
tor the physician's eye is eventually caught by an actress,

whom he ardently desires only to the moment when his wife

offers to step out of the way of their future happiness. He
then goes to Europe, and Rachel, with her two children, travels

on alone until, years later, the illness of one of the children

brings them together again. Doesn't sound like much in a

little synopsis, does it? Neither does life nor a Tolstoi novel.

The charm of the piece is its unforced action, the naturalness
of its characters, and a certain inevitableness of fate that you
find in real existence and great fiction. A superb cast graces
the play. After Miss Barriscale. as Rachel, we find Herschell
Mayall as the father. Ella Hall as the daughter, and Herbert
Heyes as the physician-husband. Little Ben Alexander plavs
Rachel's boy. Jack Cunningham made the scenario from a
story by Kathleen Norris, and Howard Hickman directed.

"Her Great Chance," in which Select puts forward Alice Brady,
was Fannie Hurst's novel, "Golden Fleece." Miss Brady and cer-

tain location scenes in the Catskills are the excellencies of the piece.

Dorothy Gish and her adopted infant in "Battling Jane."

World politics in high places and fights in many places are the

features of "Unexpected Places," a Metro melodrama featuring

Bert Lytell.
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Harry Morey's sincere acting and dominant personality make
Vitagraph's "King of Diamonds" a convincing photoplay, in spite

of an illogical story. Betty Blythe is the emotional lady in his arms.
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Vivian Martin, in "Mirandy Smiles," an old-fashioned characterization.
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Carmel Myers is the principal figure of "All Night."

THIRTY A WEEK—Goldwyn

—or, how the chauffeur married the millionaire's daughter,

and the trials that came to their love and faith. In its essen-

tial ingredients. Mr. Buchanan has turned out something that

might be attributed to Bertha M. Clay, and enjoyed only by
the gum-eating elevator girls. But as it happens, the trashy

little story is largely salvaged by good acting and an alto-

gether superior production. Tom Moore's personality will

usually make up for many lacks in material, and it does here.

Tallulah Bankhead, as the young plutocress who compels him
to keep her out all night—by removing a part from her car

—in order to make him marry her, reveals considerable beauty
and entirely too much temper in the quarrel scene.

HIDDEN HRES—Goldwyn

This feature is one which, like numerous others, seems to

have been more or less delayed in reaching its public by in-

fluenza. However—it permits Mae Marsh to play two char-

acters in a story which has rather more possibilities than the

scenarioist took time to unearth. One of Miss Marsh's assump-
tions is Peggy, presiding officer of a hotel news-stand; the

other, Louise Parke, daughter of a Boston family of wealth,

and, like other women of her sort, destined to sink into the

morass of idleness, booze, drugs and final extinction through

sheer lack of occupation. The best part of the story—the

most dramatic part—is the substitution of Peggy for Louise,

to placate Louise's supposedly dying mother. Upon this, and
its consequences, depends a plot that might have been big.

There are no performances of especial distinction other than

Miss Marsh's.

THE YELLOW DOG—Universal

The best thing about "The Yellow Dog,'' it seems to me, is

that it returns Arthur Hoyt to the screen. This very good

actor has been absent, in directing and kindred film services,

for a long period. As a play, the saffron canine isn't much.
Elliott Clawson, who dramatized Mr. Dodge's serial story of

the same name, found it a narrative, and left it one. As
reading matter, it told interestingly of a resolute villager's suc-

cessful attempt to oust the yellow dogs of German spydom
from his small town. As a picture it still tells about it, and
argues about it, with the best things Mr. Hoyt's acting of the

ioo r
c American, and the valiant services of a patriotic band'

of boys whose watchword is "How do you know?"' when they

hear any ulterior remarks about our war. The melodramatic

passages are wholly unconvincing.

THREE X GORDON—Paralta

It has been a long time since we wrote anything about J.

Warren Kerrigan. But here he is, in much the same sort of

play that he always used; and. in its kind, a moving and en-

tertaining sort of picture. Kerrigan represents the traditional

dissolute son of rich parents, eventually ousted by a disgusted

father. With a pal, the abandoned one hits a farm at harvest

time, and by the time the hay is in there has been such a

change that however his exterior he certainly lias a new soul

in the old body. He then goes into the reclamation business,

and starts a reconstruction camp for denatured rounders like

himself. The result—material success, family reunion—and

girl. This entertainment is without sophistication or subtlety.

but if Warren Kerrigan is one of your admired actors, you will

like it.

THE FORBIDDEN CITY— Select

Norma Talmadge's large October vehicle might be described

;>^ 'Madame Butterfly" turned inside out. and then turned out-

side in. For what happens to Toy's mother is what happened

to Cho-Cho-San. only more so: and what happens to Toy is

nut at all what happened to Cho-Cho-San. The love of the

Mandarin's daughter San-San for John Worden. the Consulate

secretary, results in her death in the "alley of flashing spears.''

while her half-breed baby is reared to be a palace plaything and

by-word. But Toy, the child, has her own idea of things, and

escapes to Manila, where she meets her lieutenant, and the

rest is love and difficulty—and love. While for sheer dramatic

opportunity "The Forbidden City'' does not compare with

some of Miss Talmadge's .recent plays, as a thing of beauty

(Continued on page 94)



Speaking of Love
Let's tdll{ about Montagu, in respect to

stature the biggest leading man in captivity

MonUf
m UtU inivi-nrion.il

un< i.i mi

By Randolph Bartlctt

THERE are men whom it is impossible to think of as babies.

If you ever think of such a man's beginnings at all, you are

apt to find yourself hatching some such theory as that con-

cerning the advent Of Pallas Athena who, after her lather,

Zeus, had swallowed her mother, created such a furore in the old

gentleman's interior that he had Prometheus split open his bean with

a hatchet. Whereupon Miss Athena stepped out, armed to the

teeth -dressed to kill, as it were—and became right away a god-

dess of war. There are, as 1 have intimated, men who make
you feel that they could not have passed through the first two
a three of the stages of man as described rather uncompli-

nentarily by Shakespeare in "As You Like It.
M

You cannot
picture them "in their nurse's arms," much less doing the

things that the veracious Bard of Avon declares is custo-

mary at that period.

Dn the other hand, there are men concerning whom
vou almost involuntarily exclaim. "What a cute baby
he must have been.'' These are the male ingenues,

the civilian wearers of wrist watches, the cigar-

stand Romeos. the disporters of pink silk hand-
kerchiefs with a corner coyly protruding from
the breast pocket, the smokers of perfumed
-isarettes, and nine out of ten of them
"dance just simply divinely." When you
find an individual of the male persuasion
whose appearance and manner compel you
involuntarily to think what a joy he
must have been to his mother between
the ages of one and half past three, you
can know right away what a trial he
must have been to his father between
the ages of sixteen and whatever he is now.

Reverting to the more pleasing type, I know of no better

specimen of this variety of the genus homo than Montagu
Love. It isn't merely that he is big, for when a man is

-ix feet, one inch from toenail to topknot and keeps all

the material between the two poles within the weight of

105 pounds, he doesn't look big, for the same reason
that the interior of the Pennsylvania Terminal in New
York does not look big, or the great pyramid—the

proportions are right. Dimensions alone will not

bring the desired result. There are many huge men
who leave an impression only of helplessness, or

idicalousness, or clumsiness. The truth is that it

is much more difficult for a large man to be im-
oressive than it is for a small one, but when he
accomplishes it he is almost overwhelming. But
even more than being impressive—it is almost
5s easy tor a German to tell the truth as it is for

a big man to be romantic and get away with it. As
olacing Montagu Love definitely in the category of men
and actors, it is necessary only to add that he is the

biggest leading man in captivity.

And here's another rather general characteristic of big men
—they would rather talk about anything under the sun than
themselves Just by way of getting a subsoil of fact for this

dissertation I sent Montagu one of those "Who's Who" blanks

to fill out, with neat little dotted lines for all the salient facts

of existence. Usually when I send one of these, it comes
Dack accompanied by half a dozen typewritten pages, con-

taining information for which there was no room on the

aforesaid dotted lines. Here is how Montagu submitted it:

Born—Obviously.

Parents—Two.
Educated—Forcibly.

First stage appearance— Awful.



At the World studios. Montagu Love, on the sidelines, watches Montagu Love, in the set, make deferential love to
Miss Barbara Castleton. Isn't it marvelous what strides motion picture photography has made in the last few years?

Career—Chequered.
Favorite recreation—Filling out these damn fool blanks.

The mountain, in short, refused to come to Mahomet in

this easy method. To lime my bird it was necessary to brave
the perils of the Jersey shore and the intricacies of the World
Studio at Ft. Lee. He had been having lunch with the pret-

tiest girl in the World. (Who was she? I would be glad

to provide the information only that I am allowed only a cer-

tain amount of space for this article, and I have to be careful

to economize my words. If I wasted words on such irrelevant

matters, first thing I knew I would have no room left to write

about Montagu Love, which, I take it, is the principal object

in hand. So don't ask me who is the prettiest girl in the World,
for I haven't time to tell, but I will say that her picture ap-

peared on the cover of Photoplay last winter.)

As soon as the P. G. in the W. had gone to her dressing

room, I hauled out the biography blank and protested.

"Now look here, Monty," (yes, I call him Monty—one is

inclined to after meeting him two or three times). "Now look

here, Monty, this won't do at all, you know." (You see, Monty
being English one naturally drops into the use of the British

idiom in talking to him.) "You know, old chap, what I want
is some stories of your adventures in

—

"

"I'm an actor," Monty interrupted. "I don't believe it is

a good thing for an actor's private life to be exploited. I'll

tell you what I know about the drama and—

"

"But that is exactly what I don't want. The fans
—

"

"I know all about the fans," Monty boomed me down.

"And I don't want you to think that I don't appreciate the

fans and their viewpoint. But I believe this—that to satisfy

the curiosity of the

fan is the worst
thing possible in the

interests of the fan

him or herself. Curi-

osity was not created

to be satisfied. As
soon
—

"

"Wait a minute,

Monty—you've been
and done an epigram.

Do you mind if I

change it to read,

'Curiosity was cre-

ated to be forever

denied satisfaction'

—

a little more rotund,

don't you think?"

"I don't give a

hang," Monty said,

petulantly. "As 1 was
saying, as soon as the

player becomes an
actual, visualized in-

dividual, half the ro-

mance is gone, and
the fan loses half the

former enjoyment,
for romance is more
than half of the

drama." Mr. Love holdeth Helene Chadwick's hand in a scene of "The Challenge" (Pathe).

"But how about Man' P—

"

"I know all about the big exceptions," Monty interrupted
again. "But the general principle remains. This is what has
been the ruin of the stage—these peeps behind the scenes, this

intimacy with the machinery of the drama and the private

lives of the players."

"Probably so. But what I would like to get is a few per-
sonal reminiscences of your first profession, painting and sketch-

ing, of your art student days, and of your work for the London
papers. How about a story of some of your experiences at the

siege of Port Arthur, where. I understand, you represented the

London Times, and other periodicals, sending out sketches

which were reproduced all over the world?"
"Of course the greatest need of all." was his response to

this request* "is stories that will call for different scenes than
those we get into the habit of using, because they are different

stories from the ones who seem to be available. For the

same old type of fluffy romance—

"

"Is it true that your first stage experience was in

China, where you went after the Japanese-Russian war, and
substituted for a member of a company who fell ill. and
from that beginning went to London and played at the prin-

cipal theatres, finally coming to America with Cyril Maude in

'Grumpy'?"
"The films of the future

—

"

"Is it true that you almost had Spanish Influenza and were
saved from it only by the constant attentions of your valet

Victor?"

"One of the principal difficulties
—

"

"Were you really born in Calcutta, and how old were you
when you left India?

Is India anything like

Kipling describes it

in 'Kim? Is it true

that a man born in

the Orient never
overcomes the con-

stant call of the East
and always goes
back? When are

you going back if

ever? Have you ever

recovered the use of

your broken wrist ?

What size collar do
you wear? Wha

—

"

The director saved

him. The scene was
waiting. The an-

swers to these vastly

important questions

may never be known,
for I at least will

never again brave

the perils of Jersey

and the intricacies

of the World studio

in the forlorn hope
of getting Montagu
Love to talk about
himself.
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Better Photoplay League Gains Support

of New Allies!
Organized movement for better pictures receives response

from J^lew Jersey to Los Angeles—progress of the month

By Myra Kingman Miller

THE West!—the energetic West,—is ever to the front in

movements that require enthusiasm, cooperation and
energy, and Los Angeles,

the Golden Key city, with

ner usual foresight has seemingly

anticipated the Better Photoplay
league of America. Our hats are

jft to Los Angeles!

Mrs. Janetta B. Wright, Chair-

man of the Los Angeles, California.

League of Good Films, writes a

most interesting letter in which she

says that, in reading Photoplay,
she discovered that the Better

'.'hotoplay League of America was
doing along national lines what the

citizens of Los Angeles had been

doing for several years along local

She congratulates the Better

Photoplay League of America on
their work, stating at the same time

that the Los Angeles League is not

THE Photoplay League of America is an organ-

ization of intelligent people who, realizing the

tremendous influence that the screen now exerts and
the great force that it is to be in the future, have

interested themselves in an effort to aid in a con-

structive manner in the development of the new art

and industry.

IT is not enough to criticise and discourage your

exhibitor when he shows inferior pictures. You
must prove to him that good pictures will increase

his attendance. You must give him organized en-

couragement, real encouragement, in the shape of

increased attendance. If you do not do this, you

have failed.

JAMES R. QUIRK, Pres.

Better Photoplay League of America.

now holding meetings regularly inasmuch as the workers are

all busy in war activities, Mrs. Wright herself being in Wash-
ington. D. C.

Now here is one point and the

only one in which we differ from
Mrs. Wright and the Los Angeles

League. Better Films are not only

considered by the National League
but also by our Government
war time activity and a most im-

portant one. Think of the atro-

cious, insidious, under-mining pro-

German, anti-Ally thoughts that

have been subtly presented through

the motion picture to an un-

suspecting public during the first

year of our participation in the

war! One producer now is a gue-t

of the nation in a small room where
the draperies at the window are one
and a half inch iron bars—all be-

cause of his special activities along
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oAdvisory Matrons of Better Photoplay League of oAmerica

Cardinal Gibbons, Head of Catholic Church in America, Baltimore, Md.
Samuel Gompers, Pres. American Federation of Labor, Washington, D. C.
Mrs. George Thacher Guernsey, Pres. Gen. Daughters American Revolution,

Washington, D. C.
Daniel Carter Beard, National Scout Commissioner, Boy Scouts of America, Flush-

ing, LI.
John Barrett, Dir. Gen. Pan-American Union, Washington, D. C.
Marchioness of Aberdeen and Temair, Pres. International Council of Women,

Haddoo House, Scotland.

Charles S. Barrett, Pres. Farmers' Educational and Co-operative Union, Union City,

Georgia.
Mrs. Phillip North Moore, Pres. National Council of Women, Member National

Council of Defense, Washington, D. C.
Samuel A. Dickie, Pres. Assn. of Methodist College Presidents, Albion, Michigan.

Carrie Chapman Catt, Pres. National Suffrage Assn., Member National Council of

Drfense, New York City. _'

Mrs. Helen Collins, President Pan Hellenic Union, Chi Omega Fraternity, Lexing-
ton, Kentucky.

Mrs. Nathaniel E. Harris, Pres. National Council of Jewish Women. Bradford, Pa.

Mrs. Harriet H. Barry, Chairman, Better Film Com., National Federation College

Women, Monrovia, Cal.

Mrs. A. J. Ochsner, Pres. National Federation of Musical Clubs, Chicago, III.

Thomas Arkle Clark, Pres. North Central Assn. Schools and Colleges, Urbana, ID.

John H. Phillips, Pres. Southern Educational Council, Birmingham, Ala.
Mary Garrett Hay, Chairman Woman Suffrage Party, New York City.
P. H. Callahan. War Activity Committee Knights of Columbus. Louisville, Ky.
David Starr Jordan, President Emcntui Leland Stanford University. Palo Alto,

Ca'ifornia.

Mary E. Woolley, Mount Holyoke College, S. Hadley, Mass.
Mrs. Flora Warren Seymour, Representative National Association Women Law-

yers and Corresponding Secretary National Federation College Women, Chicago, 111.

Charles Sumner Burch, Suffragan Bishop. New York City.
Mary Roberts Rinehart, Novelist, New York.
Sophie Irene Loeb, Editor and Publicist, New York World, New York City.
Mrs. Mabel Potter Daggett, Author "Women Wanted." New York City.
James Egbert, Professor Columbia University, New York City.
Mrs. Booker T. Washington, President National Federation of Colored Women.

Tuskeegee, Ala.
Mrs. Frederic Schoff, President National Congress of Mothers and Parent Teachers

Association, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. Martha E. Tingey, President Young Ladies Mutual Improvement Society, Salt

Lake City, Utah.
Edwin Hebden, Director Bureau of Statistics and Research, Dept. of Education

Baltimore, Md.

this line. He fully realizes that the Better Film movement is

a war activity!

On the other hand, think of the realistic, vivid, patriotic

tilms that have stirred the very heart of the nation and have

brought home to the masses, rich and poor, high and low,

educated and otherwise, the vital truths that we wish impressed

in their minds?
The Better Film movement not a war activity? Now as

never before, the thinking, discerning patriotic citizens must
become active factors in regulating this gigantic influence that

is abroad in our country, remembering always the slogan of the

Better Photoplay League of America: "The Motion Picture

.is the greatest factor in the education of the masses today, and

as such demands our attention and influence."

But to go back to Los Angeles. In forming her League for

good films, Los Angeles has followed exactly the course out-

lined by the National League—that is by asking every philan-

thropic, civic, educational, religious, and fraternal organization

in Los Angeles to automatically become a member of the

League, by sending a representative.

Let me quote from their chairman a statement which is

worthy of nation-wide dissemination: "Our League was or-

ganized in the belief that there are good pictures, educational

and entertaining films being produced and that both producers

and exhibitors are as anxious and willing to produce and ex-

hibit these good films as are we, the League members, to have

them produced and exhibited. And we hope that through our

efforts, through clubs and other organizations we will reveal

the desire for good films through the box office receipts."

The quotation from Mrs. Wright sums up the whole situa-

tion. This Los Angeles League is working along constructive,

rational lines and they are destined to become a great power

and influence, and as these same representative citizens have

cleaned up Los Angeles in many other lines, just so in a few

\ears, they will be able to look back on their work in the

League for Good Films and proudly show to the world a great

city where there is no desire or demand for an objectionable

film—a city where there is no Better Film problem because its

citizenship enjoys only good films, patronizes only good films.

We feel that the Los Angeles League has pointed the way
for the big cities of America to handle this movement, and

we are very grateful for the information sent, that we may be-

the means of giving publicity to their work that it may thus help

stores of other cities who have hithertofore searched for

-mi if feasible method by which to attack this problem.

It is to be hoped that the Los Angeles League will imme-

diately resume meetings with the full realization that they are

doing' a great war work. The Better Photoplay League of

Vmerifca will be glad to give them special suggestions along the

line of specific war work.

The foregoing shows work under way and the following is

jus) a glimpse of what the forward-looking people of today see

in the Better Photoplay League of America.

"I desire to suggest to the club women here in Hadctonfield,

New Jersey, in the course of an address 1 am scheduled to

make this Winter, that they start a branch of the Photoplay

League. Will you therefore," etc.

This is a paragraph from a letter written by the Reverend

Augustus Walton Shirk. Rector of' the Grace Church. Haddon-

field. New Jersey. Mr. Shick is one of the Eastern group of

big, broadminded clergymen who are helping to make the
world a better place to live in.

Under the leadership and influence of men like these, com-
munities take on a newer, better outlook, and organizations
like the Better Photoplay League of America develop into
their fullest usefulness. ' We shall look forward with interest

during the coming months to hearing of the organization and
progress of the Branch League of Haddonfield. New Jersey.

Episcopalians, Scientists, Jews, and Protestants alike recog-
nize the future possibilities of the League. Note the following
from I. Mortimer Bloom, Rabbi of Temple Brith Sholom,
Springfield, Illinois: "Will you kindly send me particulars

regarding the Better Photoplay League of America? Some of

us would like to organize a branch of the League in this city."

And thus the good movement is spread from the metropolis
of the corn belt in Illinois to the land of the Cyclop mosquito
—(where you cannot find them anymore)—the home of presi-

dents—New Jersey. From the poppy-blown fields of California

and the virgin, rugged wilds of Canada's Northwest forests

come a united chorus of approval and requests for information,

and gladly and most cheerfully do we welcome them.

The film companies are "sitting up and taking notice."

Doesn't this look promising? For, after all. the pictures that

are not made cannot be seen and even the Editor of Photoplay
has dropped into line, for we notice in the December issue, he
has quoted Mr. Ricord Gradwell, President of the World Film

Company: "The first question I ask about any story intended

for World is: Is it clean?- When one considers that pictures

are an affair for families and adolescent children as well as for

the casual grown up their moral tone becomes as grave a re-

sponsibility as the patriotism of a government official."

Another film company has shown itself in tune with the

spirit of the day. namely, the Art Film Company. S64 North
Seventh Street, Philadelphia. Note the following: "The
Photoplay League of America is creating greater and greater

enthusiasm in the people who gather at our studio each day. so

much so, that I have finally been prevailed upon to permit the

use of one of our rooms as the headquarters for the Phila-

delphia branch when formed, and to advise you to that effect

I therefore take great pleasure in so advising you. and assure

you of my heany cooperation in organizing the branch here,

it no such branch is already existing."

It is evident to the most casual observer from the varied

personnel of the authors of the quotations in this article, that

the better Photoplay League has struck the popular chord of

the day anil just as if to emphasize it comes a message from

Lord and Lady Aberdeen, Marquis and Marchioness of Aber-

deen and Temair. from Ely House. Dublin. Ireland, where they

are staying at present, acknowledging receipt of a letter from

the Editor and gladly accepting a place on the Honorary ami

Advisory Patron list, wishing the League even- success and

1 rusting that its activities will extend over the water.

These people are all back of the Better Photoplay League

of America. ARE YOU? If not why not? Think it over and

then act ! Form a Branch Photoplay League in your town

this week if it does not already exist. If it does, become a

member and be a factor in one of the biggest uplift movements

of the day.

For further information, address flic Better Photoplay League

of America, 183 Madison Avenue. New York City.



Lamera-

Kamerad!
>>

During the American advance in France in August the motion picture camera got a startling and unexpected
tribute. Cranking in some scenes in a still-burning and newly -occupied village, Lieut. Edwin H. Cooper, of
Harrisburg, Pa., was suddenly confronted by seven Germans, who debouched about a corner and mistook his

formidable army film apparatus for some dreadful new type of Yankee machine gun. Up went their hands, and
they yelled in terror. Not until he turned them over to an advancing detachment did he reveal the joke.



anis. ivasion

The advancing Army ofInfluenza found most

of the shadow cities empty—the GreatVaca*

tion and how it was spent in California.

By Alfred A. Cohn

Decoration by

R. F. James

C'EST le guerre,'' they say resignedly when anything
goes wrong abroad these days.

"It's the flu," they say in Califilmia when referring

to cameraland's biggest panic.

Yet, like other disasters, the anticipation of the enforced
vacation was much bluer than the realization. To the majority
of the stars, four weeks of idleness came as a relief. To the

majority of the lesser lights it was more or less a hardship.

Although the impression prevailed throughout the country

that the manufacture of films had become extinct because of

the ravages of the epidemic, actual figures indicate that the

decrease in production was not more than forty percent. Cus-
tard drama suffered not at all, and the laugh canneries plodded
along as though half the nation wasn't sneezing its head off.

The big program concerns suffered most because, operating

on a close financial margin, retrenchment became imperative

when the money ceased coming in from
theaters and exchanges. For example:
The gross income of the Paramount-
Artcraft exchanges is something like a

half million dollars a week. Produc-
tion and exchange expenses are only

slightly less—profits are not what they

used to be in the film business. With
only, a third of that amount coming in

and all the banks using their spare

change to help out the Liberty Loan
lrive, it became necessary to stop
spending money. The stars of the big

program corporations were let into the

actual condition of affairs and asked
to accept a four-weeks' vacation with-

out pay, the lost four weeks to be
idded at the termination of their re-

spective contracts. So far as known
all agreed. Upon the completion of
the current production each star took
a four-weeks' layoff.

On the Coast this rule became effec-

tive at the Lasky, Universal, Fox,
Vitagraph, American and Triangle
studios although the last named was
giving up the ghost at the same time. Metro and Goldwyn
were moving West. The rule also applied at World, in the East
Among the Artcraft stars, the three leaders, Mary Pickford.

Bill Hart and Fairbanks wen- not working when the suspension
came. Man' had been idle since the first week in July owing
to the termination of her contract; Hart was selling Liberty
Bonds throughout the East, and Fairbanks was boosting bond

Flu Flurry Figures

TEN thousand picture theatres—80 '< ot

the total in the United States and Canada
—closed for a period varying from one week to

two months.
Loss in gross receipts at these theatres:

$40,000,000 (estimated).

Theatre employees deprived oi income:

1 50,000.

In California, 60^0 of all production activity

ceased.

In the East, production ceased completely

Strange to say, the comedy companies—all

of them in California—did not stop working at

all, nor was their personnel seriously affected by

the epidemic.

Star salaries stopped for four weeks, on the

uniform and generally accepted basis of a four-

weeks' extension of the stellar contracts.

In fatalities, Metro was the heaviest loser, by

the deaths of Harold Lockwood and John
Collins.

sales and endeavoring to ascertain his military status in the

National Capital.

Nor was Charlie Chaplin hit by the new order. He was
"between pictures"' and was spending most of his vacation at

Catalina Island in pursuit of the festive swordfish. (He caught

one which weighed 168 pounds en deshabille.) Roscoe Arbuckle

was on the Island at the same time, doing a comedy which bears

the interesting title, "Camping." Roscoe also kept busy during

the "flu" flurry.

The first victim of influenza in the film colony was Bryant

Washburn. Bryant had been east with a company of Lasky

players including Director Donald Crisp and Margery Wilson,

doing some scenes for "Venus in the East." When their train

reached Los Angeles. Washburn. Crisp and Miss Wilson were

seriously ill. They were among the first influenza patients on

the Coast, but did not suffer any lasting effects. However, com-
pletion of the picture was postponed

for the usual four weeks.

Wallie Reid was the first to draw a

vacation, as he was far ahead of his

release schedule. He spent most of the

time on a hunting trip. Anna Little,

his co-star, knitted several bushels of

socks and took long auto trips with

her mother. Lila Lee took the occa-

sion to hie back to her beloved Broad-

way to visit with her foster parents.

Mr. and Mrs. Gus Edwards, and to

be "Cuddles" again, until the holiday

season should end. Ethel Clayton

spent most of her time at Camp
Kearney, visiting with her brother.

who is in the army. Vivian Martin

enjoyed a mountain trip and Constance

Talmadge went on location with Sister

Norma, who arrived on the Coast

simultaneously with the "flu" to make
"The Heart of Wetona." The exteriors

were made in the San Jacinto moun-
tains and the interiors at the Lasky
studio. C B. deMille was the last 10

suspend. He was engaged on a produc-

tion similar in theme to "Old Wives for New." but with the

emphasis on the husbands this time. The leading players in it

are Elliott Dexter. Theodore Roberts. Gloria Swanson. Lew
Cody and Sylvia Ashton.

Blanche Sweet and Clara Kimball Young disregarded the

suspension and continued work at the Griffith studio. Miss

(Continued on Page 97)



A New Portrait-

Study of

Marie Doro,

An Ingenue

of all

Nations

WE started to write an impres-

sion, but gave it up because,

after a fair wind of fancy and a pro-

pitious start, we couldn't decide on
the next thing to say. In reality,

Miss Doro comes from the Middle

West. But when a young woman
in her twenties has to reflect whether

English or French is her native lan-

guage, plays Chopin like a Pole,

makes tea like a Russian, knows all

the best people in Bombay, reads

d'Annunzio in the original and is

the favorite house-guest of half the

British nobility what hope is there of

pinning her to any particular page of

your Rand-McNally? In our opin-

ion Count de Strelecki mistook her

for a temple-belle from the lower

Ganges.

Marie Doro, posed especially for

PHOTOPLAY by Count John
de Strelecki, New York City.

Here are the ladies of "Heart's Desire"' — a

scene from Miss Doro's favorite and most recent

photoplay. The milk business is something like

the film business. There must be producers and
distributors. Here you have the combination:

producer, Mrs. Holstein Bovine; distributor.

Miss Marie Doro. The distributor carries the

milk in her large, left-side pocket. The heavy

rope that you observe between them is to keep
Miss Doro from running away.
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Whenever we see a pergola we think of what the rich old lady from Iowa said to the architect who
one of those things. She answered: "No, sir! I like tea as well as anybody—but I ain't a Russia..

Above, a view through

the sitting room and the

dining room, taken from
the drawing room. The
sundial at the right, is,

according to its owner's

declaration, one of the

absolute necessities of her

domestic happiness^

Fannie Ward's

A NUMBER of motion picture women have

larger incomes than Fannie Ward, but she is

the only one of her kind, so far, to manifest

the possession of a generous independence in the

European fashion of a thoroughly imposing establish-

ment. Miss Ward's handsome house in Hollywood

—

previously half-toned in these pages—was a sump-
tuous residence, but it. and especially its grounds, are

not to be compared with her new home and its artistic

gardens at 255 South New Hampshire street, Los

Angeles. Only Julian Eltinge's Italian palace can beat

it as a regal dwelling. Fannie Ward's love of a fine

house is not the frantic determination of a newly-rich

ingenue to put it over her neighbors and associates.

Her theatrical career was crowned with

complete artistic and financial success

abroad before "abroad" blew to pieces:

hence her well-paid movie career has

merely meant the realization of long-

cherished dreams.

The sunken garden and
the marble balcony over-

looking it. Directly be-

neath this balcony is the

garden's tenderest inhab-

itant, a huge-leaved
banana plant, so suscept-

ble to slight cold that few

of them endure even in

the mild airs of California.
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asked her if her projected home would have
and I make it in a plain, old-fashioned tea-pot."

NewHome

• t
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N.i|>.

in tin-. Ih-cI wli.n i

longed to In-
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JoMphilW. Miv. W.ird

puichaatd it in Fui
75,000 francs.
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Excepting]ulian Eltinge's

Italian palace the most

sumptuous photoplayer s

domicile in the world.
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£&L>i

1*1

s -t ,,

At the foot of the marble stairs leading to the terrace

and the sunken garden. These steps are a replica or

a flight belonging to a villa in Florence.

*

,w

4

m ^4

Miss Ward in her study, whose wide portiered doors, as you see, open into her own sjmple sleeping apartment.



The thermometer had gone way
down to 58 above when this frigid

photo was made. Girls are some-
thing like flowers, and when you
have to transplant one or the

other from Southern Texas it's

too bad that you can't

carry the climate along.

Frapped
By Marion

weather, are still wearing lightweights and
pronouncing October fifteenth, with its 58
degrees, a grand day.

"And why, Corinne Griffith," asked the

callous ones— (the girl is none other than
Corinne Griffith)

—"why are you wearing
your fur coat, when it is only October fif-

teenth, and the temperature but 58?"

'"Because," she replied frostily, '"I am
not going to take any chances of freezing

to death. I came very near it last winter,

and I don't want to go through it again."

Poor little southern rose, shivering in the

snow! One could almost write a poem
about it. Born in Texarkana and raised in

New Orleans. Corinne Griffith had never

left the south until she was coaxed into

the movies. And her first winter in them
was spent at the Yitagraph western studios,

in California. Last winter was her first in

New York, and she didn't know what it

was going to be like when it started. But
she knows now. '"And," she says between
shivers, ''if I didn't simply 1-love my work,

I wouldn't be up here, letting myself in

for more snow stuff.''

That picture of hers, "A Girl of Today,"
released sometime ago, was made last win-

ter, and in the screening Miss Griffith had
several close calls from death by freezing.

It was. you remember, the coldest winter in

New York since Washington crossed the

Delaware. The scenes of the picture called

for Corinne and her company to work on

IT
was October fifteenth in Flatbush, a part of Brooklyn, and the site of the

Yitagraph company's eastern studio. The temperature was 58 degrees Fahr.

On this day, there might be seen on the Yitagraph lot a slim, shivering figure.

Approaching, one might ascertain that this was a young girl. Though she was
wrapped from nose to toes in a big fur coat, her teeth were chattering and her lips

were blue; and her nose, if one could see it, quite red. Besides this, her eyes wore a

far-away, pathetic look.

This may sound like the beginning of a Yictor Hugo novel in which he plains his

location. But wait—this isn't the half of it.

On the same day in Texarkana, Texas, which is one side of the triangle formed by
the borders of Louisiana, Texas, and Arkansas, thermometers were unanimous in ile-

claring 78 degrees, And it was to Texarkana that the thoughts of the poor shivering

girl wandered. In fancy she was back home,—back where the southern sun smiles

genially, the winds from the Gulf blow caressingly,—where, in short, they have climate,

not weather.

But this is to be sombre and realistic and all. The girl in the big fur coat still

shivers, while the natives and others who had become accustomed to Flatbush and its

SI

Miss Griffith and Robert Gaillard in a scene

exposition of the young woman's emotional

fastly at the back of Mr. Gaillard's head

on her hair. This little profile also answers

see the most girl in



in Flatbush ]\oi a new drin\—just the jute o\

southern rose trying to bloom in Brooklyn

Craig

i Ik- ice-blocks of the Hudson River, in

Ihe snow-fields around Albany, ani

at the great Ashokan Dam. the

heart of Now York's water

supply. While working on these

frigid scenes she collapse*

from cold and was on the

verge of freezing. They

placed her in an automobile

and rushed her to her

home. The cold she

contracted then resulted

in a long and painful

illness. Is it any won-

der, then, that Corinne

t!oes not welcome the

prospect of another

long hard winter and
more snow stuff?

"Snow.'* she says,

"makes grand scenery.

But it doesn't appeal

to me as a play-ground.

I'd always wanted to

see snow, but I didn't

ask to be buried in it.

Ice, too, is all right as a

refrigerant of food and
drink, but it loses its value

for me when it is splashed

all over the landscape in

huge hunks. It may
all be very pic-

turesque, but who

Tom "The Clutch of Circumstance," a recent

:alents. The miniature lady staring stead-

's also Miss Griffith, with a different "do"
the interesting scientific question: why do we
the smallest picture?

A recent portrait o

Corinne Griffith. Look

ing at this one can think of sc

many nice things to say that perhaps i

would be better to leave them all unsaid, and permit the picture to do its owr
talking Anyway, it's an example of the old metaphor, "a speaking likeness

can appreciate artistic effects in snow when one's feet are frozen ano
one's nose is red?"

Miss Griffith was reared in a convent, and naturally knew nothing

of snow and such until she landed in New York. She was a popular

society girl in the Creole city, and had come into prominence through winning

first prize in a beauty contest. It was at a society affair in New Orleans, where

Corinne posed in tableaux and danced, that a moving picture director—F ->lin S. Stur-

geon, of Vitagraph—was introduced to her. He saw her as a "screen proposition" and

—you have probably heard the story—put the question right up to her, "How would

you like to go in pictures!1 '' Corinne's assent was easily gained, family opposition en-

countered and overcome, and the little southern girl soon embarked on a screen career.

She made good from the start, when she played small parts in western Vitagraph's

short-reelers. Her director, observing her, said, "Watch that girl; she's going to be a

star some day." And Corinne hasn't disappointed him. After a year of leading-lady

roles for Earle Williams and Harry Morey, she was featured alone, and then starred.

Her most important screen solos have been in '"The Clutch of Circumstance," "Love
Watches." and, more recently, "Miss Ambition" and "The Adventure Shop." These

have gone far towards making her a fixed star—whether she likes snow-stuft or not.

In real life she is Mrs. Webster Campbell. Campbell is also a well-known picture

personality, whose screen appearances have been mostly with Vitagraph. You will re-

member, too. his work for Lubin, Ince, American Beauty, Lasky—he played in "The
Evil Eye'' with Blanche Sweet—and in such pictures as "A Meddler with Destiny" am'

"The Love Doctor" for Vitagraph. With his wife he was featured in "New York, or

Danger Within!'' the Vitagraph propaganda play by Robert W. Chambers. One really

cannot find it in his heart to rebuke Mr. Campbell when, in answer to the question

"What is your favorite role?" he replies, "Corinne Griffith's leading man."



Inlays and
jP/ayers
Real news and interesting comment about

motion pictures and motion picture people.

% CAL YORK

CECIL B. DeMILLE, director-general

for Lasky, who made "Joan the

Woman," "The Little American," and
"We Can't Have Everything"; the one
photoplay director who really looks the

part; the producer of a thousand screen

battles—is going to war. When he has
completed his current production—and
from present indications that will be about
November fifteen—he will go to Washing-
ton to secure himself a commission in

aviation. DeMille has been a student of

aviation for some time, and last year
bought himself a 'plane and spent his

spare time motoring over Hollywood un-

til he had mastered the science. The
Lasky studio will be closed entirely for

a week after DeMille finishes his pres-

ent picture.

KENNETH HARLAN is now a ser-

geant in the 143 rd Field Artillery, in

France. Harlan, you remember, was
with Universal when his draft call came;
and trained at Camp Kearney, Cali-

fornia.

ALLAN DWAN, who left the Fair-

banks company in the middle of a

This piece of male left

Washington on the

mail 'plane at eleven

o'clock in the morning
of October 16, and was
"delivered" in New
York at 2:55 p. m. It

landed at Belmont
Park and sold $5,000,-

000 worth of Bonds.

Thenameon the postal

tag is "Douglas Fair-

banks."

We're glad to see that resolute young actor,

Pat O'Malley, again. Here lie is in "Deal-
ing with Daphne," a new Universal, with
Priscilla Dean. You should behold him
in another scene behind the deep facial

foliage of a woodsman.

picture he was directing,

is handling the mega-
phone for the new
Clara Kimball Young
production. When he
has completed it,

Dwan will return to

the Fairbanks organi-

zation to resume his

direction of Douglas.

THE first gold star in

the Universal serv-

ice flag is for Lawrence
R. "Larry" Peyton,
who died fighting in

France. Peyton is the

first of the coast actors to

go. Peyton had served in

the Spanish war, and when
his old regiment was at

Camp Kearney, he went
down and enlisted, although

he was over the draft age.

"How Could You, Jean?"
with Mary Pickford, was
Peyton's last picture — he
played Oscar, the Swedish
man of all work. He was
Gaspard, the coward, in

"Joan the Woman," and
played in Universale serial.

"The Red Ace." Peyton
was in the 157th Infantry,

a Colorado regiment.

JACK SHERRILL of the

Frohman Amusement Cor-
poration, is the father of a

baby girl. Mrs. Sherrill was Lil

lian Forbes.

JOHN HANCOCK COLLINS. Metro

J director and the husband of Yiola

Dana, died October :;,, after an illness of

less than a week, a victim of pneumonia
following the Spanish influenza. John
Collins, though only twenty-eight years

old. was one of the ablest members of

Metro's directorial staff, with many Dana
productions to his credit. He also di-

rected most of his wife's Edison pictures.

A New York boy, Collins was first asso-

ciated with moving pictures at the old

Edison studio, working his way up from
an assistant to a full-fledged director.

Perhaps his most ambitious effort was
"Blue Jeans," the 'Metro picture from the

stage play, starring Miss Dana. Besides

his

© Underwood
: vv uot]

„ wife, he is survived by his parents

and one brother.

LOUISE YALE, wife of Travers Yale,

the World director, was an influenza

victim, succumbing to the disease after an

illness of only two days. Mrs. Yale died

in Madison, Wis., where she was visiting

her mother. She will be remembered for

her work in Biograph pictures several

years ago. and more lately for World.

RW. LYNCH, vice-president of the

• Triangle Distributing Corporation,

and brother of S. A. Lynch, succumbed to

pneumonia following an attack of Spanish

(Continued on page 84)
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II Inn you cut the

cuticle you It ave
unprotected places

all around the del-

icatl nail root

<vc surplui
without cut-

See what a
smooth, even
'llltX VJVii

jhe wrong and the right way
to manicure

"TAf Cutex way of man-
icuring is indeed fleas-

in&, especially when your

hands must always look

freshly manicured "

CUTTING the cuticle is ruinous!

When you cut the cuticle, you

leave little unprotected places all

around the tender nail root. These be-

come rough, sore and ragged ; they grow

unevenly and cause hangnails.

Soften and remove surplus cuticle

without knife or scissors. Just apply a

bit of Cutex, the harmless cuticle re-

mover, to the base of your nail:-, gently

pushing back the cuticle.

Cutex does away with ail need tor

cutting or trimming, and leaves a firm,

smooth, even line at the base of your nails.

In five minutes the most delight-

ful manicure you ever had

Wrap a little cotton around the end

of an orange stick (these come in the

Cutex package), dip it into the

Cutex bottle and work around the

base of the nail, gently pressing

back the cuticle. Rinse the fingers

carefully in clear water, pushing the

cuticle back when drying the hands.

A complete manicure

set for 21c. Send

for it today !

MAIL THIS COUPON
WITH 21c TODAY

It' you like snowy-white nail tips,

apply a little Cutex Nail White under-

neath the nails. Finish with Cutex

Cake Polish.

In cold weather the cuticle often

.shows a tendency to become dry and

rough. When this happens, apply a

little Cutex Cuticle Comfort.

Now .see how well-groomed your

nails look. Keep them looking well.

(jive them a Cutex manicure regularly.

Cutex, the cuticle remover, comes in 35c,

6$c and Si. 2 c. bottles. Cutex Nail White is

•55c. Cutex Nail Polish in cake, paste, powder,

liquid or stick form is }cc, and Cutex Cuticle

Comfort is
5 5c.

A complete manicure set for only 2 lc

Mail the coupon today with ZIC for the com-
plete manicure set shown below. It contains

r.ough of the Cutex preparations for several

manicures. Send tor it today. Address

Northam Warren, Dept. 701,

1 14 West 17th Street,

New York City.

1/you
Mm /xan. Bcnn 1

1 ,-'. 701.

ISQ SI. - ll'e,:.

*'/ have found Cutex the

quickest and most effec-

tive way of taking care

of my nails"

NORTHAM WARREN
Dept. 701

114 West 1 -th St., New York City

Name

Street

City State

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPI.AT MAGAZIXE.



*4 Plays and Players

( Continued from page 82)

This is a new picture of Baby Marie Osborne, the "Mary Sunshine" of the films, her

mother, Mrs. Leon T. Osborne, and little brother. The baby is also an actor, he is play-

ing minor parts "at present but undoubtedly will rise, since he has a star for his sister.

influenza. Lynch was on a business trip

to the west coast when stricken.

THE most successful individual effort

in the Fourth Liberty Loan was that

of William Farnum. Although he worked
only the last fortnight of the campaign,

Farnum turned in $33,000,000 as the" re-

sult of his work in that time.

Farnum's greatest single bond sale took

place on the Thursday night of the last

week of the Loan campaign, when he

sold $32,000,000 worth of bonds to an

audience that packed Carnegie Hall in

New York. This was an unprecedented

showing, and established a record far be-

yond that achieved by any member of

the theatrical profession, stage or screen.

One afternoon the Fox star sold $50,000

worth of bonds, in a New York depart-

ment store, in a little less than two hours.

All but two of his subscribers were

women.

TRUE BOARDMAN, a pioneer film

actor, died in Los Angeles the first

week in October. Although not yet forty,

Mr. Boardman had a long career on stage

and screen. He was born in Oakland,

California, and his early dramatic work
was with David Belasco, and in stock.

Boardman was with western Essanay be-

fore joining Kalcm. His best-known char-

acterization was "Stingaree," a Kalem
serial. He is survived by a wife, known
professionally as Virginia Ames, and a

son.

A PROMINENT director was ap-

proached by a lieutenant in the U.

S. Army, who greeted him effusively.

Afterwards the director said, "What do

you know about that? He still calls me

Mister and treats me as if I were more
important than he is." The lieutenant

was formerly the director's property boy.

IT is not known what pecuniary induce-

ment was offered Eugene Walter to lay

aside his widely advertised aversion to

motion pictures, but the fact remains that

AValter has contracted to write the next

three Norma Talmadge pictures. Among
Walter's stage sucesses were "Paid in

Full," "The Easiest Way," and "Fine

Feathers."

GEORGE FISHER is at Camp Kear-

ney, California. You will remember
him opposite Bessie Barriscale and Mary
Miles Minter.

POLLY MORAN, the former Sennett

comedienne, who has been appearing

in vaudeville at the New York Palace,

brought with her from Hollywood an

adopted baby.

"He's part Wop and part Irish." ex-

plains Polly, "he was born .vith a stiletto

in one small fist, and an Irish shillelagh in

the other, and he is going to be able to

fight his own battles."

Wonder what Polly will do with him
when she goes over seas as a member of

the Over There Then tie League Enter-

tainment Corps? Miss Moran is to head

what will be styled the "Sheriff Mary"
unit.

HARRY CAREY picked up a paper

and read Universale advertisement

for "Crashing Through to Berlin."

"Well." said Harry, "there's a picture

called 'Come Through.' Then they had

'Smashing Through." and now it's "Crash-

ing Through to Berlin.' I hope they don'i

ever ask me to play the stellar role in a
drama of real life and call it 'You're

Through.'
"

MYRTLE GONZALES died in Los An-
geles, October 23, from a complica-

tion of heart trouble and influenza. Her
death is said to be indirectly due to a fall

received a year ago while riding for a
"stunt" picture. Miss Gonzales will be
remembered for her work in Yitagraph
and Bluebird-Universal productions. In
private life she was Mrs. Allen Watt, and
she leaves - a seven-year-old son by a

former marriage. Her husband is in the

army.

THE Spirit of '76," the Goldstein pic-

ture that was branded as pro-Ger-
man by the United States Court, has been
completely revised, its title changed to

"The Eternal Spirit of '76." and in its

new form and meaning has been com-
mended by the same Federal authorities

who first condemned it. The revised

version will be used as propaganda,
stamped with the seal of the United

States. The fate of Robert Goldstein

producer of the original film, will not be
affected, and he will fill his ten-year

sentence for treason in a Federal prison.

EDWIN ARDEN. actor, playwright,

and manager, died from heart failure,

following a rehearsal of a new play in

which he was to have starred, called

"Three Wise Men." Arden played in

support of many of the great actors of the

time, including Edwin Booth, Thomas W.
Keene, Clara Morris and Maude Adams.
He has written many plays. His most
notable motion picture appearance was in

the Pathe serial, "The Exploits of Elaine.''

in which he played with Pearl White, and
recently with Anita Stewart in "Virtuous

Wives." Arden is survived by a wife.

(Continued on page 88)

Enterprise in the Orient. J. Sebastian Tan
of Koedoes, Java, is PHOTOPLAYS biggest

booster in a foreign country. Mr. Tan gets

subscriptions by die hundreds by the simple

expedient of always carrying a copy of the

Magazine about with him. This practice,

he says, never fails to bring at least one new
subscriber.
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Every woman can safeguard her
beauty and solve- the problem of in-

creasing her attractiveness by using
Resinol Soap, which helps nature to
heal skin trouble and ensure a good
complexion.

Your skin is like any other fabric— subject
to wear and tear— exposed as it is to sun, wind
and storm. If your skin is rough, unnaturally
dry, or excessively bily; if it chaps or reddens

g easily, is subject to bjotches, or if slight irritation

produces burning, smarting, or itching, you will

find in Resinol Soap a means which will help
greatly to overcome these ailments.

!t . /

Resinol Soap removes dust, dirt and waste

matter from the skin, but at the same time it

benefits the skin cells, soothes irritation, and
exerts a healing and tonic action.

A week's trial of Resinol Soap will convince

you that you should always use it for your

skin's sake as well as for your pride in having

and preserving a good complexion.

Ideal for the hair— especially if there is a

tendency to scalp trouble. Unequaled for the

bath— soothes and refreshes a "tired" or irri-

tated skin. Incomparable for nursery use—
to keep baby's skin soft and fresh.

All druggists and dealers in

toilet goods sell Resinol Soap.

Resinol Shaving Stick gives a free non-drying lather which

tnakes men really enjoy the daily shave.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZIXE.
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' 1 'HIS is YOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.

•* What have you seen, in the past month, which was stupid, unlife-

like, ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen..

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

No Curfew Here

LAST week I went to see Alice Brady in "The Better Half/'
Perhaps if anyone reading this has seen it they probably

noticed that at 2:30 in the morning there were about six kids

under twelve years old running around in the streets.

G. K. Omaha.

Producer's License, P'r'aps

WHERE does Triangle get the phoney license plates they
use in their pictures? In "Daughter Angele," with

Pauline Starke, we see automobiles with New Jersey licenses

with the "N. J.—1918" on the left of the large numbers as

the 1917 licenses were, instead of above them as the new ones
are. And in numerous other pictures, for instance "Madame
Paulette," we see, on the New York license plates: "N. Y.

—

1918" along the bottom instead of on top.

G. E. D., Passaic, N. J.

We Were Puzzled, Too

IN "His Own Home Town" Charles Ray writes a play, based
on his own experiences, naming it "His Own Home Town;"

his sweetheart, Carol Landis (played by Catherine MacDonald)
induces her manager, who is looking for a suitable play in

which to star her, to purchase the above. I fail to see the
suitability; in fact the leading role seemed to me to be de-
cidedly a man's part. If not, why did Charles act in it in the

first place?

L. A. R., Sacramento, Cal.

Some Houses Get So Dusty!
VV7HY is it that in so many pictmes the
" maid is shown dusting and cleaning

as late as five o'clock in the evening?
You'll see them dusting about the stairs,

tables and chairs in the pictures when their

mistresses are serving dinner.

Helen Miller, Manhattan, N. Y.

Scared White, Perhaps!

I
want to know. I saw "A
Woman of Impulse," with

Lina Cavalieri. Good picture.

But you know the

mulatto house-
keeper — Mary Al-

den — "Birth of a

Nation" stuff? Well,

in the interiors she was made up to look like a

mulatto; and she did. But when it showed her

outside, on the veranda—but since it was sup-

posed to be Down South perhaps I'd better call it a "gallery"

—why. when she was looking in at the window, spying on the

villain, her face was quite white. Perhaps it "went white."

But just the same I've heard it remarked that a leopard cannot
change his spots, nor an Kthiope his skin. What about it?

Anyway, Corinne Uzell was groat in the part.

"Indiana Reader," Fort Wayne, Ind.

.1 Great Ship for Seasick. People

"LJ1S Majesty Bunker Bean" was. no doubt, one of the best
* * of the recent releases in spite of a very noticeable slip.

There is supposed to be action on board a trans-Atlantic steamer.

In the stateroom occupied by Jack Pickford everything is roll-

Rfi

ing about and falling over, and even the steward can hardly

walk across without losing his balance. But upstairs on deck

all is perfectly tranquil. Also, in the dining-room everyone

eats with perfect ease and not even a drop of water is spilt!

This certainly is the ideal steamer and the Paramount people

ought to build them.

H. W., Yale University.

Some Speed!

LAST Saturday I saw "Peg O' The Pirates." It was a pretty

fair picture, but this little incident might interest your

columns of the Photoplay:
Peg's home is seized by pirates. In her excitement she hides

in the fireplace where her face gets' jet black from, soot. The
captain orders her to be taken on board the ship where she is

made prisoner. (Her face is still black.) She explores her

cell and then finds a trap in the floor. And alas—as she

comes down stairs her face is snow white.

Perhaps those dirty-faced pirates were kind enough to give

her a basin of water before letting her empty the rum barrels.

Who knows?
Helen Truckenbrodt, N. Y. C.

Dodging "Subs," Mebbe

IN "The Marriage Ring," Mr. Merten buys two tickets for

Honolulu via the steamship ."Sonoma" of the Sidney Short

Line. I obtained this fact from" a close up of them.

If Honolulu was Mrs. Merten's destination, why did she

board the "President"? This ship belongs to an

\ I
.1 entirely different company, the 'Pacific Steamship

' Jr^ •

^_^ Co.. and sails from Seattle

[
-

( \TH=£5fi^™SiTi to San Diego "and vice versa.

Byron J. Schwab,
Lincoln, Neb.

Ukulele Pacts

HAVING read a great

deal about the genius

of Maurice Toumeur and
having seen many of his

splendid plays. I was prop
erly impressed as to

h i s wonderful di-

recting ability.
Therefore you can

imagine my horror

when in "A Doll's House" I saw a ukulele gayly

adorning one of the walls as innocently as could

be. These instruments of torture were scarcely

known or heard of in the United States fifteen

So I hardly could believe that Ibsen would have

used them in his play written about fifty years ago. I even

doubt if the girls in Norway and Sweden to-day know how to

sit in the moonlight and make the neighbors suffer.

Although I do only possess the grand total of seventeen

summers this was almost too much for my sense of humor.

Anne 0. Xrars, Venice, Calif.

Help! Help!

IN "Bound i 1 Morocco." with Douglas Fairbanks, how is it

that the Sultan and his friend can sink in a pool in which

before we had seen swimmers standing up and splashing each

other? B. W. H.. Woonsocket, R. I.

vears ago.
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A CALENDAR
eautu 's Jjouaoir

Fitting in its French daintiness to take its place in

beauty's boudoir, this Djer-Kiss Calendar will serve

as a daily reminder of the Parisian charm of all the

Specialties de Djer'Kiss—Extract, Face Powder, Talc,

Sachet, Toilet Water, Vegetale et Soap.

Particularly appropriate to be hung over your

desk, it will add its graceful usefulness to the whole

year.

The Djer'Kiss Calendar

will be sent on receipt of6c.

THE ALFRED H. SMITH COMPANY
Sole Importers

26 West 34th Street J^-w Yor\

Trance only

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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YOU know what it did to your family

and to even,- family in the neighbor-

hood. You all had it. And the big movie
family wasn't immune. It was a case of

suspended animation for the whole in-

dustry in October, when the epidemic of

Spanish influenza, dubbed "the flu." swept

the country. Few companies, east or

west, escaped the scourge. The studios

in sunny California and the studios in

Manhattan and Fort Lee suffered alilce.

With splendid impartiality the disease at-

tacked stars and press-agents, presidents

and prop men. The mechanical forces

were stricken—even if the stars and their

directors had been able to get down to

work, there wouldn't have been any* sets

to work in or any lights to work under,

because Pete Props and his gang were at

home with the "flu." If they had some-

how managed to get the pictures out,

there would have been no press-agents to

exploit them. No new contracts were
signed, nor any new companies formed,

because Cyrus Simplex, president of all

the film corporations, had to keep his

hands under the covers or his doctor

wouldn't have given that for his life. The
theatres were all shut down, by order,

but they probably would have had to

suspend operations anyway; the organist

Plays and Players

(Continued jrom page 84)
at the Dreamland, our favorite suburban
theatre, was laid up with the Flu, and
what is a photodrome without an organ?

And where was the Public? At home,
in bed, combating the common enemy.

If you want to know what players had
it: well, Charlie Chaplin couldn't laugh

it off, even though threatened with pneu-

monia. Texas Guinan didn't escape

—

she was' cast for an important part in

"The Love Defenders," a new World
film, but she caught the flu, and couldn't

begin work.

Shirley Mason was to leave for Cali-

fornia - and the Famous Players-Lasky

studio in Hollywood, when she came down
with it. She had almost recovered when

' her husband, Bernard Durning, was
stricken. Durning developed double pneu-

monia and for a while little hope was
entertained for his recovery. Viola Dana,
Miss Mason's sister, who had only a
slight attack of influenza, was in a danger-

ous condition because of a nervous break-

down brought on by the death of her
husband, John Collins, of influenza.

Mae Marsh and her sister Marguerite,

each passed through a severe siege of the

disease, and Mae's departure for the west

coast studios of Goldwyn was delayed

several weeks.

Myrtle Gonzales was a victim of the Spanish
influenza. She was Mrs. Allan Watt in

private life, and leaves a small son. You re-

member her work in Vitagraph and Univer-

sal pictures.

"

Owen Moore was ill with pneumonia.
Bill Russell thought he had "just plain

grippe" but changed his mind, after he
was delirious for twenty-four hours. Tom
Meighan looks husky, but he had it as

bad as any of them. Howard Hickman
had only a slight attack.

The Flu kept the world waiting

for news about Mary Fickford's new-

contract. Mrs. Pickford was in New
York talking it over and Man' was on
her way east to join her mother when the

news of Lottie's illness sent them back.

HAROLD BOLSTER, husband of

Madge Kennedy, has received a Cap-
tain's commission, in recognition of his

work in Washington for the Government.
Miss Kennedy was with her husband in

Washington until she was called west to

resume her picture work for Goldwyn.

I OLTSE GLAUM is back .with lace.
•LJ Incidentally she.- has brought suit

against Paralta riays Inc.. • for ""ST. 500 for

five weeks' salary, long overdue!

Chaplin really caught this sword-fish. When someone ottered to take a picture of it he
said "Wait a minute" and went home to change his clothes. When he came hack he found
that Fatty Arbuckle, looking the part, was posing beside the fish and assuming all the

airs of ownership. Now Fatty's peeved because Charlie's crabbed his little act.

WHEN the World Film .Company
signed Texas Guinan to play a lead-

ing part in "The Love Defenders." Lee
Kugel, World publicist, sat down to write

a puff about Texas for the papers, "only

to discover that he had no material on
hand. He called Miss Guinan on the

phone and asked her to give him some
information about herself.

"Why. certainly. Mr. Kugel," replied.

Miss Guinan. "only—I am in a great

hurry just now. Would you mind it I

sent you down a story-"

A few days later the porter at the

World offices came in and told Mr. Kugel
someone had sent him a gift. "Bring it

in," said Mr. Kugel. smiling. In walked
two men. loaded down with two huge
suitcases and four packages. Mr. Kugel
opened them. They contained press mat-
ter, newspaper clippings, scrap-books, and
pictures of Texas Guinan.

(Continued on page 08)
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icith Pond's CutJ Cr**m
u most important

Ai a f"-,t*tti<,n to

thf i kin. utt Pond t

fr'antshing Crtmm
just btj-.rt you to

old Aveathet whips out of the
sl^in all its natural moisture

THE reason your complexion suf-

fers in winter is because the cold

weather whips out of the skin

all its natural moisture. With each

exposure to the cold, the skin becomes
tighter and rougher until it cracks and

breaks. It loses all its delicate color.

How to protect your skin

Before going out protect your skin

by an application of Pond's Vanishing

Cream. Compare the fresh, soft con-

dition in which it keeps your face with

~^l- the drawn, dry

1 feeling that

I generally
follows expo-

sure to cold,

]
windyweather.

Based on an

\ ingredient
which doctors

BllheBuTke .whose
beautiful skin is

the envy of every-

one who tees her,

says: "So one ap-
preciates Pond's
Vanishing Cream
more than i''

have used for years for its softening,

beautifying qualities, Pond's Vanishing

Cream is of the utmost value in over-

coming all dryness and restoring the

normal pliancy to the skin.

It is absolutely free from greasiness.

You can use it throughout the day,

with the knowledge that not a bit of it

will remain on the skin to make it shiny.

Your nightly cleansing needs

a different cream

Without thorough cleansing of all

the dust gathered during the day, the

skin cannot be clear and fine-textured.

Pond 's Cold Cream was prepared espe-

cially to give the skin a perfect cleansing.

Try it for your bedtime toilet tonight.

For massage also you will find Pond's

Cold Cream delightfully smooth and

easy to work into the pores.

Photo by Campbell Studio

Marion Da vies,w horn many
consider America's most

beautiful young stage fa-
vorite, says : Idon'lteehovj

I ever got along without

Pond's Vanishing Cream.
S'o'hing else has ever kept

my skin in such good condi-

tion"

Pond's Vanishing Cream and Pond's

Cold Cream will not grow hair or down
<>n the skin. Get a jar or tube of each

today at any drug or department store,

Or we will send you free

samples of each cream

Mail the coupon below for free

sample tubes ofeach cream. For enough

of each cream to last two weeks send

ioc. Get the samples to-

day and give them a week's

test. You will find that

your complexion has be-

come lovelier than ever.

Address The Pond's Ex-
tract Company, 136T
Hudson St., New York.

1
I vanishes

1
I JJLgSfiP-

Pond's Extract Co., 136T Hudson St., New York

Please send me free the items checked:
A free sample of Pond's Vanishing Cream
A free sample of Pond's Cold Cream

Instead of the free samples. I desire theitems
checked below, for which I enclose the re-

quired amount

:

A 5c sample of Pond's Vanishing Cream
A Sc sample of Pond's Cold Ctiirn

City.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Ingram's
MilKrV&ed

You will find Ingram's Milkweed Cream
cleansing, softening, and soothing to the

skin. To these three essential qualities it adds a fourth

that is exclusively its own. And that is its therapeutic

property. It tones up the skin and keeps it in a healthful

condition. Herein is the superiority of Ingram's Milkweed
Cream over the many so-called "face-creams."

Its daily use will clear away imperfections, banish blem-
ishes, prevent roughness and redness from wind and
weather, and give a soft, smooth colorfulness to the
complexion. Start today. Ask your druggist for a jar.

Chicago, III,

August 5, 1917
F. F. INGRAM CO.:

I am glad to put in writing the

appreciation ofIngram's Milkweed
Cream I heme so often voiced to my
friends. A sense offairness impels

me to girc it the full credit it has
earned in keeping my complexion

in such a healthy condition.

Mail Coupon

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.,

102 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich.

l enclose a dime In return forwhloh pleaseeend me
rout Quest Itoom Package containing imtnmi'N Faoe
Powdrr Mini Rouge in QOveJ pune packet! unci Milk
weed Oreom. Zodanta Tooth Powder, and Ingram's
Perfume in Giu-ni Room bIbob.

Buy It in Either 50c or $1.00 Size

Itign&m's

roouvcrainc
FACE POWDER

A complexion powder espec-
ially distinguished by the- fact
iliii if ji<i.v.< on. Furthermore
a powder of unexcelled deli-

cacy of texture and refinement
of perfume. Four tints -White,
Pink, Flesh and Brunette—50c.

Itigrt&m's

Atoi/ye
"Just to show a proper glow" use
a touch of Ingram's Rouge on the
cheeks. A safe preparation for
delicately heightening the natural
color. Thecoloringniatterisnotab-
sorbed by the skin. Delicately per-
fumed. Solid cake. Three shades— Light. Medium and Dark— 50c.

There b
Bcwtf

Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Established 1885

102 Tenth Street Detroit, U.S. A.
Windsor, Ont.

Australasian Agents. T. W. Cotton. Pty. Ltd.,
Melbourne. Australia

;mTO3T0TOITLv^T>lTO^TnTSir£

Kv.-rv .iilvcitisciiu-iil in rilPTPPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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f QUESTIONS\
AND

* ANSWERS

• %&X^

VM>1 tin Dot have to !•«' a lubtcritar to Pliotoplav Magazine
•*• to get questions answered in this Department. It it* onlv
rcfjuired that TOO avoid question*) whirh would call lor undulv
long answers, such as synopses of plavs, or casts ot more lli.m

one plav. Da not asL questions touching religion,

scenario writing or studio employment. Studio addresses
wilt not he given in this Department, because a complete list

of titem is printed elsewhere in the magazine each month.
Write on only one side of the paper. Sign your full name
and address; onlv initials will be published^ if requested. If

you desire a personal reply, enclose Belf-addressed, stamped
envelope. Write to Questions and Answers, Photoplay
Magazine, Chicago.

Timid Sixteen, Jamaica, L. I.—Sixteen is

often sweet but seldom timid. Behold that

rara avis of these crowded war-days—a maid
with a blush born of the moment and an
amiability no less confusing because it is

unconscious. I won't tease you any more.
So you met Julian Eltir.ge's mother? Julian
is back on the vaudeville stage now. I'm
sure Jackie Saunders would be delighted
with the gift of a honey-comb. If I give

you her personal address will you send the
Answer Man one, too? Let me know. No.
Norma Talmadge is twenty-one; Mary
Miles Minter, sixteen. Glad your two sol-

dier brothers look on Photoplay as a "God-
send." Write soon again—and don't forget

the honey-comb.

Vashti, Port Huron.—That was our very
own epigram: Nothing can cease like suc-

cess. The original was "Nothing succeeds

like success;" there have been a good many
variations on it. Yes, I like Bill Hart ; "The
Border Wireless" is one of his best. He was
in Chicago recently, and came up to see

Photoplay. He's a big man, and kinda shy,
and real Western. You bet I like Bill.

The Mystic Rose.—Your letters have en-
abled me to endure the "flu" suspension with
reasonable equanimity. The theatres are
open again now, Allah be praised. So you
had nice letters from Julian Johnson and
Delight Evans. You don't mention the poor
old Answer Man in the same breath with
them. All of your comments interested me.
You are quite right about that serial discus-
sion. Will tell "Stars" editor you want a
horoscope of Pearl White. I suppose because
Miss White is so very busy. So you like

Dot Gish's black wig.

Mooney, Alabam.—You don't mind, do
you? Of course, I am frivolous. Frivolity

is the froth of life. Treated flippantly, life

is sparkling champagne. Approached seri-

ously, it is stale beer. But I forget—per-
haps you cannot appreciate my compari-
sons; might even take exception to them.
Forgive me. Story with Lew Cody coming.

L. S., New York.—The last time I saw
Robert Cain was with Lina Cavalieri in
"A Woman of Impulse." He was born in

1882 ; on the stage he played in "The Mis-

leading Lady," "The Deep Purple," and "The
Man of the Hour." His screen career has

been with Mary Pickford in "The Dawn
of a Tomorrow" and "The Eternal Grind,"

with Pauline Frederick, and Doug Fairbanks,

and in various productions for other com-
panies, not so well known. He is five feet

ten. Believe a letter addressed to him care

the Bergere Agency, Aeolian Bldg., N. Y.,

Jane G.—No, no, Pearl White isn't dead.
Don't believe all you hear, Jane.

Another Recruit

By Leigh Metcalfe

UNABLE, because of a faulty wis-

dom tooth,

To go to war

—

I, Yank D. Dandy, once aspired

To let off patriotic steam in a film

studio.

In short, what I desired

Was to become a dashing American
war hero

—

On the screen ; a type
All Americans might well admire.

I memorized the manual of arms,
Borrowed money from my poor old

grandmother
To buy military equipment,
Read Andreas Latzke's psychology of

men in war
And then, perspiring patriotism,

I assumed my veribest martial pose
And waited around the studio.

At last I was recognized

By the war-drama director

And given a job

—

Playing a Hun spy.

Where is the nearest recruiting office?

with reach him. No; I never, never, never
get tired of answering questions.

B. A. G., Providence, R. I.—Nevertheless,

I insist that Edna Purviance is not married
to Charles Chaplin; that Mr. Chaplin is not
married; that Miss Purviance is not married.

I don't care if you did see it in a Boston
newspaper. It isn't so. You see how pro-
voked we get when someone doubts our
veracity.

H. G. W., Jersey City.—Two. The En-
swer Man and his amanuensis comprise the
Answer Department. She has red hair and
she finds your questions most amusive. But
then she would laugh at anything. Some of
the studios allow visitors but a permit is

required. Can't help you out any, I'm afraid.

Yes, most meetly.

M. G. R., Cleveland.—I don't know. I
have asked myself that same question time
and again; over and over. And always I

come to the same conclusion—I don't know.
It's awful not to know, isn't it? Finality
is the only perfection. I'm sure I don't
know, either, why Petrova wears those
clothes. "Missing" was very good. Yes.
Now look here—when an actress gives her
age as sixteen, you can't very well contra-
dict the lady, can you? I think you're alto-

gether too intolerant. No.

A. L., L. L., Red Lodge, Mont.—I am
quite sure little Miss Corbin will send you
her photograph; Fox studios, Hollywood,
Cal. Madge Evans, World, Fort Lee. Write-

to me soon again and tell me all about your-
selves. Are you in school, you two?

E. P., Lemoore, Cal.—Gee—you ask about
a hundred questions and then say, "This is

a pretty large order, but then the Answer
Man is capable of big things" So what can
I do but answer them all ? Virginia Pear-
son is thirty; Raymond McKee—who is now
a devil-dog (Marine)—is twenty-six. Anita
King doesn't give her age. She is now mak-
ing a trans-continental tour advertising a

brand of automobile tires. With Balboa
last. None of those you mention are mar-
ried that I know of. Vernon Steel in that
Clark picture. Bernard Thornton with
June Caprice.

Treasure Chest, Erie.—Boy, howdy

—

shake! Doug's new ones are "He Comes
Up Smilins" and "Arizona." Pearl White's

new serial is "The Lightnins Raider." Floyd
Buckley was the "Hooded Terror" in "The
House of Hate." For a twelve-year-old you
write a remarkable letter. And you'll get

a personal reply soon. Handed that to the

"Why-do-they-do-it" Ed. Let's hear from
you often.
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E. L. M., Chicago—Jack Mulhall is back
with Paramount now, playing opposite little

Lila Lee at the Lasky studios in Hollywood.
I should rather guess I like Miss Lee. Bill

Desmond will send you his picture; he re-

cently signed a year's contract

with Jesse Hampton. Bill is

a fine fellow—big, with the

bluest eyes I ever saw. I

haven't a chance if you like

Bill. Harold Lockwood died,

in October, of the Spanish in-

fluenza. We were all very sor-

ry to hear of it. He was al-

ways one of my great favorites.

Photoplay Magazine
Harold Lockwood were grieved at his un-
timely death. "Pals First" and "A King in

Khaki" were two of his last pictures. Metro
suffered from the influenza epidemic; they
lost also one of their ablest directors—John

ley Mason, Lasky, Hollywood; Viola Dana,
Metro; Eugene O'Brien, Paramount. It

wasn't too much trouble and we are glad
you like us and wish you would write again.

Desperate Desmond. — Of
course, write to Dorothy Gish.

Both the Gish girls are good
friends of mine. Dorothy just

sent me some lovely new pic-

tures, all autographed to the

old Answer Man, with love.

What do you think of that?

Too bad she has to wear that

black wig in all her photoplays;

but then she'd be delightful in

anything. I like "Battling

Jane;" in it, Dorothy is a

Little Disturber again, in a
small town, selling Thrift

Stamps. Dorothy doesn't like

herself in it. But all the rest

of us like it, so she doesn't

count. Griffith studios, Holly-

wood.

Leah, Miss.—Douglas Fair-

banks is playing right along.

I've told many of you that his

new pictures are "He Comes
Up Smiling" and "Arizona."

Following is the cast of Mary's
"How Could You Jean?":
Jean Mackaye, Mary Pickford;

Ted Burton, Jr., Casson Fergu-
son; Burton, Sr., Herbert
Standing; Rufus Bonner, Spot-
tiswoode Aitken; Mrs. Bonner,
Fannie Midgely; Oscar, the

Swede, Larry Peyton; his
sweetheart, Zasu Pitts; Susan
Trent, Mabelle Harvey; Mrs.
Kate Morley, Lucille Ward ; The
Morley kids, Artcraft kiddies.

Stars of the

Screen and

Their Stars

in the

Sky

Nativity of Miss Mary Miles Minter,

Born April i, 10:10 a. m.

By Ellen Woods

BETWEEN ten a. m. and noon is a good time in which
to be born for fame and favoritism. Miss Minter was
fortunate in her time of birth, for, according to the

stars, she can travel where she will and not have an accident.

Miss Minter has Neptune, called the mystical planet, on
her ascending degree, which is twenty-seven degrees of
gemini, giving her the power to assume any character except
vicious ones.

Miss Minter will marry at about the age of twenty years.

Her husband will be a foreigner, a good provider, and a
diplomat in his profession. She will also inherit property
but will have a lawsuit over it.

Miss Minter is a great reader and upon all subjects. She
will do anything to accommodate anyone, loves babies and
animals, has great reverence for old people, is tender-

hearted but becomes furious when angered.

In 1930 and 1031 Miss Minter should realize a fortune

that would make a Rockefeller envious. If she is attracted

to art she should take it up as soon as possible. I believe

cartooning would be her forte.

Eugenia, Gayled, Kan.—

I

can't tell you how to become
an actress, my dear. I wish I

could form a picture company
of my own and make all you
nice girls-who-want-to-break-
in, stars in it. But I fear

'twould be impossible. I can
sympathize with you wanting
your picture in Photoplay's
art section, however. Lila Lee.

Lasky. Jack Kerrigan is en-

gaged to Lois Wilson, I believe;

at least neither of them has de-

nied it. Write to them. No

San Domingo.—Your de-
scription of that fair isle turnec 1

me positively green with envy
I'm coming to San Domingo
some day. That picture is of

Mary Pickford, who is gener-

ally called "America's Sweet-
heart."

Love, Harrisonburg, Va.—

I

don't know whether you in-

tended that "Love" for me, or

as a nom de plume. Anyway.
I accept it both ways. Con-
stance Talmadge, Morosco stu-

dio, L. A.; Billie Burke, Fa-
mous Players; Mae Marsh,
Goldwyn, Culver City; Mar-
guerite Clark, Famous; Louise

Glaum, back with Ince; Theda
Bara, Fox; Pearl White, Pathe
Jersey City, N. J.; Dorothy
and Lillian Gish, Griffith stu-

dios, Hollywood ; Beverly
Bayne was last with Metro.
Wallie Reid, Lasky; Douglas
Fairbanks, Artcraft ; Antonio
Moreno, Western Vitagraph.

You're entirely welcome.

Serceant M. F. Alexander, Post Print-
er, U. S. M. C, Quantico, Va., and Private
Lewis H. Johnson, Post Printing Office,

U. S. M. C., Quantico, would like to hear
from young ladies who might care to corre-

spond with them. (You're welcome.)

Collins, husband of Viola Dana. I think it

would be unwise to answer those questions

just as this time, don't you? In a month or

two. All right?

Cecile, Cottage Grove, Ore.—The Fair-

banks Twins—that is, Marion and Madeline
—are back on the stage—have been for some
time, in the Follies. No relation to Doug.
Don't know. Other is answered elsewhere.

And I haven't any record of a Knox Price.

Frank D. Williams has played for Pathe,

Essanay, L-Ko, Universal and Keystone. For
Fox, "Queen of the Sea," and for Keystone,
"The Snow Cure." Last with Fox. so you
might address him care that studio.

Holly, Stronghurst, III.—Cleo Madison
plays in the sequel to "Tarzan of the Apes,"
after some time spent in stock. You might
write to her at the National Film Corp., Los
Angeles. Theda Bara's sister is called "Loro,"
I believe. Theda doesn't answer her own
letters, but she autographs her photographs.

Dottte Dimples, Moline,
III. — Norma Talmadge is

twenty-one, and in private life

she is Mrs. Joseph Schneck.

Niles Welch is thirty; born in

Hartford, Conn. Lila Lee is

fifteen. She has appeared in "The Cruise

of the Make-Believes." "The Secret Garden,"

"Such a Little Pirate," and "Puppy Love."

At this writing the last has not been released.

.You bet she's a comer.

M. V., Springfield.—You're almost a

neighbor of mine. Do you ever come to

Chi? Oh, but I like to hear from sixteen-

year-old young Indies who live in Spring-
field and always read this department and
don't want to get into the movie*. And
that isn't sarcasm, either. Before I ac-

cused anyone of sarcasm—as you did me,

—

I'd learn to spell it correctly. (That js).

I am the one and only Answer Man whose
sparkles of wit you read in Photoplay.
Mary Pickford is your favorite. Just to be
different.

W. H., Galesburc. III.—Glad you like

Q's and A's. Edna Mayo isn't playing now

;

she was with Essanay last. When she re-

turns you'll find first reports of it in Photo-
play. Neither of those actors have done
anything recently. Lillian Walker has her

own company, for which she has made, "The
('.rain of Dust" and "The Embarrassment of

Riches." Henry Walthall was in Griffith's

"The Great Love," a production for First

National entitled "And a Still Small Voice
—

"

and he is now on the Stage in New York,
in "Tamar and Sabinol't." Good luck to you
and your bow And write whenever you
feel like it.

Cynthu, St. Louis?—You are glad Julian

Johnson is back? So are we. I told Delight

Evans about you and she wants your ad-

dress so she can write to you and thank you.

You say, "I like Photoplay's interviews;

they are so human. The sugary interviews

called 'chats' are awfully funny." Yes, Mary
Pickford played in "Hearts Adrift." sure

enough, and Harold Lockwood was in it.

But that dance on the beach was done by
a professional dancer, not Man.-

. Can't tell

you how much I appreciate the nice things

you say. I want you to write again.

Anna May, Detroit.—Ruth Roland ques-

tion answered elsewhere. Juanita Hansen is

twenty-one. No. She's descendant of the

Yikinsrs. Marie Walcamp is an American.
No. You're welcome. Come again.

A. B. H. S. G., Brooklyn.—Yes, many
thousands of fans and friends of the late

Alicia M., Yountvllle, Cat.—We are

very frank : yes. Why. we would even tell

you our favorite flower. Lillian and Doro-
thy Gish will write to you, Griffith studios,

Hollywood. Robert Harron, the same ad-

dress. Billie Burke, Famous Players; Shir-

E. S. Wallace. K. C—Why, Photoplay
has not neglected Elliott Dexter. Didn't you
see that story, "Elliott and the Admirable
Tassa" in November? We select for per-

sonality stories those players who are most
in demand by our readers. It's all up to

vou, see. You want to see more about Jack
Holt? All right.

(Continued on page no)
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Xrnas Selections ON CREDIT
AT

No Deposit— Free Examination
Your selection will be sent at our txpens* for your approval.
It places you under no obligation. When thoroughly satisfied

that you have received the best value for your money, then
make acceptance according to

Our Ten Monthly Payment Plan
You pay only 1/5 the purchase price, and the balance in 10

easy, equal, monthly installments. If you desire. Bend the

first payment with order; you are protected by

Our Money-Back Guarantee
Any money paid will be promptly and cheerfully refunded if

the article submitted is not in every way satisfactory. You
take absolutely NO RISK in ordering from
L. W. SWEET & CO., Inc.

CASH PRICES
Buy Today— lO Months to Pay
Your credit is good SWEETS trusl YOU. Any honorable
person can open a charge account at the "House of Sweet."
There is no delay — no red tape do security required.

SWEEPS Superior Quality
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issued null each Diamond purchaae, guaranteeing it to be a Sujm
grade, perfect-cut, blue-white gem. We further guarantee b
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Free Xmas Catalog 429 F— Write for It!

It contains over 1,500 gift suggestions in Diamonds, Watches, Jeweli\
Silverware, French Ivory Ware, Cut Glass, Cameras and Phonographs.

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR
COPY OF CATALOG 429 F

Xm-Solld GoM Pendant
Brooch. Green Colli lea,
design, i fine Diamonds. J Solid Gold Belcher. 1

genuine Pearls $40. fine Diamond $35
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Diamonds set in White Gold *nd resembles a IWO.OOSoMralre,
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X120-SolidOo!d Gents'
Tooth ting. 1 fine Din

mond $90.
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>rra»ed Solid Gold o\al

Ira me $8.
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Mellins

Food
Baby

Mellin's Food is

a means by which

the mother can

modify cow's milk

to satisfy every

food requirement

of her baby.

Send today for a Sample

Bottle ofMellin's Food

and start your

bob)' right

Mellins Food Company
BOSTON, MASS.

$35 to $100 a Week
There ia a big, new, field—a growing de-

mand for men and women skilled in
Business Letter- Writing1

.

"~
1 I .u |i

•
: il in. . .,!< offered Letter

' CntlCB. Collection Correspond-
"cnU, MuM Salon Director*. Gen-
eral House. Correspondent!!, etc.
IjiSiiIIo'm now o\ tension training

' by tin- "caso" system will mako
yon a hlKh-irrado correspondence
rritie, a miiwter letter writer, cap-

/able of ninniiKiiifr the entire com:;
'pondenca department of a big* orttan-

TrniD in your apnre time at
9. Low cob t; auymonthlypay-
ttn. Write now for free copy
Master Letters In BuHinesa"

LaSalle Extension University, Depl 1302 BLW Chicago
"The World's Greatest Extension University"

WANTED- TXSEE&8
Traveling Salesmen aro essential Government Rul-

ing. The demand exceeds the supply—Thousands of
men and women hnve been trained through our HomeStudy
Course and our Free Employment Service hu helped
thousands to surce^H. Let us do the same for you Write today
for biff Freo Book. Lint of Opening and full particular*. Address
NATIONAL SALESMENS TRAINING ASSOCIATION.

Dept. 21A. Chicago, III. U. S. A.

EARN #35TO$100AWEEK

opportunity "The Forbidden City" does not

compare with some of Miss Talmadge's
recent plays, as a thing of beauty it is

beyond all of them, and the star's portrait

of a Chinese girl Li so perfect that director

Franklin throws that perfection fairly in

your face on an almond-eyed close-up.

Always, Norma Talmadge is an artist. In
one or two details the play missed its

celestiality by an odd margin—notably the

scene in which the Pekin palace guard, to

overcome an unwary foe, resorts to a bar-

room wrestling match, a thing about as

unlike the Chinese character as anything

that may be imagined. Your Oriental moves
more subtly and certainly : an overturned

flower pot, the plunge of a knife, strong

strangling fingers . . . and the outward
course of events flows so serenely that even
passers-by cannot tell murder has been done.

Tom Meighan enacts a man of varied years

in Worden, the Consulate secretary who
loved Toy's mother, and Reid Hamilton is

the young lieutenant.

THE LADY OF THE DUGOUT—Jennings

Boys, get out the yellow-backs. You'll

need them for reference, for here come the

ex-bandits Al and Frank Jennings, living

over in celluloid much that they say lived

in actual outlaw reality years ago. At any
rate, I went in to this one looking for a

mere roughneck impossibility—cheap sen-

sationalism—and I found a rattling adven-

ture story, with more than one touch of

sweetness and genuine human interest. The
Robin Hood element is worked in, of course,

for who could justify any outlaw literature

that didn't rob the rich to give to the poor?
So the Jennings boys, after gayly trimming
a bank-cashier and locking him in his own
vault, find a woman abandoned by a drunken
husband, alone and hungry with two little

children in a dug-out ; and how they help

her makes the most of the rest of the story.

The fact that th's episode happens to be

very natural and human is what makes "The
Lady of the Dugout" more than a mere
spooled dime novel.

TONY AMERICA- Triangle

Francis McDonald puts this picture over

by sheer ability to characterize. As a story,

there is not enough to it to make it worth
any consideration whatever. Antonio, an
Italian fruit-peddler, in a fervor of patriotism

discards his last name and takes the name
of his adopted country. The fact that his

faithless wife has an affair with a pro-Ger-

man butcher furnishes the rest of the idea;

and the fact that McDonald looks like an
Italian, and can most whole-heartedly act

like one, furnishes the entertainment.

THE PRETENDER—Triangle

The kind-hearted cowboy, and his readi-

ness to venture anything to help anybody, is

the theme of "The Pretender," of one William

Desmond's last Triangle enterprises. A
school-teacher, coming West in advance of

his sister, is thrown from his horse, and,

with a broken leg, is carried to Bob Bold-

win's (Desmond's) shack. Obviously, unless

the school is kept, the school-master will

have no job. So the illiterate and deter-

mined Bob commences his career as a peda-

gogue. He is not strong on larnin'. but he

is a Ludendorfi for discipline, and no one
can say that at least there isn't order in the

school. When the sister arrives her presence

is looked upon with village suspicion, and
a chase after an absconder preludes the love-

episode which winds up the sketch. The
vigorous way in which the young people do
their parts sends the piece over the top.

Ethel Fleming, Gene Burr and Walter
Perkins rally round Mr. Desmond.

THE BORDER WIRELESS—Hart-Artcraft

Every man does at least one spy-play,
nowadays. Some do a lot of them. The
fact that patriotism is considered a perfect

substitute for art in all its forms spoils most
of these well-meaning affairs. But it didn't

spoil William S. Hart's. C. Gardner Sullivan

did not provide him with an unusual story,

but Hart provided himself with an unusual
production, good cast, and extremely care-

ful direction. Banditry is pretty much to

the bad nowadays, and the piece opens with
Hart, as a fugitive outlaw, helping out a
pretty little telegraph operator near the Mexi-
can line. One thing leads to another and
this incident reveals a gang of Germans pos-
ing as* cattlemen, but in reality transmitting
army information into Mexico for direct and
constant forwarding to Berlin. Here you
have the substance of the stirring events

that follow—a well-handled melodrama.
Wanda Hawley is the blossom rising out of

this cactus-bed. There is more than one bit

of quick humor in the piece—notably the

moment in which the shy hero-outlaw-lover.
watching the aeroplanes at a fort, allows
that he will enlist "if I can ride a horse."

DAUGHTER OF THESOUTH—Paramount

This may have been a play for somebody,
but it was no play to give Pauline Frederick.

It's all about a Creole girl who neglects her

true Spanish lover that she may listen to

the advances of a fickle "novelist." Why
scenario writers make authors so loving

must remain a mystery—to authors. As a

rule your romantic author is about as noble
an exponent of his own goods as a shoe-

maker. There are exceptions, just as an
occasional shoemaker is found to possess a
neat set of hoofs. But to our subject: as

Dolores, an ivory virgin, Miss Frederick
tries hard not to appear sophisticated, but
the role demands, not a matured young
woman, but an immature ingenue. This
Miss Frederick decidedly will not be until

Ponce de Leon finds his fountain. Pedro
de Cordoba, who' always suffers so in love,

gives similitude to Pedro, the devoted Don.
and Rex McDougall. who looks about as

romantic as Rex Beach, delineates the

novelist of alternating devotions. Miss Vera
Beresford, the very girlish daughter of statu-

esque Kitty Gordon, plays the finally-

selected lovee of the novelist lover.

BATTLING JANE—Paramount

Sort of an American "Little Disturber"

that we have here. Once more we have the

determined and fiery young female solitary.

shooting herself into first view on a bicycle.

engaging in a general fight with a gang of

hoodlum kids, pitied by the wife of a bad-
egg doctor—and, after the doctor's desertion

of his home, and his wife's death, valiantly

assuming the care of their little friendless

baby. But her troubles have just begun.

Intense patriotism has hit the town, and
Bat 1 ling Jane's kitchen job in a boarding

house does not nermit any savings after

caring for herself and "her" baby. So she

is branded as a slacker because she buys no
liberty bonds and does not contribute to the

Red Cross. But the baby as a prize-winner

brings Jane all the money there is in the

world—viz., S500—and also returns the

baby's own father as an intended thief. Not
to be overlooked are some passages of Rube
love-making, between Jane and her bucolic

swain, which almost write a new chapter

in the well-thumbed book of that sort of

(Concluded on page 96)
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More Shells—Fewer Casualties

BACK of every war activity

lies— coal. Ships, shells,

guns, transportation. For all

these we must have—coal.

The more coal, the more shells

with which to destroy the ma-

chine-gun nests of our enemies

—

and thereby save the lives ol our

own boys. The larger the supply

of coal— the shorter the war and

fewer casualties.

Our anninil output of coal has in-

creased a hundred million tons since

we went into the war, while no other-

nation has even been able to maintain

its output during the war.

Another fifty million badly

needed tons can be saved—to help

shorten the war.

Save coal.

Close up the unused rooms and

turn offthe heat. Put on storm doors

and windows—put them on early.

See to it that the weather strips fit.

Don't heat your home above

68°. A higher temperature is un-

healthy, anyway.

Burn wood where you can.

Keep an eye on the. furnace

—

don't leave it all to "the man.''

If you feel that one shovelful

of coal won't make any difference

—think of it as a shell tor the

boys over there.

Ifyou find yourself burning two

lights when one will do— turn

one out.

You, who have bought bonds

and thrift stamps, you who have

given of your money for war

charities, given until you have

felt the pinch, you whose sons

and neighbors' sons are over there,

will you not give up, too, just a

bit of lazy, enervating comfort to

help hurry along the job those

brave boys have tackled?

Save light and heat, save coal.

To learn to operateyourfurnace efficiently , getfrom your local

fuel administrator a leaflet entitled"Save Coal in the Home."

UNITED STATES FUEL ADMINISTRATION

Contributed Through
Division of Advertising

United States Gov't Comm.
on Public Information

This space contributed for the Winning of the War by

THE PUBLISHERS OF PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

When you writ* to adTertUen pleue mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZIXE.
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FASHIONED HOSE
That's because they are

knit-to-shape without
seams—just as you would
shape a hand knit garment.

When wearing Burson

Hose you not only enjoy

the comforts of a smooth,

seamless foot, but the

pleasure of a snug, trim

tit as well.

It requires special pat-

ented machines to knit

Burson Hose— accept no
substitutes.

Made in

Cotton, Lisle, Mercerized
and Silk tivisted ivit/t Fibre

SOLI) AT

NEARLY ALL STORES

Write for

Free Illustrated Booklet

Burson Knitting Co.
91 Park Street

-^ Rockford, Illinois

saysitwastheunusual

comfort and smart
fit that established

her preference for

tiling. "Battling Jane" firmly plants

Dorothy Gish as an individual star, and,
further, is the best piece of direction yet

credited to Elmer Clifton.

UNDER THE GREENWOOD TREE —
Aircraft

Captain Adrian Gil-Spear has here made
a very creditable scenario from Henry V.
Esmond's play, produced originally on the

New York stage with Maxine Elliott play-

ing the pseudo-gypsy whose gayeties of ap-
parel now encompass the refined curves of

Miss Elsie Ferguson. I have observed that

the criticism generally levelled at this piece

is that it does not contain material enough
for a five-reel photoplay, and is, besides, an
idea better translated by lines than tableaux.

In this I don't agree. The trouble—I think
—is that the whole world has lost a reason
for any sympathy with the story. Why
should any woman of means, and especially

an Englishwoman, be so tired of social ex-

istence, and so unable to find any occupation
worth while^ that she takes to a Romany
caravan of her own, and a life so wholly
irresponsible that the gentleman with whom
she inevitably falls in love is easily convinced
that she stole the silver plate off which she

feeds him? If the world were still flat for

something to do, I think this, and that

gentleman's solemn determination to reform
the wild but strangely fascinating creature,

would be capital material for a romantic
comedy, acted or pictured. But today, so
many centuries are we removed from 1013,

the notion is too absurd even for fiction.

Miss Ferguson and Eugene O'Brien grace-

fully ornament this passage of idyllic idle-

ness.

SECRET STRINGS—Metro

Olive Tell, both as a beauty and as an
actress, has long been one of the articles of

my screen creed. She has done much to

justify my faith on the stage; very little

to justify it in motion pictures. "Secret

Strings" gives her a better silversheet chance
than she has ever had, and she improves it

to the limit. It is not a great story. It is

not even an unusual story, and we might
well deplore its rather narrow and usual

groove were it not for its clever develop-
ment, a very unusual element of surprise,

and the care in cast and direction. Miss
Tell has a part for which she is admirably
suited—the lovely and trusting wife of a
bad man who, completely holding her trust,

gets her into service in a house where—he
convinces her—a deed for a mine has been
long and unlawfully hidden from its right-

ful owner. In reality, the famous jewels of

tin- family are all this husband of hers seeks.

The surprise—that I'd best not reveal, but

it is as good a trick in a crook play as we've
seen in a long time. Miss Tell is sweet.

womanly, sincerely convincing. The cast

is admirably selected.

IN BRIEF:—

"The Return of Mary" (Metro). A well-

knit story of railroad adventure, plots and
plotting, written by Hale Hamilton, and
enacted by Miss May Allison and such com-
petent plavers as Darrell Foss and Claire

McDowell.'
"Everybody's Girl" (Vitagraph) . The

romance of two little milliners, enacted by
Alice Joyce and May Hopkins, and written

originally by O. Henry, an American who
could write of milliners about as well as

his French fellow -craftsman, Henri Murger.

"Pals First" (Metro
-

). James l.aekayc. in

a superb character portrayal; the beautiful

Rubye de Remer as heroine, and Harold

Lockwood. all together making good possible
entertainment of a rather impossible novel.
•The Make-Believe Wife" 'Paramount).

A French comedy, though Edward Childs
Carpenter did write it. Lingerie, intrigue
and Billie Burke are the principal perform-
ers.

"The Man From Funeral Range" (Para-
mount). A rather commonplace, but never-
theless vigorous melodrama of the West,
written by Ernest Wilkes (originally) and
principally acted by the now-familiar com-
bination of Wallace Reid and Ann Little.

"Such A Little Pirate'' (Paramount). The
Zukor-Lasky organization seems to be*
straining a point to get mere whimsicalities
for its orchid-like little twinkler, Lila Lee.
Odd and interesting at first, this play soon
grows tiresome despite a generally pleasmg
atmosphere, fine production and well-
rounded cast. James Oliver Curwood wrote
the story, and it does his reputation no
honor. Theodore Roberts gets what acting
honors aren't appropriated by a remarkable
chimpanzee.
"Mirandy Smiles'' (Paramount). Vivian

Martin, in a quaint, old-fashioned character-
ization.

"Hobbs In a Hurry" (American). An in-
consistent story, somewhat counterbalanced
by good direction, and the snappy athletic
hero, William Russell. It's about a mine.

"Rosemary Climbs the Heights" (Ameri-
can). A more or less believable story of art-
life, perhaps chiefly noteworthy as the most
dramatic assignment Mary Miles Minter
has—perhaps ever—had.

"Just Sylvia" (World). The fantastic and
story-bookish adventures of a poor little

girl who lives in a cheap lodging-house, and
prevents an old man from being imposed
upon. Barbara Castleton.
"The Grouch" (World). A melodrama, an

impending tragedy, various phases of tumul-
tuous action, and the expected happy end-
ing. Montagu Love is the chief performer.
"A Perfect 36" (Goldwyn). Mable Xor-

mand has announced that until the war
is over, she will have no professional thought
other than to make people laugh. In sup-
port of this very good resolution her picture
padrones put forth "A Perfect 36." a bit of
sea-side surf written by Tex Charwate.
directed by Charlie Giblyn and generally
well put on. I contend that almost any of
Mabel Xormand's recent vehicles would be
steady la. hs in two reels, but are only-

spotted with laughter in five. This is true

here, and you will find, especially toward
the end of this piece, moments which may
be described as trulv all to the Xormaiui.
"Hugon. the Mighty" (Bluebird). Mon-

roe Salisbury is an actor of more than usual
limitations, but within those limitations he
has. deservedly, a distinct following. Hugon.
the French-Canadian, finds him at his best.

A story of the Xorth woods.

"All Night" (Universal). This might be
the title of a French farce, but it isn't. In-

stead, it's a story of wild household adven-

ture and still wilder family meddling, with

Carmel Myers as the star. Mary Warren
and William Dyer are best of the people in

Miss Myers' support.

"The Rainbow Trail" (Fox). Dustin Far-

num drew Zane Grey's "The light of West-

ern Stars." and William draws this, by the

same author. William Farnum's personality

is so powerful and extraordinary that it

makes Grey's story even better than it really

is—as a screen vehicle.

"Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots"' (Select). Con-
stance Talmadge. in a captivating light

comedv.
"Mother, I Xeed You" (Carleton Produc-

tion, with Enid Markey). You certainly

do. Enid. Also, a story wouldn't do you

any harm.

Even advertisement in rnoroPLAY :*laoazin"E o Kuaranfcxxi.
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The Spanish Invasion
(Concluded from Pits? 76)

Sweet completing "The Unpardonable Sin,"

and Miss Young finishing "The Road
Through the Dark" Dorothy Gisb, at the

same studio, completed "The Hope Chest'

and went OD a vacation Which she spent in

an endeavor to— what do you think-' You'd

never miess it. Well, she has been trying to

reduce- -yes, really. Dorothy imagines thai

Old Man Avoirdupois has designs on her

The treatment consisted chiefly in drinking

orange juice in the morning instead of eat

ing breakfast.

At the Triangle studio, the epidemic order

merely hastened the disintegration of what

was once the most formidable factor in film

dom. Olive Thomas and Alma Rubens, the

two remaining stars, ware disposed of by
the payment of whatever salary was due on

their respective contracts. Taylor Holme-
alone remained on the star payroll, and it

was understood that he also would be "paid

in full.*' The studio was prepared for the

influx of Goldwyn players, the first of whom
to arrive, Tom Moore, being already on the

job. Mae Marsh was the next of the Gold-

wynites to reach the Coast after most of the

family had been attacked by influenza. Mrs.

Marsh, who preceded her daughter, sustained

a stroke of paralysis in San Francisco but

is on the road to recovery.

At the Vitagraph studio there was a com-
plete suspension. Earl Williams anticipated

it by going back to New York, where he

mixed up a dish of grief for the Answer
Man by marrying Miss Florine Walz, a

Brooklyn heiress, to whom he had been en-

gaged for several years. Or did he? He
strenuously denies it ! Bessie Love, Antonio
Moreno and Carol Holloway were among
the other Vitagraphers to take a vacation.

There was no cessation at the Ince and
Sennett studios, and at the Brunton studio

the number of companies was more than
doubled during the epidemic. This company
engages chiefly in a studio rental business and
among the stars working there when others

were vacationing were Bessie Barriscale,

Dustin Farnum, Madame Yorska, Gloria Joy,
Kitty Gordon, Lillian Walker, Sessue Haya-
kawa and Frank Keenan, although the last

named enjoyed an extended vacation in New
York. Helen Keller, the famous blind girl,

was also engaged here on her multi-reel

propaganda picture.

D. W. Griffith gave himself a vacation
after completing a propaganda picture for

Provost Marshal-General Crowder in which
Bobby Harron and Richard Barthelmess have
the leading roles. He spent it going over the

financial returns of "Hearts of the World"
and getting ready another story.

Julian Eltinge got the Gotham fever after

the completion of "Over the Rhine" and hied
himself to Broadway to get ready for a
vaudeville tour early next year.

At Universal City, each star was given the

usual four weeks' vacation and the same rou-
tine was carried out at the Fox Coast studio,

but there was no complete cessation at either

place. At Metro, Bert Lytell and Mae Alli-

son enjoyed trips to nearby resorts while the
studio was being prepared for the reception
of companies migrating from the Atlantic
side.

Don't Buy Food Blindly
Know What Energy

You Get
The Government standard for measuring

foods is the calory.

We measure food needs by calories. The

average man needs 3,000 calories daily. The

average woman needs 2,500.

This is what some common foods yield in

calories per pound :

T.. ~ . Xt Per 1000
This Costs J)C Calories

Per IOOO

Calories Per Pound
Quaker Oats 1810
Round Steak 890
Leg of Lamb 860
Salt Codfish 325
Perch 275
Oysters 225
Canned Peas 235
Potatoes 295This Costs 57C Calori

Comparing cost on the calory basis you find this

:

The average cost of meats and fish at this writing is ten times Quaker Oats

The average mixed diet costs five times Quaker Oats.

Yet Quaker Oats is much the greatest of these foods. It is almost a complete food

—

simost the ideal diet. Foods which cost ten times as much cannot compare with oats

Maker Oats
Flaked from Queen Grains Only

Without extra price, you get super-flavor

when you ask for Quaker Oats. This
brand is flaked from queen grains only—

just the richest, plumpest oais. We get

but ten pounds from a bushel. No puny and

insipid oats are ever mixed in this grade.

Two Sizes: 12c to 13c— 30c to 32c— Except in the Far West and South

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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"Ufie most valuablepiano in the world

A MERICAM homes knov?

the Steger Piano for its

supremacy of tone ana beauty?

of design.

The recognition it has gained

in musical colleges and con-

servatories and among thou-

sands and thousands of music
lowers commends it to $ou.

Proved artistry gi^es as-

surance of musical excel-

lence and reliability. The
Steger is beautiful in tone

and finely* balanced in

touch.

Write for Steger Stjlle Bro-

chure ana convenient terms.

Steger dealers e-Oerpvlhete.

steger & sons piano
Mfg. company

Ste&er Buildinfe Chicago, 111.

iSEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE

ILLUSTRATED
By WINF1ELD SCOTT HALL. M.D., Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and
Every young woman should know

'

m
<t 1 f)(~) What every youne husband and
«p M. *\J v/ Every young wife should know

Postpaid What ovcry parent should know
Mailed In plain Cloth binding 320 paces - many illustrations

rappi i
Tablo of contents and commendations on request

American Pub. Co.. 130 Winston Hlil.
. Philadelphia

Earn 25 to 100 aVeek
Phot >hi ry. Blaopportnrn n k money. K r

.Hi -. fin' tlilu fascinating

.aW profmulon.WJ3 LEARN PHOTOGRAPHY
,

Tbreo months' course coven nil .,
I linmrlir Exports 1 1 :i in v - 1 1 in ii-ii

. \
•f&'i uj.-ti. dstostudios, Duor evening AR rlii- Hi.v l.-nns. lull or "Site

for tret booklet.
N. V. INST. OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Dept.37, 141 W. 36th St., N. Y. City

Pi and Players

(Continued from page 88)

ays

GOOD Gracious Annabelle!" a stage

success of a season or two ago, is

to be translated into celluloid by Famous
Players, with Billie Burke in the role cre-

ated by Lola Fisher. Herbert Rawlinson
is to play opposite Miss Burke in the
screen version of the Clare Kummer play.

MARGUERITE CLARK is now in

Washington, where her husband,
Lieutenant H. Palmerson Williams, is sta-

tioned. Miss Clark will return to New
York in a month or two to begin work on
her new Paramount picture, "Mrs. Wises
ot the Cabbage Patch."

GOLDWYX has signed David Powell
and John Bowers, than whom, be-

lieves the Answer Man, there are no two
more popular leading men on the screen.

The birth-dates, stage experience, and
matrimonial status of these two young
men seem to be of vital interest to every
fanette in the country. Powell has played
wtih such divinities as Mary Pickford,

Alice Brady, Elsie Ferguson, and Clara
KimbaU Young. Bowers was recently

with World.

JULIAN
J victim

L'ESTRAXGE was another

m of the Spanish influenza.

L'Estrange. when stricken, was appear-

ing in support of his wife, Constance Col-

lier, in the Oscar Wilde play, "An Ideal

Husband." An Englishman. L'Estrange

had played in London with Sir Herbert
Tree, Ellen Terry, and Sir George Alex-

ander, before coming to this country. He
supported Faversham, Maxine Elliott,

Billie Burke and John Drew. For the

screen L'Estrange was leading man forD OY STEWART is negotiating with pau!ine Frederick in "Zaza," "Bella Don-u Astra-Pathe. The cowboy star has na- and "Sold," and for Emilv Stevens
not yet affixed his signature to the prof-

jn Metro's "Daybreak."
fered Pathe contract, but it is believed
thev will come to terms later on.

JOHN SUNDERLAND, who plays an
important part in "The Silver King"

for Artcraft, has sailed for France. He
has already served three years in one
aviation corps in Belgium, and his one
year in America has given him a thorough
rest. Sunderland is married to Claire

Whitney.

MAXINE ELLIOTT is suing Goldwyn
for $50,000. This amount, says

Miss Elliott, should be hers in part pay-
ment for ten weeks' service for which
she was to receive $100,000. Miss El-

liott is no longer in motion pictures.

IRENE CASTLE is in London now. She
headed a program at a "Helping Hand"

matinee, under the patronage of Queen
Alexandria, for the daughters of fallen

and disabled soldiers.

YOU may remember a page in Photo-
play for August showing Cecil De

Mille's gallery of freak motion picture

films? DeMille added another unex-

pected happening to his collection of them
when Xoah Beery, who plays Tabywana,
the aged Indian

-
in "The Squaw Man."

fell from his horse in n fast ride.

FILM producers are bidding for the

picture rights to Al Wood's stage hit,

"Friendly Enemies." Carl Laemmle
wants it for a Universal special feature.

If he gets it. he'll discard the original title

and tack on an exclamatory one—some-
thing about Berlin.

DADDY LOXG LECS" is to be filmed

at last. Henry Miller was loath to

part with it, but Mary Pickford coaxed
him into it—to the tune of $40,000 from
her own pocket book for the film rights.

HO. DAYIS. of Triangle, wanted
• "Daddy Long Legs" last year.

The price at that time was $30,000. Davis
wouldn't pay it. That price was met by
a concern, but Miller raised it to $35,-

000. Another company would have paid

$35,000, but it went up to S40.000. and

they refused to go that high. Man-
was bound to play "Daddy Long Legs"

sooner or later, anyway. It was as in-

evitable as the Kaiser's finish in one of

Universal's crashes through to Berlin.

True Boardman, in his well known charac-

terization of "Stingaree," in the Kalem serial.

Boardman was a picture pioneer; his last work

was "K" in Lois Weber's "Doctor and the

Woman." He died in October.

GEORGE SEIGMAXX was talking

to a friend about his enlistment in

the photographic branch of the signal

corps.

"It's wonderful work, old man. photo-

graphing history." enthused the pseudo-

Hun of "Hearts of the World." "Wouldn't

it have been great to photograph Wash-

ington crossing the Delaware. Lincoln

signing the emancipation proclamation,

or Lee surrendering to Grant?" "Yeh."

said the friend, "only most of that was

night stuff. Still, it "wouldn't have been

half bad—why didn't you take it?"

Kvery advertisement In rilOTOrLAY MAGAZINE 13 guaranteed.
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Plays and Players

(Concluded)

PREPAREDNESS NOTE: Fred Stone
lias dispatched a communication to

the manager of the Hotel Adlon, Berlin,

Germany, asking him to reserve a suite

tit rooms for next spring lor the use ol

.Mr-. Stone and the three little Misses

Stone and himself. Stone requested that

the rooms face I'nter Den Linden, so that

he and his family may have an unre-

stricted view of the American troops as

they march by.

SNOWY" BAKER has arrived. He
IS, VOU may be relieved to learn,

famed as the Douglas Fairbanks of the

Antipodes. It is said Snowy can out-

iump any kangaroo in the world. Baker

has already appeared on the screens in

Australia. Spike Robinson, of the Doug-
las Fairbanks company, when asked about

this new athletic star, said. " 'Snowy'

Baker? Aw. 1 ain't never heard of him."

HAMPTON DEL RUTH, who was to

have had his own company, signed

instead with Henry Lehrman and is now-

writing scripts for the Fox Sunshine Com-
edies.

AXITA KING, former Lasky and late

Balboa star, who was making a trip

at ross the country in an automobile to

advertise a certain brand of tires, was in-

jured at Michigan City, Indiana, near

Chicago, when a train struck her machine
while it was crossing the railroad tracks.

The machine was demolished, but Miss
King escaped with a few minor injuries.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS was given

$5,000,000 as his share to collect for

the Fourth Liberty Loan. When he went
out to get it, Douglas Jr. went along. An
imposing Police Inspector caught Doug-
las Junior's eye at once. The youngster

kept edging nearer and nearer the In-

spector, his eyes fastened on the brass

buttons. Finally he summoned courage

and said to the blue-coat, "Say, are you
the Chief of Police, and do you boss all

the policemen in New York?" The In-

spector modestly replied that he was not

the Chief, only an Inspector. "Well,

isn't that important?" asked young Doug-
las. Someone explained just how im-

portant the Inspector's position on the

force was, and Douglas, satisfied that the

Inspector was entitled to his uniform,

climbed into the car with him. Doug Jr.

sat on his father's knee and helped him
sell bonds. And they did sell 'em—turned

in the allotted $5,000,000 before night.

THE Triangle studios at Culver City
have been leased by Goldwyn. Fu-

ture pictures starring Farrar. Pauline

Frederick, Mabel Xormand, Madge Ken-
nedy, Mae Marsh, and Tom Moore, as

well as the Rex Beach stories, will be
made in California. J. G. Hawks, for-

merly of the Ince scenario forces, will

write for Goldwyn.

ALMA HAXLOX was recently married

to Louis Wyll, an actor in the s. c.

legitimate. They are now in California,

DW. GRIFFITH has received a letter

• on the stationery of Windsor Cas-
tle, England. 'Twould seem King George
and Queen Mary fancied "Hearts of the

World."

s95An Hour!
"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S. Course has been worth

$95 to me ! My position, my $5,000 a year income, my
home, my family's happiness—I owe it all to my spare time

training with the International Correspondence Schools
!

"

Every mail brings letters from some of the two million I. C. S.

students telling of promotions or increases in salary as the rewards

of spare time study.

What are you doing with the hours after supper? Can you

afford to let them slip by unimproved when you can easily make
them mean so much ?

For 27 years men in offices, stores, shops, factories, mines,

railroads, in the Army and Navy—in every line of technical and

commercial work—have been winning promotion and increased

salaries through the I. C. S. Over 100,000 men and women are

getting ready right now in the same way for the better jobs ahead !

Your Chance is Here!
No matter where you live, the

I. C. S. will come to you. No matter

what your handicaps, or how small

your means, we have a plan to meet
your circumstances. No matter how
limited your previous education, the

simply written, wonderfully illus-

trated I. C. S. textbooks make it easy

to learn. No matter what career you
may choose, some one of our 280

Courses will surely suit your needs.

One hour a day spent with the

I. C. S. will prepare you for the

position you want in the work you
like best. Yes, it will ! Put it up to

us to prove it. Mark and mail this

coupon 7701V.'

INTERNATIONA^ CORRESPo'nOENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6493, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify (or
the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

r 1.1 i i u II A I. I M.1M I it

Klcotrlo Mrbtlne and lljt.

Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL 1 M.IM lit

Mechanical Uraltimnn
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Snrrexlnc; and Mapnlnp;
MINE KOlll .11A\ orENU'II
si 1 1 itiMitv ENGINEER

™ Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsrr-n

"architect
Contractor and H llldei-

architectural Draftauan
^Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
1*1.1 tlillMl AM) 111 t UNO

w Sheet Metal Worker
5 Textile Over.eer or Snpt.
DCIIEBIST

Name
Present
Occupation.

| SALESMANSHIP
I
ADVERTISING

j Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter

] Railroad Trainman
[ILLUSTRATING
J Cartooning
] BOOKKEEPER
j
Stenographer and TjpUt

I Cert. Pub. Accountant
] TRAFFIC MANAGER
[Railway Accountant
I
Commercial Law
[GOOD ENGLISH
]
Teacher
U'nmmon School Sobjrr It

] Mathematics
I
CIVIL SERVICE
IRailway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOHII.I ill'UlAlL.tt.

Auto Itepalrlua;

Navigation IQSpanlah
|
AOIIICl'l,Tl'ltE InFrench
ll'uultrr llal.lne IfJItallao

8treet
and No..

City.
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How the Motion Picture Saved the World
(Concluded from page 25,)

Are your Eyebrows and Lashes as Dark
as You Would Like Them to be? If not
You can Tint Them Beautifully With

^c&fr-ine
It adds wonderfully to yonr beauty, charm and
expression for your eyebrows and lashes to be
Blightly darker than your hair. COLOR-INE
makes them appear naturally dark. If you will
examine your eyelashes yery closely you will find
that the tip ends are verv light and scarcely show
up at all. COLOR-INE will darken them and
make them appear much longer and thicker. It
is impossible to detect COLOR-INE after it has
been applied as directed.

It is impossible to get up a preparation which
would darken the eyebrows and lashes perma-
nently, as it would have to be so strong that it

would prove injurious. COLOR-INE is so mild
that it is absolutely harmless, yet one application
will last several days. More convenient and sat-
is factory to use than the ordinary eyebrow pencil.
Thousands of our customers use it regularly
with very satisfying results,
PRICE 50c for bottle sufficient to last several months.
Mailed complete with camel's hair brush for applying,
under plain cover, on receipt of price. Remit by coin,
U. S. stamps or money order.
Order a trial bottle today and if it is not entirely satis"
f.ictory in every way we want you to Bend it riprht back
and we will promptly refund your money in full.

Maybell Beauty Booklet "Thr Woman Beautiful,"
matted BKIS/i with every order.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES, Depl. 10. 4305 Grand Elvd., Chlcaro

a Month
The master-

. piece ofwatch
manufacture—adjust,

ed to the second, positions, tern*
pcrature and isochronism. En-
cased at factory into your choice
of the exy'disite new watch cases.

21 Jewel
ri/orBolJ. jJltlrHllslWMl

men and women * m

The great Burlington Watch sent on simple request.

Pay at rate of $2.60 a month. You get the watch at
thesamo price even the wholesale jeweler must pay.

Write Today for Free Watch Book
See handsome color illustrations of all the newest

designs in watches that you have to choose from.
Your name and address on a postcard is fi&ougb.

Get this oiler while it lasts. Write today.
BURLINGTON WATCH CO. ,19th St. & Marshall rjlvd„DepM531
Chlca«o-(':in:iili:ill ('Hi,'.-: :',:.:. I'lirl.-Li',- Arc, WliinilH-ir, Mnn._

Train for Nursing—NOW!
The war is responsible for a scarcity of nurses m hospitals

— their regular nurses are going t» the front. Demand for

trained nurses now greater than the supply. This is your
iglderj opportunity to become a trained nurse and easily se-

cure a fine position at $!50 to $30 per week. Von can quickly
master our Special Training Course during your spire time

il home Hid receive diploma approved by best doctors. Easj
terms. Hospital experience given if des red. We help you
find employment. Write nj once for catalog. State age.

AMERICAN TRAINING SCHOOL. Dept. B, 1555 N. la Salle St.. CHICAGO

Rely On Cuticura

ForSkinTroubles
AlldrngRiMts; BoapSEL Ointment854 60, Tolonm25.
Sample each tree of "CutlcuTa, Dept. B, Boston."

ETHuESSI^M

One more such chapter will concern the
great film propaganda prepared here for

Russia before she slipped into anarchy—

a

complete system of friendly argument and
exposition, held up and completely thwarted
by one man. I can't give you his name. I

can only say that we were as ready to save
Russia as we had been to reassure France—

-

when into the machinery went just one
monkey-wrench. But it was enough.
The film men of America have responded

quietly and instantly, on government de-
mand, without comment or press-work.
One day, Washington called for 2,500,000.

million feet of film immediately, for emerg-
ency use across the water. Presumably, this

great quantity had to be shipped in a week.
Actually, it was all shipped in twenty-four
hours.

The motion picture is the greatest enthus-
iasm of my life. There is nothing like it in

power, in versatility, in range of expressive-

ness, in the whole world.

As Americans, we should be proud of the

fact that the world knows only one standard
of film—made in America. American film is

today and will continue to be what German
dye used to be and never can be again—
the irritating, incomparable and inimitable

mystery of science and commerce.
Ever since the dawn of history the people

of the earth have been seeking some com-
mon bond of communication. Here it is:

the first answer to the Tower of Babel; the

Universal Language.
The greatest friend of the motion picture

in a place of authority today is the Presi-

dent of the United States. Mr. Wilson real-

izes more keenly than most film manufac-
turers the power of the film in war and
peace. He knows what a lot of his subor-
dinates never realized—that the screen is a
code which makes neighbors and brothers
of all nations.

When I remember what Mr. Wilson has
said and written about the motion picture

—

what he has said and written to me—I can-

not but smile at the clumsy stupidity of a
treacherous attack like that of George Kleine
in his recent letter to the War Industries
Board; in which he, not engaged in the
manufacture of new photoplays but in the
marketing of old ones, artfully recommends
a shut-down of all productive activity for a
year as a matter of war-time welfare

!

The great evils of the photoplay industry
today are ignorance, selfishness and sus-

picion. It takes charity to make progress.

You must let the other fellow live to get

the larger life yourself. You have got to
give today to make tomorrow. Yet those
are the things the majority of picture men
refuse to do. They sit tight, grab .very-

thing in reach, and glare at each other. Ig-

norance is a tremendous but youthful folly

of this business. Ignorant, narrow-minded.
uneducated men have been its curse. More
especially, men without imagination. Illiter-

ate men with imaginations have sometimes
moved the world.

I am such an enthusiast over the screen as

an educational, civilizing factor that I see

this as the great field of the future, rather

than mere picture-play production.

Can you fancy anything greater than
Woodrow Wilson's "History- of the American
People" on the screen? So visualized, this

work will—I say "will." because it certainly

will be picturized—make us a people 100
per cent patriotic, and give every boy and
girl an inspiring and personal acquaintance
with every incident of consequence since the
landing of Columbus, and an understanding
of the national purposes and faiths not to be
had in a thousand texts. The motion picture

will breathe the breath of life into every
other study, from geography to botany, and
even into higher mathematics. It will be
the first genuine college of trade, because it

will show one people's real needs, and an-
other's faculty to supply. It will be an
international preacher of peace, and a more
solemn warning against war than any coali-

tion of statesmen.

C 1'iulcru ood & I'ndenvood

A "Bad Man" Holds Up Wall Street

THE heart of the West spoke through the mouth of William S. Hart, screen idol, when at

crossed the continent during the fourth Liberty Loan campaign and recited to thousands of Wal-

Streeters another definition for patriotism. Above he is shown on the steps of the sub-treasurv

JA1V1ES"'B ERGMAN'f.?T.S.V;.S
I

l^lding. addressing a vast, noon-day crowd.
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From the Audience
Editor, Pbotoplai Magazine, Hastings,

ll is New Zealand.

1 congratulate you on your stand against

some of the Foi Films, and agree with you

thai this (inn's output is usually calculated

to provide weapons for those who opposi

pictures 1 have protested tnyseli against

"The Valley of the Missing" and "The Vii

tint," and cannot understand how the) es

caped the Censorship lure, or how they ever

passed the National Hoard of Review before

they left America. Mr Fos makes me think

0l "The Man with the Muck Rake" in Bun-
Nan's "Pilgrim's Progress." He could have
the Crown of Gold it he would, but seems
to prefer raking in moral garbage; as tor

hi^ melodramas—Ye Godsl
Some of the pictures dealing wholly with

American customs do not appeal much to

the majority here. Recently we had "The
Regenerates" (Triangle), a wonderful picture

for those who ran understand, but it fell

quite Bat. Here "Jack is as pood as his

master;" blue blood does not exist; the only
reference you ever hear to the vital fluid

being a familiar adjective, used freely and
continuously by both sexes. What the people

like is Bill Hart amongst the men; and
Mary Pickford is a sure card to play. 1

think "Poor Little Rich Girl" is the best

play of the sort I have ever seen, and it

drew packed houses all over New Zealand.
Under present circumstances, it seems

probable that your great country will con-
tinue to supply the bulk of our programs,
and I think the excellence of what comes to
us will never be matched by any other
nation.

Hastings. H. B New Zealand,
\V F. Hicks.

Kdiior Photoplay Magazine,
Pear Sir:

You may be surprised to receive this letter

from "Over Here.'' Having worked around
the picture studios and theatres since I was
ten years old, I am a little familiaF with the
picture business. I am on board the U. S. S.

Housatonic now serving in foreign waters
and I have charge of the movie end of the
ship.

We have a Powers 6-A machine on board
and have pictures almost every night ex-
cept when we are busy with the Kaiser. We
had, on leaving the States, seventy-five reels

of film from a film concern in Boston and
after showing them continuously two or
three times we shipped them back and up to
now we have been without movies except
occasionally we run in luck and borrow some
from another ship which happens to lay near
us.

And we run some good plays too, such as
"Carmen," "Ninety and Nine," "The Cap-
tive." "The Fighting Gringo," and numerous
others. The boys certainly enjoy them.
Everyone on board is movie crazy. They de-
serve the very best of the lot.

Why can't the ships over here be supplied
with film? From my long experience in the
motion picture industry I know that there
are millions of feet of film laying around
covered with dust, never to be used again,
in studios and in exchanges. One five reel pic-
ture would bring more happiness into the
hearts of our crew than anything else in the
world.

I happened to get my hands on two
stray copies of Photoplay Magazine on
board ship and certainly did enjoy read-
ing them. They were the August and Sep-
tember issues and in them I noticed manv
changes in filmdom that I didn't know of
before.

Very truly,

Charles A. Christopher,
U. S. S. Housatonic.

Imagine vhe thrill of
seeinfryour name here

IMPATIENT PATIENTS
A"UNIVERSAL" COMEDY

SCENARIO BY
FREDERICK PALMER

Directed by ROY CLEMENTS
Photographed by ANTON NACY

/ L

IMPOSSIBLE—you say? Not at

all! How many times have you
secretly cherished the thought

that you could create better "movies"
than some you've seen on the screen ?

What's more— there is such a famine in

photoplays that the leading producers, stars,

directors and scenario editors avant you to

put your ideas to work. They believe that

any intelligent person can create good, work-
able "movie plots" by putting into practice

certain fundamental principles of photoplay
technique.

And these the Palmer Plan of Photoplay
Writing gives you in language so clear

and simple that anyone can understand.
Remember— there has never been anything
like the Palmer Plan. It is the first method
of photoplay technique that shows you by
direct example how to prepare your stories

in the action-language of the screen. It is

the first Plan of its kind to receive the

whole-hearted indorsement of the motion
picture industry.

The Palmer Plan was conceived by Fred-

erick Palmer in response to the ever-increas-

ing demand for good photoplay material.

For Frederick Palmer is a recognized master

of photoplay construction— one of the most

prolific screen authors in America—the man
who, in 9 months, wrote 52 scenarios for

"Universal."

The Palmer Plan is not a mere book nor

a "school" nor a tiresome correspondence

course. It is exactly what it professes to be:

a concise, clean-cut plan that places at your

finger-tips the things you must know to suc-

ceed as a photoplaywright. Once you mas-

ter the simple but vital rules of plot con-

struction laid down by Mr. Palmer you will

find photoplay writing much easier and

much more fascinating than you think.

Just imagine with what pride and pleasure

you will view your onxin photoplays on the

silver screen ! Nor is this a mere dream

—

an idle fancy. It is something you can

readily accomplish <witk Mr. Palmer to

help you.

Today— send for our new illustrated booklet
—"The Secret

of Successful Photoplay Writing." Shows how you can turn

your "movie" ideas into money— gives "close-up" descrip-

tions of many who started low and climbed high— shows how
you, too, can win success in this highly paid, uncrowded field.

Send for your copy today

—

it's free.

Mail the coupon NOW !

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
584-F— I. W. Hellman Bldg.. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Please send inc. without obligation, your new booklet, " The- s-

cessful Photoplay Writing." Also— Special Supplement containing auto-
graphed letters from the leading producers, st.ir^. directors, etc.

Namt I

St. and JVc

City and Stalt

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOI'LAY MAGAZINE.
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DIAMONDS
WIN HEARTS"

A diamond is the ideal
^Cj*- ffift f°r ** loved one. it
* .zJr^- lastsforever.andevery

' ^ day remind* the wear-
er ofyour regard.

DIAMOND FREE Examination
RINGS Send for Catalog

Wonderfully bril«
liant GENUINE DIA-

MONDS, any style
solid eold mount-
ing; also Diamond]
La Vallieres, Ear
Screws, Brooches*
Scarf Pins, etc.

EASY CREDIT
TERMS

Every article in
our Catalog is dis-
tinctive in rich-
ness and elegance,
no matter what
the price.

There areover2,000 illustrationsof
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.
Whatever you Belect will be sent, all

shipping charges prepaid. You see
and examine the article right in
your own hands. If satisfied, pay
one-fifth of purchase price and keep
it; balance divided into eight equal
amounts, payable monthly. Our
Catalog shows all the new watches
—IB, 17,19, 21, 23 Jewels, adjusted.
Guaranteed by the factory and fur-
ther guaranteed by us. Watches
that pass railroad Inspection as
low as S3.00 a month. Every article

in our Catalog is specially selected
and priced direct to you.

National Credit Jewelers
,
DEPT. H502, 108N.STATEST,

CHICAGO. ILL,

BROS & CO. 1858 Stores in Leading Cities 1

Glecfriemrdtor

LaVida is Beauty's

first aid—quick, sim-
ple, ever-ready. Im-
proves skin, scalp and hair, tones up
the whole body. No parts to oil,

nothing to get out of order. Guaran-
teed to last for years. Uses alter-
nating current only. Send for free booklet.

See your dealer, or send us $7.50.

|HP^P Money back if not satisfactory.

{TmKC\ ADBRO MFG. COMPANY^«/y 701 Phipps Power Bids., Pittsburgh, Pa.

^ Lm—1M— ——

U

YOU Cannot Be Without OneTHE IKKLE5S WAR PEN 75*
Is the only pen that carries Its own Ink supply always with it.

If you have an American Inkless Pen, you can write—always,
anywhere. Just the article lor Our Boys Over There. It is

ideal for business or professional people. Order one or more
of these wonderful pens for your own use and for those dear
to you in the service. If it does not please you, we will refund
yourmoney within ten days' time. Askfm descriptivematierof
great interest, or better still,send 75c today for one of these pens.

Agents Wanted— Big profits in it for you.
WELLER SERVICE, Dept. B, BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

Ca/ces o4e.

KREMOLA" is a medicated" snow white cream that
does wonders for a bad complexion. Removes Tan,
HoU-PMahai, rimpleri. Enoma. otc. Tho Auto Woman'p
KrotocUon. Elegant for man after eWintr. MAIL$1.26.

Dr. C.H. Berry Co.. 2975 Michigan Ave..Chlcago

VETERINARYCOURSE AT HOME
Taught in simplest English during
spare time. Diploma granted.
Cost within reach of all. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Have been teach-
ing by correspondence twenty
years. Graduates assisted in many
ways. Every person Interested in
stock Should take it. Write for
catalogue and full FpFF
particulars - « M T » K. t
LondonVet.Correspondence

School
I>cpt. 7 London. Ontario. Can.

tV'J:UJ4J!l4V'M:1.yj^:? :fM:H
We write music and guarantee publisher's accept-
ance. Submit poems on war, love or anv subject.

CHESTER MUSIC COMPANY
S3S South DMrbom BtrMt. ••lit* 25 1 CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Nee Madge Kennedy
(Concluded from page 63)

that. For I can't imagine anything more
appealing than the spectacle of Madge Ken-
nedy being "just a little bit sad."

Just about here, the college sophomore
theory received an awful jolt. On her dress-

ing table is the picture of a very good-look-

ing young man who might be anybody's
leading man except that he doesn't look

"stagey." I started to say so, but was in-

terrupted by a squeal of delight from Miss
Kennedy.
"Do you really think he is good-looking?"

she beamed. "I have another picture—

a

smiling one—much more handsome than
that. I've always thought .that Harold

—

Mr. Bolster—had the j oiliest smile in the

world. You knew, didn't you, that I am
Mrs. Bolster?"
Which wiped out forever the college girl

picture, but left one just as charming in its

place.

Years ago when "The Bells" was a new
play and "The Black Crook" was shocking
our grand-parents, there used to be a tradi-

tional idea of a person known as a "play-
actress." Perhaps she really did exist, this

sinuous lady in black velvet and picture hat
who gave you two fingers to shake while
she struck a Bernhardt-Rejane-Duse pose.

But she is a far cry from her to the young
actress of today who has happened to go on
the stage just as any other happy, healthy,

talented young girl might take up journalism
in a serious way or go in for interior recorat-
ing. She is delicious and refreshing and a
joyous vindication of the profession. If you
want to know what she is really like, meet
Mrs. Harold Bolster, nee Madge Kennedy.
The late Henry Woodruff was the actor-

manager who saw Miss Kennedy at the
Academy. He applauded her. Encouraged,
Miss Kennedy asked him for an engage-
ment. He gave it to her, in "The Genius."
The fortunes of the stage brought Madge

Kennedy to Cleveland, where she played for
two seasons in the Colonial stock company.
That was over six years ago. Soon after
came the opportunity she had been waiting
for—a part in "Over Night," which gave
her ample scope for her ability as a come-
dienne. Followed "Little Miss Brown." Then
"Twin Beds" and "Fair and Warmer," in
which she created the character of the mis-
understood wife. Both farces had long runs
in New York, and it was remarked at the
time that "Madge Kennedy's cock-tail in
'Fair and Warmer' seemed destined, like Ten-
nyson's brook, to run on forever." She es-
tablished a notable reputation as a heroine

"Oh, you should see him smiling! " exclaims

Mr. Bolster's wife. "I've always thought that

my husband had the joUiest smile in the

world."

in boudoir farce, and this led to her screen

engagement.
Her first Goldwyn picture was "Babv

Mine," from the comedy by Margaret Mayo.
Other pictures of the same type in which she

appeared early in her career as a film star

include "Nearly Married," Edgar Selwyns
comedy-drama; "Our Little Wife." and
"Friend Husband." Later she made "The
Danger Game," "The Kingdom of Youth,"
and "The Service Star." "A Perfect Lady.

'

from the play by Channing Pollock ana
Rennold Wolf, and "Primrose," recently re-

leased, complete the list of her celluloid sue

cesses.

When Jimmie. Joined the Movies

By Mary Carolyn Davies

When Jimmie was a little boy,

He took the clock to pieces

To sec what made it go, and still

My worry never ceases:

For now that he is twenty-one
He hopes to save the nation

By leaving Jones' store and going
In for aviation.

Instead of selling silks and lace,

A derby or a tie;

lie's in an aviation camp,
And learning how to fly.

He never speaks of weather
In his letters now. He writes

About the aviation tests

And taking trial flights.

He always was a-tinkering

With wheelbarrows and guns

And all the farm machinery.

And now he thinks the Huns
Will meet the "day" they don't expect

A little soo>icr still

If he too joins his signed-up chums,
Romaine and Ralph and Bill.

I saw the soldier films last )iight;

The aviators stood.

Each in his Queer eye-glasses.

And his carlops and his hood:
And there was my boy. Jimmie.

Smiling right straight down at me!
Now that Jimmie's in the movies

I am proud as I can be.

Every advertisement In rTTOTOri,.\T MAGAZINE is irviaranteed.
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Another Movie Queen

gone, Luce threw mi hi> mask of merry
revelry, and ,m>i down to the grim business

of making the old Colonel, weak but sport-

ive, utterly sleep) .md completely helpless,

This noble u>k w.i> not hard to fulfill, and,

presently, Colonel Cameron was helped up-

stairs and dropped upon a lied—not his,

but Luce's !

In the room that had been assigned to

Cameron Luce removed a shoe and threw it

heavily upon the floor. A slight answering

sound told him that it had awakened the

girl.

"Lucille!" he called in a thick, indistin-

guishable voice. "I—I'm ill."

A moment more, and the girl, with only

the lightest of wraps about her night-

gowned shoulders, had opened the door be-

tween, and >tood confronting—the beast!

"What are you doing in my father's

room?"
"This is my room tonight, my dear. Your

father was going to have it, but he's too

drunk to know the difference."

He held out his arms.

The girl avoided them, and put her fa-

ther's opened bag between herself and her

pursuer by whirling unexpectedly to the

center of the room. As her hands fell upon
the bag her right hand touched a thing the

ancient Southerner always—though some-
what Quixotically—carried when he trav-

elled: an old and heavy Colt's revolver.

It was Luce's turn to shrink when the

gun was pointed at him.

"Now," said Lucille, "take me to my
father. And when we find him—I want
him to take this gun, and kill you!"

"This isn't the South, my dear. If I'm
shot in the State of New York, your fa-

ther will go to the electric chair."

The man saw that his speech had gone
home.

"Forget it! No one will ever know!"
Bewildered, now, and realizing that Luce

spoke the truth, Lucille locked the con-

necting door and pocketed the key. Then,
still keeping Jim covered, she passed

through the outer door, locked that—and
suddenly, in an access of pity or fright,

threw the key over the transom. Then to

her own room, where she sat rigidly awake,
gun in hand, until sunrise.

But they saw no more of Luce. His man
announced that he had been summoned, un-
expectedly, to Saratoga.

Colonel Cameron and his daughter did not
remain to breakfast, for neither had an
appetite, and he, overwhelmed by remorse,

thought all of Lucille's woe was for his spree

of the preceding night. She did not en-
lighten him.

A new and unexpected interest awaited
them when they returned to town and their

hotel. Lieut. Gregory Haines was at the

bottom of that interest, but they did not
know.

All they found was a jerky and almost
illegible letter from Johnny Tweed, saying
that he and old Dan had pooled their little

fortunes to transport the now thoroughly
restored Southern Pride to the Saratoga
races. She was even at that moment on the

way.
Colonel Cameron was at first furiously

angry—then full of explosive laughter and a
sudden-born ambition to beat Luce's Tor-
pedo. The thought swept racing-blooded
Lucille, too, like a flame. To beat Torpedo

!

As a matter of fact, neither Dan nor
Johnny had had in years enough cash to
get Southern Pride as far as Washington.
Haines, called back to France the first of the
following month, had persuaded the sus-
ceptible, loose-screw trainer and the proud
old stableman to let him, quite sub-rosa,
send their faith to the Northern track.

[03

Margaret Marsh
feminine tai of the super serial

"The Master-Mystery" writes us
;is follows:

m<i vbcii Laboratorttt,

Chicago.

"May I tell you that I am more than
phased Kith your preparation,"LASH-
BROW l\/-. a hu li I, onsidersplendid
forpromoting the growth «/ the eyebrow*
and eyelashes. Must sincerely,

Margaret Marsh. '<

If Nature has denied you
the priceless heritage of
long, luxuriant eyelashes
and well formed eyebrows,

it is now quite possible for
you to have them if you will

apply a little

persistently for a short time. Miss Marsh and many other stars of the screen

and stage, as well as women prominent in society, all use and highly recommend
this efficient and harmless preparation, which nourishes and promotes the growth
of eyelashes and eyebrows, and so adds greatly to the charm and beautv of the

eyes and face. Will you not try " LASH-BROW-INE " ? ;

Lash-Brow-Ine !

s a pure del Two Sizes, 50c and $1
Send price and we will mail you "LASH-
BROW-INE," and our Maybell Beauty Booklet
" The Woman Beautiful, " prepaid under plain
cover. Remit by coin, currency, U. S. stamps, or money
order. Satisfaction Assured or Price Refunded.

' scented cream,which
is guaranteed absolutely harmless. It has been
tested and endorsed by the best chemists and
beauty specialists of America. An invaluable
aid to beauty. Thousands have used it suc-

cessfully. Why not you?

The wonderful success of "LASH-BROW-INE" has caused the name
to be imitated closely. There is only one genuine "LASH-BROW-INE".
Avoid the imitations. Remember the full name "LASH-BROW-INE".

MAYBELL LABORATORIES, 4305-21 Grand Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite

TvON'T send a penny. JuBt send your name and say. "Sepdme
J-* a Lachnite mounted in a solid pold ring on 10 days free
trial." We will send it prepaid right to your home. When 1

cornea merely deposit $4 7t with the postman and then wear thi

ring: for 10 full days. II you, or if any of your friends can tell

it from a diamond, send it b*cK. But if you decide to buy it

—seed U3 S2.5C a month until $18.76 baa been paid.

ladies' or men's). Be
Harold Larhman Co.. 12 N. Michigan A

sold rings illustrated above you \

re to send finger size.

.1531 Chic

Wrestling Book FREE
I Be an expert wrestler. Learn at home from the
I world's undefeated champion and his famous trainer

IFrank Gotchand Farmer Burns
Quickly learned by mail at home, Know the

of aelf-defenae and jiu-jitsu. Have perfect
Ith. Learn how to defend yourself. Handle big

[WRESTLING}; men v-ith ease. Send for free book. State your age.
|for HEALTHl Farmer Burns t531 RamaeBldg.. Omaha. Neb.

Perfect hearing is now being re-

stored in every condition ot deaf-
ness or defective hearing from
causes such as Catarrhal Deaf-
ness, Relaxed or Sunken Drums,
Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Hissing Sounds, Perforated,
Wholly or Partially Destroyed
Drums.Discharge from Ears, etc.

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears" require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural ear drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable.
Write today iot our 168 pageFREE book on DEAF-

NESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials.

WILSON EAR DRUM CO.. Incorpornted
299 Inter-Southern Bldg. LOUISVILLE. Kit

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.

For Restoring Color and Beauty
to Gray and Faded Hair.

60c. and $1.00 at druggists.

R£§JA isUred-

tless

Inreel life

piNBjssTheNIGHTwear of a Nation!

When you write to adverttsera please mention PHOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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Pride of Kentucky

(Concluded)

t^YJGiowasI do

M thejrtof
making yourself'

1 'BeauifuF
ELIZABETH ARDtH

AyTY specialized profes
*"*• sion, "The Scientinifie

Care and Treatment of the Skin and Contours,"
has been my life work for 15 yeai s.

A verv great following of cultured women throughout the

world have successfully adopted my methods; obtaining

perfection of facial charm and developing individuality

of beauty.
It is no longer necessary to incur great expense by com-

ing to New York for a course of treatments, as I have pre-

pared a most complete and scientific HOME COURSE of

instruction which will enable any woman, however plain

and unattractive, to veritably transform herself.

Write me now without obligation and learn HOW YOU
MAY CULTIVATE (1) your hair (2) eyelashes and brows
(3) contour of neck, bust, arms, shoulders (4) complexion
(5) eyes (6) hands. OR HOW TO REMEDY (7) sagging
imis< les (81 double chin (9) wrinkles or lines (10) black-

heads (11) coarse pores (12) brown spots (13) acne (14)

weight—too thin or too stout.

Clip out this adver'is nient; check any of the above you
wish to consult me about, or describe fully any condition

you wish to overcome, addressing me personally at my
New York Salon. Free booklet on request.

1T1« U^*U AJ rt„ 673 Fifth AvenueLuzabetn Arden Dept.p, New York
My Salons arc located in New York; in Hoston. 192 Boylaton

St • Washington, ii47 Connecticut Ave.; Newport, 184
Belle viie Ave. They are tho most complete and finely equipped
in llu- world.

y2 PRICE $2;50

SEND NO MONEY
IF YOU CAN TELL IT

FROM A GENUINE DIA-
MOND SEND IT BACK.

To prove to you thnt our bluc-
whi te MEXICAN DIAMOND
closely resembles the finest

genuine South A Mean Diamond, with same DAZZLING
AINBOW-HUED l5Klt,I,IANCY(;uarantced20yrs.).

we will send above Ladies Tiffany Kinir with one carat
CCm (GataloKUe priCQ B4.98) for Holf-Prlc© to Introduce,
$2 BO, or same I hi ng but Gents II. -avy Tooth IfclchcrKillK
(GataloKiie price 16.26) for 18.10. Mountings tire our
finest TJkt. cold filled quality. Mexican Diamonds are
GUAKANTKKD 2HYEAKS. SICNDNO MONEY.
Simplv clip out this advertisement and we will ship bv
mail G. O D. If not entirely pleased return within TWO
DAYS for money hack less actual Dandling chargQS.
Give size. Act quick. Offer limited. Onlv one to cus-
tomer. Catalogue FREE. AGENTS WANTED.
JJIEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO.
<'Ml Ins Cruces, N. Mex.
{Exclusive controllers Genuine Mexican Diamonds)

We write music and guarantee publisher's accept-
ance. Submit poems on war, rove or any subject.

CHESTER MUSIC COMPANY
630 South D««rt>orn Strut. Suits 251 CHICAQO. ILLINOIS

Thoroughly distrusting his recent host,

now, the repentant old Southerner took the

last of his money—and his daughter—to

Saratoga. The current of the race was
in his blood—and no wonder, for in

the try-outs the daughter of Selim Bey was
the dark wonder, the whispered menace of

the Saratoga track! He was living again

his great days of gentlemen's sport. He had
little to bet, but he would bet it all. As for

Lucille, she welcomed anything, everything,

that would ease her heart.

Luce, too, heard of Southern Pride's mar-
velous fleetness.

The filly was legitimately entered in his

class. Torpedo, he knew, would otherwise

have everything his own way. Johnny
Tweed, an illegal rider himself, had gotten

Spike Lasker, an honest jockey, as Southern
Pride's rider. Furious, Luce realized that he
could not hire the horse pulled.

Only one thing remained: a surreptitious

entrance, the night before the race, with a
syringe of drug—a rather painless hypo-
dermic thrust into a quick-jumping animal;
a steady pressure of the piston; escape.

Jack Schuyler, the weak-but-not-wicked,
drew the black bean of dope villainy.

Johnny, returning from a late supper,

faced him squarely as he pulled and pried

at the stall door. The lad whirled him
about in fury—then fell back in amazement.

"Jack!"

"Johnny !"

"I was coming to see you, old pal,"

evaded Jack, weakly. And Johnny be-

lieved it.

"Haven't seen you since Mexico, have I?

Got a clean job and a good horse, Jack

—

I'm livin' square again—an' it's great !"

Though Jack Schuyler was square enough
to stick by his old friendship rather than his

dirty new job he served Jim Luce admirably
and unconsciously. In their reunion he got

Johnny drunk, for the first time since the

Camerons had known him. Then, half-

drunk himself, and remorseful, he sought
his master to make a confession of failure.

At that moment Lieut. Haines, on the last

three days of his American leave, had taken

a cab—at the station—for Luce's hotel.

Jack found Luce eating a nervous sort of

supper in a booth in the bar-room restau-

rant. As they began to talk Haines, unseen,

entered the booth adjoining and ordered a

chicken sandwich and a cup of coffee. The
officer was very much interested in their talk.

But another had heard—minutes before.

Dazed, stupefied by whiskey that con-

tained chloral, but animated by a mighty
sense of duty that overrode all else, Johnny
Tweed stumbled back to his stall, and, using

the telephone at hand, called Lucille—and
fell unconscious. The girl made out the

jockey's voice, but could not get his mes-
sage. Slipping on her clothe-, she Parted
for the stables without awakening her father.

And just then, with a snort of rage. Luce,

below, exclaimed : "Afraid of old Cameron,
eh, you cheap coward!"
"Cameron be damned!" returned Jack

Schuyler, as hotly. "I'm not going to pull

anything on this Johnny Tweed. I made a

crooked book at Tia J nana last year, got

caught—and he and his mm stood between
me and fifty murderous Mexicans till I

could step over the line. Thai'- all!"

"You bet that's all. Now I'll do this my-
self, you cheap skate, as I should have done.

Where's that hypodermic 3
"

Before Haines could face them. Luce and
Schuyler had melted from the room as if by
magic. He knew the hotel, and he had no
difficulty in locating Colonel Cameron's
room. The meeting betwen them was awk-
ward, but necessity pierced their mutual

embarrassment, The young officer told

quickly of what he had heard, and together,
without a word, they turned to Lucille's

room. It was empty.
It is quite probable that neither Luce nor

Lucille knew which first arrived at the open
door of Southern Pride's big, quiet, star-lit

stall. They were in together, and Lucille's

low, warning cry was answered by the old
negro, Dan. A single blow of Jim's big fist

sent him crashing, unconscious.

"You coward!" whispered Lucille.

"War is war," returned Luce, pleasantly.
Then: "Hold out your hands!" he rasped.
in a very' different tone, to the girl. She did
not hold them out, but he caught her,
whirled her roughly around, and she realized

that he meant to bind her to a stanchion
while he ruined the running powers of the
great daughter of the great Selim Bey. She
broke away, struck him violently with her
clenched fists, and ran to the door. In ..

corner the dazed little Tweed, all but out,
was struggling to put aside the fumes.

"Unless you leave instantly," ordered the
young woman, "I'll scream at the top of my
voice. There are not many jockeys here
tonight, but there are policemen—watch-
men—

"

Just for the fatal, battle-losinc instant.

Luce stopped to argue. His work with the
horse would, in his practised hands, occupy
only a second or two. But if she aroused
the stable neighborhood—and at the moment
two other forms took the corner at a whirl.

Luce stepped out now, indeed, to see what
was coming. He found out. His chin met
Gregory Haines' hard fist.

As, badly jarred, he arose from the pile of

straw upon which be had been knocked, he
was vaguely conscious that Cameron had
grappled with the army officer and was try-

ing to get his revolver. Luce cowered.
Haines laughed—a good-natured, easy laugh.

"Don't kill the poor fool!" he argued.

"He doesn't deserve anything so easy."

And, still keeping Jim Luce covered, Lieut.

Haines whispered to Lucille, and she whis-
pered to her father, and then the three whis-
pered together. Colonel Cameron spoke.

"Luce?—you hound, suh! Is the oil stock

you sold me worth what I paid for it? Is

it worth twelve thousand honest, hard-
earned dollars, suh?"

Infinite relief swept over Jim Luce's
craven soul. They were forgetting a peni-

tentiary offense and what might have been

a murder merely to quibble over an old,

half-forgotten deal in worthless, wild-cat

stock ! He almost shouted his answer.

"Yes ! Of course it is ! It is worth every

cent of twelve thousand dollars I"

"Then, suh," flashed Cameron. "Lieut.

Haines and I will keep you under surveil-

lance while you go back to your hotel, get

what the lieutenant is pleased to call your

sucker money grafted in against tomorrow's
races, and you will bet twelve thousand in

cash, on Torpedo, against my twelve thou-

sand shares of stock, placed on Southern
Pride! After what has happened, suh. no
man can say that is not a sporting proposi-

tion!"

There were two winnings next day.

The first, when Southern Pride, after a

terrific race, with Lasker up, won over Tor-
pedo by a length.

The second, when Gregory folded Lucille

in his arms and asked the Colonel if he

thought the old shadow of Mason and

Dixon's line would avail against a marriage

before his transport sailed.

"Mason and Dixon's line, suh?" snorted

the Colonel. "We are one people, one na-

tion
—

"

"And one family." added Gregory.

Lucille snuggled her face into his khaki

shoulder. Greeory raised her face to kiss her.

i;ver\ advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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The Squaw Man
(Continued from page $a)

A coincidence came to the aid of the officei

of the law. He happened to be in the ride

room of the saloon where Hawkins was
killed, when pari of the flooring was being

lorn up to make repair- There, under the

boards, an Indian head pouch containing

a number of small calibre cartridges was
found. Naturitch had dropped it through

an opening beside the partition, the day she

shot Hawkins.
The Sheriff went to his office and com«

pared the cartridges with the bullet that had

been taken from Hawkins' body, and they

corresponded. No one but an Indian woman
would have earried cartridges in a beaded

pouch. No Indian woman but N'aturilch

would have had any motive for killing Haw
kins. So the Sheriff reasoned, and swiftly

called several of his deputies into council.

It was necessary to proceed with caution

against so resourceful a person as Jim, espe-

cially as it was important to avoid unneces-

sarily antagonizing old Tabywana, father of

the suspected woman, and chief of a tribe

of Indians that might be difficult to handle

unless the Sheriff had plenty of evidence to

back his accusation.

Meanwhile, events at Jim's ranch were
swiftly taking another turn. That same
afternoon Jim, looking down the road to-

ward town, saw a cloud of dust approaching,

which soon resolved itself into the one
public conveyance of the vicinity, and its oc-

cupants, besides the driver, were Diana
and Sir John Applegate. Diana was dressed

all in black. Jim's heart leaped to his

throat, and he smothered a groan. This was
a contingency he had not foreseen. Henry
was young, in good health, and Jim had
never considered such a possibility as Diana
being left a widow. Then,- as the buck-
board neared the gate, another thought

leaped up and almost sent him reeling. If

Henry and Diana had no children, he, Jim
Wynnegate, was Earl of Kerhill.

It was true. He never had considered the

possibility of coming into the title. Al-

though he was next in line, he was only a
cousin, and it had seemed absurd. He took
for granted that Henry would have an heir.

He hardly heard the story that Sir John told

him of his own exoneration.

"Your cousin was never quite himself,

after that time we saw you in the saloon,"

Sir John said. "He wanted to travel inces-

santly—never seemed to be satisfied. We
did not understand then, but of course we
know now it was his conscience that was
driving him. Finally he took to hunting
big game, and seemed to enjoy accepting the

most dangerous chances. He did it once too
often, and a lion got to him before we could
save him. He was terribly mangled, and
knew- he was going to die. Then he confessed

about the embezzlement, and insisted that it

should be written down and that he should
sign it in the presence of the Countess and
myself. We have let the facts become
known, very diplomatically, among those
who knew of your leaving England and the
circumstances, so now there is nothing to
stand betwen you and your proper place as

the Earl of Kerhill."

Jim looked over at Diana, and her eyes
were shining. He trned away. Xaturitch
was standing in the doorway.

"There is something between me and that
place," Jim said, slowly, and indicated Xa-
turitch with an almost imperceptible motion
of his head. "Be very careful what you say.

She is faithful, and I do not want to hurt
her feelings."

The silence that followed was broken by
the voice of a boy calling, "Daddy, daddy,"
and Hal came running in and flung himself
into his father's arms.
"You son?" Sir John asked.

"My son, and ben," Jim replied, ad
that there might be no mistake, "We are

married
."

[hen he is your heir, the heir to the

title," Sir John want on.

Jim only drew the boy closer to him. Hi

knew he could not take Naturitch to Eng-
land, He knew it would be a violation of

his entire code of honor to desert her and go

himself. Hut he knew also thai he had no
right to deprive his son of the birthright be
himself must put aside. Hal Wynnegate,
Karl of Kerhill that was to be, was entitled

to education, to a place among men who
would one day help to rule the British Em-
pire. He was entitled to an opportunity
to become one of those rulers himself. As
against this, what had life in Wyoming to

offer the lad?

"If you insist upon remaining here," Sir

John was saying, "at least you must let us

take the boy back."

"Need I tell you that I will care for him
as if he were my own?" Diana asked, inpul-

sively.

Jim drew a deep breath. He knew how
hard it would be for him to give up his son,

and that it would be ten times harder for

Naturitch. For he knew why the boy was
going, what opportunities were) awaiting
him. To Naturitch it would be as if he
were dead, or even worse, for though he
was living she would be unable to see him.
Still, the boy must go.

"Come for him tomorrow. He will be
ready," he said, and Sir John and Diana
rose to go.

As they departed, Diana took Jim's hand
and looked steadily into his eyes.

"I want you to feel that I understand,
and fully sympathize with you," she said,

and he pressed her hand, not daring to trust

his voice.

When they had gone, Jim explained to

Naturitch as gently and patiently as he
could, the honors to which their son was
heir, that he would be big chief far across

the great water, and they must let him go.

Whether Naturitch understood or not, she
at least realized that her son was being
taken from her, and with all the pride of her
race she crept away and hid her grief in an
all night vigil under the stars.

With this new and unexpected turn of
events, everyone had forgotten that the Sher-
iff had sent word that he had evidence that

Naturitch had killed Cash Hawkins, and
would arrest her forthwith. Everyone, that

is, except Tabyawana. The old chief had
informed the Sheriff that if Naturitch killed

Hawkins, she had full cause, and if the
Sheriff attempted to arrest her there would
be war, for he would call out his tribe to
defend her. The Sheriff regarded this as

mere bluff, and went on with his plans, or-

ganizing a strong posse of friends of Hawkins
to visit Jim's ranch and bring away Na-
turitch.

The stoical mother did not come back to
the house to say goodbye to her son. Again
she knew she would be unable to conceal her
emotion, and she watched from a hiding
place as the cowboys loaded him with gifts.

Jim's heart was breaking too, and he hur-
ried Sir John and Diana away. He had no
desire to prolong the leavetaking. No one
noticed that Naturitch, during the excite-

ment, slipped into the house, and after
crooning a moment over some of the boy's
toys that were too big to be taken on the
journey, found her little revolver and a

pair of the boy's moccasins, and as stealthily

departed.

When they had gone. Jim went in and
flung himself on a couch. His life was now
utterly empty, it seemed. His boy had been
his one salvation when he lost Diana, and

The glass of time that you invert

today, watching its sands so relent-

lessly sifting without pause or hesi-

tation, marks merely another year
that has gone on its way and taken
its troubles and vexations along
with it. Do not waste a single sigh

of regret upon time that has passed.

Old age is not made up of passing
years nor sifting grains of sand. It

is made up of worry and neglect;
and the finger of time that writes
wrinkles upon the face of beauty
may be robbed of its sharpness by
just a little carefulness and the
love of keeping your natural charms
dainty and delightful.

The every day and every night
use of

PAGGETT'RAMSDELLS
PERFECT COLD CREAM

TJic Kind Tlicii JCtt/fi

robs the passing years of much of
their power to obliterate the charm
of youth and beauty. It is the secret
that so many thousands of women
havelearned. Its subtle, soft, smooth
and emollient properties are incom-
parably gentle and benign, con-
stantly rejuvenating the skin and
keeping it always dainty, delightful

and delicate.

Let your New Year's resolution
beto use D. & R. Perfect ColdCream
every day—and every night before
retiring. It refreshes, cleanses and
purifies.

Tubes and Jars, 1 Oc to $ 1 .50.

Poudre Amourette: The face powder that is pre-

ferred by the most fastidious. Delicately perfumed.
Looks natural, stays on. Flesh, white, brunette. 50c.
Both D.& R. Perfect ColdCream and PoudreAmour-
ette may be obtained of your dealer or by mail of us.

For Him
The latest "Perfect" product made

only by Daggett &Ramsd ell is a shav-
ing cream in which we have scien-
tifically incorporated D.& R. Perfect
Cold Cream. The first time that a
man tries this "Perfect" Shaving
Cream he will say, "Well, that's the
best shave I ever had." He will be
as enthusiastic over "Perfect"Shav-
ing Cream as you are over Perfect
Cold Cream. Surprise him with a

tube. Ofyour dealer or by mail of us.

Se..-i a tube of D. & R. Per-
fect Cold Cream and D.& R.
Perfect Shaving Cream to a
soldier or sailor. They are
comforts they will appreciate.

DAGGETT & RAMSDELL
D. & R. Building NEW YORK

J
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Special Values! Xmas Gifts

in Highest Grade Jewelry

lecret locket
ealRin<
For photo of -
your dear one

The men uni-
form wear the
Solid Gold New
Octagon-shaped
Kinu' ms illustrated
Special in' r°-«0'7cl
ductory price.*^ /3 >

Engraving 1

free of charge. '_
Order by number AS48

Extraordinary Value
Sulit..ireDiamondClna-
ter King "I rarefully
selected blue-white
diamonds net in plati-

num disc and rnnuntrd
in 1-1 karat Solid Gold.

Looks like S400 Solitaire

FREE EXAMINATION
Simplv select any one of these exceptional offerings

illustrated here or from our catalog 2B. and let us

send it to your bank or express office for FREE Ex-
amination. Don't pay a penny—not even a deposit
—no obligation on your part—we assume all the
risk. ORDER NOW. If articles don't satisfy yon,

simply return them to us. and you owe nothing.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
at great savings. Why pay full prices when our
1919 catalog 2B. FREE for the asking, offers such

AMAZING VALUES
Remember, you are BUYING DIRECT from Whole-
sale Jewelers and Diamond Mer- ...

chants, hacked by our Money- ..\V«

Back Guarantee. You get the
very highest quality for
the least money.

#

Above Rinds
all 14 Karat set

with full cut BLUE WHITE
IAMONDS. Very Brilliant and ex-

2- . ceptional Values Cluster Rinds are
tarefully set in Platinum disc to look like Solitaire

B.GUTrER^S0NS«l^^^
ElHMbi^VfllraM

IflUblb In Your Home FKlL
By the Oldest and Most Reliable School of Music

in America — Established 1895
Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, Etc.

*1 T JIJ7J 3E3
Sou co»n AtoLol TUufctt SJKtWi Q\*mM£

Beginner* or advanced players. One lesson weekly. Illus-
trations make everything plain. Only expense about 2c
per day to cover cost of postage and music used. Write
for Free booklet which explains everything in full.

American School of Music, 68 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago

Play It10DaysFree
' We will send you any Columbia brass instru-

nent on 10 days' free trinl. It you don't find it the
easiest blowinK instrument in the world. nond it

.back. If you decide to buy, pay a little each month.

Writ-**"TViHav! Send your name and addreps for" riic a uuay • oup new book of | nBtriirnpntfl printed
In full color. The booklet l« FREE. Write today -RIGHT NOW.

Harry B. Jay Co., Dept 1531, *42 W. Jaclcson Blvd.. Chicago

THE GREAT WAR SONG
"The Battle Hymn of Democracy"

A POWERFUL MELODY
Stirring accompaniment and orchestration.

Song 25c Band 25c Orchestra 25c

THE ARMAGEDDON PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
141 Broadway, NEW YORK

ONLY 35c

CutYourOwfiHairj
-U—u—"—u— I > WITH THIS

SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
If you cun COMB your hair you con cut your

own ball with UiT.mjuwolou.lnv.nUon. cut,
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i I,'',',,',,' PRICE ONLY 35c. po.tp.ml. E.tr. Bl.d.o 5c o.ch

JOHNSON SMITH a. CO.. D.ot IS01 ,
64 W. L.ko St.. CHICAGO

The Squaw Man
(Concluded)

now he had lost them both. Yet his pity for

Xaturitch made his own grief seem small
in comparison. As he pondered, he heard
nig Bill's voice calling for him.
"Here comes the Sheriff and a posse," Bill

shouted. "Guess they're after Xaturitch."

Jim ran out, and was astonished to find

that with the Sheriff was the wagon contain-

ing Diana and Sir John and Hal.

"What does this mean?" he demanded.
"It means that this here lady and gent

was in town the day Cash Hawkins was
killed. I'm here to arrest Xaturitch, and
they've got to stay for the trial as witnesses.

Can't tell how they may hook up with the

case," the Sheriff replied, confident of his

position, with twenty heavily armed men
behind him.
"You let that lady and gentleman go,

or
—

" Jim began.

"My God, boss, what's that," Big Bill

shouted, and pointed across the valley.

It was a great cavalcade of Indians in full

war paint, Tabywana at their head. At a
signal from the chief the line stopped, ranged
across the rise like splendid statues. Taby-
wana rode on to the house where Jim was
parleying with the Sheriff.

"I told you I would call my people,"
Tabywana said, facing the Sheriff sternly.

"Will you leave my daughter
"

A shot interrupted the chief. A change
came over his features. Some instinct seemed
to tell him what had occurred. He spurred
his pony and rode around behind the stables.

A few minutes later he came back, bearing
in his arms the body of Xaturitch, his voice
quavering in the death chant of his tribe.

Xaturitch herself had severed the bonds that
confined the Earl of Kerhill.

Grand Crossing Impressions
(Concluded from page 50)

The newspapers said:

"Earle Williams is

To Wed Brooklyn Girl."

I Had to Find Out all about it.

He was in Town
For an Hour, between Trains.

He had to Eat Dinner; so I

Went to his Hotel.

Right Awav I Asked him,
"Is it True?"
"Why," he Began

—

When
A Girl Selling Liberty Bonds
Came Up, and Said,

"Now,
Mr. Williams,

You're Going to Buy
Some More Bonds,"
And he Said

"I Know it,"

And Bought a Few More.
Then we Went in to Dinner;
And he
Did his Best

To Eat, and
Be Polite,

While
He Looked at his Watch
Every Few Minutes

—

And I Said,

"Mr. Williams,

Will You Tell me,
Is it—?"
And then the Orchestra

Played "The Star-Spangled Banner.

Mr. Williams
Rushed Right Out,

And Called a Taxi,

"I've Got Just Five Minutes
To Make my Train

For California
—

"

And Jumped In

—

And I Caught Up with him

—

And Got In Too—
And Said,

"Here I am, and
Is it True?"

but-

He Said,

"To Tell the Truth,
I Really Don't Believe
In the Public's Demands
To Know all About
The Private Lives
Of Us Players. However,
In this Case

—

Here's the Station!"
I Rushed After him.
I was All Out of Breath
"Is she

A Xon-Professional?"
I Simply Had to Find Out.
The Porter Grabbed his Bags
He Held out his Hand—
"Goodbye," he said.

I Yelled after him.
"Are
You Married?
MARRIED!"
He Came Running Back.
"You're Married?"
Congratulations!"
And went off Again.
The Train was Starting.

I Ran.
"No!" I shrieked;

"You

!

Are you
Married ?

What's her Name,
And had you
Known her Long

—

Or is it Onlv a Rumor?"
The Train Pulled Out.
Faintly

His Voice Came Back.

"No-
I'm not

—

Married

—

Nor Engaged

—

Never have been

—

Not Going to

—

Yet-
Bought So Many Bonds

—

Really Cant Afford It!"

All Aboard!
CLEVELAXD exhibitor? declare that the

lightless nights are having a grievous

effeel on theatre attendance. "I have been

told by more than a dozen women," com-
ments one of them, "that they are afraid to

come out onto the darkened streets Monday
and Tuesday evenings

"

Why cannot exhibitors follow the classic

plan of the energetic political candidates who
insure a full vote by bringing out the voters

in tallvhos and busses? An exhibitor could

round up a jolly big crowd of darkness-

fearing patrons in thai way. Patrons afraid

of lightless streets, could be furnished by en-

terprising exhibitors with a postcard form,

to be filied out in some such fashion as

Mrs. J. Rufus Wallington and nine children

will be ready for the Elite theatre bus when it

calls Monday evening at 730 Darkalley road.
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cates a studio : In some cases i»>th are

at one address.
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CHRISTIE kii.m COBP.. Bonacl Blvd. and Gowet
si., Los Augelra, Cal.
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Cbli

FAIRBANKS PICTURES COBP., C28-I Selm Ive.

Hollywood, Calif.

FAMOUS PLATERS 1-M1.M CO., 483 Fifth Ave..'

\ a York nur; 133 \V. S6tb St.. \ « Sort

City. (a).

FOX FILM CORP., ISO \V. H'.ih St., New York

Cltj : l I'H Western Ave.,

Lee, N. J.

GAUMONT, Flushing. N. V Jacksonville, Fla.

GOLDWYN FILM COBP., It; B. 42nd St.. Xc»
1 I.I N .

I
.

TlloMAs imi: STUDIO, Culver I Ity, I al.

KI.LlNi:. GEORGE, 16C N. Si St.. ( uirago.

LA>KV FEATURE PLAY CO., 183 Fifth Ave..

Nov Y..ik City: S284 Selma Av .. Bollywood,

Cal. (s).

METRO PICTURES CORP.. 117G Broadway, New
York City; 3 \V. 6 1st St., New York City (s) i

1025 Lillian Way. Los Angeles. Cal.

MUTUAL FILM COBP., 1600 Broadway, New
York City.

1'AlllK EXCHANGE, 1ND.. 25 \Y. 43ih St., New
York City; ASTRA FILM COBP., 1 O
St.. Jersey City, N. J. is); BOLIN FILM I 0.,

603 California Bids., Los Angeles, Cal. (s)

:

PAKAl.TA STUDIO, ".300 Melrose Ave.. Los

Angeles, Cal. (s).

ROTHAi ki:i: FILM MFC. CO., 1339 Diverse?

Parkway, Chicago, 111. (s).

SELECT PICTURES COBP., 720 Seventh Ave.,

New Y'ork City.

SELIO POLYSCOPE i 0., Western and Irring Park

Blvd.. i talcago ts).

SF.LZNK K. LEWIS I., ENTERPBISES INC.. 723
Seventh Ave.. New York City.

TRIANGLE COMPANY, 1 4 .". 7 Broadway, New York
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: Culver City, ( al. (s).

UNTVEBSAL FILM MFC,. CO., 1600 Ei

New York city: Universal city. Cal.; I vl ai 1
.

N. .1. (s).

VlTAGBAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA. E. 15th
St. and Locust Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.; Holly-

wood, Cal. (s).

WHARTON, INC.. Ithaca, N. Y. (s).

WORLD FILM CORP.. 130 W. 4Gtli Si., New
York City: Fort Lee, X. J. Is).
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may send it back at our expense
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home. Play it as if it were your own. Then, if you wish, you
,w^. Trial does not cost you a penny. Don't miss this big offer.

Convenient Monthly Payments
If voudeeido to boy youmavpay the low manufacturer's price at the rate of a fow
cents a day. The name"H'urKte«r" has stood lor the highest quality for nearly

two cantories. Every known musical instrument cold to yooatdiraet-from-tba
manufacturer's price. We've supplied U.S. Gov't with trumpets lor 6i> years.
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Club
Feet
Made

Straight
in Four
Months

Annabell Williams was born with Club
Feet. After other treatment had failed,

her mother brought her to the McLain
Sanitarium, January 17, 1916, at 11 years of

age. Four months later they returned home
—happy. Read the mother's letter.

"I took Annabell borne, on May 19, 1916, with
two straight and useful feet. Today she runs
and plays as any child. We can't say enough for
the McLain Sanitarium and will gladly answer
all letters of inquiry."

Mrs. Morgan Williams, Higbee, Mo.
This deformity -was corrected without
plaster paris or general anaesthesia.

FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN
This private institution is devoted to the
treatment of children and young adults
afflicted with Club Feet,Infantile Paralysis,
Spinal Diseases and Curvature, Hip Dis-
ease, Wry Neck, etc. Our valuable book
"Deformities and Paralysis," with Book
of References, free.

The McLain Orthopedic Sanitarium
804 AubertAve. St. Louis, Mo. ,

Stronger, Clearer
Voice for YOU!

fS /

Weakness,
huskiness
and harshness

banished. Your
* voice given a won-

derful strength, a
Wider riuure, an am;iy.ini?

clearness. Thii la done by
/ the Keiicbtintr.'r Method, en-

- .«Jr dorMed by li-admi? European
•*>* rouBifiuns, actors and speakem./ U»e 't >» -ur <>,on home. Simple,

pll.nt exercise!* taken a few minutes
daily Impart Vl -or t.i tho vocal organ a

and ftivo ti eurpaasintr Duality to tht
tooes. Send lor the facta and proofa.

i Do You Stammer?
If yoti have any voice impediment

\ thlsmefh" I villlieloyu. You need not
stammer or hup — if you will follow our
Instructions. Mail coupoo for free book.

WRITE!
Send the coupon and get our

free book and literature. We will
tell you just what this method la, how It Is

i u-^ed and what it will do for you. No matter
I how hopeless your case may seem the

$3 FeuchtinKer method will improve your voice
/ 8 K) per cent. No ©hlifirati-n on y<a if yi»u

I
- nsk fer this information. We gladly Bend it

i free, postage prepaid. Just mail the coupon.

Perfect Voice Institute
""in^SS^m Chicago, III.

Send me the book anrl facts about the
Feuchtinger Method. Have pot X oppo-
site subject that interests me most.

Singing Speaking
D Stammering O Lisping

:..W ,'i,
•,-,' :.>: .-> '}:> !• v.<;w\m>,-\-y--> •-. -r.-:\. '--; ,. iy.,Trn-n

Exquisite Daintiness
is necessary to every woman who wears
the sheer georgette and organdie blouses
or the sleeveless dancing frocks decreed
by Fashion. She must remove the hair
from her arm-pits to be either modest
or well groomed.
X-Bazin provides the simple, comfortable,
womanly way of eliminating hair from
the lip, arms, or arm-pits, in five minr'es— just as soap and water dissolve and
remove soot, leaving the skin smooth,
soft and white.

60cand$LOOatdrugand<iepartm< nt stores,
or ue will mail it direct on receipt ofprice.

HALL & RUCKEL, Inc.
223 Washington Street NEW YORK

XBazin Famous French
Depilalory Powder

m tiz:-
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Merrg
Christmas

Twelve Times
A. Gift Suggestion that will appeal to you

YOU have a friend who is very much interested in

moving pictures. You are going to. give a Christ-

mas present of some kind to this friend. There
will be more pleasure for both of you if the gift is a

particularly appropriate one. Or, how about that boy in

France? It goes at the American rate. A subscription to

PhotoplayMagazine
vJill afford a delightful surprise on Christmas morning and give

new satisfaction on the first day of each month during the

ensuing year. Every issue will be a reminder that you are

the thoughtful provider of several hours of interesting news,

entertainment and instruction— the source of a twelve-time

Merry Christmas.

To enable you to send this gift subscription in a correct and
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The Captain's Captain
(Concluded on page 46)

own right, having held the coolies off, single-

handed, until the police took them over.

Betty Gallup—the dear woman is so glad

because the one she cared most for had
proven himself entirely worthy of her af-

fection, a real man by the simple measure
of the Cape people, unafraid of human vil-

lainy or of the vastness of the ocean. (This

sounds like a dime novel. Winnie, but you
don't know how affected I am by it all.)

Uncle proved himself really clever in ex-

plaining his quick return

—

"Submarines kept me from sailin'. 'Pears

I'm just back in time—Amazon ducked and
these fellers was after Niece Louise."

Which everyone believed. I must pack
now.

Louise.

Sunday morning.

Uncle Abe is really gone this time—gone to

sea. He wants to not only prove he's un-
afraid, but to give his beard time to grow,
" 'gainst Betty yankin' it out," he explained

as he smiled in her direction.

Aunty and I leave in half an hour.

Louise.

Tarrytown, Sunday afternoon.

Now that I am back at Aunty's (and
mighty glad of it), I have discovered that

one of the most important phases of my
great adventure has been almost totally ig-

nored, in all the excitement. Imagine a girl

forgetting her own love affair! For I guess

that is what you can call it.

It's that good looking fisherman—Law-
ford Tapp. Remember—I wrote last that he

went away, stung by my slur on his lazi-

ness? Well, he met me at the station and
managed to isolate me long enough to say

that he was going to work for his father and
that he wanted to come to Tarrytown soon

to see me and that—and oh, Winnie—I like

him heaps ! And he said his folks were
proud to know such an ingenious young
lady. That is—if I may be sarcastic—dear

of them!
And I'm going to church this evening and

be as meek as a mouse. And now, Winnie
—if I have been incoherent in these letters,

you'll simply have to come up here and I'll

verbally fill in all the chinks. Come next

Sunday—can't you?
Louise.

P. S.—Don't come next Sunday—I'm sorta

expecting Lawford. L.

From—Name.

Address

Perfectly Conventional

WHEN you go to see May Allison in

"Thirty a Week" watch out for the

kitchen scene. It cost a few thousand dol-

lars. Yet, it's just a plain kitchen scene.

with the usual props—stove, sink, and
kitchen cabinet: nothing to indicate inflated

expenditure in the making of it. And we're

not counting May's salary either, or the over-

head expense, when we make the above as-

sertion.

It was this way

:

May Allison was down on her hands and

knees scrubbing the floor. The director was

yelling, "That's it. May—keep it up—that

worn expression—you don't like to scrub

floors
—" and the camera was grinding mer-

rily on, when all of a sudden May giggled,

made an effort to compose herself, and

crumpled up in a mirthful heap. She spoiled

feet and feet of film, which had to be re-

taken, just because a black mammy in the

scene, supposed to say. "I don't scasely

know Marse John, he ain't nuffin' to me."

became rattled and said instead. "No, miss,

dey—dey ain't nuffin' between Marse John
and me!"

Every advertisement In rHOTOPIiAT MAGAZINE Is euir»nt«d.
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My Gang
(Concluded iron: page \

He raised Brownie from a pup and when
Pete left Montana, Brownie came along in

tlu- same car—a box car. And I'll admit
that borse can do everything in the world

but talk and, as Pete says himself, maybe
that's an advantage. "She might voice a

whole lot o' sentiments thai weren't to my
liking at all," says Pete, "but as long .<> she

cant talk it's all right."

Pete's brother. Chick, is another lop hand
with the Triangle outfit. Chick's a contest

rider and all round hand. He was one of

the winners in the big Sheepshead Bay rodeo

some years back.

Tuck Reynolds, a long, lean, rangy

puncher from the Dakotas, is another one of

the mainstays of the gang and it was disgust

that won him over to the pictures. Tuck
was a good hand. So good a puncher, in

fact, that he couldn't stand the irrigated

ranches which were slowly creeping into his

range, and the Ford tractors cluttering up
the landscape, and when one day he saw a

fellow hustling a gasoline can across the

prairie after grub it just naturally hurt

Tuck's feelings so that he grabbed his guns,

jumped into the saddle and with a "so-long"

heal it for the only west this darn civiliza-

tion has left us—the picture range.

The West is Curley Baldwin's home. He's

not particular just what part, so long as it's

west and the pictures are about the wildest

stamping ground he can find right now.
Curley is quite some little stunt boy himself,

his specialty being throwing the rope with

his feet and making catches that would puz-
zle a man using his hands. I've seen some
good rope-throwers in my time, including

such trick gents as Will Rogers and Fred
Stone, but Curley can tie his hands behind

him and come out ahead. I've also heard
tell that Curley could handle a gun pretty

well with either hand, and from the hip, but
he says it isn't so—so what can I do about
it? I don't want to argue with a guy with

a reputation, even if he says he hasn't got

one. I might lay down my life just proving

he was a liar.

But the next time you see a western pic-

ture, just remember what you're seeing, and
that the atmosphere—the real goods—is the

hardest thing to get there is.

A Movie Prologue

By Will H. Johnston

GOOD sirs, what will you have? A
laugh? A sob?

A tale of home to set your hearts athrob?
romance with the scent of country lanes?

seething plot of crime and crimson sta :ns?
merry joust at arms from bygone days?
bit of life snatched out of Egypt's haze?
railroad episode, replete with thrills?

peep at Fashion's latest frocks and fr'lls?

group of warriors struggling toward a

goal?

A trip with an explorer to the Pole?
tenderfoot impressed into a "dance"?
soldier on the far-off fields of France?
drama staged in New York's gambling

hells?

jester of to-day, sans cap and bells?

king dethroned? A maiden led astray?

These are the puppets of the Shadow Play.

Good sirs, what will you have? We're
here to ' please.

Ye little reck on what poor hints we seize

To guess your tastes. Our audience is

world-wide.

We play wherever human folk reside.

Speak out! What -will you have? The
choice is yours.

From Frisco to Bombay the lantern lures.

What if your dress be rags or purple robe?

The strip of film encompasses the globe.

I

When you can't get your SB Cough Drops don't blame the

merchant. He has done his best, so have we. We are co-

operating with the Government to save sugarand are
snipping large quantities to the boys "over there." There-
fore there will be a temporary shortage in some localities.

Use Smith Brothers if you can get them. If not, Keep
away from Coughers.IDrop that Cough

SMITH BROTHERS of'PougMeeps/e

«mi^imiiHi^mi^iiiiHiiiiiiiii^\\\uiuii\u\\iiiini^

Over Night

—

A Movie Star!

>!

The "Womanly"
Way To Remove Hair

El-Rado
Sanitary
Liquid

Washes the hair off by dissolving it. WoWn
fairly revel in the comfort and cleanliness of hair-

free underarms. After using El-Rado chitl'on

sleeves can be worn without any dress shields.

Entirely harmless. Ask for " El-Rado" hair remover

at any toilet goods counter. Two sizes, 50c and
$1.00. Money-back guarantee.

Orders filled direct on receipt of stamps
or coin if dealer cannot supply you.

PILGRIM MFG. CO.. Dcpt.P, 112 E. 19th St., N. Y.

CANADIAN ADDRESS: 29 COLBORNE ST., TORONTO
ARTHUR SALES CO

She had been just a humdrum secretary in

a humdrum New York office— and she had
blossomed into Calfornia's finest movie star.

This is the story of a girl's life in the- movie world of

Los Angeles— that happy-go-lucky country where forlunef

and stars are made on an impulse— where life is full ol

lights and laughter and dancing — where men and worm -

live and breathe the invigorating atmosphere of the studi-

until it becomes real to them — more real, perhaps,
the tragedies and comedies of their own lives.

Go to-day to your bookseller's and get

THE CLOSE-UP 6V^X°r
$i.so

Read it and pass it on to a soldier.

HARPER Sc BROTHERS Established 1*1:

RIIY YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS TODAYVUI PAY AS YOU LIKE "t|

75-$7

Select all your Diamond and Jewelry gifts from our Cata-
log 44H. Send your order to us for prompt shipment. Your

; good. We trust you for all the goods you want on the

Lyon Charge -Account -Plan
You pay nothing in advance—not one cent. Shipments are
made at our expense and risk. You examine first, and only after

satisfied,yousend20Q£ as first paymem Then,5endonlyl0< < monthly,
al the rate of a few cents a day. You get full protection under our

&% Yearly Dividend Offer
Every " Lyon " Diamond is backed by our binding guar-
antee, covering the quality ami value. MORE than that. On the ex-

o. any "Lyon" Diamond for a larger one, you get S'i

YEARLY INCREASE IN VALUE—B% per annum MORE than what you paid.

Our 75 Years' Reputation
guarantees you honest goods at lowest prices. If our urood^
don't represent SI PHRIOR VALUE, return al our expense. No
obligation, annoyance or red tape. You don't pay a cent until you
are pleased beyond vnur expectations. Send to Dept. 44Hfor our
80-page Christmas Bargain Catalog. Investigate our RIMARK-
ABLE OFFER. Let us explain how you can earn an EXTRA honus.

Special Discount of 15% on all cash sales, for this month only.

O.fWXOH^QO.IMs/denlaneJewYork

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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"Don't Shout"
"I hear you. 1 can hear

now as well as anybody.
'How*? With the MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my ears

now, but they are invisible. I

would not know 1 had them in,

iyseli, only that I hear all right

The MORLEY PHONE for the

to the ears what
glasses are to the eyes,

visible, cc .nfort.'ble, weight-

less and harmless. Anyone

can adjust iL" Over 100.000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 789, Perry Bldg., Phila.

Ukulele, Guitar, Mandolin, Cornet or Banjo
Wonderful new system of teaching note mnsic by mail. To first

pnpila in each locality, we'll pivc a $20 superb Violiu. Mandolin,
Ukulele Guitar, llawaiianGuitar, Cornet or Banjo absolutely free!
Very small charge for lessons only expense We guarantee success
Or no charge. Com ploto outfit froe. Writo aionco—no obligation

SLINGERUND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Dent. 424, CHICAGO, ILL.

PickYours Quick!
LESS THAN MANUFACTURER'S PRICE

Speak quick — (or these rebuilt Un-
derwoods an retting s.arce.U.S. Gon'l

bought 100, 000 Underwoods. Genuine Vis-
ible Um],TW,.,„iii lit l.iir siivinx. 6 Vein-
Guarante.. Trv It in Day»- Fr.o. Rout
nrbnj " in.- Quick for Offal No. 5 I,

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM
34-36 W. Lak. Stro.t, CHICAGO

THE SANITARY "O.K." KRASER includ-

r* an Adjustable Metal Holder which keeps

Rubber Clean, Firm and Keen-edged; works
better and lasts longer.
Two Rubbers, the length of the Holder, ore

mode, one for Ink, one for Pencil. Hv slighl

pressure, clenn Rubber is foil down until us-

ed. Prico 15c. New Rubbers Se eneh.
ALL STATIONERS

rtvmnil2cexlrn. Booklets free.

The most Praclicsl Eraser tor Everybody

THE O.K. MFG. CO., Syracuse. N. Y.
Makers of Iho famous Wushburne "O.K

Print Your Own
cards, circulars, labels, tags, menus
book, paper. Press S8. Larger $20, Job
PrnssSfeiin, 01' IS EXPENSES IN II \1 I'.

SMALL (H I I A\. Pays f»r
ii~.li In shorl time. V lU last

tor years. Easj to use, printed
ruliw sent Prlnl for others,
BIG PROF] r. Write tactorj
'itiKAV for im-« oataiog,
TYPE, cards, paper.

THE PRESS CO.. D-43, Meriden, Conn

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 92)

Girlie, Bloom ingi on, III.—Oh, yes, we
have heard of Bloomington. We were even
there once. Your poem? We handed it to

the Editor, who will undoubtedly do some-
thing with it; we don't know what.

I Bord U.—You did not. "Goose-flesh,"

you say, "as well as the goose-step, seems to

be characteristic of the German people."' Yes,
but isn't it noble of the Kaiser to refuse to

abandon his "sorely-tried"' subjects? His
name will go down in history. Almost as

pathetic as Wilhelm, we think, is the spec-

tacle of last year's movie idol, vainly, ac-

cording to Leigh Metcalfe, "trying to white-

wash the waning moon." Interview with
Mary Pickford in July. Grace Darling isn't

dead; that was Ruth Darling who was killed

in an automobile accident. Emmy Wehlen,
Metro. Lillian and Dorothy Gish are not
married. Nor is Julian Eltinge.

CONSTANTINE TEARL, NEW ORLEANS.—We
are delighted to have such an appreciative

reader. Praise sometimes kills and often cor-

rupts; but we thrive on it. Mary Miles

Minter will send you her photograph if you
write to her at the American Film Studios

at Santa Barbara, Cal. Enid Bennett, Ince.

P. C. L., Susquehanna, Pa.—The star in

that picture has curls and a pout, and some-
time's she's called America's Sweetheart ; and
if there's anyone else in the world who
doesn't know her we'll give them a Third
Liberty Loan button. In the only produc-
tion of "The Sea Wolf" that I know of,

Hobart Bosworth played Wolf Larsen; Her-
bert Rawlinson, Humphrey Van Weyden;
and Viola Barry, Maud Brewster. June
Caprice isn't playing just now.

Alice M., Nashville.—You seem to be
a self-appointed censorship board of one.

Of course, I agree with you that the bath-

ing girls are altogether too prodigal of their

charms—that is, with a bare dozen or two
exceptions.

Jim of Joplin, Mo.—Glad you're feeling

better. That last gob of gloom you sent me
made me cry. What with the theatres closed

and everything. I think that you are like

a lot of others—when you want something

to worry about you pick on motion pic-

tures. But you can't convince the Answer
Man that they are going to the dogs. Yes.

but if all the stars acted as their directors

told them to act, they would be directors,

not stars.

J. G., Brooklyn.—That was Tom Santschi

in "The Spoilers." Bill Farnum surely justi-

fied that title when he walloped Tom. Far-

num is not a westerner by birth; he was born

in Boston.

A Country Contributor.—You ask us if

we have observed that Margarita Fisher was
widening her range. Yes, we have noticed

the amazing development of this young
woman. And you think Theda Bara. in

"Salome," with the hideous replica of John's

head, displays shocking bad form. How-
ever— You'll find that address in the

studio directory.

R. M„ St. Louis.—My suggestion, as a

war conservation measure—that Mack Sen-

net t keep right on making more pictures like

"Those Athletic Girls." I might also men-
tion that I could worry along with less of

the lady-stars who arc playing these women
who have SO much to stand. Just a SUg

lion. Jack Mower. William Duncan was

bom in Scotland, anil you want an interview

with him? Very well. Lasky.

Ralph E. W., Kingman, Kan.—Ah, Ralph,
we are low-brow. We never read any Ru--
sian novels, and to our unenlightened minds
the most enjoyable feature of photoplay en-
tertainment is the audience. Who is our fa-

vorite actress? It wouldn't be policy to tell

but we don't mind admitting that Mar-
Thurman is one of them. Irene Castle, you
see, is Mrs. Vernon Castle, and sometime-
uses one title, sometimes the other. Does
that clear it up? Vernon Castle, of the

Royal Air Force, was killed in an airplane

accident. Irene is overseas now, entertaining

the soldiers. . Mollie King is no longer in

pictures; she is twenty years old, and you
may address her. Hotel Ansonia, N. Y. Leon
Bary. Thanks.

Dear Answer Man:

I'D
Like to Know

—

I wish you'd Tell Me.
Why
Don't
They Censor
Popular Songs?
You Know,
I Dropped In
To See some Vaudeville

The Other Day
And
I Got In On
An Act
That Called Itself

"Devere and Devine

—

That Klassy
Kill-Kare Kouple."
The Better Half of it

Was in Black Bombazine.
She would Sing.

The Man
Didn't Have Much to do.

The Songs they Sang
Were
About the Old Men. when
The Young Men Were Away.
Another, a Sad One,
About No-Man's Land, and
Breaking the News to Mother
If I Don't Get Back.

The Third—
'Would You Rather be a Colonel

With an Eagle on your Shoulder.

Than a Private with a Chicken
On vour Knee?''
Well,

They were Still Calling them Back
When I Left.

The Last Picture I Saw
Was So Cut Up
By the Censors

I Didn't Know
Whether it was a Comedy or

A Drama.
Why 3

Answer me that.

Olive Thomas Fan. Cleveland.— Of
course I'm your friend. But I am not sure

that 1 can see to it we have a "clear

unbroken picture of Olive Thomas on the

front page," and a "Story of My Life." writ-

ten by herself. In the art section for De-

cember there's a corking picture of her. and

there will be a story later on. perhaps. Sure

next time I see Olive I'll tell her all about it.

' Ruth B., Kansas City.—No, I didn't have

it. That's awfully sweet of you to tell me
that, but really, I— Being the bashfullest

A M. in captivity, what can I say? Except

that you live up to your last name. You
say you can easily judge a city's pep by its

picture theatres. Yes. I've heard that Dallas

Every advertisement lit PHOTOPLAY magazine is Rtiarantecd.
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Questions and Answers
(Continued)

is a great fan center. How about K C
Latest Marguerite Clark interview was In

July, iqiS Wally Reid, April and June,

101S. We are all out of the 1010 i

Winifred Allen with Dick H.irtheliness in

"For Valor." That other picture is too old.

liiu.Y T., Tolkoo.—Jack Pickiord i> m.ir-

•-ii-il to the admiree of the fan whose ques-

lion 1 answered just before yours. Bui of

course if Jack knew that a beautiful Toledo
young lady was breaking her heart about

it— The only consolation / can give you
i> the address of a beautiful Niles, Mich.,

voting lady whose heart is also breaking, and
you might correspond with her about it.

Why does Theda Bara per-ist in playing

vampires? I'm sure I don't know. George
Walsh, Fox; Bert Lytell, Metro; Tom Moore,
tloldwyn. That depends

Inez W., Seattle.—What do you mean
about "Is Marriage Sacred"? (Essanay.) I

always thought it was. But have you no-

ticed—there is no character in fiction or in

drama who gets so many laughs as the poor
hen-pecked husband? Somehow or other we
like to see the husband get the worst of it.

Stupidity seems to be a domestic virtue.

Douglas McLean doesn't say how old he is,

but he's not so very old. Bryant Washburn
is twenty-nine; married to Mabel Forrest,

lack Pickford is in the Navy. No record.

J. H., Cleveland.—You say all Mary's
leading men are convincing. Would you find

it hard to play opposite Miss Pickford? Con-
way Tearle in "Stella Maris." Tcarle is seen

in Anita Stewart's new pictures, "The Mind-
the-Paint Girl" and "Virtuous Wives." He's

married to Adele Rowland. Eugene O'Brien's

latest is "Under the Greenwood Tree," for

.Artcraft, with Elsie Ferguson. Owen Moore
isn't in pictures at present. He was very ill

with influenza. Thanks.

M. O'C, Fort Wayne, Ind.—Norma Tal-
madgc. Anyone who corners a soldier or a
sailor to ask him when he thinks the war
is going to end, and isn't it an awful war.

and does hz get enough to eat, and are all

those things they say about the Germans
true, and so on, is stimulating patriotism

without knowing it. That sort of thing

makes the victim all the more anxious to get

to the front—as quickly as possible. That's
.- sunshade.

Tomboy, Albert Lea, Minn.—So you had
the "flu." Well, "flirting with the angels"

is a facetious expression commonly employed
in discussing one's narrow escape from an
early ride down the River called Styx—face-

tious in most cases because the patient was
not likely to have an opDortunity of josh-

ing the heaveny houri anyway. Never mind;
Eugene O'Brien has sisned a four-year con-
tract with Prramount, so you'll see him
often.

Wops, Quincy, Fla.—Why Wops? Have
you a mop of that unruly red hair? I once
knew a girl who had unruly red hair—only
I made the mistake of calling it red, and
now I don't know that girl any more. Wal-
lace' MacDonald has gone to war. He's
probably pretty busy winning this war and
lasn't got much time for autographing pic-

tures. No. No. No. Yes, F. X. B. and
Beverly Bayne are married. If you like, we
can print your name and address so that a
"lonely sojer," when he reads this depart-
ment, will see it and write to you. Well,
essee; we have met Mary, and Dous. and
Bill Hart, and Marguerite Clark, and Wallie
Reid, and Madge Kennedy, and Theda Bara,
and the Gishes, and Bill Desmond, and Olive

Thomas, ami Texas Guinan, and Tom Mcig
han, and—oh, lots. Now don't a^k u- which
one we like best.

(.'union O'Cabe, Camp Beauregard, La.

—While. \ our letter was awfully lunnv
You ju>l bet we will.

Yioiiin. Independence, Mo i saw one
of those "Unconditional Surrender'' Muns
hanging on the window of an undertaking

establishment. Mrv Bryant Washburn was

Mabel Forrest. Bryant is twenty-nine. Hazel

Daly played "Honey'' in the Skinner stories.

Edith Story isn't married. She has a farm on

Long Island and an apartment on Riverside

Drive in New York. She is in the middle
twenties. Billie Burke is thirty-two; Jackie

Saunders, twenty-six; Shirley Mason, seven-

teen; June Caprice, nineteen; Mary Miles

Minter, sixteen; Baby Marie Osborne, seven;

Madge Evans, eight. Miss Clark's hair is

her own; it's a reddish gold. Yes. That's

all. 'I hanks.

Ruth H., Ferry Hall, Lake Forest, III

—Kenneth Harlan is in the Army now, train-

ing at Camp Kearney in California. Don't

mention it. And don't be so sure that was
the Answer Man you saw in the window-
It might have been the office boy.

Mephistopheles, Winnipeg.—I am, you
say, a most exceptional man, of above-av-
erage intelligence, of good-natured character,

possessing besides infinite patience, colossal

memory, plus a keen sense of humor that

reconfortates Wait a minute until I look

up all those hard words. And only the as-

surance that I actually possess all of these

qualities, I suppose, emboldened you to for-

ward to my encyclopediacal sanctum your
rather prolix epistle? Exactly. Can't thank
you enough for all the nice things you say

about Photoplay' and its editorial staff. It's

all true, too. You'll get it. Come again

soon.

Grit C, Hobart, Okla.—Your few puzzled

questions are encountered as follows : Charlie

Chaplin is not nmrried; he is twenty-nine.

James Cruze in "The Million Dollar Mys-
tery." Florence La Badie is dead. Harold
Lockwood died in October, of Spanish in-

fluenza. Dustin has his own comnany ; Wil-
liam is with Fox. Dustin. William Dun-
can in that. He's not telling. In California.

Frank Keenan was with Pathe. I hear that

he is forming his own company now. Yes.

Thank vou.

Just Marie.—We are fully cognizant of

the hazards of writing to girls who sign

themselves "Just Marie," without any re-

minders that "Mother doesn't really want me
to write to strangers but in this case," etc.

In this case the answers to your questions

follow closely : Virginia Lee Corbin is six

\ ears old. Yes, she has been with Universal

;

for eight months in which she played with
Ben Wilson and in a series of pictures writ -

ten especially for her and directed by Aim
Holubar. Last with Fox ; address her Fox
Studios L. A. Xo. I doubt if little Miss
Corbin could put you in pictures.

Marie, Manor, Cal.—You may say
"Darn," if you wish, although as a rule I

don't approve of profanity. You haven't

been to a picture-show since October, ioiy 3

And here I've been thinking I'm in hard
luck because I haven't seen a movie for two
weeks, because of the "flu." Edith Storey is

with Metro. Mary will send you one, I'm
sure. He's married and he isn't in the movies
at present, but when he comes back, I'll let

you know at once.

I'm too wise

to forget Kondons'
"No fear now of sudden

changes of weather— draughty

stations or Pullman berths—with

a tube of Kondon's handy.

"For Kondon's snuffed up the

nostrils night and morning, is

guaranteed to clear my head—
prevent colds— relieve catarrh."

free
"20-Treatment
Coupon

is guaranteed not only by u»,
but by 29 years* service to millions of
Americans. If Kondon's doesn't do
wonders for your cold, sneezing,
cough, chronic catarrh, nose-bleed,

eadache, sore nose, etc.—we'll
pay your money back.

Address
KONDON'S

Catarrhal Jelly
Minneapolis,A tin ( large enough

for 20 applications)
will be mailed to you free
of charge on receipt of
your name and address.

Minn.

IVSingle Drop
The most concentrated and ex-

quisite perfume ever made. Pro-
duced without alcohol. A single
drop lasts a week.
Bott e like picture, with lon«

ElassFtopper, Rose or Lilac. $1.50;
,ily of the Valley or Violet. $1.75.

Send 20 ota. silver or stamps tor
miniature bottle.

PERFCWE * TOIIET'VATER

fTowerDrops
The above comes in less con.

centrated (usual perfume) form
at SI. IB an ounce at druggists or
bv mail, wi.h two Dew odors,
'•'Mon Amour," "GardenQueen,
both very fine. Send J1.00 for
souvenir box, five 25c bottles same
size as pi<ture, different odors.
Ask your druggitt— he knows

there is no better perfume U-ade.

Send forMiniature
BOTTLrE 2,0*

PAUL RIEGER 269 FIRST ST SAN FRANCISCO

HERMO CO

HERMOTONE
positively removes superfluous hair from
iin<icr arms, face and neck. Leaves ^k in
soft, rl.ar. iVrlVctl. iiarml— s. N<\-r fails.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER: hull size. $1 .00 jar
sent prepaid far 60c to introdu<e our other
guaranteed toilet preparations. Money back il

dissatisfied. Send 60c now.
Pcpt. 11 S42 E. 63rd Str««t, CHICAGO, ILL.

When you write to advertisers please mention PFJOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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Coughs and colds are the

same today as when grand-
ma.vvas a girl. And Piso's

is still the same favorite

that it was more than 50
years ago. Gives prompt
relief; eases tickling;
soothes hoarseness and
inflamed throats.

Ask your druggist for

Piso's.
Contains No Opiate

Safe for Young and Old

PISO'S

UNDER MASTER TEACHERS

^tEHome
A Complete Conservatory Course
By Mail Wonderful home study_music lessons under

great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Any Instrument or Voice Z^JsfZ
are interested in—Piano, Harmony, Voice, Public School
Music, Violin, Cornet, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, or Reed
Organ—and we will send our FREE CATALOG covering
all instrumental and vocal courses. Send NOW.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
5091 Siegel-Myera Bldg. Chicago, Illinois

WAY TO SECURE
A SATIN SKIN

APPLY SATIN SKIN CREAM,
THEN SATIN SKIN POWDER.

Genuine Photographs
THE STARS' BEST PICTURES

Send for your favorites. We have over 450 players.
Large size 5x7, 10c each; 3 for 25c— 13 for a dollar.

Hand Colored, 20c each, 3 for 50c.
Department B

135-139 W. 17th St., N. Y. CityRobert K. Stanbury, Inc.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because I was Deaf and had Head
Noises for over Hi) years. My invisible
Inti-aeptio Ear Drums restored my hearing
nnd stopped Head Noises, and will doit for
you. They t»re Tiny Megaphones. Cannot
be ween when worn. Imisv (o put in. BOS? to
take out. Are "Unseen Ooznforts. Inex-
pensive, Write for Booklet and my sworn
statement of how l recovered my hearing,

A . O. Leonard, Suile 223, 70 5th Ave., N . Y. City

i n. 'i nnd adviSubmit your Song-Pocmi NOV ior fr

We r*vi»e poemi, compos muik of

•ecurc copyright And employ origin;

for facilitating FREE PUBLICATION

outright SALE of *ong» undei

certificate GUARANTEE
ING you niiiUc

lion.

Intti

ally to I

writing prof<

'KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS- 86 Gaiety Bldg , N. V Cijy,

A
Portal

Card bring*

you a copy of out

Free Booklet which
lit you who we are, «•
our method* and con-

uable information and
tiona. Thi» • your opport-

n the truth regarding the N>n>;«

n a reliable and lucceatf ul concern*

Questions and Answers
(Continued)

Mary Mays, Edmonton, Alberta.—How
old are you? You'll have to write and
ask them. Marguerite Clark, Famous Play-
ers; Carmel Myers, Universal; Mildred Har-
ris, Universal-Weber; Olive Thomas, Tri-

angle, and Mae Marsh, Goldwyn. June
Caprice is no longer with Fox. Hope the

Health Commissioners, in their zeal for safe-

guarding the public health in the theatres,

won't prohibit us from laughing at Charlie

Chaplin on the ground that fun is contagious.

Florence OR., Oshkosh.—I have never
been in Oshkosh. I have often thought about
coming to Oshkosh, always arriving at the

same conclusion but never in Oshkosh. Ethel

Barrymore Colt has three children. She has
been on the stage since 1894, and made her
optic debut in December, 1016. I think

she is better on the stage than on the screen.

Kathlyn Williams was in "We Can't Have
Everything." About thirty-three.

Music Lessons II

Pauline Frederick Admirer, Lafayette,
Ind.—A woman should be seldom seen and
never heard, you say. I wouldn't echo that

sentiment—but I will admit that my ideal

women are all stars in the silent drama.
Don't call me "Mr. Oracle"; there are a few
questions I can't answer, and I don't like

to be reminded of them. Your favorite,

Mrs. Willard Mack, is about thirty-three,

ith brown hair and blue eyes. None what-
er. Wallie Reid was born in 18Q2 and has

tie same color hair and eyes as Pauline,

live Thomas' birthday was October 20, so

it's too late to send her a card now
;
you'll

have to wait until next year. Theda Bara
is twenty-eight. Come whenever you can
and stay as long as you like.

Mabel H., Boston.—As I write this, I

haven't seen a picture for two weeks. Two
weeks since I've heard "Smiles" rendered on
the $100,000 pipe organ in our favorite sub-

urban theatre. Two weeks since I've seen

a picture in which the Kaiser was consigned

to—two weeks without a glimpse of Mary,
Marguerite, or any of the girls. Two weeks
—a helufalong two weeks. Darn the Kaiser.

Rose Cere, Phil.—You say the idea of

some movie directors seems to be that all

lawyers are round and florid gentlemen who
never smile; that all ingenues must laugh,

without rhyme or reason; that all children

must come down and say their prayers at

their mothers' feet, before the fireside; that

all parents have gray hair and a worried

look—well, you must admit that the sins of

their film children would tend to make them
harassed and worn. Lillian Gish and Mae
Marsh in "The Birth of a Nation." Ken-
neth Harlan is twenty-three; he is at Camp
Kearney now. If you mean Bobby Harron,
ho isn't married. Griffith Studios, Holly-

wood.

M. Q., Buffalo.—Barbara Tennant isn't

playing now. I am not sure about that.

For my part, I prefer to look on the bright

side of it and be thankful that the vamps
who want to play "Juliet" and the ingenues

who arc simply dying to do "Cleopatra" can't

all have their very own companies.

D. Montgomery, Chi.—What's become of

the movie matinee girl? Is she doing war
.work 5 I miss her. No longer am I di-

verted from the screen by her gossamer gig-

gles, her audible comments on her favorite

sport -shirt hero, her scornful silence and
haughty profile when she doesn't like the

leading woman; her chatter puncturing the

monotony of a news weekly. She's gone.

The pitiful part of it is that she disappeared

before I ever met one of her. I am not

sure I believe in her after all. Perhaps she
wasn't real. Annie Russell will appear in

the screen for the first time in Metro's "Wil-
son or the Kaiser?" as Edith Cavell.

?, West Lafayette, Ind.—How mysteri-
ous you are ! I showed your letter to DelHu
Evans and she said she remembered you. We
are both much pleased that you like us.

So you have subscribed to Photoplay for

four years and expect to subscribe for four
years more, and then some? Between us
two, I'll tell you why I took this job on
Photoplay—simply because I get a copy
every month, gratis. I can't answer that

question. The other involves research so
will let you know later. Many thanks and
come again.

R. F. K., United States Troops, Ray.
Arizona.—"Puss Puss?" That's a burlesque
troop—out of my line. Write to Ann Pen-
nington at her home, 142 West 44th St., New
York.

A. Bumford, Colebrook, X. H.—What a

punk pun. How did your letter strike me?
It struck me all of a heap. (Yes, that's

worse than yours.) ''Don't hurry," you say,
"in answering my questions. I subscribe

to Photoplay; and I can wait." In my
long career as an Answer Man, I have never
met anyone quite like you before. Florence
Reed was born in Philadelphia thirty-five

years ago. Her father, Roland Reed, was a

famous actor. Thomas Holding with Pauline

Frederick in "Sold." Bessie Barriscale in "The
Heart of Rachel." Charlotte Greenwood
isn't in pictures now. Mae Marsh's new
one is "Southern Pride," which appears in

fiction form in this issue. Seena Owen was
to have played with her husband in a Fox
film, but illness intervened. She was born
in Spokane of Danish parents. Alan Forrest.

Tomboy. Albert Lea. Minn.—Again!
Harrison Ford with Constance Talmadge.
Norman Kerry with L'niversal last. Did you
see him in "The Talk of the Town," with

Dorothy Phillips? Corking picture. Tom
Moore, his p. a. informs us, wouldn't ride

in a car, for anything. His own or any-
body's else. He loves the Subway and he

doles on the L, but how he hates a car.

Here's the cast of "The Doctor and the Wom-
an": "K" Le Moyne, True Boardman; 5/'<f~

ney Page, Mildred Harris; Dr. Max Wilson.

Albert Roscoe; Carlotta, Zella Caull; Jo,

Driinunond. Carl Miller.

C. C. of Buffalo.—I should certainly rel-

egate those comedies to the non-essential list.

Niks Welch in "The Secret of the Storm
Country" and "The Face in the Dark"—not

"in the Park," as you put it. Blanche Sweet

has her own company now. under Harry
Garson's management. Lottie Pickford is

reported to be considering a vaudeville en-

gagement. Mary Pickford? Mrs. Owen
Moore.

Adelaide, Brooklyn.— 1 love to read the

ads. I am particularly intrigued by the

clothing-ad young man who is always escort-

ing a young lady into her motor. Then there

is the couple who advertise rubber-heeled

shoes—refusing an invitation to ride with a

"No, thank you; we'd rather walk." I

bought a pair of rubber-heeled shoes and

believe me if anyone asks me to ride I won't

turn 'em down. None of those pictures have

ever appeared in book form that I can

think of, except "The Safety Curtain." which

was adapted from a novel by the English

writer, Ethel M. Dell. "De Luxe Annie"

was from the stace play of the same name.

Thank you.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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uestions and Answers
( Concluded)

F. A. R., Fkisco.—Bill Farnum was bom
in Boston in 1876; educated in Bucksport,
Mr He was on the stage from the age ol

>i\; played in "The Prince of India.'' "\ ir

ginius," and starred five years in "Bon Hut."
Wiih bis brother Dustin, also .1 famou
timate actor, he starred ior two seasons in

"The Littlest Rebel." He w.is on the stage

for ten years. You appear to know all about
his screen successes. He is married. Of
course 1 don't blame you lor liking him.

the storj about Cohan; it's a whizz, Life

seems to me to in- .1 series oi compromises
with one's ideal- Many, many thanks.

Des MOOTS Fax —The theatres opened
today. Yours is the last letter I'm going to

answer. I'm going right out and take in

every picture-show in town. I won't care

whether it's a Fox super-production or a

travelogue; anything they put on the screen

would look good to me. I would rejoice

even at a W. S. Hart re-issue, and scream at

a Yitagraph comedy. Gosh, I'm glad they're

back. Mae Marsh and Mabel Normand,
Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Canada.—1 like your name and wish you'd

have let me use it instead of tin- obvious
aha> You didn't like Elsie Ferguson in

"The Lie?" She i- very good, 1 think.

Pearl White i- not married, but 1 think she
has been married. Helen HolmCS WBS with

Signal last, but I don't know her present

address. Of course. Soon Wisdom and
understanding? Vastly different; 1 would
rather know less, and understand a tittle

more. As it is,

—

Helen, Dunn.—Mae Marsh isn't mar-
ried. Madge Kennedy's husband is Captain
Harold Bolster. Theda Bara i< not married.

Your other questions are answered elsewhere.

Xot so awfully. Why?

Francis MacDonald Admirer, Fisher-
milk. Mo.—And- we thought there wasn't a
town in Missouri we hadn't heard from.
Welcome. Neva Gerber was born in Chi-
cago—I hate like everything to disillusion

.

you when you were so sure she was a native
Californian—in 1805. Have you any broth-
ers and sisters, Miss Gerber? That's the
right address.

R. G. V., Bali.arat.—Mary and Bill have
not retired and have no intentions of doing

so. Nor has Pauline Frederick. She's with
Goldwyn now, you know. May Allison.

Metro studio, Hollywood. Life is but a

cloak for death? Some poor pessimist gave
voice to that thought once before. I don't

believe all I read, fortunately.

Thelma.—So you remember those old

Mutual serials. ''Runaway June" and "Our
Mutual Girl?" Norma Phillips played in

them. She was on the stage the last I

neard. Awfully hard to keep track of all

of them. The Hayakawas were born in

Japan. No. Others answered elsewhere

—

except—Flo LaBadie was the heroine in

"The Million Dollar Mystery." Anita Stew-
art is married to Rudolph Cameron. I was
talking to Earle Williams the other day and
said the fans all like to see him play oppo-
site Miss Stewart, and Earle admitted he
didn't mind it at all—that she was, in fact,

ni; favorite leading woman. That's William
Wallace Reid's real name. Sure enough.

H. V. S., Rochester, Minn.—Why, hardly

a month goes by that we don't say some-
thing about Douglas Fairbanks. Shirley

Mason is married to Bernard Durning
Jackie Saunders is Mrs. E. D. Horkheimer.
The others are not married. Beth Sully.

No. The Pickford contract has not yet been
signed; but Photoplay will let you know
as soon as it is. Bessie Barriscale doesn't

say how old she is. That's nice of you.

Just Texas, Hollywood.—Oh, you're too
darned cheerful. Every silver lining has a
cloud, you know. Besides, he's married.
Another dream shattered; another youthful
heart smashed. Rave on, Muriel. Edna
Emerson.
Muriel G., who sent me her picture.

—

Yes, you do. Thanks.

A Fan's Fan.—I'll tell you the letters we
get from you fans are great. You and others
like you inspire the Magazine to its best
endeavors, and with such stimulation as
yours this department should never be dull.
George M. Cohan is married. Watch out for

Elizabeth B., New Haven.—Dorothy
Dalton is not married. She is twenty-five.

Yes, I like to see her; she is always in-

teresting. Write Mary at the Mary Pick-
ford studios in Los Angeles. Good luck;

come again.

An Artillery Suggestion— By Peter Milne

Oh, why not hang the pistol from the parlor chandelier,

Or sink it in the bath tub for a change?
Or lock it in the safe with mother's lavalier,

Or tie it to the faithful kitchen range?

Oh, why not hide the weapon in brother's number twelves,
Or drop it in the vitals of the clock?
Or pile it neatly with the linen on the shelves,
Or urap it in the folds of sister's smock?

Oh, -why not place it safely 'neath the mattress on the bed,
Or hide it 'twixt the top and bottom sheets?
Or clamp it in the cupboard after all the family's led,

Or store it with the cabbages and beets?

Oh, why not forget about it with this rank bit of verse,
Or bury it along some distant shore?
Or put it any place in all the universe
Instead of in the old top drawer?

*

Gray Hair?

No!
Not at Any Age
PMSFIGURING streaks of gray

and unruly s Iver threads are

an unnecessary affliction now, for

science has solved the problem with

a real hair color restorer.

This reliable, efficient prepara-

tion has been used by hundreds of

thousands of progressive men and

women with perfect success.

It is no relation to the crude dyes which

your friends criticise. You can use it with-

out anyone's knowledge, and be absolutely

sure of results.

Prove this by cutting out, filling out and

sending the free trial coupon. It brings you,

by return mail, the trial sized bottle and

special comb which verifies every state-

ment we make without expense to you.

ZJ-lair- (Polor IQ'storei—

Trial Bottle and Comb Free

Whenyou open thefrial bottle you will find

a liquid which is clean and clear as water.

This pure liquid leaves the hair clean

and fluffy, ready to curl and dress. It

doesn't interfere with shampooing.

You simply comb it through the hair

and the gray disappears. It all seems too

good to be true until the trial bottle proves it.

Users of Mary T. Goldman's are not

satisfied with any less efficient preparation.

Nor will ever accept cheap imitations.

We will send the trial bottle and comb
by return mail. You can buy the full

sized bottle at your druggist's or direct

from us if you prefer.

Remember, when the first gray streaks

appear is the time to begin with Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer and mail

the coupon for the trial bottle today.

MARY T. GOLDMAN
832 Goldman Bldg., ST. PAUL, MINN.

Established 50 Tears (180)

MARY T. GOLDMAN
832 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Please send me your free trial bottle of Mary T. Goldman's
Hair Color Restorer with special comb. I am not obligated
in any way by accepting this free offer. The natural color
of my hair is

black [] dark brown [] medium brown [] light bran []

Xame

Stnet

Town

Coxnt'j state

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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THE PEOPLE'S FILMS
ABOUT THE PEOPLE'S WAR

RESIDENT WILSON stated the case cor-

rectly when he said, "This is the Peoples

The people have a right to first-hand

information about their war—hence The

Committee on Public Information.

The Division of Films is a part of the Committee on

Public Information.

It is, therefore, a strictly Government institution,

organized to manufacture and distribute the

Government's own films produced for the

people of these United States and

their Allies.

Its mission is the presenta

tion, through the medium of

motion pictures, of Govern'

ment activities, especially

America's preparation for

and participation in the

war.

And so it comes about

that while the present

generation of Americans

cannot possibly visualize

our Civil War, they can ac

tually see what is going on

abroad today, and future gen

erations will be able' to visualize,

correctly, America's part in the great

World War,

Although the Division of Films has been

in existence less than a year, it has been markedly

successful in realizing its aim— which is to give the

OFFICIAL SEAL OF
THE PEOPLE'S FILMS

people films of their war. It has already exerted a tre-

mendous influence in bringing the war home to millions

of Americans in cities, towns and villages, and in giving

them a more intelligent appreciation of what the Govern-

ment is doing to help win the war.

Never before has a film organization produced films

with so universal and so extraordinary an appeal.

No .film organization ever enjoyed so exceptional an

opportunity for obtaining material in a given field.

No field ever presented such a wealth of diver-

sified matter, appealing to so vast an

audience.

The pictures secured by the

Division of Films tell stories

that are of vital interest to

every American.

They always make a

better citizen out of a

good citizen.

Not alone in this

country, but in the

countries of our Allies

are these Government

films shown. For the first

time in history, the true aims

and aspirations of this nation

are being clearly and adequately in-

terpreted to the other nations of the earth

through the medium of authentic motion

pictures.

Thus, the influence of the Division of Films is not

only national, but international in its scope.

The Division of Films

Is the people's Division of

Films and these are the

people's cit 1

?! films:

Productions Up'tO'datc
distributed by

Official War Review (weekly) -I'aihr

"Petshiug's Crusaders"— First National Exhibitors

"Our Bridge of Ships" — General Film Co.

"America's Answer" "Under Four Flags"
World Film Corp. World Film Corp.

The Bureau ofWar Photographs is a

department of the Division of Films.

The Division of Films also directs

the great War Expositions presented

by U. S. and Allied Governments.

PRESENTED BY

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC INFORMATION, George Creel, Chairman

Through The Division of Films, Charles S. Hart, Director, Washington, D. C.

Erary advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.



Jerusalem Regained
lOyy—Godfrey dk Bouillon /y//

—

Allenby

BACK from the Holy
Land, home from the

Crusade came the adventuring nobles, squires, and

men-at-arms, by devious ways, perilous and slow.

In castle halls and village inns they told their hero

tales of Jerusalem's first capture; and it is from

scattered fragments of song and legend that we

must piece together our picture of that crowning

triumph of mediaeval chivalry.

Yesterday a soldier of Britain set the flag of the

Empire over the Holy City's temples, mosques

and battlements. And. close "on the heels of the

news came photographic confirmation as precise as

Allenby*s own uncolored reports to the War Office.

Thus today does history record itself while in the

making, almost automatically. Largely because of

photography, today's hero tales can never recede

into the mists of folklore; the story told by photo-

graphs remains authentic, even through another

thousand years.

That which photography does for the historian is

but a part of its work, not only as an art, but as a

science of record contributing vitally to all science.

And the Eastman Kodak Company, like a great

university—because of its many co-ordinating de-

partments, tireless laboratory research and frequent

additions to the equipment of science—constantly

renders the world a real institutional service.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

, F. MAU. PRINTING COMPANY, CHICAGO



There's Cheer in the Pictures from Home
To a homesick boy at the front, a picture of Dad pushing the lawnmower in

the old front yard is worth more than the Croix de Guerre.

Pictures of Mother—how much they mean to him now! And of kid sister

—

perhaps she is "wearing her hair up" by this time—all the old, familiar scenes

around the village—yes, and that little girl with the big blue eyes, that lives around
the corner—these will mean a world of comfort to the boy who is lonesome among
a million strangers.

The Y. M. C. A., the Red Cross, the Knights of Columbus and kindred

organizations are doing a world of good in ministering to the bodies and minds of

our boys. But in their hearts, homes are first. Cheerful letters and cheerful

pictures from home—these will keep their hearts light and their courage high.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City
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That Feeling
of

Delightful Cleanliness
The unquestioned purity, the
transparency, the distinctive Rose
perfume, fragrant, yet elusive,
impart a delightful charm to

KIRK'S

Jap Rose
Soap

Its instant lather, so smooth, creamy and
"bubbly" leaves a satisfying feeling of per-
fect cleanliness and the best test of a toilet
soap is how your skin "ieels" after you
have used it.

All the resources of the great Kirk Labora-
tories," the purest oils and the most expen-
sive perfumes have been called upon to
make Jap Rose the premier toilet soap
of America.

As a "Shampoo" it is a constant delight.

JAMBS S. KIRK & COMPANY
Chicago, U. S. A.

TRIAL OFFER
send 20c for an at-

tractive Week-End
Package containing
four Jap Rose Mini-

atures.consisting
of one each of
Soap, Talcum Pow-
der, Cold Cream
and Toilet Water.
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Direct from the Factory
To Save You $43

Brand-New Oliver Typewriters for Nearly Half What They Used to

Cost. Latest and Best Model. Sold Under a New Money-Saving
Plan. Five Days' Free Trial. No Money Down. Over a Year to Pay.

©OLIVER @Over 700,000 Sold ^jj^
This is the offer of The Oliver Typewriter Company

itself— a $2,000,000 concern.

The Oliver Typewriter Company gives this guarantee:

The Oliver Nine we now sell direct is the exact machine
I—our Model No. 9— which was formerly priced at $100.

We do not offer a second-hand nor
rebuilt machine. So do not confuse
this new $57 Oliver with other offers.

The $43 you now save is the result

of new and efficient sales methods.

During the war we learned that it

was unnecessary to have great num-
bers of traveling salesmen and numer-
ous, expensive branch houses through-
out the country. We were also able
to discontinue many other superfluous,
costly sales methods. You benefit by
these savings.

By ending all these wastes and adopt-
ing a new plan we save the American
public millions of dollars.

How to Save
This is our plan: You may have an

Oliver for free trial by answering this

advertisement.

Used By Big Business
It is the same commercial machine

used by
V. S. Steel Corporation

National City Bank of New York
Montgomery Ward & Co.

Curtis Publishing Company
Hart, Stliaffner & Marx

Morris & Company
Western Clock Company: "BigBen"

Jones & JLaughlin Steel Company
Baldwin Locomotive Works

Encyclopaedia Britannica
Ward Baking Company

Pennsylvania Kailroad
and a host of others. Over 700.000 have
been sold.

(17.02)

Or if you wish further information,
check the coupon.

We will send you an Oliver Nine
direct to your office or home for five

days' free trial; it does not cost
you a cent. Nor are you under the
slightest obligation to buy.

We give you the opportunity to

be your own salesman and save $43.

You are the sole judge. No sales-

men need influence you.

If you decide to keep the Oliver,

pay us at the rate of $3 per month.
If you do not wish to keep it, we even
refund the out-going transportation
charges. That is all there is to our
glan. It is simplicity itself.

A Favorite
This standard keyboard, visible

Oliver has long been the world's
model. If you remember, Oliver in-

troduced visible writing.

Year after year, Oliver inventors
have set the pace. Today's model—
the Nine— is their greatest achieve-
ment.

Any stenographer may turn to the
Oliver and operate it like any other
machine. In fact, its simplicity recom-
mends it to people who have never
used a typewriter before.

This Oliver Nine is the finest, the
costliest, the most successful model we
have ever built. If any typewriter is

worth $100, it is this handsome ma-
chine—the greatest Oliver triumph.

Regardless of price, do not spend one

cent upon any typewriter—whether
new, second-hand, or rebuilt—do not
even rent a machine until you have in-

vestigated thoroughly our proposition.

Save $43 Now
Note the two-way coupon. Send at

once for the free-trial Oliver, or for
our startling book entitled "The High
Cost of Typewriters—The Reason and
the Remedy. "

This amazing book exposes the fol-

lies of the old selling plans and tells

the whole story of the Oliver Rebellion.
With it we send a new catalog, pictur-
ing and describing the Oliver Nine.

Don't turn over this page without
clipping the coupon.

Canadian Price, $72

The OliverTypewriter Company
1472 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, III.

Take Your Choice
Check the coupon for the Free

Trial Oliver or for the Book.
Mail today. You are not obligated
to buy.

FREE
TRIAL

This Coupon Saves You $43

The Oliver Typewriter Company
1472 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days' free
inspection. If I keep it. I will pay $57 at the

rate of $3 per month. The title to remain in you
until fully paid for.

My shipping point is

This does not place me under any obligation to buy.
If I choose to return the Oliver, I will ship it back
at your expense at the end of five days.

Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail
me your book— "The High Cost of Typewriters

—The Reason and the Remedy." your de luxe cat-
alog and further information.

Name

Street Address

City

Occupation or Business.

State.

When you write to advertisers please mention PIIOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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avz mother-tongue ofAmerica's millions

*- the modern motion picture.

BABEL crumbles before the motion picture screen. "A
universal language," said President Wilson. The Ian'

guage of the eye and the soul. And the Famous Players'

Lasky Corporation has taken this universal language and
placed it on a plane where it enriches the life of the whole
nation with a perpetual new joy.

This season, for example, the Famous Players'Lasky Cor'

poration is giving to America even finer pictures— pictures

attuned to the spirit of the time— 208 Paramount and Art'

craft Pictures generously laden with the joy of living, with

romance and adventure, with song and laughter, fun and

frolic, rare entertainment for high hearts.

It is the emotions that are the universal language, and it is

the emotions that the motion picture speaks and sings to,

whether it be the emotional deeps of patriotism or the danc
ing shallows of merriment.

Paramount and Artcraft touch the deepest chords in you 1

Such is the power of "Foremost stars, superbly directed in

clean pictures."

Cparamouni<^Urtcra£i
jHotion Cpictur&s

"

Verify for yourself wherever you see these trade-marks,

the trade-marks of "the universal language."

.©

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

TJERE are the latest ?ro-11 ductions of Paramount
and Artcraft Stars, listed
alphabetically, released, up
to January 1.

Save this list. Check the
ones you have seen and ask
your theatre manager when
the others are coming.

Artcraft
Cecil B. DeMiUe's Production

"The Squaw Mam"
Douglas Fairbanks in

"Arizona"
Elsie Ferguson in "Under

The Greenwood Tree"
D. W. Griffith's Production

"The Greatest Thing
in Life"

William S. Hart in
"Branding Broadway"

Paramount
Enid Bennett in

"Fiss .and Feathers"
Marguerite Clark in

"Little Miss Horner"
Ethel Clayton in

"The Mystery Girl"
Dorothy Dalton in

"Qiicksand"
Dorothy Gish in

"The Hope Chest"
Shirley Mason and Ernest
Truex in "Good- Bye Bill"
—A John Emmerson-Anita
Loos Production.

Charles Rav in

"String Beans"
Wallace Reid in

"Too Many Millions"
Bryant Washburn in

"TheWay of a
Man witha Maid"

Paramount-Artcraft

Special

Maurice Tourneur's Pro-
duction "Sporting Life"

ADOLPH ZUKOR TVrj. JESSB LLA8KT Vkv Frrz CECIL BDE MULE P/hvftr Gtmval

Tff^Ml 53

10v\ /FOREMOST STARS. SUPERBLY DIRECTED. IN CLEAN MOTION PICTURES )

When you write to advertisers pleaso mention PHOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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Next Month
WHILE the grouches and pessimists

would have us believe that the

grand romance occurs only on the screen

or between printed pages, there are-

just enough of them in real and undei-

able life to prove that the misanthropes
are wrong.
The March issue of Photoplay Mag-

azine will record just such a great liv-

ing love story, in the romance of Lina
Cavalieri and Lucien Muratore.
You know them. Perhaps you are

acquainted with both their arts. At
any rate, their photoplays have become
familiar around the world, and those

who are fortunate enough to live with-

in sound of the Chicago Opera Com-
pany realize what a great singing actor

M. Muratore is.

Mme. Muratore (Lina Cavalieri) ha^

not been heard so extensively in this

country, but she is one of the most
celebrated living Italian sopranos, as

well as being a beauty of international

renown. Much of her most noteworthy
singing has been done in the capitals

of South America, where she is a con-

tinental favorite. She shares her hus-

band's penchant for screen acting, and
is a photographic type whose loveli-

ness is unique.

The story of her career, her struggles

and successes is a romance in itself. So

is her husband's. But climaxing these

twin romances of perseverance and
achievement is the great romance of

their meeting, their love, their marriage,

and the artistic duet that has been their

life together.

This never-told story has been writ-

ten for Photoplay in most absorbing
fashion, and will be illustrated with
intimate and unpublished pictures.

The Prussian Writing-Men

THIS doesn't mean pen-pushers, who
were once under the domination of

that out-of-oftice and generally

wanted individual, Mr. Hohenzollern.
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Next Month
It means certain men—many of them

distinguished—of the writing craft in

America, and their unfair treatment of
the motion picture. This is an out-
rageous situation, a virtual league of
otherwise capable individuals against a
new expression.

Photoplay Magazine realizes that in
opening this discussion it may be spring-
ing back the cover of Pandora's box of
troubles, but there is a big "Why?"
that demands an answer, and—without
Dccupying our pages with mere editorial
opinion, but giving unqualified reports
by men who are competent to make
them—we are going to try to find that
answer.

The mightiest need of the photoplay
world to-day is creditable stories by
competent authors. Yet the real
authors and the photoplay are drifting
farther and farther apart. Who's to
blame?

This arraignment of persecutors will
speak freely. It will call right names.
It will glimpse both sides of the argu-
mentative fence. It will lay before you
some of the gross, vituperative abuse
of a celebrated, successful and cultured
author who, asked by Photoplay to
discuss the movies from an author's
standpoint, produced no discussion, but
turned on the silversheet like a mad
dog. It will chronicle the absolute rev-
olution of the most successful literary
agent in America, sickened by the me-
dieval prejudice of the men whose prod-
ucts it is his business to carry to the
screen.

The Fortune Brothers

MEAXIXG. in translation, Dustin
and William Farnum, whose long

annal of success upon success reads like
the chapters of an old-fashioned ro-
mance for boys.

Other Features

THE Early Days of Kay-Bee" and
"The Confessions of a Male Vam-

pire." announced for this issue, have
been held over for Photoplay's March
number. With them are a number of un-
usually written and unusually illustrated
stories of place and personality which
should be of absorbing interest to every
lover of motion pictures.

A ISO-
Photoplay for March will be rich

in personality stories—vivid, intimate
and homelike introductions to the stars,

with an abundance of exclusive on-and-
off-Stage port failure.

The art-section—full-page portraits

by the finest of modern processes; pic-

tures worthy of framing.
Another rare Goldberg cartoon, and

plenty of apropos pen and brush il-

lustration.

The finest photoplay fiction of the
season.

Timely features, and news, impossible
to announce here.

Every one of Photoplay Magazine's
departments.
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Play Any Instrument a Week
on Free Trial!

"Y^OU may take your choice of any of the instruments in our big, new catalog
A and we will send it to you for a week's free trial. We want you to compare it with other

instruments—and to put it to any test. We want you to use it just as if it were your own. Then
if you wish, you may return it at our expense. No charge is made for playing the instrument a week on trial.

Convenient Monthly Payments |hVZ tSt^ZT-^TlSll
ments, if you wish. $4.00 a month will buy a splendid triple silver-plated cornet. You will find over
2,000 instruments in our catalog. Every one is backed by our guarantee. Every one is offered to
you on the same liberal plan. The name of Wurlitzer has been stamped on the finest musical
instruments for 200 years. Wurlitzer has supplied the United States Government with trumpets for 55 years.

We are especially prepared to assist in the formation of bands or orchestras.

Send the Coupon
Send your name and address on the coupon (or in a letter or post card* and
get our new catalog. It takes 160 pages to show you the instruments from which you may
choose. The catalog is sent free, and without obligation to buy. Merely state what
instrument interests you—and send your name. Don'tdelay—do it today, RIGHT NOW.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago — Dept. 1532 — E. 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

The Rudolph
Wurlitzer Co.

Dept. 1532
E. 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:— Please send me your 160-
page catalog, absolutely free. Also tell

about your special offer direct trom manu-
facturer.

Name

Street and No.

I am interested in
(Name of instrument or band or orchestra)

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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On March 12, 1896

H% The

Hand of Blackton
drew this sketch of Thomas A. Edison,

during an interview with the great wizard.

The subject of the interview was the

wonderful new invention known as "The
Edison Vitascope." Blackton, the young

newspaper artist, wrote the article and

illustrated it with pen and ink sketches. It

was the beginning of the history of Motion

Pictures. Shortly alter that historic inter-

view J. Stuart Blackton turned his knowl-

edge of things artistic into the making of

"Pictures' ' that lived and moved upon the

screen and "THE HAND OF BLACKTON"
has, since 1897, wielded a potent influence

in the Photoplay Industry.

"THE COMMON CAUSE," latest of the

Blackton Productions, is now showing in

all prominent Theatres. It is a "different

kind" of a War Story. It depicts the

Human, .Wholesome, Cheerful side of the

Great Conflict. It carries a Punch, a

Laugh, a Thrill or a Heart-throb in every

one of its Seven Thousand feet of Film.

And like the "BATTLE CRY OF PEACE,"
"WOMANHOOD," "THE NEW DEMOC-
RACY" and other famous Photoplays

reflecting "THE HAND OF BLACKTON," it

carries a message to the People of the Allied

Nations and a warning to their Enemies.

The World's Common Cause is the new
Democracy of Courage— the new tie of

Common Blood, shed for that Common
Cause on a Common Battleground. The
Sons of Freedom, be they American,

British, French, Italian or any other

Nationality, go into Battle and to Death
"Singing and Smiling," content to give

their all, that the Monument of Victory

may be finally raised as their Tribute to

the Common Cause.

These, the Allied Fighting Men, the "Doughboy"—
the "Devil-Dog" Marine—the "Tommy"—the "Poilu"

— the Men who Fought the War and Finished it, are

living, breathing characters in

J. STUART BLACKTON S
latest screen masterpiece

"The Common Cause"
Pictures with the mark of "BLACKTON"

are worth while.

Blackton Productions, Inc.
Studios, 1'2:> Classon Ave.

,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

25 West 4;">th St.,

NEW YORK CITY

Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE la guaranteed.
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north going through the snow to see

THEYwarm the heart, they cheer

the mind,- hecause they are the
motion pictures that always tell a

pod story, tremendously interesting*

For an afternoon or an evening of
genuine entertainment all the family
will profit by seeing a 3iebro play or
a Screen Classics inc> production >

Made by the best hrains in.motion
pictures and available at your
favorite theatre if you asJc the
manager to show them *

^Meiro Pictures
Screen 6Lassies inc-

Productions*

Metro Pictures Corporation
NEWYORK DlstributOTS LOS ANGELES

MAXWELL KARGEH.,DmECTaa General

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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$95 an Hour!
"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S.

Course has been worth $95 to me! My
Eosition, my $5,000 a year income, my
ome, my family's happiness—I owe it all

to my spare time training with the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools!"
Every mail brings letters from some of

the two million I. C. S. students telling of
promotions or increases in salary as the
rewards of spare time study.
What are you doing with the hours

after supper? Can you afford to let them
slip by unimproved when you can easily
make them mean so much? One hour a
day spent with the I. C. S. will prepare
you for the position you want in the work
you like best.

Yes, it will ! Two million have proved it.

For 27 years men in offices, stores, shops,
factories, mines, railroads, in the Army
and Navy—in every line of technical and
commercial work—have been winning
promotion and increased salaries through
the I. C. S. More than 100,000 men and
women are getting ready right now with
I. C. S. help for the bigger jobs ahead.

Your Chance Is Here!
No matter where you live, the I. C. S. will come to

you. No matter what your handicaps, or how small
your means, we have a plan to meet your circum-
stances. No matter how limited your previous ed-
ucation, the simply written, wonderfully illus-
trated I. C. S. texthooks make it easy to learn. No
matter what career you may choose, some one of
the 280 I. C.S. Courses will surely suit your needs.
When everything has heen made easy for you—

when one hour a day spent with the I. C. S. in the
quiet of your own home will bring you a biceer
income, more comforts, more pleasures, all that
success means—can you let another sinirle price-
less hour of spare time pro to waste? Make your
start right now! This is all we ask: Without cost,
without obliiratine: yourself in any way, put it up
to us to prove how we can help you. Just mark
and mail this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6495, SCRANTON.PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how lean qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

i [,i.( imc'Ai, i;n(iinki:k
Eleetrle i i , i. f ,., r i itys.

~ ICIeetric \VirlnR

m Telegraph Engineer
Tclephono Work
II I II (Ml II, I \I.IM.I li

Ueehanleal Draftsman
Haohlae Shop rincilc,
Gus I ii i ". Opcrntlng
CIVIL ENGINEER
Sitrvevlnir null 'ii.M>i'iii>

MINK FOREMAN or ENG'lt
niHutullnrBlst orl'ronpeetur

_ STATIONARY ENGINEBIt
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Itnlldur
Architectural llraftunian

^Concrete IluiMcr
Structural Engineer
I'l.l 1II11MJ l\l> III VI IM1

j_.Sh.ect Metal Worker
Tvitllr Overseer or Supl.

J CHEMIST

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Tnimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Tvulst
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Sulii. .,(•

Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOHOnUiE OPERATING
Auta lUitatrliiff

Navigation ipsiuuilsh
AtllllHI'l.TTRK in French
Poultry Halting iLjltnlliin

Nnmc
Present
Occupation,

Street
and No

Clty_

STUDIO
DIRECTORY

For the convenience of our readers who
may desire the addresses of film com-
panies we give the principal ones below.

The first is the business office; (s) indi-

cates a studio ; in some cases both are

at one address.

AMERICAN FILM MFG. CO.. 6227 Broadway.

Chicago; Santa Barbara, Cal. Is)

.

ARTCRAFT PICTURES CORP., 485 Fifth Avenue,

New York City; 510 W. 54lh St.. New York

City (s) ; Fort Lee, N. J. (s) ; Hollywood,

Cal. (s).

ROBERT BRUNTOX STUDIOS, 5300 Melrose

Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

CB1ARLES CHAPLIN STUDIOS, La Brea and De
Longpre Aves., Hollywood, Calif.

CHRISTIE FILM CORP., Sunset Blvd. and Gower

St., Los Angeles, Cal.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. 'CO., 1333 Argyle St.,

Chicago, (s).

FAIRBANKS PICTURES CORP., 0284 Selma Ave.,

Hollywood, Calif.

FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM CO., 4S5 Fifth Ave.,

New York City; 128 W. 56th St.. New York

City, (s)

.

FOX FILM CORP., 130 W. 46th St., New York

City; 1401 Western Ave., Los Angeles (si;

Fort Lee, N. J. (s).

GAUMONT, Flushing, X. Y.: Jacksonville. Fla.

GOLDWYN FILM CORP.. 16 E. 42nd St., New
York City; Ft. Lee, N. J. (s).

THOMAS IXCE STUDIO, Culver City, Cal.

LASKY FEATURE PLAY CO., 485 Fifth Ave..

New York City; 6284 Selma Ave., Hollywood,

Cal. (s).

METRO PICTURES CORP., 1476 Broadway, New
York City; 3 W. 01st St.. New York City 19) ;

10 25 Lillian Way, Los Angeles, Cal.

MUTUAL FILM CORP.. 1600 Broadway, New

York City.

PATI1E EXCHANGE. IXD., 25 W. 45th St.. Ken

York City; ASTRA FILM CORP., 1 Congress

St., Jersey City, X. J. (s) ; ROL1X FILM c 0.,

005 California Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. (si:

t'AKAI.TA STFDIO. 5300 Melrose Ave., Los

Angeles, Cal. (s).

ROTllAi KEt; FILM MFG. CO., 1330 Diverscy

Parkway. Chicago, 111. (s).

SELECT PICTURES CORP.. 720 Seventh Ave.,

New York City.

SELIG POLYSCOPE I 0., Western and Irving Pari;

Blvd.. Chicago (s).

SELZNICK, LEWIS .1.. ENTERPRISES INC., 72;>

Seventh Ave.. New York City.

triangle COMPANY, l I
"• 7 Broadway, Now York

City; culver City, Cal. (s).

UNIVERSAL FILM. MFG. CO., 1600 Broadway,

New York city: Universal city. Cal.; Coyteevllle,

N. J. (s).

Y1TACKAP1I COMPANY OF AMERICA. E. 15th

SI. ami LOCUSt Am-.. Brooklyn, X. \".; Holly-

wood. Cal. (s).

WnARTOX. INC.. Ithaca, N. Y. (s).

WORLD FILM CORP., 130 W. 46th St.. New
York City; Fort Lee, N. J. (s).

Write the Words for a Song
\\ BcotnpoTOTnualo,secure copyright and submit copies to

laedlllgpublisher* Submit poems now—examination free.

Broadway Studios. 1011) Fitzgerald Bide, Broadway at 43rd Sl..WewYcrk

BE
AN

ARTIST
CHfcK from
•MAG4ZINC

Drawn by41
14-Year-Old Boy
The above cartoon was drawn by Master Bob Brennan of the
Washington School of Art. Bob writes that he is selling his
work and that he is cartoonist on a small paper in Evansville,
lnd. He is but one of our many students and graduates who
are making money as cartoonists, illustrators and designers.

LEARN BY MAIL AT HOME!
By our new method of teaching drawing by mail you can learn
in your own home, in a short time. <iet into this fascinat-
ing work yourself and earn J50 to $100 or more per week I

The study is fascinating. Only a few minutes a day ! Have
your own studio or secure high-salaried position. Or wurk
in spare tim e. Many students earn while they are learning.

CDrC • BOOK AND ARTISTS'rJX*-,J^. OUTFIT! WRITE TODAY
A complete Outfit free to all students. Includes everything
rt-quired to produce hundreds of dollars' worth of pictures.
Write today. Spi-cial terms to a limited number of new
students Mail postal or letter for beautiful Booklet. "He
to Become an Artist." fillea with drawings and fall
ularsof our extraordinary offer. Doit,

Washington School of Art, Inc.

1122 H Street, N. W. Washington, D. C

gs and full partic-
-before you forget.

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite

DON'T send a pennv. Just send your name and say. "Send me
a Lachnite mounted in a solid gold ring on 10 days' free

trial." We will send it prepaid right to your home. When It

comes merelv deposit S-1
""> with the postman and then wear the

ringfor 10 full davs. II you, or if any of your friends can tell

it from a diamond, send it back. But if you decide to buy it

id us S2.5C a month until SIS. 75 has been paid.

Rider Agents Wanted
Everv where to ride *^ and exhibited—^-—— —

™

Everywhere to ride ** and exhibit1

the new Ranger'Motorblke'com-
pletely equipped with electric light
and horn, carrier, stand, tool tank, ,

i ,

coaster-brake, mud guards and \i\

anti-skid tires.Choicc of 44 other f

'

styles, colors and sizes in the fa- f

mous "Ranger" line of bicycles, ft

DELIVERED FREE on approval
and 30 DAYS TRIAL. Send for big
free catalog and particulars of our
Factory'direct-tO'fiider marvelous
offers and terms.
TIpCC Lamps, Horns, Wheels,
I EllCO Sundries, and parts for
all bicvcles—at half usual prices.
SEND NO MONEY but tell iir

1

exactly what you need. Do not buy until you
get our prices, terms and the big FREE catalog.MCA 1^ CYCLE COMPANYCM IS Dept.G40 CHICAGO

ISEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE

ILLUSTRATED
By WINFIELD SCOTT HALL. M.D.. Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and
Every young woman should know

What every young husband and
Every young wife should know

What every parent should know
Mailed In plain Clolh binding — 320 pages — many illustrations

vmppee Table of contents and commendations on request

American Pub. Co., 230 Winston Bldg.. Philadelphia

,Lli$1.00
Postpaid

25 Y6M>i' THE STAH$A/?£> TWK/HU
SCHOOL PM THEATRE ARTSALVIENE SCHOOL

DRAMATIC ARTS
FOUl? SCHOOLS IN ONE. Pi CAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S SI . TS STOCK-"*1 .-

THEATRt AfFORD PUBLIC ST. . APPEARANCES
Write far catalog mentioning study desired to

A. T. IRWIN, Secretary
22S W. 57th St. New York City

PHOTOPLAY. MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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SELECT yourown sub-
ject—love, patriotism-

write what the heart dictates,

then submit your poem to us.
We write the music and guarantee pub-
lisher's acceptance. Our leading composer is

Mr. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland." "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"
and others the sales of which ron into million.-* of eoplsa Send
as many poems ma you wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy—Quick.

Memory
the Basis

QfAW
I^howledtj-

Prof.
Hem.
Dickson,
Principal

The Key
To Success

The secret of busi
Desfl ai.il social sue'
cess 13 the ability
to remember. 1 can
make your mind an infallible
classified index from which you can

\ instantly select thoughts, facts,
HglllUB, names, faces. Enables you
to concentrate, develop self • control,

overcome bashfulness, think on your
feet, address an audience. Easy. Simple.
The result of 20 years' experience de-

relopinp memories of thousands.

rifo Trt/lau for free booklet "How torite lOday Remember" and Copy
ghted Memory Test, also how to obtain my
FREE book, "How To Speak In Public. n

Dickson School of Memory, 1741 Hearst Bid?.. Chicago, III*

Short-Story Writing
ACOURSE of forty lessons in the history.form, struc-

ture and writing of the Short Story taught by Dr.
J. Berg Esenwein, for years Ed-
itor of Lippincott's.

One student writes:—"Before
completing the lessons, received

, over $1,000 for manuscript
\ sold to Woman's Home Compan-
ion, Pictorial Review, NcCall's
land other leading magazines."
AlsocoarsesinPhotoplayWriting,
Versification and Poetics, Jour-
nalism. In all over One Hundred
Courses, underprofessors in Har-
vard, Brown, Cornell, and other
leading colleges. 150-Page Cat*

Dr. Esenwein alog Free. Please Address

The Home Correspondence School
Dept. 95 Springfield, Mass.

SAVE
MONEY!

Get your Black Beauty i

from factory at wholesale [

value—no minVik-men'a profit.
of the bicycle world !

18 Exclusive Features
20 styles. Any model 6hlpped on ap-
Iirovalatour risk. We Pay Freight. Keen
t or send it hack

. Months to pay!—small
deposit on acceptance, then SI a week.

Haverford Cycle Co., Dent. Ma 46
" ttxaora) PHILADELPHIA I

Beautiful

New1919 Catalog

POPULARITY FOLLOWS THE3

£^UKULELE, % J
If you play quaint, dreamy Hawaiian J

music or latest aongrs on the Ukulele
you will be wanted everywhere. We
teach by mail 20 simple lesso
(five you free a genuine Haw.
lanUkulele.music.cverythi _,—no extras. Ask us to send ti

t the story of Hawaiian music. .J \

\ You will love it. No obligation Hi
—absolutely fr<

No obligation

The Hawaiian Institute of Music ^'')

UOOBroadway, Suite 1002Ne« York ~

How I Teach Piano
In Quarter Usual Time
At Quarter Usual Cost

and have been doing so year
afteryear for 25 years—all by

CORRESPONDENCE
"Impossible!" sonic persona saiil ;it

first, but every year I obtained more
students, until today many hundreds of

men and women are Btudying with me
in all quarters of the globe. Every
slate of the Union contains scores of
accomplished players of piano or organ
who obtained their entire training
from me by mail, and at quarter the
usual cost and effort. 1 will gladly refer you to any number of my graduates who
will soon convince you of the surprising results they obtained by my scientific

method. Write for my 64-page free booklet, "How To Learn Piano or Organ."

The Colorotone Saves You Months of Time

&% 1
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i
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DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO
From the Famous Sketch by Schneider, Exhibited

at the St. Louis Exposition

You learn faster, not because anything" is omitted, but because you use every
possible scientific assistance—many of which are entirely unknown to the average
teacher. My patented invention the COLOKOTONE sweeps away playing dilli-

culties that have troubled students for generations. Hy its use, Transposition —
usually a "nightmare" to students— becomes easy and fascinating. It enables
you, in your third lesson, to play an interesting piece not only in the original key,
but in all other keys as well. This one fact saves you months of valuable time. The
COLOROTONE ispatented and cannotbe used byany other teacherorconservatory.

Finger Action Shown by Moving Pictures

With my fifth lesson I send you another important and exclusive invention.
QUINN-DEX, a mechanical "movie." It shows you every movement of my
wrists, hands and fingers at the keyboard. You see the fingers move, as clearly
as if thrown on the moving picture screen. You do not have to reproduce vour
teacher's finger movements from your MEMORY—which naturally cannot be
always accurate. Instead you have the correct models right before your eyes
during every minute of practise. You follow them minutely and exactly without
any chance of error or misunderstanding. Without Quinn-dex much of your time
(and your teacher's timet would be devoted to correcting bat! habits acquired through
faulty practise. This discourages more students and wastes more time than any other
single factor. Quinn-dex does away with it entirely. You cannot obtain anything like
Quinn-dex except from rue Moving pictures have never before baen applied to piano
instruction. Quinn-dex is operated easily and simply by hand, i id even a child i':m

successfully vise it. It contains over 600 separate ,pictures. Quinn-dex is. fully
explained in. my free booklet "How To Learn Piano or Organ." Write today.

Lessons 43 cents each
The old way of studying with a so-called *'private teacher" hy the oral or "spoken"

method is rapidly being discarded, and anybody can see why. If you want a teacher
"all to yourself" and can afford only SI to $5 a lesson* it goes without Baying that you
can obtain only third-rate Instruction. Notrueauthoritycould giveyon hisentire, exclu-
sive attention for so small a fee. Furthermore, by the old-fashioned oral method, at
least half >our "private teacher's" time 18 absolutely thrown away in giving you routine
Instructions about clef signs, measure bars, sharps, flats, the value of notes and rests,
etc, etc., which are necessarily the same for all students and could just as easily be put,
into writing. Of course you can't remember a quarter of whal In- tells yon, so most of
jour next lesson is taken up going over the same material again. This truly sinful
waste is entirely done away with by my WRITTEN METHOD. Vour routine instruc-
tions ,ire all in writing for reference any time, day or night. Nothing is forgotten nor
needlessly repeated. You obtain as much of my time as you really need, and every
minute of it is devoted to your real guidance, ami not to routine instructions. In all
essential ways you axe in closer touch with me than if you were studying by the oral
method— yet m> lessons cost you only 43 cents each— and they include all the many
recent developments in scientific teaching. For the student of moderate means, this
niethod of studying is far superior to all others, even for the wealthiest student, there
Is nothing better at any price. You may be certain that your progress is at all times in
accord with the best musical thought of the present day, and this makes all the differ-

j

ence in the world.

Investigate Without Cost— Special Offer
Mj method is endorsed by distinguished musicians and educators who certainly

would not recommend a second-rate system. It is for beginners, or experienced players,
from 14 to over GO years of age. You progress as rapidly or slowly as you wish, in spare
time at home. All necessary music is included free and becomes your property.
lJiplouia and degree granted. The Tuition Fee is now, for a short time, cut exactly
in half, on account of our Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Offer. Investigate without cost
or obligation. Write today, using postcard, letter or Free Book Coupon, for my
64-page free book, "How To Learn Piano or Organ."

MARCUS LUCIUS QUINN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Studio PB, Social Union Bldg. BOSTON, MASS.

| FREE BOOK COUPON
a

a QUINN CONSERVATORY. Studio PB.

J
Social Union Kldg.. Boston, Mass.

Please send me. without cost or obligation, your
free booklet. "How To Learn Piano or On:an.'' and
full particulars of your Course and special reduced
Tuition Offer.

S Name

Address.

When you write to advertisers nleasei mention PTTOTftPT.AY MAGAZINE.
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You're Afraid"
" I am 'f afraid."

"You are."
" I ain't."

"You are."

What would have happened next if you were
a boy? A frightful mix-up. With the calm un-
reasonableness of youth these two boys fought
without even knowing each other—just as you
have fought many a time— just because you
couldn't help it.

MARK TWAIN
No wonder our soldiers and sailors like Mark

Twain best. No wonder the boys at Annapolis
told Secretary Daniels that they would rather

have Mark Twain than anyone else. To them,
as to you, Mark Twain is the spirit of undying
youth—-the spirit of real Americanism—for he
who came out of that loafing, out-at-elbows,

down-at-the-hee!s Mississippi town— he has
passed on to the world the glory of our inspir-

ing Americanism— the serious purpose that

underlies our laughter—for to Mark Twain
humor is only incidental— and he has made
eternal the springs of its youth and enthusiasm.
Take Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer by

the hand and go back to your own boyhood.

A Big, Human Soul
Perhaps you think you have read a good deal of Mark

wain. Are you sure? Have you read all the novels?
Have you read all the short stories? Have you read all the

brilliant fighting essays?— all the humorous
ones and the historical ones?

Think of it—25 volumes filled with the
laughter and the tears and the fighting that
made Mark Twain so wonderful. He was a

bountiful giver of joy and humor. He was
yet much more, for, while he laughed with
the world, his lonely spirit struggled with
the sadnessof human life, and sought to find

the key. Beneath the laughter is a big,

|

human soul, a big philosopher.

Low Price Sale Must Stop
25 VOLUMES

Novels Boys' Stories Humor
Essays Travel History

Mark Twain wanted everyone in America
to own a set of his books. So one of the last

things he asked was that wc make a set at so

low a price that everyone might own it. He
said: 'Don't make fineeditions. Don'tmakc
editions to sell for $200 and $300 and $1,000.
Make good books— books good to look at and
easy to read, and make their price low." So

we have made this set. And up to now we
have been able to sell it at this low price.

Rising costs make it impossible to continue
the sale of Mark Twain at n low price. New
editions will cost very much more than this

Author's National Edition. But now the

price must go up. You must act at once.
You must sign and mail the coupon now.
If you want a set at a popular price, do not

delay. Thiscdition will soon be withdrawn,
and then you w ill pay considerably more tor you*
Mark Twain. The last "i the edition is in sight.

There will never again be a set of Mark Twain at

[he present prk v. X>>\\ is vonr pppoi limit \ to save

money. Now ts the time to send the coupon to

get your Mark Oaln.

HARPER & BROTHERS
Established2617

Franklin Square New York
Harper & Brothers Photo j-W

18 Franklin Square, New York
Send me, .»ll charges prepaid, a set ol Mark Twain's Works, In

y5 volumes, illnstt it<-l. bound In handsome vrrecn cloth, stamped
in gold, and trimmed edges. If not satisfactory, I will return
them at your expense: otherwise I will send you JJ within 5 days
and |3a month lor 15 months. For cash, deducts*

j

from remittance.

OH-n

RJS4H II

O'unr
o#i IF"

fcrn-i nr

Name .

Occupation
I ..i Mm- iM-iiultfiil rod hnlf-lonthor million, ehnnffo nbo

$2,60 nftox examination <»'"l $:' month for sQ months.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Infi -n'ri runTyrr-n n : n n n n n n n n n nntfnnhnaffin nrxrfr

Rate

15 cents

per

word

-'.vitv:
All Advertisements
have equal display and

same good opportuni-

ties for big results.

^*
This Section Pays.

84°o of the advertisers

using this section during

the past year have re-

peated their copy.

Rate

15 cents

|g u-U'uu.au.u u,-u.uyu uuuuuuu u u u uu iruu'uu u'u i

FORMS FOR APRIL ISSUE CLOSE FEBRUARY FIRST

AGENTS AND SALESMEN OLD COINS WANTED
AGENTS— SOO'l ntOFIT; FREE SAMPLES; GOLD

siim )e.t«rs for store and office windows: anyone can
put on. Metallic Letter Co., 414 N. Clark St.,

Chicago.

(iLI> COINS AND BILLS OF ALL KINDS WANTED.
High 'ash prices paid for them bj the largest Rare Cola
Establishment in the United states. Keep all odd look-
ing money and send 4c f'Jr large Illustrated Coin Circu-

TELL TKE READERS OF PHOTOPLAY WHAT
you have of interest to them. Tou .-an reach them
at a very small cost through an advertisement in the

classified section. 84% of the advertisers using this

sect ion during the past year have repealed. The section

is read and brings results.

lar. It may mean large profit to you. Send now.
Numismatic Bank, Dept. 7 5, Fort Worth, Texas.

MANUSCRIPTS TYPEWRITTEN

SCENARIOS. MANUSCRIPTS TYPED TUN CENTS

BOOKS Marjorie June-:, 322 iluiiadnock Block, Chicago.

HERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO GET HAROLD
MacGrath's famous book "The Adventures of Kathlyn"
containing 374 pages, illustrations made from actual

photographs. Regular dollar book now only thirty-five

cents. This is a special limited offer. Our Supply of

these books is very limited. Order your copy today.

R Meskin, 350 N. Clark St., Chicago. 111.

PATENTS

INVENTORS. SEND SKETCH AND DESCRIPTION"
of your invention for advice regarding patent protection.
No charge for this service. 20 years' experience
Prompt personal service. Patents we secure advertised
without iharge in Popular Mechanics Magazine. Par-
ticulais free. Talbert & Talbert. Patent Lawyers, i 7 J ;

Talbert Building, Washington, D. C.GAMES AND 'ENTERTAINMENTS

\EW PATRIOTIC PLAYS, RECITATIONS, ENTEK-
trtinmwits for war-lime Benefits. Vaudeville sketches.

Monologues, Drills. Tableaux, Make-up Goods. Large

Catalog Free.
T. S. Denisnn & Co., Dept. 7 6, Chicago.

WANTED IDEAS. WRITE FOR FREE PATENT
guide books. List of Patent Buyers and Inventions
Wanted. $1,000,000 in prizes offered. Send sketch
for free opinion of patentability. Victor J Evans & Co.,
7 63 Ninth. Washington. D. C.

HELP WANTED AMATEUR PHOTOPLAYS

THOUSANDS MEN—WOMEN— GIRLS WANTED
for U. S. Government permanent jobs. Reconstruction

work means many appointments. ?90 to $150 month.
Positions in all parts of country. Short hours. Com-

STAGE AN AMATEUR PHOTOPLAY. WE PRO-
duce pictures for theatres, lodges and individuals. Fine
photographic effects. Chippewa Film Company—Pres-
ent address: Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

mon education sufficient. Civil Service positions are

permanent positions. Write immediately for free list PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS
positions now open. Franklin Institute, Dept. A-205,
Rochester, N. Y. AMBITIOUS WRITERS OF PHOTOPLAYS. STORIES,

poems, songs-. Send today for new catalog of helpful
suggestions. Atlas Pub. Co., 5 9 4. Cincinnati.LADIES EARN MONET CROCHETING. SEWING,

tatting, making aprons and dust caps from our especially

designed, exclusive, economical patterns. We can't sup-

ply the demand. Send 25c for patterns and plans.

Money returned if dissatisfied. Kenwood Sales Service,

G240A South Park Ave., Chicago.

WOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SENT PREPAID TO
your door: plain sewing; steady work; no canvassing.
Send stamred envelope for prices paid. Universal Co.,

Dept. 21. Philadelphia. Pa.

SONGWRITERS

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. WE WRITE
music, guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit poems
on patriotism, love or any subject. Chester Music Co..
.vis So, Dearborn St.. suite 112. Chicago.

SONGWRITERS: SUBMIT YOUR SONG-POEMS
now for free examination and advice. Valuable book-

GOVERNMENT PAYS $900 TO $1,800 YEARLY.
Prepare for coming "exams" under former Civil Service

Examiner. New Book Free Write Patterson Civil Serv-

ice School. Box 3017, Rochester, N. T.

let explaining our original methods of revising, com-
posing, copyrighting: and facilitating free publication or
outright sale of songs. SENT FtiEE on postal request.
Leant the truth from a reliable successful concern.

WANTED TEN BRIGHT CAPABLE LADIES TO Gaiety Bldg.. N. Y. City.

travel, demonstrate and sell well known goods to established

dealers. $25.00 to $50.00 per week: railroad fare

paid: weekly advance for traveling expenses. Address at

once Goodrich Drug Company, Dept. 59, Omaha, Nebr.

WRITE A SONG ON ANY SUBJECT. I COMPOSE
music and guarantee publication. Send words today.
Tib mas Merlin, 235 Reaper Block, Chicago.

LADIES—FASCINATING HOME BUSINESS TTNT-
Ing postcards, pictures, photos, etc., spare time for profit.

$5 on $100; no canvassing; samples 10c (stamps).
Particulars free, Artlnt, G98 G Station A, Brooklyn,

N. T.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. WE COMPOSE
music, secure copyright and submit copies to leading
publishers. Submit poems now — examination free.

Broadway Studios. 101C Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at
43rd Street. New 1". rk.

JEWELRY SONGWRITERS SEND TOUR POEMS TODAY FOR
best offer and immediate publication. Free examina-
tion. Music composed. Booklet on request. Authors &
Composers Service Co., Suite 512, 1433 Broadway,
New York.

WONDERFDIi VALUE—DAZZLING TOKAR DIA-
mond, mounted in ladies' beautiful gold-filled ring. 59c
prepaid, 11. Harrison, 105 Walker, Kvansville, Ind.

1 *gBB
Be art Accounrant-*]

f

Executive Power

Financial Success'
. Elective course in advanced accounting fits
you in your spare time for the bi^t job. Simple, effi-

cient method; low tuition; easy terms: Quickly
completed home-study course. Write for free book

"Stories of Success"
International Accountants Society

624 So. Michigan Ave. Dept 7-B Chicago III.

COPy THIS SKETCH
vhat gran a
unci lllimtilr.il

id let
It. Cartoonists
fromS20t.>Jl'26
practical syiUfm
unl trs-i.Mi't by liinil will develop your
Inlent. KiCteen y.-.M'V miu'o-msi ill " .'l-k

torDOWSpapani unit innKiinnihiiinililu-.
me to tench veil. Send me your aketch
Ol I'nele Sum Willi lie In ntnniun and I

will -I..II.I you n tout lesson plate, also
collection of drawings allowing possi-
bilities for YOU. Siati IOUB
THE LANDON SCHOOL CfV

of Illustrating and Cartooning ^*^*
1507 Ssholltid Building CIEVEUKD. 0.

Earn
$

25tol00aVeek
Motion Future. Stml

o.m-jimlif:

and Comm<
onoy. BI*ob
for true fnaci

LEARN PHOTOGRAPHY
Tin-.-.- months' cooroe conn all *

brnnchoo. Export! train vou fn now, \
mi- to ,lr,t.> 1100100. Pavor evening J.

CUOMO. Knsv tt-rmfl. Coll or writi
for (loo booklet.
N. Y. INST. OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Dopt.37, 141 W. 36th St., N.Y.City

1 ron advertisement In PHOTOHsAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

Submit your Song-Poem* NOW for free examination and advice.

We revise poems, compose music of any description,

secure copyright and employ original method

for facilitating FREE PUBLICATION

outright SALE of songs under

certificate GUARANTEE-
1NG you utisfac

Postal

Card bring*

you a copy of <

Free Booklet which
tells you who we are, «s>

,

plainl our methods and coo.

tains valuable information and
instruction*. This is your opport.

ty to learn the truth regarding the Songs

writ iog profession from a reliable and successful coocenu

KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS. 86 Gaiety Bldg . N. Y Cilja

DOYOU LIKE TO DRAW?
CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID

ill not pivo vou any proud priao if you
answer this .-id. Nor will wo claim
to main you rich m a wook. Hut if
you aro anxious to develop your
talent with a successful cartoonist.
you can make money, send a copy

f thin picture, with 6c in stamps for
portfolio of cartoons and sample lesson
plate, and let us explnin.

The W. L. Evans School of Cartooning
350 Loader Bldg.. Clc.c1.ind, O.

THERE'S ONLY ONE
WAY TO SECURE
A SATIN SKI

N

apply satin skin cream,
then satin skin powder.
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•WAY LINOFR MANU-
FACTURER'S PRICE!

. vi.'.iMi' Willing Ull-

dsrwoodS~-Nbni]t In oar no*
tory, with Back Spaear. I aba-

I ii .
i I Guide, Stencil

Attachment ,2-color R
\V:it,r i rl Sjh>-

, i roach Typewriting
Galda Book aent on 10

Trial. Write.

What $1 Will

Bring You

More than a thousand

pictures of photoplay-

ers and illustrations of

their work and pastime.

Scores of interesting articles

about the people you see

on the screen.

Splendidly written short

stones, some of which you

will see acted at your mov-

ing picture theater.

The truth and nothing but

the truth, about motion

pictures, the stars, and the

industry.

You have read this issue of

Photoplay so there is no neces-

sity for telling you that it is one

of the most superbly illustrated,

the best written and the most

attractively printed magazine

published today— and alone

in its field of motion pictures.

Slip a dollar bill in an
envelope addressed to

Photoplay Magazine
Dept. 7-B, 350 N. Clark St., CHICAGO

and receive the March issue
and five issues thereafter.

Finish these

Stories for

Yourself

^-^i* The girl got

W"^» $6 a week and
was lonely.
"Piggy"—you
can imagine
his kind—was
waiting down
stairs. He
knew where
champagne
and music
could be had.
Butthatnight
she didn't go.

That was Lord Kitchener's
doing. But another night? O.

Henry tells about it in a story.

Read it.

For yean you have read these adver-
tisements of O. Henry and thought that
soint' day y<>u would take advanta^*' of
their low price.

But that low price is over. The ris-

ing price of binding alone makes it im-
possible to continue, to say nothing of
the increase in the price of paper, labor
—everything that goes into these sets.

We could make poorer books and con-
tinue to sell them at this price. But
O. Henry is worthy of a good book.
His pages will be read and re-read, so
the books -must be strongly and well
made - as well as good to look at.

So the price must go up. No more
will you be able to say, "Tomorrow I

will get these books at the bargain
price. " This is your chance. The hands
of the clock won't turn back. Send the
coupon today—now—oryou will be too late.

One soldier in France had with him a volume
ofO. Henry which was split up into as many
parts as there were stories, distributed and
used until the print had worn away.

HENRY
What Make Men Fight?

In one short, ugly sentence she
stripped him of his manhood. In

a moment of jest, she had cut
deep into his heart. Always
there rang in his ears that mock-
ing laugh which had sent him
flying to the front. She had the

most tantalizing smile in all San
Agustine. He would show the
world.

The war was over. He went
home—a Colonel and a hero. San
Agustine was frenzied over her
nativeson. Straight up the path
to her home he went—and then
the thing that happened was not

at all what you expect. Let O.
Henry tell you the story.

FREE
FIVE VOLUMES

Jack London

Up From the Depths

The man had killed a man —
he had met the girl—a stranger
—at half-past one at Rooney's.

A crisis came—and under the
surface of shame, the souls of

each stood forth to sacrifice—and
to a better, cleaner life. It's not
the truth a man tells, but the
spirit in which he tells it, that
counts. That is why O. Henry
can write of things not always
told, with a clean, high spirit.

He was the last of our classic writers
to die. He was the founder of a new
literature. He was more real— more
primitive than any of his heroes. Go
with him to the freezing north. Follow
him to the south seas. Fight your way
with him around the Horn. Get his best
work absolutely free. Send the coupon.

Only a Few Days More

of the Low Price

Will you be left out of a thing as tremendous
as this? Will you let this man with his power for
laughter and tears take his treasures to others and
not to you ? Will you let this chance go and later

pay a big price for the set? Or will you send this

coupon now and join the millions who have /?,?
wept and laughed and felt better for the #

»*
2-'i9°"

reading of these warm kindly, joyous, *.„.__„
tragic bits of life? Will you send *

REV"« C q
this coupon now and be one of the ^oi„j n ,pi n /
thousands who get the books at , g"! "'

thelowpriceandlittlepayments? ^»* apnraral,chatsea
Send only the coupon today , jJaTAT »» JS""i

O.

without money. Make up your ..* ,5555.," *„id top.

mind after you get the books.

Remember that the end

Also the5.volumc«etof
London bound in green

r silk with K..I.I tops. If I

-+ u«„ " kt-rp the books I will remit
Of this Sale IS at hand. « SI per month for 1 7 months
A day lost will COSt « for the O. Henry set only;
you money. Send the / eE*£ &he^w\tV.
Coupon noW~~"today * ton days, return both seta at your

—at once. -

ithnut

expense.

, Name.

Address. .

Review of
Reviews Co.
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For cleansing, one cream~

For protection,an entirely

different cream

To 'give your skin the loveliness it

should have, two creams are needed
—an oil cream for cleansing, and
a non- oily cream for protectio?i

THE skin is constantly being

toughened and coarsened by its

daily exposure to wind and dirt.

Unless you take care both to cleanse it

thoroughly of all impurities at night and

to protect it properly during the

day, you deliberately sacrifice

the clear, fresh-looking com-
plexion you could so easily have.

Cleanse the skin, each night

Particularly at the end of a wind}',

dusty day the pores of your skin are

filled with fine particles of grime and

dirt. To make the skin clear and

fine-textured, it must be kept thor-

oughly cleansed.

Before going to bed, cleanse the

skin liberally with Pond's Cold

Cream. The soothed, refreshed

feeling will be noticeable at once.

You will find Pond's Cold Cream
a perfect oil cream for massage as

well as for cleansing.

Protect the skin each day

Every woman who cares about her

appearance knows that in cold winter

days the skin must be especially pro-

tected to prevent its becoming rough,

red and chapped. You can protect

your skin from wind and cold, can

keep it soft and smooth by applying

~Q>

The nightly cleansing

and massage id itA
Pond's Cold Cream keep

the skin clear and smooth

a little Pond's Vanishing
Cream just before you go out.

Rub it lightly into your skin.

It is wholly different from any other

cream you have ever used. Itcontains

no oil. At once it disappears without
leaving a trace of disagreeable shine.

By taking this simple precaution, you
can keep ycur skin lovely all winter.

The very first application will show
you how much your skin is benefited.

Neither Pond's Vanishing Cream
nor Pond's Cold Cream will grow hair

or down on the skin. Try them both

for a week and notice how much
lovelier your skin looks.

Free sample tubes
Tear out and mail the coupon today and

we will send you sampletubes of each cream

free. Or for loe we will send you larger

tubes of both creams, containing enough to

last two weeks. Send for them today. Ad-
dress Pond's Extract Co. , I 36- L Hudson St.,

New York City. If you live in Canad.i,

Address 1 36-L Brock Ave., Toronto, Canada.

<Z_S±T a moment's notice, Pond's Vanishing Cream
brings pur skin new freshness. As a protection,

apply a little before going out into the cold

. <J)CAIL THIS COUPON TODAT

POND'S EXTRACT CO. 136-L Hudson St., New York
Please send me, free the items oheoked:

A bee Bomple of Pond's Vanishing Oream
,\ free sample of Pond's Oold Oream

Instead of the free samples, 1 desire theitema checked below,
forwhioh [enclose the required amount tooovex postage, pack-
ing, eto. A •"' Miiupli' of l'on.l's Vanishing Croniu

A Go sample of Pond's Oold Oream

Nnmc

Street

City State

l'.ve.v advertisement in ruoTorLAY maoazink is guaranteed.



beney Johnston

STATISTICS show that Ann Pennington was born in Trenton, X. J.—butO why sp<uJ; of vulgar things Ukt statistics? "Penny" helped to male the
Follies an institution. Lest she forget: her studio address is Famous Players.



Alfred Cheney Johnston

rllK dusky and fervent "Polly" Frederick has traversed the lens-shot path

for more than tiro years now. for Famous Plotters and. lately, for Goldwyn.

She has joined the proeession of einemese to the west eoast studios.



Alfred Cheney Johnston

77* N profile: Violet Heming, a pleasurable personality on our screens, where
f^j she has been a Gilbert Parker heroine, and most recently a participant in

Farrar's first Goldwyn, "The Turn of the Wheel." Now in "Three Faces East."



sun

rjilll-: sunny-haired Gish, snapped at her South Serrano street home in Los

1 Angeles, is appearing on the celluloid in "The Greatest Thing in Life"

(Griffith-Artcraft), in which We WOUld say Lillian assumed the title role.



Alfn-.l Cheney Johnston

CLAUA KIMBALL YOUXG is said to have paid a pretty price for the screen
rights to Max Martin's stagt success, "Cheating Cheaters," which will bt

her next vehicle. Mis* Young, horn in Chicago, has been in pictures since 1<)10.



CARMEL MYERS, a rose of Sharon blooming in Universal City, acknowl-

edges Nazimova as her aim in art. "I want," says Miss Myers, "to play

tragic things, on the stage." Meanwhile she is a heroine of frivolous film fiction.



Alfred Chenev Johnston

" TT'S Califilmia now," said Madge Kennedy, when she returned to her native

J. state. She will work at Goldwyn's Culver City studios. The new Kennedy
expression is "Primrose"; author, Cosmo Hamilton ; leading man, John Bowers.



1YLANCHE SWEET reappmr^on the silvt r-shcrt in "The Hushed flour."

JLJ Following this she plans flu heroine in Rupert Hughes' norrl of the tear,

"Tht UnpardonqbU sin." in irhich she t&directed by Marshall Xeihm.
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/F it were not for you the photoplay would not exist. There might be

motion pictures of events and industries, but there would be no romance.

Romance is what the photoplay is made of, and you are the finest half

of romance, which always burns with the fire of youth or glows in youth's

reflection: recollection.

You are hatted and coated and furred; one hand swings your heavy

marching order of powder-puff and small handkerchief; your other hand

firmly clutches your admission-plus-war'tax— yet, wait a moment: why are

you going to the photoplay?

To idle away an hour?

To escape the dinner dishes?

To be one with the heroine in her paradise of happy-forever-after?

To dream over your ideal hero— so grandly dijferent from all the men

you \now?

Here is something to remember: the only art which ever did anyone any

good was an art which was honest. An honest art is one which bears a true

relation to real life. Real life, not a dream about life, is what each of us

has to live.

Any photoplay which calls up that fran\, healthy laugh of yours; one

which makes you want to do something worth while in the world; one which

plants the seed of ambition in your receptive mind; one which touches your

sympathies and ma\es you feel \ind toward people; one which bares to you

the tenderness and strength, the helplessness and power of a real man's love—
photoplays li\e these are more than mere entertainment. They will actually

help you in realizing the vital and splendid womanhood which lies at the end

of every American girl's rainbow of youth.

Avoid the photoplay that ma\es you ashamed of your father and mother;

and the one that ma\es you sorry for yourself; and the one that ma\es you

envious of "rich girls;" and the one that ma\es you loo\ down on Jimmy

because he hasn't a "dress suit;" and the nearlynaughty story that ends sud-

denly in a perfectly-proper marriage. Also, remember this: there aren't any

screen "vampires" in real life, but if there were, men wouldn't fear them;

they'd laugh at them. And you wouldn't wish a man to laugh at you—
you'd rather he'd hate you!

J^low, pass in and observe your photoplay.
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The Story of My Life
The babyhood, childhood and ambitious early youth of the

most distinguished American artiste — a self-told tale.

M
music
square

R

Above — Miss Farrar at three

years— about the time when she
first began to realize that the big

old piano was a thing of great

fascination.

PART I

Y memories go back
to my third year;

and that recollection

has to do with
I can see a great

room, with a cheery
log-fire in one wall and a
massive, old-fashioned piano
in an opposite corner. The
piano towered miles into the
air, as my baby-mind calcu-

lated space, for it was only
by the greatest straining on
my tiptoes that I could reach
the keyboard.

This was in our home in

Melrose, Massachusetts, on
Mount Vernon street. The
old house, my birthplace, still

stands. That was where the
world began for me, and, as
I have said, it began with a
strange conscious-

ness of music. Long
before I could walk
I hummed and
crooned continually

and although I at-

tach no special sig-

nificance to that

—

all mothers maintain
their babies sing

themselves to sleep

—my mother inter-

preted the practice

to indicate a great musical gift.

To me, my career has always seemed a

thing pre-arranged. Looking backward, over
each phase of it—clear back to the era of

"piano-patterings"—I cannot help but feel that

the "Farrar luck" I am so often accused of

possessing to an uncanny degree is nothing but

the manifest generosity of a guardian-fate, who
had my appointed path all chalked down in some
wonderbook. Each phase of my career seemed
so essential and contributive to the one before

and after it. My daily living has always

seemed so truly a succession of preparatory

experiences, all flowing toward one objective

Do not imagine that merelv because I be-

lieved my career to be in the groove of an
unalterable fate that I did not work to

win. I struggled against hardships that

only operatic aspirants know about. I

fought aside every possible hazard to hold

to my life-long-ambition.

My mother did not believe that my
early inclinations for music were sur-

prising. She had expected and hoped
for it, for both she and father were of

a music-loving lineage.

My mother tells me that her father

Dennis Barnes, was a violinist of nat-

ural talent. His father owned the

greater part of Middlesex Falls,

near Boston, of uncommon in-

terest because of the many Indian

legends that were attached to it
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Below -— when the Melrose

photographer wanted Miss

Farrar to look into the camera,

she refused,casthereyesdown,

and said:

One of the landmarks was an
Indian cave, and that is where
little Dennis Barnes used to

take his toy violin, for which
he paid twenty-five cents, and
the bow which he made him-
self by pulling hairs from the
horse's tail. A little later on.

one of his uncles presented
him with a real though inex-

pensive violin.

Their was an old Italian

vender who passed the cave
every other day or so. anil

one day he heard my grand-
father playing and was so

amazed at the beauty of the

sounds that he listened for

a long time. The next

day he came to the cave
with his own violin, a fine old

instrument, and from then on
the little boy and the old fruit

peddler, who evidently had
seen better days,

played together.

Ten years later,

when Dennis was
seventeen, this same
instrument was de-

livered to him by a
stranger, with a

note explaining that

the old Italian had
died and that his

last wish was that

the violin be pre-

sented to him. That was his proudest possession.

and later in his life—when he had become a

minister—he found great diversion in stealing

off to play.

It is said mat when he grew to be an old

man. he never went to sleep without placing

the instrument beside him. Unquestionably,
he would have been a wonderful violinist, if

his father had encouraged him or if there had
been sufficient money for him to go abroad
for lessons.

My mother inherited a strong musical in-

stinct from him. and because her father was
himself thwarted in his artistic career, he
hoped to see the fulfillment of his longings in

his daughter. In addition to being able to

read the most difficult music at sight, with-

out being taught to do so, she had a beauti-

ful soprano voice. Her father wanted her to

study the violin; she tried, but found that

she liked the piano better.

At a very early age she decided to go on
the stage—that she would either study for

grand opera, if she had sufficient voice: not

granted that, she would go in for light

opera. She studied elocution and took

vocal lessons with a local teacher while

attending high school. She graduated at

sixteen, and was just preparing to leave

Xew York to arrange for a hearing with a

well-known voice teacher, when my father. Sidney

Farrar. then the embryo baseball star, came to

Middlesex Falls, saw and conquered, with



By

G er at dine
Fa r r ar

the result that before the year was
over my mother was Mrs. Sidney Far-

rar.

She had every intention of keeping
on with her career, but again Fate
intervened, for before long I came
along.

My mother tells me when she
was expecting me, she thought
continually of the time when I

would be old enough for her to

be free to leave me with a nurse
part of the time, so that she
might give several hours a day
to musical studies. She was
constantly at the piano, poring
over opera scores, improvising
little bits of her own. For
my mother's talent was of a
creative nature. Those who
believe in prenatal influ-

ences can draw their own
conclusions as to how this

all affected me.
Mother says she named

me '"Geraldine" after the

'"Lady Geraldine," a poetic

character whom she greatly

admired at the time be-

cause of the fact that she

was so unhesitating and
positive in her daring un-
conventionally. My moth-
er, with all her puritanical

inhibitions, tells me she

had a secret admiration for

all that was unusual and un-
afraid, and although she did

not by any means condone
wickedness, she thought
more highly of a person who
had a strong character,

whether it was for good or

for evil, than one who was
negative, namby-pamby.

I do not think I was yet five

years old when my mother de-

cided that my passion for music
should find its outlet on the

piano. I had hardly begun the

scales however when my spirit re

volted against the routine of les- \

sons. I found my efforts to remain
docile at the keyboard swamped
and overrun by a medley of original

harmonies and rhythms that clashed
hopelessly with my teacher's instruc

tions.

Mother and the teacher both often
despaired of my learning the scales in the

conventional fashion. I could not help but
toy at the piano. And for some peculiar
reason I always preferred to play upon the
black keys. To this day I respond more com
pletely to the softer half-tones of the sharps and
flats than to the white keys. But when mother
asked me why I hated the white keys I said that it

was because the "white keys seem like angels and the
black ones like devils and I like the devils best!"
By this time all my mother's dreams for her own world-fame
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Miss Farrar inscribes on the back

of the picture below: "Growing
up." The age isn't given, but the

picture was taken about the time

Miss Farrar was studying in Boston.

Photoplay Magazine

The picture below

was taken while

Miss Farrar was
studying abroad.

phenomenal success, on the singing stage, were transferred to

my own little being. For her personal sacrifice, I can never

be sufficiently grateful, and for her wonderful fulfillment of

all my needs and wants, her insight and intuitive knowledge

of what was right to do in professional matters, I can

never pay her sufficient tribute.

From my mother also. I inherit my energy, and from
my father, my happy disposition, and absolute re-

fusal to be worried for long under any circumstances.

At the age of five years I was sent to school.

Miss Alice Swett, one of my early teachers, alive

today, would probably be able to tell you what
sort of a pupil I was. I fought restraint or ar-

bitrary rule and even though I was respectful

to my elders I often found my will tearing

free and carrying me quite away. Those
years in the Grove street school at Mel-
rose, when I was reaching into girlhood,

were a chronicle of romance and ex-

citement, chiefly the latter. Through
those years as I strove to be an

orderly little girl, was that un-

swerving determination to do
nothing, in preparatory, but

that which would help me
become a singer. During
my years in the Grove
street school at Melrose

I tried hard to hold

myself in check, so

that I micht go

patiently through

the prosaic for-

mative neriod.

to reach the

glorious ca-

reer of my
dreams

1 a t e r on. I

was full of tem-
per and continual high

pirits which frequently

sent me into

orgies of sing-

Mrs. Sidney D.
Farra r, the
singer's moth-
e r , when
Geraldine was
about twelve

years old.

ing and dancing, acting, interpreting tumultuous emotions within, idealizing my-

self into glorious characters of which 1 read and imagined.
_

In one of these moods 1 wrote a play. "Rapunzel of the Golden Hair I

think I got the idea out of a suggestion in a fairy tale, I remember that 1

specified in the plav that the heroine was to be a fair-haired damsel, quite 5n

keeping with the romance 1 had been reading. I realized a terrific blow when

I felt that I could not he this heroine, for the reason that my hair was most

distinctly dark. I do not remember whether or not I altered my heroine. I was

passionately fond of animals, particularly cats and (Continued on page go)



Cohan and the Movies
"When wi\\ people realize that Screen and Stage are entirely distinct

professions?" askj George M., in his first picture interview.

By Julian Johnson

i
F George M. Cohan were a German we could call the

Motion Picture his Paris;he got no farther than the sub-

urbs, though nothing had ever stopped him before.

At The Lambs Club,

in one of the late days of

autumn. I said to Edwin
Wallace Dunn: "I should

like to talk to Mr. Cohan
about pictures.' He an-

swered: "Mr. Cohan will

talk readily enough—about

anything except pictures."

Mr. Dunn has long been

Mr. Cohan's voice in the

wilderness of Manhattan.

I mention him not as a

press-agent, but as a sup-

press agent. The psalmist

of Broadway has long

ceased having thrills at

finding his name in the

papers. Though a most ac-

cessible and agreeable man.
you'll agree that he can't

be on tap for reporters all

the time—while incident-

ally writing plays, compos-

ins music, penning bal-

lads, rehearsing stars,

mingling in national issues

and attending to his share

in the direction of a great

theatrical enterprise. His

need is a man who knows
what he wouldn't say on
any given subject. He has

him in Dunn.
Our debate ran back and

forth and up and down,
and finally we separated on

this basis: Dunn said that

on any discussion of pic-

ture subjects his friend and
patron was an immovable
body, while I said that the

demands of the readers of

Photoplay Magazine con-

stitute i an irresistible

force.

The next morning Dunn
called me on the telephone before I was out of bed : "Come
down to the office about noon. Mr. Cohan is arriving from
New Haven at 12. He has been working forty-eight contin-

uous hours on Ditrichstein's new play. I'm not promising

anything, unless you find him too weak to resist."
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At 12:24 the author-actor-producer-composer dashed into

Dunn's room in the Cohan & Harris suite on Forty-Second

street. Then there were three of us there.

He looked very tired in-

deed. There, were weary
lines in his face, the stoop

of his shoulders was ac-

centuated, and the droop

of the right side of his

lower lip, only a quaint

mannerism on the stage,

seemed to speak the burden

of bone-head actors, wood-

en-head dramatists and

iron-head audiences. It

was rather cool, outside;

he wore a black overcoat,

and—of all unseasonable

gear—a straw hat. There-

were deep restful chairs

variously disposed. He
scorned them all and half

leaned, half sat against

Dunn's desk, sweeping up
a handful of box-office re-

ports, over which his eyes

ran restlessly.

When he dropped these,

and rose. I rose. We need-

ed no introduction, for-

tunately. I stated my in-

terviewing business.

Perhaps there are gen-

tlemen in Washington who
think they invented some-
thing when, in the late war,

they put the newspapers on
their honor, rather than in

the irons of silence. Cohan
has been doing that to

American reporters for ten

years. He smiled and said

to me:
"All right: It's up to

you! You know more
about those things than I

do. Write what you think

I ought to say and I'll

stand for it—every word"
Then he passed into the

office of his friend as well as partner. Sam Harris.

"Well." murmured Dunn, "what do you think now?"'

"I think," said I, ''that he can't stay in Harris' office for-

ever. I'm going to wait till he comes out."

He must have found good news from his fifteen or twenty

The most versatile theatrical genius in the world. If he ever finds an adequate

expression on the screen it will add a new chapter to picture history.
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Ac the age of ten, George Michael Cohan
was a professional violinist.

shows in that office, for he looked

brighter, happier, rested, when he

emerged. And he talked. For

the first time, I think, for publi-

cation, about motion pictures.

He said:

"A man likes what he suc-

ceeds in, doesn't he? My life is

the theatre: my successes have
been of the theatre; I can't find

my personal, inspiration outside

the theatre. So far, I think they

expect the pretty boys in the mov-
ies—and no one has yet accused

me of being a handsome leading

man.
"1 believe in motion pictures. I

believe they have come to stay, and
will go on and on, improving, changin

enlisting line minds.

"The trouble with legitimate act

is ihat they think pictures a cheap
trade with no essentials to learn. I

periences have given mc a profound respect

for the camera. I believe il takes years to

master it.

"1 believe this, too: that the moving picture actor

has very little to give the theatre; anil by the sam
token, that the theatre has very little to give the

movies. Why will they confound two crafts that are so different?

A Wall street financial reporter and a London dramatist are both

in the word business—but what would happen if they exchanged

jobs?
" 'Broadway Jones' is my favorite Cohan picture. For one reason.

because it is the only one of my pictures I have ever seen.

"1 do like to work on location, and if everything was location work
the theatre might lose me, Whal 1 can't stand is studio work no! so

much the lights as the confinement and the strain of long hours. The
closeness, the heat, the maddening repetitions of the same scene, the

continual pouring-out of emotion without having any of it come back

to you from the audience. There is no toil in the theatre to equal it.

"1 didn't have to get 'broken 'to the sidewalk.' My first scene w
Forty-second and Broadway on a sunnv noon, with half the world loo

The man who wrote the only contemporary American war-song thai

doesn't have to be sung in falsetto has had. in all probability, the most
amazingly full and varied theatrical career ever recorded. Perhaps never

again will there be an individual who will do so many things in such a

short space of time.

Cohan was forty years old July 4th last. He was born in Providence,

R. I., and lest there be any confusion as to the racial derivative of that

name "Cohan.'' let us say that his father was Jerry John Cohan, who
married Helen Frances Costigan. If the escutcheon is still befogged, we
will run up a green flag with a harp on it.

According to my best information he stepped on the stage for the first

time in Haverstraw, X. Y.. at the age of nine. The play was "Daniel

Boone." In 1800 he played "Peck's Bad Boy." Later, in vaudeville,

came "The Four Cohans''—father, mother, George and sister Josephine.

This was the beginning of national celebrity for George Cohan, his first

burst of mile-a-minute speed, the inaugural of his great talents into as

varied and astounding an amusement career as ever fell to the lot of a

dozen men put together. A farceur, an individual eccentric dancer, a com-

poser, a writer of lyrics, a manager and promoter of theatrical enterprises,

a dominant figure in national entertainment affairs, and a national figure

become international—George Cohan was

all this long before he reached his mid-

known pieces include

y Jones." ''George

ngton. jr.." "The Wise
"The Governor's

"Running for Of-

"Forty-Five Min-
from Broadway."

'ifty Miles from
Joston." "The Man
Who Owns Broad-
way." "The Yan-
kee P r i n ce .

'

'

"Get-Rich-Quick

Walling-
ford." "The
Little Million-

aire." "Seven
Keys to Bald-

pate." and
"Hit-the-
Trail Holliday."

George M. Cohan
in his own photo-

play, "Seven Keys

to Baldpate." Be-

low, Mr. Cohan
and Hugh Ford,

director-general of

Famous Players.

mg on.

The author of "0\ < r I here'

present.

plans to do no more photoplay work



For Future Reference
If your grandson wants to \now where "Oh,

Boy!" started, consult the Davies family tree

IT
was an August evening in the year 1964. Little Algernon

climbed on his grandfather's knee with a question on
his lips.

"Tell me. Grandpa." he lisped, "why did they say

'Oh, Boy!" when you were young?"
The white-haired old man mused into the past. "Ah," he

said finally. "It was one night at The Follies, in New York.

The opening night. The audience was waiting to see which

one of the bewildering bevy of beauties would be the star of

the evening. Then—it seems but last night—a girl danced on

the stage. Golden-haired,

gray-eyed, and—a man next

to me looked at her. and

sighed, and said, 'Oh. Boy!'

?oon the audience was an ex-

claiming, enthusiastic mob,
all echoing that 'Oh, Boy!'

And I saw her again, the

girl. They wrote a musical

comedy, and called it 'Oh,

Boy!' and she was the her-

oine. It was Marion Davies,

mv grandson, and they are

still saying 'Oh, Boy!'"
It's true. Marion Davies

was the "Oh, Boy!" girl.

She danced her way from
the chorus of the Follies

into the title role of "The
Century* Girl." She fol-

lowed her success in this

with "Miss 1917." Later

she carried a role in "Words
and Music." And then

—

"Oh, Boy!" Miss Davies
lent this popular musical

comedy such exceptional suo-

port that she straightway be-

came a definite musical com-
edy discovery, a popular

Broadway beauty, and— a

screen possibility.
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Marion Davies, now of the films,

ranks of the "Follies" into the

Now, Marion, a New York girl, born and bred in Manhat-
tan, bored by Broadway and familiar with Fifth Avenue, Ma-
rion had always longed for Something Different. The call of

the gypsy-trail, and the calm life of the country, and all that

sort of thing. She didn't know about the country-girls who
wanted to see New York—and die. But she didn't feel that

she could desert Broadway and a promising career for the

life of a feminine D'Artagnan. exactly; still, she could and
did turn to the screen. Marion enjoyed any picture that told

a story of Adventure, with a large A. And when she had a

chance to play in pictures

herself, she jumped at it. Her
first photoplay was "Run-
away Romany."
Her success in this picture

led to a contract with Sele< I

for a series of six features.

The first, "Cecilia of the

Pink Roses;" then "The
Burden of Proof." already re-

leased. She is working now
on a picturization of Edna
May's musical comedy suc-

cess of many seasons back,

"The Belle of New York."
Marion says she's been go-

ing to pictures. so long, and

studying all kinds of au-

diences, from those of the

Rialto in New York to the

little tunnels of the Chici!-')

loop, that she knows just

about what the public wants.

"And." she adds, "pictures

appeal to me. and I intend to

stay in them just as long as

the public wants me."
Marion comes from a fam-

ily long active in the the-

atres. She is a sister of

Reine Davies. wife of George
Lederer. the producer.
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in one season danced from the

tie role of "The Century Girl."



The white horse shown in the picture above was the means of
transporting a cameraman to the mountain tops. At left is how
the camera saw twilight over a mountain lake in the Cascade

range.

Wild Game

Shot by

the Camera

T^ew glimpses in some of

the icorlJ's oldest places.

Photos by courtesy

Educational Films Corp.

The Great Dane dog accompanying the picture-taking expedition made Friends with

a wolf that thereafter followed them for days. The wolf is at the right of the tree.
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Robert Bruce and his Great Dane finding out what the

eagles see in the Great Northwest. Below in circle, a view

of the Teton Mountains.

SHORTLY before Christmas Robert
C. Bruce—and his dog—breezed

into New York with some new
'"scenic game" bagged by their mo-
tion picture camera. They also

brought with them a tale of a thrill-

ing experience on the Cascade Moun-
tains when a blizzard buried them
on a slope of the Glacial Peak for

over a week. The entire party owe
their escape from freezing to death
to a kindly thaw. The new series of

Bruce pictures comprise picturesque
views of the Yellowstone Park and
Jackson's Hole regions in the

Rockies, as well as views in Cali-

fornia. Oregon and Washington,



Soon he had her fastened securely in a big chair in her prison. "Now we'll sec who's head of his family," he said, trying to bluster

but Charlotte could not keep from grinning as he turned his back.



The Indestructible Wife
Ir

took about ten seconds Otherwise allied Charlotte a sweet'scented cy<
5teaki And ,,„.,,. ..

for the aews that Cha. Jone w ]w turnecj /,,,- husband into d CdVC man CoUins
< •

|mi Ordway's cj

lot it' was coming borne, pretty a im oi iiuiiy

to penetrate to every d t qi femininity as you could •

corner of the parental abode. Even news from Dy JCrOlllC oilOTCy to encounter, with a pair oi eyes so big and

Charlotte seemed to possess some strange round and innocent that you either trusted

dynamic quality of its own. that made it travel without visible her implicitly or suspected her instinctively, depending upon

means of communication. For the three week> since she your knowledge of the species.

married Jimmy Ordway, the place had been a haven of rest. The members of the little bouse party looked from one to

Now she was coming back. It wasn't that they didn't all love another in apprehension, and made no suggestion of how Char-

Charlotte, and everyone from the stable-boy to Father Field lotte was to he entertained. As for Jim, who was only her

himself would have fought to the finish' anyone who dared Utter husband, he sank back wearily into a big chair, closed his

the least word against her. But likewise, every one of those eyes, and obviously was planted for the day.

same persons would have been entirely willing to admit that "Slackers!" Charlotte hurled at them. "I see I've just got

Charlotte was, to put it mildly, wearing. Even in the midst to wake you all up again. Anne, get on your riding tl

mi ail the preparations for the wedding, there was a ceaseless You too, Julia."

round of golf, riding, tennis, swimming, boating—a veritable "I can't ride a horse," Julia protested plaintively,

field meet every day. And now, just when everyone was get- "Never mind, dear heart, you'll soon learn,'' Charlotte re-

ting nicely rested up and normal, she was coming back. plied. "I'atmore," she called to the butler, "phone over to the

Mrs. Field sighed. Her husband swore softly. The butler stables and have two live horses and a tame one ready in fif-

groaned. The grooms kicked savagely at the straw on the teen minutes. After lunch we'll have a round of golf, and at

stable floors. And in the little living quarters above the garage four o'clock I challenge everyone to a swimming race. That'll

the head chauffeur unburdened himself to his wife and baby: do for a starter," and she was upstairs in three jumps, it

"What's the idea, I'd like to know? Charlotte marries this seemed to the others.

Ordway guy, and we've got every right to suppose that's the The men, left to themselves, gathered around Jim and corn-

last of her. except for a visit now and then, and that wouldn't miserated with him. He only groaned,

be so bad. Kinda nice to have things livened up again from "Have a drink," his father-in-law suggested helpfully,

time to time. But here's the honeymoon barely over, and "I've had thousands." Jim replied dolefully. ''It doesn't do
back they come. Haven't they got a home? It isn't right. It any good. I'm all in, and Charlotte despises a weakling,

isn't fair to us." I can't let her see me falter. Boys, you must help me. It's too

But Charlotte had decided to come, and everybody knew that big a job for one man."
was the last word. She had never yet failed to do exactly as "Why not take her on in relays," Peter Brooks suggested,

she desired, and there was no reason to believe this would be "Maybe we could wear her out that way. If we could just make
an exception. So she came, catapulting herself into the bosom her give up, once, it might do the work."

of her family accompanied by tons of baggage, a kennel of "Great idea," the father of the young Amazon commented,
wolf-hounds she had picked up in her travels, a lot of new- "We'll walk with her, ride, swim, dance, climb, golf, polo

—

sporting paraphernalia, and last—and seemingly least—a very everything. We'll start at eight in the morning and keep her

limp and tired husband. • at it all day. Home, you take Tuesdays and Thursdays: Peter,

She was the same Charlotte—a splendidly robust creature, Wednesdays and Fridays; I'm a pretty old bird for the game,
radiant with life, tingling to her finger-tips but as her father I feel a certan respon-

with vitality, and yet. remarkable in so The Indestructible Wife sibility, and I'll undertake Mondays and
athletic a person, as pretty and dainty as xrARRATED b permission from the

Saturdays. And Jim you're her husband
the most doll-like of society s pest. They lT\ Select Pictures production of the a ' ter all

>
and although you must be all in

were waiting for her in the living room. same nam e, based upon the play by after the strenuous honeymoon, you must
To welcome Charlotte out of doors was Frederick and Fanny Hatton, "Losing pull yourself together for the sake of ap-
to take chances with one's life. Eloise," and staged with this cast: pearances, and look after Sundays your-

"Hello. Mother." she called from the Charlotte Ordway Alice Brady self. Perhaps you could persuade her to go
doorway, and made a flying leap into the Her Mother Sue Balfour to church."

maternal arms. "I've got such a lot to Brandy Roy Adams "It might work," Jim said, pessimisti-

talk to you about. We'll stroll over to Butler .Thomas Donnelly cally, "but I doubt it. I believe Charlotte
Edgewood tomorrow" — Edgewood was Peter Brooks W. A. Williams has a dynamo concealed about her some
twenty miles across country-"and have a it/l^^^////.G7r^T£ Pi** «id we'll never conquer her until we
real chat. Hello, Pop—why father! Shame Julia Leonore Hughes cut tne connection.

on you
! Soft shirt and carpet slippers ! jim

' '

'

.'

;

'

.'

.' '

'

*

'
.'.'.'.'.... Saxon Kling There was a ring at the doorbell, and in a

You'll be getting flabby again. I'll bet Anne Brooks Anne Cornwall moment the butler came in.

you've been drinking ale, and ten to one There's a person at the door wants to
you've had a touch of the gout. Well, we'll soon fix that, use the telephone," he said.

And look what you've done to John."—John was the chauf- "Let him use it," said Mr. Field.

feur.
—

"He's away over weight. Another pound, John, and A young giant, half nude in running togs, was ushered in.

I wouldn't ride behind you. I don't suppose you've had the He was limping.

car out twice since I went away. I noticed that there is a "Why, hello, Frank Brandy," Jim called from the recesses
squeak somewhere in the rear springs. Please fix it right of his chair.

away—you stuffed capon." and she gave him a friendly slap on "Hello, Jim. This is lucky," the athlete responded. "I
the back that shot him out of the room. didn't know you lived here. I'm in training over at the
"And now what's the programme for the day—I've got to health farm for the Olympic games. I sprained my ankle down

be entertained. Remember. I'm a guest," she demanded. the road, and wanted to phone over for a machine to come
Silence was the only reply. Quite a party had gathered to and get me."

welcome Charlotte home. There was Peter Brooks, who had "Xever mind phoning. Sit down," said Jim. "Brandy is

once aspired to the position of suitor for Charlotte's hand, but an old college friend of mine," he explained, and introduced
found the race too strenuous, and had abandoned it to the more him to the others.

determined Jimmy Ordway. There was Peter's sister. Anne, The same thought came to all of them in a flash, and four
herself something of an athletic girl, but not for a minute in pairs of eyes focussed with intense interest upon the ma*:-
the same class as Charlotte. There was Schuyler Home, a nificent figure of the athlete.

somewhat lackadaisical society youth, who had about as much "Brandy." Jim began, "you're an angel from heaven sent in
use for strenuous exercise as a goldfish has for a porterhouse answer to our prayers."
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Then he told the new arrival of the difficulties they were

facing, and officially appointed Brandy the tamer of his wife.
"1 haven't much time to fool around wiih women," Brandy

objected. "I'm in training, and women tire too easily."

The others laughed raucously, and told him not to worry, as

his training would not be interrupted, but rather intensified by
the job that was facing him. They took turns massaging the

sprained ankle, as solicitous over Brandy's condition as if he
were a Derby favorite upon whom they had all wagered their

last dollars. He was feeling fit again by the time Charlotte re-

turned from her ride, accompanied by the breathless Anne
and the much bedraggled Julia.

Charlotte stared at the statuesque stranger with undisguised
admiration. And when she was told that he was a friend of

Jim's and had been invited to join the house party, her glee

was unbounded. In a breath she elicited the information that
he could swim, ride, golf, play tennis, dance—do everything she
wanted to do, and for which she had been unable to find a tire-

less partner,

"You splendid Hercules!" she exclaimed. "How wonderful
to find a man who wants to be on the go!"
Before the afternoon was over, Brandy learned that what

the men had told him was true. To be the athletic partner
of Charlotte Field Ordway would not interrupt his train-

ing for the Olympic games. He beat her at golf by one
hole, while the others had scores running well above a
hundred. She beat him by an equally narrow margin in
a race ten times around the swimming pool. And at
tennis she declared that she lost only because she was
hampered by her skirts, and said that the next day she
would play him in men's togs and beat him.
The others were delighted. Jim returned to

his rest, and Julia established herself as
sympathizer. Anne tucked herself away
some place with Schuyler Home. Peter
and Mr. Field talked business and
smoked innumerable cigars. Mrs. Field
busied herself with the details of
making everyone comfortable, and
everybody was happy. And it was

Photoplay Magazine
Brandy who still had energy for a game of billiards with
Charlotte before dinner, and after dinner was ready to dance,
when the other men sidled away and wouldn't even exert them-
selves so much as to wind the phonograph. But as the sound
of the machine floated out through the open window to the
veranda where Jim was reclining in the divan swing, the dis-
encumbered husband expressed just the slightest doubt as to
whether or not they hadn't played Brandy a little too strong.

"I only want Charlotte to get tired out," he said. "I don't
want her to get tired of me."

"Cheer up." Schuyler reassured him. "She'll get tired of
Brandy when she gets good and tired of her strenuous life."
And innocent little Julia, perched on the edge of the swing,

whispered cousinly baby talk into the unhappy "husband's ear.
That first day was a fair sample of every day of the fol-

lowing two weeks. Charlotte and Brandv set the pace and
were constantly together. The others made a perfunctory
show of trying to keep up and join in the diversions, but soon
they abandoned even this attempt and settled down to enjov-
ing themselves in their own way. Jim .still declared that he
had not yet recovered his breath from the breathless honev-

"Then you'll divorce Jim?" said litde Julia, hopefully.
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nioun trip, while Anne and Schuyler Home seemed entirely

satisfied to be left to themselves, and Julia ministered ten-

derly to her weary cousin's want-. She was thus engaged
otu- afternoon when Brandy, leaving the house for a game ol

tennis with Charlotte, his soft shoes making no sound on the

stairs, glanced into the living room, took in the scene with a

grin, and passed on unseen.

It was innocent enough, or compromising enough
whichever way you looked at it. Jim was lying on

a couch, indolently puffing away at a cigarette

Julia was sitting beside him, running her lin-

gers through his hair and chattering her favor-

ite language

:

"Poor Jim' Judy can only sit at his t'oot-

ses and try to make him happy. .Mean old

Lottie, to keep a nasty punching bag where
a nice girl has a dressing cable."

Jim was just sufficiently sorry for himself

to make no protest.

After a furious bout at the net. Brandy
led Julia away to a bench for a

breathing spell. He sat very close

to her and she moved away. He
edged closer again and slipped

one arm about her shoulders

Charlotte jerked away and
looked at him in amaze-
ment.

"Don't you dare start

making love to me!
Such impertinence!"

she snapped.

"You shouldn't have
stirred me up,'' he re-

plied. "You're taking

chances."

Julia stared at him
again and laughed out-

right.

"As an athlete,"' she

observed, "you're
great, but as a Don
Juan you're a big

prune.
-

'

For reply Brandy
picked her up by the

waist and held her at

arm's length.

"Now what can you
do?" he laughed.

"This," Charlotte

replied, and kicked

him vigorously.

He dropped her and
rubbed his shin rue-

fully. "You don't play

fair." he complained.
"And besides, the

whole place is buzzing with gossip about you and me. and
about Jim and Julia."

"Julia!" Charlotte sneered. "The idea! Jim wouldn't look

at her. And besides, they are cousins, and grew up together."

"All right," Brandy replied cynically. "Come and take a
look at the cousins."

Brandy led the way to the house, and with his finger to his

lips motioned Charlotte to peek through the portieres of the
living room. Julia was still seated beside the weary Jim, and
he was blowing "smoke kisses" to her. Little by little she

leaned nearer and nearer to catch the smoke until their lips

almost touched. From where Charlotte was standing it was
impossible to tell whether they did or not. Jim's efforts to

prevent this bit of baby vampire business were somewhat
sluggish, to say the least. Julia was so restful. Charlotte had
seen enough. Followed by Brandy she stepped into the room
Jim was embarrassed but little Julia clung to his hand.

"Well, Brandy, here seems to be your chance." Charlotte
said, bitterly. "Tell Jim what you told me a minute ago."
Brandy didn't care to be brought into the limelight so sud-

denly, but he bluffed it through.

"Well, it's like this." he said. "I'm crazy about Charlotte,
and you seem to be about Julia. Why can't we fix it up?"

"Sl.u ken, -nil ( 1>.ii

lotte. "I
to wake yrotl -ill up

Jim sprang at Brandy, but Charlotte interposed.

"Its easy to see that Julia fascinates you," she said.

"Brandy is merely proposing to take me off your hands in a

perfectly legal way."
"Then you'll divorce Jim?" said little Julia, hopefully.

"No, she won't divorce me," Jim shouted. "Go to your
room. You've started enough trouble already. And you get

out of my house!" he shouted at Brandy.

The commotion awakened the somnolent household and the

others came running in to learn the cause of the rumpus.
"I'm on the market," Charlotte announced. "Jim is tired

of me. Anybody want to take a chance?"
Nobody knew just what it meant. It might be one of Char-

lotte's jokes, it might be a little quarrel, and it might be

serious. But when Charlotte put it that way, there was noth-

ing for the men to do but be gallant.

"You know I'm always at your service. Charlotte." Peter

declared.

Schuyler Home was about to make a similar avowal, but

Anne jerked him back.

"I guess you know how I feel." Brandy said stubbornly, and
advanced toward her as if to assert his prior claim.

(Continued on page 106)



Where Do We Ride from Here?

Reproduced by courtesy of
Collier's Weekly from a
copyright painting b y

Frederick Remington.

HAT noble animal, the horse, is not an
invention of the films. The camera dis-

covered, but did not create him. This
statement is necessary to dispel a belief

prevalent in cities of over 25,000 popula-
tion, that "there ain't no such animal.'' It

is well known to archaeologists that pre-

vious to the present, or gasoline age, and
even as late as the steam age, the horse was
known to exist, though lacking in most of

the qualities he soon came to possess under
development by producers of Western
pictures. In fact, the horse was in a bad
way until the first cowboy picture stars

came to his rescue, dragged him out of

obscurity, made him an institution, created

a new world of romance, and put the

movies on four feet.

What course picture history would have taken if some one
had not discovered the horse, one can only guess. Without
their equine features, the early dramas would have been much
worse than "Hamlet" without Hamlet, ham and eggs without

ham or eggs. New York without Broadway, the Republican
party without Roosevelt, Boswell without Johnson, or an

aquarium with-

out fish.

It began in

1007 or 1908.

When you are

dealing with an-

c i e n t history,

what is a year

more or less be-

t w e e n friends ?

Absolute accuracy

is impossible. The
records are de-

stroyed, if they

were ever kept,

and the films

themselves have
d i s a p pe a red.

Broncho Billy
Anderson (real
name Max Aron-
son) places the

year of his first

Western picture

as 1908, and says

he was the first

to engage in this

art, operating in

the interests of

Selig somewhere
near Denver. But
it was in June
1907, according to other authorities, that Selig released a strip

of celluloid, 700 feet long, entitled "Western Justice." portray-

ing a chase in the mountains, with cowboys as avengers. Anil

even here Billy's claim to the discovery of the horse is placed

in question by the fact that this same month Kalem divulged

a creation in 880 feet, called "The Pony Express Rider.''

which told a thrilling tale of the plains. And still further

back, in April of the same year, Edison prismatized the life of

Daniel Boone, with much Indian fighting, but this was history,

fairly accurate, ami does nut count as pure drama.
Yet these were mere nebulous beginnings. The Western

picture in all its glory did not come to a full blooming until

George K. Spoor of Essanay, scenting possibilities in the

horse and Broncho Billy placed in juxtaposition, engaged them
both and began turning out a regular series oi these produc-

tions in one reel and less. Curiously enough, the discovery so

dwarfed the discoverer, that it was not until Nov. it. ion.
that there is any record of the Lochinvar of the lens being

actually starred. And the beginnings o\ stardom were of a

timorous nature, the advertising looking something like th

THE GIRL BACK EAST
WITH G. M. AXDEOSON

.Soon the new country of romance, thus discovered and
created, became the happy hunting ground of all the producer-
In the spring of 1909, the releases for one month, ranging
from 557 to 1000 feet dramas, contained these thrillers: "The
Indian Trailer." Essanay: "In the Bad Lands," Selig: "The
Cowboy's Sweetheart." Centaur: "Why the Mail Wa> Late."
Lubin: "The Gold Prospectors." Pathe; "Children of the
Plains." Yitagraph; "On the Western Frontier." Edison. What
Kalem was doing that month is a mystery. The conservative
claims set forth for these creations in the advertising might be
worthy the consideration of the press agent of today.

~ Thus
did the Centaur company megaphone its offering: "The- pic-

turesque side of cowboy life in the field is shown, and there

are many exciting pursuits, contests, and adventures both on
horseback and afoot."

So much for ancient history. The type has persisted and
developed. Today's heirs to all the virtues of the line are the
William S. Hart. Roy Stewart and occasional Douglas Fair-

banks classics of saddle and gun. The 'poor relations are the
Bill Duncan serials and certain Universal rough-and-stumbles.

There has been
no break in the

family tree. The
popularity of the

"Westerns" has
never waned. To-
day the cowboy
pictures are fewer
in number than
they were t e n
years ago. and
by that same
token much
fewer in propor-

tion to the total

output, but they

continue to hold
their place, if not

at the- top. at

least quite close

thereto. A n d

why?
Simply be-

cause the one do-

main which the

camera has ma tie

distinctively its
own. is that of

the plains. Here
the moving pic-

ture has created

its own empire of

It bears about the same
a Sherlock Holmes story

existence. The camera

romance. It is not a real country,

relation to the actual West that

does to an ordinary detective's

found the West a somewhat boisterous and formless region.

and showed it how to behave. If it can be said to have a

prototype, it is to be found in "Diamond Dick" rather than in

Owen Wister. in the dime novel rather than in the stories by
Alfred Henry Lewis and Henry Herbert Knibbs. With this

difference—that what was crude and merely bloody in the

shockers that were the joy of our childhood hours behind the

barn, in the graphic story told by the lens became picturesque

and invested with a certain human dignity and certain human
qualities that are inevitable where actual persons are substi-

tuted for the ridiculous super-men of the printed page.

It would be an exaggeration to say that Western romance
now dominates the screen. It would be equally an exaggera-

tion to say they are on the wane. In the Paramount organiza-

tion the opinion is that the war has provided a greater and

more vital field for outdoor drama for the present, and that
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The West has been the photoplays ont

realm oj romance will America's grand

return to the sea provide .mother '

By Randolph Bartlett

when peace has been declared the Westerns will come back
into their own. In Vitagraph, with western serials and Wolf-
yilie stories being turned out from week to week, the opinion

is that the demand is as great as it ever was Th< Metro
report, on the other band, is that the public wants Western
scenes but is tired of cowboys and the "Kat-'em-up-Jack" type

of story. All the Wot means to Metro is outdoor scenery.

So it goes. But the belief, prevalent in many quarters, that

Westerns are doomed, is no new belief. In December. 1010.

a letter appeared in a trade paper from an anonymous critic.

Who observed that two years before, he had incurred obloquy
by referring to "Indian and cowboy pictures made in the

peaceful wilds of New Jersey." and added:

'As Indian life neither today nor yesterday is or was what
Longfellow would have us believe it to be. and as cowboy life

is not. can not. and never will be at all romantic or pic-

turesque, 1 again submit there are far. far too many of these

pictures."

The objection answers itself. The public does not want
realism, particularly that portion of the public which is the

main>iay of the

screen. It gets

realism with the

morning a i a r m
clock, the pan-

cakes and coffee.

the crow d e d

street cars and
the high cost of

living. It wants
to be aided in for-

getting this world

and all that there-

in is. It wants
to be told there

is such a thing as

heroism triumph-

ant and villainy

overcome. Just

as Lord Dunsany
established him-
self as one of

the greatest of

dramatic com-
mentators o n
life by placing

his scenes fn

mythical coun-
tries of his own
creation so the

photoplay has re-

flected the de-

sires of its devotees by building an entire world of romance
in the cattle country.

The question now arises, how long shall the West remain
the sole empire of romance which pictures have made dis-

tinctively their own? Where do we ride from here? All other

forms of human expression have their cycles. All arts have
their waves. If the flow of Western photoplays ever ebbs, what
will its successor be?
The novel follows fashions almost as rigidly as do clothe-.

When Anthony Hope Hawkins wrote "The Prisoner of Zenda"
he started something, and when George Barr McCutcheon
wrote "Graustark" he booted the snowball along quite con-

siderably. Every pen-pusher from Chicago to Canton began
writing stories concerning mythical kingdoms.. Today you
couldn't sell "Graustark" to the Saturday Evening Post.

Previous to that there was the flood of historical novels,

represented at their best by Stanley J. Weyman. Even Conan
Doyle gave Sherlock a week off and took a crack at the name
in probably his best work. "The White Company" and ".Micah

HE \

Clarke." now about forgotten because of the overwhelming
popularity of his superhuman detective.

Nowhere does the tendency to follow styles appear more
clearly marked than on the stage. Here one swallow assures

a summer. Paul Armstrong, I believe it was, discovered (he

criminal, and with Wilson Mizner started a series of crook

plays with "Alias Jimmy Valentine," unless the style could be

said to have been set by Edward Sheldon's "Salvation Nell."

Anyhow, crook plays had the call, and they ran their little

race. Scarborough discovered vice, and for one season it was
unsafe to go to the theatre without a gas mask. Margaret
Mayo discovered the twin bed, and there followed a series of

almost nearly
risque comedies.

to which the Hat-
tons have been

active contribu-

tors. And when
the United States

government dis-

covered the Ger-

man spy— good
night nurse! This

year the play on
Broadway that
does not support

a t le a s t one
guaranteed, per-

sonally conducted
spy. hides its

lights like a

chorus girl caught
wearing cotton

hosiery.

There has been
little evidence

of corresponding

cycles in moving
pictures. Perhaps
there have been
recurrent waves
but the scope of

the photoplay is

s o encyclopedic
that in the great volume of productions these have not
been prominent. The society melodrama, for example,
we have always with us, but it is impossible to point

to any certain season in which these were more prevalent than
at any other time. So with the. business drama, the crook
story and the pastoral comedy. Only the stream of Westerns
persists year after year, and what star has not. at one time or

another, launched his shallop on that swift current? Douglas
Fairbanks started his career with one of them. "The Lamb."
and has returned to them frequently. Harold Lockwood, Wil-
liam Russell. Wallace Reid. Thomas Meighan. Robert War-
wick. Henry Walthall—they have all had their fling. And
what actress has not. at one time in her career, appeared as a
dance hall girl? Even Geraldine Farrar fell for one of these

this year, and if Mary Garden had stayed with the game a
little longer, she undoubtedly would have been seen as a

Faro Nell.

But still the question, where do we ride from here' Are
Abana and Pharpah dry? ontinued on pa^e 109)
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Chicago, the Grand Crossing; the

\^ transfer-point for players on their

T"!HE First Time flittings from coast to coast.

I Saw Bill Harl,
-*• Off the Screen, Chicago, a place where they change

I trains and, in the sad, mad scramble
Had that of luggage and lunch between, run
Kind of

Let-down Feeling

—

up to see "PHOTOPLAY."

You Know

—

The Way we All Felt s '

The Morning
After November n. "Wanta Comealong?"
You See, I was Used to him "You Bet," I Told him.
In those Western Togs

—

Well, the Next Day
Sombrero, Everything was All Right.
Chaps,. There he was
And Red, Red Shirt, In his Western Outfit,

With a Gun in Each Hand. And Looking like himself.

And when I Saw him

—

They were Going
He was Bill Hart, all Right—but To Sneak the Scenes, so
In Plain Clothes, Everybody in Chicago
And Peaceful; Wouldn't be Hanging Around.
He Wore There was
Collars and Cuffs, E. H. Allen, Mr. Hart's Manager—and
And Used Good Grammar. Lambert Hillyer,

It was Like Discovering Hart's Director

—

Every-day Words like Who didn't Really

"Is" and "And" See Why
In a Poem by Service. I Had to Come along

—

"We're Going And Joe August,
To Take Some Scenes lure, The Kid who Turns the Crmk
Tomorrow," For all Bill's Pictures; and
He Said, after a while: According to Bill,

\' ..

We had our picture taken

The Best in the Busim-—.
But
If Bill Hart
Wanted to Sneak
Any Scenes,

He'd Better have Gone
Someplace
Where thev don't Have Picture-Shows;

Not
Chicago, where
Bill Hart's Sombrero
Is as Familiar
As that Crayon of Grandpa
Over the Parlor Mantelpiece.

We Rode Alons
Sheridan Road.
Hunting
A Location,
And Passed Lincoln Park.

And the Lagoon.
And there was a Boat
Anchored there.

And the Name on it was.
"Hello Bill."

It wouldn't have Taken so Loner

For the Scenes, if

The Kids hadn't

Clogged the Camera.
Pretty Soon
The People Began
To Stop, and Point.

And the Girls would All Giggle.

Somebody Wanted to Know
If I was "his Daughter, or

Who T Was
"

Well, that Started It.

Bill Thought
I Ought to Have
Sonic Stick Candv. and
A Doll.

We had our Picture Taken
Over in Grant Park.

You Know. Folks,

I Had mine Takin
Once Before, with
Wallie, and Tom Meighan.
And at the Time
1 Said Never Again

—

\nd Meant it. too.

Rut Bill

Looked so Funny
With that Doll,

I thought it'll be a Shame
Not to Let You
See him, too.

I Never
Take a Good Picture, anvway.
But
I Fooled Bill:

I Ate the Candv.
He Reallv Wanted it

Himself

-



A head line wa would likr to " "< lurlai

Spencu t haplin; .ill rif.'ht^ reserved, indud
m^ translation into tha Scandinavian."
Speaking <>t the univattalit] oi Chaplin's
appeal thai li.n. thai cane, those ihoaa
have been translated into every language;
and now tha Chinese, ["his Oriental cai

Kature of the comedian is contributed by
(.hat 1 long, styled "tha Chintst Chaplin
by the I Ko comedy company feu which
he performs We concede the title, refus-

ing to commit Mi 1 long to the category
oi imitators which includes Billie West, el al

By the waj . m here is Bil it

A«
\as F»//&

Karlekens Vedermodw
Trianglc-komedi i 4 titter.

J KratlfUntir d.jl.jra U 7—9. 9—11 e. _. F5,IJ, nlh U. V—* •. a.
OH. p..w fria ki 4 » ». I bl*<*tl*. .v hS ,^u»j» t*W<.r,ei»«. fcL, eta
Mlm W 9931 15 nn rinur ™d,, Muf •» AW^f &*l*»fDarn 13a al tint ana.

Doug's publicity man sent the above with the proud caption,

"And this is what they say about the one and only Doug in

Scandinavia." No, neither can we; but it is doubtless an ingen-

iously worded inducement to Stockholm picture-goers to come on
in and see the best -known athlete. The portrait is a virile futur-

istic conception of Doug — or mebbe that's art, in Scandinavia.

The clipping is an advertisement from the Svenska Dagbladet, of
Stockholm, Sweden, reprinted in the Motion Picture World.

^•<*£^f

X

At right— Scene from "A Perfect

Thirty -Six." The coincidence

that the camera man who, while

shooting this dry - goods store

set, got in line with a clothing
dummy, has nothing to do with

the success of the picture; it's

Mabel Normand who plays the title

role. Rod La Roque is the assidu-

ous young -prince- charming -in-silks

who is going to startle Mabel from
her calm — not by proposing to her,

but by letting her in on the joke.

*X:-
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Br-r-r-r-r-r!

The Villain!
But you spell it with "u," for this

is the annal of a dar\ light heavy

Our villain is foiled (or felled)

again. Bill Desmond, Ethel

Fleming, and Eugene Burr in

"The Pretender" (Triangle).

IT'S
a shame. Something

ought to be done about it

right away.
Reams have been writ-

ten about the simp ingenue;

the virile hero; the tragic hero-

ine; kid-stars; comedians. Why,
I ask you, has the light heavy

been neglected? He is indispens;

ble. We couldn't have moving p
tures without him. And vol no

ever knows he is there.

You have seen him as a beautifu

in almost every good society drama. He wants The Girl, but she shudders when he
>^ kisses her, on the arm. He has a scrap with the husky hero, over the heroine'.-

honor, which is at stake, in which he is so badly bruised as to be totally unrec-

tA ognizable. In the excitement of the final clutch, he is forgotten. But in a week
IB or two he turns up again, in another picture, apparentlv none the worse for

Or he's a lounge lizard; or a careless cad; or a he-vamp. He's the cringing
Ka cracksman who really robbed the safe, but lets the blame fall on The Boy.
«*\ until, pursued by visions, he confesses and expatiates—the last we see of

gi him is in a closeup, through the bars. Sometimes he is a poor innocen:

jk- sinner, who never had a chance; who nobly suffers for another's crime.

r "- and dies, usually, in the last reel.

t Not a happy life. You might almost pity him. But Eugene Burr.

the particular dark-complexioned light heavy of whom we are speak-
ing, is representative of his craft: and we know he gets paid for

% \ having a mean disposition.

Burr made his film debut with Lasky. in the early days of that

famous troupe. He supported such illustrious lady-stars as Laura
Hope Crews, Geraldine Farrar. Charlotte Walker, and Fannie W
He went to Universal, for a serial. Then he free-lanced for a while,

finally landing at Culver City, where for the past year, he has per-

formed for Triangle. A list of his pictures there include: "The Painted Lily.''

"Alias Mary Brown." ''The Atom," "Daughter Angele." "The Tender-foot School-

Master," and 'Trish Eyes." In "Old Hartwell's Cub." the filmization of a

prize-winning scenario in the Triang'e-PHOTOPLAY Magazine contest.

Burr was a city-feller who coaxed the unsuspecting country-girl from
home. He does this in even- other picture.

He was working with the Alma Rubens company in the

role of Oliver Shane, in Cosmo Hamilton's story.

." when Miss Rubens was seized

appendicitis. During the illness

he star. Burr is doing Jerry Hen-
ersou. in Charles Neville Buck's

"The Bear Cat."

Burr was on the stage at the

age of eight. At fifteen he

put on burnt cork and beat a

tambourine as end "man" in

Harry Ward's minstrels. "I

doubled in the band." savs

Burr, "by twirling a baton

in front of the parade, at

'eleven o'clock rain or

shine." " Now he likes pic-

tures so well he intends to

stay with them, as a subtle

illain. until they get so high-

row, that the fans no longer relish

eternal encounter between virtue

llainy. "But that time." con-

cluded Burr, "is a Ions: way off."

The Original Alibi

-

Kid

THE action has started, and the saffron-painted star is slowly

entering her palatial library. The director is speaking.

meanwhile crouching just back of the cameras. The head

camera man as he grinds glances nervously up at the top of

the scene, where the electricians are centering their spot-

lights on the yellow-hued star. Then his gaze, still worried.

swin^ back in th.' director—and back with a jerk of the

head to the players, now reaching the climax o\ their scene.

He is thinking up hi- alibi. Three days later in the studic

40

projection room the director yells. "My God. what is the mat-

ter with that scene?" For the young and beautiful actress

looks like a leopard Her neck and shoulders resemble a map
of the Thousand Islands. Someone is to blame. The scene

must be retaken. Where i-^ that camera man? He comes up
to the group and is actually smiling. He is almost gleeful.

"Miss Star." he says genially. "I was afraid of this all the time

we were shooting that scene. Your freckles were only thinly cov-

ered by your make-up and they photographed right through it."



AN
Who opens and shuts its eyes and says

a lot more than "Mamma" and "Papa"

CHINA always has been misunderstood. Most of us

have a vague idea of the Flowery Kingdom- a sort of

chop suey of weird music on cymbals, gorgeous-coated

conjurers in vaudeville, long finger-nails, and Thomas
Burke. We are apt to forget that China, while picturesque,

has sprung some of the biggest practical surprises in history.

China, for instance, discovered printing and concocted puzzles.

If it weren't for China we might never have thought of tea.

Still, it remained for Lady Tsen -Mei -silent T, if you please

—

to establish China, once and for all. as the place where
china comes from—particularly china dolls.

Tsen Mei herself, a black-banged doll from Can
ton. is China's most charming surprise and in-

genious puzzle. A China doll with a Made-in
America tag. Daughter of a Chinese man-
darin, she is college-bred, a professor of

medicine, a musician, and a mimic. And
now. a movie star. You have to hand
it to China.

Tsen Mei might just as well

have been a native of Chicago,

for early in life she adopted
the Windy City's slogan. "1

Will!" America furnished

the fillip that brought this

China doll to life.

Born in Canton.
Tsen Mei might
never have escaped
the traditional lethargy

of her race, had not her

father, when she was twelve,

been sent to America on a

diplomatic mission. Tsen
Mei accompanied him. In

Washington, she lived the

life of an American girl.

She studied with an Ameri-
c a n tutor. Unconsciously
she compared the life of the
American girl and the man-
darin's daughter. She
brought the western ideas
back with her to Canton.
Soon she
found t h e .^~?-*"*- ***+
old life in-

By

Delight Evans

a speaking likeness of

LadyTsen Mei, a black-banged

China doll from Canton, with

a Made-in-America tag. Ac
left, a scene from her first pic-

ture, called ''For the Freedom
of the East." Below: in the

costume of a mandarin's
daughter. Lady Tsen Mei is a

professor of medicine, a musi-

cian, a mimic, and now a movie

star. You have to hand it to

China.

i

tolerable. She decided that she would be American just so' far as she dared. You may
be wondering how in Canton a high-caste Chinese girl could so far over-ride the conven:

tions of her caste as to have a few ideas of her ow-n. And imagine the mandarin's con-

sternation when his daughter announced her intentions of getting out and earning her own
living. But the mandarin had had to cope with her rebellious spirit since babyhood. He
wasted no words; simply let her have her own way.

First. Tsen Mei forced him to teach her all he knew of medicine, learned at an Amer-
ican college. By the time she had attained her majority, she had become a full-fledged

physician. This was unheard of in China, but Tsen Mei had become so accustomed to

doing the unusual thing that she was quite undismayed, and answered all protests with

a simple announcement that she was sailing at once for America, to complete her

education.

Influence was brought to bear and Lady Tsen Mei arrived in New York under the

protection of distinguished countrymen who arranged for her to enter Columbia Uni-

versity. There the China doll buckled clown to hard work, and obtained her A. B.

She went to the University of Pittsburgh and won her M. A. degree!

But instead of practicing medicine. Tsen Mei again became restless and made up
^k her mind to go on the stage. Just like that

—
"I believe I'll go on the stage;' she

^. remarked carelessly one day. And no sooner said than put into execution. She

^ \j^ took up music again; studied just as faithfully at scales as she had at skeletons,

^^^N and was finally pronounced by her teachers to be ready for a professional ap-

pearance. And so Lady Tsen Mei sang. (Continued on paz,p 103)



Followed a summer or romance and courtship- and a little painting.

TOTON
XS/herein a beloved wildcat of the Latin Qiiartier loses

a great sorrow and wins a husband and father.

By Leigh Metcalfe

HAD David Lane not married Yvonne, then there would
be no story to tell. But so Ions as ihe prettiest and
most chic maids from the south of France persist in

meeting good-looking young American artists—then

there will be stories—or we burst.

Just as though David Lane wouldn't have married Yvonne'
Even the ghost of the thought is absurd, once you know of

Yvonne—and David's love for her.

ll was shortly after the young American had established

himself in the Latin Quartier to find out what the old world

knew of art that his genius hadn't taught him (rather, what it

had hidden from him), that he met the French girl. She was a

flower-girl, and although David was attracted by the blossoms,
their attractiveness willed the instant he observed to whom he
was to pay the money.
One glance led to another and first thing the folks about

the Quartier knew, the young American had the girl posing for

him—an honor Ions: desired by many of the artists, but never

realized. Yvonne guided David to the open country and

showed his artist soul the unpainted pictures of rural France.

And followed a summer oi romance ami courtship—and a little

painting. Friendship led into love, and love into marriage.

Now it seems that every time a story is spun about two

young persons who get married, or who are determined to get

married, the inevitable ogre is introduced in the form, usually,

of that imp—Parental Opposition. Thi< time the ogre took

the form of David Lane's father, who couldn't understand,

having lived thirty years since he had done the same thing,

why a youth will make such a fool out of himself as to spoil

his career by early marriage. After the honeymoon blossomed

an idyll that would never end. so long as the kaiser's gang kept

out of France.

Then came a cable from the United States, telling David to

return home immediately as his mother was seriously ill.
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Yvonne was filled with .1 vague uneasiness al his leaving

David nearlj missed the train bound for the channel in giving

her the assurance oi his speedy return.

When David told his father of his marriage he waited expeel

antly for the great outburst that did not come. The father,

though greatly angered, swallowed his wrath and onlj said'

I on'l think we had better tell your mother. In her condi-

tion . . . mi^ht prow unfortunate."

\leanwhile, nervously, David was attempting to tell about

hi.- wife. "1 met her when 1 first went over, A dark-eyed

native from the south ol France. Vivacious and intellectual

You should hear her amazing attitudes on art."

But hardly had he finished his awkward plea for justifica-

tion when the father had walked heavily out of the room, lli-

had already decided that the marriage would not l>e sanctioned.

He would see iiis attorneys. He would treat the French girl as

she doubtless deserved.

"A silly infatuation." he told the lawyer that afternoon.

"The boy will soon forget. Notify your Paris representatives at

once." Which was done, ds Yvonne soon learned.

While David was in America waiting the recovery of his

mother, eager to return to Yvonne, she received a call from

Strange attorneys in Paris. With her went Pierre—of the under-

world—a rough-cast apache whose one good energy was a

love for Yvonne—a love that had begun almost before that of

David's. For a long time Pierre had yearned for Yvonne
from a distance but with David's departure he became more
arrogant and insistant. Yvonne treated his attentions with

cold disdain, but did not overlook the fact that he was the

one person, outside of David, who would do much for her. il

the need came.
Pierre had repeatedly attempted to decry the faithfulness of

David, long before he had left even and now that he was gone

seemed to await avidly for the time when the girl would find that

he was unfaithful.

Thus it happened that when she was summoned to appear

before the lawyers. Pierre, who feared they would not give her

a square deal, went along. Yvonne was met by an icy repre-

sentative of the law who informed her that David Lane's parents

had ordered them to ask her to withdraw her claim on David.

"Unles> you do this vour husband will be disowned." she was

told.

At first the girl was inclined to 'fight, but when the attorney

added that David sanctioned his parents' attitude, then she

broke down—while Pierre glared slyly at the legal iceberg

before them.

There was a brief moment of disbelief. But the

imperturbable eyes of the attorney, as Yvonne stared

hopefully at him, did not seem to be lying. She
turned to go and the attorney called after her.

"Then you relinquish your claim to your
husband?"

But her interrogator might have been a

puny archaeologist, shouting questions at the

Sphinx for all the answer he received. The
attorney was quite out of Yvonne's mind.

too trivial to consider. The situation was
growing more impossible each moment,
-he assured herself, passing out of the

building. Then she told Pierre, who was
secretly enjoying the realization that the

American had proven fickle. . . .

The child would arrive shortly, and
then . . .

Pierre, overwhelmed by the news,
now melted into honest concern.

Yvonne became hysterical and pleaded
with Pierre as her only friend, to stay
by her. Later she crouched in a dark
corner of the studio, staring dully at

the familiar things about her. David's
old pipe, a Yankee corncob, lay cold

and dead on a baseboard of an aban-
doned easel. Yvonne shivered. She
must be leaving, now that David was
through with her—them.
Yvonne did not survive the grotesque

motherhood, but left a girl-image who
was to find it exceedingly difficult to

preserve her beautiful inheritance in

the environment of Pierre and his peo-

ple. But Pierre (

I bis promise technically, at l<

He took 1 barge oi 'he infant, and a: poignant

Yvonne's death had passed, was able to think in pr<

numbers, and to plan for the gil 1

\s time passed the wily apache learned all that he had -u>-

pected, regarding the real condition ol the desertion b; Da

When Yvonne was alive he did not admit In- suspicion

David was not to blame. And now t hat she 11.1- dead, he

intended to find out. Finding out, he kept th< from her,

His mother now on the road to health after a seeming unend-

ing illness. David boarded ship for England His father, -till

silent as to the course he had quietly taken on the man 1

bade him goodbye, feeling in hi- monstrous ignorance that tin-

youth was well-rid of a non-essential to his career and happiness.

Arriving in Paris, David hurried to the Latin quarter only to

be met by a darkened Mudio. and. later. Pierre II, .rabbed

the apache by the arm and demanded to know where Yvonne
was.

The pickpocket leered at him slyly. "Dead," he said, crudely.

"Did you expect her to be well and
happy after you had thrown her
aside;--"

David's fingers clutched

the Frenchman's throat

and he muttered with

a shriek in hi> voice :

"Dead:-' What
killed her?"

Yvonne was filled with

vague uneasiness at his

going and David nearly

missed his train, giving her

the assurance of his speedy

return.
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picturesque and whimsical part of the Paris underworld. Under
the coaching arm of Pierre, she learned the many secrets of

apache existence. From babyhood up she had been dressed

in the garb of the masculine sex. And there were none to

even suspicion that under the smutty, ragged man-clothes

shimmered the fair white skin of a girl as beautiful and as

classic as her mother.

And when she had reached the age of seventeen she met
Kent Carew, a young American art student, adopted son of

David Lane, a student in his father's old studio. And as is the

way in this diminutive old world of ours, he stumbled, first thing,

over Toton, daughter of his father. He had hired her as his

guide and upon reaching for a coin to pay her with, a small

American flag dropped out of his pocket. The girl was in-

stantly aroused. "Bah!" she sneered. "Keep your

money. It would bring a curse
!

"

Kent was smilingly puzzled. Thus did Toton
champion the distrust for Americans which Pierre

had craftily imbued within her through her child-

hood. For he feared that some day one of them
would come and lure her away from him. So he

taught her to always treat the American artists

with suspicion.

Kent tried to make the

girl explain her reason ^^ Yvonne did

for the strange action, not survive the

but she tossed a Mi E» grotesque
burned-out cigarette ^ motherhood,

.1 j but left — in
to the pavement and d.-»^»-. ~~

n i a t- .S^L Fierre scare

—

walked off. Kent CM a daughter,
threw the coin

"Fool!" whispered Pierre, now released and rubbing his

throat. And he told him of the coming of the daughter. Then
indeed was David overcome by supreme sorrow, anger.

"Where is my daughter?" he demanded.

Now Pierre was suddenly silent. He did not intend giving up
the little girl, inasmuch as he had already made extravagant

plans for her future. She was to become the greatest pickpocket

in the underworld. So he shook his head. "She is dead also!"

Then the pickpocket slunk away, suggesting that he call' on

liis father's Paris attorneys.

Information was what David wanted, demanded—demanded

to know why this had been kept from him: and if his father

hail been meddling. A jabbering, excited lawyer, trying to

Other the rising fire within the American's heart, said: "Your
father thought you'd soon forget."

soon forget! . . . The utter imbeciles. . . . His

father must have been mad to cut them apart as he had. And to

think that Yvonne had died, thinking him indifferent. After

lingering over a weed-covered grave, David locked some
memories in his heart, and vowing to never marry again, re-

turned listlessly to America.

Oblivious to the lure of any finer way of living, placid and

unquestioning, the child of Yvonne and David Lane became a

at her feet. And later, when he saw her opening the pocket-

book of an innocent bystander at a news stall, he grabbed

her arm.

"You're just a thief," he admonished frankly. "But I am
going to make a man of you'" Then, leading the girl toward

his studio entrance, he went on. "I am going to need someone

to clean up my place and' be generally useful. It may not

he very nice work but it is belter than picking pockets."

Toton went with Kent, not because she was impressed by

the opportunity to be honest, but out of curiosity.

Once the two had become really acquainted however. Toton

grew to like him and Kent to like her: though, naturally enough.

he wis bewildered by the dawn of his affection for her. As

time passed she cared less and less for the crudity of apache

existence and more and more for the finer, cleaner life of

this American. Perhaps it was the haunting ghost-presence

of her mother that made Toton so at ease about the studio;

at any rate she soon came to forget that she was bound to

Pierre and his ways of iniquity. The real nature of the girl

fused to the surface under the gentle, unconscious encourage-

ment of the good-blooded American. As the months passed

a splendid friendship sprang up between them. During his

long stretches of work on his canvases. Kent found great

amusement and diversion in the chattering of Toton, who
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lounged about on pieces

oi furniture never in-

tended to be sat upon,

puffing gracefully, fem-

ininely, on cigarettes and

speaking of the quartier

characters a> though each

Of thom owed her money.

There was a marked ai

tistk appreciation alive

within the Toton's head,

Kent noted, that was
distinctly not alien in its

qualities. He could im-

agine the frail, sensitive

angers tracing marvelous
lines and touching bc-

witching shadows onto

d e a d canvases. Vet,

paradoxically, Toton «a>
not inclined to take

Toton
KTARRATKD. with permission,

from the photoplaj oi the

same name, written by Catharine
Carr. directed by Frank Borzage,

and produced i>> Triangle with this

cast

Tot ou Olive Thomas
Lane Norman Kerry
Carew Jack Perrin

Pierre Fraiu i~ McDonald

art seriously.

And as time passed she thought less anil less of Pierre. One
days she wandered back into her old haunts and found Pierre and

his gang, lounging about in a low cellar. Although she had

deluded herself into believing that this visit was a mere casual

one? yet she knew that she was half-minded to make it one of

great moment: denouncement of her whole past life. She had
tasted deeply of respectability, honesty, and now she wanted
none of that which was not. Pierre grabbed her by the

shoulder and whirled her around.
"Where have you been^" he demanded.
Toton was defiant. "Why do you ask?"' she smiled, banter-

ing.

Pierre's face darkened. He sensed the truth. "The damned
American, eh?"

"Perhaps, c/teri," she retorted. "A fine fellow, for sure."

She thought quickly and then decided. "I just came back to

tell you that I'm through with this life, Pierre."

Toton looked slowly about her and although the p'ace and
the faces were all familiar, she did not

feel a spark of regret over giving

them up. "I—I have decided that

I won't steal any more," she said

slowly, earnestly.

The pickpocket leered at her

angrily. "Don't tell me why," he
said excitedly. "It's that artist.

As though I had never said a

word to you about their perfidy.

As though I had never warned
you that the artists who come
here are as deadly as poison!"

Toton smiled blandly at him,
as he held his head close to her
face, shadowed under the piquant
cap that hid glorious bobbed hair.

His maledictions had no effect on
her. She turned and would have
gone, but Pierre called to her and
she waited for him just outside.

He wished to try and hold her

—

Toton. the super-pickpocket, the

midas-fingered of all the apaches.

She now looked at Pierre with
repugnance where used to hover
amused toleration, lyric accept-
ance of the looseness of his ilk.

"Listen to me." he muttered.
And then he told his story of

Toton's genesis. It was not a
pretty story as he told it—neither
pretty nor true. That she was
astounded goes without say-

ing. And all the veuom
Pierre had engendered
against David Lane for hav
ing stolen his heart's de-

sire went into painting

this "story a fearful mal-
ediction against the
American artists. For

Pierre waa making a last -land in bis fighl t<> retain the ^irl

in hi- gang.

Pierre t<>ld of In- love affair with Yvonne, justifying it and

painting the American, whom he did not name, a- tin- intruder

who had turned the girl's head from real affection, linn ol the

marriage, the departure for America, (In- amazing desertion ind

anally, the birth of Toton and the death of her mother.

\iu-r a lung silence, Toton addressed Pierre. "Do you think,

Pierre thai, had my father known inc. he would have loved

me?" .

I'ierre, his tongue now well oiled for deceit, spoke fiercely.

1\m\ he known you? He did know you' But i an you -ay

he loved yOU when he returned to France and looked right into

your baby lace as you lay in your cradle, and then walked out

and went back to America, knowing that by leaving you here in

my care you would necessarily be subjected to the greatest ol

hardships? That was his love'''

Toton was aghast. This turned her mock-hatred into some-

thing nearer the real. Vet. as she walked slowly out—still deter-

mined to go—she fought off any tendency to put David in the

class with her father.

In the early summer of 1014, David Lane returned to France.

He had come to paint his greatest masterpiece in the quiet and
seclusion of a chateau. Moreover, astounding his colleagues in

art, he was to work without a model. "From memory,'" he -aid

tersely, and a little sadly. And his friends waited for the com-
pletion of this masterpiece. Not even the rumblings of the

generating European war could detract him from his obsession.

For, as he worked, Imperial Germany was spinning the hemp
that was four years later to hang itself.

Kent was overjoyed to see his father, of course, and took
Toton along with him to the country place. Toton was not

particularly eager to go, for she veered away from Americans,
other than Kent. And with David Lane were a group of his

countrymen, all artists. Deep in Toton's heart burned a vague
desire to harm these men in some way, in the hopes that it

would relieve her accumulating hatred -against the clan of her
(Continued on page 108)

Toton looked at the

familiar faces below,

yet she did not feel

a spark of regret

over giving them all

up.



What Would You Say?
A Grouchologue by
Douglas M a c L e an

1_ If after working sixteen hours at a stretch you received a call h And after waiting five hours for the director to appear, he

for 5:30 a. m. the next morning ^t dismissed the company because the light was bad.

And you deserted the downy couch at 4:30 a. m. so as to be [^ Then upon arriving home and setding yourself very comfortably you
at the studio on time \J received a call to come to the studio that night to work under the lights

And when you arrived found nobody there but the night /? And when you got there the electrician said, "no work tonight.

watchman O Lightless night !

!

"

Then would you still want to be a screen player?
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M
By Nell Shipman

ALL my life 1 have wanted to write a press

story about myself containing all the pel

sonal pronouns 1 could possibly squeeze

into it. It has ever been my detet

mination to type the little I's and the big I
-

until the printers ran out of 'em. Modesty
has kept me from accomplishing my desire,

until now—when 1 have been asked to

write an autobiography. 1 assure you

that 1 do not intend to neglect this op-

portunity. Out with you little E's and

big I's! For once I can type all the I's

ol Me! •
I haven't a hope that the I's will

be printed. A manager, a press agent,

an editor, a proof reader, a blue pen-

cil, and a pair of shears will see to that

but. in the meanwhile, I shall enjoy 1.

Memories

In an autobiography, one must al-

ways begin with one's memories. My
earliest recollection of I is of hiding

behind a trunk in an attick and plan-

ning my own funeral with all the de-

tails of white flowers, black-plumed
hearse, and mourning relatives. Said

relatives having denied me the bliss

of climbing on the roof or eating green

apples I. in revenge, had up and diet

Then, I realized that I would not be in

personal attendance at my own funeral

and the heaped ashes and grie'f of tl

cruel relatives would be wasted upon
cold clay—so I decided to live. I have

been glad of it ever since.

My second memory is of a dusty, sun-

flecked road in an Indian village, 'way
up the Alaskan coast where my father

grew a salmon cannery. There was
dog fight—a mere matter of some dozen

or so large, ferocious, fish-fed, he-dog
Huskies. Into the snapping, snarlint;

mess of dog walked—I. When my
family approached to collect a few-

souvenirs they found me sitting in the

center of the meeting, my arms en-

circling two of the Huskies while I

delivered a pacifist sermon upon the ^
evils of warfare.

From these two remembrances I at-

tribute two clauses in my contract with

myself: viz.: an ability to work myself up
into an emotion, and sob large,, juicy tears in 6o
seconds (record studio time) and a profound love

for canines, be they pets or performers.

"My dream," says Nell Shipman. "is that someday I may go
up into Canada .... and make big human outdoor pictures.

Above and below: Miss Shipman in two "outdoor" character-

izations.

There are Liyes of Blue.

There arc Broun Eyes, too—
1 a the Ts I see

Are the Vs of Me'.

1 was bom in Victoria, B, C. (thai stands for British

Columbia, nol a *\.^<- in Ancienl History) M
people are English and were Pi They can

to Victoria late in the '8o's, armed with tents,

mok stoves, .spinning wheels, bowie kni

and six-shool rimmed to wre~l a

living from the Redman at a., hazards.

Of course, the only Redman they -aw

was a tenderfoot who had got sun-

burned, and the took stoves and tents

had to be exchanged for a steam-heated

apartment, but Dad made the spin-

ning wheel into a bicycle, and the

hardware looked nice on the walls

of the den, so that was all right.

Then came I -^October (dash

dash). When I was thirteen I got the

Bug—the Stage Bug. My mother, a

sensible woman, forgot the Family
Tree, locked up the Crested Plate, and
said, "Go to it." I went. To a dra-

matic school, where I pursued the Bug
for six months at the end of which

time I caught him by the tail as he

whisked through Seattle in the shape

of a show which had lost its Leading
Lady. No—I was not dashed to fame
in the lost one's place, but the ingenue

was promoted and I got the ingenue

job. Also $20.00 a week and Expe-

rience. The show was called "At
Vale," and Paul Gilmore was the

star. I tackled vaudeville later on,

playing a minor song and dance part in

a musical act. Then I joined a musical

comedy company. I got my first real ex-

perience with a "Rep" show which played

three night and week stands through the

great North West. "Them was the days'"

I was fifteen years old but so tall that 1 out-

grew the soubrette parts and played all the

leads. In one week I have been "Camille."

"Sappho." "Zaza," "Young Mrs. Warrington"
and "La Belle Marie." I would study one char-

acter, rehearse another, and play the third.

When I was sixteen I went to Alaska at

the head of a company of my own. (There

should be a sub-title inserted here to read,

"Sixteen—and a Star!") Returning to the

States I was starred in a play written for me.

called, "The Girl from Alaska." Finally I

was given "Xecia" in Rex Beach's play,

"The Barrier." My first part in pictures

was "The Woman" in "God's Country and

the Woman," a part very similar to "Xe-
cia.

In the lapse of time between stage and

screen, I learned to write scenarios. My
first one got a prize. The following

dozen did not. . I wrote the first picture

to be produced in Australia and spent a month
in the Xew York Public Library, getting "at-

mosphere." "Under the Crescent," which appeared as a book,

a serial, and a song, took two months' study. During this
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In the movies, according to Miss Sliipman, the director, instead of "Can you act?" asks,

"Can you look it?" This camera-study of "Me" leaves no doubt as to the verdict.

"literary" period I became inter-

ested in "Feminism." "Social-

ism," and other "Isms." I wrote
constantly, short stories, sketches,

articles, poems, scenarios, and so

forth. I wore tortoise-shell-

rimmed glasses and lived in a stu-

dio but, praise be. I did not "bob"
my hair.

Remarks

When the chance for pictures

came I learned the importance of

"type." The director quite cas-

ually asked me, after everything

else had been signed, sealed, and
delivered: "Can you act?" In

pictures they put the cart before

the horse. Instead of, "Can you
act it?" they say, "Do vou look

it
5 "

I've played for Vitagraph, Fox.

and Lasky. Once I went to the

West Indies to write a book.

Another time I went down to

Havana and wrote a scenario.

And now: My Dream. It's a

very real one to me. It is that

some day I may go up into Can-
ada, to the waterways of the Hud-
son Bay territory, to the great

plains of the Middle West, and to

the mountains and forests of the

coasts, and make big human out-

door pictures.

I love Havana. It did not seem
a far cry from the lovely Spanish-

American city to my own adopted

home of Los Angeles and only

a step from there back into pic-

tures. I made six features in as

many months, my favorite of

them being another story of the

Canadian Wilds: "Baree. Son of

Kazan." And now I have my
own company— it's the Shipman-

Curwood Producing Company,
and we are making picturizations

of James Oliver Curwood's stories.

I have never met Mr. Curwood,

except by correspondence.

-—

a

The Terrible Consequences

By Justin Fair

I'M never going to take my wife to movies any more,

The consequences of the habit really 1 deplore;

1 used to go quite frequently, most ev'rv other night;

But patronizing cinemas has caused this sorry plight

:

My life is ruled by standards of the moving picture screen

—

The moods my Missus cultivates depict a movie queen;

She wears her hair like Pickford, and she has a Bara stare:

She dresses some like Barriscale. and has Mae Murray's air;

She smiles like Alice Brady, and affects Pearl White's blast;

She has the Castle walk down pal. and mimics Minter's way:

When scornful, she delights to hand me Dalton's wide-eyed

look.

My house is like a studio, my life reads like a book.

When she is vexed at trifles, as Petrova she appears.

And when, egad!—she's jealous, she pulls Virgie Pearson

(ears;

Her heart and soul. I fear, are most emotionally wrung.

For frequently she favors me with Clara Kimball Young'.

Envoi ;

But in retaliation I have planned a vengeance neat.

I'm going to copy Sennett and hurl custard at my Sweet:

I'm going to muss up scenery till my career is nipped.

And life around mv hut ain't like a moving picture script!



Who Made America

Musical?-
For the answer, read

the opening paragraph

of the argument below

By Hugo Riesenfeld

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Riesenfeld, whose

portrait appe.irs above, is the exceptionally brilliant

director of the finest photoplay orchestra in the

world: the band of sixty men in the Rialto

Theatre, New York City. His interpretations

have become a standard attraction to visiting

music-lovers from both Americas, and from

Europe as well. The prime mover in the Rialto's

music, however, is manager Samuel Rothapfel,

who organized this great orchestra, and directs

it himself at not- infrequent intervals.)

THE motion picture theatres and the

talking-machines.

I do not hesitate a moment in giv-

ing the photoplay houses first place.

While the talking machine got the start on

them, a talking machine might be described

as something every family buys and promptly
forgets. We are all crazy for records—until

we get them, and then the dust collects on

the mahogany box. or it is put in the attic,

or is played only occasionally, when the

household "has company."
On the other hand, the picture playhouse

is not put aside except in a time of influenza

epidemic, and night after night, week after

week, year after year, that steady, un-

conscious drive at our better artistic

senses goes on.

I put a question as the

title of these reflections,

4h*

and I have not thought it worth while to debate for a moment whether
America is or is not musical. There is no doubt about it. For ten years,

unconsciously, they have been hearing Verdi, Bizet, Tosti, Sullivan. Nevin,
Puccini. Offenbach—every man, Italian, rrench, English or American—who
has written music worth while. And, just as unconsciously, the American
people are demanding music of that standard today in every situation that

requires melody.
The majority of these educators of a great people have been humble

young women not even proficient as solo performers. Individually, they
can hardly hope to get their names into the local papers unless they marry
or die; collectively, their influence is greater, their teaching far more endur-
ing, than the influence Or teaching of the greatest conductor, the mo>t
celebrated composer, the most sensational virtuoso, who ever came to Amer-

ican shores. With their violins, their pianos or their pipe organs, they have put
enough real music before the American people to create a national appetite for

real music as well as our beloved domestic product of rhymed discords, "jazz."

This, you might say, is primary education.

In every large city, in the last few years, the finer motion picture houses have
established orchestras; orchestras frequently close to genuine symphonic struc-

ture, and very creditably conducted, with their numbers interspersed with high-

class singing.

This, you might say again, is college education.

And what a college education! What the brave but isolated

concert orchestras of the country have been trying to do for

America for years, the photoplay orchestras, playing every
night and every afternoon to great popular-priced audiences,

seem destined to bring about: namely, an understanding not
only of real music, but of real music in its verv finest form.

\



When her aunt didn't be-

lieve in her talent for

impersonation she donned
widow's weeds, a veil, a

cracked voice—and fooled

the household. Then she

was helped in her quest

of a manager. And did

the manager give her a

job? He did not.

ne s Blue and

'OU never can tell

moving picture

You've heard how
make a famous

beauty lose her self-possession

and pile on twenty years. Then
photograph a very ordinary-

looking flapper to look like a

million dollars. The camera
lies . . . and lies.

However, this is a pleas-

ant story—the story of a

little girl to whom the

camera was not cruel, but

kind. Kathleen Emerson
came from Port Huron
(Michigan). Those of you
who know Port Huron will not wonder why Kathleen
came from there. Port Huron boasted a screen or two; and
Kathleen used to spend all the time she could steal from school

in a picture show, watching wide-eyed the animated anthology
of events and emotions. This alliteration did not, however,
confuse Kathleen as it might confuse you and me—Kathleen
made up her mind right at the start—she would be a movie star!

With Kathleen, her ambition was as good as realized. She
visited her aunt and uncle in Chicago. Scrummaging one day
among old trunks in the attic, she found an old black gown and
widow's veil. She dressed herself up and rang at the front door.

In a cracked voice she told the maid she was a poor old

woman who had lost her husband and her son and needed
work. She succeeded in gaining admittance, and told her story

all over again to her aunt, coaxing large salt drops to that

good lady's eyes. Then Kathleen, dramatically revealing

herself, confessed her predilection, for pursuing this sort of

thing as a profession; and when her aunt proved genuinely
sympathetic, visioned herself on the screen in character

parts, in 1999.
Kathleen and her aunt visited a certain producer.

He regarded Kathleen kindly. "You would be an ex-

cellent screen subject,'
-

he remarked; "except— " paus-
ing
—

"for your eyes. One's blue, and one's brown. The
camera would take the brown one dark; ^^^—
Hue photographs light. It wouldn't do,

fi
-«3 $L ^^

you see." ' ^ > "•«

Kathleen, as she listened, saw all her ^B
beautiful dreams crumbling to dust and ^J
herself journeying back to Port Huron. v^'

"Let's—let's go," she said to her. aunt. N—
But it wasn't very long before resilient youth

asserted itself. Kathleen decided to try again. The next

time they let her have some tests made. And—the cam-
era caught Kathleen's brown eye and Kathleen's Hue

50
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One's Brown

The camera, in photo'

graphing Colleen
Moore's eyes, had lied.

But, though lying, it

really spo\e the truth

By

Arabella

Boone

eye and registered them
the same—both dark,

sparkling, and beautiful.

The camera, captivated,

had lied; but, in lying

had really told the truth

about Kathleen.

She served a brief ap-

prenticeship at Essanay
Extras. She used to prac-

tice crying, going back and
forth from the Argyle
Street studios.

Then—D. \V. Griffith

came to Chicago. Kath-
leen met him;—confided

to him her stellar ambitions.

D. W. gave her a contract to play

in his Fine Arts-Triangle productions.

Kathleen came west; became Colleen Moore;
played in "The Bad Boy." with Bobby Harron; and in "Hands
Up!'' with Wilfred Lucas.

Then came the pause in Colleen's career. Griffith went
a! -road. Kathleen continued to draw her salary. For six

months. But there was nothing for her to do. She became
restless;—dissatisfied. She wanted to work.

So when Colonel Selig. wondering where he could find a girl

to typify the heroines of James Whitcomb Riley, came across

Colleen, he asked her to sign a contract with him. Colleen
Kathleen jumped at the chance and right into popularity as

the heroine of "A Hoosier Romance." Next she will be
"Little Orphant Annie."

Colleen is seventeen. She is convent-bred : has bound-
less ambition, burnished-brown hair, and considerable

talent for sculpture and painting. It is still rather in-

explicable to her family that she can so ably counter-

feit the emotions of a girl in love, grief, or adversity.

For Kathleen herself has led an almost sequestered life,

and seems to build her characterizations rather on
intuition than observation or experience. She isn't a

bit conceited about it—except that she's always
known she could act if given a chance.

She lives in Hollywood with her moth-
*'_"jf' j r /' / er and grandmother, and right now.

'

../ between pictures, she is enjoying with

'/ the two of them a motor trip through
Southern California.

Inasmuch as Colleen-Kathleen is much like any
other normal little girl, occupied principally with just

being herself, there's not much else to say—except that if

there's any superstition concerning different colored eyes, it's

that the person possessing them is sure, just sure to succeed.



What
We
Eat!

Through the educational motion

picture we are learning more and

more ahout foodstuffs

IN
1870, during the Franco-Prussian war. Napoleon III offered a great prize to

anyone who would produce a substitute for butter, which commodity was alarm-
ingly scarce.

Meges Mouries, a great French chemist of that period, experimented with caul

fat (taken from beef) and discovered the presence of butterfat. With this he mixed
vegetable oils and milk and eventually produced the first oleomargarine.

What, you are dying to ask, has all this to do with motion pictures?

A great deal—today. People are being told all there is to be known about oleo-

margarine—by motion pictures. They are being instructed in its utter cleanliness and
food values so that they who must economize may buy butter equivalents without

feeling that they are cheating their stomach or endangering their health.

It is propaganda—there goes that word again—propaganda of the finest sort. Pro-

gressive men of the food-producing industry and progressive men of the educational

and industrial film industry are joining hands and ingenuity toward showing the con-

sumer what it is he is eating.

This is but one more of the great whitecaps on the wave of educational film progress.

That people are interested in knowing what they are eating was realized as early as

those quaint days when your favorite vaudeville house preambled their bill with a

hundred foot flickerfilm snowing salmon-fishing off the New England coast.

Today, the source of food forms a great field of educational motion picture

material. The producers of foodstuffs, proud of the quality of their food, are eager

to show the people what they are offering. They are coming to know that the im-

pressive way to prove to the public that their article is meritorious is to show him.

They also realize that the blase movie-goer is trained to expect an intelligent pro-

duction—and this realization is helping to boost the high grade of industrials.

Many of the great food-producing industries are adopting this form of education.

Above —Mixing the oils and
milk in the oleomargarine

process. Notice the appear-

ance of utter cleanliness

throughout the immense net-

work of machinery.

Photos of the Armour oleomargarine
plant taken by Roth^cker Film Mfg.

Co.

" Merry-go-rounds " wherein
the composition of milk and
oils is relieved of its excess

moisture and where the salt

is added.
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And a re-
markable part of

this new school of indus-

trial films is that exhibitors

are coming to realize that

they are rich in human in-

terest and therefore that

their patrons will be glad

to see them.

After the oleomargarine is com-
pletely churned it is released

from the vat shown at upper

center of picture above, and
crystalized with filtered ice water.

The two figures at the right are

receiving the milk from the

dairies.

Speaking of human interest, consider, for instance,

the oleomargarine film mentioned at the beginning of

this story. The entire length of this picture is greatly fas-

cinating. Opening with Napoleon's demand for a substitute

for butter, it shows a true-to-history insight into the labora-

tories where chemists experimented, and finally shows the

triumph of Meges Mouries. Out of this

interesting background fades in the mam-
moth oleomargarine industry of today.

The picture shows in every detail the

manufacture of it. It plays importantly

on all features of food values and cleanli-

ness. It hammers into the observer's mind
at every foot, the utter wholesomeness of

the materials used as well as the sanitary

manner of combining them.

This picture employs thirty-five titles

and thirty-seven scenes. It is truly an

educational feature worthy of a place on
the program of the most pretentious

theatre.

It tells its story completely and inter-

Ask This Department

1. For information concerning motion pictures

for all places other than theatres.

2. To find for you the films suited to the pur-

poses and programs of anv institution or

organization.

3. Where and how to get them.

4. For information regarding projectors and
equipment for showing pictures. ( Send
stamped envelope).

Address: Educational Department

Photoplay Magazine, Chicago

estingly. It presents a visualization of the production of

condensed milk omitting not a single detail.

The picture opens with some beautiful pastoral

scenes, thence to the modern and sanitary

dairy barns, the milking processes and care

of the cows. These scenes are followed

in continuity with delivery to the con-

densery. the treatment of the milk
there before and after condensing.
Then, by means of a cleverly con-
structed title, the picture breaks
to the can-making industry and
shows how much machinery and
very little manual labor produces
125.000 cans in a single day.

From the can factory the pic-

ture cuts back to the condensery
where the filling, sealing and pack-
ing is shown. Following this the
filled cans are followed by the cam-

era back to the laboratory where
tests for uniformity and food value

are made. Shipping scenes in short
footage preceded a kitchen scene where
photographic demonstration shows the

housewife, who appreciates sanitation, how to

employ it in cooking and at the same time
conserve sugar.

We could mention any number of
-^ organizations that are producing, or

having produced, films that will show
the people what they are eating.

Essanay not so long since completed
half a dozen reels of pictures showin*:
proper cooking and the wise selection

of materials. Wilson & Company. H.

JL J. Heinz. Postum Cereal, and many other^^ great food-producers are preparing and
circulating reels of film.

Progressive producers of industrial films realize that the field

for showing of these films is expanding daily: that whereas in

years gone by their films would lay in dust on shelves until.

through some call from the curious, it

would be projected in some semi-technical
conference. They are realizing that the
schools, colleges, churches and clubs are all

coming to install motion-picture-showing
equipment and that they are doing so for
the purpose of spreading enlightenment on
any number of topics.

The average person of today is really in-

terested in knowing more about what he
uses, wears and eats—particularly what he
puts into his precious stomach. He wants
it shown to him—clearly and compre-
hensively. Vet he wants it briefly. This
is what the educational-industrial is doing
and will do on a greater scale.

-.-'--

How Some Wild West Stories Are Committed

SCENARIO ED. "Now it's a story for Bill Hart, our

sweet-rough cow-puncher."

Stenog. "I was to the Dreamland last night, and I

saw—

"

Scenario Ed. ''The last time, we had Bill many the girl,

and we got so many letters about his sacrificing his Art for the

story, that (his time we'd better have him go away off into the

desert ami die."

Stenog. "All right. I saw
—

"

Scenario Ed. "And then the fans all pity him and say
—

"

Stenog. (continuing): "And he's an outlaw and the posse

are after him and they track him down to a little village called

'Death's Gulch 1 and the daughter of tin- poor dying prospector

comes across him and she's sweet and pure so she says I'll

save you and she hides him and the posse comes and surrounds
the house and the father is dying and they gotta hava doctor
and so Bill he says I'll go out and get one and he sneaks out

the back way and crawls under the house and gets to his horse

and the posse sees him and shoots after him but they can't

reach him and so they say We'll wait here till he comes back
so they get Bill but he shoots himself instead and crawls away
into the desert and the girl marries an old school-mate from
Back East whose father had finally located her father to give

him a legacy after years and years and sent his son out west

to reform and find the girl
—

"

Scenario Ed. "Great! We'll use it. Got an original twist

to it—you know? We'll call the hero, 'Cactus McCree— '

"

Stenog. "But—"
Scenario Ed. "And the girl is 'Little Margy. the heroine of

half the Valley.' And we'll work in a bad man somewhere

—

he's in love with her. see. and
—

"

Stenog. "Let me in. will you? I say. I saw all that I was
telling you down to the Dreamland last night in a picture."

Scenario Ed. " 'Sail right. Take this now—'Scene 1—Iris

in on a stretch of desert, with our hero stumbling, half-dead,

over the cacti
—'"

(Fade-out

)



What the Neighbors Know
dt\na GiccnAolyii liolul\ir's mother, whom
the press ^agents call Dorothy Phillips

FOR a real summary of people don't look at their pi

notices or on their tombstones, 1 In- people who meel
them in the routine process of their daily lives, when
they aren't made up or acting up. ean give you the

real facts about them.

For instance. Mr. ami Mrs. Allen llolubar, who live in

Hollywood Mr. Holubar is a Universal director ami actor
whom you know pretty well. Mrs. llolubar is an actress

whom you know even better, as Dorothy Phillips.

One of the most prominent neighborhood acquaintances,
to begin with, is Gwendolyn. With an emotional actress

for a mother Gwendolyn should, as a matter of heredity, be

a shy, sensitive, nervous ereature considerably given to

moonbeams and dreaming. As a matter of fact, Gwendolyn
is as much of a rough-neck and tomboy as any iceman's

child, and her mother says she dreams very little because
she's too tired to do anything at sleeptime but pound her
ear right into complete unconsciousness. Gwendolyn is en-

couraged by her mother in the fine and psychologic arts

of roller-skating, baseball and go-carting, but as far as

being a child prodigy in other lines is concerned she hasn't

even commenced to begin. Wouldn't the world be a lot

better off, one wonders, with all the piece-speaking wonders
out playing baseball with their mammas 5

And the neighbors also know: Miss Phillips made her

Stage debut in 1009, and has played in "Mary Jane's Pa,"
"Everywoman," and other theatrical productions. She made
her film debut in ion, in "The Rosary," a one-reel Essanay
subject, playing opposite Francis X. Bushman, then, also,

making his film beginning. Her first Universal was "The
Man Who Lost and Won."

Mrs. Holubar, training her daughter for eventual service in the Motor Transport Corps. Incidentally, Gwendolyn is

encouraged by her mother in fine arts like roller skating and baseball, but not in such rough pastimes as speaking pieces.
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The Art of

John Barrymore

Also, something about the life and
personality of the most distin-

guished young American actor.

|HIS main title herewith makes its debut in Photoplay Magazine.
To draw up the old typewriter and flatly announce that you will write about

"the art" of somebody is one hundred percent dangerous, or downright silly.

It sounds like the verbal fudge of the girl reporter who has been let onto the

back of the stage for the first time, and suffers a mental breakdown accordingly.

Here is a commonplace, untemperamental young American who towers above every

other actor of the day in his ability to present a genuine young man—of any one of

our current civilizations from Iowan to Bolshevik—in a manner absolutely true to life,

whether that life is a chromo of comedy or a grim gray vestment of tragedy and fate.

People who are always finding reasons for things will tell you that John Barrymore is

to the manor born, the ultimate flower on the bush of a great theatrical family. This

means something, but nothing in particular. Maurice Barrymore was a brilliant

and versatile actor a generation ago. but the law of inheritance—half-

brother to the law of compensation and the law of averages—is rather

against his son's manifestation of positive genius. Great men sel-

dom have great sons. In the whole history of our stage I can

recall but one other example so singular and pronounced:

Junius Brutus Booth, and his son Edwin.
Barrymore fils appeared as Max in "Magda," and

starred i "Toddles." and attracted general attention

in that very successful play of American pep. "The
Fortune Hunter." But it was in "The Affairs of

Anatol."' a rather disconnected string of episodes

by one of our late enemies—Dr. Arthur Schnitz-

ler, of Vienna—that he struck the Barrymore

streak of keen, quiet, perfect perception. Ana-

tol is a whimsical gallant of our period, rather

true to the general modern mould in that his

amorous performances never matched his in-

tentions—a grand lover in theory and a poor

fish in practice. There was nothing startling

in the play made from AnatoFs eternally un-

completed romances, but from the stase

loomed—as clearly as though an artist had

drawn a line of Chinese-white about him
i against a dark background—a thor-

i oughly identifiable human being.

\ For a good many days I was sorry t

» went to see Galsworthy s "Justice." that

ringing protest against the cold steel

wheels of the law. I felt like a man
& who has seen a horrible accident—and

for weeks thereafter tries to mislay his

memory. Everywhere I beheld poor

Falder, the clerk who was not a bad

man but only one of the world's little

fellows, trying to be a big fellow Fal-

der's gray, pinched face: the hopeless

look in his eyes: his cheap little love,

kindled by a star and burning like a

cigar-butt; his bad-to-worse imprison

In "Justice "— Falder's gray, pinched face: the

hopeless look in his eyes; his cheap love — here

was a slice of life's tough meat, served raw.
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John Barrvmoa ia

Redemption," ilm>

I . i 1 1 led i r on
Tolstoi's "I iving

i 'a
\

Above, John Barrymore in "The Man from Mexico." At the left

on opposite page, a scene from "On the Quiet," in which he made
his re-appearance on the screen.

merit, and the only happy ending possible—his suicide—here was a
slice of life's tough meat, served raw.

Yet Falder, and Anatol, were both . . . Barrymore.
When DuMaurier's "Peter Ibbetson'' came to the lamps of

the theatre John was elected to this romantic, vivid, old-world

role. Here lay the glamour of a splendid character, the unlit

red fires of an unfired manhood. Barrymore was electric in his

virile, dominant revelation of this vital individual.

Last fall Arthur Hopkins, a New York play producer whose
general dramatic vision is as broad as his motion picture opinions

are restricted and petty, determined to stage Tolstoi's "Living
Corpse." Not under that ghastly title, but with the more opti-

mistic name, "Redemption." He demanded of the Barrymore who
so fully appreciated the varnished phallicisms of Schnitzler,

understood the deep English heart of Galsworthy, and throbbed
with the real romance of DuMaurier a fourth test of versa-

tility: an x-ray portrait of a Russian of Russians. He got it.

The weird hero of "Redemption" is an aristocrat of indigo

blood, unhappy at home, finding a brilliant though superficial

happiness in a gypsy camp, sinking lower and lower in his bog of

soul-sterility, plunging to forgetfulness in eventual physical degra-

dation, and finally redeeming himself by giving his almost-for-

gotten wife legal release and rehabilitation—according to the code
of the ancient regime—by his own death. The play is not an
especially good one and never will be a popular entertainment,

but John Barrymore's performance in it has been hailed as the

finest artistic triumph of the year.

This is the man who. wearing the first laurel of genuine fame
for his great performance in "Justice," proclaimed to his crowd
of star interviewers that the screen had taught him many of his

most valuable lessons; that to be a screen actor was an artist's

privilege, not an actor's monetary sideline, and that he did not

propose to abandon the photoplay whatever the demands of the
speaking stage.

All ye little fish who get a Broadway job on a camera rep—and
then turn a glassy eye on the glass house that made you—please

write

!

The photoplays of this" celebrated, serious actor have reflected his

whimsical humor and his almost inspired facility in getting the true

spirit of comedy into celluloid pantomime. His first was "An Amer-
ican Citizen." and the rest of his list includes "The Man From
Mexico." "The Dictator." "Are You a Mason." "Nearly a King." .

"The Lost Bridegroom," "The Red Widow." and "On the Quiet."

He is now doing "Here Comes the Bride." Some day he is goins; fi

to get a lifelike combination of the emotional Grand Alliance

—

humor, pathos, and power—and stun the profession.

I can best describe the real John Barrymore by saying that he is

the most commonplace son of fortune who ever lived. He has never
known anything but an atmosphere of distinction, archducal society in

( Continued on page 107)
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THERE seem to be express crams

running nowadays between Cam-
craville and Stagetown. Residents

of these well-known and more or less

artistic burgs are flying back and
forth—some for long visits, some for

brief calls. Alice Brady, who left

CameraviUe a good many weeks ago,

'seems to be in Stagetown for the

winter, and maybe longer than that.

Here are studies of her in two phases

of her new play of the theatre,

"Forever After,*' which is a genuine

Broadway success. Her leading man
is Conrad Nagel.

PhotOS b) White
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My Experience in An Academy
of Motion Picture Art

Out oj whii h, for two dollars,

the wntci ret eived two dollars

in fun — and nothing else.

Illustration by
R. F. James

BETWEEN Mr. L. Ormsby and

myself there should be do bard

feelings. He gave me $2.00

worth of fun, ami 1 gave turn $2.00 in cash. Also, we ex-

changed about an even amount of original fiction. Not only

that, but 1 am going to compliment him. He is a pood teacher.

Launcelot Ormsby is "director general" of "The National

Academy of Photo-Play Arts" which he also calls "The Standard

Institution oi Screen Education in America" and "The Cinema
Experts."

All of these impressive titles are camouflage. He is the whole

academy, ami he is no expert.

Of course, he says in his advertisements that he has had

"years of experience in motion picture work—acting, directing

and teaching" ami that he will give his students practical help

by introducing them to casting directors when they have finished

their course, which, by the way. they must pay $00.00 for in

advance.

This sounds as though he might be an expert and this is the

truth, as far as it goes.

He has been an actor—in stock on the stage—and he can give

his pupils letters of introduction to "casting directors.''

The only trouble is that I have not been able to find one

single director—casting or otherwise—in Los Angeles has ever

heard of him. so that the letters would merely serve to create a

deep prejudice

against the pu-

pils.

So far as Mr.

Launcelot Ormsby
is concerned, this

is, no doubt, a

mere detail. He
does not give class

lessons so that his

pupils do not talk

with each other

and anyway, it is

improbable that

anybody has, as

yet, been gradu-

ated.

As for his di-

rectorial experi-

ence, the compan-
ies he claims to

have worked with

have been out of

existence so long

that his references

cannot be verified.

However, I am
ahead of my
story.

I was first at-

tracted to Mr. L.

Ormsby by the

subtle suggestion

of gold and fame
which pervaded his advertisement.

Such statements as "—profitable engagements presented by
Southern California where over 80 per cent of the producing

companies of the United States are located" and "If you possess

histrionic talent—either latent or apparent—we can help you
develop that talent and make it a valuable asset" and "Our
system of instruction is heartily recommended by many of

the most successful men and women of the Cinema World

—

and is the only course of instruction endorsed by leading

'Professional Magazines' " proved decidedly alluring, so I went
to see him at the "academy;" suite 316 Exchange Building,

Los Angeles.

By Elizabeth Peltrct

"I handed him the two dollars and he conveyed the impression that he was doing me a great favor

in accepting it."

1 did not. however, go as a np
resentative of Photoplay Magazine.
On the contrary, 1 took ail entirely

fictitious name and went as a prospective pupil. 1 did this

because PHOTOPLAY had not endorsed him and 1 was alraid his

feelings might have been hurt.

He has an impressive looking office, has Mr. L. Ormsby. In

one corner of the room hangs a frame containing several short

pieces of film—so short that they could hardly be run through

a projecting machine unless spliced together. On the top of

his desk is a megaphone. When I entered, he was sitting grace-

fully at the desk, his right hand toying with a pencil and his

left cupped easily under his chin: he might have just become
aware of the signal which in the theater means "Curtain."

1 registered bashfulness.

"I want to inquire," I said, "about your course in motion
picture acting."

He smiled sweetly.

"Yes," he said, "wont you sit down?"
I sat. He became very serious.

Impressively, he asked me about previous experience. Ama-
teur dramatics? High school? (An approving nod.) "Ah!"

I registered great delight that he should approve of my experi-

ence. He became instantly grave again.

He explained that he could not undertake to accept me as a
pupil until after

my first lesson.

( This was my
cue to look anx-

ious and at the

same time greatly

impressed. I don't

want to throw

bouquets at my-
self, but I'll admit
that I succeeded

in this nobly. I

always did think

that I could act.

)

He added that

everything d e -

pended on my tal-

ent — everything.

I looked happy
again. The in-

itial lesson cost

two dollars-

"The course is

regularly a hun-

dred." he ex-

plained, "but we
have a very special

rate on for this

week only. If you
deposit the two
dollars for your
initial lesson now
it will hold the

rate for you.

"Another thing— (if possible, he became even more im-
pressive than before)—I wouldn't want you to say anything
about this; but I am putting on a picture myself and if you
start right away. I will be able to get you into it! Think of

that! An actual screen appearance right away; and I will

positively take no more pupils for less than a hundred. What
an advantage for you!"

I handed him the two dollars quickly. He conveyed the

impression that he was doing me a great favor in accepting
it ' Certainly, he is something of an artist in his line—though
moving picture acting is not his line.

As to the picture he is going to put on; he plans on having
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it two reels in length, he will direct it himself; and practically

everybody in it will have paid a good round sum for the privi-

lege of seeing themselves on the screen, which is about all

they will get for their money. It is improbable that anyone

else will see them.

However, to return to my first lesson. I agreed to give him
S60.00 if he should find that I was capable of making a success

before the camera. I explained that I couldn't afford to part

with so much, but that I felt I was investing, not spending it.

He agreed.

• "One of my pupils is now earning $90.00 a week," he said.

"She was in here the other day thanking me for the help I

was able to give her."

I registered envy. This was easy; who does not admire

flawless fiction?

With L. Ormsby leading, we crossed a hallway to a room
which was empty save for a dressing table and two chairs.

In turn I "registered" anger, disappointment, fear, hope

and surprise, all in the conventional manner. I may say

that I have watched a great many notable directors at work,

but never have I seen aught like that. His "method" may be

found in any book on elocution. It is all right; as far as it

goes, but it wouldn't go in a picture.

"How would you express love?"' he said, adding, "Let me
have your own idea!"

I stood awkwardly in the center of the room and thought

with obvious intentness.

"Wouldn't you put your hands over your heart and sigh?"

I asked doubtfully.

"If that is your own idea." he remarked, beaming on me.
"it is really remarkable for a first lesson! Yes. you would
put your nands over your heart and sigh! Try it now; ah,

you were right in thinking that you could act!"

"Of course," I said, registering inquiry. "I would stand

more chance of earning a really big salary if I were pretty?"

He made a deprecatory gesture and then registered encour-

agement.
"Make-up. you know." he suggested. "Make-up changes

one's appearance a great deal; and then beauty isn't every-

thing. You would hardly call W. S. Hart beautiful, would you?"
I wouldn't. The comparison was apt. though my style of

beauty is not quite so manly as is Mr. Hart's.

Needless to say. his system is not "heartily recommended
by many of the most successful men and women of the

cinema world," none of whom, as I said before, have ever heard

of him; nor is it "endorsed by leading professional maga-
zines." Also, there are about fifty people after even- film

job.

He admitted these things in an interesting conversation we
had later, but said that as most of his pupils are very sincere,

he feels sure that a "way will be opened up for them" to suc-

ceed; by which it may be seen that the schools of motion pic-

ture acting may be right and that "Heaven will protect the

working girl."

The Great "Movie

QUESTION: "If one hundred out of

every hundred citizens in your town are

accustomed to spending an hour each

day in a motion picture theatre; and if.

due to the "flu" epidemic, (he theatres wore all

closed tighter than the pearly gates to the ex-kaiser—then

what, at the end of the cinema famine, would be the condition

of your starving citizens?"

It is unnecessary to print the answer, providing that the

movies were closed in your town. Hut for the benefit of the

people in those places not overrun by the Invisible Monsters,

we'll explain that almost the entire country went on a rollick-

ing, cheering, film-eating mardi gras of movie-going—an orgie

guaranteed not to shock a church mouse or to provide a dark

brown taste (he morning after. Aside from a touch of the

blind staggers, the country was not harmed by its "movie jag."

In Chicago, where we write, the armistice day
celebration was a quiet Sunday in an Indiana

hamlet compared to the wild processions up and
down the rialtos the first night the movies were

re-opened. Pompus members of the Fan Frater-

nity, never before known to spend more than

twenty cents and one hour per day on the

movies, leased boxes and balconies and brought their

dinner with them, toward the end of satisfying the accumu-
lated hunger for their daily feast in the thrill-and-romance

palaces.

The accompanying picture i> a facsimile of a scene along

Chicago's Madison street the first evening of the re-opening.

Aside from the name of the vampire on the display sheet, it

is true to life.

Thus the dismal past was reopened to us again. And we
again know how it felt a decade ago to stagger along through a

flickerless existence.

How diil we ever do without 'em—the movies?



The GOLDEN BIRD
there are miracles nowadays, but we haven't eyes to sec than, \u

you ever thought of a nice old Plymouth Rocl{ hoi as a bird nf gold?

By Frances Denton

s

NANCY CRADDOCK was not so much concerned ovei
her grandfather Craddock's failure in business as one
might suppose. She realized, of course, that to the

aristocratic, scholarly old gentleman the loss of for-

tune was a great calamity, a bitter confession that he had
grown too old to grasp and take advantage of the changing
business conditions of the times. It would go hard with him
to give up his beautiful home in Washington, and the many
luxuries of life to which he was accustomed, but that didn't
mean actual poverty; there was always Uncle Cradd's farm in

Maryland, of which Nancy was part owner. They could go
there and live honorably, if simply. As for giving up hei

social life at the Capital, her teas, dinners and dances with
the attendant perquisites of fat senators and lean congress-
men, mustached foreign diplomats and "draft-exempt'
government attaches, the prospect didn't worry Nancy
whatsoever.

In fact, the muddle in grandfather's business affairs

would seem almost opportune. For now she would
have a chance to do something really worth while for

her country; something bigger and more fundamental
than knitting socks or rolling bandages, admirable as
were those occupations. "Food Will Win the
War!" Very well; why not "Eggs Will Win
the War?" Where else could there
be found so much concentrateo
nourishment as in

an egg?—not
'

-j

t o mention
custards, om-
elets.et al. Nan-
cy burned to become a producer ; here was her chance

'

It did not take much oratory to convince grandfa-

ther. So a few days later. Nancy, accompanied by

six Leghorn hens and a rooster of sorts, turned her <

back upon her Washington social triumphs and her J
face toward the Maryland valley where lay he-

uncle's farm.

Jogging along in her grandfather's old-fash-

ioned, double-seated carryall, the soft spring

breezes playing hide-and-seek with her curls.

Nancy gave herself up to reflectionand pleasant

anticipation. The anticipation brought her

dreams of herself as mistress of a fabulously

productive poultry farm. She saw herself per-

sonally supervising the shipping of case after

case of snow-white eggs. She could see tier

after tier of them on the docks, waiting to be
loaded on ocean transports to gladden the breakfasts

of the boys overseas. She decided that she would
stamp each pearly oval with her monogram; it

would be a distinguishing feature and

—

There was a loud squawk from the rear of the
carryall and one of the chicken crates careened tip-

sily sideways. Grandfather's negro coachman, old
Uncle Jeff, brought his horses to a standstill, and
grumbling, climbed rheumatically down to fasten
more securely the wobbling crate which held the
perishable foundation of Nancy's castles in the air.

When Nancy turned from anticipation to reflection.

a small disturbed frown etched itself upon her fore-
head. There was Matthew Berry. Just the night be-
fore he had asked her to marry him. There was
nothing remarkable about that: he had asked the
same boon of her exactly forty-eight times before.
There must be luck in odd numbers for this time.
quite unexpectedly to herself as well as to him. she
had answered that when he came clad in khaki to
put the question to her. her answer would be the

one lie SO desired. She wondered, now. why .Matthew had not

seemed more elated al her provisional surrender. Matthew
had never told her that he had twice been rejected by the cxam-
inging board; and he was wondering if there wasn't a man's job
for him, somewhere. If not, it seemed that he must say good-
bye to his hope of on •

day winning Nancy
Fate is a capri-

cious lady ami she

usually has some-
thing up her sleeve

that we little sus-

Fired by Nancy's enthu-
siasm, Baldwin agreed to

work with her to make
the place a twentieth-

century marvel, and things
seemed shaping in a way

to really accomplish

Nancy's desire.

/

J
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"Thank you so

much," said
Nancy, when the

crates had been

securelyfastened,

"I was afraid

they'd get away,

and I don't know
what I should

have done."

pect. Evan Adam Baldwin, newly appoint-

ed Commissioner of Agriculture for the Har
peth Valley district, as he jogged along on a road lead-

ing from Washington, which would presently intersect

the one Grandfather Craddock had taken, never dreamed

that fate was lying in wait for him and had baited her trap with

six Leghorn hens and a rooster. Evan Adam was a "gentleman

farmer" and interested himself in agriculture chiefly for the

benefit of his less prosperous neighbors. He had left Wash-
ington immediately upon receipt of his commission, to

study conditions for three months as an ordinary hired

man—a stipulation which he had made upon accepting his

appointment. He wasn't to be Evan Adam Baldwin, but

just plain Jim Baldwin, an ordinary overalled helper. This

incognito would give him an opportunity to get at the heart

of things; to find out what Harpeth Valleyneeded for it- recla-

mation. It had once been one of the most productive sections of

Maryland.
Evan Adam, being an expert in potashes and nitrogens, was

pleasantly engaged in squinting at a bit of Harpeth Valley

while he pinched it reflectively between his thumb and linger.

It wouldn't take him long to 'find out what that soil needed.

From the thicket beside the road came suddenly a cackling

uproar, and through it burst a snow white rooster, six pretty

hens following his lead. Down the road they went, thrilling

challenges in Leghorn language. "Some chap'- losing hi !
blood-

ed prize winners," ejaculated Evan as he dropped his reins.

Tt wasn't hard to head the escaping fowls into the brush

again, and while he kept them busy with some sampler oi

prize seed corn which he had in his pocket, he scanned the

road ahead of him for sign- of ownership. Ah. a pretty girl.

breathless from running, came in viev. More than pretty, he

acknowledged as she drew nearer. Her face was familiar

and Evan at once recognized Nancy whon* he had had pointed

out to him at the theatre, a few evenings before. What
on earth was a society butterfly doing on a country

road chasing chickens?

"Oh, I'm so glad you've caught them," cried

Nancy. "I was afraid they'd get away. I

don't know what I should have done."

"You have some choice White Leg-
horns," with a courteous removal of his

broad brimmed straw hat. "Were you
trying to drive them somewhere?'
"No, indeed;" with vexation. "The

crates that held them fell from the

back of the carryall and broke open.

Jeff didn't tie them on well. Here
he comes."

Evan descried an old dark-

ey limping painfully to-

ward them, burdened
with two chicken crates.

"Don't let him come
nearer; he'll frighten

them," said Evan. "I'll

take the crates and you
coax your pets into

them with the corn while

I 'shoo." " So saying, the

culprits were gently

urged back to prison.

"Thank you so much,"
said Xancy. when the

crates had been securely

fastened, once more.

She stood up in the

carriage and opened her

purse. "Please take this

for your troub
—

"

The rest of the word
remained unuttered, for

she had taken her

first good look at Bald-

win's face, not h i s

clothes.

But Baldwin, who had

had time to remember
the part he had taken,

quietly took the proffered

bill with a "Thank you.

"

If Xancy had not been

so confused she would
have noticed that as

he walked away he was

smoothing out the bill

with special care, and

she might possibly have

seen him fold it into a

little square and put it

in the back of his watch.

next to his mother's pic-

ture for safe keeping.

The destination of the

travelers proved to be the

same. When Xancy found that Baldwin was the

name of the new hired man that her uncle had engaged and

that her adventure on the road had introduced her to him. she

was both disappointed and relieved. Disappointed, because she

had hoped that he was of her own station in life, and relieved

that, as be wasn't, she hadn't committed a sin in offering

him monej

.

Xext morning, Nancy rose at dawn. Standing in the door-

wax- of her uncle's kitchen while old Becky cooked her break-

fast, slje sniffed rapturously at the sweet spring air. and

observed, far down in a field, a man already at work. A clean

straight line of upturned earth followed in the wake of his

plow; the new hired man was evidently no amateur. As
Nancy stirred her second cup oi coffee, golden with cream,

she called to mind his unusually fine profile and his hand-

some mouth. It was too bad that he was only a farm hand.

Perhaps her coining might be of benefit to him. She was
fired by a new and most agreeable enthusiasm. She would

read to this young man. arouse his ambition, inspire him with

the will to rise. She wondered, for a minute, why he was
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not wearing khaki—but perhaps it was just as well. He would to make the place a twentieth-century marvel. Thing

be ol more service helping her feed the world's armies. shaping in .1 way to really accomplish Nancj - desire,

There was an impatient chug chug outside. Nancj rose the revelation came. By a chance remark one day she revealed

and went to the door. Matthew Berry had found Wash- to Baldwin that she was engaged to many Matthew Berry.

on lonely, bereft of her presence, already. As he climbed lo Evan the very sun in the sky seemed dimmed [he

out of hi> ear Nancy greeted him, with, "I'm so glad you've stri ; fields, golden with harvest, the mode! poultry

come! You can build chicken mops tor me. We must begin yards and buildings which lie had designed and which .-hone

Work right away.'' lair with white paint in the sunlight, the soil green turl dotted

Then followed for Matthew a season of hard, but unproduc- with rosy-combed blooded chickens—all that ha< d so

live labor, just back of the barn. 1 lie hammer landed more much worth while and good to him, had lost their appeal, His

Often on his thumb than on a nail head, and when one was enthusiasm became a thing without lite or savor. Without
hit it developed a surprising unwillingness to perform it- Nancy, what had lie to work lor? Alter many sleepless nights,

function of holding lath together. By noon, two chicken Evan, realizing that in his present frame oi mind he touid be

coops that would not stand up without being propped, were of no aul to Nancy in developing the farm, took his leave.

achievement o\ .Matthew's toil. He had ruined his But he eould not bring himself to go without explanation; and
eoilar, torn his shirt, skinned his knuckles and was bathed so, in a little note which he left in the nest of a pet brooding

in perspiration, while Nancy stood by, impatiently directing hen, where she would be sure to find it, he told her what he

and palpably annoyed; not in the least did she appreciate his dared not trust himself to say: that he loved her too devotedly

efforts. to be of assistance to her, as matters were; and so preferred to

"You folks are working too hard for beginners," called a leave her.

pleasant voice. "Better have a glass of lemonade and get Nancy's days grew very lonely after Baldwin was gone, in

acquainted." spite of the work that had formerly absorbed her time, borne

The voice came from a motherly-looking woman who was how, it didn't seem so worth while without him. She began

approaching, accompanied by a pretty young girl bearing aloft to have doubts of her ability to become an internationally

a huge pitcher of lemonade. "I'm Aunt Mary Beasley, from known producer, after all. If Baldwin had only stayed

—

across the road," went on . the comfortable looking woman, Many times she caught herself when the wish had been

addressing Nancy, "and your uncle said to come over and uttered thus far, and choked down the lump that was in her

introduce myself." The pretty girl, after acknowledging the throat. If he had only stayed and made something of him-
introduction to Nancy, turned her attention immediately to self better than a mere helper; ii—if he had only told her

Matthew, whom she evidently regarded as a person of some that he loved her instead of running away—but i egrets didn't

distinction. help any, and Nancy didn't intend to spoil her hie because

.Matthew was perishing with thirst and just in the mood to her hired man hadn t had spunk enough to speak for himself.

be commiserated and ministered to, which Polly Beasley was Not she!

more than willing to do. She exclaimed over his skinned So when Matthew Berry came driving up resplendent in a

knuckles, admired his attempts at carpentry, and gave the im- new uniform which showed that he had at last found a "man's
pression that she knew he was not accustomed to such labor. job, somewhere," and demanded that she set an early date

Matthew thought he had never seen a more winsome miss. for their wedding, she consented. She had known Matthew
Her unsophistication and particularly her timid appreciation of long and well, and he had surely been faithful; he deserved his

himself he found charming. reward.

Nancy was deep in her plans for making the farm a food Matthew, driving toward town the next morning, could not
headquarters, which Aunt Mary found most interesting. When help but contrast the meek, listless Nancy who had promised
Baldwin came up at noon and' glanced with amusement at to marry him, with the girl of fire and spirit that had kept him
Matthew's efforts, no one noticed him except Nancy, whose face at her beck and call so long. Some vital essence seemed to

flushed a little. "Never mind," he whispered. "I'll fix them up have gone out of her. He was the happiest man in the world,

for you after while." A pleasant sense of dependance upon he assured himself, and yet

—

someone who would never fail her, came to Nancy. She con- Down the road he caught the flutter of a gingham dress. A
eluded that Baldwin was better looking than Matthew, even in pretty miss in a rose-crowned hat was walking ahead of him.
his blue overalls. But of course Matthew came from an old Matthew increased his speed as he recognized Polly Beasley.

and wellknown family, and she was engaged to him—provi- His depression suddenly left him; here was a young lady who
sionally. estimated him at his true worth. Matthew invited her to ride

Nancy passed a most idyllic summer. Baldwin, the new with him and she accepted, with a shy smile,

hired man, proved a most pleasant comrade—one who never The way to town was all too short, Matthew couldn't re-

presumed and who was always ready to help. Also Nancy dis- member when he had spent so delightful a morning,
covered that he possessed an unusually good mind and was "The new Agricultural Commissioner for Harpeth Valley is

most amenable to teaching. He liked to have her read to him going to speak tonight," said Aunt Mary Beasley, to Nancy,
and Nancy spent the lamp-lit hours obliging him. She did over her knitting. "I expect we'll learn a lot of new wrinkles
not dream that it was the sound of her voice that he wanted from him. Was you thinking of going, my.dear?"
to hear, and to see the lamp light playing over her face, nor Nancy had not thought of going. She was rather scornful

that when he was so occupied he did not hear a word that she of what any agricultural commissioner could teach her. But
was saying. Matthew, who has just arrived, offered to take her and Polly

It did not take Evan long to find out Beasley to the meeting, via automobile; and
the true state of Grandfather Craddock's The Golden Bird seeing the joyous anticipation in Polly's

finances; and he accordingly used his in- XJaRRATED by permission, from e>'es at the thought of the ride, good-na-
fluence at headquarters, with the result IN the story of Maria Thompson Da- turedly consented. Uncle Cradd would go
that Nancy was surprised by an offer from v ie3 as scenarioized by Adrian Gil-Spear, in the old family coach,

the government for her farm. The place directed by John S. Robertson and pro- They arrived late for the opening of the
was wanted, stated the official communi- duced by Paramount with this cast: meeting, Matthew having had two punc-
cation, as an experimental station. Nancy Craddock Marguerite Clark tures on the way; and in the confusion of

Evan was thunderstruck when Nancy re- Major Adam Baldwin. .Eugene O'Brien their being seated, Nancy did not observe
fused the offer. Eight hundred dollars an £«"*•• Be

r
rn>- • •

Alfred Hickman
the speaker until the sound of his voice

acre! It would put Grandfather Craddock g*»S^^SS^^.SdBd almos
k
t

1
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V
ed her fro

? ^ SCat
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K ^Son his feet again. But .Nancy was obdurate. Polly Beaslev Frances Kaye possible—but it was! Evan Adam Bald-
'Tm going to make my old home Bud John Tansey win, Commissioner of Agriculture for Har-

the show place of Mandand," she Silas Beasley J.M.Mason peth Valley, was none other than her ex-

cried. "With Baldwin to help me I Rastus J.J.Williams hired-man.
can do it. Look at my chickens!" Wave after wave of confusion engulfed
She made a sweeping gesture toward the barn where her. She grew red and then redder. This was the man to

many little fluffy balls trailed after their respective Leghorn whom she had read instructive literature, whom she had endeav-
mammas. "Who ever knew white Leghorn hens to set twice ored to help rise above his station! When she caught a smile,

in a season, but mine? I won't sell the farm." intended for her alone, it was too much. She slipped from the

Fired by her enthusiasm, Baldwin agreed to work with her room and ran blindly until something big and black loomed up
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Eight hundred dollars an acre!

It would put Grandfather
Craddock on his feet again.

But Nancy was obdurate.

before her. It was Uncle Cradd's coach. With a sob of relief

Nancy slipped inside.

After a while some one came softly speaking her name.

"I'm here," answered Nancy brokenly, as the coach door opened

and Evan peered in. "I want to explain, little girl," he whis-

pered. "I don't want you to think me "quite a cad."

Sitting beside her in the darkness he told her how he had

come to Harpeth Valley unknown so as to get close in touch

with conditions, and how he had not revealed his identity to

her because it had been his desire to win her, just as a farm-

hand; and when he learned of her engagement to Berry, he,

Evan, had realized that in honor he must go without telling

her who he was.

There was a creaking noise, the sound of a voice outside, and

the coach began to move.
"Uncle Cradd is driving." breathed Nancy.
Evan knew that he should announce his presence and take

his leave, but something held him. Instead, he gently took

one of Nancy's little hands and held it tight. She did not
pull her hand away.
The coach jogged on. Presently an automobile horn honked

and a car sped by them.
"That's Matthew and Polly," whispered Nancy. "I sup-

pose when they couldn't find me they con-
* ,,. eluded I'd gone with Uncle Cradd."

For a while there was no sound save the

plop, plop of horses' feet and the creaking
of the old coach as it labored along.

Then, from far ahead, came a faint

crash; a minute's silence, and then a

faint halloo for help.

""There's been an accident," gasped
Nancy. "That's Matthew's voice.

Oh. Uncle Cradd: hurry, hurry!"
She beat with her hands on the

roof of the coach. "Hurry:
hurry!"

Uncle Cradd urged his

horses to a gallop, and the

old coach creaked along at

a speed which threatened it

with imminent collapse. But
Nancy kept wildly urging her

uncle to greater speed. The
calls for help had become
louder, and then abruptly

ceased.

They reached the un-

protected bridge that

crossed the river near the

farm. At the water's edge

lay the wreck of an auto-

mobile, its lights still glow-

ing. By the side of the

stream stood Matthew Berry

clasping to him the limp

wet figure of Polly. Like a

crazed man he implored her

to speak to him and between
words pressed kisses on her

cold lips.

Uncle Cradd jumped to

the ground and went to his

assistance. Evan and Nancy started to follow.

"We went into the river." gasped Matthew. 'Ts she dead?

Have I killed her?"

But Polly was even then regaining consciousness. Her eye-

lids flickered open, and closed again.

"She's alive!" cried Matthew. "Polly—speak to me."
The two above on the bridge who had mutually grasped the

import of this strange scene, turned to each other. A happy
smile bloomed on Nancy's face.

"They're safe." she breathed: "and they're—Oh. Evan!"
There was no more for her voice smothered out against his

shoulder and his arms held her too tightly for further sound.

There was a double wedding at the farm just three days

later—as soon as Polly was able to stand and answer "I will."

One could not have told which bride was the prettier or wore

the most joyous face: and as for the two new husbands, there

was nothing to choose between the complete satisfaction that

each one evidenced with his lot.

LIST to my Tale

Of Sacrifice

For Sylvester Simplex.

I will tell you
All that I have done
For Sylvester.

T have
Leaped Chasms,
Swum Rapids,

Killed Men.
Jumped off

Of Burning Buildings,

Foughl till 1 Fell.

For Svlvester, I have

A Tale of Sacrifice

Been Tied

To the Railroad Track
In the Path

Of the Oncoming Train.

T have
Scaled the Highest Buildings;

Clung to a Rope
Across a Canyon
Until the Rope was Cut,

I have
Driven an Automobile
Over the Highest Cliff in the Country

I have
Ridden Far into the Hills

With the Sheriff's Posse at my Heels

I have
Saved his Sweetheart

From Worse than Death.

I have
Fallen from my Horse,

And Broken my Leg

—

For Sylvester.

But
Sylvester

Got the Flowers.

And all the Fan Letters.

You See, I am Only
Sylvester Simplex's Double.



A
Celebrated

Case
Presenting Amu, the prima'

donna, in her first screen solo.

FROM the village 'smithy to the

Metropolitan Opera House!
Once she sold newspapers and

drove the town hack. Now she ac-

cepts concert engagements whenever -he

;ke it, and won't look at a paper be-

cause she is tired of reading all the nice

thing- they say about her.

Anna Case, a little over a decade ago,

l hopeful little girl who sang as -he

went back and forth to school in the little

country town of Clinton. Xew Jersey,

where her father, Peter Van Xess Case,

was the village blacksmith. Anna used to

have to do the chores, after school. Xo
matter how distasteful her task, she

dreamed of the day when she could pour
forth the golden flood of her voice before

entranced audiences. Xo matter how sordid

her surroundings, she kept right on singing

—even though her father called it non-
sense, and refused to encourage her in any
way.

Anna was determined to take lessons.

The one vocal teacher in Clinton con-

In her first photo-

play, "The Hidden
Truth," Miss Case
plays a western girl

who rises above her

environment. In re-

spect to achievement

the plot parallels

her own story.

Having triumphed in the Metropolitan, Anna Case will lend her

force and very good looks to optic opera. She is a prima-donna
with a sense of humor.

sented to teach her what little he knew. The lessons were twenty-

five cents a piece. Anna earned a little, and with the aid of a kind-

hearted grocer and his wife, borrowed a little more. Subsequently

she 'gave a concert. Everybody in Clinton was there. Anna was
her own press-agent, her own ticket seller and taker, her own accom-
panist and entertainer. The proceeds from the concert enabled her

to repay the numerous quarters she had borrowed for lessons, and a

little was left over, for pin money. She saved enough to come to

Xew York.

Here she studied singing and repertoire with Augusta 0. Renard.

She worked all the time. She never gave up, -no matter what keen

disappointments she had to suffer, or how many rebuffs she met. And
success slowly began to come her way.
Geraldine Farrar may claim the actual "discovery" of the new

singer. The occasion was a tea at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia,

where Miss Case had been invited to sing. Miss Farrar, and Andreas Dippel. of

the Metropolitan Opera House, chanced to be there. They heard her sing, and

agreed as to her gifts. And the next day Miss Case received a letter from Dippel,

asking her if she would like to join the Metro-
politan singers! Anna, reading it. read the story

of her own achievements. The sordid -trug-

gles in Clinton; the effort to rise above
her surroundings; unceasing study;

eternal optimism; and all the time,

hard work—and the reward, an en-

gagement with the Metropolitan'

In iooo she made her debut—as

63
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the Dutch Boy in

"Werther." She was a

member of the Metro-
politan for seven years.

In 1013, she created the

roles of Feodor in the

American production of

"Boris Godonov," and
Sophia in "Der Rosen-

kavalier." She has
sung Mimi in "La Bo-

heme," Lucia in "Tales

of Hoffman," Papagena
in "The Magic Flute."'

Her concert and festival

appearances have added
to her fame. Her
phonograph records
have brought her royal-

ties and additional rec-

ognition. And now Anna
Case will realize the full-

est and most truthful

expression of her art.

Having triumphed in

the Metropolitan, she
will lend her force and
very good looks to

optic opera.

She has made a pic-

ture called "The Hidden
Truth" under Julius

Steger's direction, for

International. In it she

plays a girl born and
raised in the rough en-

vironment of the fron-

tier, who finds herself

in the east after a pe-

culiar and dramatic suc-

cession of circum-
stances. The film-story

shows the transforma-

tion, by her own pluck

and intelligence, of a
dance-hall singer into a
popular metropolitan
prima-donna. It paral-

lels, in respect to

achievement, Anna Case's own story.

Hampered by such impedimenta to prima-donnadom as a

sense of humor, a staunch Americanism, and a polite but firm

refusal to let her success turn her head, Anna Case has turned

Photoplay Magazine
to the

another

photoplay as

world to con-

Miss Case, in a later scene from her initial fil

is supported by Charles Richman,

quer. She says it

offers a splendid oppor-

tunity for self-criticism,

"and." she adds, "my
one appearance has been
valuable to me already.

I think seeing oneself

on the screen takes

away that feeling of

self-glorification which
all of us are subject to."

She had an awfully

good time making her

first picture. "I wasn't

a bit self-conscious."

she reports, "although a

little diffident at first,

perhaps, before that

cold camera eye. But
Mr. Steger was delight-

ful—he did his tactful

best to allay my fears,

and succeeded pretty

well. I think, for he
said afterwards that I

'took to it' with as much
ease as any beginner he

had ever seen.

"Besides." Miss Case
went on, "our whole
company worked in har-

mony, and that made
things all the easier for

me. I've been inter-

ested in motion pictures

for a long time, an.!

had often wondered how
I would look on the

screen.

"Well
—

" she laughed—"now I know. And
that first glimpse of my-
self in the projection

room, served to con-

vince me that, as a

movie actress. I was a

good singer. I've an
awful lot to learn!"

Anna Case is a truly American product. She never studied

abroad, but derived all her efforts and inspiration from Amer-
ica. Miss Case is a familiar figure on Fifth Avenue on

pleasant afternoons, with her huge Russian wolf-hound "Boris."'

m drama, as a popular prima-donna.

well known on stage and screen.

She

-"^W

To Make a Perfect Villain:

By Randolph Bartlett

I
HAVE a little baby and I spank him every day.

I spank him frequently and most emphatically;

I spank him when he's sleepy and I spank him when he's gay

—

Of course you think I'm acting quite erratically.

But I love my little baby and I've chosen his career,

So 1 do the things that, later, folks will do to him.

[f he's used to it in childhood 1 need never have a fear

That the things they spring in manhood will be new to him.

For 1 just adore the movies and 1 want my boy to be

The greatest star in all the constellations.

So the reason why 1 spank him hard and often is. you see,

I'm Starting early with his education.

1 wouldn't have him be a mushy, slushy hero man.
So good he's like a manicured doxology;

I wouldn't have him be a messy old comedian.
With custard-pie-encrusted physiology.

He shall be a husky villain, a two-fisted lighting male.

Who goes against appalling oM> courageously.-

Who steals the pretty heroine and puts her up for sale,

And in the end is treated most outrageously.

But the villain always has to take a lot of beatings, so

I'm teaching my dear baby to get used to it.

It annoys him just at present, but in later years I know
He'll be master of the art oi getting bruised a bit.

So 1 spank my little baby when he's bad and when he's good.

I spank him when we dine and when we go to play.

1 spank him when I shouldn't and I spank him when 1 should,

Just to make a perfect villain for the photoplay.



CLOSE-UPS
EDITORIAL EXPRESSION AND flMELY COMMENT

The There have been throe distinct

Fourth Cycle periods of motion picture his-

tory. There is every indication

that the third has closed, and that we are in the

first phases of the fourth cycle.

Period number one was solely the age of the

pioneers. It will surprise many people to learn

that the age of the pioneers was the only epoch
of great fortunes won by manufacturers; there

were no million-dollar salaries in those days.

Judging by present salaries, there were hardly

any salaries at all. Nor were there great pro-

ductions and expensive publicity. Pictures

were made for almost nothing, cheaply distrib-

uted, seldom advertised, and sold to the ulti-

mate consumer for uncounted millions of

nickels and dimes. Selig of Chicago became a

millionaire. So did Spoor of Essanay. So did

two or three men in the almost-forgotten Kalem.
Thanhouser flourished. Edison rose. Lubin
came into prosperous being. Biograph,

the Athens of the picture ancients, was
the leader in art and popularity. So
rich and powerful did this first group
of film makers find themselves that

presently they faced opposition by
a group of indigent but ambitious
upstarts on both coasts', and met
it by putting the established houses
in the exclusive, dominant league

of the General Film Corporation,
aristocratic tyranny of General Film was
at once the climax and decadence of the first

empire. Without, the insurgents and ambi-
tious but unknown new interests battled before
the doors of power; within, the pioneer plutoc-

racy deemed itself secure—and smiled.

The first line passed as thrones have fallen

and countries have declined — because their

occupants or their peoples have ceased to move
forward with the eternal, inevitable progress of
the world. In those early picture councils the
photoplay was never considered other than a

trifling amusement. Anything more than two
reels in length was a hazardous experiment.
Actors and directors were worth wages, but
never salaries. Scenery was mainly a make-
shift. The cost of stories was so low that it

could have been entered on the postage-stamp
account.

Vitagraph was perhaps the first organization
to appreciate the value of really big stories for

big pictures, with big exploitation. The Vita-
graph theatre in New York— since returned to

its original name and original dramatic purpose,
as The Criterion— was the forerunner of the
fine photoplay houses that distinguish every
American city today. Soon "Quo Vadis" and
"Cabiria" fanned the flame of intelligent atten-

tion. Meanwhile Griffith was working in the

West. Tom luce was arriving. Keystone, with
beginnings by the late bred Mace, was being

added to the vocabulary of humor. In an ex-

tremely short time the original citadel ol exclu-

siveness found itself not only excelled in arms,

'.Hit suflering a fatal loss of loyalty on the part

of its subject-patrons. The once despised inde-

pendents had overrun the celluloid world.
New organizations came up so rapidly that

it was almost impossible to keep track of them.
Reliance, Majestic, Kay-Bee, World, became
recognized names. A quiet but persistently

high-class organization known as Famous Players

came into being. The dominant days of the

Mutual Film Corporation and the production
of "The Birth of a Nation" closed the second
period of film history. The supreme achiev-

ment of what we may call the dynasty of the
liberators was the forcing of world-wide re

cognition that the motion picture is not a hood-
lum toy, but a colossal scientific

triumph of human expression,

capable of almost unlimited
power for good or evil.

The third period was the
film's wild golden age— the

age of limitless expense in

production, of stupendous
stellar salaries, of Rockefel-
lerian combinations, an age

of visionaries, brag and
boast, an age in which every

picture exponent talked more of film as Amer-
ica's fifth industry than of film as America's
one art.

The period's most imperial edifice, without
any doubt at all, was the Triangle Film Corpor-
ation, the most auspicious beginning in the
whole history of artistic endeavor. Never were
such high hopes built on such gorgeous, learned,
and apparently sound presumptions. Its fate

was that of the Spanish Armada—blown apart
by the first winds of inward dissent, its rich

galleons of imagination, drama and humor
drifted to every wind, and, as a fleet endeavor,
were soon no more. "Intolerance," not a Tri-

angle picture, but the emanation of Triangle's
finest mind, thoroughly symbolizes, in its glitter-

ing, ineffective chaos, the total effort of that
grand company.

Of the monarchs of combine in the third
era Zukor, creator and master of the united
dependencies of Paramount and Artcraft, alone
passes into the fourth epoch with realms fairly

intact.

Meanwhile certain houses of the first dynasty-
have utterly disappeared. For instance, Kalem.
Biograph, Lubin, Edison. Such men as Spoor
and Selig seem to have retired for good. There
are new monarchies that the picture shepherd
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kings never heard of—Goldwyn and Metro, for

particular examples.

What of today—and tomorrow?
We can arrive at a more accurate conclusion

by elimination than by mere flatulent prophecy.
The photoplay has passed through the baby

stage of healthy, robust inconsequentiality.

It has passed through its romping childhood
of lengthening limbs, neighborhood petting,

boisterous behaviour and abnormal appetite.

It has passed through the arrogant, swelled-

headed mistakes of a pampered, well-favoured
early manhood.

It has arrived at its years of accountability

chastened by experience, learned in the post-

graduate school of failure, yet rendered perma-
nently calm and confident by great and unmis-
takable successes.

Its masters realize, now, that boastful adver-

tising, staggering salaries and enormous combi-
nations are not the -secret of successful photo-
play production.

There remains to them only this very ob-
vious conclusion: good stories, humanly acted,

intelligently directed and normally mounted,
are the one, only and common-sense recipe for

silversheet triumph.
Not all of them, nor half of them, will react

to this sensible finding.

But some of them will, and they will be the
survivors and the ultimate glorifiers of the
photoplay.

We are glad that we live in the fourth cycle.

Heretofore the motion picture has triumphed
as a toy, as a universal mania, as a Croesus, as

the mightiest and maddest entertainment power
in history.

Now it must, in the arithmetic of chance,
according to the eternal logic of progress, tri-

umph as the most human of the arts.

As the Alexander of the emotions it has
conquered on every other field.

This is the only one left.

One Never It happened at a Monday meeting

Knows. °f tne Producers' and Distributors'

Committee, New York City. Time,
the middle of the general influenza cessation.

Dick Rowland, president of Metro, came in,

trouble over-spreading his countenance.
"Why so worried, Richard?" asked another

president.

"Philadelphia remitted $700 without memo-
randum this morning, and I'm wondering
whether it was for rental collections, or whether
they've sold the whole exchange!"

1?

A Public Educational films are well estab-

Servant. Wished, the film in politics is more
than an experiment, and the public-

ity film is an old thing. Illinois, however, has
turned the film into an impartial public servant,

and with it has just won a great triumph for

state-wide good roads.

Illinois roads have been as much cursed,

since the general advent of motors, as good old
Middle West black mud has been from time
immemorial by the hauling farmers.

Consequently, when the recent $60,000,000
bond issue for negotiable highways was put up
to the people, the Illinois Highway Improve-
ment Association, as its most unique argument,
gave general release to a propaganda film. This
bore the meaningful title: "Through Illinois

over Unchanged Roads in a World of Change."
The demand for the picture was so general that

ten prints were kept in constant circulation,

some of them playing two or three houses a day.

It did the business. The bond issue was a

triumph, and the Highway Association gives a

large part of the credit to the motion picture.

The Hopeless Don't chide the hopeless serial

Serial. to° seri°usly f°r its elemental
buffooneries of mechanical

villainy and astounding virtue.

Ask yourself: what else can it do?
It is almost impossible—except in China,

where they say it has been done for some thirty

centuries—to string a serious, high-class play

through a series of evenings. Miss one night,

and you have broken the thread. The finer

your intelligence, the more it balks at suspended
interest and programmed attention. A woman
with a good novel reads it when she wishes and
finds it convenient, not at certain regular hours.

So with a serial story. A man with a novel

usually makes a night of it, or a long afternoon.

The serial, therefore, is reduced to the loud

and club-like appeal of some monstrous hap-

pening in every instalment. Those who keep

up with such things are calm in the knowledge
that a good murder missed on Tuesday will be

succeeded by a better one on Friday, with

punches enough in the last chapter to atone for

four or five consecutive outs.

The fundamental ail of the serial rests in

the fundamental human unwillingness to be

regulated. It is so disconcerting to calmly plan

tomorrow evening's emotions. It is unnatural.

1?

Some Place Have you stopped to think that

to Go rnc Photoplay paved the way tor

prohibition ?

The saloon, before the days of the motion

picture theatre, was the poor man's club, his

meeting-place, the only evening's respite and
recreation he could afford.

When the film play came along it removed
him from the brass rail and the mahogany bar

—and did more: it reunited him with his

family.

The photoplay gave him some place to go.



The GOLDEN BIRD
There are miracles nowadays, but we haven't eyes to see them; have

you ever thought of a nice old Plymouth Roc\hen as a bird of gold?

By Frances Denton

s
her chance

N\\t \ ( R UJDOCK was not so much concerned over
her grandfather Craddock's failure in business as one
might suppose. She realized, of course, that to the
aristocratic, scholarly old gentleman the loss of for-

tune was a great calamity, a hitter confession that lie had
grown too old to grasp and take advantage of the changing
business conditions of the times. It would go hard with him
to give up his beautiful home in Washington, and the many
luxuries oi life to which he was accustomed, but that didn't
mean actual poverty; there was always Uncle Cradd's farm in

Maryland, of which Nancy was part owner. They could gO
there and live honorably, if simply. As for giving up her
social life at the Capital, her teas, dinners and dances with
the attendant perquisites of tat senators and lean congress-
men, mustached foreign diplomats and "draft-exempt"
government attaches, the prospect didn't worry Nancy
whatsoever.

In fact, the muddle in grandfather's business affairs
would seem almost opportune. For now she would
have a chance to do something really worth while for
her country; something bigger and more fundamental
than knitting socks or rolling bandages, admirable as
were those occupations. "Food Will Win the
War!" Wry well; why not "Eggs Will Win
the War-" Where else could there
be found so much concentrated
nourishment as in

an egg?—not A I
)

t o mention
custards, om- _^
elets.et al. Nan-

cy burned to become a producer; h

It did not take much oratory to convince grandfa-

ther. So a few days later. Nancy, accompanied by

six Leghorn hens and a rooster of sorts, turned her

back upon her Washington social triumphs and her

face toward the Maryland valley where lay he-

uncle's farm.

Jogging along in her grandfather's old-fash-

ioned, double-seated carryall, the soft spring /

breezes playing hide-and-seek with her curls.

Nancy gave herself up to reflectionand pleasant

anticipation. The anticipation brought her

dreams of herself as mistress of a fabulously

productive poultry farm. She saw herself per-

sonally supervising the shipping of case af

case of snow-white eggs. She could see

after tier of them on the docks, waiting to be
loaded on ocean transports to gladden the breakfasts
of the boys overseas. She decided that she would
stamp each pearly oval with her monogram; it

would be a distinguishing feature and

—

There was a loud squawk from the rear of the
carryall and one of the chicken crates careened tip-

sily sideways. Grandfather's negro coachman, old
Uncle Jeff, brought his horses to a standstill, and
grumbling, climbed rheumatically down to fasten
more securely the wobbling crate which held the
perishable foundation of Nancy's castles in the air.

When Nancy turned from anticipation to reflection,
a small disturbed frown etched itself upon her fore-
head. There was Matthew Berry. Just the night be-
fore he had asked her to marry him. There was
nothing remarkable about that

:'
he had asked the

same boon of her exactly forty-eight times before.
There must be luck in odd numbers for this time,
quite unexpectedly to herself as well as to him. she
had answered that when he came clad in khaki to
put the question to her. her answer would be the

one he SO desired. She wondered, now. why Matthew had not
seemed more elated at her provisional surrender. Matthew
had never told her that he had twice been rejected by the exam
inging board; and he was wondering if there wasn't a man's job
for him, somewhere. If not, it seemed that he must say good-
bye to his hope of on

day winning Nancx
Fate is a capri-

cious lady and she

usually has some-
thing up her sleeve

that we little sus-

Fired by Nancy's enthu-
siasm, Baldwin agreed to

work with her to make
the place a twentieth-
century marvel, and things

seemed shaping in a way
to really accomplish

Nancy's desire.

; her

jusly *
per- K
ifter

tier "*
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Prone to overact in the hands of any director who is afraid of her,

Nazimova has evidently been driven with a hard bit by Capellani,

in "An Eye for An Eye."

In Lois Weber's "Borrowed Clothes," the pensive figurante

is Mrs. Chaplin.

"Kiss or Kill" is a determined effort to make Priscilla Dean a star.

But as we were saying, Lillian Gish—a new, astounding Lil-

lian Gish—is the greatest thing in the picture. Heretofore this

half of the Gish juvenility has been all to the Little Eva; an old-

fashioned bit of sampler embroidery. Behold now, without any
particular change of make-up, a roguish-eyed, luscious-lipped,

lithe-limbed damsel of vintage adolescence. Behold her tearing

about the house like a female Fairbanks, vaulting a counter,
and at length turning a most beautiful cart-wheel! Sakes
alive! You'd as lief think of the Kaiser becoming a resident
of Indianapolis. I know what your first thought is: if you
haven't seen the picture you'll say she's imitating Dorothy.
But she isn't. Dorothy's whimsical, galvanic little mannerisms
are a thing apart from this amazing and unexpected smash of
sex and personality.

The story is about a little French-American family, an alto-

gether superior slacker, and the great war. It is punctuated
by the big and daring simplicities which are so characteristically

Griffith's. The episode of the haughty Edward Livingston
(Harron) in the shell-hole with the dying negro soldier is a

moment of stark and bare humanity which I doubt that any
other director would attempt. Likewise, who of our con-
temporary sunpainters except Mr Griffith would conceive the

humor in an American girl's outraged discovery of a French
poilu's ignorance of his own master-poet, the late Rostand? The
sub-titles are. not infrequently, short masterpieces of satire.

When the poilu comes to die—remembering his own thick-

headedness when the ardent Americaine read "Chanticler" to

him—he murmurs: "It is better so ... to me . . .

a chicken is only a chicken." That line is the very essence of

"Chanticler!"

There are remarkab'e scenes of the real Marne. and veritable

French villages, which give the photoplay, as a whole, a com-
bined atmosphere of poetry and drama and painting.

AN EYE FOR AN EYE—Metro

There are five requisites for the successful screen actress,

of which the average film- dame possessess only one: good
looks. The other four are common sense, dramatic ability, a

good story and a good director. You could by no standard

call Nazimova beautiful, but she is a type, and she screens

well. Her dramatic force and magnetism are little less than

astounding. She has common sense. And when she came to

"An Eye for an Eye" she got a good story, and—in M. Capel-

lani—a good director. The five conditions were fulfilled.

Originally, the tale was Henri Kistemaecker's "L'Occident."

When she made the scenario, June Mathis eschewed nearly all

the traditional temptations: she had her persons perform

pretty much as in life. Nazimova plays Hassouna. an Arab

girl who saves the life of Captain de Cadiere. of the French

navy, when that officer is trapped by outlaw Bedouins in the

desert off Algiers. Captain de Cadiere's adventure in the burn-

ing sands is matched by a colder, more anguishing disaster at

home: his wife's infidelity. Meanwhile Hassouna. sold into

slavery by her irate tribal masters, has become the chattel of

Rambert, proprietor of a cheap French circus, and is rescued

from him by the angry Cadiere. The rest of the tale concerns

Hassouna's struggle with her growing love for him and her

Arabic duty to kill one who had subjugated her tribe—and

caused the death of her family. Merely telling this leaves no

more suspense than a sunset, but Miss Mathis has contrived

to make you guess a whole bouquet of endings till the right

one comes. Mme. Nazimova doffs most of her clothing, at a

cost of exhibiting some wiry muscularity, yet she not only gets

outside her raiment, but inside the very nature of the Arab

girl. Prone to overact in the hands of any director who is

afraid of her. the Russian woman has evidently been driven

with a hard bit by Capellani. and. while still fiery, is never-

theless real. Metro has realized the value of a cast as well as

a star, and provides fine actors like Donald Gallaher. Hardee

Kirkland and Geoffry Stein. Charles Bryant, as Cadiere. is

much better than in any screening of his I have ever seen. The

psychology of the thing is at fault in Hassouna's final accept-

ance of Western civilization . . . but then . . .

SAFE FOR DEMOCRACY—Blackton

I am perfectly unexcited when I say that "Safe for Democ-

racy" is one of the best propaganda pictures ever turned out

anywhere, for any cause. The usual mistake of the propa-

gandists is that they think everyone as interested as them-

selves, and accordingly pound the subject-matter every moment,

to the complete exclusion of all the humanities. As far as this
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picture is concerned it matters not that the war's over; here
are some real folks, and folks, as you know very well, are the

only permanent interest anywhere. The reason oi "Safe for

Democracy" is the late "work or fight" order, and it was the

delightful notion of author Tony Kelly to show the workings
i>i lu> mandate on a high bum and a low one. The low our

is our largest interest Played by Mitchell Lewis he is bias

phemously frank, eternally happy, startlingly philosophic. This
lumbering giant and his captionry are funny, but his miniature
pal, played by Gus Mexander, is a burlesque riot. Eugene
Strong disports more in the fashion of the conventional slacker,

as the pampered rich man's son. A bit of melodrama has been
worked in, and is the only ordinary thing in the piece which,
in fact, is so extraordinary that the absence of a dominating
love theme is not even missed. The master is never afraid to

chuck all rules. Thus. Kelly ignores the generalization that

too many titles spoil the film broth; "Sale for Democracy" is

an unstoried story simply tied together in a glittering string

of the commonest words in the language. J. Stuart Blackton
has, it seems to me, done the best direction of his life in t liis

piece. Ruby de Remer is the delightful decoration breaking
up the propaganda page.

THE SQUAW MAN—Arccraft

The foundation of so enduring a thing as Royle's old play
must be fact. The "squaw man" was a very real plains

problem in the years of the co\vboy"s ascendancy; he is an

eternal problem where the male advance guards of civilization

are thrown in contact with none but aboriginal women. In

the very interesting original production William Faversham
played Jim Wynnegate, the English man who, partly out of

pity, and partly out of sexual starvation, contracts his mesal-
liance with the Indian girl. If I am not mistaken William S.

Hart was bad man Cash Hawkins, and—was Julie Opp the

statuesque Diana? In one member of its cast the film ac-

tually improve^ the stage original, for Ann Little, as the Indian

girl Xaturich. makes a superb, dominant and never-equalled

figure of her. But then as a whole this photoplay is an

altogether superior fabric, and is worthy the art of the motion
picture—a thing which cannot be said of ninety percent of

the motion picture's stories. Any carper who can look upon
these reels and then prate of the unintelligent, unprogressive

silversheet is a liar, and the truth-is not in him. Elliott Dexter
is a true-to-life, human and impressive Wynnegate; Katherine
.McDonald a cold but none the less thrilling Diana; Jack Holt

a tine Cash Hawkins, and the rest of the muster roll flashes

a splendor of fine actors' names that includes Theodore Rob-
erts, Thurston Hall, Herbert Standing. Tully Marshall. Edwin
Stevens. Guy Oliver and Mone Blue. As a production—in-

telligent, finely disposed as to locations, correct as to customs
and interiors, deliberate and logical as to development of story

—this marks Cecil DeMille at his best. Congratulations.

Mr. DeMille! The same director made this story in the

pictures long ago—some two or three years—with Faversham.
but compared to this great revival that version was quite crude

and negligible.

THE HELL CAT-Goldwyn
The only thing the matter with this Geraldine Farrar en-

tertainment is the story. Willard Mack wrote it, and it was
produced—mainly—three thousand miles from Mr. Mack. It

is the most trite, uninspired mere picture plot imaginable.

Often things happen to an author's works after they leave his

hands, but discounting all accidents and disagreements, it

does seem to me that as a perfect embodiment of a pot-

boiler, minus real sympathy, devoid of appealing characteriza-

tions, with not a particle of subtlety or suspense, ''The Hell

Cat" is it. In production the concern outdid their competitors,

even the best of them; eschewing the much-tramped deserts

of San Bernardino County and elsewhere in California, they

shot their locations in the high air and among the distinctive

buttes and vast steppes of Wyoming. Miss Farrar disports

as the daughter of a Spanish mother and an Irish father

—

she is the daughter of a sheep man. The sheep-cattle feud is

the axis of conflict, and Jim Dike, a murderous cattle baron, is

the very heavy. But if you expect people to sit through four

ensuing reels why diagram, in kindergarten pantomime early in

reel one, that heroine hates villain to the uttermost ; that vil-

lain is determined tc get her: that she loves sheriff; and that

villain will inevitably commit a murder or something really

serious? Puzzle: who is going to get her? We have here no

play upon human emotions, no development of character from

i-.

;%

'T

In "The Hell Cat" Miss Farrar is indeed a spitting, kicking, tear-

ing hell cat, but in detail her performance is quite unimpressive,

because she has nothing sincere to do.

In "The Man of Bronze." the stalwart Lewis Stone finds a roll

much to his calibre.

'String Beans," with Charles Ray, in its main intent is a corking

story.
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Shirley Mason and Earnest Truex in "Goodbye Bill," the newest

Loos-Emerson product.

In "False Faces," as the Lone Wolf, Henry Walthall is better

than Lytell would have been, for a story of the present nature.

"The Hope Chest" features Dorothy Gish.

incident whatever. We have only hero, heroine and bad man,
cavorting as usual, to the usual finish. Miss Farrar is indeed
a spitting, kicking, tearing hell-cat, but in detail her perform-
ance is quite unimpressive, because she has nothing sincere to

do. Tom Santschi, one of the very greatest of the screen's

bad men, is sunk and lost in a part worse than his fictitious

character. Milton Sills, as the Sheriff, is the old-fashioned
bullying and saintly picture lover—from whom, oh lords of

the lens, is there to be no delivery?

A PERFECT LADY—Goldwyn

As a burlesque actress stranded in a small town of inch-

wide opinions, and determined to make a go of it. and a
respectable, living, Rose Stahl once won a considerable

measure of theatrical success in a play of this name. Trans-
ferred to the screen it becomes an effective property of Miss
Madge Kennedy in her campaign for popularity; with this ex-

ception—Miss Kennedy is younger and much prettier than the

talented Miss Stahl, and is therefore less able to drive home
the burlesquez punch that nailed down the arguments when
Stahl spoke them. Stahl's was really the conquest—or so

it seemed—of the burlesque, bluff personality; Miss Kennedy's
is the triumph of a pretty woman who, one feels, must be
innately genteel.

FALSE FACES—Ince-Paramount

Here is a continuation of the career of "The Lone Wolf,"
Louis Joseph Vance's story whose first—and, we might say,

only inspired—part was done into a photoplay a year and a

half ago by Herbert Brenon. "False Faces" runs more to the

wild, rapid and characterless incidents of mechanical melo-
drama; whereas "The Lone Wolf" was the gripping, human
story of a forlorn little boy who grew into manhood with a

great and not wholly unjust hate. In the second tale we have
wholly to do with the fights of the matured Wolf with ring

after ring, combination after combination, of German spies

and military or naval agents. As a melodrama of incident

rather than character it is technically good. Thomas H. Ince

has supplied an abundant and well-ordered production. Henry
Walthall is the Wolf instead of Bert Lytell. Brenon's defiant

outlaw, and, for a story of the present nature, is probably

better than Lytell would have been. Man' Anderson is a vivid

and appealing child in an opposite assignment, and the roster

of performers includes such strong masculine meat as Lon
Chaney, Thornton Edwards and William Bowman.

THE MAN OF BRONZE—World
The stalwart Lewis S. Stone finds in this conventional West-

ern story a role much to his calibre, and the piece also returns

one of "the standard villains of a few years ago—Harry von

Meter, who had a^ost dropped out of sight. The argument

concerns a little girl who would an artist be, and in endeavor-

ing so to do, gets almost swamped in the sea of false-Bohemian

superficiality. Marguerite Clayton plays the girl. As we re-

marked, the story is conventional—the height of conventionality,

and, to an extent, fictional unreality. Nevertheless, good direc-

tion, care in settings and equipment, and better-than-usual char-

acterizations, make it an appealing diversion.

THE LIBERATOR—Raver

Maciste, the giant of "Cabiria," can't be as dead as reported,

for here he is in an Italian twelve-reeler. A thing like "Cabiria"'

brands its participants forever with its own personality, so. to

the end of the reel of life, the portentous Ernesto Pagano will

probably be called by the name D'Annuncio gave him. "The

Liberator" is much, much too long. It is a melodrama in the

European movie manner, which, if you observe thinkingly,

you'll find strikingly like our motion picture shows of a decade

ago. We hive plot, conspiracy, hateful event and reventre,

wrought out to a happy conclusion mainly by the ox Ernesto

ami his cheerful smile. Two things could be done with this

photoplay: it could be made into a trilogy of melodramas, or

the best incidents could be compressed into a single picture

of not more than five reels.

BRANDING BROADWAY— Hart-Artcrafr

This slow starts well ami finishes badly, simply because it

slips off the track of all human probability. I know of nothing

in recent screen lore more realistic than the wrath of the

isolated cowboy who, when he rides into an Arizona town for

a drink—discovers that the state has teetotalled itself in the

interval between his plunges into civilization; and now all he

(Continued on page qq)



These informal photographs were taken on June's mid-November honeymoon, at the Badgely home in Ottawa, Canada. Above, a scene that would fit

into any screen romance—except that the star's thoughts are far, far away from the cinema. And below— the Lieutenant's ladye fair, measuring him for

a pair of hero's hose.

A June Bride

in Mid-

November
I'XE ELVIDGE, the World Film
siren, became the bride of Lieut,

rank Badgely, of the Canadian Ex-
»editionary Force, on the afternoon of

November 19, at the Hotel Plaza in

V'ew York. They met at the Sixty

^lub, that tie plus ultra of exclusive

irtistic organizations — where stage

tars and film stars and stars of the
>en and pallette (with sometimes a
>anker or two)—congregate occasion-
lly for a turn at the tickle-toe or the
atest terpsichorean tangle. It was
here that Billie Burke—who had
prained her ankle in the dance, met a
ympathetic stranger, who was after-

wards identified as Florenz Ziegfeld,

ler husband-to-be. The Sixty Club,
lso, fostered the romance of Elsie Fer-
uson and her millionaire husband,
Thomas B. Clarke, Jr. Four weeks
fter June Elvidge met Lieut. Badgely
here they were married. Lieut. Badge

-

y is one of the original 33,000 who
omprised the first Canadian E. F. In
December, 1916, he was shell-shocked
nd gassed. He wears the Military
"ross, won at the battle of Courcelette.

le was invalided to this country and
00k charge of the photographic section
>f the British Bureau of Information,
tfrs. Badgely hasn't allowed the little

and of gold to stop her regular trips

Fort Lee.
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Chaplin's

New
Contract

from a burning block house. For this, I
was given ten dollars a day when I
worked."

She made two pictures for Vitagraph
and then joined Thomas Ince at "Ince-
ville" in the Santa Monica canyon. Here,
her salary was S25.00 a week and all her
days were taken up with Indian fights and
rides down bumpy roads in "prairie

schooners." Afterwards, she was featured
in a series of child pictures. Before start-

ing in moving picture work, she went to a

dramatic school for two years. She had
wanted to go on the stage since she was
three years old. Xow. at eighteen, and a

star, she is still stage struck. This does
not mean that she is uninterested in her
work. On the contrary, she has expended

Charles Chaplin and Mildred Harris, from a photograph made six days
before their late October wedding. At this time the comedian was having

an outing on Catalina Island after finishing "Shoulder Arms."

MILDRED HARRIS, today, is the most fortunate young
woman in the world. At least several million fannettes

think so.

Charles Chaplin is the world's premier buffoon. But
his portraits, without the mustache, have caused no end of

feminine heart fluttering. So when the rumor of his marriage
to Mildred Harris was confirmed, half the feminine population
of this and other countries vowed that their hearts were broken
—and immediately went out to see Mildred Harris, now Mrs.
Charles Chaplin, in her latest picture.

To say nothing of the Harris devotees, whose hopes were
smashed at the announcements of the Chaplin nuptials, and who
bitterly resolved never to laugh at Chaplin again.

Mildred Harris is only eighteen years old. She grew up with
the movies. She is the first real product of the studios, the
first child actress to grow up to play big dramatic roles. What
is more fitting than that she should become the bride of the
greatest personality the screen has produced?

She likes ice-cream and Chaplin extra special fruit cocktails

—(you make them with pineapple and watermelon and a berry

or two)—and Worcestershire sauce Savored with a little steak;

all of which, a psychologist might say, goes to show that sin. is

very girlish—like ice cream—very naive, and sometimes poses

a little in a very natural and entirely pretty way, like a fruit

cocktail, and likes to he startling, like Worcestershire sauce.

Once when Charles Chaplin announced that he was going to

make seven more pictures and then leave the screen, she is said

to have remarked, thoughtfully, "Then you'll be on the screen

for seven more years, won't you. Mr. Chaplin?"
Mildred has been in pictures for about six years, starting in

when she was eleven. Her first picture was made with the

Western Vitagraph and was called "How States are Made."
"I was chased by Indians," she said, "and, I think, rescued

The future Mrs.

Chaplin in her

first picture en-

gagement, with

1 01 Bison. She
was twelve years

old at the time.

But all of this

was many, many
years ago — to

be exact, five.



He has signed up with a woman,

the agreement is for life, and

he will go in for domestie drama

By

Elizabeth Peltret

too much effort in reaching her present

place in the him firmament to give it up
lightly. But, naturally, she feels "the

lure of the far away.'' She has spent

practically all her life in the studios

around Los Angeles.

"I'd like to see the curtain go slowly

up when there is a crowd of people out

front and you don't know whether the

play is good or bad," she said, "I'd like to

hear applause and, most of all, I'd like to

see New York; the greatest regret of my
life is that I've never seen New York."'

Once, when she was with Majestic-

Reliance, Douglas Fairbanks volunteered

to take her to New York as a member of

his company. It was the happiest moment
of her life. She went home, packed up,

A year after her

Bison days she

joined Kay Bee,

and played var-

ious child and
little girl parts.

This photograph
was taken about

the time she first

attracted Mr.
Griffith's atten-

Mrs. Chaplin and her mother. She is, as you see, a rather luxurious child,

and cultivates the feminine arts of lingerie or lounging most enthusiastically.

and then went back to tell Frank Woods, the studio manager.
''Don't you know that you can't leave this studio without

Mr. Griffith's permission?'' he said, sternly. Mr. Griffith was
in the East, somewhere. When they finally located him, he
said that she could not go until she had made one more picture— "The Bad Boy"—with Robert Harron. The result was that
she never did go; ("That was the greatest disappointment of
my lite!") Her eyes fill with tears when she mentions it now.

She speaks very quietly. Perhaps the most noticeable thing
about her is her perfect poise. She was sitting in a chair of

some dark wood the high curved back of which formed a sort

of oval frame for her face. She is very lovely—but every-
one knows that. Her eyes and hair are brown; her hair has
golden glints in it: and her skin is very soft and fair.

From 'Tnceville" she went to D. W. Griffith's studio where
she did little else but rehearse under Griffith and appear briefly

in "Intolerance."

Some of the pictures in which she appeared were ''Old Folks
at Home." with Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, and '"Enoch Ar-
den." She is now with Lois* Weber. Her later pictures are
'The Price of a Good Time," "The Doctor and the Woman."
"The Man Who Dared God," '"For Husbands Only," and "The
Forbidden Box" and "Borrowed Clothes."

. She became the bride of Chaplin when she was not quite
eighteen. (She was born in Cheyenne, Wyo.. on Thanksgiving
Day, iqoi.) She married Chaplin on October 23. They en-
deavored to keep the marriage a secret by continuing their work
as usual—Mildred reported the next day to the Universal
studios, and Chaplin to his own Hollywood plant, where he
makes comedies for First National. To reporters they denied
it emphatically. Mildred is quoted as saying. "I'm not married.

I don't want to be married for quite awhile. And anyway,
I won't marry until I've seen New York."

But she changed her mind.
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Decoration by
R. F. James Th

The vicissitudes, rise and

triumph of the news-

papers one great rival.

By Jerome Shorey

'*8??T34.>flr=.

IN
the Year One B. B.—that is to say. Before the Birth of

a Nation, from which all devout fans reckon the passing

of the years—in the Year One B. B., the screen had a
daily newspaper. That was four years ago.

I set this statement out in a paragraph by itself with the

mingled feelings of a Columbus announcing a perfectly new
discovery, and those of a would-be Columbus who has a suspi-

cion that he is quite likely to be informed that his new con-
tinent is not merely no discovery at all, but that it is thickly

settled and divided into building lots. But when, in delving

into the records of the news weeklies, this bit of ancient his-

tory was divulged, the information came as something of a

shock. Being not entirely unfamiliar

with the various activities of the dis-

pensers of celluloid, I am convinced
that the fact, while it may be a matter
of perturbed memory to a few hun-
dred exchange men and theatre owners,
never made much impression upon the

people for whom that optical newspaper
was published.

That enterprise established by rathe
in 1 014 as a means of meeting new
competition which its weekly news pic-

torial had encountered, was abandoned
within a few months because of the
same thing that has affected every
human activity in these last four years

—the war.

Today there is no celluloid daily.

The animated journals are published
twice a week, and there is an announce-
ment of one which is to appear three

times in the seven days. But within
certain necessarily restricted territory, there are "extras." flash-

ing to surprised audiences the records of events that the news-
boys are even then shouting in the streets outside. Here we
have in a nutshell the entire situation as regards the compari-
son between the newspaper and the screenpaper. The fact

is this:
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THE News Reel has its DArtagnans.
The editor of Universal's service told

three cameramen to go to the scene of the

terrific munitions explosion at South Amboy,
N. J., and "get the stuff or don't come

back."

They were stopped at a bridge a mile

away, past which only relief workers could

go. Two of the photographers gave up.

The third went back up the road, crawled

unobserved into a Red Cross ambulance,

covered himself and his machinery with

blankets, rode across the bridge, made his

"set up" in an iron hail of flying shrapnel,

and was the only man to get a close-up of

the disaster.

So far as seventy-five percent of the country is concerned.

the camera will always be at least three jumps behind the lino-

type machine in the mere matter of time, until some Edison
invents a means of sending pictures by telegraph. In the other

twenty-five percent of the country the newspaper has to hump
itself to get an even break. And this is because of the screen

extra. Thus:
One day an automobile loaded with Universal players and

equipment was threading its way through the debris on Seventh

Avenue, New York, under which a new subway was being con-

structed. Suddenly, half a block ahead,

the entire surface of the street dis-

appeared. This would have been of

little concern, except that two crowded
street cars dropped thirty feet into the

excavation, and there was considerable

loss of life. The cameraman had his

machine set up and was grinding away
within thirty seconds. Within an hour

the evening papers had extras on the

street, but before the audiences in the

Strand and Rialto had left the matinee

performances, the picture of the dis-

aster was flashed before them. Ob-
viously, it would be impossible for

theatres outside the New York zone to

net this extra edition of the Universal

Animated Weekly for several days,

while the newspapers would have the

story the same day.

Now there is no particular object in

issuing a daily newspaper unless it

records the events of the preceding or current twenty-four

hours. Therefore, since it is physically impossible to send

pictures by telegraph, the news reel must always be a day or

two. or more, later than the event itselt. The public looks to

(he screen newspaper, not for original information of the

event itself, but for the graphic details which reveal the entire



Romance of the News Reel
significance, or picturesque qualities of the event. The pit-

turf of a regiment of American soldiers marching into battle

in France loses nothing of its interest to the audience through

the fact that this battle was won weeks before, but actually

gains interest through the fact thai the audience now knows
that the soldiers won the battle, that many of these splendid

men. swinging along the road, gave their lives that the battle

might be won, that that magnificent fellow who is singing as

he strides on. is perhaps one of those who were decorated with

roix dti Guerre, tor gallantry in that battle.

The development oi the , news reel to its present

status, where the ex- (\f(\ hibitor no longer looks

upon it as a tiller, ^M^ •V '1ut as a necessary
part of his program, *>^\ _y^1/ ' s l 'ue t0 l^e working

it "la-ted (|uiik." \ iths later Universal issued the

Animated Weekly, which has continued without interruption

ever since. Gaumont came in in [9x2, and has oeen handicapped

principally by the absence of consistent distributing machinery.

January 2, mi,;, the .Mutual Weekly was bom. The following

year Hears! discovered the movies, and in toil joined with

William Selig in issuing the Hearst-Selig News Pictorial.

The work of entertaining the public through the Hearst-

Selig New- Pictorial was turned over to a clever newspaper
man, E. B. Hatriek. Until then, the general theory of the

news reel had been that anything which took place in the

sunlight was a lit subject for the celluloid journal. Hatriek

disagreed. He took the stand that anything which was of

mere local interest, however spectacular or sensational, could

out of this principle—that interest in the picture of an in-

cident is in direct ratio to the impression the incident made
originally upon the mind of the public, and not until the event

has lost its significance in the public mind will the screen rep-

resentation cease to interest the spectator.

Charles Pathe, who started pretty much everything in the

picture business, commercially speaking, was the first celluloid

newspaper publisher. In 1907 he issued the Pathe Journal in

Paris. One year later the idea was reproduced by the Amer-
ican branch of Pathe in the Pathe Weekly, the date, to be
precise, being August 1. Through
various evolutions and combinations

this feature of picture production has

developed, until with the first week of

1919, the race has narrowed down to

three entrants. The Pathe Weekly re-

mains, name and ownership intact.

The Gaumont weekly, established in

this country in 1912. having passed

through various vicissitudes, remains

also. All the other news reels have
been accumulated by the Hearst or-

ganization, at a cost of about Si,000,000,

and will be consolidated into the Inter-

national Film Service. This embraces
the two Universal weeklies (the Ani-

mated Weekly and Current Events), the

Screen Telegram issued by Mutual, and

the Hearst International, which has been
dodging about from firm to firm for

years. The combined concern will issue

three releases a week.

In the ten years that the news
circulated in America

Ej'REQUENTLY promoters of big sport-

* ing events such as automobile races,

world-series baseball games and the like,

sell the picture rights in their entirety, and

try to keep news-reel photographers out.

For such contingencies one editor has in-

vented a concealed compressed-air camera.

It is pumped up like an automobile tire

and is carried under the operator's arm in

an innocent-looking package. The holder

touches a button, releases the air, and the

camera runs itself, the cameraman mean-

while looking on with the arch expression

of the cat who has just eaten the canary.

pictures have been

there are few concerns which have

not been attracted at one time or another, by its possi-

bilities. It was Vitagraph. in 191 1. that first challenged

Pathe's monopoly of the field with a monthly release

of Current Events. In the parlance of the boulevards,

not entertain spectators not interested in the fact itself. The
unveiling of a monument to a politician who had donated a

park to Squaw Corners, the parade of the Iowa State Conven-

tion of the Ancient and Honorable Order of Hedgehogs, the

destruction by fire of the grain elevator at Prairieville, appealed

to him not at all. He decided upon a policy of interpreta-

tion of news, and to this policy the news reel of today owes

much of its interest.

For example, Congress was considering the literacy test as

an amendment to the immigration bill. The newspapers were

full of it. This gave the matter the

necessary advertising to make it a public

issue. But how are you going to show a

picture of the literacy test? Hatriek

sent a cameraman to Ellis Island,

and photographed hundreds of immi-

grants, their eyes hungry for freedom.

These were they who would be barred

from the privileges of American democ-
racy, if the literacy test were adopted.

He sent a cameraman to Washing-

ton and photographed congressmen

prominent in the discussion. These
were they who would bar the victims of

European poverty and persecution, from
America; these others were they who
took the view that there was welcome
here for rich and poor, for toiler as

well as for savant. It was not propa-

ganda, except as the fact spoke for

themselves. It entertained.

Confronted for the first time by
competition that carried the news films into a new phase or

development—for the Universal service, while vigorous and
popular had followed the established lines—Pathe countered
with a daring move, and established the Pathe Daily News Ser-
vice. This was in the spring of 1014. What made this

service possible was a special (Continued on page Q4)



'Painted by a 'PHOTOPLAY staff artist.

ONE of the greatest moments of motion picture history -was reserved for that chill November night in which the German envoys crossed the
abyss of No Man's Land into the French lines in quesfof peace. We are told that the officers of the contingent were "typical Prussian

aristocrats, lean and aquiline, their slender boots of remarkable leather, their uniforms elegant." They came riding in powerful motorcars
bearing the black eagle of the Empire on their doors. And doubtless these Germans were never more surprised than when, alighting, they sud-
denly faced the blinding light of several studio arcs, and heard the sibilant purr of the official picture cameras of the allied governments.



Better Photoplay League and the Industry

If you want bactir, dawn
pictuna in your town, start

a branch Lttgue .it once,

Don't merely complain .-let!

Selection rather than censorship

— cxiuhitors and manufacturers

arc our friends — CO'operate !

Write today to James R.
Quirk, I'll sulint, j 5 o

North (.'lark St., ( .'Imago,

lor information.

THERE could be no better time than the present in which
to discuss tin- attitude of the Better Photoplay League
of America toward the motion picture industry as a

whole; and the attitude ot members and local organiza-
tions toward the individual showmen.

Actual, participatory interest in the League and its work
ha> become nation-wide. In towns from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, from the Lake states to the Gulf, intelligent men and
women are enlisting in the first organized movement for clean
pictures and better picture.-.

With the accession of the

influential and thinking peo-
ple in scores of communities,
many questions' of procedure
have arisen, none more vital

than this: what is the Better

Photoplay League's relation

to the actual and regular

business of presenting mo-
tion pictures? How shall

we improve and uplift with-

out seeming to be mere im-

practical, meddling theorists?

What does our local exhibitor

think of this big new idea?

In the first place, the offi-

cers of the' League have no-

ticed that through its urtre

and enthusiasm a great many
intelligent people—the con-
servative class of the aver-

age American community

—

have come to take a serious,

constructive interest in a

new art which heretofore
they regarded only as enter-

tainment for their children,

or at best an odd-hour diver-

sion for themselves.
It is to this sane, pro-

gressive and constantly in-

creasing rank of the new
membership that this page
is especially addressed.

In the first place, do not
consider your local exhibitor

a brainless mountebank to be
"regulated." He does not

oAdnsory Matrons of Better Photoplay

League of oAmerica

Cardinal Gibbons, Head of Catholic Church in America. Baltimore, Md.
Samuel Gompers, Pres. American Federation of Labor. Washington, D. C.
Mrs. George Thacher Guernsey, Pres. Gen. Daughters American Revolution.

Washington, D. C.
Daniel Carter Beard, National Scout Commissioner, Boy Scouts of America, Flush-

ing, L. 1.

John Barrett, Dir. Gen. Pan-American Union. Washington, D. C.
Marchioness of Aberdeen and Tematr, Pres. International Council of Women,

Haddoo House, Scotland.

Charles S. Barrett, Pres. Farmers' Educational and Co-operative Union, Union City,

Georgia.
Mrs. Phillip North Moore, Pres. National Council of Women. Member National

Council of Defense. Washington, D. C.
Samuel A. Dickie, Pres. Assn. of Methodist College Presidents, Albion, Michigan.

Carrie Chapman Catt, Pres. National Suffrage Assn.. Member National Council of

Defense. New York City.

Mrs. Helen Collins, President Pan Hellenic Union, Chi Omega Fraternity, Lexing-
ton, Kentucky.

Mrs. Nathaniel E. Harris, Pres. National Council of Jewish Women. Bradford, Pa.

Mrs. Harriet H. Barry, Chairman, Better Film Com., National Federation College

Women, Monrovia, Cal.

Mrs. A. J. Ochsner, Pres. National Federation of Musical Clubs, Chicago, III.

Thomas Arkle Clark, Dean of Men, University of 111., Urbana, 111.

John H. Phillips, Pres. Southern Educational Council, Birmingham, Ala.

Mary Garrett Hay, Chairman Woman Suffrage Party, New York City.

P. H. Callahan. War Activity Committee Knights of Columbus, Louisville, Ky.
David Starr Jordan, President Emeritus Leland Stanford University, Palo Alto,

California.

Mary E. Woolley, Mount Holyoke College, S. Hadley, Mass.

Mrs. Flora Warren Seymour, Representative National Association Women Law-
yers and Corresponding Secretary National Federation College Women, Chicago, 111.

Charles Sumner Burch, Suffragan Bishop, New York City.

Mary Roberts Rinehart, Novelist. New York.
Sophie Irene Loeb, Editor and Publicist. New York World, New York City.

Mrs. Mabel Potter Daggett, Author "Women Wanted." New York City.

James Egbert, Professor Columbia University, New York City.

Mrs. Booker T. Washington, President National Federation of Colored Women,
Tuskeegee. Ala.

Mrs. Frederic Schoff, President National Congress of Mothers and Parent Teachers

Association, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mrs. Martha E. Tingey, President Young Ladies Mutual Improvement Society, Salt

Lake City. Utah.
Edwin Hebden, Director Bureau of Statistics and Research, Dept. of Education,

Baltimore, Md.

throw on films haphazard.
There are not very many of the old "store show" half-wits left

in the trade. The presentation of motion pictures has become
a business, and your exhibitor, like your grocer or your hard-

ware man, is down on the corner to sell you what you wish to

buy. If he puts on films that have a moral smudge in them
he does not put them on for his own sly enjoyment. He puts

them on because some member of your household, or your
friends, or employees, or acquaintances, hurries to his box-

office to give him money that they may see them.
You can't legislate or regulate or propagandize a thing out

of existence until the people want it put out of existence.

Superficially, we might say that Congress and President Wilson

have pronounced sentence of death on the saloon—but they

haven't, really. Neither can it be accounted a victory of the

professional prohibitionist. The American People did that, and
these gentlemen in Washington were only their spokesmen and
executors.

Regard the local exhibitor as your friend, and the friend of

the League. See that clean pictures in your community have

an overwhelming patronage. Acquaint yourself, by knowing

your friend the exhibitor, with just what is going mi in the

motion picture world—his end of the motion picture world.

Never let the term "censor " be confounded with youi organiza-

tion. \\C don't wish to he censors. We wish to he constructive

upbuilders ol the picture best. Now. not all exhibitors may be

open-minded or progressive, but we are optimistii enough to

believe that every community has at least one—probably

more, but anyway, one—sane, progressive film showman who
will welcome Better Photo-

play League as an actual co-

operator. -Make the show-

ing of tine, decent pictures

at this house, or these

houses, such a steady and
successful enterprise that the

other fellows, the non-pro-

gressives, will be financially

compelled to throw their sil-

vcrshcet dirt farther than
civilization has thrown the

most conspicuous Hohen-
zollern.

Here's something else to

remember:, as filth breeds

physical disease, so ignorance

and low mentality breed ar-

tistic uncleanness and sug-

gestion. The cleanest pic-

tures in America today are

the output of the intelligent

manufacturers. There are ex-

ceptions, of course, but as

education and moral sanity

go hand in hand, so do in-

telligence, high-class effort

and healthy picture stories

in filmland.

Which brings us to The
League and The Industry.

The Better Photoplay
League and the better man-
ufacturers are in accord, and
will work hand in hand.

We are not seeking any
manufacturing "alliances."

Our position on that side of

the industry is somewhat
analogous to America's and

the greater questions of peace. In that we have no business
ends to gain. The moment Better Photoplay League bends
the knee to a manufacturer's promises, or flattery, or what-
ever, that moment it becomes a house organ, a trade affiliation.

The manufacturer is the friend of all of us, and we are his
friends, both parties working toward a common end. Do not
forget that, for the spirit of impartial co-operation is the one
thing that will keep the League going ahead at its present
marvelous speed, and any other spirit will put on brakes that

will stop the whole machine. We are constructively and co-

operatively for every manufacturer whose pictures show that

he desires cleanliness, reasonableness and artistic reality in his

stories. There are a very few others—one in particular—who
persist in putridity. Their days are as certainly numbered as

the days of the saloon, and right in the van of their implacable
foes comes Better Photoplay League—horse, foot and ma-
chine euns.

The Los Angeles Leaguers—Mrs. Janette Weight. Chairman
—have adopted as their motto (Concluded on page 94)
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Peace and the Scenario Market
"Forget the war!" is advice of man who passes upon more
picture stories than any other individual in the world.

By Robert Emmet MacAlarney
(Scenario Editor of the Artcraft- Paramount Corporation)

TI
HE war is over, NOW what about the screen?"

This question is being hurled at every scenario

desk. Writers who think—and think rightly, too

—

that war conditions have affected the choice of plays,

wish to be told anew how to market their wares.

Only the cocksure will define exactly the film story sure to

be1 accepted during the next year. But that there will be, at

least, a partial return to the things which gripped before the

Kaiser spoiled life for most of us is fairly certain.

There must be reckoned with, however, one inevitable factor.

Any publisher of books, or Broadway manager,

can tell you that, the moment hostilities seemed
likely to cease, the depiction of life during war
began to slacken. Automatically the writer

mind shifted gears, and strove to portray life

after war and affected by war. Henceforth we f

shall have hundreds of screen plots revealing

the soldier who returns home to wrestle with

his own altered self, plus altered

environment. But the average

.screen playwright, if he can, may
well forget the war for a time.

Make no mistake—there will

be produced many excellent

plays showing war's reflex.

But for the ordinary writer,

without a name that carries

distinction, or a following which
gilds what he writes, the non-war
story stands a better chance of ac-

ceptance.

Screen styles will change in a twelve-month, like the

cuffs on an overcoat sleeve. But for the time being it is

likely that the public will welcome the pre-war type of film

drama.
There has grown up of late an interest in a certain form of

comedy drama, borrowed mostly from magazine stories told

cleverly. While this sort of play will always have some
appeal, the over-artificialized screen drama will probably lose

caste.

Remembering, then, that selling screen stories is based en-

tirely on a demand transmitted from motion picture theatre

patron to exhibitor, and thence to producer—what is the best

way to proceed?
There is no prescription for film writing. There may have

been, in the early and more crude days of the craft. But nowa-

days all an intelligent scenario desk asks is to have a story told

in the vein the author fancies most. Unless your play is

prepared sloppily, and with outrageous illiteracy, it is read with

a care which very often it does not deserve.

One of the first things a writer should do when he has de-

vised a screen plot is to ask himself, "For what star is this

suitable?" This does not necessarily indicate keenness: it is

simply common sense. Whether or not the star system will

continue to sway the screen, the fart remains that a play is

usually bought for a particular person. If you have a star in

mind, you are more definite when you write; and, if your play

is written properly and proves to be unsuitcd to one star,

there should come to you immediately a second choice. When
offering a play, you should always be able to say, "1 think

this can be used for Miss Blank."

The Famous Players-Lasky Company believes that the best

way to submit a story is in progressive synopsis form. This

may run from one to ten thousand words. Not to establish a

precedent, but merely for the sake of entering it on the rec-

ords, let it be remarked that the best synopses we have in-

spected have varied between five and six thousand words.

Dialogue, except when used to point up highlights, is

treacherous stuff. Quotation marks deceive as to dramatic
quality. Furthermore, much dramatic dialogue cannot be in-

terpreted in screen terms anyhow.
Leaning upon a style of expression is a mistake; so is

achieving a stilted or "flip" synopsis. Hardly ever is a desk

cajoled into buying a play which has been "put across" by sheer

wording.

Unless a writer has had actual studio experience, it is a

good plan to practically forget the camera, oddly enough, when
writing. Later, at the time of purchase, a producing company
will probably demand a supplement ary working synopsis. Into

this you can put all of your "shot to shot" material.

The ideal screen play does not depend upon locale. It is

vital enough to be played without depreciation of values either

at Palm Beach or in the Klondike. Once in a great while

a play is bought solely because of

locale appeal. But we are not dis-

cussing the exceptional type of play.

Certain standard objections con-

tinue to prevail. Costume plays,

plays hinging upon medical opera-

tions, amnesia, kidnappings

—all of these are below
par.

At least fifty percent

of beginner authors
think they must offer

"continuity." By "con-
tinuity," of course, we mean the thing actually dis-

played on the screen—scenes, plus sub and spoken
titles. Rarely does continuity help sell a screen play,

and reading a story in that form is the most difficult

way of grasping it. Often two or three perusals are necessary.
Besides continuity writing is usually a matter of cooperation
between scenario writer, director, and star, the whole slanted
by the method of a particular studio.

Stories inherently episodic, or requiring double exposure, are
not desired. Elaborate sets and difficult exteriors likewise help
prevent a sale. It is usually wrong to submit an inverted
synopsis. Let your story be told in straightaway fashion so
that the scenario desk will not have to untangle it. Now and
then, when a play depends upon tricking an audience, you can
afford to trick as well the man who first sees your manuscript

—

in fact you must do so—but opportunities for selling trick

plays are not many.
The mere fact that you offer something which has occurred

in real life has nothing at all to do with promoting acceptance.

It means naught to the screen. It might mean something in

a book.

Do not confuse the terms "dramatic" and ""narrative." Cer-

tain phases of a dramatic story which appeal in narrative form
evaporate in film. Many tempting shadings and characteriza-

tions are rejected because they would seem absurd on the

screen.

It is well to avoid stories in which clergymen are the chief

exponents. Dodge also capital and labor, business deals of

sorts, and politics. They are not popular on scenario desks

for good and sufficient reasons.

Few writers seem to really read the periodicals of the pro-

fession they hope to succeed in. Be sure to read screen mag-
azines, paying as much attention to the advertising as to the

news. There is no excuse for1 not knowing who is who in

filmdom.

When you visit a picture theatre study what is ineffective

as carefully as what is successfully done. Afterward do

not rush home and put on paper (Continued on page 104)
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The cuticle at the base

ofyour nails is all that

protects the sensitive
nail root. Read why
cutting makes thecuticle

fought uneven

Start today to hate exquisite
nails without cutting. See
what a difference one Cutex
manicure makes J.

The delicate nail root is only

% inch below the cuticle
Don't cut the cuticle

DO you realize that the
only thing that pro-
tects the delicate nail

root is one-twelfth inch of
cuticle? That is why you
should not cut it.

When the cuticle i9 cut, these
tender cut surfaces grow more
quickly than the uncut parte.

They form a ragged-looking
edge which ruins the appear-
ance of your hand. Long ago an
expert solved the problem of a harmless
cuticle remover, by perfecting Cutex.
Cutex loosens the dry, deadskin which

has grown up onto your nail. Quickly
and safely it removes surplus cuticle and
leaves a smooth, even, thin line at the
base of your nail.

The right -way to manicure
In the Cutex package you will find an

Alice Joyce tayn- " Cutex
made my manicure the
work of a moment instead
of the irksome duty it woe"

orange stick and some absorb-
ent cotton. After wrapping cot-

ton around the end of the stick,

dip it into the bottle and work
it around the base of your nails,

gently pressing back the cuticle.

Then carefully rinse the fingers

in clear water,pushingthe cuticle

back when drying the hands.

Finish with Cutex Nail White
and Cutex Nail Polish. To keep
your nails looking well-groomed,
use Cutex regularly.

Secure Cutex in any drug or
department store. Cutex, the
cuticle remover, comes in 35c,

65c and $1.25 bottles. Cutex Nail White
is 35c. Cutex Nail Polish in cake, paste,

powder, liquid or stick form is 35c. Cutex
Cuticle Comfort is also 35c.

A complete manicure set for only 21c
Mail the coupon today with 21c and we
will send you the complete Cutex Mani-
cure Set shown at the right. Address
Northam Warren, Dept. 702, 114 W. 17th

Street, New York City.

If you live in Canada, address
Northam Warren, Dept. 702, 200
Mountain Street, Montreal, Canada.

MAIL THIS COUPON
WITH 21c TODAY

For clean, white nail tips,

apply a Utile ( Httex Nail Wh ite
underneath the nails

Xf you want a brilliant, lasting
polish, use Cutex Paste PoHsh
first, then Cutex Cake Polish

Midget
Manicure Set
will give you
at least six of
the most sue*
cessful
cures you
have ever
had. Send 21c
for it today

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Title Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

'I 'HIS is YOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.

^ What have you seen, in the past month, which was stupid, unlife-

like, ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

When in Doubt, Say, "My Gawd!"

f THINK Director Perret should study lip reading a little

* closer. In "Lafayette, We Come," a picture I enjoyed
very much, the hero goes blind. Miss Cassinelli, playing the
role of a nurse, enters the room, and he senses her presence.
Then follows the title—"Therese, is it you?" But—as plain as

daylight—his lips say "My G-a-w-d !

"

J. Bosh, Cleveland.

A Cay Old Dog

CAN anyone tell me how long is the average life of the aver-

age dog? In "The Great White Way" a big collie is shown
finding a baby lying in a basket in an old tree. At that time the
dog wasn't any puppy, yet when we see the baby later—at the
age of fourteen years—the same dog jumps around as lively and
brisk as ever.

Mrs. W. E. Dowser, Long Beach, Calif.

Enterprising Journalism
IN "The Safety Curtain'
I after the theatre burns,
Norma Talmadge is taken
to her leading-man's apart-

ment. Shortly after he
picks up a paper and reads
an account of the fire with
a list of names of persons
injured or missing.

How did it happen the
newspaper was pub-
1 i s h e d so soon—
even in the apartment
before they arrived.

Victoria Martell,
Hanford, Cal.

Strong Trade Winds

IN "The Savage Wom-
an" with Clara Kim-

ball Young, I distinctly

saw one of the suppos-
edly massive stone
columns of the ruined

temple waver back and forth in the light tropical breeze.

Charles C. Dickinson, University of Virginia.

Thorns and Roses

IN the first episode of Vitagraph's "The Iron Test," the

great climax at the end seems absurdly improbable to me.
Antonio Moreno, whost shirt has been secretly impregnated
with an inflammable liquid, jumps through the ring of fire in

the circus stunt and catches fire. Two objections: First, if

the liquid had been gasoline it would have evaporated long be-

fore he even donned the shirt ; and, second, if it were oil. then
the trifling amount that the villain very obviously put on
could not have caught fire in that half-instant that he came in

contact with the fire. However, "The Iron Test" starts off

with a bang of interest—so

—

E. L. Dorsey, Lake Forest, 111.
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Go to the Head of tlte Class

IN "The One Woman" the word sacrament was spelled

"sacriment."

H. F.. Chicago. 111.

A Candle Power Moon

IN "Private Peat." a lone candle can be seen burning on the

table in the girl's room and yet plenty of light comes in

from the side of the room. When she puts the candle flame

out the same light still comes in only in the form of moon-
light. Well, it must be true, they do it in the movies.

F. Hubert McCann, Chicago, 111.

And Again:

IN the late Mr. Lockwood's "Pals First" he returns to his

home at night with his friend. The old colored sen-ant

comes out to the gate with a lantern. Lockwood tells him to

go up to his room and light the lamp. You see him light the

oil lamp in the room. Mr. Lockwood and his friend then come
up to dress for dinner. Upon going out they do not blow

out the lamp but press an electric button in the wall.

Thomas Nelson Shaw, New York.

Mebbe He Was Bald

JN "The Thing We Love" the manager of the

Tremont Steel Works calls upon the owner,

Kathlyn Williams, and is received by her in the

library of her home. Is it because the interview-

is a stormy one that the gentleman wears his

hat throughout the act?

T. Hills, Beverlv Farms. Mass.

Western Mark-
manship

WHY is it

that in so

many "Movies"
depicting early
western life in

which more or less

gun-play is much
in evidence, no one seems to

get hit or badly hurt? For
instance, take the scene in

"Hell Bent" where the
sheriff's posse attacks the

rendezvous of "Beau" and
his gang of outlaws. Every man on both

sides fires about a dozen or more rounds and
only one outlaw receives a wound and a slight

one at that, so slight, in fact, that he and his companions escape
through a window and mount their horses in a clean get-away'.

Several other western pictures have shown a group of
mounted officers 'or cow-boys in hot pursuit of a band of out-
laws, also mounted, and the pursuers—rifles heavenward

—

firing bullets headed for the next county ahead. Laying down
a sort of a barrage, so to speak.

Jno. H. Hifler. Duke Center, Pa.

Wasteful Mary

IN "Johanna Enlists" Mary Pickford left her hat in the court

martial tent. It was such a beautiful hat, with flowers and
all. A Thirteen Year Old Reader, Waltham. Mass.
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boft woolly sweaters, caps, scarfs, sport stockings
Maunder them so they won't thicken or shrink

TODAY you can cleanse woolens yourself

without hurting them. From Dad's sport

stockings to Baby's little shirt, you can

trust every single woolen you have unhesitatingly

to the delicate Lux suds.

When you twist woolens or rub them with

soap, they become stiff, matted and shrunken.

But with Lux there is no rubbing. Only

sousing in the rich, pure lather, gently pressing

the suds through the soiled parts.

Whisk Lux into a rich lather in very hot

water—two tablcspoonfuls to the gallon. For

colored woolens, add cold water to make the suds

lukewarm. Swish your woolens about in the suds.

Wash quickly, pressing the suds through the

woolens, but do not rub.

Rinse three times in lukewarm water. Dissolve

a little Lux in the last rinsing to leave your

woolens soft and woolly. Never wring woolens.

Squeeze the water out, and spread on a towel to

dry in the shade.

Your grocer, druggist or department store

has Lux.

Lever Bros. Co.—Cambridge, Mass.

i

Lux wont injure any-

thing pure water alone

won't injure

Even in hard water Lux
makes wonderful suds

Copyrighted, J918 by Lever Eroc. Co.

When you write to advertisers olease mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



Inlays and
Jp/ayers
Real news and interesting comment about

motion pictures and motion picture people.

<By CAL YORK

ON November 30th, at New Rochelle,

N. Y., Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks won
an interlocutory decree of divorce from
her husband. There was a co-respondent,

referred to in the testimony as "an un-
known woman." While it is always un-
pleasant to record the domestic unhappi-
ness of people we like, it is a relief, in

this instance, to reach the quiet finale of

a drama of discord which for months
threatened to explode, a high-explosive

shell of scandal, over the whole motion
picture terrain. Many sensational and no
doubt many untrue things have been
whispered by eve?-ready busybodies about
Mr. Fairbanks' family affairs, and no good
could have come to anyone by loud re-

criminations in public places. Mrs. Fair-

banks retains the custody of their boy,

Douglas, Jr., who is now eight years of

age.

JACK PICKFORD has been mustered
out of the navy and will produce his

own pictures, to be released by The First

National Exhibitors' Circuit. The deal

is said to have been engineered by his

mother.

MARSHALL NEILAX is concluding

his direction of Mary Pickford, at

the Sunset Studios in Los Angeles, in the

first of her personally-produced photo-
plays, "Daddy Longlegs." Neilan was
the center of a scheme, last summer, at

once ambitious and romantic. We're so

far away from it now that there seems no
harm in telling it. Briefly, he proposed
to revive the most famous brand of the

screen: Biograph. He and Allan Dwan
were to work together, though Neilan

was head of the scheme. They were to

use the Biograph studios in New York
and Los Angeles, as stories, market con-

ditions and seasons indicated, and upon
their choicest productions were again to

reveal the great name that stood for the

first great pictures. For one reason and
another, these negotiations were not car-

ried through. Neilan went with Garson,

and to read Garson's advertisements

you'd believe Marshall just the hired boy,

instead of being a partner.

BLUEBIRD is dead! Don't think, my
dears, that this means the end of

happiness, according to the Maeterlinck-

1
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He Waited Eighty Years for This
Like son, like father, is the way the new proverb goes. Charlie Murray's father, thirty years

beyond the half-century mark, pays a first studio visit to his son. His particular vamper is

Alice Lake.

Photo reprint from .'

Herbert Brenon, with his army camera man,

photographed for Photoplay Magazine a few

weeks ago on the Thames Embankment
while completing die second version of his

official British propaganda picture— the first

negative having been destroyed by fire.

Tourneur legend; the facts are these:

Universal is discontinuing its well-known

brand, and will hereafter confine its pro-

ductive activities to the manufacture of

"Special Attractions."' ''Bluebird" was

one of the best-chosen names ever given a

line of photoplays. It was the result of

a contest, and was sent in by a woman ol

no literary or professional affiliations.

"Bluebird." in brief, was the simon-pure

inspiration of a simon-pure "fan."

UNBELIEVABLE—that Julian El-

tinge, in "The Fascinating Widower."

will be his manly self without once re-

sorting to corsets and long wig. How-
ever, that's what is definitely promised.

AVERY trustworthy lady I know
went to a party a short time ago at

which Lila Lee was one of the guests.

Said trustworthy lady is now whispering a

dreadful thing about the Zukor jewel:

"She's getting fat!" Let us hope that

Lila's first after-recess scenario required a

lot of acrobatics.

BELLE BENNETT'S enlistment with

the Alcazar stock company of San
Francisco, as leading woman, only re-

calls that foundry of talent's many con-

tributions to stage and screen. Here.

years ago. Bessie Barriscale was a won-
derful child ingenue. Here she met and

married Howard Hickman. Herschell

(Continued on page 84)
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Yes, Beauty Instantly
Maid— "The Lieutenant is leaving tonight

and says he has but a few minutes."

My Lady— "/ •Mill be do tun in an instant!"

Instant beauty is indeed at

her finger tips. A pale or

sallow complexion or signs of

worry or age do not worry *her

because she has her "Complete
Pompeian Beauty Toilette."

First a touch of fragrant
Pompeian DAY* Cream. She
works this softening vanishing
cream well into the skin, so

that the powder will not stick

in spots. Now her Pompeian

BEAUTY Powder, with its

pearly touch and captivating

perfume. Then a bit of Pom-
peian BLOOM on the cheeks.

My Lady knows that this

touch of color in the cheeks

not only add-s the bloom of

youthful beauty, but also

makes her eyes seem darker
and more lustrous. Presto!

What a change in a few
moments.

Pompeian BEAUTY Powder, Pompeian DAY Cream' or

Pompeian BLOOM may be used separately or together. Sold
by your druggist at 50c for each article. Guaranteed by
the makers of the well-known Pompeian MASSAGE Cream,
Pompeian NIGHT Cream and Pompeian HAIR Massage.

Special Half-Box Offer
(Positively only one to a family)

To one person only in a family we will send a box of Pompeian
BEAUTY Powder (containing exactly one-half regular 50c package)
and samples of DAY Cream and BLOOM for only iwo dimes.

The Pompeian Mfg. Co., 2131 Superior Ave., Cleveland, O.

1 ^11

Bloom
1

POMPEIAN CO., 2131 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen—
Enclosed find two dimes, for which send n»5 >our

special powder offer. No member of m> family has
accepted this oricr.

Name

Address

City

State.
Mesh shade sent unless white or brunette requested.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZIXE.
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Plays and Players .— ( Continued from page 82)

Mae Marsh, at twelve years of age. And this wasn't so very long, either, before she began
Biographing in the distinguished company which included half of today's pillars of the mo-

tion picture industry.

Mayall came from the Alcazar. Robert
Brunton was once a scenic artist there.

Here the sprightly young Bert Lytell

cavorted as leading man, while his wife,

Evelyn Vaughn, was leading lady. Mel-
bourne MacDowell was once an actor

there. So was William Desmond. In

fact, almost half the Coast Defenders who
have won stage fame served an appren-
ticeship on the Alcazar boards.

SPEAKING of the stage in (he Bay
Cities—Adda Gleason, another cx-

Alcazarite, announces that she is de-
finitely returning to nights and two ma-
tinees. She makes her new beginning as

leading woman of the Liberty theatre, in

Oakland.

DOES destiny chastise actors who deny
1 Heir nuptials to honest and well-

intentioned reporters? Seems so in Earle
Williams' ease. For weeks Mr. Williams
said positively that he Inid not married
Florine Walz of Philadelphia. Bui he
had. just the same. And now one Roma
Raymond, a writer, has sued Mr. Williams

for $160,000, alleging breach of promise.

The reporters had to take one of Mr.
Williams' little jokes. Why couldn't

Miss Raymond?

THE peace trek to Europe seems to

have started. First announcers of

passport plans are Maemurray Leonard,
and D. Fairbanks. The world's most ro-

mantic acrobat says that he is going to

take a company of actors and his personal

Carl Rosncr, Mr. Zeidman, to Southern
France. Robert Leonard avers that his

wife has a London contract with a salary

as big as Roscoe Arbuckle. Mr. Leonard
will be her director, of course.

MABEL NORMAND passed through
Chicago a few weeks ago, enroutc to

her fust field of glory, California. I re-

called two other transits of Chicago by
la Normand, The first seems centuries

ago. yet it is only a few years. Then the

poor and unknown little Biograph girl,

bubbling with enthusiasm, travelled un-

noticed, unheard-of. to the stages on

which she was to become the greatest of

Keystone comediennes. With fame that

she scarcely realized she came back

—

presently. Reporters clustered, about her
almost-private car. Waxen from a re-

cent illness, shrouded like a doll in a
wonderful gown, her hands glittering with
jewels, she saw them for a few mo-
ments, enroute to New York and a fab-
ulous stellar salary. Now she's going to

do "Sis Hopkins'' on the Goldwyn-Tri-
angle lot. It has been done, once, by Rose
Melville, but let us hope the revised ver-
sion brings back to us the long-gone in-

imitable Xormand of old.

pARL LAEMMLE reminds me of a^ mother hen who's always hatching
out ducks that swim away. He gave ar-

tistic hatching to Man' MacLaren. and
oh, the woe that ensued! Last summer
it seemed as though Carmel Myers was
about to pack her U-city fame in a suit-

case, too. Lately, little 'Mildred Chaplin,
who once answered to the name of Har-
ris, has been getting there right royally
under the Jewel insignia. Now there are
fears that she, too, will do some con-
tract jumping. Of course Universal was
only too eager to strip that name "Chap-
lin" on all its accessible "Borrowed
Clothes'' printing, yet . . .

17RED STOXE proposes a punishment
1 for the late Kaiser which is almo:t
too terrible. Stone says: "Lock him up
in an automat restaurant without a
nickel."

pRAXE WILBUR is now Papa Wilbur.^ For his wife, on November 13th, pre-
sented him a son.

YV/TLLIAM SHEA is dead. He wasW a veteran of picture veterans, for

he began to act before the camera thir-

teen years ago, with the Vitagraph com-
pany. He died at his home in Brooklyn.

CHARLEY CHAPLIN is a musician.
Recently a maker of saxophones,

having an eye to the main chance, sent

the comedian a most ornate moan-box,
(Continued on page q$)

Anthony Paul ("Tony") Kelly, remarkably

productive and efficient young scenario

writer and dramatist, who, it is said, refused

a fee of five thousand dollars offered him
to make a photoplay of "Daddy Longlegs"
for Mary Pickford, because it would have
interfered with his duties as a U. S. sailor.
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Steel Bed
Full-Slxed

3-Unit Complete
(Bed and Spring)

TbrM-unlt oonstraetion Qlvtt utmost
rigidity iod perfect alignment, Oval ilda

round. Si>i mw h.ii
t'.-in. rue .Hi.l ! s in hand ,mh,' SI
nee, highly polished. Handsomely flniahed
m VaraJi U in n (gold bi

in. hiw-h

I ighter then iron
prlng, I l-it; in. eontinuou i pi
torn tube "|>k weight ,',•

lbs. Shipped from
Order by No. 155AMA3. Price

$14.78. Send
only $1.00
Balance
$1.50
)•!
mo.

Royal

Easy Chair
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ii in
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Mi Upho i. ,1 in
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^i in high;

ii I ungth
in
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tendedMX in Gold-
pi onoakfinihli .

in I

Inpg wt.tl&lhs.
Order by No. 83-
AMA8. Price
$19.95. $1.00
now. Bal. $2

monthly.

7-Piece Set
World's Greatest Furni-
ture Offer. Artistically
made T-piece Mission Set of
seasoned solid oak— rich

brown mission finish—smooth-
ly waxed. 2 large Rockers. 1

with arms; 2 large chairs, 1 with
arms: table, tabourette and book
nds. Ornamented with rich cut out

design. Seats upholstered in imitation
Spanish brown leather well padded and

etronpr. Most comfortable, lasting and beautiful. Large arm chair
and large rocker stand 3s in. hi^h over all, and25 l

.
; in. wide, seate 19MxlS in. Arms

of quarter-sawed oak. Smaller rocker and chair have seats 17x16 in. Table 24x36
in. Tabourette Win. high, has octagon shaped top 12 in. wide. Book ends just
right size to easily support large books. Each piece full size. Set will furnish
sitting room, parlor or library. Without question the greatest furnitureoffer
made. Shipped from our Chicago warehouse or factory in western New York
state. Shipping weight, carefully crated, about 200 lbs.

Order by No. 110AMA9. Price $24.65. Only $1.00 now. Bal-
ance $2.50 a month.

If not satisfactory after 30 days* trial return the set and we refund your $1.00
and pay freight both ways.

IMPORTANT
Note—This gnat set

comes with l hairs
reatiy to put into your
room and sectional
table which you set
upin5 minutes. Don't
compare this with the so-

k-no«

i

vhuh 66
>ut bosi Lfaer.

carpenter w<rJc
you to do on lm Hariri
Bo

c

block constructio

tec
; (hi t

.We
oywhe

.I,

ill not
"knockdown" furniture
and ask you. to do a lot

of work on it. Get i>i«. set
that's t.i»mi>lcU—ic&ay .o

THESEGREAT BARGAINS

do
Order any of these five remarkable

bargains and send only $1. ($1 on each
if you order more than one). Then use
it 30 days in your home—examine it,

test it, make comparisons— if it isn't

what you want and an amazing bar-
gain, ship it back and we will refund
your money and pay freight both ways.
That's the Hartman way of letting
you see and prove the quality of the
goods we send before you agree or de-
cide to purchase. Then, if you

#
keep

the merchandise, pay for it on our easy
terms—a small payment monthly— so
small you will hardly feel the cost.

Order right from this ad—today. Or,
if you don't see what you want, get our
big Bargain Catalog (see description
below). The Hartman Credit Plan is

the economical, sensible way to buy.
First know what you are getting by
actual 30 days' trial—then pay a little

at a time. That's the Hartman plan— the plan offered by the world's
largest home furnishers. Capital $12,000,000.00.

BRINGS
YOUR

FREE Bargain
Catalog

HARTMAN

shows thousands of wonderful offcr-

for the home. 78 bargains in
Rockers 50c per month up. 11 bar-
gains in Parlor suites at $2.00 per
month up. 25 bargains in Dav-
enports $3.00 per month up. 71

, bargainsin Dressers and Chiffon-
\ iers as low as $1.00 per month.
v
j\ 22 bargains in Metal Beds 75c
w\ per month up. 17 bargains in
;V\m\ Dining Tables $1.25 per month up. Many
*Y«\ bargains at only GOc per month. Then

™\S\ DarKa 'n after bargain, thousands of them,
in rugs, curtains, furniture of all kinds,

>M stoves, ranges, dishes, silverware,
'.yj^a jewelry, clocks, washing machines,

" sewing machines, kitchenware, gas
engines, cream separators, farm equip-
ment. Everything on small monthly

^payments. Hundreds of pages—many
in beautiful colors. Your credit is good at

Hartman's. Post-card brings this mammoth
FREE, prepaid. Send for your copy now.

FURNITURE & CARPET CO.
4088 Wentworth Ave., Dept. 1578 Chicago

Bargain In

Parlor Rocker
Try this roeker for 30 days and

see what a bargain it is. Frame is

selected kiln dried hardwood, ex-
posed parts solid oak in rich golden
finish. 4 springs in seat supported
on steel bands. Upholstered in imi-
tation Spanish brown leather. Richly
carved. SiJe wings and 2-panel back.
Heigh t back from floor 37 i n .

- back from
seat Lit in. Width over all 27 in. A fine

roomy, rocker. Shpg. wt. about 35 lbs

Shipped fmm Chicago warehouse or fac-
tory in west, rn N. Y. state, (rdrby
No.99AMA6. Priee $6.99. Send
only $1 now. Bal. 75c a month.

Beautiful 51-Piece

DinnerSet
Very special offer—now. Superb

.crold rose decorated Dinner Set.
Only SI with the coupon. 30 days
free trial—nearly a year to pay if you
decide to keep it. Head about it. 51

Bieces in all, consisting of 6—9-in.
'inner Plates, G— 7-in. Pie Plates, 6

S-in. Soup Plates. 6 Cups.O'Saucers,
G Sauce Dishes, 6 Individual But-

ters, 1—9-in. Meat Flatter, 1— 11 Vj in. Luei*C i latser, \ Sugar Bowl and Cover (2 pieces),
1 Creamer, 1 Small Salad or Jelly Dish, 1—S-in. Round Vegetable Dish, 1—S-in. Oblong
Vegetable Dish, 1—9-in. Round Vegetable Dish. Complete 51-pieee assortment. We
guarantee safe delivery Shipped from Chicago Warehouse. Shipping wgt. about 40 lbs.

Order by No. 325AMA12. Price $10.88. Send only $1 now. Bal. $1.25
a month. If not satisfactory, ship the set back and we refund your 31 .00. If.

Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co.,
4088 Wentworth Ave., Dept. 1578 Chicago

Send me the merchandise marked X in D below, it being understood
that I am to have the use of it for 30 days and if for any reason 1 do not
want to keep it I may return it at the end of that time and you will pay
freight both ways and refund my payment. I enclose $1 on each article
marked. If I keep goods I am to pay balance on terms in ad.

I

I I T—j 7-Pieee Set I |—I Kocker No. | FT"
l—l No. 110AMA9 | 1—1 99AM A6 | L_l

I

i

Dinner Set
No. 325AMAJ2

Royal Easy Chair
No. 83AMA3

Bed Outfit No.
155AMA3

Jl Nearest Shipping Point.

Even' advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAOAZ1XE Is guaranteed.
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"Treat 'em Rough, " says Marguerite, "I'm
right behind you." And that's probably
the best place for Margy just at this point

Ingri&m's
MfflCW&ed

Ctdattt
Nature often provides a beautiful com-

plexion but it cannot be depended upon to

keep that complexion attractive without assistance from

you. Even noted beauties realize this and give their

complexion untiring care.

Every day you should use Ingram's Milkweed Cream.

It is softening and cleansing and it guards the delicate

fabric of the skin texture from the effect of cold and wind

and dirt. Its distinctive therapeutic property keeps the

skin in a healthy condition. Get your jar today.

Neiv York City, N. Y.

Nov. 1, 1918
F. F.INGRAM CO.:

I have found Ingram's Milk-
weed Cream distinctly superior to

the ordinary "face cream." It

has, of course, the softening and
cleansingfeatures common to many
but what has won my appreciation

is its ability to tone up (lie skin.

Mail Coupon

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.,

102 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich.

I enclose it dime i:i return Tor which please Bend me
your Guest Room Package containing Ingram's Faoe
Powder and Rouge

1

in novel pune packets and Alilk-

weed ('renin. Zodento Tooth Powder, and Ingram's
Perfume In Quest Room sisea

Buy It in Either 50c or $1.00 Size

IttgrzQm's

Abuye
Ingt&m's

roouvcrainc
FACE POWDER

A complexion powder espec-
ially distinguished by the fact
that it stays on. Furthermore
a powder of unexcelled deli-

cacy of texture and refinement
of perfume. Four tints -White,
I'ink. Flesh and Brunette—50c.

"Just to show a proper glow" use
a touch of Ingram's Rouge on the
cheeks. A safe preparation for
delicately heightening the natural
color. Thecoloring matter is not ab-
sorbed by the skin. Delicately per-
fumed. Solid cake. Three shades— Light. Medium and Dark— 50c.

Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Established 1885

102 Tenth Street .Detroit, U.S.A.
Windsor, Ont. (ISO)
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Every adrcrUsement lti rnoTOrLAY MAGAZIXE Is guaranteed.
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§ QUESTIONS
AND

ANSWERS

V7'<)r do not hare lo I--- ii subscriber to Photoplay Magazine
-- to get questions answered in this Department. It is onlv
required tliat von avoid questions wbieta m>uld < .ill for unduly
long answers, incfa as synopses of plays, or casts of more than
one phi\

.

Do not ask questions touching religion,

scenario writing or studio employ nt. Studio addresses
will Dot he given in this Department. beCUUM S Complete I i^t

ot them is printed elsewhere in the magazine each month.
"W rile on onl\ one side ol" the paper. Sign vour full natne

^r^^\ and address; only initials will he published if requested. 11

y 'you desire a personal reply, enclose self-addressed, stumped
envelope. ^ rite to Questions and Answers, Photoplay
Magazine, Chicago.

Maggie, Norfolk.—I am a sympathist;
I feci very sorry for you. I wouldn't make
fun of you ; I wouldn't make fun of any
lady with a perfectly good husband. Still,

can't you find something more—er, poignant
to emote about? We have plenty of real

troubles on hand and will gladly share them
with you. Yes, Mildred Harris is Mrs.
Charlie Chaplin. They were married in
October and tried to keep it a secret but it

leaked out. I don't know, I'm sure, what's
become of the Bushman Club. 'Twas sweet
of you to make a pilgrimage to the house
Francis X. was born in and it may be true
that you'd rather see it than George Wash-
ington's birth-place. But sh—don't talk so
loud. Some of the anti-Bushman crowd
might hear you. Bushman-Bayne are now
with Yitacraph.

Martha M., Columbia, S. C.—Yes, we
are very smart. You should see us in our
new pin-checked suit with our hair brushed
straight back. Three guesses and a clever
answer every month to the little girl who
tells us why I wear my hair straight back.
Anita Stewart, Lois Weber studios, Holly-
wood; Marguerite Clark, Famous Players;
Norma Talmadge, Select; Mary Pickford,
Pickford studios, Hollywood. It is true that
Harold Lockwood is dead. I hear there is

a greater demand than ever for his pic-

tures. He was working on "The Yellow
Dove" when he was stricken.

Petty, Indianapolis.—Have you never
felt the inner longing for bigger, better
things; the striving toward a higher life

—

the desire of the moth for the fur coat?
Would that I were an Emerson or some-
body, to answer your intricut Q's. Only a
humble Answer Man I, forlorn I live, for-
gotten I'll die. Heigh-ho. Theda Bara
isn't dead.

Uranus. Urbana.—"I know not if I am as
other men," but I do like a Mack Sennett
comedy with the big picture of the evening.
Mack did not, it is true, invent the bathing-
girl, but he made her popular on the screen.
I suggest that we concoct a round-robin to
show our appreciation; what say you,
Uranus ?

Myrtle and Edyth.—Neat, but not
gaudy. Margarita Fischer is real cute and
Jack Mower is handsome and we like to see

them play together and why don't they get

married? Well, you see, Harry Pollard
might object. Who's Harry? Harry's
Margarita's husband. Dear children—that

was supposed to be funny. Fatty as "The
Cook" took ice-cream out of the coffee urn,

and later his hat and coat. I laughed. I

am a very appreciative audience. When I'm
at a comedy I always like to punch some-
body to show my appreciation. As a result

my friends shun me and I go to picture-

shows alone.

Bash, Knoxville.—You say you have
read and studied and looked up at the stars,

and now you have nothing else to live for.

Listen : can you make a limerick and do you
appreciate baking-powder biscuits? Have
you seen Charlie Chaplin's latest picture and
are you sure you search carefully every
month through this department for some-
thins: you cannot understand? Answer these

questions and then I'll give you my advice

on how to end it all. I'll expect to hear v

from you in a week or two.

Doris Kenyon Admirer, N. Y.—Your
favorite is very pretty and she has her own
company now, working at the Wharton
studios, I believe. Write to her. Frank
Mills is her leading man in her latest pro-
duction, "Twilight." You like our art sec-

tion. In fact, we modestly repeat all that

you say about Photoplay: "The front and
back of the Mag. afford me most satisfac-

tion." We agree that the art section alone

is worth the price of admission. No, you
can't have that picture when it has been
used; the Answer Man has already put in a
bid for it.

Mary, N. Y.—Herb Rawlinson couldn't

act without that cap of his, I'm convinced.

It is very becoming to him. He was born in

England; seen recently in Bhckton's "Com-
mon Cause;" married to Roberta Arnold, of

the noisy stage. So, you like historical plays

best—meaning those about the war, I sup-
pose; we don't have many costume plays

now. You're in earnest, aren't you, thirteen-

year-old? The best of luck to you.

Rose G., Atlanta.—The moving picture is

moving upward and onward ; I'm sure of

it. Why. we haven't seen one picture in the

past week in which the sub-titles, "The Fol-

lowing Day," "That Night," "A Week Later,"

were used. You want us to persuade 'Gene
O'Brien to play with Norma in "Enoch
Arden." Certainly; anything you say.
Born in Brooklyn ; real name. Roses and
thorns.

S. V., Portsmouth, 0.—The lady of
"Liberty" was Miss Marie Walcamp, a
blonde bland vikingess of the serial screen,
whose strenuous activities have saved more
than one serial from utter impossibility. You
may write to her at Universal City.

Kitty, Tacoma.—You're as faithful as
Mrs. Micawber. (Literary reference.) No,
we cannot tell you, Kitty, what becomes of
the letters after Mary reads them ; nor if

she reads them, ever. And we believe

Marguerite Clark gives her clothes to children

but don't write and ask her for one of her
costumes on the strength of that. Write
to them for photographs; I think you'll get
them.

E. P., Cleveland.—Our advice Is—the
same as Puck gave to those about to com-
mit matrimony. Don't. You don't need to

tell us you are very young and interested in

a movie career if you answered an ad and
are contemplating paying fifteen dollars for

a course in Advanced Motion Picture Act-
ing. It may be an advanced course but
you'd never advance if you took it. (See
Elizabeth Peltret's story in this issue.) Sure
you want to be a movie actress ; so does
our brunnette stenog. But we won't let her.

Whenever one of these fillum actors comes
up to Photoplay we tie her to her Lmder-
wood so she won't disgrace us by asking

the actor-guy for his autogranhed photo-
graph, right out. I never could understand
women.

E. Forde, Seattle.—You added an "e"
to your name to take away the tin sound?
Very thoughtful of you, Eddie. But we
probably wouldn't have heard it anyway.
But Eddie—I like Boston. Always have.

I defy anyone to discover a reason why I

should not like Boston. It happens that a

Bostonian whom I know and like wears
tortoise-shell-rimmed glasses which do not

become her—but I have never blamed Boston
for that. I have never inquired into the

manufacture of stars. It keeps me busy
keeping track of those that are unmade.
Very good; yes.
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G. L., Moline, III.—You say you made
a darn-fool of yourself by standing when
they played "America" in the final scenes of

"To Hell with the Kaiser." Oh, I don't

know; you were conferring a great favor

on those behind you, who were at least

spared the allegorical scenes of Bill roast-

ing in hell. And you've been reading us

for years and have only one complaint to

register: you never sec anything about John
Bowers, and wish that the Answer Man
would do something about it—or whoever
edits the Mag. Great Griffith

—

"whoever!"
All I can do is scurry into the editor's office

when he's out to lunch and leave a notation

on John Bowers. Lottie Pickford appears

occasionally for Paramount.

Violet, St. Louis.—So you are Miss G—

,

also called Violet by her friends. Hail, hail,

the gang's all here. And since you aver

that, unless I put you in the Colyum and
hand you a sweet or sour, a little dab or

knock, life would prove no longer worth-
while, why, welcome, Violet—as welcome as

your namesakes in the spring. Isn't that

sweet? Edward Earle? Vitagraph, Brook-
lyn.

Phoebe, Washington, D. C.—Come right

in, Phoebe. I'm harmless. No one is afraid

of me—not even the office-boy. Here's a

chair, and have you seen the latest issue

of the Magazine? Lyons-Moran are with

Universal. Clever comedians, I think. Yes.

Now that I have answered these real nice

and pretty, don't forget the fudge.

Mary of Elmhurst.—The scenario

writers are gradually coming down to earth

again after their long sky-rocket. The
great war kinda went to their heads.

Through their urgent agencies we fans be-

came intimately acquainted with the Kaiser,

the Crown Prince and all his staff, most of

the U. S. Secret Service, and hell. Peculiarly

fascinating, that screen hell. I don't know
how many times we saw Bill consigned

there, with the poor old devil refusing to

own him. William Hohenzollern, dead to

the world: R. S. V. P.

Shirley Mason, Bloomfield, Ind.—You
have a desire to become a movie actress

yourself some day? Someday—who knows?
Regret to inform you that you can't be a

relative .of the screen star as her real name
isn't Mason, but Flugrath. Thanks for your
good wishes; same to you.

Ed. F., Ind.—Theory is only the prepara-

tion for practice. Bill Harl ? Write to him
care Hart studios in L. A. There's a Grand
Crossing of Bill in this issue. Sure I know
him; great guy. Eddie Polo really does

those si unts; he's at Universal City. All of

'em. Thcda Bara is twenty-eight. Francis

Ford in "Berlin via America."

Kenneth Harlan, SOMEWHERE in

France.—We have been swamped with

letters asking about you. We quote from
yours: "It certainly makes me glad to see

that my friends remember me and T cer-

tainly hope they will continue to do so,

and then if it is God's wish that I shall come
back, after my duty has been dune, I shall be

only too glad to fill their request. In the

meantime tell them to keep on writing and
I will endeavor to answer as best 1 can.

There is one request I cannot grant how-
ever, and that is to bring back a piece of the

Kaiser to each one that asks me—there

wouldn't be enough to go round—but I will

do my best—you may bank on the [43rd.

Sincerely, Kenneth D. Harlan, Headquarters
Co., 143rd. F. A., A. E. F., France." You'll

have enough letters to answer when you get

back, old man: and in the light of recent

events, you'll be back soon. Good luck.

Questions and Answers
(Continued)

Aurora Borealis, Sydney.—A thought,
like a sword, should never be allowed to

rust. Your questions were all right. You
have heard by this time of Harold Lock-
wood's death. Fanny Ward's first husband
was Lewis, the South African diamond kin_'

;

she has one daughter. Gail Kane in "The
Daredevil," last. Charlie Chaplin is married.
to little Mildred Harris. Hazel Davn on the
stage now. You'll hear from Wallie. Last
letter I had from him he said he had almost
had sunstroke that morning while out picking

oranges in the back yard.

H. F. S., Portland, Ore.—Every morn
they ask me questions— So Olga Petrova is

your favorite screeness. She is no longer
with us, Olga isn't ; she's back on the stage,

in something they call "The Eighth Sin."

We have been surfeited with sins—remem-
ber the "Seven Deadly Sins," and the "Eter-
nal Sin," and the "Unpardonable Sin"—so
if there is an eighth be sure the producers
will find it out.

THE EXTRA
By Will Herford

The reason why the "extra's" here

To any one of sense is clear;

It's only through the atmosphere

That one mav see the stars

!

Ailsa Dunn, Frisco.—That's a pretty
name, Ailsa. I like that. A woman I know
was immersed in war-work and self-sacrifice

for the cause. I met her one day and asked
her to lunch, but she said, "I have lunched"
and held up her hand. Horrors—her finger

nails, usually so brilliantly manicured, were
quite absent. I told her she was really

carrying things too far; but she relieved me
by saying that she didn't eat them—just

broke them, at the Automat. Thank heaven
the necessity for such noble sacrifice is over.

Richard Barthelmess with Paramount. Owen
Moore isn't with any company at present.

I imagine Jack Pickford will be back soon.
Olive Thomas-Pickford is in New York now.
where it is said she will go back to the

Follies.

M. L., Salt Lake City.—Sometimes the
very thought of all you faithful Answer-
Questions fans all over the country who
read me so faithfully, who laugh so loyally

at everything I say, who overlook my mis-

takes and who are, in short, so faithful

—

the thought fills up my heart, emotion over-
comes me, and I choke. Welcome, child, and
may you never regret joining the Colyum.
Pauline Frederick, Goldwyn, Culver City.

Other addresses given elsewhere. Lillian Gish
i- working in the new Griffith pictures. Her
latest appearance is in "The Greatest Thing
in Life."

Annie Laurie, Berkeley,—Why don't

we ever answer any of those questions about
ourself? We are so adorably interesting.

loo, are we? We wouldn't be. if we told

you about ourself. Plural sometimes, and
singular all the time. I won't give you the

Slightesl hint as to what I look like:' but I'll

tell you what I wish I looked like—you
know those arrow-collar men with the defied

chin and— That won't do? Well, then,

consult the portrait at the head of the

Colyum. "Silver Spurs" does sound Foxey.

doesn't he? I'm answering his letter next.

Read on and vou'll find it.

Marion R.. Rochester.—You're too late

—I just had a birthday. It won't do any
'.rood to ask me how old I was because I'll

tell you that I'm just a year younuer than
I was last year. My hair is faintly grey at

the temples—you think. He has. Never
mind; Tom Meighan is Norma's new lead-

ins man. I refuse to print any more Ford
aliases. Come again.

Evelyn. New Zealand.—We have heard
from you before. Sure of it. We're a jolly

sort, and we are young and good-lookine like

you. Send us your stamps and we'll paper
our office with them. And you would like

our position if you simply love gettina

letters; we get quite a few. I like you New
Zealanders and Australians. If you ever

come over here for a holiday be sure to

stop in and see us. Doris Lee with Charles

Ray. Sure I'd like you and your boy.
Marguerite Clark is thirty-one: Mary Mile-
Minter sixteen. I can swim; and dance:
and play hand-ball. Georee Walsh. Fox.
Hollvwood.

Answer Man Admirer.—I have always
wanted an admirer. That is. somebody
who'd come right out and say. "I want my
nom-de-plume to be. 'Answer Man Admirer.'

because I like the Column
—

" something
sweet like that. Frankly admirina and all.

Thanks for saving our day. Oh gosh, we
don't look like Fatty Arbuckle. Fatty had
to keep off the streets during the flu epi-

demic; there was a ruling against crowds.

Not that we don't like Fatty y'understand

but we wouldn't want to look like him
exactly. We have had those answers in re-

peatedly; would suggest you look them up
in the back issues of the Magazine. Dorothy
Stone, daughter of Fred, isn't in pictures.

Mary Pickford is with First National now:
that is, she releases through them. She
isn't going abroad. Mildred is the youneest

Marsh; Mae next, then Marguerite. Thanks.

Dotty, Johnstown.—Most of our cor-

respondents are a la femme. It's all rezht

with me. except that I would like to see a

letter in good virile masculine handwriting

occasionally. Besides, baby-blue and pale-

pink stationery is apt to be rather wearing
on the eyes, after several years of it. Jack
Pickford is married to Olive Thomas: John
Bowers to Rita Heller, a non-professional.

I wish you would read the department care-

fully and ask me something that hasn't been

asked so manv times before.

Myrtle M., Pittsburgh.— Tt must be
dreadful to get so cynical that time is simply

the tick of the clock and a good photoplay
is just another movie. Kenneth Harlan was
born in New York City in 1S0; George
Chesbro with Ruth Roland in "Hands
Up." You're no bother; write again soon.

Loretta. Mxmaronf.ck. N. Y.—The only

sin is stupidity. Oh yes. all of us think so;

but how few of us admit it. It is not true

that Pearl White was run over by an auto-

mobile and is now dead. She's too busy at

present working on her new serial. "The
Lightning Raider." which. Pathe promises.

presents Pearl at her best. She's always at

her best. Irene Castle is in England now.

Ignatz, Somewhere in Indiana.—Walk
right in. No-no. Muriel Ostriche isn't Madge
Evans1 mother. Ann Pennington does not

have a singing role in Ziegfeld's Follies. Why
should Ann wish to sing? Eugene O'Brien

is co-starring with Catherine Calvert in Para-
mount's Salvation Army picture. Blanche
Sweet is in Hollywood. Jack Holt plays

opposite (he Paramount star?,—Enid Ben-
nett. Clara K. Young, and for Lasky. I am
undaunted ; ask me some more.

(Continued on pare ito)
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6,003 Burlingtons in

the U.S. Navy—
6,003 Burlingtons have been sold to the men aboard the U. S. battleships.
Practically every vessel in the U. £ Navy has many Burlington watches aboard. Some have over 100
Burlingtons. The victory of the Burlington among the men in the U. S. Navy is testimony to Burlington superiority.

A watch has to be made of sturdy stuff in order to "make good" on a man-of-war. The constant
vibration, the extreme heat in the boiler rooms, the cold salt air and the change of climate from the Arctic to the
Tropical are the most severe tests on a watch. If a watch will stand up and give active service aboard a man-of-war,
it will stand up anywhere.

21 -Jewel
Burlington AMonth

And yet you may get a 21-jewel Burlington for only 52.50 a month. Truly it is the master
watch. 21 ruby and sapphire jewels, adjusted to the second, temperature, isochronism and positions. Fitted at

the factory in a gold strata case, warranted for 25 years. All the newest cases are yours to choose from. You
pay only the rock- bottom- direct -price— positively the exact price that the wholesale dealer would have to pay.

You don't pay a cent to anybody until you see the watch. We
ship the watch to you on approval. You are the sole judge. No
obligation to buy merely because you get the watch on approval.See It First!

Write for Booklet!
Put your name and address in the coupon or on a letter

or post card now and get your Burlington Watch book free

and prepaid. You will know a lot more about watch buy-
ing when you read it. Too, you will see handsome illus-

trations in full color of all the newest cases from which
you have to choose. The booklet is free. Merely send
your name and address on the coupon.

Burlington Watch Company,
19th Street and Marshall Blvd., Dept. 1532 Chicago, Illinois

Canadian Office: 355 Portag^ Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

Burlington Watch Co., Dept. 1532,
19th Street & Marshall Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Please send me (without obligations and prepaid) your
free book on watches with full explanation of your cash or

$2. 50 a month offer on the Burlington Watch.

Name

.

Address.

When you write to advertisers please mcnUon PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



90 The Story of My Life—Geraldine Farrar

(Continued from page 26J
dogs. Perhaps a great deal of this aliection for them lay in my
ability to see in them fine "dramatic" material. For, as i

grew out of babyhood, I came more and more to spend

my idle time in pretending I and the dogs and cats were

actors and actresses. My mother humored me in this

pretense, and at my requisition provided me with the

following "stock company": a guinea pig, a chame-
leon, two alligators, a bullfinch and a robin.

I dramatized every toy and animal I had and
every situation I stumbled into. My imagination

took some wild liberties with most prosaic ma-
teria

In my make-believe opera-performances,

mother always helped me with the scenery

and costumes, and sometimes with the

plot, although I generally insisted upon £*
singing the prima donna roles, mother
singing all the others. When I had
been unruly about something and
felt especially penitent, I insisted

that mother sing the prima donna
role, which she always gracious-

ly accepted to do in recogni-

tion of my humbled state of

mind.

My father also had a

beautiful baritone, and if

we coaxed him especial-

ly hard, he would
sometimes consent

to join our play on
t

Sunday. My fa-

t h e r thought M
that nothing

my mother
could do
would be

wrong,
and a 1 -

though, in later

years, he could not

always understand her
motives, he al-

ways fol-

She was never afraid of animals

but used them as characters in

many of her childhood '"stage

productions." Below, on the back,

of a makebelieve dog, taken at

Atlantic City.

lowed blindly wherever she led, On'.y recently 1 asked him why it was that he

never cultivated his voice, for 1 tell him jokingly, he might have become a

worthy rival of Amato's. "Oh." he answered. "1 never thought that an able-

bodied man ought to go in for that sort of thing for a living. Baseball was more
to my liking, and singing in choir Sunday was sufficient exercise for my vocal

chords."

The stage has always been, and still is. quite as real to me as life off the stage,

(Continued on page 02)
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A Room Full of Furniture
Send only $1.00 and we will ship you this handsome 6-piece library set.

Only $1.00 down, then §2.50 a month, or only $23.95 in all. A positively staggering

DOWN value and one of the biggest bargains we have ever offered. Look at the massive set,

clip the coupon below and have it shipped on approval. Then see for yourself what a beautiful set it is.

If you do not like it, return it in SO days and we will return your money. All you have to do is send
the coupon with $1.00. This magnificent library set is not shown in our regular catalog. The value is

so wonderful and the demand so great that there aren't enough to go around, so send today— sure.

Either have set sent for you to see, or tell us to mail catalog.6RJ This superb six-piece library set is made of selected solid oak throughout, finished in rich, dull

1 IcCcS waxed, brown fumed oak. Large arm rocker and arm chair are 36 inches high, seats lux 19a.Www«»P
inches. Sewing rocker and reception chair are 36 inches high, seats 17x17 inches. All four

pieces are luxuriously padded, seats upholstered in brown imitation Spanish leather. Library table has i4x34 inch top,

with roomy magazine shelf below, and beautifully designed ends. Jardiniere stand measures 17 inches high, with

Clip the coupon below, and send it to us with $1.00, and we will ship the entire six pieces, subject to your approval. No C. O. D.

or set up. We ship K. D. so as to save vou as much as one-half of the freight charges. Easy to set up. Shipping weight about 173 pounds.
f not pleased. Order by No. B5260A. Send $1.00 with order ; $2.SO monthly. Price, only $23.95. No discount for cash.

ActNow-WhileThisSpecialOfferLasts
Don't wait a day longer. Sit down today and send in the coupon for this 6-piece fumed Solid Oak Library Set. For a limited
time only are we able to offer you this stupendous bargain. Prices, as you know, on everything are going up, tip, up. It is impossible to tell justwhat
day it will be necessary for us to increase the price of this wonderful fumed Solid Oak Library Sot. So act, but act quick. Fill out the coupon and
send it to us with the first small payment and we will ship you this wonderful 6-piece fumed Solid Oak Library Set. Pieces not sold separately.

19 inch top.
Shipped K. D
Money back i

Easy Payments
Open an account with us. We trust honest people, no matter
wnere you live. Send for this wonderful bargain shown above or choose
from our big catalog. One price to all cash or credit. No discount for
cash. Not one penny extra for credit. Do not ask for a special cast)
price/ We cannot oiler any discount from these sensational prices.

30 Days' Trial Free Bargain Catalog

Our guarantee protects Send for it. Shows thou-

you. If not perfectly satisfied,

return the article at our ex-

pense within 30 days and get

your money back— also any
freight you paid. Could any
offer be fairer?

sands of bargains in furniture,
jewelry, carpets, rugs, cur-
tains, silverware, 'stoves, porch
and lawn furniture, women's,
men's and children's wearing ap-

parel. Send the coupon today.

Send This Coupon

/
f Addnat.

* Post Office

/ Free Trial Coupon
* STRAUS &SCHRAM, (Inc.)

JT Dept;5£2 W.SothSt., Chicago
J> Enclosed find $1.00. Ship special ad.
jT verlised 6-I'iece Fumed Oak Libraiy

AT Suite, i a" to have 3U days' fr.-e trial. It
^» I Le.-p the suite I will pay you 12.50 month-
4p ly. u not satisfied, I am to return the suite

A> wichio 30 days and you are to refund my
^. money and any ireiirht cttarffes 1 paid.

. I | 6-Pieco Library Set. No. B5260A, S23.95 .

Along with $1.00 to us
now. Have this fine library

set shipped on 30 days' trial.

We will also send our big Bargain
Catalog listing thousands of amaz-
ing bargains. Only a small first

payment and balance in month-
ly payments for anything you
want. Send coupon today.

STRAUS & SCHRAM (Inc.) w !^ street CHICAGO /
jj> D Cream Separators Q Furniture and States D JewelryO Men's, Women's and Children's Clothing Q Paints Q Rooty

Name

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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The Story o{ My Life

The New Way in
Typewriting

is a course of home study, so far in
advance of any other, that once started
your lessons become a fascinating game.
You reach the pinnacle of success, big
wages and executive positions with
very little effort.

Stenographers in Demand
Competent stenographers—men and
women—are always needed. At present
the demand far exceeds the supply in

every section of the country, and sala-

ries are higher and promotion quicker
than at any previous time.

Amazing Results
The NEW WAY in Typewriting is not
an experimental effort on our part—we
have graduated thousands of students during
the past seventeen years, and they all were
surprised at the ease with which they learned,
and they all command large salaries today.

Money and Time Saver
Against the months of wearisome practice
required by the old methods, the NEW WAY
offers to the beginner a few weeks of interest-
ing study - ten easily learned lessons — based
upon special gymnastic finger exercises away
from the machine — saves money, worry and
time. Guarantees, at the end of the course, a
writing rate of 80 to 100 words per minute with
the greatest possible degree of accuracy.

Free, Splendid Offer
The coupon below will bring you a book con-
taining a more interesting account of the NEW
WAY in Typewriting. It tells how to become
an expert, and explains our system of insl ruc-
tions. Read what others have done — read
about our ridiculously low tuition fees, which
can be paid little by little. Send coupon now.

7)/£Tuli/QSsSchool
HtW W/W IN SKU»TIUNII AND TYPi:WKITlNCi

7522 COLLEGE HILL. SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Gf.nti.f.mfn: Knowing that T am not obligated
in iiny w:i\. I nm writing tor KKKK NKW WAV
in Typewriting uud Short hnnil Hook.

Anmtr.ss.

(Continued from page go)

and one kind critic said of me: "therein lies

the secret of her power over her audiences."
In fact, recently in the movies I was so

carried away with my portrayal in ''The

Hell Cat'' that I emerged from one of the
violent scenes with my face badly lacerated,

and if it hadn't been for the prompt and
skillful surgical administrations of my hus-
band, Mr. Tellegen (the nearest doctor was
fifty miles away; I might have become per-
manently disqualified for acting before the

camera.
Although my father has always been most

severe in his criticism of any lack of per-
fection in my voice or acting, and told me

like behavior. Any dog or cat would come
to me—and even a chameleon, attached to
my dress by a slender chain, would bask on
my shoulder.

Perhaps I was more aware of that elusive
magnetism with children. When small feet

were restless at school and hours dragged,
it was I who sat at the piano and played
patriotic songs, or recited, or led the class

in pretty gymnastics, and made the hours
seem less tedious.

My mother tells me that I did not do
things as other children—that I always found
a different way, and she discovered very early
in my career that when left alone, I would

what he thought frankly to my face, his immediately put into practice as many of
anger descended with vehemence upon all

those who dared to criticise me or others un-
justly.

One time at the opera—the double bill of

"Paghacci"' and "Cavalleria Rusticana" was
being presented, Caruso, Amato and myself,

being in the former—my father came in

late and stood in the back of the Metropoli-
tan auditorium among a hetrogenous crowd
of evil-smelling standees, vociferous and de-
risive of all that transpired on the stage.

Caruso was the first one to come out.

"Oh," one of them remarked in a con-
temptuous tone of voice, "there is one sign

of the great stupidity of the organization

of the Metropolitan. Why should they select

him for the role—he's fat and ugly, and his

voice greatly deteriorated—Bah !''

My father shifted to one foot and glared

at the speaker. Then Amato came forward.

"That man!" exclaimed another, "why he

has no more voice than a crow. How won-
derful So-and-So would have been in his

part."

Father shifted to the other foot. His
glare became more intense. Then I came
out.

"And there," remarked another of the bale-

ful group, "is the height of all stupidity.

How she ever got into the Metropolitan is

a mystery. Now if Madame So-and-So
(mentioning an unknown singer) were only

singing in this role, we would hear some-
one."

My father silently wheeled about, took
two of the mourners by their necks and
propelled them bodily out into the outer

lobby.

"Now, see here," he commanded, "if I hear
another disparaging word about any of the

singers on the stage, I'll give* you your
deserts ! If the performers do not please you,
stay away; but once you are in, keep quiet

and let the rest of us folks enjoy what we
have paid to hear and see!"

The men were so frightened they went
back and never opened their mouths until

the very end, and then they sneaked quietly

away, keeping a vigilant eye upon my father

to see that he did not follow.

I always had the utmost faith in a certain

[lower of magnetism; it seemed as though
from my youngest days, I felt that I could

influence others, and often I experimented

just to see what effects I could produce.

At an early age, one cannot be actually

conscious perhaps of one's magnetic powers,

but I do well remember that I had always a

certain feeling of security in directing the

affairs of my playmates. I was their leader

by reason of security of physical and mental

force, and could obtain results from the most
timid and obstinate in games, studies or

school entertainments by just that spirit of

cooperation, and by instilling confidence into

the less vital little beings than myself.

I have held in my hand a wounded
sparrow whose fright was pitiful to see. and
so calmed it that in ten days it would perch

on my linger, well and happy.
T have mounted a "bad" horse and with

never a switch won his confidence and lamb-

Every advertisement In rHOTOFLAX MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.

my ideas that I could crowd into the space
of time I had for my own freedom. One
day when I was just seven, I derided to
surprise my mother with a photograph of
myself taken on my birthday. So putting
on my hat and coat, I slipped out of the
door, and hastened to the only photographer
of which Melrose boasted. I told him my
mission and he was perfectly willing to help
me effect my surprise.

"Smile and look at the camera, please,"
he said, treating me with all the politeness
due a regular customer, to my great delight.

"Oh, no," I answered. "I don't think I'll

look at the camera, if you don't mind.
Everybody does that. I want something dif-

ferent," and casting down my eyes in what
I thought was a very coquettish manner, I
said, "You may take me now, please."

At another time my experimental pro-
pensities led me to results of a more dis-

appointing quality. It was while I was
studying in Paris, and mother's headache
had kept her to her room all day. I was
told not to go out alone under any circum-
stances, and it seemed as though the day
was going to be dull and uneventful, when
late in the afternoon two of the girls in my
singing class called to ask whether I would
not accompany them to the hair-dresser's.

My mother agreed to this apparently inno-
cent errand and we sallied forth, full of gay
spirits and student chatter. When we arrived
at the hairdresser's I suddenly wondered how
I would look if my hair were golden. The
natural color of my lock always having been
black, I envied fair-haired people. Before
the others knew what I was about. I seated

myself in one of the chairs and demanded
that M'sieu peroxide my hair. The girls

coaxed and threatened, but I was adamant.
I would not budge until the hairdresser did

as he was bid. So in an hour's time I

emerged from the shop a blonde. I must
confess, though, the effect was disappointing,

and although I quaked within, I would not
admit to anyone that I was not highly de-
lighted with the result.

So putting on a truly triumphant manner,
I went to my mother's room and said:

"Mamma dear, the loveliest thing has hap-
pened to me—don't you think I look ever

so much more beautiful with golden hair?"

I will not describe what followed. It is suf-

ficient to relate that within six months my
t reuses were their natural color, or as nearly

so as the effects of the chemicals would per-

mit in that short time.

When I was about ten years old the

brother of a girl friend of mine returned

from his studies in England. All of the

girls were impressed by his grandiloquent

manner, and even I, who had never greatly

noticed the masculine sex. was interested,

until I discovered that he was utterly lack-

ing in musical appreciation. He seemed to

fancy my companionship but because I could

not charm him through music. I decided I

didn't like him. Then, one day he was
drowned while skating and—lo ! instantly I

was a widow—in imagination ! With all the

actress' technique I could muster I phyed
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The Story of My Life

my tragic role. 1 dressed in bl.uk, went to

school eloquently sorrowful, bewildered the

school mates and mj parents a> well

when tlu' frenzy of mourning had pa

felt myself greatly benefitted, in a drai

way. Tik' pretense lasted sis weeks, and then

the mood went at once, as it h.itl come.

Strange was it not?—that tin- unfortunate

youth who bad meant absolutely nothing to

me, bad thrown me into such a fit of sorrow?
Nol so strange though, when you understand'

the part the dramatic element played in mj
makeup.
When I had left grammar school, I faced

the term in high school with great unhappi-

ness. 1 wished to apply all mj time now
to tlic study of music, to abandon general

schooling. My love tor mythology, history

and literature somewhat alleviated my batred

for the high school. I detested mathematics.

At the age of twelve years 1 was selected

to play the role of Jenny l.ind, the great

singer, in the annual pageant of famous
women, conducted in conjunction with the

annual May Carnival in Melrose. 1 was in-

structed to sini; "Home, Sweet Home." but

with temperamental disregard tor the instruc-

tions of the committee. I decided to sing an

aria in Italian first. For I decided that the

prima donna of my dreams would certainly

be more typical in some foreign tongue. Al-

though I didn't know a word of Italian, I

surreptitiously studied an aria from "Faust."

It was Seibel's "Flower Song," the great

mezzo Scalchi used to sing. Imagine my
pleasure at being overwhelmed with applause

at my aria. The citizens of Melrose, indif-

ferent to my Italian, screamed their appro-

bation and I was recalled again and again,

to finish with "Home, Sweet Home."
I was living in the clouds after that ap-

pearance. I believed my career had actually

begun ! And I had worn my first low neck

gown

!

Out of this event came an incident that

amounts to a turning point in my career.

One of my audience was a pupil of Mrs.

J. H. Long, then the best-known singing

teacher in Boston. This friend insisted that

I accompany her to Boston and sing for the

famous music-mistress. Although my father

doubted the wisdom of the visit, my mother
and I overruled him. Mrs. Long was de-

lightful to me and accepted me as a pupil

immediately. To this teacher I owe thanks

for my proper guidance in my early musical

years.

During my lessons in Boston I sang in the

Congregational Church in Melrose. Of my
popularity in this choir, I refer to my
mother's scrap-book in which is pasted my
first press notice. It is from the "Melrose

Journal," dated May 21, 1895:

Miss Geraldine Farrar, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Farrar, has a voice

of great power and richness. Many
who heard her for the first time, at the

Vesper Service last Sunday afternoon,

were greatly surprised. She is only
thirteen years of age, but has a future

of great promise, and it is believed

that Melrose will some day be proud of

her attainment in the world of music.

I often wonder, reading that over, what
the newspaper prophet thinks of his ability

to judge embryo talent. Xot that I was
surprised by his prophecy. For I honestly

believed in the inevitability of my success.

Through the prestige of my instructor and
my Boston friends, I drifted—nay. soared

—

into the realms of true musical art and after

I had sat through a winter season of the

Castle Square Opera Company in Boston and
later the Maurice Grau Grand Opera Com-
pany I indeed had definitized my musical

10 People Fed
On Quaker Oats at the Cost

of a Single Chop

Measured by calories— the snergy unit— one chop has about the same
food value as a dish of Quaker Oats.

The dish of oats costs one-half cent. The chop costs ten times that or

more.

So with many foods. Meats, eggs and fish will average more than ten

times Quaker Oats' cost. The average mixed diet will cost five times as
much for the same energy units.

Think what that means. A meat breakfast for one will cost as much
as a Quaker Oats breakfast for ten—for an equal energy value.

And the Quaker Oats breakfast means vastly better feeding. The oat

is almost a complete food— the greatest food we have.

Yet each 32-cent package saves about $3.00, if used to displace meat.

The best way to cut down your food cost is to breakfast on Quaker Oats.

What Food Costs Per 1 COO Calories
At the Current Market Prices

Quaker Oats ... 5c Dried Beef . . . 70c
Round Steak . . . 41c Salt Codfish . . . 78c
Veal Cutlets . . . 57c Canned Peas . 54c
Fresh Halibut . . . 53c In Hen's Eggs . 70c

Flaked from Big Grains Only

Get Quaker Oats every time
you order, because of the extra
flavor. They are flaked from
queen grains only — just the
big, rich, flavory oats. We

get but ten pounds from a
bushel.

When- such a grade costs you
no extra price, it is due to your-
self that you get it.

Two Sizes: 12c to 13c—30c to 32c
Except in the Far West and South

Packed in Sealed Round Packcges with Removable Cover
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"The Excellent Hermo Preparations"
This famous photoplay star, Virginia Valli, voices the
universal opinion of the stars of the screen and stage, as
well as society women everywhere, when she speaks in

her letter to us of "the excellence of the Hermo prep-
arations." In order that we may induce YOU to try

the entire line, and especially our three famous leaders:

HERMO ALMOND CREAM, unequalled for cleansing,
refreshing, an excellent Skin Food;
HERMO FACE POWDER, daintly perfumed, very high-
est quality , adheres perfectly (flesh, white and brunette), and
HERMO COMPACT ROUGE,thenaturaltint.whichadds
the finishing touch tothe complexion, we make this attractive

Introductory Offer Ei'n ES^oFe&SS %SS
Powder: a full size 50c jar of Hermo Almond Cream; and a full
Bize GOc box of Ilormo Compact Roukc. with velour puff and
mirror, an.] our Hermo Rcmitv Hook, "Guide to Beauty,"
FULLS: WORTH FOR ONLY SI. Onlv one to a family. Send
SI TODAY, as offer is limited. State shade of powder wanted.
EVERY HERMO PREPARATION IS GUARANTEED TO
PLEASE OR YOUR MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED. Remit
by money order, currency, or U. S. stamps. Don't let this
wonderful bargain pass. ORDER TODAY.

HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 12, CHICAGO, ILL.

WANTED-
T^S

Don't be content to go back to
peace time salaries. Be a Traveling
Salesman—The demand exceeds the supply.
Get into the selling game NOW when Travel-
ing Salesmen are needed more than ever.

Free Employment Service
Thousands of men and women have been trained

through our Home Study Course and our Free Employ-
ment Service has helped thousands to success. Let us
do the same for you. Write today for big Free
Book, List of Openings, and full particulars. Address:

NATIONAL SALESMENS TRAINING ASSOCIATION

Dept. 21-B Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

EARN #35 TO $100 AWEEK

Cultivate
Your Beauty

Jtiive Q youthful uppeuriinri', clear com-
plexion, magnetic eyes, pretty eyebrows
iiihI lushes, graceful nock tind ohin, luxu-
riant liair. attractive hands, oonrfortable
feet. Raman wrinkUu, lines, pimples, blaekhsadx,
nlreiiKtlicii saKk'ine fiu-inl muscles all tlm.uirl. fol-
li.v n. e enr simple directions. Tliom.unds have done
so. No drUKS.no I. ik- expense mi.

I ek results. Send
for latest catalog and mai.v B.antv llmts-all fr...

GRACE MILDRED CULTURE COURSE
Dent. 17, 624 So. Michigan Av... Chicago, llllnola

i i Brain ..• rSusanna ( . p «fn ll'art)

Violin, Hawaiian Guitar

Ukulele. Guitar, Mandolin, Cornet or Banjo
Wonderful nownyatcm of toachingnotoimistc hy mail. To first
upiU in cadi locality, we'll r.ivoti $J0 superb Violin. Mnndoliu,
Ikiilclc. Guitar. HnwniinuOuitiir. Cornet or Ilanjo nh.olutolv free.
V.T\ Mi.all OhOm for lei. -.oils .ii.l\-e\|.eii M, W« i.'llaran tee :.n,,-, .|
Or DO cliarne. Complete oillllt froo. Writo MODSO—DO oUlgltlon.
SLINGERLANO SCHOOL OF MUSIC. Dep».«M, CHICAGO, ILL.

6

AGENTS NO MONEY
REQUIRED

We start any responsible woman or man in toilet

goods business without one cent. Write for our

new plan, hundreds of thousands of dollars already

spent for advertising, you get the benefit of this.

Experience unnecessary, we show you how.

BERRY'S BEAUT10LA CO., 8lh & Olive Sts.. St. Louis. Mo.

The Story of My Life

(Continued)

ambitions. I heard Calve sing "Carmen"
and nothing had ever impressed me as this

rendition.

When we arrived abroad, mother with
a true intuition, which both of us in after
years marvelled at, knew exactly what to do.
She did not make the mistake that many
operatic aspirants make of joining the

They spend too much of their time in talk
at the rooms, and they fritter away their
energies. My mother always knew her own
mind and the best thing for me. Her chief
aim was to procure for me a thorough mu-
sical education. My mother's first move
was to get the very best teacher to be had,
and the next that I should have plenty of

American colonies in the various European time and freedom from practical matters
capitals. For the most part these colonies to devote entirely to my studies,
are made up of students who, although (Next month Miss Farrarwill tellFHOTO-
really in earnest and striving to the best play's readers, in her own words, of her
of their ability to find a foothold on the first days in Paris and of the glamour and
first rung of the ladder of success, waste a intoxication the artistic capital of the
great deal of time in achieving and carrying world held for her young New England
out a certain so-called Bohemian atmosphere, mind.)

The Romance of the News Reel
from page 75)

homes, in the shops, when the moment of
prayer arrived. He reproduced a modern
version of Millet's painting, "The Angelus."
He recorded the quiet solemnity of the oc-
casion. It was not news, but it was unique,
timely, and beautiful. The Screen Telegram
succeeded sufficiently so that when Hearst
decided to form his combination he bought
it.

The dissolution of the Hearst-Pathe part-
nership brought out a caustic exchange of
explanations. The Hearst announcement,
disregarding the fact that there was a Pathe
Weekly six years before he entered the field,

stated that "After December 24. 101S, the
name of Pathe will be eliminated from this

famous reel, and it will assume its original

name of the Hearst International News."
To this Pathe replied, "Pathe News has been
famous since its inception, ten years ago. and
the best evidence of its fame is the fact that
during the last two years it has survived
with flying colors the criticisms and censure
directed against it as a result of the popular
misconception of the reason for the joinder
of the name of Hearst with that of Pathe."
So much for the history of the screen-

paper, its evolution, and the means by which
it is produced. As for its status in the
esteem of the public, ask of the theatre

owners, who dare not leave it off their

programs. But you, who are of that public,

do not need to ask. You know, today as

never before, what the news reel has meant
in these years of war. You who have hus-

bands, brothers and sons in France, know
what it has meant to you to glimpse some-
thing of the conflict, to realize the awful
devastation in France and Belgium.
And finally, the power of this vast agency

for the dissemination of fact has been recog-

nized in the highest circles. In Red Cross
drives, in Liberty Loan Campaigns, it has

proved its force, until it is placed hardly

second in influence to the newspaper itself.

(Concluded

noninflammable film
—"nonflam" they call

it for short—made by Pathe in France,
which can be sent through the mails. Every
day, from the factory in Jersey City, two
hundred to three hundred foot strips of the

best material received, were sent by mail to

all parts of the country. It was expensive,

because the film cost more and the ma-
chinery was intricate. What might have
happened can never be known. With the
outbreak of war it was impossible to import
the film, and Pathe went back to two re-

leases a week.
The arrangement with Selig lasted a year,

and for a few months of 1015 Hearst and
Vitagraph issued a News Weekly. This was
unsatisfactory, and in March, 1016, the
Hearst International News Service was estab-

lished. In the fall of the same year, Uni-
versal doubled its news output by producing
a second weekly release, Current Events, in

addition to the Animated Weekly. Then, in

January, 1017, came the Hearst-Pathe com-
bination, which terminated last month, the
two years' contract having expired.

Meanwhile the Mutual Weekly, struggling

along at a loss, was about to be thrown into

the discard, when early in 1018 a publicity

man with a nimble Irish mind, Terry Ram-
saye, hit upon an idea which carried the
Hatrick theory of the news reel a step

further. The name adopted was The Screen
Telegram. The Ramsaye principle also was
to entertain, and he doubted gravely that

news was entertaining, for the most part.

The test of the suitability of a subject for

the Screen Telegram was threefold—was it

unique—was it timely, was it beautiful ? For
example

:

Many cities had instituted the noonday
"Minute of Prayer for the Allies." A
cameraman was sent to a small town in

Illinois, a typical little American community.
He photographed the people as they suddenly
halted all activities, on the street, in their

Better Photoplay League and the Industry
(Concluded from page 77)

"Selection rather than Censorship." This is

the logical solution of the problem, as we
have endeavored to indicate in the foregoing

paragraphs.
Among the many national organizations

that are associated with the League in its

effort to put before the public clean, whole-

some, instructive pictures is the Women's
Committee of the American Defense Society,

whose executive in this regard is its acting

secretary, Miss LaVergne Edmond. This

committee has recently confined its efforts

in the Better Film line to the selection and

presentation of patriotic films, and with this

motive in mind has not only succeeded in

introducing in oyer one thousand American

cities a "Better Film Night." thus further-

ing general patriotic education, but has se-

cured funds to finance one of the greatest

patriotic movements in the record of the

past year.

The great "Victory Month" just closed

has been a month of interlude, of recon-

struction, reorganization, rebeginning. the

world over. From now on The Better

Photoplay League of America must take its

share in the burdens of peace, and the mul-

titudinous new problems, in amusement and

education, which peace will bring.

Next month these pages will record fur-

ther great strides in organization, and not

only in organization, but in practical ac-

complishment. If you are not already in

the bandwagon of selective progress, climb

in now, for its motor—Better Photoplay

League—is gaining in revolutions every mo-,

ment.

!., T»rmTnr»T. \v \f xr. \7.TVTc Is tni.irnjiteoii.
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(Continued from page 8-4)

and solicited a testimonial. Mr. Chaplin

—who is not a tooter, but a fiddler—re-

plied: "It you happen to bave a spare

Stradivarius knocking about .-end it out.

I promise to bave my photograph taken

with U, and will give you a letter saying

that 1 can recommend it highly."

Lady Sybil Grant, the daughter of Lord
Roseberry, turns camerawoman in a Lon-
don street, for the Red Cross. Only over

there they call her a "bioscope operator."

WONDER what Herbert Brenon in-

tends doing? Photoplay has a

letter from him at Lille, dated November
4th—just a week before the signing of

the armistice. His remade government
picture in England is completed, and it

seems likely that he will again be an
active directoral factor in America.

MAE MARSH'S Goldwyn contract

expires in March. Nothing has
been said, on either side, about its re-

newal. Or to the contrary, for that

matter.

NOVEMBER was a busy month for

Henry Walthall. In it he was di-

vorced, married, and started his biggest

film contract to date. Having secured a
divorce in Chicago, Mr. Walthall was
married the following day to Miss Mary
Charleson, the film- actress, in Crown
Point, Ind., and forthwith all the busy-
body lawyers who had nothing else to

chatter about began wondering aloud
whether his nuptials were legal. Mr.
W7

althall left almost immediately for Ca-
lifornia, accompanied by his bride. He
is under contract with the National Film
Corporation to make eight films in 1910.
"The Long Lane Turning," by Amelie
Rives, is to be one of his first stories.

THINK OF IT ! Leading illustrators and commercial art-

ists are frequently paid $1,000 and more for single illus-

trations or designs—and their work is eagerly sought.
Everyone may not achieve such remarkable success— but the oppor-

tunities before you now in this splendid profession have never been excelled.

Commercial artists— both men and women — who have developed their

ability through proper training readily earn $35, $50, $75 a week and up.

Millions Paid Yearly for Commercial Art
Now that the War is over this demand will grow by leaps and bounds.

Thousands of advertisers, periodicals, publishers and others buy millions
of dollars' worth of designs and illustrations every year. Good commer-
cial art is vital to modern business — and artists who can produce it earn
extraordinary incomes.

Develop a High-Salaried Ability

Through Federal Training
Ifyou like to draw, learn in your spare time through the Federal home-study method

—a proven result-getter by the success of hundreds of Federal students. The course is

fascinating, easy to learn and apply, and endorsed by leading illustrating companies,
designers and commercial artists as America's Foremost Course in Commercial Designing.

On the Federal Advisory Council are such nationally recognized artists as Charles E.
Chambers, Magazine and Story Illustrator, whose drawings for "Get-Rich-Quick Wal-
lingford" in Cosmopolitan are familiar to millions; Franklin Booth, "Painter with the
Pen," whose wonderful line drawings are constantly appearing in magazines; Harold
Gross, Designer for the Gorhani Co.; D. J. Lavin, Head of the Chicago Tribune Art
Dept.; Edw. V. Brewer, of "Cream of Wheat" fame; Matlack Price, an authority on
Posters, and others. You can profit by the advice, experience and success of these men,
who have produced hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth of commercial art, for
each has contributed an exclusive original lesson to the Federal Course.

Send Today for "Your Future"
What about your future? The well-prepared reap the

rewards of life. Send today for "Your Future," a 56-page
book beautifully illustrated in colors, showing remarkable

work by Federal Students,
telling of their successes,
and of opportunities in this

field that will open your
eyes. In the great era of
reconstruction we are en-
tering the trained man or
woman will win out

—

as
sureas the sunrise. Why hes-
itate? If you would succeed,
every day, every hour iH pre-
cious to you. Get this book -

send the coupon NOW with-
out obligating yourself in

any way.

h

COUPON
Federal School of Commercial Designing

3209 Warner Building, Minneapolis, Minn.

Gentlemen: Please send me "Your Future," without obli-

gating me in any way.

Name.
(Write your address plainly in the margin.)

When you write to advertisers please menUon PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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CHARLES RAY
Ince-Paramount star, says:

"The most vital need of the
motion picture profession is

original scenarios. I believe the
Palmer Plan of instruction to
be the best direct means ofgain-
i 111; the knowledge necessary to
successful scenario construc-
tion, and T heartily recommend
it t i young: writers. The more
I think of it. the better I like

it;and I think it is just the sys-
tem that is needed at present."

VKUNON HOAC-LAND
Scenario writer of Los

Angeles, says:
"After thoroughly digesting

the Pihner Plan I wrotea five-
reel drama and submitted it to
(me of the largest producing
companies. It waschosen from
a stack of scripts and imme-
diately recommended For pro-
duction, i don't know how to

say enough for your Plan.
There is ncthiag lut: it. 1 here
his never been anything
like it. It paves the way to
success (or the unknown
photoplay writer."

Palmer Photoplay Corp.,

712 I. W. Hellman Bldg.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Please send me, without

obligation, your new book-

let, "The Secret of Suc-

cessful Photoplay Writ-

ing " Also, Special Supple-

ment containing auto-

graphed letters from the

leading producers, stars,

diret tors, etc.

Name

St. &No
City & State

How few of us— as we sit there intent upon a five-reel

"thriller"— give even a flicker of thought to the author!

Yet, in many respects, he (or she) is the most important

person in the photoplay.

More and more— producers, stars and directors have come

to regard the author as the most vital necessity in motion

pictures. For without a constant flow of new photoplay

material this gigantic industry would soon totter, and fall.

The contention that the story is of far greater importance

than the star has been proved so conclusively that the oppor-

tunity for trained photoplay writers is greater today than ever

before. There is no question about it

!

Today -ihe sfory
is ihe ihittg"

But— make no mistake: there is a world of difference be-

tween the usual story and the motion-picture "story."

Literary talent or genius is NOT required. All that you need

— all that the producers want— are IDEAS expressed in the

action-language of the screen.

And this is exactly what the Palmer Plan of Photoplay

Writing trains you to do. It is the first plan of photoplay

instruction that shows you Ay direct example how to put your

stories into proper, acceptable form. It is the jirst plan of

its kind to be indorsed by the foremost producers, stars,

directors and scenario editors in America.

The Palmer Plan is not a mere book nor a "school," nor

a tedious correspondence course. It is a concise, clean-cut

plan prepared by a man tuho has 'Written and sold hundreds of
successful photoplays. For Frederick Palmer is one of the most

prolific screen authors in America— the man who in nine

months wrote fifty-two scenaiios for "Universal."

In language so clear and simple that anyone can understand

— he brings the studio home to you— reveals the story-

structure around which ALL successful photoplays are built

— lays bare the "little tricks of the trade"—shows you where

to find plot material and how to recognize it— shows vou what

the producers want and do not want— tells you the things you

must know to put your stories over.

It you want to know about the famine in photopla\s— and

the fabulous prices producers are willing to pay for the right

material; if you want to know how to win name and fame and

the money-rewards that come with success in this fascinating

Geld the least you can do is to send today tor our new
illustrated booklet, "The Secret of Successful Photoplay

Writing." Send tor your copy at once— it's frttl Don't

delay— write today! Mail the coupon NOW!

(Continued)

I'M glad to see a certain beautiful lady
of the shadows again so vitally active

in the domestic sort of photoplay that she
does so much better than anyone else.

Ever since her director-husband's sudden
death, last winter, they've been saying
that her broken heart was buried with
him. Lately, though, she has had at least

the surcease of intense and continued ac-

tivity. Her sorrow still smoulders in her

eyes—when you find them looking out at

you from the screen—but she is lovlier

than ever, and her art is surer. Keep on,

brave, beautiful lady!

FRANCIS X. and Beverly Bayne Bush-
man are, at this writing, alleged to be

near the conclusion of a one-year con-
tract with the Vitagraph company, at a

.-alary of S5000 per week, for the serv-

ices of both.

THE continual rumor of domestic
misery in the Willard Mack-Pauline

Frederick family caused Mr. Mack, last

month, to give a remarkable letter to the

newspapers in which he said that his be-
setting sin was not a wandering heart but

a wandering thirst, and that Miss Fred-
erick had but recently rescued him. not

from a love affair, but from a protracted
spree. He likened himself to the weakest
member in a flock, continually followed by
the relentless wolf of gossip. Mr. Mack
can best be described as an accentric

genius, in work and personal habits. Much
of his writing and acting has been ex-

traordinary: much even less than or-

dinary. His marriages have taken on the

odd colors of his own existence. Divorc-
ing his wife, an actress, he married Mar-
jorie Rambeau and introduced her to

Broadway, along which she has become
great. The Rambeau-Mack break-up was
no surprise to midtown New York, though
it seemed indeed a tragedy to her—a tra-

gedy upon which broad farce cast its light

when it developed that a "nobleman" for

whom Miss Rambeau had stood sponsor
turned out to be a discharged cook. Let us

hasten to add that there was no note of

romance here: only a sincere and in-

fluential woman's attempt to help a man
she thought worthy.

MISS RAMBEAU'S film appear-
ances, in certain wretchedly put on

Mutuals, were an even greater injustice

to her than to her audiences. She is

starting out again, under new auspices.

' ft us hope that a press agent is not con-

sidered her chief necessity.

IV a welter of November marriages I

believe picture followers will be more
than ordinarily interested to hear that

that admirable villainess, Maud George,
has become the wife of Arthur Ford,

business manager for Lois Weber. Jack
Gilbert—Ince-Triange-Paramount — mar-
ried Olivia Burwell. a non-professional.

Hal Cooley, Enid Bennett's leading man,
married Miss Elizabeth Bates, of Atlanta.

Ho you recall that startling lull-page pic-

ture of Jose Ruben and Mary Nash, in

last month's Photoplay—the branding

scene of "I. 0. U. 3 " Even before that

reached your eyes, Miss Xash was Mrs.
Ruben.

Bvea advertisement In photoplay irACUZTXE is guaranteed.
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We're rather safe in promising that this pilot will not make a specialty of tours in "no man's

land." We think the world would suffer a great loss if she did. She hereby proves her-

self an amphibian, adaptable to the gay life in air or water — in which latter element you

know her as Phyllis Haver, a Sennett decoration.

WHAT should the law of fair play, at

le

WILLIAM DESMOND has started

out bravely to make twenty-sevenleast, allow a clever press agent

who puts over a bad picture? Recently pictures in two years, under Jesse Hamp-
such a press agent put over such a film, ton's auspices. This sounds like pro-

It was a very bad film, but it became a duction on a war basis, and has never yet

financial success, and exploitation and been done to anybody's artistic satisfac-

manipulation was no small part of the tion. Mary Anderson is his leading

triumph. Now the maker, a late arrival woman; R. William Neill, his director,

among celluloid manufacturers, claims all

the credit, and talks of an embezzlement
indictment. I confess my sympathies are

with the P. A.

THE announcement of Priscilla Dean's
engagement to Capt. Edward Ricken-

backer, American ace of aces, is a fine

example of cheap commercial exploitation

of private affairs. Rickenbacker denied

it by cable—and then Miss Dean de-

nied it.

TV/IAURICE COSTELLO, long

sidered finally retired, is back at

Vitagraph, acting opposite Alice Joyce.

Another come-back is Edna Mayo, star

of a new company, in a play called

"Hearts of Love."

RUTH ROLAND is endeavoring

become Ruth Roland. That is

to

to

THIS month Famous Players will com-
mence issuing the new comedies of

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew. As the

Drews go about the country in their

present stage play. ''Keep Her Smiling,"

they will take with them a complete mo-
tion picture equipment, and will do
stories according to location.

WE may anticipate fine results from
the union of director Lois Weber

and actress Anita Stewart. It's one of

the most interesting and hopeful business

combinations of the year. Miss Stewart

is on the coast now, and Miss Weber is

not only director of her first story there,

but author and continuity writer as well.

INFLUENZA wound up the affairs of

two hundred theatres in Illinois. The

t/he Zfaces
of Z7air Women
At all social affairs, the faces

of fair worr.cn form the chief
attraction. 1 hcucands of soci-

ety women appreciate that
when the lights are brightly
shining their complexions must
be faultlessly fair and fresh.

They have learned to enchance
and preserve their complexion
by the daily use of

DAGGETT*RAMSDELLS
PERFECT COLD CREAM

J hi- Kind J'licii Keeps

Its effect upon the skin is

also so soothing, cleansing, re-

freshing and purifying. Its use
is a dainty and delightful habit
of delicacy and refinement.

Tubes and Jars, 1 Oc to $1 .50

Poudre Amourette: The powder
that adds a final touch of roftnessto
the skin. Looks natural, stays on.
Flesh, white, brunette, 50c. Eoth
D. & R. Perfect Cold Cream and
Poudre Amourette may be obtained
cf your dealer or by mail of us.

For Him
The la test "Per feet" productmade

only by Daggett & Ram sdell is a shav-
ing cream in which we have scien-

tifically incorporated D.& R. Perfect
Cold Cream. The first time that a

man tries this "Perfect" Shaving
Cream he will say, "Well, that's the

best shave 1 ever had." He will be
as enthusiastic over "Perfect"Shav-
ing Cream as you are over Perfect

Cold Cream. Surprise him with a

tube. Ofyour dealer or by mail of us.

Send a tube of D. & R. Per-

fect Cold Cream and D.& R.

Perfect Shaving Cream to a

soldier or sailer. They are

comforts they will appreciate.

DAGGETT & RAMSDELL
D. & R. Building NEW YORK

say, she is endeavoring to say a legal

goo'-bye to her husband, Lionel Kent, lay-off meant a survival of the fittest,

She alleges cruelty. quite naturally.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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"Hello, Chief:
"Haven't Eoundtlie firebug

' yet, have you \ ill

' kno ' h
I I

, .mm dead and th< fin

i
i lon'l s ippose you • i n

that ilie firebutr talks
almost every daj

: the firebug f That's
mi i i"\ net i r caught me
in Chicago or anywh* i<

E so you might as well quit
lool 11 - i i me and take your

| medicine."

"The
Firebug"
That was the warning which came to the

fire chief, unsigned— and then, the very next

day, a woman was found nearly dead in a

burning building.

It was a mystery that needed the master

mind of Craig Kennedy, the scientific detec-

tive of this day— Craig Kennedy, who came
to life in the mind of

ARTHUR B. REEVE
(Craig Kennedy)

The American Sherlock Holmes

He is the genius of our age. He has taken

science— science that stands for this age — and

allied it to the mystery and romance of de-

tective fiction. Even to the smallest detail,

every bit of the plot is worked out scientifically.

For nearly ten years America has been

watching his Craig Kennedy— marvelling at

the strange, new, startling things that detec-

tive-hero would unfold. Even under the stress

of war England is reading him as she never

did before.

Such plots—such suspense—with real,, .vivid people

moving through the maelstrom of life! Frenchmen have

mastered the art of terror stories. English writers have

t'irillcd whole nations by their artful heroes. Russian

i igenuity has fashioned wild talcs of mystery. But all

these seem old-lashioncd—out of date—beside the infinite

variety* the weird excitement of Arthur B. Reeve's modern

detective talcs, in 12 volumes— over 250 stories.-

Col. Roosevelt says . ••[ did a whr le let rf read-

ing. I particular ly enjoyed half a doze n rati irg gc od

detccli c stories by Arthur B Reeve--some of

then w ere corker

FREE
10 VOLUMES
Edgar Allan Poe's Works

To those who send the coupon promptly we
will give FREE a set of of Edgar Allan Poe's

Masterpieces in 10 volumes—over 200 stories.

When the police of Paris failed to solve one of (he most

fearful murder mysteries of the time, Edgar Allan Poc—
(ar orl here in New York City— found the solution.

This is a wonderful combination—here are two of the
greatest writers of mystery and scientific detective
stories. You can get the Reeve at a remarkably low
price and the Poo Free for a short time only.

Harper & Brothers, Established 1817. New York City

HARPER & BROTHERS, Photo 2->9

IS Franklin Square
Send me, all charges preruMd, set ot ARTHUR " RKKVK

fCralg Kenned; «. In 12 volumes. Also send me absolntelj FR1 E
the set of EDGAR Ml VN POK, in 10 volumes It both setsare
not satisfactory 1 will return them within 10 days at youi expense.
Otherwise 1 will sen. I you (I SO i month lot th rteen months.

Y.i.i/.

Occupation

.

-Advertising Section

Plays and Players
(Concludedj

WONDER what Olive Thomas will

do, now that Triangle seems to be
history? At this writing she is resting

in New York, but the welcome mat is

said to be out at the New Amsterdam
theatre—the home of "The Follies"—and
at the office door of Select.

IS this the day of the individual pro-

duction as against the programme, the

great owning company, and everything

else of kindred nature? There are strong

indications that it is. Chaplin was the big

success who led the way where others

had failed. Kerrigan seems to be going

along. Mary Pickford is her own mistress

at last. Walthall is, to all intents, a solo.

So is Anita Stewart. Frank Keenan is

preparing to produce independently.

Ralph Ince—as a director—has just

started to do so—and Fannie Ward is

said to be on the independent horizon.

INFLUENZA'S last reaping in Los An-
* geles took Anna Harron. Bobbie Har-
ron's nineteen-year-old sister; and Way-
land Trask. the big husky of Mack Sen-

nett's comedies.

NOTWITHSTANDING her auspicious

beginning as an independent pro-

ducer, last month was rather distressing

for the celebrated little Pickford. In

the first place, her sister Lottie's near-

fatal illness distracted the family, and
caused all its members save Jack to rush

frantically back and forth across the con-

tinent. Then, before Lottie was fully

convalescent, came the suit of one Cora
Wilkening, an agent, in New York. Mrs.
Wilkening alleged that she was the broker
whereby Mary had received a contract

giving her $1,080,000 in the last two
years, and that for this she had received

no remuneration. The court awarded
Mrs. Wilkenning ten percent and costs

—

or, S108.33S.07"

THE nurses at St. Vincent's Hospital.

Los Angeles, are telling a delightful

story about the supposed "last hours" of

Lottie Pickford. A clergyman of her

faith had been called to give her the ul-

timate consolation, and, having done so.

said in consoling voice: "Now. what-
ever comes, you are ready." "Ready for

what?" cried the sick girl, in a start lingly

strong voice. The clergyman arose, and
tried to calm her. But she wouldn't calm.

Instead, she rose on her elbow, shouting:

"Nurse! Nurse! Take this man out of

here—he's trying to scare me to death!"

And as the well-meaning father backed to

the door she cried after him: "I won't

die, I tell you! I have my baby to live

for! Get out, now—get out!" He got

—and her recovery began from that

angry and determined hour.

HE is a bold vampire who dares joke

about his affectionate past. Passing

a Hollywood theatre where "Borrowed

Clothes" was playing. Lew Cody observed

the billing: "Mrs Charlie Chaplin and

1 ew Cody!" "Wrong." observed Lew.

"If they insist on collecting on married

celebrity that sign should read 'Mrs.

Charlie Chaplin and Mr. Dorothy Dal-

ton.'"

MORE than three thousand wads of
gum were removed from beneath the

seats of a single Chicago motion picture

theatre, after the city health department
had selected this playhouse as their ex-

perimenting ground in a search for for-

lorn and abandoned cuds. Now we know
who pays for Wrigley's b'ock-long electric

sign on Times* Square. New York—the

greatest and most expensive electric sign

in the world.

DO the Los Angeles courts have time
to try anything except picture

squabbles and actorial love-stories that

missed fire? Add civil actions James
Young's suit for S15.C00 against C. R.
McCauley. the New York cartoonist and
film promoter. Cause of war. a propa-
ganda picture Mr. Young alleges he was
engaged to direct.

NORMA TALMADGE has signed with

the First National Exhibitors' Cir-

cuit. First National, having signed Mary
Pickford and Jack Pickford. wound up a

big month in its history by securing the

services of Miss Talmadge. until recently

a drawing-card on the Select program.
Charles Chaplin was the first First Na-
tional star; Anita Stewart, the second.

THE motion picture rights to a pro-

duction will hereafter be included in

the contract with the producers for the

play, unless the playwright specifically

reserves the photoplay rights.' Judg:
Mayer, of the United States Distric:

Court, recently handed clown this deci-

sion in an action brought by J. Hartley

Manners, author of "Peg 0' My Heart.''

against Oliver Morosco, who produce
'

the play, involving the period of time tho

producer was to present the play on the

stage, and also the moving pictures rights

to the production. Although in this par-

ticular case of "Peg." the play was a

success, it might happen that the produc-

tion would be a failure, and the author

would thus have an unfair advantage

over the producer, who. having lost money
in putting on the play, would be denied

the chances of making it up on the film

rights.

JEWEL CARMEN won the first round

J in her suit against William Fox. when
she was granted temporary injunction,

restraining Fox from circulating state-

ments in the film industry to the effect

that the Fox companies have exclusive

rights to her services, or otherwise inter-

fering with her efforts to earn a livelihood

in her profession. Nathan Burkan. coun-

sel for the star, asserted that the Fox
corporation had threatened to have .his

client blacklisted unless she carried out

the terms of her contract with those com-

panies, although, contended Mr. Burkan.

that contract is not binding inasmuch a:-

Miss Carmen was a minor when she en-

tered into it with Fox. Fox instigated

the suit when Miss Carmen attempted to

sign a contract with the Frank A. Keeney

Pictures Corporation at a larger salary.

although her Fox contract had not yet ex-

pired.

1 advertisement i» riiOTOl'T.AV MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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The Shadow Stage

(Continued from page 70)

*.in get i> soda and ice cream. This is mak-
ing your Westerns up Lo-date; it's progrcs-

sive, .mil the right spirit. So far, so muni.

Also u> the good is that committee oi out

l citizens who hog tie the old timer, and
heave him into the baggage car oi an outgoing

express. But now wed like to ask how Rob-
ert Sands (Hart) arm i'il in New York with
all his rancno baggage— which he has, handy
enough, when tne ume comes i

1 Also verj

much to the "rich magnate's home" is tne

dwelling oi old man Harrington, and the

caperings of his spoiled and abusive son,

whom Sands is hired to tame, and of whom
he everlastingly says, "I'm his nurse.

7
' Not-

withstanding New York's serious depletion
of policemen by the army's demands, 1

hardly think such a flagrant piece of house

breaking and kidnapping as Sands effects

could be gotten away with unless the cops
were at a general riot call down town. Tne
introduction of Andrew Robson to Ince's

company is an excellent consummation, and
the introduction of Seena Owen as Bill

Hart's newest picture sweetie is a lot better

than that. If you don't like. this for its

improbabilities I think you will like it for

its humor—as viz, Mr. Hart's stuffing himself
with six orders of wheatcakes while trying

to get up spunk to propose to the little

hash queen. Real New York locations in this

one. Real Chicago is coming up.

WOMEN'S WEAPONS— Paramount

Here Ethel Clayton, who can look more
and act more like a real and lovely wite

than any woman in pictures, returns to the

domestic drama in which she became notable

under the direction of her husband, the late

Joseph Kaufman. It is a triangle, of course,

with the superficially selfish husband enam-
ored of a soul-mate who digs her own pit

of destruction when cordially invited 'to par-

ticipate in real domestic life by the real

wife. As a story it is not great, but in-

teresting, and is made supremely real by the

supremely real woman who is starred in it.

Elliott Dexter is the husband, and Vera Doria
the charmer. But comparing Y'era to the

lovely Ethel, we wonder if the play-husband
was crazy. The production is entirely effi-

cient.

HITTING THE TRAIL— World

As long as stories are told in type or

shadows I suppose there will be some who
demand simon-pure bunk, and life as it

ain't. If you approach "Hitting the Trail"

with that viewpoint you are going to see a

screen story that lives up honestly to all its

promises. We have with us the honest poor
working girl and the unfortunate poor work-
ing girl; the leering employer; the East Side

hick hero ; the ultimate vengeance of the

outraged, and the final consummation of

hero and shero bliss. In all, the substance
of an old-fashioned Kremer melodrama—if

the minds of any of you ancients run back
to these delectable pieces, as mine does. The
thing is done better than usual. The cast is

good, and the fiction flows right along.

Evelyn Greeley is the "straight" little Miss,

and Muriel Ostriche the outraged ultimate

murderess. Carlyle Blackwell is the hard-
hitting hero, and Joseph Smiley, that re-

sourceful Lubin veteran, the wicked em-
ployer who finally gets justice at the end of

a pair of scissors.

DEUCE DUNCAN— Triangle

During Triangle's last constructive days
Bill Desmond ran Roy Stewart hard for first

place as the corporation's favorite Western
actor; and, indeed, he does well in these

parts, though in my opinion he could not

COLORITE HAS MADE THAT
HAT LOOK JUST LIKE NEW

MANY a mother has made her daughter happy
when she made last year's faded hat look just

like new by using the original, never disappointing

Cofforiie
COLORS OLD & NEW STRAW HATS

Colorite is a liquid sold in a bottle w
ing. It is waterproof and durable. Ea
Dries in thirty minutes. Also fine for coloring

Satin, Silk and Canvas Slippers, Basketry,

Leather Hand Bags and Belts.

Sold by Drug and Department Stores throughout the United
States and Canada. If your dealer cannot supply you, we wilt
tend a bottle of COLORITE postpaid upon receipt of 30 cents.
Be sure to name color you want.

ith a brush for apply-

sily applied by anyone.

Jet Black
Dull Black
Cardinal Red
Yellow

16 Colors to Suit
Navy Blue
Cadet Blue
Victory Blue
Sage Green

Your Tastes:
Cerise Lavender
Burnt Straw Old Rose
Brown Gray
Violet Natural

Directions on eaclt box for mixing to obtain most any desired simile

CARPENTER-MORTON COMPANY
Established 1840

Makers of the Famous Economy Products
57 SUDBURY STREET BOSTON. MASS.

Cinadian Distributors: A. RAMSAY & SON CO.. Montrei

Train for Nursing—NOW!
The war is responsible for a scarcity of nurses in hospitals— their regular nurses are going to the front. Demand fur

trained nurses now greater than the supply. This is your
golden opportunity tn become a trained nurse and easily se-

cure a fine position at $30 to $30 per week. You can quickly
master our Special Training' Course during your spare time
at home and receive diploma approved by best doctors. I ;_asy
terms. Hospital experience given if desired. We help you
find employment. Write at once for catalog. State age.

AMERICAN TRAINING SCHOOL. Depi. B. 1555 N.LaSaJleSt.. CHICAGO

FRECKLES Positively Removed
by Dr. Berry's Freckle Ointment
Your Druggist or by Mail 65c— Send for Free Booklet
Dr.C H. Berry Co., 2975 Michigan Ave. Chicago

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Take no chances! Keep away from people who

K

cough! They ought to know that coughing is

unnecessary. S-B Cough Drops relieve it, and
often ward off sore throat or cold. Pure. No drugs.

Just enough charcoal to sweeten the stomach.

j|j
Drop that Cough

||
SM ITH BROTH ERS ofPou^hkeepsio

\

S the most successful ex-

ponent and authority on
the Scientific Cultivation of beauty, Elizabeth Arden
has a well deserved reputation. Her enthusiastic

clients in various parts of the country and abroad
will be happy to know that she has now extended her

usefulness by arrangingandpersonallydirectingthe

Elizabeth Arden Home Course
which will enable every woman to keep young, attractive

and cultivate her individual type oi beauty. The lessons

are adapted to the personal requirements, are illustrated

and very easily iollowed at home.
Write Elizabeth Arden now without obligation and learn

what she can i\y> ior you. Describe your needs iullv .ui<l

! I
- her personally at her New York Salon, or clip out

this advertisi tnent, i:hei king any oi the following items you
wish advice about, and send with your name and address.

Free booklet on request.

CULTIVATION oi Complexion, Eves, Hair, Hands, Eye-
lashl - and Hrows, Contour oi Neck, liust, Arms, Shoulders.

CORRECTION oi Sagging Muscles, Double Chin,

Wrinkles or Lines, Blackheads, Coarse Tores. Acne,

Brown Spots, Weight, too Thin, loo Stout.

Elizabeth Arden £lpt. p.View >""£

WASHINGTON, D. C. 1M7 Connecticut Ave.

HOSTON. 192 Boylston St. NEWPORT. 181 Bellcvuo Ave.

SELECT yourown sub-
1

ject— love, patriotism-

write what the heart dictates,

then submit your poem to us.

We write the music and guarantee pub-
lisher's acceptance. Our leading composer is

Mp. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many sons successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart." "When I Dream of Old Erin,'
nnd others the Bales of which run into millions of copies.

. Sj nJ
os nriny poema nsyou wish. Don't Delay. Got Bmy-Qulck.

drug and dc- *^ .

par'tment stores, ^
1 or we will mail di- >S

i

red on receipt ofprice.
75c and $1 .50 in Canada

Be Perfectly Groomed
It's unnecessary to be embarrassed by hair

on your arms, underarms, or face, for

X-Bazin, the famous French depilatory,

dissolves it just as soap and water
dissolve dirt. This is the comfort-

able, simple, dainty way which
does not stimulate the later

growth or coarsen it.

HALL & RUCKEL, Inc.

223 Washington St., New York

'Ghe Famous French
Depilatory Powder

The Shadow Stage
(Continued)

in a hundred years really rival Stewart in

Western stories of equal type, while, upon his

part, he would illuminate many a yarn in

which Roy would not shine at all. This
story is a more or less conventional one oi
cattle rustling, and is more notable for its

handling, and its breezy presentation, than
for its material. Luella Maxim's face is an-
other portrait in the now-long gallery of
Triangle's Western leading women. Mr. Des-
mond is his usual virile self.

FIVE THOUSAND AN HOUR— Metro

Here's Hale Hamilton, making his. debut
as a Metro star. The Metro organization
played the game of safety first, and shot
Hamilton in a character whose popularity
was tried and sound—namely, the breezy,
rather conscienceless and rattier good-hearted
financier of the Wallingford type. In this

piece, however, Johnny Gamble (.Hamilton)
is more sinned against than sinning, for his

machinations all spring from an instant of
self-protection after he discovers that his

business associate and supposed friend has
conspired to effect his "ruin." All told, a
somewhat complicated but nevertheless
rapidly-running monetary adventure, with a
lively and likeable hero, a good production,
and some excellent racing scenes. Lucile Lee
Stewart is Mr. Hamilton's leading woman.
Ralph Ince directed.

KISS OR KILL— Universal

Or, a determined effort to make Priscilla

Dean a star. There's no denying a youthful
and feminine appeal in the possession of
this young woman, manifest even through a
lot of conventionally melodramatic incidents,

in which a young man takes up thievery as

a means of paying his board bill, and works
out his strange situation to the deliverance

of a young girl in the toils of a mess of

will-stealers. Miss Dean is a piquant dis-

turber of a man's peace of mind, indeed.

Her young saviour is played by an estab-

lished Universal favorite, Mr. Rawlinson.
The most dramatic thing about Mr. Rawlin-
son was his back-buckled overcoat—in itself

reward enough for a young man who had
to fall into crooked ways to keep step with
the room rent.

STRING BEANS— Ince-Paramount

In its main intent, this is a corking story.

It is of a piece with a lot of things Charlie

Ray has done, in plays of the soil, and in

the naturalness of everything save its melo-
dramatic—and a bit forced—finish is per-

fectly logical, perfectly lifelike. Toby Wat-
kins is a misfit on a farm, where his uncle's

desire is to see him weeding the crops rather

than writing poetry. But Toby is a militant

bard, and. beating up the sour old bird,

tramps 'cross country to Sawbert. where
Zachary Bartrum conducts the Sawbert
Weekly Clarion. As a subscription hustler

at six a week he meets, and loves, the

Mayor's daughter. He beholds also the in-

cursion of one Kendall Reeves, an ardent

promoter who proposes to bring a vast gush

of prosperity to the village by establishing

a string bean cannery there. Toby's useful-

ness on the paper grows, and, while one day
clamping the "patent insides" into a back
page form, he notices a story and cut of a
fraudulent promoter named Morgan—Ken-
dall Reeves! It seems to me that from
this point on the author might have worked
out a fast comedy finish instead of the

routine excitement plan. However—Ray is

delightful. Jane Xovak is good, so are most
of the rest, and the production is excellent.
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The Shadow Stage
(t o>n

LITTLE WOMEN -Brady

\ generation ago no young person's library

was complete without .1 sel ol Louisa M
Alcott's books, rhej were .read not only

by uirls, l>nt by young men, ami it i> safe

to saj th.u tin' young men were none the

if" virile tor having perused these simple,

charmint;, semi-humorous tales of an old-

hshioned but highly human existence.

•Littli' Women" was perhaps Miss Alcott's

finest expression, and it is fortunate that it

received so careful and reverential a produc-
tion. In our day of slap-bang sophistication

the bold Jo does not seem so very bold, and
Beth altogether too white for life. But there

h a story here, ami it lias been carefully

brought out for its very fullest value- even
no doubt to the extent of prejudicing some
old-timers who would like to see thek screen

Alcotting with even the commas unchanged.
Though we do many period episodes in our
screen plays, but few of them are properly

costumed. Here is an example of the way
things ought to be done. Perhap> the best

work in the picture is done by Dorothy
Bernard as Jo, but Conrad Xaele, as the boy
Laurie, is right behind her. Henry Hull,

Kate Lester, Julia Hurley. Isabel Lamon,
Lillian Hall and Florence Finn are delight-

ful members of the cast. Harley Knoles
directed.

THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS— Universal

When is a circus not a circus but an oil-

well conspiracy? When it's in a Universal

serial. It does seem a pity serial writers

will not stick to their subjects, but must,

perforce, chase the hackneyed hokum of utter

and uncreditable sensation. The best part

of the circus stuff, as I saw it, was a won-
derful camera shot apparently made from the

whiffle-trees of a run-away chariot, looking

up at the flying tent roof, and 'past the

agonized face of the horrified woman driver.

This was really sensational shooting, and a

brand-new idea. Eddie Polo is the star, and
apparently, if one may judge from a brace of

episodes, he will have naught but villain-

whamming in the customary places to occupy
his time.

IN BRIEF

•The Birth of a Race" (A whole lot of

people) A fine example of how not to make
a photoplay, which should prove a lasting

warning to amateur investors in the movies.

Scores of individuals, who probably thought
they were buying seats right on the board of

trade of the lightning industry of the twen-
tieth century, were the purchasers of this

concern's stock. The original intention was
to make a picture glorifying the advancing
freedom and enlightenment of the negro

race. This notion didn't last long, and was
abandoned—a picture now had to be made,
mind you, for there are such things as very

remorseless "blue sky" laws in this country

!

luded)

in favor 01 .1 general scramble through all

history, to an Illustrative end that purport
to be a glorification ol democracy or, as the
programme artlessly states without punctu-
ation, "The storj ot a great peace In two
pan-." I he result is ledum-, coniounding,
expensive utter chaOS, Containing, however,
a variety of nice setting, good acting and
clear photography.

"Vanitj Pool" (Universal) Mary Mac-
l.aren, in an interesting and well developed
story. About her is a remarkable cast, in-

cluding Thomas Holding, Iranklyn Farnum,
Anna Xilsson, Marin Sais and Willis Marks
"The Silent Rider" (Triangle) Roy Stew-

art, in a high-speed Western directed by
Cliff Smith.

"Too Many Millions" (Paramount) A
frothy and ordinary farce lifted to life by
the Lasky studio and its great stock com-
pany. Star, Wallace Reid.

"The Iron Test" (Yitagraph) Here is the
beginning of another circus serial, featuring

Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway.
They're sticking to the big-top story here,

and the suspensive hang-over at the end of

the first instalment is such that the real

serial fan is likely to stop breathing and
die waiting for instalment two. A fine be-
ginning.

"Miss Ambition" (Vitagraph) Corinne
Griffith's beauty alone makes this stilted and
timeworn old theme endurable.

"The Way of a Man with a Maid" (Par-
amount) Or, the adventures of at least one
of The Hall-Room Boys. Bryant Washburn
is the stellar personage, and the philosophy
is much like that of Skinner, of dress-suit

fame.
"A Romance of the Air" (State Rights)

One of the unfortunate things in a hero's

life, which not every hero realizes, is that

a successful moving picture appearance re-

quires as much care and intelligent prepara-
tion as successful soldiering. The distin-

guished Lieut. Hall, an aviator, is shot down
utterly out of control in this—presumably his

first—picture play. It will not add to his-

tory.

"The Master Mystery" (Rolfe)" A picture

record, in serial form, of Harry Houdini's
successful defiance of all bars, locks and
other human confines. Story by Arthur B.

Reeve. Ruth Stonehouse reappears in it.

"The Narrow Path" (Pathe) An adaption
of an A. H. Woods drama, featuring Fannie
Ward. Miss Ward is as attractive as ever.

Is this the final Ward-Pathe picture?

"All the World to Nothing" (Pathe) A
poor main title, to begin with, and such bad
continuity that it seems to me the story

does not get across at all, despite the well-

expounded virility of William Russell.

"Three Men and a Girl" (Paramount)
Marguerite Clark, in a charming and well

directed though not particularly impressive or

original tale. A version of "The Three
Bears."

From the Audience

The Editor of Photoplay Magazine,

My Dear Sir:

—

In regard to the letter signed by one S.

M. DeHuff, St. Louis, in the December is-

sue of Photoplay—page 99—I wish to make
this emphatic answer.

William S. Hart has absolutely no con-
nection with the company that has renamed
the old Hart films which resulted in the de-
ception referred to in the published letter.

To the contrary Mr. Hart has done every-
thing possible to stop this deception. He
first protested against the W. H. Productions
Co. and then he retained lawyers to take
such proceedings as they deemed necessary

to stop its continuance. The lawyers had a

conference with the representatives of the

above company toward that end.

Proceedings have already been taken in

an effort to stop the further exploitation of

the old pictures under new titles.

Wm. S. Hart Productions, Inc., release ex-

clusively through the Artcraft organization,

and any films not having this trademark are
re-issues of pictures two years or more older.

I sincerely hope this answer relieves Mr.
DeHuff's mind as to Mr. Hart's connections.

Very respectfully yours,

E. H. Allen,
Business Manager.

William S. Hart Productions, Inc.

In Froi

4 to 8 Days

kA Greof Di/coverq

Gray haired women need A

not be handicapped by their

whitening locks, either in

business or socially. The nat-

ural color can be restored in

from 4 to 8 days with a clear,

colorless liquid applied by
combing through the hair.

This great discovery is of

vital importance now, when
so many home women must
become bread winners.
Now, today, before you
start on your new work,
send for a free trial bottle of

Z^aii- (Polor ~J\estorer—

Not a crude dye, naturally
repulsive to fastidious wo-
men, but a pure, clean prepa-
ration which doesn'tinterfere
with shampooing or curling.

Its use is as permissible as that

of the powder which every
woman knows she needs.

Send for Free Trial Bottle

Cut out this coupon now, fill it

out and send it.

Mark on it the natural color of
your hair—is it black, dark brown,
medium brown or light brown ?

Better still, enclose a lock in your
letter.

We will send a trial bottle and
special comb by return mail. You
can buy the full sized bottle at

your druggist's, or direct from
us if you prefer.

Remember, when the first gray
streaksappear is the time to begin
with Mary T. Goldman's Hair
Color Restorer and mail the cou-
pon for the free trial bottle today.

Mary T. Goldman
920 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Established SO Year*

Name.

Street.

Town. .

.

f " " \
MARY T. GOLDMAN

920 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Please send me your tree trial bottle of Mary T. Gold-
ninn's Hair Color Restorer with special comb. I am not
obligated in any way by accepting this free offer. The
natural ..lor of my hair is

black . 1 dark brown f medium brown light brown

When you write to adyertisera please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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l(bu brushed your teeth

hut-

didyou
clearyourhead?
Wise and patriotic mothers

are taking every precaution to

keep their children free from
colds and catarrh this winter.

That's why they insist on
nose-cleaning and head-clear-

ing with Kondon's, at tooth-

brushing time.

it\ CATARRHAL JClTLgj

is guaranteed not only by us, but by
29 years' service to millions of Americans.

If Kondon's doesn't do wonders for
your cold, sneezing, cough, chronic

catarrh, nose-bleed, headache,
sore nose, etc.— -we'll pay

your money back.
Address

-ree
"20^Treatment
Coupon

KONDON'S
Catarrhal Jelly

Minneapolis,
Minn.

A tin (larpe enough
for 20 applications) will 1>G

mailed to you free of charge <

receipt of your namo ami address.

Alma Gluck. tin- famous Prima Dinna of the Mclroptlltan Opera, has
, reati d this most l«-, .»n>/ , i.iflurc. In ..II her portraits her

is hall Is dressed ns above. You can reproduce this

colRure with tin- Alma Cluck Braid which Istulli desi rlbedinthe
no* cnlnrcod edition .if our "VOGUE COIFFURES "C.it.iloe — just

out. Prices from S3. 00 up. Catalog Mailed Freeon Request

FRANCES ROBERTS CO.
GUARANTEED HAIR GOODS

CUSTOM MADK TO MATCH YOUR SAMPl E
Translormations, Pompadours, Switches,Wigs, Curls, Etc.

Till' pi: is an l> WIGS FO R MEN
Money Back if Not Satisfactory

lOO Fifth Ave. Dcpt. (i(!2 Now York

Why Have Gray or Faded Hair?

HENNA D'OREAL
New French Discovery

which Lsoomposedof pulverized
Henna and Serbs, provides tfie
only harmless coloring in tho
world. Not affected 03 previous
dye Will doI stain Bonlp ot
rub oil \n Bhades, eonj to
apply. Beware of inferior sub*
Btttutes, o perfect preparation
proven to be absolutely the best
\ pp] tent ton and reoertlflcul '""
in tlav tight parlors

Price, $1.25. Postpaid. $1.35
Blond Honna for llRhtenlns hair that has grown il.uk, Price S2. 10

B. PAUL, Hair Coloring Specialist. Dept. P.
34 West 37th St., N. Y. Tel. Greelev 790

An Imaginary Interview

The Whole Fan Family

"I HAVE in Mind."
1 Said the Editor.

"The Greatest Personality

In the Picture Business.

And what's More."
He Impressed,

"He's Never Been Interviewed."
We Looked at him
Reprovingly.
(In this Business,

A Reporter May Look at an Editor
Like that.

Don't Ask Us Why.)
"If you Refer to Chaplin."

I Said, "Then you Must Be Joking:
Charlie has been Interviewed Repeatedly.
"I Get You," Boomed the Editor,

"But the Personality

I Refer To
Is the Movie Fan.
Tell Me—
Where Would
The Actor Shine
If it weren't for the Fan?
Without the Fan,
You,
And I,

And Chaplin,
Might Be Porch-Climbers.
Go Talk with him.
If he isn't

At his Favorite Theatre,
You'll Find him
At Home,
Reciting the Week's Program
To the Rest.of the Family."

The Editor was Right.

Entering the Fan Residence,

We Found Mr. Fan
In the Parlor,

On a Swaying Step-Ladder,
Tacking Up
The Latest Picture

Of Lila Lee.

"Mighty Sweet Little Girl,"

He Sifted his Words
Through a Mouthful of Tacks.
"The Kids like her."

He Descended
With Outstretched Hand
To Greet Me. putting his Foot
Willi Fine Disdain
Through a Colored Portrait

Of Cleo Clux, the World's
Greatest Vampire.
" ," he Remarked,
"Everywhere I Go,
I Step on this Lady's Face.

The Family's
Watching Cleo Tonight.

Down at the De Luxe.
Not for Me !—
Or any Other
Real Married Man.
They Say
I'm Old Fashioned

;

M.hbc So; but I

Can Laugh
Any Time I Think
Of John Bunny "

"John Bunny's Dead,"
We Reminded him.

"Yes—and so arc Some Others

Not Yet Buried—
Not Mentioning
Any Names."
"May wc
Quote you on that ?"

"It doesn't Matter.
T Wonder if you could Toll Me"
He Asked with an Increase of Interest,

"What Happened
In Episode Number 36
Of 'The Diamond in the Eve?'

I Used to Keep Up with it,

A Couple of YeaTs Ago.
But Somehow.
It Got Away from Me.
And
I Never did Find Out
How the Durn Thing Ended.
Did they Ever Find
The Diamond?
Who Is the Man
In the Black Mask?
And did the Heroine
Ever Regain her Evesight?
Why—"
"Just a Minute.
Do you Think
The Industry
Is Still in its Infancy?"
"It Doesn't Matter.'
What I Want to Know Is—"
"Listen : what's Wrong
With the Movies? What,
Just What
Do vou Think of them?"
Mr.' Fan
Scratched his Chin Dubiously.
"Well," he Hesitated.

"I Like them, and then Again,
I Don't Like them.
Sometimes I Go
And See a Picture

I Think is Fine; and then Again,
I See One
That isn't so Fine.

I don't Let Geraldine

Go to See

June Jasmine any More."
"What ?" we Interrogated.

"The Pollyanna Girl

Of the Screen?
What Fault

Could one Find with her?"
"That's it." said Mr. Fan.

"June Jasmine
Is" Just "the Sweetest little

Girl you Ever Saw.
Too Darned Sweet.

And Geraldine

—

Who Used to Wheedle Me
Into Giving her

Extra Allowance; and
Making Things Lively

By Refusing

To Help Ma with the House-work

—

She's

A Little Angel in the Home, she is,

Since she's Been going to see

June Jasmine. She

Has that Same Strained Smile

On her Face All the Time.
Helps Johnny with his Home-».-ork,

And Calls me Daddums.
What the Movies have done to Geraldine 1

Johnny Shook Hands
With Bill Hart. Once.

He
Wants to be Just Like Bill

When he Grows Up.
The Baby
Is Going to Like

Charlie Chaplin.

I've Got
To Have Some Excuse

For Going to See Charlie.

Here's

The Family.
Don't Go.
What ?

Do I Think
They Have a Great Future?

Sure.

Educational—

?

I Don't Know.
But Gosh—
I Do Like Chaplin!"

Every advertisement In niOTOl'LAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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A Chinese Doll

(Concluded front pagB -VJ)

Vaudeville, always sleuthing for sensations,

heard thi^ Chinese nightingale, shoved a

contract at her, on which >lu- affixed curious

Chinese characters, and Tscn Mei was a

"big-time" vaudeville star. Her act included

Mums and imitations, of birds and animals.

Which reminds u^ of the occasion on which

the gave her most faithful imitation.

It was in Washington, before the murder

of the women and children on the Lusitania

rent the mask of the Prussian menace l

Mil was headlining at Keith's. Sin- w.i~

concluding her offering with a number intro-

ducing her imitations of birds and animals.

Sin- then announced that she would give .1

vocal imitation of any bird or animal sug-

gested by the audience.

In a box was a party from the German
embassy Von Bernstorff, with his aides.

One of the aides leaned forward and said,

"Make a noise like me."

Lady Tsen Mei had and has an antipathy

for the German royalists It was that im-

perial Prussian, the ex Kaiser, who referred

to China as "The Yellow Peril."

While the crowded house waited in silence,

Tsen Mei took a step towards the box and,

holding the szaze of the aide, said slowly.
"1 said birds and animals. You are decidedly

not a bird. You ask for the sound of your
cry. It is also your master's voice. Listen."

And she gave, with flawless feeling and in-

dubitable accuracy, the <jrunt and terrified

squeal of-—a pic.

It was one day when Lady Tsen Mei was
becoming dissatisfied with herself for having

made so little of her public life, that a

motion picture director met her. "Would
you." he said, "care to become a movie
star?" "Why yes," said the China doll.

Again, no sooner said than done. From
her first test under the lights Tsen Mei
made good. Under Ira Lowry's direction,

for the Betzwood Film Company, she is

playing the leading role in a feature-drama
called "For the Freedom of the East." She
is the first Chinese star on the screen.

The China doll serves tea every afternoon
on the set. In the studio. So are the tradi-

tions of the Far East preserved by this little

Oriental with a Yankee flavor.

My Trouble

ITS Not the Gun in the Drawer
That Bothers Me-

lt's that Letter, on the Floor.
The Heroine
Stands in the Centre
Of the Period Settin' Room,
And Reads It,

And Bites her Lip,
And Heaves a Bit

—

Then Throws it on the Floor.
1 Wonder who Picks it Ud,
That Letter on the Floor?
Let's Hope
It's the Husband—it has Happened-
Who Learns from it

All that he Xeeds to Know
To Pull Out
That Handy Old
Gun in the Drawer

—

You Can't Get Away from It.

The Home is Broken Up

—

So's the Villain

—

And the Little-Angel

Is Sent to Visit Grandma
Until it all Blows Over.
There's a Court-room Scene,
And all the Rest of It.

I Don't Know What they'd Do
Without the Trouble
Caused by
That Compromising Billet-doux
That was Left on the Floor.

Noted Movie Star
and Her Secret of

Beautiful Eyes
Lila Leo, the bewitching star of tiie Paramount
Pictures, the charming girl actress whose won-
dei tul eyes have excited the envy of thousands,
owes much of In-r enchanting beauts' and charm
of expression to her eyelashes and eyebrows

No wonder Miss Lee puts a value beyond price
upon these features of her beauty. Women of
wealth and social standing everywhere have
looked with envy upon those long, luxuriant, silky eyelashes and well-formed
eyebrows and have wished, no doubt, that Nature had endowed them with such
priceless gifts. Their wish can now come true. We have placed this frreat boon within the
reach of all who will follow some simple directions and assist Nature by applying u -little

/?ernem6er /Ae/v/ZAb/ne - //s /m/'/a/ee/ ^^^^^^^
for a short time. The results will certainly amaze and delight them.

• <T q cri_T\»*/-j'\A7'-T'n<a " 's a Pure cream, which nourishes the cells and tissues and
*-'o-&'-*-~*-'* UW "Allv; jjives them the vigor necessary to produce a strong, healthy

growth. It has been approved by eminent chemists and .beauty specialists and is

guaranteed absolutely pure. Thousands of women have found in this simple and effec-

tive preparation the one thing needed and longed for to bring out the hidden beauty
and charm of their eyes. So sure are we that "LASH-BROW-1NE" will give entire
satisfaction that we agree to refund the money paid if it fails.

Ill I IIL, Paramount Star

Two Sizes, 50c and $1
Send pi irou

"
I ash BROW-INE "

andthi I prepaid undi r plain cover.
R^imt by coin, currency, 1 . s. stamps, or monej urder.

DO NOT RISK IMITATIONS. Send your
order today; we guarantee you wilt be delighted.

Beauty Booklet Given
With every lox oi "LASH-BROW-INE" ve send
the Maybell Beauty Booklet, "The Woman

which is filled with helpful . ' mlr-,

lor improving the appearance and retaining the
youthful chann. Worth dollars to

i n, but
tree « ith e„<.h ordei oi "LASH-BROW-IN1 .

'

MAYBELL LABORATORIES, 4305-21 Grand Blvd., Chicago

LEARHMUSIC
"ML.

Piano, Organ, Violin, Cornet, Guitar, Banjo,

Mandolin, Harp, 'Cello, Trombone, Flute, Clari-

I
*^

net, Piccolo, Saxophone, Ukulele, Sight Singing

No longer need the ability to play be
shut out of your life. Just mail coupon or postal

today for our new Free Book. Let us tell you
how you can easily, quickly, thoroughly learn to

play your favorite musical instrument by note in your own home, without a
teacher, by our New Improved Home Study Method WITHOUT PAYING
A CENT FOR LESSONS! Different, easier than private teacher way--
no tiresome, dry exercises — no inconvenience, no trick music, no "numbers,"
yet simple, wonderful, amazingly easy for even a mere child.

FREE LESSONS
We want to have ONE PUPIL IN EACH LOCAL- £

ITY AT ONCE to help advertise our wonderful, easy
system of teaching music. FOR A LIMITED TIME
we therefore offer our marvelous lessons FREE.
Only charge is for postage and sheet music, which
is small. Beginners or advanced pupils. Get all

the proof, facts, letters from pupils. AMAZING
FREE OFFER and fascinating New Book just ^
issued. ALL FREE ! Write postal today. ^,
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC ]^ ^,

^^^ Address .

J
^ U.S.
4y School

)f Music,
01 Brunswick

Hl.lg.. NewYork
Please send me

your free hook.
Si n-i c Lessoni by

Mail,*' explaining how I

can leurn to play I wouM
like to learn how to play the

562 Brunswick Bldg

llowin^inhtrunieiit.

NEW YORK

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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/HLMOND

Soft, Smooth Skin
is essential to an attractive complexion. !t takes HINDS CREAM to

soften the skin without making it greasy, oily at sticky; to soften so it

'V 'II not cliap even tho exposed to chilling winds; to soften and freshen
the nands toughened and soiled by arduous Red Cross and hospital
work, household, store and office duties:

Nurses and surgeons know t^at naturally soft skin wards off skin
troubles. Some have written us that HINDS CREAM quickly restores

their hands to natural velvety smoothness after being roughened by immer-
sion in strong antiseptic solutions. Hinds Honey and Almond Cream
keeps cheeks and neck fresh, fair and exquisitely soft. Added charm
awaits the woman who selects the daintily-packaged requisites made by
Hinds for improving the skin and complexion.

SAMPLES: Be sure to enclose stamps with your request. Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream 2c. Both Cold and Disappearing Cream -}c.

Talcum 2c. Trial cake Soap 8c. Sample Face Powder 2c, Trial
Size 15c. Attractive Week-end Box 39c.

Hinds Cream Toilet Necessities are selling everywhere,
or will be mailed, postpaid in U. S. A., from Laboratory.

A. S. HINDS 228 West Street Portland, Maine

Send for

ree Catalog
r
There are over 2000

illustrations of Dia-
monds, Watches,
Jewelry, etc. What-
ever you select will
be sent, all shipping
charges prepaid.

You See and Ex-

amine theArticle
Right in Your
Own Hands

If satisfied, pay
one-fifth ofpurchase
price and Keep it;

aalance divided into
itf ht equal amounts

payable monthly.
Our Catalog shows

all the new Watches
—16. 17,19.21, 23Jew-
1s, adjusted. Splen-

did bargains in 25-
year guaranteed
Watches on credit
terms as low as

Loftis Solitaire

Diamond Cluster Ring
Has the exact arpearance of
a large handsome Solitaire
Diamond that would cost three
or four times as much.

The secret of the rare beauty of
the Loftis 7-Diamond Cluster Ring
lies in the perfectly matched
stones, all the diamonds, set in

platinum, being uniform in size
<tO •ifta Mnnth quality and brilliancy; mounting i:

J>£.JU<HIIUIIlll
14 karat solid gold. Verypopular

The National Credit Jewelers
i Dept. K502 108 N. State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.
BROS & CO. IB58 "STORES IN LEADING CITIES

I0FTIS

Perfect hearing is now being re-

stored in every condition of deaf-
ness or defective hearing from
causes such as Catarrhal Deaf-
ness, Relaxed or Sunken Drums,
Thickened Drums, Roaring and

M Hissing Sounds, Perforated,
" Wholly or Partially Destroyed

. Drums.Discharge from Ears, etc.

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears" require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in thenatural car drums. They are simple

devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears

where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfort able.

Write today for our 168 page FREE book on DEAF-
NESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials.

WILSON EAR DRUM CO.. Incorporated
411 inter-Southeru Bldg. LOUISVILLE, KY.

THERE'S ONLY ONE
WAY TO SECURE
A SATIN SKIN

APPLY SATIN SKIN CREAM,
THEN SATIN SKIN POWDER.

A Three

1

Generation Favorite

The test of time is behind
Piso's. 54 years of popu-
larity serve to establish
Piso's as the reliable re-

lief for coughs and colds.
Piso's also allays hoarseness,
soothes throat irritation and eose9
throat tickle. Keep Piso's handy

_ ready to use at the first sign of a
'M^'SlB cough. 30c a bottle, all dmggist9.

Contains No Opiate

Safe for Young and Old

PISO'S

(£brCo^

f (Slecfr/e wmtor
A better vibrator
that costs you less.

Improves skin,scalp
and hair: relievesmany
aches and ills. Keeps strong persons
strong; every home needs La Vida. No
parts to oil. nothing to get out of order.
Complete, easy to use. No extras to buy.
Guaranteed. Uses alternating current only.

Write for free Health and Beauty booklet.
At your dealer's, or send S7.50.

Money back if not satisfied.

rv ADBRO MFG. COMPANY
ljU '01 Phipps Power Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

\

Sjs

TU
YOU...STOW IDEAS JS,

INTO
EY

There in o bis dei

magasine nnd u
ml today torahorl Btorles, photoplays,
vpaper articles. 24,868 publications

i. short stories, lack London and other great writers

have endorsed our course of home training in tin- ma-

rinating and profitable spare timework. Our Free Book.

"How to Write," tells you aboul it: also gives details of

the special Introduotorj offer that is being made for a

limited time. Don1
! lose this opportunity. Write Us Today.

Hoosier Institute Short Story Dept. 1532, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Peace and the Scenario Market

(Continued from Page 78)

a fancied inspiration. A good motion picture
plot ought never be put on paper until it

has been mentally digested for at least a
fortnight. You can acid-test any screen idea
by facing a looking-glass, staring at yourself
as you boil plot and characterization into
five minutes of concentrated talk. If your
looking-glass and your watch's minute hand
do not defeat you, you may have somethin.;
actually worth while developing.

Only a moderate degree of "psychology"
can be employed. Pictures are improving',
but, unless some alchemist of the screen ar-
rives, it is not likely that the Henry James
thing will ever be done in forty-five hundred
feet of celluloid.

The matter of reels need not concern you.
It is true that we talk of a five reel drama,
but the author need not be conscious of the
approximate ending of one reel and the begin-
ning of another. On the screen you play for

no curtains. But you must play for pro-
gressive grip of story. It is well to remember
that more than fifty percent of your audience
will enter the theatre after your play has
started running. Really, it is unnecessary'
to know anything about footage, close-ups,

or titles—although one is all the better fitted

to write if he does know about them.

The reason that a novel or a produced
play is bought in preference to an original

screen drama lies frequently in the fact that,

in the latter, the total value is in the lines.

There is nothing between them. In the case

of the successful book or play, there has been
so much mental digestion on the part of

the author that only a small part of what
he had in mind is put into words. When
filmed, however, the motion picture producer
draws on the "between the lines" equation,

and often gets the most effective parts of his

picture from it.

What counts most in all screen stories

—

just as it does in the average play or novel

—is heart interest. The audience wants to

know whether the hero and the heroine get

each other in the end. They are interested in

the necessary conflict because they are won-
dering how the story will turn out. Audi-
ences want a happy ending. Why not give

it to them? "The Birth of a Nation" would
not have been the great picture it was if a
simple love story had not run persistently

throughout.

Do not think that motion picture com-
panies are too deeply prejudiced in favor of

established writers of fiction and legitimate

drama. The only reason that all good fiction

and stage plays are eagerly snapped up is

because they are vastly better worked out,

as a rule, than the original screen story.

Do not forget that writing screen stories

is not easy. There are many writers of

screen originals who are making good in-

comes today, but they do it by dint of the

hardest form of work. You cannot gloss

over the weak spots in a screen narrative by
the use of words—as sometimes you can do
in fiction. You cannot count upon a weak
plot being pulled across a reef by rfieans of

effective dialogue—as is the case in some
successful plays on the spoken stage. What
you have instead of the human voice is a

handful of words surrounded by quotation

marks, which but faintly approximates vocal-

ization.

Finally, the field of screen writing is a

big one. It is going to be bigger. Any man
or woman who can create plot action and
characterization is foolish not to try his luck

at writing screen dramas. But the majority

will fail until they realize that the screen

must be taken seriously. Too many authors

have a tongue-in-the-cheek attitude toward

the screen. They may not realize it, but

they have. They do NOT take the screen

seriously.

Evory advertisement In rilOTOrLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Giving the Exhibitor a Lift

A few novel schemes for boosting patroruigc

By Leigh Metcalfe

It vou're a movie-goer, then don't read this. It

is written to interest the exhibitor. The following

paragraphs are designed to help him boost his

theatre attendance. The idea came from reading

the average lot ot "exhibitor's hints" perused in

the "press sheets" sent along to the theatre men.

Exhibitors may try these it they dare. We wane
all responsibilities for damage suits, libel difficul-

ties, theatre-bombing, etc.

RAILROAD There are few types

MELODRAMA °f puiurc> easier to

boost than the railroad

thriller. A method of advertising such a

feature in your neighborhood comes to mind
almost immediately. You could arrange with

your nearest railroad to borrow or rent a

cunt locomotive. You should have no
trouble in having it moved clown the street

to the front of your theater. Then have
the fireman steam up and blow the whistle

every ivw minutes just prior to each per-

formance. It is certain to attract attention.

\\i believe this idea to be absolutely new.
An engine can be secured from any friendly

railroad for as low as S200 a day, firemen

wages extra.

ORPHAN So many of screendom's

DRAMA stars aPPear >n tnc weu" known
orphan drama. When you

book such a picture, gather in as many or-

phans of the town as you can. Then an-

nounce, either in the paper, or by a slide

on the screen, that to every woman attend-

ing a certain showing of your orphan
photoplay, the management will give, abso-

lutely free, one orphan. You might even
announce that to every woman with at least

two sets of twins in her home, will be given

a fresh set but that no more than one set

will be given to the members of one home.
Such a plan, well advertised before hand,
should bring tremendous business. And it

would be a splendid way of solving the

problem of finding homes for asylum waifs.

VAMPIRE Every community has its

PICTURES vampires. Every community
has its vampire victims. And

when yoQ book a vampire picture there is no
reason why you cannot use these neighbor-

hood characters as capital. For instance you
could arrange with a husband who has been
vamped (and who can fully prove that such
is so) to appear in your theatre between
performances, relating the story of his down-
fall. Such a vampire victim should not be
difficult to obtain. You might look over the
divorce court records of your county.- Every
first class circuit court has on file any number
of vampire divorce suits of the better grade.
And the husband should be glad to gain the
publicity. Besides that, if he is a regulation,

alimony-paying ex-husband, he will be over-
joyed at earning the additional ten dollars
tor whatever wages you offer).

The plan of om- exhibitor conies to mind.
Upon booking a Than Beda picture, he
announced on the screen that all vampires
who COUld prove indisputably that they had
wrecked at least three homes would be ad-
mitted free to the showing of that particular
picture. The exhibitor who conceived this

unusual idea did not try it out as he realized

that his neighborhood was over-run with
newlyweds.

WESTERN I have in mind a power-

PICTURES *u ' met h°ci of boosting your
showing of a western pic-

ture. "This is thot," as Harry Lauder says:
Equip a large, heroic type of fellow with
two six-shooters and a mustang. Dress him
in cow-puncher's garb. Instruct him to gal-

lop wildly down the neighborhood streets

after midnight the night before the showing,
firing his guns off at brief intervals. Then,
when the neighbors are aroused (as they
doubtless will be) and poke their heads out
of the window, wondering what in thunder
is the matter, have this rider sing out that

each bullet he is firing bears a tag and
have him strongly urge that each of the
residents hustle out early the following
morning and gather up the bullets from
where they fall, as each bullet, properly ac-
companied by the tag, will admit one to
the showing of the western picture. There
is no other plan so effective for arousing the
populace. And it is a method thoroughly
relevant to the occasion. The minute the
residents, startled from their beds, glimpse
your man on the mustang, firing his re-

volvers, they say: "Wild west stuff or I'm
a chinaman !" Hence, they will be (or
should be) receptive to your man's announce-
ment and immediately interested.

SLAP STICK In view of the fact that

COMEDY so many good slap stick

comedies feature pies of
the genus custard, it might be profitable,

certainly unique, upon booking one, to con-
tract w-ith your caterer for, say, a thousand
or so custard pies. Hire a group of boys
(preferably baseball players) and station
them on the various neighborhood corners
near your theatre. Instruct them to hurl
their pies at pedestrians. (Note : By strik-

ing the pedestrians squarely in the face a
greater measure of attention will be gained.)
Have these boys advise the people so at-
tracted, that a regular pie-throwing comedy
will be shown at your theatre on the date
arranged. The people so addressed should
promptly enter into the spirit of the thing,
and will doubtless remark about it to their
friends, thus adding to the publicity on your
picture.

ENCOURAGEMENT
By Arabella Boone

CHEER up—you Screen Ambitious!
If you grow warped and ancient

Without having once appeared
Before a camera

—

Don't cry

!

For ten years I haunted every studio
In the country
And never once eot w7ithin sound

Of the camera.
Then I died. . . .

Behold!
Last week
A band of photoplayers
Yisited our cemetery,
Using my tombstone as a background
For some movie-widow's mourning.

STRONGFORT
The Perfect Man

Don't Be a .

Sickly Failure !

Art* you drntfuintf your-
self about from day to
day, always tired and
iliapirilrd; suffiTinu from
backache, inditccstion,
constipation ; your bil-

iousness showing in your
face, your luck of llltrgf
in your eyes, your ({ood-

for-nothinK physical con-
dition in the hanu-doK
air with which you meet
your fellowmen? Have
you about riven up hope
—and hasyour wifegiven
Up all hope — that you
will ever «et ahead and
amount to anything in

the world?

Pull Yourself
Together!

Brace up! There's a
way OUt! You can be a
man again. You can be full

of life and energy and
good health: you can
trample under foot the
sickly troubles that are
pulling you down: you
can change the watery
fluid in your veins to
sparkling red blood, that
will nourish mind and
body, overcome all your
ills, and put you at the
top of the heap.

No matter what brought you to your present
condition; no matter how low you have sunk,
you can be RE-BUILT into a man, with health
and strength and mental and physical vigor and
efficiency.

It's Never Too Late
Strongfortism doesn't know the meaning of

the words "too late." No matter what your age
or condition; no matter how long you have
been mired in the slough of despondency or
struggling under the handicap of physical irreg-
ularities, Strongfortism can make a new man
of you. Strongfortism can improve every part
of your system; strengthen your heart, lungs,
liver, stomach; clear your brain; steady your
nerves, rid you of that eternal languid, tired
feeling, and start you on the path to success.

I Can Re-Create You
I KNOW that I can make you over, can im-

prove you 100 per cent, because I have helped
and am helping thousands of other men — some
of them pretty far gone, too, before they took
up Strongfortism. I have no pills, powders or
patent medicine dope to offer you; no drugs of
any kind. EXPERIENCE instead; the solid
experience of a lifetime with myself and my
pupils; the experience and study that have
enabled me to dig out and apply to vou the
secret laws on which human health and hap-
piness and vitality depend.

Send for My Free Book
"Promotion and Conservation of Health,

Strength and Mental Energy" tells you all about
Strongfortism; tells you how you can overcome
your mental and physical ailments; how you can
strengthen your vital organs; how to atta :n
symmetry of form and figure. It's forty-eight
pages of talk straight from the shoulder, telling
how you can get the most pleasure out of life,

from a man who knows what he's talking about.
Mark the coupon below, showingwhat ailments* on

surt'er from and send il with three 2c stamps to .over
mailing expenses and 1 will send vou the Ijook free.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

759 Park Bldg. NEWARK, N. J.

......CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON ••••
Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Neicark, .V. J.
Dear Strongfort : — Please send me vonr liook.

"Promotion an<l Conservation <>l Health.
Strength and Mental Knergy," for postage
of which I enclose 6 cents in stamps to cover niail-
ine expenses. I have marked <X) before the subject
in which 1 am interested.
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The Indestructible Wife

Are your Eyebrows and Lashes as Dark
as You Would Like Them to be? If not
You can Tint Them Beautifully With

^cfrrtz-ene

LL

It adds wonderfully to your beauty, charm and
expression for your eyebrows and lashes to be
slightly darker than your hair. C0L0R-1NE
makes them appear naturally dark. If you will

examine youreyelashes very closely you will find

that the tip ends are very light and scarcely show
up at all. COLOR-INE will darken them and
make them appear much longer and thicker. It

is impossible to detect COLOR-INE after it has
been applied as directed.

It is impossible to get up a preparation which
would darken the eyebrows and lashes perma-
nently, as it would have to be so strong that it

would prove injurious. COLOR-INE is so mild
that it is absolutely harmless, yet one application
will last several days. More convenient and sat-

isfactory to use than the ordinary eyebrow pencil.
Thousands of our customers use it regularly
with very satisfying results.

PRICE 50c for bottle sufficient to last several months.
Mailed complete with camel's hair brush for applying,
under plain cover, onreceiptof price. Remit by coin,
U. S. stamps or money order.

Order a trial bottle today and if it is not entirely eatis"
factory in every way we want you to send it right back
and we will promptly refund your money in full.

Maybell Beauty Booklet "The Woman Beautiful,'''

mailed FREE with every order.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES, Oept. 10, 4305 Grar.d Blvd., Chicago

"I Would Not Part
with it for $10,000
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful

customer. In like manner testify

over 100,000 people who have
worn it. Conserve your body
and life first.

The Natural

Body Brace
Overcomes WEAKNESS and
ORGANIC AILMENTS of

WOMEN AND MEN.
Develops erect, graceful figure.

Brings restful relief, com-
fort, ability to do things,

health and strength.

Wear It 30 Days Free at Our Expense
Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking: replaces and supports misplaced internal

organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, constipation.
Comfortable and easy to wear.

Keep Yourself Fit

Write today for illustrated booklet, measurement
blank, etc., and read our very liberal proposition.

HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural Body Brace Co.

Chil-

dren

Also

330 UiihIi Dullrtlnc SAL1NA, KANSAS

VETERINARY COURSE AT HOME
TftUght in simplest English (hiring

spare time. Diploma granted.
Cost within rc.ich of all. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. Have been teach-
ing by correspondence twenty
years. Graduates assisted in many
ways, I* very person interested in

stock should take it. Write for

catalogue and full C" I? ST WT
particulars > ,; r II K E
LondonVet.Correspondence

School
Dcpt- 7 London, Ontario, Can.

Kill The Hair Root
My method !» the only way to prevent the hall from growing

JJ?'
n

Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklettree. Write today,

enclosing ! stamps. We teach Beauty Culture.

D. I. MAHLER. 2 192 X Mahler Park, Providence, R. >

She stopped him and said, with the air

of a judge delivering final sentence:

"All right. I'm going to try another hus-

band. I can't make up my mind just this

minute which of you to take. I'll announce

my decision tonight."

With that she left them, and the party

scattered to gossip and speculate, leaving

Jim to brood alone. He was still there

when Schuyler Home came hunting him a

little later, with a suggestion.

'•Of course Charlotte doesn't mean a word

of what she said,", was Schuyler's comfort-

ing assurance, "but she's going to make you

as miserable as she knows how. Now why
don't you beat her to it. Tame her. Do
like the fellow in the play, 'The Taming of

the Shrew.' Be a cave man. Drag her off

by herself some place. Treat 'em rough—
that's the way to get along with women."

"Treat her rough?" groaned Jim. "What

do you suppose she'd be doing?"

"Nonsense," Schuyler exclaimed impa-

tiently. "You can handle her. You used

to be. husky enough before she got you

buffaloed. Brace up."

"There may be something in what you

say," Jim mused. "I've a notion to try."

"Now you're talking. Why don't you

kidnap her?"

"By George, I will. I'll take her down

to the boathouse on the lake, and scare the

life half out of her."

Anne, unwilling in such critical times to

let Schuyler get very far out of her sight,

and half suspecting him of leaning toward

Charlotte, was eavesdropping. She was also

a little perturbed lest Charlotte, in her an-

noyance at Jim, should select her own chosen

swain as a means of punishing the offending

husband, for it is one of the characteristics

of a woman in love that she cannot under-

stand why all other women are not in love

with this same man. She pondered the situ-

ation a while, and then decided to make

all the capital out of it that she could, to

gain her own ends. So to Charlotte's room

she went, and found that strenuous person

hardly less gloomy than Jim had been.

"See here, Charlotte, I've got a tip for

you, and I'll tell you what it is only if you

promise to keep your hands off Schuyler."

"Oh bother Schuyler!" Charlotte said,

snappishly. "What's the tip?"

"Well then, Jim is going to kidnap you,

and drag you off to the boathouse, and treat

you rough. You're to be tamed like the

shrew in the play."

"Oh, I am, am I? That'll be nice," said

Charlotte clenched her strong little fists. But

as she thought it over, the idea didn't seem

to be so displeasing after all.

"If I'm going to be kidnapped I want it

done right," she said at last. "I'll give him

every opportunity."

Thus it happened that evening when Jim

was prowling around the outside of the

house like a burglar, with a heavy rope

handy to bind his strenuous wife, she

strolled nonchalantly out of the house to

meet the adventure. She heard his stealthy

footsteps and with a little elated feeling

about her heart, felt the rope set lie about

her arms, as, without a word, her husband

captured her, and dragged her to Ins waiting

roadster. She resisted just enough to dis-

arm suspicion, and tried to glare as she de-

manded what he meant by it. but she was

glad it was dark, and that the glare did

not have to stand the test of a bright light.

She felt it was not convincing. The boat-

house was only a short distance away, and

Tim soon had her fastened securely in a

big chair in her prison.

"Now we'll see who's head of this fam-

ily," Jim said, trying to bluster, but Char-

lotte could not help grinning when his back

was turned, as he hunted thing; to eat and

(Concluded from page jjj

drink, that he had stored away for the

purpose. But she played up to him, and
snapped back shrewishly.

"Just for that you don't get any dinner,"

Jim retorted at last, and while he felt as

mean as if he were caught stealing sheep,
he played his role of bully, and ate and
drank tantalizingly, before his helpless wife.

"Now I'm going to leave you here to
think things over," he said after he had
finished. "Here's the proposition—you'll

stay right where you are until you stop
all this foolishness about taking a new hus-
band, and being jealous of that idiot Julia,

and making life a general three-ringed cir-

cus. Just think it over." Jim smothered a
desire to put his arms around his wife and
ask to be forgiven. He left the boathouse,
giving the door an entirely unnecessary slam.

"He is a real man," Charlotte said to

herself over and over when he had gone.

Anne, who had been on the watch, soon
came to the rescue. No sooner had Jim
left than she slipped in, untied the knots,

and said

:

"Come on. Let's beat him to the house
and give him a shock."

"No," Charlotte replied firmly. "I like the

game. Just leave the rope loose so I can
get out if I like. I'm beginning to fall in

love with Jim all over again."

They heard footsteps.

"Heavens, I didn't think he'd come back
so soon," Charlotte exclaimed. "Go into

that side room," and Anne disappeared.

It was not Jim after all, but Brandy.
Missing Charlotte from the house, he had
started searching the grounds and, seeing Jim
come from the boathouse, made a shrewd
guess at what had happened.

"Oh, it's only you," Charlotte said, her

disappointment quite manifest to anyone less

dulwitted than the athlete.

"Wha'd'ye mean, only me?" he demanded,
as he leaned familiarly over the arm of her

chair. "From the looks of things you ought
to be glad to see me."

"Well I'm not," Charlotte snapped.
"Anyhow I've got you where you can't

kick me in the shins," Brandy observed,

surlv. "and I cuess here's where I get a

kiss?'

"Well, you guess wrong," said Charlotte,

and with a quick movement of her lithe

body flung off the rope, and gave him a

blow that sent him off his balance.

Taken by surprise at the fury of her

attack, the muscular youth had no time to

recover himself before she was at him again.

"Kamerad !" he called, half laughing, but

she never gave him a chance to get steady.

With a final shove she sent him reeling down
the steps leading from the deck of the house-

boat, and he never stopped until a splash

told of his arrival at his destination.

He didn't come back for more. He
crawled out of the lake and was making
for the house, determined to escape im-

mediately from the bewildering adventure,

when Jim and Schuyler saw him.

"Good heavens, what's happened!" Jim-

exclaimed, and set out for the boathouse

on a run. He found Charlotte and Anne
rocking with laughter.

"D-d-d-did you see B-b-b-b-randy?"

Charlotte stammered.
"Yes. What does it mean?"
"Just this darling," said Charlotte, put-

ling her arms around his neck. "That your

little shrew is tamed, and nothing else makes

any difference. And now, please can't I

have something to eat?"

And Jimmy, hardly knowing whether he

had really established himself as head of

the house, or whether she was poking fun

at him, and not giving a darn either way,

said she could.

advertisement in PnoTorLAY magazine is guaranteed.
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The Art of John

Barrymore

(Concluded from page 55)

dramatic circles, life at its fullest complex
from the Ringstrasse to Market start, and
the worship oi that golden circle we call so-

cietj yet he i> one of few famous, un-

famous or infamous members of his pro

fession who would never be taken for an
actor on Fifth avenue, in Clay Center or at

Buffalo Bill's ranch.

Mr. Barrymore and 1 became friends in

lot-'. We Lived on tin- same hillside in Los
Angeles. 1 was then, as now, an incon-

spicuous servant of tin' linotype rather than
a social triumph, so I had abundant oppor-
tunity to remark and marvel at his plain-

ness of life, his utter absence of affectation,

and his simple good comradeship, any-
where and with anybod)

.

Mr. Barrymore's sense of drama attaches

to his person as well as his spirit. I have
seen him come into his dressing-room a

Mint ten minutes before his cue, in the

complete deshabille of a man who has spent

a very idle afternoon in the country. Add
to the hindrance of time a broken shoe-lace,

misplaced laundry and no time to shave.

An improvisation of a single lacing, a make-
up slapped on with both hands, a shirt re-

surrected from the laundry bag, a half-pint

of water to give that remarkable dark hair

its patent leather finish, a jump into a pair

of trousers, a shrug into a coat—and there

emerged, from a chrysalis of unpressed
clothes, a Brummel so exquisite that he
would have been the despair of any tailor's

model who ever paraded.

The "Barrymore bend"—a sudden inward
collapse at the second lowest button of the

waistcoat—may be regarded as John's per-

manent contribution to our young civiliza-

tion's lean and interesting appearance.

I don't know how old John Barrymore
is because, like Frances White, I am not

good at arithmetic. I do know, however,
that he was born in 1SS2.

When I knew John in Los Angeles he and
his wife, Katherine Harris, appeared to be
the essential ingredients of a very happy
home. Now the law has pronounced them
strangers, and John has a bachelor apart-

ment in Greenwich Village. But I'll bet

John is sorry, sometimes, for he seemed to

be very much in love with Katherine; and
I'll bet Katherine is sorry whenever she per-

mits herself to realize that she lost one of

the greatest guys in the world.

"'7

"Lost Battalion" Survivor Writes

Photoplay Editor

REMEMBER the reproduction published
last month of a page out of Photoplay

picked up in Xo-Man's Land? Well, the
soldier who found that has written again to

the Editor, describing six thrilling nights and
days without a bite to eat on a wooded hill

of the Argonne Forest, fighting the Hun.
This officer, Lieut. Maurice S. Revnes, was

a member of the now famous "Lost Bat-
talion," whose men so heroically and un-
flinchingly fought off surrender though they
faced death on all sides.

"Those six days shall stand out as the
most tragic of the war," writes this survivor,
from a base hospital. "The memory of it

will never erase itself from my thoughts

—

and above, all the bravery of those lads
They refused to give in—they fought despite
their wounds. All my officers were killed

the first day and the second day a trench
mortar shell hit mv left foot."

"$100 a Week, Nell!
Think What That Means To Us!"

"They've made me Superintendent— and
doubled my salary! Now we can have the

comforts and pleasures we've dreamed of— our
own home, a maid for you, Nell, and no more
worrying about the cost of living!

" The president called me in today and told me. He
said he picked me for promotion three months ago
when he learned I was studying at home with the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools. Now my chance
has come—and thanks to the I. C. S., I'm ready for it!"

Thousands of men now know the joy of happy, pros-

perous homes because they let the International Cor-
respondence Schools prepare them in spare hours
for bigger work and better pay. You will find them
in offices, shops, stores, mills, mines, factories, on
railroads, in the Army and Navy— everywhere.

Why don't you study some one
thing and get ready for a real job,

at a salary that will give your wife

and children the things you would
like them to have?

You can do it ! Pick the posi-

tion you want in the work you like

best and the I. C. S. will prepare

you for it right in your own home,
in your spare time— you need not

lose a day or a dollar from your
present occupation !

Yes, you can do it ! More than
two million have done it in the last

twenty-seven years. More than
100,000 are doing it right now.
Without cost, without obligation,

find out how you can join them.
Mark and mail this coupon !

Fnternational^correspo'nuence SCHOOLS
BOX 6494, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for
the position, or In the subject, before which. I mark X.
J I 1.1.1 lit K 1 1. ENGINEER
H Electrlo iiciitiiie »ud Kti.
^Electric Wiring
UTelegraph Engineer
^Telephone Work

B
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman

J Marl, In. Shop Prattles
3Toolmaker
J Gas Engine Operating
UCIVIL ENGINEER
DSurrerlne and Mapplnc:
DM1NE foreman or FNC'R
^STATIONARY ENGIM 111

I] Marine Engineer
DShip Draftamaa
J ARCHITECT
B Contractor and Rnllder

Architectural llriltimia

B Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

UPLl'MHINGANll Mlhim;
I] Sheet Metal Worker
H] Textile Orerieer or Snpt.
JCHEMIS1

Name

qsalesmanswp
advertising
Window Trimmer

DShow Card Writer
QSign Painter
D Railroad Trainman

S
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning

a BOOKKEEPER
Q Stenographer and Trplit

a
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

DGOOD ENGLISH
Teacher

B
Common School SoblecU
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Cleric

eAl'TOHOIUI.E OPERATING
tnto Repairing
Navigation IQSpaolih
aGRKTI.Il'RF, In French
Ponltrr ItaMnc Ijjltallan

Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

City. -State-
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Makes
stubborn

hair easy

to comb,

neat and
attractive

Miss Betty Parker Jay Dillon

Featured in Jack Nonvorth's "Odds and Ends"

Adopted by—Screen—Stage—Society
Because Hair-Dress will make the most stubborn hairStay the
way you comb itand retain a smooth, dressy appearance the en-
tire evening. With Hair-Dress you can comb your hair any
fashionable Style—Straight back—any way you want it. Hair-
Dress will also give t.i your hair that beautiful lustre so much
in vogue with men ami women of the stage, the screen and
society. Is harmless and acts as an excellent tonic.

Send for Trial Jar ^tf^ttl
davs. If it isn't just what you have been looking for—send
it back. Your money will be cheerfully returned to you.
Send United States stamps, coin or inoncv order. Your jar of
delicately scented, greaseless Hair-Dress will be promptly
mailed postpaid, Send fortius wonderful toilet necessity today.

Send $1.00 for Three Months' Supply.

HAIR-DRESS CO., Dept. 14,4652 N.Campbell Ave., Chicago

BECOME A NURSE
Our Graduates Earn
$15 to $25 a Week

IF YOU cannot spend three
years in aoBpltal or are

I
aet

hospital age limit, send name
iiml addreaa on postcard xor.

yearbookexplainingthe O. S, N.
Homi Practice Method of otudyinn
trained nursing, siaio ago.

Tim Cluuitniiaus School ot Nurnlng
;..-: Muin St. Jnmistonu, N. V.

lYIUolu In Your Home FKEE
By the Oldest and Most Reliable School of Music

in A m. Tic. i — Established 1895
Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, Etc.

$aj ^bfc^bfc^M
^Jou cam /ucloI TC\jjlaaZ LifKtiku quufcl^

BcKinnor^ or advanced players, One lesson weekly* Illns-
t nit i < his make overs thing phi in. Only expense about 2c
pei day to cover coil of portage and mnslc used. Write
for Free booklet which explains everything in full.

American School of Music, 68 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago

Toton
Concluded jrom page 45

father. And when, one day she overheard "Yvonne!"' came a whisper on the
the group of them discussing the impend- apache's slow breath.

ing invasion of the huns, wondering over Toton, ten feet away, now standing weak-
the safely of their properties in case of a ly, was drinking in the fantastic tableau.
German raid, she knelt deep into the heavy Pierre, feeling the fingers of Death closing

plush of a great chair and listened. They about his arm, hastened to divulge the great
announced their plan to bring all their val- secret he held from Toton, the girl-boy

uable paintings to Lane's chateau, believ- he had raised in a great lie. His eyes
ing that the Hun would respect the neu- searched the swirling atmosphere for her
trality of the American's estate. figure and finding it, he beckoned. She

After the paintings had arrived, Toton came on swift feet,

scurried to Paris and told Pierre and his "Listen," he whispered. He raised his

crew. Pierre's eyes lighted with a fierce hand and pointed to the divinely exquisite

joy that was two-fold in its instigation

:

face of Yvonne, the old lover, conjured by
first, because of the chance to thieve from the heart and genius of Lane who had never
the Americans; and second, because there forgotten. Moreover, the figure was that

were indications of the return of Toton to of a madonna—from the depth of the great

the clan. eyes to the grace of the enfolding arms.
At nightfall the apaches crept to the es- Then hysterically—racing Death—the

tate, lead by Toton. Once inside, the loca- apache poured out the real story he had
tion of the paintings was easy and they took concealed through the years. Before this

them all, including the now completed mas- madonna that seemed to live and to prompt
terpiece of David Lane. Lane, aroused by his conscience, he told the real love of Lane
the noise of the intruders, came into the and Yvonne. Of his call home and of the

room on the lower floor and faced Pierre.

Each recognized the other instantly; and
to Pierre's mind the rather fading past

flooded back in a brilliant, incensing real-

ity. He lunged at the artists and there, on
the floor, the two of them struggled. To
the aid of Pierre came the wildcat Toton
and when Pierre had finally overcome the

artists and had kicked and beaten him un-
mercifully, then he began to banter.

"I lied to you those years ago," he finished,

as Toton crept away with some of the
paintings. "Your daughter did not die. On

base intrusion of Lane's father. How the

parents had stepped into their idyll and
broken its spell and how Yvonne had died

from a broken heart. Lastly, how Lane
had gone back to America, sorrowing, out-

raged. And how he—Pierre—had raised

Toton as a boy and under a lie.

Toton stared at the canvass of her mother.
"But—but—who painted this?" she de-

manded.
"David Lane." Toton gasped. "Your fa-

ther!" Pierre finished.

For a long time after the apache had
the contrary, she lived to be the most cele- breathed his last, the girl sat in the grow-
brated pickpocket in Paris." ing daylight. Over three hills she saw the

The elderly artist, on the floor, gasped, red-tiled roof of David Lane's chateau. She
"Where is she, then?" he demanded to

know. But Pierre only gave him another
kick and then swept out through the window
after his band of thieves. In a hut on a

distant hill the band waited for daylight.

arose and very deliberately gathered up the

scattered canvasses and, holding that of her

mother tenderly to her heart, trod over the

three hills to the home of David Lane.

In the chateau, she threw herself into

Kent's arms. Then, praying for the ability

to word her emotions, she went over to Lane
and laid her head on his shoulder.

"Father!"
Lane looked at the tear-streaked face of

the grimy Toton and stared deep into

Advancing, into France in that never-to-

be-forgotten August of 1014, the army of

the Hun spread out over a great area, in

pillaging and vandalisms. One wing veered her eyes. Then he crushed her to him.

toward the country in which lay Lane's
chateau, and the hut where the apaches * *

waited for daylight.

The House of Krupp had produced a new That week the three of them sailed for

heavy gun and to test its range, the gun- America. Toton looked forward to this trip

ners aimed it on the abandoned hut in the with the keenest of pleasure. The name
distance. Their aim was all too true. America was no longer one to be dreaded.

What prevented Toton and Pierre from And three years Liter, while Uncle Sam
being instantly killed can only be laid to

the concession of chance. When Toton
opened her eyes she saw Pierre lying, inert,

under some debris a few feet away. Pierre

had raised his face and was staring at Lane's
portrait that lay uncovered near his head.
His eyes, pain-dinged, opened wide with
growing wonder as he stared at the face on
the canvass, seen through the floating dust
of the debris. He lifted one hand to his

forehead

was getting into condition to finish off the

Germans, on the docks at New YorK stood

two young people. One of them was a man
in the uniform of the American army, and

his name was Kent Carew. And the other,

enfolded in his arms, was a young woman in

the attire of a Red Cross nurse. And her

name was Toton. So, back to the cradle

of their sorrows and joys sped the two lov-

ers—soldier of democracy and angel of

mercy.

-->'. >-\

Overheard in the Astor

SHE (a young thing of twenty summers, but entirely sophisticated
1)—I must tell you,

my dear. 1 just met the president of the Biograph Company and he engaged me to star

in a picture.

He (deaf to the point of using an ear trumpet and flirting dangerously near the 60 mark)

—Then you will become a famous picture star?

She—Yes; doesn't it seem wonderful?

We—We will say it is wonderful since there ain't no sich an animal now as the Biograph

Company.— (N. Y. Telegraph.

1

Everj advertlsemcJit in rHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is fruarnnteed.
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Where Do We Ride

from Here?
included from page 37)

Mu-t we -it and weep like that magnificent

fool, Alexander, because there 1- no othei

world to conquer or i reate?

How about tl\c sea? America is just

waking up as a maritime nation The build-

ing of -hip- lor purposes ot war ha- given

ihi- country a vast Beet which, now that

peace comes, must be employed a- a mer

chant marine. The American Bag will be

found on all the seven seas. And the sea

is the very soul of romance. Already it has

given the screen many of its finest creations,

beginning with the Annette Kdlerniann

premier, "Neptune's Daughter," and coming
down through "The Sea Wolf" to "Shark
Monroe" Its beauties have been revealed

in "A Daughter of the Gods" and its rugged

power in "The Ueem-ter" and -The Manx-
man " True, some of the romance of the

-ea died with the passing of the sailing ship.

and yet whatever power it be that drives

tin vessel through the storm, the storm re-

mains impressive and awful. Yet here there

is the limitation of space—ironically enough.

Assuredly this is a creat field. The sea

can be kind and comforting, can soothe the

wounded spirit and bring calm to the

troubled soul. The sea can be terrible and
relentless, and can sweep into nothingness

the greatest Ogre, and dwarf the most colos-

sal ego. Even more than the plains it is

the dwelling place of men who tremble not

as they look death in the face with steady

and level brows. Is this the next empire of

the film?

Only the future can tell. And for that

future, perhaps no plea better expresses the

hopes of those who have faith in the camera
and its masters, than that of the idealist.

Yachell Lindsay

:

"We want pictures beyond the skill of any
delineator in the old mediums, yet within

the power of the wizard photoplay produced.

Oh you who are coming tomorrow, show u-

everyday America as it will be when we are

only half way to the millennium yet thous-

ands of years in the future! Till what
type of honors men will covet, what prop-
erty they will be apt to steal, what murders
they will commit, what the law court and
the jail will be or what will be the substi-

tutes, how the newspaper will appear, the

office, the busy street. Picture to America
the lovers in her half-millennium, when usage
shall have become iron-handed once again,

when noble sweethearts must break beautiful

customs for the sake of their dreams."

THE WESTERN DRAMA
By Anna Hamilton Wood

It isn't the lurid, thrilling plot

Or the action which draws us so;
It isn't the splendid type of men
Or the life which we do not know;

It isn't the simple human tale

Of the love of a maid for a man;
It's because we see a bit of the earth

Unchanged since the world began!

It isn't the story we carry home
But the breath of the great out-doors.

For love and adventure are nothing new.
(They lived with mv youth—and xours.)

But the West! The West! To us back here
In the crowded marts of trade

It is trumpet voiced to the hearts denied
The joys of a world, God-made!

GIVENTOYOU
as a LARKIN Fu

$^Bt SAVING
AnOAKoi krrlikrtliisusunlly sells lor $Hlo$l(l.il (OKI In iicmmk-

able Valueand we givr il with .1 $ II) pure liasi- of hoods,.

S

saving you make by dealing duccl with the glOl l-.uk.111 I m

Latest Catalog FREE
Send for this inlrrnhnu book. See the hundVi
uvlul home* luini-ilmn; . you ran get U PreauinJDI l>y

this economical mrth<<l<f FaCton lo I .wmly <lr rt m U
Interest your IrientU anil nnyhhor* in IncM tfieal

Savings. We make this a profitable semir foi ><<u.

Get Our Catalog Today
Send Coupon Po tal to Nearei t Addn

L&ttcttt C&+ Buffalo,ChicaQO,Peoria

Please send me your latest Catalog No 7s

i Music Lessons
UNDER MASTER TEACHERS

AtHome
A Complete Conservatory Course
D__ IVfl^il Wonderful home study music lessons underOy IVlclIl great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Any Instrument or Voice K£e%
are interested in—Piano, Harmony, Voice. Public School
Music. Violin, Cornet, Mandolin. Guitar, Banjo, or Reed
Organ—and we will send our FREE CATALOG covering
all instrumental and vocal courses. Send NOW.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
5096 Siegel-Myers Bldg. Chicago, Illinois

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite

DON'T send a penny. Just send yopr nam* and eay. "Sendrne
a Lachnite mounted in a Bolid Pold rinjr on 10 days' free

trial." We will send it prepaid rifrht to your home. When It

comes merHv deposit $4 7fi with the postman and then wear the
rinic for 10 full days. If you, or if any of your friends can tell

l ' ^ ^-'•" '--ide to buy it

ReduceYourFIesh
Ixactly where desired by wearing

Dr.Walter's
Famous Medicated

v Reducing RubberGarments

For Men and Women
Cover the entire body or
anj part Endorse*! bj lead-
ing physicians.

Sendfor illustrated booklet.

Dr. Jeanne P. H. Walter

Bast Reducer. $5.50 353 5th Ave., N. Y. ('"I'tfh™*")
Chin Reducer. $2.Q0(Ent on 34th St.. 3rd Door East

)

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because I was Deaf and had Head
Noises for over 30 years. My invisible
Anti-septic Ear Drums restored my hearing
und stopped Head Noises, and will doit for
you. They are Tiny Megaphones. Cannot
be *>-en when worn. Easy to put in. easy to
take out. Are " t'nseen Comforts."' Inex-
pensive Write for Booklet and my sworn
statement of how I recovered my hearing.

A. O. Leonard, Suite 223, 70 5th Ave., N. Y. City

Stronger. Clearer
Voice for YOU!

&

tine

Weakness,
huskiness
and harshness

banislu-d. Your
/ voice given a won-

derful strength, a
wider ranjre, an unssuBsT

cleaxDeas. This la done by
the Feuchtimrr-r Method, en-

dnraed by k-admtt European
)U8ician9, actors and speakers.

. tt in jutur own hom«. Simple,
silent ext'i-cist-s takrn a few minutes
daily Impart vieor to the vocal organs
and give a surpassing quality to the
tones. Send for the facta and proofa.

Do You Stammer?
If yoa hnve any voice impediment
this mstho 1 will help you. You need not
stammer or lisp - if pon will follow our
Instructions. Mail coupon lor free book.

WRITE!
:et our
'e will

It is

Send the coupon and ze
ree book and literature. Yf>
II - £ t- .. 1 •- H ... „. . 1 . . I I ., 1.

free
tell you just what this method la, how It

ii ed aid what it will do for you. No matt> .

how hopeless your case may seem the
Feuchtinger method will improve your voice
3.10 per c«-nt. No ohligati'-n on yoa if you
nsk lor tliis information. We gladly Bend it

free, postage prepaid. Just mail the coupon.

Perfect Voice Institute™
1772 wusoo Ave. Chicago, III.™

Send me the "nook and facts about the
Feuchtinger Method. Have put X oppo-
site subject that interests me most.

D Singrinfj D Speaking

D Stammering Lisping

Name..

Address .

Gray Hair,
Restored To

[Original Color
Gray hair positively,

quickly restored to orig-
inal color, no matter what

I color it was. KOLOR-BAK
guaranteed to do this or it

*^**% 10 costs you nothing! KOLOR-
^fcf / BAK is a pleasing, pure, harmless,*

\ grand preparation. Contains no in-
jurious ingredients. Colorless, stain-

less. Not a dye or stain, but a wonder-
ful scientific preparation. Acts directly

on the pigments of the hair. Also banishes
dandruff and itching scalp in two applications.

'Write for free book and positive proof.

KOLOR-BAK PRODUCTS CO..
68 W. Washington St.. Dept.286 Chicago, III.

Genuine Photographs
THE STARS' BEST PICTURES

Send for your favorites. We have over 450 players.

Large size 5x7, 10c each ; 3 for 25c — 13 for a dollar.

Hand Colored, 20c each, 3 for 50c.

Robert K. Stanbury, Inc. 135.139 w
P

i7iTsi .. n y. a,

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZIXE.

>ww v.» ... v .«. j , . 1...J 1 jj n. urn ji.. n. 1. vi

Send sump ior list of players. Orders mailed day received.
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[DIAMONDSiffiiWATCHESi

TEN P/YMEMT PLAR)

^f 7V£'% Yearly Increase Guaranteed yj
?= <;PFriAl tpphh— in wnNTHi' —
5

SPECIAL TERMS— 10 MONTHS'
credit on any article selected from the SWEET
Catalog. No money in advance. Shipment
made for your examination. First payment to be
made only after you have convinced yourself that
SWEET values cannot be equalled. If not what you
wish return at our expense.

Any Diamond bought
of us may be returned
for exchange at an in-

creased value of 1^%
more than you paid.

No Red Tape-
No Delay

I Every transaction :

CONFIDENTIAL. |
You don't do justice

to yourself and your

j dollars unless you
inspect our unusual
I values in Diamonds,
[Watches, Jewelry,
I Silverware, Phono- -as

SWEET'S newest creation: graphs, etc. Send S
7 fine diamonds. Set in hand t /-. -r. A V ( r. % S
enftraved newest style lOUAV tor -—
S'",',

n
n:,

n5Yl
Look3 Iiko a SWEET De Luxe =

S35u.0u Solitaire. r , ^ „ , ... . SSn_;„„ (nacA Catalog. Write —
PriCC $62:22 NOW to Depart- :

10% Discount allowed on men t 429G.
all cash transactions

MOVIE FANS, ATTENTION!
I Here is n chance to secure genuine photos of your
I movie favorites. All original po6es by the Stars.
Beautiful and Artistic and they are sure to please
you. If not, we refund your money. 35c each, 7 for S2.00.
Exceptional value. Make your selection MOW from this list:

Theda Bara
Carlyle Blackwcll
Marguerite Ciark
Alice Joyce
Mollie King
Mary Miles Minter
Mabel Normand
Olpa Petrova
Anita Stewart
Norma Talmadge
Fanny Ward
Earle Williams
Clara K. Young

Beverly Bayne
FrancisX. Bushman
Marie Doro
Jack Kerrigan
E. K. Lincoln
Antonio Moreno
Virginia Pearson
Mary Pickford
Blanche Sweet
Lillian Walker
Pearl White
Ben F. Wilson
and 100 others

Check the 7 you want, pin a $2.00 bill io this advertisement, with

your name and address written plainly on margin, and mail to

S. BRAM, A-46, 209 West 48th Street, New York

*TWt Shout
"I hear you. 1 can heai

now as well as anybody.

'How
-

? With the M0RLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my ears

now. but they are invisible. 1

would not know 1 had them in.

myself, only that I hear all right

"The MORLEY PHONE for the

is to the can what
glasses arc to the eyes. In-

visible, comfortable, weight-

less and harmless. Anyone

can adjust it" Over 100.000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 789. Perry Bid*., Phila.

ONLY 35c kOgantt Wanted

CutYoufOwnHairJ
_ WITH THIS

SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
If you can COMB v.-nr Imir you can cut your
own hitir with thin nuirvoloun invention, I'ntn

thi> Imir any tUniivd length, idinrl or long.
>oon tin- job :in nicely mi any burlier in qunrtrr

D tiin.'. bl 'or.- your own mirror. Von enn cut tho
iron'., hnir at homo in a jitTv. GUI be Qltd np nil

ordinary rnr.nr t-> whavo the foe* Or imitih around lemple or D*CK.
Sh mt.ii. .1 I.I.- i-.v r:iror. IjihIb a lifetime. Saved itti cost lirnt

tun, mad, PRICE ONLV35c.potttPi.nl. Extra Blade* 5c »aeh.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO.. Dopt 1502, 54 W. Lake St.. CHICAGO

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 88)

E. C, Sheridan, Ind.—The long-awaited
Montagu Love story appeared in the' Janu-
ary issue of Photoplay. Did you like it?

Harold Lloyd is very much alive. Yes.

Thanks for all the things you said.

Alma, Moline, Kansas.—That is not a
picture of Charles Chaplin, although it looks

something like him. You ask too many
questions. Some of them are answered else-

where. Jack Pickford is twenty-three. You
want Wallace Reid to play opposite Mary
Pickford. Earle Rodney with Enid Ben-
nett. What do you want to know aoout
Constance Talmadge?

Thomas Meighan Fan, Webster Groves,
Mo.—If I ever need an assistant I'll wire
for you. You wish to go on record as say-

ing that Tom Meighan is not only adorable,

he's handsome. Yes, I know Tom, and I

wouldn't call him adorable, but he is a nice

guy. Elsie Albert? She's not playing any
more. You remember her in "Lorna Doone"'?
I saw her, long ago, in "Snow White," I

think—at any rate it was some fairy tale.

Vola Yale isn't playing just at present but
she'll be back soon. Marguerite Clark's new
ones are "Three Men and a Girl" and "The
Golden Bird." Write again.

Marguerite, Potsdam, N. Y.— -I don't

care; I won't wear a neck-tie to match my
soul whatever happens. Theda Bara, Fox;
Dorothy Dalton, Thomas H. Ince, Culver

City. Virginia Valli isn't playing now. She

was a leading woman for Essanay, with Tay-
lor Holmes and Bryant Washburn. Norma
Talmadge, Select.

L. M. C, San Jose.—Madge Kennedy, I

believe, will send you her personally auto-

graphed photograph. Yes, I have met the

lady; she is delightful, and quite unaffected.

She's married to Harold Bolster. Write to

her care Goldwyn Film studios, Culver City,

California. I saw Miss Kennedy in "A Per-

fect Lady;" she's very nice in it. Her new
picture is "Primrose." John Bowers, for-

merly of World, plays with her in this.

Just Margaret.—You're wrong about us,

Margaret. I think you must want our job.

I don't know Marguerite well enough to an-

swer that question; but I suppose she is

"awfully jolly,'" since you're so keen about

it, you know. She's four feet, ten, and
weighs ninety pounds. Jules Raucourt

played opposite her in "Prunella." Mary
Pickford is twenty-sis. Lillian Gish is twen-

ty-three and Dorothy, twenty-one. Dorothy
is a blonde but she wears a short black wig

in all her new pictures. Dick—I love the

way you call your favorites by their first

names—is twenty-four. I suppose he likes

to play opposite Miss Clark. Barthelmess

with Dorothy Gish in "The Hope Chest,"

her new Paramount. Anita Loos isn't an
actress; she's an author. I think she would
be corking on the screen. She and John
Emerson have a company and make come-

dies for Paramount. Their new ones are

"Good-bye Bill" and "When the Boys Come
Home."

Wrestling Book FREE
Frank Gotch and Farmer Burns
Quickly l.- nn.. I by mall nt. homo. Know tho
lirt of iplf.itofrniie nml jiu-jitsu. Il.ivo porfect
health. Loam how to defend yourself. Handle big
men vith cane. Send for free book. Stale your aire.

F.irmrr Burns, 1532 ftamgc BldK.. Omaha. Web..

Answer Man Admirer, Charlotte, X. C.

—I have another admirer; thank you, thank
you. It does my old heart good to feel that

I am being appreciated and will not die un-
sung. And then you ask me if Jack Holt is

married. Too much competition. Madge
Evans is with World at Fort Lee; Virginia

Lee Corbin is with Fox, Los Angeles. If I

ever come to Charlotte I know I will like

it. Jack Holt is a Paramount leading man.
Last Marguerite Clark interview7 in January,
1018, and a Grand Crossing Impression in

July, 1918. Others answered elsewhere.

W. H. Houston, Phila.—Here's all we
can tell you about Madge Evans : she was
born in New York City in 1009. She was a
child actress with many well-known produc-
tions both in this country and in England,
before going on the screen. Her screen ca-

reer has been in "Zaza" and "The Seven
Sisters" for Famous Players; for World,
"Husband and Wife," "The Little Burglar,"

"The Little Duchess," "The Volunteer," and
many others. In some pictures she is starred

and featured in others.

Oh Johnny Oh.—Hello. You write like

we used to write when we were your age.

Oh, yes, we can remember "the days of real

sport," according to cartoonist Briggs. Yes,

and if there had been movies when I was a

boy, I bet I'd be writing to Mary Miles

Minter too. Address her care American,
Santa Barbara. Eugene O'Brien is with Par-

amount. Eltinge is back on the stage, in

vaudeville.

Ev

Bob Bara, Detroit.—The Dolly Sisters are

married; one to Harry Fox, the actor; the

other to Jean Swartz, the song-writer. Their

names are Yansci and Roszika. Louise Fa-

zenda isn't married. She's great. I think.

Write to her at the Sennett studios. Xazi-

mova, Metro; Bessie Love, Vitagraph; Hay-
akawa, Haworth; Ethel Clayton, Lasky;

Mildred Harris, Universal. Others elsewhere.

Mickey—Yours was snappy. If you'll

notice, the non-temperamental star whom
the "extras" and the stage-hands follow

about in genuine admiration, is the same star

whom the crowds follow into the theatres.

That first question, Mickey, is the one ques-

tion I never could answer. I can't account

for it. Edith Johnson, your reel sweetheart,

was born in Rochester in 1S05. I don't think

she was ever on the stage. In her screen ca-

reer she was with Lubin, Universal, and

Vitagraph. Did you see her in the Vitagraph

serial with William Duncan. "A Fight for

Millions"? She's five feet, four inches per-

pendicularly and she tips the scales at 135.

Her home address is 16: Hudson Ave., Hol-

lywood; write to her there. What are you
going to give me?

orv adrartlgement In l'HOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.

Irish.—Enid Bennett is Mrs. Fred Xiblo;

she makes pictures for Paramount-Thomas
H. Ince. Constance Talmadge is nineteen.

Xo, she isn't. Jack Pickford has signed a
contract with First Xational; he was mus-
tered out of the Navy the last of November.
I don't believe vou're Irish at all.

Polly of Rainbow Valley.—You sound
like a Zane Grey heroine. Funny you didn't

recognize Mary Roberts Rinehart's "K" in

its screen form, "The Doctor and the Wom-
an." Mildred Harris, Albert Roscoe. and
the late True Boardman as "K" were the

principal performers. I have no record of

a Miss Audrey Jones, who has, you say,

made a tremendous hit in pictures. Miss

Jones please write. You hope I am well

and happy. I hope you are the same.

Patty Lou, SCRANTON.—What neat names
you're giving us 'his month, girls. Virginia

Pearson is no longer with Fox. I think she's

having her own company. Sheldon Lewis of

the serials is her husband. I agree with you;

of course I agree with you. Come again.

Edna. Lawndale.—You say. "Please con-

vey this bad news to Earle Foxc fans through

the medium of your department. The lights

of the studio affected his eye-sight and he

went back on the stage and Mabel Xor-
mand's 'Peck's Bad Girl' was the last picture

he will ever make." Thank you, Edna.
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Questions and Answers
mtumed)

Phyllis and Elizabeth, Even u you
two did call me a second Scrooge, 1 liked

your letter. \ on saj you run down to the

tlru.u. store ami look foi your answers in

the Magazine and read them and then add

l nickel and buy a Thrift Stamp. Do sou

really buy the Thrift Stamp.'' Norma Tal-

madge is married to Joseph Schenck, her

manager; Connie isn't married. No. I'm

sure I've no idea whether Eugene O'Brien

ontemplating matrimony. You might

write to lnm. Alice Mary Moore has aevei

appeared in pictures. Don't know about

the last "Bab" story. Nigel Barrie, who
played Carter Brooks, is in the Royal Air

Force and they can't finish the series until

he comes back. Don't forget to write-

again.

L. B., Blackwell, Okla.— I get a good

many letters from Oklahoma. Ann Little,

Lasky, Hollywood; Antonio Moreno, western

Vitagraph ; Charlie Chaplin gets one million

dollars a year. Eddie Polo's latest serial,

'The Lure of the Circus," has been released.

Polo isn't in France. He's at Universal City,

in California.

Mary Jane. Kankakee.—Very sorry,

Mary Jane, but we do not send out photo-

graphs of the players. Write to them, how-
ever, and they will answer you. Bill Hart,

Hart studios, Hollywood; Charlie Chaplin,

Chaplin studios. Others given elsewhere in

this issue. Hart's latest is "Branding Broad-
w.iv .'' Seena Owen plays with him in this.

Roscoe Arbuckle is making comedies for t he-

Paramount program.

Swiiv Memories.—We quote from your
poem (first stanza) : "Long years ago, how
many I don't know, I got lonesome one night

for a movie show, we had a number of -them
in our quiet town, so I looked up the best

that could be found." And the last verse

is all right : "Now Bill Hart looks good to

us on the screen, he plays nice parts but he
may be mean. He'll save a woman and risk

his life, and he may go home and beat his

wife," except that Willum is not and never
has been married.

Electa, Rochester.—Only too glad.

Geraldine Farrar, Metropolitan Opera House,
Xew York; Lillian Gish, Griffith studios,

Hollywood, Cal.; Madge Kennedy, Pauline
Frederick. Goldwyn, Culver City, Cal.;

Dorothy Dalton, Enid Bennett, Thomas H.
face studios, Culver City, Cal.; Wallace Reid,
Lasky. You're quite welcome, nine-year-
old.

E. F. B., Lonesome Soldier Boy, Camp
Travis, Texas.—June Caprice isn't playing
at present but she was with Fox last and
a letter to her care that company will be
forwarded. I'm sure she'll write to you.
Photoplay cannot send you pictures, but
write to your favorites and you will hear
from them. Mabel Normand, Goldwyn
studios, Culver City, Cal.; Jackie Saunders,
Balboa, Long Beach, Cal.; Mary Miles
Minter, American, Santa Barbara. Are you
sure that's the correct title? -We have no
record of that picture.

Iv H , l'n rSBt RGB. 1 don't uanl to 1" <

my temper, but l would suggest that you
look through these Colyunu From time to

time to ascertain whether or nol Marj
Pickford is married and d she has any
children. Marguerite Clark i- thirtj one and
she i^, in private life, the wife ol Lieut, II.

Palmerson Williams. Reddish gold.

Mona, Booklyn.—My surprise at your
sea-green letter may be compared only to
my amazement when I first discovered, via
Webster, that the word "encyclopedia" is

spelled as it's pronounced. If I kept track
of the various—and varying hues in actress's

hair, Mona, I wouldn't have much time to
answer your questions. All I know is, that
when I last saw the lady, it was a reddish
gold. Your others require research ; if you'll

be patient I'll look them up for you. Tout
a vous.

M \i;\ I', MASS, It you don't mind we'd
rather nol print your alias. I don't know
any publisher- personally or I'd be writing

books myself. James Kirkwood played with

Little Mary in "The Eagle's Mate." He's

directing now. 1 don't know ol any I'ortue

gese actors on the screen. You want Pearl

White's portrait on the cover.

Younger. Oklahoma City.—How old is

Fanny J Mis- Ward is forty-three. She's

with Pathe. One daughter, who is married

Bnd lives in England. I liked Miss Ward best

in 'The Cheat" and "The Yellow Ticket."

She's a fine little actress. Harold Lockwood
is survived by a wife and one son. May
Allison isn't married. Baby Marie Osborne
is seven. Douglas Fairbanks is divorced

from Beth Sully Fairbanks. Mrs. Fairbanks
was awarded the custody of Douglas, Jr.

Antonio Moreno is playing now in "The
Iron Test," a Vitagraph serial. Long "i

"

Theda always plays a vampire; why, I don't

know.

C. B., Fargo. N. D—I don't often get

such pleasant letters as yours, my dear.

Thank you for it. In the light of recent

events perhaps you won't be going to France.

Let me know. Here's that address, but don't

tell a soul: 22 West 72 St., N. Y. Photo-
play' will have a story or a picture about
him very soon; watch out for it.

M. E. H., Preston, Ontario.—You just

write Bebe Daniels and she'll send you a
picture of herself, and if you're lucky she'll

write you - a letter, too. Bebe is one of my
favorite film-follies. And she's a mighty
sweet kid and likes to hear from her friends.

Yes, I believe that comedian quit; he found
the competition too keen. You mean Eric

Campbell, don't you—the big fellow who
played with Chaplin? He was killed in a
motor accident. The Dolly Sisters who ap-
peared in the musical comedy, "Oh. Look!"
in Chicago last season, and the "Million Dol-
lar Dollies" are one and the same. Their
names are Yansci and Roszika but don't ask
me who is who. Perfectly all right ; thanks.

Bessie J. B., White Wright, Texas.—

I

should have been delighted to answer by re-

turn mail, Bessie, but you neglected to en-
close a stamp, so your letter had to await its

turn. Florence La Badie died of injuries

from an automobile accident. She was not
married. Metro may be able to supply you
with photographs of Harold Lockwood.

S. N., St. Loi'is.—Florence Lawrence is

no longer in pictures; she's been absent for

a long time now. Yes, I miss her too. In
real life she is Mrs. Harry Solter. Harold'
Lockwood was on the stage before he went
into pictures. He was with the old Ince
Kay-Bee company; with Famous Players,
where he won his first recognition with
Mary Pickford in "Tess of the Storm
Country" and "Hearts Adrift" and played
with Marguerite Clark in "Wildflower."

Kathleen O'Neil, Buffalo.—Eugene
O'Brien isn't dead. Charles Ray is twenty-
eight; he's with Thomas H. Ince. at Culver
City, California. J. Warren Kerrigan is

thirty, and he's working at the Jesse Hamp-
ton studios in Los Angeles. You want a
story about Kerrigan.

HERE IT ISn Final Solution of the
Vibrator Problem

Absolutely Astonishing

EWEST
r-sand Greatest

\ Invention

You know that 1 1' 0-

tiir.-ii vibration meus
new 1

' er
n t w ti c:i I 1 li DOW
beauty, You Itno

Nature'! way to banish
to Improve circu-

lation of the blood to
; lie blood I Urging

through tin- body, giv-

ing y»u added energy
and vitality—you know
all this. Inn didyou know
that heretofore one of
the biggest problems
of science has been to

invent a practical hand vibrator that would
be in every way absolutely satisfactory?

Now that problem has vanished—we solved

it — science has at last made one of the
greatest discoveries in years — invented a
wonderful device for home use as unques-
tionably effective as the intricate, cum-
bersome and costly high-power machine.
This remarkable new scientific invention,

VlTAPVLSEIV
the WirelessVibrator—is absolutely different

in every way from all other devices. It is

GUARANTEED to effect all the amazing
results made possible by this extraordinary

method in cases of Mental and Physical

Depression. Rheumatism, Sciatica, Extreme
Nervousness. Acute and Chronic Neuralgia

and Indigestion. Still" the Vitapulser weighs
less than a pound, is compact, can not get

out of order, requires no electric wire con-

nections—can be used anywhere- and costs

scarcely one -half as much as the old-

fashioned machines!
_

The Vitapulser is not an experiment- It is

a tried and proved success. Hundreds of

Doctors and Trained Nurses use it in daily

practice. The results being accomplished in

many so-called "hopeless cases" are almost
unbelievable. Compiled in book form, they

would go to make one of the most remarkable
Wonder Stories of the triumph of Science

over disease ever given to the world.

Sent on Approval
Let us send you a Vitapulser to try in your

own home. No obligation to buy. The
device must prove itself before we will let

you buy it.

Don't permit yourself to go through life

without getting out everything to which you
are entitled. Don't be satisfied with being less

than 100 per cent efficient, healthyandstrong.

Thirty days' use of the Vitapulser will, we
believe be worth as much to you in health and
clear thinking as thirty days

spent in an expensive sanitarium

or in taking a "rest cure."

Health-Power
Regain theglow of health

the desire to achieve, the

intense enthusiasm of

the best days of your

life. Re-charge your
tired, worn body with
fresh vitality. Be well >
again I Apply tin' Vital
Impulse! - us refresh- |

tag as cooling touch to

the fevered brow. Clip
the coupon NOW for

oops of the remarkable Book,

"The Vital Impulse" Df A I ITV
which is FREE, and Special Ap-

l**-***-*-' * *

proval Offer now being made. Will Be Yours
Send no money—jusl your name and address on the Coupon below.

COMMONWEALTH ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

4231 Rialto Building St. Louis, Mo.

Mail This Coupon Today!

Commonwealth Electric Mfg. Co.,

4231 Rialto Bldg.. St. Louis. Mo.
Send Book and approval Offer to

Same

Street or li.F.D

City and State

When you write to advertisers 1 lease mention l'HOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Educate
your nails

I
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Questions and Answers

ustr~ite mem
Exquisite nails are the reward of

training. "The Better Way to Man-
icure" tells how to give your nails the

charming shape and finish you have

often admired on others, without cut-

ting the cuticle or removing it with

injurious acids.

Your copy of this instructive book, with
sufficient Lustr-ite Cuticle Ice tosoften and train

your cuticle, will be sent you free on request.

The five essentials for mani-
curing the L ustr-ite way are

:

Lustr-ite Cuticle Ice Lustr-ite Nail Bleach

Lustr-ite Nail Whitener Lustr-ite Salve Enamel
Lustr-ite Nail Cake

On Sale at All Department and Drug Stores

Lustr-ite Corporation
44 Fulton St.

, t0\l\l\»>\
Brooklyn, N. Y.

fr&z m
'ML

Freeman's is a most ex-

quisite powder with a

fragrance of charming

delicacy. Gives the

skin a soft velvety feel

and deliciousfiesh tint.

Does not rub off.

At all toilet counters.

QQiuans
yACJE POWJDJER,
All tints 50 cents (double quan-
tity)—4 cents for miniature box.

The Freeman Perfume Co.
Dept. 101 CINCINNATI. O.

genuine South African

V2 PRICE $2.50

SEND NO MONEY
IF YOU CAN TELL IT
FROM A GENUINE DIA-
MOND, SEND IT BACK
To prove to you that our blue-
white MEXICAN DIAMOND
closely resembles the finest
Diamond, with same DAZZLING

RAINBOW-HOED HKll.1,1 ANOV [guaranteed 20yra.),
we will Bend above Ladies1 Tiffany Style Ring with one
carat nem (Catalogue price S4.9S) for Half-Price to In-
troduce, s2.r,0; or Hamo thing, t»ut Gents' Heavy Tooth
Belcher Hlna (Catalogue price 16.26) torSS.10. Mount-
Lngsareour finest 1 2k t. gold ailed Quality. Mexican l>ia-

monde arc GUARANTEED 20 YKAliK. send no
money. Simpls din out this advertisement and we n ill

Hhijt by mail O.O.I). If not cnt Irely pleased return within
TWO DAYS tormoney baoklesB actual handling oharges.
(live size. Act quick. Otter limited. Only one to cus-
tomer. Catalogue FREE AGENTS WANTED.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO.

CB2 LAS CRUCES. N. MEX.
i \tsiv€ Controllers Genuine Mexican Diant )

Cuticura Stops

Itching and

Saves the Hair t
All druKKiHts: Soap 26, Ointment Pfi&fiO, Tnloumi
Sample eaoh free of "Cuticura, Dtpt. B, Boston.

"

(Concluded)

Patsy-Patti.—The posters are so funny
sometimes. Two more that amused me
mightily were "The Deemster," featuring

"Hal Cainc," and "Ethel Baremore in 'The
Lifted Veil.' " June Elvidge is very brun-
nette. She's still with World. No. They
are separated.

Silver Spurs.—That little argument we
bad—I've forgiven you for winning it.

When I'm in the wrong I always admit it.

And it keeps me pretty busy. Norma and
Constance Talmadge with Select. Wallie
Reid isn't playing with Gerry Farrar at

present because she's with Goldwyn and he's

still with Lasky. I should say the favorite

oath for a fanette would be "oh my stars."

Yes-yes ?

Percival.—Dash-it-all, I don't know what
to tell you. There are many little gifts that

might prove acceptable; it really depends on
the size of your bank-roll and whether the

lady in question is a vamp, a high-brow
heroine, or an ingenue. Please let us know
of your momentous decision. Also what the
lady says.

Nick, Philadelphia.—I didn't see that

serial and so can't tell you who the mystery
was. It's all a mystery to me. The serial

is the hash of the fillum business Can give

you the cast if you want that. What?

Flo, Chicago.—Indeed, Flo, it is most
awfully good of you to be so considerate

of my feelings. I hand out answers in much
the same manner as the successful office-

seeker hands out political plums. To those

of you who help me by clever letters. I

give good answers and an epigram. Sour
queries bring sarcastic replies. For you. a

metaphor. Carmel Myers, Ruth Clifford,

and Harry Carey, Universal City; Bryant
Washburn, Lasky; John Bowers. Goldwyn.
Culver City; Bill Desmond, Jesse Hampton.
L. A. I don't think anything of the kind.

Mary W., Washington, D. C.—Allen

Edwards played Boone Pendleton opposite

Violet Mersereau in "The Girl by the Road-
side." That's his real name, I believe. Of
course anybody named Allen Edwards
couldn't help being an actor. It was the only

thing to do.

Elizabeth Eastman, St. Cloud, Minn.—
Little Mary Jane Irving was Mary Jane in

"The White Lie" with Bessie Barriscale. She

has played with Sessue Hayakawa. Clever

kid, isn't she?

Lucille Smith.—The circulation depart-

ment will send a sample copy to Marie
Louise Dawson if you will be kind enough

to send them Marie Louise's address.

T. D., Logan, Utah.—I call it the Sinema.

Which reminds me of some of the posters

in front of the Chicago loop tunnels which

show moving pictures. One was "Virginia

Pearson, the Liar." Another, "Margery Wil-

son, Without Honor." And both such nice

girls, too. Ann Pennington isn't married.

No. Eugene O'Brien is with Paramount

;

he plavs with Elsie Ferguson in "Under the

Greenwood Tree." Oh. yes. Mabel Nor-

mand's forte is comedy. Norman Kerry with

Constance Talmadge.' Mrs. Bryant Wash-

burn was Mabel Forrest. More later.

Mixed-Up, Bucvrus. 0.—I should say

you are. Don't kid us; or if you do. be

careful. A good many have tried it. but tew

of them get away with it. Alice samee

true that Marv has no children.

M. C Philadelphlv—Julia Swayne Gor-
don is still with Yitagraph. She is not re-

lated to Anita Stewart, although they have
often played together as mother and
daughter. The Betzwood Film Company is

the only producing concern in your city

;

Louis Bennison. Lady Tsen Mei. and
Katherine MacDonald. formerly of Para-
mount, are the stars. Others answered else-

where.

Graciela, Havana, Cuba.—We have
already begun our Spanish lessons but we
don't know what you mean when you call

us "emantador." Is that right? But
Graciela—please believe us; we are not

solemn or venerable. We have, however, a

twinkle in our eye. Music—ah ! You have
struck another harmonious chord. One of

my favorite memories is an evening in June,
long ago ; a lady in white at the piano. The
light from a shaded lamp garnished her

hair; her white fingers caressed the white

keys—sometimes the black; the music was
a very beautiful, very difficult, very im-
promptu of Chopin. And somewhere, out in

the night, a dog howled. . . . Never will

I forget it; never. She sang. too. that girl

did. Don't forget that card. Graciela; and
next time I'll tell you what your hand-

writing savs to me.

Diana St. Clair—From Newark. New
Jersey.—When I received your scented note

on the gilt-edged paper, and read it. and
the signature—Diana St. Clair—I thought

you were come at last—my inspiration.

Then—your address. Will you please move
to Castle-on-the-Hudson? Thank you.

Wallie Reid—you like him? Of course.

Well, he's at Lasky s. in Hollywood.

Violet, Oakland.—Nest to baby-blue

stationery we perfectly love violet-bordered,

with a scent to correspond. And you like

Crane Wilbur? Certainly. The last we
heard of Crane he was in stock. Yes. it's

true. Norma Talmadge was born in Brook-

lyn. Bobby Harron. Griffith, L. A. June

Caprice isn't with any company at present.

No. Good heavens no! Perhaps. Fannie

Ward's latest is "The Narrow Path." (We
have just discovered that the envelope is

lined in lavender.)

Bhl Farnum Fan. Chicago.—He's mar-

ried; he's fortv-two. I saw him last in

"The Rainbow Trail;" liked it very much.

Jack Mulhall is with Lasky: he is married.

Carol Halloway? She was recently di-

vorced; story about her coming. That's

perfectly all right of you; and don't you

think it was rawther decent of us?

Charles C. H., Youncstowx.—A young

friend of mine, a clerk in a book store, was

asked by an aggressive woman where she

could find a book on how to mix drinks. This

y. f. o. m. directed her to the section of

"Books of a Stimulating Nature." I can't

give you a list of all the film companies but

our studio directory elsewhere in these Col-

umns, will give you a pretty good idea.

O. K.. Quebec.—You don't want to take

up too much of our time and you do like the

movies? That's dear of you. It is true.

Why, er—yes, we enjoyed the "peace" cele-

bration very much. That is, we believe so.

Jean.—Hello yourself. I am not ac-

quainted with Dorothy Phillips the dancer.

Is she in vod-vil? Norma Talmadge is

quite decidedly most adorable. Jane Cow!
isn't in pictures now. She made one for

Goldwvn called "The Spreading Dawn."

Miss Cowl is in "The Crowded Hour" in

New York.

Every advertisement In rnOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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Put it Beside a Diamond
To quickly introduce into every locality our beautiful TIFNITE GEMS, we

will absolutely and positively send them out FREE and on trial for 10 days' wear.
You simply pay only $3.50 on arrival, balance $3.00 per month if satisfactory. In appearance and
by every test, these wonderful gems are so much like a diamond that even an expert can hardly tell

the difference. But only 10,000 will be shipped on this plan. To take advanage of it, you must act quickly.

Solid Gold Mountings
Send the coupon NOW ! Send no money. Tell us

which ring you prefer. We'll send it at once. After you
see the beautiful, dazzling gem and the handsome solid

gold mounting— after you have carefully made an examination and decided that you have a
wonderful bargain and want to keep it, you can pay for it in such small payments that you'll

hardly miss the money. If you can tell a TIFNITE GEM from a genuine diamond, or if,

for any reason at all, you do not wish to keep it, return it at our expense.

RemarkableGemDiscovery
The closest thing to a diamond ever discovered. In appearance a TIFNITE and a diamond are

as alike as two peas. TIFNITE GEMS have the wonderful pure white color of diamonds of the first

water, the dazzling fire, brilliancy, cut and polish. Stand every diamond test— fire, acid and
diamond file. Mountings are exclusively fashioned in latest designs — and guaranteed solid gold.

Send No Money
Just send coupon. Send no reference, no money,

no obligation to you in any way ! You run no risk.

The coupon brings you any of the exquisitely beauti-

ful rings shown and described here for 10 days'

wear free. Be sure to enclose strip of paper
showing exact finger measurement as explained.

Mail ThisCoupon
k

Send now and get a TIFNITE GEM on this liberal offer.

Wear it for 10 days on trial. Every one set in latest style

solid gold mountings. Decide then whether you want to keep it

or not. Send for yours now—today—sure. Send no money.

The Tifnite Gem Company y
22 East Congress St. Dept. 397 Chicago, 111. g

How to Order Rings To Ket the right size
r° ring, cut a strip of

heavy paper so that the ends exactly meet when
drawn tightly around the second joint of finger on
which you want to wear the ring. Be careful that
the measuring paper fits snugly without overlap-
ping, and measure at the second joint. Send the
strip of paper to us with order coupon.

Mail This Coupon
THE TIFNITE GEM CO.

f 22 East Congress St., Dept. 397, Chicago, 111.

Send me Ring No on 10 days' approval.
tin ordering ring, be sure to enclose size .is des

I agree to pay $3.50 upon arrival, and balance at rate of
$3.00 per month. If not satisfactory, I will return same
within ten days at your expense.

Name.

Address

_When_YOU write to_adTertjsfT3_E!ea§g_mgnUoii PHQTOrLAY MAGA2IXE.
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LOOK FOR THIS NURSE-FACE IN THE DRUGSTORE WINDOW

QheTtunse^Jace Symbolof̂ Purity
Toiletries of a purity to please the carefulwom-
an who must know the quality of the lotions,

powders, and creams she uses on a delicate

skin. Here they are in fascinating array

—

San-Tox Enchantment toiletries. CSan-Tox
druggists alone may sell these fragrant and

charming Enchantment toiletries. San-Tox

druggists alone may use this nurse-face

symbol of purity, which identifies for you,

not only the San-Tox drug store, but the

many splendid San-Tox Preparations. There

is a wide, wide range of these San-Tox Prep-

arations, all of perfect purity, and each for

some definite need of toilet or hygiene.

SAN-TOX FOR PURITY
DePree Chicago



But now—the Camera tells them

where they are going!

'117'ATERLOO and the sunken road

—

where the peasant hoy's falsehood cost

Napoleon his empire— hark back to Hugo's

pen. But the moral has been learned and

the lesson applied in this world war.

The aeroplane is the scout ot modern

warfare, and the camera is its eve. At

Vimv Ridge, seventeen hundred photo-

graphs told where the enemy's positions

were. The aeroplane camera took them.

So in the great work of war, as in all other

pursuits, photography plays a leading role

— not the photography of Daguerre, but

modern photography, the result of scien-

tific accuracy and advanced research.

For more than three decades the Eastman

Kodak Company has fostered and sus-

tained the growth of photography. Today

it is an institution rendering a service that

is world-wide in its scope.

W. F. HAH. PRINTING COMP
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FACIAL SOAP
/brSMin.Sca/p and Complexion.

Blackheadeaas are a coniession
BLACKHEADS are a confes-

sion that you are using the

wrong method of cleansing

for your type of skin.

Try the treatment given in the Wood-
bury booklet, "A Skin You Love to

Touch," and see how easily you can

keep your skin free from this disfig-

uring trouble.

This booklet, containing the most
famous treatments ever formulated
for all the commoner skin troubles, is

wrapped around everv cake of Wood-
bury's Facial Soap. Get a cake today,

and begin at once the treatment for

your particular trouble.

A 25c cake is sufficient for a month
or six weeks of any Woodburv Facial

treatment and for general cleansing

use for that time. Woodbury's is on

sale at drug stores and toilet goods
counters throughout the United States

and Canada.

Send for sample cake of soap with booklet of

famous treatments and sample of Wood-

bury's Facial Ponder.

Send 6 cents tor a trial size cake
(enough for a week or ten davs of anv

Woodburv Facial treatment) together

with the booklet of treatments, "A
Skin You Love to Touch." Or for 12c

we will send vou the treatment booklet

and samples of Woodbury's Facial

Soap and Facial Powder.

Address The Andrew Jergens Co.. 502

Spring Grove Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

If you live in Canada, address The Andrew
Jergens Co., Limited, 502 Slierbrooke Street.

Perth. Ontario.

Woodbury s Facial Soap
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Old Dutch
makes bathroom floors,
walls and fixtures
bright and clean.

Cheaper than Soap
works better with
half the rubs.
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SAVE1

No need now^
to pay $100
for a New Oliver typewriter, latest model

This offer—as you'll agree— is unparalleled in the history of typewriters! A genuine
Oliver No. 9 for $57. The identical model formerly priced at $100. With not the slightest

change in construction or materials. All this is possible because of our new way of selling,

a method learned during the war. And which we now continue.

Read the details of our amazing offer—then be your own salesman and save $43.

Free Trial $3 Per Month
Our plan is extremely simple. The coupon below

brings an Oliver to you for five days' free trial. Without
your paying in advance. Try it as if it were your own.
Compare it. Note its superiorities.

If you want to keep it, merely pay us $3 per month.

Over a year to pay. During the trial you are the sole

judge— no eager salesman to influence. We abide by

your decision.

If you want to return it, send it back express collect.

We even refund then the out-going transportation charges.

That is all there is to the

simplified Oliver way of

selling.

During the war we learned

that it was unnecessary to

have great numbers of trav-

eling salesmen and numer-
ous, expensive branch
houses throughout the coun-
try. We were also able to

discontinue many other

superfluous, costly sales

methods. You benefit by
the saving. It means $43 in

your pocket. Yet you get

the finest typewriter money
can buv.

Check This Coupon—NoteHow Easy

Some of the 700,000 Users

This plan makes it possible for everyone to own a type-

writer. And to use it while paying. There is no need to

rent. No need to wait until you have the full amount.
Remember you obtain a brand new Oliver, latest model. Not

second-hand, not rebuilt. If any typewriter is worth $100 it is this

handsome, speedy Oliver, with all its improvements.

Over 700,000 have been sold. It is used by leading concerns, a
few .of which are shown below. And it is ;ne favorite among mer-
chants, professional men and individuals.

You may order direct a free trial Oliver from this advertisement,
via coupon. Or if you wish further information, check the coupon.

There is no need to wait. You
need send no money with the coupon.
A free trial does not obligate you to

buy. If you agree that it is the finest

typewriter in the world at any price— then pay only $3.00 per month.

Canadian Price, $72

The Oliver Typewriter

Company
1473 Oliver Typewriter Building

Chicago, Illinois

U. S. Steel Corporation

Nat'l City Bank of N. Y.

Encyclopedia Britannica

Otis Elevator Company

Diamond Match Co.

Pennsylvania Railroad

Boston Elevated Railways

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

Bethlehem Steel Corporation

American Bridge Company

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1473 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, 111.

j
I Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five (lavs' free inspection. If T

1—
' keep it, I will pay S57 at the rate of S3 per month. The title

to remain in you until fully paid for.

My shipping point is

This does not place me under any obligation to buy If I choose
to return the Oliver, I will ship it back at your expense at the end
of five days.

Do not send a machine until T order it. Mail me your hook
— "The High Cost of Typewriters The Season and the

Remedy," your de luxe catalog and further information.

(41.02)

Name
Street Address

City

Occupation or Business

.

k

i
Scare.

_]
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Paramount and Artcraft Stars'

Latest Productions
Here are their latest productions
listed alphabetically, released up
to January 31st. Save the list!

And see the pictures]

Paramount
John Barrymore in

"Heke Comesthe Bride"
Enid Bennett in

"Fuss and Feathers"
Billie Burke in

"The Make-Believe Wife"
Lina Cavalieri in

"A Woman of Impulse"
Marguerite Clark in

"Little Miss Hoover"
Ethel Clayton in

"The Mystery Girl"
Dorothy Dalton in "QUICKSAND"
Pauline Frederick in

"Out of the Shadow*
Dorothy Gish in

"The Hope Chrst"
LilaLee in "TheSecretGakden"
Vivian Martin in

"jane Goes a-wooing"
John Emerson-Anita Loos
Production
Shirley Mason and Ernest Truex in

"Good Bye bill"
Charles Ray in "The Dub"
Wallace Reid in

"Too Many Millions"
Bryant Washburn in

"Venus in the East"

Paramount-Artcraft Specials

"The Hun Within,"
With a Special Star Cast

Private Harold Peat in
"Private Pete"

Maurice Tourneur's Production
"Sporting Life"

"Little Women"
(fromLouisa M.AhotC sfatnoitsbook)

A Win. A. Brady Production
"The False Faces"

with Henry B. Walthall
A Thomas H. lnce Production

Artcraft
Enrico Caruso i>t "MY COUSIN"
George M. Cohan in

"HIT the Trail Holiday"
Cecil B. Dc Mille's Production
"Don't Change Your HUSBAND"
Douglas Fairbanks in "Arizona"
Elsie Ferguson in

"His Parisian Wife"
D. W. Griffith's Production
"The Romance of Happy
VALI.IV"

William S. Hnrt in
"Branding Broadway"

Mary Pickford in
"Johanna Enlists"

Fred Stone in UNDER THE I OP"
Supervision of Thus. 11. Ince

Comedies
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedy

" Camping i >u i

"

Paramount- MackScnnettComedies
"Cupids day Off"

"Never too old"
Paramount-Flagg Comedy

" hi PROPAGANDA"
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in

Paramount- Drew Comedies
Paramount-Bray Pictogranh

ft"

Kbu wouldn't know
the Old Town now!

m

TIME cannot blur some recollections. If you've ever
lived around a small town, your memory needs no

. photograph of what it looked like then. Seen the

Old Town lately?

Or any other of ten thousand and more like it through-

out America—any day or night in the week?

No, the "P. 0." is no more the

hub of all rural life. The 7:20 mail

is no longer the big excitement out

where they still breathe fresh air

and own broad acres. Much more

going on than the "Annual County

Fair or the good old Church Social.

In these times, whenever " Jones,

the Farmer" hankers after a couple

of hours' laughs and thrills, he goes

just where "Brown, the City

Banker" goes. And he sees just as

fine motion pictures as Mr. Man-
hattan can see at Broadway's toni-

est theatre.

Just as fine, because just the same
pictures !

The famous productions distrib-

uted by the Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation.

The pictures identified every-

where by the two names: Paramount
and Artcraft.

And those better motion pictures,

just naturally brought with them:

— Handsome Modern Theatres All

Over the Country.

— Bigger Business for Local Mer-
chants.

— Broader, Happier Life to Every
Man, Woman and Child.

^aramoutd<^Urlcra£t

«~:«*ii»

Pnriimount-Burton Holmes
Travel Picture* One

ch - k

These two trade-marks are the sure way of identifying Paramount
and Artcrajt Pictures — and the theatres that show them

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
,. AIX.UFH IBMR J>»s JSSSE LUSKY .

',.• )',•> CEOLEDK MULE PrmxrOtjkti/

When you write to advertisers please mention photoplay MAGAZINE.
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Photoplay Magazine's

Screen Supplement
HAVE you seen it?

It was born January fifth, and
the Educational Films Corporation was
the doctor who stood at its auspicious
nativity in scores of theatres all over
the country.

Photoplay Magazine Screen Sup-
plement is the first news-reel of the
motion picture itself.

It is also, purely and directly, a gen-
uine supplement to this periodical.

It appears once a month.
It is a single reel, of varying sub-

jects.

It goes one step farther than this

publication or any other publication
will ever be able to go, in that it brings

you into the living, moving presence
of its personalities, character-sketches
and stories.

It shows you the stars in their homes.
And it also shows you the stars on

their stages, in work or play.

It goes behind the scenes and farther

than that—it goes back to the offices of

the managers, to the workshops of the
writing men, to the departments of the
designers and craftsmen, to the labora-

tories and the little arenas of invention
where the ever-increasing problems of

this great artistic science of ours are
being worked out.

Number One.

The opening is a panoramic view of

the American studio at Santa Barbara,
California—the studio from which Mary
Miles Minter"s pictures come, and Bill

Russell's, and lots of others. Built in

Franciscan architecture like the glorified

dream of one of the old Mission fathers,

this studio is one of the most beauti-

ful edifices of dramatic construction

and assemblage in the world.

The vision of buildings and grounds
as a whole quickly centers down to

views of actual studio scenes, with Mary
Miles Minter's company at work.
Many familiar faces appear in the phc
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Photoplay Magazine's

Screen Supplement
toplay lens, including those of Miss
Mmter herself, James Kirkwood, Eu-
genia Forde and George Fisher.

Next, a transcontinental jump to the
World studios at Fort Lee, and an in-

timate visit with Montagu Love as he
arrives and prepares for work.

After this, the beholder visits Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew in their charm-
ing home at Sea Gate, Long Island.

Then, an interlude of delightful play
with that memorable trio of other Tri-
angle days—Douglas Fairbanks, John
Emerson and Anita Loos.
From then to a very momentary now
—the new Mrs. Henry Walthall: the
erstwhile Mary Charleson, with glimpses
of her work in the army camps.

Follows a turn to sheer camera
science, and a rapid-fire exhibition oi

the processes of trick photography.
A laughable animated cartoon by

Wallace Carlson concludes this opening
chapter.

The Xext One.

Photoplay Screen Supplement
Number Two opens with an aviator's

view of the great Triangle-Goldwyn
studios at Culver City.

Ben Turpin—he of that misfit pair

of eyes—arriving for work, and his

laughable preparations for farce a la

Sennett.

Do you often wonder what became
of Cleo Ridgeley, the famous Kalem
adventuress and Lasky villainess?

We've found her!—in her home, with
two of the finest reasons in the world
for hiding out—but see them!

Next, one camera actually turns back
the clock of years, and takes two of

the most famous stars in the world in

their babyhood.
Thomas H. Ince is shown, in his

magnificent private office—and again,

hurrying onto a set to straighten out
a bit of knotty direction in a new
Charlie Ray drama.
Then comes an intimate study of

Bessie Love, now a Yitagraph star.

Paul Powell and Eddie Dillon fisure in

this.

Bill Hart rides along Broadway,
working for the Fourth Liberty Loan
—and, anon. Bill Hart at home in Hart-
ville, with his splendid dogs.

How Helen Holmes, the railroad girl,

made her "train stuff" at night is vividly

visualized. And there is a regulation

Helen Holmes thrill in this, too—an
actual wreck, made especially for the

Screen Supplement.
The conclusion is another of Carlson's

animated drolleries.

The release date: February fifth.

Get It!

Tt is. indeed, edited as Photot-lay

M VGAZINE itself is edited. Its California

representative is one of the finest

cameramen in the business. It is as-

sembled, manufactured and printed by
the meat Rothacker Film Manufactur-
ing Company of Chicago, the foremost
specialist in this line that the industry

has produced.
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An Epoch-Making Dinner
To Introduce This New- Type

Pork and Beans
Some years ago the Van Camp scientific cooks gave an epoch-

making dinner. It was given in the Van Camp laboratories—
to experts and laymen— to introduce the ideal Pork and Beans.

Since then that dish has brought to millions an entirely new
idea of baked beans.

beans underbaked. Digestion was difficult. Yet the beans

were crisped and broken by the heat.

So they bake Van Camp's in steam ovens— bake them for

hours at 245 degrees. Digestion is made easy, yet the beans are

not crisped, not broken.

And they create a sauce to bake with them — a sauce of

wondrous zest. In perfecting this sauce they tested 856 recipes.

They Studied the

for Years
These culinary experts, college trained,

years.

They found that beans differ vastly.

So now they analyze the beans.

They found that hard water made
the skins tough. So they now free the

water from minerals.

They found that ordinary ovens left

Direct Our Chefs
Dish

studied this dish for

Now these scientific cooks direct every step o. the process.

And they constantly watch the results. So all the delights which

they developed are found in every dish of Van Camp's.

Now these ideal Pork and Beans are always at your call.

You can serve baked beans which are

whole and mealy, instead of crisped

and broken. You can have them
easy to digest. And the finest tomato

sauce ever created is baked into every

atom.Beans
Baked With the Van Camp Sauce —

Also Baked Without the Sauce
Compare them with the old-style.

Other Van Camp Products Include

Soups Evaporated Milk Spaghetti Peanut Butter

Chili Con Carne Catsup Chili Sauce, etc.

Prepa-ed in the Van Camp Kitchens at Indianapolis

Van Camp's Soups
18 Kinds

Van Camp's
Spaghetti

Van Camp's
Peanut Butter

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTorT.AY MAGAZIXi:.
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THE HAND OF
BLACKTON
has fashioned another screen epic

THE STORY OF THE HOUR

The Common
Cause

The picture with a Punch—

a

Laugh— a Thrill, and a Throb!

REVIEWERS SAT-
"The Common Cause" meets the world's

demand for the HAPPY PICTURE. The
trench, the dugout,Tommy, Poilu, and Sammy-
contributed their share to the world's laughter

and all the world will laugh with them in Mr.

Blackton's screen masterpiece.

"just as surely as 'The Battle Cry of Peace'
and 'Womanhood' swept over the Nation on a
wave of flaming enthusiasm, so will 'The Com-
mon Cause' sweep the country on the new
born tides of rejoicing, for it goes into the very
soul of the world that has found itself again."

THE UNRIVALLED CAST in "THE COMMON CAUSE"
Never before in the history of the screen has a single production been

the meeting ground for such a wealth of screen and stage celebrities.

HERBERT RAWLINSON
Virile, manly, two fisted fighting man.

SYLVIA BREAMER
Radiating the charm of her beauty and artistry.

LAWRENCE GROSSMITH
Famous comedian of the English and American stage.

CHARLES and VIOLET BLACKTON
Clever child stars whose quaint and winning person-

ality is a keen delight.

AND—symbolizing the triumphant union of Democracy,
a quintet of the most notable stars of the spoken drama

—

JULIA ARTHUR, MARJORIE RAMBEAU,
IRENE CASTLE,

VIOLET HEMING and EFFIE SHANNON.
You remember the record of the U. S. Marines at Chateau

Thierry? Who doesn't? Hundreds of these "devil dogs"

—

and those grim, avenging tanks appear in this world drama.

HUNTLY GORDON, PHILIP VAN LOAN, LOUIS
DEAN, WILLIAM BAILEY, MLLE. MARCEL— all in

the foremost rank of screendom's favor and popularity.

J. HARTLEY MANNERS of "Peg o' My Heart" fame, and MAJOR
IAN HAY BEITH, author of "The First Hundred Thousand,"
wrote the story.

ANTHONY P. KELLY, Author of "Three Faces East" wrote the
scenario.

MANUEL KLEIN, the eminent composer, arranged the musical
score.

"The Hand of Blac\ton" with the sure touch of the master, has woven
all these component parts into an enduring monument to The
Greatest Hour of Humanity's Triumph — the Dawn of Victory for

THE COMMON CAUSE!
Truly pictures with the mar\of "Blac\ton" are worth while.

Blackton Productions, Inc.
Studios: 423 Classon Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y. *5 West 45th St.. New York City

Brers advertlsi'incM in rnOTOrLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Offer Them
Their Choice

Remember that children nowadays can choose from
three Puffed Grains. All of them are bubble grains,

flimsy, flaky, flavory— steam-exploded.

Puffed Wheat is whole wheat— shaped like wheat, but
eight times normal size. Puffed Rice is whole rice puffed
in like way.

Corn Puffs is pellets of hominy puffed to rain-drop
size— sweet, airy, toasted globules.

Some like one best, some another. Perhaps Puffed
Wheat tastes best in milk. Puffed Rice or Corn Puffs
seem more like food confections.

But each is an exquisite dainty— each a scientific food.

You will serve them all when you come to realize their

hygienic value.

Not Mere Delights
All Puffed Grains are made in this way— by Prof. Anderson's great

process

:

They are sealed in guns, then revolved for an hour in 550 degrees
of heat.

When the inner moisture is changed to steam, the guns are shot.

Over 100 million explosions— one for each food cell— occur in every
kernel.

Thus every food cell is blasted so digestion can instantly act And
thus every atom of the whole grain feeds.

Such foods should hold a high place daily in your children's diet.

Puffed Puffed Corn
Wheat Rice Puffs

All Bubble Grains

Each 15c Except in Far West

The Quaker Qb\s Company
Sole Makers

(2095)

SELECT yourown sub-

ject—love, patriotism
—

"

write what the heart dictates,

then submit your poem to us.

We write the music and guarantee pub-
lisher's acceptance. Oar leading composer is

Mi\ Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "Wlien I Dream of Old Erin'
and others the sales of wbicbran into millions of copies. Send
as many poems as you wi=h. Don't Delay. Get Busy—Quick.

V2 PRICE $2.50

SEND NO MONEY
F YOU CAN TELL IT
FROM A GENUINE DIA-
MOND, SEND IT BACK
To prove to you that our blue-
white MEXICAN DIAMOND
closely resembles the 6nest

genuine South African Diamond. *vith same DAZZLING
KAINBOW-HOED BRILLIANCY (guaranteed 20 jib.),
we will send above Ladies' Tiffany Style King with one
carat gem (Catalogue price S4.S1S) for Half-Price to In-
troduce, S2.50; or same thing, hut Gents' Heavy Tooth
Belcher Ring (Catalogue price 56.26) forS3.10. Mount-
ings are our tinest 12kt. cold rilled qualitv. Mexican Dia-
monds are (iUAK.VNTEKl) 20 YKABS. SEND NO
MONEY. Simply clip out this advertisement and we will
ship by mail C.O.D. If not entirely pleased return within
T\\ O DAYS for money back less actual handling charges.
Give size. Act quick. Offer limited. Only one to cus-
tomer. Catalogue FREE. AGENTS WANTED.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IJIFOKTIXG CO.

CB2 LAS CRUCES. N. HEX.
(Exclusive Controllers Genuine Mexican

SEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE

ILLUSTRATED
By WINF1ELD SCOTT HALL. M.D.. Pb-D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and
Every young woman should know

\ A*t 1 f)f| What every younf husband and—yl.vU Every young wife should know
Postpaid What every parent should know
Mailed in plain Cloth bmdin; — 320 pages — many illustrations

wrapper Table of contents and commaadatnes on raqvatt

American Pub. Co., 330 Winsttm Bldg.. Philadelphia

"Don't Shout"
"

I heat you. 1 can hear

now as well as anybody.
'How? With the M0RLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my ears

now. but they are invisible. I

would not know 1 had them in.

mysclt. onlv that 1 hear all right.

"The MORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF
to die ears what

glasses are to the eyes. In-

visible, comfortable, weight-

less and harmless. Anyone

can adjust it/* Over 100.000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 789, Perry Bldg.. PhUa.

THERE'S ONLY ONE
WAY TO SECURE
A SATIN SKIN

APPLY SATIN SKIN CREAM,
THEN SATIN SKI N POWDER;

Every advertisement In l'lIOTOi'LAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Prize Contest
Can You Tell These Stars by Their Eyes ?

Above you see the photographs of the eyes of six of the many famous motion picture beauties

who endorse and use Ingram's Milkweed Cream and whose names are listed below in the coupon.
These pictures were taken from portraits used in our advertising during the past year. Your
problem is to identify the actress by her eyes. First, note the number opposite each photograph.
Then, when you have decided upon your guess as to the actress, write the number opposite the

proper name in the coupon and forward the coupon to us. If

you guess correctly the names of three of the six actresses
we will forward to you, without charge, our charming Guest.
Room Package.

Fill Out and Mail This Coupon
r

Itigt&tn's

MUKw^ed Cz&Cini
and Other Ingram Toilet Requisites

there ;

Beauty

in Z<ery

What the Gift

You Win Contains
Our Guest Room Package contains Ingram's

Face Powder and Rouge in novel purse packets,
and Milkweed Cream, Zodenta Tooth Powder
and Ingram's Perfume in Guest Room sizes. It

is a very attractive and conveniently useful gift,

and one that will introduce you properly to In-
gram Quality. Mail coupon to

FREDERICK F. INGRAM COMPANY
Established 1885

Windsor, Ontario 102 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich.. U. S. A.

Australasian Agents. T. W. Cotton, Pty. Ltd.
Melbourne, Australia

(138)

t7
-

V7VT77TVTYVmmvV,TmmYYYHmY7WYYVYTrmWYT8 Address

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.
102 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich.

I have marked my guesses by number in this
list of Ingram stars of 1918. If I am correct in
three of the six guesses please send me the
Guest Room Package FREE.

May Allison

Ethel Clayton

Marguerite Clayton

. Alice Brady

Olive Thomas
Hazel Daly

_ Constance Talmadge
. Corinne Griffith

_, Louise Lovely

Doris Kenyon
"

Juanita Hansen
Mabel Normand
Norma Talmadge
Ruth Roland

. Nance O'Neil

Virginia Valli

Mollie King

Shirley Mason
Louise Huff

.Van

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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THE FAMINE
IN PHOTOPLAYS

Unique Plan Devised by Noted
Author to Help Aspiring

Scenario Writers

The great problem that confronts the

motion picture industry today is—what
do you suppose ? The lack of good,

workable scenarios. No less an au-

thority than James Young, who has

produced for Vitagraph, World, Art-

craft and others, recently said : "The
most serious problem confronting the

producers is the scarcity of properly

constructed scenarios. The demand is

so great and the supply so meager that

the reward for good stories that will

picturize is correspondingly large."

BRINGING THE STUDIO TO YOU
Indeed, so pressing has this problem

become that a number of the leading

studios in Los Angeles—the film capital

of the world—considered opening a
joint bureau in order to encourage
photoplay writing and educate beginners

in scenario technique.

But this was found practically impos-
sible. Directors and scenario writers

of ability were too engrossed in their

own work to organize such a bureau.
Finally, Frederick Palmer was induced
to sever his relations with one of the

leading producing companies, and devise

a simple study plan that would enable

the ambitious layman to master the es-

sentials of photoplay writing in his own
home. It was a master stroke imme-
diately appreciated by the whole mov-
ing picture industry.

For Frederick Palmer is a man with
years of photoplay experience—a rec-

ognized master of photoplay construc-
tion, and one of America's most pro-

lific screen authors.

PRACTICAL PLAN OF INSTRUCTION
The Palmer Plan of Photoplay Writ-

ing embraces so many salient features

that it is hardly possible to detail them
here. What it does is to place at the
finger-tips of the student the funda-
mentals of photoplay technique. The
Personal Advisory Service Bureau—to

which Frederick Palmer gives his per-
sonal attention—is an unusual feature.

Another is the Manuscript Sales De-
partment, tinder the personal manage-
ment of Ruth S. Allen, who resigned
as Scenario Editor of the Douglas
Fairbanks studios to take up this work.

Certain it is that the Palmer Photo-
play Corporation has brought into being
a plan of photoplay instruction that is

complete, concrete and comprehensive

;

a plan that paves the way to success
for the unknown photoplay writer.

Never before were such big rewards
held out to new writers with new ideas

and a knowledge ofphotoplay construc-
tion. Literary talent or genius is NOT
required. All that you need—all that the

producers want—are IDEAS expressed

in the action-language of the screen.

And this is exactlywhat the Palmer Plan
of PhotoplayWriting trains you to do.

What thePalmer
Plan bringsyou
In easy, everyday English, it brings

the studio home to you— reveals the

story-structure around which ALL suc-

cessful photoplays are built—lays bare

the "little tricks of the trade"—shows
you where to find plot material and how
to recognize it; what to use and what to

avoid; what producers want and do not

want. It tell9 you the things you must
know to put your stories over.

The Palmer Plan is the first plan of

photoplay instruction that trains you
by direct example—the first plan of its

kind to be indorsed by the foremost

producers, stars, directors and scenario

editors in America

!

If you want to know about the famine

in photoplays—the fabulous prices pro-

ducers are willing to pay for the right

material, and how eager they are for

Palmer -trained writers— send today

for our new illustrated booklet, "The
Secret of Successful Photoplay Writ-

ing." Learn how you, too, can win
name and fame and the money-
rewards that come with suc-

cess in this fascinating field.

Mail the coupon NOW!

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION,
713 I. W. Hellman Building, Los Angeles, California.

Please send me, without obligation, your new booklet,
"The Secret of Successful Photoplay Writing." Also, Special
Supplement containing autographed letters from the leading
producers, stars, directors, etc.

Name _
Street and Number

City and State.

k«——l^tll^lllMI^I^,—,^,^.MM,MMtpWi \
'

STUDIO
DIRECTORY

For the convenience of our readers who
may desire the addresses of film com-

panies we give the principal ones below.

The first is the business office; (s) indi-

cates a studio ; in some cases both are

at one address.

AMERICAN FILM MFC CO.. 6227 Broadway,

Chicago; Santa Barbara, Cal. (s).

ARTCRAFT PICTURES CORP., 485 Filth Avenue.

.New York City; 510 W. 54th St.. New York

City (s) ; Fort Lee. X. J. (s) ; Hollywood.

Cal. (s).

ROBERT BRIXTON STUDIOS. 5300 Melrose

Ave. Los Angeles, Cal.

CHARLES CHAPLIN" STUDIOS, La Brea and De
Longpre Aves., Hollywood, Calif.

CHRISTIE FILM CORP., Sunset Blvd. and Gower
St., Los Angeles. Cal.

ESSAXAY FILM MFG. CO., 1333 Argyle St..

Chicago, (s).

FAIRBANKS PICTURES CORP., 6284 Selma Ave..

Hollywood, Calif.

FAMOUS PLAY'ERS FILM CO., 4S5 Fifth Aye-
New York City; 12S W. 56th St., New York

City. (s).

FOX FILM CORP., 130 W. 46th St., Xew York

City: 14U1 Western Ave., Los Angeles (s)

;

Fort Lee, N. J. (s).

GAUMONT. Flushing, N. Y. : Jacksonville. Fla.

GOLDWYN FILM CORP.. 16 E. 42nd St., New
Y"ork City; Ft. Lee. N. J. fs).

THOMAS INCE STUDIO. Culver CUty, Cal.

LASKY" FEATURE PLAY CO.. 485 Fifth Ave..

New York City: i!2S4 Selma Ave., Hollywood.

Cal. (s).

METRO PICTURES CORP.. 147G Broadway. New
York City: 3 W. 61st St.. New York City (9);

1025 Lillian Way. Los Angeles, Cal.

MUTUAL FILM CORP.. 1600 Broadway, New
York City.

PATHE EXCHANGE. INT>.. 25 \V. 15th St.. New
York City; ASTRA FILM (MRP.. 1 Congress

St.. Jersey City. N. J. ts): ROL1X FILM CO..

605 California Bldg.. Los Angeles, Cal. (s)

;

TARAI.TA STUDIO. 5300 Melrose Ave.. Los

Angeles. Cal. Is'.

RoTHACKXR FILM MFC. CO.. 1339 Diverse?

Parkway, Chicago, 111. (s).

SELEI r PICTURES CORP.. 729 Seventh Ave.,

New Y\irk City.

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO., Western and Irving Park

Blvd.. Chicago is).

SELZNICK, LEWIS J.. ENTERPRISES BMC., 729
Seventh Ave.. New York City.

TRIANGLE company. 1457 Broadway, New York

City: Culver City. Cal. (si.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.. 1600 Broadway.

New York City: Universal C5ty. Cal.: Coytesrille,

N. J. (s).

YITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA. E. 15th

St. and Locust Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y".-; Holly-

wood. Cal. (s).

WHARTON. INC.. Ithaca, N. Y. (s).

WORLD FILM CORP.. 130 W. 46th St., New
Tori! City: Fort Lee, N. J. (s).

livery adi-en isemeni in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Music Lessons
UNDER MASTER TEACHERS

(^At Home
A Complete Conservatory Course
D„ Mail WondtrfBl bomt atadj araak kaaooa nadav
MJj iTtciii erican and Europaan taaehara,
i

! teachers irutda and couch
you. Laaaona a man al of simplicity and eompleteneaa.

Any Instrument or Voice S^Si^S
nrc Intaraatad In Piano. Harmony, Voica, Public Bchoo]

\ n, Cornet, Mandolin. Guitar, Banjo, or Baad
Oryan and ara will Mnd our IKKi; CATALOG covering
ull inatrumentaJ mi 1 1 vocal coun • I. Send NOW,

UNIVbKSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
5101 Si«g«l-My«ra Bld tf . Chicago, Ultnoia

Short-Story Writing
A COURSE of fortyleuons in the history,form, struc

turc und writing of the Short Story taught by Dr.
J. Kortr Kainwiin. for years Ed-
itor of Lippincott's.

One student writes:—"Before
completing the lessons, received
over SI ,000 for manuscript
sold to Woman's Home Compan-
ion, Pictorial Review, McCall's
and ether leading magazines."
Also courses in PhotoplayWriting,
Versification and Poetics, Jour-
nalism. In all over One Hundred
Courses, underprofepsors in Har-
vard, Brown, Cornell, and other
leading colleges. 150-Page Cat-

Or. Escnweln slog Free. Please Address

The Home Correspondence School
Dept. 95 Springfield, Mast.

is

Set
, <n
[
solid Cold

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite

DON'Ti
a Lacl

-. "Send me
I days' free

When It

_ jenny. Juat send your nam.
Lachnite mounted in a solid gold rii

trial." We will send it prepaid ritrbt to y __
cornea merclv deposit $4 75 with the postman and thi

ring for 10 full days, 11 you. or if any of your friends can tell
it from a diamond, send it back. But if you decide to buy it

—send us $2.5C a month until $18.75 baa been paid.

Writ** TniiAV Send your name now. Tell us which of the
. . .

v««j solid gold rinps illustrated above you wish
(ladies' or men's). Be sure to send finger size.

Harold Lac hman Co., 12 N chlgran Av..Dept. 1533 Chicago

afn*25tol00aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
Big- opportunities NOW.
It takes only a short time
to qualify for this fascinat-
ing- profession. Three
months' course covers all
branches:

Motion Picture— Studio—Commercial
Day or evening classes. Easy terms. 1

and Sailors leaving service. Call or
c discount to Soldiers
rite for free booklet

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
Pept.37 141 W. 36th St.. N. Y. City

Violin, Hawaiian Guitar

Ukulele. Guitar, Mandolin, Cornet or Banjo
Wonderful new system of teaching note music by mail To fir?t

pupils ,n each locality, we'll give *%0 superb Violin. Mandohn
Ukulele. Guitar. Hawaiian Guitar. Cornet or Banjo absolutely free
JerysniaU charge for lessonsonlyexpense. We goaranteesuccesi
or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write atonse—no obligationummm school of music, Dept. 424. chic«o. ill

VETERINARY COURSE AT HOME
Taught in simplest English during
spare time. Diploma granted.
Cost within reach of all. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Have been teach-
ing by correspondence twenty
years. Graduates assisted in many
ways. Every person interested in
stock should take it. Write for
catalogue and full FDFp
particulars - - rUCL
LondonVet. Correspondence

School
Dept. 7 London, Ontario, Can.

WatchYourNerves
by PAUL von BOECKMANN

The greatest of all strains upon the human
body is thai caused bj nerve tension. In

si.mi death may result from great griet

sudden fright, ["he strongest man may in .1

few months shrink to a skeleton through in

tense worry. Angei and excitement may
cause an upheaval ol tin digestive and other

113, it is simple to understand, there

fore, that lesser strains upon the nerves

must slowly but surely undermine the vital

forces, decrease our mental keenness and

generally wreck the body and health.

In this simple truth lies the secret of

health, strength and vitality. The noted

British authority on the nerves, Mired T.

Schofield, M. D., the author of numi

works on the subject, says: "It is my belief

that the greatest single factor in the main

tenance of health is that the nerves should

be in order."

It is in the nerves that Nerve Force is

generated, that wonderful power which gives

life and action to every cell of the human

body. When the nervous system becomes

fagged out, because of worry, overwork,

abuse and other strains, the flow of Nerve

Force becomes feeble, and we become feeble

all over. When the flow is strong, we feel

strong all over—mentally, physically and or-

ganically. This is an immutable law of

Nature.

Few people realize the powerful influence

the nerves have upon our well-being and

how they may torture the mind and body

when they become deranged, super-sensitive

and unmanageable. Few people realize they

have nerves, and therefore heedlessly waste

their precious Nerve Force, not knowing

that they are actually wasting their "Life

Force," and then they wonder why they lack

"Pep,'"' have aches, pains, cannot digest their

food,' and are not fit, mentally and physi-

cally.

Just think a moment what a powerful role

your nerves play in your life. It is your

nerves that govern the action of the heart,

so that your blood will circulate. It is your

nerves that govern your breathing, so that

your blood will be purified. It is your nerves

that promote the process of digestion, as-

similation and elimination. Every organ and

muscle, before it can act, must receive from

the nerves a current of Nerve Force to give

it life and power.

Your body and all its organs and parts

may be compared to a complex mass of in-

dividual electric motors and lights, which

are connected with wires from a central

electric station, where the electric power is

generated. When the electric force from the

central station becomes weak, every motor

will slow down and every light will become
dim. Tinkering and pampering the motors

and light will do no good in this case. It is

in the central station, the nervous system,

where the weakness lies.

I have devoted over thirty years to the

study of physical and mental efficiency in

man and woman. I have studied carefully

the physical, mental and organic characteris-

tics of over 100,000 persons in this time. As
my experience grows, I am more than ever

convinced that nearly every case of organic

and physical weakness is primarily due to

nerve exhaustion. Powerful and healthy

looking men and women who did not show
the least outward signs of weak nerves were
found upon close mental and physical diagno-

sis to have exhausted nerves. Usually every

organ was perfect and the muscles well devel-

oped, but there was not sufficient flow of

Nerve For© to

eles tone and power, How often do u<- heat
of people running, from doctor to

'.:
1 eliel to. .1 mj itei ioua "something

tin- matter" with them, though repeated ex
animations fail tO show I hat ii ular

n function is wi ak : It is "N'< 1

in e> el > ease.

We are living in the age of nerve strain,

the "mile a minute Ii ry man, woman
and child is over-taxing th< nerves, thus
wrecking that delicate system. Nerve strain
cannot be entin lj ai [1 d, but it can be
modified. Much can be dour to temper the
nerves against strain. Education
line is imperatively necessary if we are not
to become a race of neurasthenics (l

exhaustion). I have written a 64 page book
which is pronounced by students of the sub
ject to be the most valuable and practical
work ever written on nerve culture. The
title of the book is "Nerve Force." It

ti aches how to soothe, calm and car
the nerves. The cost is only 25 cents (coin
or stamps). Address, Paul von Boeckmann,
Studio No. 90, 1 10 West 40th St., New York.

The only way to judge the value of this
book is to read it, which you may do at my
risk. In other words, if after reading the
book it does not meet your fullest expecta-
tions, I shall return your money, plus the
outlay of postage you may have incurred.
I have advertised my various books on
health, breathing and other subjects in this
and other magazines for more than 20 years,
which is ample evidence of my responsibility
and integrity. Over a million copies have
been sold.

You should send for this book to-day. It

is for you whether you have had trouble with
your nerves or not. Your nerves arc the
most precious possession you have. Through
them you experience all that makes life worth
living; for to be dull nerved, means to be
dull brained, insensible to the higher phases
of life—love, moral courage, ambition and
temperament. The finer your brain is, the
finer and more delicate is your nervous sys-
tem, and the more imperative it is that you
care for your nerves. The book is especially
important to those who have "high strung"
nerves, and those who must tax their nerves
to the limit. The following are extracts from
people who have read the book and were
greatly benefited by the teachings set forth
therein :

"I have gained 12 pounds since reading
your book, and I feel so energetic. I had
about given up hope of ever finding the cause
of my low weight."

"Your book did more for me for Indigestion
than two courses in dieting."

"My heart is now regular again and my
nerves are fine. I thought I had heart
trouble, but it was simply a ease of abused
nerves. I have re-read your book at least ten
times."

A woman writes : "Your book has helped
my nerves wonderfully. I am sleeping so well
and in the morning I feel so rested."

"The advice given in your book on relaxa-
tion and calming of nerves has cleared my
brain. Before I was half dizzy all the time."

A physician says: "Your book shows you
hare a scientific and profound knowledge of
the nerves and nervous people. 1 am recom-
mending your book to my patients."

A prominent lawyer in Ansonia, Conn.,
savs: "Your book saved me from a nervous
collapse, such as I had three years ago. I

now sleep soundly and am gaining weight.
I can again do a real day's work."

—Advertisement.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHCVOPLAy MAGAZINE.
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Makes
stubborn

hair easy «* %»*
to comb, «»
neat and

attractive

Miss Betty Parker

Featured in Jack Nor worth's
Jay Dillon

'Odds and Ends"

Adopted by-Screen-Stage-Society
Because Hair- Dress will make the most stubborn hair stay the

way you comb itand retain asraooth, dressy appearance the en-

tire evening. With Hair-Dress you can comb your hair any
fashionable style—straight back—any way you want it. Hair-
Dress will also give to your hair that beautiful lustre so much
in vogue with men and women of the stage, the screen and
society. Is harmless and acts as an excellent tonic.

Send fifty cents today for

a trial jar. Use it five

days. If it isn't just what you have been looking for—send
it back. Your money will be cheerfully returned to you.

Send United States stamps, coin or money order. Youi jar of

delicately scented, greaseless Hair-Dress will be promptly

mailed postpaid. Send Forthis wonderfultoilet necessity today.

Send $1.00 for Three Months' Supply.

HAIR-DRESS CO., Dept. 4, 4652 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago

Send for Trial Jar

Learn to Draw
by the

LANDON
Method

Copy This Sketch— and let me see
what you can do
with it. Cartoonists
andillustratorsearn *.-

$25 to $125 or more g|_ ^M
per week. A large
proportion of the newspaper artists who
are gaining success today were trained by
this course. My practical system of per-

sonal individual lessons by mail will de-

velop your drawing ability as it developed
theirs. Many years' experience drawing
for newspapers and magazines qualifies me
to teach you in a practical way. Send
sketch of Uncle Sam with 6c in stamps for

full information about the course, together
with test lesson plate, samples of students'
work and evidence of what you too can
accomplish. Please state your age.

The Landon School anicLVoo^nl
1507 Schofield Bldg,, Cleveland, Ohio

Pi
Henry
Dickson,
Principal

The secret of busi
nesa and social suc-
ess is the ability ^UB^'
to remember. I can
make your mind an infallible
classified index from which you can
instantly select thoughts, facts,
lipurcs, names, faces. Enables you
to concentrate, develop self-control,

overcome bashfulness, think on your
foot, address an audience. Easy. Simplo.
Tho result of 20 yours' experience de-
t'lopintr memories of thousnnds,

Wr!?a Tnrlav for fro° booklet /'How to
rite lOday Remember'" and Copy
Ijchted Memory Test, iilso how to ohLun my
l'KEE book. "How To Speak lo Public.'*

Dickson School of Memory* 1741 Hearst Bids;., Chicago, Hi.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and fro/ght prepaid on a new
lyiy"RANGER" bicycle. Writ*
at one* for our big catalog and
special offers. Take your choice

ik J from 44 styles, colors and sizes in the
** famous "RANGER" line.

,
Marvelous Improvomonti. Extra-

^\ ordinary values in ouriviy price offers.
You cannot afford to buy without
K o 1 1 i ns our latest proposiUons
and Factory-to-Rlder prices.
Boys, bo a "Rider Agent" and
make big money taking orders for
hu-yclea and supplies. Get our
liberal terms on a sample to intro-
duce tho new "RANGER".

_

TIRES, equipment, sundries and
everything in tho bicyclo line at

IS half usual prices. \\ rite Today.

T'iZZll'S ^ yJUCAIICYCLE COMPANY
MotlrS,H*%&mtAU Dept. H-40 Chicago

Rtrrser
Tloctrlo

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
-in n n r\ q nTi n nVhTuirin n n n n n n .no n h n h v

Rate

15 cents

per

word

All Advertisements
have equal display and

same good opportuni-

ties for big results.

j-u u u u u.u.uu u u.uuuu uuuu.uu uu u

u

\rv

PHOTOPIAY

f5
CJ2S

This Section Pays.

83% of the advertisers

using this section during

the past year have re-

peated their copy.

Rate

15 cents

rrnr

FORMS FOR MAY ISSUE CLOSE MARCH FIRST

AGENTS AND SALESMEN OLD COINS WANTED

S40 TO $100 A WEEK. FKEB SAMPLES. COED
SiKn Letters anyone can put on windows. Big demand.
Li!>eral offer to Reneral agents. Metallic Letter Oo.,
411 X. Clark, Chicago.

WATCH YOUR CHANGE FOR OLD COINS WE
buy all coins. We pay up to ? 8 0.00 for certain Large
Cents. We offer cash premiums on thousands of coins.
Send 4c. Get our Large Illustrated Coin Circular. It
will pay you. Send now. NUMISMATIC BANK, Dept.
7 5, Fort Worth, Texas.AGENTS: MAKE lilt; MONET SELLING GUABAN-

teed Waterproof Kitchen Aprons. Write and learn how
to obtain samples without cost. Moss Apron Co.. S53
Pilot Bldg., Kochester, N. Y.

MANUSCRIPTS TYPEWRITTEN

SCENARIOS, MANUSCRIPTS TYPFT> TUX CENTS
page. Spelling corrected. Seven years' experience.
Marjorie Jones, 3 22 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

SALESMEN: CITY OR TRAVELING. JXPERI-
ence unnecessary. Send for list of openings and full

salaries

—

$2,500 to $10,000 a year. Employment serv-

ice rendered members. Nat'l. Salesmen's Tt. Ass'n.,
PATENTS

Dept. 138-C. Chicago, 111. PATENTS. WRITE FOR FBEE ILLUSTRATED
guide book "How to Obtain a Patent." Send Model
or sketch for opinion of patentable nature free. Highest
Beferences. Prompt Attention. Seasonable Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co.. 763 Ninth, Washington. D. C.

TELL THE BEADEBS OF PHOTOPLAY WHAT
you have of interest to them. You can reach them
at a very small cost through an advertisement in the
classified section. 83% of the advertisers using this

section during the past year have repeated. The section

is read and brings results.

INTEXTORS. SEND SKETCH AND DESCRIPTION
of your invention for advice regarding patent protection.
Twenty years experience. Our Hand-book on Patents

BOOKS is sent free on request. All communication strictly
confidential. Write us today. Talbert & Talbert. Pat-

. HEBE IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO GET HAKOLD ent Lawyers, 47 24 Talbert Bldg., Washington, D. C.

MacGraih's famous book "The Adventures of Kathlyn"
containing 374 pages, illustrations made from actual

PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS
photographs. Begular dollar book now only thirty-five

cents. This is a special limited offer. Our Supply of

these books is very limited. Order your copy today.
B Meskin, 350 N. Clark St.. Chicago. 111.

AMBITIOUS WRITERS OF PHOTOPLAYS. STORIES.
poems, songs. Send today for new catalog of helpful
suggestions. Atlas Pub. Co., 594, Cincinnati.

GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
SONGWRITERS

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. WE WRITE
music, guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit poems
on patriotism, love or any subject. Chester Music Co..
538 So. Dearborn St.. Suite 112. Chicago.

NEW PATRIOTIC PLAYS, RECITATIONS, ENTEB-
tainments for war-lime Benefits. Vaudeville sketches.

Monologues. Drills. Tableaux. Make-up Goods. Large
Catalog Free.

T. S. Denison & Co.. Dept. 7 6. Chicago. SONGWRITERS: SUBMIT YOUR SOXG-P0EM3
now for free examination and advice. Valuable book-
let explaining our original methods of revising, com-
posing, copyrighting and facilitating free publication or

H€LP WANTED

WOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SENT PBEPATD TO
your door; plain sewing: steady work: no canvassing.

Send stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Co.,

Dept. 21, Philadelphia. Pa,

outright sale of songs. SENT FREE on postal request.
Learn the truth from a reliable successful concern.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Knickerbocker Studios, 16t>
Gaiety Bldg., X. Y. City.

SONGWRITERS SEXD YOUR POEMS TODAY FOR
best offer and immediate publication. Free examina-
tion. Music composed. Booklet on request. Authors &
Composers Service Co., Suite 512, 1433 Broadway,
New York.

GOVEENMENT PAYS $900 TO $1,800 YEABLY.
Prepare for coming "exams" under former Civil Service

Examiner. New Book Free. Write Patterson Civil Serv-

ice School. Box 3017. Bochester, N. Y.

THOUSANDS U. S. GO'YEBNJiENT PEACE Posi-
tions open. Men. 16 or over. Women. 18 or over.

Railway Mail Clerks—City Mail Carrie1
'

5—Potoffice

Clerks—Customs Clerks—Clerks at Washington, D. C.

$1,000 to $1,500 year. Short hours. Common educa-
tion sufficient. List positions now obtainable, free.

Write today. Franklin Institute, Dept. B-20 5,

Bochester, N. Y.

WRITE US WORDS FOR A SONG. WE WILL
compose music—facilitate free publication. Send verses
on love. war. any subject. Faircliild Music Co., 2' 1 :;

Broadway. 19-Q. Xew York.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SOXG. WE REVISE
poems, write music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Studios. 101C
Fitzgerald Bldg., Xew York.

WANTED— 5 BRIGHT. CAPABLE LADIES. FOB
1919. to travel, demonstrate and sell dealers. $25.00
to $50.00 per week. Railroad .ire paid. Write at

once. Goodrich Drag Co., Dept. 59, Omaha, Nebr.

WRITE A SONG—LOVE. MOTHER. HOME CHILD

-

hood, patriotic or any subject. I compose music and
guarantoe publication. Send words today. Thomas
Merlin, 235 Reaper Block, Chicago.

DOYOU LIKE TO DRAW?
CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID

illnotgive vouany prand prize if you
answer this ad. Nor will we claim
to make you rich in a week. But if

you are anxious to derelop your
talent with a successful cartoonist,

_ you can make money, send a copy
of this picture, with 6c in stamps for
portfolio of cartoons and sample lesson
plate, and let us explain.

Tho W. L, Evans School of Cartooning
850 Loader Bldg., Cleveland, O.

$3 or

monthly buys a
Beautifully Re-

TYPEWRITER
SENSATION
constructed Latest Model Visible Typewriter with

back-spacer, decimal tabulator, two-color ribbon,

etc. Every late style feature and modern operating

convenience. Perfect appearance, perfect action

and absolute dependability. Sent anywhere on
approval. Catalog and special price FREE.
Harry A. Smith. 851. 218 N. Wells St.. Chicago. 111.

Remember
That every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY is guaranteed,

not only by theadvertiser.but by
the publisher. When you write

please mention PHOTOPLAY.

Train for Nursing—NOW!
The war is responsible for a scarcity of nurses in hospitals—-their regular nurses are going to the front. Demand for

trained nurses now greater than the supply. This is your
golden opportunity to become a trained nurse and easily >c-

CUre a tine position at $20 to $30 per week. You can quickly
master our Special Training Course during your spare time
at home and receive diploma approved by best doctors. 1-asv

terms. Hospital experience given if desired. We help you
find employment. Write at once for catalog. State .i^e.

AMERICAN TRAINING SCHOOL Dept. B. 1555 N. U Silk St.. CHICAGO

MONEY
IREDAGENTS £&$_

We start any responsible woman or man in toilet

goods business without one cent. Wnte for our

new plan, hundreds of thousands of dollars already

spent for advertising, you get the benefit of this.

Experience unnecessary, we show you how.

BERRY'S BEAUT10LA CO.. Sth & Olive Sis.. St. Louis. Mo.

L
AT HOME A|i|n
EARN SING-

Send 2-c. Stamp for Helpful Booklet, " L."
" The Voice Made Beau tifid."

HARVEY SUTHERLAND
Educational Building. 70 Fifth Ave.. NEW YORK

WhOU you write to .advertisers pleas* mention rilOTOrLAY MAGAZIXE.
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ad n nionc*. Ju*t n-.k us to mm roq either i<f thfio
ill. littiilmir. srrnuinn Tifntto C..,-n. rinun to wi-u for

10 days. If you can tell 11 £rvm ft diamond, n-nd it back.
N0.1. SaUdnM No. 2. Solid/old Ho. 3. SoiMrok)

mouotinc bisjju- Lad 1 .• * ' Tirtany aix-prong loo to
claw Jf«u;n i lias, a tnountlnsr,
wideband. Almost txuaru>itv*Hl genu* anteed senuincTif-
• carat, iruaran* ino Ttftllta (Jew, into ti< m. almost ft

to Ki'ffl. almost u carat. carat in eue.
In ftondirur. Bend atrip of pap«r tilting around necond Joint

ray only J3.60 upon urrtvitl tin>n pay only *3 00 par
mould until tli. 1 paid for ettn.<r one. Ol
return the nrn, v • and wr will refund any pay-
ment made. Thia otter la luuitod. Sand wnilo It holda trood.

Th« Tifnito Gem Co., Dept. 408 Chicago, III.

kAgsmts

CutYoufOwiiHairj
IXdCU^U^ i WITH Tm7T
SAFETY HAIR CUTTER

I 0MB yon hair you cancutyoor
.T.n tun majTrolviM invention. Cuts
ny d.nir.d length, abort or Ions;*f

I / 1

—

"^r^tt Don tho job as nicely as any barber in quarter
1 » ^the time, before your own mirror. You can cut tho
fallVJWin^-ri children's hair at home in a jitTy. Can be used aa an
ordinary nuor to shave tho face, or finish around temple or neck.

inv ramr. 1 aata a lifetime S>.v<-n ita cost first

time uaed. PRICE ONLV 35c, postpaid. Extra Blsdss 5c each.
JOHNSON SMITH ft CO., Dept 1503, 54 W. Lake. St.. CHICAGO

JAEGERITE GEMS
The World's Finest Imitation

of Genuine Diamonds
Those precious ircms are the master
product* of science, with fine Blue
White, dazzling brilluincy, that it re-
quires an expert to tell them fromsen-

ttonee, Tho realization of the
dreams of centuries. A 1-t't. (Jem
set inSoUdGold tiffany £«n yf s-

ORDER NOW style mounting, only . . ^>A*C»**'W

JAEGERITE GEM CO. w*te
d
r
.
l
p°°b

,owa

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.

For Restoring Color and Beauty
to Gray and Faded Hair.

60c. and $1.00 at druggists.

Wrestling Book FREE
60 an expert wrestler. Lrarn at home from the
world's undefeated champion and his famous trainer

Frank Gotch and Farmer Barns
IQuickly learned by mail at home. Enow the
art of Self-defense and jiu-jitsu. Have perfect
health. Learn bow to defend yourself. Handle big

IWRESTLLNQimeo with ease. Send for free book. State your age.
|for HEALTH! Parmer Burns 1533 ftamge Bldg., Omaha. Neb._
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For 50 Cents
You can obtain the

next three numbers of

Photoplay Magazine,

delivered to you by the

postman anywhere in

the U.S. This special

offer is made as a trial

subscription. Also it

will avoid the old story

of "Sold Out," if you

happen to be a little

late at the news-stand.

Send postal order to

Dept. 17C

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
350 N. Clark Street

CHICAGO
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"Here's an Extra $50, Grace
—Pm making real money now !

"

"Yes, I've been keeping it a secret until pay day came. I've been
promoted with an increase of $50 a month. And the first extra

money is yours. Just a little reward for urging me to study at home.
The boss says my spare time training has made me a valuable man
to the firm and there's more money coming soon. We're starting

up easy street, Grace, thanks to you and the I. C. S.
!

"

Today more than ever before, money is what counts. The cost of living

is mounting month by month. You can't get along on what you have been
making. Somehow, you've simply got to increase your earnings.

Fortunately for you hundreds of thousands of other men have proved there
is an unfailing way to do it. Train yourself for bigger work, learn to do eome
one thing well and employers will be •—^———«« out M««e— — — —
glad to pay you real money for your
special knowledge.

You can get the training that will

prepare you for the position you want
in the work you like best, whatever it

may be. You can get it without sac-
rificing a day or a dollar from your
present occupation. You can get it at

home, in spare time, through the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools.

It is the business of the I. C. S. to prepare men
in just your circumstances for better positions
at better pay. They have been doing it for
27 years. They have helped two million other
men and women. They are training over
100.000 now. Every day many students write
to tell of advancements and increased salaries
already won.

You have the same chance tney had. What
are you going to do with it? Can you afford
to let a single priceless hour pass without at
least finding out what the I. C. S. can do for
you? Here is all we ask—without cost, with-
out obligating yourself in any way, simply
mark and mail this coupon.

3»'
DMa

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCH00L8
BOX 6496, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without oblieating me, how I can qualify for

the position, or in ttie subject, bejnre which I mark X.

SALESMANSHIP
D ADVERTISING
Q Window Trimmer
nShow Cord Writer

Sign Painter
Tvailrond Trainman

QILLUSTRATING
Q Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and TrpUl
Cert. Pub. Accountant

_ TRAFFIC MANAGER
J Railway Accountant
J Commercial Law
nGOOD ENGLISH
^Teacher
Common School Subject* .

Hathamatica
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mall Clerk
aCTOMOMI.B Ol'ERATISO

"into Repairing
Navigation IQSpanuh

QlGRICl'l.TDRR IQFreneli
Poultry liaising |_ll»IL>o

II 1,11 IC II * I I M.IM I It

Eleetrla Lighting and Kys.
Electric Wiring:
ITelegxaph Engineer

B Telephone Work
_MECHaNlCiL I M.IM.rll

ehanloal Draftsman
aehlne Shop Praotloo

Toolmaker
Gaa Engine Operating

DCIVIL ENGINEER
^Surveying and Mapping
I] MINE FOREMAN or F.NIi'll

D8 I i TIONillY ENGINEER
J Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT

^Contractor and Rnllder

D Architectural Hi alumna
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

_PLUMnlN()ANl> nEATING

B Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Oreneer or Snpt.
CHEMIST

Name-
Present
Occupation.

Street
and No._

Clty_

M Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a skilled
player of piano or organ in your own
home, atone-quarter usual cost.
Dr. Quinn's famous Written Method

is endorsed by leading musicians and heads of State Conservatories.
Successful 25 years. Play chorda at one* and complete piece in every
key. within 4 lesson*. Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully illus-
trated. For beginners or teachers, old or young. All music free. Diplo-
ma gran ted. Writ.- today for 6-J-page free book. "How toStudy Music. "
M. L QU1HN COHSERVATORf. Studio P. C. Social Union Bldg.. BOSTON. MASS .

.Submit your Song-Poemi NOW for free examination snd *^ v ' ce>^<"17^jB
We reviie poems, compose music of any description, _^%J^ *| \^^^
secure copyright and employ origins! methods j^T| M^^ A
for fscil.utmg FREE PUBLICATION or ^rfrfd"! \\^^ Po*Ul

outright SALE of song, under • ^llWrfP^^^jo* . cojy of" oS
certificate GUARANTEE. ^*<^Wft!il^^ Free Booklet which

tells you who we are, ex*

plains our methods sod con.

^af]a J
I I j***^

tains valuable information and

1"
I liA^ instructions. This is your opport-

\ ki*^^ unity to learn the truth regarding the Song*
9^"^ writing profewion from a reliable and successful concern*

KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS. 86 Gaiety Bldg . N. Y Cjjjv

1NG joy tatitfac

S3 VCAf/S THC STANDARD TrHHM/H>
SCHOOL fVR THCATf?e ARTS

AI^VIEIWESCHOOL
DRAMATIC ARTS

FOUR SCHOOLS IN ONE. PfWCTKAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK «"«.•

-THEATRE AfFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES
Write for catalog mentioning study desired to

A. T. IRWIN, Secretary
225 W. 57th St. New York City

_ B B _
Be an Accountant- I

I

Executive Power

Financial Success

Elective course in advanced accounting fits

you in your spare time for the big job. Simple, effi-

cient method; low tuition; easy terms: quickly
completed home-study course. Write for free book

"StorieM of SuccesM"
International Accountants Society

€24 So. Michigan Ave. Dept 7-C Chicago III.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Little Journeys

To Filmland

The Dre^ws at Home Studio in Operation

h in

C=3

12 Single-Reel Subjects Showing
"The Stars As They Are"

This announces the forthcoming presentation of

Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement—a series

of twelve de luxe motion pictures of screenland's

greatest stars "taken from life." In these unique

single-reel subjects you will see "The Stars As
They Are"— off- the -screen, at home, behind the

scenes, making - up, etc. Such famous stars as

William S. Hart, MaryCharleson, Henry Walthall,

Bessie Love, Edith Storey and other favorites will

be presented— six or seven stars in each release.

See further announcement on contents

page of this issue of Photoplay.

Will be shown in every high class

theatre in the United States.

Ask your exhibitor when they

will be shown at your theatre.

Every advertiacnu-iU in rilOTOrLAY MAGAZINE la (ruaxantaxl.



Photoplay Magazine Ami rum m.; Section '7

What $1 Will

Bring You

More than a thousand

pictures of photoplay-

ers and illustrations of

their work and pastime.

Scores of interesting articles

about the people you see

on the screen.

Splendidly written short

stories, some of which you

will see acted at your mov-

ing picture theater.

The truth and nothing but

the truth, about motion

pictures, the stars, and the

industry.

You have read this issue of

Photoplay so there is no neces-

sity for telling you that it is one

of the most superbly illustrated,

the best written and the most

attractively printed magazine

published today—and alone

in its field of motion pictures.

Slip a dollar bill in an

envelope addressed to

Photoplay Magazine
Dcpt. 7-C, 350 N. Clark St., CHICAGO

and receive the April issue

and five issues thereafter.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
Department 7-C

350 North Clark Street, CHICAGO
Gentlemen: I enclose herewith $1.00 (Can-

ada S1.25) for which you will kindly enter my
subscription for Photoplay Magazine for
six months, effective *dth the April, 1919, issue.

Send to.

Street Address

.

City .

.

State.

Even the wonder-
ful eye of the camera
cannot detect the
difference between
a delicate, petal-like

skin and one pro-

tected by the magical touch of

That
Stays On

CARMEN
COMPLEXIONPOWDER

The favorite of the "stars" because every-

where—under the glare of the electric light, in

the broad sunshine, under the lamplight, in

wind— everywhere—Carmen gives to the com-
plexion an enhancing beauty.

Does not rub or blow off.

White, Pink, Flesh, Cream

50c Everywhere

When you writ* to advertisers 1

1

m PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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A SKIN YOU LOVE TO TOUCH Painting by Charles Chambers

You, too, can have the charm of

oA skinyou love to touch"
YOU, too, can have the charm

of a skin that's soft, clear,

radiant. Everyone admires it.

Every girl longs for it. To have your
skin as lovely as it ought to be

—

soft, clear, colorful— all you need to

dn is to give it the proper care for

its needs.

No matter how much you have neg-
lected your skin, you can begin at once

to improve it. New skin is forming even-

day as old skin dies. If you give this

new skin the right care every day, vou
can keep it fresh and radiant. Such

things as blackheads, blemishes and

unsightly spots, you can, with the

proper treatment, correct.

Begin today to give your skin the

right treatment for its particular needs.

You will find the famous treatments for

all the commoner skin troubles in the

booklet wrapped around every cake of

Woodburv's Facial Soap.

You will find that a cake of Wood-
bury's lasts for a month or six weeks

of any treatment and for general

cleansing use.

It sells for 25c at drug stores and

toilet goods counters throughout the

United. States and Canada.

This beautiful picture tor framing

Send for your copy today

!

O

*#

r

This picture with sample cake of soup.
booklet of treatments and u sample of

Facial Powder for I5c.

This picture is Charles Chambers,1 Inter-
pretation Ol ".\ Skin You Love To Touch."
n has been reproduced (rum ihc original
oil painting, in full colors and on fine
Quality paper, expressly for framing. No
printed matter on it. Size 15x19 inches.

For 15c we will send you one of these
beautiful reproductions with :i trial size

cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap large
enough for a week's treatment — also ihc
booklet of treatments

—
"A Skin 5fou 1 ove to

Touch," and a sample of Woodbur] 's Facial
Powder. Thousands will want this picture.
Send for your copy at once.

Write today to The Andrew Jergens Co.,

503 Sprint: Grove Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

tf you live in Canada, address : The
Andraw Jerrent Co., limited, SOS Sher-
brookr Street, Perth, Ontario,

->
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Alfred Cheney Johnston

MABEL XORMAXD will soon give us a new conception of "Sis Hopkins."
Mabel left Keystone slap-stick for Goldwyn drawing-room drama. Now

the little dramatic yearn has died, leaving Mabel again content as a cut-up.



TT7'/-: hear that Irene Fenwick is to appear in William Favershdm's stage pro-W duction of •'The Prince and the Pauper," in the dual juvenile role. Yon

will remember Miss Fenwick in Famous Planers and Metro pictures.



Alfred Cheney Johnston

GAIL KANE has her own company now, and "The Daredevil" and "The
Kaiser's Bride" are two red nt releases of the statuesque star. Miss Km

seems to have made a complete transition from stage to screen.



y.tr/v' Mil.HALL graduated with athletic honors from Columbia Uni-

versity, thru went on the stage. He came to the screen ria Hiograph : he

has acted, lutein, for Universal and Paramount. He never studied laic.



A N expert likeness of our best-known Younger Son, William Wallace Reid.

l\ He plays those sons of fortune with too main/ millions, who always, always
get the Girl. Mrs. Reid is Dorothy Davenport. There's a WiUiarn Wallace, Jr.



rH AT enigmatic
look in Evelyn

Greeley's eyes is

brought about by an
in d e c is i o n as to

whether or not the
heroine in her n(xt
World drama should
wear a gown to match
her soul. Miss Gree-
ley, whose first name
should be Hebe, is co-

starring with Carlyle
Blackivell.

AHreil Cheney Johnston



rHE most recent

portrait of Amer-
ica's famed dancer-

actress, Irene Castle,

who is in mourning for
her aviator - husband,

C a p t a i n Y e r n o

n

Castle. She left the

studios to go to Eng-
land, there to devote
her terpsicJio-rcan tal-

ents to war-work.

Alfred Cheney frblUtea



1 LICE JOYCE, at the present writing and engraving, is working on a pic-

/l turization of Charles Klein's "The Lion and the Mouse.'' This should
afford Yifagraph's fragile star her biggest dramatic opportunity since "Within
the Law."
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On Sunday

b

THERE goes that miserable alarm-clock,— let it go I It's Sunday morning, and you don't have

to rise at seven ! So—

Well, you've had your extra hour, or two. And now what are you going to do with the Day

of Rest?

Whatever your choice, don't merely throw Sunday away. Meaningless, fruitless, frittered-out

Sundays bear the curse of waste, and the past four years teach us that waste may be treachery to

ourselves as well as to our nation.

For the Yourig Person we recommend, unqualifiedly, at least one of the services of the church as

Sunday's prime requisite. There is more than orthodox devotion in a \nowledge of that Boo\ which

is the foundation of all the religions of civilization. The Bible is the corner-stone of all education,

and no man or woman of any creed or none can ever claim true culture in ignorance of its great

records and precepts. This is not Billy Sunday evangelism ; it is a statement of ice-cold fact. If the

next generation of Americans is permitted to grow up Scripturally blind, Kultur will have replaced

culture. We shall be a land of scientific barbarians.

For the rest of the day, improve your body and air out your mind.

The great Teacher of T^azareth declared that the Sabbath was made for Man ; not Man for the

Sabbath. Intolerance has always reversed that saying. Intolerance would ma\e Man's Sabbath a

dungeon of worthless reflection or downright evd-thini^ing.

Conspicuous among the living Intolerants are those who inveigh against the Sunday outing and

the Sunday picture show.

The man who would replace church services by screen entertain-

ments and the man who would loc\ up all films between Saturday and

Monday are both undesirable citizens

Start Sunday by earnest attendance upon an informing and up-

lifting religious service. Continue Sunday by getting out into God's

great open air—winter or summer. Then serve your soul again—
if you wish ; or you will do well in giving your refreshed mind a

panorama of other lives or other lands upon the screen.

27



o \ The Confessions of

"A. male vampire ex-

ists because all women
want to be a man's
last love, not his first.

Women dislike ama-
teurs. They don't
care to be practiced

According to what
Lew Cody says, the

"rag and bone" siren

doesn't \now nearly

as much about men as

the "chocolate - coated

cave man" under*
stands about women.

Mr. Cody's case it's an advantage. Also, there was
orange pekoe tea and other things to sustain one during
the ordeal of listening to the confessions of the original

male vampire (screen species).

"First," I said, when the penitent had arranged him-
self as comfortably as possible, with a glowing cigarette

between his fingers and a pagan grin on his lips, "why is

a male vampire?''

"A male vampire exists because all women want to be a

man's last love, not his first," began Mr. Cody. "A man
may tell a woman he has never loved anyone in his life

before he met her. She accepts it with a sweet
-mile because she thinks it's only a figure of

speech and she doesn't believe him. If

she discovers he has told the truth, it's

generally "curtains' for him. Women
dislike amateurs. They don't care
to be practiced on.

'"Life began with a man and a
woman in a garden. The game
goes on, that's all. A male
vampire is merely an expert in

I he great battle of wits be-
tween the sexes. He's the only
man who isn't hopelessly out-

classed before he starts.

"Incidentally. I've noticed it

didn't take Eve long to get out

of the garden when she found
there was only one man there.

''The ideal male vampire would
combine the American's punch, the

Englishman's subtility and the
Frenchman's suavity."

(I happen to know that Lew Cody
was born in America of French parents

and that his right name is Cote with accents

over the "o" and the "e.")

Now, there are marrying men and bachelors.

The difficulty is to tell the difference after Life

scrambles them about a bit. Lots of married men are

ALL women want to be a man's last love, not his first.

And that, says Mr. Cody, is the secret of the male

vampire.

We have come far since the day of "a rag and a

bone and a hank of hair." That lady is now considered a rank
amateur. She has been followed by the baby vamp, the intel-

lectual vamp and the person who slings slightly obese charms
in your face with a freedom ridiculous or disgusting according

to your sex and disposition.

Now—enter the male vampire. And, while, to quote once
more from Mr. Kipling, "the female of the species is more
deadly than the male," the deadliness of the masculine variety
is not to be underrated. 1 know, for 1 have been mother
confessor to the eminent authority on vampires—he and she
vampires, vamping a la celluloid and au natural—Mr. Lewis

J. Cody, the originator of the male vampire upon the screen.

Mr. Cody insists that the male vampire, as portrayed In- him
in that delightfully subtle thing of Lois Weber's, ''For Hus-
bands Only," is a necessary evolution of the screen in its

progress toward realism, a real human being who has landed
in a hitherto sadly vacant spot somewhere between the saccha-
rine hero of the thousand virtues and the dreadful hero of the
seven deadly sins. He is a sort of chocolate-coated cave man,
and after seeing Lew on his own vamping ground in screen
versions from real life, a mere spectator is tilled with gratitude
for his creation.

Our confessional was a charming little luncheon table. The
candles, one must admit, wore intimate, silken red shades. And
the penitent had the advantage of being seen—at least in

Jn the topsy-turvy oval at upper left Lew Cody is demonstrating

Mildred Harris is the vampee and the name of the picture is

scene from "A Branded Soul," in which Mr. Cody 'Vamped"



a Male Vampire
bachelors by instinct. Lots of bachelors become married men
by training. The real male vampire is essentially a bachelor.

His freedom is his most cherished possession. He desires wide
fields in which to rove .mil he doesn't care to cheat lli>

heaven is anticipation. His hell is .» woman he is tired of.

"The male vampire is necessarily frivolous at heart. The
moment a man becomes earnest he bores a woman to tears.

You cannot harness most men. That is why marriage as an
institution i> too often a failure.

"There is only one really bad man— the man who de

sires innocence. That is why the male vampire is not

had —he is only a little humanly wicked. He doesn't

really care to waste his time on inexperience. The
battle of wits is more engrossing when played with

a skilled opponent. The thrill is lost unless the

foeman is worthy of one's steel."

He paused and flashed me that companionable
little smile and between you and me I began to

have a degree of sympathy for the wile in "For
Husbands Only" who so nearly was vamped by
him.

"Go on," I said. "Just how much does he know
about women?"
"Do I have to do that?" he asked.

I nodded solemnly. "What is the ideal woman?"
"The ideal woman is the one a man would never

grow tired of. She hasn't been discovered as yet. But \

the most dangerous woman is the one who is clever

enough not to let you know how clever she is. Like a

masked battery, her tire is more deadly.

"Women today are doing their best to kill romance. They
have grown too clever. Nothing kills a romance like bril-

liancy in a woman. She ceases to kneel gracefully. And yet,

an intelligent man likes an intelligent woman. But the reason that

so many intellectual men marry brainless dolls is because the clever

woman flaunts her knowledge so brazenly. It doesn't make a great

deal of difference what a woman says if it isn't humiliating to a man
and she looks attractive while she says it.

"Daintiness is the one physical essential. If a woman has that she
may be dark or light, tall or short, thin or fat and still be adorable.

"The two unforgivable sins for a woman in the eyes of the

As told to

Adela Rogers

St. Johns

t
"Women today are

doing their best to

kill romance. They
have grown too

clever. Nothing
kills a romance
like brilliancy

in a woman.

7
A new portrait of Lewis

J. Cody.

the masculine theory of vampiring.

"Borrowed Clothes." Above is a

opposite Gladys Brockwell.

29
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made

optimistic pessimist we are calling a male vampire are affecta-

tion and superiority. Nagging is the one reason 1 know for

justifiable homicide. The possessive case is such a feminine

lavorite and it ruins more charming women than anything else

in the world. The silliest woman can handle the cleverest man
if she only lets him think he's having his own way."
"Now," 1 demanded sternly, "what are the rules of this

great game, the rules he has worked out through his expe-
rience?"

"There isn't a woman in

the world who wouldn't be

flattered if you
love to her. But that

won't always gain-
your point. Hold her

off a bit. Add the

fillip of indifference

to the spice of dan-

ger. Make her feel

that you are a vol-

cano beneath a crust

of ice and the sheer

perversity of her sex

will make her try to

break through to see
what it's like underneath.

If she finds out too soon that

you are eager, she will play with you as a cat toys.

"Never roast a man she has cared for or still seems to admire.

It disparages her taste and rouses her to the defense of what
is or was her property. Rather praise him for the virtues he
doesn't possess. Nothing will call her attention to his faults

so quickly. On the same principle, never underestimate another
beautiful woman to her. Admit her beauty, but suggest that

she isn't your style.

"Never talk about yourself to a woman. It arouses in her

the critical faculty at once. The law of supply and demand
works in this game, as in all others. ' Give her what she hasn't.

Find out where the other fellow fails. Never force the issue.

Be aloof, courteous, cool. Above all, don't fall in love with

her, or you're gone.

"Ah, women are like moods. They must be changed often

to be attractive. Women forgive vices of the flesh more readily

than sins of the disposition. They will forgive anything easier

than cowardice and sneer at the man who, wont defend her.

"Always remember this—that flattery is the most powerful
weapon for either sex. That is where the average woman and
the average man make their biggest mistake. Subtle, clever

flattery, founded upon enough truth to make it acceptable,

scores as nothing else can.

"For instance I told a woman the other night that she should

always wear Oriental effects. 'If you did, you would be sur-

passingly beautiful.' I said. She shrugged it aside, but the next

time I saw her she was wear-

ing jade earrings down to

her knees and enough
Chinese embroidery
to start a temple of

Buddha.
" And I learned

about women from
her,' " he quoted,
with that super-

abundant joy of liv-

ing, that warmth of

color and delight in

the actual world that

makes him so forgiv-

able in his screen "other
men."
"Now. the benediction," I

burned out.

he remarked sug-

"The real male vampire is

essentially a bachelor. His
freedom is his most cher-

ished possession. His
heaven is anticipation.

His hell is a woman he

is tired of.
'

'

said, as the fervor of his "axioms'

"Since you're a mother confessor-

gestively.

"Absolution, if you never do it again!" I pronounced.

"But, dear lady. 1 must earn my living," he cried.

"Oh, yes," I said weakly, "I forgot. Sentence suspended."

Well, what did you expect of a mere woman?
Resorting to facts. Mr. Cody made his first screen venture

opposite Bessie Barriscale in "The Mating,"' an early Inceviiie

production after a considerable stage career. Since that time

he has played with many of our best feminine stars, including

Mae Murray, Edith Storey, Gail Kane, Fannie Ward. Mildred

Harris, Louise Lovely and others. His latest work, at this

time not released, was in "Don't Change Your Husband." a

C. B. deMille production, characterized as a companion piece

to "Old Wives for New." This picture story is narrated and

illustrated elsewhere in this issue.

The engraver's boy who delivered proofs ot the above etching, suggested that we title it "Back to Nature." diough how lie knows is beyond us.

As we look at the picture, the blanketed confines completely enfold May Allison, and, like Herbert Heyes, (leaning against the tree) we can

only wonder. Yes— Miss Allison was taking scenes for "Her Inspiration" and didn't have time to run back to the studio to change costumes.
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It is one of the paradoxes of life that to a great degree, the very men and women who bring the pictured romance to the world are

themselves denied the emotions they portray The great lovers are few The romance of Lucien Muratore and Lina

Cavalieri has endured, they have not permitted eight years of married life to keep them from being lovers.
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The Romance of Cavalieri

and Muratore
How Una of the Porta Solaria became a
distinguished artiste, the wife of a celebrated

tenor, and a renowned motion picture actress.

'By Jerome Shorey

S
["RANGE, is it not, that while Romance is the very life*

of the theater, it is rarely indeed that actual romances

find in the theater itself that happy climate wherein

they can endure from year to year. It is one of the

pan doxes of life
An informal picture of Muratore

and Cavalieri, taken on the

shore of their Sound
home.

that to a great de-

gree the very men
and women who
bring the pictured

romance to the

world, are them-

selves denied the

emotions they por-

tray. Nor is it diffi-

cult to understand,

for the emotion? of

the player, always

keyed to such high

pitch in his art. are

too turbulent for

permanence. Grop-

ing lor the reality

they counterfeit in

their profession they

either demand too
much, or are willing

to give too little in

return. The great

lovers are few. The
enduring romance is

the exception—the attach

ment that stands the test of

years. But there are exceptions, the

more notable because of their rarity.

Out near New London, Connecticut, there is a

beautiful summer home, the grounds of which slope gently

down under splendid old elms, to the shimmering Sound. Here,

almost any summer's day, you can find a man and a woman en-

gaged in some light frolic. They are Lucien Muratore and his

beautiful wife, Lina Cavalieri. whose romance has endured,

and for this reason: that they have not forgotten how to

play. And just as they have not permitted their adult years

to banish the joys of childhood, they have not permitted eight

years of marriage to keep them from being lovers. In pic-

turesque costumes from their operatic wardrobes they play

at masquerades among the elms and beside the shore, and

the chance spectator might well take it for

a faery vision

Of some gay creatures of the element,

That in the colors of the rainbow live,

And play in the plighted clouds.

Eight years ago they met, Cavalieri and Muratore, at the

Grand Opera in Paris, where a new opera by Giordano, "Si-

beria," was being produced. They met at rehearsal, they

loved, they married. And that is all there is to tell. Happy
indeed are the people whose annals are vacant. Muratore

sings at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York—Cava-

lieri plays in pictures for Paramount. And between times they

proceed with the real business of life, which is the pursuit of

happiness. For they. are both of the land of eternal youth

where -Kwme. granddam of nations, from her seven hills defies

the passing years, the passing centuries— Rome, an ancient city

when Christ was horn, yet to-day younger than the latest

upstart town of the Middle West.
It was a long road, but seldom a dreary one, which Cavalieri

traveled to reach this delectable destination. Clance at this

picture of her earliest youth:

In the poorest part of the city of Rome, near the Porta
Salaria, almost under the very shadow of the great Villa Bor-

ghese, in a few almost bare rooms, the family of a
laborer. Nor even an unusual laborer—just a

good, honest, hard-working toiler. And
the family—six of them, lively,

always more or less hungry.
Vet not unhappy

—

for after all, some-
how one lives, and
papa is kind, and
mamma is beautiful,

and in the soft twi-

light Lina, who is

twelve, sings to the

accompaniment of a

cheap guitar. For
this is Italy, where
even the babes in

their cradles are dra-

matic, and when sor-

row comes one looks

upon it always a little

with the eye of the

artist, so that even
suffering becomes
picturesque by being

somewhat self-

conscious.

To those who are

not versed in the ro-

mance of art, it may
seem a remarkable
career, this of Lina

Cavalieri's, from the poor quarter of Rome to the luxury of an
operatic and moving picture star. Yet it is not so remarkable
after all. Did you ever hear of a great singer coming from a
wealthy family? And besides, just as every soldier in the armies
of Napoleon always carried the baton of a field marshal in his

knapsack, so as not to be taken unawares by the great honor
that he was sure would come to him eventually, so every Italian

child is provided at birth with a blank contract for the Metro-
politan Opera House. In Rome, where even the little children

speak Italian fluently. Verdi and Donizetti are as popular as

Irving Berlin and Jerome Kern are in New York, and as

familiar to the whistling street boys.

If, with such a background. La Cavalieri had become a
disciple of Mrs. Emmeline Pankhurst. or had made a name
for herself as a missionary to the heathen in the Malay Penin-

sula, it would have been remarkable. That she has succeeded
on the stage and in the cinemas, after all, is not so astonish-

ing after you have glanced at her beautiful face and have
heard her sing. For while Cavalieri is not among the greatest
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Cavalieri and her husband in a scene from their as yet unreleased photoplay,

"The Rose of Granada."

singers in the world, she has the sort of voice you like to

hear. She herself takes her success as simply and unaffect-

edly as a child accepts a toy which, while it evokes real grati-

tude, is not entirely unexpected.

And she tells about it just as simply—that is if you can
describe as simple a torrent of words in half a dozen languages,

bubbling over each other, in a musical jargon as sprightly as

a dewtime argument between a bluebird and a bobolink. In

speech, Italian is her birthright French her adoption, Russian
her experience, and English her antipathy. She simply will

not learn to speak English, and the world is the gainer in just

so much music, for while it demands the service of an agile-

eared interpreter for the average uni-lingual American to un-

derstand milady's flood of conversation, it is pleasant to hear

whether you understand or not. And so the story was told:

Little Lina of the Ponta Salaria had reached thirteen, and
her voice was beginning to round out into promises of some-
thing unusual. Yet they took it as a matter of course in the

buzzing family, until one evening, as Lina was warbling to the

twanging of the guitar, a very great man heard her. Yen-
great indeed was the man to Lina and her parents—though

if the fact must be set down truthfully, he was merely the

conductor of the orchestra at a cheap music hall—something

like the ten-twent'-thirt' .of American vaudeville, only that

Italian audiences, even in these cheapest resorts, demand
real music. Now every maestro is always on the lookout for

a genius to discover, and the maestro of the little music hall,

stopping in front of Lina's home, murmured, or perhaps ex-

claimed, "Dio mio, quel bella voce!' and Lina's fortune was
made.

But not immediately. Hardly had the new friend begun
to teach his protege the first principles of singing, than her

father died, and the family was in despair. Hunger
is not recommended by singing teachers as the best

means of developing a young voice, but it was on
hunger that Cavalieri trained in those darkest days
of ail her life. And just when it seemed that human
endurance could continue no longer, the maestro
found a place for her on the program of the ten-

twent'-thirt' house at three lire—about sixty cents

—a performance. The beginning was all she needed.

Soon a better theatre discovered the little song-

bird of the Porta Salaria, and offered five lire—

a

dollar a day—as much as her father had ever earned-

This was wealth. Within a very few months. Little

Lina, still not sixteen, was one of the favorite- ai

the Eden, one of the best music halls in Rome, and
there she was paid a salary that set wagging the

tongues of the gossips around the Salaria gate—one

hundred lire a week—twenty dollars. This was fame.

There is little doubt that Cavalieri would have
been a much greater singer if she had not been such

a great beauty. The new sensation of the Eden wa?

soon discovered by an impresario from Paris, not for

her voice, which was still in the formative stage, but

for her high visibility. To the child herself, for Lina

was still little more than that, this magical world

that opened to her, which meant ease and comfort,

not only for herself but for that recently so

hungry brood over by the Porta Salaria. was not a

thing to be questioned. She had not taken her voice

seriously.

She had not taken anything very seriously except

hunger, and now there was no more hunger. There

was no wise patron to tell her that in her throat was

a delicate organ which by careful development and

study could be made into a voice that would thrill

the world. She could sing well enough for the music-

halls, much better than most of her fellow artists,

and that was sufficient.

But with Paris, and the sensational success at

the Folies Bergere. not to mention the salary of

$2,000 a month, came the realization that beauty

could carry her no farther, that if she was to rise

still higher in the world of the theatre, she must be

carried up by her voice. She studied intermittently,

but was not greatly encouraged either by friends or

teachers. She was one of those favored ones of

whom her friends cannot understand why they are

not satisfied with their tremendous successes and why
they insist upon doing something else that seems so

unnecessary. But the urge of ambition drove on, and

she persisted in her vocal studies. This is the most remark-

able thing about the career of Lina Cavalieri—much more

remarkable than that she should have risen from poverty and

obscurity—that in the height of her triumph in the gayest city

in the world, hailed as the greatest beauty in the world, the

toast of Grand Dukes and millionaires, she kept her head.

insisted that there was something greater in store for her, and

went on- with her singing.

It was not until she visited Russia and met the tenor Mar-

coni, touring with Luisa Tetrazzini. that she received her first

word of encouragement. He told her she could succeed in

opera if she would really study under the proper sort of

teacher. She then went into the business seriously. For nine

months she worked, and after an unfortunate but luckily al-

most unnoticed debut in Lisbon, she made her real debut in

Naples in "La Boheme." She was a success, only partly, per-

haps, through her singing, for with her beauty one could allow

other prima donna a considerable handicap and win handily.

Her continental triumphs brought her to the Metropolitan

Opera House in New York, where she was a sensation but not

an operatic success. Curiously enough, while America is not

a musical nation, vet in this one operatic institution the high-

est standards in the world prevail, and the truth must be

admitted—Cavalieri's voice is not one of the greatest. But

she made New York sit up and take notice, just the same.

It was inevitable that the moving pictures should claim such

a beauty as this. Until she was added to the Paramount list

of stars a year aso. she had not appeared in any pictures in

America, but had' been in numerous Italian productions. One

of these. "The Rose of Granada." served as a joint starring

vehicle for herself and her husband, and will be released later

in this countrv bv Paramount. (Continued on page 107)



Private Blue!
Monte, the official portrayer oj

Young America in ihc Ran\s

couldn't do the riding," said Blue, "so I doubled in

those scenes. I bad to make up, ol course, exactly

like the grain! old actor, and I liis required the US<

a putt) nose. I'll never forget how. in one ol the

close-ups—the weather being warm the putty mi

ami my nose fell oil
!

Blue is a master of make-up, and excels in Indian

roles. He was Indian Joe in Mary's "MX.iss";

//.;/>/>y in "The Squaw Man.'' He plays a red-man,
also, in Louise Glaum's "Goddess of Lost Lake."

You have probably seen him in scores of roles with-

out knowing it; for instance, the halfwit in an old

Fine Arts, "The Microscope Mystery"; Pierre, the

bandit, in another Fine Arts, "Daphne and the Pi-

rates," featuring Lillian Gish and Elliott Dexter. He
was in "Betrayed," for Fox; and the sequel to "Tar-

zan of the Apes," for National.

Monte wore a putty nose and pretty

nearly everything when he doubled
for Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree in

"Macbeth" (shown below).

Among his privateering, Monte Blue posed with Mary
Pickford in a propaganda film for the Fourth Liberty

Loan campaign, from which the above scene was taken.

HE might have stepped out of any news-weekly from
over there. You know the scenes of the boys on the

march—and the tall kid in khaki who grins and waves
his hand at the camera? Bringing, before November n,

a rather poignant punch to an otherwise monotonous celluloid chron-
icle of current events. He was your boy, and it did you good to see

him.

Monte Blue plays privates in film war fiction, and he looks the part.

He used to be a bad man—at least he played all sorts of characters,

and even villained Douglas Fairbanks in "Wild and Woolly" and "The
Man from Painted Post," a somewhat risky undertaking. But the
war changed everything. Monte reformed. He decided to be a hero
—it was much more pleasant and profitable. Mary Pickford made
her well-known patriotic hurrah. "Johanna Enlists," and Blue was cast

as Private Vibbard, who, if he didn't win Johanna, at least won the

hearts of half the girls in the audience, who saw in him their own
Private Vibbard, in camp or overseas. Monte has been playing sol-

diers ever since. DeMille gave him a part in "Till I Come Back to

You." He was, you remember, the camp tonsorialist, barbing Bryant
Washburn. His distressed and conscientious countenance, under his

overseas cap, brought to many a realization of the manifold hardships

of war.

Monte was chosen to play in Mary Pickford's propaganda pictures—

-

her trailer for the Fourth Liberty Loan, and her appeal to Canada for the

Fifth Victory Loan.

And to crown his career as a khaki-clad hero, they have given him the

part of Private Pettigrew with Ethel Clayton in "Private Pettigrew's Girl."

This, adapted from a Saturday Evening Post story, by Dana Burnet, should

cinch Monte's success in the military for all time.

His Griffith training, it is safe to say, has something to do with his persistent

assumption of realism in every part he plays. He was three years with D. W. and
played everything from hundreds of bits in "Intolerance" to doubling for Sir Herbert
Beerbohm Tree in certain scenes in "Macbeth." "Sir Herbert was rather an old man and
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DON'T
A story for wives whose husbands'

eating onions, and burying

By Frances Denton

he, Jim, had come home empty handed on his

wedding anniversary.

Jim Porter was not really slow-witted, only

careless. "Watching his chance he reached for-

ward and quietly slipped the box from the

bishop's pocket; and before the reverend gen-

tleman could rise to present his gift, Jim had
forestalled him. With his best manner, though

visibly harassed, he delivered to his wife the

bishop's gift as his own.

The box contained a handsome jade and
amber necklace. All Leila's resentment van-

ished and her face shone with a child's delight.

Her husband had redeemed himself before her

THE telephone at James Denby Porter's

elbow rang for the third time. With
an impatient grunt he reached across a

pile of papers and took up the receiver.

"Hello! Wha' is it? Oh, 'lo, Honey . . .

What's that? . . . Well, now I've taken the

cigar out of my mouth." The "glue king" suited his actions

to his words, adding a sprinkling of hot ashes to the disorder

of his desk. "What do you want, Leila? I'm awfully busy . . .

When, tonight? What for? I'm afraid I'll have to stay

—

What? Oh, that's so. Of course I'll be home early. No, I

didn't forget it. That is, only for' the minute. Thought of it

all morning. Sure I'll be home. 'Bye, dear."

He hung up the receiver, grinned, and volunteered to a busi-

ness caller:

"Narrow escape that. It seems I was married seven years

ago today, according to the wife. Now—" settling himself

in his chair and biting off the end of a! fresh cigar, "let's

get down to cases on this deal."

The glue king really meant to remember, but with the arrival

of another caller he was submerged in a business deal vitally

important to the glue interests of America. Six o'clock came.
Seven, then eight, but the only evidence of an anniversary

celebration on' the part of James Denby was an unusually large

heap of cigar stubs at his right hand, and a splitting headache.
At home, his pretty, dainty wife, despairing at last of his com-

ing, had ordered dinner served. With smiles and forced gaiety she

tried to conceal, before her guests, her hurt at her husband's
apparent indifference. With understanding sympathy they re-

sponded. Especially Mr. Schuyler Van Sutphen, nephew of

Leila's clear friend. Mrs. Hucknew. Van Sutphen was more
than glad to lend his kind offices to the consoling of anything
so exquisite as Leila.

Mr. Van Sutphen was an architect by courtesy, a globe trot-

ter by circumstances, and a connoisseur in curves, both archi-

tectural and feminine, by natural bent. He was stirred by Leila

to more than ordinary depths of aesthetic appreciation. She
was like a rare, exotic flower—mentally he was comparing her
to the Chinese lotus blossom—when her recreant husband.
having ended his strenuous day, walked in.

Jim blinked at the bright lights and the signs of festivity.

That's so, Leila had mentioned guests: too bad he had for-

gotten. He slumped into a chair and yawned. His clothes

were rumpled, his hair disordered: and Leila, wounded by his

forgetfulness, looked at him and then across the table lo Van
Sutphen, handsome, immaculate, entertaining, and flatteringly

attentive to her every word. The contrast was too evident.

Why did the bishop. Leila's godfather, keep fumbling at his

coat pocket, wondered Jim. Somnolent from his hard day. Jim
was not trying to keep up with the conversation. The bishop

half pulled a small case from his pocket and as something else

claimed his attention, dropped it again. Jim sat up with a jerk.

By George! he knew now. The box held a gift for Leila, and
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"If I were king and you were my
queen," said Sutphen, " Three
things would I bring to you : the

beauty of the world, the riches of the

world, and the love of the world."

guests ; she was
not forgot-

ten, after all.

Fortunately
she was too

occupied t o

note the look

o f astonish-

ment on the

face of the

bishop, or that

his mouth was
opening to pro-

test. Then the

signaling
w h i c h Jim
w a s surrepti-

tiously p e r -

forming for his

benefit caught the

bishop's eye, and the

reverend mouth closed

with a little gulp as under-

standing dawned upon it>

owner.

But a tiny white card which

had accompanied the gift had

dropped to the floor unnoticed by all ex-

cept Van Sutphen. As he left the dining room,

he unostentatiously stooped and picked it up.

Jim, having done his full duty, dozed in a

chair for the rest of the evening. The bishop

and Mrs. Hucknew. finding each other congenial.

Sutphen was privileged to exert all the charm that he
_

i^
was master of. for the beguilement of Leila. She did

not encourage him—the glue king's wife was no light

coquet te. but it was impossible for her not to feel his attrac-

tion, nor to contrast his attentions with her husband's dozing

indifference.
.

The very fact that she was so impelled roused in Leila a

feeling of self-reproach. Jim was good and faithful—she had

no right to weigh him in "the balance. He had not forgotten

their wedding day—her hand went to her throat and touched

the jade and amber beads. The feel of them gave her a sense

of securitv and peace.

Sutphen noticed her abstraction. He quietly pulled the bit

of pasteboard from his pocket, saying: "I have something here



CHANGE YOUR HUSBAND
clue] offenses are spilling cigar ashes,

themselves in the glue business.

which is evidently your property, Mrs. Porter. I chanced to

pick it up from the floor as we left the dining room."

Leila read, wonderingly, "A gift from the Orient for my dear

godchild on her seventh wedding anniversary" and the bishop's

name.
Leila's face was a study The l>ishop had made no gift to

her—and there was evidently nunc forthcoming. Jade and am-
ber came from the East she read Jim's deception and the

bishop's good-natured conniving, in a Hash. Jim hadn't remem-
bered their wedding day, after all!

As Mrs. Hucknew took leave of her hostess, she whispered:
"What Jim needs is a chance to miss you, Leila. He's grown
too used to you. Come with me to the seashore tomorrow,
and stay awhile. You'll have him on his knees to you in a
week."

Leila did not answer. But after she had bidden her guests
good-night and pone back to her room to find that Jim was
already in bed and snoring, she decided. The very next day
she gave the servants a month's leave of absence, and joined
her friend, Mrs. Hucknew, leaving Jirri to keep bachelor's hall.

Van Sutphen's studio was at his aunt's seashore home. There
he deliberately laid court to Leila. To do him justice, Leila's
beauty and her husband's apparent neglect had roused in Sut-
phen as deep a passion as he was capable of. He compared
her to a rare jewel in a tarnished setting, and in a thousand
delicate and subtle ways he paid her homage that could not fail

to be sweet to her. Jim was plebeian. Sutphen was aristo-

Sutphen was hers for the asking,
Leila realized. And she was tied to

a man who wore clothes smeared
with cigar ashes, laughed loudly, and
with the odor of onions on his breath!

cral Jim, frowsj and spilling ashes ever In- rotund wj

meant the plain bread and butter ol humdrum evi

dav lite Van Sutphen-. ardent vuue and eyes whispered "I

romance, lands « > t perfume and sunshine, with him ever beside

her tu share earth's beauts.

Poor Leilft! She knew -he was drifting and tried hard to

anchor herself lis preicpt and principle. Hiit eyer Jim's (hewed

cigar, expanding waistline and unkempt hair appeared to her

m mental photographs as contrasted with the neatness "i Sut-

phen's cigarette holder, his immaculate flannels, his well kept

hands,

A masquerade party was s t heduled and in Sutphen's richly

appointed studio Leila and he discussed costumes. Throwing

over his shoulder a gorgeous mantle, he whispered

"If I were king and you were my queen, three things would

I bring to you: the beauty of the world, the riches of the

world, the love of the world."

He was bending close to her. Leila's breath came quickly.

She seemed to see the riches and the beauty of the world piled

at her feet—and love

—

Sutphen's arms were opening to embrace her. With a power-

ful effort Leila threw off the spell which was holding her. and
with a little, inarticulate cry. escaped to the open air. A walk

along the shore calmed her; the bracing wind blew the cob-

webs from her brain, and she realized that she had had a

narrow escape from something that would have tarnished her

pride in herself forever.

She could have wept with relief at the sight of her husband
waiting for her as she came up the gravel walk. She flung

herself into his arms. Good old Jim!
She drew back as suddenly as she had volunteered. Strontr

cigars and onions! ''Oh. Jim. how could you!'' she

cried.

"Why, what's the matter, honey?"
"You know I hate onions!" There were tears of

vexation in her eyes.

Jim laughed loudly. "Dee-licious little green one*,

Leila. I couldn't resist 'em. You shouldn't be so

prejudiced. Think how healthful they are."

Trivial incidents have decided the affairs

of nations. That Jim could greet her with
kisses saturated with the detestable odor

that she abhorred, seemed to Leila the

-
,

last straw. Absence had endeared
him to her—but his actual pres-

ence— Her feeling of guilt

was swept away by a

wave of rebellion. She
thought of Sutphen's
studio, the air heavy

£
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with incense, the rich hangings and soft shaded lights. Sut-

phen, himself, with his eyes like the sheen of a brown bird's

wing, his long white fingers, his aristocratic figure. He was hers

for the taking—and she was tied to a man who wore clothes

smeared with cigar ashes, laughed loudly, and with the odor

of onions on bis breath!

The next evening Mrs. Hucknew's guests embarked on a

sword-fishing party. Jim, while ordinarily oblivious to the fig-

ure he cut, did realize his deficiencies as a sailor and protested

against the proposed outing. But he was overruled. So poor

Jim spent the afternoon in nauseated agony, forced to witness

Sutphen's ease and adroitness with hook and line, and his com-
plete immunity to mal de mer. Also he began to sense

dimly that all was not well. That fellow Sutphen

—

If Jim had not been so ill he might have been even more
discerning.

Then came the masquerade ball. Leila made an exquisite

Juliet, and to Jim's disgust, she insisted that he go as Romeo.
He cut a sorry figure as the world's best-loved lover. No
Juliet would ever have leaned from her window at midnight

to breathe vows of eternal devotion to Jim Porter in baggy
tights, comical doublet, and bedraggled peacock's feather askew
in his cap.

Sutphen went also as Romeo. He was as handsome as an
Olympian god. His Romeo and Leila's Juliet were the sensa-

tion of the ball. Af:er a while, Jim, disgusted with everything
in general, went home and went to bed, leaving his wife to come
with Mrs. Hucknew.

It was late when Leila Tcrter came into her husband's room.
He had been asleep for hours. She stood for a moment, listen-

ing to his unconscious, heavy breathing. There was exaltation
in her face, and too, the look of peace that comes with the
ending of an inner conflict.

'"Jim," she said. "Jim!"
She shook him gently. "I
want to tell you some
thing."

With his best manner,
though visibly harassed,

he delivered to his wife

the bishop's gift as his

own.

'Eh, wha's that? Comin' to bed, Leila?"
"No; I'm through, Jim. I want to be free—I've made up my

mind. I can't stand things as they are any longer. I
—

" Her
voice trailed off into a recital of events, interspersed by little

side prayers for freedom—and perhaps, forgiveness.

It struck her that her audience was unresponsive. "Jim!'" she
said sharply. There was no answer. James Denby Porter had
gone to sleep again.

In the morning, though, she managed to make him under-
stand. Dazedly he tried to protest. "But I've been good to you,
Leila. I've given you everything I could. There's nothing in

the world I wouldn't give you. dear."

"I want what money can't buy. I want sympathy, love, com-
panionship, romance.'' She struck her hands together. "Oh,
Jim; you don't even know what they are. I want to be happy
while I'm young. I want to be free."

Jim straightened and dignity came into his voice. "I want
you to be happy. Leila. I love you too well to stand in the way
of your happiness. If you really want to get rid of me, I'll make
it easy for you."
He looked so much the man as he spoke that Leila's heart

pleaded for him; for a second she wavered; she was not quite
sure.

"That chap Sutphen—" Leila stiffened. "Perhaps he is more
your kind. He can't love you any more—but time will tell. I'll

do just as you wish, Leila."

He was not even going to make an effort to keep her, thought
Leila with swift, feminine, inconsistent resentment. Very "well.

"I hope you'll always be very successful, Jim," she said as

they bade each other a final good-bye.

"And I hope you'll always be—happy. Leila." he answered
in a dull voice as he turned away.

It was five years later.

Z»w The grey, cold light of
morning as it crept into



Don't Change Your Husband J9

the Van Sutphens' apartment, re-

vealed first an Oriental luxui

cushions and hangings, rich rur-

niture and handsome pictures on

the wall-. As the light grew Vj A
stronger the luxury was revealed ^f\
a- past its pristine freshness tar ^H _)
Dished and a bit moth-eaten, ;b it

were. The hangings were ^^^-
sun-streaked and failed. .^^Kmk i^^aW_ V ^T^ *

the pillows _^^^k Hk A fl Ife^G V
h r ^ J& ^^^^^

they li e ^H ^^ a^L^fl
presented pi u m p, ^
inviting middles,

the r u g s were
worn in spots and
much of the fur-

niture needed, the

ministrations of

-killed in

the alchemy of ^fl
and fl ^^^a^aa

oils. A fret- ^B
ful voice called ^^^^^B jf^ w-

1Vf

!

from a bedroom: fl
"Leila, get me some ice

water, will you? Oh,
my head!"

Leila—now Sutphen J

—crossed the room Afl
swiftly. "Here is ^B
some. Is your head B
very bad, Schuyler? V
Those dinners keep you
so late."

Van Sutphen closed his

eyes and groaned. Then he

opened them and gazed with dis-

satisfaction at his wife With a cry Leila rushed into the room and went straight tojun.

"For Heaven's sake,' haven't you anything to wear but that "He didn't kill you!" she oiei "Oh, Jim-oh, Jim!"

old blue kimona? I'm sick of seeing it."

Leila flushed. The kimona was old, it is true, one that she skirt. She was positively shabby. With a sudden resolve, she

had had for vears. But its soft silk was becoming to her and stepped to the telephone.

she was exquisite in it as always. A few minutes later she hung up the receiver, her lips quiver-

Van Sutphens wife was still beautiful, but no longer with ing. Van Sutphen had curtly refused to listen to her timid

the beauty of the lotus flower, rather with the pale sweetness plea for the expensive material. As she turned to leave the

of valley lilies. The five years of her life with Sutphen had zooth, a handsome blonde woman entered the one beside her.

rather dulled the edge of romance and had revealed the thorny With her hand on the door, Leila stood transfixed, for she

edges of the artistic temperament. heard her husband's number called. She heard: "Is that you,

Sutphen, reading his paper over his morning coffee which Schuyler? This is Nanette. I've come down to buy the suit

Leila had brought to his bedside, scowled at the headlines. you promised me. Yes; brown is most becoming."

•'Tames Denbv Porter Wins in Race for Senatorship," he read. Leila waited to hear no more. She stepped back to the

"Wires Choked with Congratulations from Friends." counter and with flushed cheeks, looked at the expensive goods

"Some people are bom lucky," he commented. "Misfortune again. When the blonde woman had emerged from the tele-

dogs others. Leila. I've got to make a desperate effort to phone booth and stood beside her Leila spoke up clearly: "1

recoup. I must have some money. Won't you let me have will take this piece, please." to the clerk. "It will make a

your ring? I'll buy you one worth twice as beautiful suit. You may charge it to Schuy-

much when I'm on my feet again." Don't Change Your Husband ler Van Sutphen, my husband."

Leila privately doubted this. But there XJARRATED, by permission, from ^he woman named Nanette raised her

was no denying things had been going IN the Artcra'ft picture of the same neac^ am ' Leila's glance crossed hers like a

against Schuyler. She would be glad to let name, written by Jeanie Macpherson, dagger thrust.

him have the ring as an investment, if it and produced by Cecil de Mille, with Outside, the cold air was grateful to her

would mend their fortunes. The ring held the following cast

:

flushed cheeks, and presently she was aware

a wonderfully fine diamond—it had been James Denby Porter Elliott Dexter that a handsome limousine had stopp
a Christmas present from Jim. Leila Porter, his Wife. .Gloria Swanson the curb and that its occupant was trying to

When Sutphen, pale and distrait, had Schuyler Van Sutphen Lew Cody attract her attention. She recognized her

taken his way to his office, Leila dressed
'}J[

rs
^.".

c):"e -' ••'•^y 'v 'a Asnton ex-husband, now Senator Porter. "Whv,
for the street' slowly, and with manv little [!

ie °'sll0p Theodore Roberts
j; r , a( , , see » she exclaimed

\ ciyxpttp lllll'i ravp
added touches known to women, to cover a Butler Manes \eill

"Not half as glad as I am to see you."

shabby spot here or to bring a semblance of * as he stepped from the machine and held

smartness to last year's mode. It had not taken her long to open the door. "Climb in and I'll take you home. How have
dress in the old davs—as Jim Porter's wife her clothes had you been?"
needed no painstaking camouflage. Something of this thought He surveyed her critically and with concern. "You look a

was reflected in her face as she picked up the paper and read little pale, Leila—I mean, Mrs. Van Sutphen."
the account of Jim's political triumph. Leila smiled up at him as she sank deep into the cushioned

Leila took her way to a dress-making establishment to obtain seat. "How nice this is! I'm all right. Jim: call me Leila, of

material for a much-needed suit. Everything was beyond course. And you— Oh, yes; let me congratulate you. I read

the reach of her purse. A handsome piece that was particularly about it in the morning paper. I'm awfully glad."

becoming she examined with covetous eyes. The price was She looked at him attentively. From his neat derby to

too high, of course, but— She smoothed down a fold of her (Continued on page 106)

,



The first t i m
Mabel Scott want
to NewYork.th;/
deported her— to

play in stock com-
pany in the mid-

west. In circle :

An obligato by

Miss Scott, from
one o f h
screen plays.

Blame Broadway
For robbing the mid'west of

— Barbara Castleton and

"Cleopatra started it all," said Mabel

Julienne Scott; "I saw the play, the

stage bug bit me, and then—7S[eu> Tor^."

was all the fault of Cleopatra." said Mabel Julienne Scott.

She was curled up on a pile of rugs in her very new apartment in

Manhattan, an apartment so new. in fact, that it was in that interest-

ing stage known as "getting settled." The rugs were up. the curtains

vvere down and the chairs were piled with draperies, pictures and bric-a-brac

which you longed to see in place because they seemed to "belong" so nicely.

All the chairs, that is except one which I. being "company." occupied

grandly. Meanwhile Miss Scott sat on the rugs and talked about Cleo-

patra.

''Cleopatra started it all," she said again.

Cleopatra started so many things. Every now and then some earnest

historian chalks up a new calamity that should be laid to her door.

Her ability to start something was never fully appreciated, even by
Antony. But in this case, she inadvertently did good instead of harm.

For it was Cleopatra who brought Mabel Julienne Scott to Xew York
and started her on her stage career.

At the tender age of seven, she ("Mabel, not Cleopatra "l was living

in Minneapolis and interested in mud-pies, hop-scotch and all the

other fascinating things that absorb young ladies of that age. Until

a well meaning and academic aunt decided that Mabel should be
entertained and at the same time instructed by seeing Shakespear-

ian plays. And the one she selected as being most suitable to the

infant mind was ''Antony and Cleopatra."

As it happened. Mabel was entertained but not instructed. The
plot meant nothing in her young life. She had none of the reac-

tions of the Mid-Yictorian lady who. on seeing Cleopatra lure

Anthony to his doom, murmured: "How different from the home
life of our own dear Queen!" But something in the eager,

beauty-loving child's mind awoke to the intense and colorful

drama that was spread out before her eyes. From that

moment on Mabel wanted to go to Xew York, and on the

stage.

"And right then and there I decided that I wanted to do
nothing else in the world but make people cry and laugh in

a theater. So when I went home. I told mother about it and

acted out the scene with the asp to prove that I could. Mother
was very kind and tactful and didn't laugh, but she told me I

must grow up and go to school first. So I did both—in Minne-
apolis. And then—see if you can guess what I did next."

"You went to Xew York," said I. having read Laura Jean
Libhy, "all alone, with a little black bag and fifty cents tied

up. in your handkerchief, to seek your fortune."

"In a blue gingham gown and a white straw hat." she finished

gleefully. "Only you're wrong about the fifty cents. I had enough

money, but I honestly didn t know a soul in the city and I

hadn't the slightest idea where to go. But finally, without any

advice. I stumbled into a theatrical agency, and what do you
think was the first thing they did? They sent me right back

to the Middle West in stock, after all my grand stand play

about going to Xew York!

"While I was out there, playing everything you do play in

stock, I met Edgar Lewis who introduced me to Rex Beach.

They were just beginning to get the cast for 'The Barrier'

ogether and Mr. Beach said I was exactly the type he had

ilways imagined as the heroine of his book. So out I started in

my first film-play. 'The Barrier.' I hadn't any intention of giving

up the stage at first, but I began to love the pictures so that I am
in them now probably 'for keeps.'

"

If Miss Scott's screen experience has been comparatively slight, it

has certainly been varied enough. She played the half-breed in "The
Harrier," the minister's daughter in "The Sign Invisible," and the wife in

Ashes of Love." In "Reclaimed." she played mother and daughter.
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—and Cleopatra!

two promising products

Mabel Julienne Scott

"id always longed to see Broadway," said

Barbara Castleton, "and a wasn't much

of a jump from there to the stage.

NEW YORK!" sighed Barbara Castleton. "How 1 wanted to

see New York!"
It was at Delmonico's thai 1 met her, for tea. She was one

of the pretties! and best-gowned women in the famous res-

taurant. Her hair is a marvelous coppery red. her eyes large and

brown,—and she wore a suit of the new shade of dull brick red. Her

furs coquetted with a smart little hat. I knew she had appeared in a

great many pictures, sometimes as a star, sometimes as leading woman,

as in "The' Silver King." which she had just finished, with William Faver-

iham—and I expected her to be oldish—quite a picture veteran. She

wasn't.

"You know." she went on. ''before I ever came to New York I had

read and dreamed of it. It seemed a city of marvels. I longed to see

Broadway; Fifth Avenue. And I used to plan my first dinner in this very

restaurant; I would come sweeping in wearing a gown with a train—

a

long train!" She sighed a little. The dream had been more glorious

than the realization, perhaps. "The less one knows about anything," said

Miss Castleton, "the more attractive it seems. Back in Little Rock,

Arkansas, where I was born, and went to school, a trip to Gotham
was my ambition and aim. I coaxed my people until they decided to

send me for 'finishing' to a convent in New Rochelle, New York.

"At the convent we used to give amateur plays and charades. In

these, for some reason or other, I was almost always given the leading

character. That started my desire to go on the stage. That, and my
occasional visits to Manhattan, where the only plays I saw were Shake-

speare

"But—I couldn't 'go on the stage.' My family would not hear of it

They were all furiously against my taking up that sort of work—

a

except, strangely enough, my grandmother, who has always been ny
ablest defender in cases like that. She and I always have been very

near and dear to each other, and she goes to see every one of my pic-

tures. Often in making a scene I find myself wondering how grand-

mother will like it—and I'm sure that makes my work much better, for

she is a very severe critic' I look forward to her comments, which are

not always flattering. I can assure you!
''However, the rest of the family objected so strenuously that I gave

in and went with them to Canada. We had lumber interests there—but I

think their real object was to remove me from the scene of temptation.

We stayed three years!"

The outbreak of the war gave the final impetus to Miss Castleton's

career. Everyone in Canada was doing something or other; the war had
worked serious havoc with the Castleton property, and it seemed the

natural thing for Barbara to find some sort of work. So she returned

to New York. There she "suped"—she was an extra in Grace Val-

entine's picture. "The Brand of Cowardice." and in one of Virginia

Pearson's films. Then she was offered the leading role opposite

H. B. Warner in "God's Man."
James Young chose Barbara Castleton to play the leading fem-

inine role in Essanay's "On Trial." Then came "Parentage." under
the direction of Hobart Herley. and "For the Freedom of the

World," with E. K. Lincoln. "Sins of Ambition" followed; then
"Empty Pockets." for Herbert Brenon. Brenon. by the way. was
one of the first directors to recognize Miss Castleton's ability. She
had learned that he "was making a prologue to "A Daughter of the
Gods." The star selected for the role did not appear, and Brenon.
searching for a suitable substitute, found Miss Castleton. in a crowd of
five hundred extras. A starring engagement
withWorld followed. Then'The Silver King."

"As it happens," she said. "I never have
acted on the stage. I once signed a contract
to appear in 'It Pays to Advertise,' but illness

prevented my carrying it out."

Behold, above, Miss Hebe Cas
tleton, who came from Littl

Rock, Arkansas, as you may see her
on Fifth Avenue— ifyou're in luck and
Gotham. In circle—a miniature miserere

by Miss Barbara at the age of five.
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HEX I was first assigned to write the

story of Kay Bee, I didn't realize how
difficult the task would be—nor that

the chief difficulty would be to keep it

within the prescribed bounds. Harking
back to the early days of the film in-

dustry in Southern California is much
like trying to recall one"s childhood

days, although scarcely more than a

half decade has elapsed since the pio-

neers on the West Coast were objects of

mingled pity and contempt.

Yet, as someone has said, five years

in filmdom has been a century for achievement.

In the library of my home in Hollywood I have a collec-

tion of books containing the still photographs of every motion

picture I directed, supervised or had any connection with since

I came to California seven years ago. This collection, to me.

is priceless. It was to these leather-bound photo albums I

resorted to freshen my memory of the early days and from

them I could write and write. and write—but perhaps I at-

tach too much importance to my own participation in the

development of the old "movies" to a great international

industry. Still, in turning over the pages of these interesting

volumes, two things occur to me that somehow or other had

not entered my mind before. One, that a list of the faces

pictured therein would read like a directory of "Who's Who"
on the stage and screen to-day. The other, that not a few of

the photodramas we made in those days could run the gantlet

of the critical screen experts of to-day and would .

be graded with the best of the current product

However,
t h a t ' s a '

,

The Early Days
Reminiscences ofone of filmlands

tive productions helped put the

By Thomas

subject that can easily be made controversial, so we will

shun it. The editor said he wanted me to write about per-

sons, the players who came to our modest early studios from
stage—or stable, as the case might have been.

As the early crop of fans will recall, I had made a number
of pictures in the East, notably those with Mary Pickford.

before coming West to join the New York Motion Picture

Company, which I believe was the second or third in the field

in California at the time. I had been offered the munificent

salary of $150 a week, and the journey was quite a financial

undertaking, so much so in fact, that Mrs. Ince gave me a

diamond ring to pawn in order to get the first month's rent

for the house she had discovered in Hollywood.
The New York Motion Picture Company was then making

the "Bison" brand
of films at the

Thomas H.
Ince, his cam-
era, and his

characteristic

scowl, a study

from the days

when he per-

sonally put

his actors
through their

paces. Ince's

first picture

contained
fifty-three scenes.

i
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at Kay Bee

real pioneers whose construe

photoplay where it is today.

H. Ince

studio in Edendale which is now a pan of Mack Sen

nett's studio. Fred J. Balshofer, now an independent

producer, was both director and manager as well as

iartner in the concern. The office was in the re-

mains of a former grocery store which also provided

the stage, l'lie scenery, props, wardrobe and art

department filled another room.

Of the members o( that little company nearly every

one has come up with the business. Our leading

woman was Anna Little, now a Paramount star. Miss
Little's activity was confined largely to Indian roles.

Nearly every storj had a young Indian squaw and

Anna worked regularly. Each story likewise had a

colonel or a sheriff, and J. Harney Sherry, whose
work is known to film followers in every part of the

world, was the .colonel or. the sheriff' as the case

might be. Prior to my arrival he was the Indian

chieftain in the Western thrillers so that he had al-

ready attained more or less advancement. It was in

the following Kay Bee days that he was again ad-

vanced to the role of the ingenue's father, usually a

ruined banker, a role in which he excels. Mr. Sherry.

I believe, was the first recruit to the screen from the

legitimate stage. Like others who made the jump
early in the game, he was a little ashamed of it. At
any rate he did not use his right and also his stage

name, which is J. Barney Sherry Reeves. Unlike
others. Barney didn't return to the speaking stage.

Another member of the company was E. H. Allen,

for many succeeding years my business manager. Mr.
Allen at that time played cowboy roles and made him-

self generally useful. The important Indian parts

were taken by George Gebhardt.

I had brought with me from New York as leading

lady. Ethel Grandin, at the time one of the most
popular of film heroines. My cameraman was Ray
Smallwood who afterwards became Miss Grandin's

husband. Had she remained in the business I believe

Below, a general view of Inceville, the picturesque old

ranch in California. At left are the studio buildings, the

stages, and the dressing-rooms. Right, the "village," a

permanent set where Hart made his first westerns.

One of the first films made in the hills of Inceville was "Custer's Last

Fight." In the foreground, Francis Ford es Custer, with arm extended.

that Ethel to-day would be among the highest paid stars, but appar-

ently she preferred the quietude of simple married life.

At that time a single reel production—the standard length then

—

contained twenty or twenty-one scenes. My first picture contained

fifty-three scenes, and it was freely predicted that I would be fired

for wasting so much time and film. Around the studio I was gener-

ally designated as "one of those New York guys that know all about

the picture business." My salutatory was a comedy which greeted

the public as "The New Cook." I believe it was three days in the

making. We were supposed to turn out two single reel dramas each

week. Many of those early pictures have been done over and over

since as five reel features.
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From "The Coward," the Civil War drama which

marked Frank Keenan's screen debut, and revealed

Charley Ray as "Lice's Wonder- Boy." Gertrude

Claire, as the mother; Margaret Gibson, as the girl.

Our removal to Santa Ynez Canyon on

the ocean front, afterwards named
Inceville, forms one of the most
interesting chapters of the early

days of the industry. George
Gebhardt had discovered the

place as a dandy Western lo-

cation and we acquired the

right to work in the Canyon.
It was about that time that

Lo, the poor Indian, became
an integral part of motion
pictures. I must not be
considered unduly immodest
if I claim most of the

credit.

At about that time a cir-

cus came to the Coast to

winter. It was a wild west

show known as Miller Bros.

101 Ranch Circus. Up to

then we had made up Mexi-
cans to play the part of In-

dians. After some negotiating,

I was authorized by the firm,

with a great deal of trepidation,

I fear, to engage the entire

circus at a cost of $2,000 a
week. There were a half hun-
dred Indians, 300 horses, buf-
faloes, etc. Every morning they
left Venice, their winter quar-
ters, and proceeded to the Can-
yon; worked all day, or when-
ever they were wanted, and
then hiked back.

With the big expense of the
Wild west troupe, it became Above.SessueHayakawaandT.uru
necessary to get more money Aoki in one of the early Domino
lor the pictures. SO I conceived pictures. At right, Ann Little, in a
the idea oi discarding the sin- scene from " The Nemesis." The
gle reelers and making 2,000 little girl is the future Mrs. Charles

toot dramas. We never went Chaplin (Mildred Harris),

back to the single reels ami were the first to establish the
double reel standard.

The ^ first picture made with real Indians was 'Across the
Plains." Ethel Grandin was the girl and the boy was a young
Chap named Ray .Myers. Afterward he went lo Kalem and
since has quit the pictures.

Harold Lockwood. whose sad death recently was such a
shock to the film folks as well as the public, was engaged to
play the leads then. The lead usually was a young lieutenant.
Harold was a fine young fellow who had attracted some atten-
tion while at Selig's. He had no peer in that day as a juve-

nile. Later I loaned Harold to Famous Players 10 play oppo-
site Mary Pickford in "Tess of the Storm Country." That
advanced him farther in his profession. New prospects opened
up for him and he did not come back to us.

The heavy dramatic parts of those early productions were
inevitably entrusted to Francis Ford, without doubt one of the
most finished of all the pioneer film performers. It was noth-
ing for him to play an Indian hero in the morning and make
up as Abraham Lincoln for the afternoon"s work.

Our first plant at Inceville consisted of two dressing tents,

one for the ladies and one for the gentlemen. Then we built

a small platform upon which we staged our few interiors. My
particular pride then was a real stone fireplace, the first ever

shown on the screen. Throughout all the changes which came
with the development of the studio into one of the chief

factors of the film industry, I always saw to it that that old

fireplace remained undisturbed. I regarded it as a sort of

monument to pioneer realism.

Between Santa Monica and Inceville there lies on either

side of the coast road, a Japanese fishing village, the inhab-

itants of which are Japanese and Russian fisher-

men and their families. This also was utilized

for scenes. I remember one instance of

the use of one of the houses as an old

Southern home. Although the camera
was so placed as to ignore the pres-

ence of various exotic impedimenta,
one of the still pictures accompanying

this article, prominently displays a Jap-
anese sign surmounting an adjoining build-

ing. Another time we used this location

for a Western street.

The early days in Santa Ynez Canyon
were not momentous by any manner of

1 means. One of the most exciting inci-

dents of our early picture making there

was a grass fire that nearly wiped
out even-thing we had. The fire

was caused by a smoke pot ig-

niting the grass and everyone,

actresses as well, turned to with

water buckets, blankets and other

apparatus to fight the flames. I

can visualize Ethel Grandin made
up as a bride attired in the once-

fashionable crinoline, dashing
madly about with her bridal veil

wrapped about her neck, taking fre-

quent swipes at the fire with a wet
blanket.

Another exciting period was the

near-battle which followed the le-

gal fight over possession of our plant

between the then organizing L'niversal

Company and the Xew York Motion
Picture Company. At one stage of the
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proceedings bloodshed was only averted by the belligerent

attitude oi our troop of cowboys and Indians, all oi whom
were ready to do real fighting at .1 drop of the bat However,
this recital has to do with persons rather than business Eights.

But this legal mixup brought about the birth ol Kay Bee
.in a picture play brand. The courts awarded Universal the

right to the title oi "Bison 101,' so there was horn Kay Bee,

taken from the initials oi Messrs. Kessel and Bauman, principal

owners of the New York Motion Picture Company. Early

tan- will also remember our Broncho and Domino pictures,

Another of my early standbys was Charles K. French, who

came to us from the Pathe studio, and there wa- also Ray-

mond West, now one of the industry's best directors, who was

assistant cameraman of the original company when I came
West
When we had been in the Canyon about a year Miss Little

left us and Louise tilaum was selected to play the Indian

squaws. Like .Miss Little. Mis- Glaum soon won
to stardom by her splendid acting ability and

unique personality.

Another early acquisition was Charles

Ray. He was just about twenty then anil

had had some experience in musical com-
edy. Like others he was driven to the pic-

tures by a bad season on the stage. For-

tunately for him, and also for me, Harold
Lockwood had just left and I needed a

juvenile to take his place. So Charlie

got his name o.1 the payroll opposite the

figures S25. (Salaries were not computed
by the day, needless to state.) That was
about six years ago. and Mr. Ray has

literally worked his way to the top. He
has played heavies, character parts and
practically everything around the studio

that came within the purview of the male
player. But it was not until "The Cow-
ard'' that he approached the dimensions

of stardom. His work in that picture

stamped him as a splendid performer.

Others who came to me in those days

were Rhea Mitchell and William D. Tay-
lor, both of whom had been playing in

stock companies in San Francisco. Tay-
lor later became a highly regarded di-

rector and is now with the British forces

in France. Another of the early leads

was Elizabeth Burbridge. nicknamed
'•Tommy." who has dropped out of sight

in recent years. The list also includes

Clara Williams, who came to us from Lu-
bin; Winnie Baldwin, now a prominent
figure in vaudeville; Jack O'Brien, also

destined to become a prominent director,

and Grace Cunard. The child parts were
generally entrusted to Mildred Harris
^now Mrs. Charlie Chaplin). Mildred

I

was then about twelve years old, and she
is perhaps the first of the child screen
players to develop into a dramatic star.

The late Harold Lockwood. with
Winnie Baldwin in "The De-
serter." ClifFSmith, with the mus-
tache, afterwards became Hart's

director.

The first person of stage
prominence to join us in the
Canyon, I believe, was Bes-
sie Barriscale, who had made
her debut in "The Rose of
the Rancho" for the then
new Lasky company after a
highly successful career on
the stage. At that time no
players were featured or
starred. It was considered
bad policy even to publish
the cast. The producers
feared even in that early pe-
riod what eventually oc-
curred, practical possession
of the business by the stars,

so far as the big end of the
money was concerned. But
the public was attracted to
the picture shows in those
days by personalities, so the

development of the star

system was really due to

the public's insistence

upon seeing the players
it liked.

As I recall it Miss
Barriscale and Sessue

Hayakawa were among the
first players we featured, al-

though at that time Sessue's
brilliant little wife Tsuru,
whom he married shortly

after they joined us. was
the more prominent partner

of the two. Miss Aoki had
been brought to me by a

Los Angeles newspaper-
woman and I conceived the

idea of making some Japan-
ese photoplays. Before we began. Miss Aoki one day brought

Hayakawa into my office and introduced us with the remark
that he was a very good Japanese actor who would also be a

good picture actor. Tsuru was an excellent prophet.

My first picture with them was "The Wrath of the Gods"
and it created a sensation. But Sessue wasn't particularly

impressed with the cinema in that first vehicle because he had
to wear a crepe beard. He certainly objected to that facial

adornment but he had to submit. He never wore another,

however.

William S. Hart I suppose may be classed as my greatest

find. Bill and I had been old stage friends and we renewed

acquaintance when he came to Los Angeles, playing a charac-

Old-timers may remember this one
with Bill Hart. It was a two-reeler

and not even Mr. Ince remembers
the name of it. At left—J. Barney
Sherry, the white-haired Colonel, and
Ethel Grandin, in the foreground.
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Below Dustin Farnum
and Louise Glaum in

"The Iron Strain," an
Ince-Triangle of 1915.

Miss Glaum has since

"reformed."

Above: "The
Aryan" was one
of Bill Hart's best

good-bad-man roles.

Bessie Love opposite— it

was one of her first parts.

ter part in "The Trail of

the Lonesome Pine." At the

close of the season he returned to

the Coast and we did a few two-
reelers with him. It wasn't long be-

fore we reached the conclusion that Screen

was Hart's middle name. His first big hit

was made in his first vehicle that went over two
reels, "The Bargain." It established a new era in

western film dramas. This was followed by "On the

Night Stage," in which Robert Edeson was the osten-

sible star. These were of that interesting pre-Tri-

angle era when our big productions were Mutual
Master Pictures.

One of our chief woman players of that day was
Enid Markey, who has, I understand, deserted the

screen for the stage, her first love.

Of the actors who played with us in the old Ince-

ville days who have since attained prominence as

directors there are included also the names of Reginald Barker,

Chester Withey, Richard Stanton, Howard Hickman, Frank
Borzage, Charles Miller, Jerome Storm, Charles Giblyn, David
Hartford, Walter Edwards, and others whose names do not

occur to me at this time.

Another of the early recruits from the stage was the late

Henry Woodruff, of "Brown of Harvard" fame. He was a
finished player on the screen just as he was on the stage and
our association was a very pleasant one. Willard Mack, an-

other stage celebrity, came later, starring in "The Conqueror"
as his first screen vehicle. Billie Burke, H. B. Warner, William
Desmond, Julia Dean, Jane Grey, the late Franklin Ritchie.

Orrin Johnson, who came west to do "The Three Musketeers,"

Bruce McRae, Frank Keenan, George Fawcett, George Beban,
House Peters, Lew Cody, Arthur Maude. Lew Stone. Mary
Boland, Gladys Brockwell and Truly Shattuck were others re-

cruited from the speaking stage, all of whom, I believe, made
their film debut under my auspices.

Two of these drew record breaking salaries for that day.

When Mr. Keenan was engaged to play the father in "The
Coward" he was paid what I am told was the highest salary

ever paid a male star up to that time. There was no question

as to Miss Burke's salary being a record breaker, as she was
given $40,000 for the picture, which consumed about five

weeks in the making.
"Peggy." in which Miss Burke starred—her first film play

by the way—was one of the greatest photoplays ever made to

my manner of thinking, both as to the star, the cast, which
included William H. Thompson. William Desmond. Charles

Ray and others, and the photography. All of the beautiful

light effects were obtained without the use of an artificial light

(As a matter of fact I never used imitation sunlight until we
moved to Culver City.) The direct rays of the sun and the

use of mirrors were the only mediums used in the filming of

"Peggy."

Although Dustin Farnum was a stage celebrity when he
came to us to do "The Iron Strain," which by the way was my
first release to Triangle, he had already acquired some fame on
the screen as he had done "The Squaw Man" and "The Vir-

ginian" in the early Lasky days. But I have always considered

his work in "The Iron Strain" as his greatest contribution to

screen literature.

Mr. Warner also did splendid work in the two pictures

in which he was starred, "The Raiders" and "The Beggar
of Cawnpore." George Fawcett, one of the best char-

acter men on stage or screen, did his best work for

me in "The Corner." Miss Dean made her film

debut in "Matrimony" and Katherine Kaelred,
the original stage "vampire," did "The

Winged Idol" with House Peters support-
ing her. Dorothy Dalton was a re-

cruit from the stage, who did her
first screen work at Inceville

but she did not attract at-

tention until her perform-
ance opposite Hart in "The
Disciple." Stardom came
soon after.

The list would not be
complete without the

names of Dorothy Daven-
port, now Mrs. Wallace
Reid; Webster Campbell,
the late George Osborne,
Robert McKim, one of our
ablest villains, who has

pursued Dorothy Dalton
and other stars through

countless feet of celluloid:

Tom Chatterton. who is

not playing now, but whose
serial -activities are well re-

membered; Shorty Hamil-
ton, well known for his

western portrayals, and

Leo Maloney, all of whom
had their first camera ex-

perience under my direc-

tion or supervision in the

early days of the cinema.

Below:

Bessie Barris-

cale in an old Tri-

angle "The Reward,'

with Stella Allen.



IntrodUClll!

—a flapper with all the expeh

awe of her tall, willowy big

sister—only she doesn't wori^at it

OF course everyone is Familiar with

the now more or less well known

vampire, that tall, willowy, dark

eyed, black-haired hussy that loads men

from wife and home to destruction, gin, Tier 6,

and everything.

On the screen she has always been a mature per

son who indicated by her age and man
ner that she had been around a lot

and seen all of the places of

terest and maybe had a huslun

or two or three some time in a

more or less shadowy past.

But may we introduce

Julia Faye to the flicker

'World as the "Vampette,"'

or pocket edition of the

more established article?

Owen Johnson called
them Salamanders and a

very good name it is, but

in the celluloid they are

generally known as "Baby
Vamps"—or "Vampettes."

The Vampette is a young-

ish little rascal, with big in-

nocent blue orbs—or eyes to

that effect — who know
naught of your city ways,

but always managed to

dress well without any

visible means of support.

Having oeen raised by two

maiden aunts, I know noth-

ing of these young women
personally, but the boys at

the club tell me that they

are quite popular in some
of our larger cities. These
young persons, according to

the boys at the club, are

most frivolously inclined, stay

out late at night, sip highballs

made of liquor and make love

to married men in their own
• ingenious fashion. They, it

seems, have all of the experi-

ence of the elder vamp, but

don't work at it. Be that as

it may, it took this celebrated

trio to introduce them to the

film public : Jeanie to write

'em—Cecil B. to direct 'em

—

and Julia to act 'em.

It was in "Old Wives for

New" that Julia was first shoved out before the

public as the finished Vampette. She and Edna
Mae Cooper are the two little dears that enticed

Theodore Roberts to his doom, and it was Julia,

with her little revolver, that bumped him off in

what is said to be the best death scene ever

put on the screen. Julia realized that it was

her great opportunity to establish herself in

an absolutely new characterization and she seized

the opportunity with both hands, as the finger-

prints on Edna's neck testified for several days after.

Edna Mae also realized it was an opportunity and the two

little tykes put up such a battle in front of the camera

that they had to be pulled apart after the scene was over.

*.. the Vampette

L^Lm
Kenneth McGaffey

Above, Julia Faye

and Theodore
Roberts in "Old
Wives for New,"
a vehicle that

introduced Julia
as the finished

"vampette."

and afforded filmland gossip f< r a week.

In the deMille produi tion "Don'l

Change Voui Husband," still further twists

are put on the Vampetle's activities and Julia

covers herself with glory. This picture

is the woman side of "Old Wives for New."

:

Julia was born in Richmond, Vir-

ginia, "sah," but did not linger in

that community long, departing for

hicago, where after a brief ses-

sion in boarding school she

studied at the University of

Illinois. Then coming west

we find her making her

screen debut in support of

DeWolf Hopper in Don
Quixote." From there she

went over to the Mack
Sennet studio and ap-

peared in a few comedies.

According to Cecil B. de-

Mille, Mack Sennet's fun

factory is the greatest

training school for dramatic

actors and actresses in the

world, and Mack certainly

has turned out some won-

ders. Anyway. Julia
learned a lot and then de-

parted for the Morosco

studio, where she appeared

with George Beban, Jack

Pickford and several others.

Then she was transferred to

the Lasky lot and played

many more parts with Wal-

lace Reid, Bryant Wash-

burn and others.

When C. B. cast his eye

over the available talent to

play his new type of Vam-
pettes, Julia stood right out

nd asked for the job. It was

pointed out that there was a lot

not only hard, but rough work

attached to the part, but Julia de-

clared that she was for anything short

of hanging. How she and Edna Mae Cooper were

trained and keyed up to put it over in the way they

did is a long story in itself. They both showed they had

the stuff in them that makes actresses, and what are

a lot of bruises and scratches compared to one's art.

Although Julia may not look it, she is all "pep"

from her bobbed black hair and sparkling brewn

eyes to her trim little feet. She is about the size

of a minute and a half or two minutes and has a

charming little birdlike manner that is most sooth-

ing. Horseback riding seems to be her favorite pas-

time—perhaps because she likes to ride—and then

again, it may be because she looks so nifty in the

little checked riding breeches, puttees and flannel

shirt. Anyway she knows all of the hills in Holly-

wood by their first name and has a bowing acquaint-

ance with every horse in the neighborhood.

Julia is young, ambitious and a very brilliant girl.

She has made a big success in creating and establish-

ing a new character. Her name fits easilv into

electric signs and who knows but what it may soon be

there?
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Grand Crossing Impressions

I
STARTED Out
To See Anita Stewart.
I was On Time,

But she Wasn't.
I'm So Glad

—

Punctual People
Are Almost Always
Uninteresting.

But
I Had to Wait; and
I Was Just Thinking
Of all the Screen Celebs.
I'd Seen
In this Particular Hotel,
When
I Glimpsed Another

—

Fred Stone,

Standing Over There
Talking To
Somebody;
He Wore
A Checked Suit,

A Funny Hat,
And Mrs. Stone
Was With him.
He
Didn't Say Much;
Just Stood There,
And Listened; and
Finally

Opened his Mouth,
Drawled Something,

—

And Everybody Howled.
Then he Walked Out,
Willi that Funny Slide of his.

I was Just Going Up
To See if Anita was In,

When
I Saw
An Irishman
I Thought I Knew

—

I was Right

—

li was Bill Desmond,
From Dublin

—

Not Directly from Dublin,
You Understand,
But Eventually.

He was
Making a Train

—

He Thought he Was.
He'd Sec

So Many People
He Knew,
He'd Have to Stop
And Shake Hands with them.
I Had to Ask him
About his New Contract,
With Hampton.
He Recollected

The Times
When he was a Student
In the Classic Drama
In Chicago

—

IS

Chicago, the Grand Crossing; the

transfer-point for players on their

flirtings from coast to coast.

Chicago, a place where they change

trains and, in the sad, mad scramble

of luggage and lunch between, run

up to see "PHOTOPLAY."

(Some of the Fans
Call him a Super-man

—

Deadright, he was a supe)
And about One Time in Particular,

—

His First Part—
I Think it was in "Ben Hur"—
It Must Have Been in "Ben Hur"

—

When
He was Late Going On Anyway,
And Happened
To Lean Up against Something
And Blackened his Toga,
Or Whatever they Wear

—

And He Had to Wash 'Em,
And they Shrunk

—

So he Finally had to Go On
In an Improvised Affair,

With Red Tights.

He Remembered, too,

Not so Long Ago,
When he Played the Scotch Minister,
With Billie Burke,
In Ince's "Peggv."
"Tom Told Me
I was Just the Type
For a Minister.

So I Took the Part,

And I've been Plavins; Ministers,

Off and On,
Ever Since.

Don't Know
How the Deuce I Ever Do It.

Say—I've got to

Make that Train.

"Good-bye, Bill!"

Good-bve-

Anita Stewart. 'Bill'" Desmond.

Well, Anita was In.

She Said she was All In.

She's So Pretty
She can Sling Slang
Pretty Much as she Pleases.

She had
A Plain Cold.
I Didn't Know
Screen Stars ever had
Plain Colds.

She's

A Water-color
Of the Screen Stewart

;

She Looked, I Heard Somebody Say,
Like a Clover-leaf Cocktail,

In a Tailleur of that Shade.
And a Little Hat,
With a Cheerful Cherry
Nodding Along the Brim.
She was
Eating Candy.
"I can't Taste it." she Said,

"But I Know it's Good.
Help Yourself.

"Ma." she Called.

Mrs. Stewart Came In
With Virginia Norden,
A Buoyant Blonde, who is

A Kind of Personal Manager
And Best Friend, all in one.
Anita

Was Enthused
About her New Company.
And Knew
She'd Love Lois Weber.
Who is going to direct her.

Whom she'd Never Met.
She Spoke. Briefly and Wistfully,
Of S. Rankin Drew.
Who Died in France.
He Directed her in "The Girl Philippa."
She Reminisced
About her High-School Days,
When she Tried to Fix her Hair
Like Norma Talnudge:
And Thought she Could Act
Because she had an Actor-Director
For a Brother-in-Law

;

And of her Long Training
As a Vitagraph Extr.i

She'll Have
A Big House in California

—

"I'm Crazv
To Go There—
Pve Never Been

—

Rut
I'll Miss New York;
T Miss it Alreadv!"



A Cave-Man of Culture

Hale Hamilton, he-

starring for Metro

Hamilton has a wallop

in each fist, and a fight-

ing 8r 'n - That smile

wins many a battle in

"Five Thousand an
Hour," his first stellar

offering for Metro.

A SMILE has won many a battle"—but
a hard brown fist is swifter and surer.

It wasn't so long ago that any actor

with a sport-shirt and a smile was a
hero and got one hundred fan letters a day. Now
no self-respecting matinee girl ever writes to one.

Today it's the hard virile guy with a wallop in

each fist and a fighting grin who gets all the

applause and has to hire a secretary to take care

of his mail.

Among the he-stars of the modern school might
be mentioned Hale Hamilton. There is none
than-whomer than Hamilton when it comes to

the hearty hand-shake and the smooth smile, but
he has a physical-culture exercise to demonstrate
on anyone who says that these are his chief stock

in trade. Hamilton has the smile and the wallop
and he'd just as soon use one or the other but
he has his own opinion as to which is the more
resultful. Here he is—all together now: "Hail,

hail," etc.

Hamilton is used to the rah-rah's of the multi-
tude. They used to give a yell for him when he
was full-back on his college team—Michigan

—

and participated in some mighty battles. Hamil-
ton was studying law when he decided that he

didn't want to be a lawyer after all. He wanted, in short, to be an actor.

Strangely enough, Hamilton, as an actor, did not at once astonish the

world. As the second grave-digger in "Hamlet," his first part, he did not
have much of an opportunity for unique characterization. He spent a long

time in Shakespearean repertoire, as a member of the Louis James-Kathryn
Kidder stock company, during which he assumed parts of ascending im-
portance. Before he left the organization Hamilton had played the Player

King—and played him pretty well. But he soon discovered that one may
be a good actor in Shakespeare and still remain unidentified in popular
favor, so he made another decision—that it was about time for him to get

into the game so that the public—dear, if they applaud you, general if they

don't—would know he was there.

He was fortunate enough to get a part like "The Fortune Hunter" in

which to make a first bid for public favor. He followed this with such

plays of pep as Frank Norris' "The Pit," Rex Beach's "The Ne'er Do Well,"

and Edward Peple's "A Pair of Sixes." He was with Nat Goodwin, too, in

a revival of the favorite Goodwin repertoire; and he went to London to play,

at the Drury Lane Theatre there, in "Under Orders," with Fanny Brough.

It is as "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" that the theatre-goers of several

continents know Hale Hamilton. Aided and abetted by George M. Cohan
and George Randolph Chester, Hamilton introduced on the stage the Amer-
ican man of business; albeit a crook, a genial, hearty crook, "Wallingford."

revealing a new phase of romance—the romance of business.

Hamilton took "Wallingford'' to Australia and to England. At Windsor
Castle he performed it before their Majesties, King George and Queen Mary,
who presented Hamilton with a pearl scarf pin and studs in appreciation.

His last season on the stage was in "What's Your Husband Doing?" a

George V. Hobart farce. He was appearing in the Broadhurst piece, "She
Walked in Her Sleep," in its preliminary performances outside New York,

when Metro offered him a motion picture contract.

Hamilton introduced the aggressive business man on the screen. From the

first he has played business men. He was May Allison's leading man in "The
Winning of Beatrice," and. you remember, the part he played was that of

an energetic advertising man. Next, he appeared opposite little Viola Dana
in "Opportunity."' in which, as the enterprising owner of a successful liniment,

he justified the title. Metro decided that his work merited promotion, and

starred him in "Five Thousand an Hour."
Hamilton has no favorite breakfast food, but he always reads Bide Dudley

and Walt Mason. They are Kansans, and Hamilton came from there, al-

though he was born in Chicago.

"The Four-flusher" is the latest Metro-Hamilton offering.
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The Binney Sisters in "Sporting Life," their first picture.

Faire is at your left and Constance at her side.

FAIRE and Constance Binney are each hustling to beat

the other to the pinnacles of stardom. But they race

under a great handicap. They are loving sisters—and
each can't resist coaching the other along.

Although I had called to talk with Faire Binney with the

aim in view of getting a few hot shots about rivalrous competi-

tion, all I heard was a bright, enthusiastic story of team-work.
"How can you ever expect to win the

race to stardom," I asked Faire Binney,

"if you each boost the other along?"

"It does seem sort of futile, doesn't

it?" she answered. Then went on to

tell me about their work in Maurice
Tourneuer's "Sporting Life." It had
been the first picture in which either

had ever appeared, and they had had to

work together over many a hard place,

spending long hours at home going over

the scenario and talking out the various

situations they were to enact before the

camera.

"You see," Miss Faire began, "the

script called for two sisters,—not neces-

sarily resembling each other—we just

happen to do that—but opposite in

character. When Monsieur Tourneur
saw me with Constance on the day he

engaged her he took me too."

Then she went on to explain how
Constance had been taught dancing since

her earliest childhood—mostly as a

recreation and to take the place of gym
work which she cordially detested.

About a year ago she had left a convent

in Paris and come to a finishing school

in Connecticut where, one eventful

evening. Winthrop Ames had seen her

and invited her to join his company.
Quite a jump from a convent to the

stage in a year.

"That was last season." Faire went on.

"This year she is appearing in 'Oh Lady.
Lady' and in the intervals, worked in

'Sporting Life.' After finishing it she

went to Boston with 'Oh Lady. Lady.'
"

The sisters look as like as two peas,

A Race for

Stardom
Beginning at "Sporting Life"

the Binney Sisters began their

glory'race — arm in arm.

By Arabella Boone

and while Miss Faire was talking I was

unconsciously studying her for a possible

way for distinguishing her from Constance.

At last it came to me—under Miss Faire's

charming toque there peeped forth short

curls of dusky brown—and I remem-

bered having watched the light effects on

Constance's coils. My problem was

solved—forever after I should remember

that Faire was the shorn lamb.

". . . and so, you see. we fitted in

beautifully because Constance likes light

frivolous roles and I enjoyed the chance at real dramatic

acting."

"We were both born here in Manhattan and have lived

here almost all of our lives. Constance spent some time

abroad at school but we really are thorough New Yorkers.

None of our people have ever been on the stage before—in

fact most of them have been professional people in quite an-

other line—lawyers or teachers. One

branch of our family is Italian and the

Princess Comporeale. Lady in Waiting to

the Dowager Queen of Italy, is our

cousin.

"Constance and I have very different

ideas about becoming moving picture

stars. Both of us agree that that is our

ultimate aim. but we shall reach it by

different roads. She believes that the

stage is the best preparation while I

think that only 'camera' experience

helps.

"People like Man- Pickford and Wil-

liam S. Hart didn't reach their present

success in a day and neither of us ex-

pect to do that. Constance has what

we used to call a 'head start' on me,

though, because she's two years older.

However. I've told her I'd give her^ a

race to stardom and that's what we're

both working for."

With which sage remarks she arose

preparatory to leave me.

"Where did you ever learn to ride and

drive and do all the other stunts called

for in 'Sporting Life?' " I asked.

"Oh. we didn't do very many stunts."

she replied modestly. "You see our

father had had a country place at Lyne.

Connecticut, for years, and we would

hunt. ride, swim and play there a large

part of every year. I even learned to

drive oxen there last year."

As I left her. I tried to picture this

demure bit of girlhood—she isn't over

16 or 17—fje-hawing a pair of husky
oxen over the rocky fields of Connecti-

cut—it seemed hardly possible.

Constance They are loving sisters—and can't resist coaching the other along. —Faire
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THE DUB
Going to show that it is difficult to

pic\ a coward when you want one

By Jerome Shorey

FREDERICK BLATCH, one tool swathed in yards and

yards of bandages, turned to his erstwhile partner,

Fhineaa Driggs, with a gesture oi helplessness, and a

grimace as lu> gout gave him a new twinge of pain.

"It's all very well tor you to say that 1 have more influence

with Markham than you have, but what can 1 do-" he de-

manded. "1 can't move and .Markham won't come to see me.

He - -ore because you and 1 left him out of the Murphy option

deal, and swears he won't give up the contract."

"And Murphy won't close the deal unless the original con-

tract is produced," Driggs moaned. "There's a lot of money
in it too."

"Well, I lose as much as you do, don't I?" Blatch demanded,
wincing again. His gout seemed extremely troublesome.

"Of course we could bring suit." Driggs suggested.

"That would take months to decide, and by that time the

option would have expired and would be worthless."

The conversation was interrupted by the arrival of Blatch's

lawyer, Burley Haddon. Haddon had been away for several

weeks, in which time the affairs of the firm of Blatch, Markham
& Driggs had become scrambled. They explained the situation

to him. Markham had secretly removed all the papers of the

firm to his home in the suburbs, including the valuable option

contract, which Blatch and Driggs had made privately, when
they discovered that the differences of opinion were sure to

lead to the dissolution of partnership. It was really a personal

enterprise on the part of Driggs. but he had let Blatch in, as

he himself was so doubtful of his own judgment that he always
was afraid to play a lone hand.

"You see. Mr. Haddon." Driggs

pleaded, ''we simply must have that

option, and very quickly."

"Why don't you go to Markham your-

self and demand ft?" Haddon asked.

"Me? Oh!" Driggs gasped, and
grabbed for his hat. "Oh I couldn't.

You'll have to do it Mr. Haddon. Won't
he Blatch 3 "

"Yes, Haddon. It's up to you. And
you must not fail." Blatch agreed.

"Don't worry. Dri^s. we'll get it some-
how." he added, as the timorous partner
rose to leave.

Xo sooner had Driggs left the house
than Haddon was astonished to see

Blatch tear the bandages from his foot,

laughing explosively. Noting the ques-
tion in his lawyer's eyes he explained:

'Here's the idea: The Murphy option
is worth ten times as much as either

Murphy or Driggs realizes. I've had a
special report on the mining property
and it's a mint. If we get this contract
I'll have to split with Driegs. If it ex-

pires I'll get a new one from Murphy,
perhaps paying a little more for it. but
I'll have the whole thing to myself. All
we've got to do is stall Driggs until the
option expires. Now what I want you
to do is cook up something that will

make Driggs think we are trying hard to
get the documents so he will sit still.

Get me?"
Haddon whistled.

"A corking scheme!" he exclaimed.
'Bu"et proof too. Nothing illegal about
•t. Um-hm! I'll take a little walk and
think it over. Ahvavs think best when

The Dub
NARRATED, by permission, from the

photoplay by Edgar Franklin, scenario-

ized by Will Ritchey, directed by James
Cruze, and produced by Paramount with
the following cast

:

John Craig Wallace Reid
George Markham Charles Ogle
Frederick Blatch Ralph Lewis
Phineas Driggs Raymond Hatton
Burley Hadden Winter Hall

Enid Drayton Nina Bvron
Bill, the Burglar Billy Elmer

I'm walking. Back m hall an hour. Then I'll draw up a little

contract covering my own little share it it goes through. Eh?"
"You've always got your share before, haven't you? ' Blatch

replied.

"Yes, yes. I've got no complaint. Always like to have

things in writing though. You understand. Lawyer's habi

and he went out.

Within the half hour he was back.

"I've got it," he exclaimed. '"Here's the game*: We hire a

burglar to go to Markham's house to steal the contract. He
fails. We show Driggs that we've done the most desperate

thing in the world to make good, and ask him if he can suggest

anything else. Ask him if he wants to hire someone to murder
Markham. Then watch him run."

"But what if your burglar does get the option?" Blatch

asked.

"He won't," Haddon assured him. ''That's the kind of

burglar I've hired. He's a dub, a simp, a boob, a coward.
About all this guy will do is try the front door, and when he
finds it locked he'll come back and say it can't be done. Trust
me for picking the right man."
"Where is he?"
'Tn the hall," and stepping to the door Haddon called, "Mr.

Craig, this way please."

Blatch inspected Haddon's dub carefully, and was satisfied.

John Craig was a tall, mild-eyed, good-natured looking youth,
slender and almost bashful. He looked like anything but a
burglar. He might have done well as a cotillion leader, Batch

decided, but there wasn't a chance in the

world that he would make a success of

any desperate undertaking. So they ex-

plained the situation to him.

"You see," Craig said, diffidently. "I'm
very badly in need of a thousand dollars,

or I wouldn't take up yemr offer. And I

wouldn't take it up anyhow if you didn't

assure me that what you want is your
own property. It's a long chance to take,

but I'm in a hole."

They gave him all the assurances he
required, told him the location of Mark-
ham's home, and said the thousand dol-

lars would be waiting at Blatch's house
the following day.

That evening John Craig alighted

from a suburban train, and strolled

out through the sparsely settled suburb.

He had no difficulty in locating Mark-
ham's house from the description. It

was a gloomy looking mansion, set

back among big trees, some distance

from any other habitation. He stood

in the darkness and inspected the place

from the road for a long time, trying

to decide whether to go through with

the adventure. He realized that it was
a dangerous game. It might lead to the

penitentiary. On the other hand, if he
failed to raise the thousand dollars, his

little construction company, the venture

upon which his entire future seemed to

depend, would be forced into a receiver-

ship. He had made a hard fight to estab-

lish himself, and embarked in business

with too little capital. And so close was
he to the line which divides success from
failure, that a mere thousand dollars

would swing the balance up or down.
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Bill admitted it was a shame to take the money, opening a safe without danger of interruption.

Haddon and Blatch seemed sincere. The story was plausible.

And his chance encounter with Haddon, whom he had met for

the first time that day, might be a case of fate knocking at the

door. Finally he reached his decision. He determined first

to try to get the desired document by fair means, and walking
boldly to the door, rang the bell and asked the servant if he

could see Mr. Markham. He was curtly informed that Mark-
ham was out.

Still Craig was not satisfied. Strolling back to the village

he went to a telephone booth and called up Markham's house.

"This is the cashier of the Night & -Day bank speaking.*' he
said. "We have a check here signed 'George Markham," payable
to Arthur Wright, for $2,500, and we don't like the look of it."

In a moment another voice was heard over the wire.

"This is Markham speaking." it said. "I never issued any
such check. It's a forgery."

"1 thought so. Mr. Markham." Craig replied. "That's all.

Goodbye."
Craig then hurried back to the house, and this time when

the butler came to the door he gave it a shove with his shoulder
that sent the man sprawling.

"I want to see Mr. Markham. I have a message from Mr.
Blatch," he said, and then, glancing up the stairway, quickly
removed his hat and stammered. "I beg your pardon."
Coming down tin- stairs was a young woman who, Craig de-

cided then and there, was the most beautiful creature he had
ever seen. Doubt'ess this was not so. Perhaps the contrast
between the sinister mission upon which he had embarked, and
the appearance of this prettv. exquisitely gowned girl, had
something to do with it. But for a moment Craig forgot every-
thing except that he was in an embarrassing predicament
Before he could continue his apologies an elderly, stern man
appeared at the head of the stairs and snarled:

"Enid, go to your room."

The girl hesitated an instant, and Craig saw in her eyes .

mute appeal. Then she drew a deep breath, turned, and ran up
stairs. The elderly man, easily identified as Markham. quickly

came down the stairs, another servant at his elbow. Craig eyed

them warily.

"Throw him out," Markham ordered, and the. two servant?

seized Craig.

"Just a minute." Craig said, struggling with his assailants, bu:

Markham came to their assistance, and in a minute the would-

be burglar found himself staring at the outside of a heavy oak

door.

Obviously the best course to pursue was to pretend that he

was baffled, and leave the grounds. He turned as he reached

the road, and caught a glimpse of a white figure in an upper

window. Somehow this seemed to him suddenly of more im-

portance than his original quest. The look in the girl's eye-

as she obeyed Markham's order to go to her room remained

clearly photographed in his mind. He wondered who she could

be. Blatch and Haddon had, said nothing of any women mem-
bers of the Markham household. And her name—Enid—what

a prettv name! Craig strolled along the country roads for more
than an hour, and more than once he was on the verge of

abandoning his task, but the picture of the appealing figure 0:1

the stairs renewed his determination.

The night was made to order for his purpose. It \va- pitch

dark, even the stars being blanketed with clouds. Silently

creeping through the shadows he circled the house and went

to the rear. Cautiously trying the kitchen door he found it

open and slipped in. There was not a sound. ADDarently every-

one was in bed and asleep. He had memorized Blatch's descrip-

tion of the house and had no difficulty in locating Markham's
den on the second floor. There was a desk covered with papers.
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In the drawers, which were unlocked, so secure did Markham
apparently consider himself, wen' still more papers. There was

no time to examine them all, so be tied them in a bundle and

threw them out of the window fuming w> leave, be saw in

the doorway a figure in a Bowing white gown
"I knew you would come back," she whispered. "1 wanted

to ask you aboul Mr Blatch
"

i guess 1 can't tell you very much about him." Craig

replied. "Hut is there anything I can do tor you? Are you

in trouble 5
"

"It's all so puzzling," she began, bul just then they heard

footsteps, and the voice of Markham calling to the servants.

•I'll see you later." Craig said, and darted down stairs.

In another minute Markham appeared with the butler and

Footman.
"Oh, it's only you." he growled at the girl. "Wli.it are you

prowling about tor

"I— I was looking tor a book I have mislaid." she said.

• Well go to bed. and find it in the morning," Markham com-
manded.

Craig recovered the bundle of papers he had thrown out,

concealed them in a hedge, and lay down in the deep shadows
to wait until the household had quieted once more. He did not

know whether he had secured the option tor which he was to

receive the money to save his business, and he could not risk

using hi- pocket Hash to examine his loot. Hut in any event,

he was determined not to leave until he had solved the mystery
of the girl. So when he heard midnight strike, he cautiously

approached the house again. lie decided that the kitchen door
would he guarded by now. and so he silently unscrewed the pad-

lock oft the cellar entrance, and tiptoeing inch by inch made his

way to the library.

Enid had not forgotten his promise "I'll see you later," and

was on the watch for him Quickly he explained to ber why
he was acting the burglar lor Blatch, then asked about ber

Mi Markham is my guardian," she said l believe my
lather's estate is worth a great deal o! moiies . and 1 haw ;

asking Mr Markham to have it settled up SO I 'an leave II'

tells me he has put i' in charge "I Mi Blatch, and won't In-

able to get an accounting !"i a whili Hut In- wuii t let me go

to see Mr. Blatch, 01 have any visitoi I'm actually a prisonei

I don't know what to think of it

"

Well soon fix that." Craig assured her \ oon a I

this option business settled I'll (hum- bo I. hen- and find out

what he means by it."

"Will you i lid ex( laimed eagerly.

In the gloom It could huar her quick breathing and the

delicate perfume of her hair thrilled him. He would have

promised anything, and what Craig promised, regardless of the

opinion of Eiaddon thai he was ., dub, he usually performed.

Hut meanwhile, he reminded her, the first thing to do was i,,

get the option.

"Mr, Markham has a bag containing a lot of papers, hidden

in the sideboard," said Enid. "It might be there."

The bag was soon found and Craig began examining the ion-

tents for the missing option.

"I don't know why I'm trusting you this way." Enid said.

"You're sure you're not a burglar."

"Surest thing you know." Craig assured her. "I'll bring

everything back when I've found Blatch's option."

"Listen 1

"
exclaimed Enid under her breath.

Stealthy footsteps were heard again, and Craig swiftly closed

the bag. and for the second time dropped a bundle of Mark-
ham's private papers out of a window for future investigation.

He had hardly done so when Markham appeared in the door-

way, flanked by his two bodyguards.

"There's going to be no foolishness this time," said Craig, and soon the servants were as neatly trussed as a pair of turkeys on the way to market.
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'Back again," he said. "And I suppose you're still looking

for the book, Enid,"

"I've tried to tell you, Mr. Markham," Craig said, ''that I

came to get the Murphy option for Blatch, and I'm going to

get it."

Markham considered a moment, as if making up his mind,

and then said, with an appearance of geniality:

"Well, as you know, the option is of no use to me, and I

guess I may as well give it to you. I'll get it out of my safe

in the morning. I don't seem to be able to keep you out so

you may as well stay here for the rest of the night."

The butler conducted Craig to the guest room, but not before

Enid had found a chance to whisper, "Don't trust Mr. Mark-
ham. I don't believe he will ke(»p his promise. Be very care-

ful."

Craig did not undress. He too doubted Markham's sincerity,

and now that he was inside the house he proposed to take every

advantage possible. He figured that Markham would not ex-

pect him to do any more marauding, and that as soon as the house

quieted down again he would be able to make a final attempt

to get into the safe. He doubted his ability to open it, but

there was always a chance that Markham, who seemed to have
curiously careless habits for so secretive an individual, might
have left it unlocked. So toward morning he slipped from his

room and returned to the library.

He had misjudged Markham's precautions. Hardly had he

entered the library when the light was snapped on, and Mark-
ham confronted him. Without a word Markham strode to the

safe, opened it, took out a paper at which he glanced and then

sealed it in a long envelope. Addressing the envelope to Blatch

he handed it to Craig.

"So this is how you treat my hospitality," he snapped.

"Here's the option. Get out."

For the third time that night Craig left Markham's house.

But he had no more reason to believe that the option was in

the envelope than that Markham ever intended to give it up.

Opening the envelope he examined the paper by the light of his

flash, and was not surprised to find it was a worthless receipt.

So he went to the spot where he had dropped the bag of papers,

recovered those he had hidden in the hedge, and climbed a tree

near the house to watch and await developments.

A minute later the front door flung open and the two servants

came running out. Markham stood in the doorway bawling

orders.

"Don't let him get away," he shouted. •

Craig grinned and hugged himself. Markham had discovered

the loss of his papers. After a few minutes' futile search,

Markham called the servants back.
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"Never mind," he said. "I know where to find him. He's

gone to Blatch. Get out the car."

Soon the motor was at the door and Markham jumped in.

"Now remember," he shouted to the servants. "Keep the

girl in the house and keep everyone else out. if you value your
lives," and with this he drove furiously off toward the city.

Craig waited a while, but he realized there was no time to

waste, as the first sign of dawn was beginning to appear. Lower-
ing himself out of the tree he started back for the house, and
began circling it to try to discover some new entrance. As he

rounded a corner he collided with a man in the half light,

and the stranger started to run.

"Just a minute." said Craig, grabbing him by the collar.

A bundle dropped from the man's hand and jingled as it struck

the ground. Still retaining his grasp, Craig unrolled the bundle
and found it to be a complete kit of burglar's tools.

"Oho," he said. "Are you a regular burglar or just a volun-

teer? I need an expert."

"Gee! You don't look like a yegg," the stranger exclaimed.

"I am though, for tonight. Come on. I'm in a hurry. Jimmy
open the library window."
Remarking that this was a "pretty soft crib" the burglar soon

had let them into the house. Armed with the burglar's revolver.

Craig led the way in search of Markham's servants.

"Good Lord, he's back again!" the astonished butler ex-

claimed, as the intruders discovered him and his fellow guard
in the kitchen.

"Yes, and there's going to be no foolishness this time." said

Craig. "Come on Bill, with that rope." he ordered, and the
servants soon were as neatly trussed as a pair of turkeys on
the way to market.

Enid heard the commotion and hurried down to investigate

this latest development of the busy night.

"We've found a friend." said Craig. "Miss Drayton, this is

Bill, the burglar. He's going to open the safe for us."

This was pie for Bill. He admitted that it was a shame to

take the money, opening a safe without danger of interruption,

and when Craig gave him a sketchy idea of the situation, and
promised him a good job as mechanic in his company, he went
at it with a new interest. He admitted that he didn't care

much for the career of a burglar. And he soon proved that

he was a good mechanic.

As soon as the safe was opened, Craig and Enid, without
waiting to bother about sifting out the contents, bundled up
all the books and papers it contained, and started for the city.

Craig had made a thorough job. He hadn't left even so much
as a receipt for the monthly milk bill in Markham's house. If

(Continued on page ioj)

'Don't let him bluff you," said Craig. "Tell him to come here and we'll have the cops waiting."



A Bantam from Alabam'
Tallulah Barikjicad- -perhaps they wrote all those popular songs ahum her

A

Above: Tallulah Bank-
head is Tom Moore's

leading lady in the

Goldwyn photoplay,
"Thirty a Week." Be-

low : a close-up of the

bantam from Alabam'.

LABAMA — on the map— is

nothing more than a little

rectangular blotch of color with

dots to indicate the location

of the capita] and othei important

cities. We are not interested

Alabam'—how different! They write

songs about Alabam'. You've heard

the wail from a darkened stage, a soft

guitar, and a peculiarly plaintive tenor.

Alabama— it's the favorite location of

every singer of tropical topical songs.

There's the painted drop of the little

cottage with roses 'round the door

(to rhyme with "makes me love her

more.") "My Sweetheart, back in

Alabama. "' Or "That Girl, from Ala-

bam."
Well! Here she is. Straight from

that Alabama they sing about. But she

left for New York because she would
rather hear the witchery of her State

and herself extolled by some Broad-
way bard in a darkened thea-

tre than stay at home and boss

the darkies on the old planta-

tion. The sunny southern stuff

is 'good, but the stage for hers,

decided Tallulah Bankhead
from Alabama. That she

might have been a Washington
society belle didn't enter into

it; nor did the strenuous opposition she encoun-

tered from her grandfather, U. S. Senator Bank-
head, and her father. Representative William B.

Bankhead, alter her decision.

She was in "The Squab Farm" in New Y'ork

—the play by the Hattons which satirized the

working hours in a big motion picture studio

on the west coast. The fans didn't like to

see their screen idols burlesqued, even by the

privileged Hattons; and so the play failed.

But not before Tallulah, principal squab in a

dramatic chorus of them, had had time to make
an impression. Director Ivan Abramson, of the

Graphic company, saw her and offered her a part

in his picture. "When Men Betray." Tallulah

took it, and displayed a pretty poise and complete
unself-consciousness which justified Mr. Abram-
son's faith in her. Her appearance in this convinced other

film managers of her talents, chiefly Samuel Goldfish

who was scouting about for a leading woman for his

new star, Tom Moore. He found Tallulah. Would
Tallulah be Tom Moore's leading lady for "Thirty

a Week?" Well, she'd have to ask grandfather about
it. And strange to say, the Senator assented—al-

though he remarked at the time that thirty a week
wasn't much. Discounting the Senator's facetious-

ness, we rise to remark that from Alabam to New
York and "Thirty a WTeek"—as leading woman for

the star, Tom Moore—was some climb.

Tallulah has not confided her ultimate

bition to a reporter, but it's safe to say she

has quite made up her mind to be a star some
day, if determination and hard work will get

her there. She inherited her dramatic
leanings from her father, according to

her grandmother, Mrs. John Hollis Bank-
head, wife of the senior Bankhead. "Short-

ly after Tallulah's father was graduated from
Georgetown," said Mrs. Bankhead, "he jour-

neyed to New York to take up a dramatic ca-

reer. However, I stopped him before he got

very far. He was studying law and I

wanted that to be Ins profession, Hut

the ambition of her father that 1 nipped

in the bud broke out in Tallulah, who

en perfei tly determined to

be an actress. She had promised to

wait until she was older (she's only

eighteen, now)—but things happened

that just tool, right out of our

hands."

Back to the' beginning of Tallulah's

ambitions. It seems that there was

some sort of a contest, a popular call

for volunteers for motion pictures.

Someone said to Tallulah, 'Why don't

you send in your picture?"

Tallulah selected several poses and

mailed them—promptly forgetting all

about it.

Quite by accident she saw

her own picture in a maga-

zine, with no name,—only

the caption, "The Girl

of Mystery," with a

long paragraph

asking the orig-

inal to make her-

self known—be-

cause she was

one out of twelve

of fifty thousand

w h o had been

selected b y
motion pic-
ture judges.

Encouraged,

she c a m e to

New York. A
fairy tale
come true '.



This house, just fin-

ished in a combination

of old Spanish and
new American styles,

is on the sunny slope

of the Beverly H
district, just a conven-

ient motor distance

from the new Ince

studio at Culver City,

from Los Angeles, and
from the sea.
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CLOSE UPS
EDITORIAL EXPRESSION AND TIMELY COMMF'.NT

An Amazing
Record.

The Greatest Influenza," remarked the \

Damage. president and general manager
of one of the biggest film cor-

porations, a few weeks ago, "Hit the lilm business

harder than tour yours of war.

"One morning the right man could have
united all interests tor common protection.

That day the motion picture industry tottered

on the brink of anarchy. It didn't fall into the

pit. It is such a healthy, though lawless infant,

that it survived a plague that would have carried

off any other business you might name.
" But had there been a producer who could

have dominated all the interests without quar-

rels—as, for instance, Morgan's house dominates
finance or Schwab the steel industry — you
would have seen a merger of all picture makers
into one vast organization, the mightiest amuse-
ment combined in history."

Which, we will say, is one of the biggest

front-page stories that didn't get printed.

The gentleman just

quoted continues:

"The motion pic-

ture industry has a perfectly amaz-
ing record, from the standpoint
of business history:

"It has never had a big

financial disaster! Not one!
"This would be astonishing

line. In films it is perfectly and absolutely

astonishing. The enormous vitality and sudden
popularity of motion pictures has attracted

many individuals who don't deserve to be called

'business men.' Some of them have made a great

deal of money. Some have not stemmed the
tide. Others—more legitimate—have failed to

keep pace with the procession, and have sub-
sided. Still others have attempted to use the
great art of the Twentieth Century simply as a
rank stock-selling medium, or for purposes even
more doubtful.

"Yet, despite the hurly-burly of amateur
finance and no-finance, artists among the book-
keepers and book-keepers among the artists, and
neither artists nor book-keepers where both were
needed, there has never been one of those
grand monetary smash-ups that sometimes turn
the sober world of wheat or steel or cotton
topsy-turvy. More, I see no prospect of any.

"Isn't it wonderful!"

He Simply

Won't Learn.

There was a Middle West ex-

hibitor who, playing Ibsen's

"A Doll's House," billed it:

"A Treat for the Kiddies." He simply won't learn.

A few weeks ago they sent him O. Henry's
"A Ramble in Aphasia"— and he promptly ad-

vertised it "The Travel Picture Supreme."

The War We shall have to face it, and it

Qf Peace> will be the best thing that ever

happened to us: an invasion ol

European films, many of them made by Amcr-
ican directors, on American stock, with Amer-
ican artists.

Suppose you walked down the street and
saw nothing but English films in the little show-
shops? Wouldn't it make your competitive
American blood burn to get in the game and
put American pictures there instead?

While film manufacture is a pre-eminent
American business, a reversal of the situation

just stated is the exact state of affairs in England,
in France and in Italy. Now that the world
has become sane again work, work and still

more work— profitable work— is the frenzied
need of every country bitten by the war.

In England there are five manufacturers who
kept going through the war. These were Cecil

Hepworth, Maurice Elvey, Henry
Edwards, Martin Thornton and
Frederick Bentley. These men,

and many others, are going
to try to replace the unend-
ing miles of American cellu-

loid with home-made goods,
and, since what is really

worth while at home may
also be worth while abroad,
they are going to become in-

ternationalists as far as they
can.

Labor is cheaper, the cost
of production is cheaper in England. Star sal-

aries are unknown, but the cost of the average
good artist is about the same. Producers using
business judgment as well as artistic discretion
can make features at a cost of $25,000 which
will compare to many an American feature cost-
ing $90,000. That is to say, if you take into
account the American method and the Amer-
ican brains that are even now crossing the
Atlantic to engage in that work. Possessing a
wretched climate in itself, England is within 24
hours of Southern France, and within 72 hours
of the sunny Riviera, with the most celebrated
scenery in the world.

In France has not yet reorganized her

France. f^m industries, but a grand recovery is

not only to be expected; it is an abso-
lute French necessity.

While the great plants of Gaumont and
Pathe— especially the latter—have been idle in
a photoplay sense for four years, do not get the
idea that these firms have gone out of business.

As a matter of fact, PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
is reliably informed that the film manufacturers
of the French Republic have been employing
more men than ever, and are at their apex of
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financial prosperity! This is startling informa-

tion to those who rest in their faith in America
as the one film trust, unapproached and with-

out a rival, but it is true.

Gaumont and Pathe have been making mu-
nitions. So have certain other French film

makers. It is an absolute economic need that

these industries keep going, for all France is in

the condition of a man just recovered from a

great illness; his sickness has strapped him; his

bank account is down to its last franc— but he

has won back his health, and he can work!

Jn Not so much is known about the

Germany, dark film forces of Mr. Hohenzol-
lern's deluded principalities, but it

is known that Germany has made a grim deter-

mination to get in the world film trade some-
how— anyhow, any way.

The biggest picture organization existing in

Germany today is the Union North German
Films, with a capital of $10,000,000.

As a disseminator of photoplays throughout
civilization, Germany is unfortunately in the

position of the devil, whose cloven hoofs re-

vealed his personality, even in a dress suit.

German films have always been notoriously

bad, and German actors and actresses have
never enacted any but the most patent and
transparent Teutons. They sent to London,
early in 1914, for a complete outfit of costumes

and modern raiment, and made pictures sup-

posed to be of general appeal. When these

were shown to Anglo-Saxon audiences as stories

of English or American life—with properly

translated captionry, of course— the audiences

laughed, for the participants were as patently

Prussian as though they had worn spiked hel-

mets.

Germany also faces, now, the general em-
bargo of civilized sentiment.

However, they are going to pound hard at

any market and every market, in one way or

another, under one trademark or another, and
will, no doubt, get some hearing among the

neutrals.
*8

The Pioneer Up in the Canadian Northwest

Showman. an enterprising citizen who had
scarcely seen a movie, appointed

himself an advance guard of film civilization

and sent for a projection machine and pictures.

Among other needful things he had ordered,

of a New York firm, some carbons "guaranteed

to burn with a white flame approximating sun-

light." Now, as everyone who understands

electrical devices knows, the paradoxical carbon
makes light simply because of its furious incom-
bustibility; it resists the electric current as it

resists burning.

However, the carbon shippers got their box
back in a few weeks, and on the black sticks lay

this angry note: "Dear sirs. You fellows is a fine

set of liars. Your ad said this carbon burned
like sunshine. I would have you to know I

wasted two whole boxes of matches and couldn't

even light one."

The N i division of films presents more

Comedies, interesting problems—problems de-
manding immediate solution—than

the section whose sole business is to make us
laugh.

Fixing the length of risible celluloid at two
reels is old-fashioned. It is still done, almost
universally, but it is as surely doomed as "pro-
gramme" comedies—that is to say, the quantity
production of funny pieces on a rapid and reg-

ular releasing schedule.

One man has convinced the whole produc-
ing world that its film farce theories are wrong.
This man is Charles Chaplin.

When Chaplin commenced making his own
pictures they were sure he was wrong. They
had seen actor-directors— and managers— be-
fore. When Chaplin failed to keep his first

releasing date everybody, smiling, said "I told

you so." When he refused even to make pre-

dictions regarding the probable finish of his

second piece everybody remarked "That settles

it!" He was expected back in somebody's— al-

most anybody's—fold before nightfall.

But they changed their tunes when the
longevity and astounding favor of Chaplin's
hard-wrought and occasional pieces began to

manifest themselves. The public was not faith-

ful to Chaplin's memory; that way, the public is

more fickle than a nineteen-year-old grass-

widow. He was delivering masterpieces.

In England, and on the continent, a regula-

tion motion-picture entertainment is a three-

hour show. It is apt to, and usually does
contain, two features. Educational and news
pictures are known by the general term of "in-

terest," and "interest" altogether seldom totals

more than a reel. Englishmen are asking why
we don't make five-reel comedies, and American
managers, some of them, are asking it, too.

One big New York theatre has started the

bold experiment of running Chaplin continu-

ously ; that is to say, holding his current picture

on, with varying features, until his next comes
out. This house started that policy with
"Shoulder Arms," and they assert that there is

no apparent diminution of interest in this

picture, and that it will apparently continue un-

til the next is readv no matter when that may
be.

Mr. Sennett, the professor-doctor of the

whole comedy business, might look at "Tillie's

Punctured Romance," and "Mickey," and re-

flect. Here were two photoplays on which he
spent much time, and money; yet who shall say

that either is not worth more, in money, celeb-

rity or mere artistic satisfaction, than any twelve

or twenty of his regulation programme reels?

The answer to the comedy problem in the

minds of the movie managers is that quality

makes runs and reputation, whereas the life of

the routine feature is short at best. A good one
will stick, and no worry that it won't. Pot-

boilers chase themselves on and off, and hardly

pay expenses.

The comedy will adjust itself on a business

basis.
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Sleuthing as a Fine Art

In which King Baggot, Eagle* eye of

the screen, says sonic interesting things

about Uncle Sams r:a\ spy catchers

"You're talking about a superman,'' ;> isiencr put forth. "There ain't no such
animal."

"Well, that's wl

ST.
LOUIS closed iis breweries

nearly sacrificed its Ambas
sador David R. Franc's
the bloody bolshevists in

Russia, and was always first in

raising its Liberty Loan quotas.

Just as though that were not suf-

ficient to prove its patriotism, St.

Louis produced perhaps the most
famous German spy-catcher ever
seen on any screen.

it I ever lose my job as an
actor," declared King Baggot, "I'm
going to be a sleuth. A modern, up-
to-date sleuth—a real secret service
man! It's more thrilling, even, than
play-sleuthing on the screen. It is even
more thrilling than the old saw-mill
mellerdrama of the stage
and about ninety-nine
percent more prob-
able. My roles as

Christopher Brent
in 'The Man Who
Stayed Home'
and as Harrison ,

Grant in 'The Ea-
gle's Eye' have |

made me say to

myself, over and

over: This is the

life!'"

Mr. Baggot was sit-

ting in a set belonging to a

production of Miss Emmy W. ^
Wehlen's at the Metro studio,

waiting for his own scene to be

made ready.

"Some folk's think that sleuthing is a clumsy profession

enjoyed by ex-barkeepers possessing a pair of rubber heels and

a good right-hand swing. But this is not so. Sleuthing, as the

screen mirrors the modern governmental profession, is one re-

quiring men of unusual mental culture and versatility, combined

with fearlessness under the most terrifying conditions.

"Now look at this hero that I'm playing in 'The Man Who
Stayed Home.' He's typical of the lot. He is a man of

science. He has to be able to handle a detectaphone, operate

a wireless, uncover plots dealing with pigeon posts, invisible ink

and various other devices known to the modern international

spy. He must be cool-headed but not sluggish in thinking, and
above all must be in utter control of his emotionalism. My
idea is that a man who has so many physical adventures must
be able to resist the temptation of too much mental excitement.

"He wouldn't last any time if he didn't. He would burn
himself out. Where excitement is a man's daily experience he
must become callous to it as a matter of self-defense. Other-
wise his brain-cells would become so inflamed that clear think-

ing to a logical conclusion would be impossible. So the modern
sleuth of the highest type must be able to do a thousand things

in a skillful way—but defer the appreciation of them until

after they are accomplished."

hat I think the nev type of secret service man is," said Mr.
Baggot ruminatively, "a sort of superman. Maybe that's why

1 would like to be one."

Just ther the set was announced as being ready, the cam-
eraman appeared with his tripod, Director Herbert Blache
and his trained eye-glasses hove into the scene, and Mr.
Baggot acted Christopher Brent's discovery of the wire-

less apparatus behind the fireplace of the German spy's

living-room.

But there are a good many people who consider King
Baggot himself a sort of superman. They point to t he-

number and variety of the things he has accomplished.

They point to the fact that he is that rarest of indi-

viduals, a prophet "not without honor in his own coun-

try." For he is idolized in St. Louis—and he was born
in St. Louis. It's not a case of "I knew him when—

"

a la that clever song of Irene Franklin's. By no means!
St. Louis is proud of him. "He's our boy," and all that

sort of thing. But outside of Missouri he is known
as King Baggot, the famous screen star, or King

Baggot the famous leading man, or King
Baggot the excellent golfer, or else

King Baggot the authority on
Swedish dramatists,—not so far

from being a superman, after all,

when you come right down to it.

King Baggot was among the

first and foremost of the stars of

W the legitimate drama to show his

ability in the newer art of the mo-
tion picture. He took his following

with him from the stock theatres

and "combination" houses to the mo-
tion picture theatres, and there can
be little doubt that such men as he, by

the very fact of their own personal pop-
ularity, added much to the prosperity of the

growing industry.

King Baggot in "The Eagle's Eye," as Harrison Grant, chief

of the "Criminology Club," working in conjunction with the

Secret Service, to thwart German plotting.
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Shades often years ago! Up above you see a- scene from "Ivanhoe,"
with King Baggot as that gentleman himself, Leah Baird as Rebecca,
and— the person hiding under the blonde wig is Herbert Brenon!

At the right is a scene from "The Man Who Stayed Home."

For a long time the picture players were rather neglected.

—

shrouded in mystery, largely. The play was the thing, rather
than the player. Mr. Baggot realized the need of a "getting
together," of a class consciousness, among the screen players.

So he founded the Screen Club, and became its first president,
proving that he had the power of organization, as well as that
which goes with the artistic temperament, proving also that
he is the sort of man who does things, rather than merely think
about them.
King Baggot demonstrated that the kind of acting that put

the punch in stage "thrillers" was also effective on the screen,

—

just good, straightforward acting. People
have never become tired of it, and that's

one reason why Mr. Baggot continues to

grow in popularity. These die-away, art

nouveau, lounge-lizard effects in acting do
not appeal to Bagg*bt,—which is why he
can act for the American people whenever
he wants to. In "Absinthe," "The Silent

Stranger," "The Boontown Affair.'' "The
Man From Nowhere." "The Captain of the

Typhoon," and other feature pictures, he
has shown that same ability to penetrate to

the heart of an idea and present it in

visible form which he showed in produc-
tions on the dramatic stage such as "Sa-
lomy Jane." "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch," and "In the Bishop's Carriage."

"There's something of the small boy left

in every grown man, I think." declares
King Baggot, "and there's a thrill about
playing sleuths that reminds me of stolen

moments as a boy reading detective and
Wild West stories. Yes,
in these days I envy the

secret service man."
Baggot was appearing

with Marguerite Clark
in "The Wishing Ring"
in New York City in

1909 when he made his

first visit to any studio.

[t was the old Imp plant

at 102 West ioist St.

Like many others who
came to scoff at the rid-

iculed "movies." Bag-
got remained to act in

them. He was with the

Imp company for many
years, during which
time he played in such
pictures as "Dr. Jekvll

and Mr. Hyde." '-The
Corsican Brothers," and
"Ivanhoe." In "The
Corsican Brothers" he

played a dual role and
was one of the first to

perfect it. He took a

company abroad to get

scenes for "Ivanhoe."

In this picture. Leah
Baird, now a serial star,

was his leading woman,
and Herbert Brenon,
the producer, played

Isaac of York. Brenon bosses other actors now.
There is a King Baggot. Jr. He saw his father for the first

time on the screen in the Wharton serial. "The Eagle's Eye."
King, Jr., is a real motion picture enthusiast and has exhibited

strong likes and dislikes on various occasions. Baggot put
the question up to him: "And now tell me. how did you like

your daddy when you saw him in the picture?"
"I liked Charlie Chaplin better," was the candid reply.

•off&P*

I
AM Nickotime, the mad minute
In which something scheduled to happen

Doesn't. Sometimes I am the Painted Lady
From Hell's Risen Babylon,
Arrived at the Deathcell
Willi a sawmill shriek

As the silent martyr totters on the arm
Of the chaplain. Sometimes
I am the intervening hand
Between Daredevil Dagmar
And ;i monstrous villain who. offscreen,

N i c o t 1 m e

By Leigh Metcalfe

Sobs upon seeing a housefly
Whanged with ;i swatter. Sometimes
I am the psychological moment
That ushers in

The unsuspecting husband
As his wife

Snuggles her nose into the vest pocket
Of a friend of the family.

I am Nickotime—next of kin

To old John Suspense, the faithful servant

Of many a listless scenario writer.

John and I are as dependable
As the insurance collector, and
We both believe

That the surest way
To make an audience sasp
Is by
Last -minute rescues,

Cliff-side vendettas.

Deathbed confessions.

And the rest of the rusty repertoire!



The great lint of

soldiers' friends and
r.'Lmves who stood
hours in Chicago's

lake front park, wait-

ing to file past the

grinding earners. The
three figures in the

foreground at lower

right illustrate the
types of " closeups

"

made.

CVERY day the motion picture proves itself to be an entirely
*—

' new and distinctive specie of blessing. The latest takes

the form of a New Year's greeting

—

face to face—between the

boys of Illinois divisions, located in France, and their relatives

and friends in the corn state. It's a long, interesting story,

but for brevity's sake we'll explain that last fall the Editor of

a Chicago newspaper and Watterson R. Rothacker, a film

producer, staged a gigantic promenade of relatives of soldiers

in France, in which each filed past the grinding camera,

smiling greetings and in many cases holding up scrawled

messages on bits of paper. The film was shipped over early

in December and shown to thousands of Yankee soldiers.
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The MAN
Christopher Brent

find the real excite

France— until he

By

Leigh

Metcalfe

Brent had hoped to avoid this moment, as it would be

difficult to keep the official secret as well as the love

and utter trust of Molly.

WHEN America entered the war Christopher Brent

jumped at this longed-for opportunity to fight the

Hun under the Stars and Stripes. Impatient to be

off to France, he sought immediate enlistment but

the government had its eye on Brent and wanted him in

the Secret Service. He was called to Washington: and went

somewhat reluctantly, for he feared being urged into some non-

combatant branch of the sen-ice where he would languish for

the excitement of real warfare.

After a conference with the Secret Service chiefs in Wash-
ington, however, he altered his attitude; discovered that that

department offered as great an exposure to excitement and

danger as fighting in the trenches. And eager to be into it, he

took the oath.

Now this oath, besides binding him to secrecy regarding the

work he was doing, did not permit him to even divulge his

connections to those dear to him. This phase of it hadn't en-

tered his mind until he had returned home from Washington

and realized that he could not explain to Molly Preston, the

girl he loved, what part he was taking in the great war. Right

and left their friends were donning the uniform and hurrying

joyfully off to training camps.

Molly, quietly wondering at first, soon grew uneasy about

his seeming lack of interest in enlistment. Where before he

had been all too eager to cross the Atlantic on a transport, now
he avoided the subject. Molly's love never once tottered

but she spent many miserable moments thinking about it.

Then there was Norman Preston, her kid brother, a hot-

headed young fellow who had run away from prep school

to enlist. And when the Frestons moved to the Wavecrest
hotel at a coast resort near Norman's training camp, the

youngster took the opportunity to let his sister and father

know what he thought of Brent. "Any man—any American."
he argued, "who can sit quietly around and let somebody else

win the war isn't worth your even thinking about, sis," he
would say over and over. But Molly, firm in her love for

Brent, determining lo trust in him blindly, shook her head.
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"There must be a

reason," she would say. "A good reason

—though I don't know it."

Brent had been assigned by his chiefs in Washington to

watch a group of German agents supposed to be secretly operat-

ing in the interests of Imperial Germany along the Atlantic

seacoast. His investigations brought him to the Wavecrest

Hotel; for here the four had gathered: Carl Sanderson, a civi-

lian-clothed member of the Navy Department, commissioned

because of his expert technical knowledge, his mother—both

guests at the hotel; and Gaston Letour, manager of the hotel

and his maitre d' hotel, Fritz Boldt.

"Watch Carl Sanderson in particular." his orders had been.

"If he is as reported, disposed to be aiding Germany, he has a

great deal of valuable information to give to the U-boat

chiefs."

One evening Molly pressed Brent for his reasons for not

being in the service. Brent bit his lip. He had hoped to avoid

this moment—somehow—as it would mean a little lying to

both keep his official secret and the love of Molly. He stam-

mered something about dependents—a mother and sister—and

let it go at that. Nor did she press him for further detail, left

him with the renewed assurance of her trust in him—to go to

her room and there to worry through the afternoon. She knew

that Brent's mother and sister were not reliant on what Brent

could give them for their comfort. What. then, was the real

reason 2

On the hotel veranda the next afternoon as Brent sat smok-

ing a cigarette a boy handed him a telegram. Molly was

inside the door when he opened it and she noted his sudden

stiffening as he read it and arose. For the wire was from

Washington—from a Mrs. Leigh, also an agent for the Secret

Service, one of their cleverist woman operatives.



WHO STAYED AT HOME
thought the only blace to Nl '^ Leighgasped, "Jealou! of mei ["he poor little <

°
Then, realising Brent's temptation, she sought to rea

tnent 0) Wdr WdS in
l, im ,,, ( | lr importance of his \wnk, how it was worth, to

joined the SCCXeX service country, more than the sacrifice ol a temporary misundersl

ing, with its accompanying wretchedness "Remember your

. , • , ... ,
,

.. ..
, u i uiirjii oath that night in Washington," she said earnestly. "Keep

•;U ,s best that we work together, the wire read Will
Luhusiasm, Christopher you need it-you and I nele

orave tomorrow morning. ^ Wemm{ lr;uk lllis
s!, n ,| t,, nI1 Crowd-at whatever per-

Brent stood for a moment studying the situation. He won- sonal sacrifices."

dered how the coming of Mrs. Leigh— decidedly a beautiful, Brent, cheered considerably, growled:

fascinating woman—would be interpreted by Molly, obviously "If that meddling kid brother—God bless his patriotism

neither he nor Mrs. Leigh could reveal their true association; would pay more attention to his manual and less to me I d

then what would Molly think? be happier and so would he. His spirit is right but his tact

Her arrival did attract the attention of the entire summer is puerile."

hotel. And when she was seen to be in the intimate escort

of Brent, then Molly's heart was truly wrenched. Something That evening, shortly before the quests began to arriv.

akin to jealousy was born in her heart, though she fought it Sanderson returned to the hotel and immediately closeted him-

off. Brent introduced the two and later opened his heart to self with his mother and Fritz and Letour, Carl was jubilant

the woman operative and told her of the situation between over his day's attainments and was bursting with eat."

Molly and him. As a real friend and a sincere woman of to divulge them. He produced a folded bit of paper from an

understanding, she strove to give him comfort. inner pocket and opening it before the three observers, tra

Later the two of them planned their campaign of watchful- numerous lines with his index finger. "A map of America's

ness over the four people under suspicion. mine fields," he whispered. "To guide our submarines. And
"Letour and Fritz Boldt are in the Sanderson apartment listen further. Today I learned that 75,000 troops are to leave

every day." testified Brent. "I feel sure that there is something tomorrow on transports for. France. I will notify the corn-

underhanded going on among them. I would like to look mander of U-boat n, and then
—

"

through their suite sometime: I rather imagine we would find A chorus of approval greeted his revelation. Up spoke Mrs.

something interesting." Sanderson. "I have been busy today also," she said. "I made
His opportunity came that afternoon. Learning that Carl a sketch of the harbor from which the transports are to leave."

had left the resort for the day and that his mother was out, She drew out a piece of paper. "Here it is. Attach it to one

Brent strolled around the hotel to the side on which their of your carrier pigeons and send it early tomorrow—to the

apartment faced. After him trailed a dog, belonging to one of island where it will reach the U-boat commander in due time."

the other guests. He drew a bone from his pocket and tossed "I'll tell him to expect it"—and Carl arose and walked over

it through the open library window. The dog leapt in after to the fireplace where, after a few quick maneuvers, succeeded

it and close on the dog's heels went Brent. in revealing a complete wireless equipment where an innocent

Inside he bent over the library desk and managed to pry open grate had been before. He called for the commander of

open the locked drawer. But ere he had found anything in- U-boat 11, but hardly had he started his message when there

teresting, he heard a fumbling at the doorknob and with one came a noise at the closed door,

leap again stood at the side of the dog, pocketing the instru- Guests were arriving!

mental bone. As the door opened, he raised his head and Although Carl used all the speed he could muster to throw
saw Fritz Boldt standing there, a sheaf of magazines in his back the equipment, yet when Brent stood smiling a greeting

hands. Fritz was obviously embarrassed and stepped awk- in the threshold, he noted a flurry in the face of the German
wardly into the room, nodding. He stammered an explanation and embarrassment on the part of the others. Brent, out-

of his presence. "Bringing magazines for Mrs. Sanderson," he wardly oblivious to their discomposure, inwardly rejoiced that

said. he had intruded into a little conference. He noted Carl's awk-

Brent, cool and collected, did not attempt any explanation, ward position near the fireplace—throughout the evening Brent

As he started to leave by the door, dragging the dog after him, allowed himself to be fascinated by the fireplace. There was
in stepped Mrs. Sanderson. Instantly Brent had bowed and was something, structurally, queer about it. He neglected the card

grandiloquently apologising for his intrusion. tables, insisting that a headache would make him a stupid and
"This dog of mine," he said smiling, "seems to like your unfair partner. And later that night, after the guests had gone

suite. Even to the extent of coming in by the window. I and the Sanderson household was retired. Brent and Mrs. Leigh

jumped in to haul him out." met in the shadow of the veranda. "I'm determined to in-

Fritz, unnoticed, was bowing his way out. When Brent left vestigate that fireplace," Brent said. "I'm sure there is some-
a few minutes later he had accepted Mrs. Sanderson's invita- thing hidden in there that will give us a clue."

tion to attend a card party that evening in her apartment. The two went around the hotel and with Mrs. Leigh as

Disappointed that he had been interrupted in his search of guard. Brent stealthily opened the window and crawled again

the Sanderson rooms, he went to Mrs. Leigh and told her of into the apartments. Over to the fireplace he edged in the de-

his experiences. "Fritz walked in like he owned the place," he serted room. Persistent fumbling around brought to light a

said. "And it was easy to see that he was secret button, which, when pushed, let down
bothered by my presence." The Man Who Stayed the wireless equipment. Brent was trium-

"I have just heard more from Washing-
at J-Jome phant. He knelt down and tapped the in-

ton about the Sandersons," said Mrs. Leigh, .t,,,,,™, ,
. . , stnament. Then, with an ejaculation, he

"They tell us to watch them closer than N the ™' la/ adaTeTb' Tum drew out from his pocket a code -book he
ever. Mrs Sanderson is decidedly pro- Malhi3

C

from °he drama^by Lediiore had recently found in his investigations.

German. Her first husband was a Teuton Worrall and J. E. Harold Terry, pro- Opening this, he slowly tapped out a query
army officer—a General von Mantel. Carl duced by Metro Pictures Corporation and in a few seconds came a response,

is the son of her first marriage, who later under the supervision of Maxwell Kar- Rejoicing that he had finally found some
took the name of his step-father." ger, with the following cast: tangible evidence of the Sanderson's du-
When—a little while later—Brent arose Christopher Brent King Baggot plicity, he arose and savagely tore the

to go, Mrs. Leigh asked him about Molly. Molly Preston Claire Whitney equipment from its moorings, hopelessly
Brent's face fell. "I'm heartsick over her Fritz f -waiter) Robert Whittier wrecking it. Then he hurried out and told

attitude. The dear girl is trving her best to
Gorman Preston.

. .Alexandre Herbert what he had found to the wa j t jng Mrs.
trust in me. but I can see it's hard for her.
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Worse still—I understand she is a bit SSrf,: ^fSata "I even talked to some of the murderous
jealous of you! Can t blame her; on the Mrs. Sanderson Ida Darling £ang." he whispered with enthusiasm.
surface of it. you and I

—

"

Gaston Letour A. Lloyd Lack "Luckily I had this code-book with me
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They saw Fritz enter the pigeon cage, select one of the

frightened birds and hold it close as he fastened some
paper to its foot.

and could understand what they were driving at. Thought I

was Sanderson and asked something about maps. Then they

suddenly cut off. Don't know whether they were suspicious

over my handling of the wireless or not."

By this time the two were out on the walk leading to the

veranda. Mrs. Leigh held him back at the door. "I think,"

she wrr'spered, "you had better turn over that code book to me.

Remember—you are under suspicion."

Brent handed it to her; she thrust it hastily into her handbag.

At daylight that morning Carl Sanderson went in to use his

wireless equipment. Discovering that it had been put out of

commission, he aroused his mother and phoned for Fritz and

Leto ir. A careful search of the room was made by the four

Germrn agents. Carl was triumphant as he stooped and picked

up an eyeglass case.

"This belongs to Judge Preston," said Mrs. Sanderson, ex-

citedly. "I saw the Judge hand it to Brent last night. Brent

offering to leave it at the oculist's.''

"Then Brent is the one." Carl said savagely, a plan forming

in his crafty mind. Later that morning he went to the Judge's

rooms and there showed him his eyeglass case.

The Judge was bewildered. "I gave that to Christopher last

night," he said. "How did you get it
3
"

"Then," said Carl, ignoring the question. "Then Brent is a
German spy!"

Judge Preston faced him sternly. "Explain your statement,"

he said gruffly.

"I have been suspicious of that fellow all along. I will get

in touch with the authorities immediately. Judge Preston, last

night an important navy paper was stolen from my rooms and
.Iter the thief had gone I found your eyeglass case on the

floor.

Judge Preston hurried to tell Molly of the news.

Molly refused to credit the accumulation of evi-

dence that was heaping up against the man she

loved.

"You can't dispute it," said her father. "He is

obviously an agent for the German government.

You—"
But the girl, wean- of thinking, waved him into

silence. "Please, Father," she said wearily, "please

don't talk about it any more."
That morning during the visit of Carl Sanderson

to the Prestons, Mrs. Leigh and Brent stood for

the hundredth time, fascinated by the fowl-yard at

the edge of the hotel grounds. Divided off from the

chickens and ducks were a host of pigeons, unmis-
takably carriers. Mrs. Leigh had repeatedly told

Brent she thought those carriers, so carefully at-

tended to by Letour and Fritz, were part of their

spying equipment. Now they saw Fritz enter the

pigeon cage, select one of the frightened birds and
hold it close as he fastened some paper to its

foot. Quickly Brent sneaked back into the hotel

and procured his shot-gun. Outside again, he saw
the carrier soaring into the air and taking careful,

experienced aim, stopped the bird in its flight and
watched it flutter to the ground.

He ran out and picked up the bird, detached the

paper from its leg, substituted a blank one and had
just stuffed the precious paper into his pocket when
Fritz ran up, red anger on his face. He clutched

up the dead pigeon from the ground with an oath.

"How dare you shoot my pigeons?" he de-

manded.
Brent was humbly apologetic. "I had no idea I

would strike the bird," he said. "I was merely
trying out this new shotgun. I am sorry indeed."

but Fritz was even then hurrying away, relieved to

think that the precious message was still tied to

the bird's leg.

Molly had stood in the background during this

bit of action and when she saw Mrs. Leigh—now
looming in her eyes as a horrible pro-German, seek-

ing to influence her sweetheart—drop her handbag,
she kicked at it, the code book flying out. With
a gasp the girl picked it up and realized what it

was that she held.

A German wireless code-book! Irrefutable evi-

dence of pro-Germanism. Heavy-hearted, Molly
stumbled back to the hotel and to her father. In

tears she told of her discovery. "I guess you are right. Father,"
she said. "Brent must be a pro-German. But it's that horrid
old Mrs. Leigh who is influencing him."

Judge Preston arose excitedly. "We must report this to

Sanderson at once. He has warned us so many times that it

is only fair that we tell him first. I'm sorry, little girl," and
he put his arm tenderly around her shoulder.

The Judge and the girl entered the Sanderson's library just

as Carl and Fritz were finishing a fiery inquest over the dead
carrier pigeon and the blank bit of paper Brent had sub-

stituted.

"Sanderson," said the Judge. "I guess you're right about
this Christopher Brent."

Carl studied the Judge cautiously.

"I mean," the Judge went on sadly, "that we have found
evidence that indisputably implicates him with that Mrs. Leigh,

practically proven to be a German agent." And he drew out

of his pocket the German code book. At sight of it. Carl let

out a gasp. His eyes were wide. The triumph of his position

swept over him. He had "the goods" on them! He jumped
to the phone and called for Mrs. Leigh and Brent to come to

his rooms immediately. Curious at this initiative from those

whom they believed were afraid of them, the couple came.

Melodramatically Carl Sanderson held the code book in his

left hand while he pointed at Brent with his right.

"Last night. Mr. Brent, an important paper disappeared from

my desk and on the floor this morning I found Judge Preston's

eve-glass ease. The .lodge declares he put it in your keeping,

for repairs, while at the party last night." Then he turned to

Mrs. Leigh. "Mrs. Leigh, the Judge's daughter saw you drop

vour handbag today and out of it fell this German code-book."

He looked triumphantly around the room. "There is but one
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answer: you are both German agents- spies against l ncle

Saint"
Brent groaned Inwardly. Eyes upon Molly, he was forced

to let this go unchallenged; merely stood there submissive,

trying to figure the most judicious way from easing out from

under this mock-accusation without losing h^ hold on the red

German agents.

.Mr>. Leigh stepped forward and asked to have a moment in

private with Carl Sanderson, which was granted. In the hall

she turned a smiling face on his sour one. "You are very I

less. Heir Sanderson," She said, lilting her arm and turning

over her wrist watch to show the Imperial German Eagle and

the number jat engraved on the back of it. "The Wilhelm-

strasse often sends an agent to watch an agent Mine lias been

the privilege."

Sanderson gasped. "Wha—what about Brent?"

Mis. Leigh laughed coldly. -'What match is a simple Ameri-

can secret service agent tor a servant of his Imperial Majesty?

1 never had SO much fun in my life—watching his work! Do
not detain him. Let him go. From him we can learn much!"

Delighted with this unexpected entry of 50 clever an ally,

Carl ushered her back into the room where Brent stood waiting.

The Judge was impatient to be off. -Molly had slipped silently

away.
Alter Brent and the Judge had gone, Carl took Mrs. Leigh

to be introduced to his mother all over again. •'.Not an Ameri-

can, mother." he said, "but a noble ally—a servant of our

Imperial Majesty."

That afternoon the whole group of them gathered in the San-

derson apartment, Carl informed them that he was about to

give the signal to the U-boat n of the approach of

the American troop convoy. "The signal is to be a

fire on the shore so that the submarine can see the

flames. I presume we'd better burn one of the

poultry sheds, eh, mother?" he said. Fritz

interrupted with a greater yet idea.

'Why not fire the hotel itself?" he

said. "There are people in

this building who know too

much anyway. What if they

are killed? Brent, for instance.

Some dangerous information

would die with him."

The group liked the idea of

bombing the hotel. Fritz was

designated to place the bomb in

the outbuilding to start the fire

—the signal for the U-boat com-

mander. "I myself will set the

time-bomb in the hotel," said

Carl.

The murderous clique did

not know that outside their

rooms was Brent, listening by
means of his dictaphone.

Brent ordered two of his

deputies to follow Fritz and to

note where he placed the bomb
but not to interfere with the

bomb. "Let them notify the

submarine commander," he
said. "I will see that our

destroyers are at hand to

take care of the U-boat."

While the two detectives

went after Fritz, Brent fol-

lowed after Carl Sander-

son. But the German spy
had eluded the secret serv-

ice agent and had succeeded
in planting the bomb before
Brent came upon him. Carl

had just set the time clock

at midnight.

Drawing his revolver.

Brent insisted that Carl tell him the location of the bomb, but
the German shook his head. The clock ticked on. . . . One
minute to midnight was at hand. Then, under a sudden in-

spiration. Brent turned with his revolver and fired it at the

time clock. . . .

The hotel was saved!

Hut wait! What was that explosion? 1 i .< bomb in lue

outbuilding, Carl, baffled because the hotel plan had failed,

now turned ins evil face t<> Brent with a snarl l have won
anyway," he sneered, "l hat bomb will notif) tin- submarine
commander and your convoy will be sunk'"

Kut belying tl nl statement came -una- shots filtering

in on the mirinigh| .mi shuts ir.nn over the water. Brent
smiled. For those were Yankee shots. Brent poked Ins

revolver into Carl's ribs "Yankee destroyers," he said, while

Carl paled. "Where do you suppose your damned s U bin.i

is now
. eh?"

Meanwhile, aroused by the bomb and the resultant lire from
the outbuilding, the hotel guests were scurrying excitedly about.

Judge Preston and Molly stumbled into the room where lirent

ii.ul cornered Carl Sanderson. Brent, triumphant at last, faced

the Judge and Molly with radiant face. "Judge," he said

eagerly, "this is Mr. Carl von Mantel, son oi a general in the

German army and one of the German rats."

Carl, cringing before the verbal onslaught and Brent's gun,

was the picture of guilt. .Molly turned her eyes toward the

man she loved. The Judge was slowly comprehending. Sud-

denly Carl made one last attempt to hurt Brent.

Well, Brent," he said, "you may have cornered Fritz and

me, but Mrs. Leigh has put one over on you. She certainly

has fooled you beautifully. She is a member of the Wilhelm-

strasse and every plan you made known to her has been told

to us. She has taken my mother, Letour and Fraulein Schroeder

away with her."

(Continued on page 105)

Molly noted his sudden
stiffening as he read the

telegram and then arose.



The pensive
chubby pastel

clasping his
mother's neck is

hero Paul, Jr., of

the Calvert-Arm-

strong domestic

comedy - dramas.

A'
alsoND this," said Mrs. Paul Armstrong, who is

Catherine Calvert, "this is my leading man."
I shook hands with the leading man. He seemed

somewhat bored with the entire proceeding and

cast wistful eyes at Noah's Ark which he had politely dropped

to be introduced. But he unbent far enough to inform me that

he was four, going on five, that his name was Paul Armstrong,

Jr., and that his favorite indoor sport was "putting on shows"

in the nursery with his mother.

To prove it, they staged a show then and there with the

library portieres as a back-drop. He was a noble hero, his

mother was a simple country maiden and I was a crowded
and wildly applauding theater.

"I love you," declared the hero in noble accents, none

the less noble for a slight lisp.

"But that cruel villain, (he city feller . .
." faltered

the country maiden realistically and then spoiled the whole

effect by gathering the leading man up on her lap in an

ecstatic hug.

He struggled manfully to his feet and was going on with

his lines when the cruel villain entered in the person of a

white-aproned Maggie who carried a protesting Hamlet off

to bed.

"It's a shame to break up a successful performance like

that," his mother said ruefully. "Hut he would keep it up
all night if we didn't stop him. lie is my most discriminat-

ing dramatic critic. 'You looked pretty in that play, mother."

he will say. 'but you wiggled your arms so funny.' His

reviews are embarrassing before company but 1 always ask

for them in private. I try to bear the truth, however brutal

it may be."

TeamWork
Catherine Calvert has a

leading man; he leads her

a merry chase— he's only

four, going on jive.

By Dorothy Allison

She always wanted to go on
the stage, she told me, and,

through Mrs. Young, the mother
of James Young, she obtained her

first position in "Brown of Har-
vard." It was while she was
working in this play that she at-

tracted the attention of Paul

Armstrong.
"He did more than 'discover'

me; he reconstructed me." de-

clared Paul Armstrong's widow.

"And the first thing he did was to

take me off the stage and send me
back to my home town in Baltimore

to learn everything all over again.

Then, when he was finally satisfied

with the general effect, he put me in

as the girl in 'The Deep Purple." Then
later I appeared in A Romance of the

Underworld." 'The Escape' and 'To Save
One Girl.' all written by Mr. Armstrong."

After her marriage to the playwright she

continued to star in his plays until a severe

illness broke short her career for a time. And
when Paul, Jr.. was less than a year old his

father died.

"I made the transition from stage to screen at the

suggestion of Daniel Frohman. I was at a dinner once
in a home where Mr. Frohman was visiting. He suggested

that I might 'screen well' and soon after that I appeared

with Ann Murdock in the film version of 'Outcast.' Later 1

did some work for the 'Art Dramas' and then went to the

Keeney Film Company where I signed my present contract.

Up to the present time. I like my Keeney picture 'Marriage'

better than anything I have done."

f*



MR. DeMILLE*S most notable contribution to the
visible side of film-making is not his silver whistle,

his artful desJiabille of shirt, pants and putts, or his

Louis XV hat. It is his stock company.
Mr. DeMille now has, about the pepper-bowered Lasky

temple in Hollywood, the most notable stock company that

the diamatic world has seen since history claimed Augustin
Daly for her own. It was more than the large chances of

wholesale California filming that accumulated on one lot an
aggregation including Tully Marshall, Frank Campeau, Julia

Faye, Monte Blue, Theodore Roberts, Charles Ogle, Casson
Ferguson, Walter Long, Tom Forman, Eugene Pallette, Doug-
las MacLean, Louis Willoughby, Mayme Kelso, Fred Good-
wins, Ernest Joy, James Neill, Raymond Hatton, Parks Jones,
Sylvia Ashton, Spottiswoode Aitken, Jane Wolff, William
McLaughlin, John McKinnon, Nina Byron, Bud Duncan,
Edythe Chapman, Wallace Beery, James Cruze, John Stepp-
ling, Gloria Swanson, Wanda Hawley, Ann Little, Elliott Dex-
ter, Lew Qody, Bryant Washburn, Lila Lee, Ethel Clayton,

Thurston Hall, Kathlyn Williams, Edwin Stevens, Emory
Johnson, Zasu Pitts. Mary Thurman, Wallace Reid, Ora Carew,
Anne Schaefer, Shirley Mason, George Fawcett, Eugene O'Brien,

Catherine Calvert and Horace Carpenter. This enumeration
is not a catalogue. Owing to the fluid condition of engage-
ments, it may not be, in all particulars, an accurate list. But
it will serve to indicate the amazing and diverse expert talents

mustered under the standard of a single corps-commander.
It seems to me that DeMille has gone about solving the

evils of the star system in his own way. The star with the

thirty-cent play and the thirty-five-cent company has abso-

lutely cursed the sunshine trade. While a good story is the

foundation of a successful motion picture, and a good director

the architect, the actors are the building materials.

To see and to realize, in camera-land, is to copy. Hence no
press agent has proclaimed DeMille's quiet but masterly
mobilization of extraordinary interpreters.

It seems to me that I first realized what DeMille was
doing when I saw "Old Wives For New." "The Squaw Man"
was the perfect fruit of a truly great stock company. No
New York producer, rummaging Electric Alley from end to

end, could have chosen a more perfectly appointed, easywork-
ing cast than that which graced this momentous revival of the

Royle drama. Tully Marshall, a stage star in his own right,

played what was practically a bit. Edwin Stevens, another
stage star, scarcely got his name on the programme. All in all,

there were in this piece five first-rate footlight luminaries

—

Dexter, Thurston Hall, Theodore Roberts, Marshall and
Stevens. Besides notable picture women like Ann Little and

Anita Stewart, snowed under for a twelvemonth by litigation,

comes back in "Virtuous Wives" with all her girlish charm, her
gift for frocks and her talent for drama.

the coolly sensuous Katherine MacDonald. Yet the play, not
an actor's name, was the thing put in electric lights!

This is constructive picture-making. It's getting somewhere.
It's gumshoeing into an art worthy to endure.
More than any other camera general, DeMille works in the

shadow of the theatre. In this, of course, he is his father's

son, but it must be acknowledged that he has a special adapta-
bility in remolding the gifts of the footlights into practical,

real and human utilities of the lens.

Without any typewriter blasts DeMille has, for himself,
solved the problem of casting all roles with real actors, thus
making his photoplays veritable, believable, and an approxima-
tion of life. Only one man seems able to make anybody act,

no matter how small or weak his or her infusion of acting
talents; and the Griffith recipe is not one to pass along—for
where are there any more Griffiths?

DeMille's stock company is at once the most adroit and
the most constructive advance in motion pictures in a year

—

or two years, if you like. It is a concrete gun emplacement
for the big shooting of tomorrow.

VIRTUOUS WIVES— First National

When George Loane Tucker produced "The Cinderella Man,"
for Goldwyn, he became- a marked man; that is to say, marked
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68 Photoplay Magazine

In the screening of "The Belle of New York" we find Marion
Davies as the Salvation Army lassie once played by Edna May.

Bessie Love, in "The Enchanted Barn," a photoplay which she

is completing.

"Camping Out" is the practical title of Rosco Arbuckle"s latest

oleaginous diversion.

for great expectations. These expectations are fully realized in

"Virtuous Wives," a scroll of life as it is lived; life reproduced
not only with scrupulous care, but with a knowledge of our
golden aristocracy such as has been only dreamed of, and
that nightmareishly, by most of our directors. Vet Mr. Tucker
did more than present the people of Owen Johnson"s story

as though they were to the manor born. He found a mediocre
novel and rewove its threads into a vital and powerful photo-
piay. The argument of this tale is that the American society

woman, bored either by her husband's attention or his neglect

—it really doesn't matter which—is a hideous sinner in her

soul while always taking care to keep the whitewashed fence

of physical chastity between herself and her men. In demon-
stration of this theory the hero goes to a Colorado smelter

and leaves his bride to the care of an unblushing matron of

nickel-steel conscience, oriental disposition, and no acts that

would be goods in the divorce market. Nothing especially

dramatic happens. The young man nearly loses his wife

—

but doesn't. But everything that happens, and even-one who
makes these things happen, is absolutely human. The places,

the parties, are perfectly appointed. Here are rich men's

homes that Stanford White might have designed. The gowns

are like a fashion-show. The performers disport creditably

and veritably. Anita Stewart, snowed under for a twelve

month by litigation, comes back with all her girlish charm,

her gift for frocks and her talent for drama— though she has

many more dresses than big scenes. Conway Tearle plays her

husband not only with delightful sincerity and virile force,

but with grave gentlemanliness. Tearle's raiment never gives

any indications of independent dramatic ambitions—if you get

what I mean. It is easier for a camel cigarette to pass

through the eye of a needle than for most of our young

mimics to play gentlemen. But the two outstanding perform-

ances, after all, are the saddened, lonely captain-general of

finance portrayed by the late Edwin Arden; and his wife, a

combination of carnality, cattishness and cowardice, marvel-

ously limned by Mrs. DeWolf Hopper. William Boyd por-

traying a villain who is not one, is a welcome addition to the

dark side of screen plots. And let us not conclude the cata-

logue of excellencies without a word for one Watterson Roth-

acker, a sort of Griffith of film mechanics, so to speak.

Rothacker's toning and tinting are so apropos that they become

absolute and vital parts of Tucker's drama. In the print I saw

Miss Stewart, rescuing a boy from a runaway motor-boat, is

left struggling with him in deep water—and next thing she is

standing at the little fellow's bedside, faultlessly gowned, and

coiffured in ornate dry hair whose "do" must have taken hours

and hours. This, and a caption referring to the hero's main-

tenance of a big New York apartment on an income which

would about equal his rent, are odd lapses in a photoplay other-

wise well nigh flawless.

THE HEART OF HUMANITY— Universal

Here is one of the biggest, most elaborate and most

mechanicallv clever of all the screen's war stories. 1 think it

unfortunate' that it should have been produced so late.

Director Alan Holubar of course had no inside information

on the German collapse, but. had his multi-scened narrative

reached the houses in late summer or early autumn. I think

it would have immediately ranked, in favor, close up on

"Hearts of the World." Not that the human side of the thing

is as masterful, or its people as unique, vivid and appealing.

Its dominant note is a celluloid reconstruction, never before

approached, of the kaleidoscopic enginery of war in all its

particulars—on the ground, below the ground, above the

ground, and even from the air onto the ground. Machine-

gunning trenches from biplanes, the fights in Flanders mud.

savage Hun violation of Belgian towns and hospitals and

refuges, hand-to-hand encounters, unknown heroisms, the little

bright iaughs of black days—as an achievement this is Holu-

bar's best. That voung man is arriving rapidly. Mrs. Holu-

bar, the varied anil passionate Dorothy Fhillips, is to be seen

as a Canadian bride who. when her husband goes over-seas,

follows unbeknown in the service of "the greatest mother in

the world." There are cood stout scenes, some of them on the

verge, in this picture. There is pathos, and some laughter.

The" preliminaries—a tame thousand feet or so—might be_ des-

cribed as the legendary hokum of the simple North Woods

whose idvllic love varus have put Sir Gilbert Parker in the hall

of fame.'' William Stowell plays opposite Miss Phillips.
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ARIZONA— Artcraft

It seems to me that Douglas Fairbanks' trade secret is i'i

the fact that he never takes either his pints or himself too
seriously. That is to say, he is as ready to laugh at himself

as at anyone else, and he is never, even in his wildest

heroics, the conventional hero. This is paradoxical, bul it is

true. It is not Doug's simultaneous laying out of seven men
that does the business in the front of the house; it is the

twinkle of his eye while he lays them out. "Arizona" has
been translated out of the dramatic gospel according to Au-
gustus Thomas without heresy or too-flagrant disregard of

tradition. It is some changed, but not spoiled. It is, too

—

for once in the movies—a real period play. That same De-
Mille stock company to which we have just referred is drawn
upon for a redoubtable cast. Frank Campeau plays Sergt.

Kellar, Theodore Roberts is Canby. Frederick Burton is Col.

Bonham, Harry Northrup is the wicked Col. Hodgeman, Ray-
mond Hatton is momentarily visible as Tony, Kate Price is ex-

cellent as Mrs. Canby, and Marjorie Daw adorable as Bonita.

Mr Fairbanks, of course, plays Denton. And the swiftness with
which the story rushes along prevents us realizing—until

afterward—that Thomas' characters are all put in subsidy

to the jovial and athletic lieutenant. Theodore Roberts is

experienced enough as an actor to overcome any check-reins

in the scenario, and Marjorie Daw, on the other hand, isn't.

There you have the part situation as it concerns the support-

ing people. In the parlance, it seems to me that this play

when complete was "cut a little too fast;" which is to say,

the scenes are just a trifle short ; the play has only one

speed, and that's third. Fairbanks, who is always in third

speed himself, needs repose by way of contrast. I scarcely

think the finale, the horseback marriage, would win Thomas'
approval, or the approval of anyone else who respects old

'"Arizona's" place as a native classic. It is cheap burlesque.

THE SILVER KING—Artcraft

Like "Sporting Life." this towering lattice of plot and
scheme is one of the few surviving monuments of the melo-
drama of another day. It is the fashion to consider all the

personages of the melodramatic old school as grossly unreal

—

yet, if they are unreal, what shall we say of the fabricated

folk that pass for humans in the cheap dynamic sensations

of our own time? The old melodrama people may have been
unreal, as far as individualities were concerned, but they

were exceedingly real, and were exceedingly well recognized,

as types of their respective classes. Thus, in "Silver King"
we discover the indigent nobleman of sporting proclivities,

the unctuous money lender, the trusting young wife, the false

friend—all of these walking synonyms which were, really,

compendiums in stilted form of a lot of people who had real

existence. Space forbids detailed consideration of the large

number of people in this cast. William Faversham, who might
pass for thirty in the long shots but never in the close-ups,

decorates the principal part with personality, suavity and
power. Barbara Castleton is very lovely as his wife and the

mother of his children.

INFATUATION—Pathe

The best thing about Gaby Deslys' picture, made in France,
is that it is something different—entirely different. Some
parts of it are not executed as well as we would have executed
them here; some parts show that motion picture technique
in Europe stopped with the clock of progress on August 1st.

1014; yet other parts we could not duplicate in this country,

and in the imaging of stage spectacles we have never, spend
our money and our people as we will, done anything that is

so simply and really of the theatre. The story is one of the

old-fashioned pantomimes of the days when photoplays were
only movies—the poor little flower girl, the villainous land-

lord, the kind gentleman and all that. Yet, notwithstanding
much saccharine sentiment, there is sheer dramatic sincerity

and passion in the acting of the distinguished M. Signoret,

who becomes, over the flower girl, a veritable Pagliacci. Nor
is M. Maxudian, as the wholly obvious villain, far behind
M. Cignoret in interest. Here is a different school of acting

I Continued on page 98)

King Baggott, in a distinct characterization, is a vital feature of
Metro's patriotic play, "The Man Who Stayed at Home."

Mitchell Lewis in "The Code of the Yukon"— a pursuit de-

dicated to vengeance.

William Faversham plays in "The Silver King" revival with

suavity and power.



aThe Story of My Life
a

CHAPTER TWO Wherein the famous songbird tells of her adventures

and debuts in the capitols of Europe and America.

GIRLHOOD'S "someday dreams" are too sublimely

sweet and frail, so the realists declare, to ever come
true. Actualizing, they believe, performs the same

ravages on day-dreams as a soft-coal atmosphere does

to your mother's favorite window curtains.

I'm not so sure of that, myself; the realized dreams of my

young girlhood seem every bit as desirable as they were in

the dream-days. I wish I could describe the wonder of my
realized dreams; more interestingly tell of the thrilling and
eventful experiences of a young American girl, benevolently

allowed fullest access to the magic realms that fascinate

her.

Ever since I had decided on a musical
career I had day-dreamed of going to

Europe. But the actual trip, when it

finally came about, proved far more won-
derful than the anticipation. The new
worlds opened by music, drama, art,

books, new personalities and places—these

made a dazzling parade before my ro-

mantic and assimilative nature.

The sparkling days of our arrival in

France, in 1899, still evoke a thrill in

recalling them. I remember the huge
delight I took in everything—in the

streets, the gay restaurants, the picture

galleries, the theatre. And I think that I di-

vided all of my spare funds between driv-

ing in the Bois on Sunday' and attending

performances by that wonderful woman,
Sarah Bernhardt.

I was enrolled, first of all. as a pupil

of Trabedello, the Spaniard who had
taught Emma Eames and Sybil Sander-

son. Mother and I established ourselves

in the Latin Quanier, near the lovely gar-

dens of the Luxembourg.
In trying to give an impression of these

first student days in Paris, I can do no
better than follow the suggestion of Pho-
toplav's editor—that I copy excerpts

from any letters I wrote at that period.

Appealing to old friends, I have been
fortunate enough to gather a few that

suggest the color and the impressions

made upon my young and eager mind.

With the enthusiasm of untried youth,

I expressed myself positively upon all

subjects.

"I have spent the whole afternoon in

color revel among these great masters." I

wrote, after a visit to the picture gal-

leries of Paris, "and my head is full of

their superb lines. . . . I -saw a St.

Sebastian that set my heart wildly beat-

Above, a recent pose of Miss Farrar. At the right, a succession of pictures showing

the diva in many of her most famous characterizations. The first at the extreme left

shows Miss Farrar as Cherubino in "The Marriage of Figaro." Her "Cio-cio-San" in

"Madame Butterfly," the opera that helped to make her Metropolitan debut such a

tremendous success, is conspicuous— in the strip on the opposite page, third from the

outer margin.
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By Gcraldine Farrar
ing, so lull of glory was he, and the inner divinity

. . . by Mantegna, in the inevitable saints' group-

ing around t lu- Virgin. . . . These have the

sweetest, unearthly .ur about them, large pensive

blue eyes, fainl rosy tmis, small noses and perfecl

mouths; the Virgin's golden hair is shielded by a

delicate veil, and the halo shines like a circle of sun-

shine about her well-shaped head. You feel that

the Mother of Christ was a wonderfully pure woman,
and an extraordinary one, too. The hands are long

and slender, a trifle square at the finger tips. . . .

How 1 love this old Italian school ! Many pictures

of the dead Christ are ghastly and sickening, but

1 saw a head, with thorns, most admirable, and an-

other at the raising of the Lazarus—truly di-

vine'"

Another time I wrote:

"I enjoy intensely acting; it is heaven. Am now
at that stage when one is supposed to suggest ease

and gracious lines, and in reality it is torture. . . .

I am flung around on chairs, sofas, and the floor,

'acquiring experience.' If a peaceful scene comes I hardly

know what to do without the excitement. Hope my hand-

writing has not alarmed you. I had to change; we have

had high tragedy and my muscles are sore."

And again:

"My French is coming—sweet language that contra-

dicts itself every minute, inconsistent yet quite charming.

Am scraping up some money to hear Sarah again. She

is my inspiration and always wonderful; such a Camille

is wonderful. Capoul sent me a charming note.

. . . I heard he spoke very nicely of me. . . .

I nearly fainted getting seats for Sarah, in 'L'Aiglon,'

but the joy of anticipation is well worth it all."

At the time of writing the above I did not know
that in a few years, immediately after my Parisian

debut, Madame Grau, wife of the then director of the

Metropolitan Opera Company, would come to me and
say: "Sarah wants to know you. When will you lunch

with her?"

My admiration of this woman has always bordered on
idolatry. My meeting with her unforgettable. I can see

her now—standing slim and white in her long, curling draperies

at the entrance of her home, her keen eyes appraising me, her voice

raised in cordial greeting. I was to enjoy her friendship from that

day on. As I write this, a most recent photo stands on my desk. Her
face smiles, despite her tragic affliction. In truth she is an element
ageless, fearless, dauntless!

During those student days in Paris I talked with Xordica. I had heard
that she was in Paris with her husband, Zoltan Dome. I wanted her

to hear me sing—since my studies in Paris. (She had heard
me in the United States.) Meeting her through a happy acci-

dent one day, she asked me to come to her house and sing

for her. And it was upon her advice that mother and I

abandoned our plans for going to Italy, and went to Ber-

lin, there to be tutored by the Russian-Italian, Graziani.

(Continued on page 102)



A Brand -New Idea in Motion Pictures

Anita Loos and John Emerson, well-known authoress and director. A "multiple set" studio in action.

Photoplay Magazine
Screen Supplement

The Stars as They Are Little Journeys to Filmland

DO you get the idea? Photoplay Magazine on the
screen. A one-reeler to be issued once a month
just like the magazine itself, full of the most in-

teresting personal doings of the stars, entirely apart from
their screen work—just as they are in real life; taking

you right into the studios and showing you all the in-

teresting phases of motion picture production; in brief,

everything that you find in type and illustration in the

magazine itself.

As you sit in a comfortable chair in your theatre you
are borne as on a magic carpet through the heretofore

closed gates which lead to the wonderful and mysterious

regions of Filmland.

In every reel you will meet at least six or seven stars

and see many phases of motion picture work. Then
you will realize more than ever what a wonderful art

it is, what a tremendous business it has grown to be. It

is without doubt one of the most fascinating ideas ever

put on the screen. You will gasp with delight when
you see how it has been worked out.

These pictures are produced and edited by James R.
Quirk and Julian Johnson, respectively the publisher and
editor of Photoplay Magazine. They are edited with
the same absolute independence and impartiality that

have always characterized the magazine itself, that have
earned for the publication its place as the undisputed
leader among moving picture magazines, and won the

confidence and respect of over a million readers a month.
Without the unstinted co-operation of the motion pic-

ture producers and artists this delightful little feature

would have been impossible. To them we extend our
sincere appreciation.

Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement is to be dis-

tributed by the Educational Film Corporation of Amer-
ica. Remember, it is issued every month. It is being

shown now at hundreds of the finest theatres in America.

Tell Tour Theatre Manager Tou Want to See It

Everyone calls him "Doug. The Drews in their home.
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Read what Geraldine Farrar
Bays of Cutex
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When you see how
lovely Cutex makt >$

your rim/*, \ ou mi/
wonder how you ckt
tolerated CUtiWM lh#

cuticle

Hay, apply Cutex Nail White
itndcrncaih than in the morning

For a delightful, last-

ing polish* use Cutex
Nail 1'otish. Comes in

any form you destra

Qhe modern way to manicure
To keep your own nails exquisite,shapely,

manicure without cutting the cuticle

YOU can have beautiful, well-groomed nails.

Learn how to manicure with no tedious
and harmful cutting of the cuticle, no tire-

some soaking of the nails.

Cutting the cuticle leaves a rough,uneven edge.
The more you cut cuticle, the faster it grows, the
tougher, drier and more irregular it becomes.

Cutex, the modern cuticle remover, has done
away foreverwiththistedious and harmfulcutting.

Wrap a little cotton around the end of an
orange stick (both come in the Cutex package),
dip it into the bottle of Cutex and work around
the base of the nails, gently pushing back the
cuticle. Rinse the fingers in clear water.

If you like snowy-white nail-tips, apply a little

Cutex Nail White underneath the nails directly

from its convenient tube. Finish your manicure
with Cutex Nail Polish.

During certain seasons of the year, the skin

shows a tendency to become very dry. A little

Cutex Cuticle Comfort applied at the base of your
nails will help to keep the cuticle soft and pliant.

When you see how lovely Cutex makes your
nails look—what a smooth, even line it gives the
cuticle at their base, you will never go back to

the old cuticle-cutting method again.

Secure Cutex at any drug or department store. The
Cuticle Remover comes in 35c, 65c and $1.25 bottles.

Cutex Nail White is 35c. Cutex Nail Polish
in cake, paste, powder,liquid or stick form
is 35c. Cutex Cuticle Comfort is also 35c.

Complete trial manicure set

for only 21c
Mail the coupon today with 21c. and we will send

you the complete Midget Manicure Set shown below,
enough for at least six "manicures." Send lor it today.
Address Northam Warren, Dept. 703, 114 West
17th Street, New York City.

Ifyoulive in Canada, address Northam
Warren, Dept. 703, 200 Mountain
Street, Montreal, Canada,

MAIL COUPON WITH 21c TODAY

NORTHAM WARREN
Dept. 703. 114 W. 17th Street, New York City

Name

Street

City State..

This complete set

sent for 21c

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



A Lot to Laugh At
Fran\ Mclntyre, a real comedian who has produced only

two pictures in two years—and an interesting reason why.

By Randolph Bartlett

YOU may or may not have noticed it, but all your
laughter is based upon some other person's pain, un-
happiness, embarrassment or peril. Whether il be
the slapstick comedian receiving upon his countenance

a ripe custard pie, or a youthful swain being kicked out of
the house by his best girl's father, somebody must suffer.

This is why, all other things being equal, a fat comedian is

funnier than a slim one- [here is much more of him to hurt.

Now, in the Who's Who of moving pictures there are listed

one hundred and thirty-eight names of men who lay claim to

possession of the comic spirit. Looking over the list care-

fully 1 find less than half a dozen to whom I am indebted

74

for so much as a chuckle. Looking over the list still more
carefully 1 fail to discover the name of one of the funniest

fat men I know—Frank Mclntyre. Why. when comedians are

in such great demand, two years should have been permitted

to elapse Between "The Traveling Salesman,'' Mclntyre's first

picture and a huge success, and "Too Fat to Fight," his second

picture, was a curious problem until Mr. Mclntyre himself

solved it in a word:
"The actor who signs a contract for a certain duration of

time instead of for certain specific productions, places his pro-

fessional life in the hands of persons who, so far as I have

(Continued on page 76)
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Why envy the girl with the faultless complexion ? Once possibly, you had
the same charming, radiant skin, but failed to give it the attention it re-

quired. You allowed impurities to steal into the tiny pores of your skin,—
they set up irritation,—they caused disfig-

uring eruptions, both embarrassing and
painful. Before you may know again the
charm of a lovely skin these impurities
must be removed,—stamped out.

The healing medication that Resinol Soap
contains is prepared for just such treat-
ment. Don't suffer embarrassment longer
—commence tonight the proper cleansing
and stimulating treatment this soap gives.

Sold by all druggists.

When you writs to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



76 A Lot To Laugh At
(Continued from page 74)

Frank Mclntyre in his country home in— no
in Ann Arbor,

been a'ule to discover,

are not always its best

custodians," he ex-
plained.

When "The Travel-

ing Salesman" was made
for Paramount, Mr.

Mclntyre had the ad-

vantage of working with

the -late Joseph Kauf-
man. He had for tLe

story the James Forbes

comedy in which he had
starred four years. He
had for his leading

woman Doris Kenyon,
then just coming to the

front. The picture was
a great success. Imme-
diately he was ap-

proached with every

conceivable sort of long

time contract, and al-

ways he would ask the

question:

"What stories will you put me in?"

They didn't know. They only knew that in "The Traveling

Salesman" Mr. Mclntyre was funny, and they supposed they

would be able to "dig up something" for him. But Mclntyre
knew too well that so much depends on the play, to be lured

into blind agreements.

"I am not going to be a pie-stopper," he said.

So because nobody seemed to have a scenario built to fit his

ample figure, he went back to the stage, and eventually was
trailed down by Goldwyn who lured him back to the Cooper-

Hewitts with a Rex Beach story, "Too Fat to Fight." And
now he is waiting for some other enterprising producer to find

a scenario suit cut to his measure.

There are just two ways to be funny on the stage or in a

picture. There is the grotesque method, the burlesque make-
up and the slapstick, the pie and the gun; the hilarious night-

mare of unreal adventures. Then there is the natural method,

the reflection of the amusing phases of life, the presentation

of amusing ideas that are humanly recognizable, in which the

spectator can imagine himself a participant. It is the latter

method as opposed to the former, or Keystone school, that

Mclntyre employs, has employed, and will continue to employ,

he declares, so long as life endures within his well upholstered

bosom.
Certainly there has been a sufficient degree of consistent

success in Frank Mclntyre's career to justify his belief that

he is the best judge of what he should do. He was working

for a newspaper in Ann Arbor, Michigan, playing the piano in

off moments, and writing pieces about actor folk who passed

through. One of these actor folk was Frank Keenan, and he,

hearing Mclntyre give a recitation at some informal gathering,

asked him why he didn't go on the sta?e. Mclntyre 'thought

it would be a good idea too, but didn't see how it could be

arranged. He specifically thought it would be great for him
to make his debut as the Sheriff, in "The Hon. Jim Grigsby."

,
you're wrong— not in Long Island, but
Michigan.

Keenan did not see just

how this could probably

be brought about, and
went his way.
A few months later

Mclntyre received a tel-

egram from Keenan.
saying that Grigsby was
going into rehearsal, and
telling him to come on
to New York and play

the Sheriff. Mclntyre
pinched himself ten
times and hired a boy
to kick him to be sure

he was awake, packed
his grip, and opened on
Broadway in the fall of

1901 in the role he had
always wanted to play.

He has been on Broad-
way ever since. He
played Sedley to Mrs.
Fiske's Becky, he ap-

peared with Nat Good-
win and Robert Edeson. Then he blossomed as an independent
star, supported instead of supporting, in "The Traveling Sales-

man." He played in "Snobs." "Oh, Oh, Delphine," and "A Pair

of Sixes," and starred in vaudeville. In the summer time he goes
to his home in Ann Arbor—a bachelor mansion, by the way

—

motors and plays golf, playing very carefully so as not to

remove that girth which is worth its weight in salary checks.

Ordinarily the life of a comedian is lacking in funny inci-

dents, but one happened to Mclntyre not long ago that is a
classic:

He was playing a vaudeville engagement in Atlantic City.

One afternoon he was standing in the lobby of his hotel when
a man and a woman came swooping down upon him.

"How do you do, Mr. Mclntyre," they chirruped. "Don't
you remember us—the Smiths—New Orleans—Mr. Heath
brought you out to our house to dinner when you were playing

at the Orpheum in 'The Ham Tree.' Dear us. how long ago
is that? Must be ten years," and so they babbled on.

Now Jim Mclntyre, of Mclntyre and Heath, is about old

enough to be Frank Mclntyre's father, and is small and very
slim. But before Frank could get an opportunity to break into

the eruption of greetings he had been •introduced to several

of their friends, and a dinner party was being arranged for that

evening after the show. He decided to let it ride and see

what happened, having a whole lot of fun inside. So he at-

tended the dinner party, and let the Smiths of New Orleans
spend a hundred or so dollars on expensive foods and drinks

for their "dear friend, Mr. Mclntyre of Mclntyre and Heath."
But one of the guests knew the other Mclntyre. and Frank
nearly broke his leg tipping him off to the joke. At that they
both nearly exploded when Mrs. Smith, with the utmost solici-

tude, said in her maternal, advising, helpful way

—

"Mr. Mclntyre, I really think you ought to go back to

blackface."

tJJ^"-.

The Millynan's

7S[oo?t Hour

Editor PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE— I overheard the milkman talking with our sociable janitor the other

morning. "You know, Jake," he said to the gentleman d* garbage," I kinda wisht they would have all-night

movies in this man's town same as they do in Chicago. Then I could go to a show during my noon hour."

— Berncice Reeves, Galesburg, Illinois.
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fie/ore going vi't, to keep your skin

toft, clear and fine textured, use

Pond's Vanishing Cream. It is ab-

solutes and vanishes tile

moment you apply it.

I

[VANISHING

At night, to thoroughly ilennse your

skin at all the dustand gnmi ga

duinn: the itti\ .ii-.i l','iid\ C oU( num.
It is an oil /ream tilth pit the light

dtltCaU .delightful tO KM

Oee why your skin

needs two creams
EVERY woman who knows

how to make her skin look

its loveliest has found that,

necessary as a cold cream is, it is

not enough.

The skin also needs the protection

a greaseless cream gives— a cream
that can be applied while dressing,

before going out.

Do you know how different Pbnd's

Vanishing Cream is from any cream

you ever used ? It does for your skin

something that no "cold" cream

can do.

Rub a little Pond's Vanishing
Cream on the back of your hand. At
once it disappears. Quickly your skin

takes on a soft, creamy tone. Even
one application gives a softness,

smoothness and delicacy of coloring.

Whenever your skin feels dry or

drawn, or your face shows fatigue,

one application of Pond's Vanish-

ing Cream will freshen it up at

once. Entirely free from oil and
absolutely greaseless, it lies cool

and smooth on the skin for an in-

stant, then vanishes, leaving no trace

except in the greater softness, the

greater freshness of your skin.

People with oily skins should
use only a greaseless cream

For the average skin both an oil

cream for cleansing and a greaseless

cream for daytime use are needed.

On the other hand, the famous skin

specialist, Dr. William Allen Pusey,

says that people with coarse pores

and large fat glands should avoid

fatty toilet preparations. If your

skin is inclined to be coarse-pored,

omit the nightly cleansing with cold

cream and use only Pond's Vanishing

Cream. Use it several times daily

to soften and freshen the skin. You
will find it ideally suited to your

type of skin.

Pond's Extract Co., 13B-M Hudson St., New York City

Please send me free thejitems checked:
A free sample of Pond'a Vanishing Cream
A free sample of Pond's Cold Cream

Instead of the free samples, I desire the Items, checked
below, for which I enclose the required amount to cover
postage, packing, etc.

A 5c samp e of Pond's Vanishing Cream
A 6c sample ot Pond's Cold Cream

Name .

City..- - State..

A refreshing cold cream
Unless your skin is of the oily type, you

should give it a thorough cleansing nightly

with Pond's Cold Cream. The face is exposed

to dirt during the day and it is almost impos-

sible to keep your skin clear and fresh looking

without this cream cleansing.

Tonight cleanse your skin with Pond's Cold

Cream. This is an oil cream prepared espe-

cially for cleansing and massage. It is entirely

free from pastiness. You will be delighted

with the wonderful freshness it gives. Use
it also for massage, where soft, smooth con-

sistency is so important.

Use these two creams faithfully and see how
much they will improve your skin. You can

secure them both at any drug or department
store—in tubes or jars.

Test both creams free

Mail the coupon today for free samples of

Pond's Vanishing Cream and Pond's Cold
Cream to test.

Or for larger samples, containing enough of

both creams to last two weeks, send loc to

cover postage, packing, etc. Mail the coupon
today. Address Pond's Extract Co., 136-M

Hudson Street, New York City.

If you lite in Canada, address Pond's

Extract Co., 136-M Brock Avenue, Toronto,

Canada.

3*

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



"Cleaner Posters!"—New League Slogan

Kansas City members of Better Photoplay League
induce exhibitors to demand more wholesome

lobby displays— their report a model to wor\by

THE League has a gold star to mark the place of

one of its Advisory Board, and we bow our heads a
moment in respect to one who stood by the strength
of her convictions in this movement. The reference

is to Mrs. Ella Flagg Young, educator, of Chicago. Mrs.
Young is well known on both continents for her staunchness
of character and ability as an educator, and her fearlessness

of action when she was convinced.
When the secretary of the League wrote to Mrs. Young and

asked her to go on the Board she wrote back refusing, giving
as her reasons:

"Three years ago I was invited to attend a presentation of

a number of films that had been collected for use in schools
and motion pictures houses under the heading of Better Films.
The names of the women standing sponsor for the collection

were sufficient guarantee of the quality—moral—of that which
was suitable for children. I, as a matter of courtesy, went to

the exhibition and the films were tiresome to exhaustion. They
were all interiors of shops, fields of

grain and other scenes in industries. I

told the ladies that they certainly

knew little of children's interests. I

have very boldly suggested the reason
why I evaded answering your courte-

ous note. There is no doubt in my
mind you may have succeeded in mak-
ing an excellent collection, adapted to

the need and interest of both adults

and children, but that experience of

three years ago created distrust in my
mind, which makes me unwilling to

endorse what I have not seen."

After receiving the secretary's reply

to this letter stating the aims and
objects of the League and its defini-

tions of a worthy film, Mrs. Young
replied immediately, saying, "The aim
of the Better Photoplay League as

stated by you is very attractive. It

is a move in the right direction. I

should be pleased to be counted as a

member of the Advisory Board of the

League."
Mrs. Young answered her country's

call for service and headed a com-
mittee at Washington on educational

affairs, and while at work was taken
with influenza and died suddenly.

Let us "carry on" the good work
she so heartily endorsed. Among the

reports from two Branch Leagues for

the month are two that show diverse

methods of procedure and interpreta-

tion of what a better film movement
consists of. Both have proven effec-

tive and most interesting, showing activity and persistence.

Mrs. Leslie Frank, chairman of the Community Branch
League of Kansas City, read the reports of the League work
in Photoplay. She wrote for information, after which she

sent for a constitution and authority, and went to work in

her community. Some two years ago Mrs. Frank won a
contest by which she was declared by a group of art critics

in New York City as one of the six most beautiful, young
women in America. This brought her a greal ileal of pub-
licity at (he lime, and the papers in Kansas City gave much
space to the fact. At that time she was approached by
several producers, who suggested that she enter the mining
picture world, but Mrs. Frank would not consider any step
that wou'.d take her from her home and her two charming

7S

Mrs. Leslie Frank, whose aggressive

efforts won over a stubborn exhibitor in

her home town, Kansas City to a beliet

in, not only better pictures, but in

cleaner posters.

children. However, her interest in pictures has developed and
she is now one of the workers in the Better Photoplay League
of America.

Mrs. Frank and her members felt that the first step towards

helping to clean up the moving picture situation was to get

the exhibitor to present a more sane and more truly illustrative

poster exhibit of the pictures offered inside. The committee
went the rounds, inspecting several theatres. One house had
the front entirely plastered with brilliant placards showing

the vampire in the leading role in all sorts of sensuous poses.

At first glance it was a heterogeneous mess, but on close in-

spection it proved to be a series depicting the worst scenes

in the film. The admission fee was small. The committee
entered and found the film undesirable and being watched by
a large group of children who did not understand it at all,

and a few young people, who stared open-eyed, drinking it

all in.

Another theatre was conspicuous for the poster display

—

neat, framed photographs and '"stills''

in a large glass-covered case, one

large oil bust picture of the star. This

display mirrored the type of picture

being exhibited. It was a good, ordi-

nary drama, not objectionable, and yet

entertaining.

The committee discussed the day's

survey at their evening meeting, and
then deciding to take the aggressive

course, visited the first exhibitor whose
theatre they had found objectionable.

After a lengthy conversation with him,

they were told that he was "running

his show, and that the posters were
bringing him business, furnished him
free, etc." They told him they were
"running their homes" and paying his

bills by their admission fees and that

they would immediately organize a sys-

tematic boycott on his house if he

did not render the front of his house

less objectionable by eliminating the

most obnoxious of the posters: and

suggested that when his contract with

the vampire company was over, to

give the community instead good,

wholesome dramas. They also in-

formed him they would take up the

matter with the larger civic organiza-

tions of the city, and apply for the

assistance of members who resided in

that section.

A week passed, uneventfully. Just

before the meeting was called, they

received word from the ailing exhibitor,

asking them to come over and view his

poster display, and see how they liked it. The new layout

of posters was most pleasing to the League, and even the ex-

hibitor admitted himself that it was far more attractive.

In reporting the affair to the parent organization. Mrs.

Frank made the suggestions: "Cannot you make a stirring

appeal to all Branch Leagues to fight this poster evil? That is

what excites our boys and girls."

Mrs. Frank has struck a rising note in the Better Film

Movement. Here is not the only request the parent organiza-

tion has received in regard to lighting the lurid poster. Other

organizations also realize that this is one of the best ways to

combat the undesirable film.

The State Federation of Woman's Clubs of New York,

(Continued on page 10S

)
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Why the Brunswick Method
©I. 11 op:ro clue Lion ftrv,mr.o

a Superior Phonograph
Reason No. 1 The Brunswick Method

of Reproduction includes

the Ultona, a new conception in playing. The
Ultona consists of an arrangement of the several

necessary reproducing diaphragms upon one tone
arm. This is an all-in-one arrangement, with no
attachments—nothing to take off or put on.

At a turn of the hand, the Ultona is adapted to

play any type of record. The proper diaphragm is

presented, the exact weight, the precise needle. Thus
the requirements of each type of record are met.

So each record, whatever make, is played exactly

as it should be. The Ultona demands no sacrifice

in tone, as attachments often do.

The Brunswick owner can choose records with-

out regard to make. Every singer, every band,
every musician, every selection may now be played
at its best on the one phonograph.

Reason No. 2 Equal[

A

[n
.

imPor
t

tance to
a» ».-«.^ww-.»» • w« _ reproduction is tone am-
plification. The Brunswick Method of Reproduc-
tion also includes a new idea in acoustics—The
Brunswick Amplifier.

Old-time ideas were at variance. Some makers
still cling to metal construction. Others use a com-
bination of wood and metal— a wooden horn and
a metal casting as the "throat." But the Brunswick
Amplifier is oval in shape, and built entirely of wood,
like a fine violin. It is molded of rare holly-wood.

Sound waves require uniform amplification to

reach their fullness. You will note that The Bruns-
wick tone is richer and more natural. Strident,

metallic notes are absent.

Make comparison. Let your ear decide. Try to find

an equal to Brunswick tone. You are bound to end
such a search at a Brunswick Shop, where every
opportunity will be given you to decide for yourself.

Hear this remarkable instrument before you
decide. And you'll avoid regrets.

&rnm&ivick
aaEQaaaagsE

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
General Offices: CHICAGO and NEW YORK

Branch Houses in Principal
Cities of United States,

Mexico and Canada

Canadian Distributors:
Musical Merchandise Sales Co.,
Excelsior Life Bldg., Toronto

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Gertrude, Long Beach.—Positively, Mar-
guerite Clark isn't dead. Please believe us.

The watch on the Rhine is now keeping

American time, you say. Yes, it has an
American movement. Let's hear from you
Lgain, Gertrude.

A. R., Palo Alto, Cal.—A friend of ours

was advised to get an automobile to help

him work up an appetite. He says he has

the appetite now but he can't afford to eat.

Wish I could print your letter. I can't do
anything to still those slanderous tongues
except to advise you not to listen. Indeed,

I admire you for having the courage of your
convictions, even if you did swear at the

ladies and get pinched for it.

Emily, San Diego.—Please help you? Sure

I love vers libre. I wrote a dear little thing

the other day. I called it "Ode to a Jelly

Omelet." Or did Amy Lowell use that title

once? I like your little friend, Doris Lee;

I hope you have a pleasant visit with her.

Yes, I'd like to meet her sometime. Con-
stance Talmadge may not have time to an-
swer your letter, but I believe she will send
you her photograph. Her address is given

elsewhere in these columns. (Sounds great,

that.) Write soon again, Emily; and I in-

sist that my vers libre, sung softly to low-
ered lights and sad music, would be much
more effective than yours.

Pendennis, Pittsburgh.—These new la-

dies are all right, I suppose. You have to

hand it to a woman who can talk on any-
thing from teleology to thaumaturgv: who
knows all about the origin of the theorbo
and all the principles of thermodynamics.
But—I like a woman who says nothing at all

and says it well ; who wears one of these

silver lockets on a black ribbon; and opens
her eyes wide and says she never reads any
of those English authors when you mention
Joseph Hergesheimer. She thinks the nebu-
lar theory is something to carry from the

wrist, like a coin purse. But I like her.

J. H., Pittsburgh.—I have learned lately

never to believe or care what people say, and
it takes most people a lifetime to learn one
of these lessons; to curse the Kaiser; to like

ripe olives and H. G. Wells and that all is

not gold that glitters in the top-knots of

some blondes. Photoplay has not neg-

lected Ethel Clayton. We have said some
nice things about her. Her husband was

VOU do not have to be a -..!.-, nl.tr to Photoplay Magazine
•^- to gel questions answered in this Department. It is only

required that you avoid questions which would eall (or unduly
long answers, such as synopses of plays, or casts of more than

one play. Do not ask questions touching religion,

scrnario writing or studio employment. Studio addresses

will not be given in this Department, because a complete list

of them is printed elsewhere in the magazine each month.
Write on only one side of the paper. Sign your full name
and address; only initials will be published if requested. It

you desire a personal reply, enclose self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Write to Questions and Answers, Photoplay
Magazine, Chicago.

the late -Joseph Kaufman, the director. Miss
Clayton is twenty-nine; she has golden red

hair and blue eyes. She's with Lasky now
and may be addressed care that company's
Hollywood studios. Will tell the Editor

you want a story about her.

Gladys R., Minneapolis.—Interview with

Mary Pickford in July, 1918. There's some-
thing about her in almost every issue,

Gladys. Write to her for a picture; she'll

send you one gratis. Sure, stop in when you
come to Chicago; I'll be glad to see you.

Here's hoping you get to Cal.

C. A. I., Crafton, Pa.—Dorothy Gish's

address is the Griffith studios, Hollywood,
Cal. She'll write to you, I'm sure. At this

writing Dorothy and sister Lillian are just

recovering from the flu. It held up work on
Dorothy's new picture, and her director,

Elmer Clifton, was also laid up; but Dorothy
with her usual sang froid, said it was the

fashion and they might as well have it and
get it over with.

Lloyd H. S., St. Joseph, Mo.—So glad,

Lloyd, that you finally decided to ask a few
questions about the motion picture business.

In reply would state that Billie Burke, Car-
mel Myers, and Mary Pickford wouldn't be

mad if you wrote to them; that Mae Mur-
ray is, according to latest reports, to go to

England to make pictures accompanied by
hubby Robert Leonard; that Edna Goodrich
makes pictures for Mutual; that Triangle

isn't, any more; that those ladies do not give

their ages, and that the Answer Man is

pretty well tuckered out, and would you
mind if I answered the rest of 'em some
other time? Thanks awfully, Lloyd.

Phil, Penn.—I have, I am proud and glad

to say, broken more hearts than any one
man in the world; caused more to curse

deep into their pillows and to weep large,

real salty drops at will—when I answer the

question of "Is he married?" truthfully, as

is my wont. But think—when I tell her he
is married—think what it saves her in post-

age stamps ! On the contrary—your assur-

ance didn't allay my fears. Douglas Mac-
Lean—we say it MacLane—was born in your
city; educated Northwestern U. Prep. School
and Lewis Institute of Technology. He's
in his early twenties, I think. No. I hope
he proves to be your long-lost cousin. Same
to you, and many of 'em.

J. H. Culver, West Toronto, Canada.—
Send- that letter to us and we will forward
it. There's little to grieve me in the world
today. Only thirty-one people, having read
all about it in the papers, wrote in to ask
me if it is true that Charles Chaplin is mar-
ried to Mildred Harris.

Sister-Cousin, Richmond.—Seems to me
that would be worse than a mother-in-law.
Still, I don't know; I never had a mother-
in-law. Yes, that's a picture of the pretty

perennial, Mary Smiles Minter. You girls

are peevish because you have never discov-

ered her fountain of youth. Have no record

of Thelma. Who is Thelma ; where is she?

Kenneth Harlan Fan.—You probably
read about him in Q's and A's for February.
He was in France the last I heard. Yes

—

after a few minor injuries incurred on Peace
and adjacent days, I determined to stick to

the straight and narrow (osteo) path. I'd

advise you to do likewise.

Eighteen, Washington.—No, no, you
can't disillusion me. I go right on building

air castles, no matter how the price of build-

ing material soars. Thurston Hall? There's

a story about him, in this issue, which I be-

lieve will tell you all you want to know.
With DeMille-Artcraft last; he's back on
the stage now. No, his eyes aren't blue;

they're gray-blue. Your protestations of

preference overwhelm me. Am I, really,

the only Answer Man you ever loved?

Helen, Venice.—I have never seen Theda
Bara's sister, but I don't believe she is a
blonde. Her name, I know, is Loro. Note
your comments. Perhaps.

Jane Novak Admirer, Quebec.—Wanda
Hawley is married to J. Burton Hawley.
Eileen Percy, Marjorie Daw are not married.

Marguerite Marsh has one little girl, Betty.

The other ladies have been married. I wish

you the same.

M. D. C, Urbana.—Write to any music
publisher, for a list of song hits. The latest

I have heard of are: "The Busted Blues,"

"Quit Callin' Me Hon." "Oh Moon of the

Summer Night," and "Everybody Shimmies
Now." I have not heard these ; only heard
of them. I am going to do everything I

can to see to it that this remains thus. I

thank you.
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El-Rado
The "Womanly" Way
To Remove Hair

am the und( rums, face, neck or limbs. l'.l-Rado is

i tanitan lotion that simply washes the luir off by ilis-

solving it. You can wear chiffon sleeves without any
dress shields alter removing the hair with El-Rado.
Entirely harmless. Users ol powdered hair i emoveis and
blades will 6nd an occasional use ol El-Rado liquid' is

good for the skin. Ask foi "El Rado" liiii remover at

any toilet goods counter. Two sizes, 60c and $1.00.

Money-back guarantee.

Orders tilled direct on receipt of
stamps if dealer cannot supply you.

PILGRIM MFG. CO., Depl. ?. 112 E. 19lTi St., N. Y.
CANADIAN ADDRESS: 29 COLBORNE ST., TORONTO

THE ARTHUR SALES CO.

Questions and Answers
(Continued)

Thomas A., Geneva.—Sorry, but I can't

help you. I don't know anyone who would
be able to help you. There has got to be
an audience to watch the players, you know

;

you can't all get on the screen. (Thank
heaven !)

we haven'tMary L., Allentown.—Mary
any such book. I don't know what we could
have said, ever, to lead you to believe that

we might have such a book. ' If so, I apolo-

gize.

Jessie Gordon K., Arizona.—So you think
the red-headed lady is our better-half? I

told her that and she almost died a-laughing.

I asked her what she saw to laugh at and
she looked at me and said, "Why, nothing."

No, I'm not married to her, so don't take a

toast to the little-lady-who-keeps-the-home-
fires-burning for the Answer Man. If you've
lived in Arizona for a year you must be able

to laugh at the armored-toads and the sub-
marine-toads and the airplane chickens—all

wings and machinery—periscope-pigs, elon-

gated canines, to say nothing of inhuman
beings. I'll bet you work in a telegraph of-

fice. Ask some questions next time.

Sailor Boy, W. Philadelphia.—They
weren't married when my stuff went to press.

Did it inconvenience you much? If you kept
a carbon copy of your letter to me, read
it over carefully and maybe you'll under-
stand why I get provoked occasionally.

Ning Nang, Christchurch, N. Z.—My
idea of non-essential occupations is trying

to keep the Kaiser from committing suicide.

What's yours? Your questions are all out
of order. You'll have to be more specific

if you really want to know, for "the man
who always wears a check suit with one but-
ton done up for a purpose'' with Louise
Fazenda might be Charlie Murray or Ches-
ter Conklin, whose tastes both run to that

sort of thing on the screen. My dear, we
could do most anything else for you, but
we fear 'twould be impossible to get Olga
Petrova to dance a jig. Anything else?

Edrea, Newport, Kentucky.—There were
two beautiful babies in the print of "The
Venus Model" that I saw ; Mabel Normand
and—but I suppose you mean the child ac-

tress who played Mabel's little protegee,

"Dimples" Briggs? Her name is Nadia Gary.
The same little girl played Alceste in Virgin-

ia Pearson's "A Daughter of France."

J. R. Miller, Charleston, S. C.—My pet

hobby? I suppose, since I'm in pitchers, I

should say, "My Work." But it wouldn't

be true. For more than anything I want

—

to help make Liberia known. Theda Bara

is twenty-nine. I don't care what you say

;

this is Miss Bara's official age. Kitty Gor-
don is the Hon. Mrs. H. H. Beresford. It

has been rumored that she was starting di-

vorce proceedings against her husband, the

Captain, in England; but Kitty has denied

it. She has one daughter. Vera, who is about

seventeen and who is a member of her

mother's company. There were pictures of

them in Photoplay for January. Yes,

they're married. Drop in any time.

Lila, Lexington.—No, no. Don't even

think of such a thing. Improbable. Carlyle

Blackwell was born in Syracuse. N. Y.

None. Gail Kane was born in Philadelphia

Mollie King is on the stage now. I think

Paul Willis is still in his 'teens, but I'm not

sure about this. Probably nineteen or

twenty. He takes juvenile roles, you know.

Glad to help you, if I have.

Ida P., Dallas—No, he isn't married.

Never has been and says he has no inten-

tions of marrving. Don't know whether

you'd call this an encouragement or a down-
right rebuff. He isn't dead. Please believe
us, as Antony is said to have remarked to
Cleopatra. Anita Stewart is playing, now;
she has her own company and releases her
pictures through First National. At pres-
ent she's in the west, working on "An Amer-
ican Girl," at the Lois Weber studios, under
that directress. She has finished "Virtuous
Wives."

Mary E. J., Seattle.—Now that the war
is over, you have time to write? What are
all you girls going to do now? The only
Jane Gail I know was with Universal last.

She was in "Twenty Thousand Leagues Un-
der the Sea," and after that in the Universal
comedies. Believe she hasn't been active
lately. You'll have to give me more facts

about that picture before I can find it for
you. Ask me some other questions next
time. Thanks very much for all your good
wishes; they are much appreciated by Mr.
Johnson, and by this department also.

J. W. H., New York.—Not only because
you are fifteen and afraid of us, but also
because you refrained from confiding your
movie ambitions, we are going to give you
a mighty nice answer. No sarcasm or any-
thing. We can be gentle on occasion; all

strong men are gentle. Harrison Ford is

still with the Constance Talmadge company;
hope he's her permanent leading man; I
like to see them together. He was awfully
funny in "A Lady's Name." Write to him
there; he looks kind and would dislike to
break your heart by refusing you his photo-
graph. If I were you I'd insist upon the
personal autograph. Flop in again some
time.

Cute Sixteen.—No, you can't coax me
into another peroration on sweet sixteen.

You assure us solemnly that at times we
sound rather peppy. Gosh, and we thought
we earned our salary. Edith Story may be
said to be still in pictures, although she is

not working at present. She's left Metro.
Pearl White is with Pathe, Jersey City, N. J.
Pearl isn't married. Says she's been too
busy. Owen Moore hasn't made any pic-

tures for quite a while now.

Liberty Bell.—It's time to ring again.

No; I didn't have the Spanish 'flu; I got

my red nose from another cause entirely.

Lila Lee, Lasky; Jack Holt, C. K. Young
company (he's working now in "Cheating
Cheaters") ; Mary Miles Minter, American
studios, Santa Barbara, Cal. Jack Mulhall

and Wallie Reed are both fathers. I

wouldn't call 'em pretty; they're both good
friends of mine. Dorothy Gish—by the way
we have had more queries about this young
lady than anyone this month—is twenty.

Norma Talmage, twenty-two; Billie Burke,

thirty-three; Wallie Reid, twenty-seven;

Doug Fairbanks, thirty-six. Some corking

views concerning Doug in this issue.

Ford. Moline.—You say. "and there was
no noise except the chug of the engine and
the rattle of the loose machinery in the little

old Ford." I'm afraid you're deaf, or else

you don't mind noise. Another contribu-

tion: "Make Germany pay their fine; until

they do we'll watch their Rhine." Dorothy

Gish is blonde, but wears a black wig

in her pictures.

Every advertisement m rnoTOPT-AY MAGAZINE

Robert Young. Ballarat. Victoria, Aus-
thaiia.—Whenever I see Fairbanks walk

through a gateway instead of climbing the

fence I am worried for fear Douglas isn't

quite himself. Your address is 160 Barkly

Street, and you would like to exchange civili-

ties and snap-shots with someone in New
York. Chicago, or any one of our large cities.

Go west young man.
(Continued on page 109)

guaranteed.
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Cream

brings c
Beautif
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PURE, fragrant, snow-white Pompeian NIGHT
Cream! Leave it on your face, hands and neck

while you sleep. Then in the morning—oh, how soft,

smooth and fragrant is your skin! But you must be

faithful—every night—for time and weather are daily

stealing youth and beauty from your face. Pompeian NIGHT Cream is

especially recommended for harsh, dry skins and "catchy fingers." Jars,

40c and 80c at the stores. Sample sent with Liberty Panel.

But for Instant Beauty in Daytime—

-

First a touch of delicately perfumed Pompeian

DAY Cream. This softening, vanishing cream should

be worked well into the skin so that the cream will

make your powder stay on evenly and not in spots.

Now Pompeian BEAUTY Powder with its pearly

touch and captivating perfume. Then a bit of Pom-

peian BLOOM on the cheeks. Milady knows that this

final touch of color in the cheeks not only adds the

bloom of youthful beauty, but also makes her eyes

seem darker and more lustrous. Presto! What a

Liberty Girl Art Panel and 4 Samples
will be sent for a dime. A beautiful patriotic panel, 28 inches by 7 inches, finished

in colors. With the samples you can make many interesting beauty experiments.

Please clip the coupon now.

POMPEIAN MFG. CO. 2131 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

change in a few moments. Instant beauty indeed!

Samples sent with Liberty Panel.

Pompeian BEAUTY Powder (flesh, white or bru-

nette), Pompeian DAY Cream (vanishing) or Pom-
peian BLOOM may be used separately or together as

described above. Sold by your druggist at 50c for each

article. Guaranteed by the makers of the well-known

Pompeian MASSAGE Cream (55c, 80c, and $1.05)

and Pompeian HAIR Massage, for Dandruff (60c

and $1.10).
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POMPEIAN CO.
2131 Superior Ave., Cleveland, C

Gentlemen: I enclose a dime lor a 1919 Liberty

Girl Panel and 4 samples.

Name.

Address..

City.

Wnen you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



Color

Photography
and the

Motion Picture
V/hy educational films, and not

dramatic, are ivaiting for the dc

velopment of the color film process

By Terry Ramsaye

AMONG other distinctions, Old Mother Nature is quite

an authority on color. And have you noticed, when
Nature thinks especially well of anything she paints

it red—red watermelon, red apples, red in the peach,

red in the glory of the autumn, red in the rose, red for all

that is earnest, rich and hearty. If the cherry was not red, I

very much doubt if it could have ever hoped for the medal

for pie filling.

The more I think about red, the more sure I am that Nature

made preen just SO that red would stand out in contrast.

Think of a world of all things black and white! A black sea

and a while beach—a white chorus in black flummeries, or per

contra—black and white sunsets—black trees and black hills!

But that is the way the world looks to the motion picture

camera. That is the way, speaking broadly and generally, that

the camera makes its reports to us on the screen.

For many years inventors have been dallying with the

problem of making the motion picture camera color sensitive,

and to bring to the screen the exact colors of nature.

64

Has any painter in

the whole history of
art conceived subder
or more marvelous
color-combinations
than a sunset can paint

on the vast canvas of
the Western heavens?

Color photography
will catch the sunset's

finest variations in

tint.

An
illustrations

from
photographic

< nlargements of motion pic-

lure negatives copyrighted
1 j C. L. Chester

The red tile roofs of the tropics, the cream-colored walls, the

dazzling blue skies, the riotously rainbowed costumes of" the

natives, the biscuit-brown earth— mere black-and-white plates

cannot convey any idea of these things—Cholo Indian celebration

on the Island of the Sun, Lake Titicaca, Peru.

Even now a half a dozen little groups, each with its hopeful

inventor, its business promoter and its financial angel, are at

work on the yet unsolved problem of motion photography

in natural color.

Several of these groups have come near to genuine success.

Enough has been done to make it certain that ultimately the

thin? will be perfectly done. Some of the pictures already

made are excellent. But the perfect color picture is yet to be

(Continued on page 86)
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How Famous Movie Stars

Keep their Hair Beautiful
PROPER Shampooing is what makes beautiful hair It brings out all the real lite, lustre.

natural wave and color, and makes it soft, fresh and luxuriant.

Your hair simply needs frequent and regular washing to keep it beautiful, but it cannot
stand the harsh effect of ordinary soap. The free alkali, in ordinary soaps, soon dne.-. the

scalp, makes the hair brittle and ruins it This is why leading motion picture stars,

theatrical people and discriminating women use

WATKINS

MULSIFIED
COCOANUT OIL

FOR

SHAMPOOING
This clear, pure, and entirely greaseless product, cannot possibly injure, and does not dry
the scalp or make the hair brittle, no matter how often you use it.

Two or three teaspoonfuls will cleanse the hair and scalp thoroughly Simply moisten
the hair with water and rub it in. It makes an abundance of nch, creamy lather, which
nnses out easily, removing every particle of dust, dirt, dandruff and excess oil. The hair dries
quickly and evenly, and has the appearance of being much thicker and heavier than it is

It leaves the scalp soft and the hair fine and silky, bnght, fresh-looking and fluffy, wavy
and easy to manage.

You can get MULSIFIED COCOANUT OIL at any drug store A bottle should last

for months.

Splendid for Children

THE R. L, WATKINS CO.. CUvtLwd. Ohio

ALICE BRADY
"I consider Watkins Mulsified Cocoa

nut On. an ideal shampoo and can be usedl
with such little effort and keeps my hair in

|
a wonderful condition."

BLANCHE SWEET
"I am pleased to indorse Watkins Mi lm

pted Cocoanut Oil for shampooing
"

MAY ALLISON
"Of all the shampoos I have ever usedl ^V

Watkins Mulsified Cocoanut Oil is by|
far the superior."

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.



86 Color Photography
(Continued from page 84)

achieved. That is a matter of more laborious years

A lew color pictures have at times reached the

public in the larger metropolitan centers. But thus

far the investments in research have been far

beyond the returns.

Motion picture photography has two things to

do and .they are often confused. One is a

dramatic and artistic function, to convey and
depict on the screen emotions, motives, actions,

ideas. The other function is that of making a

record, a plain photographic record of the thing

as it is, as nearly as possible as the eye sees it.

The dramatic or entertainment picture is

widely considered a more effective art

medium in monochrome than it could

possibly be in natural color. Color can

have only a casual and incidental and
occasional use in picture drama, and for

those infrequent purposes methods now
available for color treatment are ample.

These methods will be discussed later

in this article.

But the educational picture, the pic-

ture which deals with fact and the world

just as it is, the picture which is intended

to inform and to entertain by informing,

demands color for the complete fulfill-

ment of its mission. Without color the

record is not complete.

And this means no restriction of possi-

bility for color photography. It is a gen-

eral opinion among serious students of the
motion picture that the drama will not always
be the greatest function of the films. The
picture which is today called "educational" for

the lack of better name has many fields of ac-

tivity yet unentered. And every opportunity
ahead of the educational picture is a color

picture opportunity.

Of course the motion photograph of to-

day does make a certain interpretation of color, rendering
colors in varying tones of blacks and greys. Green grass is

a lighter black and the blue of the sky is a curious velvety grey
white. Competent hands can make this art, but not realism.

If it is our mission to depict for information purposes the

scampering chipmunk, the budding rose, the billowing golden
grain rolling across the mountain-hemmed mesa land, the

swirling sea gardens with their bizarre denizens in riotous

tropical hues, then we must seek to reproduce or at least ap-

proximate nature's own colors.

It is hardly important that we should set down here any of

the intimately technical problems of the color photographer.

However, it is obvious that the camera must record not only

form but must make some memorandum of color which can be
translated into that color itself in the making of the finished

positive prints which are used for the projection of the picture

on the screen. This means an analysis of light into the three

primary colors in the negative and then a synthesis of these

colors on the screen. Perfection then means three separate

color records or negatives, and three colored positives. Physical

complications arise at once. A compromise is the best that has

been done yet. By using both sides of the film two color

records can be presented and that is the way the best of the

color pictures thus far attained have been made. One of ths

color records is in blue-green and the other in a red-orange,

Nature's three primaries are thus represented by two compro-
mises. The result is also a compromise and almost never is the

color picture absolutely faithful. Bright red. for example, is

nut bright red in the picture, but a rich pastel pink instead.

A faint suggestion of green often clings to the blue.

In all fairness to the process though, it should be said thai

the realism attained is astonishingly satisfactory. But it would
be interesting indeed to know how much of this seeming realism

is brought to the screen by the habits of the eye itself. The
spectator knows that the grass is green; his eyes are Sure of

it. so if the film hints at green it has the eye jumping at a

conclusion. If it were possih'e to watch the color pictures

with an eye untrained in color experience the present color

picture could not be so satisfactory.

In fact anyone who gives any time to the study of motion

The formerly noble red man
painted his face to inspire terror

in the hearts of his opponents.
But this black-and-white doesn't

look very fearsome, does it? Ah!
You should glimpse this dreadful

countenance in its real and ghastly

shades. The Indian is a master of
peculiarly horrible color combi-
nations—This is the town crier

of a Zuni village in New Mexico,
announcing peace.

cities.

picture optics and photochemistry
will swear never to believe his eyes
again. Too many things happen on
tne screen that are not so.

The color picture as it can be
made today can perform excellent

service. As this article is written

a series of rather creditable color

pictures made under the best appli-

cation to date of the process dis-

cussed here awaits the screen and
will be presented in the larger

The subjects chosen for this premier
are fortunate, one reel is devoted to an
exploration of the flaming lava lake-, of

Kilauea, another to the undersea won-
ders of Catilina, the Indians of the north-
west, and the like. The producers have
quite automatically taken to the one
field in which they can hope for

dominance.
And while we are discussing natural

color pictures, we must take cognizance
of the un-natural color pictures—the
hand-colored films and the more com-
mon tinted and toned films.

The hand-colored films, requiring
costly and skilled work with a fine

brush working under a strong magni-
fication, is many years old. It has
reached its best in Europe where be-
fore the war artisans were cheap. Ex-
cellent pictures have been made by

that hand-color

process covering all

manner of subjects.

It is interesting to

observe that hand-
colored drama has

met no special suc-

cess, but that top-

ical and educational

pictures by that
process have met a
fair welcome. But
the limitations of

hand color on film

are many and the

cost of fine work
almost prohibitive.

Further hand-color

can not satisfy even
It is not a part of the

Ask This Department

1 For information concerning motion pic-

tures for all places other than theaters.

To find for you the films suited to the

purposes and programs of any institunon

or organization.

3. Where and how to get them.

4 For information regarding projectors and

equipment for showing pictures. li>eno.

stamped envelope).

Address: Educational Department,

Photoplay Magazine, Chicago

the most casual scientific requirement

"record."'

The very generally used tinting and toning processes are

those which impart color suggestion to the films that we see

in the theaters every day. Tinting gives us blue or green night

scenes, yellow sunlight, and the like. It is plain and simple

dyeing of the film. Toning is a bit more intricate. It changes

certain chemical aspects of the image on the film and gives

the possibility of a second color. So by laboratory work any

motion picture taken by any process can be given a two-color

effect, which is all that the drama can well use and which often

times helps out educational pictures considerably, particularly

scenic and travel films.

But any such color treatment by dyeing is rather arbitrary

in its effects and can not be anything more than a suggestion of

the natural colors.

Bv the tinting and toning process we can have a green

pasture, in tone, with a blue sky above, in tint, but the cream

and red Jersey cow in the foreground will also be reduced to

greens and blues.

This effect may be very well for the spectator who knows a

jersev cow when he sees one. but for Johnny Tenement Child

it is all very bad. because he is likely to get the notion that

cows come in green and blue. And that, you will agree, would

be most un-educational.

All of which makes it certain that the perfect educational

picture must be in perfectly natural color. And, as inevitable

as the perfect educational itself is the perfect color process

—

it is vet of tomorrow.
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6,003 Burlingtons in

the U. S. Navy
6,003 Burlingtons have been sold to the men aboard the U. S. battleships.
Practically every vessel in the U. S. Navy has many Burlington watches aboard. Some have over 100
Burlingtons. The victory of the Burlington among the men in the U. S. Navy is testimony to Burlington superiority.

A watch has to be made of sturdy stuff in order to "make good' ' on a man-of-war. The constant
vibration, the extreme heat in the boiler rooms, the cold salt air and the change of climate from the Arctic to the
Tropical are the most severe tests on a watch. If a watch will stand up and give active service aboard a man-of-war,
it will stand up anywhere.

^%^% -Jewel $
£Sfm Burlington ®sp a Month

And yet you may get a 21-jevvel Burlington for only 32. 50 a month. Truly it is the master
watch. 21 ruby and sapphire jewels, adjusted to the second, temperature, isochronism and positions. Fitted at

the factory in a gold strata case, warranted for 25 years. All the newest cases are yours to choose from. You
pay only the rock - bottom - direct-price— positively the exact price that the wholesale dealer would have to pay.

£y ft t~~^' j. f ^r
°u d "'* Pay a cent to anybody until you see the watch. We

• \z?Z? It Mr/ /y^r ship the watch to you on approval. You are the sole judge. No
*"' ** ** "*'

*" **• vw %3V % obligation to buy merely because you get the watch on approval.

Write for Booklet!
Put your name and address in the coupon or on a letter

or post card now and get your Burlington Watch book free

and prepaid. You will know a lot more about watch buy-
ing when you read it. Too, you will see handsome illus-

trations in full color of all the newest cases from which
you have to choose. The booklet is free. Merely send
your name and address on the coupon.

Burlington Watch Company,
19th Street and Marshall Blvd., Dept. 1533- Chicago. Illinois

Canadian Office: 355 Portage Ave., 'Winnipeg, Man.

Burlington Watch Co., Dept.1533
19th Street & Marshall Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Please send me (without obligations and prepaid) your
free book on watches with full explanation of your cash or

$2.50 a month offer on the Burlington Watch.

jVam« .

Address.

When you write to advertisers please menUon PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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'I 'HIS is YOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.

* What have you seen, in the past month, which was stupid, unlife-

like, ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

Remembahl Tarzan was a Superman

IN "The Romance of Tarzan," when Tarzan came to Cali-

fornia, he road in a saddle as nicely and as comfy as though
he had received years of equestrian training.

Gayton McCorkle, Havenford, Pa.

A Pleasant Winter

IN "The Gypsy Trail," a Paramount picture starring Bryant
Washburn, there was an interior scene, a mountain lodge, in

which there was a roaring log fire. This looked very inviting

and cheery—BUT—when the lovers went out into the garden,

everything was in full bloom, as in midsummer.
In "Hobbs in a Hurry," an American picture, starring Wil-

liam Russell, a scene showed him giving his last cent to a

railroad conductor, and he was put off the train at the next

station. At that point he entered a Western Union office and
wired his father, and paid the bill.

Elmer H. Mayer, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ouch!

IN Ethel Clayton's new film, "The
Mystery Woman," after her lead-

ing man was wounded, he was told

that he could return to the front again
in three days if he would give up smok-
ing. He immediately put his lighted

pipe in his back pocket. Ouch!
Fred W. Sidley, Denver, Colo.

Not Scared Out of His Boots

IN "Hell Bent," Harry Carey forces his

* "pard" to get out of bed and to

jump out the window. When he lands

he is wearing his boots. Do cowboys,
then, wear their boots to bed?

Later in the same picture, Harry is

supposed to be buried completely by a
sandstorm, but a close-up after it passes

shows plainly the footprints approach-
ing the spot.

Eddy Arken, Ennis, Tex.

The Drink Was Blushing for Him.

SAY, did you see George Walsh in

"I'll Say So"? The drink he serves

to the traveling salesman is as color-

less as water until the salesman asks

him why he isn't in the army, and then

the drink suddenly shows up dark.

"Nichevo," Boston. Mass.

A Long, Long Traill

RAWTHER late, old top. but I'd kinda like to get it outa

my system. The little burg into which Marguerite Clark
falls from "Out of a Clear Sky" is. or was, supposed to be in

Tennessee. Yet, in spite of this. I observe on the tender of

the engine shown the initials of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford (N. Y. N. H. & H.) Railway. Has government con-

trol of railroads reached such a stage that New England trains

are required to travel way way down theyah?
Royse Sheldon Aldrich, Wichita. Kans.

Russian Technique!

IN "The Changing Woman," starring Hedda Nova, Hedda is

perched up on a table in a hotel dining room playing a guitar

but instead of playing where it should be played, she plays it

way up where the frets are and she uses no fingering and a
ukelele stroke instead of picking it.

Foxey, Syracuse, N. Y.

Art Is Often Simplicity

THEY say photoplay directors should be students of pretty

nearly everything in order that their pictures shall be, at

least technically, correct. Doesn't, or shouldn't, this category
of texts include typography?
Some of the most interesting and smooth-running of pictures

are made almost incoherent by delirious subtitle artists whose
notion of lily-oainting an otherwise perfect production is in

dolling up the y's and t*s and g's with

tails, horns, spirals, typhoons and other

befuddling whatnot.

In reading one certain subtitle in

Hart's "Branding Broadway." I de-

voted all of the brief instant of its

presence on the screen toward trying

to figure out what a "cat," mentioned
in the second or third line, had to do
with a most important situation; then

to discover, at the last flicker, by un-

raveling the curley-cues of the "n" that

the word was "can."

Decorate the subtitles all you want
with sunsets, midnight moons, skulls-on-

the-desert, yosemites and such—but

please make the reading matter legible.

Will Montague, Xutley, N. J.

H"<i//v Would Make a Fine Smuggler

WALLACE REID certainly gets

better every day, in fact in "Too
Many Millions" he not only excels all

of his past performances but has some-
thing on most bridegrooms we have

seen.

He loses his millions, his car, spends

his "change" for supper and then in

the dead of night his clothes are de-

stroyed by fire.

Without preparation and clad only

in patch-work quilts, he and the heroine

are married at once.

Question

:

Where did "Wally" hide the new
wedding-ring the bride looks at so lovingly at the close of the

ceremony? William Gordon.
Oklahoma City. Okla.

We Can't Answer

IN the 1 2th episode of the "House of Hate." the Hooded Ter-

ror is shot. He was home and in bed when one of his gang

came and told him the police were after him.

He got out of a window and climbed the water-spout to the

top of the building.

Why is it that no matter how badly hurt a person is they

can always get away? M. L. P., Minneapolis, Minn.

KS
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&* Special Low Prices *<^^ Standard Underwoods /
New

Enamel

4
New

Rubber
Feet
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Actual
Photograph of

My Rebuilt Underwoods

Rebuilt
and Guaranteed
for FIVE YEARS

Study These 10 Important Rebuilt Features

They Double The Life of My Underwood Typewriters

All New Parts Where The Wear Comes— Every Machine Tested and Shipped Perfect

These 10 big important rebuilt features make it possible for you to buy a just-like-new

standard, visible writing Underwood at special low prices. Act quick—investigate and
learn how you can get 100% typewriter efficiency at a big discount. My (rebuilt) stand-

ard Underwoods are factory reconstructed by typewriter experts. New parts, new finish,

new lettering, replace the old ; everything made perfect—and the result—a typewriter the

equal of any new machine in both service and appearance, just like the actual photograph
shown above. And you may buy or rent my (rebuilt) Underwoods on 10 days' free trial

backed by a five year guarantee. Just mail the coupon for all the facts.

I Will Rent or Sell You My Standard
REBU,LT

Underwoods sTeIS Guarantee

New
Front
Scale

8
Two- Color
Ribbon
Attach-
ment

9
New
Keys

io
New

Lettering

LIKE NEW
/ Offer Liberal Discounts on Your Old Machines
or Rebuild Them Like New at Money Saving Prices

Prove to yourself at my risk that my (rebuilt) genuine standard
Underwoods look, work and write like new. You don't even have to
buy the machine when you get it—try one of my Underwoods for

10 days free. It's the first step to cut your typewriter costs. Rent one
at low monthly rates, then if you decide, after six months, to buy I'll

allow you 5 months' rent and deduct it from my low price—or BUY it

for cash, or get one on easy payments. But do so at once — ask for

full facts now. Learn how I save you bis; money— mail the coupon
today.

Buy My Factory Rebuilt Underwoods
Choose Your Own Terms After 10 Days' Free

Trial—Pay Only When You Are Fully Satisfied
Besides the 10 features explained above I include many other improve-
ments, such as a two-color ribbon, backspaces stencil device, auto-
matic ribbon reverse, tabulator, etc.. and in addition I furnish Free a
waterproof cover and a special Touch Typewriter Instruction Book

—

all for my low price. It's a bargain and I want every typewriter buyer
to know the facts. That's why I say—use my (rebuilt) Underwoods
before you pay and prove it to yourself. Then after you buy, I guar-
antee every machine for Five Years. Buy or EARN
AN UNDERWOOD FREE. Take advantage of mv
agency plan. Send coupon or write at once for offer

No. 53. J& ( 6 ) » ): V
How I Have Rebuilt and Sold 200,000 Perfect Type-

Mail Coupon Today
£7 E.W.S.SHIPMAN.Pres.

* TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM
34-36 W. Lake St.. Chicago. III.

wm

wrifore af Parfnrv Prir-^c Tne U. S. Government has purchasedWriters ai raClOry r rices over lOO.OOO Standard Underwoods. The
result is that Underwoods are scarce, but you can still buy my (rebuilt) Stand-
ard Underwood typewriters guaranteed as good as new. I sell only standard
Underwood machines, purchased direct from the Underwood factory. They *
are then rebuilt in my factory (the largest of its kind in the world) with JO
new parts, obtained direct from the Underwood Company. Send for JgF
mv prices. SEND COUPON AT ONCE AND SAVE BIG j& Send me at once your Low Price
MONEY—GET THE FACTS NOW. 25 years' experience ^ Offer, rental and agency plan N„. 53.

in rebuilding typewriters has taught me how to make my ^
(rebuilt like new) Underwoods stand any mechanical JkW
typewriter test. Buy. rent or earn one of my Under- jj
woods. 10 days' FREE trial. Save big money mb
— investigate this offer. Write a letter, mail a ^ Name

postal or send this coupon, but ACT OUICK. ^~
f you want one. Get busy now.

~
E. W. S. SHIPMAN, President

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM St. or R. R. No.

Established a Quarter of a Century
34-36 W. Lake St.. Chicago, III.

City State

Remember I Back My UNDERWOODS with
MY FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Real news and interesting comment about

motion pictures and motion picture people.

% CAL YORK

MAE MARSH is the latest of the real

brides of the film world. She was
won by one outside the profession, Louis

Lee Arms, a New York newspaper writer

who entered the naval aviation service

some time ago. The marriage occurred

on September 21 just before Miss Marsh
left for the Coast.

Wallace MacDonald, who enlisted last

spring in the Canadian artillery, is back
on Broadway (N. Y.). He hoped to get
overseas but influenza and the armistice
prevented. Bert Lytell is busy again on
the Metro lot, after a short time spent in

an, officers' training school at Waco
Texas.

Louise Glaum has announced that she has quit vamping, and is now to be an adven-

turess. Her first picture for her new company is called "Sahara," and here are Louise

and her leading man, Matt of the Moores, making up on location, on the great Oxnard
desert. Well, many an adventure has occurred on the desert, though, personally

—

TWO Laskyites to return were Lieuten-

ant Tom Forman, a volunteer of

the early war days, and Eugene Pal-

lette. Tom enlisted as a private but did

not remain in the ranks long. 'Gene was
with the high flyers.

Other returning players were Rex In-

gram and Eddie Sutherland, both of the

British Royal Flying Corps. Rex was
immediately welcomed back to Univer-
sal'? directorial staff. Eddie used to play

juvenile leads for Mack Sennett. He is a

son of Julie Ring, the vaudevillian, and
a nephew of Tom Meighan.

Captain Norman Kerry of the Tank
("mps will be coming back soon. Lieu-

tenant Earl Metcalfe has been mustered
out after one year in France with the

Rainbow Division. Metcalfe is an old

Lubin favorite, and his last screen appear-

ance was in a serial, with Zena Kcefe.

90

IT may mean nothing to the younger
set of theatregoers that Hal Reid will

devo.te his future activities to the screen.

Everything that Hal Reid is the male
parent of the w. k. William Wallace Reid.

But the older generation remembers Hal
as a writer of melodrama for the stage

in its palmy days. He wrote over a

hundred successes including "Human
Hearts" and now he is to have charge of

Universal's scenario department.

HOW much cash do you carry? Some-
times the foxiest financier has the

puniest pocket-book. It is said that

John D. Rockefeller was once hard put

to it for street car fare, while J. P. Mor-
gan found himself far from home without

even a nickel to telephone. But Mary
Pickford need never worry over the

wherewithal for anv of the little necessi-

ties of a movie star's life, such as pearls
or Pomeranians, if we are to judge by the
fact that she recently had more than one
hundred thousand in cool cash on hand.
Miss Pickford deposited the cash instead
of giving a bond to cover her appeal
from the judgment for S10S.074 obtained
against her by Cora C. Wilkening. Much
of the Pickford fortune, it is understood,
is invested in government bonds and other
securities.

MISS THOMAS, an Olive for whom
it is no effort to cultivate a taste,

isn't going to desert the creeping pastels,

after all. She has signed a contract with
the newly-formed Selznick Pictures cor-
poration (Myron Selznick. son of the
Selznick) at a cheerful salary. She wants
to act in adaptations from well-known
plays, else, she says, she might as well
have stayed with Ziegfeld's Follies.

THE Triumph of Death," by Gabriele
D'Annunzio, whose recent flights

from Italy's battle-fields have quite

put his poetical flights in the shade, is to

be set to celluloid by Metro, with Dolores
Cassinelli. herself an Italian, as the prin-

cipal performer. D'Annunzio set his own
cinema record when he wrote and super-
vised "Cabiria." in Italy several years
ago. "Cabiria" was the first "feature"
picture and it has never suffered through
comparision to more recent screen spec-

tacles.

ALMA RUBENS is working again, on
on a five-reel Russian film affair.

The dusky-eyed star registered one con-
tinual close-up there for a while, for a

public keenly intrigued by her marriage
to Franklyn Farnum, also of the films:

her divorce: her subsequent illness, and.
with the passing of Triangle from active

picturedom. her absence from the screen.

Her return will be conducted under
Robertson-Cole auspices.

CANADA seems to have just cause for

her complaint against some of the

American hurrah films. Citizens of the

Dominion have declared against the

pictures which glorify to the nth degree

America's participation in the war and
disregard the part played by Great Brit-

ain and Canada. Canada's aversion to

the fire-works and hokum of some sen-

sational producers is not to be wondered
at. Moreover, our northern neighbors

admit America's big service in the

European mix-up: they are only asking

(Continued on page 92J
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"Castle-Approved Styles
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THE secret of Beauty and Econ
omy in Dress is disclosed in

this fascinating 232-page Book of

Spring Fashions. A bewildering

array of the very latest, loveliest

Philipsborn Styles, approved by
MRS. VERNON CASTLE,
from which to pick and choose.

Every one a real bargain

!

You can order anything you
want — sent on approval—
not a penny to pay unless

delighted with quality, style

and value.

Just your name and address brings

the big, beautiful, color-illustrated book,

FREE, with Philipsborn 's compliments.

jendCoupon
or a postal fir
Philipsborns
FreeBooKo/
StylesApproved

by i

MRS.VERNON i

CASTLE
<Z2

$

3

F

and
Mad
ithe
LsOUpOK

HILIBSBO
The OuterGarmen tHouse
Dept. 301 CHICAGINGO 1

Please send Free Book of Styles Approved by Mrs. Vernon Castle, to

Name

Addr
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Plays and Players
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PRINCESS TOKIO presents to
the women of America a new
way to remove wrinkles and

blemishes— THE ORIENTAL WAY!
No masks, no plasters, no massage, no
exercise, no rollers. This new, scientific
treatment is simply marvelous. The
lovely little women of the Orient have
known these secrets for hundreds of
years as they have been handed down
from one generation to another. The Jap-
anese women are famous for the beauty
of their complexions and these same

Lovely, Soft, Velvety Skins |=j

which nature has adorned with the tints
of the rose are now within the reach of
any woman who will follow the simple
rules which are to be found in the Prin-
cess Tokio Beauty Book, which we will
send FREE to any woman who will write
for it. Princess Tokio does not ask you
to wait a long time for results—only

A Few Days—and Lo! All
Wrinkles and Blemishes are Gone
You use this treatment in the privacy
of your room in your home. Just a few
moments at a time. The results will
amaze and delight you. We ask you to
send right now for the'

PRINCESS TOKIO
BEAUTY BOOK

It will prove to you how quickly all
wrinkles and blemishes maybe removed.
Under my treatment they simply vanish.
You will look years younger

%

and more charming. Don't
waste a single day. Write
at once, and the book will
go to you in a plain, sealed
wrapper. Address,

PRINCESS TOKIO CO.
150 N. State St., Suite 332

CHICAGO, ILL.

FREE

IQ- *

iDIAMONDSiMWMCHESl

TEN PAYMENT PLAN

< Yearly Increase Guaranteed Cj

i
In

SPECIAL tERMS— 10 MONTHS'
credit on any article selected from the SWEET
Catalog:. No money in advance. Shipment
made (or your examination. First payment to be
made only after you have convinced yourself that
SWEET values cannot be equalled. If not what you
wish return at our expense.

HIT ifi MM

U1NL1 l/A MONTI

SWEET'S nowo.it creation;
7 lino diamond*. Sot in liniul

enirrnvud newest Btylo
mountimj. Ixiuka liko u
$350.00 Solitairo.

Price . . $62.50
10% Dlaeotmt allowed on

nil cash transactions

|

Any Diamond bought
of us may be returned
for exchange at an in-

creased value of 7 1
-; </<,

|
more than yon paid.

No Red Tape-
No Delay

Every transaction
CONFIDENTIAL.
You don't do justice

to yourself and your
dollars unless you

I inspect our unusual
values in Diamonds,
Watches, Jewelry,
Silverware, Phono-
graphs, etc. Send
TODAY for
SWEET De Luxe
C a t a 1 o g. Writ e

NOW to Depart-
ment 429H,

(Continued from page go)

Hartsook

Charles Gunn, one of the screen's most
capable young leading men, died Decem-
ber 6, in Los Angeles, of influenza. Gunn
has supported such stars as Bessie Barris-

cale, Louise Glaum, and Enid Bennett.

for fair play. It does seem rather like

hogging the camera.

IT transpires that the next work of

Maestro Griffith is a visualization of

"The Chink and the Child," one of the

stories in Burke's "Limehouse Nights," a

collection of strange and terrific tales of

subterranean London. Lillian Gish is the

"child" and Dick Barthelmess the

"chink."

CEILE G. TURNER, an actress for

the Crystal Film Company, while

enacting a scene in the woods, broke her

ankle in falling from a tree before the

camera. She sued. When the case came

up in court, Ceile had the film of the

accident right there to run off to con-

vince the jury. She alleges the Crystal

was negligent in not preparing a safe

place for her to drop; the defense says

the actress assumed the risk with the

part. Anyway, this is the first time a

filmed accident has been viewed in de-

ciding a case, although the motion pic-

ture has invaded the court times in-

numerable.

ALTHOUGH she won film fame as the

leader of Mack Sennett's beauty

chorus, Mary Thurman has gone latch-

in for the serious stuff, playing Bryant

Washburn's feminine lead in a forthcom-

ing Paramount. Not so surprising as it

seems, considering the thoughtful voca-

tion Mary pursued before the camera

caught her. She was a school-teacher.

KATHERINE BLYTHE was divorced

from John Blythe recently at Santa

Barbara, Cal. Which would not have

attracted any interest at all but for the

fact that John is our esteemed star. Jack

Barn-more. His erstwhile wife is known

to screen followers as Katherine Harris

Barrvmore.

17RANTES MARION, scenarioist ex-
* traordinary who quit a thirty thou-
sand a year job with Artcraft-Paramount
to enter the government employ at Si a
year was the first American woman to

reach the Rhine, according to press cables
from the Army of Occupation. Miss
Marion is preparing a series of screen
stories which are to be produced by Uncle
Sam's celluloidists.

CATHERINE CALVERT, the beauti-

ful widow of the late Paul Arm-
strong, was mentioned recently in the
Los Angeles press as a prospective bride.

She declined to comment on the current
rumors that she was to wed Colonel R.
C. Carruthers, a millionaire Canadian,
who is spending the winter in California.

Miss Calvert went to Los Angeles to take
an important role in the Salvation Army
film being made by Lasky and in which
Commander Evangeline Booth plays the

leading part. Ruby de Remer. a well

known Broadwayite, also participates and
Eugene O'Brien is the chief male.

WHILE on the subject of Broadway
beauties it may not be amiss to

record the fact that Kay Laurel who has
decorated many an edition of Mister
Ziegfeld's Follies has joined the filmers.

She is making her debut in a leading role

of the next Rex Beach picture to be
turned out by Goldwyn in the newly ac-

quired Culver City studio relinquished by
Triangle.

CHARLES GUNN, one of the most
popular of the leading men in the

Los Angeles film colony, died, a victim of

influenza, on the eve of a return to the

legitimate stage for a brief engagement.

His death occurred on Friday. Decem-
ber 6. The following Monday he was to

have opened at the Morosco Theater, Los
Angeles in "Pals First" playing the same
role on the stage that the late Harold

Lockwood played in the film version just

before the latter's death from the same
disease. Mr. Gunn was 35 years old and

married. It was while nursing his wife

that he contracted the illness which

caused his death. Mr. Gunn was recruited

from the stage to play leads for Thomas
H. Ince in the latter's Triangle days.

His first work was opposite Enid Bennett.

Since that time he played opposite nearly

all of the Ince stars and then went to the

ill-fated Paralta. He played with Bessie

Barriscale and his last picture was oppo-

site Madame Yorska. in "The Eternal

Net."

NO peace conference followed the split

between Doug Fairbanks and Direc-

tor Allan Dwan. as predicted by the

Hollywood board of strategy. It had

been rumored that Dwan, who drew a

salary of S:ooo weekly for directing the

athletic star for a year would return, but

scouts of the intelligence division report

that the parting between star and director

was such that not even a Wilson speech

at a Versailles conference could ever

brine; them together again—except as

combatants.
(Continued on page 94)
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Can YOU Honestly Ask.

Can you marry any girl, without making her the victim of the meanest
kind of .!<<-. it a man is capable of? Are i/»>u

fit l<> be a husband, lit to
make the girl you love the mothex of children who will inherit VOIR
traits of body and mind? Think, and tliink hard, before you ask lur to

give her body and soul into your keeping, unless you are FIT. You know
what the Law of Heredity is there's DO beating it: What YOU are when
you become a father your children ARK hound to be.

Make Yourself Fit to Be a Father
If you are skinny, undeveloped, weak, watery-blooded, huild yourself

up before you marry, so your children will not be rickety imitations of
yourself. If you are dyspeptic, bilious, constipated, or the victim of any
other chronic ailment, such as youthful errors, vital losses and Consequential
impotency. get rid of these handicaps; don't take the risk of passing them
on, in an exaggerated form, to the helpless little children you will bring
into the world. You can't commit a worse CRIME than to make a sweet,
pure, trusting giP] the mother of weak, ailing, defective children who will
be a sorrow to her and a reproach to you as long as you both live.

Have Healthy, Happy Children
You do it: you can make yourself healthy, strong, vigorous, full

of LIFE and the joy of living, and capable of transmitting that health
and strength and happiness to children who will be full of rollicking fun.
a comfort and a blessing to you and to the girl you marry. No matter how
low down you have got in the human scale, and no matter how you got
there, YOU CAN COME BACK, if you go about it the right way.

I don't care how much druggist's dope or patent piffle vou "mav have
tried without success

; three hundred years ago the greatest brain in Eng-
land wrote "Throw Physic to the Dogs"—and Shakespeare knew, as even-
doctor knows today, that physic isn't the kind of food that makes men
strong and vital, that fills them full of overflowing life and energy and
spirit.

s '

Get Strong in Nature's Way
Give old Mother Nature a chance to cure your ailments and build vou

up, by living in the way she meant you to live, and you'll be amazed in
a few weeks' time at the improvement in yourself. There's no guesswork
about it, there's no doubt about what she can do for you; and there isn't
any other way: Nature's way is the ONLY way many men on the ragged
edge of being thrown into the everlasting serapheap of humanity can EVER
get back the health and strength and vigor and vitality of a MAN.

/ KNOW: I've tried it, not only on my-
self— and I am called the strongest man in

the world today — but also on thousands of
miserably ailing, weak, downcast, discour-
aged men, suffering from early indiscretions,
vital losses and other troubles, that are the
result of these ailments, who found their
first ray of hope and comfort and quick im-
provement in the system of Strongfortism
that I teach. / will help YOU, as I have
helped them, and as I am helping other men

in every quarter of the civilized world today. I will show you how to shuffle off your
ailments, how to develop your muscles, reinvigorate your vital organs, steady your
nerves, clear your brain; how to become, in a short time, a 100 per cent Man and
take the place in the world you ought to hold.

S*»nH for Mv Fr*»*» RnnW ' 'i :iv e put the results of my life "s study, research andUCIIU lKJl l*KJ
.7

UUUI* experimentation on the subject of man's vitality and
vigor into a book called "Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength and Mental Energy."
It will tell you all about Strongfortism, show you how thousands of men who had lost their grip
were able to become red blooded, vigorous citizens again.and pointout the waj—the simple, easy, nat-
ural, quick way in which VOL' can gain and retain health and strength and the ability to enjoy life.
Send three 2c stamps to cover postage and packing and I will mail a copy to your address at once

LIONEL STRONGFORT

LIONEL STRONGFORT
" Dr. Sargent, of Harvard, declared that

Strongfort is unquestionably the finest spec-
imen of physical development ever seen."

Physical and Health Specialist 794 Park Bldg., Newark, N. J. (Q

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Newark, N. J —Plense send

SHi "!-5001^ "PROMOTION AND CONSERVA-
I££L£F. M EAI-TH . STRENGTH AND MENTALenergy, for postage of which I enclose three 2-
cent stamps. I have mark "

in which I am interested.
cent stamps. I have marked (X) before thesuhject

(794)
-Insomnia
Short VMnd
.Flat Feet
.Stomach

Disorder!
. Constipation
.BUIoDinea
.TorpU Uror
Indigestion

..Colds

. .Catarrh

..Asthma

..Obesity

. .Headache

..TttuaM

. .Kupitire

. .Lumbago
. .Mearldi
. -Neuralgia
..Hat Cbetl
. . Hi-form i' »

(describe)

...Nor

. . -Poor Memory

. . . Itheomatlim

. . . \ouiliiiil triors

..Vital LMOea

. . Impotent*
. . (iastrills

. .lleartneahness
. Poor Circulation
..SLIn Di-^rden.
. . I'.-sjiorj'Irn CV
KoutMlQAuulders

..Lang Troubles

. .loereattedileipht

..Stoop Shoulders

. . Minruliir
Development

Name

Street.

City. .State.

Age Occupation
Write Plainly

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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The Perfect

Hair Remover

DE MIRACLE, the original

sanitary liquid is equally effi-

cacious for removing super-

fluous hair from face, neck, arms,

underarms or limbs.

This common-sense method is both logi-

cal and practical. It acts quickly and
with absolute certainty.

DeMiracIe requires no mixing. It is

ready for instant use. Therefore cleanly

and most- convenient to apply.

Samples—We do not supply them, but

you can try DeMiracIe at our expense.

Buy a bottle, use it just once, and if

you are not convinced that it is the

perfect hair remover return it to us

with the DeMiracIe guarantee and we
will refund your money.

Three sizes : 6oc, £x.oo, #2.00.

At all toilet counters, or direct from us,

in plain wrapper, on receipt of price.

Dept. 23

Park Avenue and 129th Street, New York

Plays and Players
(Continued from page Q2)

HB. WARNER is the papa of a baby
• girl. Mrs. Warner is known pro-

fessionally as Rita Stanwood. You'll

remember H. B. in Ince's "'Shell 43," and
"The Beggar of Cawnpore," and in Froh-

man's "God's Man." His wife has ap-

peared with him in several productions.

ANOTHER convert to California is

Frank Mayo, formerly leading man
for World, in Fort Lee. Now he is work-

ing on the Universal lot with Mary Mac-
Laren and can't say enough for the cli-

mate etcetera. Wait—wasn't he a west-

erner for Balboa a spell back? Of course;

how one does forget these things!

WILLARD MACK has written a play,

called "Lady Tony," and his wife,

Pauline Frederick, is going to act in it

next September. Miss Frederick has a

contract with A. H. Woods, the pro-

ducer, to appear on the stage for the

next three years. This will not. how-

ever, affect her screen appearances; she

goes to the coast in January, for Gold-

wyn, and she will make pictures for them
until the time comes to resume her legiti-

mate activities. It is said Willard Mack,
also, will act in "Lady Tony."

THE picture players of Los Angeles
have formed a union, the aim of

which is to bring the photoplay actor into

the ranks of organized labor. The for-

mation of Local No. 1 and the election

of officers under the charter granted by
the American Federation of Labor, mark
a pursuance of plans to give the filmers

and the filmed the advantages enjoyed by
any craftsman belonging to a labor
organization.

-r\ADDY LONG LEGS" is the first ofU the Mary Pickford independent
pictures to be completed. Marshall Nei-
lan was the director, loaned by Harry
Garson with whom he is associated; and
Miss Pickford was regarded as very for-

tunate in being able to secure the sen-ices

of the director who made "Rebecca."
"Stella Maris." "Amarilly" and others of

her Artcraft pictures. Mahlon Hamilton
played the name part in "Daddy Long
Legs" loaned by the Kitty Gordon com-
pany.

Years and years ago—six, to be exact—Viola Dana was wringing teats from thousands

as the child in "The Littlest Rebel." At that time Fred Kley was stage manager of

the company. Now Viola is Metro's star weeper, while Fred is studio manager of

l.asky's in Hollywood. Miss Dana is in the West now, and often on her way to and

from the Metro studio drops in at Lasky's to see sister Shirley Mason, and incidentally

to talk over old times with Fred.

Every advertisement In PHOT0PLAT MAC!AZIN"E la (ruaranteed.
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Plays and Players

(Continued)

Till RE'S no limit to the publil 's

curiosity to see its ncwlv-weihh'.l

idols. They flocked to see "Little Miss

Hoover," the tiny Mrs. EL Palmerson
Williams' first photoplay. (Under its

original title, "The Golden Bird," this

story appeared in last month's isuse ol

Photopi v\ ) It wasn't long before

some bright-eyed fanette caught the

glimmer of the little band of gold on nee

Marguerite ("lark's fourth finger. She
\. ears her wedding ring all the way
through the picture, although as Nancy
Crodaock she does not come to the con-

ventional orange-blossom finish until the

last reel. My, but she takes her mar-
i iage seriously!

FILM magnates have come to the

manufacture of movable strips of

celluloid from such professions as man-
aping nickleodeons and selling furs. But
it remained for Al Kessel, pioneer film

man, and the K of Kay Bee (the B
standing for Bauman)—to reverse the I

usual order of things by leaving the film

businevss for the fish business-. No matter
what you might say, there is not the re-

motest connection between the two. Mr.
Kessel is going to sell fish on a lavish

scale; he's an exporter and has already

disposed of a million and a half pounds
of fish to the Canadian Government.
Fillums—or fish? Consult Mr. Kessel.

GUESS who Jack Pickford's new boss

is! Give up? Well, it's his "ma."
Sure enough, as they say in Texas; and
she's a pretty good boss too as she slips

Jack a check each Saturday night that

nets him 2.000 round dollars. Jack is

making a series of three pictures for Mrs.
Pickford which the latter turns' over to

the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.

The director is James Kirkwood, who
once officiated in like capacity for Sister

Mary. Jack's last motion picture salary

before joining the navy last March was
$400 a week—from Lasky—so it will be

seen that the war wasn't so terribly ca-

lamitous for Jack. According to the film

wiseacres, the raise came like this: When
Mrs. Pickford was negotiating with First

National for Mary's pictures, she imposed
a condition that three pictures with Jack
as the star be taken at 850,000 each as

well as three of Mary at $250,000 each.

Greatly desiring the Mary Pickford pic-

tures the F. N. agreed to take Jack's

also from Mrs. Pickford, acting as manu-
facturer and vendor. Jack's pictures were
enjoying much popularity up to the time

he quit the screen to help out the navy.

IF all press agents are truthful, there

will be such a hegira of stars to

France within the next few months as

will deDopulate the film centers of East

and West, as well as all intermediate

points. Doug Fairbanks was the first to

announce, at the ending of the Continen-

tal fuss, that he was going to France to

make some pictures. Mary Miles Min-
ter also plans a similar journey as do
Mary Pickford, Louise Lovely, and others.

Alice Brady thinks she will go, too; and
Pearl White may take her serial company
over in the near future.

What 5c Buys
For Breakfast

Ten dishes of Quaker Oats cost five cents—about one-
half cent per dish.

Ten dishes—a liberal serving for ten people, of the
greatest food that grows.

Below we picture what five cents buys in other break-
fast dishes. Just a tiny serving for one person nowadays.

Compare in another way.

Food is largely measured by its energy value—by cal-

ories. Here is what five cents buys in energy at this

writing.

What 5c Buys
In Calories

In Quaker Oats . 1000 Cal. In Fresh Halibut . . 95 Cal.

In Round Steak . 125 " In Hen's Eggs . . . 70 "

In Veal Cutlets . 90 " In Salt Codfish . 65 "

In Canned Peas . . 95 Cal.

This means that some foods cost you ten times Quaker Oats.

It means that breakfast cost can be vastly lessened by serving
Quaker Oats.

And breakfast can be bettered. The oat is almost a complete food.

It comes close to the ideal food.

It is the vim-food, the food for growth. Food which costs ten times
as much cannot compare with oats.

And Nature has made few foods so inviting.

The Exquisite Vim-Food
Quaker Oats attained its fame

through flavor. It is flaked from
queen grains only— just the rich,

plump oats.

We get but ten pounds from a
bushel. It means the cream of oats
without extra price. You should
insist on this grade.

Two Sizes: 12c to 13c— 30c to 32c
Except in the Far West and South

Packed in Sealed Round Packages with Removable Cover

12096)
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Educate

Learn how you can have the same exquisitely

shaped and polished nails you have so often

admired on others. "The Better Way to

Manicure" tells how to do it quickly and
easily, without the use of cuticle scissors or

injurious acids.

Your copy of this helpful book, with suf-

ficient Lustr-ite Cuticle Ice to soften and train

your cuticle, will be sent you free on request.

Ttuo attractive sets of Lustr-ite preparations,

in Traveling or Boudoir size, have been as-

sembled for convenient use. Besides a file,

orange stick, and emery boards, they include

the four essentials to "The Better Way to Manicure."

Lustr-ite Cuticle Ice Lustr-ite Salve Enamel
Lustr-ite Nail Whitener Lustr-ite Nail Cake

On sale at all department and drug stores.

The Lustr-ite Corporation
44 Fulton Street ggjgp. Brooklyn, New York

t fe|

fe£

Tenor Banjos
t powerful member of ban-

|y. Powerful, aweet-
'ely; "banjoiatic" but

__.—obtained byexclusive
(iibson features. Great for
dance playing »>r home. Play
from any piano acore— melody
or chords -"rttrniKhtor jazz."
Companion instrument: Gib-
BonGuitar Banjo - Angorboardi
•trlnsinff and tuning .same aa
Guitar.

Terms as low as $5.00 down and
$2.30 per month. Mandolin. Guitar,

Tenor Banjo or Guitar Banjo sent on ap-
proval. Liberal allowance on old instruments in

Kchanffe for the "Gibson." Get our new Free
look— 112paj?es, 111 illustrations. Valuable infor-

tion for player and teacher. Explains wonder-
"

il new violin construction with carved and
graduated Top and Back and Stradivarius
Arching-. Also free treatiso on " How to
Practice."
Teach and SelltheGibson. Make
S 1800 to $5000 or Moro aYear
Become a teacher. Splendid oppor-

" nities for Mandolin and Guitar
eachers — either sex, in every
locality, for private and class
instruction and sale of "Gib-
sons." They have "made"
many a toucher professionally
andl'inancially. We have per-
manent teaching1 and business
opportunity now open for either
sex. Other positions pending.
Write promptly. A. C. Broek-
meyer St. Louis. Mo Teacher
md Director, writes, ' Will do
$10,000 business in 1917; did
7.01)0 in 1916. " Wm. Place. Jr.,

>videnco.R. I., Star Soloist for
Victor, unqualifiedly endorses
tho "Gibson."

Do Business on Our Capital

Become our aKcnt. We help sell.

Agents' territory |. rot ectetl. Stock
furnished. We pay the advertis-
ing. You make the profit. You
pay for rooms when sold; return
iroodH not sold. Try our "Still

Hunt." FREE to those interested
our new $1.00 book "The Or-
ganization, Direction and Main-
tenance of the Mandolin Orchos

Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Co. \ ccssful direc
463 Parsons St., Kalamazoo. V Jr. Write l

Michigan, U. S. A. Gentlemen:- *

Without obligation send me free
book complete Catalog, free treat

-

ise. also information about tho Wir
Placo, Jr.. book nnd instrumc
ch ^ckod. If teacherchock hero [ ]

1 1 Mandolin I ] Mnndo-collo [ ] Guitar
( , Mondoln I ) Mando-bnsa [ ) llurp-KUita

L ] Tonor Banjo L 1 Guitar Banjo

St

' Ho

Nam*.

Addnu

tine; Psychologically Ex-
plained." all tree .

Don't wnit: ACT NOW.
\ FILL INTHE COUPON.

\ GIBSON MANDOLIN-
GUITAR CO.

463 Parsons Strcot

Kalamazoo,
• Michigan,
\ U.S.A.

nt.

BousandGiris

ciearmeSkin

witneu lcura
Drujgists; Soap. Oinlnicnt. Talcum 25c. each
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Plays and Players

(Continued)

MORE flu news: Douglas MacLean and
Jane Novak of the Ince studios;

Alma Rubens; Claire duBrey, free lance

vamp and most recently with Dustin Far-

num in "The Man in the Open;" Douglas
Gerrard and Paul Powell, Universal di-

rectors; Dick Jones, Sennett comedy
director; J. G. Hawkes, Goldwyn scenario

chief, were among others who had it.

WHEN the will of the late Harold
Lockwood was filed in New York,

several interesting facts came to light.

One, that his widow. Alma Lockwood, is

not mentioned in the list of beneficiaries.

Lockwood, although a film star who
brought down a considerable salary, left

only $45,000, $20,000 of which was in

life insurance policies of $10,000 each;

the remainder in real and personal prop-
erty. The policies go to his mother, who
lives in New York, and his ten-year-old

son, who resides with the widow in Los
Angeles. The $25,000 is to be equally

divided among the mother, son, and
Gladys W. Lyle, a friend of the actor,

who also resides in Los Angeles. It is

not known whether the widow, from
whom Lockwood was separated, signed

away her dower rights when they parted

or will make claim to the realty of the

estate.

CAPTAIN WALTER LONG, late of

the Coast Artillery, walked onto
Director George Melford's set at the

Lasky studio in Hollywood. "Well.

George" said the captain, "I'm out of the

service and back to work." "That's nice"

said the director, "just peel off that coat

and cap and get in that set; you're a pri-

vate now." And Walter took his place in

a scene for Ethel Clayton's picture "Pri-

vate PettigrewT
's Girl." Long was the

first of the Lasky regulars to return to

work, just as he was the first to enter the

service. Despite his year and a half in

uniform he never got away from the

Coast, despite numerous applications for

active service.

THREE of the four Moore brothers.

Tom, Matt and Owen, had a holiday

reunion with their mother in Hollywood,

Owen being the last to reach the Coast.

Matt played the male lead in the big

Garson-Neilan production of "The Un-
pardonable Sin" with Blanche Sweet and

also the lead in "Sahara" with Louise

Glaum. Joe Moore, the youngest of the

brothers is with the Wild West Division

in the Armerican Army of occupation.

YOU read last month in these columns

of the contemplated combination of

Allan Dwan and Marshall Xeilan which.

— if their plans had not fallen through

—

would have meant glorious directorial

achievements. It reminds us of the

Dwan-Neilan association of other days,

when Dwan, directing, was still unknown
and Mickey—well, Mickey's status was

that of an actor seriously looking for a

job. He came to Dwan, who was putting

on a western at the time. Dwan asked

him if he could ride. "Why, sure," said

Mickey, who had mounted a horse per-

haps once or twice in his life. The joke

Every advertisement In THOTOrLAY MAGAZINE Is r-i»r»nt«Kj

of it is that he got on and stayed on by
holding on to the saddle. It is a matter
of note that Neilan, who directed Mary's
"Daddy Longlegs," hasn't forgotten the

incident and even likes to tell about it.

COLONEL WILLIAM SELIG is plan-

ning to revive "animal stuff." The
veteran producer believes that the public

will like it as well as it did in the "Adven-
tures of Kathlyn" days. Mebbe so and
mebbe not. Anyhow, the Colonel has a
fine assortment of lions and tigers and a

choice lot of other jungleers and he feels

that they might as well be earning their

keep. And Essanay, in Chicago, appar-

ently reached the conclusion, after

"peace," that their plant might as well be
in use; so we may expect another pro-

duction spurt from this quarter.

The Late Samuel Goldfish.

Not dead, but legally annihilated. By permission

of the New York courts the head of the Goldw>T\

corporation has become Samuel Goldw\-n, and
Goldwyn is henceforth his family name. "Gold-

wyn" was originally a piece of corporate nomen-
clature, derived from the names of Samuel Gold-

fish and Edgar Selwyn, founders of Goldwyn
Pictures.

THE "flu" continued its havoc in the

California studios during December.

.Among those who died during the month
were Wayland Trask. a Sennet player,

Director William Wolbert. for a long

time with Vitagraph and Universal and

Harold Percival, technical director for

Thomas H. Ince. Rex Weber, a young

director who worked for Lubin. Titan,

and Rex in the old days, and who most

recently assisted in the direction of "The

Birth of a Race," succumbed to 'flu pneu-

monia in Chicago. J. Warren Kerrigan

was stricken with double pneumonia and

was at the point of death for several

days. Mabel Normand and her leading

man John Bowers were among the

afflicted.
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LOUISi Gl \i M. after a rather un-

satisfactory experience with the late

Paralta, returns to the screen under
rather auspicious conditions in "Sahara,"

ory written for her bv C. Gardner
Sullivan and produced under the super-

vision of Allan Dwan. It is described as

a modern story set in oriental environ-

ment but the once famous "peacock
vampire" does no vamping despite the

Yampish surroundings. The vehicle,

however, gives her an opportunity to

-how her ability as an interpreter of tense

dramatic roles. Since the so called

stronger sex. led by Lew Cody, has begun

vamping, the so called weaker sex has

sorta cut it out. Other times, other

customers, as the Romans used to iterate.

RUMORS that Kitty Gordon was to

marry her manager Jack Wilson did

not exactly pan out. At any rate there

was a business—or-other—disagreement

and Wilson returned to vaudeville while

Kitty continued making pictures in Los
Angeles for United without the aid of a

manager. But—Wilson's vaudeville en-

gagement lasted only one day. and now
lie's back in Hollywood. You see now
where we get that "coast-to-coast" line,

don't you?

JULIAN ELTINGE has forsaken the

screen—left it flat as it were—to give

the lovers of vaudeville a treat. He be-

gan his season in Los Angeles and the

entire film colony turned out at his first

night to cheer "Bill" on his way. He has

an entire vaudeville road show of his

own. Eltinge's last film play was "Over
the Rhine" and at this writing the jury

hasn't decided whether the finish of the

war has put it in the non-essential class.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG and the

Select Company had a disagreement

ever money and the action of the com-
pany was regarded as a violation of her

contract, according to Miss Young. If

the controversy was not patched up be-

tween the time this issue went to press

and this date, Miss Young is now a free

agent. There has been more or less dis-

sension ever since Miss Young contracted

with Louis J. Selznick to do Select pic-

tures. "Cheating Cheaters" from the Max
Marcin stage success, was her last for

Select. It was directed by Allan Dwan.

ANTHONY PAUL KELLY, the

scenarioist and author of the suc-

cessful "Three Faces East," is a Chief

Yeoman in the Navy, attached to the

Division of Films. Recently Kelly made
an agreement with Mary Pickford to

write for her five original photoplays,

for which he was to receive $25,000. He
had the five plots outlined and submitted

to Miss Pickford for her consideration.

Her enthusiasm fired him, so much so

that he let out the glad news a little

ahead of time. Result: Kelly received a

communication from Admiral Usher to

this effect: "Are you in the navy or in

motion pictures?" Kelly's reply: "I am
in the navy." Good enough for a sub-
title for a Kelly war picture, isn't it?

<iA Quicf^

"Beautiful ^hCanicure
f

I
lHAT'S what you need— a sure and easy method of

*• keeping your nails in perfect condition. The use of

Hyglo Preparations will keep the nails free from all

stains and discolorations, will keep the cuticle smooth and
firm and give the nails a beautiful tinted lustre that is water-

proof and lasting. Start today with this New Hyglo
"Home Outfit" as pictured above. It contains all of

HYGLO
jManicurePreparations

Hyglo Cuticle Remover and Nail
Bleach, removes all surplus cuticle

and keeps the cuticle smooth and

firm, doing away with the roughness

caused by harmful use of scissors.

Also removes stains and discolorations.

Hyglo Nail Polish, in cake form

(can be had separately in powder
form.) Quickly and easily tints and

polishes the nails, giving a tinted lustre

that is lasting and waterproof.

Hyglo Nail Polish Paste (Pink),

a fine rouge for polishing the nails

which gives the beautiful pink appear-

ance so desirable.

Hyglo Nail White, a dainty per-

fumed cream in jars for whitening

under the tips of the nails.

Also included is a flexible file, emery

board, orange stick and cotton, attract-

ively packed in novelty box.

This HYGLO outfit will give you fifty perfect manicures at the small cost of $1.00.

and can be bought at all drug and department stores or will be mailed direct by us to you
if vour dealer is not supplied. Anyone of the articles can be bought separately for 25c.

Trial HVGl.O Outfit 10 cents
If you want to test Hyglo Cuticle
Remover and Nail Polish (Pow-
der) send 10 cents and we will

mail you a trial outfit including
emery board. orange stick and
cotton. We are sure you will
prefer Hytflo preparations once
you try them.

GRAF BROS., Inc.

127 West 24th Street

New York City

Established 1873

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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rT IS a question
Delatone. The sle

if Fashion's present mode could be so popular without
eveless &own and sheer fabrics for sleeves cause it to be a very
necessary toilette adjuvant for every 'woman, for Delatone makes
possible freedom of movement, unhampered ferace, modest elegance
and correct style. That is why

—

"they all use Delatone"
Delatone is an old and well-known scientific preparation, for the
quick, safe and certain removal of hairy growths, no matter how
thick or stubborn.

Beauty specialists recommend Delatone for removal of objectionable
hair from face, neck or arms. After application, the skin is clear,
firm and hairless.

Druggists sell Delatone; or an original 1 -ox. jar
will be mailed to any address upon receipt of $1 by

THE SHEFFIELD PHARMACAL CO.
Dept. H.T.,339 South Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111.

^ Qi—v-^^Ti
a^- , .

-^ c/r^l^-.jgft^i

"I Would Not Part
with it for $10,000"^
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful

customer. In like manner testify
over 100,000 people who have
worn it. Conserve your body
and life first.

The Natural

Body Brace
Overcomes WEAKNESS and
ORGANIC AILMENTS of
WOMEN AND MEN.
Develops erecl, graceful figure.

Brings restful relief, com-
fort, ability to do things,
health and strength.

Wear It 30 Days Free at Our Expense
Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal
organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, constipation.
Comfortable and easy to wear.

Keep Yourself Fit
Write today for illustrated booklet, measurement
blank, etc., and read our very liberal proposition.

HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural Body Brace Co.
330 ltitsli l tullillng SAUNA. KANSAS

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know liccmisi' I was Deaf and had Hcftd
Noises for over 80 years. My Invisible
Anti-septic Bar Drums restored ms hearing
mill stopped Head Noises, and will doit for
you. They are Tiny Megaphones. Cannot
be Been when worn. Easy to mil in, eass to
take OUt, Are '*Unneen Comforts.'* Incl-

usive Write for Booklet and n-jy sworn
y hearing,statement of how 1 reeove d mv

A. O. Leonard, Suite 223, 70 5th Ave., N. Y.City

&reem( is
FACE POWDER.

Whether beauty" be cf Italy's type

—the rich, olive coloring—or the

lighter complexion of more northern climes.

Freeman's Face Powder is the chosen ac-

cessory of fashion's favorites.

50 cents (double

quantity) at toilet

counters or minia-

ture box for 4c.

The Freeman
Perfume Co,

Dept. 101

Gncinnnti, O.

• The Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 6g)

indeed, Gabrielle of the Lilies is luxurious
and supple and, anon, bewilderingly and
wonderfully gowned and hatted. Young
Mr. Pilcer, Gaby's dancing partner in Amer-
ica, plays a minor seducer in acceptable
fashion. The scene of the twinkling legs

descending a staircase is such absurdly simple
shooting that we're amazed that it has never
been done by our home directors in their
attempts to represent the spectacles of the
theatre. Many patently Parisian locations,
interiors and supernumeraries contribute the
charm of the unusual.

THE WILDCAT OF PARIS—Universal

In its campaign to make a star of Pris-
cilla Dean Universal finds its best story so
far in "The Wild Cat of Paris," the annal
of a young Apache's reclamation when con-
fronted by the great emergency of France.
The story runs fairly consistently through-
out, except that the usual underworld stuff,

by way of preliminary, is not only over-
done, but overdone in the grand old man-
ner of those whose nearest approach to a
real Apache den has been some dance resort
in New York. After the attempted robbery
of the artist's house the slow reconstruction
of the girl's spirit commences, and. with
various personal and patriotic episodes, con-
tinues in a believable manner. Miss Dean
is her flashing self—not always nor often a
good actress, but always an effervescent
young girl. Louis Darclay and Edward
Cecil have the leading male roles.

ONCE TO EVERY MAN—SherriU

Larry Evans' story, of the above title, had
deserved serial and book popularity. If

William L. Sherrill's picturization does not
duplicate that premier popularity in every
particular, we'll be amazed. For the. prin-
cipal reason that here is a careful, con-
sistent, intelligent effort to do justice to a
good tale—not to make it a loose-jointed

and inconsistent vehicle for somebody of
big-type dimensions. Denny Bolton, as de-
scribed by Evans, was a country boy fight-

ing an inherited craving for booze. When
the girl he loved doubted him it broke the
last of his ties, and, falling in with a
humorous sporting writer, fancied that any
young man who could survive a hard kick
in the stomach by a horse ought to contain
great fighting timber, he went to the city

and actually became championship material

—returning to claim his repentant young
sweetie, and under the government air serv-

ice. Jack Sherrill, as Denny, is delightful.

Denny is by far the best part he has ever
played. The fight scenes are great, and
some of the training scenes—for instance, the
one in which the tough pug walks all around
the young and hammered aspirant to see

what can possibly be holding him up—are

uproarious. Thanks to the producers, also,

for introducing in a leading part the de-
mure and really delectable little Winter-
garden peach, Mabel Withee. Mr. Sherrill's

production manifests a general air of in-

telligence, good construction and good di-

rection. The adaptation of Evans' story

was by Tony Kelly.

THE HEART OF WETONA

George Scarborough wrote this story of an
Indian girl's wrong? and eventual justifica-

tion, for stage production by Mr. Belasco.

It is even more truly adapted to the cinema,

for the vast spaces of the Western country,

the real breath of an outdoors story, can

never be reproduced within the ^onfines of

the limited stage. As Mr. Scarborough has

it. Wetona is the daughter of Chief Quannab
end his white wife. She has been educated,

Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is pautttmd.
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The Shadow Stage

(Cont'ur.i

and returns to the plains after h« COl

days. Here she loves and yield- to one

Anthony Wells, the teacher of the local

School, but her secret i> quite her own until,

selected as a virgin in an ancient Indian

ceremonial, she cannot falsely accept this

tr.uluion.il and sacred honor Upon her

confession to her father John Hardin, the

Government agent who is quite openly, in

love with her, i> suspected by the old Chief-

tain, and a finely arranged skein of com-

plications begins untangling. Norma I'd

madge, as Wetona, again employs her varied

resources of subtlety, passion, pathos, humor,

intelligence and sheer sex appeal: all, to

great advantage. It does not seem to me
that Wetona is one of her best perform-

ances, but it is a very fine one, and the

rest of the production measures up to it.

Fred Huntly as Quannah. Gladden James

as the schoolmaster and Thomas Meghan
as the government agent are the trio chiefly

and ably in support of the star. But no

more praise should be aecorded anyone than

S V Franklin, for his splendid direction.

THE CODE OF THE YUKON-Select

Mitchell Lewis' first starring vehicle is the

story of a man dedicated to vengeance—al-

ways a poor business, either in life, on the

screen, or between pages. It has. further-

more, the disadvantage of presenting Mr.

Lewis in a romantic role rather than a

character part—and if ever a man was truly

a character actor, that man is Mitchell

Lewis. The story is by Tony Kelly, and

while it does him no particular credit, the

scenario does him even less. There is at

least one amazing interposition of Provi-

dence which I misdoubt was Kelly's writing.

Good support by such people as Tom
Santschi, Vivian Rich and Goldie Caldwell,

with good scenery, bolster up a poor plot.

THE ROAD THROUGH THE DARK—
Select

Add this to non-essential war industries.

As a story it is a sort of mawkish "La

Tosca," with a ruination added' to make
it believable. Gabrielle Jardee, a French

girl, becomes the mistress of Karl, Duke of

Streilitz, when that worthy's troop of noble

Teutonic ravishers enter the district where

Gabrielle lives. Of course Gabrielle does

not consort with the enemy except for a

price, and that price is intelligence which

she conveys in cipher letters to an Ameri-

can officer sweetheart. Finally, after ac-

companying Karl back to his own hinter-

land, she kills him and conveniently escapes

across the border in a stolen car. And, of

course, the American writhes around a bit

but eventually accepts her for the heroine

she is. Xow with this same story a Gals-

worthy could make a human masterpiece,

for it's not what happens to people, but

what they do about it, that is the sub-

stance of literature. In "The Road Through
the Dark'' Clara Kimball Young sighs

through five reels as the immolating Jardee,

capably supported, principally by Jack
Holt. Where do they get their atrocities

—

this kind—the conventional kind? Does it

all come out of the same film can?

THE LIGHTNING RAIDER—Pathe

By gosh, they've got a new one in Pearl

White's latest serial : a villainous Chink, in

New York's Chinatown, has beneath his.

apartment a well of horror. In it he keeps

an octopus, and the octopus is at once the

Chinaman's kept murderer, undertaker, em-
balmer, sexton and graveyard. This deli-

cate fancy would have given Edgar Allan

Poe one of the happiest days of his life,

Another Favorite of the Films

Who appreciates the comforts, the snug-fitting, the durability of

FASHIONED HOSE
Remember, the construction of these stockings is different

—

they're made on special patented machines that "knit-in" the

shape without seams. No unsightly streaks of stitching up the

back of the leg. No welts to walk on— just a soft smoothness

that gives comfort with every step.

Extra-elastic, narrow hem top prevents garter runs

Made in Cotton, Lisle, Mercerized, and Silk twisted with Fibre

SOLD AT LEADING STORES EVERYWHERE

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAT MAGA2DTE.
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Every Woman of Refinement
must remove the hair from her underarms,

the smart, sheer fabrics modestly. X-Bazin,

famous French depilatory, the comfortabl

clean way, dissolves hair in five minutes, just

as soap and water dissolve soot. The re-

peated use of this preparation reduces the

growth and vitality of the hair instead of

stimulating it.

50c and $1 .00 at drag and department
stores, or we wilt mail direct on receipt

of price. 75c and $1 .50 in Canada.

HALL & RUCKEL, Inc. 223 Washington Street

NEW \ORK

The Famous
French Depilatory

Powder ^fi>3b*J£3NBi

Crooked Spines
b Made Straight

Thousands of
^ Remarkable Cases -

An old lady, 72 years of
age, who suffered for many
years and: was absolutely
helpless, found relief. Aman
'who was helpless, unable to

, rise from his chair, was rid-
ing horseback and playing
tennis within a year. A little;

child, paralyzed,":was playing
about the house after Wearing
a Philo Burt Appliance": 3
weeks. We have successfully

;

ti eated more than 30',000 cases the past 17 years.

30 Days' Trial
We will prove its value in / •

your own case. There is no <

reason why you should not ac- /

cept our offer. The photographs . \
show how light, cool, elastic

(

"and : ;easily
:
adjusted the :

Philb ; Burt:Appliance is— :

;hbw different from the
old tjOrturous p 1 as t e r,

leather /or .steel; jackets.
Every sufferer with a

.weakened'- or deformed
spine owes -it to r himself
to investigate thoroughly.
Price within reach of all.

Send For Our Free Book
If you "will described the case '-

it—will aid us in fcivinp;' you ;

;

.definite information at once. v -

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.
3 2.911 Odd Fellows Temple, Jamestown, N.Y.

WANTED/
BUYERS OFGENUINE
PHOTOS OF MOVIE.
STARS^S^a.TforSZ.

These are the real Photos
I All original poses by the Stars. Beautiful
and Artistic and they are sure to please you.
If not, we refund your money. 35c each, 7
for $2,00. Exceptional value. Make yo -

selection NOW from this list:

Thodn Burn E. K. Lincoln NnrmnTnlmndRO
It. v. tly llnyno Mnn MiksMintor l.Hluin Walkor
Cmlvlo Blackwall Antonio Moreno Kniiny Ward
PrundaX. Baahrna i Mnhol Normiin.l Purl While .

MurKu.Tito Clark Viitlnia Pearson Earle Willmma
M.mo Doro pjga Petrava Ban F, Wil»on
Allca .Inyco Mory Pickforil Clara K. Youne
Jn.-k Kt-rrimin Anita Stewart and 100 others.
Motile Ki.lK Blanche Sweet

Chock the 7 you want, pin a S2 bill to this advertisement, with I

your nams and address written plainly on margin, and mall to
]

S. BRAM Dept.fiEI
209 W. 48th. ST., NEW YORK

Bowlcggeo Men
[Your Legs will appear Straight it you wear

Straightleg Garters
Combination hose supporter and pantleg

straightener- quickly adjusted to fit va-
rious degrees of bowlegs; no harness or
padded forms; just ingenious special
garter for bowlegged men- improves ap-
pearance wonderfully. Wearers are enthu-
siastic over results. You will be, too. Write
for free booklet, mailed in plain envelope.

S-L Garter Co., 639 City Bank 111.!-:.. Dayton, O.

Perfect hearing is now beinp re-
stored in every condition of deaf-
ness or defective hearing from
causes such as Catarrhal Deaf-
ness, Relaxed or Sunken Drums,
Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Hissing Sounds, Perforated,
Wholly or Partially Destroyed
Drums.Discharge from Ears, etc.

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears" require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural ear drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
Where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable.
Write today for our 168 pageFREE book on DEAF-

NESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials.

WILSON EAR DRUM CO.. Incorporated
52 1 inter-Southern Bldg. LOUISVILLE. KV.

Cultivate
Your Beauty

Ilnve n youthful appearance, clear oom-
pleztOD, imiKuotie eyes, pretty eyebrows
and lashes, graceful neoh and chin, luxu-
riant linir. attractive hands, comfortable
faet. Ramovowrlnltlae, linaa, plmplea. blaclihaada,
ptl-onKtll.-il n^-k-iM): f:i,-i:,l mil solos ;ill through fol-
lowing our aimplo .liro.-llotw. Tlion-:in.l-i Ik.vo .Ion.-

ho. No draira,no bio- expanse and quick ranilta. Sena
for i;»t.?.t oitolocud many Boaobj Htnta :>n ir««.

GRACE MILDRED CULTURE COURSE
Dapt. 17. I..- 4 So. Michigan Ava., Chicago. Illinois

The Shadow Stage
(Continued)

but, it is hardly necessary to add, these
authors haven't made their little notion the
grisly terror it would have become beneath
the pen of the melancholy gentleman from
Baltimore. However, the kindly octopus is

only one of many things in '"The Lightning
Raider," the best thing about which is the
always energetic and always photographi-
cally lovely Pearl White. Warner Oland
plays the Chinaman, and the maladventures
come even more rapidly than usual.

LITTLE MISS HOOVER—Paramount

Perhaps you read this delightful stop." in

the pages of last month's Photoplay Maga-
zine, under its original name, "The Golden
Bird." As a bit of romantic fluff, with a
good patriotic tinge which is both pleasant
and realistic, it has seldom been equalled in

Paramount annals. Marguerite Clark plays
Nancy Craddock, the girl whose original

food-slogan is "Eggs will win the war !" Eu-
gene O'Brien, Alfred Hickman and Forrest
Baldwin are other important members of the

cast.

THE SPENDER—Metro

You will have to hark back to Bert Ly-
tell's first motion picture story, "The Lone
Wolf," to find anything which fits him so

perfectly as this. Yet this is no more like

"The Lone Wolf than a Jonathan apple is

like an orchid. It is not a melodrama, a

fight nor an adventure; it is the persuasion

of a good-natured young man upon a nar-

row, crabbed old uncle—a persuasion to

loosen up and be human, to try to be happy
himself and to make other people happy.
It has a tremendous amount of quaint

human interest. It has character and humor.
And it has what many a good story lacks in

its final revelation—a remarkable cast and
almost flawless interpretation. Lytell plays

the boy with a most applausable disin-

clination to "be a star." In fact there are

few situations in which he has the center of

the stage. Thomas Jefferson plays the re-

juvenated uncle, but William V. Mong as

Stetson, a kindly old accountant, actually

has it on him for a great piece of character

acting.

THE CAPTAIN'S CAPTAIN—Vitagraph

Yitagraph Eastern seems to be deteriorat-

ing. One smashing drama in which Harry
Morev and Betty Blythe figured is the only

thing I have seen in a year which at all

reflected the glory of days when Blackton,

Ralph Ince and a few others were the ar-

tistic powers behind the managerial throne.

"The Captain's Captain" has a delightful

story, and it had. in this Yitagraph filming,

one of the greatest of casts. Alice Joyce
played the Captain's niece; Julia Swayne
Gordon and Eulalie Jensen, a pair of the

great Yitagraph emotionalists of other

year?, were among the playing names;

Maurice Costello returned as the leading

man; Arthur Donaldson and Percy Stand-

ins:, good actors both, complete the list.

Yet, the total result is—stupidity.

THE POOR RICH MAN- Metro

A plausible tale by Elaine Sterne and

A. S. Levino. in which James Carter a

man of considerable wealth, plans to find

out in life what might happen to his in-

heriting family after his death—principally,

whether his son will turn out a man or an

it. So Carter drops out of sight with

abundant evidence of decease, and young

man Yantyne Carter goes it alone. To suc-

cess, of course, but to a success reached only

after a good many stops and side issues.

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne

Every advertisement in PHOTOPIAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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The Shadow Stage
included)

arc to be seen in i Hi- principal parts. Stuarl

Holmes returns to the screen in one ol his

accustomed heavies, after .1 Long absence

The story is well developed, the subtitles

arc, in tlu- main, human and often humor

on-, and there ha> been especially good dra

malic construction manifested by scenario

writer and director said director, as usual

m Mr. Bushman's pctures, being Charles

1. Brabin.

IN BRIEF

"Fuss and Feathers" (Paramount)—not

all fuss, and deeper than feathers, too. A
speed} ..ml charming comedy with Enid

Bennett, plus the best direction that Fred

Niblo, tur husband, has ever given a photo-

play

"Danger, Go Slow!" (Universal)—Mae
Murray in a rural melodrama. Artificial,

but will doubtless please those who wish

Mi- Murray to take at least one wallop

at every style of picture.

"Wild Honey" ( IVLuxe)—A three-part

—

not three-reel—story in which practically

the entire lives of heroine and hero arc en-

compassed. A lair story, well made photo-

graphically. It stars Doris Kenyon.
•Little Orphant Annie" (Selig)—James

Whit comb Riley's poem of the lonely little

•zirl who "came to our house to stay." A
photoplay which docs reverent justice to the

great dead lyrist, and is a compliment to its

maker. Colin Campbell, and to the charming

little star. Colleen Moore.
"Goodbye, Bill!" (Paramount)—An

Emerson-Loos satire on what might have
been the passing of the Kaiser. Comic, but

still, not in their best vein.

"Quicksand" (Paramount)—A transparent

account of the adventures of a young wife

along the highroad of deprivation and
trouble. Miss Dalton is better than the

literary buggy she rides in.

"The Mystery Girl" (Paramount) —
George Barr McCutcheon's reliable old

string of minor crowns and subsidiary

thrones jangling to the new tune of war
music. Ethel Clayton.

"Wives and Other Wives'' (Pathe)—Mary
Miles Minter. Kind of a derailed farce, it

seemed to me. The vacant will laugh. But
then, they always do.

"Sylvia on a Spree" (Metro)—I think you
will have a pretty thin time at this one.

It's a highly unoriginal story of a fenced-in

girl who takes one look at fast life, gets

picked up in a raid, and settles down within

her wedding ring forever after. Emmy
Wehlen is to be observed as Sylvia.

"A Lady's Name" (Select)—An adapta-

tion of the play by Cyril Harcourt. A
graceful comedy whose sure touches give it

an appearance of much more substance than

it really possesses. With Constance Tal-

madge, Walter Edwards' direction and a

good cast it is bona-fide entertainment.

"The Midnight Patrol" (Select-Ince)—

A

piece of Ince's direction that will remind
you of "The King of the Highbinders"

—

or it will remind Wallie Reid's father of

some of the shockers he used to write him-
self. Laid in San Francisco's Chinatown, it

is good open-face melodrama.
"Hoarded Assets" (Yitagraph) — One

wi-hes for better thines for that actor of

really tremendous potentialities, Harrv
Morey. However, this piece is better than

some Yitagraph has given him, and, what
with people like George Majeroni and Betty
Blythe in the cast you needn't dodge it when
it gets to the house nearest vour block.

"The Man Who Wouldn't Tell" (Yita-

graph)—Earle Williams, in a variant of "The
Man Who Stayed at Home." James Young's
direction lifts this above the ordinary.

My 1.0 y;) u
J
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How Blue=jay Acts
A is a thin, soft pad which stops the

pain by relieving the pressure.

B is the B & B wax, which gently under-

mines the corn. Usually it takes only 48

hours to end the corn completely.

C is rubber adhesive which sticks with-

out wetting. It wraps around the toe and

makes the plaster snug and comfortable.

Blue-jay is applied in a jiffy. After that,

one doesn't feel the corn. The action is

gentle, and applied to the corn alone. So

the corn disappears without soreness.

BAUER & BLACK, Makers of
Surgical Dressings,

vyiu\ a ( /oni

1 had, like most women, two or

throe pet corns, which remained

with me year after year.

I suppose that one was ten

years old. It had spoiled thou-

sands of hours for me.

Of course I pared and padded
them, but the corns remained.

Then Somebody Told Me
Then somebody told me of

Blue-jay. I promised to get it,

and did.

I applied it to my oldest corn,

and it never pained again. In

two days 1 removed it, and the

whole corn disappeared.

It was amazing

—

two days of

utter comfort, then the corn was
gone.

That day I joined the millions

who keep free from corns in this

way. If a corn appears, I apply

a Blue=jay promptly, and it goes.

I've forgotten what corn aches

were.

I have told these facts so often

that not a woman I know has

corns. Now I gladly write them

for this wider publication.

Certainly corns are unnecessary.

Paring and padding are needless.

Harsh, mussy treatments are folly.

When a corn can be ended by
applying a Blue=jay, surely every-

one should end them. And any-

one who will can prove the facts

tonight.

Q Blue=jay
fr*§ The Scientific Corn Ender

Stops Pain Instantly

Ends Corns Completely

25 Cents—At Druggists

c
Chicago, New York, Toronto

(980)
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Learn to Write
Short Stories

YOU can learn to write Short Stories, Photoplays, Magazine and Newspaper
articles in your own home. Those day dreams of yours may mean a future
to you. If you have the ideas for stories— we can teach you how to write,

for writing is not a "gift from Heaven." The ability to write is acquired— just

like any other ability. You can acquire the ability through Hoosier Institute

training, right in your own home during spare time. You are shown how the
world's greatest story writers worked out their plots and developed fascinating

stories out of incidents and happenings most people would consider common-
place. You receive personal instruction. Your stories are carefully edited.

Under the terms of our special introductory offer now being made your success
is assured. Send the coupon today for full information.

Short Story Writers in

Great Demand
There are 24,868 publications, the majority of which

buy short stories and feature articles. The demand
for short stories and photoplays is tremendous. Edi-

tors and moving picture companies cannot get enough
of them. They are spending thousands of dollars

advertising for short stories. Over $10,000,000 will
be paid for short stories and photoplays this year.
Competition is keen, assuring the highest prices for
good stories. You can earn some of this money in

spare time.

$3000 a Year
is an ordinary income for a writer. $150 to $200 is

a very ordinary price for scores of fiction magazines
to pay unknown writers for a single story of two or
three thousand words. The Saturday Evening Post
rarely pays less than $300 for a short story and will

pay any amount necessary to get stories it wants.
Cash in on this opportunity.

Op
Jack London's
inion of Hoosier

Institute Training
Here is Jack London's

message to every ambitious
writer: "I like your sim-
ple, direct, straight-f rom-
the-shoulder method of
presenting the matter. As
somewhat of a veteran in
the short story game, I feel
justified in giving my judg-
ment that your course in
short story writing is ex-
cellently comprehensive
and practical." And this
course of training that
Jack London endorsed is

yours on a great special
offer. Write for details.

Hoosier institute \ Send the Coupon for Free Book
Short Story Dept. \ We have prepared a booklet entitled, "How to Write,"

c wPt '

i j- ** t^iat conta 'ns vita ' information for the man or woman
Fort Wayne, Indiana \^ who is ambitious to become a short story writer. It will

be sent to you Free if you send the coupon. Your request
for the Free Book places you under no obligations. Just put
your name and address in the coupon and mail it to us Now.

Gentlemen:—Without obli- \
gations to me, kindly send me
your free book, "How to Write,"
and full details of course and Spe
cial Introductory Offer. \Special Introductory Offer

\ Your request for the Free Book will also bring you full

\ details of our great course and the Special Introductory

yyame \ Offer that is being made for a limited time. Do not
\ overlook this opportunity. Send coupon today without fail

\ Hoosier Institute E£SS
\ Dept. 1533, Fort Wayne, Jnd.

Add

THERE'S ONLY ONE
WAY TO SECURE
A SATIN SKIN

APPLY SATIN SKIN CREAM,
THEN SATIN SKIN POWDtR.

THE SANITARY "O.K." ERASER Includ-

es an Adjustable Metal Holder which keeps

Rubber Clean, Firm and Keen-edged; worki
better and lasts longer.
Two Rubbors. the length of tho Holdor. ore ft*:

mudo. ono for Ink. one tor Pencil. Byslifih' f£•
pressure clean Rubber is fed down until us- f £
ed. Prico 15c. Now Rubbers 5c ench.

ALL STATIONERS
Bymnil2cc*tro. Booklets free.

Tho most Practical Eraser for Everybody ~~^m"
THE O.K. MFG. CO., S
Makers of the famous W

EZuSS
tlilv. II" unsatisfactory, roturi

cent unless you're sun- Lyoi
value. Every Diamond guarant
LY INCREASE in VALUE of 8' ; .

lot; No. I 1 J. J. M. LYON & CO.,

SEND NO MONEY. Any Din
shipped for inspeotlon.oiiaigi
paid. Examine carefully—If Ball

Bedpay] Bandl .
pit.halanoclO .

at nur expense, don't
Diamonds are
ed Exchangeable at year.
fend TODAY tor FREE fata-
1 Maiden Line. NEW YORK

The Story of My Life

(Continued from page 71)

My Parisian debut was effected under dif-

ficulties. To add to the inevitable excite-
ment, the steamer was delayed, my trunks
went astray and finally I was greeted with
the information that I had just one day
to prepare for "La Lille Lumiere."
My fortune turned, however, with the

receipt of a wire from my dressmaker in-
forming me that she had "completed a
whole Juliet outfit for immediate use." This
helped ease my mind, for I had learned early
that to my profession the subject of dress
was quite as important as the subject of
voice. I remember I hummed some of my
scales on the docks, waiting for the train
and that night I slept rather peacefully in

the express. I gaily went to rehearsal and
the next evening (not without much nervous
anguish) was greeted with the greatest en-
thusiasm by a representative audience.
As above mentioned, Madame Xordica had

suggested that Mother and I go to Berlin,
instead of Italy, for further study. This
we did and I enrolled under Graziani. whom
I met through the medium of Frau von
Rath, wife of Herr Adolph von Rath, a lead-
ing Berlin banker, and to whom Madame
Xordica had given me a letter. Graziani was
a wonderful teacher, and in the sprins of
1 001 he gave me the opportunity to sing
before the Intendant of the Royal Opera,
who was the representative of the interests

of the kaiser. After hearing me sing. Count
von Hochberg (the Intendant) asked me if

I would care to sing with the orchestra of
the Royal Opera. "In German?" he added,
smiling.

I replied that I could not sing in Ger-
man.
"Could you learn to sing in German—in

ten days? :
' he asked. "

'Elsa's Dream,' per-
haps?''

Feverishly I delved into the language, as-
sisted by Fraulein Wilcke. and in ten days,
when I stepped upon the stage of tho
empty Konigliches Opernhaus and looked
into the director's seat, I faced Dr. Karl
Muck, later director of the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra. I sang the waltz from
"Romeo and Juliet'' in French, the bird

song from "Pagliacci" in Italian, and "Elsa's

Dream" in German. As a result of this, I

was offered a three-year contract to sing

with the Royal Opera. And—I was to sins

in Italian

!

"It will be a novelty," Count von Hoch-
berg said.

I agreed. Father and mother signed my
contract as I was not yet of legal age. It

was agreed that I was to sins "Faust,"
"Traviata" and "Pagliacci." three roles in

Italian, but I was not to be required to

sing in German until I should perfect my-
self, to my own satisfaction, in the lan-

guage. ******
After my third season at the Royal Opera

in Berlin, during which, by the way. I sang
the Berlin premiere of "Manon," I received

overtures from Herr Gunsberg at Monte
Carlo, who felt that the resort would favor

the American singer who had so enraptured

music lovers in the German capital.

This offer tempted me, as I felt that it

would be a great step forward to appear in

this world show place, whose patrons could

help me in acquiring international reputa-

tion. In March, 1.004, I arrived in Monte
Carlo and started rehearsals for "Boheme."
And it was there that I met an Italian

tenor of whom I had never before heard, but

whom the world well knows now: Enrico

Caruso! He was just beginning to be

known and had just come from Xew York
and. prior to that, Milan. South America.

My debut occurred on the night of March
10. 1004. That was a wonderful night for

me—and for Caruso! I remember that I

was struck dumb by the full wonder Of this

Bvory adrerUseuiuut tu 1'HOTOrLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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The Story of My Life

( Continued

)

tenor's gift—a gift lu- li.ul not fully revealed

in our rehearsals. In mj diary 1 find this

Dotation, in regard to this debut

"Tremendous reception on m\ debut at

Monte Carlo. After the third act, and in

full view of the audience, Caruso lifted me
bodily .unl carried me to my dressing room
m the general wave of enthusiasm."

The Monte Carlo engagement was .1 briei

one and 1 returned to Berlin on the twenty

eighth of March only to go from there to

Sweden in response to .1 most enthusiastic

invitation. On May sixth, accompanied bj

my mother who went with me everywhere,
1 arrived in Stockholm. My audiences

there were delightful one.-, distinguished by
the venerable Kiim Oscar. I remember that

1 sang opposite Herr Oednian, the tenor,

who. in hi> early youth, had sung with

Jenny Land and Christine Nilsson. Although
he was now sixty years of age, he was in-

teresting and particularly vain about his

figure in "Romeo'' and in "Faust."
Alter my Stockholm appearance, during

which 1 had sum.: Traviala," I was sum-
moned to the Palace where His Majesty

presented me with the sold cross of the

Order of Merit, a mark of esteem that but

two other singers had received—Melba and
\1l~~0n.

In the spring of 1005. again at Monte
Carlo. I appeared in the premiere of S.iint-

Saens' "L'Ancetre" in which 1 created the

role of Margarita, and later in the same
season I created the title part in Mascagni's
"Arnica ." It had been planned to have
Calve sing Arnica, but just five days before

the premiere, she withdrew, mysteriously.

Gunsberg appealed to me and after but five

days' preparation I sang.

News of my popularity as Arnica sped to

Paris and followed, as a result, a sensational

engagement in the French capital. This ap-
rance I consider my real debut in Paris.

My vehicle was "The Clown." which I and
the entire Monte Carlo Grand Opera Com-
pany sang three nights, for charity. "The
Clown" was conducted by a certain Count
Camonda, who had written the music to

the libretto of Victor Capoul. The opera

was lavishly staged and we sang it three

evenings in the Theatre Rejane.

I returned to Stockholm the next season

and from there went back to Berlin, thus
fulfilling my contract with the Royal
Opera. It was here that Heinrich Conried
from Xew York, scouring Europe for artists

for the Metropolitan Opera, came to hear

me sing. And as is the way with human
nature, although I had always thought of

Metropolitan Opera as my real goal, my
inspiration, now that I faced the opportunity
to return to the United States and sing

with this glorious company, I hesitated.

So fearful was I of taking the chances of

success in the United States and blightinc

my popularity in Europe that I avoided
signing a contract by my unreasonable stip-

ulations. Herr Conried left with the con-
tract unsigned, and after he had gone I

was wretched. Later, he returned and this

time found me in Franzensbad. We man-
\ to close a contract. I did not go back

to America, however, until a year later.

Meanwhile I was to conclude another season
in Berlin, for regardless of what other con-
tracts I might make, it was understood
that I was to return to the Royal Opera
each season.

I arrived in Xew York on a crisp No-
vember day of 1006, fearful of my impend-
ing debut. I was half afraid and half

eager, but although I fretted for weeks pre-
ceding my appearance, I felt in my heart
that my own countrypeople would stand
by me—if foreigners had. Herr Conried
chose "Romeo and Juliet" for my first

debut. I tried to alter his decision, for I

feared being handicapped in this well known

Send a

Post card
for FREE
c a t a 1 o g
TODAY

Feathered Turban with
Wings; Navy or Tan

The Newest, Smartest Styles for Spring
from Fashionable Fifth Avenue—to You
You can buy them direct from the Manufacturer

AT WHOLESALE PRICES
plus a small amount to cover the cost of handling sins

The models illustrated in this handsome book are faithfully reproduced by
the camera without the exaggeration of an artist's brush. When you
order from photographs you know exactly how your garment will look.

You get the very styles, moderately priced, that fashionable New York women are
now buying at out exclusive FIFTH AVENUE showrooms. The models, workman-
ship and fabrics are the same as those shown in other smart Fifth Avenue shops, but you
save as much as $5 to $10 by buying direct from the manufacturer.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back
We prepay all mail and express charges

COATS SUITS DRESSES BLOUSES SKIRTS
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Get It Early
$100,000 Free Style Book
I do not care how many other fash-
ion books you send for. All I ask is not to

forget mine. It is absolutely free to you.

I am not going even to talk about buying
now. I want you to havemy book because k will
give you so many ideas of the beautiful new
styles. It will acquaint you with exactly the
kind of clothes that will be most worn.

Remember, I consider my credit
as an extra advantage. Don't ask for
my book merely on account of that. Get
it for its loveliness and price savings.

If I were in your place, and if

I were thinking of buying new
clothes, I would look every-
where first. It only takes a
postage stamp to get my lat-

est style book. Do as you
please about ordering when
you see it.

Sent
Prepaid
On Approval

$1.00
With Order

$1.00
a Month

Send Only
SilkGeorgetteWaist
The material is guaranteed pure silk geor-
gette crepe of excellent quality. Genuine cut
steel beads are worked into a handsome and
attractive design, further beautified with stun-
ning hand-worked embroidery—not machine
made. Hem stitching at cuffs, down front,
and around neck. Daintily rounded neck is

exceptionally good style, and cool for summer
wear. Starting from shoulder seams is an
extra collar, coming down sailor fashion in
back. Close fitting, new style cuffs.

Hand Embroidered
COLORS: White, flesh, navy blue, Belgian
blue, or taupe gray. Sizes-.34 to 44, bust
measure,no larger. Order from this paper.

No. U. 4 P. 3470 pSjS|}d $4.98

1001 Economy Prize Styles
Pay About as You Please—Satisfaction Guaranteed
With my style book will come a
credit certificate, opening your account.
When you get ready to buy, simply tell me
what to send. If satisfied, yon spread the
cost over several months— paying me about
as you please.

All Bargains-How I Get Them
I was virtually brought up in the
ladies' wearing apparel business—first as a
style expert; then as a buyer. I became acquainted
with all the famous designers who create styles.

I know them now as old friends. I got to know
mills and makers everywhere. I de;tl in such enor-
mous quantities, that when I go into the market I

almost dictate prices. The proof of all this is in
the prices my style book quotes.

I send things on approval, right into your
home. If you are not perfectly pleased, you re-
turn your selections and I pay the postage back.
My free trial can never cost you a penny.

Know the Styles
My new book tells whether skirts will be
short or long, and what the widths will be. All
about theseason's colors and fabrics, the newest
ideas in trimmings and the latest tendencies in
blouses and other articles of dress. Every ques-
tion about footwear will be settled. Send for it

as a fashion guide, if nothing more. Think about
buying later.

Suits, coats, dresses, waists, skirts, hats,
shoes, lingerie, underwear, children's
wear, and 300 kinds of piece goods.

Mail Post Card Request—NOW

!

MARTHA LANE ADAMS, 3675 Mosprat St.,CHICAGO

MUblu In Your Home iKEE
By the Oldest and Most Reliable School of Music

in America — Established 1895
Piano, Orqan, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, Etc.

I#^-rf rs^ i
Boo can Mm TTUlmx. toAttfcu O^uiM^

BeKinners or ndvunced players. One lesson weekly, lllua.
trations make every! hint: plain. Only expense about 2o
per day to cover coat of postage mid music used. Write
tor Free booklet which cxplaius everything iu full.

American School of Music, 68 Lakeside Bid,:.. Chicago

MAGAZINES? STU'b^Tl
n
-
d

Puhlinhcii cimh nrl lumitrnmcnUi, articles und k>n-

nonaun Cftrtoonlnff, Dcalffxunff, II lustraUna-. l/ot-

tcriiik'nniU'imlk t:\lkintr. Critiri-rn nmatoum work.
Intoratmnff, h.-lpful. Utfatlc. Satisfaction guararv
toed or money rofunili'il. HU* Ja com-. $1 ;» year.

Sand $1 NOW. stamo« or bill, to
H.Lockwpod, Editor, Oapt. 413 Kalamazoo, Mich.

The Story of My Life
(Concluded)

vehicle, at the start. But he could not be
coaxed.

That opening night—November 26—is

still to me a medley of music, clapping hands,
a sea of flowers—and a great exultation
within my heart.

/ had made my debut with the Metro-
politan Opera!
The real bright spot in that initial season

was the premiere of "Madame Butterfly,"
on February 11. I toiled unceasingly to
perfect my role in this then little known
opera, studying Orientals' characteristics and
gestures, aided by a clever little Japanese
actress, Fu-ji-Ko, who helped me greatly
in remaining, true to the type of the hapless
little "Cio-cio-San."
The night of the premiere of "Madame

Butterfly" was the first real step I had
taken toward international fame. My
thanks go out to that picturesque little Jap-
anese opera when I think of my real Ameri-
can debut. David Belasco, to my joy. was en-
thusiastic over my portrayal of "Cio-cio-San.''

In January iqo8 I was back again in
America, after a season in Paris, and went
to Boston. Here I sang four performances
in six days, "Faust," "Madame Butterfly."
"Elizabeth," and "Pagliacci." Boston seemed
to approve. And when I visited my little

home town—Melrose, Massachusetts, I was
given a tremendous reception.

About this time Herr Conried's health
began to fail him and it finally proved ex-
pedient to secure new management. I de-
cided on Mr. Gatti, Casazza of La Scala,
Milan, in conjunction with Andreas Dippel,
who was a member of our company.

In December. 1010, I appeared in the
premiere of "The Goose' Girl," in which I

used live geese, to the consternation of
Professor Humperdinck, directing the piece.
The season of 1013-14 was not over happy

for me. Bronchitis forced me to lose my
opening night in Metropolitan. Some days
later, still ill, I insisted on appearing in

"Madame Butterfly" and the next night, in

the midst of "Faust," I totally collapsed.
I was forced to abandon the remainder of
my season and spent the next summer in

complete rest in Europe. When I was ready
to sail for home the great war was brew-
ing and I raced from Munich to Amster-
dam in the hope of boarding a neutral
steamer. Unsuccessful, I was forced to join

my company at Naples. It was while on
board ship, bound for home, that Toscanini
suggested the immediate preparation of
"Carmen," for my first appearance of the
season at home.
"Carmen" was brilliantly received in the

1014-15 season in Metropolitan and after

that I sang the amusing "Madame Sans
Gene." Not long after that I began to pay
the penalty of too arduous attention to my
beloved profession and too little to my
health. My voice was temporarily crippled.

I was miserable, in body and mind.
To make the inertia worse, my brain was

doubly active and goaded my body to be
up and about. It was in the midst of this

discouraging .condition that motion pictures

were suggested to me.
Why not ? I asked myself, while my

friends shuddered. The real possibilities of

the new field fascinated me. the more I

thought it over. I was tempted. First

because of the inaction caused by my ailing

voice, and secondly, because motion pic-

tures seemed to suggest a new medium for

dramatic expression.

What happened remains to be told in an-

other chapter. Next month I will tell of

my debut into motion pictures, of the in-

itial horror of my operatic friends, of the

thrill of this new art, of its cumulative fas-

cination; in short, of some of the most
thoroughly enjoyable days of my entire

career to date.

Bverj advertisement in niOTOrLAY MAGAZINE 19 guaranteed.
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The Dub

Markham bad the option in his possession,

it mu-t be one oi the hundreds oi documents

in the various hauls thai Craig had pulled

of) in the course ol the night. And with this

feeling that he had accomplished his u>k

thoroughly and well he now turned 1"- at

tention to another matter that was engaging

lu> interest more and more.

This matter was Enid. And her interest

in him seemed to be no less than Ins in her.

The trusting manner in which she clung to

ln> arm was very encouraging, and beneath

the light ripples of conversation, they both

felt the thrill that comes once in a lifetime.

Once he was on his feet financially, Craig

resolved, he would marry this girl, and al

though they had known each other less than

a day. friendship developed rather swiftly

in such adventures.

Somewhere on the way they crossed the

trail of three excited nun hurrying to Mark-

ham's home in the suburbs. .Markham had

gone direct to Blatch, and the latter, as-

tonished at the energy Craig had displayed

in carrying out his orders, agreed with Mark-
ham that the affair had gone too far. With

Haddon they set out immediately to inter-

cept the young advenurer, and so when
Cram and Enid arrived at Blatch's home he

was not there. Enid suggested that he might

be at the office of the disrupted firm, and

they hurried there, only to find that nobody
but Driggs was in the office.

"I'm Mr. Blatch's partner," he explained.

"Won't 1 do?"
The hour was swiftly approaching when

Craig had to have the thousand dollars that

was to save his company from disaster. He
decided to take a chance, and explained the

situation.

-Oh that's all right," Driggs assured him.

"The option was half mine."

"All right—pick it out for yourself," said

Craig, and dumped out his papers.

iftly Driggs delved into the collection.

He was an insignificant little man in many
respects, and easily bullied, but there was
nothing wrong with the inside of his head.

Within a very few minutes there were re-

vealed to him many things concerning the

operations of the firm that he had not so

much as suspected. Blatch and Markham
had been double-crossing him for years.

With a double set of books they had robbed
him of thousands of dollars. They had
worked together in half a dozen crooked

deals, and it was owing to a disagreement

over the spoils that the two thieves had
quarreled and broken up the firm. There
was evidence that they had been instru-

mental in wrecking a small banking institu-

tion through fraudulent securities. In short

there was in Craig's bundles evidence suffi-

cient to send both men to the penitentiary

for a long, long time.

Another fact that was divulged was that

Markham had been playing tricks with the

fortune that was due Enid Drayton. With
many a twist of financial cunning he had
been making losses appear on paper, making
money from the manipulations.

"Young woman." Driggs said, after he

( Concluded from page $4)

h.nl been examining the various boo!

an hour 01 BO, "yOU are worth somewhere
in the neighborhood 01 a million dollars."

Craig's heart stood still, lie couldn'1 be

a loii une hunter The million ro-n- suddenly
like a stone wall between him and his

hopes. The telephone bell 1
•

-\ is, this is Driggs," I >rig| ! aid "Ye .

Markham, he's luie with Miss Drayton.

.... Yes, he brought everything lure [01

Blatch, and I've been looking over the papers

.... Oh no, you wouldn't do that." Pul

ting his hand OVM the receiver he turned to

"Markham says lie's going to have

us all arrested unless we send back las papers."

"Don't let him bluff you,'' Craig replied.

"Tell him to come and get them, and we'll

have the cops lure to save him the trouble."

Driggs repeated the remark into the tele-

phone.

"What did he say?" Craig asked.
"1 can't tell you before Miss Drayton,

but he has rung off," Driggs replied.

"That's the last we'll hear of them," Craig

ventured, "Now if you will give me the

thousand Blatch promised I'll be going.

Goodbye, Miss Drayton."
"Oil, not goodbye," Enid exclaimed in

dismay. "You—surely you don't think

—

just because I've got a lot of money—it isn't

going to make any difference, is it?"

Driggs looked at them with quick under-

standing, and discreetly left them to talk

it over by themselves.

"Markham said Haddon picked you out

for a coward and a dub," he said as he went
out. "There must have been some mistake."

On a train bound in the general direction

of the Mexican border three men were en-

gaged in a never ending quarrel.

"One thing I w-ant to know," Blatch de-

manded of Haddon. "What made you think

this fellow Craig was a coward?"
"He was sitting on a park bench and a

boy exploded a paper bag behind him,"
Haddon explained. "Craig jumped up and
ran like a deer—ran right into my arms,

the scaredest thing you ever saw. He must
have got all the scare out of his system
right then."

In the private office of Phineas Driggs,

Enid Drayton, her eyes shining, looked up at

Craig and asked,
"What in the world ever made Mr. Had-

don think you were a coward?" she asked.

"I was sitting on a bench in the park,

worrying about my financial troubles," he
exulained. "I suddenly remembered I had
left a package of dynamite on my office

safe, and just then I heard an explosion be-

hind me. Before I had time to think, I was
so startled I thought the dynamite had gone
off and involuntarily started to run for the

office. I ran into Haddon and he grabbed
me and made his proposition."

"But how could anyone ever think you are

a coward?" Enid demanded.
"I'm glad he did," said Craig.

"Why?"
"Because otherwise I wouldn't have met

you," the dub replied, and she rewarded him
prettily.

^^^*

The Man Who Stayed at Home
(Concluded from page 65)

telephone. Brent picked up the receiver.

"Christopher?" asked a woman's voice.

"Mrs. Leigh, Mrs. Sanderson, Fraulein

Schroeder and Letour are here in the custody
of the Intelligence Department agents."

Brent could hardly be coherent enough to
tell her his good news. And he had one
final laugh on Carl. When he told him the

truth about the status of Mrs. Leigh the

German cringed and sunk weakly into the

arms of deputies sent to take him away.

The Judge did his best to assure Brent of

his renewed faith in his patriotism and to
apologize for having ever doubted him. But
Brent understood—and .besides, Molly was
waiting, her eyes shininiz.

"You've been wonderful." Brent whis-
pered. "No one else would have trusted me
and believed in me as you did

!"

From the shelter of his arms she mur-
mured : "My, but I'm glad you stayed
home !"

S)efy theWinds
and Weather
Sharp winds that cut the face

and wither the bloom of beau-
tiful complexions can be defied

with impunity with just a little

extra care. Keep the skin

frequently cleansed, purified

and refreshed with ..

DAGGETTiRAMSDELLS
PERFECT COLD CREAM

J./ur Kind J'liai Keeps

Its use is the habit of refine-

ment that is also a daily
delight. It preserves the complexion
against wind and weatherandallows
the skin to retain a softness and
charm that are irresistibly attrac-

tive. Tubes and jars, I0cto$1.50.

Send a tube to a soldier or

sailor. It is a comfort they

need and will appreciate.

Poudre Amourette: The ultra
delicate powder for very dainty
people. Looks natural, stays on.

Flesh, white, brunette, 50c. Both
D. & R. Perfect Cold Cream and
Poudre Amourette may be obtained

of your dealer or by mail of us.

For Him
The latest "Perfect" productmade

only by Daggett ocRamsdell is a shav-

ing cream in which we have scien-

tificallyincorporated D.& R. Perfect

Cold Cream. The first time that a

man tries this "Perfect" Shaving
Cream he will say, "Well, that's the

best shave I ever had." He will be

as enthusiastic over "PerfecC'Shav-
ing Cream as you are over Perfect

Cold Cream. Surprise him with a

tube. Ofyourdealer or by mail of us.

Try Both Free

Trial samples of Perfect Cold
Cream and Poudre Amourette sent

free on request. Address

DAGGETT & RAMSDELL
Dept. 572, D. & R. Building, New York
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Don't Change Your Husband
(Continued from page jgj

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-LUSTR"

has been applied. No more mussy, untidy looking hair.

Adds a charming sheen and luster, insuring the life of the
hair, as well as its beauty. Dress it in any of the prevailing
styles, and it will stay that way. Gives the hair that soft,

glossy, well groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of
die stage and screen. Guaranteed harmless and greaseless.

Two Sizes—50c and $1
$1 size three times the quantity o! 50c size. SEND FOR

JAR TODAY. Remit in coin, money order, or U. S.
sumps, and we will send Hermo "HAIR-LUSTR," and the
Hermo Booklet, "Guide to Beauty," prepaid, under plain
cover, at once. Use it five days and if not entirely satisfac-

tory, return what is left, and we will REFUND YOUR
MONEY IN FULL. Onceyouuse Hermo "HAIR-LUSTR"
you will never be without it,

SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY
HERMO CO., 544 E. 63rd St., CHICAGO, ILL.

W That "scratchy"
throat-tickling which

threatens to become an
all-night cough, is soothed
by a teaspoonful of Piso's
taken before retiring.

This old family standby—
pure, pleasant, simple and
efficacious

—

has soothed in-

flamed and irritated throats,
and relieved coughs, for
more than half a century.
30 cents a bottle— at your
druggist's.

^.^ Contains No
^~-~~-—, Opiate

Safe for

fife* and Old

PISO'S
for Coughs & Colds

Gray HaiK
Restored To

[Original Color
Grny hair positively,

quickly restored to orig-
inal color, no matter what

I color it was. KOLOR-BAK
' guaranteed to do this or it
coats you nothingl KOLOR-

BAK is a pleasing, pure, harmless,
grand preparation. Contains no in-

jurious ingredients. Colorless, stain-
less. Not a dye or stain, but a wonder-

ful scientific preparation. Acts directly
the pigments of the hair. Also banishes

dandruff and itching scalp in two applications.
Vrite for frco book and positive proof.

KOLOR-BAK PRODUCTS CO.,
68 W. Washington St., Dept..1S6 Chicago. III.

his grey suede gloves and his correct Eng-
lish shoes he was immaculate and in good
form. His cheeks were ruddy with health,

but his eyes were restless and seeking.

"Yes," he answered unattentively. As they
turned a corner and tearing wind shrieked in

front of them, he continued : "You aren't

dressed half warm enough." He reached into

a side pocket and pulled out a wrap. "Here's

an old coat of yours. Put it on."

Leila obeyed. It was just like old times,

sitting here with Jim. The old sense of se-

curity and peace stole over her. Almost it

seemed as if the events of the last few years

were a troubled dream. Then she roused

herself.

"I must hurry home, Jim. You've given

me a lovely ride, but I'm expecting Mrs.
Hucknew for the week, end—she'll be there

now."
"Mrs. Hucknew?" eagelry. "Then why

not let me come to dinner, too. It's mighty
lonesome eating at clubs and alone, with no
one in the house but Jones."

"Jones?"
"My valet." Jim looked a little confused.

"You see when they started to make political

timber of r_ e—and when I was alone and
didn't have anything else to think of, I

mended my ways."
"I don't know about dinner, Jim,'' fal-

tered Leila. "If Schuyler is there
"

But at the door the maid informed her

that Van Sutphen had telephoned he would
be detained at his office. Leila beckoned to

Jim. "You can stay to dinner," she whis-

pered, smiling like a child.

Again and again during the course of the

meal she marveled at his changed habits and
manners. And he, noting the dimmed splen-

dor of the furnishings and Leila's semi-shab-
biness, had hard work to refrain from picking

her up then and there and carrying her away
to luxury and ease.

He noted that her slender fingers bore only
one plain gold band. "Where's your spark-

lers, Leila?" he asked. "Where's the big one,

the—the one I gave you once for Christ-

mas?"
"Oh," faltered Leila. "It needed cleaning

and "

"She gave it to her husband this morning
for an investment," broke in Mrs. Hucknew
bluntly.

There was silence; the talk grew disjointed

and strained, overcast by the sad flavor of

"it might have been." Presently Jim took

his leave. Leila sat for a while gazing into

space, then she buried her face in the huge
bunch of violets Jim had brought her, but
Mrs. Hucknew did not fail to see two big

tears that rolled down her face. The older

woman, who understood, patted the bright

head softly while Leila's tears fell on the

violets.

Jim Porter could not sleep; memory was
tearing at his heart strings. To while away
the time he turned his steps toward Dixon's

gambling house. There was a commotion near

the roulette tables; loud voices were raised.

Porter recognized Van Sutphen who appeared
to be arguing with a blonde woman whom
Jim knew by sight as Xannette Van Dyke.
Xannette was holding something tightly in her

hand; as Van Sutphen grew more insistent,

before her Leila's diamond ring. "Take it

then," she said.

Before anyone could move, Jim stepped

forward and picked up the ring. "If you
need money I'll buy this of you." he said

quietly. Van Sutphen, in an insolent voice,

ordered him aside, but Xannette parleyed.

"You gave me the ring. I'll do what I

please with it," she said. Then to Jim. "I

know I'll win this time—I feel it. Give me
cash for the ring so that I can make one
more play."

"This ring belongs to Mrs. Sutphen," said

Porter. "I'll give you a hundred dollars, the

rest goes to the ring's owner," and he handed
Xannette a hundred dollar bill.

Xannette hesitated; then, the gambling
fever in her veins, seized the money and
made her play. In the meantime Jim had
called Van Sutphen aside. "You are going
home with me to your wife," he said quietly.

"I will see that she gets her share of whac
.this ring is worth. Xow, don't bluster or

there'll be trouble. My word will go a good
deal further than yours in this place."

"You'll tell Leila; I'll not go," muttered
Van Sutphen.

"I'll tell her nothing; you can tell her
whatever you are man enough to. Jim laid

an urgent hand on Van Sutphen's coat col-

lar. "But you're going right along wdth me
or there'll be trouble."

Van Sutphen went. Leila greeted them
with a surprised face. Jim's explanations

were plausible and voluble. "I met Sutphen
at the club," he said, "and hearing that he
wanted to sell the ring, I would like to be
the purchaser. I happen to have a little

ready money with me and I can just as well

give you cash. Diamonds have advanced in

value and you may not know the real worth
of this ring now." As he spoke he was plac-

ing bills in a neat little pile on the table.

Leila gasped as he shoved the pile of

money at her. She could see that it con-
tained thousands. "We can't take it, Jim,"
she cried in a choked voice. "Don't take it

Schuyler; I know "

The sound of an altercation at the door
caused her to pause. "I ivill come in," cried

a high pitched voice. A second later the
maid was pushed aside and Xannette Van
Dyke burst into the room. "They laughed
at me for taking a hundred dollars," she
cried to Van Sutphen. "They said I was a

fool—and I was. The ring was worth a
fortune."

Jim stepped forwards and took her by the
arm. "This is no place for you," he said.

"We can settle matters later
"

She wrenched herself away. "We'll settle

them now. Schuyler promised me a Christ-
mas present and I'm going to have it."

Leila, who had stood white and still,

stepped forward. "You are right," she said

to Xannette. "He promised me a few
things also, such as love and protection

—

and he didn't pay. But don't let both of us
be cheated. I will divide with you."

While the two men watched her in silence

she carefully divided the bills and gave an
exact half of them to Xannette. Xannette,
after a moment's hesitation, thrust them in

her bosom and rushed away.
Then Van Sutphen turned on Jim. "So

that is what you are doing," he jeered.

"Standing between me and my wife. Bring-
ing her violets and trying to steal her away
from me when I'm down and out. I never
gave Xannette the ring—she took it from me
and I was trying to make her give it back
when you came in. I never saw her until

the other day."
"That is not true," said Leila calmly. "I

was at Madam Wyse's today and heard her
telephone to you. You had promised her a
new suit and she had come to get it."

Sutphen, with the fury of a beaten man,
turned on Jim again. "You come here with
your standing and your millions and try to
take Leila away from me. Xannette is

nothing to me. But you can't have my
wife."

"You stole her from me," said Jim.
"Came into my own house and stole her
away. But I've realized since that I was
the most to blame." Turning to Leila he
said gently : "If you ever want to leave all

this and come back to me, dear, your home
and my name are waiting."

"She can decide now," said Van Sutphen

Every advertisement in rnoTOl'l.AY MAOAZTNB is guaranteed.
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Don't Change Your

Husband
(Concluded)

coldly. "Of course l have no chance against

your millions
"

Leila Bung out lu-r hands in distress. "Oh,

Schuyler; it ia not the money. How can

> on s.iv such a thing?"
"Suppose you ilo choose between us,

Leila?" .i>ke<l Jim, a quaver in his voice

"It might :is well be now as any time."

"Oh, 1 must think," she gasped "It's too

hard B thing to do. I ean't."

Jim seated himself in a chair and took out

a cigarette holder, "You go to your room
and decide. We will await > our decision."

The eloek in the hall slowly ticked olt the

hours but there had been no word irom

Leila. Jim sat quiet, but Van Sutphen's

shattered nerves kept him in an agony of

restless movement. "I can't stand this,'' he

muttered. "It's a farce."

Toward dawn they heard footsteps—Leila

was coming. With a distorted face Van Sut-

phen started to meet her. Jim slopped him.
"\ ou wait until she comes," he said. "Make
this deal square."

With sudden, insane fury Van Sutphen
turned on him. "You've ordered me around
too much tonight," he shouted. "This is my
home, do vou understand; and my wife

Take that I"

As swift as a flash he drew a revolver

and fired at Jim.
The sound of the report came to Leila.

With a cry she rushed into the room and
went straight to Jim. "He didn't kill you!"
she cried. "Oh, Jim, Jim!"
"Not even scratched," was Jim's cool an-

swer, showing her where the bullet had bur-
ied itself in the wall.

"Oh, Jim!" Leila's arms were around his

neck, her tears upon his face. "If he had
killed you, Jim

!"

Van Sutphen spread out his hands in de-

feat. He had regained his poise. With an
ironic laugh and a gesture of exaggerated
courtesy, he bowed low, stooping as he did

so, to pick up an orchid bloom which Nan-
nette had dropped in her hasty departure.

With this in his hand, he bowed again and
left the room. * * *

The scene has changed again. Jim Porter
lounged in his own easy chair with his wife

on his knee. He was smoking, his head
turned carefully away from her.

"I don't mind your smoke, Jim," she said

as she pressed her cheek to his shoulder.

The firelight glowed over the rich comfort-
able furnishings of the room. After a while

Jim dozed, and woke with a start. "Excuse
me, honey," he said.

"Go on and sleep," she answered. "I love
a dozey man."
He tightened his arm around her. They

bad both come into their own.

The Romance of Cavalieri

and Muratore
(Concluded from page 34)

Under the Zukor management she has ap-
peared in four features, characterized by re-

markable beauty, such as the star's charm
requires for a background. These are

"Love's Conquest," "The Eternal Tempt-
ress," "A Woman of Impulse" and "The
Two Brides."

So there you have the twin romances of

Cavalieri—the romance of her career and
the romance of her marriage. Hers is the

true birthright of her country—child of

Italy, child of laughing skies and lyric seas,

child of the land of song, and beauty, and
eternal vouth.
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for a week's trial in your own home. Play it as if it were yourowrr Then, it

may send it back at our expense. Trial does not cost you a penny. Don't miss this big offer.

Convenient Monthly Payments
If you decide to bay you may pay the low manufacturer's price at the rate of a few
cents a day. The name" Wurlitxer" has stood for the highest quality for nearly

two centuries. Every known musical instrument sold to you at direct-from-the

manufacturer's price. We've supplied U.S. Gov't with trumpets for 55 years.

C„_ J S.L*. /"V.......^.. t Just pot your name and address on
Sena trie L^OUpOn: the coupon now. Please state what
instrument you are interested in. There is no obligation. We will

send you the big 160-page book free and prepaid. Send coupon now!

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. (">»«) f^£ffi
b
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The Rudolph Wuriltzer Co.
Dent. lf>S3

E. 4th Street, Cincinnati. Ohio.
S. Wabash Avenue. Chicago. 111.

bout your 'apt'Clal offer direct
from the manufacturer.

Name of Instrument hcrei

Write the Words for a Song
We revise poems, write music and guarantee to
secure publication. Submit poems on any subject.
Broadway Studios, 101 D Fitzgerald Bid;., Broadway at 43rd SL, New York

tiMOVIE" PENNANTS!
For your den. A classy assortment of forty popular
Stars, on many-colored felt. 3x8 inches, with photo-

graphs, $1.00. THE PEERY SPECIALTIES, ATCHISON. KANSAS

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOrLAY MAGAZIXE.



Every cough in public betrays a thoughtless dis-

regard for others. For coughing is unnecessary.

You can relieve it with S-B Cough Drops, and
often prevent a sore throat or cold. Pure. No drugs.

Just enough charcoal to sweeten the stomach.

aj Drop that Cough

J
SMITH BROTH ERS ofPoughkeepsie
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SELECT yourown sub-

ject—love, patriotism
—

"

write what the heart dictates,

then submit your poem to us.

We write the music and guarantee pub-
lisher's acceptance. Our leading composer is

Mr. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland, " "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,''
nnd others the Botes of which ran into millions of copien. Send
an m "iv poemB as you wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy—Quick.

Plfi.Ii.1i Your Own
cards, circulars, labels, tags, menus
book, paper. Press S6. Larger Sum. Job" $xr>up. rr is kxi'knsks in HALF.

SMALL OUTLAY. Pays for
Itself in short time. Will last

for years, Jvi^v to u*c, printed
rules M-nt, Print for others,
BIG PROFIT, Wriie factors
TODAY for press catalog,
'i \ i'i;, oards, paper.

THE PRESS CO., D-43, Merlden, Conn
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"Better Posters!"— New
League Slogan

(Continued from page 78)
representing two hundred thousand women,
thought the movement for Better Photoplay?
important enough that a whole session of
their last state meeting held in New York
was devoted to its discussion, and most
prominently stood out the poster issue, which
resulted in a resolution being passed to "fight
the Poster Evil" co-operating with all ex-
isting Better Film Movements.
Miss Mary Wood, Chairman of Legis-

lative Committee, gave a most comprehen-
sive, constructive, emphatic and encouraging
talk on the value of wholesome, attractive
posters.

Another most interesting story of a group
of better film people is reported by Mr.
Huber of Syracuse, Xew York. He says
that in a certain neighborhood of modest
homes and domestic sentiment there are
eleven families which attend the motion
picture entertainments in a body once a
week, and they have developed this prac-
tice into a delightful social affair. The en-
tire party includes forty-two members, and
as a rule the entire group goes out together.
The neighborhood league is well organized.
There is a division of labors. A committee
on selection of film programs, two young
women who are employed downtown, secure
advance information about the films, and it

is up to them to determine what is best
and most pleasing for the whole company.
Another member, an insurance man, is

purchasing agent, authorized to secure the
tickets in advance and to reserve a suitable

block of seats for the company. A high
school boy is accountant and bookkeeper. At
the end of each month he renders a bill to
the head of each family for the price of
their tickets for the period.

A treasurer, who is a successful business

man, guarantees the entire bill to the theater
manager and settles monthly.

There is a double if not a triple signifi-

cance to this neighborhood plan which com-
mends it strongly. In the first place it

furnishes a splendid opportunity for social

contact. These city neighbors are actually

getting acquainted with each other.

There is a distance of nearly two miles to

ride on the car before the theater is reached,

and the theme of the film furnishes a con-
genial topic of conversation, but the larger

motive of this organization is that of se-

curing the best available film programs for

the children of the groups. This group re-

fuses to attend a show, no matter how at-

tractive its appeal, unless their committee on
advance information finds it to be unques-
tionably a desirable one for the children of

the group to see.

Finally the purchasing agent of the com-
pany, being a man of unusual judgment in

such matters, assumes the role of critic of

the films and reports his findings weekly to

the manager of the theatre. The showman
has already learned to defer to the opinions

of this voluntary critic, and is trying to

make use of such help in the improvement
of his entertainment.

Mrs. Philip North Moore, president, pre-

sided over a meeting of the Board of Di-
rectors of the National Council of Women
at her home in St. Louis in December at

which the following resolution was adopted:
"Whereas. President Wilson has called the

Motion Picture The Universal Language, and
whereas it is recognized as the greatest

single factor in the education of the public

today by the government in giving its mes-

sages to humanity, Therefore,

"Be it resolved, that the Board of Di-

rectors of the National Council of Women
expresses its approval of all effort to elevate

the standard of the photoplay, and give

their moral support to every movement for

clean, wholesome, constructive pictures."

'JGiowcifl do
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"Beautiful"
ELIZABETH AMIN

ELIZABETH ARDEN'S
Salons have long been

the mecca for women who desired the services
of the foremost specialist in the cultivation of
beauty. Many, however, cannot come for the
treatments, so Elizabeth Arden has determined that

the Treatments shall come to them. To this end
she has arranged the

Elizabeth Arden Home Course
Through her systematized method, Elizabeth Arden can
analyze your requirements and be as certain of results as if

you were a regular client at her Salon. She will plan a
course to suit your needs which will improve your natural

charms and pleasingly emphasize your individuality.

To obtain information, check any items in the following

list you wish advice about and send, with your name and
address to Elizabeth Arden at her New York Salon. You
incur no obligation. Booklet on request.

CULTIVATION of Complexion, Eyes. Hair, Hands. 1"\ -

lashes and Brows, Contour of Neck, Bust, Arms, Shoulders.

CORRECTION of Sagging Muscles. Double Chin,
Wrinkles or Lines. Blackheads. Coarse Pores, Acne,
Brown Spots, Weight, too Thin, too Stout.

Elizabeth Arden Dlpt
F
p*NeJvork

WASHINGTON, D. C, 1147 Connecticut Ave.

BOSTON, 192 Boylston St. NEWPORT, 1S4 Bellovue Avo.

^rncJiiet
iJCa/c&s tAg,

'cz'n J3eauli/iz}
"KREMOLA" Jg a medicated snow whitecream that
does wonders for a bad complexion. Removes Tan,
M..(h.p.,tch,.„ Piraplco. Eczem:.. etc. Tin- Auto Womnn'p
rrotection. Elegant for man after shaving. MAIL SI .S3.

_ _ „ _ FVm BooEJM
Dr. C. H. Berry Co.. 2975 Michigan Ave.Xhicago

{JMP Hair Pins

Keep the Hair in Place
5 Different Sizes-Kand 104 Packages Everywhere

UMP HAIR PIN MFG. CO.
SOL. H. GOLOBtKC. Puts CHICAGO
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Questions and Answers
(
Continued from po^>

John JONIS, ESQ.— Vou >ay you have tl

ways been an interested parasite ol my de-

partment. Just what do you mean? Sorrj

but we have do dope on thai director; if

you'll write again soon I'll try to have

something for you. No, it hnt. When you
get your copy of the little old Magazine and

see your favorite screeness on the cover

and your next best adorning the an section

and personalities of the he-stars you like

and furthermore—we blush to say it alter

you—the inimitable q's and a's IftSl but not

le.i>t—ain't it a grand and glorious feel

ing? Ask. me.

Harry, Indianapolis.— I just adjourned to

my favorite arm chair loodery for a slice of

ham sandwiched in the familiar wluwkn, and
^lab of pie. I'm fond of pie. The girl I

marry may not be able to discourse on the

periphrastic conjugation, or swap airy persi-

flage, but she'll be able to bake lemon-cream

pie, or I won't marry her. Now that I have

delivered my ultimatum, we will take up
your questions. Tony Moreno is a Spaniard;

born in Alfonso's country but moved to

America at an early age. Haven't those

birth-dates. But here's the entire cast of

"Darkest Russia": Ilda Barosky, Alice

Brady; Alexis Smirnoff, John Bowers; Coh-
staniim- Karischeff, J. Herbert Frank; Ivan
Barosky, Norbert Wicki; Count Paul Naz-

imofi, Jack Drumier; Kaiherme Karischeff,

Kate Lester; Olga, Lillian Cook; Grand
Duke, Frank DeVernon. No, we didn't go

to see this little classic of blood-on-the-

snow, much as we like Alice. Those Russian

things give us bad dreams.

Isabel B., El Dorado.—Yes; I can quite

sympathize with you. To love her devoted-

lv, for years; to worship every hair on the

little blonde head that the Cooper-Hewitts

and the sunshine turned to gold; to frame

her picture and to cherish it—only to dis-

cover that after all, she has been deceiving

you; that her real name is Gladys Smith.

I like Little Mary just the same. I don't

care if you haven't any questions to ask, as

you say "after reading your dope I'm al-

ways plum answered up." But you would,

wouldn't you, oblige with an incidental in-

quiry just to get a slice of my sunshine?

Don't sign yourself "Rex Snodgrass." If I

were a woman I'd laugh at you. As it is

I'm laughing with you.

Delicia, Des Moines.—For Christmas?

Oh, I got a calendar with a picture of a lady

brushing her hair; three pale blue neckties

and one green necktie ; half a dozen ties that

I can wear; one key-ring; one dozen initialed

handkerchiefs; one ticket to the DeLuxe

Theatre in Beanville, Iowa, for November 3,

1 01 8. One wit sent us a pair of lingerie

clasps. But I want to thank all the rest

who remembered me with cards. It's great

to be remembered.

H. M. C, Greenville—After all, it's the

little things that count. Many an accidental

characterization has saved a poor picture.

Sure, I consigned your letters to the waste-

basket; did you think I saved all my letters

and framed them or something? Shirley-

Mason is married to Bernard Durning; she

is eighteen or thereabouts, and she has brown

hair and light grey eyes. Write to her care

Lasky, in Hollywood.

M. M., Frisco.—M dear M. M.: My
salary isn't $9.00 a week. Ridiculous! Who
ever said I got that much? The reason, I

suppose, that the producers don't cast pretty

girls to play opposite good-looking men is

because the returns are just twice as much
when they feature them alone. Not yet-
but soon. Write whenever you like.

DoYOUR Eyes
ExpressCharm
and Beauty?
Are they framed with long,

silky, luxuriant eyelashes
and well-formed eyebrows?
Or, are you suffering from
the handicap of short, un-
even eyelashes and strag-

gling eyebrows? If Nature
has been unkind and denied
you the heritage of those
"beauty assets"— beautiful eyelashes
and eyebrows— you can easily and

quickly overcome this handicap if

you will use for a short time a little

RemembertheFullName- -It 's Imitated^^^^^m

It nourishes and stimulates them in a natural manner. Results will delight and
amaze you. Stars of stage and screen and women prominent in society use and
recommend this efficient preparation. Will YOU not try "LASH-BROW-INE?"
A pure, delicately scented cream, guaranteed absolutely harmless, tested and
endorsed by the best chemists and beauty specialists of America. An
invaluable aid to beauty. Thousands have used it successfully, why not you ?

T*at/% C;-oe en. ~«*1 451 Send price and we will mail you " LASH-BROW-INE "and
1 WO JlZeb,JUL clIlU «p 1 our Beauty Booklet," TheWoman Beautiful," prepaid under
plain cover. Remit by coin, currency, U. S. stamps, or money order. Satisfaction Assured or Price Refunded.

The wonderful success attained by "LASH-BROW-INE" has caused the
name to be closely imitated. There is only one genuine " LASH-BROW-
INE." Avoid imitations. Remember the full name "LASH-BROW-INE."

MAYBELL LABORATORIES, 4305-21 Grand Blvd., CHICAGO

Piano

Organ
Violin

Cornet

Guitar

Banjo
Mandolin

Harp
'Cello

Trombone

Flute

Clarinet

Piccolo

Ukulele
Sight Singing
Harmony and
Composition

Hawaiian
Steel Guitar

Tenor Banjo
Viola

Learn Music at Home

Lessons FREE

Music no longer difficult ! New plan makes it easy to learn by home study.
Positively easier than with private teacher. Faster progress. You will be able
to play your favorite instrument in a few short months. Read the letters in our
free book, More than 200,000 men, women and children have learned by our
method. You, too, can learn. We give you all lessons free. Write for particulars.

We want to have one pupil in each
locality at once to help advertise

our home study method. For a short time, therefore, we offer /
our marvellous lessons FREE. Only charge is for postage and
sheet music—which is small. Beginners or advanced pupils.

__._., — ».n-v*,r / 563 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y.

Mail the Coupon NOW / Pleasesend me your free

Mail coupon or postal for free book, telling how we / ^°°*-
and

U
pSrtic!?lare of

teach by mail. Act quick, while offer of free lessons is y your offer f free lessons on
open. Write to-day— NOW. Instruments supplied

#
»* any instrument.

when needed, cash or credit. ,*

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC /
563 Brunswick Building, NEW YORK CITY

Mail This

NOW
U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Address.

City. .State.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Be Well
Without Drugs

IT
is easier to be well than to be sick

when you learn how. When you learn
to daily build your vitality, diseasegerms,

grippe and colds have little effect upon you.
Be free from nagging ailments! Weigh what you

should weigh ! Have a good figure! Be happy ! Enjoy
life ! Be a source of inspiration to your friends. In
other words, LIVE. As sure as sunrise

You can weigh exactly what you should
by following a few simple, healthful directionsathome.

I KNOW it for what I have done for 87,000 women, I can do for you. Are you too
fleshy? Are you too thin? Does your figure displease you? Let me help you.

I want to help you to realize that your health lies almost entirely in your own
hands and that you can reach your ideal in figure and poise.

No Drugs—No Medicines
My work has grown in favor because results arc quick, natural and permanent, and be-
cause it appeals to Common Sense. You can free yourself from such nagging ailments as

Excess Flesh in any
part of body.

Thin Bust, Chest,
Neck or Arms.

Round Shoulders.
Incorrect Standing.

Incorrect Walking.
Poor Complexion. '

Lack of Keserve.
Nervousness.
Irritability.
Constipation.

Indigestion.
Dizziness.
Rheumatism.
Colds.
Poor Circulation.
Lame Back.

Headache.
Sleeplessness.

Torpid Liver.
Mai assimilation.
Auto-Intoxication.

Our Soldiers Have Done So—Why Not You?
If you are in Chicago, come to see me. but sit down and write me NOW. Don't wait —

you may forget it. I will send you FREE my illustrated booklet showing you how to stand
and walk correctly and giving many health hints.

Susanna Cocroft, Dept. 35, 624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Miss Cocroft has surely been doing a valuable war work. She is a nationally recognized
authority on conditioning women as our training camps have conditioned our men.

I

Nadine
Face Powder
(In Green Boxes Only)

$r*

Keeps The Complexion
Beautiful

Soft and velvety. Money
back if not entirely pleased.
Nadine is pure and harm-

less. Adheres until washed off. Prevents
sunburn and return of di sc olora ti ons.
A million delighted users prove its value.
Popular tints: Flesh, Pink, Brunette, White.
50c. by toilet counters or mail. Dept. C. P.

National Toilet Company, Paris, Tenn., U.S.A.

Why Have Gray or Faded Hair?

HENNA D'OREAL
New French Discovery

which iscomposedof pulverized
Henna and Herbs, provides the
only harmless coloring in the
world Not affected by previous
dye. Will not stain scalp or
rub off. All shades, easy to
apply. Beware of inferior sub-
stitutes, a perfect preparation
proven to be absolutely the best.

Application and recertitication
in daylight parlors.

Price. $1.25. Postpaid, $1.35
Blond Henna lor lightening hair that has grown dark, Price S2.10

B. PAUL, Hair Coloring Specialist, Dept. P.
34 West 37th St., N. Y. Tel. Greeley 790

wfOMEN doing work that calls for

unusual physical exertion enjoy

garter comfort and security by wearing

Velvet Grip Hose Supporters. They
stand strain, give long wear and render

patriotic service by

Reducing Hosiery Bills

They prevent tearing and drop stitches

and thus save stockings. To make sure

of getting Velvet Grip, look for the clasp

having the button that is

OBLONG and ALL RUBBER.
Styles for women, misses and children sold everywhere.

GEORGE FROST CO., Makers, Boston KjJ

^vInToDU ^
' An Oak Rocker like this sells for

$8 to $10 at stores. It is a remarkable
value and we jrive it with a $ 10 purchase
of Larkin Foods, Soaps, etc.. as the sav-
in*: you make by dealing direct with the
great Larkin Factories.

Spring Catalog Free
Send for this interesting book. Sec the

New York Stylos like this model or the
hundreds of useful furnishings you can
get as Larkin Premiums by dealing with
us. lntorosl your friends in our great
Club Plan. We make this a prof-
itable Bervice for you. For over
forty years we have success-
fully served American homes.

^
Freight service is again
normal. Never were we

better position to
serve you.

%,^ ^Qnp car t~:^

Liirkftl &?- Buffalo, Chicago, Peoria

Send me your new Spring Catalos 78.

Questions and Answers
( Continued)

Lillian Adams, Brooklyn.—Marguerite
Clark in "Bab's Diary" ; 1 thought everyone
knew Marguerite. Nigel Barne with her m
the Bab stories; he enlisted in the Koyai
Air Force, and they couldn't complete the
series without him, as Carter Brooks. Now
I suppose he will be back. Here's hoping

—

eh? *

R. L., Kincsburc, Cal.—You thought
Fannie Ward was Jack Kerrigan's wife and
you don't know the matrimonial status of
those other stars and you a Californian

!

I never would have believed it. You're
wrong. Clara Kimball Young is divorced
from James Young but she has retained the
name for professional purposes because the
public knows her as C. K. Y. Owen Moore.

Alice B. G., Coatesville.—Write to me
on wrapping-paper. Alice. Your letter was
a gem; I don't care what you write on.
Yes; the Douglas Fairbanks' are divorced.
Mrs. Fairbanks has the custody of Douglas,
Junior. I don't know, I'm sure. Thanks.

S. O. M. Beebe, Solvay.—Some Bebe, as

someone remarked upon seeing Bebe Daniels
of the Harold Lloyd comedies. Broncho
Billy? He's back, in a film they call "Naked
Hands." I haven't seen it. Eddie Polo used
to be a circus performer; and he's acting one.
now, in his Universal serial, "The Lure of
the Circus." Yes. Yes. George Chesbro
was in the army; I suppose he'll be back
to the studios soon. Eileen Percy was with
Metro last, with Bert Lytell in "Hitting th;

High Spots." Another chance for an exhib-

itorial wheeze.

Little Buckeye Girl.—"Why does ev-

ery member of the family, as soon as Pho-
toplay* arrives, turn first to the Answer
Man's pages?" Oh—I can't tell 'em: you
tell 'em. I'd rather not. Yes, I work very'

hard; but don't sympathize with me. I

don't want to be understood. That's Jack
Holt ; and almost every month you'll read

something about him in these columns. He
was with Mary Pickford in "The Little

American."

My"Sto—The Man of Many* Aliases.—
That pome is all right; send it to the Tal-

madge girls. Why don't you go in vaude-
ville? You may yet hear from some of

those players. Did you address Katherine

MacDonald in care of the Betzwood studios

in Philadelphia? She used to be with Par-

amount at the Lasky studio* on the west

coast but she is starring for the eastern con-

cern now. You'll hear from Reid

Billy* Biue Gum, Sydney.—There was
another sign in front of a Brooklyn vaude-

ville house that has been brought to my at-

tention. "High Class Vaudeville and "The

Public Be Damned." " You bet I celebrated

ilit- signing of the armistice. Good luck to

your twenty-one-year-old brother, who. you
say, has been in active service four years.

Maurice Costeuo reappears on the screen in

"The Captain's Captain," with Alice Joyce.

So you remember him in that oil one, "The

Battle of Gettysburg." Well, well!

J. H.. Media.—Enid Bennett is Mrs. Fred

Niblo, in private life. Niblo directs her.

Bobby Harron is twenty-live. Lillian Gish

is twenty-three. Lillian and Bobby have

been seen lately, together, in "The Greatest

Thing in Life." Lillian is charming in it;

od Hobby is fine. Lillian is working now in

a Chinese play, "Limehouse Nights." Eugene

O'Brien isn't back on the stage; he's sinned

a long-term Paramount contract, to star.

Thomas Meighan has been playing opposite

Norma. Thanks for your many good wishes.

i ,, • advertisement ' HOTOPLAT X.'AOAZINE is guaranteed.



Get
the
Drop
on that Cough
Stop your coush before it stops you! Save

ni'illoss doctor bills.

You can stop the incipient cold and the
heavy, rasping COUjd) with

XJCANs
0..-

toPS
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Questions and Answers
(( ontimud)

Cinzma Ray Lusnkb, N V C-—You're
breaking Into my apartment i<>r the nr-^t

time? You mean department, don't you?
look thai up in any encyclopedia. Address
David W.irk Griffith, tare la-, own studio*
the Sunset, in Hollywood, Cal Max Under
i> >nll abroad, l believe, recuperating in

Switzerland He will come bads soon to
make Comedies in America, it Ui said.

I I I

They fasto pood—they arc pood
fort ho whole family, from the baby
up. Par seventeen yean, millions
ot oacrn have beea proving it. Got
thom anywhere from coast to coast.

Good for the Throat-
Bad for the Cough.

DEAN MEDICINE CO.
Milwaukee, Wis.

3
Our Great Special!

Loftis Perfection
Diamond Ring

The Most Popular Solitaire Dia-

mond Ring. Eac h Diamond is

specially selected byourdia-
mond experts, and is skilful-

ly mounted in our famous Cued in Handsome Ring Bo»

Loftis "Perfection" 14k solid gold 6-pronK ring,

possessing every line of delicate grace and beauty
A Genuine Diamond is the best Investment into which
you can put your money. It constantly increases in

value and lasts forever. Every article listed In our
Catalog is distinctive in richness and eieeance. no
matter what the price. Liberty Bonds Accepted.

Send for Free Catalog
There are over 2.000 illustrations of Diamonds. Watches,

Jewelry, etc. Whatever you select will be sent, all ship-
ping charges prepaid. YOU SEE AND EXAMINE THE
ARTICLE RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HANDS. If satis-

fied, pay one-fifth of purchase price and keep it, bal-
ance divided into eight equal amounts, payable monthly.

SPECIAL OFFER! ,„&, WATCHES s*fE
That Will Pass Railroad Inspection
ONLY $3.00 A MONTH

Our Catalog illustrates and describes all the new watches;
—15, 17, 19. 21, 23 Jewels, adjusted to temperature, isoch-
ronism and positions. All sizes for men and women. Your
choice of the popular fashionable designs. Guaranteed
by the factory to be accurate timepieces, in perfect run-
ning order, and further guaranteed by us.

The National Credit Jewelers

OEPT.L502 108 N STATE ST., CHICAGO

I
BROS & CO. 'fsB STORES IN LEADING CITIES

I ~\/:J~ ELECTRIC $750La V Ida VIBRATOR * /—
A better vibrator that costs less. Comes
complete, neatly boxed, ready to attach to

any electric light socket. Nothing to oil,

nothing to get out of order. See your dealer
or send us $7.50. Guaranteed. Booklet free.

ADBRO MFG. COMPANY
01 Phipps Power Bldg. Pittsburgh, Pa.

I'm Pom Girls, Montekiy.—Just what
does that sign mean at the top ol youi
letter? Looks to us like a cabbage. Frank
Morgan played with Alice Brady iii "A( the

Mercy Ot Men." Remember lum with Anita
Stewart in that Vitagraph of two years or
SO ago, "The Suspect"? Morgan is, 1 believe,

back oo the stage now. So is Alice Brady;
she makes pictures by day and aets in the

evenings in "Forever After." Didn't you sec

those Brady pictures, la-t month? Grace
George isn't Alice's real mother; she
her stepmother.

Wops, II.—You aren't the original Wops.
Bill Russell was born in New York; his

favorite boyhood sport was swimming in

the East River; loves dogs; married, once;
and he was a program-passer and a water-
boy before he was an actor. Bill used to

be with Thanhouser; and you remember him
in the American serial, "The Diamond in

the Sky," incorrectly called by facetious

lolk in this magazine "The Diamond in the

Eye." Kis new American pictures are '"When
the West Begins" and '"When a Man Rides
Alone." Now. now

!

A Gob, Paris Island, S. C.—You write to

Dorothy Gish and tell her the Answer Man
said she should send you one of her best

likenesses. She'll be glad to do it. Griffith

studios, Hollywood. Your contortions with
the typewriter were mild as compared to

some of our contributors' struggles with their

fountain pens—and pencils. Some loop-

hounds I know were awfully sore because
they were refused exemption. There were
so many manicures end bar-tenders depend-
ent on them, too. Come soon again, p'nse.

Medici, Urbaxa.—We have a good many
readers from your town, none of whom are

more urbane than you. Your letter fairly-

dripped with it. I am not accustomed to

such kind treatment. She's about eighteen.

Xorma Talmadge's latest picture is "The
Heart of Wetona;" she is working now on
"The Probation Wife." She's just signed a

new contract, with First National. No. I

think so.

A. E. S., Stegis, S. D.—No, not one of

Photoplay's editorial staff had the flu.

Lucky for you—you say Photoplay pulled

you through. Yes, Fannie Ward's home is

lovely but I'm afraid the poor old Answer
Man would be somewhat uncomfortable in

it ; I prefer my third-floor-back, if you don't

mind. Here you are : Niles Welch, Lasky

;

Betty Blythe, Yitagraph (eastern) ; Madge
Kennedy, Goldwyn; Vivian Martin. Lasky;
Fannie Ward. Pathe; Texas Guinan, World;
Alice Brady, Select. Others answered else-

where.

Lucy G., Norfolk.—If you are eighteen,

blonde, stenog., can dance, drive a car, ride

horseback, and play the piano, but are how-
ever, deficient in the housewifely art of cul-

inarv, I'm afraid there's little chance for you
to succeed in the movies. Can you sing?

I believe Peggy Hopkins was a Washington
society girl before she went on the stage.

She only makes pictures occasionally; but

she was great in "Hick Manhattan," the

Tames Montgomery Flagg comedy, and I

hope she comes back.

.
TOGER

//«. mo.sl valuaoltpiano m the world

TONAL excellence

and artistic beauty
are distinctive quali-

ties cf the incomparable
Steger Piano and Player

Piano.

Pride ofownership grows
with years of usefulness

and possession. Their re-

liability is guaranteed. The
Steger dealer close at hand
is at your service.

Steger Instruments are
shipped on approval to

persons of responsibility.

Write for the Steger Style Bro-

chure and convenient terms.

Steger dealers everywhere.

STEGER 6- SONS
Piano Mfg. Co.

Steger Building

N.W. Cor. Wabash and Jackson
Chicago, III.

Factories at Steper, Illinois, where tlw
"Lincoln"and ' Dixie'* Higliwayemeet.

POPULARITY FOLLOWS

UKULELE,
If you play quaint, dreamy Hawaiian
music or latest son* a on the Ukulele
vou will be wanted everywhere. We
teach by mail 20 simple lesson!
give you freeagenuineHawai
lan Ukulele, music, everythin
—no extras. Ask us to sen
the story of Hawaiian music. m
You will love it. No obligation >
—absolutely free.

Hie Hawaiian Institute of Music
""

1400 Broadway.Suite 1003 New York

TIIE-*

J

Stronger. Clearer
Voice for YOU!

v --

(f^ Weakness,
husk iness
and harshness

banished. Your
voice given a won-

derful strength, a
Wider range, an amazing

clearness. This Is done by
the Feuchtinjrer Method, en-

dorsed by leading European
musicians, actors and speakers.

f/ae it i'i \l<mr own home. Simple,
„,.ent exercises taken a few minutes
daily Impart vizor to tho vocal organs
and give a surpassing quality to the
tones. Send for the facta and proofs.

Do Yon Stammer?
If yon have any voice impediment

1 - ill help you. You need not
- if you will follow our
I coupon for free book.

WRITE!
Send the coupon and get our

free book and literature. We will
tell you just what this method Is. how It Is
used and what it will do for you. No matt, r

ho« hopeless your casfl may seem the
Feuchtinger method will improve your voice
3>0 per cent. No obligation on you if you
wkfor this information. We gladly send It

free, postage prepaid. Just mail the coupon.

Perfect Voice Institute

"iTT^fs'onive. Chicago, III.

Send me the nook and facts about the
Feuchtinger Method. Have pat X oppo-
site subject that interests me most.

Sinning D Speaking
D Stammering O Lisping

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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A^-jor Sjj>^

Exceptional beauty and
ability account for the
phenomenal success ofone

ofthcyounger screen stars
who gladly testi/ks to the

meritofthe Star Vibrator.

CORRI.XE GRIFFITH.

Fn» Roautw Five minutes a day with
T or DeaUty a Star Electrical Vibrator

will work a marvelous change in your
appearance— drawn facial muscles relax,

wrinkles disappear and the clear glow of

health returns. Scalp massage prevents
dandruff and falling hair.

Vnr Health If y°u suffer from rheu-ror neaitn matism) cold feeti back.

ache, headache, overstrained muscles, or
from any of the many ills and discomforts
arising from poor circulation, a StarVibrator
will afford immediate relief.

THE STAR VIBRATOR
connects with any electric light socket, costs
practically nothing' to operate, will not get out
of order and is sold under an absolute guarantee.

Send us five

dollars and we
vill ship you the Star Vibrator complete with at-

tachments, giving" you the privilege of using it

10 days and if not absolutely satisfied, you may
return it and we will immediately, and without
question, refund your money. This guarantee
is made by one of the best known manufacturing
concerns in Torringtou, where we refer you to

any bank or business house.

The Fitzgerald Mfg. Company
34 Railroad Square Torrington, Conn.
SALl SMEN . WD DEALERS: JVe have a -won-

derful proposition for you— -write for details.

10 Days' Trial

^ &
ReduceYourFlesh
Exactly where desired by wearing

Dr.Walter's
Famous Medicated

Reducing Rubber Garments

For Men and Women
Cover the entire body or
any purt. Endorsed by lend-
ing physicians.

Sendfor illustrated booklet.

Dr. Jeanne P. H. Walter

Buslfaducer, $5.50 353-5tl) Ave., N. Y. (
"'U',",,

8?,™8"
)

Chin Reducer, $2.00 (Ent.on 34th St. ,3rd Door East)

Everyone Should
Have These Books

HERSELF by Dr. E. B. Lowry
— talks witli women about themselves, Things women
should know before marriage ; things mothers should tell

their daughters: medical knowledge a wife should have.

HIMSELF by Dr. E. B. Lowry
— talks with men about themselves ; things .1 man should
know before marriage; things fathers should tell their
sons; medical knowledge a husband should have. Post-

paid Ji.io each iu plain wrapper. Send us your order
tod. iv. also ask for free catalog of wonderful bargains ill

magazines and books. Write tor your copy at once.

WELLER SERVICE, Dopt. B, BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

BECOME A NURSE
Our Graduates Earn
$15 to $25 a Week
IF VOl' ronnot Bpend three

veora in liiiKpitnl or are past
hospital age limit, send name
ami address on postoard tor

yearbook explainingthe s N.
'11,. i,„- i'ni.-iii-.. Mi'iiiud of studying
li ;im..l nintnmr. Stnto IMIO.

The Cluiuinnumi School ol \im-1"K
.".S'J Mllill SI. JoniMtOWD, N. V.

Questions and Answers
(Concluded)

Salene, Washington.—"Dear dear Sun-
shine Man!"' I've been called a lot of things
but never that. Don't do it again. Yes, it's

true. I don't believe you.

M. P., Tyndaix, S. D.—Your parents are
dead right—it's a hard life, this movie life

and I know several girls just your age with
dark brown hair and eyes—weight, 120
pounds; height, 5 ft. 3 in.—who are per-
lectly sure they will set the fillum world on
fire if they are only given the chance. That's
all they want—the chance. Did you read,

"I Want to Be a Star—" in the August 1918
issue? Ann Pennington is on the stage now,
in Ziegfeld's Follies. June Caprice isn't

playing. Suggest that you look up the
others; we have printed them many times.

Stephen.—You say you have just moved
into a new flat and you want the names
of the stars who send their pictures to ad-
mirers thus saving the trouble of your writ-

ing to them? Anything, anything. Mary
Pickford, Bill Hart, Frank Keenan, the Gish
sisters, Douglas Fairbanks, Marguerite Clark,

Wallie Reid,—to mention a few. Oh, yes

—

and Theda Bara.

I. P. F., At Sea.—I should say you were.

You want to know how to reduce. And
you want to know why we never print

a personal interview of Theda Bara. I can
answer the last question : there was an in-

terview, very personal, of Theda Bara in the

May, 1018, issue. Drop me a post-card from
Alaska. You sign yourself, "Till the trees

leave." Gosh

!

Miss A. A., Guazmas, Sonora, Mexico.—
Thank you for your very nice letter; I assure

you it was appreciated. Keep right on read-

ing the Column, won't you? Pearl White is

with Pathe. I don't know if "The Iron

Claw," appeared in book form although

Arthur Stringer wrote the novel for news-
paper syndicate purposes. Write again ; and
good luck.

"Door."—Almost you are our most de-

lightful correspondent. Thanks for wishing

us an enjoyable slide down the banister of

life, until we empty into the ash-can of

eternity. Please don't ask who is our favor-

ite star-ess. I like 'em all.

Dear Friend Helen.—Yes, I will be your
friend, Helen. I read somewhere that your
first friend is your only one but that's kinda

deep and we won't go into it just now.
You're wrong. I'm not a woman. (You
are, praise be, the first one to ask mc that

today.) I don't see just how I can arrange

that : you see M. M. of Buffalo wants 'Gene

O'Brien to play with Olive Thomas and you
want him to be Margarita Fischer's leading

man. There's no pleasing all of you. Come
again.

Rene, Buffalo.— I like you very much.
Just you wail ; Bill will send you his picture.

He's a good-hearted guy. "Broncho Billy,"

your former favorite, is making pictures

again. Kitty Gordon's daughter is Vera
Beresford. Yes, 1 know Kitty and Miss

Beresford; Miss Gordon is very charming
and English and clever, while Vera, blonde

and blue-eyed, quite captured my old heart.

Doubtless you read the Harry Carey story

in the January Magazine.

John G. K., WinriNC --Your questions

weren't too long: you should read some we
get. Eddie Polo is with Universal; write to

him care that company at Universal City,

California. William Duncan, western Vita-

graph. You're a serial fan, aren't you?
Surely; slop in any time.

F. W., Farmermlle.—That's very nice of
you to say that and I would thank you if I
thought you meant it. I'll give you the bene-
fit of the doubt. You never sent me that
fudge you promised. I get awfully hungry
for home-made fudge.

Louise St. Claire, Biff City.—Your
cousin Diana also wrote in this month. Are
you visiting in Bay City?

#
Billie Rhodes

has her own company now, for National.
Harold Lloyd made comedies for Rolin-
Pathe until he enlisted. When he is mus-
tered out of the Xavy he'll come back to
the screen. Yes, I like him. Harold Lock-
wood was working on "The Yellow Dove"
at the time of his death. You'd better write
to them.

Nazlmova Admirer, Chicago.—Have you
seen your favorite in "Eye for Eye?" Not
so good as some of her others, but Alia is

always great. Your letter will have to wait
its turn, that's all. Sorry, but not one of
the players you mention will tell us his age.
Cousins. That must be another Florence
Lawrence, or a re-issue of one of her old
pictures, as Miss Lawrence hasn't been on
the screen in a long time. Thanks for read-
ing us first.

M. T., Medina, N. Y—You ask a good
many questions. Bessie Love, western Vita-
graph; Mildred Harris, Universal. Yiolet
Mersereau is still with U, in the east. Nata-
lie Talmadge, I believe, is still with the Ros-
coe Arbuckle forces. Olive Thomas' latest

is "Toton;" read the fiction version in this

issue of Photoplay. It's a corking story.
Mildred Harris hails from Wyoming; Norma
Talmadge from Brooklyn; Fannie Ward
from St. Louis.

Frank io, Halifax.—It's raining, is it, in

Halifax, and having nothing else to do.
thought you would write to the Answer
Man ? It was raining in Chicago when I got
your letter so thought I would answer it.

You didn't expect to enjoy a three-year-old
Lubin, did you? But, gosh!—doesn't it

make you appreciate the pictures you see
today? I agree with you that Pauline Fred-
erick deserves better scripts. And that a
gloomy organist can make any poor picture
punker. Little Mary was born is Toronto.
Dusty Farnum. not Bill, in "The Spy." So
this was your line, used on a Victory bond
poster: "Canada—the Land of Promise.
U. S. A.—the Land of Freedom. France

—

Eternal." I liked your letter so well I read
it twice. Write again.

Helen and Margaret, Camfbellford,
Ontario.—I'm ashamed of you, girls. But
when you say all those nice things I have
to answer you. Lillian Gish and Mae Marsh
are not married. Margery Wilson, now Bry-
ant Washburn's leading woman in "Venus
in the East." was Brown Eyes in "Intoler-

ance." Geraldine Farrar played in the Lasky
"Carmen;" Theda Bara in the Fox version.

Seena Owen was Princess Beloved in the

Griffith sunplay. Mary Pickford played
"Madame Butterfly;" Marshall Neilan was
her leading man. Neilan doesn't act any
more: he's directing Mary again in "Daddy
Long Legs," Mary's first independent pro-
duction. You remember he directed some
of her best pictures, including "Rebecca of

Sunnybrook Farm." and "Stella Maris."
Edward J. Connelly played Rasputin in

Brenon's "The Fall 'of the Romanoffs." I

met Anita Stewart the other day; she's just

as pretty as you think she is. Yes. She
said she loved Mary Pickford. You want
Anita on the cover.

When you write to advertisers please mention phototlay MAGAZINE.
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A Room Full of Furniture
Send only $1.00 and we will ship you this handsome 6-piece library set. I

Only $1.00 down, then $2.50 a month, or only $23.95 in all. A positively staggering
DOWN value and one of the biggest bargains we have ever offered. Look at the massive set,

clip the coupon below and have it shipped on approval. Then see for yourself what a beautiful set it is.

If you do not like it, return it in 30 days and we will return your money. All you have to do is send
the coupon with $1.00. This magnificent library set is not shown in our regular catalog. The value is

so wonderful and the demand so great that there aren't enough to go around, so Send today—sure.
Either have set sent for you to see, or tell us to mail catalog.

6 ^^ 5 g^ ** r% ,-> This superb six-piece librarysetis made of selected solid oak throughout, finished in rich, doll

IcCcS waxed, brown fumed oak. Large arm rocker aud arm chair are 36 inches high v seats 19x19^*^'^'»*
inches. Sewing rocker and reception chair are 36 inches high, seats 17x17 inches. All four

pieces are luxuriously padded, seats upholstered in brown imitation Spanish leather. Library table has 24x34 inch top,

with roomy magazine shelf below, and beautifully designed ends. Jardiniere stand measures 17 inches high, with
19 inch top. Clip the coupon below, and send it to us with $1.00, and we will ship the entire six pieces, subject to your approval. No C. O. D.
Shipped K. D. or set up. We ship K. D. so as to save youas much as one-halfof the freight charges. Easy to set up. Shipping weight about 175 pounds.
Money back if not pleased. Order by No. B5260A. Send $1.00 with order ; $2.50 monthly. Price, only $23.95. No discount for cash.

ActNow-WhileThisSpecialOfferLasts
Don't wait a day longer. Sit down today and send in the coupon for this 6-piece fumed Solid Oak Library Set. For a limited
time only are we able to offer you this stupendous bargain. Prices, as you know, on everything are going up, up, up. It is impossible to tell just what
day it will be necessary for us to increase the price of this wonderful fumed Solid Oak Library Set. So act, but act quick. Fill out the coupon and
send it to us with the first small payment and we will ship you this wonderful 6-piece fumed Solid Oak Library Set. Pieces not sold separately.

EasyPayments
Open an account with us. We trust honest people, no matter
where yoa live. Send for this wonderful bargain shown above or choose
from oar big catalog. One price to all cash or credit. No discount for
cash* Not one penny extra for credit. Do not ask for a special cash)
price. We cannot offer any discount from these sensational prices.

30 Days' Trial Free Bargain Catalog

Our guarantee protects Send for it. Shows thou-

you. If not perfectly satisfied,

return the article at our ex-
pense within 30 days and get
your money back— also any
freight you paid. Could any
offer be fairer?

sands of bargains in furniture,
jewelry, carpets, rugs, cur-
tains, silverware, stoves, porch
and lawn furniture, women's,
men's and children's wearing ap-

parel. Send the coupon today.

Send This Coupon
Along with $1.00 to us
now. Have this fine library
set shipped on 30 days' trial.

We will also send our big Bargain
Catalog listing thousands of amaz-
ing bargains. Only a small first

payment and balance in month-
ly payments for anything you

/*FreeTrial Coupon
* STRAUS &SCHRAM, (Inc.)

Dcpt 1533 W.SathSt.,Chicago

^ Enclosed find SI. 00. Ship special ad-
J^ Vertiaed 6-Piece Fumed Onk Library

^IT Suite. \ am to hflvp 30 days' free trial, if
I keep the suite I will pay you $2.50 month-

ly.
. Il not satiatled, I am to return the suite

ithin 30 daya and you are to rcfuud my
' -y freieht charges I paid.

want. Send coupon today,

1533

/
/•.

Name...

I
STRAUS & SCHRAM (Inc.) w?f& i"..t CHICAGO •jT Poet Office..,

Address ,_„

ii -State
If you ONLY want catalog put X In box below
G Cream Separators D Furniture and Stoves D JewelryD Men's, Women's and Children's Clothing Q Paints QRoofir?

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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here Is A Lot of

Satisfaction In Using

KIRK'S

JAP ROSE
Talcum Powder

It is so refreshing and soothing, and
its antiseptic qualities are bene-
ficial to the most tender skin.

JAP ROSE Talcum Powder is the
preferred powder for the baby, or for
grown-ups, after the bath, after shav-
ing, and unusually good for all pur-
poses that a talcum powder is used.

It is delicate and as fragrant as the
bteath of fresh roses.

JAP ROSE Talcum Powder does not
clog the pores. Try it, you will like it.

Trial Offer: Send 20c for an attractive Week-
end Package containing four Jap Rose minia-
tures, consisting of one each of Talcum Powder,
Soap, Cold Cream and Toilet Water.

JAMES S. KIRK & COMPANY
1240 W. North Ave.

Chicago

\,
' Mt .»*?.«B

Q

FOR SEVENTY NINE
YEARS THE NAME
KIRK HAS BEEN
THE GUARANTEE OF

GOOD SOAP

EveiT ndwrilsvimnt In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE \s Ruarantted.
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(f if ijn'f an

Eastman it isn't

a KODAK

Photography''s Aid in the Mending of Men
r?ROM the sinister tumult of battle arises at least

* one comforting note— the record of a threat sal-

vage in wounded men. For each brave life charged

to war's grim account, ten broken soldiers are

brought back to health through the merciful agen-

cies ol Surgery. Among these agencies the X-Ray
holds a necessary place in the prognosis of wounds

and fractures, in locating bullets and in reading the

condition of internal tissues.

Photography discovered the X-Ray; and when the

dangers lurking in its injudicious use threatened to

discredit the X-Ray, photograph) devised safeguards

and reclaimed it lor the good of humanity More-

oxer, it is upon photographic negatives that the

X-Ra\ publishes its secrets for the appraising eye of

the surgeon, so clearing the nay tor correct treat-

ment and cure.

Here again, science, through photograph), looks

to the Eastman Kodak Company for much that is

of constructive value. Eastman probably supplies

the larger proportion of the entire world output of

X-Ray plates and films; and while these form

but one among many classes of Eastman products,

the sponsors of the business regard with a peculiar

pride this definite contribution to a great and

humane achievement.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

W. F. HALL PRINTING COMPANY, CHICAGO
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h, Madame, Mademoiselle, even the genius of

Maxfield Parrish can emphasize through fancy only

the charme of Djer-Kiss, Wherever beauty is con-

sidered first Djer-Kiss holds its magic sway »

Wherever smartness is desired, its French appeal.

its air parisicn are irresistible.

To be charmed with Djer-Kiss once is to be

charmed with Djer-Kiss always. "To use one Djer-

Kiss Speciafite once is to desire them all

ALFRED H. SMITH CO.. Sofe Importers. New York.

EXT R_A C T
FACE POWDER
TALC • SACHET <D̂

f?lade in TraTrance onlu^^ J

TOILET WATER
VEGE T AL E

• - SOAP • *
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Some New Ideas

Shouts of "Oh, Good-e-e-e !" and clapping of
hands greet mamma's appearance with a big
dish of Jell-0 for Bobbie and
Jack.

It is a plain dish of Straw-
berry Jell-O, made and
served without sugar or
cream—but perfectly deli-

cious.

Substantial dishes that are
good to eat and generally
made without any trim-
mings or garnishments, are veiy popular just

now. Probably the Bavarian creams made as
follows are the most satisfactory

:

Dissolve a package of Lemon Jell-0 in half a
pint of boiling water and add half a pint of the
juice from a can of pineapple. When cold and
still liquid whip to consistency of whipped
cream and add a cup of shredded or chopped
pineapple.

Either fresh or canned fruit of almost any
other kind can be used in making these Bavarian
creams. Canned peaches and peach juice are
particularly good.

The whipped Jell-0 takes the place of whipped
cream in these dishes, and no eggs are used in

them. Anybody can make
them.

In every case of sickness
or convalescence there is a
period when feeding is a
most important factor, and
often it is found that Jell-0

is the one particular dish
which satisfies the craving
for something refreshing

and revives the weakened appetite. It is rel-

ished when nothing else is.

The Jell-0 Book contains a special recipe for
whipping Jell-0, which is a simple process. If

you have not already received a copy of this

book we shall be glad to send you one if you
will give us your name and address.

Jell-0 is put up in six pure fruit flavors:

Strawberry, Raspberry, Lemon, Orange, Cheny,
Chocolate, and is sold by all grocers, 2 packages
for 25 cents.

THE GENESEE PURE FOOD COMPANY,
Le Roy, N. Y., and Bridgeburg, Ont.
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SAVE $43
By Being Your Own Salesman

l'ry the Oliver for Five Days at Our Expense

This Simple Plan Makes It

Easy to Own an Oliver
This sales plan is a legacy of the war, which taught us

all new economies— ones we won't forget.

By reorganizing our method of distribution, we were
able to make a radical reduction in price.

We did not change the famous Oliver an iota. The
machine we now sell for $57 is the identical one formerly
priced at $100—BRAND NEW, not second-hand or rebuilt.

During the war we learned that it was unnecessary to have great
numbers of travelling salesmen and numerous, expensive branch
houses throughout the country. We were also able to discontinue
many other superfluous, costly sales methods. You benefit by tl

savings.

O

Pre-war extravagances were ended. And our plan of selling

^£pk made simpler. We send the Oliver to you for free trial, so tha:

(*\ 1 <fcQ f\f\ \fk you may J u(^ge **» m so litude, without being influenced.

Per Month % No Money Down
Do not buy or rent any typewriter until ^L Merely send us the coupon. We ship an Oliver to you. Try it for five

ou know the Oliver. A five days trial will «»
days . Tnerii if you agree that it is the finest typewriter at any price"

eln you decide. Besides saving you $43, we ^L merely send us $3 per month, until the $57 is paid,
lake the payments easv. W e ask no advance w& T ? '

i ± u \- *.u ± ,-u ±u *. «.

ayment. But merely $3 per month until the Ilk If y°u d° not }*he™ tha
t

l thls 1S the g^test typewriter opportu-

u is paid iPa mty ' return the Oliver to us, express collect. We even refund the
_ ' . . ... via outgoing transportation charges. You have not placed yourself
Do not contuse this offer with those for T||k under any obligation to buy.

?co!id-hand or rebuilt typewriters. Our $57 Oliver iraa ,,r, .. ,-,,-

''

. ,, , .

. our brand new identical Model 9, formerly priced l|k W*en the °|lver ,ft

mes ^ >'ou
- /

ou w
,

lU *dn}™ >ts many
t $100. It has not been changed in the slightest. \|k advancements -all the refinements made possible during 24

v||k years of typewriter-making. A finer typewriter is impossible.

y&Sk The coupon below gives you the opportunity to be your own
^ 700 OOO ^/\lrJ «l» salesman and save yourself $43.

Ver / \J\J
9
\J\J\J OOla ^^k Note that it brings EITHER an Oliver for Free Trial, or

_,. . „ ,, ,, o * > , ?M\. further information. Check it accordingly.
Olivers are in use all over the world, borne of the large ^BSa

Dncerns in the United States using Olivers are : U. S. iIk» tl r\i' t • /->

teel Corporation, Baldwin Locomotive Works, Nat'l City «& * »e Olivet" 1 ypewriter Company
lank of N. Y.. Diamond Match Company, Pennsylvania Rail- 'Ula J
sad, Hart, Schaffner & Marx, American Bridge Company, TJSsMI

1474 Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago, Illinois

Incyclopedia Britannica, Otis Elevator Company, Bethlehem «*Ji§l ^ , D .

teel Company, Boston Elevated Railways, N. Y. Edison ^^8^| Canadian fnce, $72 (3., )2 ,

ompany, and a host of others of equal importance. ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ m^ma ^^^
And thousands of Olivers are used by individuals — every busi- 1

1

ess is represented among our users. And every profession. I THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
You can depend on this wide use of the Oliver as a guarantee of I 1474 oliver Typewriter Building. Chicago. III. _

a worth. I I
Ship mo a new Oliver Nine for five days'- free inspection.

_ T __. __ ._ I I I
If I keep it, I will pay * 5 7 .it the rate of $ 3 per month.

IVI_ hinoV U...N. _ The title to remain in you until fully paid for.LW Filler OUIll My shipping point is

r, ., -.,. , „ T . . .... . ,
, e . I This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If IExamine the Oliver carefully. It IS built in a model factory choose to return the Oliyer, I will ship it back at your expense

irith a heritage of ideals. Only the finest materials are used. And at the end of five days.

his accounts for the prolonged life of the Oliver, its durability, its I I
Do not send a machine until i order it. Mail me your

nbuilt service. It is simplified in construction and built to with- 1—1 ^-'.' -'I^K^^mI' "!','V^TT,

h " ,I ';'-"» "ui ,ho
, ., . j rr>u ac • j •*. c_ Kenied\

,
> our de luxe catalog ana turther information. _tand the hardest usage. The Oliver in war service proved its fine

lesign and construction.
|

Name
!

You can't buy a better typewriter at any price. , street Address
Mail the coupon now, for either a Free Trial Oliver or further

nformation. Cit > Sta*e I

LOccupation or Business—— — — — _ _ _ _J
When you write tj advertisers please, mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Paramount and
Artcraft Stars'

Latest Productions
Here are their latest productions,
listed alphabetically, released up
to February 28th. Save the list!

And see the pictures!

Paramount
John Barrymore /'<.'

"Hhke Comes the Bride"
"Enid Bennett in

"Happy Though Married"
Billie Burke in

"The Make-believe wife"
Lina Cavalieri in

"THE TWO BRIDES"
Marguerite Clark in

"MRS. WlGGS OF THE
Cabbage Patch '

Ethel Clayton in
"Maggie Pepper"

Dorothy Dalton in
"Hard boiled"

Pauline Frederick in
"Paid in Fi i l"

Dorothy Gish i>: "B S"
l.ilaLee in "THESECRETGA RDEN"
Vivian Martin in

"YOU Never Saw Such a Girl"
Shirley Mason in

"The Winning Girl"
Charles Ray in

"TllEGlRL DODGER"
Wallace Reid in "THEDUD"
Bryant Washburn in

"Venus in the east"

Paramount-Artcraft
Specials

"The Hun Within,"
Willi .1 Special Star Cist

"Private Peat"
with Private HAROLD Pi A r

"Sporting Life"
A Maurice Tourncur Production

"The Silver King'
starring William Faversli nil

"Little Women"
:.:,,, M..L\ oil's famotisioolb)
A Win. A. Brady Production

"The False Fuces"
A Thomas II. Incc Produi tion

Artcraft
F-nrlco Caruso /'/ "Mv COUSIN"
George M. Cohan in

"nit tin: trail lioi iday"
Cecil B. De Mille's Production
"Don't change Your husband"
Douglas Fairbanks in "ARIZONA"
I lata Verguson in

"nis Parisian Wi m
D. W. Griffith's Production
"A Rom inc i i >> ii.utn Valley"
William S. Hart in

"BftBBD hi Ml V
Marv Pickford in

"Johanna 1 m ists"
Fred Stone in UNDER TH8 TOP"

Supervision of Thomas H. Ince

Paramount Comedies
Paramount- A rbuckle Comedy

"I 0\
i

"

Pariimount-MackScnnettt lomadlai
'Kir \m> s i i i , ii l \i i , IRS'

"I \ . i 1 \ NN1 \\ l l ll VARIA i i' INS"
r.iramotintT-'liigg < itllU'ily

"Oni Evbry Minute"
Mr- ami Mrs. Sidney Do «

Paramount-Draw Comedies

Paramount-Bray Pictogwph
( InG e.u ll week

Paramount-Burton Holmes
One c, I. wtek

\\ X
v\* V

*i

"What's on tonight?"
SOMETIMES it's the man of the house and some'

times it's the woman that starts the ball a'rolling.

An eventful evening two or three times a week is

an important part of the art of enjoyable home life.

Now that the Famous Players - Lasky Corporation

has taken the guess'Work out of motion pictures you
can bank- on the evening coming off right.

Is it a Paramount Picture?

Is it an Artcraft Picture?

Those are the key questions.

The reputation of the foremost stars, of the greatest

directors, of the topmost and largest motion picture

organization is vested in and richly expressed by Para'

mount and Artcraft Pictures.

Those brand names have naturally come to mean a

whole lot to America. They sum up the cream of the

national entertainment.

Don't take chances with your evenings. Be sure it's

a Paramount or Artcraft Picture. Note current releases

in panel.

Paramount<^Griera£t
jHotlon Cplctures *

The two trade-marks are the sure way of identifying Paramount
and cArUraft Pictures- -and the theatres that show diem.

1*. FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION,
/V V ADOLPH ZUKORAm. JESSSL.LASKYI .. '

. a iTKCll B BtMlUEDTOWWwml L

^ 14"-;- t i ^ ' i f ; t S s n -.' -> -? s s -!-;-; •.
, ;

Every advertisement In moron. ay MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Are You a Photoplay

Leaguer

IF
not, you should be.

The Better Photoplay League of

America is the biggest constructive

organization of its sort in motion pic-

tures. Its aim is the promotion of

clean pictures, intelligent pictures, every-

where.

But, you may say J'Pictures are good
enough for me as they are; I'm no
reformer—let the professional fixers

join
!"

Exactly ! You have given the aver-

age excuse, and you have put in it the

very reason that you should be inter-

ested in the work of The Better Pho-
toplay League of America.
The time has come to stand against

the professional reformer.

The time has come to kill off the

busybody censor.

The time has come to stop hypocrit-

ical and puritanical interference with

an art which is everybody's art, but
which is particularly the heritage of the

people.

Intellectual and artistic America is on
the threshold of a very dangerous
period. Moral reform is, every so often

in the world's history, made a matter

of politics. Then all of morality's real

ends are defeated, and the only victories

are the triumphs of bigots and busy-

bodies whose self-appointed business in

life is to tell other people what not to

do. After which the pendulum swings

to the other extreme, and onrushing lib-

erty is exceeded by license and excess.

Thus restriction and persecution defeat

every end that they might serve.

It is to prevent such a thing as this

in motion pictures that we must all

work together. If you make honest se-

lection the criterion of your community,
working with instead of against those

exhibitors whose desire is for the right

kind of public service, you are not go-

ing to be troubled with professional

censorship. If you don't, you will have

the evil chains of intolerance clamped

on you before summer. You may

Copyright. 1919. by the PHOTOPLAY PlBI ISHING COMPANY, Chicago.
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cursed with censorship now; if you are,

The Better Photoplay League points

the reasonable way of escape.

It is not the place or purpose of this

column to tell you all about The Bet-
ter Photoplay League and the whole of

its aims, purposes and methods
;
you

will find exact directions elsewhere in

this issue.

Photoplay Magazine is the author-
ized voice of this association, and it

has no other.

Have lou Seen the Photo-

play Magazine Screen

Supplement Yet?

THAT one-reel innovation supplied
to progressive motion picture ex-

hibitors by the Educational Films Cor-
poration of America.
The Supplement opens with an avi-

ator's view of the great Triangle-Gold-
wyn studios at Culver City. From
the clouds, you get an unusual view of

the studios and can realize, in a meas-
ure, just how the birds feel about it all.

It also includes a railroad wreck

—

with all of the regulation trimmings,
which means that Helen Holmes is in

it. This wreck was posed especially for

the Supplement.
Then, Ben Turpin—that comedian

with the geodetic vision—is shown in

his laughable preparations for appear-
ance before the Mack Sennett comedy
camera. This is followed by Cleo
Ridgely and her two babies.

This second issue of the Screen Sup-
plement also follows the careers of two
great luminaries back to babyhood.
showing you "how they looked when."
The Supplement also shows Thomas

H. Ince in his elaborate private office

and on the studio floor.

Then a glimpse of Bessie Love, now
a Yitagraph star, and Paul Powell and
Eddie Dillon. It shows Bill Hart on
his horse in Xew York, working for

the fourth Liberty Loan and then

shows him with his splendid dogs in

California.

Wallace Carlson concludes this issue

with his amusing animated cartoons.

The Third Screen Supple-

ment Will Include :

VIEWS of Arthur Berthelet making
test scenes at Essanay; Edith

Storey in some delight fully interesting

and unusual poses, off the sludio floor;

"what makes the movie move." the so-

lution of the mystic process so the "fan"
can understand ; Fanny Ward and her

husband. Tack Dean, in their home in

California; "Bill" Russell and his Chi-
nese cook; a cartoon by Wallace Carl-
son. Warren Kerrigan visiting Photo
ri w. and Duslin Farnum on a m
boat outinc
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Yes, Beauty Instantly
MAID:

—

"The Lieutenant is here"

MY LADV:
— "'/ will be down in an instant!

Instant beauty is indeed at her finger tips. A pale or sallow

complexion or signs of care or age do not worry her be-

cause she has her "Complete Pompeian Beauty Toilette."

POMPEIAN
®BEAUTY •POWDER®

First a touch of fragrant Pompeian DAY Cream. She works this

softening, vanishing cream well into the skin, so that powder will not

stick in spots. Now her Pompeian BEAUTY Powder, with its pearly-

touch and captivating perfume. Then a bit of Pompeian BLOOM on

the cheeks. My Lady knows that this touch of color in the cheeks not

only adds to the bloom of youthful beauty, but also makes her eyes seem

darker and more lustrous. Presto! What a change in a few minutes.

Pompeiar. BEAUTY Powder, Pompeian DAY Cream or Pompeian BLOOM may be used

separaiely or together. Sold by your druggist at ?0c tor .ach article. Guaranteed by the

makers of the well-known Pompeian MASSAGE Cream, Pompeian NIGHT Cream and

Pompeian HAIR Massage.

Liberty Girl Art Panel and Three Samples
— will be sent for a dime. Beautiful patriotic panel, 2S inches by 7 inches, finished

in colprs. With the samples you can make many interesting beauty experiments.

POMPEIAN MF(i. CO., 2131 Superior Ave.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

POMPEIAN COMPANY
2131 Superior Ave., Cleveland, O.
Gentlemen: I enrlosp nMrrn' f^r

1919 Libert; Girl Art Panel ind I

•
-

Name

Adored

Citv

When you writ mention PH'VT'>PT.AT MAGAZINE.
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Clara.
Kimball
Vo iing

.

7k2??id,dge.

DURING tke last year and a half many
hundred thousand persons received their

greatest entertainment from the pictures pre-

senting as stars the illustrious artists whose

portraits appear on this page.

Do you see the latest pictures of Norma
Talmadge, Clara Kimball Young, Alice Brady,

Constance Talmadge and the others, at your

favorite theatre?

Fill in coupon below and let us know where

you would like to have these Select Pictures

shown to you. Mail the coupon today.

SELECT(Qj))PICTURES

4T*,

m
Jllice

3rd.dy.

JK&rioiv
Daisies.

Constance
r

JsLlmad^&.

C O UP O N
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION, Dcpt. A

729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

I would like to sec Select Suns in all their productions .«

INAMK OF T1IKATKK1

-i..N roi r \ tin in i;i

'STKKKT Oil P. O. v D

JSELECT(
j
) pictures !

Mitchell
Xjzuris.

When von write 10 advertisers please mention rHOTOVLAY MAGAZINE.
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UorCt w^ste your evening's
on poor pictures -

They destroy the value of your recreation hours,

they take the spice out of lite, they literally cheat

you out o£ your £urx *

Go to see the motion pictures that do some^

tiling, that tell somethingthat show something
in plot, in acting and in story value-

'Tryfor instance ajew nights with

SCREEN CLASSICS inc-PRODUCTIONS

IS
METROALL STAR SERIES PRODUCTIONS

The Lest theatres are showing'them because
they are the only standardized motion

_ pictures inthe world

TLyou fell your theatre manager yoa wantthemhe well
If get them even if they cost him a little more—

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
JHJW YORK TMaxweUKarcjer, Director qevveraL LOS ANOELE5

When you write to ailv^rtisers flease mentHn PHOTOPLAY MAOAZINTT.
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"The PlayS the Thing'— Shakespeare.

THE HAND OF
BLACKTON

in

William Shakespeare The World's Best Stories

OOD Motion Pictures depend,

primarily upon good stories

—just as all good plays do.

Each J. Stuart Blackton picture is based upon a good story.

"THE COMMON CAUSE," the latest Blackton Pro-

duction, was an adaptation from a play written by

J. Hartley Manners and Ian Hay Beith.

The story, strong, magnetic and intense in its appeal formed

a solid foundation for the wonderful picture.

And it was The Hand of Blackton that interpreted it;

— that made the story come to life;

— that made the characters really live;

— and that brought the scenes of the story faith-

fully before you.

It was The Hand of Blackton in one of the world's

best stories.

All Blackton Productions do have good stories behind them

-and that's only one reason why they're so good!

"Pictures with the mar\ of BLACKTOJ^l are worth while"

Blackton Productions, Inc.
25 West 45th Street, New York City

Studio: 423 Classon Avenue. Brooklyn, N. Y.

When you writs to adrertlsers please mention PHOTOPLAI UAQAZXNE
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nkUonotiecommend

ICTURE^MAKING is a great gamble,
but a gloriously interesting one. Perfection in any

art is always uncertain. No matter how hard we try for

perfection, we never know whether the public will like

a picture until the public sees it and says thumbs up
or thumbs down.

Once in a great while you have "thumbed
down" some of our efforts. Maybe the story was weak,
or the acting not so good as it should be, or for some
other reason it lacked what you want for your hard'

earned money.

So be it! Whenever you have expressed
disapproval, we have stopped advertising the few pic^

cures you did not like. As a result of this careful policy,

we have made the Jewel trademark a pretty safe thing

for you to judge by.

Allen HolubaitMasterpiece

(jhe Pieiure that WillLiveForeverJ
—is one you will love We recommend it heart and soul.

We believe it contains all the elements that real picture-lovers
demand as entertainment—a little laughter, a few tears, a certain
amount of excitement and suspense, and much love.

It is coming to your favorite theatre soon. If you will take the
trouble to ask the theatre manager just when you can see
"The Heart of Humanity" and then fix the date in your mem-
ory, we can promise you splendid entertainment.

Have you ever seen these other ' 'Jewels
'

'

"FOPs HUSBANDS ONLY" "COME THROUGH"
"THE PRICE OF A GOOD TIME" -THE KAISEK,
"PAY ME" . THE BEAST OF BERLIN"

"BORROWED CLOTHES"

( Universal-Made}

Jewel Productions, inc.
1600 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

'-£

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY M.U'.AZIXE.
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Pay Her $3
For Each Empty Package

A Suggestion to Men
The 32-cent package of Quaker Oats contains 6,221 calories— the energy measure of food value.
In meat, eggs and fish the average cost of 6,221 calories

would be at least $3.50.
So each 32-cent package served in place of meats saves around $3. And

the housewife who saves it should have it.

Make each empty package worth $3 in some special household fund.
Then watch the fund grow.

This is how some necessary foods compare in cost, at this writing, based
on their calorie value

:

Cost of 6,221 Calories
In Quaker Oats $0.32 In Average Fish $3.70
In Round Steak 2.54 In Canned Peas . 3.35
In Veal Cutlets 3.53 In Cod Fish 4.85

And Quaker Oats, which costs so little, is the greatest food in the list.

Analysis shows the oat to be almost the ideal food in balance and cum
pleteness.

Make Quaker Oats your standard breakfast. That's the best way to bring
down food cost.

The Oat Dainty
Quaker Oats means extra flavor without extra cost. It is flaked from

queen grains only— just the rich, plump, flavory oats. We get but ten
pounds from a bushel.

In millions of homes this exquisite flavor has made the oat dish popular.

Two Sizes: 12c to 13c— 30c to 32c
Except in the Far West and South

Packed in Sealed Round Packages with Removable Cover
[ 303 i I

A Wife Too Many
Into the hotel lobby walked a beau-

tiful woman and a distinguished man.
Little indeed did the gay and gallant
crowd know that around these heads there
flew stories of terror—of murder—and treason.
That on their entrance, half a dozen detective*
sprang up from different parts of the place.

Because of them the lights of the War
Department in Washington blazed far into the
night. With their fate was wound the tragedy
of a broken marriage, of a fortune lost,

of a nation betrayed.
It is a wonderful story with the kind ol tnyster> thi

will sit up nights trying to fathom. It is just one of the
stories fashioned by that master of mystery

ARTHUR B. REEVE
(The American Conan Doyle)

CRAIG KENNEDY
(The American Sherlock Holmes)

He is thedetective genius of our age. He has taken science— science that stands for this age — and allied it to the
mystery and romance of detective fiction. Even to the
smallest detail, every bit of the plot is worked out scien-
tifically. For nearly ten years America has been watching

his Craig Kennedy — marveling at the
strange, new, startling things that detec-
tives here would unfold. Such plots— such
suspense — with real, vivid people moving
through maelstrom of life! Frenchmen have
mastered the art of terror stories. English
writers have thrilled whole nations by their
artful heroes. Russian ingenuity has fash-
ioned wild talcs of mystery. But all these

a *>*•* ?.u-m old-fashioned — out-of-date — beside
the infinite variel)— the weird excitement of
Arthur B. Reeve's tales.

EHfl

FREE—Poe
10 VOLUMES

To those who send the coupon promp;:>,
we will give FREE a set of Edgar Allan
Toe's works in 10 volumes.
When the police ol Paris tailed to solve one ui

the most fearful murder mysteries ol the lime.
Edgar Allan Poe — far eft here in New York

—

found the solution.

The story is in these volumes.
He was a detective by instinct

—

he was A story-

teller by divine inspiration. Before or since -
no one has ever had his power to make your h.ur
Stand on end to send chills up your K\ck

—

:.> hold von In terror — horror I To read breath-
— to try to guess the ending — to enjo* th<-

perfect, flawless st\ le — to (eel the power of the
• — th.it is all you can do in each and all of

undying stories. In England and Prance.
Edgar Allan Poe is held to be the greatest writer

.1 America has produced. To them he is the
great American
This is a wonderful combination. Here are two

of the greatest "titers of mystery and scientifi

detective stories. You can get the Reeve at i

remarkably low price and the Toe FREE tor «

shorl time only. S:>;n and mail the coupon now.

HARPER & BROTHERS
Established ;</;

HARPER & BROTHERS. Photoplay 4-19

18 Franklin Square, New York
Sand mr, all eharuos prepaid, s.'t of Arthur B. Reeve — in 1-

w.lumrv Also send me. absolutely free, the set of E.ivrar Allan Toe-
in lo volumes. If the books are not satisfactory I will return both
sot-, within 10 days at your expense. Otherwise 1 wilt send you Sl.il'l

wiuun ", days and SS.OO » month for twelve months.

nnenl [n PHOTOPULY macazints Is guaranteed.
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How I Teach Piano
To More Persons than Were
Ever Taught by One Man Before

I make good players of them in quarter the usual

time, at quarter the usual cost, and
all by correspondence. DR. QVISN AT HIS PIANO— From the famous sketch

by Schneider, exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition.

"Impossible!" some persons said when I started, twenty-

five years ago, but every year I obtained more students,

until today main hundreds of men and women are Study-

ing with trie in all quarters of the globe. Every state of the

Union contains scores of accomplished players of piano or

organ who obtained their entire training from me bv mail,

and at quarter the usual cost and effort. I will gladly refer

you to a>t\ number of my graduates who will soon. convince

you of the surprising results they obtained by my scientific

method. Write for my 64-page free booklet, "How to

Learn Piano or Organ."

You learn faster, not because anything is omitted, but

because you use every possible scientific assistance— many
of which are entirely unknown to the average teacher. My
patented invention the COLOROTONE sweeps away
playing difficulties that have troubled students for genera-

tions. 'By its use, Transposition— usually a "nightmare"

to students— becomes easy and fascinating. It enables

you, in your third lesson, to play an interesting piece not

only in the original key, but in all other keys as well. This
one fact saves you months of valuable

time. The COLOROTONE is

patented and cannot be used by any
other teacher or conservatory.

With my fifth lesson I send you
another important and exclusive inven-

tion, QU1NN-DEX, a mechanical
movie." It shows you every move-

ment of my wrists, hands and fingers

at the keyboard. You see the fingers

move, as clear'y as if thrown on the

moving picture screen. You do not

have to reproduce your teacher's finger

private teacher's" time is absolutely thrown away in giv-

ing you routine instructions about clef signs, measure bars,

sharps, Hats, the value of notes and rests, etc., etc., which
are necessarily the same for all students ami could just :w

easily be put into writing. ( )f cours you can't remember
a quarter of what he tells you, so most of your next lesson

is taken up going over the same material again. I his

truly sinful waste is entirely done away with by my
WRITTEN METHOD. Your routine instructions arc-

all in writing for reference any time, day or night. Nothing
is forgotten nor needlessly repeated. You obtain as much
of my time as you really need, and every minute of it is

devoted to your real guidance- and not to routine instruc-

tions. In all essential ways you are in closer touch with me
than if you were studying by the oral method— yet my
lessons cost you only 43 cents each-— and they include
all the many recent developments in scientific teaching. For the

student of moderate means, this method of studying is far superior to

all others. Even for the wealthiest student, there is nothing better at

any price. You may be certain that your progress is at all times in

accord with the best musical thought of the present day, and this

makes all the difference in the world.

Investigate Without Cost— Special Offer
My method is endorsed by distinguished musicians and educators

who certainly would not recommend a second-rate system. It i> for

beginners, or experienced players, from 14 to over 60 years of age.

You progress as rapidly or slowly as you wish, in spare time at home.
All necessary music is included free and becomes your property.

Diploma and degree granted. The tuition fee is now, for a short

time, cut exactlv in half, on account of our Twenty-Fifth Anniversary
Offer. Investigate without cost or obligation. Write today, using

postcard, letter or Free Book Coupon for my 64-page free book
"How To Learn Piano or Organ."

MARCUS LUCIUS QUINN
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

movements from your MEMORY—
which naturally cannot be always
accurate. Instead, you have the correct models right

before your eyes during every minute of practise. You
follow them minutely and exactly without any chance of

error or misunderstanding. Without Quinn-dex much
of your time (and your teacher's time) would be

devoted to correcting bad habits acquired through faulty

practise. This discourages more students and wastes more
time than any other single factor. Quinn-dex does away
with it entirely. You cannot obtain anything like Quinn-
dex except from me. Moving pictures have never before

been applied to piano instruction. Quinn-dex is operated

easily and simply by hand, and even a child can successfully

use it. // contains 684 separate pictures. Quinn-dex is

fully explained in my free booklet 'How To Learn Piano
or Organ." Write today.

The old way of studying with a so-called "private

teacher" by the oral or spoken" method is rapidly being
discarded, and anybody can see why. If you want a

teacher "all to yourself" and can afford only $1 to $5 a

lesson, it goes without saying that you can obtain only

third-rate instruction. No true authority could give you
his entire, exclusive attention for so small a fee. Further-

more, by the old fashioned oral method, at least half your

Studio PD. Social Union BIdg. Boston, Mass.

1FREE^':"|b1iJj3
H Howlo

Learrv

Piarvo

J*4J8m
i

1 W^Z~^ / i

l^n

S^^ -
:
FREE BOOK COUPON

J QUINN CONSERVATORY, Studio PD
Social Union Bids;., Boston, Mass.

Please send me. without cost or obligation, your free

J booklet. "How to Le;irn Piano or Organ.'* and full pai
ticulars of your Conroe and special reduced Tuition
Offer

Address ,

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAfiAZINE.



Though the Moonlight
Was behind her

she cast no
shadow !

Photoplay Magazine—Advertising Section

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

"Battling Against
a Human Vampire !"

What was thi*; mysterious thing that made monsters out

of innocent girls— that made every mother clutch her baby
to her breast in nameless terror? What was it t,hat drew
strong men trembling into the realm of the Undead—those

pitiful creatures who no longer live, but who are deprived

of even the kind ness of death?
Jonathan Harker started to Transylvania on an everyday-

business trip. What did it mean when he neared the end

of his journey when the peasants pressed around him

begging him to go no farther? Why did one woman press

into his hand a rosaty and another a crucifix?
What was this thin^ — darken than his wildest fears nart ever

dared imagine— more terril.fe than a woman's shriek at midnight
—more baffling than crouching madness in a sick brain.

What it was you can learn from one of the classic mystery and
adventure tales to which thousands have thrilled— one of the great

host ot the world's best adventure*stories in the

INTERNATIONAL
ADVENTURE LIBRARY
Stories of Mystery Detective Love and Fight

TRACULA, by Hrani Stok.
TALES OF SHERLOCK

HOLMES
hv Sir A. Conan Do>if*

RETURN OF SHERLOCK
HOLMES

by Sir A. Connn Doyle
THE ABANDONED ROOM
bv Wadsworth Camp

ARSENE LUPIN
by Maurice Leblanc

CLEEK OF SCOTLAND YARD
by Thomas W. Hanehaw

CLEEK, THE MASTER DETECTIVE
by Thomas W. Hanshaw

THE WHITE WATERFALL
by Jamea Francis Dwver

THE UNSEEN HAND
by Clarence H. New

THE RADIUM TERRORS
by Albert Dorrington

r THE CONFESSIONS OF
ARSENE LUPIN

by Maurice Leblanc
THETEETH OF THE TIGER
by Maurice Leblanc

THE CRYSTAL STOPPER
by Maurice Leblanc

THE HOLLOW NEEDLE
"bv Maurice Leblanc
THE DEVIL'S ADMIRAL, by
(.Frederick FerdinamlMoore

IS VOLUMES
1 1 LONG NOVELS
S3 SHORT STORIES

In these 15 volumes are stories for

every mood

—

adventure, tragedy, love,

comedy, mystery, romance — all woven
together into big thrilling tales that

will hold you spellbound from the first

page to the 1 a-st

.

In alt literature you can find nothing1

equalling- these for weird mystery andadven-
ture — nothing surpassing them in romance
and clever situations—nothing so well illus-

trating the keenest workings of the trained

human mind.
Great thinkers— statesmen and business

men— all say they get the greatest mental
relaxation from reading a really good ad-
venture or detective story.

V.iu too can forget the worries and
troubles of the day by having these h onder-
lul books near at hand to read and to thrill

over whenever the mood is upon you.

Price Soon to Go Up
Re .dire have not
ng and plates, we have been abli

.> smaO edition of the International Ad-
venture Library at an unusually lOtt pi ii 6

—and we are giving you the chance to ' ike

id\ antage oi our bargain. So for a limited
time we . .in oftYi \ .'ii i saving of more than
one-third. Hut the edition mav l>e exhausted
any day —and when the present supply is

gone, you will have to pay very much more
tor this wonderful collection, So you n

at once to get the benefit oi our spei lal offei

Sending the coupon puts you under no
obligation whatever. II you find, alter ex-

amining the books,thatyoudo not like them.
yOU may return them at OUT expense. But if

you want them at their present low price,

you musl dei Ide soon. Better be sure than
sorry — so sign and mull the coupon today

|

W. R. Caldwell & Co. "HWfo'Xr
W. R. Caldwell & Co., 30 Irving Place. New York

PI, n.l in.
. all I h •'•' paid, I of tl.c International Ad-

vantura Library in lilt. -.mi volumes, hi'iiiitit'iilly In.. in, I in .liu I, ,-. LrooB
Jo luxo v.iu..... with duo color art till.. I..I..-I-.. ir.l..- I.....K-. •.• ....i

ctory, I will roturn thorn al four axpenaa within ton
Othorwlaa I will aond > ... si par month f»i 16 montha,

iila

Rate

15 cents

per

word

£££

(*
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All Advertisements
have equal display and

same good opportuni-

ties for big results.

PHOTORUr

nnnnnnn nfW^nnnr
This Section Pays.

83°° of the advertisers

using this section during

the past year have re-

peated their copy.

Rate

15 cents
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FORMS FOR JUNE ISSUE CLOSE APRIL FIRST

AGENTS AND SALESMEN MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

Ph
If . oti pi . i, . ,.. pa) ...11 .-.».t, aand I.1

AGENTS— S3 0. A WEEK SELLING GTJAEAN-
teed II..sivry 1. >r men. women and children. Guaran-
teed to last 4 months . without holes. Latest and best
agents' proposition. Thomas Mfg. Co., 204 North St.,
Dayton, Ohio.

$40 TO $100 A WKEK. FKF.K .SAMPLES. lillLD
Sign Letters anyone can pvit on windows. Big demand.
Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic Letter Co..
414 X. Clark. Chicago.

SALESMEN: CITY Olt TRAVELING. EXPERI-
ence unnecessary. Send for list of openings and full

particulars. Prepare in spare time to earn tha big

salaries

—

$2,500 to $10,000 a year. Employment serv-

ice rendered members. Nat'l. Salesmen's Tr. Ass'n.,
I'ept. 13S-P, Chicago. 111.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BRANCH MANAGER WANTED FOR OLD ESTAB-
lished Chicago* Concern. We furnish full stock of
goods, advertising, matter, and equip store completely,
in guod location, all at our expense and pay you
$40.00 a week salary, in addition to liberal share
.if the profits your store earns. Work can be started

in spare time. Xo investment or previous experience
necessary to secure this position. If you are a hustler
and want an opportunity to make $5,000 to $15,000
a year we want you and will pay you well from the
start. Send me your application todav. S. Lew.
Mgr., Department 6C2, Como Bldg., Chicago, 111.

TELL THE READERS OF PHOTOPLAY WHAT
you have of interest to them. You can reach them
nt a very small cost through an advertisement in the
classified section. 8 3^ of the advertisers using this
section during the past year have repealed. The section
is read and brings results.

GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENTS

XEW PATRIOTIC PLAY"S, RECITATTOXS. ENTER-
tainments for war-time Benefits. Vaudeville sketches.
Monologues. Drills. Tableaux. Make-UD Goods. Large
Catalog Free.

T. S. Denisnn & Co., Dept. 70. Chicago.

HELP WANTED

HTJNDREDS TJ. S. GOVERNMENT PERMANENT
Positions now open to men, 16 or over; women, 18 or
over. $90 to $125 month. Many in your home sec-

tion. Common education sufficient. List positions
free. Write immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept.
C-205, Rochester, X. Y.

WOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SEXT PREPAID TO
your door: plain sewing: steady work; no canvassing.
Send stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Co..

Dept. 21, Philadelphia. Pa.

WANTED— 5 BRIGHT. CAPABLE LADIES FOR
1910. to travel, demonstrate and sell dealers. $25.00
in $50.00 per week. Railroad faro paid. Write at

oner. Goo.lri 1l Drug Co., Dept. 59, Om.Uia. Xebr.

OLD COINS WANTED

OLD MOXEY OF ALL KINDS WANTED. WE Bl'Y
and sell our $100,000.00 worth a year. We pay
cash t ir thousands of coins ami bills. Many valuable
coins are in circulation. Get posted. Send 4c for our
Large Illustrated Coin Circular. Send now. NUMIS-
MATIC BANK, Dept. 75, Fort Worth. Texas.

MANUSCRIPTS TYPEWRITTEN

SCENARIOS,
page. Spellinj
Marjorie Jones,

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED TEX CENTS
corrected. Seven years' experience.

322 Monadnocl; Block, Chicago.

OF INTEREST TO V/O'MEN

LADIES FASCINATING HOME BUSINESS T1NT-
Ing postcards, pictures, photos, etc., spare time for

profit v $100: no canvassing; samples 10c

(stamps). Particulars free. Artint, 813 G, Station A.

Uroi Myn. X. V.

$35.00 PROFIT NIGHTLY. SMALL CAPITAL
starts you. No experience needed. Our machi:
used and endorsed by government institutions. Catalog
free. Atlas Moving Picture Company, 43S Morton
Bhig., Chicago.

PATENTS

PATENTS. WHITE FOR FREE ILLT'STRATE!'
guide book "How to Obtain a Patent."
or sketch for opinion of patentable nature free. B
Reference-. Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co.. 7'.3 Ninth, Washington. D. c.

INVENTORS. SEND SKETCH AND DESCRIPTION
of your invention for alvio regarding patent proti
Twenty years experience. Our Hand-book on Patents
is sent free on request. All communication stxictb
confidential. Write u- todav. Talbert & Talbert Pal
cut Lawyers, 4724 Talbert Bldg.. Washington. D. <

SONGWRITERS

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG
music, guarantee publisher's acceptance
on patriotism, love or any subject.

5 3S So. Dearborn St., Suite

WE WRITE
Submit poems

Chester Music Oo.
12. Chit

SONGWRITERS: SUBMIT TOUR SONG-POEMS
now for free examination and advice. Valuable book-

let explaining our original methods of revising, com-
posing, copyrighting and facilitating free publication or

outright sale of songs. SEXT FREE on postal request.

Leant the truth from a reliable successful concern.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Knickerbocker Studios. 16"!

Gaiety Bldg.. X. Y'. City.

WRITE T"S WORDS FOR A SONG. WE WH.I,
compose musk—facilitate free publication. Send verse*

on love. war. any subject. Fairchild Music Co..,.
Broadway, 2H-X. New York.

WRITE A SONG—LOVE, MOTHER. HOME CHILD -

hood, patriotic or any subject. I compose music and
guarantee publication. send words today. Thomas
Merlin . 235 Reaper Block. Chicago.

SOXG WRITERS: FREE EXAMINATION OF YOUR
poem. Music composed. Publication. Cornell. Studio -

B. 23 West 31st Street. Xew York.

YOU WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG—SUBMIT
poems on patriotism, lore :r any subject. We write

music, guarantee copyright and assist in securing pub-
lisher. Metropolitan Studios. Room 102. Morton Bldg..
Chicago.

SEXD ME YOUR SONG-POEMS. I COMPOSE
music and submit copies to publishers. Send
todav—examination free. Myron Johnson. Excelsior

Springs, Mo. P. O. Box 415.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A
poems, compi se music for them
cure publication
publisher. Our

SONG. WE REVISE
and guarantee to se-

rially basis by Xew York music
Chief Composer is a song-writer al

national reputation and has written many big -

hits. Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Studios

101-A, Fitzgerald Bldg.. Xew York.

THEATERS FOR SALE

MR. HARRY LYONS OP 1 HYDE PARE STREET
London. England, wishes to get into direct communira-

ith the principals >f the rumored comb. 1

purchase of cinema Theatres, as he has a most Important

group for sale. Mr. Lyon is the negotiator of a large

number of purchases of Theatres, variety Theatres
sites generally.

MISCELLANEOUS

H.WK ON FACE, BODY OB 1'NDEI; ARMS POS-
itively removed with root. No electricity, pain or

poisonous drugs. Harmless. Write for particulars.

Free demonstration at Mine. Berthe. 12 W. 40th St.

New York.

Short-Story Writing
ACOURSE of forty lessons in the history .

form
. struc-

ture and writing of the Short Story taught by Dr.

3. Berg: Esepwein, for years h-d-

itor of Lippincott's.

One student writes:—"Before

completing the lessons, received

ocr SI . OOO for manuscript
sold to Woman's Home Compan-
ion, Pictorial Review, McCall's

and other leading magazines."

Also coursesinPhotoplayWriting,
Versification and Poetics, Jour-
nalism. In all over One Hundred
Courses, under professors in Har-
vard, Brown, Cornell, and other
leading colleges. 150-PaBeCat-

Dr. Esenweln alog Free. Please Address

The Home Correspondence School
Dept. 95 Springfield, Mass.

TYPEWRITER
SENSATION

$3 or
$4

monthly buys a
Beautifully Re-

constructed Latest Model Visible Typewriter with
back-spacer, decimal tabulator, two-color ribbon,

etc. Every late style feature and modern operating
convenience. Perfect appearance, perfect action

and absolute dependability. Sent anywhere on
approval. Catalog and special price FREE.
Harry A. Smith, 851. 218 N. Wells St.. Chicago. III.

THERE'S ONLY ONE
WAY TO SECURE
A SATIN SKIN

APPLY SATIN SKIN CREAM,
THEN SATIN SKIN POWDER.

Every advertisement in 1'HOTorLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Learn to Draw
by the

LANDON
Method

Copy Thit Sketch
— and let Tin- see
wh.it you can do
with it. Cartoonists
andillustratorseai n

S125 or more
per week. A l.irfie

proportion of the newspaper artists who
are Bainina success today were trained by

ourse. My practical system ofpei
sonal individual lessons t>y mail will de-
velop your drawing ability as it developed
theirs. Manv yean' experience drawing
fornewspapers and magazines qualifies me
to teach you in a practical nay. Send
sketch oi Uncle Sun with 6c in stamps foi

full information about the course, together
with test lesson plate, samples of students'
work and evidence of what you too can
accomplish. I'lcasc state your ag$.

The Landon School .£*%*%
1507 Schofield BldK .. Cleveland, Ohio

leapesfaWaytoGo
iOn a Bicycle

Th.it is why in many European
countries one in every six persons
rides a bicycle. All armies use them
by thousands. It is the work mini's
street ctir, with the cost of the

rides saved. A complete out-
door gymnasium that keeps
you fit in mind and muscle. The
Mead Cycle Company special

Factory to Rider
Sales Plan saves you #10 to
£25 on the Kanjjer model
you select; your choice from

39 44 styres, colors and sizes.9 SO Days Free Trial and9 Mead pays the Freight.
afTIQCC Parts, Repairs.

I into at half usual price,
Don't buy until you pet our
Free Catalog describing
all the wonderful new offers,
liberal terms and low prices.
Write a postal now to

—

CYCLE COMPANY
DEF^T. L-40 CHICAGO

mi
Rider
Agents
Wanted

MEAD
u
Don't Shout"^

"I hear you. 1 can hear
now as well as anybody.
'How? With the MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my ears

now. but they are invisible. I

would not know 1 had them in.

myself, only that 1 hear all right.

The MORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF
is to the ears what

glasses are to the eyes. In-

visible, comfortable, weight-
less and harmless. Anyone

can adjust iL" Over 100.000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 789, Perry Bldg., Phila.

arn^StolOOaWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.
It takes only a short time
to qualify for this fascinat-
ing profession. Three
months' course covers all
branches:

Motion Picture— Studio— Commercial
vtnine classes. Easy terms. Special rates to S'.liiitrs

and S-nlors leaving service. Call or write lor free booklet.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 37 141 W. 36th St.. N.Y. City

L«
HOME Aliin

EARN SING-
Send 2c. Stamp for Helpful Booklet, " L."

" The Voice Made Beautiful.

"

HARVEY SUTHERLAND
Educational Building, 70 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK

"He Deposits $500 a Month!"
"See that man at the Receiving Teller's window? That's Billy King, Sales

Manager for the Browning Company. First of every month he comes in and
deposits $500. I've been watching Billy for a long time—take almost as much
interest in him as I do in my own boy.

"Three years ago he started in at Browning's as a clerk at $15 a week.
Married, had one child, couldn't save a cent. One day he came in here des-

perate—wanted to borrow a hundred dollars—wife was sick.

"I said, 'Billy, I'm going to give you something worth more than a loan

—

some good advice—and if you'll follow it I'll let you have the hundred, too.

You don't want to be a $15 clerk all your life, do you?' 0,1 course he didn't.

•Well, ' I said, 'there's a way to climb out of your job to something better. Take
up a course with the International Correspondence Schools in the work you
like best and want to advance in, and put in some of your evenings getting spe-

cial training. The Schools will do wonders for you— I know, we've got sev-

eral I.C.S. boys right here in the bank. r __ Ti«« our mm
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS"That nipht Billy wrote to Scranton and a few

days lat«r he had started a course in Salesman-
ship. It had a fascination for him and in a little

while he not his chance on the city sales force.

Why. in three months he had doubled his sal-

ary! Next thing I knew he was put in charge
of a branch office up state.

"Then he took the I.C.S. Advertising course.
Well, he made such a record up there that a few
months ago they brought him back and made
him Sales Manager—on salary and commission.
He's making real money now. Owns his own
home, has bought some good securities, and
he's a regular at that window every month. It

just shows what a man can do in a little spare
time."

Employers are begging for men with ambition, men
who really want to get ahead in the world and are will-
ing to prove it by training themselves in spare time to
do some one thing well.

Prove that j/ou are that Und of a man ! The Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools are ready and anxious
to help you prepare for the position you want in the
work you like best, whatever it may be. More than two
million men and women in the last 27 years have taken
the I. C. S. route to more money. Over 100,000 others
are getting ready in the same way right now.

Is there any reason why you should stand still and let

others climb over you when you have the sams chance
they have ? Surely the least you can do is to find out
just what there is in this proposition for you. Here is

all we ask . Without cost, without obligating yourself
in any way, simply mark and mail this coupon.

BOX 6497, SCRANTON, PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how lean qualify for
the position, or in the subject, bejnre which I mark X.
ji i.i 1 1 nil ii. Baerai i u
3 1 i.'cti In Lighting and i: \ i.

Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
iiniitMiii, Ertfluu i u
Mechanical Draftsman

D Machine Shop Practice
BToolmaker
GGaa Engine Operating

DCIVIL ENGINi : K
JSnrToylng? and Mupttlnfr

3 MINE HUM M>\ «r I SC-ll

_JS I l I 111 MltV EMJIMIK
3 Marine Engineer
J Ship Draftsman
3 ARCHITECT
Jl'untraelur and llnlldrr

3 Architectural Uraftaoian
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
II. I

" 1 111 V > i llll Ill > I IMi
3 Sheet Metal Worker
ID Textile OTeneeror Siipt.

•"HBMIST

Name

SALESMANSHIP
LU ADVERTISING
Q Window Trimmer
DShow Card Writer
QSign Painter
G Itailroad Trainman
QILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER

§
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Lair
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subject*

B
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Hallway Mail Clerk

nAirroMonu.E OPERATING
into Repairing
Navigation IQSpantali

BatllllCTM I'llE Inrpeneb
I'uuKry Halting |CI talUo

Present
Occupation^

Street
and No

Clty_

^ £5 yEARS THE STflHDRRO TftAIN/HG
SCHOOL fOfit THCATRE ARTSALVIENESCHOOL

DRAMATIC ARTS
FOUR SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCKS-
•THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

Write for catalog mentioning study desired to

A. T. IRWIN. Secretary
225 W. S7th St. New York City

Submit your Song.Poetni NOW for free e*aj

We revise poem*, compote music of any descnpti

copyright and employ original method* ^^T ill S^^ A
for facilitating FREE PUBLICATION or ^1f(ft4 ijX^c^ j

?""*'

outright SALE ol song, under a^ ,„„ , copT f

ccrtif.cate GUARANTEE- ^*fjb'ffSj!>^ F'ce Booklet which

1NG you satisfac
tells you who

plaint our method,
tains valuable information and

instructions. This is your opport*

_nity to learn the truth regarding the Song*
liog profession from a reliable and successful concern.

KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS. 86 Caiety Bldg , N. Y Cift>

DOYOU LIKE TO DRAW?
CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID
W<- will not five vouanymntliH

answer this ad. Nor will we claim
u rich in a week. Hut if

you arc anxious to develop your
talent with a successful cartoonist.

ao you can make money, send a copy
of this picture, with 6c in etami>* for
portfolio of cartoons and sample feason
plate, and let us explain.

The W. L. Cvana School of Cartooning
850 Leader Bldj., Cleveland, O.

§0
PAID

for
ONE
Illustrators — Cartoonist*. — Com-
mercial Artiflt.i make big money.
L'-arn now at home in spur*' tinn*

by our new instruction method.
Handsome booklet free explains
everything. Write for it today.
Get our Special Pre* Outfit offer.

Washington School of Art
1 124 H St. . N. W. , WASHINGTON, D. C.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Special Free Trial Offer—Act Promptly

For the Busy Busi-
ness Man

Shorthand is of in-
valuable help In aid-
ing business men to
maketheirown notes
of privnti* business
in atters and tele-
phone conversations.

For the Ambitious
Saleswoman

You tan qualify for
a splendid position
in almost no time.
Opportunities with-
out number are wait-
ing for you in busi-
ness.

For Every
Lawyer

You will lindParacon
jShorthand of price-
j

less aid in the prose-
cution of eases in
Court and every day
in your office. It is of

!

inestimable value.

For the Book-
keeper

Bookkeeperswil] find
a knowledge of Para-
xon S h ort h and a
great time savt-r in
making audits and
jotting down memo-
randa quickly.

For the Alert
Salesman

Besides making
memos of orders
speedily you can
take down word for
word for your daily
reports the remarks
of the buyer, etc.

Learn Paragon
Shorthand in 7 Days
Sent on 7 Days' FREE TRIAL

SendNoMoney-JustTheCoupon
You know how often you have wished that you

could write shorthand. You realized what it meant
to busy executives and to business beginners— in

efficiency, advancement and increased earning power.
But like thousands of others you dreaded the long, weary

months of study, the memory tax, the mental strain and the
high cost, in time and money, of the old systems.
Now you can have your wish. Because, all that you dreaded

is done away with in the Paragon Method of Shorthand. Instead
of committing to memory something like 4,000 word-signs and
contractions, which in other systems largely depend for their
meaning upon position they occupy, you have only 26 word-signs
to learn in Paragon. The entire system consists of

The Paragon Alphabet;
Twenty-six simple word-signs;
Six prefix contractions;
One general rule for abbreviations.

THAT IS ALL. The simple explanations and exercises are
divided into seven lessons, the principles of which you can
grasp in one evening. Speed will develop pleasantly as you make
daily use of your quickly acquired knowledge.

This is the Paragon System. Thousands have learned the
7 lessons in 7 evenings. See for yourself how perfectly simple it

is. Stop right here and study the specimen lesson at the right.

~~~~"~~"~TZri Everybody Can Use Shorthand
EVIDENCE
Of Its Merit
We have thousands

of. such letters as
these on file:

F. G. Cooper, famous
Cartoonist of Colli-
er's, writes: "Within
a few daj s after re-

ceiving your set of
lessons I mnde all

the notes in my
pocket, nnto-liook in

Paragon Shorthand,
I h a d no previous
knowledge of any
shorthand. Weeks
afterward I can road
my Paragon notes.
It Btrikes me thai
this is quite a recom-
mendation for your
system."

In Court
" \\ 1 1 h Paragon,

which I learned in
7 lessons, 1 am able
to do an> kind of
work in Court with
as great rapidity as
t h e occasion may
demo nd

"

J. Martian Hnmley,
Lake Providence, La,

With Uncle Sam
it took me one

H eek i o master Para-
gon, Bus speed in i

month was SO words
per minute "

Bruno Bonquts,
1 I 10 I' si .

\ \\ ..

Washington, I' ('.

Our records show that in addition to the
thousands of young men and women who
need shorthand as a help in their business
careers, other thousands — business >>:<->t, pro-
/essionai »ren, students, clergymen and litt rarj
folk—would like to know Paragon Shorthand
as a time-saving convenience. Still others-
fathers and mothers— would like to give
their som and daughters this wonderful ad-
vantage in order that they may he able to be
self-supporting any time it may be necessary.
Many of these persons who have not a di-

rect need for shorthand but want it as an
instrument of efficiency and a daift eime-savt
would buy the complete course of Paragon
Shorthand at a popular sidling price.

A Most Valuable Accomplishment
Thousands of young, ambitious men and

women who have failed to learn the old.
complicated forms of shorthand have
learned Paragon with ease. They have since
become court stenographers reporters, as-
sistants to business heads and in many
eases executives of prominent concerns anil
institutions. Thousands of grateful letter-
now in our tiles attest the~r facta Those
printed at the left arc typical.

Paragon Is Used Everywhere
Paragon is used in the offices of the largest

lii ins and corporations in tin- world, such .is

Standard Oil Company, United States Steel
Corporation and the great Railway Systems.

Shorthand Writers Wanted
Never before have American business and

theGovei omentatV oshington Feltsokeenls
the shortage of capable shorthand writers,
liig business bouses are looking everywhere
[or shorthand writers and are readj topaj
BUS sihu-.v within reason to get the service
the} mast have. Salaries are steadih ad-
vancing and yet the demand tor short
hand writers bus not been supplied

Try This Lesson Now

Take the ordinary longhand letter /GO
Eliminate everything but the long down-

stroke and there will remain / This

is the Paragon symbol for D. It is always

written downward.

From the longhand letrer -£• rub out

everything except the upper part — the

circle—and you will have the Paragon E

Write this circle ar the beginning of

/ and you will have Ed 9

By letting the circle remain open it

will be a hook, and this book stands for

A. Thus /will be Ad. Add another

A at the end thus^/ and you will have

a girl's name, Ada.

From ^^"eliminate the initial and final

strokes and O will remain which is the

Paragon symbol for O.

For the longhand'Wwhich is made

of 7 strokes, you use this one horizon-

tal stroke

Therefore, __^>wouId be Me.

Now continue the E across the M,
so as to add D— thus / and you will

have Med. Now add jthe large circle

O and you will have-V (medo), which

is meadow, with the silent A and W
omitted .

You now have 5 of the character*. There
fcr* only 26 in alL Then jou mimoriit 26
simple word «tfn>, 6 prefix contraction* and
and on* natural rale for abbreviation*.
That is alL

Only $5 If You Keep It

Think of it / For $5 you ran have a com-
plete education in shorthand, a Life-long
help— not onlj for yourself but for your wife
or children ox any other relative! You ran
have 'j icttv same urse that has been
taught for 25 years bj its inventor personall}
by mail at his regular fee of S25, With 7 lee-
sonb and the ingenious Belf•examination
method devised by the iuventor you can
learn Paragon at home in seven evening

Send No Money
Try Simply till our

the coupon below and mail it tons. After
you receive the Course, study it for 7 eve-
nlngsand it' you believe you can he without
this valuable knowledge anj longer, mail it

bank to us and you will owe nothing. Send
tn the Coupon or write a letter tod&J

WARNING
This is the ORIGINAL PARAGON Course
In Shorthand — the most ingenious and
efficient system of its kind in the world.
Lo.irn the System that is endorsed the
world over and that has been successfully
taught for 25 years. Why experiment ?

Paragon Institute Home Study Department n^JG£5mmSgS.t.
USE THIS FREE EXAMINATION COUPON-

PARAGON INSTITUTE HOME STUDY DEPARTMENT. 601 Broad St.. Suite 351. NEWARK, N. J.

You may semi me the Com-
plete Course of FAKACON
Shorthand with the distinct

understanding that I have 7

lay 9 after its receipt to either
remail the Course to you or
send you Jo.OO.

V 11//'

Bl 'SINESS

Studio

Directory

For the convenience of our readers who
may desire the addresses of film compa-

nies we give the principal active ones be-

low. The first is the business offic

indicates a studio; in some cases both are

at one address.

AMERICAN FILM MFG. CO.. 6227 Broadway.

Chicago; Santa Barbara. Cat.

ARTCRAFT PICTURES CORP.. 485 Fif:h Avenu-

New York City; 516 W. 54th St., New Tori

City (8): Fort Lee. X. J. is' : Hollywood.

Cal. (s).

BLACKTOX PRODUCTIONS, IX' .. S3 w. i"-!.

St., New York City - ; 12 - At?.

Brooklyn, X. Y.

ROBEKT BBUNTON STUDIOS,
Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

5300 Me r *

CHARLES CHAPLIN STUDIOS. La Urea a..d 1><-

Longrre Ave?., Hollyw 1. Calif.

CHRISTIE FILM CORP.. Sunset Blvd. and

St., Los Angeles, Cal.

FAIRBANKS PICTURES CORP., '••2<l s<- lni i Ave.

Hollywood. Calif.

FAMOUS PLAY'ERS FILM CO., 185 Fifth Ave..

New- York City; 12$ W. 56th St.. New York

City. (s).

FOX FILM (iiRP.. 130 W. 4fith St.. New York

City; 1401 Western Ave., Los Angeles

Fort Lee, X. J. (si.

GOLBWTN FILM CORP.. 1C E. *2nd S;.. New

York City: Culver City. Cal.

THOMAS INCE STUDIO. Culver City. Cal.

LAsKY FEATURE PLAY CO.. 4S7> Filth Ave.

New York City: 6284 Setma Ave., Bollywood.

Cal. (s).

METRO PICTURES CORP.. 1176 Broadway. Ne .

York c'ii> : 3 W. iUsi St.. New York C;t\ 3 .

10 2," Lillian Way, Los Angeles, Cal.

EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL IHsTIUIUTIM
1600 Broadway, Now York City.

I «i|tl-.

PAT HE i.Xi HAXGE, IN1>.. 23 W. 45Ch S S

York City; Astra FILM CORP., Glendali

- : !;nl.IN" FILM CO., 603 California Bldg.

Los Angeles. Cal. ts); PARALTA STUDIO
5SO0 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles, Cal.

ROTHACKEK FILM MFG. CO.. 1330 Diverse)

Parkway, Chicago, 111. Is).

-M 1 i r PICTURES CORP.. 729 Seventh Ave..

Now York City is : Bollywood, Cal.

SELIC. POLYSCOPE uC. Western and Irv. -

Blvd., Chicago - : Edendale, Cal.

sKl.ZMi K. LEWIS .T.. ENTERPRISES INC., 7-

Seventh Ave.. New York City.

! \I\IRS.VL FILM MFC. 111.. 1600 Bl

Now York City; Universal City. Cal

x. I. (s),

VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA. E. ISth

St. and Locust Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.: Holly-

wood, Cal. (s).

WHARTON, INC., Itha.'a, X. Y. (s).

WORLD FILM CORP.. 130 W. "46th St.. N«
Y.rk City: Fort Lee. X. J. (s).

APDh't Photoplay 4-'l?

Comics. Cartoons, Commer-
cial, Newspaper :ind MiEB-
zine Illustrating. Pastel
Crayon Portraits am\ Past
Ions. Bv Mail or Local
Classes. Write fortormsanil
list of successful students
Associated Art Studos,

L2AFlarironBldjr. NewYork

i a PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE La guaranteed.
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even (breams
j^w ybu Can Have a Special Cream
for Your particular Skin Condition

HATEVER the defects that are keeping your skin
from having the beautiful, clear glow of health,
they can be remedied.

There are Seven different Marinello

Creams, each one specially prepared

to meet a special skin condition —
based on the indisputable fact that

ho one cream could overcome all

skin defects. Does your face feel

drawn and dry? Or is your skin

too oily? Is it marred by unsightly

blemishes? Is it sallow and dead-

looking? For each of these con-

ditions Marinello offers" a differ-

Qhart of
JMarinello Seven Creams

Lettuce Cream
for cleansing the skin. It cleans morethoroughly
than suapaml water ami without irritation.

Tissue Cream
for a rough, dry skin. It builds up the skin and
gives «t the extra nourishment winch it needs.

Astringent Cream
tor an oily skin. It restrains the too abundant
secretion of oil.

Whitening Cream
for a sallow skin. Gives your skin that "pink
,tnd white" roselraf quality.

Acne Cream
lemishesandblackheads. This disagreeable

condition may lie overcome in a short while if

re faithful to the use of this cream.
Motor Cream

for skin protection. .Neither wind nor weather

can harm your skin if you fortify it with Motor
Cream first.

Foundation Cream
before using powder. Tt makes the powder go
on so much more smoothly and stay longer.

To supplement thf action of the Creams, ajjvays
appfv Marinello Powder before venturing out.

A better

powder foryou
You will like Mari-
nello Face Pbwder.
It spreads, so easily,

"stays on" so long

—

yet it is difficult to detect because it is

fine-grained and very natural in tint.

It has an elusive, delicate perfume that

is charming.

Get Marinello preparations at drug and depart-

ment stores and at the Marinello shops. If your

dealer has not yet received his supply, we will

appreciate your giving us his name.

ent cream, scientifically compounded
to rectify the ill and restore to the
skin the delicate texture and bloom
of perfect health.

Before being offered to you through
drug and department stores, these
creams have been tested under the
most exacting conditions by more
than 3.500 beauty shops and endorsed by
tl>eir customers—women who spare no pains
to keep their complexions in perfect condition.

for your one of the "seven "

Study your complexion critically in the mirror. Then
by means of the opposite chart pick out the Marinello
Cream which your skin needs. For the attached cou-
pon and five 3-cent stamps we will send you a sample
of the cream you select; also, included in a very com-
plete little Traveler's Trial Package, miniature pack-

Ufages of Lettuce Cream, Nardy's Face Powder, Nardy's
Toilet Water, Kouge, Vanitab,
Rose Leaf Jelly (for rough hands),
and booklet on care of your skin.

Why you should not wash
your face

Never use soap
and water during
theda> . They irri-

tate the delicate
skin tissues with-
out completely
cleansing them.
Lettuce Cream
coaxes out of the
pores all of the
hidden dirt which
soap and water
cannotrcmovcrnd
it leaves your
face feeling
smooth and fresh.

You can be $ure
that your skin
needs this Mart-
nelU Cream.

When you write to advertisers please mention photoplay Macazixe.
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TRY THIS FAMOUS TREATMENT
Every girl can have a soft, clear skin—free from

blackheads or blemishes

BLACKHEADS are a con-

fession. Think how con-

stantly your face is exposed

to dust and dirt. Every day irri-

tating dust carries bacteria and
parasites into the skin, causing

blackheads and other blemishes.

Such blemishes are a confession

that you are using the wrong
method of cleansing for your

type of skin.

Make the following treatment a

daily habit, and it will give you the

clear, attractive skin that the regu-

lar use or Woodbury's brings.

This treatment has helped

thousands

Apply hot cloths to the face until the

skin is reddened. Then, with a rough

washcloth, work up a heavy lather of

Woodbury's Facial Soap and rub it into

the pores thoroughly, always with an

upward and outward motion. Rinse with

clear, hot water, then with cold— the

colder the better. If possible, rub your

face for thirty seconds with a piece of ice.

Dry carefully.

To remove blackheads already formed,

substitute a flesh brush for the wash-

cloth in the treatment above. Then pro-

tect the fingers with a handkerchief and

press out the blackheads.

Treatments tor alji the com-
moner skin troubles are given in

the booklet wrapped around every

cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap.

Get a c;ike today. A ;;c cake

is sufficient tor a month or six

weeks of any Woodbury treat-

ment and for general cleansing

use. On sale at drug stores and
toilet goods counters throughout

the United States and Canada.

Send for sample cake of soap
with booklet of famous treatments

and sample of Woodburv's Facial Powder

Send 6c tor a trial size cake

(enough for a week or ten days of

any Woodbury treatment') to-

gether with the booklet oi treat-

ments, "A Skin You Love to

Touch." Or for i 2c we will send

you the treatment booklet and sam-

ples ot Woodbury's Facial Soap
and Facial Powder.

Address The Andrew Jergens Co.,

504 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

If you live in Cji.j./j, aJJress TJte

' JtrSens C ., Limited, $0^
Street, Pert ...

To make your skin line in texture
If const.int exposure to dust and

dirt is coarsening your skin, a special

Woodbury treatment will make it

fine again. Full direction?

booklet wrapped around every c.ike

of Woodbury's Facial Soap.

In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Alu.-.l ("hrnrv Johnston

r\OUOTHY PHILLIPS' latest photodramatic success occurs in "The Heart
1^/ of Humanity," the most ambitious feature Allen Tlolubar has directed for
Universal. The Holubar-Phillips combination is also a domestic one.



Alfred Cheney Johnston

LILLIAN LORRAINE, a year or two or so ago, acted in "Need of the Navy,"
a Balboa serial. And she has done other picture work. But she is best known

to New Yorkers, for whom she sings and dances.
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Alfred Cheney Johnston

/I /J ISS VIKING! But to give the fair Scandinavian the name bestowed on
1 V± her by Denmark's king— Valkyrien. Since she came to our shores she has
appeared on the screens for Fox, and lately for World.



Alfred Cheney Johnston

/.V "Daddies," a Bclasco plan. Jeanne Eagels becomes a definite theatrical

personality. In pictures.' She has been with Thanhouser; but is perhaps

better lenown for her Work with Montagu Love, for World.



Alfred Cheney Johnston

If KATERINA DE GALANTHA—sometimes called Ketty—will be recalled,
±~j bg picture-goers, as the lustrous Russian lovess in Herbert Brenon's "The
Fall of the Romanoffs." Otherwise, or on the stage, she is a dancer.



Alfred Cheney Johnston

GRACE VALENTINE, as Daisy, the model, in "Lombardi, Ltd./' the Hat-

tons' stage success in which she is soon to appear on the screen. Miss Valen-

tine's most notable camera contribution was "The Unchastencd Woman."
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Allied Cheney Johnston

CiYBlL CARMEN, a lovely ring-leader of the Midnight Frolic. She pirouettes

Aj and pouts in the miniature Follies on a Broadway roof, ivhile Harlem sleeps.

Seen lately in a Catherine Calvert picture.
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Allrcd Chenry J

For recollect the little tiring statuette in Max Linder's Essanay comedies.'

Martha Mansfield. She's forsaken the films for awhile, ornamenting instead

Ziegfeld's opulent ocular entertainments in midnight Manhattan.
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I am the

Universal

Language

/AM the Universal Language.

I call every man in the world Brother, and he calls me Friend.

1 have unlocked the riddle of Babel after fifty centuries of misunder-

standing.

I am the Voice of Home to Democracy's lonely sentinels on Liberty's frontier.

I am a chorus of Eagle and Lion and Coc\, crying "Shame!" to the

Bolshevi\ Bear.

I am the rising murmur of repentance on lips in the Kingdom of Sin.

I am California, springing a funny story on Constantinople.

I am a Chinese poet of a thousand years ago, singing gently in Chicago.

I am a salesman purveying harvesters, tractors, overalls, oil stoves and hog

products to the Siberians.

I am a vertical and eternal Peace Table, and my Conference has five hundred

million delegates.

I am a tenement doctor, telling mothers of twenty races how to wash their

babies' mil\-bottles.

I am the rusty tongue of Kameses, thrilling Broadway with the sunbright

story of my lotus-columned temples on the 7\[ile.

I am the voice of Christ in the country of Confucius.

I am the remembrance of Old Age.

I am the chatter of children with blue eyes or almond eyes.

I am the shy confession of Miss and Ma'amselle and Senorita.

I am a Caspian fisherman, visiting a coffee planter in Santos.

I am the Apostle of Kindness, the Orator of Tolerance, the Minstrel of Love.

I am the greatest Story-Teller of the Ages.

I am the Universal Language.

I am the Motion Picture.



Ruined Cities

of the

Malibu
Costly reminiscences of the

Argonaut days when they built a town
for every photoplay

^Photos by Clark Thomas

At the top, the de-

serted canyon
which -was once
Inceville's main

street. It was also the

metropolis o£ the North
in Dorothy Dalton s

" Flame of the Yukon.
'

At the left, the village street

scandalized by the racing

car of Billie Burke in

"Peggy." Revamped, the

th oroughfare moved
from Scotland to Ireland,

and became a romping
arena for Bessie Barris-

cale, in " A Corner in

Colleens.
'

Through the decaying gateway above marched the

army of Cortez, bringing the evils of the outer world
to the Aztecs, in Farrar's "The Woman God Forgot.

Below, the ruins of the capitol city in Ince s huge
anti-war play, "Civilization." The ruined square,

the massive and shattered staircase, the lonely eques-

trian statue signalling seaward through the years—
these, to an uninformed traveller coming upon them
unawares, would seem the thrilling and veritable

relics of a lost race.

28



IN the Golden Age of picture-making production

efficiency, as we have seen it demonstrated
with more or less success, was a thing unheard-

of. Thousands were spent upon art and archi-

tecture for tales of even7 period, and once a set

had been used, it was generally forgotten. The
great Triangle-Ince ranch, in and around Santa

Vnez canyon at the foot of the Malibu range, had
more than three thousand invitingly empty acres.

It was only iwo miles from Santa Monica, with an
enchanting variation of shore and mountain and
plain. Not only Ince, but DeMille—though this

is not generally known—staged great spectacles

in these cosmopolitan fields. Glasgow's suburb^
encroached on Cheyenne, even as the halls of

Montezuma were within sight of the dance-hall;

of the Klondike.

Above, the great gateway of Kiev, through
which rushed the Cossack horde of ''Civilization's

Child." to their massacre of the Jews. The
Malibu mountains themselves lie upon the hori-
zon, primitive as when Columbus sailed from
Spain. From the lighthouse tower at the right

William H. Thompson kept faithful watch for his

missing daughter, in "The Eve of the Night."



NOT long ago there appeared in The Authors' League Bulle-

tin, a New York publication of strictly class circulation,

an amazingly frank and intelligent attack on the strang'e spirit

of Phariseeism exhibited by many writing men in America to-

ward motion pictures. The story was signed simply "By a

New York Agent. Photoplay investigated and discovered the
challenger to be the best-known business go-between, for au-
thors and producers, in this country. Mr. Giffen has consented
to repeat his sentiments in Photoplay— underneath his name.

The Prussian Authocracy
By R. L. Giffen

:"i::!"i!

INSTEAD of re-telling my story—putting the same thought

into another form—it seems to me that I cannot make
it more effective than by repeating much of what I said

in The Author's League Bulletin, just as I said it there.

The tremendous vogue of the moving picture has brought to

the writing of screen stories a greater percentage of the popu-
lation, male and female, of these United States, than ever

before "took its pen in hand."

And the results have been appalling!

Unfortunately, the field has for the most part proved unat-

tractive to the skilled professional writer, who, when he has
undertaken scenario work, has all too frequently done so with

a lack of seriousness, not to say

flippancy, which in itself pre-

cluded satisfactory results. Per-

haps many of the stories that are

screened are a justification for this

and for the dictum that "Anything

will do for the movies"; but if the

same literary irresponsibility were

associated with play writing, mag-
azine, or novel writing, the results

would be as dire as they are in

the movies.

Many an author of good, salable

fiction will, in the search for an
idea, in the writing and " polishing

of it, in the salesmanship and
proofreading, devote vastly more
time to a story for magazine pub-

lication than he would ever think

of giving to one for the screen,

and for a pecuniary reward no
greater, perhaps much less. The
greatest hue and cry about "the

rotten stories they do in the

movies" comes from those who have it in their power to make
them better. Not every professional writer can become a suc-

cessful author of screen material, but it is none the less cer-

tain that no success whatever can be gained without a proper

attitude toward the new medium and a careful study of it.

That the screen offers no opportunity to "the stylist" is no
reproach, no argument against it, and if the man whose lit-

erary Savor is his main asset will not, or cannot, write stories

the telling of which can be accomplished through action in-

stead of words, he should not complain if the movies arc not

for him. Another argument, almost contemptuously voiced

against writing for the "Silent Drama," is that the silence is

deep and dark as regards the financial returns
—

"there's nothing

in it."

Literary work is presumed by the public, assumed by its

followers, to be an artistic pursuit; yet where the screen is

concerned, the monetary yardstick is the only standard of

measurement. And even here, "let the fight be fair." Is there

nothing in it when one prominent company stands ready to

30
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According to Mr. Giffen :

" I 'HE greatest hue and cry about 'the rotten II

* stories in the movies' comes from those who g
have it in their power to make them better."

" Literary work is pronounced by its followers to =
be an artistic pursuit, yet where the screen is con-

cerned, the monetary yardstick is the only standard II

of measurement." g|

"I have read a multitude of stories by writers

who should have known better, that I could not g
have offered to my film clients without sacrificing g
my self-respect or assuming that they were idiots."

HIMMOiBO'l!^

pay any well-known author one thousand dollars for merely
"talking" an acceptable story for fifteen or twenty minutes,

to two or three of its executives, with fifteen hundred addi-

tional upon the acceptance of a written synopsis of three to

five thousand words, in the writing of which the author has

the benefit of all the picture suggestions made to him during

the preliminary discussion? Show me a writer who would not

go down on his knees to any editor who would pay him twenty-

five hundred dollars for a three to five thousand word story,

or an editor who would not be "fired" for paying it, except in

extraordinary instances.

The writing fraternity must not overlook the fact, and it is

a fact, live and indubitable, that

there are some brains in the pic-

ture business.

The motion picture business is a

business, a very large and a very

successful one, and while naturally,

owing to its newness, it has not

yet settled down to its final rules,

it could not have reached its pres-

ent position without keen business

insight and direction, without

"brains," and, believe it or not,

without, in many instances, a

knowledge, or perhaps it might be
better to say an instinct for ma-
terial that is so amazing as to be
almost uncanny.
The writers should not forget

that as in the theatre no art can
live without commercialism, no
picture company can live unless it

can sell its pictures, and every pic-

ture produced means an investment

of from twenty to two hundred
thousand dollars. Would anyone expect a continual series of
experiments in the face of experience as to what will sell and
what will not? When a producer cannot be gagged into pur-
chasing a costume story, does he refuse for any other reason
than that he knows the "exhibitor"—the proprietor of the
moving picture theatre—will not accept it? On the contrary,

he would jump at the chance to secure many a fine subject,

for the search for material is the never-ending, sometimes
almost desperate, grind that keeps the producers awake o'nights.

How many times do I hear the contemptuous slur, "They
don't want anything good"—meaning, usually. "They don't

want anything of mine"—but believe me. they do. I know
for I make a very good living and buy a bond or two by sell-

ing it to them. Nor are they implacable in their opinions.

They welcome discussion of a story and if angles of treat-

ment can be pointed out that have escaped them, they fre-

quently revise their verdict and a sale results. As personal

proof of this, I recently sold, at a handsome price, a fine

(Continued on page 98)



C BANNING POLLOCK l* that rare combination, .» §ue-

eeaaful dramatial and .> *ucce»*ful dramatic critic. H<- i«

•ane except when he look* at •> acreen. Photoplaj aaked nlm
o 'write frankly on di<- picture buaineaa from the author a atand*

lolnt Picture* are .<>> induatrj from which h<' In* derived

profit it not pleaaure. The reaull w.i* aatounding. In addition

to Ills own barrage of contempt, Mr. Pollock polled the moat

amaadnj group of eminent opinion* ever collected* 1)» thej

reflect knowledge and tympath} or mere, aheer prejudice™

The Author's Strike
By Channing Pollock

According to Mr. Polloc\

77 is one of the fundamental principles of democracy that in

general the opinion of the whole people is sound. The
individual may be slow, unimaginative, bovinely content;

but the nation is like the tutti of an orchestra—individual

lacks or excellencies arc lost in an ensemble of tonality which

is not a bewildering maze of single scrapings, blowings and

thumpings, but one emotional idea. The motion picture has

seized upon the people of the whole 'world as has no other conv-

ince of thought since the coming of the printed page.

Either the motion picture is fundamentally right, a real mile-

stone of science and civilization, a thing to be carefully and
thoughtfully brought out of its blundering infancy—or else

the whole principle of democracy is

fundamentally wrong, and we should

profoundly apologize to Wilhclm
and hasten to prop him up again

in Potsdam. This is not a far-

fetched comparison. If the com-
mon people have made a mistake in

their belief that the motion picture

is a good thing, they are certainly

not fit to be trusted with govern-

ment. Back to the lash of Pharaoh,

and let's have some more pyramids,

as our only contribution to pos-

terity.

Photoplay Magazine has never

shrilled in emasculate falsetto:

"All's right with the screen!" Safe
to say. it never will. It has been

a hard knocker. It has recently

taken hold of a figurative machine-
gun in The Better Photoplay
League of America, with its fight

for clean pictures. It has cudgelled

one rich and notorious producer so

soundly that its very presence is forbidden in his offices.

But it does acclaim the good, hunt out the new idea, laud

th 'wherever it finds it.

It resents, profoundly, the ignorant and bigoted sneers of
men old enough and certainly able enough to know better.

It offered its pages for the author's side of the production

story, and solicited Mr. Pollock, so far broadminded and fair,

as the best spokesman available. Mr. Pollock, and those who
speak through him, evidence no acquaintance with the best

things of the Screen; and no sympathy, and no belief.

Four words summarize what they have to say: "We hate

the movies!"
Vnfortimately, last-moment exigencies of space prohibit the

printing of all of Mr. Pollock's first article. Ignoring the

achievements of Griffith, the universality of Chaplin, the tragic

power of a "Whispering Chorus" or the poetic beauty and au-
thorial fidelity of a "Stella Maris," Mr. Pollock bases his own
screen judgment on mere and sheer pot-boiler meller. Of
fourteen pieces he names as fair examples the writer, who en-

deavors to glimpse everytliing worth while or allegedly worth
while, hasn't seen one!

For reasons which have been given we omit Mr. Pollock's

introduction, and begin his account at the point in which other

authors answer his letters of inquiry.—Julian Johnson, Editor.

THE postman brought the answer—twenty-five answers.

I had expected a chorus of mixed voices. What came
was a single deep bass "No!" "Do I not always pay
my bills?" Raymond Hitchcock used to ask in "The

Beauty Shop." A thunderous negative. "Not one dissenting

voice!" boasted Mr. Hitchcock.

Here was "not one dissenting

voice." "Do you write for motion
pictures?" "No!" from Booth
Tarkington, and Basil King, and
Gertrude Atherton, and Rupert
Hughes, and the rest! "Not with-

out a partner's financial interest in

the picture." said Augustus Thomas.
That statement repeated by Rex
Beach and Thomas Dixon, was the

only qualification of unanimity.

"Why not?" If surprise had
lurked in first paragraphs, utter

amazement came after. I had
known, of course, that there was
organized ill-feeling in the Au-
thors' League. Had written one
article, for The Pictorial Review,
that was part of a campaign to "in-

duce fair and equitable treatment
of authors by producers of motion
pictures." I had been invited to

take up this subject verbally before
the Authors-' Club of Boston, and to speak to the question,
'Is the Writer's Grudge Against the Movies Justified?" at a
dinner of The Writers. But, honestly. I hadn't known there
was a real grudge; real bitterness; a sympathetic strike; a tacit,

unspoken, unconscious agreement to boycott the biggest whole-
sale dealers in fiction. Twenty-five letters from twenty-five
cf the most talented and best know producers of that fiction in

America. Not "kickers," not revolutionists, but contented,
conservative workmen, friendly with editors and publisher?,

earning a good living, and satisfied to earn it without invading
the new field. "Do you write for motion pictures?"' "No!"
"If not, why not?"

"Because," said Robert W. Chambers, "those who have to

do with motion pictures are usually crooks." No equivocation
here. Mr. Chambers had written for motion pictures, as Josie

Sadler's beau had played with Sousa
—"Once!" and had stopped

"on account of the dishonesty, ignorance, stupidity and vul-

garity which I encountered. There is neither pleasure nor

(Continued on page 103)
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O OBERT W. CHAMBERS says "Those who X
*• *• have to do with motion pictures usually are

crooks."

Leroy Scott says "The movies are the refuge of

the second rater; of the man not big enough to try

elsewhere, or who has tried."

Cosmo Hamilton says "I detest the movies."

Gertrude Atherton says "The movies get worse

every day."

Booth Tarkington says "I'd not feel inclined to

compile notes and suggestions for motion picture

producers because what I have seen of their pro- fl

ductions makes me feel that they would not sym-

pathize with the kind of effects that interest me." W



Cowpunchers of
A land from which comes the

Snowy Baker, the famous

"Bill" Hart, representing

methods of the domestic

By William

wiliest bronc. He produced a peculiar

contrivance which he called an Aus-
tralian ••buckjump" saddle. I'll ad-

mit we looked suspicious. So
did the bronc. We inno-

cently suggested that he try

out.

"Right-o," said Snowy.
"I'll have a go at it!"

Snowy and the "buckjump"
and the bronc all started at

once, and before the Australian

had traveled far we knew that here
was an expert horseman despite the pecu-
liarities of his style of riding and the sad-
dle. When he rode back we were waiting
with a pile of questions.

I remarked that it looked like an Eng-
lish saddle.

"No, it's a cross between an English and
a Mexican saddle," said Snowy.
After carefully inspecting the "buck-

The picture above anJ the balancing large one on the opposite

page show the Australian and Bill Hart comparing their

methods o£ handling' a gun. Although the bushman carries

a revolver in place of a rifle, Snowy Baker shows I above

)

how the revolver is aimed and fired. On the opposite page,

Hart shows the technique of Western firing.

w
Above — Snowy and Hart on two
American horses. Picture adjoin-

ing that one shows Snowy
"all dressed up," talking

to Hart and Seena
Owen.

'RITING isn't in my line, folks, but I'll try

hard to set down on paper what took place

when Snowy Baker, famous Australian sports-

man and athlete, and I got together recently

to compare our methods of cow-punching.

For one thing, I learned that the Australians can rope

steers with the best of us, even if their style is different.

And for another, I suspect that one of these days a ship

bound from Australia is going to bring us some reels of

film that will be mighty interesting. For Snowy Bakei

came to America to study up on motion pictures as well

as American methods.
Snowy has already produced one five-reeler, ''The Lure

of the Bush." He made it in California and it is all a part of a great

plan of the Australian boomers to start a motion picture campaign for

advertising their island, now that the war is over.

But, to get to my story, I invited Snowy to our "ranch." not

only to let the boys meet the distinguished guest of the Los Angeles

Athletic Club, but to satisfy a cowman's curiosity as to "how they

do it" on the big island. I wanted. to compare the Australian Bush
with the American West.
He accepted my imitation with alacrity. The location was a small

valley nestling away amid the awesome grandeur of the wild, rugged
mountain ranges of Southern California. It is called Brent Crags.

Cowboys are suspicious souls where tenderfeet are concerned. When
I first introduced Baker to the boys they viewed him with frank suspicion,

although they hail heard tales of his athletic prowess.
' Snowy had to prove himself, and.— lie did. We found the blond-topped Aus
tralian a regular he-man,—a virile, outdoor-loving, square-shooting gentleman oi

action.

The first thing Snowy did was to cion the cowpuncher's outfit that 1 had loaned, him at

the studio. The outfit—and his splendid athletic build—made the Australian look like a

realistic Westerner. He said he had a new saddle to exhibit, so we promptly unsaddled our



the Antipodes
American cowman's only rival.

Australian sportsman, and

Our own West, compare

and foreign steer- tamers.

S. Hart

jump" we voiced our objections. It is

much flatter than our saddle and it has

no horn. It is impossible for us to rope

a steer without a horn to dally onto.

He explained

:

"In Australia a lariat or rope is never

used and in fact it is practically unknown.

The buckjump has these knee pads six

inches high and hip pads two and one-half

inches high, which makes our grip on the

horse more certain. We have monkey
grips—which are really leather straps

—

on the swell of the pommel to insure

against a bad fall in breaking brumbies."
(In Australia wild horses are called

,

brumbies.)

Right here we showed him why an
American cowboy couldn't use the

'buckjump" saddle while roping cat-

tle.

We must ride free. When we tie

onto a steer the pony turns and

,
!iliiii'illll«iilii*ilHBIlii|llM*ll MlfiilM 1

/^\UR cowboys are bushmen and stockmen in

V-/ Australia. Ranches are stations; ranchers are

Jl squatters; corrals are stockyards; and, shades of our

^ traditional sheriffs ! — sheriffs are police inspectors.

Snowy called "Bill" Hart's precious pinto a bonzer, a

boskum and a dinkum pony, which was Snowy's 'way
g of saying "some horse!" Wild horses are "brumbies.

DMiiWIlii

braces to meet the shock. Consequently, we dally onto the

horn and throw our weight with the pony to help him. If

we didn't the pony would be jerked off its feet by the supe-

rior weight of the steer. The hip pads on the "buckjump"
make free riding—our style—impossible. While the "buck-

jump" is absolutely perfect for the Australian bushman
it is impractical for us, as the rope is one of the chief ne-

cessities of every American cowboy's outfit.

Snowy further explained that his saddle had an American cinch

girth with surcingle, martingale, breastplate and bridle made of

plaited kangaroo hide, ringed snaffle bit and buckjump broken
irons.

"If you fall off your horse these irons open and release your
feet," said our friend, "and this prevents any chance of being
hung in the saddle."

The American "kack," as we call our saddle, has wooden stir-

rups, however, to which the punchers swear allegiance. Personally
I'll stick to the ox-bows. Both saddles have side flaps, which we call

"fenders." to stop the perspiration from soaking through to the rider's

clothes. After all comparisons had been made we unanimously agreed
that each saddle was perfection itself for the country- in which it is used.
What interested the strenuous Snowy most was roping and rope-spinning.

Instead of the rope the Australian bushmen use a powerful 24-foot stock whip
made of plaited kangaroo leather. After the boys had amazed him with their truly

marvelous roping Snowy exhibited several whips, all made of the same beautiful
plaited kangaroo hide. The deftness with which he cracked the "snakes" so fascinated us
that we all began lessons immediately. The air was so filled with the sharp crackling sounds
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34 Photoplay Magazine
that the noise resembled as mJrhy guns in action.

Said Snowy: "The Australian bushmen throw cattle by the

tails rather than with a rope. One man riding at good speed

twists the steer's tail so deftly that the hind feet are knocked
from under while another rider pounces upon the struggling

animal. Of course, the whips are used only for driving pur-

poses, although the bushmen can tie a half-hitch about an
animal's neck with one crack."

Incidentally, I am still practicing with the whip Snowy gave
me. He is also sending me a bushman's outfit and a boomerang

from his home in Australia. Not to be outdone, I presented
him with the cowboy outfit. He surely can astonish his neigh-
bors back home now.
When I explained what to do with each and even.- thing,

Snowy showed us how the bushman's regalia differed.

For instance.—we wear a big Stetson for protection against
the weather—and it keeps the sun out of our eyes. The bush-
men wear small Stetsons. Contrary to average opinion, our big

bandana handkerchief is not for display but to pull up over
the mouth and nose for protection (Continued on page gj)

Grand Crossiriq^y^Ompressioris

FRANK KEENAN'S
In Town,"
They Told Me.
He was Making

Personal Appearances
In the Outlying Theatres.
And they Told Me
Just where he was Going to be;
and

If I Got There in Time
I Could Catch Him; but
I'd Better Hurry, because

I grabbed an '*
I.."

He was Leaving, Directly,

To Catch his Train.
They didn't Offer

To Send me Out
Into the Wilderness
In a Taxi-cab; so

I Grabbed an L.
That's all

I Could Do.
There was
A Long I.one; Line A-winding-
The Sign Said,

"Frank Keenan

—

In Person." I

Pushed my Way
Through the Crowd to

Chicago, the Grand Crossing; the

transfer- point for players on their

littings from coast to coast.

Chicago, a place where they change

trains and, in the sad, mad scramble

of luggage and lunch between, run

up to see "PHOTOPLAY."

A Door-man and Said.

''I Want to See
Mr. Keenan,"
And he Looked at Me
Pityingly, and Said.

"Yes—the Line Forms
At the Left, Lady,"
And Pushed me Back.
I Stood in Line.

You Know How it is

—

And your Feet Go to Sleep
And you Wonder
What on Earth made you think
That any Movie Star
Was Worth Waiting
This Long For

—

"He Isn't Exactly
What you Call Handsome.
Like Btishman," Remarked
One Musk-Rat
To Another, in Front of Me,
As she Powdered her Nose;
"Still, I Like the Guy."
"Oh. yes," said Someone,
"1 Used to See Keenan
Willi Joe Jefferson, long ago."
"Aw gee,"

Said a Kid, Squeezing LTp,

"I like him—
In westerns
Where he Rides 'n Everything."
Finally, I Got In, and Saw
Keenan Come On,
And Make the House
Feel Right at Home.
I'd always Thought
He should Be
Strutting the Stage

In a Toga, or

Reciting the Oration
Over the Body
For the Benefit

Of Slightly Skeptical

Shakespearean Fans; and
Here he was, instead.

Holding an Audience
Who'd Seen him
Play all Sorts of Parts,

A la Fillum.

I Couldn't Wait
At the Stage-door
For this Celebrity ; but
I Finally Xabbed him

—

"I don't Care,"
He Says Real Recklessly,

ws

His grandchildren are the pride
o£ his life.

"If I Never
Go Back on the Stage.

We're Going to Turn Out
Some Good Pictures, in

This Xew Thing. I think."

Happily Married.?
I Should Say So.

His Grand-children
Are the Pride of his Life.
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Ann s Oriental dance in the current or 1918 Follies is one good reason
why the line at the box-office never dwindles. You have to be a per-
sonal friend of Mr. Ziegfeld or somebody to get in. The little figures
above show Penny in her various dancing roles in the previous Follies,

dating back to 1913.

Ann Jl ennington •

in the New ' Follies

'

THIS is Ann Pennington—''Penny
-

' to her good many friends. She's
dancing with the latest edition of Mr. Ziegfeld's well-known national

,

institution, now on tour. They say Penny is one of the best little
'

reasons why Mr. Ziegfeld's show answers to the call of the ne plus ultra of
entertainment which combines, to the satisfaction of all concerned, girls and
music—which means a little music and some girls.

When is she coming back to pictures? She left the Famous Players studio
one day and it begins to look as though she left, like the heroine in the meller.
never to return. In the movies they want her to act soulful and sedate and
Penny can't do it, she simply can't. "I'd like to do some more pictures if

they would give me suitable stories," she says. Perhaps if Miss Penning-
ton were coaxed—anyway, it should mean a pretty penny for the producers.



A Chat with Effingham K. Emptyface
By R. L. Goldberg

LT'S <\&OUT TIMG YOU
guir LoofctiOcs ?ft.errY a>m*
uoeMT "SACVC TO YOUR.
oLk Job AvS (\

STove-Koo(-C>e~R-

.

We were permitted to observe Mr.
Emptyface dining at his private table

after finishing the final scenes of the

great cereal, "The Ash-Can of Love."

An intimate picture of the celebrated film hero's

home life. Photoplays interviewer was the
first outsider to gaze upon this scene of domes-
tic bliss—all the others were afraid of being hit.
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Here
Comes
the

Bride

One hundred

thousand dollars

brought Fred Tile

a wife - two of

'em, almost.

By

Francis Denton

THE Hotel Magni-
fique was the fa-

vored stopping
place of illustrious

personages of races other

than American. Therefore

Maria Gomez Tile and
Manuel Sevier attracted no
particular attention at din-

ner there, their dark eyes,

olive skins and opulence of
raiment being only typical of the Magnifique's South American
visitors. But they lingered so long over their finger bowls,

absorbed in conversation, that Jacques, their waiter, grew im-

patient. He had anticipated a good-sized tip. therefore he
had been more than usually attentive, but—well, at this rate,

he would not serve half a dozen guests in an entire evening.

The gentleman was beckoning to him. "Bring a Xew York
telephone directory; be queeck."

Jacques hurried away. Of course, if the tip were large

enough he would be no loser.

The two at the table had their heads close together again.

''But you have no cause to worry. Maria." said Sevier. "It

should be easy in a big city like this to find another Frederick

Tile. And these Americans will do anything for money. The
marriage license to show your trustee—and the two million

is yours."

Maria spread out a crumpled telegram and read it for the

hundredth time. "Have just arrived from Buenos Ayres. Will
be with you to-morrow night to pay you your legacy."

"Dios. the time is short." she murmured.
Sevier took up a stained and creased paper, bearing the

legend, "Last Will and Testament of " and read the fol-

lowing extract aloud:

"// Frederick Tile of Buenos Ayres, the divorced husband of
my beloved niece, Maria, shall remarry within one year after

my death, as a punishment he shall get no money and Maria
shall get all the money which I hereby leave, amounting to

$2,000,000."

"Marry again!" Maria's voice was hysterical. "And he in

prison for life for murdaire! What chance had he to marry?
And for this I must lose S2.000.000!"

Sevier soothed her. "All we have to do is find a bachelor
named Frederick Tile, here in New York. We obtain the mar-
riage license to show. Pouf!—it is done."

He sat on the piano b

synchronize
ench at her side and attempted to keep his heart action

d with the tempo of "Hush Thee My Baby."

"But to take the reesk," murmured Maria doubtfully.

"Your once husband in a cell for all his life in far-away

Buenos Ayres—can he come to America? There is no reesk.

In this country there are clevaire lawyers. We must find one."

He beckoned to Jacques, who was still hovering restlessly in

the background. "Can you give me the name of a good lawyer?

One who can do things queeck?" The query was accompanied

by a crisp green parchment oblong. A great peace smoothed

the lines of anxiety from Jacques' countenance. He consid-

ered. "I think Mr. Thurlew Benson is the best. He tips me
better than anyone else."

Sevier consulted Maria again. Then he said to Jacques:

"Perhaps you also know a woman who would like to get

married for $500?"
Jacques looked mystified. Another crisp note made him

bend with alacrity and dismiss all curiosity from his voice, as

he answered:
"There is a widow who works in the linen room who is dy-

ing to try it again. I will send her to your room in the morn-
ins."

A few minutes later Jacques sprang to help Sevier with his

coat. As he watched the couple go. his fingers caressed the

two bank notes resting crisply in the breast pocket of his

waiter's jacket. This was patronage worth while.
* * *

Just about the time of the foregoing action. Mr. Frederick

Tile, an honest and therefore poor younc: Xew York lawyer,

stood resolutely before his mirror, assuring himself that, sar-

torially at least, he could not be suspected, on his face value.

of poverty. Nor could he— for Mr. Tile was a well set-up

youth who wore his clothes well and who carried with him a

natural manner of easy familiarity with affluence—in spite of

his consciousness of several past-due bills and the more or less

guilty feeling that he had "inserted" the studs in his evening

shirt with the assistance of a fountain pen.

Mark you—Mr. Tile was not chronically worried over his
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penury. As he turned from an inspection of his visage in the
mirror to a photograph on the dresser, he was enthusiastically

buoyant. The girl was exceptionally pretty, it was easy to

see. And in one corner of the picture had been inscribed, in

the angular hand taught by the most select schools, "To Fred,
from Ethel."

Gazing at the picture as he moved about the room, Fred
finally achieved his full evening regalia and, with a nod to the
cat sipping the remnants of a scant dish of milk, he was gone.
A little later Tile appeared in the drawing-room of the Sin-

clair home, and after an outwardly calm and surreptitiously

tumultuous greeting with Ruth, due to the presence of her
father, sat down on the piano bench at her side and attempted
to keep his heart synchronized with the tempo of "Hush Thee
My Baby," irresistibly rendered by the only woman in the
world.

The musical selection had been craftily selected. The two
young people had whisperingly decided that there was no
lullaby that could excel it for the purposes of overcoming even
the most alert, mature minds. Nor were they wrong; pres-

ently the head of Mr. Sinclair began to nod over his paper.

At the fourth nod Tile waited no longer, but breathlessly drew
out from his pocket an envelope.

"A marriage license, dear; I
—

"

Then he stopped in terror, for Sinclair had snorted suddenly
and half-awoke. In a panic, Tile thrust the envelope and
license under him as he sat on the bench. Again convinced
there was no danger to expect, he groped for the envelope,
found it and thrust it in his pocket.

Nor, when he went home some time later, did he realize

that he had left the important part of the envelope on the
drawing-room floor, where it had fallen as he thrust the en-

velope under him.

Arriving home in the best of spirits, he refused to permit
the discovery of a due room rent bill to disturb his equanimity.
The next morning he left his room at an early hour, to thus

avoid embarrassing contact with his landlady. He carefully

sorted his small change and concluded that he could not afford

to buy a paper. Just at the moment when he was consider-
ing whether a first-class reputation which cannot be exchanged
for as much as a bowl of soup is a really worth-while asset,

he was cheerfully hailed from the curb.

"Hello, there, Tile. A word with you."
Tile waited while a nifty little roadster drew up to the curb.

"You everlasting idiot," remarked Carlton, as he opened the
door of the tonneau. "Do you know what happened after you
left last night?" He was referring to his own and Tile's call

the previous evening, upon the Sinclair sisters. "The old man
found your wedding license on the floor where you dropped it

when you were showing it to Ethel. He is looking for you
to murder you. Better come to my place and stay until the

row blows over."

Tile looked horror stricken. "He—he found the license
—

"

he mumbled.
"He sure did." Carlton surveyed Tile curiously. "By the

way, old man, just what was—er—the idea? You weren't

thinking of eloping just at present—no?"
"It was—er, I mean Ethel wanted to see

how her name would look on a marriage

license, you—er—understand."

"Y-a-s," uttered Carlton vaguely.

He slapped Tile's shoulder. "Cheer up,

old man; so far as that goes I am no better

off than you. I can only come in after din-

ner to play around a while with Nora. I've

got the money and no standing and you've

got the standing and no mon—" He ended

with a discreet cough. "But here's my key%

Just go to my place and make yourself at

home. So long."

Meanwhile Ashley, Tile's confidential

clerk-stenographer-office boy, had unlocked

his employer's door and was making bus-

tling preparations as if for a busy day. Shortly afterward there

was a quick turning of the office door knob and a short, pom-

pous man, tightly clutching the arm of an agitated young

woman, entered. Ashley recognized Sinclair and his daughter

Ethel. With quick presence of mind he closed Tile's desk.

wherein reposed the mate to the portrait that graced his

dressing-table.

"Tile in?" asked Sinclair.

He inserted Lis "studs with the

assistance of his fountain pen.

" Here Comes the Bride
"

\TARRATED, by permission, from
* ^ the story of Max Martin and Roy
Atwell, as produced by Paramount with

the following cast:

Fredeiick Tile John Barrymore

Robert Sinclair Frank Losee

Ethel Sinclair Faire Binnoy

Xora Sinclair Frances Kayo

James Carlton Alfred Hickman

Tkurlow Benson William David

"Not down
yet," answered
Ashley. "Is

there something
I can do for

you?"
'Humph !"

Without com-
ment Sinclair

stalked into
Tile's private of-

fice and looked

around. Satis-

fied that Ashley
was* telling the

truth, he sat

down to wait.

Ashley slipped

a sheet of paper

into his type-

writer and be-

came very busy.

Presently
another visitor

entered and
shoved a bill un-

der his nose.

"Mr. Tile isn't

in," said Ashley
again. "I can't

do anything for

you until he
comes."
"All right,"

was the calm an-

s w e r . "You're

six months over-

due and this is

the eleventh time I've been here. So it's 'bye 'bye to the al-

phabet piano, Sonny." He removed the sheet of paper that

was in the typewriter, picked up the machine and walked out.

"He forgot the cover," murmured Ashley. Mournfully he

arranged the cover plumply upon the typewriterstand.

"Are you Frederick Tile?" demanded a voice in the outer

room. "Do I look like it?" came in indignant tones from Sin-

clair. Ashley pricked up his ears to listen. "I'm not Frederick

Tile, but this is his office."

"It wont be much longer." The man walked through and

addressed Ashley. "Are you Frederick Tile?"

"Mr. Tile will be down in a few
—

"

"Well, just tell him he'd better look for other quarters."

shoving a notice under Ashley's nose. "We aint runnin' a

charitable institution." The visitor picked up the dispossess

notice, which Ashley had read with appropriate expostulations,

tacked it on the outside of the door, and stalked away.

Sinclair turned to his daughter with a bounce. "Do you
see? Tile's broke; pitched out of his of-

fice. All he wants is your money. The
infernal rascal ! Marriage license in his

pocket! Rogue!"
Ethel sniffled quietly in her corner.

Tile, upon reaching his office, calmly re-

moved the dispossess notice and stuffed it

in his pocket. Throwing out his chest and
assuming a brisk attitude, he entered with

the air of a man whose affairs needed at-

tention.

"Your girl and the old gentleman are out-

side." whispered Ashley. "The old boy
seems ready to choke."

Tile's jaw dropped, but he stepped

briskly into his outer office.

"I came to bring you this," announced
Sinclair, waving the marriage license. "And this is what I am
going to do with it." He tore it into pieces and threw it into

the waste basket. "You haven't a penny: they're going to

turn you out of your office. I want. you two"—addressing both

Tile and his daughter—"to understand that you are never go-

ing to see each other again."

Ethel was still weeping. Tile looked at her, his face indi-

cating his distress, but there was apparently no argument. He
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shook his head and loaned despondently against the typewriter

cover, which flattened out. Letting liis elbows tap the desk

sharply. Tile rubbed ruefully while Sinclair laughed sardon-

ically, and took his have, muttering explosively, "Marriage

license, indeed. Puppy!"
Tile and Ashley looked at each other. There was really

nothing else to do.

The telephone rang. Ashley answered it.

"It's Benson from the floor below.'

"I don't want to speak to him over the phone.'' answered

Tile. "Tell him to come up.''

"Here, hand me a law book,'' he went on. "Prop that ty[>o-

writer cover up again. Grab a notebook and pencil."

When Ashley showed Benson in a few minutes later. Tile

was SO absorbed in a heavy volume that he did dot at first

glance at his visitor. Hut Benson was not at all impressed.

He announced: "Mr. Tile, 1 am going to oiler you a chance

to make one hundred thousand dollars."

Tile's mouth went open as by automatic springs. He swal-

lowed, and pressed the buzzer on his desk.

"1 am not in to anyone," he informed Ashley, with dignity.

"Mr. Benson," he continued earnestly, "1 don't know any
little thing I'd rather do right now than earn one hundred
thousand dollars."

"Very well; read that." Benson handed him a drawn-up
agreement, and Tile read, finishing the page: "The said Fred-

erick l'ile hereby agrees to marry, for the consideration of one
hundred thousand dollars, a lady whom he agrees not to see

until after the ceremony." He shook his head.

"But you get twenty thousand dollars in money this'mom-
ing, and at the end of the year, by which time you can be
divorced, you get the rest. The marriage is a mere formality,

and it's easy money."
To add force to his words, Benson drew from his pocket .a

yellow-backed roll as big as a cabbage. Tile looked at it; au-

tomatically his fingers went to his own pocket—empty!
Benson saw the dispossess notice lying on the floor; he

picked it up and spread out the bills beside it. "Twenty thou-

sand right here," he said.

Tile's glance rested on the torn marriage license reposing

in the waste basket. "Wait a minute," he said.

He puked up the telephone and i.dled Sim lair's number

"May l speak to Miss Ethel?
'

Sinclair s butler, who had answered the call, replied: "1

am told to say thai Miss Ethel doesn't wish to speak t'> you

imng up the receiver, All right, in Benson, "ill

sign."

Benson called Ashley tiom the Other room. "Hi i

the ladies and gentlemen who are in my office to Step here

for a minute."

Ashley returned accompanied by a veiled lady, and tin-

Judge, present in an officiatory capacity. Benson made the

Introductions, but when he came to the veiled lady, merely

remarked. "This is the lady whom you have agreed to marry.''

Tile made a flank movement, with the intention of getting

a glimpse of her face, but Benson prevented him. With a face

sit in lugubrious lines oi despairing acquiescence, Tile allowed

the ceremony to proceed. When he reached for his bride

to-be's finger to slip on the wedding ring, he started. "She has

a wedding ring on her linger. No; great heavens! thei

four of them."
"lis all right," murmured Benson. "She's a widow Go

on with the ceremony."
"— and 1 pronounce you husband and wife," ended the

Judge.

As the words were being spoken, Ethel, in a great hurry,

entered an ascending elevator in the building. The elevator

shot swiftly upward. At the same moment Benson was saying

to the Judge jestingly, "You have the right, you know, to kiss

the bride."

The Judge gallantly raised the ex-widow's veil, but dropped
it hastily, and, looking like a man who has received a severe

shock, left the room. The rest of the company followed,

after Benson's parting, words to Tile: "You will, of course,

leave the city immediately and you are not to hold any com-
munication with the lady you have married. At the end of

a year you will be divorced, and if you keep everything secret

as you have agreed, this check for eighty thousand is yours."

Tile, like a man in a bad dream, nodded. After the rest had
gone he sat by his desk disconsolately fiddling with the money
Benson had given.

The door flew open and Ethel burst in, her cheeks aglow.

and I pronounce you man and -wife," ended the Judge.
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'"Darling. I have telegraphed father that we are going to

be married today!"

She put up her face to be kissed.

Tile made a movement as of utter collapse, but managed to

hold her feebly away from him.

Ethel pouted. "Wont you even kiss me, after all I have
done for you? See"—she snapped open her leather vanity

case. It was packed full of bills which, released, from con-

finement popped outward like lettuce leaves. "I have drawn
all my money out of the bank. Never shall the wolf of

poverty come howling at our door."

Poor Ethel! Poor Tile! He spent the next half hour try-

ing to make her understand that he could not marry her for

a twelve months, but he made a poor job of it, with explana-

tions that did not explain. Ethel pleaded, cajoled, and wept.

Finally her pride came to her rescue, and for the first time
she was cognizant of the money which lay on his desk. She
drew herself up. "I understand now. Father was right. You
no longer love me because you have suddenly made some

Photoplay Magazine

Tile had attempted to han;; himself but the light fixture

for a few minutes thereafter he sat stupidly on the floor

his instrument of death.

money. Good bye. You will never see me again.''

Tile stood looking at her without answer, the apotheosis of

woe. He heard the clatter of her little heels on the floor of

the outer office, then the door slammed.
He collapsed miserably in his chair. After a while he called

Ashley. Handing him a couple of thousand-dollar bills, he
said: "Take this and pay your laundry bill, and buy any
little thing you want. I shall not be back to the office for a

year. Let the furniture go back—what's the use? If you
want my address 1 shall be at Mr. Carlton's."

Ethel, with inflamed eyes and a look of desperate determina-
t ion

. hired a taxi anil drove around the city until night-fall.

She had no intention of going home and facing the wrath of

her father nor the humiliation that would await her when he

learned the truth. But she must go somewhere. Finally, she

instructed the chauffeur to drive to Carlton's. She would seek
refuge there.

The family butler answered her ring. "The family are all

away. Miss Ethel," he replied in answer to her inquiry. "But
I am sure you are quite welcome to the best there is."

"I can't go home," shivered Ethel. She was chilled and

miserable. "I should like to stay here a few days. Haw-
kins."

•"That will be quite all right. I will put you right in Miss
Nellie's room."
He bustled away and Ethel followed him, conscious only of

a desire to sleep and forget for a while the dreadful ache in

her heart. Hawkins, with a flourish, showed her to her room
and she thanked him gratefully. In twenty minutes she was
sound asleep. She did not hear the noise of an approaching
taxi, nor the sound of footsteps as Tile let himself in with the
latch key Carlton had given him.
At nine o'clock the next morning. Hawkins bore to the

upstairs sitting room a delicious breakfast for one. Miss
Ethel had not yet appeared, so he set the tray on a table, and
turned,—to face with amazement the tall entering figure and
dismal countenance of Mr. Frederick Tile, arrayed in a dress-
ing gown. Failing to notice Hawkins' consternation. Tile
stepped forward and poured himself a cup of coffee, remark-
ing. "Good morning, Hawkins: I didn't know you heard me

come in last night. I shall

be with you for quite a

little while, I expect."

Hawkins, slowly regain-

ing his equilibrium and
beginning to have trouble-

some thoughts, observed
Ethel entering f^om her
room.

Completely taken aback
by her appearance. Tile

rose, and then sat down
again, conscious of his

dressing gown and pa-

jamas. Ethel observed

him with frigid haughti-

ness. Painfully embar-
rassed, he attempted a

half explanation, which, be-

neath her severe counte-

nance turned to a mum-
bled apology, and sidled

from the room. Ethel

sat down and began to

fiddle with her grape

fruit: she was really too

miserable to give any
thought to the unfortu >

nate interpretation that
might be put upon her

presence there with Tile.

It was not until Hawkins
returned, his face set in

granite disapproval, with

another cup and saucer

and another portion of

grape fruit, that she un-

derstood. She held her

composure until he left

the room, then flung her

arrhs up to heaven and

burst into tears.

"Compromised!" she sobbed. "What shall I do now?"
In the meantime, Sinclair, upon receipt of Ethel's telegram

and her failure to return home, after first indulging in a first-

class imitation of an apoplectic fit. had reported her disappear-

ance to the police, who. in turn had let the news leak out

for the benefit of the newspaper reporters. A day's diligent

inquiry and burning of telephone wires had elicited the fact

that tile, in some way. had come into a large amount of

money. This news rather changed the complexion of the

affair. Father Sinclair, beginning to soften around the edges,

like ice on the pavement when the basement steam pipes

began to rumble in the morning, now discovered that Tile had

gone to Carlton's to stay, and jumped to the conclusion that

his lost daughter was found. As reports continued to exagger-

ate the amount of Tile's windfall. Sinclair thawed more visibly.

He grew positively genial as the morning crept on. and leaving

his office, he repaired to a florist's, purchased a large bouquet.

climbed into his limousine, and told his chauffeur to drive to

Carlton's home.
(Continued on page ioj)

tore out from the wall and
, contemplating the relic of



The Open Season for Salamanders
Wanda Hawley will

undoubtedly lead a flock of 'em over the screen horizon.

YOU can establish without a shadow of doubt the fact

that Theda Bara was the original vampire on the

screen; and Mary Fickford the original ingenue. Mary
Thurman was the first show-girl, and Marguerite Clark

the first sub-deb.

Ladies and gentlemen, we take ever so much pleasure in

introducing to you the first and so far only saucy salamander
the silver-sheet can boast. Her name's Wanda Hawley and
you know her best, perhaps, as the heroine of the Rupert
Hughes DeMilied drama "We- Can't Have Everything." At
the end of the picture. Wanda, you remember, has about every-
thing her little heart desires except a presentation at court. Her
ducal consort assured her at the final fade-out that he thought
he'd be able to arrange that before very long; and it didn't
really matter much; Kedzie probably forgot all about it before
dinner. Looking at Miss Hawley, who portrayed Kedzie
T/iropp—and she's never had an opportunity to do anything
nearly so good since—still, looking at her, we wonder what it

is, if anything, that she can't have.

Ah—but appearances are deceitful. Wanda did not come to

the screen via the runway at the Midnight Frolic. Florenz
Ziegfeld did want her for the Follies; that was really one of the

best jobs Wanda ever turned down. But she didn't go into

them because—she had a Voice; and in the Follies, you know,
a Voice is as superfluous as knitted wristlets for the starving

Slovaks. Wanda kept on studying; she'd left the home-town,
which happened. to be Seattle. Washington, to come to the City
to have it cultivated—the Voice, you know. Most of her time
when she wasn't practicing to improve the Gift she spent
posing for artists. Her fair face and pretty profile have dec-

orated quite a few covers of the best-known publications, pas-

telled there by such prominences as Leone Bracker, Lejaren
Hiller. et al.

Meanwhile she accepted an offer to understudy one of the
stars in "Chin Chin." She was getting along beautifully, when
she contracted a sort of laryngitis. And she had to give it up.

But Wanda wasn't without a job very long. The movies dis-

covered her, with William Fox as the picture Columbus in

41
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question. She was, all this time, Wanda Pettit; and she acted

with considerable grace opposite Stuart Holmes in '"The Dere-

Lict," with William Farnum in "The Doctor" and with villain

Holmes in another Fox-film, "The Broadway Sport." Then the

company sent her west; photographed her for the magazines

on the lawn of her California bungalow and for the screen,

opposite Tom Mix, in several westerns. At Fox's west-coast

studios she was George Walsh's leading jemme, also.

Wanda Pettit became Wanda Hawley in the identical man-

ner in which an every-day girl changes her name. Her husband

is J. Burton Hawley, of Los Angeles, a young merchant of the

coast city. Soon after she became Mrs. Hawley she became also

a Lasky light, winning lasting recognition under Cecil DeMille's

direction, in "We Can't Have Everything," as the saucy little

salamander. This started her on the Paramount path, which,

has always led upward, and onward, for Wanda. Between

Lasky pictures she found time to make a picture with Con-

stance Talmadge, "A Pair of Silk Stockings." Lately, Wanda
has been Bill Hart's leading woman in "The Border Wireless."

Now she is acting opposite Bryant Washburn; she has played

with him in two pictures, "The Gypsy Trail," enacting here the

role created, in the stage success, by Elsie Mackaye; and "The
Way of a Man with a Maid."

Photoplay Magazine
Ann Pennington finds refuge in the reflections of Thomas

Carlyle. Don't be surprised when I tell you that, when I went
to see Wanda Hawley. at the Lasky studios, I found her curled

up in a big chair with her director's tortoise-shell-rimmed

glasses astride her pretty little nose—which was also buried

deep in a copy of Omar Khayyam's "The Rubaiyat."

Wanda, the little bit of fluff, specializing in sprightly sala-

manders, was reading:

"Omar,'' she said quite seriously, "it's my philosophy. It

is more than that; it is my religion!"

"Good heavens!" we ejaculated. "Old Omar, eh? And
why:--''

"Well, because
—

"

"A woman's reason.'

"I hadn't finished. Because I can find something in Omar
to fit even- mood and phase of my life's activities. Take the
profession of pictures: why. Omar had it when he wrote:

'We are no other than a moving row of magic shadow shapes
that come and go.' Still, I believe that a player through study
and observation should establish a precedent for most moods
and manners. I know how to act the salamander in 'We Can't
Have,' etc., because I'd read enough and seen enough of life

to form some ideas about her. Mr. DeMille did the rest."

Directing a Photoplay

by V ibrafions'

HELEX KELLER, who understands perhaps

bettor (Kan anyone else the eloquence of si-

lence, is to appear in a photoplay. Deaf, dumb ana

blind, (his remarkable woman is now at "work on
a melodrama that shows her triumphant struggle

through darkness and silence. The director, George

Poster Piatt, instructs his blind and deaf actress

by tapping his tool on tin- tloor, the code reaching

Miss Keller by vibrations. Mrs. Anno Sullivan

Macy, the woman who has helped Miss Keller in

ber life-long studios, assists the director. In the

picture abo\ o are: the cameraman, the director.

Miss Keller and Mrs. Macy. The oval at left is

a scene from the photoplay showing Miss Keller

cheering a blinded soldier.

T
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The rest of it is Hines,

and he danced off the stage

onto a picture lot.

By

Cameron Pike

The lady in the chair is Johnny's mother, and sit-

ting on the arm of the chair is Johnny's mother's
son. He's also the engineer o£ Number Fourteen,
above, and the axle of all those pistol-spokes, below.

That photoplay was "The Cub."

CURIOUS are the vagaries of ambition. I know
a girl with wonderful dimples and a smile that

makes you think of apple blossoms and spring-

time, and she wants to play heavy drammer. when
the good Lord built her purposely for light comedy. One
of the sweetest-faced of all the screen ingenues wants to

be a vampire. I suppose, way down deep in their hearts.

Douglas Fairbanks wants to play Shakespeare and Bill Hart
wants to be the cute little leading juvenile in the pink tea and
tennis college play. So it is not surprising that Johnny Hines.
when I asked him what he wished for more than anything else

in the world, said, after much thought:
"I wish I were more dignified."

"But you couldn't use dignity effectively in your work."'

"Not in my work, but in my business," said Johnny. "It's

hard for a man of my size, and with a sense of humor, to get
himself taken seriously. Now look at Monty Love, for exam-
ple. Monty is big and impressive. When he goes into an office

the natural impulse of everyone is to ask him please what is

it he wants and how soon and where. But if I try to talk

business with anybody, he will say, 'Oh, go for a walk around
the block, smoke a cigar, and come back when I'm not so

busy.'

"Look at it this way—you never think of me as John Hines.
do you? You think of me as Johnny. Of course. That's it.

Just stick a 'y' on the end of a guy's name and you've got him
nailed to the mast. You don't talk about Billy Farnum, or

Mitchy Lewis, or Davey Warfield, or
—

"

"But you do of Charlie Chaplin and Wally Reid, and any-
how, what are we living for, to be respected or to be liked?

If people like you what's the difference?" I demanded.
"Oh, I'm not kicking at life," Johnny replied quickly. "Life's

all right. But if I could have all I've got and some one other
thing as well, I'd have dignity. It's great stuff. But after all

v-
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I don't need it so badly. You see a man can only sleep in one

bed at a time, eat one meal at a time, wear one suit of clothes,

live in one home—

"

"And love one girl?"

''There are differences of opinion on that point. I don't

know. But if we just go ahead and get all we can out of exist-

ence as we find it we're going pretty nearly to be happy, and
that's enough for anybody.

""Trouble is, I guess, we're always trying to be somebody else

instead of ourselves. We envy other people so much that we
don't stop to consider that chances are a lot of others are envy-

ing us."

Which is a considerable condensation of philosophy to be
dumped out of the system of one young man still in the very

early twenties. But Johnny Hines has been to school—that

great big school whose graduates learn a lot of things not in

the books at Harvard and Yale—the University of Hard Knocks.

Young Mr. Hines' earliest public activity was selling news-

papers on the streets of Pittsburgh. That's enough to teach

anybody self-control and a good deal about human nature.

He was born in Golden, Colorado, but his recollections of the

West are considerably limited by reason of the fact that he
migrated to Pennsylvania at a time when his wishes in the

matter were unrecognized, not to say even unformed. His

father has oil property near Butler, Pa., and to Johnny he is

the greatest man in the world.

"Dad isn't such an awful lot bigger than me," he says, "but

he's eighty-one years old, straight as an arrow, and hair as

black as mine, with a beautiful gloss. Comes from living out-

doors all the time. And I bet you he could lick either one of

us and probably both."

One of Johnny's older brothers elected for a dramatic career,

rather than following the paternal footsteps through the oil

business. He came to New York—His name to the stage world

Photoplay Magazine
is Stephen Colby—and Johnny came along. Johnny attended
the College of the City of New York, and kept his eye open
for an opportunity to go on the stage. He was a clever dancer,
and finally he had his chance in 1005 in an extravaganza, "The
Babes and the Baron." He played the part of a big ball, and
the gross duration of his daily appearance was about forty-five
or fifty seconds. But it was a start. His dancing led him into
musical comedies such as "The Firefly" with Trentini. and it

was when he was rehearsing for the Cohan piece, "The Little
Millionaire." that the seed of his picture career was planted
in his imagination.

Now this, remember, was more than five years ago, or per-
haps only four. Some day the chronology of this swift-moving
business is going to be written or compiled, and I will then
head with one month's income a subscription to erect a monu-
ment in honor of the compiler thereof. Anyhow, away back
in the dim and distant past, when the World was young, and
Maurice Toumeur had just come from France and it was
beginning to be nearly respectable to be a moving picture
actor, somebody told Johnny Hines he had the real pantomime
idea, and he ought to go to it. He went. He stayed. He
played in the first picture the World made, "The Man of the
Hour," and has been with the company ever since, except
for a five-months' absence. When he had told me this much he
glanced up at the clock and said:

"I hope you'll excuse me, but I've got to go now. I'm due
home for dinner."

"Your wife—

"

"Wife nothing. I live with my mother."
From which it will be noted that Johnny Hines is quite a

family man. In another minute he had disappeared within the
cavernous interior of a hell-bent roadster, and was engaged in

the game of trying to get from Times Square to Washington
Heights in fifteen minutes without being pinched.
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ARITHMETIC is an odd sort

of science. While addition

is one of its fundamental rules,

addition completely spoils some
figures. Take Mary I bin-man's.

for instance. Mary has decided

to i|uif SennettinjJ and be a rial

actress. We should say that ber

first part is one of the new years
l>i;:;:is( crimes; (he evidence is

herewith presented. In the little

vision abo\ e, M dry the Real, ma
ing the world gloriously unsafe
for Democrats and Republicans.
The vast expanse at the left is

Mary the Vm Girl, in Bryant
Washburn's new play. ^ on say

it. Not to swear was one of OUT
pledges.



Hie JSlext (jreni us ameraman
A painter's photoplay prophecy, from a painter's standpoint.

By Antony E. Anderson
(Art Critic, /'•< / ,>. Angela Times)

EIGHT or ten years ago a few kindred spirits frequently

foregathered in the studio of a certain portrait-painter

in Los Angeles, where they would hear the portrait-

painter discuss at length and at large—not portraits, or

landscape canvases, or any other use of oil or pastel or water-

color, but motion pictures. 1

used to laugh at his enthusi-

asm, and so did the others.

We regarded him as many of

the old-line artists regard the

eubists and futurists: individ-

uals determinedly straining a

point to be original. We didn't

realize that he was one of the

few wise men among the intel-

lectuals, an inspired gazer into

the future.

I had been interested in fic-

tion, in painting, and in the

drama, and had written some-
thing about all of them. But I

couldn't get interested in mo-
tion pictures. I hadn't my
friend's vision. I regarded pic-

tures as utterly lacking in art-

istry, and I still think that I

wasn't entirely wrong—then.

For who shall say that the

productions- of that era were
not crude? To be sure, like

most of the prejudiced, I

didn't have data to back unbe-
lief, for I seldom went to see. a

motion picture.

But now witness the difference:

For a year I have been seeing an av-

erage of ten features a week, record-
ing my impressions and reactions for

a hundred thousand readers.

My friend the portrait-

painter was right. The Motion
Picture is an Art. to be sure the

youngest of all the arts, with

many of the faults and caprices

of childhood, but every artist

must admit its artistic verity.

And they do—all save those

who are utterly prejudiced or

spiritually blind.

My training has been that of

a painter. My viewpoint is a

painter's. Therefore it seems
10 me that I have a different

angle from most of the other

writing men whose privilege it

is to discuss the healthy ad-

vances and the small frailties of

these living paintings by the

sun.

We have passed through the mechanical toy stage of pictures,

and are almost through the stages of cheap and maudlin drama,
and it is very evident that in the face of such advances as a

few great men of the films have made to-day we are at the

threshold of a new era. Indeed, the picture has never for a
moment stood still, it has come nearest to standing still in

the last two years; in fact, it might take an engineer with a

spirit level to detect any advance at all in the last twelvemonth.
Which makes it all the more certain that we are at the bounda-
ries of some rich new province.

Lower picture "Wind," by Alfred Cheney Johnston.

So I am going to ask this question: will the nex* :elluloid

genius be a cameraman?
So far, the progress of the motion picture has been made

entirely and exclusively through its directors, in which class I

put Charlie Chaplin, not lor a moment considering him exclu-

sively as an actor. A few au-

thors have written some very

good things for the movies, but
these have been at the direc-

torial behest. Those golden
birds, the stars, may have made
the world happy for the casual

playgoer, but with the exception

of Mr. Chaplin, an unclassifi-

able combination of all the si-

lent talents, none of them has
contributed a whit toward the

real and permanent advance-
ment of the photoplay. The
best that can be said of them is

that they have decorated the
photoplay as they found it.

Few except the greatest of

the directors have seemed at all aware
of the remarkable protean loveliness of

the thing in which they are working.

Some persist in seeing only "dramatic
situations," others sense only the

"story," comparatively few even
try to visualize the "picture."

Vet many times the "picture"

has been the most important
of the three essential parts

of photoplay. The drama
and the story must be shown
in a series of pictures. Photo-
graphic snapshots wont do.

They must be pictures.

Each and every one of these

motion pictures must have ar-

tistic completeness, composition,

a proper balance of light and
shade, a correct distribution of

masses, depth, atmosphere and
rhythm. No matter how dra-

matically tense a situation may
be, the men and women who are

actors in it must so dispose

themselves that, from moment
to moment, they never mar the

value and beauty of the picture.

No matter how charming an
outdoor scene, the cameraman
must not lose his head and for-

get his composition. Again, the

distribution of lights and darks

and physical masses. This is

not an easy problem—it is, in-

deed, one of the hardest in the

artistic world—but in the artistic motion picture of the future

it must be solved everytime a shot is made.
Therefore it seems to me that the next man whom the world

acclaims as a great advancer of the motion picture will very

likely be a genius-cameraman. He must be a practical camera-

man, one who understands the mechanism of the mysterious

little dark cage on three legs, but not a mere trickster with

films and solutions—oh, no' We have had almost enough of

him, though he has proved himself exceedingly useful—even
necessary.
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Above— Mrs. -Ella Adelaide Fairbanks, the mother of Douglas,
Robert, and John. Mrs. Fairbanks died three years ago last

Christmas, in New York City. Her three sons are associated

now in the Fairbanks filmery in the West: Doug, as star; John,
general manager and treasurer; Robert, manager of productions.

Below— When Douglas Fairbanks was born here thirty-six

years ago, the address -was 61 South 14th Street, but Denver has
grown since that time, and it is now 1207 Bannock Street.
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The house that Doug built from the earnings of his motion
commanding spot in the centre of an estate of fifteen

Dou _C airbank
The calendar goes in for acrobatics also,

on the right. He wasn't quite

he was the champion 4-year-old

Below—Steward, overseer, doge of domesticity—call him what
you will—this is Tanaka, who keeps the machinery well-oiled

and running smoothly, in the Fairbanks household. With
three top-notchers from the actor's kennels r a high-brow vil-

lain from Alaska— a patient St. Bernard— to say nothing of the

dachshund.
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icturc years. Fairbanks' new borne is situated in .1

ere*. It coat Dons $300,(101). ( Several weeks* salarj
I

Jumps 32 Years!
and—well, just take a look at that kid

camera broke in those days, but

Beau Brummel of South 14th St.

Above — Another view of the Fairbanks place, at Beverly
HilU, Cal., one of Los Angeles' ultra suburbs. A hotel-

dweller all of his professional life, perforce, Fairbanks appre-

ciates this fair-sized' villa set in fifteen acres of Golden State.

Fully equipped with hot and cold gymnasiums, swimming-
pool, tennis courts, etc., etc., etc.

His first adventure with the camera. Above, Doug,

at the ag"e of four, in a moment of inaction. It never

happened again. What's he thinking" about, this reso-

lute yourrg" Fairbanks? Is he doping" out his future dare-

deviltry, or is he doubling" up his fist preparatory to

pasting the photographer for calling" him "little man?

This, and not the comfortable home at the left should
have the historic interest attached to a hero's birth-

place. But it's only the present-day studio home of

our hig'h-priced athlete— and that sig'n reads "Abso-
lutely private; please keep away.
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Proving that often while we

are shuddering at the alleged "bad-man
of-the~west" his eastern brother

is picking our pockets.

G

By
Marion Craig

OD made Arizona," debated a
stalwart young woman, pausing
over the plowshare for a mo-
ment's whimsical reflection.

"Are you listening, Bobby?" turning to

a boy of four, rummaging for worms in

the newly-turned earth. "I say, God
made Arizona. Then he must have
hurried back to Europe to get civil-

ization started, and forgot all

about Arizona. And the sun
shone hot and the wind blew
furiously, and the centuries

came and went and so

Arizona became dry and hot
and forgotten!"

"F'gott'n!" echoed Bobby.
The girl was suddenly

earnest. "Centuries later, a
man came from the east

who discovered this strip of
fertile land set between two
great hills. And the man
named the strip 'Windwide
Valley' and told the world
about it. Then other men
came—to take sections of
Windwide Valley, to work
them into ranches. One of
these men was Dad. He
brought us here. Then he
died. And here we are."

She smiled with a new
light in her face. "It's all

very clear. Our task is to

go on from where Dad left

off. In two years, as Dad
planned, we will hold a

clear title to the ranch

—

providing Wesley B. Pren-
tice is an honest man!"

"Hones' man," echoed Bobby
paying no attention at all.

"Which I cannot help from doubting," added the girl.

" 'Elp dottin'," from Bobby.
The girl stared pensively to the close horizon on a hill to

the south. Was Prentice straight with his settlers? she won-
dered. She could only hope. She could not read masculine
character very accurately, being but a girl. But she had a

feeling, a foreboding that women can understand but cannot
put into words. Anyway, Bobby refused to listen, was abso-
lutely hypnotized by the worms. So she emerged from her
reverie, and the horse started moving over the turf.

And now, let's leave the fields1 of Windwide Valley for the

hot dusty street of Chloride, Arizona, the metropolis of the

Valley. Into the lobby* of the Palace hotel we go. where
lounged Wesley B. Prentice, the "king" of Windwide Valley
by reason of his being president and organizer of the Arizona
Ranch Lands Company.

Wesley B. Prentice was of the early editions of the land

magnate, combining the polish of the oast with the stately

ferocity of the westerner; The latter quality, though acquired,

was none the less effective: Prentice knew how to handle the
westerner and they knew that he knew. They respected his

soft linen summer clothing as they recognized and saluted the

flippant tilt of the sombrero. In short. Prentice, aside from
being the man who created Windwide Valley from an unworked
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series of mesas, was easily the lord of
this particular part of the west. As we
meet him. he was sitting in the lobby,
surrounded by a group of cattlemen shel-

tered from the heat of the midsummer
day.

Suddenly, out of the silence and tran-

quillity of the main streets, floated over
the horizon a cloud of dust—a cloud
that grew rapidly nearer and that

finally broke, letting through the leader
of a train of six horsemen. Down the
main street they swooped and straight up
to the front of the Chuckwagon saloon,

visible from where Prentice sat. Act-

ing as a unit, they drew up
their steeds, vaulted onto the

teps of the saloon front,

and were disappeared

within in the flash of a
lariat.

Across the street, in the

hotel lobby. Prentice

stared inquiringly at the

panting horses. One of

the cattlemen sitting
near, sought to explain..

"Careless Carmody
and his riders from the Bar

Double O have just hit town."
he said. "There'll be hell a-poppin'

tonight."

This announcement created a stir

of interest. The loungers were elec-

trified into sudden, eager attention.

The cattlemen, to whom a sight of

Carmody was always interesting, turned

their eyes from Prentice, who had
been telling them stories of the east.

"I've heard of him. Was it his care-

lessness with his gun that gave him
that namei*" Prentice growled, him-
self evidencing keen interest.

One old cattleman vouchsafed a

reply. "Carmody ain't never careless*

with a gun." he drawled. "He's never

known to draw unless forced to. But
he's always careful to find out when its time. Then its shore

business with him."
"They call him careless." explained another, "because he

don't give a damn for his life."

Barry Kennedy stood hard by. listening, but offering no
vocal contribution to the vivifying of Carmody's character.

Kennedy was sheriff through the magnanimity of Prentice and
not necessarily because of his moral or physical qualifications:

hence he was afraid of Carmody. But when one of the cattle-

men laughingly declared that Carmody was neither outlaw nor

rustler—just plain Arizonian. the sheriff decided that it was
time for him to justify himself.

"There's nothin' agin him in this county." he said, nervously.

"But I reckon I'll sa'nter down and kind a keep an eye on
him." And he started for the door.

Close after the sheriff went Prentice, his curiosity aroused

by the interesting testimonials as to this new personality—new
to him—in Chloride.

The new arrivals at the Chuckwagon saloon had taken over

the place for their personal hilarity. Newly in town after a

burning session on the plains, they were in no mood to be

checked or crossed in their outing. And. as he entered the

doorway, Sheriff Kennedy felt this spirit and decided that he

"I'm a low-down, or-

nery, fjamblin coyote.
Slipalong," he groaned.

"I done lost vu!"
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would strive to be purely ornamental.
The instant the sherifl stood in the door-

tray Carmody, .it the end oi the lur,

stiffened. He eyed the sherifl as the latter

i; IVt'll o M I'll

l>\ J G. Hawks.
I'.im S. H. ill .mil

w it h this cast :

l armody .

Ruth Fellows

II i w'i y B. Prentice

Bobbie Fellows . .

.

drew slowly up to the l>ar. For an instant

the nervous minion of the law responded,
but his was tin' i'\i' to ilrop. The tension

suddenly broke. Without a won!. Carmody
SBW wcaknc>> in the sheriffs eye, ami knew
that there was nothing to fear from him.

For. all too plainly, the sheriff's eyes hail

said: "I'm just standin' by and don't aim
to meddle."

Cardplayers, at their tables, waiting ami half-hoping for

something to start, informed Prentice, newly entered that

"Carmody don't cotton none to sheriffs."

Careless, now ignoring the sheriff, spotted the faro game
and strolled over. He drew out a roll of bills and tossing

them on the table, said to the dealer:

"The sheriff an' me has had a peace smoke so you can
take the bridle oft. I'm coin' to play the roll."

Kennedy, near by. flushed as he heard this. Prentice, who
diil not ridicule Kennedy for the simple reason that he knew
he was a dummy, smiled and stood by as the dealer started

rolling his- wheels of iniquity. For a while he stood by and
realized that as the minutes passed he was becoming more
irritated by Careless' manner and arrogance. He approached
"Smooth" Farley, proprietor, and whispered. "I want that

man broke. Smooth. Set him afoot."

The hours passed on. Evening came and went and mid-
night was at hand. Still Careless played. The crowd, wean-
but stubborn, stuck by as the luck came and went to Careless.

Once it started to go. it left rapidly, and now Carmody had
made his last bet—against a sure thing. He lost but that did

not anger him. He had had a good run for his money. He-

had enjoyed the night splendidly. For Carmody was some-
what of a philosopher.

But Carmody wasn't through playing as yet. He had decided

N\kk \ 1 1 D, i>s permission, from
tin- \it, I. ill photopla) . win in:
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....Blister Irving

lie was but, stupefied by drink and the ten-

sion, he succumbed when Smooth in

that Ins link wai due im a change and
that he ought to plaj on

"I'm cleaned," protested Carmody with

a grin. "What II I stake?"
Smooth's' eyes narrowed. He It

over the table and massed a pile oi blue

i hips. Tin niati Inn' thai against slip-

along.' " he whispered < raftily,

Carmody drew back in his chair, a frown
inning diagonally over his brow. His lip

curled as he glared at the proprietor.

Siake "Slipalong" his horse the one thing he valued

above all else? He refused flatly. But Smooth insisted,

doubling the stack of blue chips. Then Carmody, rather be-

fuddled anyway, succumbed and so "Slipalong," the precious

mount, was staked against two stacks of blue chips.

Of course he lost; for Smooth was remembering his instruc-

tions from Prentice "Set him afoot."

Now Careless was "set afoot!"

Carmody arose weakly from the table. Remorse was deeply
etched on his long, lean face. There was a note of fierceness in

his tone as he spoke, facing Smooth. "I think a heap of that

pony. Mister Smooth— he's yore's now an' I'm warnin' yu—ef

yu don't treat him right. I'm gain' to conic buck!"
The entire group of men knew what Carmody meant by that.

But Smooth seemed unafraid. He smiled grandiloquently as
Carmody stalked out into the darkness. Inside the boys
heard a familiar whinny. Carmody was saying goodbye to his

four-footed pal. "Slipalong." moreover, seemed to know some-
thing was amiss. Why did Carmody throw his arm over the

horse's neck and plant his face against the animal's own jaw?
And why was he saying, over and over:

"I'm a low-down, onerv, gamblin' covote, Slipalong. I done
lost yu!"
Carmody passed on away from the Chuckwagon. He was

broke and afoot, a calamity and a disgrace in cowland.

The girl produced refreshments in the form of apple pie and coffee, and her own charming" self as hostess.
Thereafter Ruth Fellows was his inspiration.
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Morning found him asleep over a saloon table. He was

roused by the information that Prentice wanted to see him over

at the Palace. He mournfully responded.

"You're the fastest draw and the best shot in Windwide
Valley, Carmody," said Prentice. "Barry Kennedy, the

present sheriff, goes out of office on the first. How would
you like to have his star?"

Carmody was first astonished, then suspicious and finally

amused. Prentice seemed in earnest. Carmody suddenly burst

into laughter. "Me—sheriff? Mister Prentice—I've got most
all my experience dodgin' sheriffs."

Prentice was insistent. "I want a game man who'll not be

a Jim Crow sheriff. There'll be work for him soon."

Carmody overlooked the significance in those words. But,

when he had accepted the office, his joy returned manifold

when he learned that Prentice had redeemed his horse, "Slip-

along's yours again," said Prentice. "I don't want to see a

good man afoot!"

In the days following a strange and interesting

change came over Carmody. Gone was the spirit of

outlawry that had fired his life in the past. He
seemed reincarnated by the power of his office, ren-

dered upright and just by his importance and many
were the evildoers who dreaded and dodged Car-

mody. "Careless" was a good sheriff.

Then one day came a supreme opportunity for the

sheriff. Pancho, a crooked Mexican from over the

border, repeatedly warned by Carmody to behave,

knifed a card player and then escaped over the

border. Six miles out of Chloride, just as Carmody's
gun was getting a good bead on the Mexican, that

runaway stumbled over a girl, intent on plowing in

the fertile Windwide Valley soil. He grabbed her

up and holding her between him and the pursuers,

managed to escape gunshots until he got inside her

shack, where he barricaded himself in. Secure in-

side, the diabolical Mexican turned his attentions to

the girl. She, in terror, stood swaying in the corner,

anticipating with pounding heart, the plan of the

Mexican. Outside, Carmody put into action some
of his prowess that had made him elusive in other

days. He burrowed under the shack.

Thus it was that when the Mexican had just

thrown his arms about the swooning girl, he heard a

stern American voice coming from behind:

"Lay your paws off that American lady!"

The Mexican wheeled and there saw a gun barrel

and the face of Carmody, emanating from the

propped up trap door that descended under the

shack.

In his own whimsical way, the sheriff forced some
preliminary punishment onto the Mexican by making
him finish the plowing outdoors—while he and the

gir!—Ruth Fellows, played about with her little

brother Bobby—brother and sister who lived all

alone on the claim.

During the afternoon the girl mentioned that the

claim would be hers in two years. "Providing," she

added, "that Wesley B. Prentice is honest and trust-

worthy."
"Why?" asked the sheriff.

"He promised me a clear title to the land in two
years."

Careless assured her, strengthened by all of his

trust in Prentice, that the magnate was a person of his word.

The rest of the day passed as a distinct novelty to Carmody.
The girl hospitably produced refreshments in the form, of

apple pie and coffee and her own charming self as hostess.

And thereafter Ruth Fellows was his inspiration.

Then a month in which the Navajo moon of blossoms came
and went and Windwide Valley grew a carpet of green crops.

Day after day Careless paid ardent court to the pretty girl

settler. One day Wesley B. Prentice entertained a stranger

from the East by driving him about the beautiful valley. From
the road they observed the love-smitten sheriff take a half-

hour to tell Ruth goodbye. When he finally left he shyly

presented her with a brace of ducks, kissed little Bobbie, and
galloped out to the trail.

"Nice little section of land. Careless,—thinking of settling

down?" queried the great man, much to the sheriff's embarrass-

ment. That he was the luckiest man in Windwide Valley to

have a friend like Wesley B. was the thought of the guileless

Careless.

Then came a week when official duties took Careless Car-
mody away from Windwide Valley. When he returned he dis-

covered the town of Chloride bursting with indignation and
wrath. Eastern strangers were in town. They were making
strange demands, which, however, were reenforced by papers
of possession. To the sheriff's surprised queries the wrathful
settlers answered that Wesley B. Prentice was a crook. He
had sold out the entire valley.

In a flash Careless had one accuser by the throat, but calm
friends soon showed him the truth. A sreat fear swept the
soul of Careless Carmody. What of Ruth Fellows? What
of the women and children?

Careless rode away furiously to Ruth's claim only to find

a new farmer and his large family settled there. He learned
that Ruth had been considered a squatter and that she had

Careless didn't fijjure on losing his prisoner at this sta£e

his six-shooter while the broken

been dispossessed by Wesley B. Prentice's surveyors. His face

black with rage Careless rode off on the Granite Sinks trail

hoping to overtake the poor homeless ones. He passed many
sad. sorry-looking caravans of homeless settlers.

In front of a little farm house three strangers demanded
that as sheriff Careless recognize the legality of their deeds and
evict the occupants. As Careless rode to the house to investi-

gate shot after shot greeted him. One bullet hit him in the

shoulder and he promptly returned the fire. When he broke
into the house he found Ruth unconscious on the floor with

little Bobbie and an old woman crouched beside her. A shot

had pierced her hand. Stricken with remorse. Careless

feverishly worked to revive her. When she regained con-

sciousness Ruth turned on him in a fury.

"You thief!—you tool!" she cried. "I tried to kill you
as I would kill that wolf, your master. You told me he was
honest and I believed vou. Now we've lost even-thing. Whv
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don't you go to him in the East ami share his blood mom
Careless stared dumfounded at the girl during her tirade.

Then he caught her as she swayed and fell. An hour later

Careless headed a scornful procession of three back to

Chloride.

DM Judge Bledsoe of the circuit court was ;>n honest man.

To him went Careless for advice.

"I'm asked to put people out of their home-. 1 don't sabe

it. Judge, sub, this lawin' and jugglin'. Is it Wesley B. Pren-

tice as folks say"'"

The ohl judge sadly nodded. "It's a rotten tragedy, Care-

less," he said. "He's sate in the Fast with his millions and

the West will see him no more."

Careless Clutched his sombrero with clenched hands. He
took a deep breath, his jaws set, he raised his clenched ti-ls and

his face was tierce and grim as he protested:
"—but Judge,—the women,—they haven't any money and

of the game. He held the crowd back at the point o£

figure cowered behind him.

they haven't any homes. The man that don't deal fair with

women breaks the biggest law of the West."
Kind Judge Bledsoe looked upon Careless helplessly as the

sheriff rose to his feet. With his two hands extended before

him Careless slowly clenched his fists as he vowed savagely:

"Then I want him right here an' just as shore as the law
lives here I'm goin' to get him." Abruptly he turned and left

the old judge who was overcome with the tragedy of it all.

The county of Windwide provided a home for its sheriff.

With instructions to look after Ruth and little Bobbie. Care-

less turned over this home and a roll of .bills to the old lady

of the Granite Sinks trail.

Thus, Careless Carmody departed from Windwide Valley.

At the shipping chutes of Yuma, Arizona, a dusty, travel-

stained cowpuncher landed a job to work his way East. A week
later, Careless Carmody, cowhand, arrived at the Chicago

stockyards.

Careless was intent on jusl one mission He wandered out
into a busy street near t lit- -toikyards where the Strange lOUndl
and turtle bewildered and dazed him To the crossing cop
t lareless put this query

:

"Yu the mar-hal UV this town?

"I'm lookin' fer Mister Wesley It. Prentice. Can yu put me
on the trail to hi-, hou
The cop grinned in enjoyment. Then he advised the Weal

erner to hunt a druu -tore and a directory ami not to he gold-

bricked.

\tter ninety-seven Hoik- on cowboy heels Careless came
to the Prentice man-ion on the lake front. In the driveway
a L;irl and her groom mounted their horses for an early morn-
ing canter. They looked upon the Westerner unbeedingl)
he watched them, thinking of those -ad caravans of homelc--
women and children on the Granite Sinks trail back in

Arizona. Careless drew hi- lip- into a thin line.

At the front door Careless tried to get in every
way hut the right way. He fussed with the door
knob and then he knocked. Finally, the door was
opened by a very pompous man servant, who, after

appraising the odd figure before him. inquired

haughtily:

"Wot is it, me man?"
Careless opined that he wanted to see Mister

Wesley B. Prentice.

'"The honorable Mister Prentice is h'out of town.
Where do you come from, may I awsk, that you
knock as you do? 'Ave you never seen a bell?"

With this haughty reply the butler slammed the

door in the furious cowpuncher's face. Ever per-

sistent. Careless followed the long trail to the offices

of the Arizona Ranch Lands Company situated in

a substantial office building downtown. The in-

evitable office boy was not only astonished but out-

raged when a tall Westerner forced his way into

the president's private office, only to find it empty.
The following afternoon Wesley B. Prentice re-

turned to his offices. His manager casually re-

marked that quite a strange character had called

to see him the previous day. The news that he
looked as if he might have stepped out of a Rem-
ington or a Russell drawing greatly disturbed Wes-
ley B. Prentice. After closely questioning his em-
ployee the land promoter telephoned his residence.

The pompous butler assured him that the person he
was describing had been there. Further, he had
dented the door with some blunt instrument and
had not been admitted. Now thoroughly frightened

the promoter summoned private detectives for pro-

tection.

Early that night Careless grimly watched Wesley
B. planting his hired guards about his estate. He
then returned to the cattle train in the stockyards.

In the caboose Careless related the story of Wesley
B. Prentice to the boys. Taking his star from his

pocket he put it on his vest and solemnly declared:

"I'm his sheriff—he put me in office an' I've come
to Chicago to take him back to Windwide Valley."

The punchers grinned. Their foreman said:

"Yore out of yore territory here. Yu can't arrest

him without a Chicago warrant."

Careless merely smiled as he patted his six-gun.

"I'm usin' my Arizona warrant," he said, "I
reckon he'll not fuss about it much."
The spirit of the adventure appealed to the cowpunchers.

With elaborate carelessness they asked him if he wanted
any help on his little party which tickled Careless immensely.
Forthwith, he administered the oath.

Three o'clock the next morning Wesley B. and his daughter
had bidden their guests good night. Outside the detectives

guarded closely. Little did they suspect that they were at-

tempting to combat something they had never confronted
before—the cunning strategy of the men of the Western trails

rendered desperate in the cause of justice.

As two of them stood together talking for a few moments
a rope—coming out of the night—fell about them and they
were jerked into the shadows. Careless snubbed the victims

safely while the punchers gagged and hog-tied them. Via

.

the six-shooter route Careless then persuaded the other two
(Continued on page 102)
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TheStory
By

Geraldine Farrar
camera came at that time when I would have welcomed
anything promising action.

But here, besides action, came something that prom-
ised a new artistic vehicle—a new manner of dramatic
exploitation. I had already taken the motion picture

somewhat seriously, and now it seemed to promise sur-

cease from actual soul starvation.

I remember the time when the Directorate of the

Metropolitan Opera Hous'e frowned upon the movies.

That was when I first informed them that a tempting
offer had been made me to act in the films, and that I

was going to accept. Not having any precedents to go
by, they were bewildered.

"How can you!'.' they exclaimed. "You must remem-
ber that you are the greatest American prima donna

—

a star of the Metropolitan Opera Company'' (whose tra-

ditions had never before been threatened by the gather-

ing momentum of the silent drama
1

). "When people can

see you in pictures for fifty cents," they tried to argue,

"they will not want to pay six dollars to hear you sing."

I answered that I was willing to experiment, and to

take the consequences.

And the consequences. I do not

need to add, have been satis-

factory, even to the Metro-
politan Opera Company, for

many a movie admirer has

become an opera convert.

still, however, remaining

faithful to the silver sheet.

Miss Farrar on the steps of

the New York Public Library
where she sang to the tune of

a million and one-half dollars

in Libertv Bonds.

Miss I' arrar in her most recently created role "Sister Angelica," Puccini's
new opera, given its premiere by the Metropolitan Opera

Company this season.

I
TOOK keen pleasure in planning for my advent into motion pic-

tures, although my opera-faithful followers prophesied a disastrous

descent into nonentity, as a result of my professional folly.

"Unethical," some accorded. "The flickerfillums are inartistic,"

from others. Or: "You'll stifle your musical soul."

Nor could I blame them, hardly. I was venturing out on an uncharted
sea; setting foot on a road no opera star had ever before trod.

Nowadays, secure in the feeling that I may sing in winter and stand
before the camera out of the operatic season. 1 take great pleasure in

going over the daily papers with those old friends who. in the old days,

feared for the success of my venture. "Here, on page three, top of
column one," I point out, "is an account of my premiere in "Sister

Angelica.' 'Wild approbation,' the critic says. 'Farrar in besl of singing

condition.' H-m-m-m-m I"

Then I turn to the motion picture columns. Sure enough, sandwiched
in amongst the news of the studios is some comment on my new screen
appearance. "The Hell Cat' exciting. Farrar shown at her best" (or

some such comment).
"So you see, dear friends." I say to them, "that for once, an opera

singer, seldom credited with sound judgment, made a sensible decision."

Last month, if you will recall. 1 ended my chapter with my distress

over my poor condition of health, how 1 was desperate for action, being
kept off the stage for a reason, and how an offer to appear before the
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Above, a photog'raphic souvenir of Miss Farrar's
debut into motion pictures — her arrival in Cali-

fornia to begin work on "Carmen. ' Below—her
dressing' room in the Fasky studios.
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The third and final chapter in the

self« told tale ol one ol screenland's

most picturesque stars, telling ol the

impulse that brought her into pictures.

and many an opera devotee has become, in addition,

a movie tan.

But there seemed no logical reason why I should not.

1 have never been an overcautious prima donna, swathed
in cotton, silent save tor singing, for fear of undue
fatigue upon the voice—the human vocalizer! No! I

like the novel and the unusual always, and I adore to

act and elaborate in pantomime.

As I have contended, the opera is the most restricted

form of dramatic expression; so I revel in quite the

most untrammeled way of all modern drama—the

movies. I find that the simplicity of acting for motion
pictures is quite a relief after an arduous winter at the

Metropolitan. My movie season is really my period

oi relaxation.

And. unlike Mr. Tellegen, who believes in the art of

the cinema as a potentiality only, to be developed later

into something artistically static. I always hold that it

is already an established art. not
brought to its maximum of per-

fection, perhaps, but moving
very rapidly and surely in that

direction, with a tremendous
opening for the same display

of personal talent a? afiy

other profession.

My screen offspring have

A last summer's seashore
snapshot o£ Miss Farrar and
her father, Sidney Farrar, at

one time a professional hall

player.

Above, Miss Farrar during her production of "Carmen,"
being" instructed by Cecil deMille. Below, Reginald Barker
directing" Miss Farrar for "The Turn of the Wheel."
Lou Tellegen, her husband, is standing in the background.

Of her screen characterization of Joan of Arc, Miss Farrar says: "I spent

as much thought and energy in making her live again as

upon any of my opera creations.

been as much children of my heart and soul and mind as my opera

creations. The filming of "Carmen," my first portrayal on the screen,

was one long period of undiluted joy—the glorious California weather,

the beautifully appointed house there, the special studio built for my
privacy and convenience! The experience itself was novel and refresh-

ing, with its own unusual dramatic procedure. I sang and declaimed

my role in French or Italian, as I chose—and sometimes good American
slang phrases—a product of the studio—added "punch" to the piquancy

of the situations. There was no curtain to go up! The director-

general replaced the harassed stage manager and gave the signal : "Cam-
era, Go!" No fiery leader overwhelmed me with the feverish tempest

of his orchestra: just a watchful operator warily turning the crank of

his machine, while I evolved my scenes.

Joan of Arc—my favorite movie characterization—I gave to the full

of my heart and soul. I spent as much thought and energy in making
live again—if only on the shadow stage—the blessed Maid of Orleans,

as upon any of my opera creations. The enthusiastic appreciation

with which this photodrama has been received in almost every country

in the world compensates me for all the physical risks I have taken in

the filming of the play. For. at the very start it was understood that

there was to be no "doubling" for risky passages. I would no more
think of having some one substitute for my "physically violent" scenes

in the movies than I would think of letting another sing my top notes at
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The latest portrait of Miss Farrar and
her husband, Lou Tellegen.

the opera. If I cannot do a thing ab-

solutely and completely, I do not want

to do it at all.

Of course, I was censured for tak-

ing such risks, but to date—except for

occasional bruises, bumps and nose-

bleeds—I have escaped unharmed.

After "Joan" came in succession,

other screen successes, "The Devil

Stone," "The Woman God Forgot,"

and under the Goldwyn banner, "The
Turn of the Wheel," "The Hell Cat"

and "Shadows," and another still to

be released at this writing.

Of a curious and inquiring turn of

mind, I have learned many things

about every phase of the motion pic-

ture art and industry. Mr. Tellegen

once jokingly said that if I ever got

tired of acting in the movies—I could

make either a successful director, cam-
era-man, electrician or film salesman

—

but there is no doubt that he overesti-

mates my versatility along these lines.

The only field, outside of the acting

one, I would care to attempt is that of

writing my own scenarios, and this

not because I consider myself particu-

larly gifted in this direction, but be-

cause one gets so out of patience

with the dearth of good stories for the

films. Motion picture literature has

not kept abreast of the growing per-

fections of other phases of the motion

picture. Even a new art of acting has

been evolved for the movies—a differ-

ent sort of face make-up and a new
science for all the combinations of

colors which will produce the desired

shades in black and white. But what

now seems to be the crying need of

the film art is a new and distinctive

sort of literature.

However, that is not sufficient cause

for discouragement. After all. the

movies are still young—scarcely a gen-

eration has elapsed since the first

kinetoscope was given a trial.

My friends often ask me whether, in

acting movie dramas, I do not miss the

audiences and the applause? Answering
that question, I can do no better than

to repeat what I wrote in a recent issue

of Vanity Fair:

"Since the mechanics of motion pic-

tures are what they are, perhaps it is

just as well that we cannot have audi-

ences while we work in them. But if it

were only possible to give a logical and
sustained performance of the completed
action of a photoplay before a repre-

sentative movie audience, before the

camera fixes it indelibly upon the film,

it would be a tremendous help.

"The presence of an audience is al-

ways a great stimulus. A direct and
almost electric current is established be-

tween the actress and her audience the

very first minute she appears on the

stage. An actress can feel the quality

of her audiences, the intensity of their

friendliness and interest, or, on the

other hand, their unconvinced or even
antagonistic state of mind. She can.

in this way. gauge her public and in-

tensify or modify her emotional appeal

in such a way as to win them over.

No actress knows her metier until she

has learned to sense the mood of her

audiences—and win them over, if the

mood is one of antagonism.

"Exactly what an actress must do to

sense the varying moods of her audience.

I believe no one, least of all myself,

can say. All I know is that this in-

stinct rarely fails me. Critics have
often remarked that I never play a role

in the same way on any two occasions,

and I am sure that this is so, because

I always try to adapt my interpretations

to fit the mood of my audience.

When I began working in the cinema

I missed this intimate and living rela-

tionship between the public and my-
self. At first. I kept trying to think of

imaginary audiences but I soon found
(Continued on page 106)

flj The panel in the center of the page

H contains scenes from several of

jj Miss Farrar's best-known screen
= vehicles. From top to bottom,

they are " Maria Rosa," " The
Wonian God Forgot," "The Turn

ft of the AVheel," " Temptation,
"The Hell Cat," and "The Devil
Stone." Cutout below shows a

strenuous scene from "Carmen.



E~x~t~r~y! Great

Hollywood Disaster!

Theodore Rear loses I04 and arm- -

Virginia Corbin overcome when rhum is

stricken in studio.

MISS VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN: January 7, 19*9
Fox Studios. Hollywood, Calif.

Dear Virginia:

Photoplay MAGAZINE has asked me to write a page or so

about you and your work. Won't you send us your latest photographs and

one or two views of that fine old Teddy Hear? Leigh Metcalfe.

Leigh Metcalfe, • January 18,

Photqpi \\ Magazine, Chicago.

Dear Sir:

Well. I have tried, goodness knows how hard! to get some good
pictures of Teddy. But a terrible thing has happened to him! The
poor dear is so terribly shy that upon being posed before the camera

he went all to pieces. He has not been his old self of late, any-

way,—life seems to be wearing on him, for he was considerably

broken up before your letter came.

His right leg and right forearm both dropped off suddenly, and
his head sags a bit to the left. Outside of that, he is all right,

though. We have posed him in a chair, draping his off leg on the

floor. The right forearm is behind him. So, as you see, he is

Virginia Lee Corbin.

Actual photograph taken of Theodore Bear
just ten minutes after he went to pieces.

Note the leg" at the base o£ the chair. Catch

his intrepid spirit, exhibited in the firmly

upheld left arm. In circle, Virginia in left

arm of the giant in"Jack and the Beanstalk.

January 26, 1915.

Miss Virginia Lee Corbin,
Fox Studies, Hollywood, Calif.

Dear Virginia

:

Yes—he certainly is all in! However, we decided to use the photograph any-

way, as the editor happily saw in it Teddy's superb spirit of optimism, his deter-

mination to "carry on." When you think of it, Teddy shows remarkable bravery

and moral courage. Picture one of us remaining so whole-heartedly defiant with

an arm and a leg newly off.

Then, too, the off leg doesn't look half bad, placed as it is; your photographer is

remarkably artistic; he should go in for interior decorating.

Now. Virginia—about your own photograph, showing you in tears. At first the

editor was inclined to publish it. but finally decided that it was out of sympathy

with Teddy's fine spirit, exhibited in his picture. In utter contrast to Teddy's sturdy

reluctance to let a leg or two take him off his feet, you are shown crumpled in a

tragic heap, weeping over one of the unalterable foibles of fate.

I don't believe Teddy wants you to cry over his misfortune. Just think. Virginia

—

of the uncounted Teddies, sound in limb and in cotton stuffing, but not one-

half so well-cared for as your Teddy. Remember, that down in the tenement districts of

the big city languish any number of forsaken Teddies who have no pale blue nurseries to

call their home—Teddies who hobnob with alley cats and with (Continued on page 106)



GEORGE MILLER, veteran watchman of moving picture develop-

ment on the Pacific coast, has turned the key and bade fare-

well to the first regular studio erected in Los Angeles—the old

Biograph plant at Georgia and Girard streets. After ten years of

vigilance this faithful guardian of the gate has departed with his

latest employer, Thomas H. Ince, for that producer's new studio

in Culver City; and the old picture landmark, just vacated, will

soon be razed to make room for expansion of street railway yards.

George Miller commenced his service as watchman of the plant

under the Biograph management and has remained while directors

have come and gone and while players have come and won the

laurels of fame. Under two very eminent picture-makers—David W.
Griffith and Thomas H. Ince—he has welcomed and bade farwell

to Mary Pickford, Lionel Barrymore, Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish,

Mae Marsh, Harry Carey, Robert Harron, Dorothy Dalton, Enid
Bennett, Charles Ray, Charles K. French, Robert McKim, Andrew
Arbuckle, Thurston Hall, Gertrude Claire, Gloria Hope, Jane Novak,.
Donald MacLean, Colleen Moore, and many others.

During the periods when the studio was vacant "Daddy" Miller was
the lone tenant and later, when the Biograph pictures were discontinue
he remained guardian of the premises.

Fleeing the 'Flu in

Fri1SCO

BELOW — a demonstration of safety-first

from the influenza, on the part of some
"film exchange men in San Francisco, and their

families.

Charlie and the Writing
on the Wall

I
T'S his own, his signature, "Charles Chaplin," to appear in even-
one of his First National comedies in conjunction with the well-

known but necessary line, "None genuine without this signature." It must
be pretty hard to work day and night to make corking new pictures and
then to see one of your first comedies, filmed when you were an unknown
comedian, advertised in opposition to your late efforts as the world's greatest
comedian. That's why, when you see Charlie's hand scrawling his signature on
the screen, in every new Chaplin, you know it's genuine. Here's how it's done.



Impending This is the early summer of 1914

War ^or tnc mot 'on picture business.

Metaphorically speaking.

There is no gainsaying the fact that the whole
picture industry stands at the threshold of a

second great war among its elements. The first

memorable struggle took place years ago between
the Independents and the Patents company. It

was a war fierce and all-embracing; a war to the

death of the then autocracy; hut the scope of

the screen, the money involved, the people
concerned and the public interest enlisted are

immeasurably vaster now.
It looks as if 1919 must see the new hostilities.

The contenders: the proclucer and the ex-

hibitor. The rich province which will be the

spoil of war: absolute control of the industry.

For a long time the producers have been the

masters. The exhibitors have been the restless

proletariat. The picture programme, the ne-

cessity of playing a series, including good, medi-
ocre and bad, has been the tyrannic soil in which
the flowers of revolt have grown to full bud
and blossom.

The sinister thing

in the whole situa-

tion— the bolshevik
thing, if you please

—

is the lack of a master;

the absence of one
powerful person-
ality to tower
above both sides

of the contro-
versy, and, in the clear light of

truth, command a general reconstruction

which will do justice to everybody. The screen

doesn't want a Napoleon, for Napoleons are

out of date. It does want a Roosevelt— an
impartial man of tremendous energy, a man who
can speak softly and carry a big stick.

You say that you can name two or three

fearless honest big men in the picture business,

all with mighty executive qualities? So can we.
But each of those men is, perforce of circum-

stances, already a partisan. He is a piece of
the fight and he can't disassociate himself from
his own tribe. If he did, his own tribe would
hate him, and all the other tribes would revile

and distrust him.
The creature who, with his insatiable de-

mands, is fast rendering the producer helpless,

is the creature who also has the exhibitor's goat

—much as he would like to use him as an

engine of war. The Star .

The producer is going into a free-for-all-

fight carrying the star on his back. The ex-

hibitor, to whip the producer, must win over

the star—yet if he does, he will that minute be
saddled with the same burden that has been
crushing the producer to the earth!

The Power of Personality is at once the

power, the public appeal, that fills the motion
picture coffers and empties them.

It there were a perfectly free system of book-
ing pictures; that is to say, if the exhibitor could

go into a market like a city square devoted to

vegetables and fruit, with full power to take

what his particular patronage wanted, and reject

what they didn't want, there would be no kicks

at all from the exhibitor. But in our present

system of quantity production at great expense
such a condition, speaking in general, would
ruin the producer in a month. It is a curious
thing that American quantity production in

everything else lowers prices to practical limits

— automobiles, shredded wheat, lumber or

clothing. Only in pictures this doesn't work.
Quantity production is one of the unfortunate
and all-wrong necessities of our present picture

system, and quantity production grows more
and more costly. It does do away with an
impossible overhead charge, of course, but it

cannot do away with star salaries.

The rift in the clouds lies in this funda-
mental fact: picture manufacture must get on
some business basis to continue; there must be
pictures coming from somewhere, and there is

too much money involved to deliberately wreck
the system already created. So there will be,

no matter how hard or long the battle, eventual

peace and general readjustments of some
kind. That's certain.

g - * Now then,
'**"• you ask: "What's

all this to me,
the disinterested

fan?"
You are, in a way, the one ultimately con-

cerned. You are interested in the constant
betterment of pictures, their growth in beauty
and reality and service; and the picture cannot
grow into its ultimate beauty and reality and
service, it cannot be what it may and must and
will be, unless all the elements which make for

its creation, invention, manufacture and pre-

sentation are working in business harmony and
a fair measure of prosperity.

The Appearance If a woman is as old as she

of Evil. looks, a man is as wicked
as he appears.

In playing a villain Frank Campeau's most
convincing dramatic property is his iniquitous

face, behind which lurks a gentler soul than
most poets possess. But his soul has nothing
to do with what happened Christmas Eve at

Vernon, a merry gathering place of cheerful

spirits near Los Angeles.
There had been some hilarity, and some

roughness at other tables, when Campeau's
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waiter turned to the quietly observing actor

and said: "I guess it's time for you to leave."
" Why, I haven't started anything! " returned

Campeau, 'indignantly.
" Sure not !

" frankly returned the garcon.
" But you look like you was just going to !

"

The Absent According to our screens

Middle -Class. American and all other so-

cieties are made up of two
classes of people: the rich and the poor.

According to fact American and all other
societies are composed of a great and all-

powerful middle class, upon which the rich are

a mere fringe and the poor a stub tail.

The middle-class man and woman are the
quantity people of Europe and the United
States. They are good enough for the great

novelists to center stories upon. They are

important enough to be the principals in the

drama of the theatre. The newspapers are full

of their doings. Yet only occasionally is a
scenarioist acute enough to realize their im-
portance and give them the cinemic place they
deserve.

On the one hand we have paterfamilias

simply weltering in stage " business ;
" mama

with her embonpoint, her lorgnette and her
hauteur; daughter with her maids and her
motors ; son with his college scapegraciness

and his fifth-reel heavy virility. On the other
hand, paw and his slippers, maw and the dishes,

and sis cabaretting to ruin.

Great Scott! Don't you and I ever do
anything interesting enough to make a photo-
play about?

New Year's One hardworking actor in the

Calls. Hollywood colony, celebrating

an unwonted vacation by in-

serting some highballs in a system entirely

unaccustomed to them, was so pleasantly piffling

at the first mansion he honored with a call on
New Year's afternoon that his hostess deter-

mined he needed fresh air more than hospitality,

and, accordingly, skillfully maneuvred him to
the front door.

He walked awhile, felt better and, again
seeing a familiar entrance, put himself, his silk

hat and his frock coat inside. After a few very
delightful minutes he was much hurt to discover
himself once more tricked to the street, even as

on his first friendly essay at sociability.

And he walked on, until he was quite sure
that he was all right— and then he made
another call.

This time he got no farther than the
vestibule. A servant coldly and distinctly in-

formed him that the ladies were not adihome.
" Say, what's the matter with me ?

" he pro-
tested. "

I been thrown out o* three houses
this afternoon

!

"

" Oh no, you ain't
!

" explained the servant.

"You been thrown out o' the same house
three times

!

"

For a Permit us to present a sound

Film Drama, thought from the editorial page
of one of the world's greatest

evening newspapers, The Chicago Daily News:
In the pageantry of history the Hohenzol-

lerns have played spectacular parts since the
day in 1227 when Conrad of that ilk became
burgrave of Nuremberg. They have paraded
back and forth across the European stage ever

since, playing important but not always heroic

roles. But the family passion for accretion has
been remarkably consistent. By war, by money
lending, by sharp bargaining, by marriage, each
succeeding generation managed to add to the

Hohenzollern possessions, until, from little

counts of the Black forest, they became, success-

ively electors of Brandenburg, kings of Prussia,

emperors of Germany. After that what was
William II., inheritor of the family ambition, to

do but conquer the world?
The thing was obvious, inescapable, in the

philosophy of the Hohenzollerns! And then

—

the world awoke.
From the time Conrad rode out of the Black

forest seeking his fortune, with a long sword
and a short purse, to the exit of the last of the

imperial Hohenzollerns, amid the hooting of a

mob, there is a pictorial drama that merits the

attention of a Griffith.

The Highest A reader writes PHOTOPLAY'S

Art-Form. editorial desk, inquiring "Why
is Tragedy considered the high-

est form of dramatic art?"

A great many people believe this, whether
or not they have ever put their thoughts into

words.
There is no proper basis for such belief.

The highest form of art— in drama, paint-

ing, literature or active photography, which is

by way of being a combination of the other

three— is a faithful commentary upon the art-

ist's times and surroundings, and a reproduc-

tion of human nature as he has found it. Mere
photography is no art; that's mechanical.

Moralizing is not art; that's maudlin.
The greatest art expresses belief in the inher-

ent nobility of men and the goodness of women,
and finds it rising godlike from the morass of

menial influences which surround us all—shin-

ing through the little selfishnesses and mean-
nesses which speck the soul of every son and
daughter of Adam.

Tragedy was the regnant art-form from the

Greeks to Shakespeare, and so the supremacy
of tragedy is a tradition which is largely accepted

as fact.

Photoplay Magazine believes that the

highest art-form of tomorrow, for many tomor-

rows to come, will be true comedy—comedy as

expounded by Moliere, the classic writer of

France, or by David Warfield, the favorite actor

of the United States. There are often more
tears than laughter in such comedy, but its

note is triumph ; its fibre, optimism ; its wit,

satire which never descends to cynicism; its

creed, faith.



Tainted by a ^Photoplay 3Aagazine staff artist.

"Over the Top" Once More
A simple and practical scheme to give photoplay enjoyment to seriously wounded service men in several of our great

base hospitals. A special type of portable projection machine has been arranged to throw its legend-laden beams
vertically instead of horizontally, the ceiling acts as a very good substitute for the silver-sheet— and there you are.
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The. Enchant
It was old and crumbling, but it was the means of

bringing health to one and love to two

'E will investigate the property, and if it is all you men
say it is—consider the deal closed!"

Walter Graham, senior member of the successful firm

which bore his name, handed over a mass of maps and
documents to his son Sidney. The elder Graham had none of the cus-

tomary distrust of his own kith and kin in business. He himself had
"made good :

' from small beginnings, and he saw no reason why his

boy should not ''follow in the footsteps of his dear old dad."

Collins and Grant, who had made the mining proposition, evi-

dently considered themselves dismissed. They sidled out of

the door in a way that in a student of psychology might have
aroused suspicion. But Walter Graham never bothered with

psychology. He left all that to his wife.

Collins, mining promoter and "faker" extraordinary,

spoke jubilantly to Grant as they went down in the

elevator. "That will be easy money, with only a kid

like young Graham to fool!'

"Easy is right!" responded his partner. "Now if

we're as lucky with John L. Barnard—

"

Barnard was at that moment reading a tele-

i gram which suddenly changed his plans.

^ '"Miss Hollister." he said to his pretty and
efficient young stenographer. "I am unexpect-

edly called out of town. You may have the

rest of the day off."

Now for John L. Barnard as well as for

Clegg. his shifty-eyed clerk, this was a

swelteringly hot day. But for Shirley

Hollister it was just glorious, radiant

midsummer, and it had brought on its

magic wings — opportunity! Shirley

went to the little park where five

streets converged, and stood won-
dering for a moment which wax-

to go, finally deciding on a
street car marked

"Glenside Road.''

"W e ' v e got to
move!" Shirley
had told the little

family that morn-
ing. ''These old

houses are going to be
torn down and besides,

mother isn't getting well

\ aiMiion lime came for Shirley.

And there coulJ he a no more de-

lightful place to spend it than in the

beautiful! undulating country and
around the curious old barn itself.
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dm ~v No, indeed. I an afraid you are ool asking enough for it,

'

B ^M her delighted reply.

|^^ s-% <\s% -\'~\ "Some vrl !

' he exclaimed in the little bronze god thai

I /"| erved as .1 paperweighl on his desk. "She can be happy in a
— —^ wV -M- -*-__

| )iirn , |, ,,.,,,,,„. Harriel Hale's face, it anyom should teU her

she had in live in a barn,

fast enough to suit me. She needs country air. Yes, you 'If, Harriet Halo was a bored young beauty, whom his father

Mumsiel It we could only have a little cottage in tin- country! ami mother were hoping In- would marry, bul somehow 11

Harley, drink your milk!" and her golf trophies left him i old. ' 1 In- appealing little H<

Mi>. Hollister smiled at her daughter's attempts to bring up iisirr person, with her enthusiasms and her sunn) -mile.

'"the boys" in the way they should go. in addition to being the there was something captivating aboul her. She was different.

family's principal bread-winner. "Yes, dear, it would be de- "Now! Aboul that new mining proposition 111 want an

bghtful. But cottages in the country cost money." perl to go over the ground. " and Sidney Graham of Walter

"I believe George and I together could manage it." insisted Graham & Sons became submerged in ins subject in a way

Shirley, a determined look on her sweet face. "Besides, you that proved him a real chip of the old block.

never can tell what a day will bring forth." Her words had Such sweeping, such dusting, sin h furnishing, no barn in i;-;

proved true, for here she was already on her quest of a home— entire history ever experienced before, but then, ol con

beginning her adventure in happiness. this was an enchanted barn, and in an enchanted barn, eiuhant-

"Where do you want to go?" asked the conductor. mg things may happen. Dainty curtains were- hung at the win-

"To the end of the line." she answered. "Great day for a dows, and old-fashioned rugs gave a homey touch. Shirley was

joy-ride," he said with a grin. terribly nervous,—for after all it was only a barn, and she

At the little real estate office at "the corners" Shirley got a wondered how her mother would "take it." but the love that

list of houses for rent. All afternoon she tramped along the had kept the little family together under trying circumstances

dusty country road, but could not find one house within her could be depended on now.

means. Tired and discouraged, she struck off into a by-path "Isn't it beautiful!" exclaimed Mrs. Hollister, and Shirley

and gave herself up to the beauty of the day and the rapture Hew into her arms to have a good cry of relief and happiness.

of the clover-scented air. Life in the enchanted barn had fairly begun. Sidney (Ira-

lust in front loomed a delightful old barn. It appeared to ham had sent the old gardener around with a chicken ami a

be quite deserted, and Shirley desided to explore it. Without, "bunny" for Harley, who played about happily, and Mrs. Hol-

the view of gently rolling country was a. blessing alike to eye lister sat in the broad doorway looking at the distant hills,

and brain, and within,—there were the most fascinating nooks the color slowly stealing back into her cheeks. Each morning

and comers,—stalls, partitions and harness-rooms,—and a Shirley and George caught the car to the city. And each day

wealth of windows. John Barnard grew to depend more and more on his faithful

"Why, a person could live here!" was her delighted discovery. little assistant.

"I wonder. . .
." One morning the brace of villains, Collins and Grant, called

"Who owns the old barn?" she asked to see Barnard. He was out, and while

the friendly street car conductor, on her 'jtfrfHM -<•- .—-
"~2§(*ta

"u '.v ^'ited. they talked unwisely. Shir-

way back. ley was within earshot, and Shirley was
"The Grahams own all that property." *TSJZ* loyalty itself to her employer, as well as

he told her. The all-absorbing question •—§*^ to anotner whose name she heard with a

then was: would the Grahams rent their ** ^1^0^^ h°t ^us^ °^ surPrise -

deserted barn, and could she afford to pay
_ -^f^ld "Graham has fallen hard for one of the

for it? ——«^^__.^ -^te* jjfir^^^^ mines," said Grant, "and Barnard is going

Next day in her noon hour she went to "^H W^Mmm' ~+^<J&^^ ,l; be just as easy." The girl picked up
the offices of Walter Graham & Son-. "I "^^^1 ^T I^^W- ^^^^ 'ier note"book. Unknown to them, she

want to see Mr. Graham," she -told the ^^V. ' was making a stenographic report of their

office-boy, who was reading a lurid contri- ^^VJ^ conversation.

bution to modern literature, while chew- "What makes you so sure about the

ing more than the usual allotment of gum. Grahams?" asked Collins.

"He's out—which one?" he asked sus- "Why. it was our own man who went
piciously. with the son as expert to look at. the prop-

Just then Sidney came out of his pri- The Enchanted Barn erty. Of course he could locate the vein.

vate office, and settled her problem for Hadn't he already salted it himself ac-

her. 1\J
A£RATEP' by permission, from the corc]ing to our instructions? I tell you

"I'm Sidney Graham. Is there some- 1N ^ ltag r
fP

h production of the same
tfl Grahams are read t close th deal

., . T , - , ..„ name, written by Grace H. L. Lutz, and , .
;P

thing I can do for you? produced with the following cast:
and Pay u

,

s our P™e. Com<
;
on, we can t

Do you own a barn in Glenside? wait any longer for Barnard. We re due
Graham grinned. "Several. Come in Shirley Hollister Bessie Love there now."

and tell me which one." Sidney Graham J. Frank Glendon Shirley typed her notes and stuffed them
"Yes, we own the barn you describe," John L. Barnard Joseph Singleton into her hand-bag, and a minute later was

said Sidney when she had explained its Walter Graham William T Home on ^er wav down the street, to the offices

location. "Farmerette? Are you going in G Hollister
'""

Frank Butterworth
of Walter Graham & Son. Hastily she

for agriculture'
HoUisUr

explained her mission to Sidney, who used
No. Im a stenographer. I want to .,_,._ , T tne office-phone to tell the situation bnenv

live in the barn." Mrs. Walter Graham Jane Hathaway
t0 his father WaUer Graham was a f_

"Live in a bam!" he gasped. Harley Holllster Garvey A. Walker ready in consultation with the swindlers,

"Oh. but such a barn! You don't real- having called an immediate and full meet-
ize! It's an enchanted barn.—or at least it's an enchanting ing of stockholders and counsel.

bam!" She stopped suddenly, fearing he might ask too much "Come in to the meeting. Miss Hollister," said Sidney. "And
rent for such a treasure. "How much do you need to get if these are really the same men,—please remain."
for it?" Seating herself at a stenographer's desk in the big directors'

"Well, you see
—

" he hesitated. "We have very few calls room, where the meeting was being held. Shirley scrutinized

for that property. Let me have your telephone number, and I'll the faces of the mine promoters. There could be no doubt,

—

look into the matter. they were the men who had just left the office of John L.

When Shirley had told him about her mother's illness, and the Barnard. She gave a nod, and Sidney whispered something
little family's reasons for wanting to live in the country. Sidney to his father.

Graham would gladly have given her the bam rent-free, but The older man stood up. "Gentlemen, we are here on a
he knew that this admirable little business woman would never wild goose chase. I called you together in all sincerity, be-
consent to such a proceeding. cause I believed we had obtained an option on a valuable prop-
"Would ten dollars a month be too much. Miss Hollister?" erty. However, it has just come to my knowledge that this

he phoned her later in the day. mine has been purposely and deliberately 'salted.' Mr. Collins
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The motorcyclist opened the cab door and thrust an

automatic at her face.

and Mr. Grant, who are here to sign over this 'valuable' piece

of property, are a couple of common swindlers, not even clever

enough to keep their mouths shut. I introduce you, gentlemen,

to Mr. Collins and Mr. Grant."

The two crooks jumped to their feet. "How dare you, sir!

What proof have you of any such statement?"

Shirley whipped out her notes.

"Your own words, taken down as a stenographic report," said

Graham. "Young lady, are these the men whose conversation

you transcribed?"

"Yes, sir," replied Shirley, bravely, though her knees were
trembling.

"There is the door!" said Graham, senior, to Messrs. Col-

lins and Grant. He turned to Shirley with old-fashioned gal-

lantry.

"Miss Hollister, you have saved this firm a great deal of

money, and prevented us from making a serious mistake."

He took out his check-book, but Shirley stopped him.

/'I couldn't think of taking money for what was a simple

duty. Besides," she added with a smile, "I owe something

to your son for making me so comfortable. He's my new land-

lord." Sidney explained.

"What! The old Glenside place?" exclaimed Walter Gra-

ham. "Some of the happiest days of my life were spent there,

before the old house burned down. Glad to have you using it,

Miss Hollister."

When Shirley had gone, he stood for a moment musing.

"That's the sort of girl we used to like when I was young."

"The type is still popular," said Sidney, in a tone which made
his "dad" look up in wonder. "Funny! She's not a bit like

Harriet Hale," he thought.

The elder Graham said: "Here are the keys that used to

belong to the old place. The big one is for the padlock on

the barn."

"Good!" thought Sidney. "It will give me a decent excuse

to call."

Vacation time came for Shirley. And what more delight-

ful place for a vacation could there be than the new home.

with its outlook of gently undulating country, its cool, clover-

scented breezes, the little brook where Ilarley was confident he

would some day. with his bit of string and bent pin, catch a

big fish, and the curious nooks and corners of the old barn

itself.

On the day Sidney had chosen for his visit Shirley had

dressed herself up in some outlandish old garments, and stuck

dunce's caps on her own head and those of the Inns. She had

mounted the partition which had marked an old hay-mow. to

give an imitation of a tight-rope walker, and was addressing the

hoys in a ridiculous impromptu speech which set them off into

howls of laughter,—when her young landlord made his appear-

ance. Horrified that he should catch her in

such a predicament, Shirley wavered, swing-

ing her arms in a frantic attempt to regain

her balance, and would have fallen if Sid-

ney had not rushed forward to catch her.

She made a hasty exit to change her dress,

and it was well she did, for Mr. and Mrs.
Graham, curious at Sidney's having rented

the old barn, had decided to take a run out

to Glenside. The two families proceeded to

get acquainted in true neighborly style, re-

gardless of the difference in their stations.

Walter Graham had the time of his life

recounting his own boyish pranks in the old

barn, his wife and Mrs. Hollister discussed

current events, and Shirley and Sidney tried

all the keys on the old padlock.—without

success, since the young man had been very

careful to leave the right one safely at home.
But Fate, in the shape of little Harley. pro-

vided him with an excuse the very next day.

Seeing Sidney's roadster parked outside a
store, the chubby hands found pencil and a

bit of wrapping paper, and writing, "Picnic

down by our brook to-night at 6 o'clock." left

the message on the driving wheel.

In the realm of "frenzied finance," matters

were becoming more difficult for Collins and
Grant, the two swindlers whose plans Shirley had succeeded in

balking. The net was closing around them.

"Bad news!" said Grant to his partner. "Clegg has just

put me wise. For a little ready cash I believe that old fellow

would poison his mother."

"Well, well, come across. What is the news?" asked Collins

nervously.

"The State Commission has ordered an investigation of our

property' and operations, and John L. Barnard has been ap-

pointed chairman of the investigating committee."

"What is his price?"

"The dam fool hasn't any price. He's a bug on reform!"

"Wasn't it his stenographer who spoiled our game over at

Grahams?"
"Yes,—on the occasion when you talked too much."
"/ talked too much?—You said as much as I did!"

"Well, post mortems won't help us now. What we've got to

do is to find out in advance what the committee will report.

and try to cover our tracks before the grand jury returns an
indictment. Clegg will keep us informed, and the rest is up to

ourselves."

Under the leadership

of Barnard, the com-
mittee discovered that

Collins and Grant were
the principal agents of

a ring engaged in a gi-
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gantic hoax, in which the funds of the poor were being UliM rupu-

lously garnered to promote mining property th.it was absolutely

worthier

"Tell that to the United State- Attorney at the Federal

Building at three o'clock to-morrow," directed Barnard, when

his investigators placed their findings before him. "1 will have

a stenographer there to make a complete report ." lurnin.

his desk he wrote a hasty note to Shirley.

,
"My Dear Mi-- Hollister:

'1 am very sorry to interrupt your vacation, but will have

to ask you to meet me at my office at two P. m. to-morrow.

There i- no one else 1 care to trust in this matter.
' \ cry truly.

•John 1.. BaBNAKD."

Clegg duly notified Collins and Grant, who prepared to -el

their trap. Some of their henchmen were called in. "Get
those notes!" was the order.

"Regardless of what happen--"

"Regardless oi what happens!"
Wholly unconscious of the drama so soon to be played about

her head. Shirley made ready for her picnic, and the guest

summoned by Harley's note gave added happiness to the affair.

She and Sidney had drifted into love as simply and naturally

a- the brook beside them was drifting by on its way to join

the river.

"1 have a secret to tell you." said the youth, looking into

yes, "the very next time I see you."

'•Yes?" faltered Shirley, blushing. She dared not say more,
for fear her happiness would betray her.

Harley came running, breaking into this idyllic scene. He
had caught a minnow! "Look, sister. Let's cook it for sup-

per." Sidney and Shirley laughed, and Sidney threw the wrig-

gling thing back into the water, explaining that it was still too
young to be used as food even
automobile hom sounded, and
with a note for Sidney.

says it's from Miss Hale."

Sidney read the note with-

out comment, and soon left.

''So that was the secret," said

Shirley, broken-hearted. ''He's

engaged to Miss Hale, a
girl of his own position

in society. What a fool

I've been! A fool in

a fool's paradise!"

It was a saddened
Shirley who went ^
into town next
day, to report
f o r d u t y ,—

a

S h i r 1 e v who

for small boys. An
George returned

"The chauffeur

he explained.

had bravelj ihul all false happiness nut of her thoug

Collins and i.i.nii had their plans laid. A Uuricab driven by

one ,,i their own
I

waited outside Barnard's office, and

another man with a motorcycle loitered near, tO follow and

him aid. The master-crooks themselves would be

uoned outside the Federal Building in an eni losed i ar, to tup

intend operations.

"Why, we can't lose!' boasted Grant with a short laugh.

"All we have to do is to get the stenographer when -he cornea

out with the Dotes."

Shirley arrived promptly at her employer's office "Clegg,"

said Barnard, "call a taxi."

"Very good, sir," answered Clegg. He called the "planted"

taxi, and unsuspecting, Barnard and Shirley entered it. "Drive

to the Federal Building," ordered Barnard. Unnoticed the

man on the motorcycle lollowed. "Now. Mi-- Hollister," said

Shirley's employer, "you Will take down a complete report oi

everything that is said at this meeting, and return to my offici

to type it. On no condition must you allow the notes to p
out of youi ion even for an insrant."

Collin- and (.rant ensconced in their car. watched the pair

enter the Federal Building. The motorcyclist and the taxi

driver waited. Upstairs, in the office of the United Male- At-

torney, the investigators were seated at a long table. They
! egan their reports.— verbally, at first, then presenting docu-

ments in corroboration. Shirley at her desk took care to miss

no word.

''Very good, Mr. Barnard," said the United States Attorney
when the evidence was all in. "Now if you will have
these reports typed as soon as possible I will place them before

the grand jury, which will undoubtedly return an indict-

ment."
"My stenographer will attend to it at once," answered

Barnard. "Miss Hollister, I will get a taxicab for you." He
went downstairs with Shirley, and innocently placed her again

in the "planted" taxi. Collins and Grant were jubilant as they
saw the cab drive away, and Higgins, the motorcyclist, follow

a moment later, according to instructions. He "chug-chugged"
up beside the chauffeur, stopped
him, and came to the cab door
to speak to Shirley.

"Pardon me, miss, but Mr.
Barnard says not to go to the

office. • He will be detained,

and he wants you to work
at his home." The

chauffeur started

(Continued
on page i oo)

"What proof have you
of any such statement?

the crooks demanded.
Shirley whipped out

her notes.

, -— .
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She rightly concluded that her
forte was comedy.

'Completely crushed I walked
over to Echo Park to

drown myself."

"They hired everybody there
that day hut me!"

Y

'I told him my next meal de-
pended on getting a job."

By Al-fred A. Cohn

OU go in the movies—with a face like that?"
That's the sort of comment evoked from a kid

brother when Zasu Pitts, in the bosom of her family

at Santa Cruz, Cal., calmly announced that she was
going to los Angeles to break into the picture game.

That was less than two years ago but in that short time
Miss Pitts has played with the greatest stars in filmdom.

We'll let Zasu tell about it:

"Naturally, I first went to Mack Sennett's studio.
" 'Do you think that if I worked hard there might be a

chance for me?' I asked the employment director.

"He looked me over carefully; then: 'Xot a chance in the

world!' Crushed, I walked over to Echo Park to drown myself,

but all the water space was occupied by comedy companies.
"Then I journeyed to the Chaplin studio where I lined up

with a big crowd of extras and atmospheres.

"They hired everybody there that day but met
"The Christie Film studio was my next stop. I walked

in and sat down in one of the offices. I told them that my next

meal depended on my getting a job.

"Mr. Christie asked me if I could ride, shoot, swim, dive,

play tennis etc. and to each I answered 'yes.' Then he asked
me what salary I wanted.

"He had me there. I didn't know anything about salaries

but I knew enough to start at a high figure when negotiating

for a position. I screwed up my courage and told him my
figure was twelve dollars a week.

"Well, my first picture was nearly my last. I was nearly

bruised all over, half drowned and almost burned up. I de-
cided that I was., I cut out for a stunt performer. The com-
pany arrived at that conclusion simultaneously.

"Universal City saw me next. They told me they were
sorry but that they had nothing for me. and to leave my name
and address. Disheartened almost to the point of seeking

surcease in the waterless river that bears the name of the

64

'I told him my figure was
twelve dollars a week."

'I decided that I wasn't cut out
for a stunt performer.

E//z a + S u

"My best opportunity came when I was cast as 'Becky' in Mary



At boma I found a telephone
neiia|e aekinfl mc t >

return."

"The \.-w York office bad ad-
% Laed I In- in 1 L .it I w Binl

tunny enough *

kkA
"I pleaee !•»*( In rolea which

make me i 1"- » let! na of
lllHT.|lllt(ll l»>\ f."

JM

"I felt terribly flattered, but I

was out of a job again.
Once she wrote a poem but he

subject fled town.
She does interpretive Jances,
such as *'Li very Stable Blues.**

a S U

Pickford's 'Tbe Little Princess'," says Miss Pitts.

That is how Miss Pitts

got her first name. As regards her

position in pictures

—

city, I went home only to find a telephone message asking

me to return to Universal the next morning for a test.

"It must have been a good one. I was placed in the list

of regular stock players and given a small part.

''While at Universal I was loaned to Artcraft to play a

little part in 'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm' with Miss Pickford.

I was fortunate enough to attract the attention of Miss Frances
Marion and Marshall Neilan to whom I owe much for what
success has come to me.

"I returned to Universal, remaining several months. Then
one day one of the officials came to me and said that the

New York office had advised them that I wasn't 'funny enough'
and, in the words of the extra gang, I was 'given the gate.'

"My best opportunity came soon after when I was cast as

'Becky' in Miss Pickford's 'Little Princess.' Later I played

with Mr. Fairbanks in 'A Modern Musketeer.' I seem to

please best in roles which make me the victim of unrequited

love. I had a part like that in 'How Could You Jean?' with

Miss Pickford. Since then I have played with Edith Storey,

Dorothy Phillips, Constance Talmadge and Carmel Myers.
"I guess I'm the only girl who has played with the big three,

Pickford, Chaplin and Fairbanks, although I have never been
seen on the screen with the great comedian.

"I had a peculiar experience with Mr. Griffith. He rehearsed

me in a part several months ago and when he got a look at me
on the screen, I was found to look too much like Lillian Gish

to work in the same picture with her. Of course I felt terribly

flattered, but I was out of a job again."

It's her right name. When the time for christening the young-

est Pitts arrived, the parents could not decide whether to name
her after her Aunt Eliza or her Aunt Susan. So diplomacy was

resorted to. The first syllable of the latter's name was attached

to the last syllable of the former's and the result was wished

onto the helpless infant.
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Folks, here's a riddle: Than to do "twenty minutes
Why does a girl—

%' '

Of singing and dancing"
A sensible girl

—

Twice a day on the stage?

Prefer to toil Is it because motion pictures

Eight or ten hours a day Are more truly interesting,

In a picture studio 2 \' m Or are women just peculiar?

oA Real Vaudeville Equilibrist
Ruth Roland, another one of those skillful

persons who remain balanced on the theatrical

fence, playing both in films and on the stage.

WHEN you're being hostess at your

very own birthday dinner and
the telephone rings and rings,

—and you have the maid A
answer it with instructions to "take the

number,"—and the party won't give the

maid a number and insists on speaking

to the busy hostess,—and you leave the

table to the tune of the scraped-backed
chairs of your male guests who stand,

dangling their napkins awkwardly in

their fists and staring longingly at the
drinks growing hot and the food growing
cold, you wouldn't like it, would you?

But that's what happened to Ruth Roland
When you stop to think that Ruth was giving
some party—you'll forgive her the frown that
wrinkled her pretty complexion.
Hurrying across the room to

the impertinent instrument
Ruth grabbed the receiver

out of the hands of the

maid.

"Hello, Hello.
HELLO!" she called in-

to the helpless and inno-

cent transmitter.

"Say Ruth—" drawled
a calm, masculine voice.

"This is Walker, man-
ager of Pantages. I'm
short a singing and danc-
ing act on my bill for the

next few weeks. Can't
you give us a twenty
minute act and fill in un-
til I connect with a new
number?"
"You can connect with

a new number right now
so far as I am con-
cerned!" said Ruth.
"I'm busy! I have just

about as much idea of

going back on the stage

as I have of walking to

Paris!"

"Yeh-h, but listen
—

" per
sisted Walker.
"My dear man, I can't lisi

explained Ruth. "I'm giving a

dinner party and I haven't time to

argue.''

"Then don't argue," urged

Walker. "Just let me put you

Directly above— a scene from the d&i

past when "Micky" Neilan demon
belliou8 colored maul, ami when Kut

came in(o public prominence. 1 lies

old Kalem days

By

Gloria Groves

down on my bill for a twenty minute skit and
then run along back to your guests."

"Oh for goodness sake don't bother me."
yelled Ruth—"Do as you like!"

The party went merrily along and the

interruption was soon forgotten by
Ruth. Not so by Walker. While Ruth
and the birthday celebrators did a lot

of eating, drinking and being mem- far

into the wee sma' hours,—energetic

Carl Walker did "just as he liked." He
wired Seattle and booked Ruth Roland

over the entire Pantages circuit.

On the following morning Ruth's phoni
rang again. She covered up her head. But
she couldn't get away from it. Reaching out

a sleepy hand she dragged the phone over to

her pillow. "Hel-l-o." she yawned.
Say. Ruth," came the same
ind voice of yesternight.

This is Walker. You are

booked to appear in Se-

attle. Washington, next
Monday afternoon."

"It can't be done,"
said Ruth. "I haven't

baen on the stage for

seven years. I
—

"

"It's up to you," said

Walker.
Did she stay in bed?

She did not. She had
actually given the man
her word. She hustled

around Los Angeles en-

listing the immediate
services of all the shops,

the furriers, and the

milliners, and arrived in

Seattle at midnight. Sun-

day night ; and went on

that stage the next after-

noon, as advertised.

—

and she sang and danced

and made her costume
changes in pronto time.

Result, a half dozen en-

cores ! Great success!
Honestly. Ruth had a good

time doing all this: but it

wasn't as much fun a? doing a

movie serial. So she is going to stick

to pictures. She has signed up with

Pathe for a new Western serial with

an option on a second one.

rk ,m d murky
St rale 1 th< • re-

b. Rol and first

e w ere : :i the
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MR. GRIFFITH'S recent interurban essay, A Romance
of Happy Valley," may not be appreciated for its

character fidelities, but it will certainly be criticized for

its lack of cumulative drama. The way of the genre-

painter is hard when he works with sunlight. His customers

want clangorous reds and yellows and greens and big splotches

of black shadow—not the pastel comminglings and camouflag-

ings of nature.

This "Happy Valley" story has depths which the casual pic-

ture patron, in search of the formula good time, is not going to

suspect. For instance, Mr. Griffith has never been more un-

erring in his psychology than in his consideration of the religious

natures of these valley folk. The ecstacies of conversion and
the sublimer heights of sanctification are not a common part of

today's soul experiences, but in the Middle West as well as in

Xew England, a country deprived for generations of almost all

outlets for the spiritual emotions, the frenzy of religion swept

the quiet fields and sleepy towns at regular intervals. But the

convert was no more familiar than the backslider, hence while

sending young John Logan to the mourner's bench his director

may be seen providing the skids of situation upon which John
will, in a short time, slip from grace. The treatment of our

forms of religion, upon the screen, is a professional disgrace and
national slur. Story-writer and director alike, the movie con-

fectioners manifest little more knowledge of past or prevalent

religious habits than a Jew has of Methodism, or vice-versa.

A priest, a clergyman, or "the minister"—these are the smug
mannikins who fill our various denominational guises in the

photoplay, speaking unpraiseworthy volumes for the dense re-

ligious ignorance of most of the people who make and direct

motion pictures. You cannot write the history of any nation,

you cannot presume to represent any nation, literarily. unless

you comprehend, not only its temple forms, but the religious

beliefs, practices and customs of its laymen. The worship of

God. the sacrament of marriage and the observation of law are

the three foundation stones of civilization, and the man who
would romantically reconstruct the life of any people should

know how to pray as well as how they make love

So Mr. Griffith, with his characteristic thoroughness and in-

telligent authority, masters the subject before he essays his

stor>-.

There are holes in the story, unfortunately, and while the

superior audience pokes its fingers through these, and peek^

through them, it won't be properly appraising the picture. I

found it rather hard to believe, for instance, that young Johnnie

would spend exactly seven years in a New York attic trying to

make a tin frog swim. Johnnie might have done it—but not

in New York. Granted that he resisted all temptation to fritter

his time, the myriad apparent opportunities of the metropolis

Gloria Swanson, delicious always, suggests a married chicken

more than a serious wife, in De Mille's "Don't Change \ out-

Husband."

would have made him try other things. Jennie Timberlake.

too, seemed to pause like an enchanted princess during the

cycle. It was not a Jennie grown older, or wiser, or full of

quaint experiences and philosophy to whom Johnnie returned; it

was the same Jennie—preserved, arrested, canned in a Mason
fruit-jar against his home-coming. George Fawcett's Logan,

Sr., was characteristically clear-cut, energetic and complete, and

at moments terrible in remorse. The situation of the father'^

almost-murder of the son is sudden and inexplicable, as a logical

part of the play, but it is a strong and baffling situation at that,

in itself perfectly worked out. I hardly think that the snappy
and ultimately triumphant Johnnie would come home at all-

after a voiceless absence through the years—much less settle

down in rural contentment with a girl who hasn't budged since

his departure. It isn't done nowadays: further. I don't believe

it ever was done as a quantity performance. I'd like to >r<-

Bobbie Harron play another being than himself, once in awhile

This story is a pot-boiler. The best thing, the incomparable

thing, about "Happy Valley" is Griffith's unerring analvsis of

the combined sincerity and frailty of religion in a rural com-
munity.

DON'T CHANGE'YOUR HUSBAND -Artc.-aft

This enterprise, as a matter of screen tone and wall decoration,

is a masterpiece. As a story it starts a masterpiece and end< a
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Alec B. Francis and Madge Kennedy in Goldwyn's
"Day Dreams."
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William Farnum in "For Freedom, a story of one of the

great war's redemptions.

George Fawcetf as .John l.og'.m and Kohert H.irron

son in "A Romance of Happy \ alley.

masiernop. Had Miss MacPherson, who conceived the entangle-
ments, kept pace with Mr. DeMille, who visibly unwound them
this piece would certainly have been the first great and true
society play born on the screen. The DeMille facultv of ex-
quisite detail is in its dazzling zenith. Here is life—elegant or
practical, romantic or funny, just as life springs up and growsm gardens fertilized with gold. James Denby Porter, a glue
manufacturer, is a hound of unpressed suits, chewed cigars
onion breaths, eternal business and parlor sleeps, while his crys-
talline wife, Leila, is as amenable to this backvard domesticity
as an orchid to a garlic patch. Porter' is the American husband
in that he gives his wife even-thing except himself and his
thoughts. It is not difficult, then, for cne_ Schuyler Van Sut-
pben, a platinum watch on the grimy wrist of evervdav exist-
ence, to shake Leila out of Porter's nest, and into h'is own.
Then Leila discovers that Van Sutphen's virtues are tinsel, while
her former husband's fault's were a sort of dirtv gold.

'

Coin-
cidentally Porter trains off his fat. shakes down his lethargy,
becomes a man as well as a machine, and wins Leila back. To
the point in which Leila discovers the essential differences be-
tween James and Schuyler, the play is perfect. From that
moment it is obvious, mechanical, movieish. There is no de-
greed transformation of Porter; one moment he is the gross,
kindly, slovenly, pathetic and cow-eyed husband—the next he
is the svelte Elliott Dexter, popular leading man and actor.
Van Sutphen, to provide the crowning offense, must mix in with
a chorus girl who pilfers his wife's last remaining solitaire and
follows him home. The ex-husband becomes her champion in
her current or series husband's house—and of course he exits.

The beauty of this play is the perfect elegance of its mounting.
sumptuous and rare to a degree but never out of taste. Its be-
lieveableness lies largely in the remarkable performance of El-
liott Dexter as Porter of the first phase—a character such as
has seldom been given to the screen. Lew Cody plays Van
Sutphen with great facility and vividness, but I venture "to sug-
gest that Mr. Cody is going too strong on a deadwhite or
"pretty" makeup. Gloria Swanson. delicious always, suggests
a married chicken more than a serious-minded wife. The sup-
port and the thousand-and-one details supplied by Mr. DeMille
must be seen to be appreciated.

MICKEY-W. H. Productions

"Mickey" is worth anybody's time because it is a long flash of
the old-time Mabel Normand. than whom the screen has never
possessed a more whimsical, droll or wholly original comedienne.
As a story this mile and a half of film—or thereabouts—is an
absurdity. It rehashes the fond and familiar tale of the miner's
daughter, loved by her social relatives in the metropolis for her
gilt alone. And such relatives ! "Mickey" had more directors

than a revolution. Presumed to raise Miss Normand into large

prominence in extra-sized Sennett pieces, it occupied the better

part of a year in making, cost several hundred thousand dol-

lars, had its plot changed every day before lunch, and was finallv

cut into seven or eight reels—from a fireside library of assorted

film—more than a year ago, by H. 0. Davis. The generals in

the field ran the gamut of talents, from Keystone Dick Jones
to James Young. But through it all romps the Mabel Normand
of Chaplin days in Edendale. Whether she is falling down a

well, leaping through an upper window in a ball gown or visiting

New York (New York with deep lawns, palms and California

architecture) she is startling, vivacious, girlish, and always

funny.

To increase sluggish circulations in cold weather I unreserv-

edly recommend the horse-race, and to cure those who are me.
lancholy that uproarously innocent pursuit of the scared squirrel

up the leg of Mabel's overalls. Best and largest in Miss Nor-

mand's support is Minnie Ha Ha. a noble redwoman of several

hundredweight and equally solid intentions. Note number two

to Lew Cody: go back to the grease-paint you used here. Lew:

it's exactly your proper shade.

HERE COMES THE BRIDE—Paramount
Here is one o\ the best screen farces that ever galloped across

a silversheet. This is not a comedy—it is farce, pure farce.

stage farce, with its rapidly succeeding gales of laughter, its

ludicrous though perhaps artificial situations, its climaxes of

complication. Frederick Tile, an impecunious lawyer, loves

Ethel, daughter of the rich Robert Sinclair. On the same dav
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thai rile is booted out, a> a suitor, .1 South American beaut)

whose legacy depends upon the marriage of .1 certain othei

Frederick Hie now languishing in jail beneath the Southern
Cross engages her lawyer to make any Frederick rile be maj
find a proposition of business marriage, with a large reward
subsequent divorce, ["he lawyer finds the disconsolate suitor

1 1 Ethel, has him spliced to a fright and .11 this moment Ethel

drawing her own money from the bank, leaves home and comes
to marry and finance her darling Frederick. Obviousl) he can-

pot U'll her the truth; by chance they arc thrown together under
the roof of a mutual friend for the night, and here, next morn-
ing, the chaotic conclusion comes when the ugly wife of con-

venience, the little sweetheart's father and everybody ru^h

in for a general straightening of all the knots in the puzzle. John
Barrymore, that great tragic actor who can be a more consum-
mate ass in a farce than the silliest clown who ever lived, 1- a

convulsion as the despairing Tile. Faire Binney, a bon-bon
fresher than any Huyler ever made, is the quaint Ethel.

THE MIDNIGHT STAGE-Pathe

Both Frank Keenan and Jack Cunningham have done some-
thing, here, with a very ordinary story; Keenan. by the sheer

power of an interpreting personality; Cunningham, by an origi-

nal twist in writing which gives two or three old situations the

kick of a Missouri motor. Cunningham allows that he adapted
this from "The Lyons Mail." But no author would have turned

in his grave even if he hadn't made the admission; the good
points are all his own. John Lynch, a gambler of forty years

or a little more, comes to the California diggings where his an-

cient Virginia father, nearly eighty and broke, but still courtly,

woos the elusive nuggets in the creekbeds as he has been wooing
them, ineffectually, for more than a quarter of a century. Here,

also, is an alcoholic hell-hound, one Bige Rivers, a monster in-

carnate—and the physical and facial double of John Lynch.
Rivers holds up the midnight stage and murders every man in

it; he also nearly kills the inoffensive River, Sr., and there is a

real touch of pathos in the dying old man's forced denunciation

of his errant son as his murderer. In the eventual revelations

Rivers' "woman scorned" reveals the truth, and, trapped in

the top of a shed, Rivers and the younger Lynch engage in a

gun fight to Rivers' death—a thrilling piece of that elsewhere

overworked mechanic, double exposure. The big gasp in the

play is the discover)- of the silent stage in the moonlight—with

every man in it horribly dead. As a piece of terrific, almost

demoniac acting Keenan's portrayal of the rum-crazy Rivers is

a more effective indictment of Alcohol than a barrel of re-

formers' sermons. Yet, where I saw it. the censors must per-

force soften the bestiality of booze with their kindly shears.

Certainly the passion for censoring, anywhere and anyhow,
shares its restless couch with strange bedfellows

!

SHADOWS-Goldwyn

Willard Mack, the forceful but erratic genius who wrote
"Tiger Rose" and "Kick In" for the stage, has been writing too
many potboilers for the screen. And especially for Geraldine
Farrar. Last month, "The Hellcat." This month, "Shadow*."
some better, but still a commonplace on an old theme, in the old

way. The obvious "shadow" upon a woman in a play or a

story is the shadow of her own past, which must be never
known in the conventional circles of a narrow society. So
Muriel Barnes, now happily married to Judson Barnes, was
once Cora Lamont, a girl of Alaska. Jack McGoff, her slave-

driver when she toiled under the artificial midnight suns of the
Xorth, has a friend in Frank Craftley, now a swindling pro-

motor. Craftley. getting hold of the secret of Cora Lamont and
the man she hated and fled from, uses this to drive Barnes' wife
as his instrument in binding a fraudulent bargain on her hus-
band. McGoff reappears, too. Against him. however, she
plays guile against guile, and lays out her jewels in a manner
that would make an intruder look like a thief. Then, when he
tries to force her to his will, she fires a revolver, the household
is aroused—and the interloper is shot dead by a policeman.
Thus, the shadow passes without materializing into ultimate
disaster. Miss Farrar does well in her two parts, and Tom
Santschi is characteristic and magneticallv wicked as McGoff.
Milton Sills and Barnes and Fred Tmesdeu as Craftley com-
plete the cast.

I Continued on pagi- 93)

"Mickey" is worth anybody's time because it is a long flash

of the old-time Mabel Normand.

Geraldine Farrar's "Shadows' is better than "The Hellcat'

but it is still a commonplace on an old theme.

In "The Midnight Stage" Frank Keenan's portrayal is a more
effective indictment of Alcohol than a barrel of sermons.



Xxow Jtictures _C otmd Vyharli
The never-told story of a flower-festival

on the Island of Jersey, in August, 1912.

THE main title of this anecdote is the literal truth: Charlie
Chaplin didn't find motion pictures; pictures found
Charlie Chaplin.

Although his winning opportunity was, in a way,
thrust upon him, his remarkable progress was the result of a
well-laid plan.

Contrary to general opinion—and who, in this day, isn't able
to tell you all about Chaplin, from his stage career to his mar-
riage?—the comedian was not first drawn toward pictures in

America. The distinction of place belongs to the Channel
Islands, those English possessions off the west coast of France.
There, on the wee island of Jersey, he stepped for the first

time in front of a crank camera, won his first laugh as a screen

comedian, and visualized the beginnings of a quaint image he
has made world-famous.
The first laugh he won as a picture actor, a laugh which re-

mains indelibly on his memory, was the sincere laugh of a little

child.

In 1012 Mr. Chaplin was a comedian in Fred Karno's traveling

company, and August found them in Jersey. As the players

emerged from one of their matinees they observed that the sky

was cloudless, and the day, while bright and glowing, was never-

theless not too warm. The company separated for various out-

door pastimes. Chaplin and the manager, Alfred Reeves, went
for a stroll.

A certain wise man whose name I do not recall once had a
few words to say about destiny:

"There is a time, I know not when;
A place, I know not where.

That marks the destiny of men
For glory or despair."

What happened at the end of this particular stroll un-
doubtedly marked the destiny of Charlie Chaplin.

With Mr. Reeves, he went to the Jersey race course, which
just then was having a day of days—its annual celebration, the

/

\

I he latest portrait of ( harlie Chaplin! taken January 3rd, I'M".

7ii

The comedian and the kids in " Simnyside, Wis next release, whose

island's "Carnival of Flowers." Those who have lived in

Southern California, where the ancient Spanish "La Fiesta de

las Flores" is still occasionally given, or those who have seen

Pasadena's annual midwinter "Tournament of Roses" will gain,

without further description, some idea of Jersey's flower festival.

At any rate, it was a big. joyous bit of summer glory, with a

profusion of blossoms and foliage vying in beauty with the

bright-cheeked island girls. Many quiet customs and observances

still prevailed, and one of the English "current events" cinema

tirms had sent a man from London to grind in some hundreds

of feet of the most striking portions of the show. A motion
picture camera in public was then almost as exciting as a free

fight, and though the cameraman hail succeeded in getting a

good "set-up" in front of the grand-stand his field was swarming

with a curious crowd that he found absolutely impossible to

keep away. Of course Mr. Chaplin and Mr. Reeves were at-

tracted by the novelty

Presently a beautiiV Boat appeared, and with a final threaten-

ing shout to dispe.se the bystanders who insisted on getting
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in front of his pretty picture,

the operator seued his crank

and stared into his finder, into

the finder rolled the Boat, and
the film began to 'urn upon its

spool-. He succeeded in getting

perhaps a score oi feet Thou

I short, slender young man
shuffled with a curious step into

the foreground of the im-

Though pathos is a most substantial element in every Chaplin comedy,
the still camera has caught only one wistful closeup to date. Here it is.

publication date is still problematic.

promptu set, and into the

hearts of Jersey. Before

the cameraman realized

that his mission of flower

photography had been
tossed to one side he had
cranked in nearly a hun-
dred feet of Charlie

Chaplin's introduction to

a motion picture career.

The cameraman's first

warning came in laughter
and applause from the

crowd, which gave the all-of-a-sudden screen plaver an ovation.
Above them all rose the clear laugh of a little French boy, and
his excited cry to his escort.

"Maman, je vieux voir encore ce comique."
Jersey, as I should have said, is peopled mainlv bv French

folk.

Mr. Chaplin returned to his hotel with a keen realization that
he had asserted a character personality which won him the favor
of laughter's truest exponent: a child.

And the cameraman? Xo one knows what became of him or
his "ruined" film. He left hurriedly, disgusted and grumbling.
But if that strip of old-fashioned picture could be unearthed
now, and authenticated, what would it not be worth as the
premier Chaplin curiosity"

Upon arriving in England, directly after his Jersey engage-
ment. Mr. Chaplin brought up the subject of motion picture-
in a conversation with his brother Sydney, who was then, as he
is now, associated with him in business. Sydney not only agreed
with Charlie that the motion picture industry- would eclipse in

magnitude any and all forms of prevailing public amusement

;

further, he favored Charlie's plan to faithfully execute the re-

mainder of their Karno contract by making a scheduled trip to
America with the Karno company, after which they were to
seriously investigate the infant screen industry and carefully
cultivate the seed of ambition which had been planted in

Charlie's mind by his pleasant and unexpected little experience
on the Channel Islands.

On October 2nd, the same year, the White Star liner

"Oceanic" left Liverpool carrying a passenger whose aspiration-

ran high but who little realized that those aspirations, realized,

would belt the world in smiles.

During the week of May 12th, 1013, Mr. Chaplin was appear-
ing at the Xixon theatre in Philadelphia, as Archibald, in A
Xight At the Club." One morning at breakfast his manager
opened a telegram, read it in puzzled fashion two or three times,

and then remarked: "I guess they mean you. Charlie." S)
saving, he handed the wire across the table. It read: "Is Charlie

Chapman still with your company? If so, he will learn some-
thing to his advantage bv communicating with Resell and
Bauman."

Charlie reflected.

"I guess they mean me." he said, finally, "even though they

don't know how to spell my name. Kessell and Baumann
. . . . sounds like a couple of lawyers . . . I'll bet I've

an unknown aunt who's died and left me a fortune!"

After the show that night. Charlie boarded the midnight train

for Xew York City—from which the wire had come—and next

day returned to Philadelphia in time for the matinee per-

formance. The anxious manager, of course, was full of sym-
pathetic curiosity.

"Well, what's the word?" ( Continued on f>ti%e 10;)



A North
Marjorie Ram-
California, blos-

and triumphed

By Randolph

Shakespeare's Juliet, capable of a

consuming love at fourteen, is no

phenomenon in Italy, nor in Cali-

fornia. It is unusual but it is not

unknown. Marjorie Rambeau was

one of these large and robust chil-

dren of America's Italy. In fact

she grew so rapidly that at ten she

was as tall as her mother. She
grew so rapidly that she was not in

the best of health, and her mother,

who was studying medicine, took

her out of school. To keep the

child from becoming awkward with

her abundant physique, she was
sent to a private school where
dancing, fencing, and such arts were
taught. A play was rehearsed by
the girls in the school, and consid-

ered good enough to be given at

one of the San Francisco theaters,

and here Marjorie had her first

srlimpse of an audience across the

footlights.

"I shall never forget how I

looked forward to my first news-
paper criticism." says Miss Rnm-

Below—Miss Rambeau in "Camille,"
as leading woman in a stock company
in the Northwest. Age, twelve years!
Her mother earned an early title to

being a camouflage artist in building

on the slender figure of the child, pro-

ducing a visual maturity.

A most recent portrait of Miss Rambeau.

THIS story, the story of Marjorie Rambeau, covers vast distances. It

reaches up toward the polar regions and sweeps down to the warm
southern seas, it lingers on the western coast and watches the sun

dip into the Pacific, then darts to the eastern coast and watches the

sun rise out of the Atlantic; and if it were written a few months later it

would span the sea itself and breathe the fogs of London. But wherever

it is placed, wherever it finds its temporary resting place, it is always

a story of California and a California woman—a woman whose earliest

memories are of the shafts of morning light striking fire from the peak
of Mount Diablo, of organ voices drifting through the redwoods, of the

perfume of orange blossoms, of the joyous battle between the blue of

the sky and the blue of the sea, of purple pools that nestle in the Pied-

mont hills, of the merry madness of San Francisco carnivals, of the

rhythm of Spanish dances, of the glow of a field of golden poppies on
a long sunlit slope, in brief, of all the beauty and all the romance that

go to make California America's land of heart's desire.

In saying these things. I must here intrude my personal assurance

thai I write not of things that have been told me in a licet ing hour's

conventional "interview'' (Oh accursed word!) nor from the hashed-up
drivel of a press agent. A memorandum book in which various significant

dales are recorded, reminds me that in Los Angeles, on the third day of
April, ujio, I entered the service of Oliver Morosco as press agent for the

Burbank Theatre, the same being also the date of the debut of A 1 iss Ram-
beau as Mr. Morosco's leading woman. The things I have known of Miss
Rambeau, on and off, in these eight years, dovetail sa perfectly with those

which have been told me, that the astonishing tale 1 am about to relate carries

my personal guarantee of authenticity.

California has been compared to Italy in many respects, but in none is the

similarity more striking than in the early age at which girls begin to appear mature
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beau, who grew in

BOmed in Alaska,

in New York.

Bartlett

beau. "Another girl stayed all night

with me, and at the first peep of

dawn we rushed down u> get the

Examiner. '1 shall die if Ashton
Stevens roasts me,' 1 said Hur-
riedly we turned to the theatrical

page, and then more slowly

searched the paper. Not one word
was to be found concerning our per-

formance. That Was tragedy.

"Another funny thing happened
in connection with that perform-

ance. An actress, popular on the

Pacific Coast, and who just missed

being famous, but who was at that

time at the height of her success in

California, asked mother to bring

me to her box. She petted me and
asked us to call at her home for tea

the next day. We went, and at

once the most patronizing airs were

a>sumed.
" 'You are too tall, my child, far

too tall,' said the great star. T
won't have tall girls in my com-
pany. You must not wear high-

heeled shoes. You must not wear
plumes.'

At fourteen years of age Marjorie's
favorite role -was "Gloria Quayle."
The oval below is proof positive. If

it seems difficult to believe, obscure
the garb and see the face of "Gloria,"
revealing wide-eyed fourteen -year

girlhood.

Rambeau in "Motherhood," one of her motion picture vehicles.

" "There is some mistake." mother said very haughtily. T have p.o intention

of permitting my daughter to engage in a theatrical career. We came for

tea, not to apply for work. Good afternoon.'
"

Another outcome of this public appearance was a vaudeville offer, which
Mrs. Rambeau wanted to reject, but Marjorie had had her taste of the

footlights, and teased, and the manager cajoled, so finally Marjorie and
her mother signed a contract for a very brief tour. It was the beginning

of Marjorie's career. She has been before the public ever since.

Now comes the chronicle that places a tax upon the imagination.

After their first brief vaudeville engagement. Marjorie and her mother
became associated with a small company that was presenting tabloid

versions of famous plays for a small circuit of variety houses in the

Northwest, where the big vaudeville circuits had not yet entered.

Portland was their headquarters. In the course of events the company
needed a leading woman, and Marjorie insisted that they look no

further. After much debate they decided to give her a chance. And
so at the mature age of twelve she played "Camille." her always handy
mother upholstering her slender, girlish figure, fitting her with her first

set of stays, and otherwise trapping her out as Dumas' unhappy heroine.

"Of course I had only the vaguest sort of an idea what it was all

about," says Miss Rambeau, "but I did take a lot of pride in my death

scene. They hurried me too much and I complained. The manager
finally said. 'Oh well, anybody that gets as much pleasure as you do out
of dying ought to be allowed all the time she wants. Do it your way.'

"

So the months passed. At thirteen Marjorie played Cigarette in "Under
Two Flags," and "Carrots"; at fourteen her favorite part was Gloria Ouayle.

And if you doubt the possibility of these achievements, turn your eyes toward
he photograph herewith reproduced, of Marjorie at this stage in her career. At

(Continued on page 96)
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Better Photoplay League of America
Parent organization founded—public opin-

ion vs. censorship—news of the branches.

NOW that we are turning back from the business of

war to the pursuits of peace, it is natural that some
of the superabundance of energy that has been gen-

erated by the great struggle should be diverted into

efforts to ameliorate industrial problems; employment, living,

political, and moral conditions. But it would be well to pause

and consider the use of this energy well lest it be turned into

ill-considered and misguided channels.

The word Democracy is as sweet sounding a word as charity.

And, just as many sins are committed in the name of charity,

so if we are not careful great injustices may be done by mis-

conceptions of the true ideals of democracy.

National prohibition should not be regarded a reform, but

as a development. The professional reformer did not bring

about national prohibition. It was affected by public opinion

—

by a feeling of the great majority of people of the United States

that liquor served no good purpose, that billions of dollars

were wasted on it, and that its only apparent effect was the

expenditure of public money for the care of victims of its

misuse and the degradation of men
and women. And yet, some of the

greatest voices of America, including

that of Cardinal Gibbons, have been

uplifted to warn us lest in the zeal

to reform and perfect humanity by
legislation we transgress too far on

personal liberty.

So we may well pause and consider

with extreme caution the ambition

and desire of zealots to "reform" the

motion picture bv the enactment of

laws providing for official censorship.

It is a poor cause that cannot find

some enthusiastic adherents, and the

word censorship has a sweet sound to

the ears of many high-minded people

who are sincerely concerned with the

welfare of their country, and the pro-

tection of our people from untoward
influences, and obsessed by an unbal-

anced scmim' of their responsibilities

as their brothers' keepers.

Will it not pay us to look down
through the perspective of history,

keeping in mind that the people of

Babylon, of Rome, Greece, and of

the Middle Ages throughout Europe,

not necessarily uncultured barbari-

ans, all came to grief when their per-

sonal liberties were committed into the hands of individuals?

Most of these were neither wise enough to be entrusted with

such responsibility nor strong enough to resist the sources of

private gain. Human nature has not changed much up to the

present date, and the same injustices experienced by Rome
under Cato, "the greatest of the censors." and England under
Sir Henry Herbert. Master of the Revels, threaten the people

of the United States at the present day.

It will be a sad and aimless world for some folks when the

much advertised millenium is reached; when all mankind is

clothed in the spotless garments of virtue: when all is brotherly

love and unselfishness: and when nature's laws are legislated

into a fine adjustment in perfect harmony with all these desir-

able ends. For one of the things that make human beings

interesting is their little failings. With human nature legis-

lated out of being, what becomes of sympathy, of kindly aid to

neighbors and nations, of a loving appreciation of the tender

and less stalwart phases of life? Are the censors demigods,

that thev wish to make us all over to their measure?

Important Notice to Members

and Local Branches of Better

Photoplay League of America

ALL letters regarding the

League's business should be

addressed to the Better Pboto-

play League of America, 350 N.

Clark St., Chicago. Mrs. Myra
K. Miller, formerly executive

secretary, is no longer con-

nected with the League in any
capacity, and its letters should

not bo airectea to her. Personal

letters should be addressed to

Miss Janet Priest, executive

secretary, 350 N. Clark Street,

Chicago.

WHATEVER the rank and file of

this nation wants, it is going to

have. The people want better films.

That wish is going to be granted,

but it will be granted sooner if each
community gives practical expression

to its own wish in this regard, in a
constructive manner, and shows its

sincerity by attending good plays.

and staying away from bad ones.

Readers of this magazine, the

blessed solution of this problem lies

partly with you. You may ask,

"What can I do for the cause of

better films, singly and unaided?"
Well, in the first place, think about

it. Then talk about it. even if you do
no more than to say to your neigh-

bor. "I wish they would show a

better class of film at our theatre.
- '

But the sensible way, the practical

way. is to start a branch of The
Better Photoplay League of Amer-
ica. Let your exhibitor know you have

started it. and then co-operate with

him in the obtaining of better pic-

tures. Even if you are alone in vour

community in the fight for better

( Continued on page 76)
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Cniiiiifr the eutu U makes

it grow more quickly and

leaves n ragged, rough,

unsightly edge

\The more you cut the cuticle

the faster it grows
Why cutting makes it rough,

uneven

How to have lovely, shapely nails

without cutting the cuticle

WHEN you trim the cuticle around
your nails you cannot help cut-

ting into the live part which pro-

tects the delicate nail root.

Look through a magnifying glass at

the cuticle you have been trimming.
You will see for yourself that you have
made little cuts in the living skin.

In their effort to heal, these tiny cut

parts grow more quickly than the rest.

They become rough, dry and ragged.
Soon you have a thick, uneven edge at

the base of your nails.

Nowadays, cutting the cuticle has
given place to a safe way of removing
it. One first softens it with Cutex, then
wipes it off with a cloth, leaving a firm,

smooth, unbroken edge.

Wrap a little absorbent cotton around
the end of an orange stick (both of
which come with Cutex) and dip it into

the Cutex bottle. Work around the base

Remove the surplus cuticle ^-^4
without cutting

of the nail, gently pushing back the

cuticle. In a moment the surplus cuticle

is softened. Wash it off in warm, soapy

water, pressing back the cuticle when
drying your hands.

Perhaps at certain seasons, the cuticle

at the base of your nails tends to become
rough and dry. Cutex Cuticle Comfort
is a soothing cream prepared especially

to counteract such drying.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

You will love the way your nails

look, after you have given them a
Cutex manicure. Don't expect,

however, that with only spasmodic
care you can keep them well-

groomed. Make the care of your
nails as much a matter of habit

as brushing your teeth. Whenever
you dry your hands push back
the cuticle with the towel. Then
once or twice a week give them
a quick Cutex manicure.

Cutex, the cuticle remover,
comes in 35c and 65c bottles.

Cutex Nail White, Nail Polish

and Cuticle Comfort are each 35c.

A complete manicure set for only 21c

Mail the coupon below with 21c and
we will send you a compltte Midget Mani-
cure Set, which contains enough of each
of the Cutex products to give you at
least six manicures. Send for it today.
Address Northara Warren, Dept. 704,
114 West 17th Street, New York City.

If you live in Canada address Northam
Warren, Dept. 704, 200 Mountain St.,

Montreal.

This complete
set sentforHe

NORTHAM WARREN
Dept. 704, 114 West 17th St.

New York City

Name

Street

City State

.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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films, keep on wishing! Don't you
know there's magic in a wish? You
will soon express that wish in your

attitude and conversation, and other

people will catch your enthusiasm.

And when the psychological moment
comes,—start a branch league. Use
public opinion. It is like faith— it

will move mountains!

ORGANIZE a branch League in

your community ! Write for

information to The Better Photoplay
League of America, 350 North Clark
Street, Chicago, 111. Do it now!

The Parent League is Formed

The greater the power for good any organization possesses,

the greater is its necessity for firmly intrenching itself against

influences which might be brought to bear to weaken its ef-

fectiveness. To protect by every possible means the effective-

ness of The Better Photoplay League of America and to legally

protect its name, a parent organization was formed in Chicago

in December. Among the names of the members of the parent

organization are many of national importance and of people

of such a caliber as to insure us that the good work of pro-

moting clean pictures will be guided by high minds and by

lofty ideals. Among the charter members are: Wilbur D.

Nes'bit, writer and publicist, Miss Ruth Ewing, editor of the

Humane Advocate, Emerson Hough, one of America's greatest

novelists, Hiram Moe Greene, editor of the Woman's World,

and Miss Nina Barlow, one of Chicago's prominent Red Cross

workers.

The constitution and by-laws,

closely proximating those of the

branch leagues, were adopted. The
officers elected were: James R. Quirk,

president, Hiram Moe Greene, editor

of the Woman's World, vice-presi-

dent, and Miss Nina Barlow, secre-

tary.

Miss Janet Priest, a writer of abil-

ity and experience in the work of

stage and screen, will handle the de-

partmental duties in connection with

the League, and can be consulted by
letter or in person on all matters per-

taining to the league and its

branches. She can be addressed at

the Photoplay offices, 350 North
Clark Street, Chicago.

News of Better Films

Exhibitors

-

ide of it!

FRANK M. BRONSON, during his

annual address before the

Woman's Club of Blue Island, 111.,

recently reviewed the work of the

League, quoting from articles in the

Photoplay Magazine in illustration

of his remarks. Mr. Branson's gen-

eral subject was "Music and the Bet-

ter Film." He laid stress on the need
of better music as an accompani-
ment to the better class of screen

output. The lecturer referred to the

work of the Monrovia, Cal., branch of The Better Photoplay
League of America as an evidence of what it was possible for

communities to do in obtaining better screen productions. A
former Monrovia resident was present at the lecture.

Blue Island is one community which has solved its prob-
lem, so far as objectionable films are concerned. This has

been due partly to the women themselves, partly to their local

exhibitor, and partly to the influence of a high school superin-

tendent, who set (he pace by showing the right kind of pictures

in the schools. This man has proven that the problem of the

motion picture is in large part the problem of the school.

By the way. no better work in this connection has been done
anywhere than by the Better Film committee of the Home
and School League of Salt Lake City, Utah. For more than

two years tin' committee has been putting on children's screen

programs, with tremendous success, and for over a year it

has assumed entire responsibility for these programs, renting

the theater and obtaining films. All money profit- are devoted
to the continuance and development of the better film work.

(Continued from page 74)

The Illinois State Federation of

Women's Clubs has renewed its

pledge to work for a state censor-

ship law for motion pictures. The
federation attempted to get this law
passed last year, but failed. Al-

though actual experience has shown
the utter futility of state censorship,

the fact remains that the women ap-

preciate the need of better films.

The method they want to use may not be the right one, but
they are at least exhibiting a gratifying interest in this impor-
tant subject.

In the meantime. The Better Photoplay League of America
is going steadily forward in a constructive way, organizing pub-
lic sentiment in behalf of better films, and accomplishing by
the force of it what state censorship has so far failed to do.
New branch leagues are forming even-where. Ohio (a cen-

sorship state) finds better photoplays a crying need.—the "pro-
tection" having failed to protect. New branches are forming
there, in New York, in Massachusetts, in Illinois, and else-

where.

Formerly it was the women who evinced the greatest degree
of interest, but now the men are even-where waking up to the
importance of this issue. Business men. heads of enterprises.

writers, exhibitors, the representative men of their communi-
ties, are not only writing for information about the Better
Photoplay League of America, but are starting branch leagues.

Certainly it is a splendid commentary
on our national morality when the

men demand cleaner and more worth-
while films.

Six ministers of Evanston. 111.,

have decided that the gospel and the

motion picture should go hand in

hand. They are planning a series of

special entertainments, in which pic-

tures of the better kind are to be in-

terspersed with readings and music,

with perhaps a sermon or sermonette

to go with them. They recognize the

educational value of the screen and
its prominent part in the lives of

their parishioners. These progressive

pastors are: the Rev. Hugh Elmer
Brow n. of the Congregational
Church: the Rev. David Hugh Jones.

First Presbyterian; the Rev. 0. F.

Jordan. Christian; the Rev. James
Madison Stiller. First Baptist: the

Rev. Horace G. Smith. Hemenway
Methodist Episcopal: and the Rev.
Ernest F. Tittle. First Methodist
Episcopal.

Emerson Hough, the celebrated

novelist, one of the founders of the

Photoplay League of America, has
said:

"I shall be glad to do all I can

to help out this movement. God
knows there is need for it. As it

seems to me. a great and powerful instrument is being handled

to its ultimate—and early—ruin."

Mrs. Taul V. Tillard. founder and principal of Mrs. Tillard's

School, Altoona. Pa., writes:

"From a teacher's viewpoint, the child oi today has a won-
derful advantage: this is given him through the pictures with

their eye descriptions before him. Geography today means
more than lines for rivers and railroads; cities mean more
than dots on maps; volcanoes are rra! live things. Children

actually live through all these and they become part of each

child. That is why we must have the best.

"I am not a crank nor do 1 lay claims to being what they

term a 'high-brow.' but I do see a wonderful field for your

work here. I know from a business standpoint that certain

things do not pay: that children's days at the theatres are

generally not a good investment; that some people enjoy one

thing while others abominate that very thing. But surely we

can strike a happy middle road. It is for inspiration in this

that I shall look to your League.

Attention—
Screen Patrons!

ARE you seeing good pictures? Or
are you seeing at your theatre

pictures that are trashy and objection-

able? With the aid of the Better Pho-
toplay League o£ America, you can see

better ones!

WYite in and tell us about the pic-

tures in your neighborhood. If g'ood,

say so. If not, state what is the trouble

with them, giving" name of theatre, title

of play, and date shown. State whethet-
morally objectionable or merely trashy.

write us! Tell us vour

Send communications to 1 he Better

Photoplay League of America, 350 X.
Clark St., Chicago, 111. No considera-
tion will be paid unsigned or anony-
mous letters.
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HOW TO CHOOSE SUMMER FABRICS
The daintiest things are practical now they can he laundered

w;*"HAT has come over you! It's

wicked to buy such delicate and
filmy material. That bit of cob-

web will go to pieces the moment you
start to launder it."

"Nonsense. I have washed it. It was a
remnant and so shopworn and grimy that
I dipped it in delicate Lux suds the mo-
ment I got it home."

This year, in making your choice among
summer fabrics, the important thing is to ask
yourself, "Will it launder?" You can choose
satins, taffetas, printed georgettes, printed
cottons—even for sports skirts. Just make
sure you select the kind that you can trust to
water. Lux will cleanse it foryou repeatedly.

Wash them again and again

Blouses! There is hardly a blouse material

today that Lux has not made it possible for

you to wash. Pastel colorings! Shimmering
and sheer textures! The finer the better !

No matter how filmy the material, you
can wash it over and over again in delicate

Lux suds.

Economize this summer by buying dainty fabrics

that are made to wash. Trust them to Lux. Keep
them like new all summer long. Your grocer, drug-
gist or department store will sell you a package.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.

How to launder delicate fabrics

Whisk a tablespoonful of Lux into a thick lather

in half a bowlful of very hot water. Add cold

water to make the suds lukewarm. Dip the article

up and down in the pure lather. Squeeze the suds

through it

—

Do not rub. Rinse three times in

clear lukewarm water. Roll in a towel to dry par-

tially. While still damp, press with a warm iron-
never a hot one.

LUX WCNT HURT ANYTHING
PURE WATER ALONE WON'T INJURE

by Lever Bros. Co?

Use Lux for all these

Chiffons

Crepe de Chines
Georgettes

Mulls

Dimities

Laces

Organdies

Silk Stockings

Baby's Flannels

Fine Linens

Sweaters

Blankets

Silk Underwear
Negligees

THERE ARE NO SUBSTITUTES
FOR LUX

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



XXe Otill Lyives-

vJn the ucreen
Theodore Roosevelt's strenuous life has

become a part of the tremendous educational energies

perpetuated by the Motion Picture.

The scene above and that at the bottom
of the page show the Colonel as he appears
in two periods of his life. An interesting

point of "The Fighting Roosevelts" is that

a different actor was necessary to enact
each phase of his career.

THE life of Theodore Roosevelt, wide-
ly called "The Greatest American.

'

has been perpetuated by the motion
picture. Thus, America—and the world

—

will not be deprived of the inspiration of
this great man's picturesque and constru-
tive life. Just before the Colonel died he
gave official endorsement to "The Fight-
ing Roosevelts." the picture-biography of

his life, produced in accordance with the
Colonel's own scenario. It reveals his lilt'

from infancy to the time of his death and
accentuates the principles and activities so

widely praised for their inspirational val-

ues to young America. It shows the
youth Roosevelt, the rounding of his

sertive character, his schooling, his grad-

uation from law. his part in the Spanish-
American war, his frequent pilgrimages

into the outdoors and, finally, his attain

-

ance of the Presidency. From the point

of his retirement alter the second Presi-

dential term, the picture dwells impor-
tantly on his tireless and fearless preach -

ings of the gospel of Americanism.

78

1. I' or information concerning motion pic-
tures for .ill places other than theatres.

2. To find for 3 <»' the films suited to il>.- pur-
poses and programs of .my institution or
organization.

3. Where and how to get them.
1. For information regarding projectors and
eguipmenl for showing pictures.

Address: Educational Department.

Photoplay Magazine, Chicago

(Send stamped, addressed tnvelope)
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Alice Brady
in "in tho Hollow

of Her Hand'

There is :i stirring crisis at hand

but tlien Alice "just lovi

It is in tense, dramatic situations

that Alice rises to the height of

her ability.

Select
Photoplay

A well-kept complexion is, of

course, a necessity to one who
faces the merciless camera in

daily photoplay work. So nat-
urally, I must be positive that
I have the correct cream to
use. No other cream could win
me from Ingram's Milkweed
Cream because it has proper-
ties that keep the texture of
the skin fine and smooth and
in proper condition all of the
time, as well as being softening
and cleansing. I am most ap-
preciative of it.

Ingttim's
Milkweed

Cteam
Many a woman wonders at the charming complexion of

stars of the stage and film. The secret of their attractive-

ness and the way they retain their dainty colorfulness is an
open secret. They give their complexion the proper care.

Never for a day do they neglect the needs of the skin.

And Ingram's Milkweed Cream is their favorite beauty aid.

It has a distinctive therapeutic quality, in addition to its softening
and cleansing properties. Its daily use will tone up the skin and
keep it in a healthful condition. Begin today to guard and enhance
your complexion with Ingram's Milkweed Cream.

Buy it in either 50c or $1. 00 Size

Ingram's
V*1
VSo\

CLveola
Souveraine

Ingram's
%,ouge

"Just to show a proper glow" use a
touch of Ingram's Rouge on the
cheeks. A safe preparation for deli-
cately heightening the natural color.
The coloring matter is not absorbed
by the skin. Delicately perfumed.
Solid cake. Three shades— Light,
Medium and Dark—50c.

FACE POWDER
A complexion powder especially dis-
tinguished by the fact that it stays on.
Furthermore a powder of unexcelled
delicacy of texture and refinement of
perfume. Four tints—White, Pink,
Flesh and Brunette—50c.

FREDERICK F. INGRAM COMPANY
Established 1885

Windsor. Canada 102 Tenth St., Detroit. Mich., U. S. A.
Australasian Agents, T. W. Cotton, Pty. Ltd., Melbourne, Australia

When you write to advertisers pleas? mention THOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

(140)

Coupon

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.
102 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich,

I enclose a dime in return for which please
send me your Guest Room Package contain
ing Ingram's Milkweed Cream, Rouge, Face
Powder, Zodenta Tooth Powder, and In-
gram's Perfume in Guest Room sizes.



Title Re*. C. :>. Pat >fl

' I 'HIS is YOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.

* What have you seen, in the past month, which was stupid, unlife-

like, ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

Look Out for Crocodiles!

IN the William Fox production of "The Strange Woman,"
starring Gladys Brockwell, the hero is seen leaving his home,

which is located in Delphi. Iowa, to seek his fortune in Paris.

An exterior view of the house is shown and looming up in the

front yard is a giant palm tree.

C. P. Stutsman, Des Moines, la.

Legal Error

IN a court of law a witness is not allowed to take an oath on
the bible with a gloved hand. In "The Panther Woman" the

Lightning Change Artist

IN "The Cabaret Girl." starring Ruth Clifford. I noticed while
she was singing at Bernini's, or whatever the name of the

cabaret was, at one time she had a strip of velvet across the
back of her gown, and while she sings it disappears, only to re-

appear as she walks out.

E. A. Wales, 424 51st St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

court was not particular.

Rar

R
Mona, Brooklyn.

'P-,

George Has a Big Heart

NO wonder George Walsh in "I'll Say So" didn't

make the navy. The rejection was flat feet.

But what keeps me awake nights is wondering how
the doctor could say that his heart was perfect by
listening to his appendix.

How come?
Elmer L. Hanson,

Chicago.

m: ®

j'j't

Hat Stand Needed

ALTHOUGH many produ-
cers do not seem to know

it, guests attending functions
at smart houses do not take off

and put on their wraps in the
drawing" room.

C. L., New York City

The Midnight Sun, Perhaps

IN "The Accidental Honey-
moon" it rained "cats and

dogs," to use the exact ex-

pression and the hired hand
who had gone to town in a

buggy for gas was unable to

reach home that night. Yet when he returned
next morning the buggy wheels raised a cloud
of dust and there was no mud on the wheels.

Kenneth C. Willis, Hampton Roads, Va.

I ong Distance Connection
IN Dorothy Dalton's "The Kaiser's Shadow" I

1 saw a bellboy walk the length of a room to

bring a telephone to Yon Kremlin, the German
spy.

Polly and Jerry, New York City.

Norma Heap Smart Squaw

!

THE introductory sub-title to "The Heart of

Wetona," featuring Norma Talmarlge, explain-

that "Wetona was born in a tepee and educated in a

fashionable seminary." To bear out the latter idea Norma
wears Fifth Avenue clothes and in accordance with the tepee

stuff she speaks Indian—with an accent. For instance one cap-
tion quotes her as saying: "I doan" for "don't" and later on
she says "don't." Again, she says "Wetona no tell" and several

captions later her English is perfect. Wetona learned quickly.

But then, perhaps, they don't teach uranimar at fashionable

seminaries.

Elizabeth Breen. Chicago.

Moral: Save the Pieces

AN T.-Ko comedy showed two vases with flowers ornamenting
the newel posts at the head of the stairs. In the rough-

and-tumble action, one of the vases i< knocked down and
smashed to smithereens. Several -cones later the Chinese sirl

and bov used bolh vases, intact, as weapons.

D. L. Y.. Ithaca. X. Y.

e Old Coins

ECENTLY. upon leave. I had the pleasure of seeing

Douglas Fairbanks in "Arizona," a fine picture, but in

one of the scenes, Douglas and another player match
quarters to see whether or not a certain young lady is

to go to a military dance.

Of course "Dousf' wins, and then follows a close up
of the coin with which they match. It is one of the

new issue liberty coins, and that scene was sup-

posed to have taken place in 1898. at the out-

break of the Spanish-American war.

Private S. E. B.. Lincoln. Neb.

.4 Considerate Bad Man

IN "The Hell Cat," Geraldine Farrar is tied

hand and foot by the bad man and after

her house is burned is carried away to his

ranch. She is dressed for the afternoon.

A few scenes later she is discovered in bed
at his house dressed in a night robe which
she had worn the night before her house
burned.

Did the villain stop to pack a trunk for
her 2

Peggie Barkley. Brooklvn. X. Y.

w

.

Soft for Charlie

HEN I saw "Shoulder Arms." of course
I was glad, for Charlie's sake, to leant

that the War Department had seen fit to allow
him a nice soft pillow with a white case in the
trenches. Still it made me sorry for my own

pillow-less soldier friends.

Claire Strickland. Atlanta. Ga.

To Save His Coat and Pants
YY/HY does George Walsh always take oft' everything but his
vv bvd's when he does his acrobatic stunts-

John Brinson. Portsmouth. Va.

I Forgiving Soul »

IX "The Fallen Angel" with Jewel Carmen. Frank Lane, find-
1 ing that the sister of his bride-to-be is the willing "other
woman" in a triangle, returns her wedding present with a very
curt note demanding the complete separation of the sisters on
account of this illicit love-makmg, but finallv concludes his note

—"Respectftdly, Frank Lane."

C. J. 0.. Sheridan. Wyo.

Taking Her Illness Lightly

IX May Allison's picture "The Testing of Mildred Vane." May
Allison came into the room, and picked up the paper an-

nouncing that she was ill at her home. She drops the paper at

her side, and behold! the paper is the comic section!

Clare Van Hoi-ten. Atlanta. Ga.

go
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VOL) do not have to bi I subscribsff to Photoplay
* Mtgasini to gst questions snswtrtd in tin* 1 )cpsti

ment. It is only required tl at you avoid question-.

which would call tor unduly long answers, such as

synopses cj pla\ s, or casts of more than one play. Do
iu>t isis questions touching religion, scenario writing or

studio employment. Studio addresses will not he

mven m this Dtpartmem, because a complete list of
them is printed elsewhere in the magazine each month.
Write on only one side of the paper. Sign your full

name and address; only initials will be published if

requested. If you desire a personal reply, enclose self-

addressid. stamped envelope. Write to Questions and
Answers, Photoplay Magazine, Chicago.

Mwim. Boone, Kan.—I cannot tell you
the age of Bessie Love's husband. You see,

she hasn't any. Mae and Marguerite Marsh
are >i>lcrs. ,-ure enough. Marguerite is g

tt> be co starred with Herbert Rawlinson in a

new Craig Kennedy serial. Anna Case's iir.-t

and only picture to date is "The Hidden
Truth*" She may make more. I don't

know, but it was a long time. Speaking of

longevity : remember that brevity is the soul

of Swiss cheese. Confine your queries, next

time, to a few choice "whys'' and "who's.''

Henrietta, Wilkinsburg. P.v—There are

so many 'burgs in Pennsylvania, aren't

there? Is Hollywood just a movie settle-

ment, you ask? Well, I wouldn't say "just.'

So, you aren't permitted to go to see that

langorous lady on the fillums. We will do
all we can to persuade her to be a better

girl, on the screen. Keep on with your high-

school. Henrietta. And your math., and
your amo amas amat, and your introspec-

tions over reposeful reptiles. 1 never went
to colleue.

Unsophisticated Mary, Staten Island.—
And then you start your letter off by wish-
ing Wally Reid was a Mormon. Some little

verbal ambuscade. If you don't know why
a poor, overworked, half-starved Answer
Man, bending his unbrushed back hourly
over a heap of letters, racking his poor, tired

brain for suitable sallies to why-aren't-they-
married-to-whom queries, looking up— (the

flaming-haired one went and got married to

someone else and here I was planning to keep
her in the department)—birth-dates and
death-rates—I say, if you don't know why
I can't admire scented Stationery, pink or

pale blue, with delicate traceries in green or

red writing fluid— I'll be darned if I'll tell

you. Come again; I like to rant at you.

Silver Spurs —And still they come! I

have a sneaking feeling that you are a la

femme. At that you may be a war-hero, as

you say. Winning your spurs with powder,
perhaps of a different kind. Xiles Welch is

a leading man and they have been giving

him beautiful rich-young-man roles; what
more could any Welch fanette wish for?

Dimples.—You imagine I wear my clothes

well. If I do it's innate, because I can't

spare the money to have my clothes pressed.

I kceo my other suit under my mattress.

Lottie Pickford appears in pictures occasion-

ally ; -he wis very ill with influenza. Norma lieve, contemplating a flyer in vaudeville.

Talmadge is winding up her Select con- Beban is married; he has a small son. Your
tract, after which she is going with First Xa- hand-writing tells me that I should like to

lional. John Bowers is with Goldwyn. hear from you again.

Dorothy J., Oakland.—You say you're

Only a School-Girl. Don't apologize; I'm
not prejudiced. Believe there is a picture-

company or two working in San Francisco;

but the majority are located in L. A. Clara
Kimball Young has deserted the Angel City
for Pasadena, I understand. Norma Tal-

madge isn't dead. She is three years older

than Constance. Of course the Gish girls

are sisters. Monroe Salisbury was Allesan-

dro, the Indian, in "Ramona." He isn't a

real redskin, Dorothy. Salisbury is a Uni-
versal star now. I like your real name bet-

ter than your nom, so I used it.

Mary R., Fargo.—Mary dear, we can't tell

you anything you don't know about becom-
ing a novice in motion picture work. But
we can give you a little friendly advice.

Don't invest in a railroad ticket to Los
Angeles; nor a course in correspondence
school technique. Norma Talmadge has a

new leading man now; Eugene O'Brien is

with Paramount. Tom Meighan and Con-
wav Tcarle have succeeded him successively

in Miss Talmadge's company.

Mary Lou, Fort Worth.—Yes, I have
heard of those Polish actresses from New
York's east side and the French comediennes
from Chicago ; but it happens that Nazimova
really was born in Russia, and went to

school there. The same school was attended
by Jascha Heifetz, the famous youne fiddler.

Nazimova may be reached care Metro. N Y.
Bryant Washburn's wife is Mabel Forrest

;

she was an extra girl at Essanay. They
have a small son. Dick P.arthelmess is not
married. You want Marguerite Clark on
the cover?

M. N Y. B„ Chicago.—You say you saw
a picture-show sign : "Why Germany Must
Pay—Hearst's Weekly." Write to" Wally
Reid at the Lasky Hollywood studios. He
wili send you a picture. H. R. Warner is

making pictures aeain, for Robertson-Cole.
He is working in L. A.

M \rgte, S. F.

—

Nj, I don't like hymns, but
hers. I believe, with Laurette Taylor, that
happiness is looking forward. George Beban
is not in pictures at present. He was, I be-

Kf.tch. Indianapolis.—Whoopee! I ap-
point you Grand Exalted Rambler of the De-
partment You can say nothing in the

nicest way. One thing, though : you re-

marked: "It must be h— 11 to be admired
by mail." But it's good discipline, Ketch.
Vou say we have a lot in common, you be-
ing a clerk in a bookstore. Well, you may
wield a Bie Stick; but you can see your cus-

tomers, while I scent mine. Like me, you
say, vou deal with the sweet young thing

who smells like Apple Blossom-time in Nor-
mandy; and,—like me—you fall for her
stuff. Sure. And who's your fav^or-ite

fil.miste. Mary Miles Minter? I'll let you off

if you promise to answer, right away, that

pile of epistles from your Best Girls.

M. B., Cambridge.—You quote from the
Harvard Lampoon : "An impetuous maiden
named Claire, once walked on the tracks
without care. It is needless to state when
she met a fast freight, she was frightfully

up in the air.'' Poor Claire. Now if there-

had only been a motion picture camera
there— Dorothy is Lillian Gish's younger
sister. Dorothy's latest pictures are "The
Hope Chest" and "Boots." Lillian's, "A Ro-
mance of Happy Valley."

Tapioca Blue, Baltimore.—What's your
recipe? I wouldn't worry about not know-
ing my own mind if I were a woman I

could always have my own way. Thanks
for all the clever things you say. I'm sure

Miss Evans will answer you The Bush
man= arc with Vitagraph just now. Mar-
guerite Marsh is twentv-seven. We might
read your hand-writing for you if vou didn't

use a type-writer. Fie, fie, Tapioca.

June, Beverly Hills.—"The wisest men
that e'er you ken have never deemed it trea-

son, to rest a bit, and jest a bit, and balance

up their r-.ason. To laueh a bit. and chaff

a bit, and joke a bit, in season." All this,

you say, reminds you of me. The proof of

the nesselrode is ir the nightmare. Y< -.

when a man lies, it's a lie; when a woman
lies, it's onlv imagination. Vivian Martin?
She's with Lasky. in Hollywood. She's mar-
ried. She was an ingenue on the noisy

stage before coing on the screen. Now,
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Title Reu. U. S. Pat. Off.

THIS is YOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.

* What have you seen, in the past month, which was stupid, unlife-

like, ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

Look Out for Crocodiles!

IN the William Fox production of ''The Strange Woman,"
starring Gladys Brockwell, the hero is seen leaving his home,

which is located in Delphi. Iowa, to seek his fortune in Paris.

An exterior view of the house is shown and looming up in the

front yard is a giant palm tree.

C. P. Stutsman, Des Moines, la.

Legal Error

IN a court of law a witness is not allowed to take an oath on

the bible with a gloved hand. In "The Panther Woman" the

court was not particular.

Mona, Brooklyn.

George Has a Big Heart

NO wonder George Walsh in "I'll Say So" didn't

make the navy. The rejection was flat feet.

But what keeps me awake nights is wondering how
the doctor could say that his heart was perfect by
listening to his appendix.

How come?
Elmer L. Hanson,

Chicago.

Hat Stand Needed

ALTHOUGH many produ-
cers do not seem to know

it, guests attending functions

at smart houses do not take off

and put on their wraps in the
drawing room,

C. L., New York City

The Midnight Sun, Perhaps

IN "The Accidental Honey-
moon" it rained "cats and

dogs," to use the exact ex-

pression and the hired hand
who had gone to town in a

buggy for gas was unable to

reach home that night. Yet when he returned

next morning the buggy wheels raised a cloud

of dust and there was no mud on the wheels.

Kenneth C. Willis, Hampton Roads, Va.

Long Distance Connection
TN Dorothy Dalton's "The Kaiser's Shadow" I

1 saw a bellboy walk the length of a room to

bring a telephone to Von Kremlin, the German
spy.

Polly and Jerry, New York City.

Norma Heap Smart Squaw!

THE introductory sub-title to "The Heart of

Wetona," featuring Norma Talmadge, explains

that "Wetona was born in a tepee and educated in a

fashionable seminary." To bear out the latter idea Norma
wears Fifth Avenue clothes and in accordance with the tepee

stuff she speaks Indian—with an accent. For instance one cap-

tion quotes her as saying: "I doan" for "don't" and later on

she says "don't." Again, she says "Wetona no tell" and several

captions later her English is perfect. Wetona learned quickly.

But then, perhaps, they don't teach grammar at fashionable

seminaries.

Elizabeth Breen, Chicago.

Moral: Save the Pieces

AN L-Ko comedy showed two vases with flowers ornamenting

the newel posts at the head of the stairs. In the rough-

and-tumble action, one of the vases is knocked down and

smashed to smithereens. Several scenes later the Chinese girl

and boy used both vases, intact, as weapons.
D. L. Y., Ithaca, N. Y.

Lightning Change Artist

iN "The Cabaret Girl," starring Ruth Clifford, I noticed while

she was singing at Benvini's, or whatever the name of the

cabaret was, at one time she had a strip of velvet across the

back of her gown, and while she sings it disappears, only to re-

appear as she walks out.

E. A. Wales, 424 51st St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Rare Old Coins

RECENTLY, upon leave, I had the pleasure of seeing

Douglas Fairbanks in "Arizona," a fine picture, but in

one of the scenes, Douglas and another player match
quarters to see whether or not a certain young lady is

to go to a military dance.

Of course "Doug" wins, and then follows a close up
of the coin with which they match. It is one of the

new issue liberty coins, and that scene was sup-

posed to have taken place in 1898, at the out-

£\3__s_\ break of the Spanish-American war.

Private S. E. B., Lincoln, Neb.

A Considerate Bad Man

IN "The Hell Cat," Geraldine Farrar is tied

hand and foot by the bad man and after

her house is burned is carried away to his

ranch. She is dressed for the afternoon.

A few scenes later she is discovered in bed
at his house dressed in a night robe which
she had worn the night before her house
burned.
Did the villain stop to pack a trunk for

her?

Peggie Barkley, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Soft for Charlie

WHEN I saw "Shoulder Arms," of course

I was glad, for Charlie's sake, to learn

that the War Department had seen fit to allow
him a nice soft pillow with a white case in the

trenches. Still it made me sorry for my own
pillow-less soldier friends.

Claire Strickland, Atlanta. Ga.

To Save His Coat and Pants
W7HY does George Walsh always take off everything but his™ bvd's when he does his acrobatic stunts?

John Brinson. Portsmouth, Va.

A Forgiving Soul *

IN "The Fallen Angel" with Jewel Carmen, Frank Lane, find-

ing that the sister of his bride-to-be is the willing "other
woman" in a triangle, returns her wedding present with a very-

curt note demanding the complete separation of the sisters on
account of this illicit love-making, but finallv concludes his note

—"Respectfullv, Frank Lane"
C. J. O., Sheridan, Wyo.

Taking Her Illness Lightly

IN May Allison's picture "The Testing of Mildred Vane," May
Allison came into the room, and picked up the paper an-

nouncing that she was ill at her home. She drops the paper at

her side, and behold! the paper is the comic section!

Clare Van Hovten, Atlanta. Ga
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VOU do not have to be a subscriber to Photoplay
*• Magazine to get qiuttioni uuwtrad in thu 1 )*pui
merit. It II onlv required il .if you avoid questions

which would call for unduly long answers, sucli .is

synopses of plays, or casts oi more than one play. Do
not .isk questions touching religion, scenario writing or

studio employment. Studio addresses will not be
riven m this Department, because a complete list of
them is printed elsewhere in the magazine each month.
Wntc on only one side of" the paper. Sign your full

Dame and address; only initials will be published if

requested. If you desire a personal reply, enclose self-

addressed, stamped envelope. Write to Questions and
Ansueis, Photoplay Magazine, Chicago.

Maxtne, BOZINE, Kan.— I cannot tell you
tlu- age hi Bessie Love's husband. You see,

-•he hasn't any. Mae and Marguerite Marsh
are sisters, sure enough. Marguerite is going
to be co-starred with Herbert Rawlinson in a
new Craig Kennedy serial. Anna Case's first

and only picture to date is "The Hidden
Truth," She may make more. I don't

know, but it was a long time. Speaking of

longevity: remember that brevity is the soul

of swiss cheese. Confine your queries, next

time, to a few choice "why's" and "who's.''

Henrietta, Wilkinsburc, Pa.—There are

so many 'burgs in Pennsylvania, aren't

there? Is Hollywood just a movie settle-

ment, you ask? Well. 1 wouldn't say "just.'

So, you aren't permitted to go to see that

la.igorous lady on the fillums We will do
all we can to persuade her to be a better

girl, on the screen. Keep on with your high-

school, Henrietta. And your math., and
your amo atnas amat, and your introspec-

tions over reposeful reptiles. 1 never went
to college.

Unsophisticated Mary, St win Island.—
And then you start your letter off by wish-
ing Wally Reid was a Mormon. Some littie

verbal ambuscade. If you don't know why
a poor, overworked, half-starved Answer
Man. bending his unbrushed back hourly
over a heap of letters, racking his poor, tired

brain for suitable sallies to why-aren't-they-
niarried-to-whom queries, looking up— (the

flaming-haired one went and got married to

someone else and here I was planning to keep
her in the department)—birth-dates and
death-rates—I say, if you don't know why
I can't admire scented stationery, pink or

pale blue, with delicate traceries in green or

red writing fluid— I'll be darned if I'll tell

you. Come again ; I like to rant at you.

Silver Spurs —And still they come ! I

have a sneaking feelinc: that you are a la

femme. At that you may be a war-hero, as

you say. Winning your spurs with powder,
perhaps of a different kind. Xiles Welch is

a leading man and they have been giving
him beautiful rich-young-man roles; what
more could any Welch fanette wish for?

Dimples.—You imagine I wear my clothes

well. If I do it's innate, because I can't

spare the money to have my clothes pressed.

I keeD my other suit under my mattress.

Lottie Pickford appears in pictures occasion-

ally; -he was very ill with influenza. Norma
Talmadge i- winding up her Select con-
tract, alter which she is going with First Na-
tional. John Bowers is with Goldwyn.

Dorothy J., Oakland.—You say you're

Only a School-Girl. Don't apologize; I'm
not prejudiced. Believe there is a picture-

company or two working in San Francisco;

but the majority are located in L. A. Clara
Kimball Young has deserted the Angel City
lor Pasadena, I understand. Norma Tal-
madge isn't dead. She is three years older

than Constance. Of course the Gish girls

are sisters. Monroe Salisbury was Allesan-

dro, the Indian, in "Ramona." He isn't a

real redskin, Dorothy. Salisbury is a Uni-
versal star now. I like your real name bet-

ter than your nora, so I used it.

Mary R . Fargo.—Mary dear, we can't tell

you anything you don't know about becom-
ing a novice in motion picture work. But
we can give you a little friendly advice.

Don'l invest in a railroad ticket to Los
Angeles; nor a course in correspondence
school technique. Norma Talmadge has a
new leading man now; Eugene O'Brien is

with Paramount. Tom Mcighan and Con-
way Tearle have succeeded him successively

in Miss Talmadge's company.

Mary Lou, Fort Worth.—Yes, I have
heard of those Polish actresses from New
York's east side and the French comediennes
from Chicago ; but it happens that Nazimova
really was born in Russia, and went to

school there. The same school was attended
by Jascha Heifetz. the famous younsr fiddler.

Nazimova may be reached care Metro, N. Y.
Bryant Washburn's wife is Mabel Forre-t ;

she was an extra girl at Essanay. They
have a small son. Dick Barthelmess is not
mairied. You want Marguerite CI.uk on
the cover?

M N Y. B.. Chicago.—You say you saw
a picture-show sign: "Why Germanv Must
Pay—Hearst's Weekly." Write to' Wally
Reiri at the I.asky Hollywood studios. He
will -end you a picture. H. B. Warner is

making pictures aeain. for Robertson-Cole.
He is working in L. A.

Margie, S. F.—No, I don't like hymns, but
hers. I believe, with Laurette Taylor, that
happiness is looking forward. George Beban
is not in pictures at present. He was, I be-

lieve, contemplating a flyer in vaudeville.

Beban is married ; he has a small son. Your
hand-writing tells me that I should like to

hear from vou again.

Kltch, Indianapolis.—Whoopee! I ap-
point you Grand Exalted Rambler of the De-
partment You can say nothing in the
nicest way. One thing, though : you re-

marked : "It must be h—II to be admired
by mail." But it's good discipline, Ketch.
You say we have a lot in common, you be-
ing a clerk in a bookstore. Well, you may
wield a Bi« Stick; but you can sec your cus-

U mers, while I scent mine. Like me, you
say, you deal with the sweet young thing
who smells like Apple Blossom-time in Nor-
mandy; and.—like me—you fall for her
stuff. Sure. And who's your fav^or-ite

filmistc, Mary Miles Minter? I'll let you off

if you promise to answer, right away, that
pile of epistles from your Best Girls.

M. B., Cambridge.—You quote from the
Harvard Lampoon : "An impetuous maiden
named Claire, once walked on the tracks

without care. It is needless to state when
she met a fast freight, she was frightfully

up in the air.'" Poor Claire. Now if there

had only been a motion picture camera
there— Dorothy is Lillian Gish's younger
sister. Dorothy's latest pictures are "The
Hope Chest" and "Boots." Lillian's, "A Ro-
mance of Happy Yalley."

Tapioca Blue, Baltimore.—What's your
recipe? I wouldn't worry about not know-
ing mv own mind if I were a woman I

could always have my own way. Thanks
for all the clever things you say. I'm sure

Miss T >vans will answer you. The Bush
man- are with Vitagraph just now Mar-
guerite Marsh is twenty-seven. We might
read your hand-writing for you if vou didn't

use a type-writer. Fie. fie. Tapioca.

June, Beverly Hills.—"The wisest men
that e'er you ken have never deemed it trea-

son, to rest a bit, and jest a bit, and balance

up their reason. To laueh a bit, and chaff

a bit, and joke a bit. in season." All this,

you say, reminds vou of me. The proof of

the nesselrode is ir the nightmare,

when a man lies, it's a lie: when a woman
lies, it's onlv imagination. Yivian Martin?
She's with Lasky, in Hollywood. She's mar-
ried. She was an ingenue on the noisy

stage before noing on the screen. Now,
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June, that you have jested a bit, are you
going to let the old Answer Man rest a bit?

Thanks.

Mildred Jane, Moorhead.—You hope
some actress will read this and send you
one of those short-knee dancing frocks for

an amateur theatrical, as you can't get them
in your town. Ann Pennington, please note.

Polly's real name used to be Pauline Frede-
rick; it's Mrs. Willard'Mack now.

Mae, Vancouver, B. C.—The first issue of

Photoplay Magazine was June, ion. . The
magazine has been under the present man-
agement since November, 1914. Thanks for

all your bouquets; also for the brick-bat.

Always glad to have suggestions. Dorothy
Davenport is too busy taking care of her
frisky young son, William Wallace Reid, Jr.,

to devote any attention to the screen as far

as personal appearances are concerned. Hope
she'll come back some time, though. Ella

Hall and Emory Johnson with Paramount
last. Ann Little, Lasky. Alan Forrest, Amer-
ican.

Mcio, N. Z.—I'll take your word for it.

I don't, as a rule. That's how I keep young.
You say your fiance must have been making
love to those French girls; he's improved so.

Anyway—address Geraldine Farrar, care

Goldvvvn, Culver City. Cal.

Photoplay Magazine
Josh J., Duluth.—Yep, Jo?h. that was

Annette Kellermann, all right. She's in

vaudeville now, where she sings and dances
and—swims. Swimming, it might be re-

marked, is Miss Kellermann's forte. Go
ahead and write your photoplay. Me, I

would rather remain original. S'long, Josh.
Chicago crops is fine, by gosh.

Edythe Ma, Dewey, Okla. — Awfully
glad to see you. One more is always wel-
come. Mary Thurman is with Lasky now.
having graduated from the custard-pie
school. However, she has a funny part in

Bryant Washburn's picture. "The Poor
Boob." There's a picture of Mary, in char-
acter, in this issue. Bet you won't recog-

nize her. Enid Markey and Elmo Lincoln
in "Tarzan of the Apes.'' Rubye de Remer
in "The Auction Block." Others answered
elsewhere.

Hilda, Revelstoke, B. C.—We get a good
many letters from British Columbia but
yours is the first from your city. Doubtless

you would be delighted to hang Doug and
Mary and Charles in your boudoir if we
sent you suitable portraits of them. But the

fact is, Photoplay neither sells nor donates
photographs. You should write to the play-

ers and enclose a quarter with request. We
do not answer questions pertaining to re-

ligion. Vivian Martin doe=n't give her es

act age but she's in her early twenties.

Inquisitive Jocelyx, K. C.—Another good
sign: "And the Children Pay for Adults
Only." You asked considerable and my
eight-hour day would be longer if I an-
swered it all. I didn't stop to count but all

in all it's about fifty questions you're asking
and that's too much. I'll answer a few of
them just to show you how kind I can be.

Sylvia Breamer is with the J. Stuart Black-
ton productions. Louise Fazenda is with
Mack Sennett's company, stopping pies.

Don't know if Louise ever played basket-ball

in high-school ; but if she did I'll bet she

was the draw-back. Agnes Ayres. Yitagraph
last. Pegsy Hyland's still with Fox.

Bebe, Pittsburgh.—You say you are a
snow-white soul. Well, you're the only one
I know that ever came out of Pittsburgh
snow-white. I am not disparaging Pitts-

burgh, but Pittsburgh's weather. Alice Brady
continues to make pictures while she appears
in her stage-play. "Forever After." Conrad
Xagel, her leading man in this, is the same
Xagel who plays Laurie in "Little Women."
Watch out for him. too. in Alice Joyce's pic-

turization of "The Lion and the Mouse."
Petrova. on the stage.

(Continued on page 100)

Have Tou Seen The Photoplay

^Magazine Screen Supplement

oAt Your Favorite Theatre?

THE stars as they are—little journeys to filmland

—Photoplay Magazine on the screen. A one-

reeler issued once a month just like the magazine

itself, full of the most interesting personal doings of

the stars, entirely apart from their screen work—just

as they are in real life; taking you right into the

studios and showing you all the interesting phases of

motion picture production; in brief, everything that

you find in type and illustration in the magazine itself.

As you sit in a comfortable chair in your theatre

you are borne as on a magic carpet through the here-

tofore closed gates which lead to the wonderful and

mysterious regions of Filmland.

In every reel you will meet at least ^ix or seven

CC

stars and see many phases of motion picture work.

Then you will realize more than ever what a wonder-

ful art it is. what a tremendous business it has grown

to be. It is without doubt one of the most fascinat-

ing ideas ever put on the screen. You will gasp with

delight when you see how it has been worked out.

Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement is being

distributed by the Educational Films Corporation of

America. Remember, it is issued even" month. It is

being shown now at hundreds of the finest theatre*

in America. Tell your theatre manager you want to

see it. Or write the editor and tell him the name of

your theatre. We will help him get it.

Wonderful," Say All Audiences,

"A Brand New Idea in Pictures^
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My'Rebuilt Underwoods

Rebuilt
and Guaranteed
for FIVE YEARS

Study These 10 Important Rebuilt Features

They Double The Life of My Underwood Typewriters

All New Parts Where The Wear Comes— Every Machine Tested and Shipped Perfect

These 10 big important rebuilt features make it possible for you to buy a just-like-new

standard, visible writing Underwood at special low prices. Act quick—investigate and
learn how yoil can get KXK'o typewriter efficiency at a big discount. My (rebuilt) stand-

ard Underwoods are factory reconstructed by typewriter experts. New parts, new finish,

new lettering, replace the old; everything made perfect—and the result—a typewriter the

equal of any new machine in both service and appearance, just like the actual photograph
shown above. And you may buy or rent my (rebuilt) Underwoods on 10 days' free trial

backed by a five year guarantee. Just mail the coupon for all the facts.

10
New

Lettering

I Will Rent or Sell You My Standard

Underwoods J'year Guarantee
REBUILT
LIKE NEW
/ Offer Liberal Discounts on Your Old Machines
or Rebuild Them Like New at Money Saving Prices

Prove to yourself at my risk that my (rebuilt) genuine standard
Underwoods look, work and write like new. You don't even have to
buy the machine when you get it—try one of my Underwoods for
10 days free. It's the first step to cut your typewriter costs. Kent one
at low monthly rates, then if you decide, after six months, to buy I'll

allow you 5 months' rent and deduct it from my low price—or BUY it

for cash, or get one on easy payments. But do so at once — ask for
full facts now. Learn how I save you bit' monej— mail the coupon
today.

Buy My Factory Rebuilt Underwoods
Choose Your Own Terms After 10 Days' Free

Trial— Pay Only When You Are Fully Satisfied
Besides the in features explained above I include many other improve-
ments, such as a two-color ribbon, backspaces stencil device, auto-
matic ribbon reverse, tabulator, etc.. and in addition I furnish Free a

waterproof cover and a special Touch Typewriter Instruction Book

—

all for my low price. It's a bargain and I want every typewriter buyer
to know the facts. That's why I say—use my (rebuilt) Underwoods
before you pay and prove it to yourself. Then after vou buy, I guar-
antee every machine for Five Years. Buy or EARN'
AX UNDERWOOD FREE. Take advantage of my
agency plan. Send coupon or write at once for offer

No. 55.

How I Have Rebuilt and Sold 200,000 Perfect Type-
wriff^c at Parfni-v Prir-«»c ihl" L

-
s

- Government has purchasedWTlie. Sair aClOry r rices over )00.000 Standard Underwoods. The
result is that Underwoods are scarce, but you can still buy my (rebuilt) Stand- ^
ard Underwood typewriters guaranteed as good as new. I sell only standard ^—
Underwood machines, purchased direct from the Underwood factory. They

"
are then rebuilt in my factory (the largest of its kind in the world) with U
new parts, obtained direct from the Underwood Company. Send for ^f
mv prices. SEND COUPON AT ONCE AND SAVE BIG JT
MONEY—GET THE FACTS NOW. 25. vears' experience ^

n rebuilding typewriters has taught me how to make my ^*
(rebuilt like new) Underwoods stand any mechanical JJ
typewriter test. Buy. rent or earn one of my Under- ^p
woods. 10 days' FREE trial. Save big money ^— investigate this otter. Write a letter, mail a a. Name.

postal or send this coupon, but ACT QUICK, ^^
if you want one. Get busy now. ±/

mETRIM,
r Mail Coupon Today
r E.W.S.SHIPMAN.Pres.

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM
34-36 W. Lake St.. Chicago. III.

I me at once vour Low Price
Oner, rental and agency plan No.53

E. W. S. SHIPMAN, President

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM Sl.orR.RX>

Established a Quarter of a Century
34-36 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.

_£7

City State

Remember I Back My UNDERWOODS with
MY FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE

When vou write to advertisers rlease mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



>JL> C C-1ays and oyer's

THE editorial page of this issue of

Photoplay Magazine announces

an impending war between ex-

hibitors and producers tor the

control of the industry. This month's

kaleidoscopic and cyclonic happenings in

Los Angeles make me think the editorial

writer was correct in everything but his

dates: the war doesn't impend; it's here.

To simplify our text, and boil the con-

tenders from a seething mass of twenty to

two, let us say that the storm centers

have been Adolf Zukor, president of the

I'aramount-Artcraft affiliations and ramifi-

cations—the biggest producing group

in the industry—and the First Na-
tional Exhibitors' Circuit, the strong-

est combination of producing picture

showmen, by far. that the business

has ever known. A couple of months
ago the First National executives felt

sure that they had the majority of the

greater talents either in their fold or

contracted as futures when present

agreements run out. It seemed as

though this association of theatre men
really had a finish —
grip on the busi-

ness. As you know
they have been re-

leasing Chaplin's pic-

tures, and their newest
signatory is Mary Pick-

ford. Norma Talmadge
had been announced—and
so on.

Of course all roads

led to the film Rome,
therefore, in January.
Producers with millions

hobnobbed with pro-

ducers with shoestrings

in the lobby of the Hotel
Alexandria, and for days,

it must be admitted, you
couldn't tell shoestrings

from important money. As
Harry Carr wittily wrote:
"You have to make an ap-

pointment to bathe your
hands before lunch, because
every washroom is

occupied by film

magnates in secret

whispered confer-

ences which are to

decide the fate of

the picture busi-

ness."

Charlie Chaplin
was the cause of

the first real sky-

h i g h explosion

from this bubbling
crater of monetary
diversity. First of

all. it seems t hat

h i s present em-
ployers wanted to
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Real news and interesting comment about
motion pictures and motion picture people.

By Cal York

know why he made only two pictures in

the past year instead of six or eight.

Charlie intimated that he was in the an
business; and that his canning-factory

days were over. Quite incidentally he re-

ferred to the fact that Anita Stewart and
Mary Pickford were making more money
out of their contract with First National

Quite plainly, he was dis-

this arrangement Thpn

Colonel Mary and Private Ken-
neth—the occasion being Colonel
Mary's discharge from service
when her adopted reg'iment, the
143rd Field Artillery, was mus-
tered out at the Presidio, San
Francisco. This is the first pic-

ture of the former leading man,
who has just returned from
France, to be made in many,
many months. Mr. Harlan is

Miss Piekford's right support

—

in case you're confused as to

who's who.

than he was.

satisfied with this arrangement. Then
brother Syd Chaplin, looking to his own
business interests, foregathered with the
First National men, and it was reported
that he had signed a contract with them to

do two five-reel photoplays at Sioo.ooo
each. Later, Syd denied this report.

Charlie has always been opposed to more
that one Chaplin name in pictures, so his

answer was to announce that he would
rest for awhile. He would close his

studio, and take his wife to Europe for a

vacation. While his prevailing power?
were trying to digest this sudden informa-
tion came the super-explosion whose
effects at this writing ( February first

)

have done more to quiet the situation than
to confuse it.

And this, in brief, was an announcement
asserting that Mr. Chaplin. D. W. Grif-

fith. Man- Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks
and William S. Hart would unite to dis-

tribute their own product. Of course the
fellow who could laugh hardest—now

—

was Adolph Zukor. Circumstances had
threatened to make him a goat, but
now he knew that if he were a goat he
would have a partner, and maybe part-

ners, in tin-can alley. Messrs. Griffith.

Fairbanks and Hart and Miss Pickford
announced that they would complete their

contracts as rapidly as possible, and
hen proceed along the lines indicated
in their new announcement. Mr.
Chaplin announced that his contract
had been fractured already— he
might not make any more First

National pictures. Miss Pickford.

might be added, was
at the time seriously

ill with influenza. She
w a s compelled to

suspend the making
of "Daddy Longleas"
for four weeks, while

regaining her health

and strength. Her in-

tention was to be-

gin at once the

production
of "Tollyanna" un-

der the direction

of Syd Franklin

without any wait

between pictures,

so that her three-

picture contract

with First National

could be ended as

soon as possible.

As these lines

are written no less

than four firms are

openly making a

drive to secure the

releases of that al-

(Coutinued on

page 88)
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The story of two men who fought

in the Civil War
FROM a certain little town in

Massachusetts two men went to

the Civil War. Each of them had
enjoyed the same educational advan-
tages, and so far as anyone could
judge, their prospects for success were
equally good.

One man accumulated a fortune.

The other spent his last years almost
entirely dependent upon his children

for support.

He" had hard luck," the town ex-

plained. He "never seemed to catch

hold after the war."

But the other man did not "lose
his grip." He seemed to experience
no difficulty in "catching hold" after

the war.

The difference in the two men was
not a difference of capacity but a

difference in decision. One man saw
the after-the-war tide of expansion,
trained himself for executive oppor-
tunity, and so swam with the tide.

The other man merely drifted. The
history of these two men will be
repeated in hundreds of thousands of

lives in the next few months.

After every war come the great
successes— and great

failures

IS your future worth half an hour's

serious thought? If it is, then take
down a history of the United States.

You will discover this unmistakable
truth:

Opportunity does not flow in a steady

stream, like a river— it comes and goes
in great tides.

There was a high tide after the

Civil War; and then came the panic are vice-presidents; 5,372 are secre-

of 1873. There was a high tide after taries; 2,652 treasurers; 11,260 mana-
the Spanish War; and then came the gers; 2,626 sales-managers; 2,876

panic of 1907. accountants.

There is a high tide now; and those Men like these, have proved the Insti-

who seize it need not fear what may tutes power: E. R. Behrend, President

happen when the tide recedes. The of the Hammermill Paper Co. ; William

wisest men in this country are putting D'Arcy, President of the Associated

themselves now beyond the reach of Advertising Clubs of the World; Mel-

fear— into the executive positions ville W. Mix, President of the Dodge
that are indispensable. ManufacturingCo.,andscoresofothers.

Men, who have trained themselves
Weak men go down in critical to seize opportunity, will make these

years— strong men after-war years count tremendously.
grow stronger You, too, can make them count for

IF you are in your twenties, or your vou -

thirties, or your early forties, there e , - - . . . „.
probably never will be another such

Send f?r. thl
.

s ?°?k -
Ther

£
e ls a

critical year for you as this year, 1919.
msion tn lt/or y°u ol~

. .
your future

Looking back on it, ten years hence, _^~ , , , , . , ,

.,, "t^l l • TpO meet the needs of thoughtful men, the
you will say: That was the turning

]_ Alexander Hamilton Institute has pub-
point. lished a 112-page book "Forging Ahead in

nru i„ /a • I . L i ^ Business." It is free; the coupon will bring
1 housands of the wise and thought-

it to
v B

ful men of this country have antici- Send for your copy of "Forging Ahead in

pated the coming of this period and . Business" now, while your mind is on it. You

prepared for it.
could not seize the chance that came after

,
'65 or '98. But it will be your fault if ten years

They have trained themselves for from now you say :
" I could have gone on to

the positions which business cannot success with 75,000 others, and I did not even

do without, thru the Alexander investigate. Fill in the coupon and mail.

Hamilton Institute Modern Business Alexander Hamilton Institute
CourseandServ.ee.

6 A9tor Place New York City

The Institute is the American insti- T"" "7™ 777? ™^" ™7T "T" 77™-^ ,T,. , , ,. ... bend me forging Ahead in Business
tution which has proved its power to lift FREE
men into the higher executive positions.

Nam--

These men have already decided
to go forward Stf™

AMONG the 75,000 men enrolled

L in the Institute's Course, 13,534
are presidents of corporations; 2,826 Positfe"

you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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The Charm ofBeautiful
Finger Nails

JUST as most women appreciate
that good taste in shoes and mil-

linery greatly enhances their ap-
pearance, so do they realize that
carefully manicured finger nails
adds to their charm and appearance.

HYGLO
"ManicurePreparations

will enable every woman to keep her
finger nails in perfect condition,
without an extravagance of time
or money.

Fifty Perfect Manicures for

One Dollar
The complete HYGLO Outfit (illustrated below)
contains everything necessary for fiftv perfect
manicures. Included is a bottle of HYGLO Cuticle
Remover and Nail Bleach, one jar each of HY-
GLO Nail Polish Paste (I'ink) and HYGLO Nail
White, and one cake of HYGLO Nail Polish,
together with flexible nail file, emery board, orange
stick and cotton.

The HYGLO Outfit at $1.00 or any
of the individual HYGLO Prepara-
tions at 25 cents each, are sold by
drug and department stores, or will
be mailed by us direct, if your dealer
is not supplied.

TrialHYGLO
Outfit 10 cents
i bla roq to try (iv-
<a.ON:.il I'.iIimIi r.,„
nd livci.ii Cuticle ft
movor and Hail Bl ich,
wo will mall you a imall
outfit including q in a r v
lioartl. ornnteo Mtick and

GRAF BROS.
I ocorporeted

127W. 14th St.

New York

I r il. || -.)„•.! 1878 ll,u,
»"..„;,

leged combination of the "Big Five."'

A •press-hour"' report, carried by a re-

liable trade organ, declares unofficially

that Griffith has signed with First Na-
tional. Mr. Zukor represents his own
great interests, the First National Men
represent theirs. C. F. Zittell is cam-
paigning in the interests of publisher
Hearst. The dark equine is the new firm

composed of Messrs. Abrams and Shul-

berg, both former vice-presidents in the

Zukor corporations, now "on their own."
But some people say that in this one in-

stance Abrams and Shulberg represent the

astute Mr. Zukor,

who thus plays
two hands in a

four-handed game.
However, we shall

see.

NORMA TAL-
MADGE'S

new leading man:
Conway Tearle.

Anticipating sev-

eral thousand
queries to the old

A. M.: yes, he's

married—to Adele
Rowland.

CHARLES
MURRAY is

off the screen. He's

going back to the

stage where he
and Ollie Mack
for years acted in

vaudeville under
the team name of

Murray and Mack.

""THE latest

Plays and Players
(Continued from page 86)

upon an even century. There was a heated
argument. Finally "Pathe" played his

trump card. "It's too much,"' he ex-

claimed; "seventy-five is enough; why. my
temperature never got over a hundred!"

HAVING resurrected from the grave of

'

'Intolerance" the entire Babylonian
epoch and added thereto so that he was
able to release "The Fall of Babylon." D.
W. Griffith has revived the modern storv

of that quadruple expansion photo-spec-
tacle. It opened in Los Angeles as "The
Mother and the Law," the first title of

"Intolerance"' and

screen newlv-

weds are Harry
Beaumont and
Hazel Daly. They
were married in

Los Angeles on
January 15. Beau-
mont, now a Gold-
wyn director
bossed Hazel as

"Honey" and Bryant Washburn in the
"Skinner" series. Perhaps Hazel will be
seen again on the screen.

THERE was a novel shortage of femi-

nine talent around the California pic-

ture studios during the influenza epidemic.

Many of the young women who had had
nursing experience before falling for the

lure of the screen "cleaned up" during
the prevalence of the disease as nurses

were scarce at Sio a day. Ten a day
every day is a heap better than five a day
some days.

APROPOS of the tlu epidemic and its

effect in Califilmia comes this gem
of a story. Henry "Pathe" l.ehrman. the

i omedy producer who is known for his

eccentricities, was stricken with a mild

attack of the disease. He engaged a nurse

;il the prevailing tariff of ten simoleons

per dim. She remained on the job for

ten days. "Pathe." fully recovered, prof-

erred a check for S75. The nurse insisted

Strauss,reytoi

One of the nice triumphs of the month was
lexas Guinan's. A year ago Miss Guinan
became convinced that there was a place in

pictures for a lady Bill Hart. She had a

terrible time making producers believe it,

though exhibitors and public seemed ready
enough. However, she has put her ideas

across at last— with the Frohman Amuse-
ment Corporation—and is ag"ain in California
with her own company and a contract for

twenty stories of A\ estern life.

the original idea

which Griffith

elaborated into
the f u r- sided

cinema story. New
scenes were made
with Mae Marsh
and Bobby Har-
ron, just as new
ones were made
for "The Fall of

Babylon*' with
Constance T a 1 -

madge and Elmer
Clifton. Although
it is not generally

known. "'The
Mother and the

Law" was begun
more than four
years ago, before
Griffith had re-

leased "The Birth

of a Nation."'
When it was near-

ly corrpleted the

producer con-

ceived the idea of

"Intolerance" and
the modern story

became a part of

it.

T EE MORAN
1—

' had a fine idea.

He thought he
would build a

comedy around
the influenza epi-

demic. He came through on the scenario:

the filming progressed, and as a final fling

Lee hit on the title. "You've Got It." The
next day Pee felt queer. He went home
and to bed. He had it.

AFTER a two-year absence from the

screen. Owen Moore, husband of Mary
Pickford, has resumed activities. He has

been engaged by Goldwyn to play the lead-

ing role in an Alaskan story by Rex Beach.

the title of which is "The Crimson Gar-
denia." Owen's last work was with Fa-

mous Players in "Rolling Stones
"

JEWEL CARMEN, the star-eyed god-

dess of some excellent Fox film ve-

hicles, is said to have forsaken the screen

forever and taken up a domestic career

in New York.

TOM HOLDING, who played opposite

Pauline Frederick in "The Eternal

City," which marked that noted actress'

screen debut, is back as Miss Frederick's

Every advertisement In photoplay MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Plays and Players
(
Continued)

vis in ' One \\ eek of Life," whi< h i-

in course of construction at the Goldwyn
Itudio, Culver City.

DAVID BUTLER who made such an

excellent entrance to filmland as

"Baby," the big French boy in Gril

Greatest Thing in Life" is Olive

ias' new leading man. He will be

seen Carey in "Upstairs and

Down" tin1 Hattons' famous stage comedy,
a part which he created on the stage when
the play was first produced in Los Vr

It will also l>e Miss Thomas'
irance on other than the Triangle

program as she has been acquired by My-
ron Selznick, son of L. J., who has emu-
lated his father by going into the produc-

ing business himself. Charles Giblyn is

the director, also the director general and
president of the company.

89

Apeda

Captain Jean \ an Hoeo'aerdann— also know n
as John Sunderland— who was recently
arrested by the Chicago police on an alleged
check irregularity. Van Hoeg'aerdann, who
was a Belgian aviator of distinction, married
Claire Whitney not long ag'o. He played
with Clara Kimball Young" in "Shirley
Kaye," and with William Faversham in

"The Silver King"."

A CERTAIN finesse not existent in

other lines of business is occasionally
exhibited in the various branches of the
film industry. For instance, when it comes
to severing business relations. Some such
subtlety was evidenced recently by the
management of the Fox company in
breaking oft" the entente with Henry
'Pathe" Lehrman. erstwhile chief of the
comedy division. Lehrman's name has
been as prominent on the comedy films he
produced as that of Mr. Fox. his backer
and patron. It was also fully as obvious
on the various signs on the exterior of the
studio in Hollywood. Well, so the story
goes, there had been trouble about the

He Shot the Gun
And Found that He Had the

Greatest Wheat Food in Existence

Prof. A. 1'. Anderson knew th.it

each wheat kernel contained some
125 million food cells.

lie knew that each cell COn-
tained a trifle of moisture.
So lie said, "1 will turn that

moisture to steam, then explode
it. Thus I will hurst every food
cell SO digestion can instantly act."

It Took Years
But He Did It

He finally solved the problem by
sealing- the grains in huge guns.
Then he revolved the guns for
one hour in 550 degrees of heat.

When he shot the guns every
food cell exploded. About 125
million steam explosions occurred
in every kernel.

Airy, Flaky Bubbles

The grains came out shaped as

they grew, but puffed to bubbles,
eight times normal size.

The fearful heat created a

toasted nut flavor.

The explosions created flimsy
morsels, which melted away at a

touch.

He had what is recognized
everywhere now as the most deli-

cious wheat food in the world.

But above all it was a whole
grain made wholly digestible.

Every food cell was broken, and
that never before was done.

He applied the same method to

rice. Then to pellets of hominy.
and created Corn Puffs.

Now there are three Puffed Grains, each with its own
delights. And happy children are now getting about two
million dishes daily.

Don't let your children miss their share.

Keep all three kinds on hand.

Puffed Wheat Puffed Rice
and Corn Puffs

Each 15c— Except in Far West

The Quaker Qats (pmpany
Sole Makers (3034)

When you writ !.*n«e men'im PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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lfSliilffl\
HOW TO
SAVE FOOD
American women have worked

wonders by their whole-hearted
co-operation with the Food Ad-
ministration.

5 Sl\

BffiiWBB TqyforH Oven Thermometers
will enable every family to do just
a Little "bit" more by doing away
with spoiling any food in the
baking.

/^s^d
This Taylor enables you to control and

maintain just the proper baking heat for
each different article.

For sale by all dealers, £7. 75. Ask for
the Taylor Oven Book, full of pointers on
scientific baking.

/J\am&SL^^~\_ ^C
—

"""n^-'^v
*^«

TaylorInstrument Companies

i /r

^^vJI^L

"WigaI
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

50c There's a lycos or TayhrTrxermc meter for Every Purpose

^roQinans
FACE POWDER,

Gives that subtle charm to
skin and complexion that at-
tracts and captivates. All tints 60
cents (double quantity) at all toilet
counters, or 4 cents for miniature
box.

The Freeman Perfume Co.

Dept. IOI Cincinnati, O.

S-B Cough
Just enough

A Cough is a social blunder. It shows lack of
consideration for others. There is no excuse for

it. For coughing is unnecessary.

Drops relieve it. Pure. No drugs
charcoal to sweeten the stomach.

Drop that Cough

SMITH BROTHERS of'Poughkeepsle
Famous since 1847

\
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PIays and Players
(Continued)

excessive cast of ihe comedies and unable
to arrive at an agreement, General Man-
ager Winnie Sheehan, then present in Los
Angeles, decided to amputate Lehrman
lrom the company exchequer. But Shee-
han is a diplomat. Nothing like the crude
ordinary "firing'.' for him. He was in

New \ork politics too long for that. He
just gave an order to the head painter one
evening and when Lehrman arrived at the
studio the next morning he discovered that
his name had been painted out wherever
il had existed before—his resignation had
been accepted! Being a comedy producer,
Lehrman immediately took advantage of
the situation by hiring another studio and
starting a comedy around it—the situation,
of course.

"PHERE seems to be a mixup over the
* prospective services of Charlie Ray
that may lead to interesting eventualities.

Charley's contract for two years with
Thos. H. Ince expires the middle of the
coming summer. Mr. Ince has an op! ion
for another year's services, but Ray is

said to have signed a new contract with
Hariy Garson, manager of the Clara Kim-
ball Young company, to begin at the ter-

mination of his present agreement.

ALMA RUBEN'S makes her first ap-
pearance as a sure-enough star in

'Diane of the Green Van"' from the novel
of that name by Leona Dalrymple. It

was a Si o.ooo prize novel. Miss Rubens'
pictures will be marketed by the new Rob-
ertson-Cole company and the productions

will be made by the Brunton studio. In

her first picture Miss Rubens has the sup-

port of such well known players as Xigel

Barrie, Jamar Johnston, Harry Van Meter
and Josephine Crowell. Mr. Barrie is just

out of the Canadian Royal Flying Corps
in which he served for eighteen months.
Wallace Worsley is Miss Rubens' director.

T'
'HERE is a new face in filmland, a

tiny one as yet but it may soon be
seen on the screen. The mother is beau-

tiful Florence Yidor, long a favorite in

Lasky pictures and the father King Yidor,

one of the coming young directors in the

independent field. Oh yes. it's a girl and
it arrived about Christmas time.

WALLACE MACDOXALD. late of the

turned warrior who has doffed the uniform

for whatever the director suggests. He is

playing opposite Mae Marsh in a new
Goldwyn production which has to do with

stage life. MacDonald celebrated his first

film engagement by participating in an

automobile accident on a Los Angeles cor-

ner. Attempting to swerve from the path

of a delivery motor truck, he collided

with it instead, the impact causing him to

lose control of his machine. Inasmuch as

neither party was injured, the spectacle of

pies, onions, potatoes, eggs, and other

specie- of fruit and vegetables strewing

the street was good enough for a scene for

any comedy.

AFTER having served for some months

as a collaborator at the fun atelier of

Charlie Chaplin, Carter Dellaven has en-

Evcry advertisement in rnoTorLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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tered the business on his own. Assisted

by bis wife, Flora Parker DeHaven, he

will make comedies tot Robertson-Cole

distribution.

TEX \s GUINAN'S western pictures

a series which has been impending
ever since her Triangle "Gunwoman
showed her vividly as a real female Bill

Hart arc to come into being through the

efforts of the Frohman AmusemenI com-
pany. President William L. Sherrill has

signed a long-term contract with Miss

Guinan, and has gone to the Coast to es-

tablish her company. She will make
twenty two-reelers, according to present

plans— rapid, actionful stories of western
days with a woman instead of a man as

the brilliant certerpiece. The full per-

sonnel of her company will be announced
later.

WHEELER OAKMAN landed in New-
York recently after seven months in

France as a member of Captain Peter B.

kyne's battery of the California "Griz-
zlies." Oakman will be back among them
in Hollywood, soon.

IT is said Alma Lockwood. widow of

Harold Lockwood. will contest the will

left by the picture star, which gave 845,000
each to his mother, his small son, and a

friend. Miss Gladys W. Lyle of Los An-
geles.

FRANCES MARION, Mary Pickford's
scenario writer, who went to France on

a special commission for the Govern-
ment's Committee on Public Information,
was married in Paris to Chaplain Fred
Thomson of the 143rd Field Artillery of
which Mary Pick ford was honorary col-

onel and godmother. The romance be-
gan with their meeting at Camp Kear-
ney, Calif., where Miss Pickford intro-

duced them.

jWTARIE DORO, who has not been ac-
1» A tive lately in either the spokies or
the pastels, finally decided to cast her lot

with the latter. Herbert Brenon it is who
signed her for a series of photoplays to be
made in England. At this writing they are
still on this side, pending passports.

IN his new western. "Breed of Men," the
* fictionization of which appears in this

issue of Photoplay, Bill Hart staged a
fight with some honest-to-goodness rough-
necks, and chose as his particular oppo-
nent the toughest one of the bunch. They
framed it so that when Bill said "Go" the

r. n. would fall to the ground after receiv-

ing the upper-cut. Well. Bill yelled "Go"
at the proper time. The big fellow kept
right on fighting and dodging. Bill tried

it again, louder. The third time he didn't

waste any words, simply pasted him "one"
that really knocked him out. "Why
didn't he stop when I said

;Go'?" Bill

asked one of the gang. "Aw," returned
the rough guy. "he's deaf; he couldn't

hear a word you said."

THOMAS A. WISE, one of the "le-

gitimate's" foremost comedians, is

making a picturization of "Mr. P. T. Bar-
num," for Afnliated-Exhibitors' Mutual.

JS£**V" W/I0B

Carnation Milk will be ''Home
Sweet Home" for Miss
Clayton while she is abroad

" <*7lyfARGUERITE CLAYTON, the talented and beautiful

C/*'-*- star of the Eclipse Producing Company, will spend the

year being photoplayed throughout the war-ridden sections of

France and Belgium. And Miss Clayton just knows she is going

to be homesick. But, she says, she will have one touch of home
with her wherever she may roam. She packed several cans of

Carnation Milk in her trunk for her trip abroad, and when she

reaches the other side she will certainly shop for her favorite

standby, which she uses for her coffee as well as for making the

dishes and desserts of which she is proud."

Carnation Milk is just cows' milk, rich, sweet and pure—eva-

porated to the consistency of cream, hermetically sealed and

sterilized. It keeps till opened in any climate, and "stays

sweet" for several days thereafter, in a cool place

or in the refrigerator. It is the only milk supply
needed for your home. Reduce its richness

with pure water for cooking; use it undiluted

for coffee.

Free Recipe Book for Photoplay Readers

A postal card request from any reader of Photoplay
will bring, free, a booklet telling the story of Carnation
Milk, with a hundred choice, tested recipes. Write
for it today. Address Carnation Milk Products Co.,

484 Consumers BIdg., Chicago.

Remember—Your Grocer has Carnation

7
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"Hey,
Tom!"

DO you remember when Tom Sawyer went swim-
ming and had everything hidden so carefully
so that Aunt Polly couldn't find out?

Aunt Polly had sewed up his shirt that morning—
But Tom had carefully re-sewed it, so he thought

he was safe. But alas, alack, and alas, he used
black instead of white!
Once more you will laugh with Tom Sawyer and

Huck Finn — but you will want to cry as you laugh.
For behind the joy of youth is the reality of life—
the philosophy you did not see when you were a boy.

MARK TWAIN
25 Volumes—Novels— Boys' Stories

—

Humor— Essays— Travel— History

While he lived, we loved him. He made us laugh,
so that we had not time to see that his style was
sublime, that he was biblical in simplicity, that he
was to America another Lincoln in spirit.
We watched for his great white head in the crowds— we hung on his every word — we smiled, ready to

laugh at his least word. But now he is gone— yes,— he's the familiar friend — but he has joined the
immortals. More than Whitman—than Longfellow,
than Poe or Hawthorne or Irving — he stands for
America — with the great of the earth— the Homer
of this land — a prince of men — a king among
dreamers— a child among children.

LowPrice Sale Must Stop
Mark Twain knew what hard times meant—

and he wanted everyone in America to own a
set of his books. So one of
the last things he asked was
that we make a set at so low a
price that everyonemight own
one. He said, "Don't make fine
editions. Don't make editions
to sell for $200 and $300 and
$1,000. Make good books, books
good to look at and easy to
read, and make their price
low." So we have made this set.

And up to now we have been
able to sell it at this low price.

Rising costs make it impos-
sible to continue this sale of
Mark Twain at a low price.
New editions will cost very
much more than this Author's
National Edition. A few months
ago we had to raise the price a
little. That raise in price was
a very small one. It does not
matter if you missed it. But
now the price must go up again.
You must act at once. You
must sign and mail the coupon
now. If you want a set at a
popular price, do not delav.
This edition will soon be with-
drawn and then you will pay
considerably more for your
Mark Twain.
The last of the edition is in

sight. There will never again
be a set of Mark Twain at the
present price. Now is your op-
portunity to save money. Now

not tomorrow —is the time to
sciul the coupon to net M.irk Twain.

Harper & Brothers
EslaMished 1817 NEW YORK

Plays
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18 Franklin Square, New York
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and Players
(Concluded

""THE world has learned, rather sadly,
t that the sweet smiles and histrionic

handshakes of diplomats do not always
mean peace. By the same token, the
"flash"' of the film star doesn't always
mean prosperity. I'm told that a dusky-
eyed beauty in California—not a new-
found chicken, but a celebrated film-star

whose name means a houseful from Fort-
land to Portland— is in reality far from
enjoying the present financial assurance
that her years of toil, her reputation and
her luxurious surroundings casually indi-

cate. People who ought to know say that

much of this lady's splendid jewelry has
gene the security route since Christmas,
while her manager is ardently quarreling

—

and as ardently, anon, threatening to come
into amicable agreement—with those who
direct the affairs of her picture corporation
from Manhattan island.

p EORGE M. COHAN decided he didn't
^-* have half enough to do. what with
superintending the production of a new
play, co-operating with his partner Sam
Harris in their string of productions, and
turning out popular songs on the side. So
he assumed the leading role, at the well-

known moment's notice, of his own play.

"A Prince There Was." Robert Hilliard

had the part originally but his portrayal

was not to his own or the public's liking.

Cohan's

—

is.

HB. WARNER has been signed for a

• series of eight pictures under Hamp-
ton. He will work at the Brunton studios.

i The last line is, we agree, more or less

familiar.)

YY/ORD has come from Man.- Moore,W the only sister of the Moore boys.
She is a war-worker now ; and at this writ-
ing is in Glasgow, Scotland, awaiting
further orders.

JOHN MASON, one of the best known
American actors, died at Stamford.

Connecticut. January 12. Mason had a
long and distinguished career on the
speaking stage. In pictures, he appeared
for Famous Players in '"Jim the Penman.''
For Graphic, he was co-starred with Anna
Luther in "Moral Suicide."

SHELLEY HULL was another pneu-
monia victim. He died in New York

January 14. after completing his engage-
ment in 'Under Orders." in which he ap-
peared with Effie Shannon. Hull, one of

the most promising young actors on the

New York stage, was a brother of Henry
Hull, who has appeared on the screen,

notably in "Little Women.''

WHILE Cecil B. DeMille was in New
York recently. Edgar Selwyn told

him a big idea he had in mind for a stage-

play. CB persuaded Selwyn that his story

would be much more suitable for the

screen. Result: Selwyn went to Cali-

fornia with DeMille to work out the de-

tails of the scenario. The playwright did

not long absent himself from his duties in

New York, however: he is back there now.

oA Muskrat Speaks

J- p.

I
DO not feel, nor ever felt

That this my own, my native pelt

My coy, cutaneous carapace

Is cluttered up with charm and

grace

;

In fact, I think the following thunk

:

The doggone thing looks pretty punk.

Some higher fate, I'm told, decides

What animules shall wear in hides,

The silver fox has flossy fur

That sells at many thousand per,

The sable gets a toney skin

That takes some husband for his tin.

The mole, the dark and devious mole,

Has got a hide that costs a roll,

Bui what have I? A measly pelt

That isn't worth an ounce of gelt,

I would not wear it, were it not

The only hide what I have got.

Vnd yel I'm told that women wear
My hide for coats most everywhere,

My awful looking epiderm'

Is quite the thing this winter term

—

1 wish you'd tell me why they do,

I cannot dope it out, can you?

Kvorv advertisement In riloToruVY MAGAZINE Is Kuarsuiteeil.
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Tlie Shadow Stage
(Continued from page Oij)

THE GR1 \ l ROMANCE" Metro

The last feature which t ho late Harold
Lockwood completed derives almost Its en
till- charm from his own pleasing personality

and innate adaptability to romantic roles,

The story, a thin one and old fashioned at

that, is reminiscent ol the mythical kingdoms
of George Ban McCutcheon and what hap
pened therein. Mr Lockwood plays Rupert
Danza, heir-apparenl of the unheard of kin^

(lorn of Rugaria, who, when called upon to

leave an American college and return to his

uninteresting country u> take up its politics,

doesn't feel at all inclined to do so until he
learns that hopelessly embroiled in the

muddle is AJthea Hanway, the girl, Tlu'n he

,
with speed and ultimate effect, though

the righting and the winning and the settling

an' not all done until many a knuckle has

been >kinned and many a head grazed by
living bullets. Mr. Lockwood is himself, and
sufficient, and the uirl is played with grace

and distinction by Rubye dc Renter.

THE LIGHT—Fox

Basically, thi> is the best story Theda Bara
has had in a year. It is another vampire tale

ulun it reaches the screen, but, one feels, this

i- the fault ot the production rather than of

the tale itself. Blanchette Dumond, happily

known as "the wickedest woman in P iris."

doesn't find her wanted chance to serve in the

mercy services of the great war. Chiefly be-

cause her reputation is against her, and the

workers think that besides, her interest is

mainly curiosity. But with the true Gallic

passion for heroic devotions, Blanchette finds

an artist who had once admired her, now re-

turning blinded, and through her devotion to

him comes redemption, even though she has
|

to kill an intruder to insure peace to her

home. Her financial friend, smitten in the

same blast of exalted altruism, reports to the

police that he killed the interloping Apache,

and then goes his way. This story, written

originally by Luther Reed, was capable of an
idyllic treatment which would have lifted it

above sordidness and made it a genuine study

in psychology, but the idea in the Fox treat-

ment seemed to be to make it a typically

mawkish melodrama of soiled sentiment.

And it is. Eugene Ormonde as Chabin, the

financially fortunate admirer of suffering

Blanchette, gets especially undeserved treat-

ment by the wench to whom he so graciously

contributes. This is possibly the best per-

formance of the play.

WHO CARES?— Select

Credit for the values of this hour in

projection may be divided between Walter

Edwards, the director, and Cosmo Hamilton,

the author, with the balance falling in Ed-

wards' favor. The story is a pleasing and
human one, but Edwards' perfect treatment

and adroit handling in every situation form

the keynote of the picture's success. The
subject is the sub-deb mind, that fearful and
sometimes wonderful cavern of fantastic

ideas. Joan Ludlow, the sub-deb, is em-
balmed alive in a lonely house with her
grandparents, who do not follow the general

truth that people grow better as they grow
older. Joan runs away fom her prison, and
marries Martin Grey—not to be a wife, but
to gain her freedom. She refuses both the

physical and moral obligations of matrimony,
and spends her silly time with one Gilbert

Palgrave, a married gentleman whose inclina-

tions are as fancy as his name. Martin Grey,
meanwhile, is pursued by a young person of

the varieties, and the climax of general reali-

zation, reunion, happiness and one thing an-
other is only brought about by a moment of
lunacy on the part of Palgrave. The final

situation—Palgrave's burst of asylum pass ;on

WALLACE REID
Famous Movie Star

favors the

WILSON "W"
LABEL

Wajlace Reid, expert in so

many lines of sport, has a

decided preference for Wilson

sport equipment.

Many other noted movie stars

are equally particular—equally

insistent upon the "W" label.

In practically every major sport,

Wilson goods have been adopt-

ed as "standard " and "official."

Wilson Sporting Goods
The Wilson line includes equipment and apparel for baseball,

basketball, football, soccer, tennis, golf, gymnasium and track.

Wilson Sporting Goods are on sale everywhere. The leading

dealer in your community is our distributor.

The Wilson Athletic Library
We publish a series of authorative books on the various athletic sports and

games. "How to Put," "How to Approach," "How to Drive," by P. A.

Vaile. " Beginners' Tennis," by Eleanore Tennant. " Basketball," by Lieut.

E. D. Angell. "Swimming" and "Water Polo," by Frank J. Sullivan.

" Football," for player and coach, by John R. Richards. Above books, 25c each.

The new Wilson Sporting Goods Catalog mailed free upon request.

For above books write Chicago address.

701-733
North Sangamon

Street,

Chicago, Illinois

^\ /a n
THOS.E.WILSON&CO.

\y w
Eastern Headquarters:

25 West 45th
Street,

New York, N. Y.

Graceful and Charming? I
Yes, her assurance of per-
ect grooming gives her

from self-consciousness. She is not embarrassed by disfiguring hair

Modesty demands that every woman remove superflous hair, and
X-Bazin provides the clean, comfortable, dainty, way.

The Famous French Depilatory Powder

freedom
on her arms.

1\

*~a
: dissolves the hair in five minutes. When it is washed
off. the skin is smooth and white. Repeated ap-
plications reduce the vitality of the after-f?re vth

rather than stimulate it. 50c and $1.00 at drug and
teparlment storey—or will mail dir,ct on reel pt .</

price. 75c and $1.50 in Canada.

L& RUCKEL, Inc. 223 Washington St..

N
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Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No moremussy, un-
tidy looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and
luster, insuring the life of the hair, as well as its

beauty. Dress it in any of the prevailing styles,
and it will stay that way. Gives the hair that
soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becom-
ing to the stars of the stage and screen. Guar-
anteed harmless and greaseless.

Two Sizes—50c and $1
$1 size three times the quantity of SOc size. SEND FOR

JAR TODAY. Remit in coin, money order, or U. S.
stamps, and we will send Hermo "HAlR-Ll rSTR," and the
Hermo Booklet, "Guide to Beauty," prepaid, under plain
cover, at once. Use it five days and if not entirely satisfac-

tory, return what is left, and we will REFUND YOl'R
MONEY IN FULL. Once you use Hermo "HAIR-Ll'STR"
you will neverbe without it. SE.XD VOCR ORDLR TOD. IV.

HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 14, CHICAGO

Does 'Your Hand
Itch for a Pencil?
TF your handitclies for a pencil you may have in fe
* you the making1 of a great cartoonist. You d > v
not have to be a genius. If you have a liking fur m
drawing and develop it intelligently, there are many \
opportunities for you in this profitable profession. \

Through tlte Federal Course in Applied Cartoon-
ing, America's 32 greatest cartoonists will help you
succeed. Among these men are Clare Brings, J.T
McCutcheon, Sidney Smith, and Fontaine Fox, Th<_,
show yon by examples how they began and what were
their stepping stones to success.

"A Road To Bigger Things" Free
This interesting hook contains studio pictures of tlte

members of tin- Federal Staff and describes the Federal
Course in detail. Write now tor your free copy to:

FBDERA1 St HOOL Or ArTLinn CARTOONING
948 Warner Bldg, Minneapolis, Minn.

^ReduceYourFlesh
Kxm-tiy (There desired by wearing

Dr.Walter's
Famous Medicated

ReducingRubberGarments

--^ For Men and Women
Cover the rutin' h.xl
nil' purl Indorsed 1)>

!y or
. lead-

bag physioiani

Sendfor illustrated booklet.

,l " ^WDr. Jeanne P. H. Walter

Bust Reduce. $5.50 353-5th Ave. N. Y. (

B '

4
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h"Fi!l>

d
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Chin Reducer. $2.00(Ent.on 34th St.. 3rd Door East 1
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The Shadow
(Continued)

Stage

—is not very convincing nor very well done,
but the unfolding of Joan is gradual, whimsi-
cal, alternatingly grave and gay. It is a part
perfectly suited to Constance Talmadge. and
we may say that it is so suited because Mr.
Edwards appears to understand Miss Tal-
madge better than any director she has ever
had. Harrison Ford, as Grey, is a delight.

The surroundings of this story are far above
the average, both in sumptuousness and taste,

and the human equipment includes the highly-

ornamental Claire Anderson, as Toodles, the
young woman who stands on her reasons for
being in the show business.

THE DUB—Paramount

If you think that a young man cast into the
whirlpool of a rapid and not altogether prob-
able adventure has nothing to do except be
the author's puppet, glimpse this extrava-
ganza and realize that you're wrong. Wal-
lace Reid makes a real character—whimsical,
laughable, believable—out of the annoyer of
a pair of real-estate sharks, and gives him
a dogged and altogether American spirit of
persistence which completely overrides the
mere physical performances with which the
piece is crowded. James Cruze manifests his

very best direction here, too, and had the
titles matched the Reid-Cruze efforts through-
out, the result would have been a melodra-
matic farce which might be held up as a
marker for its kind. At that, not a few of
the titles were highly apropos. Nina Byron
is an adorable little foil for the doughty hero,

and Raymond Hatton, visible at any length
only in the last reel, contributes a burlesque
and excitable old man who not only has the

audience in roars, but who evidently—watch
the screen closely and you'll get this—came
near breaking up all his fellow-players as well.

ROMANCE AND RINGS— Paramount

There is a certain sameness in the Drew
plot, brought about, of course, by the fact

th^t each photoplay shows the tribulations

and humors of the same pair of married
lovers. Here we start with Henry and Polly

at the altar—and Henry forgetting the wed-
ding ring. The best man persuades his wife,

much against her superstitions, to loan hers

for the moment ; and afterwards, Polly firmly

refuses to accept the bad lurk that would be

brought by removing her wedding ring for

anyone's inspection elsewhere than on her

;h!rd left-hand finger. These complications

provide a pleasant but not very exciting plol.

:ind the diversion runs at even tempo to its

denoument. The titles are, in the main, good.

and the Drew dispensation of domestic phi-

losophy is as always.

THE GOLD CURE— Metro

This depends principally for its undoubted
laugh-drawing qualities on half-portion Viola

Pap.ii in double-portion mile attire, Thus
accoutred -he resembles a Pekingese in a bulk
dog's collar. As the livest girl in the deadest

community she scatters tacks on lite road to

arrest the progress of interesting motorists

—

and draws, as her first puncture, a family of

Ethiopians. However, perseverance has con-

quered many things, and she finally ambushes
Iter hero with the tack mine, even though she

gives him a trifie of broken legs while doing

it. But a detective plays villain, alleging thai

he hits been following the young fellow, whom
he had orders to incarcerate in an inebriate's

refuge for the administration of the gold cure

Feeling that there is a mix-up the redoubt-

able Annice (Miss Dana) equips herself in a

lii-ttt that makes her look like Charles Chap-
lin in a pensive moment, and hies her to the

sanitarium and her quixotic adventures. This

n t- the list picture (1 believe) turned out by

the late John Collins, and it should he espe-
cially welcome to Miss Dana's large following
for the entirely new angle at which it pre-
sents the diminutive star. As a plausible story-

it is negligible; as an hour of many smiles
and some laughs it is A-i.

RESTLESS SOULS— Triangle

Another Cosmo Hamilton story, dealing
with a subject which is a vast favorite with
the shallower level of film patronage—and
also, to a certain extent, a favorite subject of
the author's: the hypocrisy of society. Xo
one will gainsay that people are hypocritical,

dishonest and mean in society as well as out
of it. but it does seem a bit artificial to draw
the line of virtue exactly where salaries end
and wazes begin. The best part of the fea-

ture is its cast and production. The former
is practically perfect. With Alma Rubens as

the star, there appear former director lack
Conway, Harvey Clarke. J. Barney Sherry
and Eugene Burr—actors all.

THE HOLLOW OF HER HAND—
Select

A melodrama which begins as a mystery,

and ends with the movie justification of a

murderess. A movie murderess, you know,
has only one justification: she killed him to

protect her honor. In its opening two reels

the picture does lay out and display an inter-

esting problem: what will happen to one of

two women, or to them both, when one of

the women, acting as her own detective, has

taken into her house as a companion the

damsel who killed her husband? Well, noth-

ing much happens. A high-priced detectiw

finally announces his wrong information

—

the widow killed deceased. Then, to save the

woman who had been trying to trap her. the

girl confesses. The latter and ought-to-be-

strongest part of the play does not rise to the

strength demanded by the original situation.

Alice Brady plays Hetty Castleton. the girl

who killed, and the cast also includes Myrtle

Stedman, who has not been seen on the screen

for many months.

THE FIGHTING ROOSEVELTS —
McClure

Here is a photoplay worthy the subject.

That's a big thing to say about a picture

dealing with Theodore Roosevelt. Columns

of criticism cannot convey more concentrated

praise.
.

However, the makers began right. They

engaged neither hack scenariosts nor musty

historians to compose their film play, bul

Porter Emerson Browne and Charles Han-

son Towne—the one a practical writing man
of the stage, the other an all-around topical

reporter, publicist and magazine editor.

Their collaboration has been well-nigh per-

fect. Eschewing the better-known spectacu-

lar episodes in the Colonel's life—the grand

moments of public parade, the almost -impe-

rial hunt in Africa, and the South American

explorations—they have composed a rolling

record of the Colonel's characteristic but

less-known humanities, beginning in very

early childhood, and concluding, mostly with

real' news-pictorial flashes, of the ex-presi-

dent's vigorous championship of national

security and honor in the last years of his

life, thus there are four different Theodore

Roosevehs beside the moving images of the

real man. The first is a tiny bit of a baby

boy, the second a gawky kid, then the

Roosevelt of early manhood, pristine politi-

cal accomplishment and Western develop-

ment, and finally the soldier and President of

the United States. Of all these the young

man Roosevelt is most perfect in character,

•HOTOFL AY MAG \7.ivr: |g guaranteed.
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Tl ie Shadow
( CotU I luted j

Stage

deportment, and general appearance as pho

tographs show the Theodore Roosevelt ol

his legislatorial and plains days. Bu| the

later Roosevelt is verj good, too rhal

actor had a much harder task the replica

lion of a man minutely familiar to 100,000,-

ooo people. The casl js nol given Space

forbids any detailed "recollection of the

scenes, but 1 cannot close this approbation

without a word of the most genuine admira

lion for the captionry throughout, This is

Dandled superbly without cheap sentiment

always, yet these titles are redolent of power,

simplicity and force. Don't miss this pho

toplay.

I\ I', KM I':

"Cheating Cheaters" (Select). Clara Kim-
lull Young, in a rapidly moving version of

M.ix M.utin'> bewildering maze of crooks

and secret service agents. Fred Burton,

Frank Campeau, Tully Marshall. Nick Ou-

naew, Jess Singleton and Mayme Kelso make
roll vivid with genuine character.

•Pay Dreams" (Goldwyn). A positively

silly story, by Cosmo Hamilton. The art

director is the real star. He and Director

Badger have done much to make this trifle

possible. Add piquant and complaisant

Madge Kennedy, and you have the trio that

gets it over.

•Under the Top" (Artcraft). Why is it so

difficult to get a real play for Fred Stone?

Is Stone himself at fault, or have his pro-

ducers blundered by insisting that each nar

rative he a potpourri of all the stunts under

the sun? A dreary tale, in spite of fast

and abundant action and good clowning.

"His Parisian Wife" (Artcraft). Goldwyn
is not the only sinner in equipping a great

personality like Farrar with mean material.

This play for the brilliant and beautiful

Elsie Ferguson, false in its suppositions,

more or less absurd in its provincial charac-

terizations, trumps any misfit of Geraldine.

Emile Chautard's knowledge of New Eng-
land and New England people is about on

a par with my knowledge of The Depart-

ment of the Loire.

"Venus in the East" (Paramount). A
rapid-fire entertainment with Bryant Wash-
burn, filmed from a popular magazine story.

A story not brilliant nor outrageously clever,

but amusing. Director Donald Crisp seems

more to be praised than author Wallace Ir-

win.

"Out of the Shadow" (Paramount). Hor-
nung's powerful story, "The Shadow of the

Rope," debauched in a scenario. It's mighty
poor stuff, compared with the novel. Pauline

Frederick is the centerpiece.

"For Freedom" (Fox). William Farnum in

a graphic though more or less conventional

account of a wrongly imprisoned man's re-

demption through the great war.

•Who Will Marry Me?" (Bluebird-Uni-
versal). Carmel Meyers, in a story of New
York's little Italy, ably directed by Paul
Powell.

"In for Thirty Days" (Metro). A really

funny story, based on the Southern laws
which permit employment of convicted of-

fenders. Mae Allison is the star, and Luther
Reed the author.

Beg Your Pardon!

Last month this department inadvertently

remarked that William Faversham played in

the earlier film version of "The Squaw Man."
Mr. Faversham did not appear in any
"Squaw Man" picture, but only in the stage

production of the same play. We hope that

both Mr Faversham and Mr. Squaw Man
will accept our apologies.

$600 to $3120 Yearly
From a little

Waste Space

The Greatest Payer
That a Store or Theatre Can Have
Took in $10,000.00

"Have had our machine over -3

768X8 and have taken in more than
si 0.(1(10 on popcorn and peanuts."

Bloominton, 111 , Pop. 26,850.

Bought Him a Car
"Profits deriveil from Butter-

Kist machine first 12montfes paid
for machine and bought me a
*1.200 automobile besides."

Klectru, Tex., Pop. 640.

Paid for Itself
"Paid for machine out of prot'O s

i n lesa than year."
Mt. Pleasant, la., Pop. 3,874.

Increased Other Sales 97°i>
"Made 49.015 sales of Butter-

KiBt Pop corn and peanuts first

year and it increased my sale of
magazines flT', ."

Evmisville, lad.. Pop. 76.07S.
Used and praised by Confection-

ers, Druggists, Theatres. Variety
Stores. Grocers, Bakeries. Res-
taurants, Stationers. Department
Stores. Oigar Stores, Billiard Par-
lors. Florists. Commissaries, etc..

in cities and towns of all size-*

from 400 population up to the
largest.

Do you realize that America is now on the threshold
of the greatest business activity this country has ever
known ? Every day we are getting letters from Drug-
gists, Confectioners, Grocers, Bakers, Department and
Variety Stores and Film Exhibitors who want the
Butter-Kist Pop Corn Machine to attract and expand
the enormous trade let loose by the ending of the war.

What are you doing to seize this life-time opportunity? Will
you start right here and now by sending for our wonderful
Butter-Kist book and see the sales records and photographic
proof of the hundreds and thousands of stores and theatres that
-are earning from $60 to $250 clear profit per month AND
MORE from a little wastelfloor space 2o by 32 inches?

Pays 4 Ways

—

Look!
1—Motion makes people stop and look.

2—Coaxing fragrance makes them buy.

3—Toasty flavor brings trade for blocks.

4—Stimulates all store sales or theatre attendance.

Pop Corn Machine
Our easy payment plan gives every buyer a chance to pay right out of his Butter-

Kist sales as thousands have done. So don't let anything prevent you from investi-

gating. Don't think you have to be located in a busy center to make this

machine pay. The beauty of the Butter-Kist is the way it draws trade to you.

Valuable ^fT' For Proofs, Photos and Prices

This coupon has started many a business man on
the road to new profits.

Each read an advertisement like this and had
the good horse-sense to know thai it doesn't cost

anything but a postage stamp to investigate.

If this machine pays big profits in towns of 800
and 400 population as well as in the largest cities,

then no man in business ran afford to ignore it.

Mail the eoupou now for full facts and amazing
success records,

Holcomb *& Hoke Mfg. Co.
|

776-789 VanBuren St., Indianapolis, Ind. i

HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.
776-789 Van Buren St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Without obligation, send me your free Butter-Kist
boo\ "America's New [ndustry" with photos, sales
records, and estimate of how mm h I can make with rout
machine.

Via me

Addrcs

When you write to advertisers pleas© mention PIIOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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You can begin today to have the charming
nails you have ohen admired on others,

—

polished, rounded, with a firm, smooth edge
of cuticle that has been trained, not cut or

removed with injurious acids.

"The Better Way to Manicure" lets you
into the secret. Your copy of this helpful

book, with sufficient Lustr-ite Cuticle Ice to

soften and train your cuticle, will be sent free

on request.

Tivo attractive sets of Lustr-ite preparations

in Traveling or Boudoir size, have been assem-

bled for convenient use. Besides a file, orange
stick, and emery boards, they include the four

essentials to "The Better Way to Manicure."

Lustr-ite Cuticle Ice Lustr-ite Salve Enamel
Lustr-ite Nail Whitener Lustr-ite Nail Cake

On sale at all department and drug stores.

The Lustr-ite Corporation
44 Fulton Street

gjj|
Brooklyn, New York

r :gg| 1

•iimmP

15ffiRecoMs*P
Fine selection of song, dance and instrumental.
Best for children to handle. Hear all the new
sonRS on the most wonderful records made.
Clear as a boll. 50 for S3. 25; 100 for S6.00.
No two alike". Send for selr-etton today. I'ost-
:" nrepaid. INDEPENDENT DRUG CO..Dept.
D-29. 5122 Indiana Avenue, Chicago.

Gray Hair
Questions Answered
FILL out and mail tlie

lor a trial bottle of M
Goldman's Hair Col

er, and learn how to brinii b
original color in from 4 to
Easy to apply, pleasant

Not a crude dye but a cle.i

colorless liquid, clean nn
dainty as water. Tell thee-
act colorof your hair— il'po:

sible enclose a lock in
your letter. Don't give
up hope but learn how
to stop that pray bairl
Send the coupon today.

MARY T. GOLDMAN
103 Goldman BIdi;.,

St. Paul Minn.
E*)t.60 Years (194)

or SmuPI 1
I

mun'ii Iliiir Co
. ..1

1
in- 1

G black QcUrk brown n "i«d
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first glance it is difficult to believe that this

was a girl of fourteen, but if you cover the

stiff, old-fashioned dress and coat, and look
only at the face, you will see there the wide-
eyed unsophistication of buoyant girlhood.

So while Marjorie was a child in Cali-

fornia, the theatre took her to itself and
adopted her as its own. And to the theatre

she brought, not alone the splendid spirit of

the golden west, but the inheritance of two
of the best loved nationalities in the world

—

French and Irish. Mostly she is Irish, with
her splendid, generous smile and wholesome
heartiness; and then again the effervescence

and dainty grace of the Latin appears to

temper and make exquisite her boundless
force. Minerva herself was not better armed
for conquest. But perhaps it was as well that

success did not come too easily. A weary way
was to be traveled before Marjorie would
see her name in electric lights on Broadway.

Possibly it would be wrong to say "weary.''

Up and down the coast mother and daughter
trouped it, experiencing all the adventures
that come to the "coast defenders." Yet
there was always a humorous side to every-
thing, and Marjorie never failed to see it.

Her Irish wit would come to the surface when
things were dullest, and as she tells the story
now it is impossible to discern a despondent
moment.
For example—they went to Alaska, and the

manager of the company lost the entire re-

ceipts of the company in gambling. They
were stranded in Dawson.
"Mother said there was no danger of our

going hungry," says Miss Marjorie, "because
she was a good cook and cooks were in de-
mand. But a better way out was discovered.

And right here I want to say that the produc-
ers of the wild Alaskan pictures ought to be
taken out and shot. In all Dawson there

were only two dance halls, and the people

were as fine a community as you will meet
anywhere—just as well educated and a

blamed sight more human. They decided to

organize a company of amateurs to play in

my support. I never had so much fun in my
life. Lawyers and doctors, a judge, all the

best known citizens, volunteered and we
played 'A Texas Steer.' Somebody had a

copy of the play that was not more than one-

third missing, and we filled in the rest.

"We were billed for a run of two consecu-

tive nights. The first performance was such a

success that our company became the owners
of the city of Dawson. The consequence was
that few of them had any chance for sleep

or rest before the next nisiht came around,

what with friends entertainine: for them at

simple and recherche little affairs. One or

two members of the cast were distinctly as

it will be impossible for anyone to be after

June 30. I wanted to call off the perform-

ance, but they wouldn't let me. It was a

terrible night. Right in the middle of

an act somebody would get up in the audi-

ence and remark that he was there to

state that So-and-so was a darned good
actor. Then someone else would make .1

speech about it. Yes,—it was a unique affair.

But they were real people, tine and kind, and

I don't think I have ever been happier than

I was that time we were stranded a winter

in the Yukon."
Here, it can be said, Marjorie Ramheau was

graduated from her schooling. Upon her
magnetic personality and her natural gifts

there had been engrafted the most rigorous

kind of experience. She had played for rest-

less vaudeville audiences and learned how to

hold their attention. She hadlearned what it

was to face the most difficult problems in

stage equipment, arfri keep the attention con-
centrated upon her acting. And while si.e

was still a child she had seen, under the pro-

tection of her mother, many and varied

pluses of life. She was ready for big things.

Oliver Morosco saw her in a little theatre

in San Diego, and engaged her as leading

woman for the Burbank Stock Company in

Los Angeles, an organization long recognized

as one of the finest institutions of its kind in

America. But somehow Morosco let the

future star slip through his fingers. While he
was feeling his way as a Xew York producer,

he seemingly failed to realize that this girl,

who had taken Los Angeles by storm, could

do the same with Xew York. So they parted

company, and it was in a little vaudeville

playlet that Miss Rambeau made her Broad-
way debut. Then, in a very bad play. "So
Much for So Much," she scored a personal

triumph. In an almost equally bad play,

"Sadie Love," she repeated her success. After

this, "Cheating Cheaters." Then came "Eyes

of Youth," and Miss Rambeau was estab-

lished as one of the greatest dramatic actresses

of the American sta^e.

As an interlude of her Xew York career,

she made one venture into moving pictures,

and starred for Mutual in "Motherhood,"
"The Debt," "The Dazzling Miss Davison,"

"The Mirror," "Mary Moreland," and "The
Greater Woman."
"The best I can say for my pictures," she

says, "is that they gave me my ranch in

California at the foot of Mount Diablo, the

very ranch where mother played when she

was a little girl. How I long to be there!"

"You would rather be a California rancher

than a Broadway star?"

"A million times
!"

"But success
—

"

"Yes, success is splendid.'' Miss Rambeau
replied, her eyes shining. "It is glorious to

feel that all the hard work one has done has

been to some purpose, that it has not been

just blind strumrling. getting nowhere. You
tackle a big thing, and beat it, and what

then ? The great joy comes with the first suc-

cess, and you go on without ever approachins

that same delight asain. It's nice to make a

lot of money, of course. But if in miking it

you forget how to live, you are losing more

than you can make. I don't want ever to

forget how to live, and California means life

to me, with its beauty and its freedom, its

areat outdoors and its splendid people. Just

the other day a friend in Los Angeles wrote

me that the rose bushes I planted four years

ago around my house were a mass of blos-

soms, and it made me homesick. Xo—I am
positive of this, that no amount of success

will ever take from me my desire to go back

there—and live."

But before that day comes. let it be fer-

vently hoped that a play worthy of Miss

Rambeau will be found for her. and that she

will leave upon the screen an indelible record

of one of the richest personalities the theatre

knows today.
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He T\ as
comedian, recently

Mayor, Too
OHNNY 111XF.S. the .

»' Pennsylvania. On his way back he was stopped for exceed!

Peril
took a motor trip to his old home :;i

speed limit by 1

Icmstabule" in one of the Jersey towns thaV erect'\ll their public buildings from the pro-

ceeds of holdups of automobilists.

"What's yer business'" the officer asked

"Movie actor." Johnny replied
, ,.„„-ii j r .„

"Hm. Thet so? Wa-al, tell you what I gol i pitcher house here, n_tf>ouii

at tonight's show and say a few words I won't pinch yuh. What say.

Johnny made the personal appearance
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Cowpunchers of tlu 4

Antipodes
(
Concluded jroni page if)

against the dust. In Australia they use

white ones. We wear fancj checkered Ban

nel >hin> or something verj similar So do

i lu- bushmen. Leather cuffs .iiv absolutely

necessarj to the American cowboy while

roping. It he didn't wear them the rope

would bum through to the bone Dusl

worn jusl above the elbows keep the

ilu>t irom sifting all over the body. \

the bushmen dont use a rope they wear

their sleeves rolled up to the elbows. The
reason why we sling our big cartridge bdts

rakishly over the hips is so that the weight

of the heavy six-shooters and the holsters

won't wear u^ out. The Australians carry

a rille with ihe kit—no guns. They wear a

plaited kangaroo hide belt in which to carry

money and a watch.
Th* chaps particularly pleased Snowy. I

gave him both kinds— the hair to wear in

wet weather and the leather to wear in

the hot country, We use leather chaps for

protection against the sage brush and cactus,

of course, the bushmen never use chaps.

Instead they wear very tight-fitting knee

breeches with leggings or concertina top-

boots, or leggings and elastic side-boots.

Our spurs are similar.

"The bushman always carries a pack horse

with him when traveling," said Snowy.
"The outfit is called a 'bluey.' It con-

-M> of a lent, a rifle, blankets, utensils, a

tomahawk which is really a hatchet, and
a billy which is the receptacle for his treas-

ure."

"What's that?" I asked.

"Cold tea," laconically answered Snowy.
Which reply calls to mind that the ver-

nacular of the Australian resembles in

quaintness and rich originality our Amer-
ican West. For instance,—our cowboys are

bushmen and stockmen in Australia; ranches

are stations; ranchers are squatters; corrals

are stockyards; and,—shades of our tradi-

tional sheriffs.—sheriffs are police inspectors.

For the first time in his life my pinto pony,
the one I retired from the screen after

"The Narrow Trail," heard himself referred

to as a bonzer, a boskum and a dinkum
pony, which was only Snowy's way of say-
ine that he was some horse.

* * *

To-day, Snowy Baker is home at Sydney,
Australia.

The sporting activities of the Anzacs, be-
ing confined to the European battlefields for

the past four years, the time is ripe for the
revival of sports and the development of
amusement. Australia is still in its frontier

days, for there are only five million people
inhabiting a country larger in area than
the United States. Naturally the govern-
ment looks kindly upon the development of
home production of motion pictures as an
invaluable advertising medium to attract
immigration. Snowy Baker has already
produced one five-reel picture, "The Lure
of the Bush." It has been completed in one
of our Hollywood studios and Snowy was
so pleased with his first effort as a star and
producer that he declared his intention of
dividing his time between his sporting en-
terprises at Sydney and Melbourne and the
production of dramatic photoplays of Aus-
tralian outdoor life, the value of which will
be greatly enhanced from the educational
viewpoint.

The arrival of the bushman outfit and
the boomerangs is eagerly awaited by the
boys and myself. I have always wanted
to throw one of the things. Snowy says
that only the Australian aboriginals are
able to throw boomerangs successfully.
However, as he would say, I'll have a go
at it.

A5SLOGAN originated by millions of thrifty women
throughout the country who have made old straw
hats look just as good as new with

COLORS OLD & NEW STRAW HATS

Fine for coloring your hat just the shade to match a new dress or
to re-color this year's hat that has begun to look faded. There is

nothing just as good as Colorite.

It is a liquid sold in a bottle with a brush for applying. It is waterproof and
durable. Easily applied by anyone. Dries in thirty minutes. Also fine for

coloring Satin, Silk and Canvas Slippers, Basketry, Leather Hand Bags and Belts.

Sold by Drug and Department Stores throughout the United States and Canada.
If your dealer cannot supply you, we will send a bottle of Colorite postpaid upon
receipt of 30 cents. Be sure to name color you want.

16 COLORS TO SUIT YOUR TASTES:

Jet Black Navy Blue Cerise Lavender

Dull Black Cadet Blue Burnt Straw Old Rose

Cardinal Red Victory Blue Brown Gray

Yellow Sage Green Violet Natural

Directions on each box for mixing to obtain most any desired shade.

CARPENTER-MORTON COMPANY
Established 1840

Makers of the Famous Economy Products
57 Sudbury Street Boston, Mass.

Canadian Distributors: A. Ramsay & Son Co., Montreal

CuticuraSoap

Ideal for the

Complexion
AH drupgists; Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50, Talcum 25.

Sample each free of "Cuticur*, Dept. B, Boston "

THERE'S ONLY ONE
WAY TO SECURE
A SATIN SKIN

APPLY SATIN SKIN CREAM,
THEN SATIN SKIN POWDER.

Wlien you write to 'advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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L PlanU
.Here's a letter from one of

our students—just as it came to

our desk the other day. And it

says more for the Palmer Plan

of Photoplay Writing than any-

thing ive could say:

"Though I am sure my spoken

expressions of gratitude con-

vinced you of my apprecia-

tion of the splendid and satis-

fying service and assistance I

have been so fortunate as to

receive through the Palmer

Plan, I must add a written

word ofthanks. Your cheque

for my photoplay synopsis,

'Prince Toby', which you
have just sold for me to Mr.
Douglas Fairbanks for $500
was a most welcome present,

I assure you.

"As 'Prince Toby' is my first

photoplay to be accepted, I

am more than happy to make
the statement that, in my
humble opinion, the Palmer

Plan and its Manuscript Sales

Department are superlatively

efficient and quite invaluable

to proven writers as well as

to those who would be such."

Most appreciatively,

Rodney Hynson,

Pasadena. California

Palmer Photoplay Corp.

714 I. W. HellmanBMg.
Los Angeles, California.

Please send me, without

obligation, your new book-

let, "The Secret of Success-

ful Photoplay Writing."
Also— Special Supplement
containing autographed let-

ters from the leading pro-

ducers, stars, editors, etc.

Name

St. and No.

City and State

You'll admit

won't you?—that there

must be something practical and sub-

stantial about any method of photoplay in-

struction that shows you how to turn your "movie" ideas

into money. And that's exactly what the Palmer Plan of

Photoplay Writing does !

For, if you have any creative imagination at all, the Palmei

Plan cannot help but show you the guide-posts that lead to suc-

cess as a photoplay writer. Never was there a greater demand
for good photoplay stories; never such an opportunity for

trained photoplay writers.

Producers are paying $500 to $1000 for five-reel dramatic

scripts—$50 to $250 for clever short comedies. The studios

around Los Angeles alone require thousands of new stories

each year. Don't you see how the Palmer Plan will

help you earn some of this extra money ? It is J/A

ONLY Practically
ofPho^a/WriiW

And hot alone because tue say so; but because—it has been

written "out of the day's work" by Frederick Palmer, a

recognized master of photoplay construction—the man who
in 9 months wrote 52 accepted scenarios for "Universal".

The Palmer Plan is NOT a mere book nor a ' 'school' * nor

a tiresome correspondence course. It is exactly what it pro-

fesses to be: a concise, clean-cut plan that places at your

finger-tips thefundamentals of photoplay technique. It is the

first plan of photoplay instruction that shows you by direct

example how to prepare your stories in the action-language

of the screen. It is the Jirst plan of its kind to receive the

enthusiastic, whole-hearted indorsement ot the foremost pro-

ducers, stars, directors and scenario editors in America.

More than this—it is the only method of photoplay train-

ing that carries you all the way through—trom primary in-

struction on to Personal Advisory Service and then on to

Marketing Service. So that—we not only show you how to

tell your "movie" stories in proper, acceptable form— but

we help you sell them!

Gel oui* FREE Boolrfel

Mail ifce coupon NOW
j^^ If you want to know about the famine in photoplays

—

^the top prices producers art' willing to pay for the right material

—and how eager they are for Palmer-trained writers—scud

for our new illustrated booklet, ''The Secret of Successful

Photoplay Writing". Explains the Palmer Plan in detail

—tells about our iron-clad, money-back Guarantee— shows

the benefits of our Personal Advisory Service and Manuscript

I

The Prussian
Authocracy
(Continued from page jo)

play, one of a world famous playwrights
best works, after it had been considered
and rejected at least half a dozen times on
acocunt of a production difficulty which had
always seemed insurmountable. A sugf
tion as to how this difficulty could be over-
come resulted in a careful reconsideration,

(followed by an almost immediate pur-
chase. The author of that play will not
say "The movies don't want anything
good," the company has a fine property,
over which the star is enthusiastic, and I

made a thousand dollars.

Another instance. Some months ago
there appeared serially a story by one of

America's foremost writers, and even be-

fore its publication, I endeavored to inter-

est, from the manuscript, one of the lead-

ing picture companies, but was not able to

do so. Following the serial publication, the

story was issued in book form, and repeat-

ed with the book public the great success

that it had scored with the serial readers.

Frequently I brought the matter up with
the picture company, and finally converted
a portion of the executive staff; and with
this as a foothold, I continued the battle,

the outcome of which wTas that the entire

staff finally became enthusiastic over the

story, and most anxious to purchase it at a

splendid price. Meanwhile, however. I had
developed an interest in the story for stage

production, which resulted in one of the

best contracts ever made for the dramati-
zation of a novel. Naturally, this removed
it from the picture field, in which by this

time, there were several offers for it. and
the original company freely admits the mis-

take it made in not securing the rights

when it had the opportunity.

On the other hand, I have read a multi-

tude of stories by writers who should have
known better, that I could not have offered

to my film clients without a sacrifice of my
business self-respect, or a taking for granted

of almost utter idiocy on their part.

Why should an author lay the scene of

his story on a poultry farm and be con-

vinced that it would make "a great picture."

because he ''never saw a chicken farm on
the screen?" Or why should another, an 1

the latter an important figure in the novel

and short story world, expect a tangible in-

terest in ten or twelve pages of dissociated

incidents and variegated locale, a perfect

triumph of transiliency. a story from which
any number of the incidents, or pages, could

be lifted at random, without in the least

affecting if—because it had no underlying

thread of narrative?

The movies want storks, not collective

vocabularies. And they don't care how you
tell them ! In writing screen stories, the

authoi should endeavor, not to make the

producer and the audience think as he does

but he should endeavor to see as they do.

Visualize the story when writing it. and

set down in the manuscript what the scen-

ario editor will visualize when he reads it.

and the audience when it sees it. and do no

think that because a story is "queer," it is

interesting or available per se, and, as a

cardinal requisite, make the story direct

Have the main story run straight and cumu-
latively. And by all means bear in mind
that "he must get the girl" in the end.

Do not take the wails of disappointed

scenario-writers whose half-baked stories

have failed to enlist any interest, as conclu-

sive proof that the scenario editors know
only the gospel of rejection. They arc

really anxious to get material and co-op-

erate with the authors; but the author

must not forget that their stories are
:'goods."

and that they go to the film companies to se".

them. They "should not be aggrieved that

1
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the editors do not always happen to like

them. A buyer buy- whal he wants; when

...i) author goes mt«> the usual markets ol

trade to buy anything, he hunts until he

finds what suits him Grant the scenario

editor the same privilege.

The chiei fault of the amateur writer for

the screen is fundamental. He has not

the writing equipment, but he is sometimes

tble t<> suggest an idea thai is capable ol

development. His greatest shortcoming is

thai he works, so to speak, photographicallj

instead of dramaturgically Barring nature

subjects, news features, Etc., mere picturt

have no value on the screen Pictures must

tell a -lory, the pictures taking the place

of the spoken word on the stage. Moving
pictures merely as pictures long ago lost

their appeal, and as a mechanical novcltv

they no longer attract.

One reason for the great vogue of the

moving picture is its unconscious appeal

to the imagination of the spectator. The

spoken play puts the complete product be-

fore him—the picture, the action.- the dia

loguc—while to the screen play he has much

to supply. This is a stimulant to his imag-

ination, and he likes the stimulation to work

along direct and logical lines. And you can-

not tell a story on the screen as you can on

the printed page.

Practically all of the producing compa-

nies now ask that screen stories be sub-

mitted in straight narrative form, without

dialogue or divisions and with as little de-

scriptive matter as possible. It is useless

to rhapsodize over "the translucent pooi

and its velvet banks" on which the lovers

sit, for it is the business of the location

man to select picturesque spots, and he can

be depended upon to do it.

Avoid as a plague the writing of stories

in continuity form. This is really preju-

dicial, for it takes much longer to read

and the essentials of the sto"ry are neces-

sarily considerably submerged. Again, no
two companies handle a story from the

same angle in making their continuities. All

studios have their own methods of prepar-

ing a story for production, their own studio

regulations, their own particular star to fit

it to, and their own liberal or conservative

ideas as to expense in production.

Above all, stories should be "human."
That is a vastly overworked word, but it

is the one that describes the quality most

necessary; and modern domestic stories

stories of everyday life and everyday peo-

ple, are the type most in demand.

Writers, professional and amateur, the

movie people need you, and more than that,

they want you. Don't you believe any-

thing else, for it is from you that the great

number of stories must come every year,

every month, every week. The stage plays,

novels and magazine stories cannot begin

to fill the demand, and you must make up
the quota.

It may save time and effort to remem-
her that the field is practically closed to the

following : costume stories, political stories,

religious stories, war stories, dual-role sto-

ries, medical stories, capital and labor stories,

historical stories, animal stories, stories of

illegitimacy, psychological treatises, stories

with long lapses of time, stories that depend
upon mechanical effects, stories that jump
all over the map, stories of married people

—don't write them

!

There are, of course, individual stories

that are sufficiently strong to overcome the

general ban on any of the foregoing classi-

fications; but if written, the market for

them is greatly narrowed, and the author
puts an undue strain upon his ability.

DoYOUR Eyes
ExpressCharm
and Beauty?
Art- they trained with long,
silky, luxuriant eyelashes
and well-formed eyebrows?
Or, are you suffering from
the handicap of short, un-
even eyelashes and strag-

gling eyebrows? If Nature
has been unkind and denied
you the heritage of those
"beauty assets" beautiful eyela

and eyebrows you can easily and
quickly overcome this handicap if

you will use for a short time a little

RemembertheFullName—It'sImitated^^""™"

It nourishes and stimulates them in a natural manner. Results will delight and
amaze you. Stars of stage and screen and women prominent in society use and
recommend this efficient preparation. Will YOU not try "LASH-BROW-INE?"
A pure, delicately scented cream, guaranteed absolutely harmless, tested and
endorsed by the best chemists and beauty specialists of America. An
invaluable aid to beauty. Thousands have used it successfully, why not you?

T«/r\ ^i-7oe £fl/» a«rl <£ 1 Send price and we will mail you " LASH-BROW-INE "and
A WU 01Z.CS, JV7C ctllU «pi our Beauty Booklet," The Woman Beautiful." prepaid under
plain cover. Remit by coin, currency, U. S. stamps, or money order. SatUfactioD Assured or Pri« Reliinded.

The wonderful success attained by "LASH-BROW-INE" has caused the
name to be closely imitated. There is only one genuine " LASH-BROW-
INE." Avoid imitations. Remember the full name "LASH-BROW-INE."

MAYBELL LABORATORIES, 4305-21 Grand Blvd., CHICAGO

New Method Makes Music
Amazingly Easy to Learn

Learn to Play or Sing—Every Step Made Simple as A B C—Try It on Approval

—

Entire Cost Only a Few Cents a Lesson—and Nothing Unless Satisfied

How often have you
wished that you knew
how to play the violin

or piano— or what-
ever your favorite
instrument may be—
or that you could take
part in singing?
How many an eve-

ning's pleasure has
1 been utterly spoiled

i and ruined by the
admission, "I can't

sing," or "No, I am sorry, but I can't
play.

And now—at last—this pleasure and
satisfaction that you have so often wished
for can easily be added to your daily life.

For Beginners or Advanced Pupils
Piano. Mandolin, Harmony and Harp,
Organ, Clarinet. Composition, Cornet,
Violin, Flute. Sight Singing, Piccolo.
Viola, Saxophone, Guitar, Trombone
Banjo. Cello. Ukelele,

No need to join a class. No need to pay
a dollar or more per lesson to a private
teacher. Neither the question of time
nor expense is any longer ;i bar—every one of the
obstacles that have been confining your enjoyment
to mere listening have now been removed.
My method of teaching music by mall—In your

spare time at home, with no strangers around to
embarass you—makes it amazingly easy to learn
to sing by note or to play any Instrument.
You don't need to know the first thing about

music to begin—don't need to know one note from
another. My method takes out ait the hard pari -

overcomes all the difficulties—makes your progress
easy, rapid.and sure.
Whether for an advanced pupil or a beginner,

my method is a revolutionary improvement over
the old methods used by private teachers. The
lessons I send you explain every point and show

every step in simple Print-and-Pieture form that
you can't go wrong on—every step is made as clear
as A B C.
My method is as thorough as it is easy. I teach

you the only right way— teach you to play or sing
by note. No "trick" music, no "numbers," no
makeshifts of any kind.

I call my method "new"—simply because it is mi
radically different from the old and hard-to-
understand ways of teaching music. Hut my
method is thoroughly time tried and proven. Over
225,000 successful pupils—from boys and girls
of 7 to 8 to men and women of 70—are the proof.
Largely through the recommendations of satisfied
pupils, I have built up the largest school of music
in the world.
To prove what I say, you can take any course on

trial— singing or any instrument you prefer.—and
judge entirely by your own progress. If for any
reason you arc not satisfied with the coins. ,u

with what you learn from it, then it won't cost you
a single penny. I guarantee satisfaction. On the
Other hand, if you are pleased with the course.
the total cost amounts to only a few cents a lesson,
\\ 1II1 \ our music and everything also included.
Whin learning to play or sing is so easy, why

continue to confine your enjoyment oi music to mere
listening.- Why not tit least let me send you my
free book that tells you all about my methods.- I

know you will And thisbook absorbingly interesting.

Simply because it shows you how easy it is to turn
.your wish to play or sing into

an actual fact, .lust now 1 am jP——
making a special short-time , MR. DAVID F. KEMP'
offerthatcutsthccostperlcs- J Pr.nd.nt

son 111 two—send your name
now. inf.. re this spc- 4

rial offer is withdrawn. .* of Music
No obligation — slm- /
ply use the coupon or .* 564 Brunswick Bid,;.,

send vou. name and / NEW YORK CITY
address in a letter / Phase send me your fr.-,.

or nil 'I ncislcird • hook. MUSIC LOOBOIU HIOr UU .1 posH.lMI. ^ yoM 0wn „„Im... ;,,„!,„,.

It C Cfl-irvnl f ti< ulnr-i of >onr Special Offer.

f Name

U. S. School

of Music
564 Bruns-

4

wick Bid •: . /

New York /

Address.
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Be Well Without Drugs
IT is easier to be well than to be sick when you learn how.

When you learn to daily build your vitality, disease germs,
grippe and colds have little effect upon you.

Be free from nacKinf? ailments! Weigh what you should weigh! Have
a good figure! Be happy! Enjoy life'. Be a source of inspiration to your
friends. In other words. LIVE. I want to help you to realize that your
health lies almost entirely in your own hands and that you can reach
your ideal in figure and poise.

You Can Weigh Exactly What
You Should

As sure as sunrise you can, by following a few simple,
healthful directions at home.

I KNOW it for what I have done for 87,000 women, I

can do for you. Are you too fleshy ? Are you too thin ?

Does your figure displease you? Let me help you.

My work has grotvn in favor because results are quirk, natural and
permanent, and because it appeals to COMMON SENSE. You can
free yourself from such nagging ail ments ns

Excess Flesh. Poor Complexion. Indigestion. Headache.
TKin Cheat, Neck. Lack of Reserve. Dizziness. Sleeplessness.
Round Shoulders. Nervousness. Colds. Torpid Liver.
Incorrect Standing. Irritability. Poor Circulation. Malassimilation.
Incorrect Walking. Constipation. Lame Back. Auto-Intoxication.

Our Soldiers Have Done So— Why Not You?
If you are in Chicago, come to see me, but sit down and write

me NOW. Don't wait—you may forget it. I will send you
FREE my illustrated booklet showing you how to stand and
walk correctly and giving many health hints.

Susanna Cocroft, Dept. 35, 624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Miss Cocroft has surely been doing a valuable war tvork. She is a nationally recognized

authority on conditioning women as our training camps have conditioned our men.

FREE
For 10 DaysWear

Band no money. Jiint iwk un to o
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Tho Tifnlto Gem Co., Dept. 414
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Its excellence

—tested by
tim e — has
made its repu-
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ed its popular-

ity; placed it

on the well
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cine shelves

of American

homes. At all
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a bottle.
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1— Whv Have Gray or Faded Hair? —

]

HENNA D'OREAL
New French Discovery

which Iscomposed ofpulverised
Henna and Serbs, provides I he
only harmless coloring in the
world. Not affected bj previous
dye. Will nol Btain scalp or
rab off. All shades, easj to
apply. Beware of inferior sub-
stitutes, 11 perfect preparation
proven tobe absolutely thebest
application and recertification
in daylight parlors.

Price. $1.25. Postpaid, $1.35
Blond Henna (or lightening hair that has grown dark. Price $2.10

B. PAUL, Hair Coloring Specialist, Dept. P.

34 West 37th St., N. Y. T©1. Greelcv 790

Wrestling Book free
Be nn expert meatier. I.oarn nt home by njeil.

Wt.M.'.Tiull 1 -rr.T^r.-.ll-vuorid-pohiimiMons
Farmer Burns .ind Fr.ink Cotch. Froc !>ook
trlln v.hi how. S.-i*rothoKl».M*K'k»nml triors ro-

waled. IVn'tdohw. Hastroiur healthy. Handle
bUrmonwtth 1 unTwrlte for free dook Bt»t« as*.

Farmer Burns lG34KumK-oKM>r.- Om;ih.i. Neb.

The Enchanted
Barn

(Continued from page 63)

without further orders from her, and Shir-

ley soon found herself whirling along a coun-
try road.

"Strange!" she thought, "I never knew Mr.
Barnard lived so far out of town."

Higgins had hurried on ahead, and now
stopped at a lonely place in the road. The
chauffeur, on catching up with him, also

stopped, and the two consulted in low tones.

Shirley began to be frightened. She thought
of the notes in her possession, of whose
value Mr. Barnard had warned her. The
motorcyclist opened the door of the taxi.

Shirley screamed, demanding that she be al-

lowed to get out at once. The man thrust

an automatic into her face. "Shut up, and
no harm will some to you!" he said, seating

himself beside her. "Go ahead," he ordered

the chauffeur, who at once bent over his

steering gear, and "let her have it."

On they raced, over the well made road.

Shirley's one thought was of the notes.

They had been entrusted to her, and she

must not fail in this crisis ! Higgins was no
longer watching her carefully. The girl was
quiet, and that was enough, he thought.

Cautiously Shirley reached into her hand-
bag, which lay beside her on the seat, and
extracted a card. With equal caution she

took a short pencil out of the bag, and with-

out looking at it, wrote:
"Sidnev Graham, Main 8450—Help—Shir-

ley."

Placing her hand lazily on the window sill

as if to rest from her cramped position, she

dropped the card, just as the machine, whirl-

ing madly along, almost collided with a

stalled car, which its young driver was at-

tempting to crank. As he shook his fist at

the careless chauffeur, he noticed a bit of

white paper fluttering to the ground, and
picked it up. "Trouble for sure!" he mut-
tered, and being a kindly young person.

rushed into the nearest farm-house and tele-

phoned to the number on the card.

"Wait there till I come!" was Sidney

Graham's alarmed reply. He in turn 'phoned

to Shirley's employer. "Meet me on the post

road with the county sheriff." directed Sid-

ney, whose beating heart told him. beyond
the shadow of a doubt, where his affections

lay.

The chauffeur and Higgins had arrived at

a house in the woods where Collins and
Grant had arranged to meet them later. Into

it they carried Shirley, and lit some lamps,

as it was growing dark. An admiring leer

from the eyes of the motorcyclist threw the

girl into a panic of fear. Glancing about for

a means of escape or something to distract

his attention, she noticed a piano. With
studied unconcern, she seated herself in front

of it, and with trembling fingers began to

play. "Home, Sweet Home" were the strains

that first fell on the surprised ears of the

ruffians.

"Well, whadda ya know about that?"

muttered Higgins. "She's game, all right."

Then, as she strayed through the notes of

"Annie Laurie" and other old melodies, both

men listened in delight.

"Stop that noise! It can be heard a mile!"

The order came from Grant, who had ar-

rived with his partner. Shirley realized that

her hour of trial had come.

"So you're the bright little girl who inter-

fered with us once before 3 " sneered Collins.

"Well, you won't try it a second time. Hand

over those notes
!"

She refused, but he tore the bag out ot

her grasp, and seized her note-book. He

threw it down again with an exclamation of

disgust.
'

"We can't make anything out of those

pot-hooks. What do they mean 5 " But

Every advertisement tn ntoTon.AY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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The Enchanted
Barn

(
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ShirUy refused to translate the mystk <. liar

acten Collins threatened ber. But ju'-i

as she was about i<> abandon all hope, 1 1
1 -

nin> and the chauffeui ran into the room.

"Danger—cops!" they reported The nun
hurriedly put out the lights. Sidney and
Barnard had arrived

dney!" Shirley willed out. to guide

them Instantly .1 hand \\.i> clapped ovei

her mouth, and she was puked up bodily

nd carried out of the back door toward the

woods. Graham and Barnard plunged aftei

the retreating figures, which were faintl)

outlined against the blackness <>t the woods.
The sheriffs ear had now arrived Hi?

men joined the rescue party, giving shouted

orders to the culprits to surrender, and Col-

lins and Grant dropped Shirley in a futile

attempt to make a "getaway" and save their

own skins.

Sidney almost tripped over her before he

saw the precious figure at his feet. He raised

her tenderly in his arms. "I knew you
wotul i:et lure." she said simply, with a

sigh of trust and happini

The men were pursuing the crooks into

the woods. A shot or two warned the cul-

prits that it was best to give themselves up,

and the sheriff soon had his charges piled

into the waiting automobiles.

"What became of the notes, Miss Hol-
lister 3 " asked John Barnard, after her

safety was a^-ured.

"Here they are." answered Shirley with
a quiet smile. Lifting each dainty "pump,"
she extracted the neatly written sheets of

stenographic notes, cleverly hidden between
her shoes and stockings. "Those pot-hooks
in the note-book wouldn't have been a bit

of use to you even if you had got someone
to translate them," she said to the con-
spirators.

"You can type the real ones tomorrow,"
said Barnard in admiration. "They're as

safe with you as they are with me."
There seemed to be an understanding that

Sidney Graham was to drive Shirley home.
When the others had gone he took her in

his arms.—somehow' it seemed the most
natural thing in the world to do.

"Shirley dear, I love you." said the youth.
"And I love you," she answered simply.

Just then the moon, which had been shining

brightly up to now, went under a dark
cloud.

"But. Sidney, you said you had a secret

to tell me—I was afraid
—

"

"Nothing to be afraid of," laughed her
lover. "This was the secret." By the lisht

of the auto lamps he showed her the deed
to the enchanted barn, made out in her
mother's name.
"We must always keep it in the family."

he said, "for it was the enchanted barn which
brought us together."

Vote on Sunday Pictures;

THERE seems to be a difference of

opinion among our ministerial brothers

of Indianapolis on the subject of closinc

picture theatres in that town on Sunday.
When the ministerial delegation interviewed
the Mayor on the subject and presented a

set of resolutions demanding the closing of

theatres it developed that a considerable

number of the delegation disapproved the

tenor of the resolutions and suggested that

it would be a good idea if the parsons who
woe so anxious to close the picture shows
would first pursuade their parishioners to

refraiir from patronizing them. Might be a

good idea for preachers generally to take

a vote of their congregations on the picture

show.

—

The Moving Picture World.

We can hardly blame uninvited guests for their interest in

an array of attractive hair such as results from the use of

CANTHROX
SHAMPOO

Canthrox gives such a massy fluffiness to the hair that it appears
much heavier than it really is, while each strand is left with a
silky brightness and softness that makes doing up the hair a
pleasure. It is so easy to use and so effective that it has been for
years the favorite of all who want to bring out the natural beauty
of their hair. Canthrox, the hair- beautifying shampoo, rapidly
softens and entirely removes all dandruff, excess oil and dirt.

For Sale at All Drug Stores
Canthrox costs about three cents a shampoo. No good hair wash
costs less; none is more easily used. A few minutes is all that is .

needed for your complete shampoo, as the hair dries very quickly.

F-re>t> Trinl Ciffer ^° snow tue merits of Canthrox and to prove that itrree 1 nui \siitzr
is in a j. ways the most effective hair wash, we send

one perfect shampoo free to any address upon receipt of three cents for postage.

H. S. PETERSON & CO., Dept. 271, 214 West Kinzie St., Chicago, 111.

Cultivate
Your Beauty

Have a youthful appearance, clear com-
plexion, niatrm'tir "•yes. pretty eyebrows
and lashes, graceful neck and chin, luxu-
riant hair, attractive hands, comfortable
feet. Remove wrinkles, lines, pimples blackhead^,
strengthen sagging facial muscles—all through fol-
lowing our simple directions. Thousands have done
so. Nodrutrs.no big expense and quick results. Send
for latest catalog and many Beauty Hints— all fr«e.

GRACE MILDRED CULTURE COURSE
Dept. 17. 624 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Illinois

{A Branch ofSusa .'!' rk>

BECOME A NURSE
Our Graduates Earn
$15 to $25 a Week

IF YOU cannot spend throe
years in hospital or are 1

ast

hospital ai:e limit, send name
and address on postcard for
yearbookexplainingthe O. 8. N.
Home Practice Method of studying
tained Duraing?. State age.

Thr ChaiiiAiiqua School of Nursing*
(61 Mrm. v,. Jamestown, V V.

GIVEN TO YOU
A LARK IN FAC

FI^vTO- SAVING
For over thirty years the Larkin Co. has lee] the merchandising

|
world in values given direct to the consumer. By purchasing

I y°ur ^'ly home supplies from the great Larkin Factories
you get the saved middleman's expenses and profits in a

\ beautiful Dress like this or your own selection from hun-
\ dreds of other attractive articles.

\
New Spring Catalog FREE

\ \ Describes and illustrates (lie 600 Larkin Foods, Soaps, Toilel Prepa-
rations, etc.; also_l500 useful home furnishings given with Ihem as

Send Coupon Today to Nearest Address

gft^ g^a r^ii EM?a mz% rnim

Premiums, includ-
ing many Nation-
ally advert ised
articles. All con-
form to your high-
est standard.

The
E"l>/n Qft

M,„/,l by Coltm I

ofNew York, gin
with purchase of

Larkin Products

Larkltz C&~ buffalo, Chicago, peoria

Send ms New Catalog No. 78.

Name

Address

G. P. 402-
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Photoplay ^Magazine Screen Supplement

"LITTLE GEftTlE GERANIUM
ARRIVES IN CHICAGO AND IS
nET Qy THE WIL.V AND SMOOTH
TONGUED MQ- SALVE."

MOVIE PESTS
They infest every theatre. One of the most familiar is the poor-fish-who-reads-

the-titles-out-loud. Wallace Carlson, the greatest screen cartoonist in the world,

draws him in the Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement. And Carlson's

pen does to this pest just what the long-sufFering movie-goer wants done to him.

Carlton's cartoon*, together with intimate glimptes of the 'Screen Stan as they arc " form a part of
every issue of the Supplement, being distributed by the Educational Films Corporation of America.

IS YOUR THEATRE SHOWING IT?

If not, tell the manager you 'want to see it.

"I Would Not Part With It for $10,000"
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful customer. "Worth more than a farm,"
says another. In like manner testify over 100,000 people who have worn it,

THE NATURAL
BODYBRACE
Overcomes WEAKNESS and ORGANIC AIL-
MENTS of WOMEN and MEN. Develops erect.
graceful figure. Brings restful relief, comfort,

ability to do things, health and strength.

Wear It 30 Days Free
At Our Expense
Does away with the strain and pain
of Btanding and walking; replaces
ami supports misplaced internal
Organs: reduces enlarged abdo-
men; straightens and strength-
ens the back; corrects stooping
Shoulders; develops iunps, chest
and bust; relieves backache,

curvatures, nervousness, rup-
tures, constipation. Comfortable

and eiLsy to wear.

KeepYourselfFit
Write today for illustrated booklet, me a-

surement blank, etc, and read our very
liberal proposition.

Howard C. Rash
Pits. Natural Body Brace Co.

J30 RashBldg.,Salina,Kansas

SAVE YOUR BODYto
Conserve Your Health and Efficiency First

Breed of Men
(Continued from page jij

detectives to join his merry party.
Next—Careless and the cow foreman tried

the front door. Burlesquing the butler of
the day before Careless rang the bell and
then stepped back into the shadows prepar-
ing the rope. When an angry and sleepy
butler opened the door the unerring lariat

jerked him off into space. He arrived
speedily in the shrubbery on his dignified
stomach to the amusement of his captors.
With the first rays of dawn Wesley B.

Prentice stirred uneasily in his bed of lux-
ury. Impelled by an irresistible force his

eyes slowly opened. Sitting at his bedside
was a dread visitor who grimly said

:

"Mister Wesley B. Prentice, yore under
arrest."

Vainly, the capitalist tried indignation,
then anger, then trickery. To everything
the stern Western visitor remained adamant.
The great man was forced to dress minus his
man servant. Next, he awoke his daughter.
He explained that "this man" had suddenly
called him away to Arizona and left in-

structions.

Meanwhile the cownunchers were having a
hard time at the stockyards persuading an
impatient railroad brakeman to hold the
train a few minutes over. Promptly on
the dot Careless arrived with his "guest."
They boarded the train—and the return trip
was started.

Twenty miles out a speeding automobile
was sighted from the cattle train. It caught
up. The train stopped. But Wesley B. had
received instructions what to say. When the
sullen capitalist stepped upon the platform
his excited office employees explained that
his daughter suspected something was
wrong. Wesley B. re-assured them—and hi;

last chance to escape was gone. Again the
train took up the long trail back to Arizona.
The third meeting of the Chloride Vigi-

lance Committee was rife with excitement.
Ruth Fellows had testified against Sheriff

Carmody.
The sentence of death was about to be

passed upon Wesley B. Prentice and Care-
less Carmody when a rider hurled himself
into the crowded courtroom. He brought
the news that he had seen the wanted pair
coming over the Granite Sinks trail from the
railroad.

"Get a rope," shouted the crowd.
In the desert nearing Chloride a dishev-

eled, dusty, exhausted man staggered and
stumbled his way. driven by a merciless
man on horseback. They entered the town
.md an excited mob surged forward for their

victims. Careless didn't figure on losing hi<

prisoner—at this stage of the game—not
at all. He held the crowd back at the point*
of his six-shooter while the broken figure
cowered behind him.
Old Judge Bledsoe quieted the mob long

enough to ask if the sheriff brought Wesley
B. Prentice back as his prisoner. Careless
assured him that if he hadn't have had to
go to Chicago for him he would have been
back sooner. That settled things.

The last cheek that Wesley B Prentice

wrote before departing from Windwide
forever was responsible for Careless Car-
mody being a welcome visitor in a little

shack on a familiar section of land.

Ruth now admitted that she thought
Careless was the best man that ever lived.

Which cinched the fact that Wesley B. was
to get the first notice of their "weddin."

Raising the Question

IN the dressing room of a Kansas City thea-

ter, reports Leonard Liebling, is penciled'

this:

"Twinkle, twinkle, little star.

Who in h— do you think you arc 5
"

— Chicago Tribune.

im-nt in ritOTOVLAY MACSAZTXE i9 cuaranteoii.
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The .Authors Strike
(
Continued from page 31

interest in doing work for the ignorant 01

dishonest." Phewl "What's the use sing

For the deal'" inquired Bayard Veiller,

i of "Within the Law" and "The
eenth Chair"; "Especially if you're

Ltind, and likel} i" gel a punch in the nose

while you're doing it?" Harvey O'Higgins,

who wrote "The Dummy," and "The Ai

gyle Case," and numberless novel-- and

magazine stories, paralleled this metaphor
with a simile

—
"1 would as soon send a

scenario to a movie company as 1 would
Mini a layout lor a mural decoration, if 1

were Michelangelo, to a tribe of cavemen I"

"You have stepped upon mj pet mental

to plagiarize original writers' stuff, and hash
ii up aa they now do, there will be no bn
provement in the qualit) ol their material,

and the) will continue to bowl about i>ad

business
!"

Booth Tarkington, waxing sarcastic, pro-
l to suspect me oi preparing a benefit

for the film making corporations. "They
are having a terrible Btruggle i<> keep alive

1 li i- hard winter. Of course, they cannot
afford to pay fair wages to authors when
their presidents need gasoline and diamonds
as never before Personally, I know
only one moving picture author, though it

is possible that some of my friend- have

corn," quoth Willard Mack, creator of done that kind of authoring and concealed

"Kick In" and "Tiger Rose," "and the hur' it from me. The one I know doesn't need

ol it shall echo down the by-ways of film- your passing the hat for him. He is ex-

cessively prosperous, because hi- father and
he have a monopoly of the fish trade with
the summer boarders at a large resort on
the coast I understand that he became an
author because his tastes lay just as much
with Art as with Fish. He delivers the

latter to the summer people during the day,
but commercialism -tops at sunset; his

nights belong to the crooks, artists with
fancy easels and velvet coats, millionaire

scoundrels, old Virginia families, chloroform

dam I"

The cross-examined twenty-five were

unanimous in the opinion that the wages of

liiin are not sufficient to make the effort

worth while. Picture producers would have
to pay more than publishers—something
"beyond the wildest dreams of avarice," in

the case of Mr. O'Higgins—to lure authors

from work to which they are accustomed,

and which they have found pleasant—but

what they actually offer is a great deal less.

• An idea that, properly developed, would and abduction. When he lugs a sword fish

bring ten thousand dollars for first serial

rights alone." comments Leroy Scott,

known for "No. 13 Washington Square"
and "Partners of the Night." "and twenty-
five or thirty thousand dollars after that,

i worth a thousand dollars to the movies."
( eorge Barr McCutcheon considers himself

fortunate if he receives five thousand dol-

lars from the picture men "on a book that

has brought in thirty or forty thousand

dollars," ami Basil King, author of "The
Wild Olive." "The Inner Shryie." and "The
Street Called Straight." doesn't find enough

: >' in motion picture-, "to make them
worth my while." "The times spent in writ-

ing for motion pictures." says Augustus
Thomas, "can be more creditably and profit-

ably employed elsewhere." "They don't

p. y enough to warrant the effort." joins

Louis Kaufman Anspacher, whose reputa

tion is linked with "The Unchastened
Woman." "The kind of plot that is good
lor the movie would usually be good for

a play, and what's the use giving your first

best for a third best remuneration?" Mark

from the boat, he makes $145 profit on just

that one fish; and, after sitting up with a
scenario until 4 A. M. every night for a
month, he gets $25 for it—sometimes. How-
ever, no one need worry about him; he isn't

thinking of giving up the fish business
!"

Sixteen of the twenty-five writers uncon-
sciously agreed with Julian Street who
joined hands with Mr. Tarkington in "The
Country Cousin," and who is the author
of countless stories, novels and dramatic
pieces, in not believin<_' that there is "a lit-

erary man of any real standing in the Unit-

ed States who considers the movies as
anything but a source of additional reve-.

nue, or a plaything I can make a

good deal more money, besides certainly

getting much more satisfaction and reputa-
tion, by sticking to magazines and books,
with a little dabbling in the theater on the

side. The theater seems to me a nice

plaything. The movies are a plaything

too—but not a nice one." "They are,"

concludes Mr. Scott, "the refuge of the sec-

ond-rater; of the man not big enough to

Swan, collaborator in "Parlor. Bedroom and try elsewhere, or who has tried." In which
Bath," has done pictures since 1011. and
stopped "because I could not get as much
money as I can get writing plays."

"I have never written for motion pic-

tures." says Rex Beach, whose stories not
only would make excellent photoplays, but
have—Thomas Dixon tells me "The Spoil-

ers" is the only work that ever wore out

a negative
—"because up to the present it

has not offered returns as great as writing

Mr. Mack coincides, and to which he adds
"Two thirds of the directors, producers,
stars and scenario editors have been fail-

ures under the acid test of the speaking
? tage. and where a Rolls Royce, an ermine
coat and three dinner rings indicate great
intelligence, we shall always have this chaos.

.... When I discuss it I go 'loco.'

"

Back of this unvaried opinion that pic-

tures don't pay, and bigger. Iks a deep
for the magazines, and is nothing more than distrust of their producers—of their stand-
a by-product of my work." The word "by-
product" is used also by Jesse Lynch Wil-
liams, and others. "Any story which I

could make into an original moving picture

feature," Mr. Beach continues, "would have
the makings of a novel, and. if done in

story form, would have serialization and
book publication. Having obtained the re-

turns from the story in that form its pho-
toplay value would be even greater than if

ards of ethics, and, more especially, of
their standards of merit. "I have never
been approached and offered a free hand
to do something—or anything—that it

would interest me to try." volunteers Mr.
Tarkington. "I'd not feel inclined to com-
pile notes and suggestions for motion pic-

ture producers because what I have seen

of their productions makes me feel that

they would not sympathize with the kind
I had written it as a photoplay of effects that interest me." "I detest the
My relation with photoplay producers was movies I" says Cosmo Hamilton, author of
very unsatisfactory, and led me to go into "Scandal" and "The Blindness of Virtue,"

the business myself in a way which would finding that fact, as does Mr. Kins, "rea-
assure me of more prompt and reliable son enough for not undertaking a task in

royalty accountings My experience the best and most successful visible results

hes gone to show me that any author who
consents to sell his photoplay rights for a
fixed sum is wasting his time Until
the photoplay producers learn that fact, and

of which is nothing to stimulate interest

or ambition." "The movies get worse every
clay," insists Gertrude Atherton. "I shall

be content to receive half for a book I

until they quit hiring hack scenario writers have enjoyed writing what I might get from

Study ipour

silhouette
The way you dress your hair must

be perfectly adapted to the shape

of your face if you would make
the most of your beauty possibil-

ities. The soft light of lustrous hair

is the greatest aid to beauty, it

brings out your best features

—

conceals and softens your less at-

tractive ones.

for the hair

Every woman can have beautiful,

healthy, luxuriant hair. It is entirely

a matter of care. Wash it frequently. Keep
thescalp exquisitely clean with a good shampoo.

Give the hair the invigoration and nourish-

ment it needs through the regular use of a

pure tonic.

In the Q-ban preparations you will find the

complete answer to all hair toilet needs.

Each article is the result of careful study—
scientifically compounded from the purest in-

gredients—designed to nourish and preserve

the hair, make it more abundant, keep it soft,

glossy, and help it retain its natural youth-

ful color.

Study Your Silhouette!
There's an ideal way to

dress the hair for every

type of face. Your shad-

ow picture will reveal

the secret. Our booklet

in every Q-ban package

explains how to get the

best results. We will

gladly mail you a copy

if you 11 write.

The Five Q-bans
Q-ban Toilet and Shampoo Soap - $ .25

Q-ban Liquid Shampoo - .50

Q-ban Hair Tonic - -$.50— 1.00

Q-ban Hair Color Restorer - - .75

Q-ban Depilatory - - - .75

Q-ban preparations are for sale at drug
stores, or wherever toilet goods are sold.

Hessig-Ellis
Chemists

Memphis, Term.

\ou write to advertisers please mention PHOTOrL.VY MAGAZINE.
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The Author's Strike

" It's Easy Now to Have Beautiful Hair "

Tint grayhair
a lovely brown

You cannot afford to be handicapped with gray,

faded, bleached or streaked hair. Business and
society standards demand neatness. Tint your
hair with " Brownatone."

Produces instantly any beautiful natural shade
of light or dark brown or black if preferred and
tints every strand uniformly.

"BROWNATONE"
This safe and harmless preparation is used and

endorsed by thousands of particular women.
Entirely different from so-called "restorers"

and harmful "dyes."

Absolutely Harmless
Does not rub off and defies detection. Easy

to apply—no mixing.

Enclose 10c (for postage and packing) and
get a trial package of "Brownatone" and
interesting booklet free.

All leading druggists sell
" Brownatone."

Two sizes—35c and $1.15. Two colors:

"Light to Medium Brown" and "Dark
Brown to Black." Mention shade desired

when writing or purchasing.

The Kenton Pharmacal Co.
Suite 420, Coppin Bldg.

COVINGTON, KENTUCKY

Crooked Spines

Thousands of
Remarkable Cases -

An old lady, 72 years of ;

;

age, who suffered for many
years and was absolutely
helpless, found relief: Aman
Who was helpless, unable to
rise from his chair, was rid-
ing horseback and playing
tennis within a year. A little

child, paralyzed, was playing
about the house after Wearing

. a Philo Burt Appliance' 3
I .weeks. We have successfully

treated more than 30,000 cases the past 17 years.

$0 Days' Trial
We will prove its value in /

your own case. There is no
reason why you should not ac-
cept our offer. The photographs \
show. how light, cool, elastic / ^ I

-'

and easily adjusted the
Philo Burt Appliance is —
how different from the
old torturous plaster,
leather or steel jackets.
Every sufferer with a

weakened or deformed
spine owes it to himself
to investigate thoroughly.
Price within reach of all.

Sand For Our Free Book
If you will describe the case
it will aid us in Riving you
definite information at once.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.
3 2.9WOdd Fellow* Temple, Jamestown, N.Y.

(Cone

a movie, which would be more or less in

the nature of hack work, and could not

possibly be made artistic—or would not

long remain so after it reached the hands
of the producer!"
Mr. Swan, who likes the writing of pic-

tures and finds it "excellent constructive

practice," voices the general impression that

the film arbiters are not fit judges of good
work—that doing one's best for them would
be "singing for the deaf."

Throughout my correspondence was man-
ifest not only certainty of low standards, but

dread that anything submitted and accepted

would be brought down to them. An au-

thor's chief asset is his reputation; it is

not pleasant or profitable to lose that repu-

tation through bad work you didn't do.

Rachel Crothers, whose charm is the deli-

cacy, the tender pathos and light humor of

her writing, as instanced in "The Three of

Us" and "Old Lady 31," fashioned "but one

story for the movies, and withdrew that

because it was so badly produced." Several

of Mr. Hamilton's books have been done,

but he went to see the result in only one
instance and has "barely recovered." This

experience appears- to have been common.
"One play that I helped to write for the

stage," Mr. O'Higgins declares, "I have seen

on the screen. There were others, but I

never went to see them. One was enough.

It had been a comedy. It was made into a

silly, stupid, dull and tawdry melodrama,
without a spark of intelligence in any part

of it." Mr. King is not "troubled with

suggestions and alterations from editors as

I understand one is harassed in the motion
picture business," and Mr. Williams, who,
in the same way, had found his talent and
skill sufficient and satisfactory in other

markets, doesnt' care to take chances where
"others change your story, who are not ex-

perts at telling stories, and without your
permission." The first and last pleasant

word came from Rupert Hughes, who had
found "unfailing courtesy," but the force of

that word was tempered by the admission

that "I've done no real work for the mov-
ies, except that one serial. I'd never do an-

other!"
Gosh

!

I felt like the bar-room bully who picks

a fight with a demi-tasse young man and
finds he has hit Battling Burke, the Boxing
Bantam. "A sympathetic strike?" Yes; if

you'd describe the late disturbance in Eur-

ope as a fracas! Here was something far

more important than a trade row; some-
thing that, no matter how it concerned the

authors and film manufacturers, more inti-

mately concerned the millions of "movie
fans." And the millions beside who would
be "fans" when the mercury got high

enough. Here, at the very least, was sweep-
ing criticism from experts; from posse>sor-

of the best brains and the best training.

Quite plainly, that "factory" was turning

out third-rale stuff, and, equally plainly,

because it was getting no help from produ-
cers of first-rale stuff. The cinema, a ma-
chine of limitless possibilities promising

revolution, promising to popularize good fic-

tion, promising a tremendous and beneficent

influence, had developed only as the sup-

planter of messenger-boy literature and din-

ing-room-girl drama. It might have been

—

li might In-— It was sure to be— "Event-
ually ; why not now ?"

When you have work and men. you've
only to get the two together to make
workmen. Authors, plus need of authors,

didn't seem a difficult problem. I put on

my William-Jennings-Brvan, and slipped

past the General Office Boy, and the Gen-
eral Telephone Girl to my favorite General

Director. He was sitting in his mahogany-
furnished throne-room, with new-art cus-

ludedj

pidors and typewriters from Tiffany, push-
ing his tired brain and nine electric buttons
in an heroic effort to improve pictures by
making sure of quotation marks in a cap-
tion. "More muck-raking!" he exclaimed,
when I mentioned a potential magazine ar-

ticle. ".Why in Kansas City can't you
write something constructive? .... Well,
for O. Henry's sake, don't say : 'Poor
movies! They can't afford the best!' We're
willing to pay a thousand dollars for big
scenarios, and we can't get 'em. Sent out
sixty letters to authors the other day, and
not one reply! There aren't a dozen of 'em
in this country making ten thousand dol-

lars a year, and yet they overlook an op-
portunity like that ! For just a brief sketch
of a story! .... Well, we should worry!
"Your scratch-pad fraternity gives me that

tired feeling! You won't learn the business,

but you expect to get a St. Louis of a lot

of money for dabbling ! Why should we
pay huge prices while you learn? Does
anybody else pay apprentices? We're com-
pelled to employ a staff of high-priced ex-

perts to go over your work ! What do you
care? Authors have no real interest in this

job! A photoplay's something they expect

to toss off in half a day ! Write that in

your article! Or, better still, don't write

anything! If you can't boost, don't knock!
Anyway, no magazine connected with pic-

tures will let you say what you want to

say ! They're after stuff that's construc-

tive!"

Xoah Webster's justly-celebrated volume
defines "constructive" as "tending toward
or resulting in positive conclusions." That

.

however, is not the idea current where ari

is on sale at the box office. The editor of

a motion picture paper, which boasts, in

large type, "No favorable reviews of poor
pictures," recently warned his critics against

anything but "constructive writing: praise

everything." There you have the true the-

atrical interpretation. A good doctor says

"doing well" until the patient dies. To
wake the inmate, when his home is burn-

ing, is to destroy sleep. In a hopeless

minority, I train with Webster. To me
the best distinction was made by Chapin,
when he wrote "not destruction but con-

struction; not only the removal of a thing.

but the substitution of something better."

Unless you are an originator. I don't see

how you can erect without first tearing

down. It never has seemed to me possible

to suggest making things right without in-

timating that they are wrong. Lincoln

must have destroyed one or two institu-

tions in the South, else there could have
been no itrconst ruction Period.

To me. the muck-rake is a great building

tool. Without pretending omniscience, if I

can make the film men to what they are

overlooking, show them that authors are

not speaking to the movies, even at the

risk of intimating that the movies are not

occupying the position they might be if

authors were, I shall be performing a serv-

ice. If I can put the Directors General in

the way of recruiting these authors. I shall

be doing the most constructive work ever

accomplished in this field. Booth Tarking-

ton declares "it is beyond my imaginings to

conceive the picture people getting your

idea." But—"sixty letters to authors, and
not one reply!" At any rate, I can save

'em postage

!

"We should worry." Who else? If you
sold watches, and no reputable watch-maker
would make 'em for you, being plcasantlv

and profitably occupied elsewhere, would

you say: "these fellows had better do

something 2
"

MR. POLLOCK'S SECOND ARTICLE
WILL APPEAR IX THE MAY ISSUF OF
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

Every In PHOTOPLAY. MACAZrVE Is guaranteed.
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ound Charlie
Chaplin

(Continued from page ~i

)

"Pictures."

"You don't ifll me!"
"Yes Kessi 1 and Baumann aren't lai

..i all. Tiny produce motion pictures The)

want me to go to Los Vngeles and join their

Keystone Players
"

The next day he p.iul another visit to

\.uk, and this time he emerged with -\ one

yeai contract, to play at Keystone during a

twelvemonth at just twice the salary he had

been receiving from the Karno company. The

rontract was not to take effect, however, until

Mr Chaplin finished liis Karno bookings, at

Kansas City.

The intervening months were busy ones for

Mr Chaplin. Hi- never failed to take ad-

vantage of every possible opportunity to see

pictures on the screen He studied the

players and analyzed the plays. He says,

now, that he was desirous not so much of

learning what to do a< what not to do.

Once again let me rc-ort to another mind

timely expression:

"When we come to do for the last

time that which we have many time-

done, it is with a bit of sorrow that we
take up our task."

It was with no particular happiness that

Mr. Chaplin hade farewell to the vaudeville

Stage in the Empress theatre. Kansas City.

on the night of Nov. 30th, 101,?. He had
been modestly hut uniformly successful in the

theatre; it was his held of work by in-

heritance; there were all his associates, his

friends, his dreams since childhood. He was
going to a wide arena of which he had
thought much but knew nothing. Was he

wise in leaving a vocation he had already

mastered?
During his first weeks at Keystone he was

very unhappy. He contemplated a disap-

pearance on several occasions.

It is not surprising that Chaplin was at

first a misfit. Hired to be a comedian in a

whole lotful of comedians, his employers had
to learn that here was an individual, one
whose work not only stood alone, but was
like no other man's.

Having been internationally voted an artist

in pantomime and by-play he was grieved

to find himself cast as one of many police-

men, running behind tireless automobiles. He
remonstrated with his director:

"Why make me do these things, when you
can get a five-dollar man to do them as

well ?"

They told Mr. Chaplin that his slow way
of working and his peculiar smile ate up too
much film, and that his work as a whole was
not what Keystone wanted.

Bitterly disappointed, he asked them to
call a halt, that his contentions might be
properly threshed out. He demanded per-
mission to write and direct his own produc-
tions, having fully decided that if they re-
fused, he would return to vaudeville. But the
permission was given him—and the world
knows the rest.

Here are two thoughts in Charlie Chaplin's
philosophy of comedy which I think are
distinctly worth rememberine

:

When a scene presents a natural situation,
suggestine laughter, the laugh belongs to the
people in the audience, and they take it.

When a mechanical prop is resorted to. ii

may or it may not afford humor—but what
is the general result? The laugh belongs to
the operator of the prop, and the. audience
.usually leaves it to him to do the laughimr.
But first and over all: every foot of film
that carries the action of Charlie Chaplin
shows a prime fact : that he alwaj-s remem-
bers to be natural.
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Free for the First Time
BarkerVChicago — The Blue Book of Style
Ask for it quickly and receive a complimentary copy of this famous stylo

authority. This is only a limited edition. A note from you on the back of a
post card, before it's too late, is enough. Our edition is limited.

Opening its pages is like step-
ping into the smartest shop in Amer-
ica. But there is this difference; the
prices are very moderate no more
than ordinary clothes cost.

The styles are truly enticing
modes — the kind that really good
dressers hunt high and low to find.

Whether you ever buy from it or
not, you'll gather from its pages
many new and splendid ideas about
the season's fashions.

You will delight in itscomplete-
ness-for it is a big, thick book and
showsexactlynine hundred and nine-
ty-nine different articles of women's
wearing apparel— footwear to milli-

nery.

Free Delivery Anywhere

Shop in Chicago

Smart Wearing Apparel
That Every Woman Loves

We spare no expense in searching out beau-
tiful styles and creating our own new designs. We
huilil sample garments of everything regardless of eo
down to the tiniest bits of underwear. We employ the coun-
try? heel and fashion artists for this purp<<
accounts for the smartness and unusual charm in allonrc

Then the most practical experts duplicate
these superb samples for about one-fifth the original.
That's the real secret of our business—the true art in

making. In the end, none but an insider can tell garment
from garment.

A Shop Only for Women
We sell nothing but women's wear—from
footwear to millinery. Dealing with women exclus-
ively, we have learned what th< y demand inclothl
A beautiful style is often marred by unsightly finish — poor
linings and shoddy buttons. So we make it a point to always
put a little more care into such things, than is usual. We
know from long experience that it pays. Good dressers ex-
amine such things first.

So don't think of the Blue Book of Style as just an
ordinary catalog -of ordinary fashions. Don't think you will
not find in it things that are good enough or styles above your
means. It is for everyone.

AH the Risk is Ours
Free Delivery to Your Home

R?st assured on this point:We will never allow you to
even he slightly displeased with anything you ever select from
us. AM purchases are delivered free, right into your home—no
express or postage to pay. If you don't like them, that <

absolutely. There will be no letter writing back and forth ami
you don't need to furnish us with any explanation. You simply
return such articles at our expense—we refund immediately,
every penny you have paid us. This is a positive guarantee.

We give as reference the Corn Exchange National Bank of
Chicago—one of the greatest banks in America.
When you ask for the Blue Book of Style. Photoplay re-
quests that you mention it in writing to Barker's—Chicago

Ma i'
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Card
Today BARKERSCHICAGO

No
Other
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Makes the Complexion
Beautiful, Soft and Velvety
Money back if not entirely pleased.
Xadine is pare and harmless. Adheres until
Hashed off. Prevents sunburn and return of
discolorations. A million delighted tistrs prove
its value. Popular tints: Flesh. Pink, Bru-
nette. White. 50c. by toilet counters or mail.

National Toilet Company, DeplCP.Paris.Tenn., U.S.A.

V2 PRICE $2.§o

SEND NO MONEY
IF YOU CAN TELL IT
FROM A GENUINE DIA-
MOND, SEND IT BACK
To prove to vou that our blue-
white MEXICAN DIAMI >ND
closely resembles the finest

rename South African Diamond, with same DAZZL1 M.
K UNBOW-HUED H1UI.1.I AMY (guaranteed -" -n>.).
we »i!l send above Ladles' Tiffany Style Bins with one
carat gem (Catalogue price S4.HM for Half-Price to In-
troduce, Ml. ."><>; or same think-, but <ient>' Heavy Tooth
Belcher Bins (Catalogue price $6,261 for 83 10. Hi
lugs are our Enest I2kt, gold filled quality. Mexici
in..mis are.GUARANTEED 20 YEAK& SEND no
money. Simply dip out this advertisement and we will
ship by mail O.O.D If not en tire I;, pleased r. turn within
TWO DAYS for monc) hack lees actual ha ml link' .1
Give size Act quick. Offer limited. <>ni
tomer. Catalogue KltElL AGENTS WAN!
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMl'OKTIX; CO.

CB2 LAS CRUCES. N. HEX.
-

.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Keep the complete outfit
and use it for 30 days. -Set it

up and sleep in it. Treat it just
the same as if you owned it.

After a month, if you wish to
return it, no explanations or
apologies are necessary. That's
the way with everything here.
And this is only one out of 8000
bargains from our new free book.

Let Us Loan You
This Bed -Spring -Mattress
Send Only One Dollar Enclose this small—^—^-^^^—^^— deposit in a plain
letter. That is all that is necessary. If you finally
decide that the outfit is not wanted, this trifling
deposit will be returned to you immediately; also all
freight charges and hauling expease.

Sturdy Steel Bed—New Colonial design in popular
continuous post style. Standard full size, measuring
4 ft. 6 in. wide. The posts are 1)4 in. thick. Five H in,
filling rods are set into the too and lower rails with
strong steel husks. Stands 53% in. at bead end and
37M in. at foot.

Colors— Pure white or popular all gold Vernis
Martin finish.

Guaranteed Spring—Splendidly made, unusually
strong and will not sag. Angle link fabric Becured
to corners with steel bands. Fastened to angle steel
frame with 27 coil springs. Fits bed.

Restwell Mattress—Filled with best combed excel-
sior, overlaid with clean, fine cotton on top and sides,
closely tufted and firmly stitched. Best grade ticking.
Order by

N/i DDC17Q All three pieces, bed, $1QC|£11U. AUU1I7 spring and mattress, «pi%/.*7*J

Free Dollar Book
of 8000 Furniture Bargains

—Year to Pay—
Send for our newest and biggest book, and
judge its display simply for value. Quality and
beauty. Think about the credit part only as an ex-
tra advantage. About 8000 articles are pictured and
described. Everything is shown big. Many thing3
like carpets, rugs, linoleums, etc., are printed in
their real colors.

Nothing for the home is left out or forgotten.
You can get a wringer or stew pan just the same as
a beautiful davenport— or handsome silverware. It is
twice the usual Bize, covering 11x15 inches. It costs
us with the mailing, about $1.00 a copy. To you it is

free. All you have to do is ask for it.

Pay Little By Little as You
Get Your Money

A credit certificatewill come with our Bargain
Book, opening your account. You won't ever need to
ask for credit. We have arranged all that in advance.

Just tell us to send anything at all the same
way we have told you about the outfit on this page.
There can never be any embarrassment. There is no
red tape here. We never write your friends, em-
ployers or neighbors. We haven't any collectors.

5Pi§2Sl.MaOernG
1212 West 35th St., Chicago

The Story of My Life

'POPULARITY FOLLOWS THEP

j&UKLLLELB % J
k
"

If you piny qunint. drenmy Hawaiian // .<
music i.r uit,»t „„nit».m tlir Ilk.iUI.- U*^T _
.-.in will!,,, wanted everywhere. Wo jf '

tonoli brmnil 20 wimple lessons:
1 sflve you i'i iiK'ouuiii,. Ilnwai-

„|„ Ukulele. mUNie.overvlhinir
:

V\ —no extras. Auk u.s to wend
,

J
the Htory of Hawaiian music. -,

I
;

' 1 You will l„vo H. Nool.liKiition "V
L J -:,i,:„>lut,iy free.

LiH Tht Hawaiian Institute of Music *
1400 Bro.idw.tv.Suilt! 1004 Nri> York ~

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because twas Deal and

8
hid Iliad Noises

lor over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Ear

Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,

and will do it lor you. They are Tiny Megaphones.

Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness

is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or

Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comlorts. In-

expensive. Write lor Booklet and my »»orn
statement Ess how I recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
Suite 123 70 5th Avenue New York City

(Concluded

that this rather hindered than helped me,
for in the movies, one must not think of

an audience at all. One must hypnotize
oneself into the belief that, for the time
being, you are the person you are portray-

ing, and that the other characters playing

with you are every whit as real as you are.

If you can convince yourself of that, and
of the actuality of your simulated joys,

sorrows, regrets, doubts, madnesses and pas-

sions, you will surely convince your audi-

ences."

Not only because of the adjustment of

my work, do I consider these days the
happiest of my life, but also because in

Mr. Tellegen I have found the fairy prince

every girl dreams of almost as soon as she
is old enough to play with dolls. Mr. Tel-
legen and I have many interests in com-
mon, and that, I believe is the basis of our
successful marriage—a perfect comrade-ship.
We are both interested in the theatre, but

fortunately in different branches of it. Mr.
Tellegen loves the opera, and he attends
every one of my performances at the Metro-
politan whenever he is not playing himself,

and when he was playing in "Blind
Youth" in New York last season (he is tour-
ing the country in the same play this year).
I believe Tattended his performances at least

twenty times. So, you see we enjoy each
other's work without the least feeling of

jealousy. We are interested in the same
things, Mr. Tellegen paints and writes and
sculptures, and I like to watch him and
talk with him about his work.
Mr. Tellegen and I spent last summer in

Buffato Bill's country—Wyoming—where
"The Hell Cat" was being filmed. We had
some thrilling adventures—slept on hard, un-
comfortable beds, ate badly cooked food,

but we did not mind, for we rode horses
like cow-boys, witnessed sunrises and sun-
sets—and completely forgot all the harassing
details which civilization inflicts.

The past season has been a notable one
for me (as it must have been for many other
singers, I am sure) because my gift of song
has been put to another use besiae trie usual

one of giving pleasure. I like to feel that

the many times I have sung at patriotic fes-

tivals and Liberty Loan occasions have
helped, just a small, wee bit, to win the war.

I also realize that when I am singing at

the Metropolitan, I cannot see my friends as

often as I should like—cannot have tea with
them, attend theatre parties and dances, etc.

And since I naturally like people and inter-

com page 54)
course with my kind, this is often hard.

But the sacrifice has its compensation.
When I am playing to an audience of three

thousand or more, I get over the footlights

from them as much—in fact much more

—

humanity—than I could if I had tea with
my dearest friends. In fact, I get the very
essence of human contact, by reason of its

concentrative force, it becomes almost di-

vine. The moment the curtain rises (either

in the motion picture theatre, the spoken
stage, or in the opera) the people gathered
voluntarily, and intentionally are prepared
to receive something from me and to give

me something in return. Therefore, though
shut out from many forms of intimate

intercourse with humanity, the artist gets

in a higher degree a more sensi-

tized compensation—a less mediocre one
For in the former case, the artist would have
exhausted himself upon three or four peo-

ple, who perhaps were not at all attuned
to what he had to give them, and who per-

haps had nothing to give in return. In

private life, unless one has the good fortune

to always come in contact with genius

—

which, we must admit, does not often hap-
pen—one is apt to exhaust one's vitality

upon futile intercourse.

People talk about a great personality

—

little realizing, no doubt that they who pos-

sess this almost omnipotent attribute, have
to feed the source of that magnetism all the

time, like a furnace fire. It is like tending

any flame; it must never be allowed to die.

Sarah Bernhardt, the greatest example we
can point to of personality, has kept her

flame burning brightly these many years

because she puts into it everything that

counts. She will keep refurnishing that life

force until she dies because she has a brain

which she has trained to be creative; she

has so organized her life that whether at

work or play, she absorbs food to feed this

flame with every bit of her being.

It is needless to say that the most glori-

ous feeling in the world is in the joy of

making this personality felt. In my own
case, I say, that almost greater than the joy

of making my personality felt, is the pleas-

ure from the realization that the screen per-

petuates my personality. And because of this

indelible register, I have always tried, while

appearing before the cameras, to work in

greatest sincerity, so that what the cam-

era may hold for coming eyes to see will be

an accurate record of the art—if art there

be—of Geraldine Farrar.

Extry! Great Hollywood Disaster!

low sparrows, kicked about by nervous
mothers of indifferent children.

But what I started out to say was that I

appreciate your efforts in trying to help us

and won't you please tell your Teddy that

we lament his misfortune, and that we hope
and believe he will continue to bear up and
live, in some strengthening philosophy, to a

fine old age. Tell him to remember that

there are far worse things for a Teddy Bear
to lose than an arm or a leg, and that one
of these things is the faithful friendship of

little girls. But. of course, he knows that.

With all good wishes,

Leigh Metcalfe.
* * * *

Our original idea was to publish just a

page about Virginia's life. But as teddy

bears are far more important to such little

girls than their own life-stories, we thought

you'd be interested. Virginia's mamma,
however, has given us the following data :

Although she did not become conspicuous

in her screen work until "Jack and the Bean-
stalk" fame. Virginia made her debut into

(Concluded from page jj)

pictures long before that. For Balboa she

appeared in a picture, during the days when
she and "Little Mary Sunshine" were next-

door neighbors. After some incidental work
at Balboa she went? over to Universal. Then,

later on, came "Jack and the Beanstalk"

—

in the fall of 1016. It was a great picture

for Virginia in which she climbed far, only,

unlike Jack, she did not find any terrible

giants at the top to terrify her. She is

happy and secure in stardom.

After "Jack and the Beanstalk" came

further vehicles: "Babes in the Woods."
"Treasure Island," "Aladdin and the Won-
derful Lamp" and "The Mikado."
"Then came 'Fan Fan.' " declares Virginia

herself. "That was the hardest of all, for I

was supposed to be a Japanese beauty."

(Please get that subtle modesty.)

"I am studying classic dancing, the uke-

lele and French and Spanish." she add-.

Later on. she says she wants to go onto the

stage—with her sister Ruth, who is ten

yens old as contrasted to Virginia's six

years.
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PRINCKSS TOKIO presents to

the women of America a new-

way to remove wrinkles and
blemishes— THE ORIENTAL WAV
No masks, no plasters, no massage, no
exercise, do rollers. This now. scientific
treatment is simply marvelous. The
lovely little women of the Orient have
known these Becrets foi hundreds of
mars .is they have been handed down
Fromone generation to.mot her. The Jap-
anese women are famous tor the beauty
of their complexions and these same

Lovely, Soft, Velvety Skins It',

which nature lias adorned with the tints
of the rose are now within the r.

any woman who will follow the simple
rules which are to be found in the Prin-
cess Tokio Beauty liook. which we will
send FREE to any woman who will write
for it. Princess Tokio does not ask you
to wait a long time lor results only

A Few Days—and Lo! All
Wrinkles and Blemishes are Gone
You use this treatment in the privacy

HI room in your home. Just a few
moments at a time. The results will
amaze and delight you. We ask you to
send right now for the

CDC 17 princess TOKIO
rrVlLH BEAUTY BOOK
It will prove to you how quickly all
wrinkles and blemishes may be removed.
Under my treatment they simply vanish.
You will look years younger |
and more charming. Don't
waste a single day. Write
at once, and the book will

go to you in a plain, sealed
wrapper. Address,

PRINCESS TOKIO CO.
159 N. State St., Dept. 432

CHICAGO, ILL.

m

m
fashion sat/s
the use or

is necessary so lon& as
sleeveless feowns and sheer fabrics I

sleeves are worn. It assists freedom of move-
ment, unhampered grace, modest elegance and
correct style. That is why

"they all use Delatone"
Delatone is an old and -well known scien-

tific preparation for the
quick, safe and certain
removal of hairy
growths, no matter how
thick or stubborn. After
application the skin is

clear, firm and hairless,

with no pain or discol-

_ oration.

fa1^' Hill V I Ta Beauty specialists recom-
mend Delatone for
removal of objectionable
hair from face, neck or
arms.

Druggists sell Delatone;
or an original 1 oz. Jar
will be mailed to any
address on receipt of
SI by

The Sheffield pharmacal Co.,,
Dept. HV.. 339 S.Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111. <S&

SEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE

ILLUSTRATED
By W1NFIELD SCOTT HALL. M.D.. Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and
Every young woman should know

<C 1 f\(\ What every young hushand and
•*p 1. m\J\J Every young wife should know

Postpaid What every parent should know
Mailed in plain Cloth binding — 320 pages — many illustrations

wrapper Table of contents and commendations on request

American Pub. Co., 430 Winston Bldg.. Philadelphia

begin to rumble In Uu morning, now dis-

covered tli.it Tile had gone to Carlton'a t<>

stay, and jumped t<> the conclusion thai his

lost daughter was found, As reports con

tinned to exaggerate the amounl oi Tilt

windfall, Sinclair thawed more visibly. He
grew positively genial and told bis chauf-

feur to drive to Carlton
\i Carlton's, Ethel, still .it her breal

heard a voice .it the door, and a minute
later threw her arm- around Iter sister.

Nora's face was wreathed in smiles, "Von
lucky uirl!" she cried "To have every-

thing come out like this. How much money
did Fred tome into? Tell me all about it.

Why didn't you let me know before the

newspapers? Why, what in the world

is the matter?" for Ethel, after one glance

at the paper, had waved Iter away as if suf-

focated, and burst into tear-.

A door closed; Ethel heard Tile coming

from his room. Stilling her sobs, sh<

grasped Nora's wrist and pulled her into her

bedroom. Tile picked up the morning pa-

per and became absorbed in the stock re-

ports. Turning the paper over slowly, hi?

eye was caught by the flamboyant account

of his own elopement with the "daughter

of Sinclair, the rubber king." The door

opened and Carlton, all abeam, entered.

"You sly old dog," was his hilarious greet-

ing. "You might have invited me as you
were eloping to my house. Where is she?''

Mutely Tile walked to Ethel's door and
knocked. She emerged, red-eyed.

"Why didn't you tell me?" beamed Carl-

ton. "We might have pulled off—ahem,
something double," with a glance at Nora.

Ethel dropped weakly into a chair. Tile.

with a sick look replied : "We couldn't

ask you to the wedding—we're not mar-
ried !"

It was Carlton's turn to look dumb-
founded. ' Then his face gerw red. "You
—you, why you infernal scoundrel, what
do you mean? In my house—why, yotl

—

"

There was another ring at the bell. The
four in the sitting room were frozen mo-
tionless as Sinclair, paterfamilias, entered.

"Bless you, my children," he beamed,
bending to kiss Ethel who. by a desperate

effort, had regained her self control. "I've

always liked you, Tile,"' extending his hand.

"I'm going out now and buy you the finest

1 resent in New York."
Radiating beams like a polished silver tea-

pot, he bustled away. Tile looked at Ethel;

then both looked in the direction of the fire

place where stood Xora and Carlton.

Carlton broke the silence. "There's only

one way out of this. You must get mar-
ried before Ethel's father gets back. I'll get

friend Judge X."
The incarnation of hopeless tragedy, Tile

beckoned to Carlton to come to his side.

Nora went over to her sister, put her arms
around her and they both went back into

the bedroom. Tile whispered hoarsely to

Carlton, "I can't get married. I'm mixed
up with a woman."

Carlton's eyebrows went up, but he re-

turned confidently : "I'll fix that up, all

right." Then he bustled away.
There came from below the sharp peal

of the bell. Then the sound of voices in ar-

gument ; then a thud of some heavy body
striking the floor. Hasty steps on the stairs,

and the sitting room door flew open and a

woman, carrying a hand satchel, burst in.

Extending her arms, she made straight for

Tile. "Embrace me, husband." she cried.

The Bride gave an approving glance about
her. "We shall be very happy here, Fred-
erick. And so will our children ; I have six.

you know."

BUY
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Ring consisting of
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Bel in tii'W style.
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like a $350 Soitaire.
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Ke'l Cameo, 1 fine Dia-
-mond. $20.00
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16 fine Diamonds
S175.0O
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Buy Today—Ten Months to Pay
SWEET DIAMONDS

ore highest quality, blue-white, perfect-cot gem-.
Ever] Diamond guaranteed for Quality and Value.

SWEET'S Ten-Payment Plan
Benton approval al our expense. Examine, if

Batisned, payonlyone-fifththepurchase prici

ri -t in ten equal monthly payments. YOUR CREDIT
I- GOOD WITH THE HOUSE OF SWEET NO
RED TAPE NO DKL.W Absolutely Confidential.

SWEET'S Money-Back Guarantee
protects yon in every way. Any mom-;, you may liave

deposited will be promptly refunded if yon are not
entirely satisfied.

Our V/i% Profit Sharing Exchange Plan

applies to all exchanges of SWEET DIA.MOMiS.
We share our profits with our costomera by allowing
them a yearly increase of 7! percent more I b

on all Diamond- exchanged for more expensiveones.
Anp rorC ratal/in contains over J5no pi'
uur i Ktt taiaiou

Glads, Cameras, and Phonographs. Writ.- now to Dapt. 429-J.

liacount allowed on all cash transactions.

L.W. Sweet& Company,.™.
2-4 Maiden Lane, Dept. 429-J, New York City
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The ever increnshia host of

of admirer* of th in p'>i>>>lar

actress will be interested

in her ciidorsrmcnt of the

Star Vibrator. Do wo
need to nay—her name is

Betty Blythe

A Beautiful Complexion
Just a few minutes use each day of the
Star Electrical Vibrator will promote a
clear, healthy complexion, free from black-
heads, eruptions and wrinkles. Results
are permanent.

Worn Out Nerves
Can be wonderfully rested with just a few
minutes' electrical massage. Far more
effective than drugs in relieving headaches
and overworked nerves.

Aches and Pains
No matter what the cause may be, elec-
trical massage brings relief and relaxation.
Sufferers from rheumatism and insomnia
will find the Star Vibrator invaluable.

Guaranteed to do all thai we claim. S-ld on a ten-day

trial basis. Your money refunded If you are not satisfied.

itor fi's any ordinary lamp
i be used on all /lltcrtial-

It is not adapted to Direct current used

NntV The Star Vibr
iVCUtT. socket and d
in the bus ctions of some large cities.

.—use the Vibrator
10 days and if

not satisfied return it and we will refund your money.

Send $5. 00 today
not satisfied return it and we will rem

THE FITZGERALD MFG. CO.
37 Railroad Square Torrington, Conn.
NOTICE TOSAtESMEN AND DEALERS: We havea veryatlractive
offer for dealers .ind tor salesmen calling on the trade.
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Makes
stubborn

hair easy

to comb,

neat and
attractive

Miss Betty Parker Jay Dillon

Featured in Jack Norworth's "Odds and Ends"

Adopted by-Screen-Stage-Society
Because Hair-Dress will make the most stubborn hairstay the
way you comb Itand retain a smooth, dressy appearance the en-
tire evening. With Hair- Dress yon can comb your hair any
f.ishion.il.lc sivlc -straight back—any way you want it. Hair-
Dre^s will also give to your hair that beautiful lustre so much
in vogue with men and women of the stage, the screen and
society. Is harmless and acts as an excellent tonic.

Send for Trial Jar iTttft"",^
l.ivs. If it isn't just what you have been looking for—send

i( back. Your money will be cheerfully returned to you.
Send United St.ncs stamps, coin or money order, Yourjarof
delicately scented! Kroiisoless Hair-Dress will be promptly
mailed postpaid. Send fortius wonderfultoilet necessity today.

Send $1.00 for Three Months' Supply.

HAIR-DRESS CO., Dept.44,4652 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago

IflUblG In Your Home FREE
By the Oldsst and Most Reliable School of Music

in America — Established 1895
Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, Etc.

m B:£ i
boo «vn /uowt TUuau. MU ifuj quufci^

Beginners or advanced players, One lesson weekly, [litis-

nations make everything plain. Only expense about 2a
per ilny to cover cost of postage and music ased. Write
for Free booklet which explains everything i" full.

American School of Music, 68 Lakeside Bld£., Chicago

Here Comes
Bride
(Concluded)

tlie

The chug chug of a motor sounded out-

side. Sinclair was returning. In despera-

tion, Tile seized his bride, dragged her from
the room, and pulled her, struggling, step

by step to his own room, where he thrust

her in and locked the door. With beads

of cold moisture on his brow, he returned

just in time to greet Sinclair, a jewel box
and an envelope in his hands. Hearing his

voice, Nora and Ethel came out of Ethel'=

room. The envelope Sinclair handed to Tile

with "You'll agree that I'm a very good fa-

ther-in-law. Here's a check for you and a

string of pearls for my girl."

At this juncture Carlton entered accom-
panied by Judge X—the same man who
had married Tile the previous afternoon.

"Where is the couple I am to marry?''

queried the Judge. Tile pointed to Carlton

and Nora. Sinclair shook his head. "Your
work was done yesterday when you mar-
ried my daughter Ethel to Mr. Tile."

The Judge looked puzzled. "I married
Mr. Tile, but I don't recognize—

"

There came furious sounds of pounding.

Tile shivered. "What in the world is that

noise" demanded Sinclair. He darted from
the room, followed the direction of the

sound, and turned the key, which Tile had
left sticking in the door.

The Bride bounced past him furiously,

and rushed into the group in the room.
"Ah," remarked the Judge. "Here comes

the Bride."

In the general uproar that followed, Tile

crawled into Ethel's bedroom.
Pulling two sheets from the bed, he twist-

ed them into a rope and tied one end
around his neck.

On the other side of the door, the situa-

tion was growing clear. "Where's Benson?"
roared Carlton. "He got Fred into this."

He stepped to the telephone.

Lawyer Benson, in his office, wa"s listen-

ing meanwhile to the words of a hard-look-
ing man. As the man finished speaking,

Benson snatched his hat and the two rushed
from the office.

Tile had attempted to hang himself but
the electric light fixture tore out from the

wall and for a few moments thereafter he
sat stupidly on the floor, contemplating the

relic of his instrument of death. Finally

hearing the noise outside, he opened the

door and peered out. Carlton had got the
Bride out of the room and Ethel was alone.

She saw Tile and ran to him sobbing:
"Oh, Fred, don't try to kill yourself, my

(iear! I forgive you everything."

Sinclair grew purple. The Bride, es-

caping from Carlton, rushed to Tile's res-

ue and pushed Sinclair and Ethel violently

away.
"Just a minute, there

!"

Simultaneously they all turned, to see

Henson, accompanied by a hard-looking
man. Benson pointed his linger at the Bride.

"How dared you tell me that you were a
w idow?"
"So I am—" She caught sight of the

hard-looking man. With entire impartiality,

she rushed over and clasped him in her
arms. "Oh, Jimmie, are you out again?
[ thought it was for life this time. I had
to have some one to love me!"
Benson turned to Tile. "You're to be

congratulated. Three months, and I'll have
\ on out of this."

There was complete silence for several

minutes, then one by one, with faces ex-

pressing beatific relief, the assembled com-
pany tiled out—all except Ethel and Tile.

She came ami sal on her lover's knee, work-
ing at the knots in the sheet still twisted
around his neck.

"Three whole months!" she murmured.

(Trad. Mark Rag. U. S. Pat. 05.)

The Handmaiden to Lily-While Hands

Make your hands beautiful,

white, velvety tonight.

No manicure complete without LILA,
for the entire hand.

LILA is peculiarly adapted for beautify-

ing and whitening the hands, arms and

neck. Its effect is marvellous and in-
stantaneous.

LILA is a pure, antiseptic Cream Lotion.

50* Sent postpaid upon receipt

of price. Made only by the

LASHBROW LABORATORIES CO.
17 Preston Pl»ce St. Loub, U. S. A. i

ARE

YOU

STRONGFORT
Th© Perfoct Man

SLIPPING?
Are you losing your grip—rour ability to
DO things, to make any progress in your
business or even to make good in your pres-
ent position ? If you wake up in the morn-
ing tired before you begin the day, with
your back aching, your digestion out of
order, your nerves frazzled, your brain
befogged, don't let yours*If slip any fttr-
ther : there's no toboggan slide so rapid
as the rond down to chronic ill health and
the consequent loss of all enjoyment in life.

GET A GRIP ON YOURSELF
Don't wait a single day before taking steps
to rid yourself of the ailments or bad habits
that will be millstones about your necks as
long as you live, if you don ' t free yourself
from them. When a man is on the limited
for the scrap heap, every day counts : what
is easy today will be a heap harder tomor-
row, almost impossible if vou wait too long.

YOU CAN DO rr
You can have renewed vitality; health.
strength, energy, all that makes life worth
living, if vou throw away all druggist's dope
and take hold of yourself in the right way.

ILL SHOW YOU HOW
I have shown the way out to thousands of

men who knew they were losing their grin on things through
indigestion, constipation, biliousness ana other ailments; I have
shown them how to gam the energy and strength of will to
break off bad habits they knew Were undermining their consti-
tutions, how to build up and strengthen their vital organs,
develop their muscles, and make bve, active, red-blooded,

- ;ful MKN Of themselves agair
M

rself~what they did for themselves, in a simple. "easy.
natural way. Send for a copy-IT'S FREE. BaefatM three fee

stamps to cover postage and packingand 1
' 11 mail it to you at once.

LIONELSTRONGFORT
if and He,

851 Park Building Newark, N. J.

Buys
0100 _,"".'

at) USemem to mount all kodak
'
pictures. post carrls.dippirt£$ in albums

Round, Oval, Fkncr and Heart
ray. septa, and red ffummeo paper.

. in them on corners of pictures, liien wet and stick
QtnCK-EASY-ARTISTIC. No muss, no fuss. At photo

supply. druffuidatat'y stores. lOaJinnirs full pkc. snd sam-
ples from Engel Mfg. Co., D,pt. 80-1456 Leland, CHICAGO

Train for Nursing—NOW!
The war is responsible for a scarcity ot nurses in hospitals— their regular nurses are going to ihc front. Demand [or

nurses now greater than the supply. This is your
golden opportunity to become a trained nurse and easily se-

cure a tine position at $**0 to $30 per week. You can quickly
master our Special Training Course during your spare time
at home and receive diploma approved by l^st doctors. Easv
term-;. Hospital experience given if desred. We help you
find employment. Write at once for catalog. State age.

AMERICAN TRA INING SCHOOL Dcpt B. 1555 N. U Salle Si .. CHICAGO

Kill The Hah Root
My method is the onlv way to prevent the hair from growingagain-
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today,

enclosing ; stamps. We teach Beautv Culture.
D. J. MAHLER, 194-X Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.
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(Questions and Answers
i' >'>

(Continued on page 84)

Ai icx.—Nothing's too good lor mi
friends when 1 like 'em. I'd Uo almost tn)

thing for you, Alice, but .1 poor guy ju>i

CANT give the name and address ol ever)

actress in New York City. Cant you, please,

think oi something else? But, on second

thought, it shouldn't be so hard, as many ol

the broadwaj starettes are now twinkling on

Broadway, Los Angeles. 'S long.

1'Aii.YN H., South Norwauc.—Yes'm,

there was .1 song about \ ou on< e 1 don't keep

tr.uk of those popular ballads; they aren't

popular with mi- Jack Holt is with the

Clara Kimball Young company, acting with
tlu- Young lady in " ["he Road through the

l>ark," already released," and "Cheating

Cheaters," now in the making— from Ma\
Martin's stage success. Do you remember
Clara in those old Vitagraphs such as "Love's

Sunset" and "My Official Wife?" My, and
wasn't Earle some husband in that last pic-

ture!

\, ias Betty.—So you would rather Miss

Evans went on a strike than the Answer
Man, would you? Not much danger of eith-

er of us striking; we think too much of you.

Constance Talmadge isn't married, or engaged

There was a rumor, once, about Iter be-

trothal to Xorman Kerry, but it died away.
Natalie Talmadge was with the Roscoe Ar-

buckle company last, in the capacity of pri-

vate secretary. She hasn't gone into pic-

tures yet. Mrs. Charlie Chaplin is just

eighteen. No, I don't like that, either. Pat

O'Mallcy plays with Priscilla Dean in Uni-

versal^ "She Hired a Husband " Carmel
Myers is eighteen; not married. Jackie

Saunders will be back soon ; she has been

taking a vacation. Don't forget.

J. M. F.—Y'our other letters and your sis-

ter's letters were not answered because you
neglected to sign your name and give your
address. All letters must await their turn,

you know. Gladys Leslie, Alice Joyce, Vi-

tagraph; Madge Evans, World; Allan For-

rest, American; Ann Little, Lasky.; Jackie

Sounders, Long Beach, Cal.; Ruth Roland.

George Larkin, Pathe (western).

Ckcilia, Honolulu.—To begin with, you're

mistaken about our being David VVark Grif-

fith. In the second place, it would be ex-

ceedingly difficult for an eleven-year-old to

break into the movies, unless she is a child-

actress of reputation. And I can't send you
the fare for the boat, because I haven't got

it. It worries me about street-car fare.

Write Miss MacLaren again, at Universal.

Helmar, Newfoundland.— I don't want

to die. I've got a lot of questions to answer
before I write my thanatopsis. Yours

among 'em. Sheldon Lewis has sworn never

to play in a serial again. He's treasurer now
of his wife's new company. His wife is Vir-

ginia Pearson, former Fox emotionalist.

Arnold Daly. I hear, is going to London,
there to perform on the stage and, maybe, to

make up with George Bernard Shaw. He
hasn't done anything on the screens since

"My Own UmHed States." It is safe to as-

sume he will not do any more serials. I

can print your name and address, if you
wish.

How You Can Learn to Write
Short Stories, Photoplays, Newspaper

and Magazine Articles

By the Author of Old Frank.the Story of Jack, Sandy'* Golf Dog,and Other Storiei

BY ONE WHO HAS ARRIVED
(Name and Address on Request)

N EARLY everyone, I think.

would like to write for publi-

i at 1011 We all know that

writing is the freest and finest kind ol

work in the world. You do it at odd
times and hours—when or where you
will.

Your time is your own, and the re-

muneration is dig. Also, the prestige

thai most authors enjoy is envi

to sav the least.

It is strange, then, that such a com-
paratively few of those who would
and could write—actually write.

Some lew. probably, never could

learn. But by far the majority simply

lack two things: Confidence and

Training.

It is surprising how many people

have shown me stories that they have
written—stories that have never been
seen by anyone but themselves—people

whom one might never know had ever

made any effort to record their

thoughts and impressions on paper.

These persons would one and all

dearly love to see their brain-children

given record in print. But they lack

proper knowledge of how to go about

it.

You can't just write. You must
know what to write and how to write

it. You must serve an apprenticeship

—just as does any other artist.

Every one of the old French Mas-
ters of the Short-Story did this! Not
one of them just wrote.

Even after you have written a sal-

able story, you must know where and
how to sell it. Manuscripts are mar-
keted on the same principles that gov-
ern the marketing of any other com-
modity of merit.

Training Is Vital

Training is absolutely necessary for

anvone who would write successfullv.

Styles change in ^toric- as well a- in

-lines or hats. And that's just One "t

the things vou must know.
Your latent ability must be devel-

op d.

Vou may have heard that "Writers
are born—not made.' Bosh! Ol
course, you've got to be born first

But after you're born you've got to

be made.
Every writer has to be made. Ami

that brings up the question of HOW
For my part, I believe the besl

plan is to follow a prescribed course
of instruction augmented by the con-
stant, consistent and constructive sug-

gestions of a competent critic.

I have personally made it a point

to investigate several such courses

and methods of criticism.

One of these, in my opinion, stands

out pre-eminently for the amateur
writer and I unqualifiedly recommend
it.

I refer to the course offered by the

Hoosier Institute of Fort Wayne. Ind.

Take my advice and investigate this

course for yourself. The attached'
coupon will bring you full informa-
tion without charge or obligation.

USE THIS NON-OBLIGATORY COUPON
"DO IT NOW"

HOOSIER INSTITUTE
Short Story Department 1534

FORT WAYNE, IND.

You may send me your free booklet, " How to
Write." and full details about your course of
Training in Short-Story, Photoplay and General
Magazine writing. It is understood that this
request places me under no obligations.

Age ' tccupaih

NDS on

M. O., Cheboygax, Mich—You'll find

the addresses you ask for on other pages.

Jane and Katherine Lee are with Fox, in Los

Angeles. Ethel Clayton is with Lasky;

she's twenty-nine. Carlyle Blackwell, World.

Fort Lee. X J ; Marguerite Clark, Famous
Players, N. Y. Others given elsewhere. Read

this magazine every month and you'll see

more about your favorites. Now I must tod-

dle on.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOrLAY MAGAZINE

Select Any Diamond
or other article for free inspection. Send no money
Your credit is good. We trust you for anything you want.

Lyon Diamonds
are the BEST QUALITY — perfect cut and blue-white. Every
Diamond in our stock is a GEM of GEMS.

8% Yearly Dividend Offer
Kvery Diamond is accompanied l>> a binding guarantee covering value
ami qnalil f. MORE than that, we guarantee yon BOfe yearly Inon
value on all exchanges. You get absolute protection.

Buy Now At Low Prices
Shipments made without expense to vou. You incur no risk. You examine
carefully — if satisfactory, pay onl> one-fifth of the purchase price and
keep it If unsatisfactory, return at our expense l)>>n't pj a cent until

ed Lnod Diamonds are Superior Value. Lei up explain
w to build a solid foundation for the future. Send TOOAT tor Free Catalog 44K.

d.M.LYON6 CO. 1MaidenLane,NewYork
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Hair
the Common-sense Way

^OR immediate results use
* De Miracle, the original sani-

tary liquid. It devitalizes hair,

which is the only common-sense
way to remove it from face, neck,

arms, under-arms or limbs.

De Miracle requires no mixing. It is

ready for instant use. Therefore, most
cleanly, convenient and simple to
apply. Wet the hair and it is gone.

To know the difference between
De Miracle and other methods use it

just once, and if you are not con-
vinced that it is the perfect hair re-

mover, return it to us with the
De Miracle guarantee and^we will re-

fund your money.

Three sizes : 6oc, $1.00, $2.00

oAt all toilet counters, or direct from
us, in plain 'wrapper, on receipt ofprice

D^Tltraefe
Dept. A-23, Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York City

IS^FRECKLES
W /' Now Is the Time to Get
?(i //f Rid of These Ugly Spots

'i
^OTHINE

.•re's no Innper the sliKMest need of foellna
if iu.hnm.-il ..f s I'r.Tkl.-.. :i< OTHINE doub|<

BtroDEth ia auaranteod t<> romove these homely spots.
Simply r.t mi ounce of

doable itamsU! - m
h L moraine 01

vol 1 Freckles hove
1, havi vnnlshod i

idcd t

:»l .nndnrrlv lllttfc

incur ", h i ";V I-.:

. ioldom ili.i v
clesi ii"' Hb snd ,

bi auuful clour t

Bo sura to nsk for the double strength OT1IINI.
as this is sold under guarantee of money back

If it fails to remove freckles.

If you are earning less than

$50 PER WEEK
ami like to draw —you should study

Commercial Art
\,i Mi.im.-.'i

1 the man who know—
iv, "ii ,,,! ,1 :n,, I ,",|,|,n ,,,11 .In, 1. -.,1 \\ ,

i- ill , ii.ii.intee to mill i, , ,
I

Ihomelnyourapmv'ii.i. .., ,,,..,,, ,. „i, „, ,1 1 n. >av*a!mr.
Write for FREE Illustrated catalogue.

COMMERCIAL ART SCHOOL, 724. 1 16 So. Michigan Ave. Chicago, ill.

Questions and Answers
(Continued)

Monty, Deer Island.—That picture filmed
while you were aboard the U. S. S. Seattle

must have been William Brady's "Stolen
Orders." Yes, it was released some time ago.
Kitty Gordon, June Elvidge, Madge Evans,
Carlyle Blackwell, George MacQuarrie, and
Montague Love comprise the all-star cast. Do
we know of a good-looking screeness about
the age of nineteen who would like to be
ship-mates with a gob who can swim, ride,

sing; who is a good oarsman, can use a

brace of six guns, also rifle and can love like

a full-rigger lies to a 20-knot wind? If so,

we have your telephone number. The best

of luck.

Answer Man Admirer, Salisbury.—Again
so soon? Well! Norma Talmadge has not
retired. Mae Murray has, I believe, been
married twice; to Jay O'Brien and Robert
Leonard. She is still Mrs. Bob. Mildred
Harris with Universal last, and Mary
Thurman with Lasky. Following is the

cast of "Unclaimed Goods" : Betsy Burke,
Vivian Martin; Danny Donegan, Har-
rison Ford; Cocopah Kid, Casson Fer-
guson; Gentleman Joe Slade, George McDan-
iel; Idaho Ina, Carmen Phillips; Sheriff

Burke, Dick LaReno; Uncle Murphy, George
Kunkel.

Ben Hur, Sacramento, Cal.—I'm not
sure that she is married but it is reasonable

to suppose that she is. It doesn't really

matter, about her age. She is quite young.
Get in the race; but use your Chandler
instead of your chariot. Sure I like a car.

You weren't thinking of sending me one,

were you ?

Chrysta H.„ Coleman, Texas.—That's

the true test of a woman's devotion. That
she read our answers before she looks at the

pictures in the art section. Her hair is red-

dish-gold, I believe. I will never swear in a

case like this. Yes, she will. You want a

picture of Wally Reid's baby in Photoplay.
There's a picture of Wally, himself, in this

issue; a good one, too. She doesn't give

her age.

H. S., Lewistown, Montana.—To settle

the striking question of whether or not your
young man really resembles Wallace Reid,

I'm glad to tell you that Wally 's hair is

brown and his eyes are blue. Crane Wilbur
is on the stage now ; he's playing in stock;

His latest picture appearance was in "The
Finger of Justice," a very problematical

play by a ditto parson, forbidden in New
York and sanctioned in Washington. Crane
cleans up in this, I hear. Jack Pickford is

with us again ; he has signed with Fir>t

National. Sister Mary is also with this

company.

Harry E. Bell, Chicago.—Mary Miles
Minter is not married, or engaged. She L-

eighteen years old. Her latest play is "Wives
and Other Wives," a distinct departure for

Mary, for she has never before played other

than very ingenue roles. American studio-.

Santa Barbara. Lila Lee, sixteen, I think;

Lasky, Hollywood.

Madame Diogenes, Westfield.—You've
come to the right address. I have to be
honest; I can't tell a lie. My job depends
on my telling the truth: I am not like your
husband, the lawyer. Your story would b(

the plot of a corking scenario of home-life;

neglected wife, etc. A truth-loving lady with
a husband at the bar. I don't like to be
called "father confessor to the movie fan."

It makes me feel too responsible. In a way
1 agree with you. I'm going to look that up.

Will von write again?

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
Thc-re are over 2000illustrations'of Dia-

monds, Watches, Jewelry, etc. What-
ever you select will be sent, all ship-
ping charges prepaid.
You see and examine the article

right in your own hands.
If satisfied, pay one-fifth of purchase

price and keep it; balance divided into eight
equal amounts, payable monthly.

LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED

Watches
Our Catalog- illustrates
and describes all stand-
ard w or ld*renotvned
Watches— solid gold
and gold filled cases.
Splendid bargains in 25-

year guarantee*.! Watches
on credit terms as low as

$2.50 a Month

Special Bargains
Diamond La Val-

lieres - - - - SIOup
LoftisT-Diamond Solitaire
ClusterScarfPins$75 up

Diamond-Set Birth
Month Rings - • 8 up

Diamond Brooches - 7 up
Diamond Ear Screws 25 up
Diamond Studs - - 10 up
Diamond Con! Links 5 up
Wrist Watches - - 20 up
Watches, Gold Filled 15 up

WE HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS OVER 60 YEARS
The National Credit Jewelers
Dept, MS02 108 N. State St

BROS&CO.jrsS-

Diamond Rings '

Beautiful Genuine Dia-
mond Rings, any style
14-K solid gold mounting,
wonderful values at $25.
S50, S75. SlOOandop.
EASY CREDIT TERMS

CHICAGO, ILL.
STORES IN LEADING CITIES

Faces Made
Young

The secret of a youthful face will
be sent to any woman who has any
kind of a facial disfigurement
caused by age. Every woman who
hns a single facial defect should
know about these remarkable

Beauty Exercises
which remove wrinkles, crow'9
feet, fill up hollows, give round-
ness to scrawy necks, clear up
sallowskinsand rcstoretbecharm
of girlhood beauty. No creams,
massage, masks, plasters, straps,
vibrators or other artiliciaJ means.

Results Guaranteed
Write for this Free Book which tells
just what to do to make your complexion smooth and
beautiful. Write today.

Kathryn Murray, Inc. 458 Garland Bldg., Chicago, Iilinci*

I ^\/;J« ELECTRIC $750
JLa V Ida VIBRATOR V

4—
A better vibrator that costs less. Comes
complete, neatly boxed, ready to attach to

any electric light socket. Nothing to oil,

nothing to get out of order. See your dealer

or send us S7.50. Guaranteed. Booklet free.

ADBRO MFG. COMPANY
701 Phipps Power Bldg. Pittsburgh, Pa.

i I ISEXOLOGY • -

by William H. Walling,A.M. ,M. D. f
imparts in a clear wholesome

way, in one volume :

Knowledge a Young Nan Should Have. =

Knowledge a Young Husband Should Have. =
Knowledge a Father Should Have. =
Knowledge a Father Should Imparl lo His Son. -

Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have. ^

Knowledge Young Woman Should Have, m
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have. -

All in one volume Knowledges Molher Should Have. -

Illustrated Knowledge a Mother Should Imparl lo Her Daughter. S
$2.00 postpaid Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have. -

PURITAN PUB. CO.. 7^5 PERRY BUILDING. PHILA., PA. 5
1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 ! : 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 < 1 1 1 t

1 I. > PHOTOFIaAT MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Questions dnd Ansnn'S
(Continued)

M J B . New Yokk .—Vour letter spoiled

m> day Because l knew 1 could nevot be

m> clever as you. I forgive you, though;

that letter was worth it. You're the only

optimist I ever loved I. also, have lunched

with that lady You're going to hear from
both of us, soon.

Indian Maize, Detroit.— I won't tell you
my age. You wouldn't tell me yours, would
you? Let us speak of pleasant things; for

instance, Mary Pickford. Hit new picture

i- "Daddy Long Legs." They like Mary be

cause she's real. 1 have seen every Pickford

picture since "Caprice." You missed one of

the best
—

"Tess." Kenneth ll.ui.in isnt

married Harr\ Carey? Universal City,

California. Yes

Thelma, Springfield.—I cannot give you
any information on how to become a movie,

actress. Consult Elizabeth Peltret's story in

the February issue. If I were you 1 should
take up some sort of congenial work and
forget all about it. You're not thinking of

the years of training necessary; you're think-

ing of your chintz-hung dressing room and
parking space in limousine row.

Canadian, X S.—You want to hear
more about J. Warren Kerrigan in the Mag-
azine; and more "home" pictures. I have
conveyed your good wishes to the editor.

Julian Johnson. Indeed, he appreciates sug-

gestions Glad to hear any time.

Miss Mullen, Milwaukee.—In return

for the compliment which calls me anion,;

other things "the jokiest fellow you have
ever known," I should like to be able to an-

swer your questions in full. But, as it hap-
pens, not one of the ladies you are anxious

about will divulge her age. You may reach

Nazimova at the Metro studios. Yes, I

come to Milwaukee sometimes.

Lucile, Great Falls.—Your pictures ar-

rived; thank you. They are very nice but
I can't "help you to get in, you know. I

have never been in Montana but I've been
through there. I'll stop off next time. Har-
riet Beecher Stowe wrote "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." It has been played on the stage for

years, and Famous Players made it into a

photoplay, with Marguerite Clark in the

two parts of Little Eva and Topsy. Ruth
Roland, Pathe (western).

L. S., Hartford.—So glad it made you
happy to read in Photoplay that Niles

Welch was born in your city. It must, in-

deed, be a great little feeling, to feel that a

motion picture actor was born in one's own
home-town. I am awfully sorry not to be in

a position to tell you that I have really

spoken to George Walsh. You say he sent

you his autograph. My. my. I should s:y
that neither of those stones was your birth-

stone. I never said I am old. I am not.

Charles Gunn died in December; he is sur-

vived by' a wife. He was with Trhns'e
and Paralta. Gunn was always convinc-
ing. Write again; always glad.

R. V. K., Kansas City.—I read every
word of your nine page letter. You sure are
strong for Wally Reid, aren't you? I know
him, lady; he's a great guy. Still, I wouldn't
say that, although you have determined
not to have a beau unless he's like Wally

—

you'll die an old maid. Write Wally and
ask him if all that leading-man stuff comes
natural. There are stories in this issue that
you will be interested in; Monte Blue and
Thurston Hall. A good many players have
heen injured in, those hazardous stunts.
Run up any time. I want to hear from you
r-"ain : make it soon.

Imagine the thrillo/5 hearing
IgmrSong from the Stage!
Why don't YOU write the Words for a Song, and submit your
poem to us? Write about Patriotism, Love or any other subject.

We write the music and guar- «- — — — —. _ _ _ — — — — - —
j CHESTER MUSIC CO.. Suite 294, S38S. Dearborn St.. Cbicio '

Gentlemen—Enclosed find poem entitled

antee Publisher's acceptance.
If you have a poem written
now, send it to us TODAY.
There will never be too
many popular songs.

CHESTER MUSIC COMPANY
Suite 294, 53&.S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

.for your inspection.

Street Address..

City or Town State

Terms as low as So.00 down—S2.30 per month. Mandolini
Guitar, Tenor Banjo or Guitar Banjo sent on approval.

Liberal allowance on old instruments in exchange for tl^'Glbson."
The wonderful new Gibson violin construction has set the whole
^Mandolin and Guitar world talking. Get our new FREE BOOK

—

112 pages—111 illustrations, a valuable fund of information for
player and teacher. Also FREE treatise on "How lo Practice."

Exclusive Features That Make Every Gibson Matchless:
Stradlvarlu* arehlno—scientific graduation from thickness at
center to thinness at rim, securing strength—sensitiveness
—free vibration of entire sounding board. Tilted neck, high
. bridge with extension string holder, securing increased

6tring pressure that vibrates a larger sounding board,
\ producing a bigness of tone never before realized. Rein-
forced, non warpable neck—elevated guard piste or finger
rest—easy action—adjustable string-bearing at bridge
overcoming sharping ofheavier strings in upper positions.

GIBSON TENOR
BANJOS

Most popular member of banjo
family. Powerful, sweet tone,

lively, "banjoistic" but musi-

cal; obtained by exclusive Gib'

son features. Great for danc«

playing or home. Play from
any piano score -- melody or

chords— "straight'* or "jazz
Companion instrument: Gibson
Guitar Banjo — fingerboard,

stringing and tuning same as
guitar.

Make$1800to$5000orMoreaYear/ ZZZZZZZ
TEACHINCIANO SELLING THE GIBSON

|
Become a teacher. Splendid opportunities for either sex In every locality g
for private and class instruction and the sale of Gibsons. Gibson instru- •
lenta have "made" many a teacher professionally and financially. We f ,- _.i _ _. ttti.i, ». »ki*—
ive a permanent teaching and business opportunity now open for* Jjentlemen .

"itnout opliga-

thersex. Other positions pending. WRltK PROMPTLY. A. C. # J?"nJ MSd
,

ine "£• b*ok c,"m~

rackm..vpr fit Lorn* Mo ^--Kor^H nir^w «,,-.*«= • • tv;n t>« a plete Catalog, free treatise.

464 Parsons St.,

Kalamazoo. Mich., U.S. A.
its have "made" manv a teacher nrofeasionnllv and financial Iv Wnf

hav
either sex. Other positions pending. WRITE PROMPTLY. A. C. f „, t

- ,.Q
Brockmeyer, St. Louis. Mo.. Teacher and Director, writes: "Will do f P.L^^^r^it^ 1» »Vh w *'

S10.0U0 business in 1917: did 47,000 in 1916." C A. Tempk'man. ' also mforrnation about theWm.
teacher, Sioux City. la . writes: "$4,500 gross business for the I P'«5«

.
J

r

If
-

f
book

,
Md instrument

- checked. If U-acbcr check here Q
[] Mandolin. []Mando-basa.

Wm. Place, Jr., America's Greatest Mandolin Virtuoso. Star J
Soloist for Victor Talking Machine Co., UNQUALIFIEDLY ENDOR- '

SES THE GIBSON. |

DO BUSINESS ON OUR CAPITAL.
Become our apent. We help sell. Territory protected. Stock fur-

*

nished. We pay the advertising. You make the profit. You pay f" our "Still Hunt." a „
'The Orxaniza- I Nam
Orchestra," f

tlMandola. [] Guitar.

(] Mando-cello. ( lllarp Guitar.

[ JTenur Banjo. [JGuitar Banjo

oods \ old: I Kooda not Hold
FREE to those interested, our new {1.00 book
tion. Direction and Maintenance of the Mando...
by America's most successful director. Wm. Place, J
now for Catalog, treatise "How to I'ntetice. Fsvcholofrically Ex
plained," all free. Don't wait: ACT NOW. Fill In the coupon.

**
l

Addr.

GIBSON MANDOLIN-GUITAR CO., 464 Parsons St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U. S. A.

Keep the Hair in Place
5 Different Sizes- Wand ICX Packages Everywhere

UMP HAIR PIN MFG. CO.
Sot. H. COLOOtRC. Puts CHICAGO

Wlieii you writ© to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Questions and Answers
(Continued)

The Children Invariably Choose

Jap Rose
Talcum Powder

Its odor is so delicate and fascinating—like

the breath of a rose—and it is so smooth,
refreshing and soothing to their tender skin.

That is why it is preferred by the grown-ups
too, who are satisfied with only the best.

Trial Offer : Send 20c for an attractive Week-
end Package containing four Jap Rose minia-
tures, consisting of one each ofTalcum Powder,
Soap, Cold Cream and Toilet Water.

JAMES S. KIRK & COMPANY
1240 W. North Ave., Chicago ©

KEEPS SHOES SHAPELY
HIDES LARGE JOINTS

?i§?^^naSil
Affords instant relief for bunions and large joints, hides irregu-

larities of foot form. Worn in any shoe ; no larger size re-

quired. Over one-half million in use. Ask your shoe dealer
or druggist. Write today for special free trial offer. No pay
if no relief. State" size of shoes and if for right or left foot.

The Fischer Manufacturing Co.
First National Bank Bldg., Depl. 35. Milwaukee, Wis.

Write the Words
for a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them,
and guarantee to secure publication on
a royalty basis by a New York music
publisher. Our Lyric Editor and Chief
Composer is a song-writer of national

reputation and has written many big
song-hits. Mail your song-poem on love,

peace,victory or any other subject to us to-

day. Poems submitted are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
101 F Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at Times Sq.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

improve Your Voice
Send now for information on the famous Feuchtin-

perMe'hod. A course of ensv. silent exercises for
the vocal organs. (Ubed at home). Makes weak,
harsh and husky voices strontr and clear. Special at-
tention to stammering and lisping. Recommended by
Eeatest singers of Europe. No matter how hope*

>s your case may seem , send for literature.

Write TodaV for our l;torature. absolutely FREE
. undpostagoprepaid.Sendforitnow.

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 1534, 1772 Wilsoa Ave., Chicago

i AwiU WnnttdONLV3SC

©CutYourOwiiHairJ
WITH THIS

SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
If you con COMB your hftlr you can cat your

" ir wltb thin miirvclouA invention. Cul >

ir nny dooirod li'nitth. short or tonir.

'Dooo tho job no nicoly un nny bnrbor In qimrlcr
^thotlmo, hpforo your own mirror. You enn cut tbo
children'n hiitr ot ho-.oo in » jilty. Cnn ho unod no »n

orclinnxv ruror to ithuvn tin' fnco or tininh nroumt toml'lr or nrcW.
Sharpened liko nnv rn-or. lnnle n hfotimo. Snvoo ttti co-it flmt
timo unod. PRICE ONLY 35j, poxttmid. Elrtrn BI«do» Sc •ch.
JOHNSON SMITH & CO.. Ocpt. tS04 3224N.HalstodSt.,Chlc*(0

Splzzerinktum, Kansas City.—I'm afraid

I can't help you to decide which you like-

better, Dusty or Bill Farnum. As to the

Wally Reid questions, I'm not much when
it comes to judging male pulchritude. In
fact I don't know any beautiful men. What
street did William Wallace live on in S;

.

Louis and where did he ever learn to make
love so perfectly and why can't he give other
men lessons? I wish I knew. Why not send
Wally one of your epistolary posies?

it. You may think you'll keep on writing

to us when you move out to Cal., but we
are pretty sure you'll change your mind.
Why, don't you like F. X. B.?

Llewellyn-.—Your questions are answered
elsewhere in the Colyum. The book Lillian

Gish reads as the girl in "The Greatest Thing
in Life," is "Chantecler," by Edmond Ros-
tand. Rostand died recently ; a great French-
man. He also wrote "Cyrano de Bergerac."

Patience, Baltimore.—I don't blame you
at all for being interested in Norma Tal-
madge. Yes, I remember those old Yitagraph
comedies with Norma and Leo Delaney.
Delaney hasn't been on the screen for some
time. I saw him last in a Famous Players

picture with Ann Pennington ; however, I

believe he has made an appearance since

then. Lillian Walker is in the limelight again,

with her own company. Wally Van? He's
directing now, in the west—or was, the last

I heard of him. No. Olive Thomas is about
twenty. That was Mary Charleson, who is

now Mrs. Henry B. Walthall. Dark. I

thought so at first, but I've changed my
mind. Decidedly.

Edna, Weehawken, N. J.—Edna, if I

published the nom you gave me, I'd lose my
job. "Inquisitive One !" This Column is

properly supposed to scintillate with wit and
barbed-wire shafts of wisdom but I'm
darned if I can see anythjng amusive in

"Inquisitive One." When you folks go back
on me and I have to write my own wit

there won't be a Column any more. Douglas
McLean is with Paramount. Of course I

know what you mean. Those ages are not

divulged. Yes, Tom Meighan's adorable.

Doug Forever.—Cheers rent the air. His

latest is "Arizona." "The Cub" was pro-

duced by World; it's a pretty old release.

Johnny Hines was in it. Jean Sothern is in

vaudeville now. Marie Doro will return to

the screen. I believe. The others you men-
tion are awfully shy—they'll tell us their

favorite flower and best -known parts played

on the stage—everything but their ases.

Verv well.

Julius Starrs, Route 3, Box 01, Corsi-

CANA, Texas, wants to correspond with a

reader of this department. Write to him.

folks.

F. R.. Madera.—That's so; we don't have

those boarding-school pictures any more.

Remember the midnight "spreads" and the

meetings over the garden wall ? Them was
the days. Short "e" in Metro. It's true.

Why. that issue of Photoplay was out be-

fore Harold Lockwood's death.

Mack, Crown Point.—That book is the

bible of the bibulous and the refuge of the

pure in heart. You are not at all imagina-

tive. Griffith's latest is "The Greatest Thing

in Life." - Lillian Gish and Bobby Harron

have the leads.

As Ever, Ruth.—You say "Mack Sens
mil's requirements are a bathing suit, a

perfect figure, a pretty face, and plenty of

pep. Am I right?" Quite. "When you have

all the requirements there is no harm in

Irvine;, i- there?" Absolutely none. Wallie

i- a good actor but don't let him hear you
call him "a pretty boy." He mightn't like

F. C. Mc, Santa Rosa.—I don't care how
wicked you are. Only don't spell it "movy."
Olive Thomas, Mrs. Jack Pickford; Louise
Huff, Mrs. Edgar Jones; Harrison Ford has
been married. Sessue Hayakawa is married
to Tsuru Aoki. Eugene O'Brien isn't mar-
ried. It is indeed the pinnacle of playful

humor to inquire if Little Mury McAlister
is married and if so to whom. Elliott

Dexter's wife is Marie Doro.

E. L. F., Toronto.—Yours was an enjoy
able letter and your criticism to the point.

You want Owen Moore to come back.

Colin Campbell is directing for Universal

now; he produced "The Yellow Dog."' Mar-
shall Xeilan is directing Little Mary in

"Daddy-Long-Legs." I think Caruso has a

great screen personality. "My Cousin"' was
one of the most entertaining things I've ever
seen. Thanks a whole lot, and come again.

G. H. McF., Grand Rapids.—Thanks for

sending us the clippings. Always glad to

read nice things about the Magazine.
Blanche Sweet \> s absent for about a year,

to rest up. She was suffering from a nerv-

ous breakdown. She is all right now and
looks prettier than ever. She has made sev-

eral pictures since her return, for her own
company under Harry Garson's manage-
ment : "The Hushed Hour" and "The Un-
pardonable Sin." Not married. Bless you.

no.

Reader, German town.—How can one

get to California from Germantown, Penn-

sylvania? Well, the airplane has, it is true,

attained a certain degree of perfection and

has rendered valuable service in the Euro-

pean war; still, I can't quite make out why
you are prejudiced against the well-known

and reliable locomotive. I would look it up
for you in a time-table but our stenog. is

doing her Christmas exchanging and I

mustn't worrv her.

Pessimist, Nova Scotlv—You say the

Colyum fills you with glee. How can you
fill a pessimist with glee? You'll find your

answers to the Gish questions elsewhere, ex-

cept—that Dorothy's latest is called "The

Hope Chest" and Richard Barthelmess. for-

mer leading-man for Marguerite Clark, plays

with her. Thanks, a great many.

Eda B.. Tacoma.—So you think I'm a man
because I would like to look like the Arrow

Collar ad. cuties. I never said that. And it

wouldn't prove anything if I did. Theodore

Roberts isn't the only screen-he I like, but

he's one of 'em. Cleo Madison was in the

sequel to "Tarzan" last. I hear that she is

to be featured in a new company. Mae
Marsh i- miking Goldwyn pictures right

along. Married? Uh-huh; to Louis Lee

Arms, a X. Y. newspaper man. I wish I

were a X. Y newspaper man. Dorothy Dal-

ton is with Inee. turning out fillums for the

Paramount program. Kathlyn Williams

hasn't done anything since "We Can't Have
Everything." Bv-bv, Eda B.

M. W.. Pittsburgh.—Indubitably. Wal-

lace Reid is nice. You think he is just won-

derful. And you've his autographed pic-

ture Well, that's fine. Xow do you feel

better 5 Tt i~. indeed, true that he is mar-

ried Read on Ethel Clayton is the widow
of the late Joseph Kaufman, the director.

She is playing for Lasky-Paramount now.

"Women'-
' Weapons" and "The Mystery

Girl" and "Maggie Pepper" are recent Clay-

ten releases.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY M IQAZTNE.
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Judith, Leadvilu, Colo.—1 don't mind
it at all, getting letters with "love from :ill

the girl>." 1 will send you my love, but

not nay picture. 1 cannot understand why
you girls want the Answer Man's picture

when there is such .1 good likeness, by a

celebrated staff artist, at the bead of this

Colyum. Besides, 1 am only an Answer
Man—neither a movie actor, nor a war hero.

1 have, however, participated in some mighty
battles. Oh, yes— 1 picked a wicked uke.

at college. Watch for some interesting news
end views of little Louise Hull; some stuff

coming up that will tickle you girls. There's

a liule surprise in it. too. Her latest pic-

ture is "When the Boys Come Home," in

which Miss Huff returns to Paramount after

ourn at Fort Lee, with World. It's

a John Emerson-Anita Loos production for

Artcraft, and Ernest Truex is in it, too.

Believe they pronounce that "True." Write

to l>oug., care his own .Hollywood studios.

".1

G. W. D., Atlanta.—Your initials are

almost, but not quite, David Wark Grif-

fith'?. No, I wouldn't call you crazy for

wanting to write to Lillian Gish. Her address
1- Griffith studios, Hollywood. The Gi>h

home, where Lillian lives with her mother,
Mae, and her not-much-younger ?i~u-r, Doro-
thy, is on South Serrano street, -in Los An-
geles. Vivian Martin is with Lasky, in Hol-
lywood. Miss Martin and Miss Thurman
.:re both married. Darn! My stenog. just

paid 35c to have her spats cleaned, and now
it's raining!

Somebody in Mich.—One newspaper
headline that surprised me was "American
Soldiers in Xo Hurry to Get Home." Maybe
the modest dears have read about the noisy

receptions being prepared for them. Ann
Little, Tom Meighan. Wallie Rcid, Lasky,
Hollywood; Constance Talmadge has her own
company, working at the Morosco studio in

Los Angeles. Write to them for photo-
graphs. Harold Lockwood was very well

thought of indeed, in his profession and
out of it. He left $45,000. He was sur-

vived by a wife, Alma Lockwood, a small
son, and his mother.

Gertrude E., New Orleans.—I heard
that a motion picture magnate in Hollywood
and a well-known star in New York re-

cently had a lively exchange of compliments.

"I desire you to play the leading role in my
new production," wired the magnate to the

star. "You are alone in your desire," wired
the star to the magnate. Xo contracts were
signed that evening. That Bara picture is

released by now. Mary is with First Na-
tional; her first new ones are "Daddy Long-
legs" and "Pollyanna." F. X. Bushman's
second wife is Beverly Bayne. He was di-

vorced from Mrs. Josephine Bushman.
Five children. Charles Chaplin had not
married Miss Harris when I answered that

question. Mae Marsh's latest is "The Rac-
ing Strain," renamed from "Southern Pride"
or "Pride of Kentucky." Thanks for your
kind words. Come again.

Thirteen. Toronto.—Ah, thirteen, that's

a question that has been puzzling astrono-
mers for many moons; which of those cute
stars is the cuter. I don't know and if I did
I wouldn't tell. Don't tell a soul, Marjorie,
but I think they're married, or going to
be married. Zoe Rae is nine. Madge Evans
is only ten. Those players have ages but
they won't admit it.

H. C, Yarmouth.—He's about forty; she
is twenty-two. Xew York. Yes. Why
don't you write to her? Yes; she's a chunky
little coquette in the cinema. I have met
her, once.

^
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(CRUNEWALD)

Made with. LOUISIANA PECANS
and LOUISIANA CANE SUGAR

qAs pure as any confection can be made.
Produced in a model, new and absolutely

sanitary factory.
Mail orders filled anywhere.
Sent in a protected carton —each "Praline**

wrapped in glazed paper. Carefully packed.
P. O. or Express Money Orders, or Per-

sonal checks received.
BOX OF 7 Simple) - - *t .00
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Sent Parcel Post, prepaid, insured.
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ELIZABETH ARDENS
' Salons have long been

the mecca for women who desired the services

of the foremost specialist in the cultivation of

beauty. Many, however, cannot come for the
treatments, so Elizabeth Arden lias determined that

the Treatments shall come to them. To this end
she has arranged the

Elizabeth Arden Home Course
Through her systematized mi I eth Arden can

vour requirements and be as ills as if

re a regular client at her Salon. She will

course to suit your needs whi^h will improve \<"-r D

charms and pleasingly emphasize your Indil i

To Obtain information, check any items in the following

. wish advice about and send, with your name and
address to 1 lizabeth Arden at her New York Salon. You
incur no obligation. Booklet on request.

CULTIVATION of Complexion, Eyes, Hair, Hands. Ej -

lashes nd Bro« s, Contour of Neck. Bust, Anns, Sbo

CORRECTION of Saving Muscles, Double Chin,
Wrinkles or Lines. Blackheads, Coarse Pores, Acne,
Brown Spots, Weight, too Thin, too Stout.

Elizabeth Arden d.pi. p-4. NeJ""^
WASHINGTON, D. C. 1147 Connecticut Ave.

BOSTON. 192 Boylston St. NEWPORT, 184 Bellevue Ave.

The<Sofl 33eauty<Skin
your community—probably in your neighborhood

—

are many women of fine appearance who could tell

you that the secret of their fair complexion is due to the

unvarying softness of their skin; that it always remains soft

regardless of weather exposure; that any long, tedious pro-

cess of skin treatment is unnecessary when Hinds Honey
and Almond Cream is used. Rough, irritated or unhealthy

conditions soon disappear and smooth, fine textured, whole-

some skin is gradually developed. The Week-End Bottle

gives you a week's trial; the regular size will last two months.

SAMPLES: Be sure to enclose stamps with your request. Hinds Honeu
and Almond Cream 2c Both Cold and Disappearing Cream 4c. Talcum 2c.

Trial Cake Soap fie. Sample Face Ponder 2c, Trial Size 15c. Attractive

Week-End Box 50c.

A. S. HINDS, 228 West Street, Portland. Maine

Hinds Cream
Toilet Necessities

are selling everywhere,
or will be mailed,

postpaid in U. S. A.,'
from Laboratory

^ONfc>
AND (&fW@ffiI
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Read why

my price is less

than wholesale

IGNATIUS BARNARD

I am a diamond broker,
devoting my time to pick-
ing up bargains for cash
from people who need the
money— from estates, auc-
tions, etc. As many of my
sales are to wholesale and
retail jewelers, I must buy to resell below the
wholesale value; and my price to the indi-
vidual purchaser who buys for INVESTMENT
is the same. Having no "overhead" expense
it pays me to take as little as $10 profit on a
$300 deal. I am known the world over as the
leading importer of diamonds from the Euro-
pean cutters; but owing to the scarcity of
diamonds and their high import cost, I am
compelled to change my buying methods and
now offer you the benefit of my expert knowl-
edge and skill in securing diamond bargains
from those who must sacrifice them formy cash.

How I Protect You:
I am financially responsible; references,

two biggest National banks in Chicago. I give
you a written guarantee of the carat weight,
color, perfection, and value. I guarantee also
in writing to refund the full purchase price on
request FOR ANY REASON. Cut out this
ad, and I'll sign it as part of my guarantee.

SendMe No Money
Send for any diamond listed below. I'll ship

C.O.D. by express or to your local bank with
privilege of Free examination and without
obligating you to buy. If in Chicago come
in and examine these diamonds yourself.

Guaranteed Descriptions
Carats

'/a -
'/a -
% -

>A -

Va -
xh -

% -

My Price

Blue White, perfect cut, very brilliant, $ 8.00
Blue Wesselton. eye-perfect .... 19.00

Blue White, perfect cut, slightly imp. 23.88
Oteel Blue White, Engagem't Quality 38.33
Blue Wesselton, Absolutely Perfect . 54.00
Jagersfontein Violet Blue. absolutely perfect 88.00
Blue White, perfect cut, imperfect . . 35.00
Wesselton Blue, slightly imperfect . 52. S8

% —Jagersfontein Violet Blue, eye-perfect 89.50

'h —Orange White, perfect cut, eye-perfect 49.00
'/2 —Steel Blue White, Engagem't Quality 88.00

'/z —Blue Wesselton, First Quality . . . 128.00
5
/a —Blue White, perfect cut. Imperfect . 77.00

% —Steel Blue Whiie, Engagem't Quality 133.00

% —Steel Blue White, Engagem't Quality 165.00

% —Jageresfonteln Violet Blue, Perfect . 269.00
I —Wesselton Blue White, slightly imp't 150.00

I —Steel Blue White, Engagem't Quality 219.00
I —Blue Wesselton, First Quality . . . 295.00
I —Jagers. Violet Blue, absolutely perf't 360.00

I'/s—Steel Blue White. Engagem't Quality 255.00
1 '/a —Fancy Blue Wesselton, Absolutely perfect 440.00
Uli—Fancy Blue Wesselton, First Quality 433.00
I'A —Blue White, slightly imperfect . . 175.00

Hi,—Wesselton Steel Blue, very si. Imper't 245.00
I'/i—Blue Wesselton, Engagem't Quality 350.00
l%— Steel Blue, Engagement Quality . . 298.00
l%— Fine White. Absolutely Perfect . . 560.00
2 —Blue White, very spread. Imperfect . 275.00
2'/4 —Fine Wesselton Bluo, perfect . . . 795.00

14 Karat Solid Gold Mountings FREE!

I

•

Order any diamond with any set-

ting from this ad. Also send for
my weekly Price List ofDiamond
Bargains and De Luxe Style Book

offashionable mountings,FREE!

IGNATIUS BARNARD
Suite 1301P, 36 S. State St.CHICAGO.U.S. A.

Hello Bo. Bevo!—I am reminded of that

lovable liar who, when proposing to a sweet
young thing, said. "You are the first girl

I ever loved." I don't feel sorry for her be-
cause she doesn't believe him, anyway. I

believe Doris Kenyon is the daughter of a
college professor although you say a protes-

tant minister. Those old-timers are no longer

in pictures. Dunno.

Wildflower, Sacramento.—Have the or-

chestra play "Somewhere on Dear Old
Broadway" and I will know where you got
your inspiration for the nom de. Your other
letter was unsigned, so I consigned it with a
consarn to the w. p. basket. You say you
wrote to that movie star for advice as to

becoming one yourself and she returned the
pictures of you with an autographed one of

herself. Mildred Marsh in "The Daredevil."
If you judge from my answers that I could
write scenarios please don't read the Column
any more. I have failed. . . .

Snookums.—I think you must have been
studying a "Book of Familiar French
Phrases;" weren't you? Anyway, I don't

believe a word you say; I simply can't hear
you. Mignon Anderson doesn't give her
age; she isn't related to Mary—either of the

Mary's. Edward Arnold was on the stage

in New York the last I heard. Herbert
Heyes has been leading man for May Alli-

son. You want me to tell you the prettiest

actress on the screen. Bon nuitl

Jasper, Boston.—Have no record of the

matrimonial status or intentions of that

ingenue. However, we are proud and happy
to tell you that : Francis X. and Beverly arc-

making a feature for Yitagraph ; Biliie

Burke is in her early thirties and the wife

of F. Ziegfeld, Jr.; Donald Brian has

been appearing in Manhattan musical com-
edy and not on the screen; and, finally, that

Theda Bara isn't married. .4;/ revoir. That's

all the French I know—-except how to ask
for a piece of bread. But who wants to use

French to ask for a piece of bread?

Tomboy, Albert Lea.—Thanks for the as-

surance that there is no 'other Answer Man
but me. So you want to be an interviewer.

"To be a true friend of the actors; to tell

the true-to-life facts about them
—

" Some
of the players, I am afraid, would not take

this as an act of unmitigated admiration. I

never could understand why you people like

to hear that so-and-so is ten years older than
she looks; that Miss Jam has three children;

that Mister Ham was on the stage for thir-

teen years before going into pictures. Elmo
and E. K. Lincoln are not the same. Elmo
is "Tarzan of the Apes." E. K. stars in

"Stars of Glory" and. is now making a new
series of pictures, under Ralph Ince's direc-

tion, for Sawycr-Lubin. Clara Joel, from
the legit, is his leading woman. Thanks.

Three Sunflowers, Eldorado.—I am not

so young as I feel; but then that's pretty

young. I can assure you twins and your best

chum that I am an awfully nice young man.
To exemplify : it is with pleasure that I am
able to assure you that William S. Hart is

Lhe gentleman's real name and that there is

no Mrs. William S. Hart. I didn't see "I.

O. V."; I didn't get to New York in time.

Write again.

Saxcho Euriquez, Manila.—Cine-goers;
that's a new one. I'm a plain fan. Somehow
I can't work up any sympathy for the mis-
understood sisterhood. Why didn't they stay
in the country? I'm tired of the farm films.

Edna Purviance, Charles Chaplin studios,

Hollywood; Miriam Cooper, Fox, Los Ange-
les. Priscilla Dean is featured alone now

;

one of her late pictures is "The Wildcat of
Paris" (Universal). Address her Universal
City, Cal. Others given elsewhere.

Pfte, Hinsdale.—You think that I wear
my 'hair straight back because I haven't got

enough to wear any other way. Confiden-
tially, Pete, that's the correct answer. It's

uncomplimentary, at that; but—far better

truth than friction. George Walsh questions

answered on another page

Hash. South Deerfleld, Mass.—Harking
back to the golden age of the thrillers in

sections,—Pearl White played, in her first

big serial, "The Perils of Pauline," opposite
hero Crane Wilbur. Crane's waving locks
and rippling biceps stood between Pearl and
peril in every chapter—"To Be Continued
next Tuesday at this Theatre." In "The Iron
Claw'' and "The Exploits of Elaine.'" Pearl
was supported by the perennial Creighton
Hale. Pearl's new one is "The Lightning
Raider," in which she performs a female
Raffles who, alas, reforms.

Elsie M., New York. — That's another
reason for loving the Answer Man: he
doesn't use such awfully long words. Well,

ten-year-old, I'll try to be understandable
but it's hard, when you ask such questions

as : "How many picture theatres in the

United States have no daily matinees?" I

don't believe you are ten, but twice or three

times ten. Julian Eltinge, after all, decided
that he would be a lady in that picture, as

hi? public expect it of him. Several hun-
dred thousand women in the country depend
on Eltinge to tip them off to the very latest

in fashions. He has gone back to the vaude-
ville stage for a short time but will soon
start work on some new photoplays. Jack
Pickford is working asrain.

Sabla K. K.—You insinuate yourself into

our good graces at the outset by saying

we must be a man as we aren't witty

enough for a woman. And since you sim-
ply must learn all about George Forth's

career : he was born in Philadelphia ; he was
a gentleman farmer when he decided that

the stage offered a more precarious but

promising livelihood. In the films Forth has

been with Yitagraph, Thanhouser, Edison.

Pathe and Goldwyn. George is five feet

eleven inches tall and weighs one hundred
and seventy pounds, with brown hair and
dark eyes. Oh. yes—he's athletically and
musirallv inclined. Address him Green
Room Club. 130 W. 47th Street, X. Y. C.

Whew—that is all, isn't it?

Yvonne, Long Island.—And you want to

know how to pronounce your nom de

plume. It's E-von'. Believe me there isn't

any well-known screen actress by that name
but if all vour ambitions are realized there

will be. There! That's the prettiest thing

I ever said to any woman. Come again

sometime.

Peggy, Fleming, Colo.—You have the

most pungent personality! You say you
have written fifteen photoplays and have
never known a failure. What's the matter

—couldn't you get 'em produced? Yes, I

remember Flora Finch well. There has

never been a comedienne just like her. She

hasn't played in pictures for I don't know
how long. Those Bunny-Finch Yitagraphs

were corking, weren't they? I saw John
Bunny on the stage, a short time before his

death. He was very fat and very funny.

Your vague synopsis of that picture sounds

to me like "Hearts Adrift." Hobart Bos-

worth was in "The Sea Wolf." Why is

everyone so anxious to become a movie

star? I don't know

When you write I" advertisers rlcnse rneiiUon PHOTOPLAS MAGAZINE.
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Forget- Mi \>>i, Santos— I iuvit could
Your letter had .1 flavor all ii> own -

doubtless induced 1>> that peculiarly-shaded

stationery. It must be .1 sure m^h ol my
approaching antiquity that these queer colors

hurt my eyes For the resl 1 am indeed

happy that :i beautiful Brazilian found ^m
cease from the Influenza rlespanhola through

my Columns. And you wanl to know-

about Earle Foxe and George Walsh. Foxe
1- back on the stage now Walsh i> still

with Fox; he's in his late twenties; lie's mar-
ried to Seena Owen, Bill Hart's leading lady.

The Walshes have a little girl. You're wel-

come; and please come .main— soon.

"5

The vamp 8 Reformed!

THE Vamp's Reformed.
Formerly,

1 >raped
In Tiger-skins, with,

afaybi

.

A Head-dress of Feathers,

She Writhed her Way
Through Reels of Ruin
Toppling Over,
With one little Twist
Of her Jewelled Slipper,

The Lares and IYn.ii. 3

Of More Households
Than I'd Care to Count.
Her Mission in Life

Was to Sever
That Little Bond of Gold, and
To Prove
That a Marriage Certificate

Was Merely
A Scrap-of-Paper.
How I Did Love to Watch Her
Wreck Homes

—

She Did it So Gracefully.

Anyway,
When she Got Through,
Nothing was Left of the Home Fires

But a Few Cinders.

But Alas—
She Repented.
I Don't Know Why

—

And. Paradoxically Perhaps.
Formed her Own Company,
And Vamped No More.
She Plays, Now,
Those Roles
Where she Can Wear
Frilly Frocks and
Lornadoone Hats.
And I Shouldn't Be Surprised,
Someday,
To See her

Try to Interpret

Little Eva
In Arctics and
Ear-Muffs.

Olive B., Atchison, Kans. — There are
angels and angels. Arc you speaking of the
theatrical kind? At any rate, I'm not one

—

of any kind. Here : John Bowers may be
addressed care Goldwyn studios, Culver
City, Cal.; Elliott Dexter and Eugene
O'Brien, Lasky-Paramount studios, Holly-
wood.

Marie, Ind.—Grace Cunard is back again,
for one picture anyway. It's called "After
the War" and is said to give Grace a highly
emotional role. She's Mrs. Joe Moore, wife
of the youngest Moore, in private life. Re-
member her with Francis Ford in those
Universal serials? Constance Talmadge. Mo-
rosco studios, Los Angeles. Harrison Forde
is her leading man right now. Mister Kerri-
gan, usually called Jack Warren, is with
Jesse Hampton, in Los Angeles.

Get It Early
$100,000 Free Style Book
I do not care how many other fash-
ion books you send for. All I ask is not to

forget mine. It is absolutely free to

I am not going even to talk about buying
now. 1 want youtohavemy book because h will
give you so man the beautiful new
styles. It will acquaint you with exactly the
kind of clothes lliat will be most worn

Remember, I consider my credit
as an extra advantage. Don't a

I

in\ book nu'i ely on a< count ol that. G<
it for its loveliness and price savings

If I were in your place, and if

I were thinkinK of buying new
clothes, I would look every-
where first. It only takes a
postage stamp to get my lat-

est style book. Do as you
please about ordering when
you see it.

Sent
Prepaid
On Approval

$1.00
With Ordrr

$1.00
Month

1Send Only
Silk GeorgetteWaist
The material is guaranteed pure silk geor-
gette crepe of excellent quality. Genuine cut
Bteel beads are worked into a handsome and
attractive design, further bt autified with ftun-
ning hand-worked embroidery— not machine
made. Hem stitching at cuffs, down front,
and around neck. Daintily rounded neck i*

exceptionally good style, and cool for summer
wear. Starting from shoulder seams is an
extra collar, coming down sailor fashion in
back. Close fitting, new style cuffs.

Hand Embroidered
COLORS: White, flesh, navy blue, Belgian
blue, or taupe gray. Sizes: 34 to 44, bust
measure, no larger. Order from this paper.

No.U.4P.3470 p5!«Sd $4.98

1001 Economy Prize Styles
Pay About as You Please—Satisfaction Guaranteed
With my style book will come a
credit certificate, opening your account.
When you get ready to buy, simply tell me
what to send. If satisfied, you spread the
cost over several months— paying me about.
as you please.

AH Bargains-How I Get Them
I was virtually brought up in the
ladies' wearing apparel business— first as a
style expert; then as a buyer. I became acquainted
with all the famous designers who create styles.

I know them now as old friends. I got to know
mills and makers everywhere. I deal in such enor-
mous quantities, that when I go into the market I

almost dictate prices. The proof of all this is in

the prices my style book quotes.

I send things on approval, right into your
home. If you are not perfectly pleased, you re-

turn your selections and I pay the postage back.
My free trial can never cost you a penny.

Know the Styles
My new book tells whether skirts will be
short or long, and what the widths will be. All
about theseason's colors and fabrics, the newest
ideas in trimmings and the latest tendencies in

blouses and other articles of dress. Every ques-
tion about footwear will be settled. Send for it

as a fashion guide, if nothing more. Think about
buying later.

Suits, coats, dresses, waists, skirts, hr ts,

shoes, lingerie, underwear, children's
wear, and 300 kinds of piece goods.

Mail Post Card Request—NOW!
MARTHA LANE ADAMS, 3718 Mosprat St.,CHICAGO

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite

DON'T send a penny. Just send your name and say-- "S^ndme
a Lachnite mounted in a solid gold ring on 10 day-' free

|

trial." We will send it prepaid right to your home. Wh
comes merely deposit %\ 7"> with the postman and then wei. .

ring for 10 full days. II you, or if any of your friends can tell

it from a diamond, send it back. But if you decide to buy r
—send U3 $2.5C a month until $18.75 baa been paid.

Oadic

Harold Lachman Co., 12N. Michigan Av..Dept 1534 Chicago

Free Book,
ContainingcompleteJ
story of the origin
and history of I

wonderfull
ment—the

that
1 rnatru-

SAXOPHONE
This book tells yoa when to use

Saxophone— singly, in quartettes.
in sextettes, or in regular band; how
to transpose from orchestral parts
and many other things yoa would
like to know.
You can learn to play the teat* In on* hour'a

practice, and soon be playing popular air*. Yoa
can double your income, your pleasure, and your
popularity. Easy to pay by our easy payment plan.

MAKES AN IDEAL PRESENT
Rend for free Saxophone book and catalog of True-
Tone Band Instruments.

BUESCHER f*"?,
INSTRUMENT CO.

272 JatkMn Str..l. Elkhart. Ird.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Tones Hitherto Rare
Now Ever Present

HERE are the secrets of The Brunswick
Method of Reproduction. Learn how
we gained that wonderfully pure tone

which has given The Brunswick Phonograph
such prestige.

Experts in acoustics have long agreed that

superior reproduction depends chiefly upon
the reproducer and the way in which tone is

amplified.

Until the coming of The Brunswick, many
experts thought it impossible to, overcome
"spotty" reproduction, that is, alternate

good and bad tones. Yet all were striving to

increase the good tones and decrease the bad.

What We Found
The fault, we found, after hun-

dreds of tests, was largely due to

the use of metal in the amplifier
or sound chamber. Metal, having
no elasticity, prevented the sound
waves from expanding properly.
Strident noises resulted.

So we chose wood, develop-
ing the now famous Brunswick
Amplifier, built entirely of wood.
We tested dozens of different

woods, arranging them in numer-
ous shapes. Finally we attained

the proper acoustic values.

Brunswick tone is infinitely better, for
tones considered rare a few years ago are
ever-present in this super-instrument. No
one can remain unappreciative of its fullness,

richness and clarity. And all appreciate the
banishment of metallic sounds. Once you
hear The Brunswick, your own ear will
confirm these statements.

Plays All Records
Another great feature of The Brunswick

Method of Reproduction is the Ultona, our
all-record reproducer. At a turn of the
hand, it presents to each type of record the
proper needle and diaphragm. Each make

of record can now be heard at its

best, played exactly as it should be.
Thus you are not limited in your
selection of records to one make.

Before you buy, or even if you alreadv
have a phonograph, hear The Bruns-
wick. Put it to any tone test you wish.
Ask. that the most difficult records be
played. Make comparisons. Then let

sheer merit decide.

The Brunswick-Balke-
Collender Company

General Offices: CHICAGO andNEWYORK
Branch Houses in Principal Cities of United States,

Mexico and Canada
Canadian Distributors : Musical Merchandise

Sales Co., Excelsior Life Bid:.. Toronto n

Brerj advertisement In nioTtiri.AY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.



Photography Goes "Over the Top"

TRUNDLING his horse-drawn darkroom

from battlefield to battlefield, Matthew Brady

made upon collodion wet-plates his great picture

history of our Civil War. Brady had no modern lens,

no light and compact films, no means of registering

objects in motion. His work was done before ever

the instantaneous photograph was known.

The hand camera of today, equipped with lens and

shutter of incredible speed, makes scores of snap-shots

in the time Brady needed to obtain a single "view."

Moreover, the motion picture has been achieved

through the application of the instantaneous or stop-

motion principle. And so are now recorded, in both

still and moving pictures, the rush of men, the sweep

of airplanes, the sudden, tremendous upheaval of shell

explosions, all with the detailed accuracy of truth itself.

Thus do current war pictures form a chapter of history

as yet in the writing. Long after we have won the

war, other generations may still see today's battles re-

fought across the screen; and in the march of the science

which makes such wonders possible, we trust it will

be vouchsafed the Eastman kodak Company to main-

tain, as in the past, its high traditions of service and

leadership.
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"No ring? Here's your Life Saver"
The man who can hand out Life Savers is best man to go to for

holesome candy. Eat one of these little pure-sugar rings and you

will be wedded for life to the dainty, delicate quartet of

life SAYERs
THE CANDYMINT WITH THE H©LE

Each of the Life Saver flavors is as sweet as a June bride.

PEP-O-MINT is full of delicious pep. CL-O-VE is warm with the spice o' life.

WINT-O-GREEN is cool and refreshing. LIC-O-RICE will make every moon a honeymoon.

When you buy substitutes, you take a chance for better or worse.

You pay the Life Saver price and look in vain for Life Saver quality

— this is breach-of-promise.

Once you know these pure sugar-and-spice tidbits, nothing can
alienate your affections.

MINT PRODUCTS COMPANY
New York

5C
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Three
Reasons Why She Likes

FASHIONED HOSE
First— (Comfort) Burson Hose have no seams to irritate the

feet. The soft, smooth tread is comfort itself.

Second— (Fit) Altho seamless, Burson Hose are shaped as

perfectly and as accurately as any hosiery could be. Not by

stretching nor pressing, but by actually knitting to the propor-
tions of foot, ankle and leg.

Third— (Garter Top) The narrow hem garter-top prevents
runs, and gives greater elasticity where it is most needed. It is

a relief indeed to be free from garter runs, the most annoying,
most destructive agent known to hosiery.

When you know the extra advantages of Burson Hose, you'll, wear them always.

Made in Cotton, Lisle, Mercerised, unJ Silk twitted <usith Fit

Booklet Sent Free L't'on Requi

SOLD AT LEADING STORES EVERYWHERE

BURSON KNITTING COMPANY
95 Park Street Rockford, Illinois

Uoo rilOTriri.AY MAGAZINE.
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"HERES WHERE!
A GREAT number of people have discovered a way of

knowing a fine motion picture before seeing it

!

It's like a conjuring trick, simple when you know how.

They have discovered that the greatest concern in the

business, the Famous Players -Lasky Corporation, makes the

cream of all the different types of pictures.

— that these are always advertised and listed under the

names ''Paramount or cArtcraft.

— that they are the vehicles for the skill and genius of

practically all the foremost stars, directors, writers, photog-

raphers, painters, craftsmen, etc.

— and that through the nation-wide distributing facilities

of this great organization, millions of people in over ten

thousand theatres see Paramount and Artcraft Pictures.

Pictures so marked, they have found, always take you

out of yourself.

"Paramount" and Artcraft" are handy names to identify in two

huge groups, the best pictures made. Check it up for yourself.

Motion Cpictur&s "
These two trade-marks are tlie sure way of identifying "Paramount

and cArtcraft Pictures and the theatres tli.it show them.

5 FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
AUOLPH ZUKOK Pres JESSE L l.ASKY I

'.. Prw CECIL B DE MILLE Bind
>. i w -\ R K

',-

"FOREMOST STARS. SUPERBLY DIRECTED. IN CLEAN MOTION PICTURES'

PARAMOUNT AND ARTCRAFT

STARS' LATEST PRODUCTIONS
Listed alphabetically, released
up to March 31st. Save the
list! And see the pictures!

Paramount
John Barrymore km

'The Test of Honor"
'Enid Bennett :>-.

"Partners Three"
Billie Burke in

"Good GRACIOUS
ANXABELLB"

Lina Cavalieri : .-

"The Two Brides"
Marguerite Clark : i

"Three Men and a Girl"
Ethel Clayton in

"Maggie Pepper"
'Dorothy Dalion in

*

'Extravaganc e*
'

Pauline Frederick
"Paid in Fill"

Dorothy Gish in
"Puppy Love"

LilaLee >: "Peppy Polly"
Vivian Martin

"Little COMRADE"
Shirley Mnson

"The Winning Ctrl"
'Charles Ray in

"The Sheriff's SON"
Wallace Reid .»:

"All \s Mike Moran"
Bryant Washburn in

"Poor Boob"
Paramount-Artcraft Specials
"The Hun Within,"

. Special Star *~a.st

"Private Peat"
Private Harold Peat

"Sporting Life"
\ M lurice Tourneur Production

"Little Women" ..
'

.

A Wm. A. Br.uiv Production
"The Silver Kins"

g William Favershant
"The False Finos'

A Thomas 11. lnce Production

Artcraft
F.nrico Caruso; . "M YCOUS1N"
George M Cohan :n
"Hit the Trail Holiday"

Cecil B. De Mille's Production
"Don' i Chanci
Vovr Husband"

Douglas Fairbanks
"Arizona1

Elsie Ferguson
" im- Marriage Price

D, W. Griffith's Production
"The Girl \\ ho
Stayed h

'William S. Hart in
"I'm popp\ Girl'shusband"
Mary Pickford

"Johanna Eni ISTS*
Fred Stone i

"Johnny GET YOUR GUN'-
*>upervision of Thos. H. lnce

Paramount Comedies
Paramount -Arhuckle Comedy

"Low
Paramount.Mack

Sennett Comedies
"The Vili age Smithy"
"keii.ly's Wash Hay

Paramount- FtagR Comedy
"BBRBSPORDOF !"ii BBABOONS"
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Drew :

l a Mason"
Paramount- Bray PictOgnph

One cult week
Paramount-Burton Holmes

^o^^^ii^^^-m^^^r:^ &
Every idvortlscmenl in PHOT0PU1 MAGAZINE l< guaranteed.
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1 urn to Page' 47

WHATEVER else you read in this

i-sue of Photoplay Magazine,
do not fail to turn to page 47

and peruse the pledges for clean pic-

tures made by the leading motion pic-

lure manufacturers of America.
This is not a lot of talk about good

things and bad things by people who
never did anything. It is serious busi-

ness.

When a tramp "panhandles" you for

a dollar and proirrses to pay you Sat-

urday, you attach no particular signifi-

cance to his words. You kiss the dol-

lar good-bye, and forget it. But if the

president of your bank says—in some
properly witnessed way—"Mr. Jones, I

will give you, for value received, one
thousand dollars and legal interest six

months from this day"—you rather ex

pect to get your money, don't you?
There are only two ways whereby

clean moral entertainment can be main-
tanied on our screens. One is by a

-urn determination within the indus-

try to manufacture nothing but whole-
some photoplays; and the other is by
the processes of intelligent and organ-

ized selection in communities where the

pictures are shown. Of this form the

rapidly growing influence of The Better

Photoplay League of America is perhaps
ihe best example.
The established manufacturers who

have, through Photoplay, taken the

mightiest pledge for cleanliness in the

history^ of the industry, are much in the

position of that banker who pledged you
a thousand dollars and interest. When
your banker mentions money officially

he can't afford to talk through his hat.

He has to make good. When the photo-

play manufacturer pledges himself to

screen decency he can't afford to talk

through his hat. He has to make good.

And they are making good. There

is no more need for censorship in any
American city than there is for soviet

rule in Boston.
But when the picture makers come

together in a great harmony platform

such as this, it is a big and significant

thing. It is progress of the most hope-

ful kind.

eht. I 19 bv thi Pwi rrnpi \t Pi Bi '
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Dear Everyone

:

THIS is For
All the Readers

Of Photoplay; and
For those, too. who
Think they Haven't Time
To Read Every Word in the Magazine,

Well—
There's Not One of You
Who hasn't Played Paper Dolls
Once.
You May Deny It

—

You May Think you've Forgotten It

—

But
There's Xo More Fascinating
Indoor Diversion
For Ten-vear-Olders
Of All Aees
Than Bri'jhtly-colored

Attractive Midgets
To Be Cut Out
On the Dotted Line

—

With Separate Dre^es.
And all.

Have you Ever Heard
Of the Movy-Dol?
Photoplay
Is Just Announcins It.

From Next Month On
Every Issue of the M^sazine
Will Have
A Page of Colored Paper Dolls

—

Color Paintings

Of Movie Stars—
Beginning with
Mary Pickford.

A well-known Artist

Has Caught Mary's Charm;
And you'll have a Doll Likeness
Of her, with
Different Costumes
From Character-
Which she has Played
In her Screen Successes.

All Readv for the Kids
To Cut Out and Plav With

!

Something Absolutely New
in Pictures

The TiiOTorLAY Magazine Screen
Supplement—not a dramatic produc-
tion, but a series of one-reel peek-
into "he homes and personal lives of the

players as well as little journeys behind
the scenes ;n filmland, watching the

plaj ers at work.
The Screen Supplement, shown in

leading theatres throughout the coun-
try, is being released through the Educa-
tional Films Corporation of America.
The latest issue, now being shown,

includes a splendid camera-tour through
Geraldine Farrar's New York resilience.

showing the diva, the elaborate furnish-

ings and her beautiful clothing.

The Third Supplement also shows
Edith Storey in her country home.
1 Hist in Farnum on his demon motor
boat, a panoramic and series of closeup

views of Universal City. Fannie Ward
and her husband. Jack Dean, in their

Califortv'a home and J. Warren Kerri-

gan visiting Photopiay Magazine
Be sure and see the Screen Supple-

ment— it shows great film stars never

before grouped in one single reel of film.
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The Soup That Won The Medal
Van Camp Soups are based on famous

Parisian recipes, some of which won
medals in French culinary contests.

\

A noted chef from the Hotel Ritz in

Paris brought them to our kitchens. And
here he made for our basic soups these
premier French creations.

Yet He Was Wrong
Yet his methods were wrong, as he now

knows. They were too haphazard, too
uncertain.

So our college-trained scientific cooks
look the recipes in hand. They tested

countless blends— on some soups hundreds
ct them. They fixed standards for every
material.

They evolved long formulas, specifying
every step and process. So, when they
reached the ideal flavor, every future lot

would have it.

Thus they took the finest soups that
Paris serves, and gave to each a multi-
plied delight.

Hundreds of Tests

Now countless women, at formal and
at simple dinners, serve these exquisite
soups. The cost is a trifle— they are

ready in a moment. Yet they far excel

the finest soups that the greatest cl

have ever produced in the old ways.

w 'i

%
Prove this today. Order two favorite

kinds. They will convert you, and for-

ever, to scientific cookery.

Soups
18 Kinds

Other Van Camp Products Include

Pork and Beans Evaporated Milk Spaghetti Peanut Butter

Chili Con Came Catsup Chili Sauce, etc.

Prepared in the Van Camp Kitchens at Indianapolis

Van Camp 's

Pork and Beans
Van Camp 's

Spaghetti
Van Camp's
Peanut Butter

When you writ.- to advertisers pleasi mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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A TYPICAL

"BLACKTON" CAST
in the "Blackton" Special Feature

"A House Divided'
1

To the millions of photoplay patrons

throughout the world, this phrase has

come to mean more than a mere figure

of speech.

Every Blackton production is built

upon the firm foundation of a splendid

story, with real literary merit, and—
That story is enacted by a selected cast

of picture players, each one chosen for his

or her special fitness for the part.

"Not stories to ft a particular star, but

special stars to ft the story.

"

This is another reason why Blackton

Productions are worth while.

Sylvia Breamer Herbert Rawlinson

Lawrence Grossmith Sally Crute

SEE

"The Common Cause"
"Missing"
"Life's Greatest Problem"
"A House Divided"
Or any other current production from

"THE HAND OF BLACKTON'

Blackton Productions,! nc.

William Humphrey

OFFICES : 25 W. 45th Street, New York City

STUDIOS: 423 Classon Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. / 'wlet and Charles Blackton

fcO=
.wnw ! ll ! II £j

Even advertisement in PHDTOPLATT MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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How I Improved My Memory
In One Evening
The Amazing Experience of Victor Jones

"Of course 1 place you! Mr. Ad- would lose his name in thirty seconds, while I tell you it i- .1 wonderful thing, .uiir

... «. , . 1
" now there are probablj 10,000 nn-n and groping around in the dark for so man)

uison
;
ims 01 .

eaiue. women in the United States, man) of whom to be able to switch the big searchlight

,, T , , . ., it' have mel bul nine, whose names I can your mind and r« instantly evervthini
"If I remember correctly—aitf I caU insUntly on meeting them." want to remember

do remember correctly- Mr. Bur- -That is all righl for you, Mr Roth," I

'

n,i> Roth Course will do wondei

roughs, the lumberman, introduced mterrur^ted^ou^have given years to' it. ^Lcfwe" took it up you bea,

me to you at the luncheon of the .,., T „ , ,. llT ,

one ln °" r office say "I guess" or I think i'
- "Mr. Jones, he replied, "I can teach you was about so much" or "I forget that right

beattle Rotary Club three years ago the secret of a good memory in one evening, now" or "] can't remember" or l must
in May. This is a pleasure indeed!

Thi
,

s
'",

n '" aJues/> became 1 have done it look up his name." Now the) are right....... . .
with thousands ot pupils. In the first oi there with the answer—like a shot

I Davent laid eyes on you since that seven simple lessons which 1 have prepared Have you ever heard of "Multigi

day. How is the grain business? for home study, I show you the basic Smith"? Real name H. Q. Smith, Division
',, ,. . , ,

. .
prmaple of my whole system and you will Manager of the Multigraph Sales CompanyAnd how did that amalgamation work find it—not hard work as you might fear— Ltd., in Montreal. Here is just a bit from

outp" but just like playing a fascinating game. I
., letter of his that I saw last week:

will prove it lo you."

The assurance of this speaker-in
. He didn't have to prove it. His Course K^^ltJut^Z^i^^^.

the crowded corridor of thp Hotel ~\\c- did; I got it the very next day from his pub- It is simple, and easy as falling off a lo^. Yetme crouueu con uor 01 me note IVIC ^ Independent Corporation. ;>,''.', ™*S?Ih
a
,

d; '> " f practice anyone- I

\lnin coninel led nie tn turn nnrl lnnk " t care who he is—can imp-nee his MemoryAipm compelled me to turn and look Whm x tack]ed thp first ,esson T suppose im in a week and , my ,
, n six mou{h> ,.

at him. though I must say it is not my [ was the most surprised man in forty-eight M a(|vi(t. (0 „ (|on ,
usual habit to "listen in" even in a

states to find thai I had learned in about one minuU . Send t0 Indcpcn(k. nt Corporation

hotel lohhv
hour-how to remember a list ot one hun-

f()r Mr Roth -

s amazing ôurse ;mcj s

'

(
.

(
. „,,.„

notei 100D\ . died words so that 1 con d ca them oft ., ,,.,,n ,i„ rf„i n„lm„, l , ,• ,J
( , , , ... , . , . , . nondcrtut memorv vou have got. \ our ( i\ -

tt • t-v • , -v r ^ , ,
forward and back without a singe mistake. ;,i,.n ,L in ;„.-r*„ r*j *„.-.„„ :n i"He is David M. Roth, the most „,, ,..,.,, dends m mcreased Power wul be enormous.

, ,
That nrst lesson stuck. And so did the Victor Tonf*;

famous memory expert in the United other six „•/ / ™ i , , «. -T ZJ r •< "-".iv.*a oi iii-i sia. Whtle Mr.Jones has chosen the story form fqt

States," said mv friend Kennedy, an- Read this letter from Terence J. McManus, account of hts experience and thrt of others with the
-

c ,u c. c r\\ . d "m ivi o Roth Mcmorv Course, he has used oiilv facts thai <<
swering mv Question before I could 2.

f Ule r™ 0f lco«, Bonynge, McManus & known personally to the President of tfuilndep,3»cmig my 4UW11U11 ueiure i couio
Ernst, Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, 170 Corporation, who hereby verifies the accuracyof Mr.

get it out. "He will show you a lot Broadway, and one of the most famous trial J""rs stoiy in aU its particulars.

more wonderful things than that, be-
kwyersin NewYork:

Send Nq Money
fore the eveilin *

is over " • "May I take occasion to state thai 1 regard
your service in giving this system to the world So confident is the Independent Corpora-

..Hi he did. ^oft^S^ «™- the publishers of the Roth Memory
its principles may be acquired, especially Course, that once you have an opportunity

As we went into the banquet room the
appeal to me. I may add that I already had to see in your own home how easy it is to

, . ^ ,
»""»" <'"- occasion to test the effectiveness of the first dnnlilo iroc i rmi„ ,,,,,» ,„,.^„„. „„... . ;toastmaster was introducing a long line of two lessons in the preparation for trial of an

double yes triple > our memory power in a

the guests to Mr. Roth. I got in line and important action in which 1 am about to »*W short hours, that they are willing to

when it came my turn, Mr. Roth asked engage." -end the course on free examination.

"What are your initials. Mr. Jones, and Mr.McManus didn't put it a bit too strong.
Don't send any money. Merely mail the

your business connection and telephone coupon or write a letter and the complete
number?" Why he asked this, I learned The ^oln Course is priceless! I can ab- course will he sent, all charges prepaid, at

later, when he picked out from the crowd ^olutely count on r.iy memory now. I can once. If you are not entirely satisfied send

the 60 men he had met two hours before ca" tne narr>e of most any man I have met it back any time within five day? after you
and called each by name without a mis- DeI°re—and I am getting better all the receive it and you will owe nothing,

take. What is more, he named each man's time - J can remember any figures I wish On the other hand, if you are as pli

business and telephone number, for good t0 remember. Telephone numbers come to as are the thousands of other men and
measure. mind instantly, once I have filed them by women who have used the course, send only

I wont tell you all the other amazing ^ r - Roth's easy method. Street addresses $5 in full payment. . You take no risk an'
things this man' did except to tell how he are J ust as easy- -

V()U nave everything to gain. 50 mail the

.ailed back, without a minute's hesitation, The old fear of forgetting (you know what poupon now luf<, re this remarkable offer

Ion',' lists of numbers, bank clearings, prices, that is) has vanished. I used to be "scared
B withdrawn.

lot numbers, parcel post rates and anything stiff" on my feet—because I wasn't sure. I FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
else the guests gave him in rapid order. couldn't remember what I wanted to say

*********** Now I am sure of myself, and confident, I J 1 . /"* . •

and "easy as an old shoe" when I get on my Independent Corporation
When I met Mr. Roth—which you may feet at the club, or at a banquet, or in a p ... . c Xu 1 j ..«,,,

be sure I did the first chance I got -he business meeting, or in any social gathering.
Publlshers o{ The Independent Weekly
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' PerhaPS the most enjoyable part of it all Dept. R1205 119 W.40th St., New York
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j tnat j have become a good conversation- „, , .. D . ,, _
there IS nothing miraculous about mv •_. j t j * u -i u- Please send me the Roth Memory Course ot -

„ , „ „ ,,
"

T . .

iuuul iny
a |Bt—and j used to be as sl ]ent as a sphinx lessons I will either remail the ecuremembering anything I want to remember. . T j e 1 u 1

", , ,
c "' lrl ."'""' "•< cou™ n> •>

, ., .,7 * °. " 'ciiicmun, when I got into a crowd of people who knew within five days after its receipt or send
whether it be names, faces, figures, facts or

ln
-

something f have read in a magazine.
lngS-

"You can do this just as easily as I do. Now I can call up like a flash of lightning Name
Anyone with an average mind can learn most any fact I want right at the instant I

quickly to do exactly the same things which need it most. I used to think a "hair trig- Address

seem so miraculous when I do them. ger" memory belonged only to the prodigy
"My own memory," continued Mr. Roth, and genius. Now I see that every man of

"was originally very faulty. Yes it was

—

us has that kind of a memory if he only
a really poor memory. On meeting a man I knows how to make it work right. Photo .-. 19
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-Our American Bernhardt'

Allen Uolubai"?

Supcrproducffon

THE PICTURE THAT WILL LIVE FOREVER
Released Aim Jewel Productions... «»sr

Even idvertlsemenl in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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NAZI M OVA
See her in "Revelation
See -her in "Toys ofPate'
See her in "EyeJ-or Eye]
See her in"Out of the log

and soon in

THE RED LANTERN
Then tell uswho is the really
great artist o£ the Screen

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
MET RO

Y
N
o
E£K pictures corporation ^oAm

MAXWELL KAJRGERJ)in>ctorg
,

eneral-

When you write to aJvertiscrs please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Little Journeys

To Filmland

V~S\

C,craUine

Farrar

at Home

Making
Pictures

at Universal (H

iOPIAYM c=r?

C^

HAVE you seen it at your favorite theatre? The stars as they are

— little journeys to filmland— Photoplay Magazine on the screen. A
one-reeler issued once a month just like the magazine itself, full of

the most interesting personal doings of the stars, entirely apart from their

screen work— just as they are in real life; taking you right into the studios and

showing you all the interesting phases of motion picture production. As you sit

in a comfortable chair in your theatre you are borne as on a magic carpet through

the heretofore closed gates which lead to the

wonderful and mysterious regions of Filmland.

In every reel you will meet at least six or

seven stars and see many phases of motion pic-

ture work. It is without doubt one of the most

fascinating ideas ever put on the screen. You
will gasp with delight when you see how it

has been worked out.

Photoplay Magazine Screen Supple-

ment is being distributed by the Educa-

tional Films Corporation of America.

Remember, it is issued every month.

77 15 being shown now at hurt-

dreds of the finest theatres in

America. Ask your theatre man-

ager when he is going to show it.

i
-, . , . ,. : icmenl in PROTOPT-A1 MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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;jL^KJ3(gG$ &mw&\
Harrison Fisher Says

the Most Beautiful Girl

in the World is

OLIVE

THOMAS
Myron Selznick announces a series of productions starring this

charming actress, directed by Charles Giblyn, beginning with

UPSTAIRS and DOWN
^ff

CORPORATION
501 Fifth Avenue, New York

When you \7rtte io advertisers rlease mention PTTOTOrLAT HACAZrNT
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Watch Your Nerves classified advertising
Is your Life's Blood trickling away ? When
you see red blood escaping you know your
vitality is escaping with it, and you
promptly stop the flow.

Millions of peo-

ple live on, indiffer-

ent to the loss of

vital power even
more serious than
the loss of blood

—

the LOSS OF
NERVE FORCE.

Strengthen

Your Nerves
Paul von Boeckmann, the

noted Nerve Culturist, has
written a remarkable book
(96 nages) which explains the

Laws of Nerve Force, and
«_^"\ teaches in the simplest

\ language How to Soothe,
Calm, and Care for the
Nerves. It is theresultof
over 20 years' study of
nervous people.

Send for this book
TODAY.

\^SM
•

What Readers Say
'

' I ii:i\ . gained 12 pounds
.inn- rending your book.
jimi I feel so energetic."
"Your book did more for
me for indigestion than
two courses in dieting."
"My heart is now regular
again and

, Itho
uble.bi

.-lit I had ho
npb

"Your book baa helped
my nerves wonderfully. I

am sleeping so well and
in the morning I feel so
rested."
"The advice given in your
book on relaxation and
calming of nerves has
clearedmy brain. Before
I was half dizzy all the
time."
A prominent lawyer (n

Vnsonia, Conn., says :

Your book saved me

nd am ga

. v>

If after read-
ing this book
you do not
agree that it

teaches the
greatest lesson on Health
and Mental Efficiency you
have ever had, return it, and
your money will be refunded
at once—plus the outlay in

postage you may have in-

curred.
A keen and highly-organ-

ized nervous system is the
most precious gift of Nature.
To be dull nerved means to be
dull brained, insensible to the
higher things in life— Ambi-
tion, Moral Courage, Love
and Mental Force. There-
fore care for your nerves.

25cPrice of book
is only

Bound handsomely in Cloth 50c.

(Coin or Stamps.) Address

PAUL VON BOECKMANN, R. S.
Studio 133, 110 West 40th Street, New York City

Copy This Sketch
n ml lei nu- see what
>i».i caii do with it.

( artoonists ami Illus-

tratorsearn$25to$125
or more per week. A
large proportion of
the newspaper art-

ists who are gain-
ing: success today
were trained by
this course. My
practical system of

personal individual le

your d rawing ability

The LANUON
Picture Chart Method

ol teaching drawing is the easiest to u nd erstand,

the quickest and the most thorough. You
Irani in draw as easily as you learned to write!

Send sketch ol Uncle Sam with 6c in stamps f< r

lull information about the course, together with

test lesson plate, Bamples ol students 1 work
and evidence of what you too can accomplish,
Please state your age.

The Landon School anu
l
cartooning

1507 Schoficld Bldg. Cleveland, Ohio

mai I WU I develop
leveioped theirs.

FORMS FOR JULY ISSUE CLOSE MAY FIRST

Learn NOW
troo l.....klet

Writ.'
Gel miii special

Froo Outfit Oltar ill onCO.

I I

xplni,

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF Mil
. INC. |l

1125 H SI. N. W.. WASHINGTON, 0. C

AGENTS AND SALESMEN OLD COINS WANTED

s 4<> TO sum A \VKi:K. I'Kl.i: SAMPLES. GOLU
Sign i

,
; can put " windows. Bl

i
aj offei to general agents. Metallic Letter t"-.

ill N. (lark, Chicago.

WATCH Y">t l: CHANGE. WE OFFER FROM 103
E i remlun

Dollars. Dollars, etc. We boy all old coins and bills.

Send 1c I r Large Illustrated Coin Circu-
lar. D may mean Ian you. Bend now.
Numismatic Bank, Depi. 7 V Port Worth. Texas.SALESMEN: ( ITT OR TRAVELING. EKPERI-

ence unnecessary. Stud for list of openings and full

particulars. Prepare In spare timi to earn lb

aalarle

—

$2,500 to SlO.OfiO a year. Employi
idered members. Xat'l. Salesmen's Tr. Ass'n..

Dept. 138-B, Chicago, 111.

PATENTS

PATENTS. WHITE FOR FREE ILI.Is'TUATLl

'

guide book "How to Obtain a Patent." Send
or -ketch tor opinion of patentable nature free.
References. Prompt Attention. Reasonable "i

\ iri-r .1. Evan* & Co.. 763 Ninth. Washington. I>. C.

INVENTORS. SEND SKETCH AND DESCRIPTION
of your invention for advice regarding patent pn-'
Twenty years experience. Our Hand-book on P

i free en request. All communieatinll strictly

confidential. Write us today. Talbert A: Talbert. Pat-
it I.auyi 4724 Tall -i Bldg.. Was 1, D. C.

I WANT 100 MEN ANT) WOMEN TO ACT AS
my agents and take orders for Comer raincoats,

capes .mil waterproof aprons. I paid EU Bridge $88.95
for orders taken during bis spare time in one week.
('in. per made $314 last month. Wonderful values. A
dandy coat for $4.98. Fun average orders a daj

you (2,500 ;i year profit. No delivering or collecting.

ill give you a sample coat and complete outfit for get-

ting orders. Hurry. Write for my liberal offer.

Comer Mt'g. Co., Dept. i:-::i. Dayton, Ohio.
PHOTOGRAPHY

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
FILMS DEVELOPED 10c A ROLL. GUARANTEED

prints 3c and Ic each returned next day,
price lisi on request, Kodak Film Finishing Co., 112
Merchants Statiun, St. Louis,

BRANCH MANAGER WANTED FOB OLD ESTAB-
lisbed Chicago Concern. We furnish full Btock of

goods, advertising matter, and equip store completely,
in good location, all at our expense and pay you
.S40.no a week salary, in addition to libera] share
of the profits your store earns. Work can In -

in spare time. No investment or previous experience
necessary to secure this position. If you are a hustler

and want an opportunity to make ?5,000 to $15,000
a year we want you and will pay you well from the
start. Send me your application today. S. Levy.
Mgr., Department G62, Como Bldg.. Cuieago, 111.

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING

100 ENGRAVED VISITING CARDS. HAND EN-
graved script copper plates, handsome imltatiun leather
card case. Only SI. 7 0. Burt Brickuer, Tiffin.

SONGWRITERS

FOR YOUR DEN WRITE THE WORD-: FOR A SONG. WE WRITE
music, guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit poems

"MOVIE" PENNANTS! CLASSY ASSORTMENT
of forty popular stars, on many-colored fell. :i.\8 inches,
with photographs, $1.00. Peery Specialties, Atchison,
Kansas.

on patriotism, love or anv subject. Chester Hue
,13S S... Dearborn St.. Suite 112. Chicago.

SONGWRITERS: SFBMIT TOUR SONG-POEMS

GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENTS let explaining our original methods of revisit;
posing, copyrighting and facilitating free publical
outright sale of songs. SENT FREE on postal request.
Learn the truth from a reliable successful eoncern.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Knickerbocker Studios, 16ti
Gaiety Bldg., N. Y. City.

WRITE A SONG—LOVE. MOTHER, HOME CHILD
hood, patriotic or any subject. 1 compose musl
guarantee publication. Send words today. 1

.Merlin. 23". Reaper Block, Cb

NEW PATRIOTIC PLAYS, RECITATIONS. E-NTEK-
tainments for war-time Benefits. Vaudeville sketches,
Monologues. Drills. Tableaux, Make-UD Goods. Large
Catalog Free.

T. S. Denison & Co.. Dept. 7fi, Chicago.

HELP WANTED

WOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SENT PREPAID TO
your door: plain sewing: steady work: no canvassing.
Send stamped envelope for prices paid. Cniversal Co.,
Dept. 21, Philadelphia. Pa.

YOF WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG—SFBMIT
poems on patriotism, love tr anv subject. Wt

GOVERNMENT PAYS $900 TO $1,80(9 YEARLY.
Prepare for coming "exams" under former Civil Servi i

Examiner. New Book Free. Write Patterson Civil Serv-

music guarantee copyright and assist in securing pub-
lisher. Metropolitan studio-. Room 102, Mortoi
Chicago.

ico School. Box 3017. Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED— 5 BRIGHT. CAPABLE LADIES FOR
1919, to travel, demonstrate and sell dealers. $25.00
t,i $50.00 per week. Railroad fare paid. Write at

nnce. Goodrich Drue Co., Depi. 59. Omaha. Nebr.

SEND ME TOCR SONG-POEMS. I COMPOSE
music and submit copies to publishers. Send ik*ius
today—examination free. Myron Johnson, Ex
S] lings, Mo. P. O. Box 4 13.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG'. WE REVISE
in-, compose music fur them and guarautet

inre publication on royalty basis by New York niu-ie
publisher. Our Chief Com] - - song-writer of
national reputation and has written many bik-

inis. Submit poems mi anv subject. Broadwa) s
101-A, Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.

MEN! WOMEN, IS OR OYER. GET V. S. Gov-
ernment Permanent Peace Positions. si.onn-sl 600
year. No layoffs, short hours. Paid vacations. Com-
mon education sufficient. Write immediately for free

list positions now easily obtainable. Do ii"t wait.
Franklin Institute. Dept. D-204. Rochester, N. Y.

MANUSCRIPTS TYPEWRITTEN
WRITE US WORDS Fill! A SuNG. H AY.V1I..

able, we'll write music—guarantee publisher's
Send poems on love, victory, any subject. 1'iurvliikl

Mus . Co., 22-T, 203 Bt adway, N. > .

SCENARIOS. MANUSCRIPTS TYPED TEN CENTS
page. Spelling corrected. Seven years' experience.
Mar.iorie Jones. 322 Monadnock Block, Chicago,

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS HAVE YOF snxii POEMS I HAVE BIST PROP-
ositlcu. Ray Hlbbeler, D5, 4" In Di.k.u- Ave., 1

$85. OH PROFIT NIGHTLY. SMALL CAPITAL
starts you. No experience needed. Our machines are

used and endorsed by government institutions. Catalog
fne. Atlas Moving Picture Company, 4SS Morton
Bldg., Chicago.

SEND TOUR POEMS TODAY FOR REST OFFER
and immediate publication. Free examination. Mnslri
t-omposed. Booklet on request. Authors ,s; Composers
Service Co., Suite 512, 14S8 Broadway, N. Y.

arn'EStolOOaWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
Bisr opportunities NOW.
It takes only :i short time
to qualify for tliis fascinat-
ing profession. Three
months' course covers all

liranches:

Motion Picture— Studio— Commercial
Practical instruction. Daj or evening classes, EaS) terms.

Call or write tor tret I i y< will find it worth while.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
Dep t. 37 141 W. 36th St.. N. Y. City

|

ACCOUNTANCY
_ The Highest Paid Profession taught thoroufjh^

•#• in a few months of home study by new system
CQFF R/lOK lntcrn.ition.it Accountants SocietyALL DVvn Ocpt.7E.624 S Michigan AicChlcaec

Write the Words
for a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise
song-poems, compose music for them.
and guarantee to secure publication on
a royally basis by a Now York music
publisher. Our Lyiic Editor and Chief
Composer is a song-writer of national
reputation and has written many big
song-hits. Mail your song-poem on love,

peace,victory or any other subiectto usto-
day. Poems submitted are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
101 E Fitzgerald Bids:.. Broadway at Times Sq.

NEW YORK. N. Y.

M Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book

shows li"« irou can tx g skilled

player "I piano or org in in ) oui on a
.itc.oo qo.irt. i o- n.il cost.

I.. 1. ,,1,

!6yi n Puu ,-n.

4 tosion*. S.-i.-nt Hie \ .! >

beslnnera or teachers, "1.1 or ^ .'one . ail
1. Writ,- l..,i o l..rt;i oinj.. Ire.-I'.'ek 11,'w t„Stn.l\ \lieoe

M. 1. QUINIt CONSERVATORY. Studio P. E.. Socl.il Union Bide. BOSTON. MASS

Written Method
. i

ind complete place in overs-

t,. underatand Pulls illns-

ualcfraa. i>ipl«-

DOYOU LIKE TO DRAW?
CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID

rrillnot iriva rouanj mndnrize.fyoii
.: s .,.1. Nor xvtll we rh.im

toi .v du rich in :» week. Bui if

you arc anxious to develop your
talcnl with a successful cartoonist.

o you can make money, send a copy
f this picture, with t>c in stamps for

portlolio of oorioohsnnd sample lesson
plate, and let us explain.

The W. L. Evans School of Cartooning
S50 Leader Bide.. Cleveland, O.

ulvertlseraent Ui PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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How Mary Pickford Got HerOwnWay
Miss Pickford has long wished to carry out her own ideas in the production of her pictures.

Last fall she made the break—opened up her own studios with her mother as business man-

ager and now, for the first time in her career, can make pictures exactly as she likes.

Her first very own photoplay will be advertised under her own signature— like this:

THE PICKFORD FILM CORPORATION Presents

In Jean "Wfebsters Celebrated Story and Play-

Miss Pickford presents this American classic as an example ofwhat her friends may expect from her own studios

The screen rights alone to " Daddy Long Legs " cost more than is usually expended on the

entire production of many photoplays. Miss Pickford wants to give her friends the very

best stories, the kind she personally likes to appear in—and you may rest assured that

everything about the new Mary Pickford Productions will be the best that money can buy.

So don't mind if your theatre raises its prices
for "Daddy Lon& Le&s." It will be worth while

Naturally, Miss Pickford had to arrange with a distributing company to handle the shipping and physical

distribution of her films. For the distribution of her first three pictures she has chosen

THE FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS CIRCUIT, Inc.

A nation-wide organization of theatre owners who are banded to-

gether to encourage the independent star and producer to make bigger

and better films than are possible on the old " program " plan.

When you write to advertisers ple.i^e mention PHOTOPLATT MAGAZINE.
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Special Free Trial Offer—Act Promptly

For the Busy Busi-
ness Man

Shorthand in of In-
valuable help in Hid-
ing business men to
maketheir own notes
of private business
matters and tele-
phone conversations.

For the Ambitious
Saleswoman

Ton can qualify for
a Bplendia pofiition

in almost no time.
( Opportunities with-
out number are wait-
ing for you in busi-
ness.

For Every
Lawyer

You will findParaxon
Shorthand of price-
Less aid in the prose-
cution of cases in
Court and every day
in your office. I ' is of
inest imalde value.

For the Book-
keeper

Bookkeeperswill find
a knowledge of Para-
gon Shorthand a
nn-at time eav.r in
making audits and
jotting down memo-
randa quickly.

For the Alert
Salesman

Besides making
m e m o h of orders
Bpeedilj y OU ran
take- down word for
word for your daily
reports the remarks
of the buyer, etc.

Learn Paragon
Shorthand in 7 Days
Sent on 7 Days' FREE TRIAL

SendNbMoney -JustThe Coupon

You know how often you have wished that you
could write shorthand. You realized what it meant
to busy executives and to business beginners— in

efficiency, advancement and increased earning power.
But like thousands of others you dreaded the long, weary

months of study, the memory tax, the mental strain and the
high cost, in time and money, of the old systems.
Now you can have your wish. Because, all that you dreaded

is done away with in the Paragon Method of Shorthand. Instead
of committing to memory something like 4,000 word-signs and
contractions, which in other systems largely depend for their

meaning upon position they occupy, you have only 26 word-signs
to learn in Paragon. The entire system consists of

The Paragon Alphabet;
Twenty-six simple word-signs;
Six prefix contractions;
One general rule for abbreviations.

THAT IS ALL. The simple explanations and exercises are
divided into seven lessons, the principles of which you can
grasp in one evening. Speed will develop pleasantly as you make
daily use of your quickly acquired knowledge.

This is the Paragon System. Thousands have learned the
7 lessons in 7 evenings. See for yourself how perfectly simple it

is. Stop right here and study the specimen lesson at the right.

Everybody Can UselShorthand
Our records show that, in addition to the

thousands of young nien and women who
need shorthand as a help in their business
careers, other thousands — fatsines . men, fro-
fei ionalmcn, tfudctlts, clergymen and .. ary
folk—would like to knowParagon Shorthand
as a time-saving convenience. Still others—
fiiilirrs and mothers— would like to give
their sons and daughten this wonderful ad-
vantage in order that they maybe able to he
^elf-supporting any time it may be necessary.
Many of these persons who have not a di-

rect need for shorthand but want it as an
instrument of efficiency and a dat't

aid buy the complete course of Paragon
rthand at a popular sidling price.

EVIDENCE
Of Its Merit
w have thousands

of s a c h letters as
these tin tile:

F. G. Cooper, famous
Cartoonist of Colli-

er's, writes: "Within
a few days after re-

ceiving your set of
lessons r made all

the notes in my
pocket note-book in

Paragon Shorthand,
I had no previous
knowledge of a n y
shorthand. Weeks
afterward I can read
my Paragon notes
II strikes me llnil

this is quite a recom-
noool.it inn for your
s\st cm."

In Court
•• \\ i i h Paragon,

which 1 learned in

7 lessons. 1 ant able
to do any kind of
work in Court with
as great rapidity as

t, h e occasion inaj

demand."
I. Mnrttan Hamley,

Lake Providence,La

With Uncle Sam
"It tool; me one

week to master Pain
gOn. My seeeil in 1

month was SO words
jter minute "

Bruno Bonquis,
1880 !•'. St.. N. \\'.,

\\ ashlnirton. IV ('.

Try This Lesson Now

Take the ordinary longhand letter /^>
Eliminate everything but the long down-

stroke and there will remain / This

is the Paragon symbol for D. It is always

written downward.

From the longhand letter -£• rub out

everything except the upper part — the

circle—and you will have the Paragon E O

Write this circle at thfc beginning of

/ and you will have Ed 7

By letting the circle remain open it

will be a hook, and this hook stands for

A. Thus /will be Ad. Add another

A at the end thus,/ and you will have

a girl's name, Ada.

From -^7'eliminate the initial and final

strokes and O will remain which is the

Paragon symbol for O.

For the longhand'Wwhich is made

of 7 strokes, you use this one horizon-

tal stroke

Therefore, ©would be Me.

Now continue the E across the M,
so as to add D— thus / and you will

have Med. Now add th e large circle

O and you will have-V (medo), which

is meadow, with the silent A and W
omitted.

Yoa now have S of tb« character*. There
re only 26 in alL Then yoa m«morfat« 26
nmple word »i*nt, 6 prefix contraction* wmI
and ono natural rele for abbreviation*.
That UalL

SIm

A'Most Valuable Accomplishment
Thousands of young, ambitions men and

women who have failed to learn the old,
complicated forms of shorthand have
Learned Paragon with ease. Thej have since
become courl stenographers, reporters; as-
sistants io business heads and in mans
cases execul ives of prominent ronr<Tiis an«l
Institutions. Thousands of grateful letters
now iti our lih-s niti-nt tlu>st> f;u-ts. TIiom'
printed at t lit- left art- typical.

Paragon Is Used Everywhere
Paragon En used in the officesofthe largest

firms ii "!• I corporal ion-, in the world, such us
Standard Oil Company, United States Steel
Corporation and the great Railwaj Systems.

Shorthand Writers Wanted
Sever before have American business'and

theGovernment atW ashingtonfell sokeenlj
ihr shortage of capable shorthand writers.
Big business houses are looking everywhere
for shorthand writers and are ready to pay
any salary within reason to get the service
thej musl have. Salaries an- Bteadih ad-
vancing and yet the demand for short-
hand writers ini- not been supplied.

Paragon Institute Home Study Department

Only $5 If You Keep It

For S5 you can have a com-
plete education in shorthand, a life-long
help—-not onl> for j ourself but for your wife
or children or any other relative! You eau
have exactly tht fame . nrst that has been
taught for 25years by its inventor persona) l>

bj mail at his regular fee of $25. With . les

sons and the ingenious self-examination
method devised by the inventor you can
learn Paragon at home in j

Send No Money
Try ii tt > vpenst '. Simply fill out

the coupon below and mail it to us. Afi. r

>on receive the Course, study it for > eve-
nings and If you believe you can he without
this valuable knowledge am Longer, mall it

back to us and you will owe nothing. Send
in the coupon or write a letter todaj

.

WARNING
This is the ORIGINAL PARAGON Course
In Shorthand — the most ingenious and
efficient system of its kind In the world.
Learn the System that is endorsed the
world over and that has been successfully
taught for 2S years. Why experiment ?

601 BROAD STREET
Suite 370, NEWARK. N.J.

USE THIS FREE EXAMINATION COUPON'
PARAGON INSTITUTE HOME STUDY DEPARTMENT. 601 Broad St, Suite 370, NEWARK. N. J.

You may send me the Com-
plete Course of I'AHACON
Shorthand with the distinct

understanding that I have .

rlaye after its receipt to cither

remail the Course to you or

Bend you $6.00.

NAME.

Ill SIXESS

Studio

Directory

For the convenience of our readers who
may desire the addresses of film compa-
nies we give the principal active ones be-

low. The first is the business office; -

indicates a studio; in some cases both are

at one address.

AMERICAN FILM MF<7. CO., 6227 Broadway.

Chicago: Santa Barbara. Cal. (5).

ABTt RAFT PICTURES COUP.. 485 Fifth Avenue.

New York City; 516 W. ."4th St., New Y
City (s) ; Fori Lee, N. J. (>> ; HoHj
Cal. (s).

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS, INC., 25 w
St.. New Tork City (s) j 4-3 Cla 5 ~i 11 Ave.

lyn. N. Y".

ROBERT BRUNTON STUDIOS, 5300 Me r08

Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

CHARLES CHAPLIN STUDIOS, La Brca and De
Longrre Aves., Hollywood, Calif.

CHRISTIE FILM CORP., Sunset Blvd. and Gower
St., Los Angeles, Cal.

FAIRBANKS PICTURES CORP., 6284 Senna Ave.

Hollywood, Calif.

FAMOUS PLATERS FILM CO.. 485 Fifth Ave.

New York City; 128 W. oOtli St.. Now Y

City. (s).

FOX FILM COliP.. 130 W. 46th St., New York

City; 14H1 Western Ave., Los Angeles i>

Fort Lee. N. J. (si.

GOLDWYN FILM CORP., 16 E. 42nd St.. New
York City: Culver City. Cal.

THOMAS DICE STUDIO, Culver City. Cal.

LASKY FEATURE PLAY CO., 4Sr. Fifth Ave..

New York City; i;.Sl Selma Ave., Hollywood,

Cal. (s).

METRO PICTURES CORP., 1ST 6 Broadway. New
York City; 3 W. iU<t St.. New York Cltj

1025 Lillian Way. Los Angeles. Cal.

EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING (OKI-.

1600 Broadway, New York City.

PATHE EXCHANGE, IND.. 25 W. 4 r.tli St.. New

York City; ASTRA 1 ll.M CORP.. Glendah

(S); KiH.IN FILM CO.. 605 California Bldg..

Los Angeles I

-

- PARAETA STUDIO,

5300 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles, Cal, - •

ROTHACKBR FILM MFC. CO., 1333 Diverse?

Parkway, Chicago, in. (s).

-Ml. T Vli TORES CORP., 720 Seventh Ave..

New York City (S); Hollywood. Cal.

-I 1 [G POLYSCOPE CO., Western and Irving Park

Blvd., I'll" .
i

SKLZXICK. LEWIS I., ENTERPRISES INI'.. T89

Seventh Ave.. New York City.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. ill., 1600 Broadway

New York City; Universal city. Cal.; Coytesvillc.

N. J, (S).

VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA, B. 15th

St. and Locust Are., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Holly-

wood, Cal. (s).

WHARTON, int.. Ithaca, N. Y. (e).

WORLD FILM CORP., 130 W. 46th St.. Nen

York City: Port Leo. N. J. (s).

ADDRESS. Photoplaj •in I

Even adverttoemenl lu t'HOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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.v^ IL v iBeing a
Convincing Talker

How I Learned It in One Evening

By GEORGE RAYMOND

II
AVE you heard the news
about Prank Jordan?"

This questi o n quickly

brought me to the little group which

had gathered in the center of the office.

Jordan and 1 had Started with the

Great Eastern Machinery Co., within a

month of each other, four years ago. A
year ago, Jordan was taken into the

accounting division and 1 was sent out

as salesman. Neither of us was blessed

with an unusual amount of •brilliancy,

but we "got by" in our new jobs well

enough to hold them.

Imagine my amazement, then, when
I heard:

"Jordan's just been made Treasurer

of the Company!"
I could hardly believe my ears. But

there was the "Notice to Employees"
on the bulletin board, telling about Jor-

dan's good fortune.

Now I knew that Jordan was a ca-

pable fellow, quiet and unassuming,

but I never would have picked him for

any such sudden rise. I knew, too,

that the Treasurer of the Great East-

ern had to be a big man, and I won-
dered how in the world Jordan landed

the place.

The first chance I got. I walked into Jor-
dan's new office and after congratulating him
warmly, I asked him to let me "in" on the

details of how he jumped ahead so quickly.

His story is so in-

tensely interesting

that I am going to

repeat is as closely

as I remember.
"I'll tell you just

how it happened,
George, because you
may pick up a
pointer or two that

will help you.

"You remembei
how scared I used

to be whenever I

had to talk to the

chief? You remem-
ber how you used

to tell me that every

time I opened my
mouth I put my
foot into it, mean-
ing of course that

every time I spoke I

got into trouble?

You remember when
Ralph Sinton left to

take charge of the

Western office and I

was asked to pre-

sent him with the

FREDERICK HOUK LAW
A3 educator, lecturer, execu-

tive, traveler and author few
men are so well equipped by
experience and training as Dr.
Law to teach the art of effec-
tive speaking. His " Roasters
of Speech '

' is the fruit of 20
years' active lecturing and in-
struction in Eastern schools
and colleges preceded by an
education at Oxford Academy,
Amherst College. Columbia
University. The Teachers Col-
lege, Brown University, and
New York University. He
holds the degrees of A. B..
A. M. and Ph. D.
Dr. Law is the author of two

novels, two books of poetry,
and editor of six school text
books. At present he is lec-
turer in English in New York
University, Lecturer in Peda-
gogy in the Extension Work of
the College of the City of New
York, head of the Dept. of
English in the Stuyvesant H.
S. and writer of the Weekly
Lesson Plans for ' the Inde-
pendent.

loving cup the boys gave him, how flustered done instantly, where formerly,

1 was and how 1 couldn't saj a word be- know, what I said went in one car and out

cause there were people around? You re of the other.' 1 began to acquire an executive
member how confused 1 used to be everj ability thai surprised me. I smoothed out

lime 1 met new people.-' 1 couldn't say what difficulties like a true diplomat. In my talks

1 wanted to say when I wanted to say it. with the chief I spoke clearly, simply, con
end I determined thai it' there was any pos- vincingly. Then came my tir-t promotion
sible chance to learn how to talk I was going since 1 entered the accounting department
to do it. 1 was given the job of answering complaints,
"The first thing I did was to buy a number and I made good. From that 1 was given

of hooks on public speaking, but they seemed the job of making collections. When Mr
to be meant for those who wanted to be- Buckley joined the Officers' Training Camp,
come orators, whereas what 1 wanted to I was made Treasurer. Between you and
learn was not only how to speak in public me, George, my salary is now $7500 a year
but how to speak to individuals under var- and I expect it will be more from the first of
ious conditions in business and social life. the year.

"A few weeks later, just as I was about to "And I want to tell you sincerely, that I

give up hope of ever learning how to talk attribute my success solely to the fact that
interestingly, I read an announcement stat- I learned how to talk to people."
ing that Dr. Frederick Houk Law of New %%%%%%%
York University had just completed a new „.. , .

course in business talking and public speak- ad& $*£? p^Ka \/f l

r^.'&urE
ing entitled 'Mastery of Speech.' The course and be gave it to me. I sent tot it and round
was offered on approval without monev in '' '" '"' exactly as he had stated After study-

idvinrn sn sinfe I hart nnthina whatever In " lt; "' l ' e,gh< simp!,' lessons I began to sell toadvance, so since 1 naa notning wnatever to ,„.,,,,,,. wl ad prertousi „, „8ten
lose by examining the lessons, 1 sent tor them to me at all. After four months of r<

and in a few davs they arrived. I glanced breaking sales during the dullest season of (be

through the entire eight lessons, reading the
yei

"V '
''''' i \''<i » «" •';'" thechlel asking

... . » l • ,
me '" return to tin* home office. We had oulte

headings and a few paragraphs here and a long talk in which r explained how i was
there, and in about an hour the whole secret able to break siles records —and I was ap-
of effective speaking was opened to me. E?i°l

ed ?ale3 -

v

|
•","'-'''' ;" a 'mosl twlce "' v

ur- i t 1 j u t l j i
former salary. I know that there was not in.'For example, I learned why I had always in me that bad changed except that I had

lacked confidence, why talking had always acquired flhe ability to talk wbere formerlj I

seemed something to be dreaded whereas it
simply used "words without reason.- I can

li .u • 7 «. ,f • .u ,, , never thank Jordan enough for tcllinji me about
is really the simplest thing in the world to Dr . Law's Course in Business xllking
'get up and talk.' I learned how to secure Public Speaking. Jordan and I are both
complete attention to what I was saying spending all our spare time making

i

and how to make everything I said inter- tX^ahout Si X'H S^Bul" JKS
esting, forceful and convincing. I learned
the art of listening, the value of silence and So eonfident is the Independent Corporation,
the power ot brevity. Instead of being tunny publishers of "Mastery of Speech," Dr. Law's
at the wrong time, I learned how and when C»«rse in Business Talking and Public Speak-

to use humor with telling effect -
ne

'

that once you have '"' opportunity to seem . l .u
leHlng enect - in your own home how you can, in one hour.

But perhaps the most wonderful thing learn the secret of speaking and how you can
about the lessons were the actual examples aPPly the principles >f effective speech under

of what things to say and when to sav them !° MS <"at they are willing to send
_ ,

°
,... T , , ,, -. , >ou the Course on free examination.

to meet every condition. I found that there Don't send any money. Merely mail the
was a knack in making oral reports to mv coupon or write a letter and the complete

superiors. I found that there was a right
Course "-ill be sent all charges prepaid, at

,...T,, „-j „ . . i • . once. If you are not entire v satisfied send itway and a wrong way to present complaints, l)a ,.k an, tirne within five tl;ivs after vou re .

to give estimates, and to issue orders. ceive it and you will owe nothing.

"I picked up some wonderful pointers On the other hand, if you are aa pleased as
. „ . i. . „• .„ • ; i , > are the thousands ot other men and women
about how to give my opinions, about how „ ho bave uscd the Course< S( , nd onl, $5 in ful ,

to answer complaints, about how to ask the payment. You take no risk and you have

bank for a loan, about how to ask for ex- everything to gain, so mail the coupon now

tensions. Another thing that struck me 1,ef" r '' ,,,is ^mark-able offer is withdrawn.

forcibly was that, instead of antagonizing FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
people when I didn*t agree with them, I

'•-•-••••••••
learned how to bring them around to my ¥_ J,__.__,J _„«. f ..„_,. „ f. li_n-»
way of thinking in the most pleasant sort Independent Corporation
of way. Then, of course, along with those Publishers of The Independent Weekly
lessons there were chapters on speaking be- Dept. L 1205, 119 West 40th Street, NEW YORK
fore large audiences, how to find material for „, „ ,-..,„,. . ..„ , ..

„ . j i-i .11 c • i Please send me Dr. Frederick Houlc Laws Mnstcn- .fSpeech,
talking and speaking, how to talk to tnends. a

how to talk to servants, and how to talk |«

to children.
" Why, I got the secret the very first

evening and it was only a short time before
""'

I was able to apply all of the principles and
found that my words were beginning to ha\"c Address

an almost magical effect upon everybody to

whom I spoke. It seemed that I got things p, • -.
i

i
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The right treatment for skin blemishes
Nature intended your skin to. be flawless

IS
YOUR skin fine, soft, attractive? It" not,

find out just why it is marred by blemishes;

then start immediately to gain the natural

beauty, the clear, radiant skin that can be yours.

Skin specialists are tracing fewer and fewer

troubles to the blood. They say more often, skin

blemishes can be traced to the bacteria and parasites

that are carried into the pores ofthe skin with dust,

soot and grime. To clear your skin of blemishes

caused by this insidious and persistent enemv,

use regularly the following special treatment :

To remove skin blemishes
Just before retiring, wash in your usual way with warn)

water and Woodbury's Facia) Soap; then dry your face.

Now dip the tips of your ringers in warm water and rub

them on the cake of Woodbury's until they are covered

with a heavv, cream-like lather. Cover each blemish

with a thick coat of this soap cream and leave it on for

ten minutes. Rinse verv carefully with clear, hot water,

then with cold.

In addition to this special treatment, use

Woodbury's regularlv in your daily toilet. This

will make your skin so firm and active that it

will resist the frequent cause of blemishes.

Before long your complexion will take on a

new clearness and freshness.

Get a cake ofWoodbury's Facial Soap todav and

begin tonight thetreatment vourskin needs. Wood-
bury's is on sale at drug stores and toilet goods

counters throughout the United States and Canada.

A 25-cent cake will last a month or six weeks.

Blackheads irt a con-

fession that you are using

the wrong method of eleans-

:. si

. .. /incur fur !/::.<

t-

I

'.< Facial

>

Sample cake of soap
with booklet of famous treatments and samples of

Woodbury's Facial Powder, Facial Cream and
Cold Cream for 1 5 cents

For 6 cents we will send you a

trial size cake (enough for a week
or ten daysofany Woodbury Facial

treatment I together w itl\ the book-

let oi treatments, "A Skin You
I m •;• t.' Touch". Or lor 15 cents,

Wi will send you the treatment

booklet ami samplesol Woodburj 's

Facia] Soap, Facial Powder, Facial

Cream and Cold Cream. Address

The Andrew Jergens Co., 5°5

Spriny Grove Ave., Cincinnati,

Ohio."

If you live in Canada, address The

Andrew Jergens Co., I

ukc Street, Perth, Ontario.

rilOTori.AY MAGAZINE.



J
ACKIE
SAUNDERS
brand the

blizzards of

New York's

midwinter,

but sin hi ard

the flowers

calling and

brought her

frost-nipped

nose and toes

bach to her

very own lih/-

pond, on the

Horkheimer
place in

Hollyicood.

Midwinter in California
Photographs taken in February by Stagg, Los Angeles

HORACE GREELEY'S advice isn't needed nowadays. "Go West, Young Man ! " was
a vital cry when there was nothing in the west but gray sage, brown sand, red Indians

and roseate possibility. Oh, for a 1920 Horace Greeley to tell the boys to stay East,

on the old prosaic farm, in the factory or running the store! The farther west you go now
the less they seem to need advertising. When you get out on the Pacific slope, as evidenced

by the little catalogue of attractions in the pages immediately following, they nearly have to

make immigration restrictions. The land and the sky and the sun have always been there,

but the architectural and human improvements are largely the work of the boys who listened

to Mr. Greeley in the long ago. They began where the gold-miners left off; their sons made
cities like Los Angeles and San Diego and the modern San Francisco, and their grandchildren
constitute the very Grecian young folks who so delightfully adorn our screens.



r~pilF. best little reason we know why the ocean is so dose to the $hore: Harrii tt

1 Hammond. Her pictures—some even more moving tlian this—form port

of Mack Sennett's divertissi nu nts for the tired movie fan.



ON the sun-swept plains of inland California can often be found Ora Carcw,
cantering on " Nifj'jcr." Which is to say tliat the seaside isn't the only haven

of beauty and that Miss Ora has her own company now.



>

rjlllAT stern and rock-bound coast the poet used to tell us about is out-of-date.

L Almost any afternoon you'll find the beaches lined with screen mermaids.

That swim-suit was never made to swim in. Phyllis Haver.



T IMOTJSINES are Sennett-upholstered this season. Phyllis Haver and
1—j Marie Prevost maintain the Sennett record for high visibility. (Note:
don't blame the photographer; Marie's making a quick change for the next seme.)



rllK future heart-smasher, Master />'< n Alexander, and Miss Virginia Lee

Corbin. taking tea in Hollywood. The goung lady used to do kid stuff for

Fox. Ben, since "Hearts of the World" has appeared in "The White Heather."



rjlHERE arc no fish in Kathleen O'Connor's basket; it's filled with contracts.

J. Kathleen, since appearing with Tom Mix in "Hell Roarin' Reform,'' hasn't

been out of a job. She's with Universal now.



Alfred Cheney Johnston

MANY of our leading financiers started life as newsboys. Well—Anita
Stewart, started a recent day right—by posing as a newsgirl. Tlve

"airy" is probably all about Anita's success in "A Midnight Ro-mancc."
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Young Man:
Stay Away From the

— m your working hours*

The picture-theatre in the town or city is open all day, li\e the cathedral of old, because it is

the temple of imagination. Here the tired woman, resting, may forget her household cares and

find her soul. Between tas\s or trains the busy man discovers a real recreative stimulus the lac\

of which once made him an easy subject for the saloon.

But you can abuse any good thing, and if youth has a cardinal sin, it is time - wasting. The

fable of the tortoise and the hare is applicable here. As the artist shows above, while the hare

tarries at the roadside, studying the theatre poster, the tortoise plods steadily onward to the wor\

to be done. The average young man of seventeen, or twenty, or twentyfive, has no business spend'

ing his afternoons regularly in a picture show.

The only period of life where energy seems inexhaustible, where resource is boundless and

ambition stands undismayed is the short golden day of youth. The unimproved days of youth can

never be reclaimed, and from generation to generation the way of success grows more rigorous, its

obstacles higher, its easy paths fewer and fewer-

Young man, you owe yourself three parallel courses: hard and regular wor\for your materia''

and mental improvement, exercise for your bodily health, play for your mind and soul. If you

want to become a success, and be a long-lived success, do not neglect any of these three essentials.

Remember that your loyalty to your employer is a carbon copy of your loyalty to yourself.

If you steal his time you will steal your own— you are stealing it.

When your day's wor\ is finished see that you can say to yourself: "Today I have done my
uttermost— I have given the best that is in me— I \now more about my job than I ever \new

before
!

"

Then, young man, put your wor\ aside with your overalls, your typewriter, or your sales-

man's persuasion— and play .' Play with every energy of heart and imagination !

Then it will be movie -time, for there is nothing in the whole repertoire of ma\e -believe at

once so continuously diverting and variously informing as the living world seen through the

window of the screen.



rectors I
The director is usually depicted as a terri-

ble, monarchial, inartistic, film-eating sort

of roaring tiger. It behooves someone to

write of him an appreciation. Here it is.

THERE arc, of course, fifty-seven varieties of directors.

At any rate there are fifty-seven different ways of
describing them—not to mention ways that require words
which are not in my vocabulary. But there are only

two important kinds: those who know their business and tho-e
whose knowledge is confined to fluent and plausible conversation
about it.

Of the latter kind I know only by hearsay. My own personal
experience has been singularly fortunate, as I have been brought
in contact only with the most able and intelligent. And this is

not said for the purpose of being ingratiating or from any
reluctance to write unpleasant truths. You need only look over
the list of directors I have been associated with in the making
of pictures and you will see that they are all men whose skill

is unquestionably admitted by everybody in "the craft. Hugh
Ford, for instance, Edouard Jose. Emile Chautard. Robert Vig-
nola, Joe Kaufman and Hobart Henley—all men whose abilitv

has been tried and proved.

Incidentally you will observe that every one of them is a

theatre-trained man, got his schooling in the footlights, knows
the history, tradition and technic of the drama. Their ex-

perience shows in their work. Perhaps it is easier for one who
works with them to realize this fact than it is for you who sit

out in front of the screen. But even this is doubtful, for the

letters that arrive in my mail even- day show me that the people

who go regularly to cinema theatres have a critical and intensive

knowledge of technical values that is sometimes quite awkward!
But that, as Kipling would say. is another story.

For my part. I was lucky from the very- first moment I went
into pictures. My very first director was Hugh Ford. The
play was Hall Caine's "The Eternal City.'* For both of us, it

was our first picture. He knew no more about the cinema than

except that he had thought a great deal more—not

about the cinema but every other conceivable sub-

:t in the world.

I could write an entire article about Hugh Ford, and

I think I should, although writing is not in my line,

if it were not for the fact that it would annoy
Hugh to death. For he is that rare and most

llie panoramic scone above shows Hugh Ford directing Miss
first director, is standing .it the extreme

28



jLJLave J\nown
By

Pauline Frederick

ing their bait is frantic rage \\ n h an actress who wai

trying to explain that nice women are not supposed to prance

out into the street all smothered in jewels, thai ladies do n<ii

receive men callers during the middle of the afternoon in

ee and other absurdities even more grotesque.

The anecdotes about the ignorance of these con

numerous that one forgets them .1- soon .1- one bears them

["here are no anecdotes and no legends about the Hugh Fords,

the Chautards and the Hobarl Henleyg for

the obvious reason that there is nothing

ludicrous about ability. Outside of

a limited circle inside the pro-

fession nobody knows how much
Hugh Ford, for one, has con-

tributed towards the improve*

menl and 1 leanliness of pi< tures,

( Contintu d on page my)

f**

incredible
and inconceh - -^
able of creatures

—

^^^^ A *

a theatrical man who
hates publicity. He really does

hate it; perhaps he would be worth a great deal

more money today if he did not. The only

thing he pays any attention to—with the excep-

tion of his wife and daughter, who is not merely

the apple but the pomegranate of his eye—is his job.

It frequently irritates and wearies me to hear the

snobbish and supercilious absurdity that the cinema

people consist entirely of ignorant, illiterate mounte-
banks. (I am not talking about the actors now. Let

some one else defend them.) But whenever I see that

statement in print and think of men as cultivated as

Hugh Ford, Frank Reicher, Emile Chautard, to say

nothing of a host of others, it rather annoys me. It

is an unfortunate fact but the ignorants, the hum-
bugs, the creatures who don't know whether Balzac

was an author or a face powder, seem to be the

standards of judgment in pictures.

Of course the humbugs do exist and in large

numbers, among directors as in every other

branch of the craft. I have seen some of them

t his is a most recent

portrait <>f M iss Fred-
erick. Below — with
Rokri't \ i }; 11 o 1 a f

another of her di-

rectors.

Frederick and Tom Meighan. Mr. Ford, -who was Miss Frederick's
right of this picture, his back to you.
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EVERYTHING
Was All Ready—
The Court-room
Was ix» Order

—

That is, the Judge

—

Who with a Little Change
Of Make-up,
Would have Made
A Good Irish Comedian

—

Reached Over
And Tickled the City Clerk

With a Feather Duster, and
The Gentlemen of the jury,

Such Stern Grave Men usually,

Were Jesting with the Bailiffs,

Who in their Turn
Were Nervously Dodging
Shifting Scenery;

The Court Reporter,

Sat There,

Her Note-book Open,

And her Mother
Came Up to her

And Talked Awhile—
It was All So Informal

—

When over the Room
Rang a Feminine Cry of Distress-

'Oh Sidney!"
Where
Was Sidney?
Mrs. Sidney Drew
Wanted to Know.
She Stood There,

Beside the Camera,
From which Vantage-point

She'd Bossed the Staging

Of the Court-room Set.

It was, you See,

Out at the Essanay studios

In Chicago, where,

Between Performances of

"Keep her Smiling,"

The Drews Made Pictures

For Paramount.

And Everything was Ready

—

But Sidney.

"What does he Mean,
Keeping us Waiting?"
More Insistent this Time

—

"Oh—Sidney
!"

"Here'm, m'dcar,''

And Sidney Shuffled In.

Very Drew-Barrymore, and

Taking his Time.
"Everything
Look All Right?" snapped

Mrs. Drew, directress.

"Everything's
Fine," said Sidney

—

Casting a Casual Glance Around.

He was
The Attorney
For the Defense;

The Prisone

Was On Trial

For Something or Other

—

A Drew Comedy of

Married Life— in a

Motion Picture Studio.

By Sydney Va l e n t i n

e

He had Too Much Make-Up On,
But then the Charge
May have Been Murder.
Sidney Mounted the—the Rostrum,
And Faced the Jury.
"Sidney

—

Say Anything.
You—try

To Look Interested,

If you Can;
Keep on Writing,

Court-reporter
—

"

(I Know the Names
Of All the Extras-
It's 'You.')

"Oh Sidney!" called Mrs. Drew—
(He was Joking with the Judge)

—

We're Fading In!"

"Friends, Romans, and
Motion Picture Actors,"

Began Sidney.

(Don't Think
Extras haven't

Any Sense of Humor

—

The final fade-out on "Henrj and Polly"—and
Mr. .ind Mrs. Sidney Drew.

He Kept 'em Smiling,

All Right, as soon

As Mrs. Drew called

"Fade-out," and even she

Had to Laugh.)

He Won his Case,

And Embraced his Client

—

And the Court Reporter's

Fond Sealskinned Mother
Watched Lovingly from the Side-lines

While they made a Re-take,

And her Extra Daughter
Sat with a Blissful Back
To the Camera,
Jotting down Interminable

Hieroglyphics

—

Dad Would Hear all about this

At the Dinner-table.

Mrs. Drew
Was such a Ladylike Directress;

Wonder How it Felt

For some of the Actors

Not to be Sworn At?
The Only One
She could Get Real Provoked At

Was Sidney.

"Oh, Sidney

—

How do you Expect us

To Take a Close-up

When you Turn your Back?"
First Time
I Ever Heard
Of an Actor Doing That

!

At the Finish,

Mrs. Drew's Blue Eyes
Twinkled Just as Persistently,

And her Black Hair was as Unruffled

As if she'd been
Spending the Day at Home.
"Hello there." she said

—

"Oh, I'm not Awfully Tired

—

Used to this, vou know
Surely. I Direct;

Sidney
Holds Up the Acting End.
Don't You, Sidney?"

"Of course, m'dcar."

Mrs. Sidney

:

"You shouldn't

Have Talked so Loud
In that Scene. Dear:

You Really Must
Save your Voice."

Sidney Rambled Off—
•'Please Say
That Sidney's Habit

Of Rubbing his Nose
Isn't Vulgar at all.

Oh Sidney!"
Turning to Me

—

"We've Just Time Enough
To Get" to the Theatre,

If we Hurrv
—

"

And as I Left,

I Heard her Calling him

—

"0// SIDNEYI"



Frise£ la Clarayoungu£

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG couldn't change those melodious eyes— so she changed her

coiffure. You might g'lance at the above portrait and say that Miss Noting" has a different

do on her hair, and let it g"o at that. But Clara, you see, invented the combined delectation of

curl and marcelle wave, and her Los Ang"eles hair-dresser calls it the "Frisee la Clarayoung"u£.

A Rochambeau bend, as it were. It made its debut in "Cheating Cheaters.
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• •Ffom tk
From the gold -embroidered

the Sennett bathing outfit,

backed by costuming that is a

By A D E L

A

CLOTHES are the morale of the moving
picture.

The average fan, disinclined to mental
effort when the pictorial result is satisfac-

tory, may cherish a hazy notion that Charlie

Chaplin "just growed.*' shoes and all, or that

Geraldine Farrar sprang forth full armed and
armoured, like Minerva from the brain of Jove.

But let me tell you anyone who thinks cos-

tuming the movies is merely a matter of slinging

a few stereotyped outfits on the lowly extra and
spending large sums of money on sartorial gor-

geousness for the twinkling star, is in the wrong
trench.

It may look easy. So does a peace conference.

I have tramped through miles of dust, from
the hills above Universal City to the sea that

rolls beyond the Goldwyn studios at Culver City.

I have seen enough clothes to cover all the armies

of Europe, perhaps, and I know that behind the

pleased sense of fitness, beauty and accuracy that

is carried away from the theatre when a picture

is properly costumed is a psychology deeper than

Ibsenism. a bank roll that sounds like a Liberty

Loan, and brains, work and time enough to re-

arrange a couple of empires before breakfast.

The good, old days when the star had only

to appear from iris in to iris out in sufficient

—

no matter how inappropriate—gorgeousness. when
a maid was only a maid, be she parlor, kitchen or

Pauline Frederick s wardrobe costs $75,000 a year.

At the left. Miss Frederick in cerise satin, designed
especially for screen appearance. This gown

photographs a "live" black.



Skin Out"
robe of the Queen of Sheba to

the motion picture of today is

brother-art to the cinema itself.

Rogers St. Johns

and the wardrobe department consisted of twelve police-

men's uniforms, have gone the way of mint juleps and Shakes-
. repertoire companies.

You may not have analysed it. but today the movies are cor-

rectly, perfectly and expensively, or inexpensively as the ease may
be, costumed, from the chiropodist to the hairdresser. Next time
you watch your favorite emotional actress depicting the mental

moral stress of a betrayed wife, you need feel no qualms for

shoulder -trap that appears about to reveal secrets hidden
even from the family album. She has received the okeh of the

wardrobe head from the skin out. Venus rising from the sea

couldn't set by without that stamp of official approval.

From Louise Fazenda's comedy shoes, that look like they
had been rescued from a Bolshevik ash barrel but reallv

cost S7.50 a pair specially manufactured, to the hats that

crown Pauline Frederick's S75.000 a year moving picture

wardrobe; from the gold embroidered robe of the Queen
Sheba, reproducing exactly

the garment that exalted lady

wore before Solomon (who
must have been some judge
of clothes, by the way) to

the yard of material used to

make bathing suits for the

Sennett bathing girls, the

motion pictures of

today are backed

by costuming

that has be-

come an art. a

science, a busi-

ness — and
morale.

For m u c h.

much more than

the mere effect which

the actor or actress

must achieve in the

finished picture from a

rial point of view de-

pends upon the costuming.

The very- ability of the

artist to be—to live—to

completely sink himself in

Clothes Wave a great deal to

do -with establishing a char-

acter on the screen. In the

circle on the opposite page is

a scene from "Old W ives

tor New." The slouchy
character in the kimona is

none other than Sylvia Ash-
ton, the groomed lady at the

right of this, with the tall

plumes. Her companion is

Mrs. A. B. Hoffman,
Lasky's designer and

modiste.

Mabel Normand owes a g'reat measure of
her accurate duplication of "Sis Hopkins''
to the skill and co-operation of the warJ-
robe department. 1 he greatest difficulty

was in making the pigtails true to Rose
Melville's characterization.

a part, depends largely upon the ease,

the becomingness and the appropriate-

ness cf the costume. It is the unanimous
verdict of all costuming departments that

every detail of a costume must be correct

in order that the morale of the company-

may be kept at highest pitch.

It is hard enough to make a girl from
behind a cafeteria counter who never saw
the inside of a drawing room act like a debu-

tante who cut her teeth on grandmamma's
diamond bracelet. But

clothes, more than direction,

more than anything in the

world, will accomplish it.

It is the old psychological point

that the man who starts a row with

his wife when her hair is done up in

curlers and her last year's apron is
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1 he gowns worn by Gloria Swanson, star in Cecil

deMille's recent productions, come from trie artistry

of Peggy Hamilton. Miss Swanson is known as the

hardest star in pictures to costume, but the screen s

most wonderful clothes model.

tied over her nightgown is likely to get hit with a stove

lid, while if he waits until she gets into her own par-

ticular imitation of Clara Kimball Young, she'll ex-

change icy stares and personal remarks with him for an

hour without a dish being cracked. Bromidically, fine

Feathers does make fine birds.

The new movement in costuming appears to be

summed up in a very few words—dress the story first.

The costumes are worked out from the manuscript, as to

correctness and type, and then their style fitted to the

particular wearer.

In the beginning, mosl studios dressed their own stars.

Since that time, custom has fluctuated considerably, until

at one time nearly all stars and many important players

furnished all their own clothes, except in costume pic-

tures. Now, however, the majority of the big concerns

have adopted the policy of dressing everything and even-
body in the picture. Directors who aim for harmony of

production and smoothness of effect ami detail find that

the ensemble registers with more success if all the cos-

tumes pass beneath the one hand—that of the head oi the

wardrobe department.

Most of the studios have imported New York de-

signers of rioie to place in charge of

this work and many of these women
draw salaries that need not blush be-

side those of the stars they dress. The
designer becomes one of the most im-

portant links in the chain of picture

producing and more and more is as-

suming the function of overseeing the

atmosphere of a picture and dictating

as to social usage and dress propriety.

The fact is that in a scene where the

star is supposed to be among people of

her own kind and class, it is distinctly

necessary that everyone in the scene

should be as well dressed and as rightly

garbed as the star. It has been dis-

covered that where stars dress them-
selves they are too apt to think of their

own value alone, and to stand out like

a peacock in a hen coop, which may
be nice for the star but '"ain't art." I

know of one picture in which a very

excellent actress who shall be nameless

absolutely ruined the story by wearing,

in the character of a smart young
widow about to wreck homes, an an-

tiquated white princess dress. Her ap-

pearance made such a jarring note and

so took from the force of her supposed

attractions that the story became laugh-

able. It is to avoid such mistakes as

these that producers have set up their

wardrobe departments.

The growth of these departments

has been akin to the proverbial mush-
room. Four years ago the Lasky

studio owned two racks of clothing

for which a kind-hearted junk man
might have offered S200. These

treasures were kept in a small

back room and guarded by a

wardrobe mistress and a small

boy who enjoyed handing out

waiters' aprons and comedy hats.

Clothes for extra people were

Carmel Myers, in "The Little White
Savage wore a costume supposed to

be made from seaweed woven into
cloth and sewed with thongs. The
wardrobe department, unable to ob-
tain the proper materials, used its

ingenuity combined -with

burlap and coarse thread.
Mrs. Duncan, the -ward-

robe mistress, declared
this picture to be

the hardest she
e\ er costumed.
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largely rented from costumers and stars provided their own

wardrobes.

the costume department of this concern has it -- own

two-story building, employs fifty people, and has .1 stock

valued at $200,000. From this vast array of material can

be costumed almost every thing that walks and while the

amount invested seems large the saving in tunc, rental and

tin' overcoming of all difficulty in procuring demands from

costuming firms, is avoided Besides the everyday needs such as

New York policemen's uniforms. Northwestern Mounted Police

hats, Salvation Arm) lassies (overseas stufl at that), ballet

dresses, cowboy raiment, hayseed effects, Japanese kimonos

(male and female), Harem trousers. Apache get-ups (French

4*

Magazine
tion, but because the pubiii jnified .1 desire f"i modern

stufl Alter .ill there is no interesting

.11 present.

Unusual costume pictures, such I Woman
got," "Joan the W I

demand an amount of work that is almost unbelii

hundred and fifty extra workers were employed at 1

dujing the production ol thi first name. I picture, and pri

individuals and costumers were also tailed upon

In i.iscs such as this the research department of the studio

makes the most exhaustive study of ilns period possible

submits its miles and pictures to the head ol the wardrobe

department In conjunction with these references are obtained

from universities, museums and private libraries. Often

it will be found that some one person in a city has 1

an exhaustive study and hobby "i one thing and can fur-

nish invaluable data.

In this way, the Aztec costumes for "The Woman Go

Forgot" were ideali/.ed effects from woodcuts obtain.

a museum. The Montezuma robes, it was learned,

I Continued on page 07)

Geraldine Farrar in the muchly-criticised dress worn
in "The 1 Icll Cat. I he contention wu thai the outfit,

.1 cross between Spanish grandeur and Southern hos-

pitality, wan out of place in the frontieral Wyoming.
\li~s Farrar defended herself by saying she would
have been ridiculous in (he con vention.il" western garb.

Above, an illustration of the sanitary rulings

in the modern studio. Monte, the wardrobe
man in the Universal studio, is shown spray-

ing the clothes worn by an "extra cowboy.
This practise, after each garment is used,

renders it sanitary for the next wearer.

and Indian), trench coats, butler's digni-

taries, ministerial cloth (and collars), old

maid's dresses (virtuous and otherwise),

football and baseball uniforms, nature

dancers' costumes, or lack of costumes,

Russian boots, farmers and farmerettes.

Dolly Yarden's and grande dames, suits of

armour. Chinese queues, Polish whiskers,

Alaskan dog harnesses, and such like

trifles, every sort of material is on hand

and the large staff of dressmakers, mil-

liners, tailors, needlewomen and fitters can

soon produce any extraordinary demand.

Costume pictures are not popular at the

present time and are little done, not be-

cause of any difficulty in getting the neces-

sary things to do them with nor the

amount of money necessary for produc-
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7 h i s carefully
curled and banged
bit of Dresden china
doll is none other
than ^ itag'raph's

Corinne Griffith, at

the threshold of her
fourth year. Though
she is looking" off-

screen, it is easy to

understand that her
mind is on those

puffed sleeves.

I. H, Hosier

Observe above one of the quaint relics of that tem-
pestuous era on our western frontier \\ li™ men died

for gold, made their own laws with sixshooters, and
wore terrifying petticoats. However, Kugene
() Brien s face snowed potential Irish even when tin-

above picture was taken, Boulder, ( olorado, is the

photographer s address, and Gone s ag*e was (our. 1 lie

little panel joined at (he upper right shows Gene
at the age of eight months.



Never Can Toll!
Lincoln started out as a woodcutter, Joan

of Arc was a peasant's daughter, Woodrow
Wilson was once a professor, and—

I [ere J u n e I
.

I \ ii

World's Juno, .is .1 member
of the bib-and-tucker bri-

<jjde: and she is In In-!- tirst

decollete. Looking at this

picture, and observing 1 1 »
»-

poise and easy dramatic
grace in ber attitude, it is

easier to believe that ac-

tresses are born, no( always
grown-up.

Gail Kane teems the picture oi nun.

eence here just below. \\ lu> would
imagine that the demurelj starched

three-year-old would be a fascinating

adventuress whea she grew up
w recking hearts and homes for a week l>

check in three and lour figures. Gail

seems to bear out George Bernard
Shaw's asset] ion. quoted above, (hat

you 11. C. t.

Edna Earle— above
—at the age of six

months, look close-

ups very seriously.

Now Kdna smiles
— and the motion
picture and still

cameras hold no
terrors for her.

You'll remember
Edna, with Metro
and Universal.

This is Alma Hanlon's first "professional'

photograph and it was taken, so the inscription

says, when she was two and one-half years

old. Then it was that Alma spoke her first

piece —at a church bazaar.
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Wll KN Olive Thomas alighted from the train at Los Angeles station, she stepped right into the

arms of husband .Kick Pickford—and incidentally, into the Pickford limousine. The camera
does not record the actual greeting but it is said .lack made lite miserable around the I.. -A.

Athletic Club before Olive came from the east to make pictures, permanently, in California. 1 he

Pickfords are now bungalowring in a palace on Wilshire Boulevard.
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AVild Honey
THE old parsonage nestled

down under the huge oak

tree which framed it and
beamed on the passerby

like a benign, friendly face. In

the gathering dusk of the village,

it seemed to have large eyes,

glowing with lamp-light, a hos-

pitable door of a mouth and two

dormer windows, placed like quizzical eyebrows. On this

evening in early spring, it was smiling paternally on a couple

pacing back and forth on the road before its gate. "Come
right in,"' it seemed to say. "I may be old and weather-

beaten but I have a young heart burning right this minute

in the library grate. Ordinary people call it a wood fire

but you two know better. Come right in but look out for

my broken step.''

For some reason, the couple outside seemed loath to ac-

cept this genial invitation. At first glance they might be

mistaken for blissful lovers strolling in the twilight without

a care in the world. But if you watched them until they

passed the crossroad lantern, you would realize that their

faces were anything but blissful.

"We mustn't do it. David," the girl was almost sobbing.

She was an exceedingly pretty girl with a delicate rose-bud

face which could break into the merriest dimples but which

was now wet with tears. ''You know we can't." she re-

peated. ''Your congregation would never forgive us. It's

always unwise for a minister to marrv an outsider and in

A story particularly interesting

to those contemplating marriage

with an actress—or a minister.

By Dorothy Allison

this case it's a million times worse

because
—

"

''Because you're an actress." the

young minister finished for her.

His keen ascetic face was set in

grim defiant lines which softened

as he looked down at the wistful

figure beside him. "You know-

there isn't another reason in the

world that could keep us apart." he added more gently. "I

tell you, Letty. you've grown hypersensitive thinking about

this thing. There are only a few in my parish that are

prejudiced against the stage and they'll change their minds

when they see you, they couldn't help it. And anyway, they

shouldn't be encouraged in such sinful narrowness. It's my
duty to broaden them." said poor David rather helplessly

and without the slightest consciousness of humor.

"If it were anything but your career. I wouldn't care,"'

said the girl tensely. "I'd face poverty and hunger and

battle murder and sudden death for you." she went on

growing more and more scriptural. "But this would re

on you. Your work would grow more and mure difficult and

you might even begin to hate me." and at this awful thought

she again dissolved into tears.

The young minister gathered her up in his arms in an

embrace which was both resolute and helpless and then cast

an appealing glance at the parsonage as if seeking advice

from its venerable traditions. And as he looked, a yellow

light gleamed out from the library window and he saw the
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After thanking "Lefty" for his timely intervention,

down the long, long trail that lead to the parsonage

gaunt, scholarly figure of the Rev. James Holbrook bending

over the lamp. It gave David the inspiration which the stars

had withheld from him.

"Letty,"' he said with a new note in his voice, "I wont

ask you to trust my judgment. But there's a man in that

house who knows everything about human beings that there

is to know in and out of books. We'll go to him and tell

him everything and ask for his advice. If we do, will you
abide by his decision?''

The girl looked up at the silhouette of the old minister

as he paced back and forth before the lighted window. The
kindliness of the mild, stooping figure brought her the same
resolution that it had brought to David. "I will, David.''

she said firmly, "if you'll promise that you will."

For answer, he tucked her hand under his arm and led

her up the twisting, mossy path to the door of the parson-

age. The minister heard their steps on the walk and opened

the door himself before (hey could raise the heavy, old

fashioned knocker. His welcome was a hearty echo of the

invitation which the house had given them.

"Come right in, come right in." he beamed. "I was just

wondering if you two were ever going to pay me a visit. I

began to think it was professional jealousy—two ministers in

the same county, you know. Well, my boy, how goes it?"

He settled them
both before the huge
colonial fireplace, for a

few minutes talked ec-

clesiastical "shop" to

his young colleague.

But. while his manner
was perfectly uncon-

scious, his shrewd eyes

twinkled with the
knowledge that their

visit was not purely*

social. And almost be-

fore they knew it. he

had drawn from them
the story of their
brief, tempestuous ro-

mance and the prob-

lem that now faced
them. David spoke at

first with characteris-

tic reticence and then

as the parson's tactful

inquiries drew him out.

he grew more and

more confidential until

Letty also added her

version and they were

both talking in an

eager duet of con-

fidence.

As they finished, the

parson sat silent for a

minute, watching the

leaping flames in t h e

fireplace. When he

spoke, it was without

any tone of ministerial

authority.

"I never give ad-

vice on such matters,"

he said, whimsically.

"But don't tell the

church trustees for

that's what I get paid

for. But I find that

such advice usually

has a boomerang twist

to it and I might as

well save my breath for quoting scriptures. So instead I'm

going to tell you a story. It isn't a scriptural story but it is

just as true as if it was. It's the life-history of a man I

know very well—another minister. He must have some sort

of a name so we'll call him the Rev. Jim Brown."

As he began. Letty nestled closer to David in their nook

by the window seat. The two young eyes were fastened

eagerly on the pastor who seemed almost to forget them

and to be telling his story to the crackling fire.

"Jim Brown had all the advantages of a Boston Back Bay

training." he began. 'Terhaps that was why the Lord saw-

fit to call him to the wildest and most unruly parish in the

newly settled West. It was only called a parish by courtesy

for it hadn't even a regular church, just a crude sort of meet-

ing house which the cowboys had tacked together in a fit of

religious zeal and then left to the mice and spiders. He
told me he never would forget the day he arrived there on

the old stage coach and climbed down the rickety stairs into a

crowd of curious but hostile strangers. The stage had stopped

in front of a large sinister looking building and a crowd of

girls and half intoxicated cowboys poured out from its doors

to greet the mail. Jim learned afterwards that this building

was the 'Thalia' and known as the lowest and most hectic

dance hall in the West.

the two -went together

and, finally, back East.
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He though! it best to disregard the evident antagonism of

the 'parish' which at present was little better than a half

civilized moli. He found for himself a little shack high up

on one of the lulls where he could fly when the struggle

with the powers of evil in the town below grew too intense

for his nerves. Then he went to work

"On the lirsi day he canvassed the dance hall. The huge

n, heavy with tobacco smoke and the fumes of alcohol

seemed to Jim an inferno of whirling dancers, white-faced

Mors and flushed, unsteady drinkers. But Jim was no

quitter and he went from one group to another quietly giving

his imitation for divine service in the chapel.

"His advances were received with alternate stare-, sneers

and profanity but most of the habitues promised to come

though some of them warned him that hell would break loose'

if they did He was leaving the hall and had just reached

the door when a shout went up from the cowboys at the other

end of the hall. 'Honey! Wild Honey!' they were cheering

as a lurid little figure in "flaming scarlet dashed through the

door and threw herself into the rhythms of a wild Spanish

dance torn from the keys by an excited pianist. She ended

with a toast to the 'boys,' the glass held high by one delicate

bare arm, but just as she was about to drink, her eyes nut

those of the young minister, standing gravely in the door-

way. The wine-glass dropped from her tense fingers and she

turned to the boys still flushed from the mad dance. Who's

the tenderfoot ?' she asked almost in a whisper.

" 'It's the new parson.' they answered in a riotous chorus.

"Meet the new parson. Honey. Parson meet the life of the

party. Wild Honey!'

"But Jim had vanished, carrying with him a vision of

dark, smouldering eyes and dusky, disheveled hair which

would remain with him he knew as long as memory lasted.

"He didn't see her again he told me. until several days

later when he came upon her in the woods on his way to

evening service. She had been dashing through the pines on

her nervous little pinto 'Gypsy.' Gypsy had picked up a

stone in his hoof and refused to move until it was taken out.

Jim gravely removed the stone while Honey perched on a

nearby fence ami chattered. She told him of her life in the

camp and of her friendly affection for the rough 'boys' who
crowded the dance hall.

" 'They are a noisy lot sometimes.' she said, 'but decent

and kindly especially if you're up against hard luck. All

except Hackling—Dick Hadding.

He's a regular bad one. Some day

he's going to find that the "Thalia''

isn't any too healthy for him. es-

pecially when I'm dancing there.'

" Has he annoyed you'' Jim

flared out half astonished at his

own vehemence.

"'Would you care if he had'"'

taunted Honey with a mischievous

grin which vanished in a stare of

amazement at Jim's white in-

furiated face.

" 'He'd never live to annoy you

twice before me.' said the minister

of the gospel between set teeth.

He had forgotten the neatly writ-

ten sermon with its text of 'Love your

enemy.' reposing at that moment in his

pocket.

Wild Hone

not see Hone) excepl tor the glimpse: lie would have "t hei

dark head just below his pulpil .11 his Sunda H<

expression as she gazed up at him seemed demure enough

but In- sensed mockery in the swirl ol her -kin ami the n

nodding at her belt He had lived t<'i RIOrj than a month c.n

memories until In ime upon her in tin- wood

was struggling with Gypsy who was capricious and refu

In be mounted Jim lifted her to the horse m In irms

but before her fool caught the stirrup he drew In- face cli

to hers She shook her head vehemently and swung herself

deftly into tin- saddle.

"Not here.' she laughed 1 won't be kissed with a blacl

bird watching lis. If you come to the Thalia ' tonighl

then perhaps.
1 And with a provocative glance over her shoulder,

she galloped oil on Gypsy and was lost in a whirl of dusl

"But thai night, in Honey's bizarre little room, it was Jim

who was resolute and forbidding. i lost my head in the

woods today,' he told her. 'I won't ask you for a kiss again

least not until tomorrow. Foraftertomorrowyouwill be my wife
.'

" 'Your wife— !' Honey's voice broke in a gasp of aston-

ishment. But her sudden joy changed to terror as she heard

heavy steps and a chorus of gruff voices on the stairs.

" 'It's the boys from downstairs,' she whispered. 'They

must not find you here You won't hide'-' Then there -

in-tiling but the window.' And Jim. hating himself as a

sneak and an interloper, swung out over the casement and

slipped down to the soft earth beneath.

"As Honey opened the door in answer to a thundering

knock from the outside, she found the stairs crowded with

sturdy cowboy figures, their faces flushed and angry.

"'Seen the parson. Honey?' said Dick Hadding who led the

mob. 'He's wanted badly.'

" 'What's he wanted for, Dick?" Honey answered in a

steady voice, though she was still trembling with excitement.

Well, it ain't no Sunday school charge,' he sneered. 'It's

for murder, that's what it is, Honey. He shot Danny Brett

in cold blood and we found his hat in Danny's dead hand.

He'll swing when we catch him. You ain't seen him? Well

we'll find his shack in the mountains and lay for him there.'

"Honey closed the door with shaking fingers and tried to

collect her dizzy thoughts. Above the turbulent whirl of her

surprise and terror was the firm determination to reach Jim
at all costs and warn him. She knew the secret path to his

little cabin and had seen it through the trees. Making sure

that the boys were out of ear-shot,

she threw a cloak on over her even-

ing dress, slipped down the stairs

and tore away on Gypsy up the trail.

"Meanwhile Jim had settled

down in his cabin to an hour's

work on his Sunday sermon with

Foxe's 'Book of Martyrs' spread

out before him. His mind was

very far from sufferings of the

early saints, however, and a very

human meditation was interrupted

by a sudden pounding at the door.

He opened it and stood calmly fac-

ing the same mob that had con-

fronted Honey a few hours before

with Dick Hadding's evil face leer-

"Honey continued to stare at him for

a full moment and then her face softened

into an expression of ineffable tenderness.

Without the slightest warning she threw

both young arms about his neck, pressed

her lips to his and then, in almost the

same gesture, leaped on Gypsy, who gal-

loped off down the path.

"For weeks after that moment Jim did

NARRATED, by permission, from the

story by Vingie E. Roe in the Pic-

torial Review, and as scenarioized by
Louis Joseph Yance and produced by
Dc Luxe Pictures, Inc., with the follow-

ing cast:

Mrs. Holbrook \

"Wild Honey", j
"

Pastor Holbrook 1

Rev. Jim Brown
J

Dick Hadding Edgar Jones

Joe Stace y John Hopkins
Jim Belcher Joseph W. Mack
"Doc" Bli<;<; Howard Kyle

Doris Kenyon

..Frank Mills

ing in the foreground.
" 'You're wanted. parson,' he

snarled. T guess you know what for.

You're a good preacher on Sunday and

a first-rate gun-man the rest of the week."

Without a flicker of his eye-lids Jim
met the sinister gaze of the bully and the

hostile faces behind. T don't know what

devilment of yours is back of this. Dick

Hadding.' he said. 'But I'll go with you

quietly. Will you wait till I get my
hat?' (Continued on page 107)



Billie Burke s latest camera pose. Done by Alfred Cheney Johnston
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Lending li/nclia ntment to Distance

A neat reversal of the oLl formula by getting Billie

Burke on the far end of a thousand-mile telephone wire.

By Julian Johnson

THIS periodical's publisher, vice-president, general man-

ager, screen supplement director and all-around fac-

totum should have been an artist. In fact, he is one.

He rushed into the editor's office—on his return

from a recent trip to New York—without stopping even to

put down the demi-tasse typewriter which constitutes the

main portion o4" his travelling luggage.

"I've brought a beautiful cover of Billie Burke!" he ex-

claimed. "We've got to match it up with a story—"

"Excellent for early

summer." affirmed the

editor. "Billie Burke

has just gone to Palm

Beach, so of course
—

"

"Early summer
rats!" interposed the

P., V. P., G. M., S. D.

and A. A. F. "The time

to use this Billie Burke

cover is now. And
the story accordingly."

He reminds me of

the Russian Emperor
who. discovering an in-

terminable wrangle be-

tween two factions of

engineers on the course

of a railroad between

Petrograd and Moscow,

took a ruler and a pen,

drew a straight mark
between the two cities

and said: "There gen-

tlemen, is your lit

A little more than

eleven years ago I saw
Billie Burke for the

first time. She was

then the adorable in-

genue leading-woman
for that sleek, svel.e

gentleman who has

since become stout

—

John Drew. She was
playing "My Wife."

and all of you who re-

call that footlight sen-

sation of 1907 must
remember the roguish,

pink-haired, blue-eyed

girl who romped away
Mrs. Flo Ziegfeld (Billie Burke

the sands at

with hearts male and female, old and young, from New York-
Battery to 'Frisco's Bay.

Since then, many interesting things and many high honor-
have happened to Billie Burke—and how very. very, very
much has happened to the world and all the rest of us!

It is quite a new Billie Burke that the pictures found, two
seasons ago; a Billie Burke no longer an ingenue, but in the
prime of fine young womanhood, with a personality as elusive
and distinctive in sunshine as in the upshine of floor-sunk

electrics

—

—and considerably

more elusive, and just

as distinctive, no doubt,

in these February days

when she was basking

in Florida sands with

all the reporters :>

thousand miles away to

the north in cold and

rain and influenza.

I happened to re-

member that one of

Billie Burke's advent-

ures in these ten years

has been the quite

usual f e m i n in e ad-

venture of marriage:

the other party to the

contract being Florenz

Ziegfeld, Jr.. creator of

Follies and Frolics and

Chief Justice in the

World's Court of

Pretty Girls.

One Leon Friedman

has, during the whole

Ziegfeld regime, been

t h e mouthpiece a a d

publicist of the follies-

maker—therefore what

could be exp<

from him than an

easily procurable rem-

iniscence, based up-

on association and in-

formation, of Mr. Zieg-

feld's charming and

celebrated wife?

„, ,
,,-

,

Feon was h i g h 1 yPhoto (£j I

i and her daughter, Patricia, on accessible — he
Palm Beach. I bought it could be done
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Center
Photograph
by Apeda

Above, Billie Burke, as she

looked at the time of her first

stage appearance. In the center

of the page, with her husband,

Flo Ziegfeld, in golfing garb,

at Palm Beach.

And s* we sailed on the ship

of easy hope until two days

before press time, when

—

utter consternation

in a message from

Mr. Friedman,

still holding on

like the Ameri-

cans in the Ar-

gonne, but with

even less on which

to hold.

"I'm a walking

dictionary" — wired
Mr. Friedman from St.

Louis
—"on the Follies,

alphabetically arrange;

from Dolores to Penning-

ton. I can give you an

essay on peace prob-

lems, for while I don't

know much about Al-

sace, I know all about

Lorraine. But I'll be

darned if I can tell you

anything about the boss's

wife, because he won't

mix Hastings-on-the-Hud-

son with the New Am-
sterdam theatre. He
wires me to go ahead with

the story—and won't give

me a fact or a picture to

go ahead on."

So much for so much.

Sheridan is at Winchester,

twenty miles away

—

with-

out a horse or a Nieuport

or a Curtiss. Not time

enough even to go to Palm

Beach, even if such a des-

perate expedient were to

be considered.

No recourse left but the telephone.

And don't believe them when they give you these saccharine, smooth-

flowing accounts of long-distance interviews. So far, I'd never had

one that had even the least traces of success. You're bothered with

cut-offs, bad connections, and what you might call wire-fright at both

ends of the line. My subjects have always been bored, and the only

thing I've ever been ab!e to think of—while endeavoring to ask snappy

questions in a bright way—was the auditor's blasphemy when he came

to look over the expense accounts at the end of the month.

However

—

The mail and telegraph address was simply Palm Beach, but Alfred

Cheney Johnston, the benevolent old black-box Rembrandt whose ornate

photographs anon appear upon these

pages, suggested that I try the Yander-

bilt's cottage, in which, he believed,

the Ziegfelds were wintering.

A long wait after the call, then an

assortment of clicks and monosyllables,

a servant's somewhat querulous ques-

tioning, then a long silence, and

then—the voice I first heard

in -My Wife."

I couldn't think of any-

thing to say, after intro-

ducing myself, and re-

ceiving a pleasant but

risingly-inflected "Yes?"

by way of reply and

recognition. But at

some dollars a minute,

you simply must make
conversation. I took

from the colloquial shelf

bromide No. i.

"How's the weather?"

'"Oh. fine!" came the

silvery and surprisingly

clear answer. And then.

derisively. "Did you expect

me to say that the ocean

was frozen and the oranges

were banked up under tlu

snow-drifts? I suppose

that's the sort of weather

you're in?"

(Continued on ptigc />.-



What Makes a Gas Engine Got9

By means of the "animated cartoon"

educational films now explain a

number ot mechanical mysteries.

By Charles Frederick Carter

PRODUCERS arc now going into strange fields for stars

They are luring out frbm their uneventful routines such

potential "star" material as George J. Gas Engine, Cecil

Depth Bomb, Johnny Magneto and the rest of the scien-

tific crowd.

One of the most striking things about the development oi

the motion picture art lies in its rapidly expanding usefulness

to the world. Up to the present day. its real, vital usefulness

lain unapplied while the cameras ground lyrically on. pro-

viding pure entertainment for the millions. Its development

hi a medium of thought transference and actual instruction has

not been so marked until the last year or so. In this connec-

tion, the general public knows little perhaps, of the so-called

' animated diagrams,"—the younger, but more austere, brother

of the old-familiar "animated cartoon."

Perhaps you're wondered what makes a gas engine go. or the

principle on which the electric battery is operated. Or how-

coal forms.

The technical animated drawing simplifies the most compli-

cated engineering feat or contrivance so that the unskilled may

quickly grasp the idea since its tendency is to simplify and im-

press only essentials upon the mind. Thus did this medium

serve not long ago to make clear to millions of moving picture

patrons exactly how the New York subwav was constructed

I \ .11 i.. man) auto-

ueera (In- gasoline en-

gine i« •> '"> rterj ,
I he

ic ri<- M . I>\ .1 ii i BJ •> ted

cartoon now Illustrates

iIh- principle <>f the ac
nun nf the engine,

I [ere ia the mosl effec-

tive a ho r t - r .i a :: e

w <• a pon used 1 a 1 1> e

w ,ir. 1 1 is the Stokes-
\liirt.ii-.inil itsoperation
is shown by animated

cartoon.

Man y a su bm .1 ri n <'

owed its demise to the

effective use of the
depth bomb. Of this

we have heard a great

deal but understand
little. Its process is

shown on the screen.

The process of coal mining is no more absorbing" than is the geological explanation of the

formation of the black fuel. Motion pictures in the form of animated drawing's, now show
the origin of coal as vegetation in the primeval forests, the strata of presscd-down natural

waste and its gradual evolution into coal.

Illustrations furnished by courtesy

Paramount-Bray Pictograph

step by step and all shown in

the period of a few hundred

seconds.

Members of the Chamber of

Commerce of the United State-

are captains of industry, com-

merce and finance who have so

many affairs of great pith and

moment on their minds that

thej are much pressed for time,

or think they are. which is just

as bad. So when some in-

gratiating person inveigled the

Chamber into giving thirty

minutes of its precious time at

its annual session at Atlantic

City last fall to an exhibition of

animated drawings explaining

industrial processes and the op-

eration of intricate mechanisms

the great majority of these busy

men. being under the impres-

sion that the ingratiating per-

son had put something over

on them, formed a high resolve

not to be bored to death with

a mere motion picture show.

but to go right on talking and

IS
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thinking real business during their

thirty minutes of martyrdom.

But that was before the show be-

gan. From the moment the first pic-

ture flashed on the screen every man
in the audience forgot all else and
concentrated his fascinated attention

on the animated drawings. When the

half hour was concluded the exhibitor

dutifully stopped and turned up the

lights. Whereupon an especially busy

man jumped up and plead for unani-

mous consent for another helping of

pictographs, which was indorsed with enthusiasm; and the ma-
chine ground on for another twenty minutes, for all of which
the assemblage spent enough more time to express its appre-

ciation in a vote of thanks.

Now note what happened as the direct result of this Atlantic

City showing as these Big Guns of the Business World scat-

tered to their homes throughout the length and breadth of the

land and began to talk of what they had seen. Subjects par-

ticularly suitable were exhibited before the Good Roads Con-
vention at Chicago, at the Executives Club of Chicago, and

before the Rotary Club of New York. Also to the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers in New York were shown some
animated drawings of special interest to the profession and in

the same manner before the American Society of Mining Engi-

neers in New York City.

To edify and instruct two hundred sales executives at the

ASK THIS DEPARTMENT
1. For information concerning motion pic-

tures for all places other than theatres.

2. To find for you the films suited to the pur-
poses and programs of any institution or
organization.

3. Where and how to get them.
4. 1' or information regarding projectors and

equipment for showing pictures.

Address: Educational Department

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE, CHICAGO
(Send stamped, self-addressed envelope)

J

Aldine Club in New York City in

some new departures of peculiar in-

terest to them, appropriate animated
drawings were provided.

Not to stretch the reader's patience

beyond its elastic limit, the foregoing

may be taken as typical of the pro-

found interest which Big Business has

recently begun to take in the possi-

bilities of animated drawings in speed-

ing up its affairs. Had Big Business

been a faithful motion picture fan

it might have learned some time

ago that animated drawings explain a great many things

it never understood before, because animated drawings rush

in where the motion picture carneri not only fear; to tread, but

where it couldn't go if it wanted to. They make clear in a very

few moments what weary hours of reading or attending lectures

or studying blue prints and diagrams fail to explain. In fact,

the animated drawings were made exclusively for exhibition in

motion picture theaters at first, for epoch-making inventions

never spring full fledged from the brain of the inventor but are

the product of evolution.

John Randolph Bray, originator of the Faramount-Bray

Fictograph idea and J. F. Leventhal, got busy and did a

whole lot to develop and expand the pictograph along

mechanical lines and invented practical ways of improving and

expediting the formidable work of producing the films. Being

(Continued on page ioS)

A Shattered Illusion— in Six Parts
By FlSH, in London Tatler

Eve takes tier little nephew and niece,

Peter and Pamela, to the pictures for a

treat. The title of the first item raised

some apprehension in her breast

and explanations became
difficult— and more difficult-

— until seized with despair—
—she brings tne party to a hasty and

unwelcome conclusion.



Some Thoughts o'n Deceni Picturea l>\ Men Who Make I hem

"HP l II i -i;:l>t of free speech Ii.>h cost untold agonies and n>.'- •! blood. It i* no( to I"- thrown jhj\ And after .ill, pic-

1 tints have .1 verj effective cenaorahlp In the persons of 'Pa,' and 'Ma,' who will toon regulate anj produce* vsl.o

offende the decencies." —DAVID WARK GRIFFITH, World Famous Director.

"The beat commercial word In our slogan ia the word 'Clean.'" \l)()l I'll /I KOR, Preaidenl Paramount Artcraft

"The Pennsj l\ .mi.> censor board, one of the strictest In tin- I nited States, has no! tui oed .1<>vn n < Metro picture In throa

years." RICHARD A. HOW I WD. Preaidenl Metro Pictures Corporation.

"\\ < Low (ow only to Public Opinion the nnr infallible censor.

CARL I. AIM Ml I. Preaidenl Universal Film Manufacturing Company.

"I irsi National was organised to encourage greal .inisis d> give their very l>i«( in wholesome and inspiring amuse-
ment." .1 I). WILLIAMS, Preaidenl first National Exhibitors' Circuit.

"I pledge mysel! to make clean pictures jusi as n turallj .i» 1 would pledge myself no! to drink Prussic acid, leap into •'

blast furnace or throw myself in front of .i railroad train." I I \\ I S .1. SELZNICK, President Select Pictures,

" \l \ tandard ol pictures is fixed bj whether or aol I would bo willing to have mj young daughters see my productions.

J.STUART BLACKTON, Presideni Blachton Productions.

Motion pictures in general have done more to improve the morals of American cities than any other factor in »n year*.

—SAMUEL GOLDWTN, President Goldwyn Picture.

T Clean Pictures

!

Every Manufacturer's

Plecke
Photoplay Magazine tabulates the mightiest vow
in the history of the industry—and unmasks a

united front against the professional censor.

By Julian Johnson

|HE motion pic-

ture manufactur-

ers of America

h a v e pledged

themselves, through

Photoplay a 1 ac.az ix e .

to the manufacture of

clean pictures.

They express them-

selves as unqualifiedly in

favor of screen decency,

and are not only against

the more obvious mani-

festations of evil influ-

ence, such as the ques-

tionable scene and the

suggestive story, but are

against anything and
everything in picture

manufacture which is morbid, unwholesome and un-American.

It is with a great deal of 'satisfaction that we set their

statements down in these pages. With one or two marked

exceptions, the whole trend of the industry is toward decency,

and Photoplay Magazine has chronicled that trend as a news

fact. The picture manufacturers of the United States are not

a lot of panderers. a band of moral wolves taking toll from

evil inclinations—as the professional reformers would have us

think. They are American citizens engaged in the greatest

art business on earth; they are pun-eying not only amusement

but a genuinely necessary commodity of relaxation to other

American citizens, and they know, as any merchant and manu-

facturer knows, that a besmirching of their own product is as

fatal as false weight and adulteration in trade.

And without exception they are against censorship as un-

democratic, un-American, a reversion to the intolerance of the

Middle Ages, and, if by any ill-chance effective, the "most

powerful and dangerous manifestation of professional reform

—

short of martial dictatorship—possible in this country.

The replies of a majority of these manufacturers are given

herewith.

These are not the random recollections of an interviewer,

strengthened to suit the occasion. They are statements given

by responsible men over their own signatures.

This has been an open winter for busybodies. The self-im-

posed guardians of public morality have indicated, by their

words and deeds, that the movie-going millions, on the one

hand, had not sense enough to choose between right and wrong,

and that the men who make the movies, on the other hand,

were professional debasers—two birds of insult from a single

stone of innuendo. The attitude of the people has been shown

in their vigorous response to the intelligent and preferential

methods of The Better Photoplay League of America. To

discover the attitude ol

i h c manufacture

whether they judged

stories on any other

point than pictorial and

dramatic values, or

whether they, too. had

an unequivocal clean

picture plank in their

office platforms — the

Editor of Photoplay

Magazine asked the
head of each institution

the point blank ques-

tion. It is significant,

from any point of view,

that these replies were

not only given imme-
diately, but that every

one set down here was rushed in by telegraph.

Adolf Zukor, speaking for his numerous manufacturies

grouped under the main divisions of Paramount and Artcraft.

replied: "The case of clean motion pictures against dirty mo-

tion pictures resolves itself entirely—in my judgment, and as

expressed in the policy of The Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

tion—into the proposition that the American public is of clean

mind, possessed of high ideals. As to whether the American

people want nasty pictures there is but one answer: they don*t.

It didn't require years of experience in providing entertainment

for the American people to find this out. Anyone who has

ever attempted to commercialize nasty books, nasty picture-,

nasty thoughts never reaped any other harvest than a whirl-

wind of despair and financial and moral failure. This corpora-

tion is pledged to make the motion picture screen clean and

fit to be viewed by every member of the American family,

from father to the youngest daughter. The slogan of Para-

mount and Artcraft pictures is 'Famous Stars superbly directed

in Clean Motion Pictures'—and the best commercial word in

that slogan is 'clean.'
"

J. D. Williams, President of the First National Exhibitors

Circuit, said: "The First National Exhibitors Circuit, composed

of the leading theatre owners of the country, with S45.000.000

invested in motion picture theatres, established this organiza-

tion as their tangible instrument of activity for united effort

to improve the quality of screen attractions, and to encourage

great artists to give to the public the very best in wholesome,

inspiring amusements of which their genius is capable. We
stand for clean pictures and the absolute elimination from the

screens of our theatres of obscene, malicious, objectionable

and vulgar effort. This latter type of production is the last

resort of producers incapable of competing with real ability

(Continued on pogc iij)
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"Marriage, in the last analysis, always depends up-
on the woman. She must not expect man to come
up to her level until she has brought him there."

IT
is not only that the sight of the erect, brave little figure

in its significant widow's garb amid the emphatic cheer-

fulness with which sh* surrounds herself in her home is

rather like coming upon a sturdy, white cross in the'

midst of a full blown garden. Nor that her simple, black
gown, with the white frills at neck and wrist, sets her apart

from the whirl and excitement in which she works at the studio.

The reminder goes deeper—into the shallow of her eyes
above the bright, unfaltering smile.

Ethel Clayton's director husband. Joseph Kaufman died
a year ago, just when the two had signed a five-year con-
tract I.) come to California and make pictures for Lasky
together. So Ethel Clayton look up alone the journey that

was to have been the crowning joy of her life, before hi?

going, in the fullness of her love, she must have been rather
like a garden herself fragrant, lovely and wholesome.

She is still like such a garden dominated by a cross of sorrow.
The thought of it came to inc. 1 think, the moment 1 saw

her in the big room of the widespread bungalow, beneath,

the Hollywood hills.

It was the most completely cheerful room 1 have ever
seen. There was a lire of fragrant logs snapping on the open
hearth and birds in painted cages singing brightly. Shaded
lamps glowed rose and amber. There was an open grand

4S

ACross
By

Adela Rogers- St. Johns

piano and many, many books in the high

shelves that lined the four walls. A lit-

tle dog, with sparkling eyes, who growled
cheerfully to itself, ornamented the Per-

sian rug before the blaze The whole
was warmly enclosed by the raspberry
velvet draperies that shut out the dark-

ness and wind.

In the deeps of a deep divan, piled

with myriad-colored cushions, the black
robed little figure reclined.

"I am glad," she said quietly, "that
my loss came at a time when the world
has come to understand death as the

most extraordinary experience of life—

a

mere passing beyond the door. It may
seem strange, but the thought that so

many, many women are facing this same
parting from their loved ones has
brought me consolation, as though we
subconsciously reached out to aid and
strengthen each other, a sort of sister-

hood to see that the great hour of peace

Ethel Clayton's bungalow,
where she lives with her
mother, rambles down a sunny
slope of the California hills.

i- not overshadowed by the weight of our sorrow."

Her tinker still marked its place in a volume of Mark
Twain. She looked almost exotically blond and the chief

characteristic of her beauty is its tropic colorfulness. There

is no suggestion of the young girl about her. though she is s

vitally alive. She gives at once the impression of a woman
in full bloom.



In a Garden
The philosophy and personality of

that exotic widow, Ethel Clayton'.

A- I watched In r and listened to her, 1 began to under-

stand why she has made for herself a phut- unique in the

galaxy of screen stars, a place thai may be compared with

thai which Margaret Anglin holds on the speaking stage.

Her rise to stardom has qoI been meteoric. She has worked

up step by step, from the old pioneer days at Lubin, with her

husband's aid, to a finished artistry always to be relied upon

for a performance of thoroughness, thoughtfulness and charm.

I believe this is SO because she is intellectual, rather than

brilliant or clever.

"It is my ambition." she -aid with her little friendly smile,

"to become identified in my work with real women. By
'real women' 1 mean neither the very good nor the very bad

women, but the vast multitude of human beings who come
somewhere between.

"As a matter of fact, I've never known a very good nor

a very bad woman, have you? I've known some that were
seemingly inseparable and incomprehensible mixtures of both,

anil the worst woman I ever knew was a "good woman '

"Women fascinate me—women who are struggling with

their problems wherever they may be and climbing upward.

either in married life, in girl life, or in the vast business of

making a living.

'hotoffmph at rinltl

Tt is

Miss Clay-
ton's first

picture season in the

west; between scenes she enjoys
her own flowers, her own box

hedge, and her own toy dog.

"To me. you see, the great mistakes of the world are

its extreme judgments. It is so absurd to say that this

is right and that is wrong. Because no two things in

life are the least alike, are they? We don't judge a

landscape by the standards of Rembrandt, nor the com-

positions of a jazz writer by Beethoven. We should

have the smallest expectations and the widest charity.

Life, after all, >> an an that must be learned \ oni learns to

talk, or write, or swim, so one 1. 111 learn t" live, no mattei

what comes, no matter what COmeS.

"Women make tin- mistake more than nun. Thai i- l»

women are all naturally hern worshippers. The) musl b

Something to adore. So they take i man and place him on

a pedestal and crown him with a halo. Then they blame thi

poor thing because he quit< naturallj comes tumbling down

from a plan- where he had n<> business and no de-ire Id l>.

in the first place, and iii hi- I. ill. knot k- .>n ih.- h.iln.

"1 say it's the Adman- own fault. Men are mereh

and they must Ik- taken with all their weaknesses, theii

masses of vanity, their humaime--. They aren't SO bad

most of them, merely human. Very often they are wonder

ful and worth while, if they aren't forced out of their sphere.

As companions, a- friend-, as lover-, a- husbands, they will

prove satisfactory, but a- god- they usually develop clay feel

and many a happy marriage ha- been wrecked because ih.-

wife insisted on making a dome-tic idol of her partner.

Woman should not expect man to come up to her vision,

cor to have reached the place of development -he has reached.

"It is so strange that the faults of those for whom we have

no responsibility never annoy us greatly. It is only when

we feel a sense of obligation to change them that they be

come unbearable. If women would only let men progre.-s along

their own lines, encouraging them by atmosphere and exam-

ple, but resisting the temptation to preach, much would be

-a veil.

"Marriage, in the last analysis, always depends upon the

woman. The woman who sees beauty with her mind and

achieves happiness with her soul, will find them no matter

"I've never known a very good or a very bad woman.
The worst woman I ever knew was a 'good' woman."

4'
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where she is, just as the most exquisite poems have blos-

somed in the trenches. But she must not expect man to come
up to her level, until she has brought him there."

"Then," I asked, "I judge you don't believe in equality

between men and women?"
She shook her head pensively. '"One does not talk of

equality between a cabbage and a rose,'' she said, with a

pretty shrug. "I am very fond of cabbages and they are a useful

and nourishing vegetable, but no one would think of com-
paring them with a rose, or blaming them for lacking the

beauty and perfume of the flower. Of course, in the external,

work-a-day things there should be equity. But women
stand beneath and behind the progress of the world. Men

Magazine
have taken a monstrous stride, though, through what thev
have learned from the war. Perhaps that is one reason the
war came, that men might learn to sacrifice and endure and
battle for humanity, as women have always done.

"But all wc can learn or theorize of equity goes flicker-

ing before the fact that women are the mothers of the chil-

dren.

"Of course there are many women who have not developed
up to the standard of womanhood, just as there are men who
have gone far beyond the average standard of manhood. /
knew such a man. But never trust a woman that is too sweet
with a man. I have known wives that were called 'so sweet'

(
Continued on page 116)

Drawing by Irvine Mi-(/.l

Canning the Deadly "Vampire Rays"— By Leigh Metcalfe

THE producers of the pictures featuring the celebrated screen

vampire, Miss Banana Unripe, claim to have discovered that

the vampire, or man-taming mesmeric ray, employed by
the actress in "vamping" her screen victims, has a peculiar virilin

and that it can be "canned" and used again. Miss Unripe is here

hown dragging the victim into her iniquitous clutches. Note
that, after striking the victim, the rays'float upward where they
are, by suction, turned into the great intake and thence, by pipe

line, to the packing department. Quite a canning organization

is already at work preparing this peculiar force for the world
market, the artist reports. Just how these "rays" can he assim-

ilated and used again to besl advantage is yet a problem. Scientists

differ as to whether the would-be vampire should inhale it or take

it in a -poon with her food. Scene on right shows riot following
hrst announcements of sale of canned vampire rays in large New
York department store.

In connection with the foregoing, it is interesting to note that

science blames the wave of domestic unrest among directors and
cameramen to the indirect effect of the vampire's wiles while they
work Mi.-.- Unripe, who always has great consideration for the
happiness of her employes, lias provided gas masks for cameramen
and director. Perhaps the great stock of gas masks owned by the

war department might be profitably sold to the vampire studios

—perhaps !
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WHILE the Better Photoplay League is drawing its

brand Excalibur for clean pictures, this department

will brandish a bludgeon for sensible ones. Homer
Croy, in his new book on the movies, has a phrase

that lodged crossways in my imagination; he referred to the

text of our screen entertainments, or the majority of them, as

"Fourth Reader stories." The unfortunate thing about this

statement is that it is true.

Not true of every photoplay, fortunately. So far I haven't

pushed a month behind me in which I haven't seen at least

one—and sometimes several—clear, charming, forceful, im-

aginative or mepely and sheerly entertaining specimens of

active photography. But for one "Don't Change Your Hus-

band" we have a hundred punk dramas of bunk domesticity

Against one real social glimpse like "Virtuous Wives'" we have

a thousand shockers for servants about the rich millionaire

and his bird in a gilded cage. After one "Shoulder Arms"

what infinite miles of melancholy are unwound in the name

of laughter!

Some day there is going to be a Columbus among picture

producers. That Columbus will discover that the fifteen cents

and war tax hoi-polloi—the common people who are supposed to

incessantly demand these Fourth Reader epics—are the same

people who have gladly brought affluence to many great artists

in other lines.

In other words, the cheerful and uncomplaining citizenry

who pay out their dimes and their quarters for celluloid

saccharine—because they seldom get anything else—also read

John Galsworthy's novels, have a few good records for their

talking machines, and attend the best plays when they have

an opportunity.

Called upon for an offhand opinion as to its probable popu-

larity, how many motion picture producers would have con-

sidered "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" worth the

cost of the first edition? Yet the fact that it has run through

seventy-six editions in America in seven months argues that

others than college professors and literary ladies have been

after it in the book-shops. The American people—the same

average people who go to the movies, neither very wise nor

very dull, neither very flush nor very broke, neither very

saintly nor very devilish—like to discover art and acclaim an

artist.

That statement. I am aware, is most unorthodox. Never-

1 11 "I he Unpardonable Sin," Blanche Sweet, as the out-

raged Alice, evidences to the full her capability for a

sort of tragic futility.

theless, I maintain that it is true. Nowadays there aren't so

many mute inglorious Miltons as you'd suppose. And at the

present price of roses and the present general dissemination of

population, American Beauties are no longer born to blush

unseen. If you have the goods, it may take quite a while to

sell them, but you will sell them, if you keep at it, and proffer

them with comprehendible salesmanship.

I wish the average picture producer had my faith in the

average audience. In four years of close screen observation

—

I generally see pictues in the theatres, and not in the projec-

tion rooms— I have never seen a high-class photoplay fail

when it had a good story. I might qualify that by adding

—

a good story with a healthy tone. Both "Stella Maris" and

"The Whispering Chorus" were high-class storie-. but the first

succeeded because of its normality, and the second failed,

popularly speaking, because of its morbid abnormality.

When I talk of the picture producer, here. I don't mean
the corporation captains-general on Fifth avenue and along

Forty-Second street. I mean the bosses of production in the

studios. They go by various titles. The men who chose

and order the mill-run of photoplay manufacture.

I'm not saying that the poor fellows haven't their trouble-.

Believe me. they have! They are cursed by quantity produc-

tion. Thev are told to be artistic on the Henrv Ford b
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"Romance and Arabella," featuring Constance Talmadge,
is a human and therefore appealing" trifle ahout a young"

widow and a handful of matrimonial bets.

'Common Clay" is a well-told screen version of the stag'e

play, though with some very radical departures.

'Johnny-on-the-Spol '

is .1 melodrama and farce-comedy
flavored with Hale Hamilton a breery personality.

This in itself is enough to make them misanthropes. Their

one unpardonable sin is their very evident loss of faith in the

L'reat public for whom they make pictures.

The faculty that makes a young man like Marshall Xeilan.

or sustains a mature artist like D. W. Griffith, or draws general

attention to George Loane Tucker, or builds Lois Weber, or

compels a universal affection for Charlie Chaplin, is the fac-

ulty of giving the best and finest that one possesses. I dare-

say that none of these persons makes use of that commonest
of studio terms: "Oh, that'll be over their heads!" Does the

average American audience appreciate true elegance in ap-

pointment, true life in characterizations, true art in location

and photography. t;ue comedy—sometimes too deep for phy-

sical laughter—in situation? The success of those gentlemen

and that lady seem to shout a very positive "Yes!"

The prime quality of a sensible picture is its trueness to

life. There are. indeed, other qualities, but we haven't space

to consider them here, and they are. anyway, of minor value.

In subtitling a peculiarly horrible lack of common sense-

is very generally manifest. Cast out the big words in those

descriptions. Don't give us copy-book maxims for conversa-

tion—give us our lingo; it may be inelegant, sometimes, but

by gosh, it's ours, and it's expressive. Shakespeare wa-n't

afraid to use Elizabethan chatter even in blank verse, and

Rupert Hughes—the most graphic stylist in America—never

uses forty adjectives to describe a sunset, nor does he make

a man spout an oration when all he wants is a little love.

The alarming prevalence of the subtitle on stilts, the ma-

chine-made plot and the denaturized human being are three

reasons why this department is about to check out of the

League of Nations and start a war of its own on the non-

sensible photoplay.

THE UNPARDONABLE SIN
—Garson Productions

An impressive photoplay, filled with splendid characteriza-

tions, remarkable photography, and a thoughtful perfection of

detail which honors the intelligence of the beholder. Rupert

Hughes novel is perhaps the most stark fictional indictment of

Teuton terrorism and brutality yet written by an American.

and is a work fairly familiar, now. to the whole story-reading

public. In it we find the sad adventures oi the two Parcot

sisters, Alice and Dimny; American girls both—the one with

her mother in Belgium at the outbreak of the war. the other

with her father in California. Dimny is destined to great sor-

row, but also to great adventure and ultimate happiness. But

of Alice Mr. Hughes wrote: "She was one of those whom
misfortune had selected for its very own. Innocent, meek,

unresisting, without even the debit of a little wild happiness.

she hail known the extremes of horror, of shame, of remorse,

and had come to that woeful epitaph, "better dead." " For Alice,

and her mother as well, were both victims of German brutality:

these American women were no more sacred to the Prus-

sian powers than so many nuns—and nuns, in the early days

of the great gray march, seemed the favorite pasturage of the

professional soldier's lust. So ii comes that Alice, receiving

word of their plight in a letter which tells all by striving to tell

only a little, starts wildly toward Europe. In her tense state

she is the victim of an unfortunate encounter, and her nerves

collapse. She passe- into a state of coma from which she is

awakened only by the profound efforts of a disinterested boy.

Xoll Windsor. Together they go to Europe.

The outstanding performances are Blanche Sweet's, in the

roles of the sisters Dimny and Alice: and Man- Alden's. as the

mother. Although Miss Alden has far less to do than Miss

Sweet, it i< an equally significant performance. Miss Sweet as

the outraged Alice evidences to the full her capability for a

sort of tragic futility—a lifelike thing which is not acting,

and which is not the pompous manifestation of self-sorrow

which many of our player- think is tragedy—that is the very

mirror of real despairing existence. So does Miss Alden remain

perfectly in the picture. She presents a handsome, well-bred

woman approaching middle age. and even in her extreme mo-
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ments there is nothing to suggest the crushed and blasted

girlhood of her daughter. Rather, she becomes a calm, sombre,

poised and waiting spirit -the mother of ilu Greek plays. On

the other hand, as Dimny Miss Sweet 1- altogether the adven-

turous girl sensitive, refined, but always unafraid and ready

to batik' for her own honor or the honor ol those she loves.

Dual characterizations are so possible in pictures that they have

come to be a misfortune, thanks to the people who dabble in

them. But here 1- a dual characterization which is a dual

cterization that is to say, Mice Parcot, the gentle slaugh-

tered lamb, is not and could not be at any lime the valiant

sister whom she so closely resembles.

Malt Moore is delightfully human a liveable son of young

fellow a- Noll Windsor. Wallace Keen- vouchsafes a piece

of portraiture as the German Col klemm for the like of which

we will have to go back 10 the early Griffith plays.

Mar-hall Xeilan rises to a standard of direction he has not

touched since "Stella Maris." His use of light ami shadow-

makes his screen look now and again like a master-painted

canvas, rather than a white sheet momentarily glorified by

Bashes of electricity.

He has departed from Hughes story-ending, ami while I can

hat the new version is more expedient for the screen, and

perhaps more popular, in a certain sense, Hughes' original

seems far more legitimate ami logical. If the Germans had been

isily outrun and outchased as they are in this picture—to

sav nothing of being outmaneuvered by a couple of small boys

in their own headquarters—they" would never have crossed the

Rhine. However—it's a master picture if you pardon these

playful weaknesses of the playful Mr. Xeilan. And little

frecklefaced Wes' Berry, as the indomitable George Washing-

ton Sticker, is going to sweep the country with a wave of

personal popularity rivalling Robert Anderson's after the

birth of "Hearts of the World."

OUT Ol" Till". FOG—Metro

Austen Adams' story of two lonely women and sexual and

psychological disaster on a lonely island. On the stasie it

was called "Ception Shoals."' and Alia Xazimova, as she does

here, played mother and daughter. A fisherman who might

have come from a page of Coleridge has a sister, Faith, who

unfortunately loses, by death, her plighted lover. Faith's situa-

tion is of course unfortunate, and rather than endure the

imprisonment her brother Job imposes, she kills herself in a

great leap from the lighthouse tower. But the baby lives

—

and is this little person in her teens—nervous, active as a

kitten, eternally wondering, alternating merry and tempestu-

ously sad, at once the plague and the care of old Job—who

enlists Xazimova's finest interpretative qualities. Indeed, as

the strange unworldly Eve she has many of the little subtleties

and whimsicalities that have not been evinced in a similar pari

since Maude Adams played F'eler Pan. The end of the screen

story is happy, whereas the end of the stage play was violently

woeful. Here, a woman in a woman's uttermost extremity is

brought to Eve's island prison, and at once she learns the

mystery of her own body, and all the truths of life which

the crustacean Job has kept acidly away from her.

At the same time she has learned to know* what love is, even

though she doesn't recognize it. Philip Blake, who came to

her 'out of the fog." and then slipped back into it, returns, and

there is a pretty encounter between him and her demoniac old

jailer, whose sour assertions that "Eve is dead" he rightly

discredits. A melodramatic finish provides a variety for the

whimsical and atmospheric body of the picture.

THE BRAXD-Goldwyn

I don't recall anything of Rex Beach's, as far as pictures

are concerned, which has given me as much enjoyment since

'The Spoilers." "The Brand" is another 0: those simple, direct,

straight -running stories of man and woman and the north

(Continued on page qz)

"Out of the Fog'," featuring Nazimova, is a story of two
lonely women and sexual anJ psychological disaster on a

lonely island.

"The Scarlet Shadow" shows Mae Murray in a some-
what ordinary mystery well cast and well directed.

The intelligence and charm of Bessie Barriscale are equal

factors in this rather conventional story.
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DOUG and Mary and David Wark and
Charlie. Read it the other way and
it will be just as impressive: Charlie

and David Wark and Mary and Doug.
We wonder if the nonchalant geranium

and the darned old bench realize that they

are having their picture taken in company
with the most universal (no apologies to

Carl Laemmle) amusement quartet ever

drawn together?

The secession of Bill Hart from the Big

Five left this Big Four. They haven't

announced very many plans yet, except

to assert that their "United Artists' Dis-

tributing Association" will begin to print

from worth-their-weight-in-platinum nega-

tives as soon as various and sundry
existing contracts are finished. For the

rest—consult their lawyer, Mr. McAdoo.
This is the first really large job William

Gibbs McAdoo has had on his hands. He
was, for a spell, director-general of the

railroads of the whole country, and Treas-

urer of the United States, but the railroads

and the treasury were at best only a two-
star combination, whereas now he has four.

It seems that one learns the moving
picture business pretty fast in California.

In November Carl Laemmle offered Mr.
McAdoo the directorship of Universal, at

a salary of $50,000 a year, to which Mr.
McAdoo replied in his letter of declina-

tion: "I doubt my qualifications for the

position you offer." And he went on to

say, plainly, that he knew nothing of the

making of pictures. Further, he intended

to come to New York to practice law.

But then, you see, Mr. McAdoo moved to

the artistically infectious Coast and it's all

different now. His salary with the Mam-
moth Quartet may reach a quarter of a
million a year, in place of the measly
fifty thousand he declined when he didn't

know anything about the motion picture
business.

Following the stellar injunction, we will

permit the Big Four's lawyer to speak for

them. He says: "They have determined
not to permit any trust to destroy com-
petition, or to blight or to interfere with
the high quality of their work. They feel

that it is of the utmost importance "to se-

cure the artistic development of the motion
picture industry, and they believe that this

will be impossible if any trust should get

possession of the field and menace the

business."
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Oennett's Uwn XToudimi
Or, "Little Davey's" disappearing act.

HE irrepressible "extra" doss the footsteps of the

producer until that harassed cinema pivot shoots him-
self in desperation. And yet. "Little Davey"—no other

name known—hung around the Sennett studios just lon-i

enough to make himself famous and then toddled quietly back
10 oblivion.

One day "Little Davey" was brought to the studio by .1

quiet, unostentatious woman whose exact relationship to hirr.

was never learned. Happening in the studio at the psycho
logical moment, the little boy was hired for a comedy. The
director recognized real ability in him and told him to come-

back. He appeared extensively in several comedies. After his

work in "Rip and Stitch. Tailors," he disappeared and throuch
a bungle was not told to return. Now he's gone, leavinc no
address, phone number or anything.

You have doubtless seen "Little Davey." Though but a few
minutes after two years old, he competed with the old-timers

at the Sennett studios and in many ways proved far superior

as a true, instinctive comedian.
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1 hey say children's performances are not successful, financially, but here is the-average attendance at the Boys' and Girls'

Matinee, given bj t hi- Hitter Film Committee of the 1 [ome and School League of Salt Lake City. The teachers act as ushers.

The Better Photoplay League of America
Important movements ally themselves with The League—
progressive exhibitors the biggest boosters for better films

—Milwaukee stands solid for clean and worth-while pictures.

By Janet Priest

THE League has gained powerful friends and allies this

month,—all in the interest of better film?.

At a recent meeting, the Better Film committee of

the Home and School League of Salt Lake City voted

to affiliate with The Better Photoplay League of America.

Salt Lake has achieved the proud distinction of making a

success of motion picture programs for children, a thing which

has been tried by many and declared impossible. The Salt

Lake City people actually make money at it,—and please the

children into the bargain. And to members of the League,

they are perfectly willing to tell how they do it.

In the first place, they did not stop at the first sign of

discouragement. They stuck at it long enough to find out

what their mistakes were, and now others are in a position

to benefit by their mistakes—and more especially by their

successes.

The Home and School League discovered that "children"

is a word which children beyond the kindergarten stage do

not like. They do not care to attend "children's" programs.

So the wording was changed. The Salt Lake City people do

not put on "Children's Programs," but "Boys' and Girls' Mat-
inees." And they give the boys and girls a real all-around

program, as well as the distinctively educational sort of pic-

ture.

"I believe the reason for the failure of children's programs

in some communities," says Jennie M. Crabbe, the secretary,

"is the kind of programs shown. Children enjoy a program

of educational subjects if it is given at school. Then they feel

that it is a part of their regular school work. But when they

go to a theatre they want 'a show' such as the grown-ups see.

They desire a feature play and a comedy or cartoon, with a

travelogue or an educational film added for good measure."

The Home and School League works in co-operation with

George Carpenter, manager of the Paramount-Empress. After

trying several plans, they discovered that the best was to have

the League itself rent the theatre for Saturday forenoon. The
rental includes theatre, heat, light, music and operator. Tlu-

League pays for the films and advertising, and provides for

the ticket-feller and the ushers. The school-teachers are at

present acting as ushers.

A great thing about the Salt Lake plan is that everybody

helps. The League is composed of a patron and a teacher

from each school district, so that representatives from every

district in the city are back of the plan. The members of

the Better Film committee are representatives of the different

women's clubs, religious organizations, and school organiza-

tions,—so that all classes are represented. Formerly the man-

ager put on plays recommended by the women.—but the pres-
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ent plan of renting the theatre and doing their own ticket-

selling has been found more profitable financially.

The Better Film committee attribute? most of its success to

the work of its former chairman. .Mrs. John Malick, who gave

freely of her time and talents for community service. Though

.Mrs. Malick is no longer a resident of Salt Lake City, the

work she established goes on, and her

enthusiasm has been shared by all the

members of the committee. These are

Mrs. F. W. Meakin, the present chair-

man, Miss Jennie M. Crabbe, secre-

tary, J. H. Coombs, treasurer, Mrs.

.William Reid, Rev. J. H. Dennis. Mr>.

Anna L. Young, H. J. Stearns, Charles

Keele, Mrs. William Story, Jr.. Mrs.

Elizabeth Cohen. Miss Florence Knox,

-Mrs. E. W. Senior, Mrs. W. M. Stock-

ey, Mrs. John Z. Brown, and Mrs.

H. J. Hayward.

A splendid new Branch of The Bet-

ter Photoplay League of America has

been organized in Richmond, Va.. by

the Social Service Federation of

that city, and Mrs. Georgia May
Jobson, president of the Feder-

ation and a member of its board

of trustees, has been added to

the League's Advisory Board.

The Federation at a recent

meeting voted unanimously to

join The Better Photoplay

League of America, and to lend

every effort to its success and

its efforts in behalf of better

films. The work in Richmond

is being organized systematical-

ly, and a further report will be

made in the near future. The

officers of the Richmond Branch

of The Better Photoplay League

of America are identical with

those of the Federation, and in-

clude Mrs. Jobson, as president,

Mrs. Heath C. Clarke, Mrs. Warner

Moore, Mrs. J. M. Kain. and Mrs. H.

W. Rountree, vice-presidents, and Mrs.

J. B. Spiers, secretary. Mrs. Page

Walker West and Miss Celeste Ander-

son are respectively the treasurer and

assistant treasurer of the Federation,

but will not be required to act in that

capacity for the Branch League, since

there are no dues in the organization

of The Better Photoplay League of

America. The entire personnel of the

Social Service Federation is included

in I he membership of the newly

formed Branch League, headed by

i In- Federation's Advisory Board and

Board of Trustees, as follow-: Hon. John Garland Pollard,

Dr. 1). A Kuyk, Dr. J. McCaw Tompkins. Dr. J. T. Mastin,

Mrs. George Ainslie, Mrs. Charles E. Whitlock, Mrs. M. C.

Patterson, David M. White. Alvin Smith, Thomas B. McAdams,

and W. C. Camp.

The Federation was organized in ioi-\ its members being

representatives of the different philanthropic societies of the

city. While the organization's work has many branches, it

is vitally interested in letter films, and a constructive plan

of obtaining these for Richmond and vicinity is now under

way, with the co-operation of The Better Photoplay League

of America.

The West Side Mothers' Club of Milwaukee. Wis., of which

Mrs. Victor M. Witmer is president, ha- become .1 Branch of

Mrs. John Malick,
to whom the success
of the Boys' and
Girls Matinees in

Salt Lake City is

largely clue. She
has imbued her co-
workers with her
spirit of enthusiasm
and help. Mrs. Mal-
ick is the \% ife of a

Unitarian minister,

and now resides in

Cincinnati.

What Have lou Accomplished

in behalf of better films? Have you succeeded
in obtaining cleaner and more worth-while pic-

tures in your neighborhood? Do you know-
anyone who has? Write and tell us about it,

so that others may benefit from your experi-

ence and knowledg"e. Address The Better Photo-
play League of America, 350 North Clark Street,

Chicago, 111.

Have You Started That Branch
League? If so, kindly report. If

not, write today for particu-

lars, enclosing stamp
for reply.

Mrs. Georgia May
Jobson, president of

the Social Service
Federation of Rich-

mond, \ a., and an
Advisory Patron of

the League. She be-

longed to the firs<

Equal Suffrage so-

cietv, and the first

W. C. T. U. branch
ever organized in

^ irgini.i.

The Better Photoplay League of America. The League also has

received the endorsement of the Woman's Literary Club, and

the Citizens' Commission on Motion Pictures.

Milwaukee is a Better Film city. Rev. Dr. C. H. Beale. of

Crand Avenue Congregational Church, says. "We feel that

the motion picture has come to stay, and that it is helpful

rather than harmful, if the right pho-

toplays are shown. The pictures are

a great educational force."'

Rev. S. H. Anderson, of Summer-

field M. E. Church, head of the social

service commission of .Milwaukee-

Federation of Churches, speaks en-

thusiasticallv in behalf of better films.

Mayor D. W. Doan. Mrs. John W.
Mariner, of the National League for

Women's Service. Mrs. George Lines

of the same organization. G. R. Rad-

ley, president of the Citizens' Commis-

sion on Motion Pictures, the news-

paper writers, Polly Parsons and Con-

stance Nolan of the Milwaukee Sen-

tinel. John M. Martin, local rep-

resentative of the Exhibitors"

Trade Review. J. W. Martin,

representative of the Motion

Picture News. Ann McMurdy
of the Wisconsin-News. Herbert

H. Ryan of the Leader, as well

as practically every exhibitor in

Milwaukee, are frankly on the

side of clean and worth-while

films. All sponsor the stand

taken in this important matter

by The Better Photoplay League

of America.

Magnificent work has recently

been done by the Texas Con-

gress of Mothers, which is af-

filiated with The League. Mrs
B. A. Sadler of Dallas is Chair-

man of the Motion Picture com-

mittee of the Congress, and also

of The Better Photoplay League in the

state of Texas. Her committee has

^^£fl^k prepared a five-reel motion picture of

Mt Hi child life, and this is being circulated

k throughout the suite among Parent-

Teacher and civic organizations. Mrs.

^F Sadler and her committee expect to

add a variety of interesting subjects

to their picture exhibit from time to

time, all of them carrying out the

better film idea.

THE sensational picture is on the

decline." So says Samuel Katz.

of Balaban and Katz, owners of die

Riviera and Central Park Theatres.

Chicago. "The unwholesome picture, whether in theme or

treatment, is a dead letter." says Martin J. Quigley in a recent

issue oi the Exhibitors' Herald and Motography.

These men. and many others for whom they are virtually

i he spokesmen, have proved that they are firm believers in

the better photoplay. They declare that it has come to stay.

In the year or two just past there has been a steady increase

in good pictures and a corresponding decrease in objectionable

ones. This, picture-men will tell you. is largely the result of

the stabilizing of the industry—of the gradual weeding-out of

small, frantic manufacturers, who had only a little money to

invest, and who wanted to get it back and double it in the

quickest way possible. These men made and fostered the

( ontinued on page ?o.?)



Wild
oman

!

Savs Doraldina

Not so wild—even in

the jungle she stops

to powder her nose.

••"W"'M a wild woman," said

Doraldina. "Nearly as

I
wild as Eva Tanguay and

Yaleska Surratt.

"Look at me. Don't I look

wild? They won't let me be

respectable in the pictures.

Aren't satisfied unless I put

on the weeds" (and she

pointed to her grass rai-

ment) "and all that."

This monologue was oc-

curring in the midst of a

Californian edition of

Hawaiian woodlands.
Doraldina, as Nasoni, had

just gone through a series

of scenes, of which the most

interesting and most spectacular

showed her hiking across camera-range with

a 200-pound leopard-skinned hero on her bare

shoulders. Now she was standing by an au-

tomobile not previously noticed in the verdure,

powdering her nose.

"It's a great life," she said. "This saving the

lives of healthy young men in front of the

camera—particularly if you don't weaken."

"There is not much danger of Doraldina

weakening," I thought to myself, recollecting that,

single-handed, she carried Hawaii across the vast

Pacific and installed it permanently in the little

city of New York.

The job was quite a job,—one which it took

her something more than 12 years to accomplish.

But she did it.

1 11 (lie oval opposite, Doraldina
when she was a stenographer
in Frisco. Above, the same
young Woman as she appeared
in "The N a u 1 a h k a ." The
large figure in the page-center

is Doraldina in her famous
"Hula Hula" dance garb.

By

Truman B. Handy

A half-dozen years ago Doraldina was

one of the many San Francisco girls

who earn their daily bread by ham-

mering hired Remingtons to pieces for

some tired business man. She was am-

bitious, and rather poor. In fact, it

took her eight years, working at top

speed, to put $2850 into the First Na-

tional Bank in preparation for a trip

to Europe.

At length she got overseas to Bar-

celona, lonely, speechless of Spanish,

and very, very anxious to learn the

gentle art of Spanish dancing. She was

introduced to Rafael Yega, Spain's

foremost maitre de danse, the one-

time partner of the famous Carmen-

cita, who shocked New York with

her Hispanic wiggles some twenty-five

years ago.

Rafael was awfully kind to her. Told her she never could

dance, that she had no "sangre," the Spanish word for "pep,"

and that if she loved her mother she'd better return to her.

But the old rascal looked at her $2850 and sighed. It was a

lot of money and he was only human.

"Bueno," he said. "I'll take you, but you can't expect to

be a success. You're only an American, and they never

can dance."

She had only danced for him about two months when

Senor Vega shut off the pianola because Doraldina insisted

on introducing a series of healthy, unheard-of wiggles

into the classic steps of the dances Spain has prided it-

self on for lo! these many years. As much as he hated

to, the Senor had her savings, and he made preparations

to separate himself from them.
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"I came to Spain to learn your dances,*' replied Doraldina.

"Not on a pleasure tour. You're going to teach me to dance,

see?"

Whereupon, in despair, he introduced her to the ballet

master of the Teatro Principal of Barcelona, and Doraldina,

the dynamic, healthy American beauty, got $55 a week and the

honor of being the first American premier danseuse ever to

appear before a Barcelona audience. The fifty-five in question

was a preposterous sum. she was repeatedly told, but an eye

for business is one of Doraldina's chief assets. She danced

in Spain several seasons, studied at intervals, and played in

every beer-hall on the South coast of the peninsula
-

. At length

she changed her address to New York.

Ned Wayburn. then the production manager of Reisen-

weber's cabaret in New York, is always on the lookout for

winners, they say. Doraldina went to him. unknown, un-

heralded, and unsung. Flo Ziegfeld had turned her down the

week before because "New Yorkers aren't keen on exhumed

Spanish gymnastics."

"What can you dance?" Ned Wayburn asked her.

"Anything you want," she retorted.

"Can you do a Hawaiian hula hula?" he fired. "Have you

ever heard of such a thing?"

"I'm from Frisco," she answered. "Sure, I'll dance you a

hula."

The show was to open that night. There was no costume,

and although Doraldina said she could use one of her Spanish

dresses Wayburn insisted on "atmosphere." The costume was

procured. It represented four strands of raffia and four pearl

beads, a New York modiste's conception of the Sandwich

Isles. When donned the rest was Doraldina.

That was three years ago, that momentous night that saw

the birth of the Hawaiian craze in the United States. Doral-

dina sprang into instant fame, and Reisenweber commenced to

speil her name in large, electric globes over his cafe. And then

the Shuberts came along and signed her for a season, and

after them several other managers.

And last year, the pictures.

George Fitzmaurice was to put on Kipling's "The Nau-
lahka'' with Antonio Moreno, for Pathe. It was a wild, fan-

tastic tale that called for an East-Indian nautch dancer for

the feminine lead,—a woman of fire and blood and beauty.

Doraldina got the part, and has been a photoplayer ever

since.—the wildest woman on the screen. But I said "on the

screen."

The evening following the scene mentioned in which she

carried the heavyweight on her shoulders in the Fiji Island

forest,—located "somewhere near Hollywood."—I was a guest

at her home for dinner. She had said she'd cook the meal.

Cook the meal herself! She a wild movie woman! Huh!
But she did. She had chicken and string beans and bread-

and-butter and ice cream and all that, and when we got through

and I saw her put on her apron to wipe the dishes I could

have passed out of the picture.

Recently, at the head of her own company. Doraldina has

produced a wildly-fantastic, scenic tale of the Fiji Islands,

that she calls "The Charm of Xasoni." She nearly kills

every other member of the cast, including the director, in her

efforts at realism. She threw Jay Morley off the side of a

ship into the clear-cold waters of the Santa Barbara Channel,

after which she jumped in herself. She had a fight with one of

the woman players which put her opponent in the hospital for

a fortnight. The character man is afraid of the sight of her

when she's in make up.

"Yes, I tell you I'm wild," concluded the Dynamic One,

who, let it be recollected, takes 263 steps a minute when she

dances. "I'm awfully wild. But right now I'm awfully

thirsty. Can't we go some place and get a chocolate soda?"

G~

Thia Peril was Real!

The actress who ia fat from being one .it this moment is Marie Walcamp, While making an "escape' in her most recent

Universal serial sin- walked into .\ narrow strip of quicksand, in the bed of the Sao Gabriel river. Before she realized what

detained her sin- was up to her arm-pits. Neal Hart, throwing off all his clothes except his bvd's, supported her for ten

minutes by her left arm alone. Her director, Harry Harvey, is pulling her up from behind. Tn the left foreground,

stripped to the waist, is (he cameraman, and beside him is his assistant. The "still" photographer, left jobless for a minute,

had presence of mind enough to get a glass plate record of one of the most unexpected accidents in the history of picture

making. Elapsed time, twenty minutes, and it took six men to ^,et her away from the suction of death.

8*



J_ lie Iveal Western Bandit
The ex-outlaw may be lacking in ro-

mance but seems determined to prove

that the "screen bandit" is all wrong.

By Emma-Lindsay Squibr

I
WAS waiting at the church for a bandit; not to marry

him or convert him, but to interview him. Why the

church? Well, I had to wait somewhere, and the edifice

being centrally located

—

Anyway, there w.i^ 1. waiting for A I Jennings, erstwhile

notorious bandit and train robber, now movie star and producer

of his own pictures, and 1 was so sure I'd know him by his

ferocious black mustache and diabolical expression, to say noth-

ing of Ins gigantic stature, that 1 hadn't even requested him to

wear a red carnation in his buttonhole.

I was just eyeing rather nervously a beetle-browed giant who

seemed to be elbowing through the crowd in the general direction

of the church steps, and 1 was wondering if "outlawful" in-

stincts were ever really forgotten or if I'd better hide my
watch—when a mild voice at my shoulder said pardon, but

T*'^

According

to

A! Jennings

"The outlaw of real life," declares Mr. Jen-
nings, "wasted no time in the elaborate dis-

play of firearms. To all appearances We was
a law-abiding wayfarer, and no one suspected

that his revolver was in the handiest pos-

sible position—under his left arm, hidden by
his coat." At the left, a portrait of the ex-

outlaw.

was I the lady who was waiting for Al

Jennings, and I turned to confront the

famous ex-bandit himself, a red-headed

little man who came about to my ear,

with twinkling steel-blue eyes and the

winning smile of a preacher or a book

agent.

"I'm sorry- I'm so late." he apolo-

gized, '"you see I was held up—

"

"Held up—" I echoed, startled.

'"By the heavy traffic," he continued.

"Oh!" I said. I was thinking how

naturally the expressions of the old

trade slipped out.
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"And to make matters worse," he went on, "I killed

—

"

"You killed
—

" I repeated faintly.

"—the engine," he proceeded,

"and I had to shoot up Main

Street—"

"Not really
—

" I gasped.
"—at fifty miles an hour

to get here before.you left,"

he finished.

I said "Oh," again, disappointed.

So you're invading the films

now," I commented when we were

seated in the machine

speeding toward his

studio in Culver City.

"The difference between truth and fiction. The old west has

been brutalized and man-handled for the sake of quick profits.

and I wonder that the old dead past doesn't turn over in its

alkali grave at the lurid concoctions put out on the screen as

truthful representations of the days gone by. Even- day we
see '49 plots with igiS settings; the heroine rides in an auto-

mobile, yet is kidnapped by painted Indians; the hero has a

phone on his desk, yet rides forty miles to call out the soldiers

from the fort!

And the outlaws of the screen! If they were as big fools

as they are made out to be in •western' pictures, they couldn't

rob a baby's penny bank. But the producers have the idea

that a gang of 'bad men' have to be fantastically masked.

carry a whole arsenal in plain sight, plan for days on the de-

tails of the robbery, and then cam' it out with several hundred

feet of thrills and romance.

"Let me tell vou how it was actually done in those days."'

he went on. "We didn't wear masks and we didn't carry our

guns where they could be seen. There was very little

bloodshed and no killing except in running fights.

When my brother Frank and I decided to relieve a

bank of some of its bullion, we went in quietly, he

covered the cashier while I took the bags from the

safe, then we'd lock up the cashiers in the vault for safe

keeping.

"The pictures I am making will show the

events of my outlaw career with the punish-

ment and redemption that followed. The first

one of the series is called 'The Lady of the

Dugout,' and two bank robberies in it are

filmed exactly as they occurred, some

twenty years ago. The first was un-

premeditated

and was
carried out

by Frank and myself alone. We
got five thousand dollars, but we
rode off into the desert—hungry.

and without being able to buy a

sandwich for all our gold. That was

when we (Continued on page in)

And below, according to Mr. Jen-
nings, is a verbatim reproduction of

a real bank robbery. L nostentatious

and with lack of bravado, the two
outlaws, here pictured b> Mr. Jen-
nings and his brother, are sneaking
into the little western hank after

looking" about for the sheriff.

Nothing picturesque about
the two hard-looking' men
above, is there? Yet they,

says Mr. Jenning*s, repre-

sent the real western bad-
man—as in contrast to the

mythical, prettily - attired
" bandit of the screen.

Remember, Al— to little

Johnny Jones an outlaw
isn't an outlaw unless
bristles guns, wears chaps,

sombrero and the res! <>l

the imposing finerj .

"Yes,—peaceably," he nodded, flashing a smile at me
at that there may be a revolution in cinema circles

public lakes to my brand of western stuff."

"Oh, they'll like it!" 1 assured him enthusiastically

people love wild west pictures."

He smiled again, this time enigmatically.

"Yes hut I'm not putting on 'wild wesl

'•these are real west pictures."

"There's a difference then?" 1 asked.

"All the different e in the world," he

picture

answered warmly



Grand Crossing ft* Impressions

\»

Delight ^Eyanss

HELL Wear
A Light Suit."

1 was Told.

Well, that Sounded Easy; so

I Went Down to the Train

To Meet
Milton E. Hoffman.
The Name
Means Nothing?
Ah—
But it Means a Whole Lot
Out at Lasky's,

In Hollywood—only

They don't Call him
Milton E. out There

—

He's

Manager Milt

—

Not "The Boss"

—

Just "One of the Boys."
It would have been Fine

If Every Other Man
That Left the Santa Fe
Hadn't Worn
A Light Suit.

How
Was I To Know?
Well—
I Picked

A Portly Man
With a Mustache
Who Looked as If

He'd Just Been Bossing

A Big Director

And Six Stars

Around the Lot

—

And Stepped Up
And Piped Out.
"Mr Hoffman?"
Well—no,

It wasn't Mr. Hoffman.
Just then

A Brisk Young Man
With Keen Brown Eyes
And a Smile
Whizzed Past—
I Grabbed him

—

"Mr. Hoffman'"
No Mistake this Time.
(And
He'd Been in Pictures

Since 1006

—

First, Peddling Films;

Then Publicity

—

Finally Managing— !)

"How do I Manage
All those Stars 5

I Don't," he Smiled.

"I Just Treat 'em
Like Human Beings.

Whenever one of 'em
Wants Something
I Let him Have it-

In his Own Way

—

Chicago, the Grand Crossing; the

transfer-point for players on their

flirtings from coast to coast.

Chicago, a place where they change

trains and, in the sad, mad scramble

of luggage and lunch between, run

up to see "PHOTOPLAY."

And then, Sometimes
He Doesn't Want it

After all.

I Keep my Office-door Open,
So Everybody
From the Stars

To the Office-boys

Can Come In,

And tell me
Their Troubles.
That's all-
Make 'em Happy.
Something like

The Kids in 'The Bluebird'

—

Searching for Happiness
—

"

And the Kids at Laskv's, too

—

Only to Find It

In Manager Milt's Office.

"Manage the Big Four?
Can't be Done, my Child.

Not for a Million Dollars!

McAdoo, though,
Will Give them Good Advice."

I Didn't Even have Time
To Say Good-bye
To Mr. Hoffman.
I saw

—

Eugene O'Brien

—

Yes, I Felt Just that Way
About it, too

—

Coming Down the Tracks

—

And I Knew that Walk,
And that Swing to his Broad Shoulders,

And the Queer One-sided Smile.

I Didn't Know him.

So I Just Stood There, and
I Might Never have Met him
If it hadn't Been
For Ruby DeRemer.
She's Awfully Pretty, Ruby—
I'd have Liked her Anyway.
She and 'Gene
Had Played Together
At Lasky's, on the Coast.

And she Smiled, and Said

"You Know Mr. O'Brien,

Don't You?"
I Got a Semi-close up
Of the O'Brien
Mouth-corner Drawl,
That he Borrowed
From Yankee-doodle Cohan.
He Acted

P

A Bit Bored
And Absent-minded
And he Would Insist

Upon Talking
About Trains.

Maybe he Knew
That Making Folks Miss Their Trains,

Is My Specialtv

Oh, well-
Louise Huff
Almost Made Hers.

She
Was Only Vacationing.

Anyway, and had Come
To Chicago, on a Lark,

With Mrs Allan Dwan

—

Who Said,

Before she Caught her Train

From New York

—

For the West

—

"Come on Along, Louise
!"

And that's how I Happened to Meet her.

You're Just Thinking
That the Gerry Society

Ought to do Something
About this Blonde Engaging Huff,

When
She'll Begin to Tell You
About Mary Louise Huff-Jones,

Her Four-year-old Kickapoo

—

(i. e., Young Indian.)

"Mary Louise

Will Call Me
'Miss Huff' before Folks.

And then People Sav,

'Poah Child—its Mothah
Is a Motion Pictuh Actress'!"

Southern? Yes!
But her Drawl
Is the Only Slow Thing
About Louise.

I Think she Put the "Ge"
Into Georgia.

And where had I Seen

Mrs. Dwan Before?

She was Pauline Bush

—

Remember her

In those Old Americans

With Wallie Reid—
And with Rex?
She was
A Real Pioneer.

Though you'd Never Believe it

To Look at her.

She's a Grey-eyed Minerva
With a Sense of Humor.
And she Says
Maybe she'll Come Back.

Sometime.
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LIFE'S most important anti-climaxes owe their occurrence

to the most trivial incidents. Thus, Kent Mortimer's

escape from a marriage with the fortune-hunting Adele

Hoyt was attributed to so trivial a thing as the collapse

of his fortune.

Almost overnight Kent had found himself a poor man, fol-

lowing a disastrous piquancy of his heavy investments. After

it was all over but the figuring, Kent wasn't feeling so awfully

bad. "Well," he said to himself, "I've still got a bride-to-be,

at any rate. If she is the sport I imagine her to be then

it'll be us for three-and-a-bath."

But she wasn't that sort of sport. Kent found out that

evening, in attendance at some obligatory

social function. He took, a quiet interval

The Wick
1

Mortimer nearly married a

woman who wanted his for-

tune—but to the rescue came
poverty and the Gutter Rose.

during a dance to slip with Adele into the conservatory and

there to tell her what had happened. Just as though she

hadn't known the truth. The whole town knew it. Expecting

something in the form of sympathy, he was quite naturally

astounded to see her chin go up, her eyes go cold and

her lips formulate the words:

"You know, dear Kent, for papa's sake I could

never mam- a poor man!"
This was, I assure you, far more of a

blow to Kent than the news of his

financial ruin. He had never sus-

picioned that Adele's affection

hinged upon his financial status,

but had imagined that her pro-

fessed affection was real.

Just clear from the vision of

dancing feet and rollicking

music in the ball room. Kent

studied his fiancee with a

maturing curiosity. Adele,

looking and feeling guilty,

was fingering the ring on her

engagement finger and staring

at it with a growing ferocity.

Then suddenly, she tore it

off as though it were a band
of fire, and jamming it into

the hand of her ex-fiance,

would have fled from his

side. But Kent clutched

her arm and said, hotly sar-

castic:

"Yes—for papa's sake,

you couldn't marry—a poor

man!"
In another part of the

house, Adele joined her

restless parents. Observing

that the ring was gone from
her daughter's finger, the

mother smiled shrewdly,

relievedly. Then, as her

glance centered on the

pearls about Adele's neck,

her relief could not con-

tain itself in silence.

'Thank goodness, my
dear." she breathed. "You
didn't return the pearls

—

let us go from here. I'll

ask for the details when
we are inside the car."

Papa Hoyt. whose ears

should have been burning

deeply, dug into his chin

with a contemplative fin-

Holjin;; the necklace in her hands,
she thought of Kent. Then, dis-

pelling her happiness, his words
echoed in her .mind—"I hate a

thief!"

.,•(



dl 'V -4 "I 1 wasn't doin' aothin',' she was pleading l I

\ /i*
J
l|s i biding from the i

W ^% ~%^
I "f ^^"^ C) ^ (nl M '"''''' " lls incident was drawing him oul ol bia

M J K\ 1 I I I | jSC troubles. However, it would probably be besl t" call the
^— *

police. He lifted the phone but before signalling the operator,

listened to Mary's itoi

rj v "I'm down and out," she was saying I didn't come bere

to steal." And then -die told <>t being chased by the police

Leigh Metcali vv 'm ;U(llM '

1 ' ber of stealing somethi

Kent put down the plioiu-. Alter all, In- debated, why have

tlu- girl arrested? Perhaps she was honest Hi- smiled dryly,

crossing the room and returning with a decanter and ima-

ger and remained silent He too felt relieved It had been "You see," lu- said, dryly, "1 have no servants. In fact, 1

a narrow escape from tying up with a pauper. haven't much of anything 1"

In fifteen minutes they Stood at the curb, entering their .Mary, skeptical, surveyed the elaborate library befoi

limousine. Adele had whipped her scarf more tightly about swering. Then:
her neck and in doing so. the pearl necklace came unfastened "Well, you certainly got a swell joint, anyway."
and fell to the carpeted walk. The door closed, the machine Kent looked at her soberly. "Very nice. Hut to-morrow-
slid silently away, the footman was oblivious to aught that this 'swell joint' will be sold'"

was wrong, and the arm of a little ragged girl leaned out from Mary—so suddenly come into the minds of a variety of
the walk and grabbed in the necklace. In a second the tagged people—was now being made the subject of a breathless di

girl was scurrying down the street, the necklace tight in her in an underworld den. "Uncle" Fadem, foster-father oi

grimy fingers. Clutter Rose, yet without any sense of paternal responsibility
Mary Stevens, the Gutter Rose, had made a great find! toward her, was talking with Connors, one of the <k-n of
Hardly had the Hoyt car turned into the boulevard when thieves. Connors had just come from the neighborhood of the

Adele missed her pearls. The car turned back and with the ball and had seen, from a secure distance, Mary snatch up
crowd of departing guests assisting, an hysterical search was the pearls from the side of the limousine. And now he was
made for the missing pearls. On the testimony of Papa Hoyt, telling Fadem about it.

officers, hailed to the scene, were sent out on the run after the Fadem wanted those pearls. And he meant to get them!

Gutter Rose. Many blocks down the avenue, she stopped for But the pearls were safe with the Gutter Rose, now dia-

breath and to puzzle out the best way to escape. She drew logueing with Kent. Kent had come to decide that the little

out the pearls and looked at them ad- intruder was not a bad one and had be-

miringly, then to suddenly dart off ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^ come sociable enough to give her a

again at the sound of the pursuers be- B resume of his troubles. Mary, whose

hind. ; life in a handicapping environment had

In the meantime, Kent, absolutely ';

'

done nothing to deplete her honest in-

disgusted, had climbed into a cab cS^ *"./* JoL
terest in romance and loyalty, was

(having discharged his own limousine in mt astounded.

his sudden program of rigid economy) ^^\ J '

2

"You mean to say she slipped you the

and rattled through the streets for his ^r icy mitt—just because you lost your

home. He passed the fleeting figure of Tf , Jbk- coin?"

the Gutter Rose and drew up before J^fcW ;*\. t I Kent smiled dryly. "She is not

his place. Mary, hiding against -the V. exactly to blame! She was only being

fence, watched him emerge from the ^IRfl pjl honest to herself—and her position.''

auto and run up the steps, then to turn
l^^%*»«^^^^s^»s^l^^W»Ws^^BSsr Tne gjrj arose; admiration evident in

round and run back after opening the „, _ her face. "I'm goin' to be movin','"

door. While he stood there paying the A he Wicked Darling she said. "But let me tell you, friend

anxious cabby his forgotten fare, the KjARRATED, by permission, from the —you're some bird!"

girl scurried up the steps and, deciding IN story of the same name by Evelyn But after Kent had smilingly told

this would be a good place to hide, Campbell, as produced by Universal with her goodnight and had gone up to his

quite impulsively sneaked in through 2orv°S°S "?! Priscilla Dean
room

>
the Gutter Rose slipped back in

the open door. She stumbled along Kent Mortimer .. ..Wellington Playter the house. But she overlooked the

through the darkened hall and stepped Stoop Lon Chaney dazzling array of valuables she might
into the library. Then, hearing the re- Fadem Spottiswoode Aiken have picked up, taking with her but
turning footsteps of Kent, she darted

Adele Hoyt Gertrude Astor
Qne article_the portrait of Adele Hoyt.

under the library table and waited. Then, swiftly, and with a new deter-

Kent entered the library and flopped into a great chair. mination in her heart, she sped back to the underworld,
drawing out a cigarette. For some time he sat musing in the She found Connors in his favorite dive.

dark, as the nervous Gutter Rose assayed to keep quiet under Connors leered darkly at the girl and muttered, with a
the table. wink:

Kent was cheered considerably by the realization that he "Well, Mary—we certainly cleaned up tonight, eh?"
had found out the truth about Adele. "I should consider my- She lifted her face fearlessly and stared at him. She did

self lucky," he thought, "to learn in time. Perhaps I'm not so not intend to give up her find; she didn't know yet just what
badly off after all. I have doubtless saved myself domestic she would do with the pearls, but she did not intend letting

troubles in later years." them get into the hands of the iniquitous Connors and "Uncle"
He arose and stepped over to the fireplace. Whimsically, Fadem.

he opened one of the table drawers and rummaged through a "I lost 'em in the getaway," she muttered,
bundle of letters—Adele's letters for the most part. Stooping Connors was undismayed. Nodding his head, he continued,

to pick one up that had fallen to the floor, Kent's eye struck "Oh, that's all right, kiddo. If you don't want to flash em
the heel of a woman's shoe. Following the shoe, he was now that's all right. But there's something else I wanna say."

astounded to discover the fringe of a skirt. Presently, by He reached out and took her hand, with a display of crude
moving the table aside, he saw the intruder. His eyes widened affection. "I gotta a nice pretty little flat picked out and
and he smiled. The girl arose, frightened. you're goin' to move in tonight!"
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The girl wheeled and struck Connors across the face. He

grabbed for her, missed her, and, held by the barkeeper who

was loyal to the Gutter Rose, stood impotently by as the girl

swept up the stairs. At sight of Fadem on the stairs she

stopped.

"I'm not comin' in to stay," she burst out. "I just stopped

here long enough to say that I'm through with all of you

—

the whole filthy bunch! Do y'u get me?"
And so it was that Mary, the Gutter Rose, who had been

reared in a cradle of iniquity, had, through the inspiration of

Kent Mortimer and his knightly attitude toward womanhood,

suddenly realized the higher life was far more desirable, and

had so terminated her sojourn with Connors and Fadem and

their ilk. The next day she went to work in a cheap restaurant

as a waitress. And it was here, as such things happen, thai

she next saw Kent. For Kent had now relinquished all claim

to his properties, to pay off debts, and had established himself

in a modest rooming house. Kent promised to come back for

her that night at quitting time. And eight o'clock found them

together outside the restaurant. Kent was studying Mary
earnestly.

"Curious—that I should have thought you were a thief,"

he was saying.

Mary turned her face to his. "And if I was?" she asked,

thinking of the pearl necklace.

Kent was in earnest. "Then I'd be awfully disappointed

—

because I hate a thief!"

Kent left a thoughtful young woman at her rooming house,

near his. And that night, on her bed, Mary drew out the

picture of Adele Hoyt and looked at it long and earnestly.

"You wanted his money," she said to herself. "And all I

want is his love!" Then, impulsively, she drew it to her lips

and kissed it. "That," she said, "is for throwing him down!"

Then she walked over to the window sill and carried back a

flowerpot. Sitting against the door, she inverted the pot and

dumped out the plant. At the bottom was the necklace.

Holding it in her hands, she thought of Kent. Then, dis-

pelling her happiness, his words came to her mind

—

"I hate a thief!"

It was only natural that in the course of time Connors

would discover the whereabouts of Mary. And when he did

he essayed to stop her, but it was the time she always met
Kent and he was just coming up. And then Kent won the

enmity of Connors—and Mary's greater admiration.

But a few minutes later Connors, enraged at being struck

by his girl's sweetheart, stood behind a post and. with hasty

aim, fired a revolver at the figure of Kent.

Kent staggered. Sometime later—in his own room—he re-

gained consciousness. Mary and a doctor stood at his side.

Flis shoulder had been struck.

Downstairs the physician and officer, seeking to learn from

Kent who his assailant might be, faced a worried housekeeper.

"He hasn't paid his rent for weeks," she said. "What am I

to do?"

On the landing above stood Mary, listening. Her heart sank

as she realized. Kent was fiat broke! And her mind went to

the only possible source of revenue. The pearls!

Half an hour later she entered the dive where Fadem sat

with his eternal stein. In her hand were two of the pearls.

Fadem seized upon them greedily as she set them down.

"Ah—" he muttered. "Where are the others?"

"Never mind the rest—how much for these?"

Fadem haggled but ended in giving the girl a goodly roll of

bills for the two pearls. And she paid off the outstanding

debt to the landlady.

When Mary returned to her room she did not know that she

was closely followed by Connors, sent by Fadem. And when

she went back to Kent she did not see Connors lurking in the

alley way. As soon as she was gone he went up into her

room. Fifteen minutes of searching—fruitless searching—sent

Connors into a rage. Approaching the window he picked up

the flowerpot and. to give vent to his great anger,

grabbed it up and slammed it down to the floor.

Just then he heard footsteps outside the door.

In a panic. Connors leaped to the window and

was outside before the knob had turned

and the door opened. Framed in the door-

way was Man-, staring in growing excite-

ment at the chaos about the room and

at the open window. Her eyes

Through the inspiration of

Kent, the Gutter Rose real-

ized that the higher life was
more desirable and went
to work in a restaurant.
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Kent gasped. Then
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Mary stepped in. She walked slowly into the room and hold-

ing the pearls out in her hand, offered them to him.

Kent was trying to comprehend. Mary spoke.

"Honest—I wanted to give them back, but I wanted your

love and I knew if—if
—

"

Kent, still stunned by the information that the girl had

been a thief, looked down at her sadly. Then he explained

what he had just learned.

"I would have banked my life on you, Mary," he said.

Then, back into the room came Connors and made a grab

for the pearls, held loosely in Mary's tan fingers. Kent
threw himself on Connors, and then followed a struggle for

possession of the gun. So the two struggled across the room,

the gun was lost and Man- made a dive for it. But hardly

had she touched it before Kent swung Connors about and his

head struck against the window sill. The thug fell limp.

By this time the alarmed landlady had rounded up several

police officers and they were hammering on the door. Con-
nors staggered out the back window again. Apparently the

other two heard nothing. The girl was staring sadly into the

sullen face of Kent. She reminded him of the arm, made a
gesture as though she would examine it.

"No, Mary," he said, shaking his head. "I trusted you

once. What you did was bad enough. But to lie about

living respectably
—

"

Further argument was out of the question. The door burst

open and the officers and landlady entered. When Kent had

listlessly explained the situation and had directed the officers

to the fire escape down which Connors was scurrying, he held

open the door for Mary to pass out.

"I'm sorry—Mary," he said, in farewell.

So the Gutter Rose went back to the gutter. First back to

the old underworld—Fadem's dive—and then, after seeing that

the pearls went back to Adele Hoyt, in a visit that Mary tried

to make as pleasant as possible, she went to the river. But

Connors had again followed her.

"Old Fadem's about to join the angels," he imparted

casually. "An' he's callin' for you, Mary. Better run back

and see what he wants to say."

This had the desired effect. Mary went back—to find herself

in a trap. No sooner had she entered Fadem's empty bed-

room, than Connor came in behind her and locked the door.

"I took a damn good beatin' for them pearls and now you

come through!"

Connors grabbed her hand and by the process of torture

(Continued on page 112)
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"This latter fact makes of particular importance a strict film cen-

sorship. When the first motion pictures came to our country we saw

nothing but western and underworld plays. The people liked them

very much, as they are fond of action. But not when they leamed
there were better ones to be had! Now oUr exhibitors de-

mand logical, tense, tragic and emotional films,—the kind

that make you think a bit before forming a definite opinion.

We are more or less a military, though not a militaristic,

nation, whose people are taught the use of the sword as well

as the pen.

'Tnce's 'Civilization' has appealed to us perhaps more than

anything we have seen. Nazimova as yet has not arrived

in Japan, but when she gets there she will
'

e greatly liked,

as her plays are the type that the Japanese people desire."

The other two films that have made the greatest im-

pression in Nippon and that the exhibitors have proclaimed

the big drawing cards are strangely enough both Lois Weber
productions. "Where Are My Children" and "Shoes." The

former was perhaps the first great social drama shown in the Orient. The
latter, coming shortly afterward, only intensified its moral.

Plays like "Where Are My Children." says Dr. Numata, are the kind

that are to bring Japanese culture (Continued on page log)

Segeru Numata,
Japan's chief film
censor, came to this

country to study
American methods of

production at the stu-

dios in Hollywood,
California. The Jap-

anese, he says, want
pictures that m a k e

you think. And they
jjot wh.u tlwv want,
by popular demand.
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Befoi -and after.

She Won by a Nose!
Originally Yorska's

a super-snub

—

it's

YOU have heard of

actresses sacrificing

for their Art. Or
are you one of these

blase persons who simply

can't work up any enthusiasm over art with its first letter

capitalized, much less over the idea of an actress sacrificing

anything for it? If so. read no further. For this is a tale

of Art, an artiste—Yorska—her nose, and how she sacrificed

for it.

Madame Yorska. you see, is a tragedienne who has gained

considerable measure of fame in the eastern part of our justly

celebrated United States. Besides this, she is the favorite

pupil of Madame Sarah Bernhardt and has a notable reputa-

tion for dramatic excellence on the European continent. When
Yorska contracted to do a series of feature pictures, she and

her managers thought it would be easy sailing.

It happened that the first part she had to play was that of

an aristocratic French girl. This was not difficult for Madame.
She has the temperament, the poise, the clothes, and—the

nose. Her very aristocratic, rather prominent feature was

perfectly in keeping with the requirements of the story. Be-

sides, kind photographers and careful directors saw to it she

avoided profiles as much as possible. The result was highly

satisfactory. Small wonder that Madame and her friends, after

viewing the picture in the projection room, were moved to

congratulate the actress upon her triumph in the cinema.

So far so good. Until the scenario for her second pro-

duction was chosen, cast, and under way. This time it was

a music-hall story—again laid in Paris, but with the leading

character that of a cabaret singer. The part required consum-

mate artistry on the part of the patrician Yorska; but there is

no doubt that she could have put it over in the most convinc-

ing fashion if—it hadn't been for her nose.

Now. dance-hall singers are not properly supposed to possess

-p, XT aristocratic Roman noses.

WaS Koman. NOW The fact that a Roman nose

but it Screens Well. indicates aristocratic lineage

means nothing to the motion

picture camera. The film

character required a plebeian super-snub. Yorska hadn't it.

Yorska—though an artiste and a tragedienne and the favorite

pupil of Madame Sarah Bernhardt—Yorska was what is known

in some circles as a good scout. Yorska had her own nose

made over to fit the part!

Consulting with specialists, she found it could be done.

Painful? "I can bear it," said Madame, "it is for my art."'

And she straightway submitted to an operation which broke

the bone in her nose, removed part of it so as to make it

perfectly straight, and then rounded off the tip. For several

days Yorska suffered excruciating pain which was not in the

least alleviated by the thought that if the operation did not

prove successful, it would leave her disfigured for life. But

after two weeks, when the wound was healed, Yorska found

herself the fortunate possessor of a beautifully bourgeoise new

nose; and if she had been inclined to mourn her original

Roman feature she had only to realize the picture possibilities

of its successor, and go on her film way rejoicing.

Yorska had completed an engagement as '•Salome
-

' with the

Washington Square Players in New York when the camera

claimed her. She began her dramatic career in Paris. Although

born in this country and press agented as the daughter of a

Russian Consul General, she received all her dramatic training

in the French capital, whither her father's calling brought her.

She was a member of Bernhardt's company for some time.

Yorska's first experience on the American stage was in the

West, where she played in English. Later she toured the

country in vaudeville. Her first real success in this country

was made with the French Drama Society, of which she was

not only the star, but the artistic director as well.
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AQUARTER of a million dollars

is spent each year in corres-

pondence between motion pic-

ture celebrities and fans.

Three thousand letters arrive daily st

Hollywood studios. Ninety percent

are addressed to stars.

Over eighty secretaries are employed.

Their salaries aggregate Soo.ooo per year.

The following figures are careful

estimates based en interviews with the

studios and many leading screen players:

COST TO THE FAX
Postage on letters mailed. .. .S32.S50.00

Cost of stationen' 10.950.00

COST TO THE STAR
Postage on replies $47450.00
Cost of- stationery 15.500.00

Cost of photographs 75.020.00

Salaries of secretaries 90.000.00

Miscellaneous office expense.. 5,000.00

Total S2S6.670.00

•<•*-

Answering individual letters is one of

the most important details of studio

work. There is a distinct connection

with the box office receipts. Stars find

it a necessary expense to the mainten-

ance of name.

For this article, the writer was allowed

to read and tabulate the first thousand

letters received by Dorothy Gish at her

Hollywood studio during August. Ex-

amples given were taken at random or for

type. They are representative of letters

received by any well known star.

"Dear Dorothy:
I wrote you some time ago and asked

you for your picture. It came this

morning but the name on it was written

by some one else. Please send me an-

other and write it yourself. I have a

copy of your signature on a letrer written

two years ago."

Rubber stamp and secretarial signa-

tures have been weighed and found want-

ing. Minnie YVilkins of Poughkeepsie,

wants the real signature of her favorite,

and if you know Minnie, you know she's

going to have it.

At least lifty better known players

spend from thirty minutes to an hour

each day signing letters and photographs.

Who writes? What do they write about?
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A quarter of a million dollars LS spent

annually mi correspondence between
the "tans" and the players. What do
they write about .' Who writes.' Reason.

Everyone writes, about every-

thing.

Ninety percent of the letters in-

clude requests for photographs.

They usually open with highly flat-

tering comment on the picture last

seen

:

"Dear Dorothy:
I have just seen your work in

'Hearts of the World' ami I think

you are wonderful. Please send me
your photograph. I have a collec-

tion of over 200. Your admirer, etc."

Cost to the Fan:

roataje on letter* mailed .

.

Coat <>f stationery

.$ 32,850.00

. 19,950.00

Cost to the Stat-:

47,450.00
15,500.00

75,920.00

90,000.00

5,000.00

A i in 1 ia 1 cost. $286,670.00

town that I need awful bad. it on]

would soul me tin- money I would tell everybody that

sent nu- tin- io.it .ind you would gel plenty of adverti

out of it and 1 guess advertising i- what you want. Then
another one in the -aim- window for Sis.oo l"it I don't like

the shade."

Needless to -ay, letters of this type arc never answered,

Although sales agents never found the players

prospects, eleven Inters out of a thousand are from people

with something to -ell. in tin- i ase,

eight were ordinary form letter-.

Copies of which Were -etit to every

well known -tar. Three were "Fol-

low Up" forms. Subjects co.

town lot-, oil stocks, real estate and
books. The balance were from

photographers offering cheap repro-

ductions of pictures by other studios.

One out of twenty-five want jobs

in the pictun

Miss Gish mails fifty photographs

a day.

A movement credited to Charles Ray lias curtailed fan

demands to a certain degree. Mr. Ray announced he would

send no pictures unless the fan enclosed a thrift stamp. He
pa-tes the stamp on the picture sent. The habit caught

quickly. Many of Miss Gish's letters contain thrift stamps

with no comment. This holds good throughout Hollywood.

Until quite recently every well regulated household boasted

an autograph album with one or more signatures of

prominent people.

'Dear Dorothy:
I received your letter and the photograph, and it '£

completes my file. You should see it. I bought a leath-

er covered looseleaf book in which I placed all the

letters from different stars. Each letter faces the \

autographed photograph. Your picture is

the very first in the book, which is full now
and I am having it bound solid with my
name stamped in gold on the outside."

There are certain complications too, in

sending our photographs. Note the rather

strained tone of this brief message:

'Miss Gish:

1 received the photograph yesterday

and find it is the same pose as the one

you sent me a year ago. I have given it

to one of your admirers who lives near me.'

Please send me a new one.''

Requests for money represent almost one out

of forty letters. The amount asked ranges

from 50 cents to S500.00, depending on the

needs of the writer. The "nerve" displayed is

aptly shown in the following rather fair sample:

'Dear Dorothy:
I know you are making lots of money and I am a

poor girl without any parents. There is a coat down

"DEAR Miss GiSH:

Please tell me if there i- ever

any opportunity to use me in one of

your pictures. I want very much
to become a picture player and I

feel that I would make good if given

a trial.''

&jr.

W ho writee all these
1<-Iters ? What Jo they
s.i> '.' Everyone write*

about % erj thin;;".
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Which sometimes comes couched in different terms:

"Dear Dorothy:

I am just like the character you played in 'Hearts of the

World" and I know that if I ever got into the movies I could

become a big star. I would be willing to work for almost

nothing at all to start with and until I got to be a star in my
own right I could be in your com-

pany."

Letters from religious writers,

fanatics usually—generally comprise

eight or ten pages written very

closely in small handwriting. In-

vestigation of one writer whose let-

ters reach Dorothy at intervals of

six weeks, shows the writer has

about twenty stars on his list. He
urges each one to stage a religious

production and follow the faith he

has embraced. Such letters are

never answered.

Comes also the souvenir hunter,

whose sun has by no means gone

down

:

"Dear Dorothy:

I am making a collection of locks

of hair of famous people. Please

send me some of your hair comb-

ings and some of your sister Lil-

lian's."

Letters of this nature comprise about one-fortieth of the

mail. Requests vary all the way from clothes to properties

used in pictures. Miss Gish states that after the release of

a picture in which she carried a kodak, there were at least

a dozen requests for that article, so that the fan "could have

something to remember her by."

Character of the 1,000

Letters Received

by Miss Gish

:

914
27

Requests for positions 41

23

Requests for part of costume 16

21

11

Appeals from religious fanatics . . . 16

Letters with presents 11

Comments on pictures (gooJ) 544
(bad) 21

Really constructive criticism 6

i

Asking" strictly personal questions. 61

9

47Telling" the familv troubles

121

Presents come nearly every day. Some are returned, some
are kept, according to the nature of the letter and whether

or not anything is known of the sender. Lately there has

been an increase in the presents of a military nature. Usually,

in Miss Gish's case, from British or Canadian soldiers:

"Dear Dorothy;

I know you must use lip rouge in

your picture makeup, so am send-

ing you something for your dress-

ing room table. It is a cartridge

from the rifle of a German soldier

who won't kill any more babies. I

have polished it and fashioned it

myself, but I don't know whether
the rouge is the kind you use or not.

It would please me to know that

you have it before you when you
are working."

The letter was mailed from Win-
nipeg, by a soldier who went "Over
There" with the Princess Pat Regi-

ment. The "Lip stick" as it is

called in studio language, adorns

Miss Gish's dressing table.

There is a touch of pathos, too.

in the arrival of some presents.

The following letter began a steady

correspondence that will not cease

unless the sender of the first letter

so chooses:

"Dear Miss Dorothy Gish:

I am eleven years of age. I cannot walk but I have a

wheel chair. I go to see your pictures and I like you. I am
sending you a present which is a book rack that I have made
myself. I hope that you have a lot of books because I like

(Continued on pa^e 112 1

Ball Game

TO get the proper "punch" for the Charles
Ray photoplay, "The Bushet," Thomas

H. Ince put on a real game. Five hundred
extras were hired at five dollars a head.

Professional baseball nun were used and the
outfit cost $4,000 for one day. It looked

as if the scene would he finished in tine shape
when Charlie Ray, the "pitcher," walked in

from the diamond and said: "You'll have to

call it off for today; my whip has given out.

I've pitched about fourteen innings now
"

Jerome Storm, directing, yelled through his

megaphone: "Listen, people—work's off for

today; report at eight tomorrow morning;
same location." Everybody was smiling but

Ince. Why should he? This meant another

$4,000 out of the treasury.

Here is Charlie giving a few pointers to director Jerome Storm about the

composition of the baseball crowd, a real one, pictured at the left. The big"

scene did not evolve from Ray's gesture as the picture would indicate; it

took some time to work it out.



Mr. Rowland's The picture magnate who
Rejoinder has a sense ol humor gener-

ally refers to his own estate

in terms ol sarcasm. In his opinion the busi-

ness in its present aspects is quite, quite nutty.

All of which must he understood to appre-

ciate Dick Rowland's blistering epigram when
informed that "the Big Five" were about to

withdraw from all managerial affiliation, and
lead the industry in a campaign of "direct to

the ultimate consumer" slogans.

"Ah !" observed the president of Metro,
dryly, "the lunatics are now running the

asylum

!

."

Higher Prices— The common gabble where-

for what? ever self-appointed doctors
of the picture business gath-

er is that authors are not paid enough for story

material; that in a game where the star becomes
a millionaire, while the director gets as much
as a corporation lawyer and the producer at

least enjoys a big flash

of apparent prosper-

ity, the author emerges
from the small ter-

minus of the trumpet.

This, as does most
of the garden
talk of the corner-

store wiseacre, has

an element of
truth in it.

But Photoplay Magazine dares

throw a grenade into the popular trench

by saying that by and large, on the whole, the

author is getting just about what he de-

serves.

This is not literary Bolshevism. Photoplay
has not become the chained mouthpiece of the

magnates. It is the truth.

What the film business does need, and need
most desperately, is big prices for better stories.

Out of a thousand people who write for the

screen you won't find twenty who are taking

any pains at all, and not more than half that

number are turning out extraordinary material.

The author is not necess arily to blame.
Through the years in our immediate vicinity he
has been led continually toward quantity writ-

ing of more or less commerical character. The
authorial celebrity—as Mr. Giffen told us so

unerringly last month—has at hardly any mo-
ment considered the movies worthy the com-
plete extension of his powers. Once abused

—

forever aloof: such seems to be the attitude of
eight out every ten men of name whose stuff

has been picturized.

There is no occasion for a general uplift of
prices. There would be no justice in a general

establishment ol substantial dramatic royalties.

I he majority of motion picture stories are not
worth it. It would be putting a premium on
mediocrity.

But the hour has struck for the real thing

One might almost say that it is now or never.

We want men who will bring all the forces of

alert intelligence to a substantial and satisfying

study of every angle of pictorial expression.

Having such men, we must demand and obtain
tor them the fullest and finest recognition that

the creative world affords. The thing worth
while ought to have royalty. The thing worth
while ought to be respected by and protected

from the whimsical ravages of the commercial
director. The thing worth while ought to have
at least the respect of the star. When Mr.
Belasco buys a play for Miss Frances Starr the

author may, and generally does, profit by Mr.
Belasco's unerring criticisms and shrewd sug-

gestions—but neither the famour Mr. Belasco

nor the distinguished Miss Starr presumes to

make the author a monkey, a goat or a joke.

And the author profits according to their profit,

in direct ratio.

As an ultimate expression, we doubt wheth-
er the average screen story is worth the amount
paid for it.

At the same time, we must put the premium,
the big premium, on the genuine product.

Higher prices for better stories !

t# 1?

"Films"—a The terms of art become inter-

Composition. changeable where arts are re-

cognized as standard. It is in

the mode to call a painting a symphony, or a

symphony a tone-painting A short play may
be an overture, a lyric masterpiece a poem, and
a good opera is generally best described as a

music-drama.
The best recognition comes not from with-

out, as a matter of force, but from within, as a

factor of unconscious tribute. Thus the motion
picture is exacting its bows, its imitative names
and its facsimilies in all the other media of ex-

pression there are.

Alfredo Casella, an Italian composer of the

newer French school of music-making, has just

completed an intense and rather extensive tonal

picture of the recent war's phases, which he
calls by the short, powerful, apt name

—
"Films."

We have not heard Mr. Casella's measures

—

recently played for the first time in America, at

a single concert, by the New York Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of Walter
Damrosch—but if his impressions are as graphic

and understandable as his name for the collec-
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tion of them, he has appealed to the people
everywhere. We presume that his divisions in

the aural picture may be termed "reels." Hence
his "reels" include a listener's observations in

Belgium, the Passing of the German Heavy
Artillery, Before the Ruins of Rheims, Cossack
Cavalry, Battleships in the Adriatic, and so on.

The Standard A generation ago the standard

y Ae mimetic travesty was ye vint-

age tragedian of lofty counte-
nance and hat, counting the ties between
towns amid cadenced observations concerning
the evil days upon which we are fallen. No
matter how many times you had laughed at

him, you were supposed to laugh again while
waiting your turn in the barber's chair.

Stormington Barnes has gone, but in his

place the ignorant movie producer chatters

knownothingly.
A late wheeze concerning this person, in the

general character of such humor:
Scene, his gold-plated office. Enter, with

an excited expression of triumph, a director.

The director: "Say, boss—I've got a winner!
Exclusive rights to film 'Pudd'n' head Wilson'!"

The producer, rising: "The place for a loafer

like you iss the street. Ve are not knocking
our great President

!

"

Screen It is no new belief that the motion

BeVo. picture has done much to give the
saloon its death-blow, and that the

screen will so effectually replace the vanishing
bar that the latter's exit will be accomplished
without even a ripple on the surface of the
thirstiest community.

But for the advocates of censorship, here is

a thought for today: you cannot replace some-
thing with nothing. You cannot make the
picture theatre your men's community club if

your club-room has no light, heat, furniture
nor equipment for comfort and amusement.
You cannot expect men—or women—to take
kindly to a thing which has been so devitalized

that it is less tempting than an iron ration, and
not half as substantial.

Hundreds of thousands of boys who went
abroad are coming back strong men. In them-
selves they are but a small fraction of our pop-
ulation but in their direct and indirect influ-

ence they are a factor of power, liberality, and
independent thinking which is positively tre-

mendous. We are trying to clean up this

country. We are trying to remove every im-
pediment in the race of life. Some of our
changes are drastic, and they are being made in

the face of a general social and economic
unrest unparalleled in human history. In the
diversions of our people, in the occupations of
their leisure hours, we need a clean, fine, sin-

cere and pre-eminently strong art as we never
needed it before and may never need it

again. Censorship does not mean any of those
things; it means intolerence; it means artistic

nihilism. It offers an insult to every self-

reliant and self-respecting man and woman.
By all means let us have better pictures, and

clean pictures, but let us have pictures that will

reflect life honestly, and teach us to enjoy it

and prize it and make it worth while.

The screen has a duty to perform. It must
help to make men and and women satisfied with
American sobriety and American ideals of law
and order and progress. To do this the screen
must be strong, honest, unafraid. Wearing the
shackles of censorship it is perforce weak, dis-

honest, cowardly.
This is no time for screen bevo.

*8

Boxing the The motion picture came in for its

Gyroscope. snare °f war improvements, like

the steamship and the big gun.
Among other innovations, French camera genius

successfully boxed the gyroscope, that almost
miraculous stabilizer which, appearing a few
years ago as a nursery toy, has since been ap-

plied successfully from mono-rail trams to

almost-intelligent torpedoes.

Early in the war two difficulties attended
the rapid and sure making of good pictures at

the front: the tripod was unwieldy, and gave
the camera the certain aspect of a machine gun
—and when the tripod was dispensed with the

natural unsteadiness of a hand-held crank-
camera invariably spoiled the photography.

A Frenchman, as yet unnamed, enclosed his

picture taking machinery in a box and pivoted
the whole upon some sort of universal joint

—

plus a gyroscope. The motive power for gyro-

scope and reel was a little flask of compressed
air. The gyroscope obviated all the small ner-

vous motions of the hands.

The device received its baptism of fire at

Verdun. An intrepid cameraman of the

French government named Dupre, seeking an
exposed advance position, was instantly killed

by a bullet through the forehead. He sank
back and the camera rested upon his knees.

The gyroscope ran on—and when they found
his body they found a marvelous picture.

"8

Ideal Movie We have long known the sort

Weather. °^ s^v demanded for the Sun-
day School picnic, and the

vaudeville comedians tell us what constitutes a

fine night for a murder. Doubtless most of us

have individual notions of the proper weather

in which to hunt the picture theatre. But the

managerial angle—business weather, with all

elements of expense considered—got a practical

definition recently from a New York exhibitor;

a gentleman whose ancestors migrated from
Palestine to Russia, on their way to the United

States. The informant spoke as follows:

"It should look like rain, but it shouldn't.

It should be cloudy and it should be cold, but

it shouldn't be so cold that you should have to

put more coal in the steam heat."
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How to give yourself

a "professional" manicure
A few minutes' care once or twice a week keeps your hands flawless

WITH the least bit -of time,

the least bit of trouble

and expense, your hands

can always be as well groomed

as though you had just come
from the manicurist.

To make the cuticle smooth

The most important part of a man-
icure is the care of the cuticle. Never
cut it. Beauty specialists agree that

such cutting causes hangnails ami
rough, uneven cuticle.

Wrap a bit of cotton around the end
of an orange stick (both come in the
Cutex package i. Dip it into the Cutex
bottle and work the stick around the
base of the nail, gently pushing back
the dead cuticle.

Rinse off the dead surplus skin thor-

oughly in clear water.

To whiten nail tips and polish nails

Next apply Cutex Nail White directly

from the tube underneath the nails.

Spread it under evenly and remove any
surplus cream with an orange stick.

This leaves the nail tips snowy white.

Finally rub Cutex Cake Polish on
the palm and pass the nails briskly

over it. For an especially brilliant

lasting polish, apply Cutex Paste Polish
first, then the Cake Polish.

Some people, after using water, find

that the cuticle at the base of the nail

tends to become rough and dry. If

you are one of these, apply a little

Cutex Cuticle Comfort to them every
few days. This softening cream is es-

pecially designed to keep the cuticle

soft and pliable.

Do not think that by spasmodic care
you can keep your nails well groomed.
Whenever you dry your hands, push
back the cuticle with a towel. Then reg-

ularly once or twice a week, give them
a quick Cutex manicure. In this way
you can keep your nails always lovely.

Six "professional" manicures

for only 21c

Mail the coupon below with 21c, and
we wall send you a complete Midget Man-
icure set, which contains enough of

each of the Cutex products to give you
at least six wonderful manicures. Send
for it today. Learn how beautiful your
hands can look.

Address Norths
17th Street. N. Y.

n Warren. Dept.
City.

705, lit West

If you live in Canada, address Northam
Warren, Dcpt.705, 200 Mountain St. .Montreal.

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH 21c TODA"S

NORTHAM WARREN
Dept. 705, 111 West 17th St.

New York City

Name

Street

Citv State

When you write to ajvertisers i lease mention I'll' iT'Tt.AY MAGAZINE.
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'~T~'HIS is YOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.

* What have you seen, in the past month, which was stupid, unlife-

tike, ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

Norma Seeds Glasses.

IN "The Heart of Wetona," while stealing through the woods
* to the home of her lover. Norma Talmadge often turns

around to see if she is being followed. Her father is following

right behind her and is perfectly visible to the audience even if

Xorma did look right at him several times without seeing him.

M. J. Lakey, New Rochelle. N. Y.

Maybe She Practiced in the Bath Tub.

TN "A Perfect 36" Mabel Normand is a paperhanger's daugh-
* ter working in her aunt's boarding-house. Although she ap-

parently had never left her own city, while at a country

resort she performs some fine water stunts which must have

taken considerable practice. Is it likely that a girl who has

lived in poverty would have much chance to learn swimming
tricks? Theo. J. Cutting, Philadelphia.

Classy Quarters for Cows.

IN "Hard Boiled." Dorothy Dalton and her theatrical troupe
* get off a passenger train at Niles, Ohio, and some of the

members decide to take the milk train to the next stop.

Said train, when it arrives, proves to be identical with the

passenger, from baggage and mail car in front, to railing on

rear platform of the

last coach. A milk

train is usually inferior

to a first-class passen-

ger train in class.

C. G. Tracy. St. Paul.

Art!

ANDRIEN WOL-
C T T ( Irving

Cummings) certainly

lived up to his title of

"The American Gen-

ius" in Fox's "The
Woman Who Gave"
for he painted Colette's

1 Evelyn Nesbit) pro-

file while she posed full

face.

George R. Ifan i .

Alliance, Ohio.
I Ih-v Don't Have

To

When Dreams Come Trtit

IN 'Mandarin's Gold" Kitty Gordon falls asleep with a paper
* in her hand upon which is an address 26 Fitch St. Dunns:

her dream the chauffeur hands her a letter reading "When the

person wanted enters the machine you will get the gold.""

When she wakes from her harrowing dream and looks at the

letter in her hand we find it is the one she received in her

dream instead of the letter she had when she fell asleep.

Gertrude R.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

A Detroit Combine!

IN "The Lure of the Circus." Eddie's father, walking

*• along a country road, is struck by the villain's car—

a

Chandler. The closeup shows him underneath a Packard,

and later, during the getaway, the auto is a Cadillac.

Casimir Labunski. North Detroit. Mich.

He Must Lead a Double Life.

IN Fox's "Call of the Soul" featuring Gladys Brockwell. the

* action of the story is supposed to take place in California.

In one scene we see Miss Brockwell come into the hall to

phone her friend. Dr. Clayton, who resides in the same city

as she and yet she

finds his number in a

New York telephone

book.

Richard Obey Gra-

ham. Butler. Pa.

Small Town Drudgery

I'D hate to be a lum-
* her company cashier

in the town where

Mae Marsh in "The

Bondage of Barbara"

worked as such. Im-

agine—she was eating

breakfast at "dawn" a<

the subtitle said, and

spent barely five min-

utes after that before-

rushing away to the

office.

A. B. M.. Chicago.

THE taxi-driver who took the si

accepted tip nor fare neither <>n

Anil gasoline s<> expensive t<><>!

She Travelled in a Fast

Set

IN spite of the Fact

thai Anita Stewart 's

long-looked for picture.

"Virtuous Wives." was highly entertaining, there were several

discrepancies that could not be easily overlooked. Andrew

Forrester announces to his wife that he leaves for the West in

one hour. During this time the wife (Anita Stewart) saxes

her friend's child from drowning, averts a domestic tragedy,

and still arrives at the station before train time.

B. H., Los Angeles.

Lnat Kind in Our
\vn

nger borne in "
1 be Cabaret Girl

starting his trip or upon ending it

R. J, T., Montreal, Canada.

.1 Healthful Basement

GERALDINE FAR-
RAR. in "The Hell

Cat" has a scrap with

a cow puncher and gels her face clawed up. She has a large

scar on her chin when the cow puncher puts her down a

cellar when the sheriff calls. The sheriff's call is very brief.

say live minutes. Geraldine is then let out of the cellar and

the scar is gone.

Some health resort this cellar.

Sam Browne. Los Angeles.
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Complexion troubles very often can

be traced to insufficient and improper

care of the skin. The tiny pores, if

neglected, become clogged with im-

purities that eventually produce facial

blemishes that are most embarrassing.

Resinol Soap has a twofold pur-

pose.— as a toilet soap, it has cleansing

and preventive action,— as a medicinal

soap, it has curative and healing pro-

pensities which sink in and usually

correct facial blemishes and skin troubles

of the most distressing character.

^

Resino! Soap is not artificially colored, its rich brown

being entirely due to the Resinol medication it contains.

KesmoIS
For a generous tree sample

write Department A-6 Resinol.

Baltimore, Md.

oaD
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DoMarried Men Mak
the Best Husbands?

By

Channing Pollock

Should story writers write
the best screen stories?
Channing Pollock, the fa-

miliar litero-dramatic guer-
rilla, again enters the ene-
my's camp, and discusses

the question as to who
does, and who should,

write photoplay storks.

J TEREWITR is the second of a series of articles by Chan-
1J- ning Pollock, revealing the scenario situation as he sees it.

The first appeared in the May issue, together with a lengthy
comment on Mr. Pollock's views.—Editor.

POLITICAL economy tells us business is in its most equable
state when there is the nicest adjustment of supply and
demand. Indeed, this fact is so obvious that we require
authority for it no more than we need Newton to inform us

l hat a fall and a bump await the gentleman who tumbles off the
Singer Building. In the movies, the demand for stories is very great
because the cinema "eats 'em alive." Only the statistician who
figured how many grains of corn were due that legendary Leiter
who bargained to double his last sum for every square on the
checkerboard would attempt to estimate the number of releases.
In 1016, when this magazine accompanied my "An Author in Blun-
rierland" with editorial comment that "the weakest point in the im-
posing edifice of active photography is an unnecessary lack of
competent authorship," someone had calculated the gross, up to
that date, as seventy thousand. Certainly, the footage of fiction

projected upon the screen now-a-days more than equals the com-
bined output of publishers and theatrical managers. So that,
for the moment setting aside whether these stories are good or not,
or could be made better or not, we arrive where the film manufac-
turers arrived long ago—at a very pressing need of stories.

On the other side of the line, as disclosed by my last article,

in the membership lists of two societies and the directorate of a
third we find nearly three hundred celebrated authors, the most
widely recognized in this country and England, who write stories

—

hut not photo-stories. You may not have realized this, any more
than I did, and you may not believe it now; in which case my mis-
sionary work is fully justified. The names of many of these men
and women have been identified with pictures, but the electric

announcement of "Sir Gilbert Parker's Wild Youth" does not mean
that Sir Gilbert is devoting himself to this medium of ex
pression any more than it means to reflect upon his adolescence.
The truth is merely that a book of Sir Gilbert's has been twisted
and distorted into the semblance of a photoplay, probably with the
same flavor of the original, and the same survival of its merits, that

attends the ordinary inept and inexpert dramatization for the stage.

The prevalence of this practice was indicated when four of my
half-dozen inquiries, "Where do you buy stories?" brought forth

the statement that "all the stuff we have been doing has been
adapted from the magazines." It is that "stuff" which has been
designated "second-hand," and the result of such a system is almost
as plain, and as prognosticable as the fate of that hypothetical gen-
tleman on the Singer Building.

Setting aside this question, temporarily, as we set aside the

synonymous question of quality, we may shelve with it the inter-

rogation, akin to "Do married men make the best husbands?"
whether story-writers write the best stories. That is, the best

stories for the screen? The answer would seem to he that these

very stories, even at second hand, have provided the bulk of mate-
rial. Also, that their authors received sixty letters from one pro-

ducer—and didn't reply. We get back to our line, separating an
insistent demand from a plentiful supply. Doesn't the barrier seem
pretty poor economies, pretty had business, utter waste and want
of utilitarianism? Gabbj old Political Economy, which enlight

ened us in our first paragraph, observes that such barriers, between
over-demand and under supply, are broken down by increase in

price. We have seen, in my fust article, that, behind the Great

Wall of China, was what had come to be regarded as Chinese Money
—that the barrier is made up, in pari, of dissatisfaction with rales of

remuneration. We know that, when the screen needed actor.-, who
are not nearly so important and indispensable a- stories, it got them
h> paying unheard-of salaries. Thai is the customary method of

the new comer in a new industry. Workers will not try untrod
den paths for the same rewards offered where they were safe and
sure. Like Gertrude Atherton, who is "content to receive half for

a book . . . what 1 might get from a movie," the man who paints

a miniature for love of it might ask a great deal of money to paint

a fence, l.el us see what kind of tempting bait the film manufac-

turers are dangling over that wall!

7s-

Last Spring, the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, through its Edito-
rial Director. Elizabeth Jordan, sent out a circular letter setting forth
that "the Goldwyn Corporation is making the best moving picture-
exhibited today. It needs the help of our best writers." The best
writers aforesaid were advised that trying their hands at moving pic-
ture plots "would be an interesting experiment, with big possibilities.
The big possibilities were the promised payment, for "brilliant
comedies," "good love stories with drama." and "good farce comedv
with real situations," of Si.000 per good farce or brilliant comedy.
That is, the thousand dollars was promised if the good farces and
brilliant comedies "fit our needs." Of which question the sole-

arbiter, of course, was the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. Miss
Atherton, or Leroy Scott, or George Randolph Chester might have
gone on devising plots, struggling for that high-possible thousand
dollars, until the nether regions became a fertile field for the
Hygeia Ice Company ! The big possibilities, you will have noted,
did not include any of the standard concessions of publisher and
theatrical producer—contract, advance royalty, or forfeit in the
event of rejection ! No wonder Mr. Scott replied, "Your letter

would be amazing, were it not so thoroughly in keeping with the
usual cheap and belittling altitude of the motion picture companies
toward authors."

It may happen, gentle reader, that you are wondering at Mr.
Scott rather than at Miss Jordan. With my friend of the sixty

letters, and with numerous other friends of the same calling.

you may have the idea—of which Willard Mack says the film men
must rid themselves if they are "to continue successfully"—"that the
author 'hocks' his typewriter once a month to pay his room-rent

:

that when you pay him a thousand dollars for a story he is found
in Bellevue three days later, suffering from financial neurosis, and
crying in his delirium: 'Give it to charity, boys; it hurts me to

carry it
!'

"

Far be it from me to deny that a thousand dollars is a con-
siderable hunk of money. Like other hunks, however, its size

is comparative. The salary that seems prodigious to a locomotive
engineer would be contemptible to the other kind of engineer.

Talent and training are to be considered; supply and demand.
There are so many more men who can run an engine than there

are men who can "run a line" for the track upon which it navi-

gates. Out of the three principal societies in America and England
it was possible to pick only three hundred established authoi-.

There arc six thousand doctors and ten thousand attorneys in the

Classified Telephone Directory of New York City!

If, as my friend of the sixty letters, and numerous other friends

of the same calling undoubtedly believe, "there aren't a dozen"
authors "making ten thousand dollars a year." this would be the

time to consider which kind of Booth Tarkington's ''authoring" is

the more arduous, and how many scenarios, at a thousand each,

the average author might hope to write—and sell! If it is from
the movies that "The Author Gels His"—as Alfred A. Cohn put it.

buoyantly and sanguinely. in a recent Photoplay Magazine—this

would be the time to ask why the necessity of sending sixty letters.

•if allusions to "big possibilities," of advertisements, in the New
York Times, stating that "it is easy to find stars but extremely dif-

ficult to get stories." Why offer thirty thousand a year—which
is what one company did offer—to a man "with a large acquaint-

ance among novelists ami dramatists." and why send representatives

10 meetings of the Authors' League? Is the writing man even 1

worse business man than he is popularly and hopefully supposed

to be—improvident, unmercenary, blind to his opportunities? Or
i- it merely that these siren-singers are a trifle off-key: bidding for

diamonds without knowing them from glass, and in blissful igno-

rance of the stale of the market?

As a mailer of simple truth, the incompatibility is between my
friend and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. Gone are the

days of Grub Street, when every author, perforce, was an Attic

Philosopher, and penury was the wages of the pen. The Evening

Post no longer pays Richard Harding Davis, or anyone else, Si.05

for an article on "The New Year at Lehigh"—no more than, as

Mr. Cohn tells us they used to do. publishers and authors will sell

film rights for "from $25 up." I don't suppose there are more than

a score among our gallant three hundred whose average earnings

i Continued on page 101

1
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Meihod of Reproduction

muhe J\XX\\A'\fiQY

How We Banished
Metallic Sounds

BEFORE The Brunswick Phonograph
ever came to market, Brunswick execu-
tives were insistent upon a vital better-

ment : Reproduction.

We had been making phonograph cabi-

nets for others for years. We had won top
place during the past 74 years in the wood-
crafting art. To stake our reputation on a
Brunswick Phonograph was a momentous
undertaking.

And so tone reproduction was studied for

months. We tried every known method,
the ones then accepted as supreme.

But every phonograph we ever
heard in all our tests had good
tones and bad tones, alternating

in annoying frequence.

Higher Standards
Our task was to do away with

the so-called metallic sounds.
J hese, we found, came from me-
tallic construction. Tone waves
must vibrate to attain their vol-

ume. And so, as a superlative

feature of The Brunswick Method
of Reproduction, we evolved the
scientific Brunswick Amplifier
under our own patents. It is

built entirely of moulded wood.

This achievement, all acknowledge* is one
of the great steps in the progress of phono-
graphic art. It brings out tones hitherto lost.

It banishes the raucous.

Another amazing advancement is the
Ultona, our own all-record player— in-built,

not an attachment. This reproducer, at a
turn of the hand, presents to each make of

record the proper needle and diaphragm.
Each record is played at its best.

The Brunswick Method of Reproduction
is one of the greatest triumphs of The House
of Brunswick since its establishment in 1 845.

Hear—-Then Judge
You owe it to yourself and to

your family, as you decide upon
which phonograph, to become
acquainted with The Brunswick.
In your town there is a Brunswick
Dealer who will be glad to play
this super-phonograph for you.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-
COLLENDER COMPANY

8&££:M- CHICAGO and NEW YORK
Branch Houses in Principal Cttiefl of (Jolted States,

Mexico and Canada

Canadian Distributors: Musical Merchandise Sales Co.,
Excelsior Life Building, Toronto

Wb< ertisera please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



Ticays and Jpfcayers
Real news and interesting comment about
motion pictures and motion picture people.

By Cal York

A PAIR of unusually interesting Hushed Hour" and "The Unpardonable

blonde travellers arrived at New Sin."' Also (whisper) Mrs. Chaplin

York's Grand Central Station in the late wished to buy some very tiny garments

afternoon of the twentieth of February in anticipation

One of them—Miss Blanche Sweet—was

merely commuting back to a vast village

? he knows as well as Baedekker knows the

cathedral towns. But her companion.

Mrs. Mildred Harris Chaplin, had never

before set her small foot on the island

that the Dutch took away from the In-

dians, and was entranced, mystified and

interested accordingly. What with the

post-war travelling, hotel accommoda-

tions everywhere are hard to get. but in

New York and Chicago they are as scarce

as Germans at the Quai d'Orsay. Ac-

cordingly these two dears were shuffled

into the Hotel Gotham,

far up Fifth avenue. A
procedure probably not

without compensating sat-

isfaction to the pensive

Miss Sweet, who is a

lady-hermit if there ever

was one, but perhaps

quite distressing to the

little eighteen - year - old

Chaplin, who would have

liked to swallow all New
York at a gulp, and par-

ticularly that section of

Forty-fourth street occi-

dented by the Claridge

and oriented by the Bilt-

more. However, a din-

ner at Anita Loos' charm-

in;,' apartment in Fortieth

street immediately com-
pensated for the Gotham
hibernation, and there-

after the little Chaplin

was on her way. looking

for the W o o 1 w o r t h

building in Times Square,

and filling her wide eyes

and receptive ears with

ill the sights nni\ sounds

of the metropolis that

they could well gather.

But glad enough she was
to stay in the Gotham
the next night ! Her re-

cent illness left her rather

weak, and twenty-four

hours of shopping, sight-

seeing and theater-going

found her completely ex-

hausted. Frocks and rec-

reation these the motifs
i>! the two young ladies'

pilgrimage. Both of them
needed the latter, for

Mrs. Chaplin had been

ill. and Mi>s Sweet was

almost worn out by the

arduous labor of her two

new productions. "The

D.
W. GRIFFITH has always been

minds of his world-around audiences.

There's no especial reason why this

should be so—but it is. As a matter of

fact, Griffith learned his business in New-

York, and perfected in Hollywood only

what he had practiced on Fourteenth

street. And on pretty good authority it

is whispered that he is coming back to

New York, not only to inaugurate a

Broadway theater's line of his successes,

but to make his production headquar-

ters. This. too. has a deeper-than-thc-

surface significance. Now that the war i-

over more than one firm is looking long-

ingly at the convenient banks of the

Hudson or the billowy reaches of Long
Island, and by midsummer a number of

big studios may again be in eastern op-

eration. Mr. Griffith's plan? for eastern

production of his own pictures are still

embryonic, but his designs for a reper-

tory revival of his successes are some-
what more advanced. A New York the-

ater will probably be devoted to these for

a considerable time, and he will go back
as far as "The Sands of Dee." and "The
Avenging Conscience." and go down the

line through "The Birth of a Nation."
"Intolerance." and "Hearts

World."
of the

"A, it Mary or Aunt Oilier is the burning question behind tin- pensive

eyes of little Marj Pickford Etupp, wee daughter of Lottie. For .1 l<>n;:

time Aunt Marj was undisputed queen of Mary lis small heart; now
Aunt Olive Thomas-Pickford aeems to bave stepped in. Whate a poor

babj to do, anj \\ 05 ?

1 jo

[ANHOUSER h a s

joined the Biogr.iph.

Edison. Kalem, and Fine

Arts as a landmark of

the "pioneer days" of

picture-. One of the

oldest film corporations

in America, the New Ro-
chelle company, founded

by Edwin Thanhouser.
was recently dissolved.

Thanhouser produced one

of the first serials. "The
Million Dollar Mystery."

featuring the late Flor-

ence LaBadie. one of the

best-loved actresses who
ever appeared on the

screen: Marguerite Snow
and James Craze—now a

director for Lasky.

Among the commuters t<>

the old studio were Gla-

dys Hulette, Frederick

Warde, Sidney Bracy.

Muriel Ostriche and

Gladys Leslie. The lat-

ter, now a Yitagraph

star, started, at Thanhou-
ser. And you recall, too.

the famous "Thanhouser
Kidlet." Helen Badgely;

and the Benham chil-

dren. Leland and Doro-

thy, whose parents. Har-

ry Benham and Ethyle

Cook - Benham. w e r e

members of the stock

company. Thanhouser

used to go in for cos-

tume stuff: and once

upon a time turned out

a well-finished produc-

tion of "Richelieu" with

Francelia Billington: and

(Continued on

page 86)

so
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Cretonnes, curtains, blankets
J^aundered actually like new

HOW many times have you

longed for filmier curtains

and more colorful cretonnes with-

out darinrr to buv them ? You were

afraid thev would not launder.

But now vou know your fragile

curtains, your exquisite linens can be kept

lovely and fresh with Lux.

Lux comes in wonderful, delicate white

flakes — pure and transparent. You whisk

them into the richest, sudsiest lather, that

loosens all the dirt— leaves the finest fabric

clean and new— not a color dimmed, not a

fibre weakened in any way.

Light and fluffy blankets

With Lux you can wash

your softest blankets over and over again, and

still have them light and woolly.

With Lux, there is not a tiny particle of solid

soap to stick to the soft woolen and injure it.

Not a bit of rubbing to mat and shrink it.

Use Lux on your finest blankets, your

richest cretonnes ! Tumble your daintiest

things— embroidered pillow-slips, doilies—
even lamp shades— into the Lux suds. See

how easily you can keep your loveliest things

like new.

LUX
THERE ARE NO SUBSTITUTES

Lux wont hurt anything pure water alone

-^orit injure.

Get Lux from your grocer,

druggist or department store.

—

Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge,

Mass.

To Wash Blankets
Whisk Lux to a lather in hot

water, 2 tablespoonfuls to a gal-

lon. Add cold water till luke-

warm. Do not rub. Squeeze
the suds through. Rinse in. 3
lukewarm waters, dissolving

a little Lux in the last. Use a

loose wringer; never twist. Dry
in the shade.

Copyrighted, 79/9, by Leier Bros. Co.

Silk and colored curtains

Whisk Lux to a lather in hot

water, a tablespoontul to a gal-

lon. Add cold water till luke-

warm. Wash quickly. Do not

rub. Rinse in 3 lukewarm waters.

Dry in the shade.

For white curtains, not
silk — Soak an hour in cold

water. Wash in hot suds. Rinse

in 3 hot waters. Dry in the sun.

Win, 1 you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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S'aturt
ex, ifyon -an

- man} 'A hairj uroma*
'

Probably si'.' For I can conjure no r :/</,>

admiration of teeming exqui I
• .

than a fleeting glimpse oj'iinder-arw,' trr snggi I

tonseled captivity ' nrath a shrrr ..

/nit

our — cl neur wau io remove hair

.ajvjd "WITHOUT SLIGHTEST DANGER
TO THE SHN OR COMPLEXION!

/

THERE is a new way to

remove hair. A scientific-

ally correct, superior toilet

preparation; dainty, exquisite,

harmless; that meets the most
exacting requirements of

women of refinement.

This remarkable new prepa-

ration is called NEET. And
it leaves the many old methods,
against which there has always
been so strong a prejudice.

definitely without place.

That's because in the dis-

covery of NEET. science

finally solved the problem oj

removing hair without irrita-

tion—without injury 1

WHAT NEET IS

N EET is an antiseptic cream-

lotion that not only removes
hair, but, in the same opera-

tion, bleaches the skin to

perfect whiteness! It is reads

for service, without mixing or

mussing!

Apply the same as a cold

cream.
"

Le1 stand a few min
Utes, and then rinse off wit

u i //. Til is COUPOA

HANNIBAL PHARMACAL CO.,
615 Olive Street, St.Louis, Mo

Poi the enclosed , *L sent! N EK i l<

N A M E

s rilEET

CITY

clear water. That's all! The
hair will be gone—rinsed away.
And the skin left refreshingly

cool, smooth and white!

Different in formula, action

and effect from any other
preparation of similar function.

NEET is warranted to neither

irritate the skin nor injure the
complexion, no matter hou

frequently used! Doctors are

adopting it in hospital practice

to remove hair from patients

about to be operated on.

BEGIN USING NEET TODAY
If you are still employing

old methods, NEET—cooling,

soothing and dainty— will come
as a delightful contrast. The
most welcome accessory ever
reaching your vanity table!

Use it freely, and without
hesitancy, on the face, the
underarm, the forearm —
wherever needed—and you
will be delighted with its

thoroughness and with the feel-

ing of absolute cleanliness

leaves. Which says nothing of

the fact that, with XEET as
your ally, you may now wear
even the sheerest of stockings
without a single misgiving!

WHERE TO OBTAIN NEET
XEET is on sale at toilet

goods counters in nearly all

department and drug stores in

the United States. Or, by mail,
postpaid. Two sizes: 50 cents,
or three times the quant it

$1.00.

Special

It you cannot obtain KEET
at your dealer's, clip the cou-
pon below and mail it in with
50 cents for the small size—or
$1.00 for the large—and re-

. ceive your supply by return
4\ post, in unmarked wrapper.

Neet
II vv. ill \ I kRMACAl C«>MPAV>

St Lmiis, I S v

<U he JYcm -irritant JLJt'ptLatonjy^

iiiiiiii;iiii

Every advertisement In imiotovm.ay maca/.ink Is guaranteed.
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§QUESTIONS\
AND

ANSWERS M

V^OU Jo not have to be .1 subscriber co Photoplay
* Magazine to gel questions answered ttl this I )i'|uit

Hunt. It is only required tint you avoid questions

which would call tor undulv long answers, such as

s\ nopsis ot plays, 01 cist-, ot mote than one play. I )o
not ask questions touching religion, scenario writing or

studio employment

.

Studio addresses will not he
given m this Department, because a complete list of
them is printed elsewhere in the magazine each month.
Write on only one side of the paper. Sign your full

name and address; only initials will be published if

requested. If you desue a personal reply, enclose self-

addressed, stamped envelope. Write to Questions and
Answers, Photoplay Magazine, Chicago.

Flokrie. Dallas.—I have always eschewed
young ladies who have stage aspirations, an
admiration for the mere, sheer matinee idol,

and who love "life." Taking typewriting
le>sons to please the folks is just a polite

way of saying that you are learning to be
a stenog., isn't it? I haven't any private

archives, but Photoplav Magazine has a
"morgue." such as newspapers have. I be-
lieve you may reach Kathleen Clifford at

the Hotel Algonquin. New York. She made
some pictures for Balboa, some time ago. I

think Miss Clifford is doing a single— in

life and in vaudeville. Do you think,

really, that I am a genius? I wish I could
think that.

Ralph Q., Xew Orleans.—I don't know
of any film company that needs a Spanish
translator. But I can tell you how to reach
Miss Anita Loos. Write to her at the Para-
mount offices, 485 Fifth Avenue, New York.
It was Julian Johnson who called Miss Loos
"the soubrette of satire." Who is the lovely
lady whose picture adorns the post-card?

Lauretta, Bvffalo. — You have those

birthplaces mixed. One may be born in

Brooklyn, but not in Niagara Falls. One
only honeymoons in Niagara Falls. Can't
tell you why it is that when one writes to

some actress for a picture one never receives

it, while one's friend across the street does.

With all the keen competition in photo-
graph-collecting, I should say one would
no longer be friends. Besides the actress

probably thinks one picture for each street

is enough. Douglas MacLcan has a con-
tract to play leading-men for Thomas H.
Ince.

Splzzerinktim, K. C.—Good morrow:
how is it by you? Yes. it surely was nice

of President Wilson to take his wife along
with him on a business trip. Some of my
friends' wives are wishing their husbands
-would follow his example. You wish to
know why so many of the actors and ac-
tresses have birthdays in April. Well, it

may be because so many of them were born
in that month. Still raving about Wallie,
I see. He's fond of dogs and Los Angeles
is fond of him and he never went to Yale
and yes, he has the dearest way of snarling
up his mouth when he's mad. Good lord,
child, how many pictures do you want of
him? Charles Ray Ls married. Elliott

Dexter is married to Marie Doro.

M. B. R. "Sixteen."—Another maiden in

the blush business. Welcome, little stranger.

You think I'm tall, rather good-looking,
black hair (in a "pomp") with wonderful
teeth? If I were all of this and more. Mil-
dred, how could I prove it to you? Chi-
cago, as you justly observe, is such a long,

long way from Lawrence, Mass. Jack Pick-
ford's first "First National" is "In Wrong."
Marguerite De La Motte, loaned by the
Douglas Fairbanks company for this one
picture, is Jack's new leading lady. Doro-
thy Gish, Sunset Studios, Hollywood; Anita
Stewart, Lois Weber studios, Hollywood;
Eugene O'Brien, Hotel Royalton, New
York; June Caprice and Creighton Hale,

Albert Capellani studios, Fort Lee, N. J.

(formerly the Solax.) I've delivered your
message to Miss Evans. She didn't say a

word to me.

Clare, Dallas.— I like the cunning cap-
tion to your letter: "Is this the proper
way to address you? I have never written

to a man before." You elucidate: "I am
a very Young Thing, and I would like to

know, oh, so much why Mary Pickford
doesn't kiss her leading man. She evades
the expected embrace in every fade-away
until I could scream." There, there—only
it isn't "fade-away," but "fade-out." You
don't believe we are seventy-seven ; but we
may be a woman. Both hypotheses are just

so. I suspect the reason Mary doesn't kiss

her leading man is because she is just

shrewd enough a show-woman to know it

intrigues you and others of your feathered

tribe. Beg pardon—meaning that feathered

hats are being worn this season.

H. D.. PinLA.. Pa.—Bill Hart has a sister;

she is not an actress. I read your scenario

immediately, since you requested it "as I

have other irons in the fire." Having read it,

I advise you to put it with the other irons.

Surely—come again.

Jeannette. X. Y —The East and environs
are very curious-to-know this month. Some-
times it's the Australians who just can't

contain their curiosity; again the mid-west-
erners are the most inquisitive people in the

world. Your Corona, I can tell at a glance,

needs oiling. Why. I had one so perfectly

trained it would eat out of my hand. That
was Myrtle Stedman in "The Hollow of Her
Hand." I'm going to look up the ques-
tion of the voung M. D. named Robert

,

who used to play with Ruth Stonehouse.
I'll let you know later. You recall Bert
Lytell, Mrs. Evelyn Vaughn-Lytell, and
Mahlon Hamilton as members of a stock
organization in Albany.

I. B., Seattle, Wash.—So you don't know
\\ hat you would ever do without us. Well,
what did you do before we began to conduct
the Column? There is, indeed, a Myrtle
Lind. You may see her, if you're lucky, in

Mr. Mack Sennett's comedies. She has played,

at different stages of her career, in amateur
productions and Keystone films, appearing
variously as water-witch, athletic girl, maid,
manicurist, and a reason why Charles Mur-
ray, Ben Turpin, Chester Conklin, and other
comedians aren't in drama. You have twenty
autographed photographs, and a letter from
Mary Pickford and Louise Glaum, and what
do I think? I think you have nothing else

to live for.

Thelma C, Everett, Wash.— Some are
born great, some achieve greatness—and some
just grate upon you. I hasten to say you are
not among the latter. I thank you so much for

using that plain white paper. I am haunted
by the fear that I may some day be color

blind. Mary Pickford was in "A Dawn of
Tomorrow" and "A Girl of Yesterday." Da-
vid Powell with her in the former; brother

Jack had a part in the other. Louise Huff
and House Peters in "The Lonesome Chap."
Miss Huff has been quite ill with the 'flu; she
is resting at present. Her latest appearance
is in the Loos-Emerson production "When the

Boys Come Home." If we said Sessue Haya-
kawa was born in Japan it was true; and we
reiterate it.

Dolores, Milwaukee.—Like Sapho in St.

Louis, or Cleopatra in Keokuk. That's a

mistake about Anita Stewart goin™ to occupy
any throne but a movie one. There are two
Anita Stewarts, you see; one a society girl,

who married into a Portuguese royal family,

who it seems now has a chance of hearing

herself addressed as your Majesty. The
other is our Anita of the films, who says

she'd much rather have her own job; queen-

ing doesn't appeal to her; it's too uncertain.

A clever press-agent of course utilized the

synonymy of names for a good story. Ma-
bel Xormand isn't married. Yiola Dana and
Shirley Mason are sisters, but not of Elsie

Ferguson. I don't see any resemblance.

Pearl White in "The Lightning Raider."

R3



Questions and Answers

Dave I). 1'.. Leader, Sask. -You wish to

I now if a person that is comically inclined,

would have an opportunity of getting a po^i-

tion with my company, as your age is twen-

ty-five, your weight 105 pounds, you are

single, and your friends advise you that with

a little training you would make a good

comic actor. I only wish, Dave, that I had

a company of my own; if I had I assure you
I should make myself leading man, comic

actor, and everything. Think twice before

you hand in your resignation to your pres-

ent employer; everybody I know is hanging
( tvto his own job, just at present.

M. E. B., Battle Creek.—There's a rea-

son. A lady I know—very nouveau riche—is

recently returned from France. She told me
I he most stirring thing she remembered was
the French pheasants singing the Mayonnaise.
Charles Ray and Enid Bennett, Ince ; Corinne

Griffith, Vitagraph (eastern); Mae Marsh.
Goldwyn; Billie Burke. Famous Players;

Vivian Martin, Lasky. I think Fannie Ward
must be on her way to England now. Her
daughter was recently widowed. I hear that

Miss Ward's contract with Pathe will not

be renewed.

Clarice Davis, Springfield. — The only

shoe-clerk I was ever interested in told me a

woman came in and said she wanted a pair

of shoes for her little boy. "Yes," said the

clerk; "—French kid?" "Of course not,"

said the lady indignantly, "my own son,

born in Boston." The Edison isn't active in

the production field. Mary Fuller has not

appeared for a long time, although she has

'
I ontinued)

denied a report of her permanent retire-

ment. Stuart Holmes? I saw him, the other

day, in "A Romance of the Air.'' He played

a villain; of course in this case, a German
spy. Send your "Why-do-they-do-its" to

that department of this Magazine

Tony's Pal, Aberdeen, S. I).—Hobarl
Henley, now a Goldwyn director, directed

"Parentage." That reminds me: an exhibitor

said he had booked "Percentage" as he heard

it was a fine picture. Your Antonio is not

married but a late rumor says he is engaged

to a "charming eastern girl." What about it,

Senor Moreno? His latest serial was "The
Iron Test," with Carol Halloway. As Mr.
Moreno is with Vitagraph now. he won't be

playing with Pearl White again. Francis

Bushman's middle name is "Xavier." We
love to say that —Xavier. Don't know what
the "S" in William S. Hart stands for.

Thanks; write soon again.

E. D. C, Norfolk.—Since you hate to

start letters, don't. Just begin anywhere you
choose. I love to give satisfaction ; don't

thank me. Just for fun you'd like to know
if Mary Pickford is dead? Well, she isn't:

but she was pretty ill for a while, with influ

enza. Owen Moore is acting again, for Gold-
wyn. Brother Tom is working at the same
studio; and little Alice Mary Moore and her

grandmother are with him. Helene Chad-
wick was reported engaged to a lieutenant:

but it isn't true. She is making short-reel

pictures for Pathe. Write to her care Pathe
studio. She was born in'Chadwick. X Y.

Hi in Roland Admiklk. Evansville.—
Ruth has a new bungalow in Los Angeles
that she's trying to find a name for. If you
can concoct a cute one, send it in; and ii

Ruth thinks so too, -he'll send you an oil

painting of herself. Write to her 901 Man-
hattan Place, L. A. Messrs. Larkin and
Chesebro were, the la>t I heard, serialing for

Pathe. That Phantom Rider in "Hand-
Up!" is a mystery. Pathe puts a double row
of ?????? and refuses to divulge the actor's

name.

S. B., Shepherdstown, \V. Va — Yes, the

ex-Kaiser had an enormous income. He got

a salary' for being the Emperor of Germany
and another for beim.' the King of Prus-ia.

In addition he possessed many palaces and
estates, and he knew how to turn them to

account. Hi? private income is still enough
to keep him in hair tonics. Just the same
I'd rather be a long-haired Answer Man.
living on hope but with lot- of well wish-

ers. Hassard Short, whose work you enjoy,

is a well-known "heavy" in the legitimate

His latest picture work. I believe, is with

Xorma Talmadge in "Nancy Lee." not yet

released. He is also appearing with Fay
P.ainter in "Ea-t is West." a spoken drama.

James. Detroit.—Don't leave school, my
boy. Keep up your studies: fifteen is a bit

too young to carry out any picture ambitions.

Besides I can't advise you how to become a

motion picture actor: it's agin' the rules and
I wouldn't tell you if I could. Back to the

old homestead: home, James!
(Continued on page 715)

iiMovy-Dol
•)•>

Announcing a series of famous stars of

the screen presented in paper-doll form.

BEGINNING with the next, the June, issue.

Photoplay Magazine will contain a beauti-

ful page of "Movy-Dol" cut-out figures—paper-

doll size likenesses, in colors, of motion picture

favorites. This forthcoming Photoplay feature

will have an irresistible appeal to even- child in

America. "Movy-Dols" will become a playroom

favorite in thousands of homes.

These paper-dolls were painted by a well

known artist and are reproduced by offset

process, in dainty pastel coloring on heavy paper.

The first subject is Man- pickford and besides

a color likeness of Man- herself, will include sev-

eral changes of costumes, modelled after some

of Man's best known screen characterizations.

AM of the subjects of this series are the best known

screen favorites, popular because of their con-

structive appeal to children

Be sure and get the first
—order your copy ofJune

Photoplay at once from your nearest newsdealer.
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Two little houses that stood

side by side

TWO little houses stood side by

side, in ;i suburb outside New-

York. And in each one of them a man
and woman worked, and loved and

dreamed their dreams of the future.

In the fifteen years that have gone

by the two little houses have grown a

bit grey and shabby. The man and

woman who lived in one of them
have moved on and up ; they dwell in

a spacious home, and his name is

spoken with the names of men who
are influential and accustomed to big

things.

But in the other little house the

other man and woman still dwell, and

they too have grown a little greyer

with the passing years ; but the love

has not gone out of the woman's eyes.

Still she waits, and still she trusts,

firm in the belief that some day her

husband must win.

The tragedy of the man who
lacks some one thing

Down town, where they know her hus-
band, they have given up all idea that he
will ever win one of the big prizes in

business. "A good fellow," they say,

"honest and hard-working; but there's

so met /ling lacking in him."

So they have let him work away the

years of promise; until now he has come
to the years when men no longer expect

success.

He is one of the tragedies of the busi-

ness world; and in that world there are
no sadder words than these: "There's
something lacking in him.'' Thousands of

men who might have repaired the lack,

if they had begun early enough, are con-
demned to small positions for life, because
of it.

When

If you leally care about your future, sort of training that transcends ordinary
you will sit down with a pencil today and limits, because (lie demand for men who
analyze your assets. Just what is it that have it always exceeds the supply.

you lack to make vourself a really all-

round man—fit for'the positions that de- 75
'
000 men have enrolled with the In-

mand familiarity with more than one de- stitute. 1 here is one of these men in

partrnent of bus'iness? > <>ur cmn vicinity; ask him, if you choose,
what the Modern Business Course and

Analyze your assets. What Service has meant in his progress.

do you lack? -, , A , -. m * ,

J arte the first forward step

Is it a knowledge of business funda- by sending tor
mentals you lack? (n {s 000k

'

' Your Modern Business Course and T F this advertisement reaches you, in your
Service gives a coherent presentation 1 little house, with your wife and chil-
of the entire subject of business. It dren about vou .

if

"

you are a man in
gives one a prospectus and an appre- vour tvventie thirties, or forties, think-
ciation ot essentials, as well as much '-

, c , r , , c
i, I j i. • us. j ing earnestly of the future, then the hr>.tknowledge regarding right and wrong b J

'

methods of procedure," says W. H. steP forward is easy. The Institute has

Ingersoll, Marketing Manager of the published a 112-page book entitled "Forg-

famous Ingersoll Watch Company. ing Ahead in Business.'' It is not a cheap
book! It is not for the mere curiosity

Is it executive ability you lack? seeker; but to those who really seek to

make the most of themselves it is free
"It is the most concise, instructive

for tb e ask; n CT

and clearly presented form of education
that has been presented for the benefit It has proved the first key to the door of
of executives," says Chas. E. Muman, opportunity for 75,000 men. If vou belong
Vue-Prestdent VnUedDrug Company. whh ihem< in the armv of forward | ook .

ing, growing men, send for your copy of
Is it knowledge of accountancy and "Forging Ahead in Business" now. 'Fill

business finance you lack? Or of the prin-
;„ co and ma ;,_

ciples ot organization? Or of advertis-
ing and selling? Or of credits? Or of
factory organization? Or of sales man- ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE
agement? )7AstorPlace New York Citj

Whatever the weak link in vour chain , ., _ ,,

of success may be, the tools fo'r strength- Send n' e
.

Fo,
,'?

in

£R^zd ,n

ening it are here, at your command. Business rKfcfc,

The A lexander Hamilton Name
, .... Print here
Institute can Businesg

help you Address

The business of the Alexander Hamil-
ton Institute is to take men who know
only one department of business and
round them out; to take men who have Business

reached their limit, and give them the Position

you uiiie to advertisers i;lea?e mention PHOTOPU.Y MAC A/.INK.
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Mellin's

Food
B °J

Mellin's Food,
prepared with milk,

is a complete food

for an infant. By
simply varying the

proportions in its

preparation, it can

be adapted to chil-

dren of all ages.

Write today for our helpful

book, "The Cure and Feed-

of Infants." also a

Free Trial Bottle of
Mellin's Food

Mellin's Food Company

Faces Made
Young

Tin secret of a youthful face will
he Bent to any woman who has any
kind of a facial disfigurement
ennsedhy aire.Every woman who
baB a single facial defect should
know about these remarkable

Beauty Exercises
which remove wrinkles, crow's '

" t, fill up hollows, give round-
ness to scrawy Decks, clear up
allow skins and restorethe charm

of girlhood beauty. No creams,
m Ige, masks, plasters, straps,
vibrators or other artificial means.

Results Guaranteed
Write for this Free Book which tells
iust what to do to make your complexion smooth and
beautiful. Write today.

Kathryn Murray, Inc. 558 Garland Bldg., Chicago. Illinois

Nc
111.

i

a! Mmra
go

oriuufc
r.-nts ii.i.l K,-.l,.

v Mm I or Local
Writ* for tenr, ind

iator auccosaful *au,i<-iits
Associated Art Studios.
L'\ 1 'l;ili.,..,r.l,U-.N..« York

Claaai
if

PIays andpiayers
I Continued from page 8oj

"Carmen" with Marguerite Snow and Eiil famous raring scenes that made the play -o
Garwood; and Rider Hazard's "She'*—but popular on the stage.

then that's harking back pretty far, isn't

it?

AFTER due consideration Bill Hart de-

cided that the cause of Art would nol

sustain any great setback if he withdrew
from the "Big Five," thereby reducing it

to the "Big Four,

for his withdrawal
was that he did

not care to tie

himself up by the

three-year agree-

ment signed by
Miss Pickford and
Messrs. Chaplin.

Griffith and Fair-

banks, but those

who profess to

know the work
ings of the Two-
Gun Man's inner-

most mind assev-

erate that his chief

reason for not go-

ing through with
the others was his

loathness to part

with any of the

fortune which he
has amassed during

the last eighteen

months. It had
been agreed th-t

each of the stars

was to finance his

own pictures. EPirt

has done well with

his Artcraft con-
tract and it is said

that his two years

on that program
will net him some-
thing like $900,-

ooo, less a consid-

erable income tax.

MARY PICK
FORD has

transferred t h e

scene of her ac-

tivities to the

Brunt on studio,

which is dow
headquarters for a

dozen or so inde-

pendent producing
companies. She i^

working on her

second First Na-
tional picture un-
der the direction

of Syd Franklin
Mr. Brunton built

a separate building

for Marj and her company. Jack Pickford

and his wife Olive Thomas with their re-

spective companies are also inmates of the

Brunton plant

THE well-known motion picture attorney,

William Gibbs McAdoo, was recently en-

tertained by Douglas Fairbanks at a home
talent wild west show given at the latter'.-

home in Southern California. Doug rode a

bucking broncho and Mr. McAdoo refused

to discuss politics.

MARSHALL NKU.AN has taken unto
himself a new star. It's Anita Stewart,

Director "Mickey" began work on "In Old
Kentucky," Miss Stewart's next vehicle, be-

fore completing "Daddy Longlegs" with
Mary Pickford. His assistant, Al Green, took
the company t.i New Orleans to ti'm the

J Talmadge and a financial power in film
dom, is a half owner of the current Broa'
way success 'The Unknown Purple

"

got it as a reward for trying to cure a film
director of the stage habit. The latter wa

The ostensible reason Roland West, who had made some photo
plays for M.
Schenck, but aM
the time he wa
thinking about the
stase play upon
which he was put
Cmz all his lefc

moments. The
finrncier though, i

that the easiest

way to cure hi.-

director and brin_
him back to the
studio w as to

give him a chance
to produce h i -

play, so he loaned
him a considerable
amount of money.
West disappeared
and a few weeks
later one of the

Shubert brothers
called Mr. Schenck
on the telephone
and asked for the
first chance on his

n e w play. Of
course, Schenck
had forgotten all

about West's ven
ture. and it re-

quired some
sleuthing on his

part to learn thai

this was what
Shubert was re-

ferring to. Hi
also learned that

West had "cut

him in" on a half

interest. The
"cure" worked all

right, but West
won't have to di-

rect any pictures

for a loner time if

he is careful with
his earnings.

To the fanettes who didn t know Nigel Barrie
was married, this picture, snapped in Los An-
geles, will come as something of a surprise, but
surely a pleasant one. Y\ e wish we could tell

you Mrs. Barries nee name, but we haven't it:

anyway, she isn t a professional. Barrie, upon
his discharge from the Royal Air Force, in

which he was a first lieutenant, was at once en-
gaged to play opposite Alma Rubens in her first

independent starring vehicle, "Diane oi the

Green \ an." Barrio was a leading wan for

Marguerite Clark in the " Bab stories, and tor

Clara Kimball l oung. before he went ,iM to war.

THE picture
colonies o f

both coasts were
grieved to learn of

the untimely death
of Mary Moon-
while on Red

Cross duty in France. Miss Moor was the

onlj sister of the famous Moore boys, Tom.
Owen, Matt and Joe. the youngest of whom
was with his regiment in France when his

,-
:

-ter was stricken. The death of Mis-
Moore came as a severe blow to her mother.
who lives in l.os Angeles. Pneumonia was
the cause.

N AT C. GOODWIN, one of the most
popular comedians on the American

stage, diet! in New York January 31 from a

breakdown in health which followed the

removal of his righl eye some time before.

Mr Goodwin, touring in his play "Why
Marry?" mistook a powerful liniment for

an eye wash and so injured his eye that an
operation was necessary Goodwin was only

fiftv-nine years old.

(Continued on pnge SS)
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POMPEIAM
BEAUTY®POWDER

You, too, Can Have
Beauty Instantly!

Men cluster around her. And why not, for who can deny the witchery
of a beautiful complexion ? A white shin, lustrous and soft as satin, with
the rich color glowing in the cheeks.

First a touch of fragrant Pompeian DAY Cream. Work this softening,

vanishing cream well into the skin, so that the powder will not stick in spots.

Now the Pompeian BEAl'TY Powder, with its pearly touch and cap-
tivating perfume. Then a bit of Pompeian BLOOM on the cheeks. Thi ;

touch of color adds the bloom of youthful beauty and makes your eyes

seem darker and more lustrous. Presto ! What a change in a few moments.

Pompeian DAY Cream (Vanishing).
Keeps the skin smooth and velvety. Re-
tinues face shine. Has an exquisite per-

fume. All druggists, 50c.

Pompeian BEAUTY Powder.
Adds a lovely clearness to the skin. Stays
on unusually long. Pure and harmless.

Shades: white, brunette, and tlesli. All

druggists, 50c.

Pompeian BLOOM. A rouge that is

imperceptible when properly applied.

With vanity mirror and French puff; in

three shades: light, dark and medium (the

popular shade). All druggists, 50c.

Liberty Girl Art Panel and Three Samples
will be sent for a dime. A beautiful, patriotic panel, 28 inches

by 7 inches, finished in colors. With the samples you can make
many interesting beauty experiments. Please clip the coupon now.

THE POMPEIAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 2131 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

The POMPEIAN MFG CO.,
2181 Superior Ave., Cleveland. 0.

Gentlemen : 1 enclose :\ dime rot
Girl Art Panel a ml thn

Name..,

Address

City

State

Flesh shade senl unless wl t<

requi

When you mito to aclvcitisei!! plenso mention PTIOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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MyJ.R.W.Cigar
Goes Direct

From Met© You
That's why I am

able to offer you the

value I do at the low
price I do. You are

paying for straight

tobacco value —
nothing else.

Therearenointer-
mediate profits. All

needless expense has

been eliminated. I

have no salesmen's

salaries to pay. No
store up-keep ex-

pense. No dealer's

profits. J.R.W.'s go

straight from the

factory to you.

And besides J. R.

W. cigars are always

fresh. No standing

for weeks on shelves

or in show cases

until they lose their

fresh taste and
delightful aroma.

A Special Leaf

The leaf I use in my
J. R.W. cigar is selected

for me from the choicest

crop in theVr ueltadistrict

of Cuba. I discovered

it there many years ago. I immediately

recognized that it had the most delight-

ful flavor of any cigar I had ever smoked,

and had some sent to me for my per-

sonal use.

My friends asked me to get some
for them. They told their friends. In

a short time the fame of my cigar spread

over a large circle.

I realized the possibilities of this

cigar. I began to import the tobacco

in larger quantities. At the end of

the first year I had sold over 90,000

cigars. Today, I sell over 2,000,000

annually.

My Special Offer
Don't trust my taste. I know that

tastes for cigars differ. So here is what

I want you to do.

Send me 10c to partially cover the

expense of packing, revenue and post-

age together with your name on your

business card or letterhead, and 1 will

send you these cigars to try.

Smoke five with me FREE. II you

like them send me $3.10 for the full box

of 50, or $fi.00 for 100. If you don't,

the cigars have been "on me" anil

have cost you nothing. Write today.

J. Rogers Warner
270 Lockwood Bldg., Buffalo, N.Y.

Plays and Players
(Continued from page 86

j

made A X announcement which may be more
t ix intriguing to the exhibitors than to the

dition." The Corbett serial ij beln

at Universal and is known as "The Midnight
Man." Corbett is one of the tew celebrities general or "fan" public is the agreement of
acquired by film interests chiefly for the Peerless, World, and United to join and pro-
value of his n:mc who has made good as a duce features which will be released through
Aim player from the start. 1.300 theaters. United w31 produce at the

Peerless studios at Fort Lee. Some of the

KATE CORBALEV, the L03 Angeles productions will feature the star, others the

authoress who won the first prize in story or the "all-nar cast." The names of

Photoplay Magazine's scenario contest two all the stars have not yet been ?iven out,

years ago. is rapidly winning her way to so we cannot tell you their favorite tooth

the top of the list of independent writers powder,
for the screen. She
recently sold play?

to Frank Keenavi

and William r ir-

num.

JOHN EMERSOX
J and Anita Loos
must have found
time hanging heav-
ily on their hands,

with nothing to do
but write and direct

their productions

for Paramount.
Anyway, they are

now working on a

play for A. H.
Woods, the eminent
producer of such
farces as ''Parlor,

Bedroom, an d

Bath,'' "Up in

Mabel's Room"
(starring Hazel
Dawn), and '"Betty

in Bed," in which
Mae Murray, nee of

the films, is to ap-

pear. The plot of

the new play is

farcical in character,

of course, and will

have its presenta-

tion sometime in

the late spring.

CHARLES MUR-
RAY, we told

you in these pages

last month, was go-

ing back to the

stage, in a vaude-
ville act. Charles

Murray has signed a

contract with Fam-
ous Players- Lasky
for his exclusive

service- for the
films. Which is

correct ? Both.
T h e r e are two
Charles Murrays.

THE three Barry-
mores — Ethel,

Jack, and Lionel

—

will appe ir together

for the first time on

any stage or screen, in a photographic revival

of Du Maimer's "Peter Ibbetson," for Fam-
ous Players-Lasky. John will enact his

original role of "Peter"; Lionel will do the

umic, with Ethel holding up the Feminine

honors of the piece. This collection of tern

The latest arrival in the cinema colony is

Suzanne \ idor, who, if she bad been born a

day sooner, would have been a C hristmas

;;ift to her parents. Kino and 1 lorenee \ idor.

Since December 26 Suzanne has been her

mother's chief consideration to the exclusion

of all plans lor a reappearance on the screen,

so we can t t< II you when 1 lorenee will be

acting again, or v. here, except that the odds
an- in favor of Lasky's, where, in DeMille's

"Then I'll Come Bads to You, Miss \ idor

scored. Suzanne s dad is a director well

known on the Coast.

ALBERT CA-
PELLAXI has

long contended that

a director's bes'

work may be done-

only when he is his

own business boss.

Accordingly "Cap"
has formed his own
company, to make
pictures along h i s

own lines, featuring

June Caprice. late

of Fox. and Creigh-
ton Hale, the mag-
netic Irishman. Ca-
pellani directed
those Xazimova
pictures. "Eye for

Eve." "Out of the

Fog," and "T h e

Red Lantern.'' for

Metro, achieving re-

markable artistic re-

sults, but dipping
too deeply into the
company's coffers to

make a financial hit

with the stockhold-

ers. For "The Red
Lantern" he used
up ioo.ooc feet of

film. When Metro
expostulated, Ca-
pellani withdrew

;

and now it's "Ca-
pellani, Inc."

GLORCE RAX-
I) O L P H

CHESTER. "Get
Rich-Quick Walling-
ford's" papa, is now
a scenario editor at

Yitagraph. He not
only calls himself

that : he does the

work. He has his

own office and re-

ports daily at the

Brooklyn studios,

where he scratches

the smooth mahog-
any of his new desk

and wears out the
oriental rugs chas-

ing ideas up and
down the editorial

sanctum.

YOU'RE going to see "Skinnav" of "The
Days of Real Sport." and his friends of

the hometown, and the other human charac-

ters of "When a Feller Needs a Friend." live

on the screen. Claire Briggs, the cartoonist.

ent under one studio roof would be h=s formed a film company and work is al-

ready under way on the first of a series of

one-reel comedies, the Thanhouscr studio-

at Xew Rochelle having been leased for the

period of production. These pictures will

not be animated drawings, but life sketches

peram
appalling—if it weren't that it's all in the

family, so to say. Do you remember that

brother Lionel directed Ethel in a Metro
production when both were affiliated with

that company? And isnM it amusin' how
much we enjoy calling the members of the enacted by child pertormcrs.

theatrical "first family" by their first names? {Concluded on page Qo)

Bvorj advertisement In PHOTOPLAT HAGAZIXB is guaranteed.
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What is the secret of her enduring uouthfulness:

You see her everywhere— admire her beauty—wonder at her charm. What
is the secret of" her enduring youthfulness? Nothing but what you, too can
possess. Soft, silky, abundant hair, retaining the natural color and lustre of girl-

hood— framing your face in loveliness that defies the passing years.

Q-ban Hair Color Restorer will preserve the youthful color of hair or gradually

and uniformly bring back the dark, natural shade to hair that is gray, faded or

streaked with gray. Thoroughly revives and stimulates each strand. Invigorates

the scalp—removes dandruff and stops the hair from falling out.

It is not dye. Simply a harmless preparation containing the natural chemical

elements of the hair, that gradually renews its health and lustre, stimulates its

growth and restores the color by a perfectly natural process. It is easily applied
— and, when the hair has attained the proper shade, needs to be used only

occasionally to retain uniform color.

The name Q-ban has meant meritorious hair toilet preparations to American women
for nearly a generation. There is a special Q-ban for every need—each one scien-

tifically compounded from purest ingredients—guaranteed to give complete satisfaction.

Q-ban preparations are for sale throughout the United States

and Canada at drug stores, or wherever toilet goods are sold.

Hessig-Ellis, Chemists Memphis, Tenn.

The Five Q-bans
Q-ban Toilet and Shampoo Soap- 25c
Q-ban Liquid Shampoo - - 5(k

Q-ban Hair Tonic - 50c—$1.00

Q-ban Hair Color Kestorer - 75c

Q-ban Depilatory - - - - 75c

Q)p&w
Hair Color Restorer

Study Your Silhouette
Your shadow picture will show you how to make the most

of your beauty possibilities. There is an ideal way to dress

the hair for every type of face. Our booklet shows you
how to get the best results. Comes in every Q-ban package

—or we'll gladly send you a copy if you'll write for it

When you write t" advert! mention PHOTOPliAT MAGAZINE.
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"AtLast-a/?ea/Job
and Real Money!"
"And if only I'd started earlier, I could

have had them five years ago. I didn't

realize at first what spare time study
would do for a man. Taking up that

I. C. S. course marked the real beginning
of my success. In three months I received
my first promotion. But I kept right on
studying -and I've been climbing ever
since."

Every mail brings letters from some of

the two million students of the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools telling of

advancements and increased salaries won
through spare time study. How much
longer are you going to wait before taking
the step that is bound to bring you more
money? Isn't it better to start now than
to wait five years and then realize what
the delay has cost you?

One hour after supper each night spent
with the I. C. S. in the quiet of your own
home will prepare you for the position

you want in the work you like best.

Yes, it will! Put it up to us to prove it. Without
cost, without obligation, just mark and mail this

coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6498, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating* me, how I can qualify for tho
position, or In the subject, before which I mark X.

1 1,1 ' I HII U, 1MIIM1K
Isleotrlo IilffMInff and Kji.
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MF.CIUNUUIi I MilM'.ni
Moob&nloal Draftsman
Maohlno Shop rruotlo*
Toolmakcr
Gun Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
siirv.M lnr i mt Mupplnp

3 MINE FOUKMANorENU'R
" S1ATIONAUY ENGINLKll
Marine Engineer

bShlp Draftsman
ARCHITECT
lOontraotor and Ilnlld«r
Archltectm-al Itrnfiimin
Concrete lUilldcr

^Structural Engineer
J I'M Mill Mi (Ml HI linO
J Sheet Metal Worker
BTextlta OferieerorSnpt.

I III.--MSI

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer

QShow Cord Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman

L ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning1

EJDOORKEEPER
LjStonofraphor and Typljfl

Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER

° Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher

_J Common School Subjects
~* Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE

_ Railway Mali Clerk
il loimmii- ori.iu i imj
Anto lUpalrlng
Navigation IClSpanlsh
A<lUItT1.!lTKl'.|MFrt»nrli
runltry lUUInvlGltallan

Name
Present
Occupation-

Street
and No

A
Plays and PI

(ConcludedJ

ayers

LL the tragedy of devastated France, for

tie shoe she found one night in a dug-out
over there. A tender little thing, that had
belonged to some mother's baby before the

Germans came. "I felt it as deeply as I

ever felt anything in my life. I said to my-
self, 'Here's where I write my masterpiece.'

And I went back to the hospital and wrote
the best comedy of my career ! It was the

reaction. I couldn't write a war story."

Miss Marion brought back with her from
the war zone s

:x reels of film shot on the bat-

tle-fields of France, the comedy, and an en-

gagement ring. She is to marry Chaplain
Fred Thomson. Famous Players-Lasky has
Miss Marion under contract for her exclusive

scenario services.

THEDA BARA is said to be planning a
return to the stage. Her contract with

Mr. Fox expires early this summer and Mr.
Fox is understood to be not averse to Miss
Bara's designs on the realm of the footlights.

The acknowledged depreciation in the famous
vampire's photodramatic efforts of late is al-

leged to be due to the f. v.'s insistence on
directing her director. J. Gordon Edwards,
who directed most of the Bara successes and
a few of the others, finally jumped the job

and is now directing William Farnum.

FAY TIXCHER, she of the black and
white stripes and spit curls of the once

famous Griffith studio comedies, is with us

again but minus the stripes and curls. She
is Al Christie's new star and the veteran

comedy producer is directing her personally.

Miss Tincher's vehicles will be two reelers

much similar to those that made her famous
in the old days. Previous to joining the

Christie forces, Miss Tincher played a vamp
role at Universal City in "The Fire Fling-

ers."

"TEXAS GUIXAX—the BUI

City.

GEORGE LOGAN TUCKER, who has the
distinction of having made the only ef-

fective Mae Marsh-Goldwyn. "The Cinder-
ella Man," and having shown up the "Virtu-
ous Wives" of Xew York's near-smart set

for Anita Stewart, is another director who
has succeeded in casting off managerial
shackles and is to produce independently.
His brand will be the "Mayflower Specials''

and every assurance i; given that they will

be puritanical in name only. Tucker closed

a deal with Adolph Zukor—my. Zukor ha,;

been busy this month—by which Paramount
will release the Tucker pictures as '"specials."

Something more: why won't Mrs Tucker,
who is the charming Elizabeth Risdon in

the theater, have a part in the new concern ?

WHAT'S H. 0. Davis going to do now—
besides releasing, as an independent

feature, the picture he supervised for Tri-

angle, "A Servant in the House"? Davis has
been a practical Bolshevik in his busine;;

—

which is that of general-managing amuse-
ment enterprises—from the San Diego expo-
sition to Universal City. At U he turned
things upside down. After the revolution he
went to Triangle, where he was vice-presi-

dent and general manager. Trouble arose
at the Culver City plant: Davis left; Tri-

angle later disbanded. Then Davis started

action to recover SS3.000 back salary. They
compromised with Davis surrendering 100.-

000 shares and his interest in the corpora-
tion in exchange for the exclusive rights to
"A Servant in the House."

HAVE you heard about the new Roscoe
Arbuckle contract? He has signed with

Paramount for the next three years, and the

money involved is said to be S3 .000.000. We
can't call him '"Fattv" anv more.

Hart a la

fern me—is working now at the old

Charlie Chaplin studios in Los Angeles. Cliff

Smith— a director of renown who knows
every turn in a Western tale, having piloted

Hart himself and Roy Stewart of Triangle

through the two-gun repertoire, has Mis;

Guinan under his expert tutelage.

IT is safe to say that no stage success has

been sold to so many different companies.

to be enacted by so many stars, as "Peg o'

My Heart." All this with the original man-
uscript reposing in Mr. J. Hartley Manners'

mahogany-desk, safe from marauding pro-

ducers. However, this time rumor is routed.

with fact looming large in the news that

Adolph Zukor has bought the film rights

for a Paramount star, possibly Marguerite

Clark, although, in the event that Famous
signs Mary Miles Minter, the production may
go to her. And "Peter Pan," the theatrical

gold apple, has also been secured by the en-

terprising A. Z. It is not generally known.
perhaps, that J. M. Barrie was offered a

certified check for S100.000 merely as ad-

vance payment on his play if he would per-

mit it to be picturized. Heretofore Barrie

has steadfastly refused. It is nol known,
either, just what monetary inducement

caused him to change his mind.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY chose as a

fitting vehicle for Captain Robert War-
wick's return to the screen "Secret Service,"

the good old melodrama which served Wil-

liam Gillette so well. Hugh Ford will direct :

ami Tom—lately Lieutenant Forman is a

member of the cast Warwick, you remem-
ber, did the somewhat unusual thing of gath-

ering glory for himself offscreen, as an at-

tache of General Pershing's staff.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

AX application for passports recently re-

vealed the fact that Billie Rhodes, erst-

while comedienne and now a dramatic star-

with-her-own-company. and William ("Smil-

ing Bill") Parsons, have been married some
months. They plan to go to Europe to

make pictures. Whether or not they will

do a double act on the screen remains to be

seen.

IREXE CASTLE will make a film version

of "The Firing Line." a novel by Robert
W. Chambers, for Famous Players-Lasky.

As soon as Mrs. Castle landed on this side.

Adolph Zukor put his contract up to her.

and she decided to be a Paramount star for

a series of pictures rather than a vaudeville

star, or a star-with-her-own-company. In-

cidentally all those rumors about Irene's en-

gagement to a certain young musical comedy
actor in London who used to be a certain

young actor in motion pictures for Vita-

graph over here, are absolutely without foun-

dation. Both Irene and her mother say so.

THE membership in the Jack Holt family

has increased to four. This is including

Mrs. Holt and Jack, who recently became
the proud father—February 5. to be exact

—of a baby boy. Little Imogene Holt is

now aged seven.

T'HE War Division of Films of the Bu-
reau of Public Information has sus-

pended its activities. Its propaganda work
for the Allies done, there is no further

need for its continuance: and Charles S.

Hart, head of the division, announces that

the film bureaus in France. England, Italy,

and the United States have been closed.

The American Red Cross Bureau of Films.

however, will continue indefinitely its ex-

ploitation of films to be used in reconstruc-

ticn work.
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Corinne Griilith

In LiOve VV/ifi-/if-i"

Jacqueline's relatives refuse to

believe that she baa been*** it ked"

Well, she may !>«• naughty bul

why she looks awfully nice.

I look upon Ingram's Milkweed
Cream as a tried and true

friend. I have used it daily for

a very long time and 1 am fully

appreciative of the great help

it has been in keeping my com-
plexion in good condition. It is

the fact that Ingram's Milk-

weed Cream is distinctly
healthful to the skin as well as

cleansing and softening that

leads me to prefer it.

Ingtinus
Milkweed

Cfeatvi
To give your complexion the wrong kind of care is as

harmful as though you gave it no care at all. Every skin

needs to be kept well cleansed and soft but also needs to

be kept toned up and healthful.

It is the therapeutic quality of Ingram's Milkweed Cream
in combination with its softening and cleansing properties

that has made it the ruling favorite for 32 years. Time
and use have proved it the best for you. Get a jar today
and begin to use it every night and morning.

Buy it in either 50c or $1.00 Size

Ingram's
V*1
VSo\

elveola
Souvcraine

Iugratrts
Rouge

FACE POWDER
A complexion powder especially dis-
tinguished by the fact that it stays on.
Furthermore a powder of unexcelled
delicacy of texture and refinement of
perfume. Four tints— White, Pink.
Flesh and Brunette— 50c.

FREDERICK F. INGRAM COMPANY
Established 1885

Windsor, Canada 102 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.
Australasian Agents. T. W. Cotton, Pty. Ltd.. Melbourne, Australia

Wben you write to adt ise mention PHOTOrLAT MAGAZINE.

"Just to show a proper glow" use a
touch of Ingram's Rouge on the
cheeks. A safe preparation for deli-
cately heightening the natural color.
The coloring matter is not absorbed
by the skin. Delicately perfumed.
Solid cake. Three shades— Light.
Medium and Dark— 50c.

Ct\erc /5J
Beauty ,

in fcJery

Jar

(149)

Coupon

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.
102 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich.

I enclose a dime in return for which please
send me your Guest Room Package con-
taining Ingram's Milkweed Cream, Rouge.
Face Powder, Zodenta Tooth Powder, and
Ingram's Perfume in Guest Room sizes.
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77*e Perfect

Hair cB^morer

De Miracle, the original

sanitary liquid, is called the

perfect hair remover because it

devitalizes hair, which is the only com-
mon-sense way to remove it. It acts im-

mediately and with absolute certainty.

De Miracle requires no mixing, it is

ready for instant use. Therefore,

cleanly, convenient and most simple

to apply. It works equally well for

removing hair from face, neck, arms,

under-arms or limbs.

FREE BOOK—with testimonials of

eminent physicians, surgeons, derma-

tologists and medical journals, ex-

plains how De Miracle devitalizes

hair, mailed in plain sealed envelope

on request.

Only genuine De Miracle has a
money-back guarantee in each pack-

age. Three sizes: 6oc, $1.00, fii.co.

eft all toilet counters, or direct from

us, in plain wrapper, on receipt ofprice

Be^Jlliracfe
Dept-B23Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York City

I

5 FRECKLES
W ^'/^ Now Is the Time to Get
•y ,," Rid of These Ugly Spots
/ /ft/. There's no longer the all

/ I/,// nhwnad ..r roar frocklos,

,'/\y atrenatfa l« suarantsad to rami
y/U Simply yet un ounce of

® OTHI NE
double strength from your drafirlet.and apply » httU* of it

nins ind you --houM soon ih thai ever the
have bosun to disappear, while the I

.
. have vanished •naroly, it

I
eldom that more than

. !> clear the nkm and train u
i,, uitiful cleai

Be aura to u-k for the doubli strength OTHINE,
us this Is soltl umiiT guarantee ol monej back

if ii fmls to remove freckles.

Cuticura
Promotes
Hair Health

AlidruRRi«ts' Soap 25, Ointment 8 * SO. Talcum 23
Sample each free of "Cuticura. Dupt B. h.t.on."

I he Shadow St
(Continued

country. Alaska may seem a well-worn land
on the typewriters, but love is an even older
subject. The masters can always get some-
thing out of love and Alaska. Alice Andrews
and Bob Barclay, members of a burlesque
troupe going into the gold country, are
stranded for the winter, and out of the moil
and turmoil of the icy frontier there springs
a romance between Alice and Dan McGill.
a grizled prospector of forty-odd years. But
Alice tires of Dan. even as Dan's love for
her deepens into a supreme affection. When
Barclay, now a follower of any illicit chance,
meets up with her again, she falls—and Mc-
Gill leaves them together. He leads a her-
mit's existence until he makes a great gold-
strike. Drawn to the mob as a moth to
the flame, Barclay of course brings McGill's
wife, Alice, with him. and all three meet in

the sudden metropolis of McGill's mak-
ing. Then comes the branding—and the
conclusion. Let us offer psalms of praise

to an author who boldly makes his leading
male no cherry-cheeked hero, but a middle-
aged man. well weathered by storms of life

which have given him experience wlhout
robbing him of his power. Russell Simpson,
whom you will recall in "The Barrier," plays
McGill—indeed a superb performance. Kay
Laurell. long one of the leading beauties in

Mr. Ziegfeld's bouquet, makes her picture
debut in a varied and arduous dramatic role.

She will do well under the lamps. Bob
McKim plays the more conventional char-
acter, Barclay. The credit for the success
of this picture must be split three ways,
Beach and Simpson sharing with Reginald
Barker, who has splendidly directed the play.

PAID IN FULL—Paramount

Eugene Walter's story of the lazy Harlem
flat clerk who thought the world owed him
a living, and the wife who did everything
to save him from his own folly—this story

has become an American classic, for its ap-
plication is just as keen in New Orleans as
Xew York. I is very pleasing to observe
that when it comes to the projectors it

appears in a manner worthy the original

drama, both as to narrative and develop-
ment, and, as well, as far as the cast is con-
cerned. Pauline Frederick is ideally situated

as Emma Brooks. She reminds one very
much of Lillian Albertson, who created the

part more than ten years ago. Bob Cain,

playing her shiftless husband Joe. approaches
1 Brooks in a different way than did his un-

|
forgettable stage predecessor, Tully Marshall,

but he is splendidly effective in the photo-
play. Frank Losee is very good—although
he could have made a little more of the

saturnine humor of the part—as that growl-
ins dog of kindly heart. Cap'n Williams.

Wyndham Standing plays Jimsy. Emile
Chautard directed.

THE LITTLE WHITE SAVAGE
U niversa

There are more ways than one to skin a

cat, and more ways than two or three to

tell a story. Paul Powell, who did some
splendid work in the old Triangle days, has
here made his best picture since the days
when Griffith. Ince and Sennett "put in to-

gether,'' as they say in the south. The
Savage is Minnie Lee (played by Carmel
Myers) a somewhat dubitably "wild" girl in

the sideshow of a little circus. Big Bill Dyer
plays I.arkey. a circus man of verdant imagi-

nation, and the whole story is Larkey's ready
and admittedly amazing tale of the wild

girl's antecedents, discovery and capture, re-

lated with sidesteps, breaks and blunders,

but with refreshingly easy imagination, to a

couple of curious customers in front of the

tent. There is no continuity, in the accepted

age
from page 53)

sense of the world. I'm not going to tell you
Larkey's fervent patchwork yarn, but I am
going to tell you to see this piece of film if

it comes to your neighborhood. Its breezy
bold difference makes it worth while. What
Paul Powell and scenarioist Waldemar Young
have done here is the sort of adventure that
starts screen progress.

EAST LYNXE—Sennett-Paramount

I hasten to give the rest of the main title

—

"With Variations." A healthy and basically
true burlesque, such as this, is doing a lot

more to make the country safe for democrats
and the new republican congress than a pro-
cession of weary and orthodox romushes
with clutch finishes. Here are all of the old
props of sensation in use between '85 and
05: the murdering buzz-saw, the persecut-
ing snow-storm, the pursuing railway-train,
the typhoon on the canvas ocean—and. as a
touch of modernity, a submarine with stage
fright. The exquisite Marie Prevost is the
persecutee. with Charles Lynn as the persecu-
tor. And Ben Turpin the hero, whose heart
is true though his eyes are not. The carpenter
of this mock-melo is the whimsical Eddie
Cline. who has shown many a good directoral
notion before.

THE LIOX AXD THE MOUSE
— \ itagraph

The world would seem upside-down to
Charles Klein, if he could come back from
his great coffin, the Lusitania. His most suc-
cessful play, named above, was a famously
popular roar at plutocracy. Nowadays plu-

tocrat and commoner are holding hands to-

gether against bolshevism. However—"The
Lion and the Mouse" is interesting, despite

its out of date theme, as Yitagraph's best

production in many months. Of all the Shir-

ley Rossmores, and they have been many. I

know of none more delightfully fitted for the
role than Alice Joyce, who has iu~t enough
force and individuality, combined with su-

pine girlishness. to make the demure and
crafty Shirley real. Anders Randolf, too. is

as good a John Burkett Ryder as Edmund
Breese—and that's saying a lot. Conrad
Xagel is sufficient as Jefferson Ryder, without
being conspicuous. The play is well pro-
duced, and evinces a care and sumptuousness
ot detail which, for many months. Yitagraph
has conspicuously lacked. Tom Terriss di-

rected, and handled his story intelligently.

ROMANCE AND ARABELLA—Select

After "Who Cares?" this story is rather

thin and frothy ; nevertheless, it is a human
and therefore appealing trifle about a young
widow and a handful of further matrimonial
bets, and Constance Talmadge's depiction of

the unbereaved relict is possibly the most
winsome that could have been made had the

producers exercised a choice among all the

young she-juveniles of the trade. The playj

by William Hulbert. stood upon its lines, as

far as the stage was concerned. Many of

these now make excellent subtitle material.

Walter Edwartls has studied Constance Tal-

madge as few directors have studied their

people. Everything in his productions, from
locations to properties, is in harmony with

a story about a young girl, and his thought-

fulness and care have given Miss Talmadge
a greater artistic and popular advance than
she has ever experienced.

A TRICK OF FATE—Exhibitors Mutual

The intelligence and charm of Bessie Bar-

riscale are equal factors in this rather con-

ventional but nevertheless well-handled and
interesting story of two women. First

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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How Famous Movie Stars

Keep their Hair Beautiful
PROPER Shampooing is what nukes beautiful hair It brings out all the real life, lustre.

natural wave and color, and makes it son. fresh and luxuriant
Your hair simply needs frequent .ind regular washing to keep it beautiful, hut it t

stand the harsh effect ot ordinary scup. The tree alkali, in ordinary snaps, soon dries the
scalp, makes the hair hntde and ruins it This is \vh> leading motion pictun
theatrical people md discnnunating women use

WATKINS

MULSIFIED
COCOANUTOIL
SHAMPOOING

This clear, pure, and entird> greaseless product, cannot possibly injure, and does not dry
the scalp or make the hair brittle, no matter how often you use it
Two or three teaspoonfuls will cleanse the hair and scalp thoroughly Simply I

the hair with water and rub it m. It makes an abundance of rich, creamy lather, which
rinses out easily, removing every particle of dust. dirt, dandruff and excess oil The hair dries
quickly and evenly, and has the appearance of being much thicker and heavier than it is

It leaves the scalp soft and the hair fine and silky." bright, tresh-looking and fluffy, wavy
and easy to manage.
You can get MULSIFIED COCOAN'UT OIL at any drug store A bottle should last

for months.

SfJfiullJ f,n Cliildu-i!

THE R I V ATKINS CO.. dm!.

V
ALICE BRADY

oader Wathm MulbpiedCoo
in ideal shampoo and cm be uh-J|

.'. ith -uch little effort unJ kec?- u > hair ml
» wonderful conJition"*

BLANCHE SWEET
I irn p!ea>ed to md'-rn- W n-- I ^r

o Coo i

MAY ALLISON
"Of all the shampoo' I have ever - Jl ^BT

dud CoooAMin On h byB
far the superior

"

When you uTite to meorj fHOT'TJ-A Y MAGAZINE.
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PROVE IT FREE
We want you to try Fairyfoot at our expense and without the

slightest obligation on you to spend a penny—now or later.

We want you to experience the wonderfully quick, soothing relief

which a single application of Fairyfoot brings, no matter how painful
and swollen your bunion may be.

You may doubt this. Perhaps you have tried all the so-called
bunion cures, pads, shields, appliances, etc., that you've ever heard of
and are so utterly disgusted and discouraged that you think nothing
on earth can bring such amazingly quick relief. Nevertheless we have
absolutely proved to more than 72,500 bunion sufferers within the last
six months that Fairyfoot does everything we claim for it. And surely you will at least
try it and put our claims to the test, since it doesn't cost you a single penny to do so.

Fairyfoot *,
sThis simple home remedy not only removes the pain instantly but from

,

' the minute it is applied it draws out the inflammation. It softens
and literally melts away the accumulated layers of cartilage which"

form the bunion. Soon the enlargement disappears and the deformed f^
foot is restored to its normal shape—and all the while you are wearing

'

i tight shoes as ever without the least discomfort.
Don't suffer bunion pain another day. Send at once for the FREE;

jfl Fairyfoot treatment. Don't send a penny. Just your name and address!
^ona postal card brings it to you. No promise or obligation on your party
feexcept to use it as directed. Write today.

^Foot Remedy Co., 3661 Ogden Ave., Dept. 68 Chicago, l\V

20
DAYS'
TRIAL

ACIear Skin
Or Monei) Returned '

Youngs
victoria cream

Will improve your skin more than
any other cream you have ever used.
We guarantee it to take away pinv
ples, freckles and brown spots, and
keep the skin soft and clear. If your
skin needs a good cream, try this one.
Enough for 20 days' trial for this

adv. and ten cents in silver. I arge
jar, 60 cents at your druggist's or
from us if he cannot supply you.

F. H. YOUNG & CO.
63 Dorr Street TOLEDO. OHIO

Submit your Sons-Po«mi NOW for fi

Wc ffviic poem*, compote music of .

•rcur* copyright nnd employ original

for facilitating FREE PUBLICATION
outright SALE of ion** und.

certificate GUARAN
ING you tmtltfi

da

thoJa

Poiti

Card bring*
you m copy of our

Free Booklet
tells you who wc a
Bl QUI method* ani

riting profession fr

KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS 86 Gaiety Bldg , N. Y City..

Musk Lessons
UNDER MASTER TEACHERS

^vt Home
A Complete Conservatory Course
D-. IVfloil Wonderful home study music lessons under
Jjy IVldll great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Paderewski, Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Any Instrument or Voice ScSnaljSa
nro interested in—Piano, Harmony. Voice, Public School
Music. Violin, Cornet, Mandolin. Cuitnr. Banjo, or Kced
Organ—and wo will som) our FREE CATALOG covering
all instrumental and vocal courses. Send NOW.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
51)11 Sicgcl- Myers Bldg. Chicago, Illinois
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DEAFNESS IS
s Deaf

MISERY
»mf had Head Noises

I know because I"\._.

[or over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic tar

Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,

and will do it (or you. They are Tiny Mecaphcncs.

Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness

. ciured by Catarrh or bv Perforated, Partially or

Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to out in,

easy to take out. Arc "Unseen Comforts. ln-

ejpensive Write for Booklet and my sworn
statement of how I recovered my hearing.

LEONARD
New Y'ork City

A. O
Suite 223 70 5th Avenue

as a Southern girl of irentle breeding and
aristocratic antecedents, ihen"*a? a cafe dancer
of the more violent orders, whom she re-
sembles only in features. Miss Barriscale
differentiates her characters in bold strokes.
The climax of her achievement comes when.
by the -trick of fate" which gives the play
its title, the Southern girl must for a lonL'

time impersonate the dancer. Hov.
satisfying the demands of manner and ap-
pearance, yet never permitting her audience
to forget who she really is. is the signal part
of her achievement. Howard Hickman
• drected.

THE WICKED DARLING— Universal

It's a long ways from 'The Wildcat of
Paris'* to this screen play, and it's a drop,
at that. Were it not for the extraordinarily
vibrant and vital personality of Priscilla

Dean, the unique and excellent detail work
of the cameraman, and good character por-
traits by Lon Chaney and Spottiswoodj
Aitken, this would be the commonest and
dullest of movie melos. It is unfortunate
that Universal should burden so brilliant a
young star, just over the horizon, with a
piece which bears so little relation to real

life and so much to all that buncombe and
nonsense which makes a certain type of mo-
tion picture the byword and derision of in-

telligent people.

FAITH—Metro

In my opinion this had a chance to be a
really corking, though simple and not unusual
story, and missed it by turning the wrong
corner at the finish. As long as we have
seen pictures we have wondered at the cork-
screw expedients characters take to avoid
coming straight to the point and winding
the story up as sensibly as most such inci-

dents wind up in real life. Here's a story
where the hero does the simple, natural
thing; tempted to steal a valuable necklace
he neither steals it nor beats about the bush
to allow for a four-reel possession of it.

Instead, he returns it directly to the husband
of the woman who owns it—his employer,
a bank president. But then the story goes
right into the ancient ditch; he is rewarded
by being made assistant to the president, at

a ten-thousand-a-year salary ! Why, in fic-

tion, must virtue be perpetually confounded
with ability? Bert Lytell plays the young
man—perfectly. Edwin Stevens. Rosemary
Theby end Edythe Chapman contribute their

abilities, also.

TODD OF THE TIMES- Pathe

Here is a yarn, however, which turns the

same corner—and takes the right road, be-

cause that road was indicated from the first.

Theobald Todd, city editor of The Spring-

field Times, has spent the better part of his

as a subordinate because of a lack of

self-assertion. With the managing editorship

of the paper vacant, he should logically have

the post, but won't go after it. Then the

accident.il breaking of a big story in which

he, as the only man on the job with any

"say," has to use authority and use it quick.

His handling of really big news shows his

calibre, and the top job is forced upon him

—

titer which (he lias been for aeons a hen-

pecked husband) he goes home and becomes

managing editor of his own house. The
,-iory. with a wealth of humorous andjifelike

detail, is Jack Cunningham's. The acting

of Theobald Todd is Frank Keenan's. Elliott

Howe ibrected. This is one of the best feat-

ures of the month.

Evcrj mlvwtlsemenl in 1'Hotopu\Y M.u;AZINE is guaranteed.
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PEGG1 DO] s ill B l) \k\di M
Metro

The tops) turvy, melodramatic corned) ol

.in athletii girl, capitally played 1 > > Mai
Allison in .1 storj spun into five wholly en

tertaining though sometimes implausible

reels. Apart from Mr. Baker's very adroit

.mil intelligent direction 1 note particularly,

here, a real advance foi Miss Allison, Once
she was about the sugariest young bon-bon
ilut ever came out of the sugar barrel—now
-In- has added action, speed, and a M>rt oi

indomitable and undeniable humor to her

very good looks. This comedy will do more
in re-establish her with her old following

than anything she has done. It shows Mae
Allison not as a pretty little trick, but as a

wry hum.in female.

WOMAN! WOMAN! FOX
This is the sort of picture which makes

stilling; censorship inevitable. It we arc to

have slime of this sort dragged through mn
projectors we shall soon have our photo

plays in the hands of a Russian secret police

system—and with no one but ourselves to

blame. William Fox i- handing the compla-
cent Evelyn Nfesbit scenarios the like of

which Theda Bara in her boldest days never

attempted, and at a time when practically

every manufacturer in the country is de-

monstrating, by clean and wholesome storie*-.

that the gags, handcuffs and straight-jackets

of the archaic censorship system are rankly

unnecessary injustice. This filthy story of

adultery and misgeneration won't bear syrop
sising here. It is simply plain infectious

dirt, frosted over with mock morality at

its finish. Personally, I advocate perhaps
more freedom in stories of genuine human
life than many other people are willing to

accord—but •'Woman! Woman!" is alto-

gether too much for my stomach. It is not

life, or if it is, it is a cross-section of exist

race that should be reserved for the police

courts and works on sexual psychology. At

this time it is doubly inexcusable, for it is

not only an overt sneer at the average de

cency of the American people, but is indi-

rectly a brazen, clangorous appeal for a

merciless okhrana in the theatre.

THE BELLE OF NEW YORK—Select

As long as there is melody in "Follow- on !"

we are not liable to forget that tuneful

operetta of excellent story, produced, now

—

how many years ago? Well, in the screen

version, directed by Julius Steger, there are

no tunes to lift us on their lilt, but Eugene
Walter has come to the rescue with some
strong melodrama of primitive sort, and
some virile subtitles. Marion Davies, cer

tainly as beautiful as Edna May, though
her appeal is of an entirely different sort,

plays the principal role.

IN BRIEF:

"Go West, Young Man" (Goldwyn)—An
old story polished up and given a new uni-

form. Tom Moore is featured, and the piece

is breezy and entertaining.

"Sis Hopkins" (Goldwyn)—Mabel Nor
mand's tragedy of misfit scenarios still pur
sues her. The ideal "Sis" among all screen

players, but what a dreadfully mediocre
story has been woven about Rose Melville's

lovable old characters ! Still, you may laugh
at Mabel herself.

"The Woman on the Index" (Goldwyn)—
Pauline Frederick's first photoplay under
these auspices is a heavy but very well done
melodrama of much action, some suspense,

and a perhaps too-rapid clearing-up at the
finale. Willard Mack reappears on the
screen, to play the villain.

The Dollars We
Throw Away

Many foods have slight food
value as compared with Quaker
Oats. And the reason lies largelj
in the refuse and the water.

For instance, here are the was I

on some common foods:

Refuse an d Water
REFUSE WATER

Quaker Oats . None 7%
Beef . 20% 54%
Mackerel . 45% 40%
Potatoes 20% 62%
Squash . 50% 44%
Beets . 20% 70%
Canned Peas . None 85%
Canned Tomatoes None 94%

Note that the waste in Quaker Oats is

not one-tenth the waste in any oi these

other foods.

Another Waste
Another waste lies in buying food with-

out reference to energy value. That is, to

calories.

The average person needs 3,000 calories

per day. In some foods they cost ten times
what they cost in others.

A day's energy need in Quaker Oats
costs only 15c. In meat and fish foods the

average cost is at least $1.50. In lobster,

3,000 calories would cost $18.

Yet the supreme food is oats. It is

almost a complete food—nearly the ideal

food. Both in flavor and nutrition there is

nothing to match oats.

And this is what they cost per 1.000 calories, compared with other neces-

sary foods at this writing

:

Cost Per 1000 Calories

Quaker Oats ... 5c Veal Cutlets . 57c

Round Steak . . 41c Average Fish . 60c

Hubbard Squash . . 75c

That means that ten people can breakfast on Quaker Oats at the cost of
one meat breakfast.

It means that each 30-cent package used to displace meat saves about $3.

And it means vastly more in its better nutrition.

Maker Oat;
Just Queen Oats Flaked

Prices Reduced to 12c and 30c a Package
Except in the Far West and South

Packed in Sealed Round Packages with Removable Cover

(3052)

When you write In advertiser* please mer' !

'n pnOTOPLAV M \CA7.TXr.
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"Holler 'miff
!"

They hadn't a thing in the world against

each other— unless Tom Sawyer thought the

other boy altogether too well dressed. They
had never seen each other until a few minutes
before— and here they were tied in a knot.

Do you remember the time when the mere
sight of another boy has made you mad— and
what mighty good friends you might be with
that boy a few minutes later ?

It is the undying spirit of youth— of boy-
hood—the precious, subtle something that has

passed away with the years and that comes
back to you with a laugh — a choke in the

throat— every time you open a page of

MARK
TWAIN

Rising costs make it im-
possible to continue the sale

„ of Mark Twain at the low
* price. New editions will

have to cost very much more
i than this Author's National

Edition. Now the price

must go up. You must act

at once. You must sign

and mail the coupon now.
If you want a set at the

popular price, do not delay.

This edition will soon be

withdrawn, and then you
will pay considerably more
for your Mark Twain.

Low Price Sale
Must Stop

The last of the edition is

in sight. There will never

again be a set of Mark
Twain at the present low
price. Now is your oppor-
tunity to save money. Now
— not tomorrow — is the time to

get \oiir Mark Twain. Mail the
coupon only. Send no money.

Harper &. Brothers
/ ttabllthtd 1S17
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Th. Shadow
(Concluded)

Stage

"Ravished Armenia" (Propaganda)—Col-
onel William N. Selig comes back as a pro-

ducer, this time in the interests of oppressed

Asia Minor, for it is he who made this in-

teresting, though sometimes horribly detailed

pictorial recount of a little people's long

struggle for liberty. Miss Aurora Mardi-
•.lunian, allegedly a survivor of this identical

annul, plays a principal part.

"Maggie Pepper" (Paramount) — Ethel

Clayton, well supported by a typical Lasky
cast, in an entertaining version of Rose
Stahl's department-store romance.

"Hell Roarin' Reform" (Fox;—Tom Mix,
playing a good part in a story of straight-

away Western action. Here is a Fox picture

you will like.

"The Man-Hunter" (Fox)—William Far-

num, convincingly directed by Frank Lloyd,

in a very unconvincing story—by Frank
Lloyd. Shoot a one barrelled gun after this.

Mr. Lloyd. Louise Lovely is a most admir-

able heroine.

"The Scarlet Shadow" (Universal)—Mae
Murray, in a somewhat ordinary mystery
well cast and well directed by Robert Leon-
ard. Miss Murray has learned, at last, a
proper make-up for her mouth.

"Breed of Men" (Artcraft)—Bill Hart.

The story varies its locations by taking in

actual Chicago, but it never rises above
mediocrity.

"The Girl Problem" (Vitagraph)—Ever
hear of a literary model—same as an artist's

model, only different? Corinne Griffith is

one in this picture.

"The Pirate Millionaire" (Universal)—

A

most unusual picture, with Monroe Salisbury

in an appealing and finely played part. As
Salisbury plays a twentieth-century reincar-

nation of Jean Lafitte, the famous Xew
Orleans buccaneer—in a powerful, dashing,

imaginative way—one wonders why this

dully unimaginative rrrin title?

"The Long Lane's Turning" (Robertson-
Cole)—A poor story, partially redeemed by
the acting personality of Henry Walthall.

"Come Again Smith" (Pathe)—Good light

entertainment, featuring J. Warren Kerrigan.

"Common Clay" (Pathe)—A well-told

screen version of the stage play, albeit with
some very radical departures from the spoken
version. Fannie Ward is the star.

"Johnny-on-the-Spot" (Metro) — Melo-
drama and farce-comedy, quite uninspired,

but flavored with the breezy personality of

Hale Hamilton.
"As the Sun Went Down" (Metro)—

A

Western melodrama overcrowded with inci-

dent, and anon trespassing on probability.

Nevertheless interesting, finely cast, and well

directed, with Edith Storey in the stellar

role.

"The Girl Dodger" (Ince-Paramount)—
Charlie Ray, in his inimitable boob char-

acter, but the story suffers from plot uncer-

tainties. In one place it is a literal drama-
tization of the legend of that gentleman
who wandered into the ball-room without

his trousers. Comic subtitle cards and ex-

quisite little Do-is Lee are other features.

"Mrs. Wiggs" (Paramount 1—Marguerite
Clark, in an excellent and passably humorous
screen version of the well-known story and
play,

"Hard-Boiled" (Ince-Paramount) — Do--
othy Dalton, as a musical comedy person
stranded in a small town, and her many sub-

sequent adventures.

ERIC CAMPBELL, famous heavy-weight
who was Charlie Chaplin's foil in all tin-

little comedian's comedies before he met In-

dent h in an automobile accident has a suc-

cessor—Thomas A. Wood, who tips the

scales at 500 pounds. Wood's weight at

birth was 17 pounds. Besides weighing

more than his entire family put together,

Thomas is said to be a good actor.

• idverUsemenl In PHDTOPI4A.T MAGAZTNB Is guaranteed.
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The Handmaiden to LilyWhilt Hand*

Make your hands beautiful,

white, velvety tonight.

No manicure complete without LILA,
for the entire hand.

LILA is peculiarly adapted for beautify-

ing and whitening the hands, arms and

neck. Its effect is marvellous and in-
stantaneous.

LILA is a pure, antiseptic Cream Lotion.

^kfkfi Sent postpaid upon receipt

lJ\J of price. Made only by the

LASHBROW LABORATORIES CO.
17 Prejtoo Place St. Louis, U. S. A.
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Don't Shout"
"I hear you. I can hear

now as well as anvbodv.
'How? With the MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my ears

now. but they are invisible.
<

would not know I had them in.

mvself, onlv that I hear all right

The MORLEY THONE for the

DEAF
to the ears what

glasses are to the eyes,

visible, comfortable, weight-

less and harmless. Anyone

can adjust il." Over 100.000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 789, Perry Bldg., Phila.
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were in. nil- cntirelj oi feathers, and the

wardrobe department followed this infor

nation, the feathers wen- dyed and pasted

by hand on the enormous patterns cut.

The armour worn by Farrar as Jeanne
w.i- wrought from German silver l>\

the besl silversmith obtainable and wa
.Hiilieiitu in i-\iT> detail

However, the largest part of the work i--

m connection with up to date ami .id

Vance dressin .

\- soon a- a script is ready for produ<

lion a copy i> sent to the head oi the ward
robe department, who studies it carefullj

lor several days She attempts first to

visualize the character and then to work
out clothes that Mich a character would
choose. (.This i- not hunk, either, for

beautiful gowns have been discarded by sev

designers because they were out of char-

i Then she consults with the director,

the star it there is one, and tin' art director

After that she block- out her costumes.

-elects the materials from her >tock. buys
what -lu has not on hand, arranges fittings

to -uii the players who arc probably work
ing on another picture and are hard lo get,

and -elects the garments to be worn bj

extra people. (A star never wear- a gar

merit twice, but it is brushed up and held

over for extras.)

The wardrobe department at Lasky's i-

i>erhap- the largest and best equipped on
the coast. Mrs. A. B. Hoffman, the de

signer and modiste, make- at least one and
often two trips a year to New York, ex

actly as the buyer tor a smart shop might
do. While she i- there, she visits the

theatres, goes to the smart hotels, tea

rooms and cafes, accepts social invitations

and in this manner takes a look at every-
thing that has to do with concealing or

revealing the human form divine. She
does her buy in;.' and returns with hats,

gowns, suits, furs, wraps, shoes, stocking-,

underwear and material of all kinds—to say-

nothing of ideas.

Screen history repeats the fact that the

camera does not lie. It cannot be tricked
into conveying the impression that cheese-
cloth i- georgette or that cotton back satin

is the real article. Material- register with a

Faithfulness that has caused more than one
motion picture magnate to tear out his lew

remaining locks upon viewing itemized
bills for lace at $62 a yard, such a- Dorothy
Phillip's negligees sometimes call for.

Xo mere man can understand the im-
portance to the feminine mind of the hang
of a skirt. There is something about a

badly hung skirt that has much the same
effect as an overripe lobster. But a man
will come away from a picture declaring
that it *s too bad Miss Blatz's ankles are so

big. Now Mi-- Blatz's ankles may be of

the caliber that entitles her to a place in

the front row of the Follies, but a skirt

that hikes up in the front and has a tail

behind, or that droops dejectedly at the
will make Annette Kellerman's nether

extremities look like they belonged on a

grand piano.

Poor materials cannot be made to photo
graph with any swing, and this fact has
been discovered by long experiment- with
cheap substitutes in the effort to reduce the
cost of production. Things that are sup-
posed to be good must be good—be it vel-
vet. pu?sy willow taffeta, chiffon, tricolet

or charmeuse. And don't kid the camera.
This of course is not true in comedy

where the motto is "She's all right but
-he's all wrong." The eccentric touch is

the necessary thing. Strangely enough it

takes an artist to get at this paradox and
Mrs. Violet Schroeder, whro dresses the
laughs for Mack Sennett. is a fashionable
Chicago designer. Her specialty used to

(h 1 upu-iS Onl,
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Pays Four Ways
In Storesj Theatres—Large and Small Towns

We don't charge you a 5-cent piece to estimate the
money you can make in YOUR location from a Butter-
Kist Pop Corn and Peanut Machine. Mail the coupon
below for our figures.

1— Motion Makes People Stop and Look
This mechanical marvel advertises every place of busi-

ness that has it. Thousands earning $600 to $3, I 20 yearly
from a little waste space 26x32 inches. Read this

2— Coaxing Fragrance Makes Quick Sales

Many people who come into your store or pass by on
the street every day would eagerly buy a bag or carton of

this savory, fluffy, hot pop corn. Why miss those extra
nickels, dimes and quarters when an average of only 85
nickel bags a day means $ 1 ,000 profits per year ?

T?

\mrm
3— Toasty Flavor Brings Trade for Blocks
People can't get this toasty flavored pop corn from any

other machine—the process is patented. They come from
blocks around to get the real Butter-Kist Corn.

4— Increases Sales of Everything You Sell
" Not only made 4P.OI5 sales of Butter-fCisI first year," writes W. O.

Hopkins, a storekeeper in Kvan>ville, Ind.. "hut my magazine sales

increased 97 per cent."

Small merchant in Rlectra. Tex., population 640, writes
—

"Profits

from Butter-Kist paid for machine in 12 months and bought me a $ 1 .200
automobile besides."

Don't fail to see scores of wonderful statements, proof
of profits, photos, terms and full details in our valuable
Butter-Kist book. Free to business men only. Send the

coupon at once.

HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.
787-800 Van Buren Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Send This for Terms, Photos, Proof of Profits

HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO., 787-800 Van Buren Street, Indianapolis. Ind.

Without obligation, send me your free Bulter-Kist book — "America's New Industrv." with
photon orris, and estimate >>t how much I can make with your machine.

Name . . .

Address

iinrn,-,,

(395)

__ _ —— —"
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Your movie
ideas arc worth
b^money IF-

If what ? If they arc properly developed !

Your ideas may be "diamonds in the
rough" but they won't materialize into

a "scenario check" until you know how
to put them into proper, acceptable form
— until you learn the "knack" of build-

ing successful photoplay-plots.

And this is exactly what the Advisory
Service Bureau of the Palmer Photoplay
Institute helps you to do. It is under the
personal direction of Frederick Palmer

—

one of the best-known screen authors in

America— the man who in 9 months
wrote 52 produced scenarios for "Uni-
versal". Mr. Palmer takes your movie
ideas just as they are— points out the
good features and the weak spots—shows
you how to strengthen the plot—how to

advance the action of the play.

Where else could you get a master-
photoplaywright like Frederick Palmer
to take this individual interest in your
work—and show you the way to

success as a photoplay writer?

And, mind you, this is

only one of the feat-

ures you
in the

Under-
stand— this

is NOT a mere
book full of clap -trap

" hints" on photoplay writing;

nor is it a "school" or a tedious
correspondence course. It is exactly
what it professes to be: a definite, clean-

cut plan that shows you how to put your
movie ideas into actual cashable form.

When you consider the alarming short-

age of photoplay ideas—when you realize

that the public is tiring of worn-out plots
— that new ideas must constantly come
from somewhere — and that producers
are willing to pay anywhere from a $100 to $1000
for good, gripping photoplay plots —you begin to
see the tremendous opportunities brought home
to you by the Palmer Plan of Photoplay Writing.

It is the only institution of its kind to be
indorsed by the leading producers, stars, direct-
ors and scenario editors in America. More than
this -it is the only method of photoplay training
that helps youall the toay through—from primary
instruction on to Personal Advisory Service and
then on to Marketing Service.

Get Our FREE Booklet
Mail the Coupon NOW
The Palmer Plan has so many interesting

features that we can't hope to tell you all about
them in this limited space. That's why we have
a copy of our new illustrated booklet

—"The
Secret of Successful Photoplay Writing"—wait-
ing for you. Explains the Palmer Plan in detail
— tells about our Advisory Service Bureau and
our Manuscript Sales Department - shows our
iron-clad, money-back Guarantee. Contains
statements from such people as Cecil de Mille.
Wm. S. Hart, Thos. [nee, Douglas Fairbanks,
Lois Weber and a score of others. Send for your
copy today — it's free ! Leam how to turn your
movie ideas into money. Mail the coupon NOW.

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
7 IS I. W. Hi'llm.in Bid,... Los AnKolos, Cal.

i !• i o ond mo, without obligation, mxa n«w booklet, "Tin'
s-n,.t„(w,v.,i»in,.t,,,i„ Writlmr." At-.... Si.,-,-„.l Shi..
plemonl containing autoffrapfaofl tottan from the baaing pro-
am .i.. .tin s. dirootorfl, ota,
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be- evening gowns, but conservation has director swore (internally) and scenes
driven her to bathing suits, of which she dragged unbelievably. That night Mrs.
designed three hundred and fifty, all differ- Duncan sent for coral batiste and changed
ent, in the past year. She makes these on the yoke. But the scenes taken with the
the girls themselves, and has turned out as blue yoke photographed exactly the same
many as sixteen in an hour on a hurry as those taken in the white. But patterns,
call. brocades and embroideries show up beauti-
The old adage about seeing double which fully.

I daresay will soon be as passe as "the There are instances where the whole plot
horseless carriage" doesn't apply to the of a story may depend upon costuming.
Sennett wardrobe department. They see Xo better example of this could be found
triple instead. Every costume manufac- than in the DeMille masterpiece ''Old Wives
tured is not only duplicated but triplicated. For New." Miss Sylvia Ashton as Sophie,
Accidents are too, too frequent and the the old wife, surely proved beyond a rea-
tragedy of finding that there are seventeen sonable doubt that clothes can expose the
scenes yet to do and Adolph is permanently state of a lady's manners and morals. Mrs.
minus the seat of his pants must be Hoffman considers this her greatest triumph
avoided. and declares that on the exact impression
The serial melodrama is rated a dead made upon an audience by Sophie's kimono

loss by the costuming department. Leaping rests the convincingness of the whole plot.

from freight car to freight car and gentle To compare Miss Ashton in this master-
antics of that kind is sure hard on clothes piece of hideousness with her effect later

and the scraps left are fit only for the in fashionable attire is to fathom the rea-
company goat. son for some husband's absorption in the

Financially the situation in comedy is morning paper and their wide awake at-

unusual. Cheapness in ordinary things is tention at dinner.

decidedly recommended, and the costume "What is the hardest picture you've ever
allowance is necessarily small, since a pic- custumed?" I asked Mrs. Duncan, head of
ture must actually be dressed three times. Universale wardrobe department.
But things needed are priceless. A hat that "The Little White Savage." she answered,
is a laugh by itself will bring more from after a moment's consideration. In that
Sennett than Geraldine Farrar pays for story some followers of Sir Walter Raleigh
her pearl headdresses. were supposed to be shipwrecked on a
The system of having the wardrobe head small island. A hundred years later their

okeh all performers before they appear on descendants are still there. Xaturally their

the set is becoming more and more prev- clothes have all worn out and they are

alent. Often the designer goes to the stage forced to make a sort of cloth, woven from
and works with the company, straightening seaweed, and to make it into rude garments
the girls' gowns, showing them how to by sewing it with thong. Wraps were
handle trains, fans and scarfs, suggesting to made from skins and sandals from bark,
the star ways of getting an artistic effect, Research showed us that knitting was al-

and overseeing changes. Competent maids most unknown at this time. Queen Eliza-

are employed to dress the extra girls and beth herself possessing only one pair of

these maids work under the heads of the knitted stockings, which had been presented
department. In the same manner, a man to her as a great luxury by the Spanish
has charge of extra men, to see that they ambassador.
don't get the things on hind side before. "We had to make complete outfits for

There is either a hair dressing department this whole village full of people. I used
or the wardrobe mistress suggests the best the heaviest, coarsest burlap I could buy
style of coiffure and adds the finishing to give the correct impression. Every gar-

touches if necessary. ment was sewed by hand with coarse yarn
Hairdressing always comes under this de- thread. The hats, shoes and stockings were

partment, and someone in the staff can tell made after the shape and fashion of that

you how the female of the species manages period, but of these rough materials. It

her locks, be she Zulu, Hindoo or chicken, was a hard job, but it gave a wonderfully
Mabel Normand, who has just completed a correct impression of what it was supposed
screen version of Sis Hopkins, settled a to be."

heated argument with the research and see- "And what is the most difficult thing

nario departments in this fashion. Some you ever had to get?"

said the braids should go down, some said She laughed. "It may seem strange to

one should go down and one up. But the you. but present day overseas stuff is very

wardrobe head discovered that they both hard to get and tricky in the way of being

went up. In the case of pictures taken exactly right. We try never to make a mis-

from plays, where the costuming is tra- take, and there is only one way to be sure

ditional, pictures of the originals are usually of that stuff—to get it from people who
available. have been there.

Cecil deMille, whose pictures are famed "We had a ballroom set up. a thing that

for their authenticity antl attention to de- cost us a lot of money, and the StorJ

tail, has refused to shoot a picture because called for twenty-five American army ofti-

a girl, sitting at a table with only her cers' uniforms—the present service stuff.

"upper half" visible, had on the wrong kind We didn't have any. We couldn't rent any

of shoes. She must be as carefully dressed from the coslumers in town. No other

in that respect as though she were posing studio had any to lend us. The picture

as a shoe model. was to be shot that night and at 3 o'clock

In one of her latest vehicles. Dorothy I faced the proposition of spending some-

Phillips was supplied with an exquisite thing like S5000 for those uniforms, with

little frock of coral batiste. When sue

donned it and appeared on the set. the

hoots and accessories.

"Then the director had a brilliant in-

dircctor and designer agreed that it was spiration. He went down town, visited the

slightly too low in front to he in character, popular gathering places, mentioned the

and did not convey the impression of girlish name of Mary MacLaren, the star, explained

reserve necessary. Mrs. Duncan, the ward- our predicament and got twenty-five uni-

robe mistress, took the gown hastily to the forms—with the officers inside. They
workroom, while the company waited, and thought it a great lark and were much bet-

found that the only piece of material she ter. of course, than any costumed extras

had on hand which would do was a shade could have been."

of bright blue. The Universal wardrobe, which is valued

Dorothy put it on and all but wept. The at £50.000. has probably adorned the shoul-

Every advertisement In ruoTori.AV MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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(In- of more mobs than any olhcr set of

costumes in tin- world. Two hundred and

6ft) i> .1 bad da) and >i\ hundred is the

largest average.

i must admit that they mthi unreason-

abl) proud of their new tumigator, a small

and necessarily select building ju-t outside

the In.; wardrobe building Here every

piece of apparel i- placed lor a night's ses-

sion with the formaldehyde before returning

to it- place on the secmingl) endless racks

with the .'7,000 other garments. Ever)

thing washable i- sent to the laundry and

every so often the heavy things go to the

Cleaners, with the result that cleaning bills

are quite a consideration.

But .Monte, a bright -eyed old chap with

no faith at all in human nature has gone

lliem one better. He led me secretly to his

own sanctum, where he fits out the extra

men, and displayed with pride a large

-prayer, of the kind used by fruit growers

ami garden enthusiasts Monte has dis-

covered a brand new use lor it. Alter the

extra men are dressed he take^ them out,

orders them to throw back their coats and
then gives them a shot with the spray.

"Can't never tell," he declared, "ain't so

bad now. But a while back all them birds

was I. W. W.'s and I been told never taking

a bath is the chief plank in their plat-

form."
Speaking of men, the majority of men

stars and leads have their own wardrobes,

but the wardrobe mistress keeps a keen and
kindly eye upon them, with the constant

desire to make them look more like the

nun they play and less like movie actors.

Extreme styles for men are beconrng
strictly taboo, except perhaps in the case

of Wallie Reid who. I am informed, likes

loud stuff and declares he can "get by with
it. anyway."
With the stars who supply their own

clothes, and this is most notable perhaps
with the stars of the Goldwyn company,
the majority follow one plan, that of hav-
ing one of the fashionable Fifth Avenue
designers handle their entire outfits. Pauline
Frederick, who gets her gowns in this way.
estimates that it costs her S;5,ooo a year
to dress for pictures alone. The gowns in

each of her modern stories cost on an aver-
age of S3,ooo a year and she does eight

pictures. Often one fur wrap will cost

as much as that and with shoes, stockings,

hats, fans, waists, underwear, negligees, hair
adornments and an occasional piece of new
jewelry, the total approaches the president's

salary.

In studios w^here stars are dressed by the
company, quite a supply of jewelry is kept
on hand. When some piece is required to
which attention is drawn or on which the
plot of the story hinges in any way. it can
be rented from a jewelry store. But the
rent is so exorbitant that most concerns
prefer to own a few good pieces and some
excellent imitations. A few stars have
jewels of their own that they wear, and
of course these far surpass any others that
can be secured—particularly in the cases of
Fannie Ward. Olive Thomas and Geraldine
Farrar. Furs also are often rented, since
styles change so frequently that it is diffi-

cult to keep the correct supply on hand.
Universal paid $200 a day rent for a sable
coat for Miss Phillips recently. But that
tort of rent is being done away with as
much as possible by larger investments in

the things themselves.
That the public and critics are becoming

more fussy about little matters of this kind
is evidenced by the criticism launched at
Miss Farrar in her latest work "The Hell
Cat.'' A modern story, staged in Wyoming,
the heroine a girl born and reared in that
last refuge of Westernism, Miss Farrar

VJA

Truly French in Charm and
Comfort— "Just Slip It on!"

The fipHtiZfi Veil, imported from
France, is the last word in Veil-com-
fort. It is made of the finest mesh,
with a slender silk elastic drawn
through its edge—saving you the
bother and annoyance of knotting
and pinning.

]fe*ta£}3 VEIL
IMPORTED FROM FRANCE

Just Slip iton/

Deft French fingers have fashioned
the }^*^Q3 into a thing of beauty.
Lovely designs of charming and
piquant character, developed in silk

embroidery and soft chenille.

You can buy the jfamtiZff at the Notion
and Veiling counters of the better shops. In

all the newest colors. If your dealer cannot
supply you send us his name and 25c for the
Veil in the illustration. Pattern Number 124.

Do not confuse /j^emtHQ^ Veils with
.J39m£25 Human Hair Nets. Each is sold

in its individual envelope and guaranteed.

THE fe>~£l3 CO., Inc.

215 Fourth Ave. New York City

Also Importers of fynxfi~)j Human Hair Nets.
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A few ounces of KAPO Ceibasilk as
applied by us will hold up the heavi-
est person, in the water, for 3 months.

(Used by U. S. and foreign Governments for

this purpose.)
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Sold by Department and Sporting Goods
Stores everywhere ; if not easily obtainable,
will send post-paid upon receipt of price.

Send for illustrated Booklet.

KAPO MFG. CO.
BOSTON. MASS.. U. S. A.
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"THE Art of Good Dressing is

more than a matter of gowns.
The effect of the smartest cos-
tume may be injured by ill-fitting

or inferior dress accessories.

HOSE SUPPORTERS
give the wearer comfortand con-
fidence and permit absolute free-
dom of action — all most essen-
tial to a graceful carriage.

Styles for women, misses dud ihildren sold everywhere.

GEORGE FROST CO., Makers, Boston
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appeared throughout in two costumes sug-

gesting a combination of Spanish grandeur

and Southern hospitality. Certainly she

looked charming. Certainly the costumes
were exquisite. Also they were about a=

appropriate as a large baked ham at a Yon
Kippur feast.

But the lady defended herself by declaring

that she would look dreadful and ridiculou.-

in the conventional Western costume.

Therefore she made this girl, of Spanish-

Irish ancestry, an unusual character study

and dressed her as such.

She also took duplicates of her costumes
to Wyoming with her in case of accident.

Shades of a golden past hover about the

magnificent wardrobe department of the

Goldwyn studio, left there by the Triangle

Film Corporation and containing many ot

the first Griffith and Ince costumes. Here
I found the complete stage wardrobe of that

beloved actress, Clara Morris. The Triangle

bought this wonderful equipment from the

Morris estate for 815,000. It contained

many hundreds of dresses which had been

worn by this famous artist in her reper-

toire.

From the magnificent materials contained

in these gowns, materials which it would be

impossible to purchase now for any price,

Peggy Hamilton, the famous Triangle de-

signer, made most of the gown worn by
Alma Rubens, Gloria Swanson, Belle Ben-
nett, Pauline Stark and in some instances,

Olive Thomas. The sweeping trains were
sufficient in many cases for whole dresses,

and the bodices were either altered or used

as they were.

The history of one screen beauty's dress

career will show what can be done by a

clever designer. It may also illustrate the

reason that more and more studios are

turning their costuming over to some clever,

educated woman who understands clothes.

This star, then very far indeed from stellar

honors, came to the designer at her studio

one day. She was rather hopeless. Dis-

couragement had brought tears to her eyes

and the corners of her mouth drooped wist-

fully.

"I want to get out of comedy," she said.

"I want to do real drama. But my clothes

are all wrong. Now I've got a chance to

do this part and somehow. I just know 1

can't make it look right. What shall I

do?"
The designer looked at her. She was an

extremely clever modiste, the kind that

looks at a piece of pink georgette in a store

window and sees Mary Pickford already

gowned for a garden party.

Now she saw before her a girl of un-

usual personality, much talent and a kind

of physical charm. But from her shoes that

were too ultra to her hat that was too

small, she breathed lack of distinction.

something out of line, something missing.
Even her underclothes were wrong, adding

to the carelessness of her general effect.

The designer figured, studied—finally

stripped her to the skin. She began to build

and when she had finished she took the

little actress to the minor. The girl took

one look at herself and burst into tears.

By skin-tight under-draperies, the de-

signer had cut down a rather square look

and brought out the beautiful shoulder line,

the full, voluptuous bust and the surprising

daintiness of ankles and limbs. By an un-

broken, slanting line from high waist to

long train she had heightened her several

inches and relieved a suggestion of heavi-

ness. And by a distinguished daring sim-

plicity of effect, she had brought into play

the rare features of the girl's face and
figure.

She had brains, that girl, and she saw
what had been done for her. She fol-
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training for Authorship
HoW to Write, What to Write.

and Where to sell.

CuHn'ate your mind. De\Y»L?p
yourKferary giffcs.Haslet the
a r\ of s^lf-eSprvss ion.Make
your spar»> Hnu* profEiabli*.

Turn your ideus into dollars.

Courses in Short-St-
ing. Versification. Journalism.

Play Writing. Photoplay
_. . BtCL, taught person-
.hSenWem ally by Dr. J. Berg £

for many years editor of Lippincott's Magazine, and
a staff of literary experts. Constructive criticism.

Frank, honest, helpful advice. Real teaching.

One pupil has received over $5,000 for stories and
article* written mostly in spare time—"play work." be
calls it Another pupil received over $1,000 before
completing her first course. Another, a busy wife

and mother, is averaging over $75 * week from
photoplay writing atone.

There is no other institution or agency doing so much
for writers, young or old. Theuniversities recognize
this, for over one hundred members of the English
faculties of higher institutions are studying in our
Literary Department The editors recognize it for

they are constantly recommending our courses.

\V -__ The Writer'i Library. Wr _ .->
r .r -, The

Writer'* Monthly, rspecJaO] .*:^iiJ* for k» Ail reports d
the literary rrurirt. Besides our teachJasj unxe, wi ctJcT a

150-page illustrated'catalogue free

Che Home Correspondence School
Dep't. 95» 5prinrrfield,Mass.

JT^T^ m m n - m. m ' m

ORDER BY MAIL

The Soufh's Mosr Famous Confection

ORIGINAL

CREOLE PRALINES
ICRUN EvWALD)

A* pure 11- any confection enr/be made.
Produced inamodel. newandabeolatelj sanitary
factory. Mail orders tilled anywhere.
S.-ut in a protected carton — each Praline
wrapped in glased paper. Onrefull> packed.
P. O. or Express Money Orders, or persona]
checks received.

BOX OF 7
I
SAMPLE ) $1.00

BOX OF 12 .... 1 1.50
BOX OF 24 - - - - 3.00

Dealers —
Write jvr ran

DffDT. 23
NEW ORLEANS

LOUISIANA

Sont Parcel Post -
Prepaid. Insured

Write
TKa HOTEL CRUNEWALD
CATERERS

Cleanliness Purity

Delivered v
T
o°u FREE

\our choice of 44 style*, colore
nnd BJaea in the famous line of

, "ranger" bicycles, shown in
full color In the big new Free Cata-

) log. Wo pay all the freight charges
from Chicago to youi town.

30 Days Free Trial s'M
s'bicycio you select, actual riding test
\in your own town for a full month.
,N Do not buy until you eet our great

I
new trial offer and low Factory-
Direct-To-Ruier terms and prices.
TIDCC LAMPS. HORNS, pedals.
I IIILO smglo wheels and repair

; parts for all makes of bievclea at
ih.ili' usual prices. No one else can
'offer such values and such terms.
SEND NO MONEY but write today
for the bijr new Catalog. It's f r.e,

Erin CYCLE COMPANY
CMUDept. M-40, ChlcasO

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit.
Heirs to era.iu-ato dandruff.

For Restoring Color and Beauty
to Gray and Faded Hair.

60c. and SLOP at druggists.

Every Rdvertisemenl In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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From the Skin Out
I ncluded)

lowed that line and todaj she i known as

the hardest M.ir in pictures i<> costume, but

the most wonderful clothes model on the

screen—Gloria Swanson.
Oh yes -vamps are higher in front . nd

lower in back. Also, 1 understand there is

a very determined movement to do away
with any vulgarity in their costuming

Clevet women know that it is much more
interesting u> leave something to the imagi

nation— or future reference. 1 don't be

lieve even Cleopatra put .ill her eggs in one

basket, in >i>iw- of Theda Ban's recent libel

of the famous character.

But don't forget that movie costuming

today begins at the very >-km. And a> to

that, they tell me there is nothing so diffi-

cult as proper presentation of the improper—"the fewer the harder."

Do Married Men Make
the Best Husbands?

(Continued from page -8)

are under ten thousand a year. About fiftj of

the number are vulgarly rich. This, of course,
iv a delicate, not to ^.i\ a distressful subject.

The remainder are not compelled to let their

wives take in washing. The) squeeze through
life, much as do other successful nun. using
their scissors less often on cuffs than on cou-

pons, keeping abreast of the mode in motoi
ami occasionally picking ui> a young yacht at a

bargain. Country house- like those of Rupert
Hughes, and Winchell Smith, and Montague
(llass, and Kida Johnson Young, and Augustus
Thomas, are not bought, or maintained, by rob-

bing baby'- bank. The producers who have
made fortunes out of film should be last to deny
the conviction carried by photography, first to

with Hartley Campbell that the camera
- not III ," and so they, and you. may be

interested in some of the accompanying illus-

trations.

Outside of my original group, there are many
yarn-spinners who do not make ten thousand
a year—or anything like that amount. After
reading "The Author Gets Hi-," and other lit-

erature of the kind, you will be inclined to a-k
why not. With ii at a thousand dollars?
The reason is that these do not get a thousand
dollars. That thousand is a top price, for the

top men, which is why we are considering it

only in relation to them. It isn't the top price,

as we shall see presently, but a pretty high fig-

ure, pretty nearly standard for the chosen few,
and offered only to writers of reputation. One
of the explanations of bad pictures is that it

isn't offered too frequently, and the producer
who has to decide between a good story at that

sum, and one not so good at a fourth of it, is

rather likely to compromise with his arti-tic

conscience. Two or three wise companies, like

the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, prefer
the best that comes to them, at any terms within
their range of vision, hut Miss Jordan's thousand-
dollar fly didn't skim the water for minnow-.
We have seen that to the trout it wasn't

irresistibly tempting. " For 'a strong dramatic
plot." such as the Goldwyn people want," an au-
thority confides to me, "the following American
authors could secure $10,000 or more for tin-

first serial rights alone: Winston Churchill,
Robert W. Chambers, Rupert Hughes. Booth
Tarkington, Gertrude Atherton, Owen Johnson.
Rex Beach, Basil King. Mary Roberts Riuehart,
I.oui- Joseph Vance, Henry Kitchell Webster.
Margaret Deland, Kate Douglas Wiggin. Samuel
Merwin, Gouvernor Morris, Edith; Wharton,
Harry Leon Wilson, and Leroy Scott. This is

only a partial list, set down as the names come
to me: there are others. The playwright- you
can add as easily."

"First serial rights" are the right to publish
serially in a magazine. When they have been
disposed of. the author still controls second and
even third serial right-—that is. for publication
in newspapers—some foreign rights, book rights,
dramatic rights, and motion picture rights, which
last actually bring more, when the material has
been used in these various ways, than could have
been got when it was new and shining. On the
other hand, a narrative, put into scenario form
and -old. is finished. As many hundreds of
play- as have been turned into' photoplavs. I

have heard of only one photoplay—"The Cheat"—announced for the regular stage. And that
never got farther than the announcement. Per-
haps this fact is more significant artistically than
finarcially. It may indicate that photoplay sto-

Mary Miles Mmter
Mary />./</ ./ // iLtm ;./.

She had ./ It 'ilson A.///—
Ij yon were playing opposite

You Initl nu chance </ tall!

THIRTY-LOVE"
is not a had stoic

when you have such

a fair opponent as Mary

Miles Minter. Even on a

hot, sultry day, tennis is a

fascinating game when one

so winsome as she is on the

other side of the net.

With characteristic modesty,

Miss Minter attributes her

success as a tennis player to

her decided preference for

Wilson playing equipment.

The Wilson Trade Mark
On Sporting and Athletic Equipment is the symbol of highest

quality. Leaders in every sport— tennis, golf, baseball, basketball,

soccer, swimming and fishing, recognize the superiority ofWilson goods.

Best Dealers Supply Them

V/rite for the new Wilson Catalog of Sporting Goods

Address Thos. E. Wilson & Co.

701-733 N. Sangamon Street, Chicago

w /a n
CHICAGO TH0S.E.WILS0N&C0.

w \y
NEW YORK

— Why Have Gray or Faded Hair? —
HENNA D'OREAL
New French Discovery

which iseompesed of pulverized
Henna and Herbs, provides the
only harmless coloring in the
world. Not affected by previous
dye. Will not stain scalp or
rub off. All shades, easy to
apply. Beware of inferior sub-
stitutes, a perfect preparation
proven to be absolutely thebe-t.
Application and recertitication
in daylight parlors.

Price, $1.25. Postpaid, $1.35
Blond Henna (or lightening hair that has grown dark. Price $2.10

B. PAUL, Hair Coloring Specialist, Dept. P.
34 West 37th St., N. Y. Tel. Greeley 790

Bowleoged Men
I

Tour Legs will appear Straight if you wear

[Straightleg Garters
Combination hose supporter and pantleg

straightener— quickly adjusted to fit va-
rious degrees of bowlegs; no harness or
padded forms; just ingenious special
garter for bowlegged men — improves ap-
pearance wondei fullv. Wearers are enthu-
siastic over results. You will be, too. Write
for free booklet, mailed in plain envelope.

S-L Garter Co., 652 City Bask Bids., Dayton, O.

Hair Pins

Keep the Hair in Place
5 Different Sizes- Wand 104 Packages Everywhere

UMP HAIR PIN MFG. CO.
SOI. H. CCLOOERC. PdtS CHICAGO

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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JUST a small advertisement, yet in it

were bound up the reputation of

a beautiful girl, the social career of a fa-

mous famil}', the love of a great inventor.

It is just one more of the mysteries

so marvellously solved by Craig Ken-
nedy— the master detective given to

the world by

ARTHUR B. REEVE
(The American Conan Doyle)

CRAIG KENNEDY
( The American Sherlock Holmes)

He is the detective genius of our
age. He has taken science—science that

stands for this age—and allied it to the

mystery and romance of detectivefiction.

Even to the smallest detail, every bit of

the plot is worked out scientifically. For
nearly ten years America has been
watching his Craig Kennedy—marvel-

ling at the strange, new, startling

tilings that detective-hero would unfold.
Such plots—such suspense—with real, vivid

people moving through the maelstrom of life!

Frenchmen have mastered the art of terror

stories. English writers

have thrilled whole
nations by their artful

heroes. Russian in-

genuity has fashioned
wild tales of mystery.

But all these seem old-

fashioned -out of date
— beside the infinite

variety— the weird ex-

citement of Arthur B.
Reeve's tales.

FREE
lO VOLUMES
Edgar Allan Poe's

Works
To those who send the coupon

promptly, we will give FREE a

set ot Edgar Allan Poe'smaster-
pioci-s in 10 volumes.
When the police of New

York failed to solve one of the

most fearful murder mysteries

of the time, Edgai Allan Poe— far ort there in Tar is found

the solution. Thcstor) i^ one
of these volumes.
This is a wonderful com-

bination. Here are two of the

greatest writers of mystery and

scientific detective stories.You
. an ..< t the Reeve at a n nmrkablj
lov price and the Poe I ki E loi

a short time ""'\ - Sira and mall

the coupon now. Send no money.

Harper & Brothers Est. 1817 NEW YORK«*••«••••""
HARPER & BROTHERS, Pbotopta, B la

IS Franklin Square. New York

Hli&aK8»!Hh

S. ml all elinrires iiiopaiil.

vol imi mai ilotfe AJso Bund
K.lirar Allan I'.c, in I" volumes, ur
satTsfnctory I "ill robin) hnth seiw

I will send l iu fl »t one

•I of Aitlnir R Reeve In 1L>

,.. nbsolutoly l- Kl-.l . tho ..-i . i

It the Iuk.L* an* nut
.11. Hi I.I .1:1' B i.l

and $2 a month >" I

'

Do Married Men Make
the Best Husbands?

(Continued)

• in. i of tilt standard required by
i

of the spok* n drama.
Tlu- established terras for spoken drama are

an advance royalty of a thousand dollar—an
advance, mind you, mere evidence of good faith,

equal to payment in full for tlic same plot a- a

motion picture—with five per cent of tlic first

- \. taken in at the box office, seven and one-
half per cent of tin- next $2,000, and ten per
nut ni" .i!l gross receipts in excess of $6,000. A

[ul , therefore, though presented by
only inn company and in only one country,
-I... ul. I earn royalties of $75.) a week. or. in two
seasons, a tidy lump of about $45,000. With the
motion picture rights still in hand. To compile
a lisl of plays that have done better than this for
their inventors, and that would have brought a
thousand dollars, or very little more, if those in-

ventors had listened to the siren-sung of the
screen-producers, would be an easy way of fill-

ing my allotted space. In the tone, and almost
in the words of a dozen other correspondents,
but with more specific examples. Willard -Mack
inquires: "Why should we give you the best
v. e have in us for a thousand or fifteen hundred
dollars when the same story can be used for a
play? x ou prate about your business instinct,
how wise you are, and how much money you
have made in so many years. The pint that
made Lou Tellcgen's 'Blind Youth' was offered
you—several of you— for a thousand dollars.
and turned down, and, since its production, we
have refused thirty-five hundred for the picture
rights. In what particular value would you say
this had grown? Do you think, when Rex Beacli
wiote 'The Silver Horde,' he could not have sold
it as a picture first? Of course he could—for
two thousand dollars, maybe, perhaps, with luck,
but did he? No more than any other author
will sell for the screen what he considers good,
and valuable, and what movie patrons might
find good, and movie producers valuable! Beach
used this idea for a novel: made fifty thousand
dollars, and then fifty more with the picture!
What would Laskv or Metro or any of the others
have given me for 'Tiger Rose'? Twenty-five
hundred at the outside. What will David Belasco
and I earn with it now? What makes the idea
worth money? The advertising? Yes, if mo-
tion picture values are all in promise and nothing
in performance: if a used car. that has traveled
about the streets, with a sign on it. is better
than a car fresh from the shop!"
The price, for magazine rights alone, which my

correspondents receive for short stories ranges
from twelve to seventeen hundred and fifty dol-
lars. And it must be remembered that a short
story is not a scenario, any more than a rail is

a railway. A scenario is a novel or a play. It

contains, not one incident, or two, or three, but
twenty, or thirty, or fifty. "Nothing," says Rex-
Beach, "is a greater test of invention, or more
quickly depletes a stock of ideas." Take, for
example, Samuel Merwin's six-thousand-word
"Aladdin on Simpson Street," printed in a re-

cent number of The Cosmopolitan. The whole
plot of this short story, for which Mr. Merwin
was paid at least $1,500, is that Henry C'alverly.
socially ostracized because of hi- supposed con-
nection with a scandal, writes some sketches that
win him the favor of Cicely Hamlin, the most-
courted girl in Sunbury. How far would that
go in a motion picture? The average director
would dispose of it with a caption. To till one
reel, Mr. Merwin would have had to put Cicely
in trousers, and devise a way to bring her into
Calverly's rooms at midnight!
The movSe answer to all this, of course—the

spoon above their hook—is the reiterated asser-
tion that what they want is only a "brief out-
line." That was the insistence . f my friend of
the sixty letters, that was the isle of safety upon
which Miss Jordan stood before the Authors'
League, and in her reply lo Mr. Scott's reply
to her circular the Editorial Director said: "Mine
was an imitation to submit, not a novel or fin-

ished piece of work, but a plot which might seem
better suited to pictures than to a book. For
such a plot, suited to our use. and outlined in
• in. 11 words, we offered $1,000." This might
be important if ii were true, hut every author
who ever tried bis hand at a moving picture
plot" know- ii isn't. 'I'lu- I-'. lit, .rial Direi
demand i- for detail. In that original "invita-
tion." \li-s Jordan laid stress upon "developing
it- consecutive interest, its mosl important sit-

uations, .1111I lis climax." The game, therefore,
is not literal*} hop-scotch, In a letter longer
than this article, and much brighter. Mr. M.ick
mentions discovering that "it was infinitely easiei
to make a character wall, in the door and .111-

nour.ee that In- ha 1 iu-t returned from Europe.
ih. mi in show him living .11 the Kit- in London.

everything but his watch to the waiters.
buying .1 cab to take him to the station, his sub-
sequent arrival at Liverpool, the incidents of his
voyage, and hi- ultimate landing .ii New York.
1 hoi more scope but also / ha ' '"

Mr. Pollock's observations trill be continual

in the JiDit issue.

NewWonderful
Waif To

RemoveWrhikles
and Blemishes

looHYearoTYounger

&

PRINCESS TOKIO presents to

the women of America a new
way to remove wrinkles and

blemishes— THE ORIENTAL WAY:
No masks, no plasters, no massage, no
exercise, no rollers. This new, scientific
treatment is simply marvelous. The
lovely little women of the Orient have
known these secrets for hundreds of
years as they have been handed down
fromone generation to another. The Jap-
anese women are famous for the beauty
of their complexions and these same

Lovely, Soft, Velvety Skins ^

:

which nature has adorned with the tints
of the rose are now within the reach of
any woman who will follow the simple
rules which are to be found in the Prin-
cess Tokio Beauty Book, which we will
send FREE to any woman who will write
for it. Princess Tokio does not ask you
to wait a long time for results—only

A Few Days—and Lo! All
Wrinkles and Blemishes are Gone
You use this treatment in the privacy
of your room in your home. Just a few
moments at a time. The results will
amaze and delight you. We ask vou to
send right now for the

CD 17 17 princess TOKIO
riXlLIli BEAUTY BOOK
It will prove to you how quickly all
wrinkles and blemishes may be removed.
Under my treatment they simply vanish.
You will look years younger

<

andmorecharming. Don't
waste a single day. Write
at once, and the book will
go to you in a plain, sealed
wrapper. Address,

PRINCESS TOKIO CO.
Dept. 532. 159 N. State St.

CHICAGO.

ft

&=S
Free Book
Containing00m piete

story of the origin
and history of that
wonderful instru-

ment—the

Easy to Play

SAXOPHONE
This book tells yoa when to ose

Saxophone— singly, in quartette?,

in sextettes, or in regular band; how
to transpose from orchestral parts
and many other things you would
like to know.
You can Uam to ptay the scila In Oft* hour's

practice, and eoon be playing popular airs. Yoa
can double your income, your pleasure, and you
popularity. Easy to pay by our easy payment plan.

MAKES AN IDEAL PRESENT <

Send for fro« Saxophone book and catalog of True-
Tone Band Instrument*.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
272 Jackson Str..t. Elkhart. Ind.

r SEXOLOGY-

Pa
by William H. Walling. A. M..M.D. -

imparts in a clear wholesome H
way, in one volume :

Knowledge a Young Man Should Have.
™

I Knowledge a Young Husband Should Have. m
I Knowledge! Father Should Hare. ^

Knowledge a Father Should Imparl lo His Son. m
Medical Knowledge a Hushand Should Have. ™

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have. m
- Ail in one volume Knowledge a Mother Should Hare. •

illustrated Knowledge a Mother Should Imparl lo Her Daughter, m
$2.00 postpaid Medkal Knowledge a Wile Should Rife. i

I
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. I in 1 ralele,music, ev erythran r

no extras Ask "s to semi V
1 the story of Hawaiian music. , ^«,l»-"

, R>U will lor* it. No obligation v.
• ' -absolute!] free.
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•"fca*.^**^ The Hawaiian Institute ol Music
"
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The Better Photoplay
League <>i America
(Continued from, page 58)

salacious film, the numerous "states rights

propositions." But the men who are in the

game to stay, who are investing their lives,

their interests, and the reputations of their

families in the motion picture industry, these

.ire tin' nun who ai this legil

imate business by making and exhibiting

pictures that are clean and worth-while. The
other greal factor in the improvement oi the

011! put is the force of public opinion—of

the sane minds of wholesome Americans.

There are .it present only a few producers
making objectionable films. Mr. Quigley

rightly calls these "the riff-raff which is

merely an incident to the vastness of the

business." The point is that everyone who i-

hc.ilthy, sane, and growing wants to sec de-

cent pictures, and that exhibitors who are

healthy, sane, and growing want to show
decent pictures. Ignorance is the only reason

or excuse for a desire to see the wrong kind

of picture.—and as for the exhibitor who
fosters ignorance by showing this kind of

picture, his day is doomed. He has failed

to decipher the hand-writing on the wall,

and his five-cent Babylon is destined to fall

about his cars.

Real people, whether patrons or producer-,

want cheerful, worth-while photoplays. All

that is needed is a more thorough under-

standing between dealer and consumer. This

understanding is most easily arrived at by
means of a personal interview or a series of

them. In many localities, this is being ar-

ranged by the branches of The Better

Photoplay League of America. Exhibitors

and patrons meet, find out each other's view-
points, and unite their efforts and interests

in behalf of better films. Such a mutual
understanding has a beneficial effect, not
only on the business of the theatre, but on
the entire community.
The Dearborn Theatre in Chicago is one

instance of a community which has made its

motion picture theatre in its own likeness.

The neighborhood is old and exclusive, and
consists in large part of families who have
lived in that Lake Shore Drive vicinity for

many years. The Cunco brothers, who also

live in the neighborhood, own the theatre.

It has never run objectiomble pictures.

Occasionally, there is an edited copy of a

'•pink permit," a picture to which only

adults are admitted. H. E. McDorman, the

present manager, is a true showman. He is

determined to give the people what they
want, and at the Dearborn they want the

best.
* * *

Barney Balaban, of Balaban and Katz, is

an idealist. Not long ago, he noticed that a

certain much-heralded film which had been
refused a New York hearing was included in

the coming program for his West Side The-
atre, the Central Park. He cancelled it, and
booked in its stead "Little Women." He
might have added to his usual clientele by
showing the sensational feature, but he said,

"I do not care to run pictures which offend

the thinking class. I was satisfied to see

some people stay away from 'Little

Women.'

"

Mr. Balaban calls attention to the wonder-
ful strides that have been taken by the in-

dustry as a direct result of the production
of better films.

"The class of pictures made by Para-
mount," says this exhibitor, "attracted the
people who have made it possible to build

the magnificent motion picture theatres we
have toda>\ And these houses in their turn,
with their handsome presentations, their

.-anitary and artistic appointments, and their
beautiful music, are daily compelling an im-
provement in the output of the entire in-

dustry. Without the Paramount pictures,

there would have been no chance for the

For what 87,000 other
women have done you can
do. I teach you how to sit,

stand and ivalk correctly;

give you grace, abundant
vitality —courage to under-
take, courage to do things.

I build you up or reduce you
to normal—all in your own
home. In a few weeks you
can surprise your family
and friends.

Youcanbcwcll
Without Drugs

It's easier to be well than to be
sick, when you know how. If

you are troubled with any of
the following— or any other ailments — write me.

Indigestion Torpid I.iver Poor Circulation
Nervousness Constipation Malassimilation

My 16 years' work has won the endorsement of leading
physicians. Writeme fniu*letter will beheld in absolute
confidence, and you will be under no obi mat ions Write to-
day, before you forget. T will fcladly send you my illus-
trated booklet, telling how I o stand or walk correctly, (fee.

SUSANNA COCROFT

freeman's
FACE POWDFIZ

An American product adopted by Ameri-

ca's society leaders. For 40 years Freeman's

has been the choice of particular women.

50 cents (double quantity), all tints at all

toilet counters, or 4 cents for miniature box.

The Freeman Perfume Co.

Dept. IOI -^"a^- Cincinnati. O.

624 S. Michigan Ave. Dept. 35, Chicago

Miss Cocroft is a nationally recognized authority
on conditioning women as our training

camps have conditioned our men.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAG \'/IN'E.
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HERE IT ISQ Final Solution of the
Vibrator Problem

Absolutely Astonishing

EWEST
-~\ and Greatest

\ Invention

You know that elec-

trical vibration means
new life—new power

—

new health — new
beauty. You know it is

Nature's way to banish
pain—to improve circu-
lation of the blood — to
send the blood surging
through the body, giv-
ing you added energy
and vitality—you know
allthis.butdidyou know
that heretofore one of
the biggest problems
of science has been to

invent a practical hand vibrator that would
be in every way absolutely -satisfactory ?

Now that problem has vanished—we solved

it — science has at last made one of the
greatest discoveries in years — invented a
wonderful device for home use as unques-
tionably effective as the intricate, cum-
bersome and costly high -power machine.
This remarkable new scientific invention,

VlTAlH/LSBR'

the WirelessVibrator—is absolutely different

in every way from all other devices. It is

GUARANTEED to effect all the amazing
results made possible by this extraordinary

method in cases of Mental and Physical

Depression, Rheumatism. Sciatica, Extreme
Nervousness, Acute and Chronic Neuralgia

and Indigestion. Still—the Vitapulser weighs
less than a pound, is compact, can not get

out of order, requires no electric wire con-

nections—can be used anywhere—and costs

scarcely one-half as much as the old-

fashioned machines!
_

The Vitapulser is not an experiment. It is

a tried and proved success. Hundreds of

Doctors and Trained Nurses use it in daily

practice. The results being accomplished in

many so-called "hopeless cases" are almost
unbelievable. Compiled in book form, they

would go to make one of the most remarkable
Wonder Stories of the triumph of Science

over disease ever given to the world.

Sent on Approval
Let us send you a Vitapulser to try in your

own home. No obligation to buy. The
device must prove itself before we will let

you buy it.

Don't permit yourself to go through life

without getting out everything to which you

are entitled. Don't be satisfied with being less

than 1(10 per cent efficient, healthyandstrong.

Thirty days' use of the Vitapulser will, we
believe, be worth as much to you in health and

clear thinking as thirty days

spent in an expensive sanitarium

or in taking a "rest cure."

Health—Power
Regain theglow of health,

the desire to achieve, the

intense enthusiasm of

the best days of your
life. Re-charge your
tired, worn body with
fresh vitality. Be well !
ugalnl A.pply the Vital
Impulse! — OS rcftvsli.

Ing as oooling touch to
i he fevered brow, clip
the coupon NOW for

0OP3 <>f the remarkable Book,

"The Vital Impulse" DC1 A I JTY
which is FREE, and Special Ap- M***VJ M. M.

proval Offer now being made. Will Be Yours
Send no money—just your name and address on the Coupon below.

COMMONWEALTH ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

4232 Rialto Building St. Louis, Mo.

Mail This Coupon Today!

Commonwealth Electric Ml':. Co.,

4232 Rialto Bid*., St. Louis, Mo.
Send Hook nml Approval Offer to

Sttvit-

Street or u. i: n

City and State

The Better Photoplay
League of America

(Concluded)

' Goldwyn type of picture. Adolph Zukor has

|
done wonders for the industry, and as for

Mr. Goldwyn, although for certain reasons

I am not running his pictures at present, I

hope he makes a million dollars a week."

"Improvement in one direction means im-

provement all along the line,*' says Samuel

Katz. "A producer now asks himself: 'Can

I sell this picture, after it is made, to the big

fellows, or only to the small ones?' And
the big fellows do not want it unless it is

clean and worth-while. No exhibitor of the

better class can afford to keep out the right

kind of patronage. On the other hand, they

will buy every 'Mickey' they can get, and

ask for more.

"At the Riviera and at the Central Park,

we edit every picture we show, and I think

it is necessary for each exhibitor to edit his

films according to his clientele. For those

who overstep the mark, every state in the

Union has enough police protection to regu-

late its own censorship problem."

George Porter, who manages the Lyric and
Grand Theatres in Blue Island, Illinois, for

Fitzpatrick McElroy Company, Inc., has

some practical ideas connected with the run-

ning of small town theatres. His comments
have value because under his management
the Blue Island theatres have greatly im-

proved the class of pictures shown,—in fact,

as was pointed out in last month's issue of

Photoplay, the people of Blue Island con-

sider that their picture problem is solved.

"In a small town," says Mr. Porter, "the

neighborhood is or can be responsible for the

class of pictures shown. The exhibitor is

absolutely dependent on the neighborhood,

and that is where a movement such as The
Better Photoplay League can be of immerrre

value. In the downtown district of a city,

the exhibitor can choose his type of pictures

to suit himself. The clientele is there, ready

to be amused."

"Personally, I believe films should be

edited for different localities. But I do not

believe that censors should be reformers.

Reviewers should be ordinary people, capable

of judging everyday films for everyday per-

sons. The trouble with the reformers is that

they lose sight of the human equation."

Much has been done for the Blue Island

people by J. E. Lemon, superintendent of

the high school. Mr. Lemon will not admit
that he has done anything of note, but the

fact remains that he has used motion pictures

in conjunction with his school work ever

since it became possible to obtain a projec-

tion machine for a school. He shows instruc-

tional films to three night schools a week.

in his citizenship classes for young foreign-

ers, and he includes motion pictures in the

entertainment given at his Community
Nights at the high school. These social

gatherings are not only for the children, but

for the grown-ups as well. Mr. Lemon is a

sort of big brother to the whole community,

Xo one, in fact, has a keener sense of the

value of the better class of photoplay than

educators. They have the nation's young
people in charge all day. The parents have
charge of them only at odd fractions of the

day. Teachers are often in a position to

note bad effects resulting from the wrong
kind of "movie." which may escape the detec-

tion of parents until real mishap brings the

matter to the attention of the whole neigh-

borhood.

With the better exhibitors and the better

schoolmen on the side of the better film,

America's motion picture problem is two-
thirds won.

In Sto-r ' r the Light B
nuides the laboring ship safely

port.

•OtANs

protect you against the after effects

of stormy winds and icy spray.

They not only stop the heavy, rasp-

ing cough but prevent small cold =

from growing into big ones. The:
relieve sore, tender throats ana
clear the head. Taste good—are
good for the whole family—
from the baby up. Get them—
from coast to coast.

Get the Drop
on that Cough

DEAN MEDICINE CO.
Milwaukee. WU.

Does Your Hand
Itch for a Pencil? I
TF your handitches for a pencil you may have in W*
A you the making- of a great cartoonist. You do 1
not have to be a genius. If yon have a liking for \
drawingand develop it intelligently, there are many \
opportunities for you in this profitable profession. '.

Through the Federal Course in Applied Cai
ing. America's 32 greatest cartoonists will help you i
succeed. Among these men are Clare Rriggs. J.T. ^
McCutcheon, Sidnej Smith, and Fontaine Fox. They
show you by examples how they began and what wen-
their stepping: stones to success.

"A Road To Bigger Things" Free
This interesting book contains studio pictures of the

members of the Federal Stiff and describes the Federal
Course in detail. Write now for your free copy to :

Federal schooi of Aiitii n Cartooning
Warner RMv:. Minneapolis, Minn.

ReduccYourFlesh
Kxiu'th where desire*, by wearier

Dr.Walter's
Famous Medicated

ReducingRubberGarments

—^ For Men and Women
*• Cover the entire body or

in3 part. Endorsed by lead
i mi: physicians.

Sendfor illustrated booklet.

Dr. Jeanne P. H. Walter]

Reducer. $5.50 353-5th Ave.. N. Y. (""i'tfh™'-'

)

Reducer. $2.00 ( Ent.on 34th St.. 3rd Door East"!

Krery advertisement In PTOTOP1 AY \l Vfl \zi\k i- gimrai teed.
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Lending Enchant-

ment to Distance
(
Continued from page 44)

lit ii- was my chance.
••\ ou're w on); I il bet our weather up

here is as nice today as yours down there.

We've uoi Min.-hine and little birds hoii

round and everythins."

"How nice!"

Three dollars, and 1 hadn't bought a

tent's worth oi interview yet.

'What arc sou going to do this spring?

play or more pictures?"

"Well, I'm going to do some more pic-

tures—"
•And no play?"

"Not just at present. I'm going to come

lo N'ew York in a new pla\ about the Inst

of October, but 1 can't give you any definite

lews on that yet."

"Going to England, or Europe, this year?"

(Almost everybody will say "yes" 1o 'hit

one )

"No. There is so much to do in Europe,

and so many pe< pie in the way, it seems

to me. I don't want to go to Europe until

1 have a definite thing in mind, or until I

actually do some good over there.

,-ds and crowds of visitors, everywhere!

I shudder when 1 think of it. It reminds me
nt a mob around an accident. I do hope to

- England, though, a year from this

Spring. So you see 1 sluill make pictures

here, and I hope to have a successful play,

in America in the seasons that's com-
ing."

"You sure you uren't slacking on art to

be a patriot in the household?"

"Xo! No! Please tell Photoplay's readers

how important it is for a woman who has

ever had a career to keep right on loving

her work even though she's married. And
by a career I don't mean, necessarily and
exclusively, a celebrated career. I mean a

woman who has done any useful thing well.

And by useful thing I mean any service that

has helped the world lo be a nicer place

to live in in any way. It might be baking

an apple pie, it might be watching a busi-

ne just as well as it might be amusing an
audience. It seems to me that we're in a

time where everybody who can do anything

—man or woman— :'s needed in his or her

particular line."

Suddenly another voice sounded in the

telephone; a voice very much like Billie

Burke's; a small "edition of Billie Burke's.

"I hear somebody butting into our tele-

a-tete," ventured the Chicago listener. "Do
I guess right?"

"You do—if you guess Patricia. My
small daughter is calling me to lunch—no,

I'm not hungry, but she is. She lunches at

least eight times a day, and my attendance

on her numerous meals is mainly a matter
of form, not eating.

"Has Patricia ever been interviewed—to

k of something which might be a change
from the pleasures of her small table?"

"Not yet, and I doubt if you could gel

her away from her bread and jam just now
by telling her that President Wilson wished
to converse with her. But I'll say this

—

slit's quite capable of expressing her opinion
on any subject. She has—oh. ever so many
more positive opinions than her mother!"
"And will she be an actress, too?"
"I'm sure I don't know what she'll be.

I'm not one of those mothers who say "None
of my career for my child !' I think that's

just silly. Inevitably a child indicates, if it

doesn't determine, its own career. I want
to help my little girl to the work she can
and ought to do in the world, that's all.

Just now—and always—she is entranced
with music. I hope some day it will be a
big factor in her life. If she wishes to be-
come a musician I shall help her in every

Don't Commit A Crime
Against The Woman You Love

No AMOUNT ol hne wdi evei atone foi the

crime' you \\ ill commit, if y<>u make some
pure, trusting young girl your wife when

you are UNFIT to ai ume the dut
siiiliiu . oi .i husband and father. Hei whole future
hie. her in -cl %• and bouI, will be in YOUR

will be able to help hei ii YOU prove faithli

I in you. Don' I put the mailer aside, you can'l

away from it
;
you i an't make an;

i

iu are
weak, impotent, sickly ; grouchy with d bili

ousness, poisoned by constipa I anj
other devitalizing ailment. Stop and think, right i

for HKKanko. if not for your own. What CAN her ngoto
you bring tier, I nit llfelnna n ret nnd sorrow, il you ai i

an npology for a man. with your musch oi blood 1 1 1. a

water sua your brain woosj na a result oi irom

She Thinks You Are a Man
she trusta, admires and lores what she thinks yon sri

area] HAN, mentally, mornllj nnd physical ly, whom boron
rttapect us wrll as love. Bhe believes you to lie a man wh<
loos anj other man in i In- eye una hold your *» a with him ;

who is able to protect her under any circumstances i nho - ru

ale was in the world una give her the comfoi Is she hi i d

i
t from her husband] and finally who will ulti-

mately make her the mother of healthy, happs ohildr<
blessing to you both. Think of the Kind of children you will

make her the mother of if you are one of the great t
'
\ I i i

I

Think of tin- weak, ailing, rickety, defective Boys and girls
hi i rh men bring into t in- world pitiable, little creai urea, with
no chance In life, living ri

|
roaches to the father who begot

them. Don't does your eyes to these things. They are Facts ;

facta thoroughly undent I by Brers breeder of dogs, oattle
and horses; facts reoognized by the legislators "f seven I

states, who would make it, a LBGAJU as well ass MOBAX,
erimc to marry when unlit.

Make Yourself 100 Per Cent Fit
Put your past behind you. Wliitt if yon have led A gay life

and sowed a big crop of wild oats? Star! Now to root them
out. What if you have burned the oandle fit both ends and Feel
now like s human wreck, with your strength <>f bods and mind
dissipated and yonr vital its ebbing away i All the more reason
why "ii should begin now, today, bo stop thai steady I"**,

bufla up your strength again, regain your lost vitality and
make a manly, red-blooded man of yourself. It's iIh-onj.y
thing t<^ (i*i - (iu- only was to nave anj more happiness In life
— the only way to keep from slipping down Into the scrap
hesp of the hopeVaBsslj down-and-out and you can do it, if

you go about it the right way.

Strongfortism Will ShowYou How
No matter w hat your work or business or occupation, you

can build 3 nurse! t up in my was without interfering with it in

the least. I'll help you strengthen your heart, lungs, stomach,
nnd every other vital organ ; r il help you fret- yourself from
il spepsia, biliousness constipation, catarrh or other chronic

nente; I'll help yon steads your nerves and clear youi ;

an i send the rich, red blood of life and vita] enerjn coursing
through your arteries again*, so that you will be Tin-

1

, man your
wife believes and expects you to be. I haven't an: patented
dope or bott led physic to Hell you. T haven't any iron-bound,
muscle-fatiguing, tiresome routine of exercises oi straight'
laced, ascetic living to recommend I am a Builder Op of
Men. nnd 1 Inn Id them Up ill Nat lire's \v;i\ - the way that Was
successful in making me the si rongest man in the world ; the
way that i- succeeding with my nnpila, thousands of them in

every country of the civilized world*

Don't Be Discouraged
Never mind how low down you have fallen; I don't care a

rap what your present condition is or what brought you to it —
I know I can improve you 10O per cent in a few short months.
I nm doing it every day for men who had civen np all hope ;

bringing back their health and strength ; making them
respected members of society again: filling them with life, nnd
ambition, pep and Ringer, and enablingthem to make a Buoceas
in the world. I can do for you what I have done ami am doing
for others, nnd I WILL DOIT, if you will mark NOW, on the
coupon below, the trouble or troubles that are affecting you,
or the points you are most interested iu, und mail It to me today.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Stroncfort. Newark, N. .1. Please send .

me your book, "PROMOTION AND CONSERVA-
TION OF HEALTH, STRENGTH AND MENTAL
ENERGY," for postage of which I enclose three 2-

cent stamps. I have marked X' before t he -ubject
in which I am interested. (8821

..Goldi

..(anil rli

. .Asthma

..(lliosil,

..llradarlic

. Thlnnis.

.1 Minlauo
. Neuritis
V.uralirla

.Hal ( beat

.Deformity
(d««orib-)

.Insomnia

.Short Wind

.Hat l.-.'i

. siomnrli

DlMi-dtn
.1 Ipntlim
mil. I

.Torpid Liver

. Iii.1ii.-.-.i

. \..i , Bitaia

.Poor Mesiorj

.Ith.iininllsni

.io hll I rr.,r

Vital losses

. Heart** f-akin-ss

. .PoorCtreolatloa
.-Lin Dbsrdsn
. Ucopondoaoy
l;..i.ii.|s|,„„l.l.rs

. . I lint* Troiihlcs
I... i. ... clllrlcl.t

. si.,,.,, Bhooldon
Kit .Ii,

n

City s i t

. ( act i a i h»n .

if"" ft ' ' l liyllinwi iMMfl l li l ill inn
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Lash-Brow-Ine is a pure, delicately
scented cream, guar-

anteed to be absolutely harmless. It has been
tested and approved by the best chemists and
beauty specialists of America. Thousands of
women, in society, as well as stars of the stage
and screen, have been delighted with the
results obtained by its use, why not you ?

American
Beauties"

owe much of their attractiveness to

their beautiful Eyes adorned with
long, luxuriant, silky Eyelashes
and perfectly formed Eyebrows

—

" those Fringed Curtains which Veil

the Eyes," and give to them that

rare charm of expression, which
all women prize so highly, and
which is so greatly admired by
women and men alike. If Nature
has denied you these Beauty Aids,

do not despair. You may now have
them if you will apply just a little

Remember the Full Name- -It "s Imitated^^^^—

^r persistently for a short time. Its purpose

is to nourish and stimulate the Eyelashes

and Eyebrows in a natural manner thereby

promoting their growth and adding beauty to the face.

Two Sizes 50c and $ 1
Send price and we will mail you "LASH-
BROW-INE," and our Maybell Beauty Book-
let, " The Woman Beautiful " prepaid under
plain cover. SATISFACTION ASSURED OR
PRICE REFUNDED. AVOID DISAPPOINT-
MENTS WITH INFERIOR IMITATIONS.

The wonderful success attained by "LASH-BROW-INE" has caused the
name to be closely imitated. There is only one genuine " LASH-BROW-
INE." Look for the picture of the Girl with the Rose, same as above, which
appears on every box. You can identify the genuine with this picture.
Remember the full name "LASH-BROW-INE " and insist on getting it.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES, 4305-21 Grand Blvd., CHICAGO

MUblU In Your Home UlLL
By the Oldest and Most Reliable School of Music

in America — Established 1895
Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, Eto.

jjI J7.N1J J3
Vsou cam Rtaa TlUu**. SScTfcu quufcl^

Beginners or advanced players. One lesson weekly. Illus-
t rations make every, hing plain. Only expense about 2c
pei day to cover cost of postage and music used, Write
Cor Fr»o booklet whioh explains everything in full.

American School of Music, 68 Lakes Id« Bid*;., Chicago

"PI-ION 17" WITHOUT BEINGr riWl^IL OVERHEARD
Wonderful sanitary whispering telephone
mouthpleceenablesyoutotallcfreelj
being overheard. Hold secret com creation—
Every tdvanbun of » booth telephone Si nl
i.,..ii|„.i.1 f..i ontv $1,011. Honey backtfnol
nan (Ii«t. pleased.

THE COLYTT LABORATORIES
571 W. W.,Mn«lon Stra.l. CHICAGO, ILL.

El-Rado
The "Womanly" Way

to Remove Hair
Sheer blouses may be worn in perfect taste after

the hair from the underarms has been removed
with El-Rado. Aside from the demand of fashion,
you will enjoy a delightful sensation of comfort and
cleanliness.

El-Rado removes hair from the face, neck, under-
arms or limbs in the same simple way that water
removes dirt by washing it off. Easily applied
with a piece of absorbent cotton. It is entirely
harmless, and does not stimulate or coarsen later
hair growth.
Users of powdered hair removers and blades will

find an occasional use of El-Rado liquid is good for

the skin.

Ask for "El-Rado" hair remover at any toilet

goods counter. Two si«s, 60c and $1.00. Money-
back guarantee.

Orders filled direct on receipt oi

stamps >i dealer cannot supply you.

PILGRIM MFG. CO., Dept. P. 112 E. 19th St., N. Y.
Canadian Address: 29 Colbornc Street. Toronto.

"The Arthur Sales Co."

THE SANITARY "O.K ." ERASER includ-

ea an Adjustable Metal Holder which keeps

Rubber Clean, Firm and Keen-edged; works
better and lasts longer. ,

Tivo Rubbi-rs. thr lrn(lh of th<- Holder, or.- /, ,

made, one for Ink. one lor Pencil. Bv sliithi .' !• -;

pressure, clean Rubber is fed down until us I A
ed. Price 15c. New Rubbers 5c ench.

Al I STATIONERS \ L^JjSBT^
it™. Booklets
actical Eraser f

THE O.K. MFG. CO
Makers of the famous Waahbu

Everybody

Syracuse. N. Y
"O.K." Paper Fasteners

Every advertisement in Photoplay is guaranteed
not only by* the advertiser, but by the publisher.

Lending Enchant-
ment to Distance

(Concluded)
way—but she must realize that it man;
work, not tritlins play.

"And you can tell me nothing of your
Stage plan-'"
"Xot just yet. Except that next sea-on

I hope to do some real work—bigger, better
work than I have ever done—on the sta'.'e

And I shall devote the summer to pictures.

This butterfly existence is very charming,
and I needed the rest—but how glad I'll be
to see the Cooper-Hewitts and the open
arcs anain. and to hear my director call

"Camera !'
"

"Well good luck to all your hopes,
and Patricia'.-."

''Thank you—-and what can we say that
isn't good-bye? I hate good-bye!"
"We might try an absolutely orisinal ex-

pression—So Long
!"'

"All right—so long!"
"So long!"
Click click.

And Palm Beach was once more in Flori-
da, while Chicago had suddenly returned to
Cook county. Illinois.

As to biography, one can write as mu\ ;i

or as little as he pleases. This young woman
has had a very busy and varied career. an:l

her activities of a decade rival many anoth-
er's enterprises of a lifetime.

But first of all. I think you should know
that Mrs. Ziesfeld was christened not Billie.

But Ethel. Ethel Burke was born in Wash-
ington August 7, 18S6. Her father, the
late William E. Burke, was a well-known
actor of that day. He was known only a-

"Billie" Burke. ; nd thus, when his daughter
came to follow his career, she affectionately

decided to keep her father's name alive.

Miss Burke was educated in France, and
toured through Austria. Germany and Russia
She was engaged at the London Pavillion.

subsequently appeared in pantomime in Glas-
gow and Sheffield, and made her first appear-
ance on the regular stage at the Prince of

Wales' Theatre, London, on May o, iooj.

Her first essays were parts in musical com-
edy. Her great venture on the dramatic
stage began at Xew York's Empire theatre

Aug. 31, 1007, when she played Beatrice

Dupre in John Drew's production. "My
Wife." Her debut as a star was made just

a year later, when, also in Xew York, she

played Jacqueline in "Love Watches."
"Gloria's Romance." a seriaV marked her

entrance into films.

She was last seen on the stage in Henry
Miller's revival of "A Marriage of Con-
vergence."

ACross 111 a Garden
(
Concluded from page jo)

and 'so dear' because they let their husbands
walk on them and call them anything they
pleased. That is not my idea of a goo I

woman. The woman that can't flare up an 1

resent an insult, who doesn't demand respect

and proper treatment From her husband

—

from all men—knows of some reason in her

heart why she isn't entitled to it. Th.-

woman who encourages jealousy in her hus-

band is wrong, too. During courting days,

jealousy is a compliment, but after marriage
it i< an insult.

"But happy marriages are founded on mu-
tual compromises and understandings, sup-

ported by high aims and a great, great deal

of love.

"It is the women with big hearts and hot
tempers—like Maggie Pepper—I played her,

you know—that are worth while. And I

adored my last picture, 'Private Pettigrew's

Girl.' She was big enough to know real love

when she saw it. There are so many imita-

tions, sometimes it is hard to tell."

Every advertisement in PtTOTOPl ay m.u:v/.ixi: Is guaranteed,
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Wild J Loney
(Continued from page ./i i

But the broad brimmed "Fedora" that be

usually wore was oot on the hook where it

belonged, Even at that moment Jim had
.1 speculative thought ;i^ to where he had left

it as he replaced it bj another and wu led

down the road 1>> the sell appointed posse.

The moments that followed seemed like

some feverish nightmare He «.i> conscious
of the huge tree under which they stopped,

coarse thong about his neck and of the

jeering voice <>t I'uk Eiadding raised <>m .i

mocking burlesque of prayer. But above it

ail the face and voice of Honey rose like some
beautiful false mirage, Was ii duly another
mirage that made him believe he saw her,

tearing down the road on Gypsy, shouting to

them to "Stopl" "My mind is reeling," he
>.iid to himself and tried to pray.

But the vision of !n's brain grew nearer and
nearer and the vision had hands that cut the

rope away from his neck and a voice that
was upbraiding the bewildered cowboy.
"You fools," t tie voice was calling. "It's

the real murderer who has led you to commit
this crime. There he stands there, urging
you to hang an innocent man."
The throng seemed to turn as one man to-

ward Pick Eiadding who had grown white
as death and had almost fallen from his

saddle. Suddenly, however, he leaned for-

ward as if to spur his horse into action but

the mob was too quick for him. They leaped
forward and tore him from the saddle and
then the world went back before Jim's eyes.

In his next moment of consciousness, he was
Standing alone under the tree with Honey
weeping hysterically in his arms.

Between sobs and little moans of relief,

lie drew the story from her—of how she had
met "Lefty Lonzo,'' the town drunkard,
who had told her of the murder which had
awakened him from his sleep behind the
hotel bar. "They framed it up so that the
blame must fall on you,'' she sobbed. "Dick
Hadding and that snake Maurice—they
found your hat in the chapel and put it into

his dead hand. Lefty was so drunk and it

was so hard to get the story from him and
I nearly went mad with fear that I would
be too, late."

Further details were smothered against

Jim's coat as he gathered her into his arms.
And, by sunset time, after thanking Lefty
for his timely intervention, the two were
walking together down the long, long trail

that led to the parsonage, and, finally, back
East.

As the old minister finished his story, he sat

for a moment gazing silently into the fire

which had changed from flames to embers.
He looked up to meet the expectant eyes of
the two lovers fastened upon him.

"Th:.t is the story," he said simply.

"But after that," Letty said almost in a

whisper. "Were they happy afterwards?"

In answer the Rev. Holbrook rose and
slipped to the hall. ''Dear," he called,

"come in here, wont you. I want you to
meet these young people."

There was a murmur of assent from an-
other room, a rustle of skirts and the fragile

figure of the minister's wife stood in the cloor-

way. Under her snow-white hair, her deep
brown eyes had all the merrimen of girlhood.

"You've been telling that story, again,

Jim," she accused him. blushing rose-pink.
"When Jim gets started on his autobiog-
raphy he's like a serial novel only with no
continued-in-our-ne.xts. The fire's almost out
and the lamps burned low and anyway it's

time for tea."

The Rev. Holbrooks isnored her chaffing.

'Dearly beloved brethren," he said turning
to the lovers. "Permit me to introduce
Mrs. James Holbrook, sometimes known as
'Wild Honev'!"
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Diamond
Opera Necklace

Jhe Pearl-
most Queenly
of Gems
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the dawn ol civilization as their

favorite personal adornment.

PearU express gnCt and Ix-.uity and
theil rare loveliness, depth and color-

ui>', are a < onstant delight.

As a Gift
Pearls are incomparable,

just as their charm is u

describable. For the bride

the sweet girl graduate

-for "her" birthday

La Tausca Pearls; few
gifts can give such genu-
ine pleasure.

Necklace of Satiny pearls with beautiful iridescent tints.

This length, 24 inches, is appropriate for any costume.
Fancy white-gold clasp, set with small, genuine diamond.
Grey velvet, white-lined cabinet. $20.

Panama-Pacific Pearls in 15': -in. length, solid gold clasp, $9.

Your jeweler will show you La Tausca Necklaces in
lengths, the pearls either of uniform size or graduated
perfect tints and lustre of genuine pearls. Prices up

LA \%. PEARLS

i*?
1
.', 18 and 24 inch

n the strand, with the
to #300 the necklace.

HERSELF by Dr. E. B. Lowry
— talks with women about themselves. Trunin women
should know before marriage; things mothers should tell

their daughters: medical knowledge a wife shouldJiave.

HIMSELF by Dr. E. B. Lowry
— talks with men about themselves : things a man should
know before marriage; things fathers should tell their

sons; medical knowledge a husband should have. Post-

paid $1.10 each in plain wrapper. Send us your order
today, also ask for free catalog of wonderful bargains in
magazines and books. Write for your copy at once.

WELLER SERVICE, Depl. B, BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

Cultivate
Your Beauty

Have a youthful appearance, clear com-
plexion, magnetic eyes, prettj eyebrows
;ind lashes, graceful neck nn<l chin, luxu-
riant hair, attractive .iuiuIm, <-oii>forti.l>lo
feet. Remove wrinkles, lines, pimples, blackheads,
ntrtmfftht'ri M»KKin>r fn.-iiil muscl,-, all thn-uifh fol-
lowing our simple direction! Thousands have done
SO. NodrilK-s.no hi* i \in-ns.- and quick results, Send
for latest catalog and tnn 1. y B-auty Hint-* all Ires.

GRACE MILDRED CULTURE COURSE
Dept. 17. 624 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Illinois

WurljTzei*
£00 years of instrument making

Play IFa Week
You may have your choice of more than 2,000 instruments for a week's trial in
your owr home. Play it as if it were your own. Then if you wish, you may send it back
at out expense. Trial does not cost you a penny. Don't miss this big offer.

Convenient Monthly Payments
^. If you decide to buy you may pay the low manufacturer's price at the rate

of a few cents a day. The name "Wurlitzrr" has stood for the hiehest quality for
nearly twe centuries. Every known musical instrument sold to you at direct-
from-the-manufacturer'9 jprice. We've supplied U. S.
Gov't witb trumpets fot o5 years. ,— —— >^_ —
Send the Coupon / Thel
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Ease and

SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS brings
timidity, restrained action and awkward-
ness. The use of Delatone relieves the mind

from anxious watchfulness of movement, and at the
same time permits unembarrassed wearing of the
sleeveless &owns or sheer sleeves in the present fash-

ions. Unhampered movement, artless &race and easy
elegance are made possible with Delatone. That is why—

"they all use Delatone"
Delatone is an old and well-known scientific preparation, for
the quick, safe and certain removal of hairy growths, no matter how thick
or stubborn.

Beauty specialists recommend Delatone for removal of objec-
tionable hair from face, neck or arms. After application, the skin is clear,

firm and hairless.

Druggists sell Delatone; or an original 1 -or. jar
will be mailed to any address upon receipt of $1 by

THE SHEFFIELD PHARMACAL CO.
Dept.HT. 339 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, 111.

v

SAVE YOUR BODY
Conserve Your Health and Efficiency First

"I Would Not Part With It for $10,000"
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful customer. "Worth more than a farm
says another. In like manner testify over 100,000 people who have worn it.

THE NATURAL
BODYBRACE
Overcomes WEAKNESS and ORGANIC AIL-
MENTS of WOMEN and MEN. Develops erect,
graceful figure. Brings restful relief, comfort.

ability to do things, health and strength.

Wear It 30 Days Free
At Our Expense
Docs away with the strain and pain
of standing and walking; re; ilaci 9

and supports misplaced interned
organs; reduces enlarged abdo-
men; straightens and strength-
ens the bark; eorrecte stoopluff
shoulders; develops lungs, cheat
and bust; relieves backache,

curvatures, nervousness, rup-
urefl, constipation. Comfortable

and easy to wear.

KeepYourself Fit
Write todayfor illustrated booklet, meat
suremenl blank, etc, and read our wrj
liberal proposition.

Howard C. Rash
Pros. Natural Body Brace Co.

J30 RashBldg.,Salina,Kansas

W ild Honey
( Concludedj

Several hours later, the youth and girl

left the par-onage and found their way down
the path to the road beyond. The minister
^nd his wife stood watching them tenderly
from the doorstep but the pair were too
wrapped in their own thoughts to see them.
Only at the gate they turned back to look
at the house which seemed to beam on them
like a benign and friendly face. Once, as
a shutter napped, it seemed to wink at them.

What Makes a Gas

Engine Go?
(Concluded from page 46)

strong on engineering, Leventhal could ap-
preciate fully the value of explaining a com-
plicated process by means of combining with
ordinary motion pictures a diagram of oper-
ations that the ordinary camera could not
catch in consecutive and continuous outline

on the screen.

One of these animated drawings made for

exhibition in theaters showed the marvelous
and intricate mechanical processes by which
the adding machine performs all the arith-

metical computations the bookkeeper"* brain

has had to do in the past, only much faster

and without the possibility of error. When
an adding machine man chanced to see thL-

picture in his pet theater he requested that

the film be shown to an audience of adding
machine salesmen in the home office at De-
troit. In that audience were veterans who
had been selling machines for fifteen years

and who were not ashamed to confess that

they had never really understood how the

machine worked until they saw the process

explained in the animated drawings. Now.
they said, they felt that they knew all about
it and that the knowledge would enable them
to sell more machines than they ever sold

before.

This kind of talk made the chief executives

so angry that they ordered a lot of positive

prints of the film so they could show them
to everyone everywhere who had anything

to do with the making or marketing of their

product.

Other manufacturing problems in process

of being elucidated in animated drawings in-

clude the making of steel, of electric appli-

ances, telephones, of dyes and of clothing.

These films explain in a way that can be

comprehended by the dullest workmen in

highly specialized factories the operation of

the complicated machines on a single part

of which they may perform a single opera-

tion. That knowledge helps them to do bet-

ter work; and by stimulating their interest

enables them to do more of it.

Animated drawings are of especial value

in apprentice schools which are maintained

by SO many great manufacturing concerns

and by a number of the larger railroad sys-

tems. In fact, the animated drawings are

already playing an important part in various

parts of the educational field. A half reel

explaining the operation of the gasoline mo-

tor is in wide vise training chauffeurs and

mechanics. Universities and colleges are us-

ing films explaining the nebular hypothesis,

the formation of coal, the cause and action

pf volcanoes and of cyclones. Technological

schools are using films that explain the con-

struction of the Panama Canal, of Hell Gate

Bridge, of the New York subways, and of

the tubes under the Hudson and the East

River, and other famous engineering under-

takings.

Every atlverttecment In l-ilorori.AY MAGAZINE is guaranteed,
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American Movies in
'.-< iudtd from ;

apai i

to .1 higher level. With Japan's quick lhos< made bj Vitagraph, Lubin I

adoption oi Occidental ways and customs, Triangle, with a sprinklini ol [ncc and a

certain poignant social evils have arisen, ver> few Universal! And tin great, i

among them the tendency among Japanese Japanesi favo Fattj trbud

women to practise birth control, it was the account oi the extremity depicted in hi r<

"Where \u Mj Children" film, with its cut leases; Douglas Fairbanks, Clara Kimball

tjng analysis of the question, that led them young, Marj MacLaren and Mary Pickford

ook and listen, and think, with Strange to say, Se uc Hays fapan

tin' result that the vice has been greatly i e, has made but little impression on the

reduced. So says the educator. Japanese. 1 1 1 is seldom seen In the

"We are greatly afraid lest our native and not too well liked

producers fall into loose methods. Our the- His work as censor has been particularly

ater in Japan is intensely commercial, more difficult, l>r Numata adds. At first he had

so than an outsider would think," he de- to fight againsl the high officials, who tried

dared. "The government, quirk to realize to crush hi> views Bui his case was taken

what i^ good for its people, will not permit up 1>\ the Japanese press, and at length

the influx of any such trash a^ whiteslave he won out. For instance, when "Where
plays. Nor will it allow native production \n tiy Children" was to he shown in

of them, My mission here deals largelj with Tokyo governmental head- wished certain

that question,—what to produce." portion- expurgated l>r. Numata, aftei >

The viewpoint of an Oriental, gleaned from careful viewing, did not agree with them
what be has seen on tin- silversheet, i- an The run-off was held back lor some time,

interesting one. The plays of greatest preva although in tin- end the film wai shown
lence in Japan. says the film censor, arc uncut.

Directors 1 Have Known
I Continued from page 2Q I

artistically as wall as morally. Studio con- that even actors occasionally give provo-

cations have been changed some 150 per cation for profanity— never exdted, never
cent for the better since he and a few like in the slightest doubt as to what he wants.

him took up this work. he always gets the best out of everybody.
I don*t think 1 have ever come in con- Of course he always contrives to get ac-

lact with a more extraordinary mind than tors who know their business. Himself
Hush Ford's. It works with electric speed, an actor of the soundest French school, a

it crackles and sparks like a dynamo. I veteran of the Comedie Francaise, he has

have heard him take hold of a script that the craft of the drama and the art of

was like a badly collapsed suet pudding, acting at his finger-tips and he knows the
flopping all over the place and in fifteen- camera thoroughly. I saw him on one oc-

minutes reconstruct the whole thing, point- casion working with a rather tempera
ing out not only where it was wrong and mental young actress who happened to be

why but what should be done to give it. tired and nervous and heaved a hair brush

a semblance of human intelligence, so that at his head, missing him, fortunately, with

all the writer had to do was to remem- a foot or two to spare. Instead of flying

ber what he had heard, zo home and fol- off in a rage, as most directors would have
low instructions. That is what I call a done, he was not even offended. He un-
real, dramatically constructive mind. It is dcrstood perfectly that it was a gesture

also one of the most versatile minds in the caused by a nervous spasm, walked over
world.

One of the characteristics he is famou r-

to her with his sweetest smile, patted her

on the shoulder in his own affectionate,

for as a director is the frantic speed with paternal manner and had her calmed down
which he works. When he was directing and ready to work in two minutes. With
me upon one occasion we shot twenty- almost any other director this incident

two scenes in an hour. We made the would have put an end to the day's work
entire picture in eight working days. It and with one or two excitable youths I

may be economical and profitable for the know to the week's work,
company but it is exhausting for the ac- Mr. Jose, on the other hand, while in

tors. I believe it is his boast that one no wise belonging to the "temperamental'"
day in Florida he shot no less than eighty class, is not of the kind at whom one
scenes! And(, on top of that, shipped his could safely hurl hair brushes. Not that

company back to New^ York on the mid- I have ever tried or wanted to try. I

night train. I can tell you that when one don't happen to be "temperamental" my-
has worked a day with Hugh Ford one self. Besides, I'm a very poor shot. Mr.
knows that one has been doing a day's Jose is an exceedingly able and human
work. Rehearse? Fudge! "See here, Polly, person, of keen intelligence and, like many
you know' what to do: you come in, walk others of keen intelligence, possessed of

to the table, take your gloves off, see the very little patience with stupidity. The
letter, look horrified and grab the tele- actor who gives him the results he wants
phone. All right! Let's take it: camera!''

Now Mr. Yignola's method is the exact

opposite of Mr. Ford's. He is of the
school that believes in an abundance of re-

hearsing. Every step, every minute ges-

ture he wants repeated over and over again.

has no trouble with Mr. Jose. But woe
betide the wight who thinks he—or she

—knows it all.

One of the most satisfying directors I

have ever worked with is Hobirt Henley,
who has just finished directing "The Woman

He will try seventeen different ways of on the Index," the first picture I made
picking up an opera cloak and forty-nine for Goldwyn. Incidentally he is the young-
variety of poses for a woman who stands est, if I am not mistaken, of them all.

at- the fireplace watching for her lover to He belongs to the school that never bite

come through the door. the scenery and never raises his voice to

Quite the mildest-mannered, most ami- the actors—except for dramatic effect when
able and placid of directors is Emile Chau- it is necessary to produce excitement and
tard. Never ruffled even by the mot quick action in a mob scene. Like all

block-headed of the people he sometimes competent directors, he realizes when ac-
has to contend with—and I must admit tors are skilled in their craft and does

The Final
Touch

To be well groomed and well

gowned— to have a graceful step
and a ready smile— to be self-pos-

sessed and brilliant in conversa-
tion— is worthy of the ambition
c f any woman.
But—why ruin the effect with a

complexion that cannot stand the
closest glances? Why attract by
other charms and repel by a rough
or blemished skin. Be fair of

complexion — be fair to yourself.

CARMEN
COMPLEXION
POWDER

gives that final touch which counts
for so much in winning admiration
and praise. Wherever you are,

have your complexion above criti-

cism. Carmen will do it — the

powder that stays on.

White, Pink, Flesh, Cream
50c Everywhere.
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^skiortaole fraaraqrance
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VIVAUDOU
PARIS -NEW YORK

Fashionable—
because its pleasing fra-

granceisworn in harmony

,
with priceless pearls.

Send i^c toVivaudou, FACE
Times Building, N. Y., DAu/nCD i

tot a sample of Lady vTY
j ij I Mary perfume. 50$

Creator of

MAyr
Irresistil

,»SS pr,ceJ

aa^^^ Buy at
Big Saving or rent

' oneof myrebuilt-like-newStand-
ard Visible Underwood Type-
writers, fully guaranteed. Equip-

F ped with back spacer, two-color
\ ribbon, tabulator, automatic ribbon
reverse, etc. Looks, writes and wears
like new. Try one for 10 days FREE.
Pay only when fully satisfied. Easy
terms, bipr discount for cash, or earn
one FREE through my agency plan.
Nocanvaesintr. 200,000 satis-
fledoilBtomerB. 27 years expe- \

rieoce. Act quick and aava
money. Aek for offer
No. 53.

C W. S. Shlpman
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TYPEWRITER
EMPORIUM

Rest Assured

Pajamas and
Night Shirts

mean the originality

of everything in ma-
terial, style and manu-
facture that is worthy, at

a price which gives maxi-
mum value to the wearer.

Over 10,000 dealers

recommend

—

" The NIGHTuvar of a Nation!"

remove superfluous hair in five minutes in

,\\ able way which does not stimulate the later growth, but reduces it.

M 50c and $1 .00 at drug and department stores, or we will mail direct on receipt if price. 75c and $1.50 elsewhere. ^
^ HALL & RUCKEL. Inc. 223 Washington St.. New York I>
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Directors I Have
Known
(Cotic!tidedJ

not try to conduct a kindergarten nor
waste time teaching people what they
learned years ago. The art of directing
is the art of getting out of people the
best that is in them. That is the secret of
all successful producers. The opinionated
man who wants everything done in an ar-
bitrary fashion by everybody, regardless
of whether it is suited to their style or
personality, is always the second-rater
The second-rate, or perhaps I should s i>

the fifth-rate director is responsible for
more damage than any other factor in

]

tures: more even than the most stupid of
managers. The public often wonders why
some of the most brilliant and celebrated
men and women on the "legitimate" stage
have been failures on the screen. In some
cases this is due to the accidental fact,

over which nobody had any control, that
their features and coloring did not repro-
duce well through the camera, that, in

technical jargon, they did not photograph
well. But I believe that in the majority of
cases it was due to stupid direction.

You see this is what happened. In the
early days of the cinema it was a gold
mine for men who had never amounted
to a hill of beans on the stage. Most of
them were $30 a week actors—and I don't
mean to talk disparagingly of S30 a week
actors because I was one myself once. But
the people I am thinking of would never
have been anything more, would never have
been worth any more. Others were property
boys and prompters. They succeeded in

pictures through sheer lack of competition.
You can readily imagine that when a man

who was property boy to John Drew, let

us say. finds himself directing Mr. Drew
in a picture, he will fall all over himself
trying to assert the difference between their

relations then and now. Please remember
that I am citing a purely imaginary but
typical case. He will undertake to teach
Mr. Drew how to act. He will smile patron-
izingly and say: "Well of course that's all

right for the theatre. Mr. Drew, but you
are acting for the camera now and you
don't understand the mysteries of the cam-
era. Xow let me show you etc etc."

The biggest joke in pictures is this

solemn pretense that the craft is one of
the sacred mysteries. It is mostly a matter
of sheer common sense. Anybody who can
act well on the stage—provided he photo-
graphs well—can act just as well for the
screen. The differences are chiefly techni-
calities such as make-up which anybody
with two cents' worth of brains to shake
together can learn in a month—or a week.
As soon as one has seen oneself on the
screen and realized the peculiarities ^i one's

features or coloring one quickly acquires
the knack of concealing unbecoming regu-
larities and heightening the effect of those
that are not unbecoming. For the rest, the

difference is mostly one of the superior

economy of gesture that is essential before
the camera. And even that is not so much
a difference as a valuable lesson that one
learns from the film. When a person who
has been acting in pictures for a while re-

turns to the stage the first improvement
that the critics observe is that he or she
has acquired more restraint and has learned

how to produce effects with less effort.

Anil it was not until directors of the calibre

of the men 1 have mentioned took up the

craft of the screen that this was realized.

The proof of this is that the most successful

men and women in pictures today—with

very, very few exceptions—are people who
were popular in the legitimate theatre be-

fore they ever went into the cinema.
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The Rea] BandU
I
t included jro»i page 6a)

met 'the i.ul> .a the dugout,' who had been

deserted by b drunken husband, and she and
iiti little boj w en stan ing.

It was twelve miles to the nearest house,

she told u>, and Frank and 1 had ridden for

almost three days without a stop, l>ut we
went that night and bought food [or her

and her little boy. She told us the sad story

of her life, and how a banker in a fcxas

town had cheated her out oi some land.

"That was enough. W« got into oui sad
dies and started for Texas. On the way we
picked up the gang, and we made fur the

town, several hundred miles awaj
"That robbery was slight!) more elaborate

than the others 1 told you about, but saj

an) director living would turn up lu> nose
al it and say it lacked 'punch.' Frank took
care of the cashier, and 1 had a few words
with the president, a nasty old hypocrite,
and I told him not to argue with me be
cause I didn't like him anyway and was apt

to let my finger slip on the trigger, He
didn't argue. We got bundles of paper
money which were lighter and easier to

carry than gold, and we writ' almost out of

the bank before the marshal fired at us

through the door. Then we in.uk- for the
horses, and the whole town was in an up-
roar, but no one knew just who the bandits
were. A man passed me at a run. waving
his gun and yelling to me to 'get under
cover,' that there were 'robbers in town!'
"Then your picture doesn't exploit out-

lawry?" I asked
"Exploit it?" he echoed. "Not much:

there's where it differs again from the gen-

eral run of 'western' pictures. There wasn't

any glamour in the life; there was much
that was bad, much that was indifferent, and
some that was good; but there wasn't any
romance about it— it was hard, sordid, and
tragic. We weren't bad clear through like

the bandits you see on the screen, we'd have
given our last cent to a hungry woman or

child, and we never robbed the poor. When
we had divided this money, we sent a share
)!' it to the lady of the dugout so that she

could go back home—but she neVer knew
where it came from."

Al Jennings is fitted belter, perhaps, than

anyone else, to tell the new story of the old

west, for he and his "gang" kept the south-

west in constant terror for three years until

the law put an end to their marauding. His

subsequent imprisonment, pardon, and ''beat-

mi: back" to the pale of society are common
knowledge, as well as his conversion and
career as an evangelist. It was in this latter

role that he received a taste of his—former

—medicine. He was on a street car that was
held up by two unmasked men, and he was
relieved of his watch and purse. The next

night, while lecturing, he saw in the audience

one of the men who had robbed him.

"I see in this audience,'' he said, "a man
who has committed a robbery. I know
where he is sitting, I could turn him over to

justice if I so desired; I want to say to that

man that there isn't money enough in Cali-

fornia to make me betray him

—

but!" he

thundered on, "I want to tell that man that

he's at the wrong game ! I know, I've been

through it all ; and I say to him that there

is a punishment worse than prison bars; a

remorse of such searing agony that eternity

itself cannot wipe it out!''

The next day he received a package and
a note. The former contained his watch,

and the purse, with the contents intact The
note read, "Deer Al. Profeshional courtesy

demands that I return your things. You
win, I go strate from now on. But my god
al, you sure picked on me in your sermon

;

it was worse than ten veers in Sing Sing!"

"And did he reform?" I wanted to know.
"Well," said Jennings, "that depends on

the point of view. He's a lawyer now."

When

This Dish
Before You
When you order foods for children keep Puffed Grains

before you— these whole-grain toasted bubbles, puffed to

eight times normal size.

Remember their attractions— how
children's faces light up when they
see them.

Remember their exquisite taste,

which makes them food confections.

Remember, too, that Puffed Wheat
and Puffed Rice are whole grains.

They are rich in minerals, etc., which
part-grain foods omit.

Whole grains excel flour foods for

children, as every mother knows. And
this form makes those whole-grain
foods attractive.

More than that, these grains are
steam-exploded. Every food cell has
been blasted, so digestion is easy
and complete.

The Puffed Grains, prepared by
Prof. Anderson's process, are the best-

cooked cereal foods in existence.

Consider all these things— how-
children love them, what perfect foods
they are, and how fitted for digestion.

And there are three kinds, each
with different flavor, which avoids
monotonv.

Puffed Wheat Puffed Rice
And Corn Puffs

All Bubble Grains— Each 1 5c, except in Far West

These are more than breakfast dainties. One great way
of serving is in bowls of milk. And every dish of fruit is

better with these fragile grains mixed in.

The Quaker Qats (pmpany
Sole Makers

(3061)

you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAT MAG \7.INE.
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Hermo "Hair-Lustr

"

(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Thehair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No moremussy, un-
tidy looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and
luster, insuring the life of the hair, as well as its

beauty. Dress it in any of the prevailing styles,
and it will stay that way. Gives the hair that
soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becom-
ing to i he stars of the stage and screen. Guar-
anteed harmless and greaseless.

Two Sizes—50c and $1
$1 size three times the quantity of 50c size. SEND FOR

JAR TODAY. Remit in coin, money order, or U. S.

st imps, and we will send Hermo "HAIR-Ll'STR," and the
llermo Booklet, "Guide to Beauty," prepaid, under plain
cover, at once. Use it five days and if not entirely satisfac-

tory, return what is left, and we will REFUND YOUR
MONEY IN Ft' LI.. Once you use Hermo "HAIR- I.USTR"
you v, i 11 never be without it. SJSXD VOCR ORDER TODA

1

'.

HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 15, CHICAGO

Write the Words
for a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them,
and guarantee to secure publication on
a royalty basis by a New York music
publisher. Our Lyric Editor and Chief
Composer is a song-writer of national
reputation and has written many big
song-hits. Mail your song-poem on love,

peace,victory or any other subj ect to us to-

day. Poems submitted are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
101 F Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at Times Sq.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

V2 PRICE *2.§o

SEND NO MONEY
IF YOU CAN TELL IT
FROM A GENUINE DIA-
MOND, SEND IT BACK
To prove to vou that our blue-
white MEXICAN DIAMOND
closely resembles the finest

genuine Smith African Diamond. with snine DAZZLING
li \i NBOW-HDED BUI LI. I AM'Y (Kuaxanteed 20 yra.),

we will send above Ladies' Tiffany Style Ring with one
unit gem (Catalogue price $4.98) lor Half-Price to In-

troduce, S2.50; or B.ime thing, bul dent*' Heavy Tooth
Belcher Ring (Catalogue price S6.261 Cor$3.10. Mount-
ings are our Bneal 12Ut. gold i • 1 1

«
- < 1 quality. Mexican Dia-

monds are GUARANTEED -jo ykaks. send no
money, si in ply olin out this advertisement and we will
hIi ip by mail O.O.D. 1 f not en1 irels pleased return within
TWO DAYS for monc> baok less actual handling oharges.
Give size. Act Quick. Offer limited. Only one to cus-
tomer. Catalogue FREE AGENTS \\'ANTED.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPOKTINC. CO.

CB2 LAS CRUCES, N. MEX.
(J x, ;i Hve Controllers Genuine Me* icatt Diamonds,)

Army Auction Bargains
Tents $4.25 up

Leggings .18 up

Saddles 4.65 up

Uniforms 1.50up
Teamharness 26.85

C. W. revolvers $2.65 up
Army 7 she) carbine 2.95 up
Army Haveracks .15 up
Knapsacks .75 ur.

Arny Gun slings .30 up

FRANCIS BflNNERMAN g SONS 501 Broadway, new York

Kill The Hair Root
My method Is the only way to prevent the hah horn growing aa til

Easy, pninless, harmless No scars. Booklet Ira Wrltetodaj
- ni lo hiv I stamp W tt h Bt mtj Culture.
D. J. MAHLER, 19S-X Mahler Park. Providence, R.

The Wicked Darling
(Concluded

nought to wring from her the information.

In the meantime Kent received a parcel

from Adele Hoyt. containing the Dearls and
a brief note, reding:
"They were returned by a young woman

much to be admired. They were rightfully

yours and I trust their return will not be
unwelcome.

Sincerely yours,

Adele Hoyt."

So the girl w::s really trying to be square
after all? Perhaps she was not worthy of

his unkind attitude. Her environment might
be wholly at fault. He would find her again.

But this was not an easy task. First he

went to the room but was told she had
moved out. Then he went to the restaurant
where one of the other waitresses received

him coldly.

"Why come here? Go look in the gutter

where you sent her!"
Stung by the words, Kent started slowly

for the door. The girl called out after him.
"She had a room over Fadem's pawnshop,"

she said, grudgingly.

Straight to Fadem's pawnshop he went—to

r-ttempt to make amends for what he had
done. He was beginning to see that he had
misjudged her entirely. She had been soar-

jrom page 6j)

ing up to his social level until he had him-
self sent her back to the depths.
As he put his hand on the doorknob of

her room he heard scuffling inside. He opened
the door and saw Connors struggling with
Man. Man's face lighted up as she saw
the man she loved enter the fight. He
pounced on Connors. Man.' screamed and
ran out for help. She went downstairs to
come back in a few seconds with the friendly
barkeeper, to whom she explained every-
thing.

Fadem had come in with a knife. His arm
was raised, the dagger about to plunge into
Kent's back when the barkeeper shouted.
"The gal ain't got the pearls, Fadem,"

he growled, insistently. "That's straight. Let
her go. She's on the square!''

And while the barkeeper drew the badly-
whipped gunman out, followed by the pro-
testing Fadem. Mary clung weakly in the
arms of Kent.
"Mary," he said, "you are wonderful!"
And so it was that Kent finally came to

take Mary Stevens out of the eutter. where
she did not belong at all. In order that she
should be completely out of the gutter and
with the money gained from the pearls, a

the iniquity that it represented, he bought,
farm out in the hills,—and a home.

i
."

Dear Dorothy
(Continued from page 72)

•5

them so much myself and I don't have very

many and I wish you would use this book
rack because it is from me and I like to

think that d know you and you know me
when I see your pictures."

The ring of truth and sincerity is the first

thing that inspires a reply. In this case the

book racks, which by the way were silent

evidence of much painstaking labor, were
given space in Miss Gish's own home, and
a mail that left two or three days later car-

ried back a parcel post package that con-

tained books. There are times in the life of

every star when she is glad she has been

able to bring sunshine into some one's life.

Here was one case in which it was evident.

Presents come from foreign countries with

as much regularity as they do locally. The
Japanese people are the stoutest of all fans.

The Japanese stamp is the most common of

all foreign postage reaching the studios. The
following letter is typical of the seriousness

in which the Japanese admirer writes:

"Madame Dorothy Gish:

I am pleased very much by your fonny
picture which was seen by me yesterday.

I am compelled to remain twice throughout
the exhibition in order that I must first ex-

plain to my friend the things that you are

stated lo remark which is not in the Japanese
language, and one more time for myself that

I am to exactly enjoy this situation without

embarrassing interruption. Within a short

time you shall receive from me a small em-
blem of the esteemed gratitude for being

pleased by you."

The "small emblem" was a dainty silk

kimono.
The following brief, but to the point mes-

sage, written in the cramped and much be-

labored hand of a small boy, was pocket

worn and much thumbed. It came from a

small town in Massachusetts:

"Hear Dorothy

:

I am nine years old. I have saw three of

your pictures. Do you like chicken guards?

1 do. My father runs a store. Wi'l you
. nsw< r this letter?"

The proposal of marriage is another reg-

ular arrival. It comes about once in each
hundred letters. Miss Gish was somewhat
reticent about giving out any samples in this

regard, but she finally agreed to the follow-

ing, which is not far different from the

usual:

" Dorothy:
You may be surprised to have someone

you have never met address you like that

but I am crazy about you and some day I

am going to make you mine. I live in the
country and have a good chance of having
the place left to me and I am coming to

Xew York to see you whenever I get a

chance. You are the soul of heaven for me
and there will never be anybody who can

take your place in my heart as you have
done. I have never said anything to any-

one around here about being in love with
you. I would not do that with anybody
without their consent. But when I am
through high school which will pobably be

next year and if I don't go to war. which I

probably will. I am coming lo see you. I

am sending you a ring which you can wear
for me but maybe the size will be too big or

too small and if it is you can send me the

ring back and tear a piece of paper big

enough to go around your engagement linger

and I will send you another one but send

this one back."

These letters are never answered.

Some idea of the source from which the

letters arrive may be gained by the following

table, drawn from the totals of the thousand

letters referred to above.

Source Letters No. Cities

Cities below 10.000 3S7 131

Between 10.000 & --5.000. :,;$ 4:

Between 25.000 & 100.000 216 20

Cities over 100.000 13S 13

Foreign countries 21 7

I ,OO0 2 2 2

The character of the letters received, with

regard to numbers, forms another interesting

table. Many of the letters are classified

under two or three heads according to the

1, ,N advertisement In PHOTO?] K\ M VOAZINK Is cuire
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Dear 1)w LiorotJ
( Concluded)

iy

subject matter. The thousand letters arc

da isified in the bos on page

So, in s|iii t - oi the fact that .1 quarter of a

million dollars i> being spent annually in

correspondence between star and fan, it is

Dot likely that any measures of curtailment
will hi- inaugurated Ami from the present
outlook. Minnie Wilkins, of Poughkeepsie,
will have the real signature ol her favorite,

v ill lie informed when that favorite is mar-
ried, will receive the sympathy ol the same
favorite during her time ol trials and tribu-

lations, ami the picture of the favorite will

adorn tin- walls of Minnie Wilkins' home.

"Clean Pictures!
l.\i'i> Manufacturer a Pledge

(Continued from page 47

1

and talent. They use appeals to morbidness
a-- a final effort to gain tin- footing they fail

to win by interior effort along respectable

lines. They represent a minor element among
producers and distributors which censorship
encourages by recognition. This recognition
works a hardship on decent producing and
distributing interests by focussing public at

tent ion on objectionable attractions through
censor board efforts for publicity in news-
papers. As an exhibitor organization First

National i> striving for elimination of the

necessity of censorship by placing every dif-

ficulty possible in the paths of producers of

immoral subjects to the screens of theatres
which its members can influence apart from
those they own. All of our theatres arc de-
voted to clean pictures only.''

R. A. Rowland, President of Metro, be-
lieves: "There is no more reason for censor-
ship on motion pictures than there is for

censorship of the press. The newspapers aim
to be clean in their news sheets, and if anv
one newspaper attempted to get away with
unclean news it would soon be stopped by

j

the public or the police. This same principle

applies to motion pictures. Every reputable
manufacturer is earnest in his desire to make
clean pictures. The Metro company is al-

ready on record that it will not countenance
anything but the cleanest pictures possible,

and as evidence of this I submit that the
Pennsylvania censor board, which is one of

the strictest in the United States, has not
turned a Metro picture down in the last

three years. The police and the public would
soon stop any fly-by-night producer who at-

tempted to make unclean pictures. Plans
are now being laid by the national associa-

tion which includes all reputable film manu-
facturers to prevent any unscrupulous pro-
ducer offering any unclean subject on the
market."
And from that famous champion of liberty

in art, David Wark Griffith: "Unless thea-
tres, both legitimate and vaudeville; unless

newspapers, churches, public lectures and
looks are also censored, it is both futile

and unjust to attempt to censor motion
pictures. When you can buy a complete
history of the tragedies of any great city in

a newspaper for a penny it is absurd to pre-
tend to protect the public by forbidding the
representation of crime on the screen. Had
modern censors existed in past ages and fol-

lowed out their present theories to a logical

conclusion we would have no Homer's Iliad.

no Bible, and none of the beautiful dramas
given us as the grandest heritage of the hu-
man race—the plays of Shakespeare. The
right of free speech has cost untold agonies
and rivers of blood. It is not to be thrown
away. It is unthinkable that in a city the
size of Chicago, one or two men shall tell

two or three million what thev shall see

/beIbu Satisfied O
^"^with your Appearance i

? •

Look Better— Feel Better—Make Your
Appearance Count for You and Not
Against You No Drugs or Cosmetics

All From 5 Minutes' Fun a Day

10 Days' Free Trial to Prove It

MEN WOMEN— if you want thai healthy,
wholesome look thai win 1 admiration, thai brings.
auccesSi that helpi make frienda, then hi
III .1. iv tii.il oil, 1 11 will pay you to know BDOUt.

No bis expense. No drugs, cosmetics 01 treat-
ments. Simpl) a tew minutes' run each day with
the wonderful Clean-O-Pore Massage Outfit thai
requires mi electricitj to operate and doean'l cost a
single eenl lo use.

The CLEAN-O-PORE
Vacuum Massage Outfit

a 1. ft minutes' use i daj
n onderCul results. Instead "t po
1 lie sensitive skin as an electric * Ibratoi
tl.ifs, iius wonderful machine i<\ its

soothtns SUCTION opens and i ir-ms* s

the pores, i renting < i leu h< ilttis skin
removes p i

|

heads, smooths oul wrlnkli and
sagging flesh di t <i.>[>s net v.

and busi Im Igorates I

and 1 lean it ol dandruff, In
handsome leatherette case.
Separate appliani es l

scalp and body ma

NATURE'S GREATEST AID
Ml age I ! the great)

1 Hi i

In 1. tofore been m i

' "'"" foi a 1

lisrge Jl ami up r> .r fa< . ... . ahi n
Think "f it

'
a rai .-

1 al ,
1. ,

• wai ii» .1 total 'nt ..r ,,,,1

siniiiiy attach the near O Pol I .. . i and tun
mi the water no eloctrti Itj nei ilod Tin I m i Ins
creates i he racuum git tni
" I I a] r.ini, No wati 1 1 hi tin
The Clean P rings the bi in 111 of n uin.ln
the reai h ol all.

FACE - SCALP — BUST
1 ou can'ti \ 1 laj ifree 1

iii >>r the body see for yourself how li Improri
appearand in stimulating a rigorous clrcufatloi
feeds the tissues and carries awaj Impurities how it

brings color to the 1 heeds and a sparkle to th
II cleans the pores, smooths out wrlnkli
Besh how 11 builds up the neck, bust • " othei hollow
parts of the bodi Boothes and strengthen
androllere headaches how soothing It Is aftei having
how a Invigorates the scalp and hair and takes mit
dandruff and bow ii Is downright/un to use.

If you aren'l satisfied ir you don't think if* worth
many times fi return It al our expense mo time nithlu
III days and ii won't cost sou ; cent.

K,;,, i„j,„ The iititiit is worth fur more than the 12 adver-
nriietooay tlalng price which maj be raised

CLEAN-O-PORE MFG. CO.. 398 Broadw.v, Ntw York Gly
Please send me ;. Clean-O-Pore Massage Outfit complete sad

repaid with foil directions foi oalng, t.u<. vonr book >.n 'In- can ..f

the health unit complexion), on 10 day. ' trial. I undo C in full

payment. If nol entirely ntihnfi,-.l, 1 will return the ootfll
are to |.r,.n,|.t lj' return my money,

Namt

t.l.lr,,,

..3jwatehes
> cJewelrv
1eKMo»\tKs'Credil\

Send No Money! JS^?™
meat plan, we will send you any Diamond for
your examination, express prepaid, if satisfied,
pay 1/5 of the purchase price and keep it; bal-
ance divided into to equal monthly payments.

SWEET Diamonds are superior in quality, dig-
tinctive In beauty, perfect in cut— gorgeous
tmi'^ts of radiant splendor. Can tie exchanged
at a yearly Increased value of 7! ... Ask us about
this Profit-Sharing Exchange Plan and for von:
catalog. No. 4'.'!>K- IT'S FREE!

TH E HOUSE OF QUALlTy^

^24MAll)tNlANEmiWMRKl

Deformities
of the Back

Greatly benefited or en-^
tirely cured by the Philo
Burt Method.
The 30,000 cases suc-

cessfully treated in our
e xperience of over si xteen

years is absolute proof ot
this statement.
No matter how serious your

deformity, no matter what treat-
ments you have tried, think of

the thousands of sufferers this method has
made well and happy. We will prove the value
of the Philo Burt Method in your own case.

The Philo Burt Appliance
on 30 Days' Trial

Since you run no risk there is

no reason why you should not ac-
cept our offer at once.

The photographs hero show how
light, cool, elastic and easil) ad-
justable the Philo Burt Appliance is—
how different from the old tor-
turing- plaster, leather or steel
jackets. To weakened or de-
formed spines it brings almost
im mediate relief even in the most
serious casta. You owe it to
yourself to investigate it thor-
oughly. The price is within
reach of all.

Send for our Fr-> Booh
today and describe the nature
and condition of your trouble
as fully as possible so we can
give you definite information.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.
329XOdd Fellow* Bldg . Jam»»town.N.Y.

»c

There's Only One Way
to secure a satin skin: Apply Satin

skin cream, then Satin skin powder.
(Ask your druggist for free samples.)

When ynu write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAOAZIXE.
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Imagine the thrill of hearing
ISrarSoiig from the Stage!
Why don't YOU write the Words for a Song, and submit your
poem to us? Write about Patriotism, Love or any other subject.

rMwJZu^TrJT* 7 ,7! T^s <Tn "7 "7. 7k"" ~i We write the music and guar-
CHESThR MUSIc CO., Suite 294. 5o» a. Dearborn St., Chicago t-» i i- i i

I antee Publisher s acceptance.
Gentlemen-Enclosed Cnd poem entitled . jf yQU haye & pQem ^^^^

for y™r inspection,
g now, send it to us TODAY.

Name I There will never be too

street Address I many popular songs.

I I CHESTER MUSIC COMPANY
City or Town State

, Suite 294, 538 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

Perfect hearing is now being re-
stored in every condition of deaf-
ness or defective hearing from
causes such as Catarrhal Deaf-
ness, Relaxed or Sunken Drums,
Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Hissing Sounds, Perforated,
Wholly or Partially Destroyed

. Drums.Discharge from Ears, etc.

Wil90n Common-Sense Ear Drums
"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears" require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural ear drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable.
Write today for our 168 pageFREE book on DEAF-

NESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials.

WILSON EAR DRUM CO., Incorporated
778 Inter-Southern Bids. LOUISVILLE, KY.

Money in Wri+inq Sonq Poems
. iiiinrrniriOTii iFP»

A SUCCESSFUL music writer and composer has pub-
lishedal k giving his experiences. You need this

itents—M iking money » riting and
erecting your faults—Writing a Mel-
bilious composer Placing youi song
tsover 500 musii buyers and orches-

omplctc book of its kind <mi the

book to gi

publishing songs <

ody l Hrecting the
before the public -I
tra leaders. The o
market. Trice $l.oo postpaid. Monty back II you

Union Music Co.. 431 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

"Finer Than a Diamond
R H G of Carlisle Pa , write*- "I like my Lachnite ring

letter every time 1 look at it. 1 think it is tiner than a
genuine diamond.

''

o._j »t_ Mnnav Just send your name nnd fineer
3ena imo money e j2epWO -i]senduLachmterirj.
net in solid sold, prepaid, to your home; When it cornea
ilepoBit$-l.7;»withtherostnian.and wear the riK-M f"H

days. If you, or any of yourlriends can tell it from a
diamond, send it back. If >ou return the nmr in ten

ftiirn your deposit,
end $2 , 50 n month until $18. 75 ii

i Send yournaiWrite Today %"&
[ladies' or men's). Bo sure to Bona y.'ur

1 HaroldUchraanCo., 12N. Michigan A?., D«pt. 1

I yoa decide to keep
pdid.

t now. Tell us which

. Chicago

:_!

Train for Nursing-NOW!
The war is responsible for a scarcity of nurses in hospitals

— their regular nurses .ire going to the front Demand for

u lined nurses now srrcater than the supply. This is yotir
nitj 1" become n trained nurse and easily se-

< ure .1 fine position .u $»<) to $30 per week. \ ou can quickly

master our special Training Course during your spare time

ai home and receive diploma approved by best doctors. Easj

terms. Hospital experience given if desired. We help you
tind employment. Write ..: once for catalog. State ..ge.

AMERICAN TRAINING SCHOOL. Depl. B. 1555 N. La Salle Si.. CHICAGO

ON PS on

Select Any Diamond
or other article for free inspection. Send no money.
Your credit is good. We trust you lor anything you want.

Lyon Diamonds
ire the BEST QUALITY— perfect cut and blue-white. Every
hamond in our stock is a GKM of GEMS.

8% Yearly Dividend Offer
Ever} Diamond is accompanied bj n bin.Hue guarantee covering valne
nnd qunlii . MORE than that, we guarantee you 8<J yearly increase in

value on oil exchanges. X"ou get absolute protection.

Buv Now At Low Prices
Shipments made wltboul expense to sou. Sou incur no risk, Yon examine
curetullj li satisfactory, i aj only one-fifth >>f the purchase price and
keep it. if unsatisfactory, returnal our expense _Dpn't r.:» n cent

ho'

uttsfactor
I f unsat isfactor^ .

are eonvlnced Lyon Diamonds are Superior Value. Let us explain

to build a solid foundation tor the future. Semi today tor Fim Catalog «-t.

<J.MiLYONS ZQJMaidenLamNeMork

Clean Pictures
!

'

Every Manufacturer's Pledge

(Continued)

After all, pictures have a very effective cen-
sorship in the persons of pa and ma. who will
soon regulate any producer who offends the
decencies.

"

And this from Carl Laemmle. President of
the Universal Film Corporation: '-Universal

1

is pledged for clean pictures, and against cen-
:
sorship. Censorship by little cliques is un-

!
fair because it has been demonstrated that
the cliques themselves do not agree on what
is censorable. The things that a clique in
one locality will eliminate, the cliques in an-
other will pass. This results in endless con-

:
fusion. Censorship by politicians is vicious
because it not only leads directly along the

!
road toward dishonesty, but threatens to
plunge the screen into politics, an evil which
the industry has thus far managed to avoid.

1 The only real, true, practical censorship is

the censorsh'p of public opinion, and I mean
by this the public which pays real money to
see pictures. We found long ago that the
oublic wants clean pictures and even if

there were no other reason on earth for giv-
ing them clean pictures that is what we in-

tend to give them because we have found
by experience that that is what they want."

J. Stuart Blackton vows: "I am and al-

ways have been unequivocally in favor of
absolutely clean pictures. My standard is

fixed by whether or not I would be willing

to have my young daughters see my produc-
tions. This does not mean complete emas-
culation of the situations inevitably inter-

woven throughout all dramas of human life

but it means that the utmost care be exer-
cised in choosing themes in which the key-
note is decency and morality. I am and
always have been against legal censorship of
motion pictures on the ground that it is

class legislation and therefore unconstitu-
tional. There are laws and statutes in every
state to punish the exhibition of indecent
pictures."

William L. Sherrill. President of the Froh-
man Amusement Corporation, wires: "The
Frohman Amusement Corporation is opposed
to censorship on principle, just as it is un-
equivocally for the manufacture of clean

—

and nothing but clean—pictures on principle.

Our every production has been an adaptation
of some successful novel or stage success, in

which I think we have proved our desire

to offer the public nothing but cltan. whole-
some material which bears the stamp of gen-
eral approval."

And from Ricord Gradwell. President of

the World Film Corporation : "World pic-

tures stand on their list three years' record

as proof that censorship is not needed and
that World is itself a strict censor in every
way. We pledge ourselves to make as we
have made under this administration.nothing
but clean pictures. We realize the responsi-

l ility in handling entertainment that strikes

close to the family tie. and need no govern-
mental control in questions of decency."
From Samuel Goldwyn, head of the pro-

ducing organization bearing his name: "Gold-
wyn pictures have always been made and
will always be made with an eye to cleanli-

ness and healthfullness. They are stimulators

of public morality. The picture of ours that

lapsed or offended the moral rules of any
community could be promptly dealt with

under the police laws that safeguard the wel-

fare of that particular community. Motion
pictures in general have done more to im-
prove the morals of American cities than any
other factor in the past ten years. Public

opinion and the application of the ordinary

existing safeguards are sufficient to drive any
unclean producers out of the business. The
present scattered agitations for censorship

are not founded on sanity or logic and again

represent attempts of minorities to impose

their will upon majorities."

Evory advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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"(Mean Pictures!
Everj Manufacturer a Pledge

( Continued)

Albert E. Smith, President oi 'I'm' \ ita

graph Company of America, expresses him
-ill ;i> follows: "Iii it- twentj two years

ni existence Vitagraph has always stood for

tkan pictures, We have not waited for re

formers or censors t<> tell us what was right

or wrong. In the future .1- in tin- past Vita

graph will devote itself to producing >t or u-

th.it are wholesome and educational as will

a entertaining."

Lewis .1 Selznick, President of Select Pic

turrs. proffers: "1 have two reasons tor male

ing clean pictures: first, because 1 do not can-

to make any photoplay which 1 could no)

show, iir>t of all. to the members of mj fam-
ily; second, because any other policy on the

screen i> business suicide in this or any other

country. 1 pledge myself to make clean pic-

tores just as naturally a- l would pledge

myself not to drink Prussic acid, leap into a

blast furnace or throw myself in front of a

railroad train."'

Questions and Answers
( Continued from page 84)

Blanche; Silverton, Colo. Jim like a

C Gardner Sullivan scenario. '•The sun rose

over the purple rim of the desert." etc.

Carlyle Blackwell's wife was Ruth Hartman.
sister of Greta-Ahrbin-Ciretchen-Hartman-
Hale. The Blackwells have been divorced
some time. Two children. I believe. Alice

Brady isn't engaged; at least she hasn't con-
fided in me. Constance Talmadge is nine-

teen; Madge Evans, just nine years younger.
Roscoe Arbuckle is thirty-two They say
the money involved in his new com rail

with Adolph Zukor is Si.000.000 a year or

something like that. It doesn't bother me.
Wouldn't I be just crazy to meet all the
actors and actresses in pictures? I should
say I would.

A Girl's Clvb —That reminds me of Jo-
seph Kilgour. who was villaining Viola Dana
in a Metro underworld picture. "Just what
do you call yourself, Mr. Kilgour?" kidded
Viola. "I? I'm a roue. I'm 'vamping'
you." '"Then if you're the roue." returned
Miss Dana, "I must be the roulette." (Quick.
W.tt-on; my umbrella. > Theda Bara does
"Salome." George Walsh is with Fox: he
is in California now, I think. He is mar-
ried, you know, to Seena Owen ; and they
have a little girl. George will send you his

picture. You want a story about him. Glad
you like Photoplay and sorry that I can't

send you my autographed picture for the

club rooms. However, I'll write you a let-

ter and you can frame that.

'•QrERiST, Maxk ato. Minx.—That's a new-

kind of soul-perfume, or something, isn't it ?

By the way—Norma Talmadge is famous
now. She has had a perfume named after

her; also a face powder and toilet water.
If it interests you—the perfume will sell for

one dollar and fifty cents an ounce or five

ounce bottles at seven-fifty. (This is a

free advertisement.) William Davidson was
Uncle Mike and Jack MacGowan was the
nephew in Viola Dana's "The Gold Cure."
Bertram Grassby was the male vamp with
Dot Gish in "Battling Jane." Ed. Burn
with Gladys Leslie in "The Soap Girl."

By the way, Ralph Ince is again with Vita-
graph, directing Miss Leslie's new pictures,

"Miss Dulcie from Dixie," and "A Stitch in

Time." Curtis Cooksey and Crauford Kent
acted with Ethel Clayton in "The Woman
Beneath." Others elsewhere. Thanks.

How You Can Learn to Write
Short Stories, Photoplays, Newspaper

and Magazine Articles

By the Author of Old Frank, the? Story of Jack, Snndy's Golf Dou,«nd Other St <ni»-x

BY ONE WHO HAS ARRIVED
( Nnmr find Addrefts on Rrqurst

NEARLY everyone, 1 think,

would like to write lor publi-

cation. We all know thai

writing i> the freest ami finest kind of

work in the world. You do it at odd

times and hours -when or where you

will.

Your time is your own. and the re-

muneration is big. Also, the prestige

that most authors enjoy is enviable,

to say the least.

It is strange, then, that such a com-

paratively few of those who would

and could write—actually write.

Some few. probably, never could

learn. But by far the majority simply

lack two things: Confidence and

Training.

It is surprising how many people

have shown me stories that they have

written—stories that have never been

seen by anyone but themselves—people

whom one might never know had ever

made any effort to record their

thoughts and impressions on paper.

These persons would one and all

dearly love to see their brain-children

given record in print. But they lack

proper knowledge of how to go about

it.

You can't just write. You must
know what to write and how to write

it. You must serve an apprenticeship

—just as docs any other artist.

Every one of the old French Mas-
ters of the Short-Story did this! Not

one of them just wrote.

Even after you have written a sal-

able story, you must know where and

how to sell it. Manuscripts are mar-

keted on (he same principles that gov-

ern the marketing of any other com-
modity of merit.

Training Is Vital

Training is absolutely necessary for

anvone who would write successfullv.

MAGAZINE
for artists and art students—*

Publishes cash art as-
signments, articles and
lessons on Cartoon inn.
Designing, Illustrating,

Lettering,and Chalk-talking.
Criticises amateurs' work. Interefitintr,
h.'lpful, artistic. Satisfaction guaran-
tHdormonevr.-funi!r«l. 10c a copy, SI a

year. Sand SI NOW,sUmpsi.r bill, to

G. H. LOCKWOOD, Editor
Daot. 446 Kalamazoo, Mich.

EARN SING
Send 2-c. Stamp for Helpful Booklet, " L."

" The Voire Made Beautiful."

HARVEY SUTHERLAND
Educational Building, 70 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK

Styles change in stories as well .1- mi

shoes or hat- Ami that's JUSt (Jin- ol

the things you must know.
Your latent ability must be di

opi <l

You may have heard that "Writer-
arc born not made." Bosh! 01
course, you've got to in- born lir>t

l!ut after you're born you've not to

be made.
Every writer has to be made And

that brings up the question of HOW
For my part. 1 believe the best

plan is to follow a prescribed course
of instruction augmented by the con-
stant, consistent and constructive sug-
gestions of a competent critic.

I have personally made it a point
to investigate several such courses
and methods of criticism.

One of these, in my opinion, stands
out pre-eminently for the amateur
writer and I unqualifiedly recommend
it.

I refer to the course offered by the

Hoosier Institute of Fort Wayne, bid-

Take my advice and investigate this

course for yourself. The attached
coupon will bring you full informa-
tion without chanrc or obligation.

USE THIS NON-OBLIGATORY COUPON
"DO IT NOW"

HOOSIER INSTITUTE
Short Story Department 1535

FORT WAYNE, IND.

You may send me your fret- booklet, " How to
Write," and full details about your coi
Training in Short Story, Photoplay and (

Magazine writing. It is understood that this
request places me under no obligations.

.
' 1 .......

.

./. readied in

$3 or
$4

monthly bin - a
Beautifully Re

TYPEWRITER
SENSATION
constructed Latest Model Visible Typewriter with
back-spacer, decimal tabulator, two-color ribbon,
etc. Every late style feature and modern operating
convenience. Perfect appearance, perfect action

and absolute dependability. Sent anywhere on
approval. Catalog and special price FREE.
Harry A. Smith. 851, 218 N. Wells St.. Chicago. 111.

SCHOOL fOfl THCATff£ ARTS
AUVIEUgESCHOOL
DRAMATIC ARTS
FOUR SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL S*AGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK-""
THEATRE AfFORD PUBUC STAGE APPEARANCES

r..r catalog TT-f—*- rtodj daas.

A. T. IRWIN, Secretary
225 W. 57th St. New York City

Every adTertlsement in FHOTOFLAT MAGAZINE is jruaranteed.
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Questions and Answers
(Continued)

J. L. Mc L., Sailt St. Marie.—So you
think I'm a dear old man. I'm not savin.:

a word—but when you come up to Chi

—

Your taste for good cigars won't help you.

I don't smoke—cigars. Perhaps if you wrote
Alice Brady and told her she was beautiful

she would send you a best likeness of her-

self—perhaps.

"I Got the Job!"
"I'm to be Manager of my Department

starting Monday. The boss said he had
been watching all the men. When he
found I had been studying at home with
the International Correspondence Schools
he knew I had the right stuff in me—
that I was bound to make good. Now we
can move over to that house on Oakland
Avenue and you can have a maid and
take things easy. I tell you, Nell, taking
that course with the I. C. S. was the best
thing I ever did."

Spare-time study with the I. C. S. is winning
promotions for thousands of men and bringing
happiness to thousands of homes all over the
world. In offices, shops, stores, mines, mills and
on rrilroads, I. C. S. trained men are stepping up
to big jobs, over the heads of older men, past those
\vhoL;e only qualification is long service.

There is a Job Ahead of YOU
Some man is going to be picked for it. The boss

can't take chances. When he selects the one to
hold it he is going to choose a trained man with
sound, practical knowledge of the work. Get
busy right now and put yourself in line for that
promotion. You can do it in spare time in your
own home through the International Correspond-
ence Schools, just as nearly two million men have
done in the last twenty-seven years, just as more
than 100,000 men are doing today.

The first step these men took was to mark and
mail this coupon. Make your start the same way

—

and make it right now.

^"^ ^P»^"-——
. TEAR OUT HERE — —^— —™ '

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6499, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which 1 mark X.
J I I.I.r 1 RldAI. ENUINET.lt
3 Electrlo Lighting and Itra.

Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work

JMI-.CIMMCAI, ENG1NEEU
.3 Mechanical Draftsman

J Machine Shop l'raotloa
DToolmaker
3 Gas Engine Operating
DCIVIL ENGINEER
Hiirv.u-liit: and Blupplnp

BUINE FOUEMANorKNd'K
_BTAT10NAll¥ ENGINEER

Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
(Jantraetor and Rnllder"
Architectural DrafUman
Concrete Builder a

B Structural Engineer
Pl.l'M 111 NCI AND HEATING

DSheet Metal Worker
TcjllletlfomcerorSupt.
I'lir.llINT

3SALESMANSHIP
3 ADVERTISING
3 Window Trimmer
3Show Card Writer
J Sign Painter
3 Railroad Trainman
^ILLUSTRATING
3 Cartooning
3BOOKKEEPER
3 Stenographer and Trpijfi

I] Cert. Pub. Accountant
JTRAFFIC MANAGER
3 Railway Accountant
J Commercial Law
I]GOOD ENGLISH
3 Teacher
3 Common School Subjects

J Mathematics)
JCIVIL SERVICE
3 Railway Mall Clerk
jAUTOHOtlll.B OPERATING
3 Auto Repairing
3 Navigation InSponbb
3 iGUIOUIiTUIlH iMFrencll
3 r.mi c ry Rablng IQltallu

Name
Preseni
Occupation.

Street
BndNo

Clty_

O $t@[^§p£&&
Memory
the Basis

o/All
Khowledae<

O r^ The Key
To Success

The Becrcat of busi-
m\^ :iiul £ockil scii"

H'-Jt) in the ability
to remember. 1 can
make your mind an Infallible

cloiudBed index from which yon can
instantly BCleci thoughts, fails.

Iflguree, names, faces., Enables you
I
to concontrato, d.v.lop a«lt- control,

' ov.rcomo bnshfulnoss, think on your

:

foot, address an audience. I'aity. Sinipl"'.

Ths rr»uit of 10 run' sxparlsnes de-
elopinit mrmoriea of thousands.

/..;#.. T l,« for free booklet "llow to
rnte loday Rcmombor" and Copy.
righted Memory Test, al,ui how to obtain my

• To Bp*U In l'ubllc.
,%

The Mystic Rose.—Back again? I missed

you. There are many who write to me using

green ink but none spill it so gracefully a=

you. Still for Pearl White, I see. I read

your poem to Xazimova and it's all right

except that Xazimova doesn't rhyme with

"Pctrova." You pronounce it Naz-iwi-ova.

I don't laugh at you for worshiping idols

so long as you realize you're doing it. Con-
stance Talmadge. Morosco Studios. Los An-
geles. Xorma Talmadge, Select, Xew York.
I don't know just where Miss Talmadge
will be working when she joins First Xa-
tional. Pearl White is thirty years old; she

weighs 130 pounds and is five feet and three

inches tall. Miss White is rather reticent,

always, about herself; she says she is a

silent star on the screen and she intends to

carry that out in private life. "But," she

adds, "I love my public and would give

my life to please them." Anyway, she"s

risked it a good many times.

Mrs. J. Jackson, Jersey City.—I can tell

you why Milton Sills is not Clara Kimball

Young's leading man at the present time.

It is because—ssh !—Milton is playing op-

posite Viola Dana in Metro's "Diana Ard-

way." Another new Dana-Metro is "Satan.

Junior." Mr. Sills is, I believe, married.

I am so generous, I would share your last

penny with you.

M. T. W., Bristoll, Mass.—General

Pershing is a great orator—although his

speech at the tomb of Lafayette consisted

of only four words—"Lafayette, we are

here." You got it mixed with "Lafayette,

We Come." That's a picture. Harry Morey
is still with Vitagraph ; one of his recent re-

leases was "Silent Strength." Alice Joyce is

starring alone; she appeared lately in "The
Lion and the Mouse" and "The Third De-
gree." Earle Williams is very much alive.

He is living in California, with his wife.

Mr. Williams was a leetle bit shy about re-

vealing his engagement and acknowledging
his marriage, but evidently someone con-

vinced him it wouldn't injure his popularity

so he 'fessed up. Lois Weber is Mrs. Phillips

Smalley. The Smalleys directed "The Price

of a Good Time" but didn't act in it. Mil-
dred Harris and Kenneth Harlan were the

featured players. Conway Tearle is Xorma
Talmadge's leading man. Jack Mulhall is

with Lasky. He's married, and the father of

a little boy. Juanita Hansen is Bill Hart's
leading woman in "The Poppy Girl's Hus-
band."

Dickion School of Memory, 1741 Ucsrit Bids-. Chicago, Hi.

Henry, Milwaukee.—I can enjoy my eve-

ning at the movies it I don't have to stand
in line to begin with; if there isn't another
girl in the box-office instead of the pretty
girl who always smiles at me;—if the hero-
ine hasn't a double chin, and the overture
isn't "Poet and Peasant." Conrad Xagel?
Lambs Club, Xew York.

M D. L, K.. COLUNGSWOOD, X. J.— Alice

Brady is William A.'s only daughter. Alice

i- working on her new Select pictures now.
She is also appearing on the stage in "For-
ever After." I don't think she will go
abroad; passport difficulties made many of
the prospective Atlantic voyagers change
their minds. Pauline Frederick will return

to the stage next season. We do not an-
swer questions pertaining to religion.

Give your nails the charming shape

and polish you have often admired on
others. "The Better Way to Mani-
cure" shows you how to have perfect

nails without cutting the cuticle or

remo\ing it with injurious acids. This
helpful book and sufficient Lustr-ite

Cuticle Ice to soften your cuticle sent

free. The four essentials to "The
Better Way to Manicure" are:

Lustr-ite Cuticle Ice Lustr-ite Salve Enamel
Lustr-ite Nail Whitener Lustr-ite Nail Cake

On Sale, Single or in Sets, at all

Department and Drug Stores

The Lustr-ite Corporation
ii Fulton Street Brooklyn, New York

L

Nadine
Face Powder
(In Green Boxes Only)

Keeps The Complexion

\ 0t *^» Beautiful

Soft and velvety. Money
back if not entirely pleased.
Nadine is pure and harm-

less. Adheres until washed off. Prevents
sunburn and return of di sc olora ti ons.
A million delighted users prove its value.
Popular tints: Flesh, Pink, Brunette. White.
50c. by toilet counters or mail. Dept. C. P.

National Toilet Company, Paris, Tenn., U.S.A.

flightam/Heat

k ^^rfwaOneSocket
• light and power—or two lights.

x^
PLUG

F makes single sockets do two things.

At Your Dealer's

\ / 3^359
/ OR »l?5 EACH

1

BENJAMIN ELEC
TRiC MFG. CO.

San Francise

BECOME AN EXPERT

Accountant
Executive Accountants command big salaries. Thousands of firms
Deed thorn. Only 8,600 Certified Public Accountants in U. S. Many
arc earning 13,000 to S 10.000 a year. Wo train you thoroly by mall in,

spare time for O. P. A. examinations or executive accounting posi-

tions. Knowledge of bookkeeping unnecessary to begin—we pre pans
you from the ground up. Our court?© And service are under tho
supervision of William B. Castenholz. A. M.. C. P- A.. Former
Comptroller and Instructor. University of Illinois, assisted by a
utaff of C. P. A's. Including members of tho American Institute of
Accountants. Low tuition fee—easy terms. Write now for infor-

mation and free book of Accountancy facta. M „
*

La Salic Extension University, Dcpt. S302-HA Chicago
"The World's Greatest Extension University"

Eveiy advertisement In riiOT».ri«AY magazine [a guaranteed.
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Q uestiona and Answers
ntimted

J wi N'o\ vk Admiri Q : sad

dcsi word oi Ionian.' or pen comes from
your truthful Answer Man she's married.

I ml that Mi" Novak was to have her

mi\ own company. I simph can't keep

track of -ill these new companies and rumors

of 'cm. June Caprice, L'apellani studios Wc
don't give home addresses, .1- .1 rule l-\i irt-

Binne) isn't married, that I know oi D01

othy Gish in "Boots." The princi|>al players

in "Little Women" were: Jo. Dorolh) Bern
.ml; Meg, Isabel Lamon; Beth, Lillian Mill.

Florence Flinn; Laurie, Conrad Nagel;
John Brooke, Henry Hull

1>i\ii Jazz, Xfw Orleans.— I think I'd

choose, of all the popular songs, "I'm Always
Chasing Rainbows," although 1 have heard

a doughboy paraphrase it. "I'm Always
Scratching Cooties." Speaking, etc., .1 I'. S.

private wrote home to hi- wife that he'd

picked up a few French cooties and she

thought he said cuties il really should pro-

vide automatic sprinkler- tor a wheeze like

this 1
. Geraldine is Mrs. Lou Tellegem Her

hobby? 1 believe it's her husband; hut I

can tell you her pet aversion: it's a clock.

She can't stand 'em. Won't even wear a

v ri-t watch 1 suppose Jerry is even more
unpunctual than most women; hut I don't

eare how many appointment- she breaks just

SO -he doesn't break her contract. Goldwyn,
Culver City, Cal.

R. E. White, Wesi Newton, Mass.—
He— ie Barriscale is Mr-. Howard Hickman
in private life. Yes. she gets her share of

"fan" mail; but she says since the influenza

epidemic she has had a distressing drop in

proposals. While she used to set two a

week anyway, she's only had three since

iqio was ushered in. Marguerite Clark
Mr-. H. Palmerson Williams), Famous Play-

er- studio. New York; Dorothy Gish, Sunset

studios, Hollywood; Pauline Frederick, Gold
uyn. Culver City; Mary Pickford, Brunton
.-tudios. Los Angeles, for the present.

Dorothy, Brooklink. — Read up and,
counting yours, you'll find three of my favor-

ite feminine names. Mary is a little bit old-

fashioned and so's Betty but I like them.
I'm so glad you feel as though you really

know me. I can't send you my picture but
you may send me yours. Seeing as how
this is your first year's supbscription to

Photoplay. I'll browbeat the Editor into

having an interview with Ralph Kellard. He
seems to be coming right along. Thanks.

Eddie L.. Phila.—If I give you a good
answer you'll give mc the address of your
sister in Chicago, who you say is a combi-
nation of Annette Kellerman. Mary Pickford,
Mary Thurman. and Lina Cavalieri, and re-

cently divorced. But it so happens that most
of your questions are unanswerable. Why
are nine-tenths of the pictures punk? They
aren't. Why don't they make a picture with
Doug Fairbanks. George Walsh, and Charles
Ray ? There isn't that much money in the
world. How do I live on So a week? That,
my friend, is none of your business, to put
it politely. But here's one I can answer:
Zeena Keefe lately appeared in ''The Chal-
lenge Accepted.'' Olga Petrova is in vaude-
ville now.

N". S.. Yerxox. X. C—Charles Ray's latest

to be released is "The Girl Dodger.." There's
something about Charles in this issue. I be-
lieve. He's married. That was Jane Novak
opposite Ray in "The Claws of the Hun."
Jane has a baby—a little girl, it is. She's
a very sweet and feminine sort of person,
I hear—Jane. She is Mrs. Frank Newburgh.
in private life. That's all right; write any
time.

One of our leaders. We save you money <'H Groceries catalogue free with trial ordei
Tin' requests for catalogues .n<- enormous and hundreds ol thousands of dollai

lost annually i>y mail ordei concerns in Bending out catalogues to places where no bene
tit is ever derived. To avoid all this unn«?cces»»ry expense and i><- in a position to

sell our goods at the lowest possible price, we have decided on the following plan

We will only semi Bargain Grocery Catalogue to such people who can prove i" u

the) are really interested in saving money on groceries. We quote herewith b

few ot the bargains listed and which are sold in different parts <>i oui catalogue.

FLOUR, $8.36 B^Ve, SUGAR, $5.00Per
irrel

{One ot Our Leaders)
Oui Best FlOUl $8.36 per b.u n I

4.18 per halt barrel
2.09 pei 19-pound sai k

" " 1.05 per -I
1

, pound sack

Here Is Our Plan
Send US $1.99 for the following Trial Order and

we will then know that you mean business and we
will include with your order out Bargain Gro
Catalogue m w inch youw ill imd biggrocery bargains.

Trial Order
(Estimated) Retail Price Our Ptiw

5 poumk l lux Best I Iranulated Sugar 60 tents 25 ,rnt->

Itagej Quaker i '''•, 12 cents

I Guaranteed Baking Powder 50cents r9cenls
if-pound Black Peppei tl iround) -'5 cents i

I) 25 cents IScents
idGinger (Ground) 25centa 15 cents

Vr,,im<l Mustard (Ground) 25 cents

rs K rk's White Flake s<>.,i> i 9 cents

2 pkgs. "DyAake" (use like Soap Flakes). .20 cents

Is Naphtha Soap
id Breakfast Cocoa 60cents locents

I Catalogue Free Retail Price 9>3.21 Our Price $1.99

YOU SAVE $1.22
OUR Hit ARANTFF • Your mon.y r.turn.d In lull

We are the Originators—Others are Imitators. You
take no chance dealing with this old reliable concern.

Per100
Lbs.

(One ot Our Leaders)
Our I;. I Jgar $5.00 p. i 100 II.

iOpei rOlb
" 1.25 p. .

" SOpei 10 lbs.

Other Big Bargains in our Catalogue
Uneeda Biscuits, 12 packages .40
Quaker Oats, <> large packages ;

i < enl

AND OTHER BIG BARGAINS.
D gxin txrn h rr» I*

we s( 'n( ' no cataloguencmciliuci we receive your trial order.

We sell the trial order complete only and no part
of same. Nor do we sell any article mentioned ill

this advertisement separately. VVV reserve the
right to return any money tendered in payment ot

goods contrary to our selling plan.
Rush yourtnal order at once, and get our catalogue

and commence saving big money on all your gro,

ORDER BLANK

COLE-CONRAD CO.,
2215 Ogden Avenue
D;i I L CHICAGO. ILL

The Oldest Exclusive Mail Order Grocery House
in America

COLE-CONRAD CO., Oept. C.E.. 2215 Ogden Ait.. CHICAGO
Gentlemen Em losed pl< i i I Mud me

Bargain Grocery Order No. <:. E. and Include free vour rata-
oui Big Grocei > Bai trains, Il bi

ami agreed it 1 am nut perfectly i :iti ' i

Dial once ratui ' no rlak.

Ato

I xpress OJfUi

There are over 2,000 photographic illus

trations of Diamond Rings, Diamond
La Vallieres, Diamond Ear Screws.
Diamond Scarf Pins, Diamond
Studs, Watches. Wrist Watches;
also our wonderfu 1 showy assem-
bled Solitaire Diamond Clusters.

Diamonds
If in

-a-.-
TIeart$

Loftis Perfection

Diamond Rings
Each Diamond is specially selected

. by our diamond experts and is skil-

»J\ fully mounted in our famous Lof-
tis "Perfection" 14-karat solid
gold 6-prong ring, possessing
every line of delicate grace
and beauty.

$10
$20
$25!

Down, S5 a Month.
buys a $50 Ring.
Down, SlOa Month,
buys a $100 Ring.
Down,$12. 50 a Month,
buys a $125 Ring.

Every Article in Our Large
Jewelry Catalog is specially
selected and priced unusually
low. Whatever you select will
be sent prepaid by us. You see

and examine the article right in your own hands. If sat-
isfied, pay one-fifth of purchase price and keep it; balance
divided into eight equal amounts, payn hie monthly. Stand-
ard world-renowned watches on credit terms as low as
$2.50 a month. Send for Catalog. LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED.

The National Credit Jewelers
Dept. "502 108 N. State St.

CHICAGO, ILL.
STORES IN LEADING CITIES

Strong,
Clear
Tones
Quickly
Obtained

for Speak in g
and Singing

You study in your own home. Simple —
silent exercises—-just a few minutes daily

You will note immediate improvement in

your voice. Wide range, wonderful
strength and clearness, new, rich, vibrant
singing tones will develop quickly—easily.

Don't Stammer tr'&^TV,
impediment in their speech will banish stammer
ing, stuttering, lisping, harshness and huskines^

\JUfiff* Send for our new free book on voire» (illustrated.) Covers singing, speak
ing, stammering, lisping. Specify in which you
are interested. The Feuchtinger Method will im
prove your voice 100%. Write today. No obliga-
tion in asking for this information.

Perfect Voice

Institute
1772 Wilson Avenue

Studio 1535
Chicago, Illinois

method)

ol voice culture

^Qinfmen
I won World's First Prize for best course I

Id Penmanship. Undermy guidance you can
\

become an expert penman. Am pTacinj? many of my
students as instructors In commercial colleges at hlpri

salaries. If you wish to become a better penman, write
me. 1 will send yon FREE one of my Favorite Pen*
and a copy of the Ranaomerian Journal. Write today.

C. W« Ransom, 458 Essex Bldg..KansasCHy,Mo,

FRECKLES Positively Removed
by Dr. Berry's Freckle Ointment
Your Druggist or by Mail 65c— Send for Free Booklet

Dr. C. H. Berry Co., 3975 Michigan Ave. Chicago

When you write ti mention PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.
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Cr summer, America expected a

long war. She prepared for it,

and prepared so tremendously

that the knowledge of what
America was doing broke the spirit

of the German resistance.

The war collapsed.

But those preparations must be paid

for. Such a sudden victory is expensive

in money, but a slower victory would

have cost the lives of thousands more of
America 's boys, and even more treasure.

Americans will show their gratitude

by helping to pay for those preparations.

The money for the Victory Liberty

Loan will pay the bills.

How much will you subscribe ?

s
t

sZ VICTORY
LIBERTY LOAN

i
• rj rulverl I'liu-m Is l'lloTOrt..\Y MAOA7.1NE is guaranteed.
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\ M, Chicago -Yes, Thcda Kir.i has

played on the stage She was .1 member oi

company at an east -iilc theatre In New
York. Her real name is Theodosia Good
man that i-. it used to be; she has changed

the family name, in court, to Bara sin

was the vampire in "A Fool There Was"
on the screen Bill Hart was the bad man
in "The Squaw Man" on the stage, He also

supported Madame Modjeska Fannj Ward
i> fortj tour Elsie Ferguson is in her early

thirties.

Photoplay Magazine Advertising Sei ik»n

uestions C[i\<\ Answers
( i ontmu

Hi . i \ l Sullivan \oi ma Talmad
Mr- Joseph Schenck in real life Some <>i

you haven't retentive memoriei "i else you
have deceived me when you sa) you read

this department faithfully eyerj tingle month
sin- has never been married befort Si lei

Constance has been engaged Beveral times it

we are u> believe old lad) Rumor, It Isn't

true, Miss Constance always says. In "Ro
mance and Arabella" Constance says in a

subtitle: "Everything that is can." Or should

it be, perhaps l verything i- thai can"?

I [9

...... >

K K, W'iM.itwt. N S W I am very

frank with you; 1 have to be; it's my way,

1 believe in calling a ford a ford 1 am quite

sure that it you write to Mr Jack Mulhall

at the Lasky studios, Hollywood, California,

and tell him how much you like his hair, he

will send you hi- picture. Don't till him
you admire his work; it

awfully mad to he ir that.

toM someone else in this

married, Have no record

that name; perhaps it i-

makes an actor
I believe I have
issue that he i-

of a picture by
1 Briti-h release

Besides, don't they often change tin- names
of our pictures over there? Margery Wilson,'1 ,'1.11 [ 'n i u i v :- I ' . V 1 UH II LUUtgMI 1,11-, 'I

whom you like, has her own company now
Please don't believe that rumor Thanks to

saying that. Regards to Dad
or

T. T. T. A. M.—Have I retired? I don't

know; what time i^ it? No. I am -till very

much on the job, even though your vivid

hued paper almost knocked me out for the

day. It's a sort of—salmon-pink, isn't it?

You asked me what I did when I received

it. My dear. I can't even tell you what I

-aid Pearl White -till with Pathe. J. War
ren Kerrigan, Hampton studios. L, A. Jack
is thirty now. Yes, that's an apt compari-on
of Miss White to a dazzling white pearl, hut

methinks 1 have heard it somewhere before.

Here's part of your pome to me: "Answer
Man! Answer Man! Here's to you. I

wish I could see you as well as write to you.
And perhaps some day I will hear someone
say, there goes the Answer Man." I should
call this di-ver-e lihre. (With apologies.)

LiciiKTTE, Somewhere in Brooklyn.—
Yes, 1 like you. You say you know all you
care to about the plays and players. If all

my correspondents were like you I'd be out

of a job. So you went to the Yitagraph
studio and pretended to apply for a job as

an extra and they accepted you and you
never reported for work. You are the most
unusual voting woman I have ever met. Call

me "old dear" if you like. Please call again.

Addie Mae, Bessemer. Ala.—By the Great
Dipper, you girls will make a linpuist of me
yet ! I tried to learn Spanish to please one
lady and not content with that you want
me to learn French so we can correspond
in that language. Anita Stewart questions
I have answered under another contributor.

Except that she hasn't any children. She has
a younger brother, Geome. of whom she is

very fond. Yivian Martin i- still with Lasky.
She is Mrs. Jefferson in private life. She
started out with World, which was called

'"Peerless" then. She was one of the "Peter
Pans" on the stase. Yivian is somewhere in

the twenties; she's an oldtimer in stage ex-
perience only.

Leo. Rovnd Lake. X. Y.—A letter ad-
od to Victor Sutherland, care this mag-

azine, will be forwarded. Sutherland was
born in Paducah. Ky.. in 1SS0. Began his

stage career with the Morgan Stock Com-
pany. His screen appearances have been
"The Dancer and the Kins." an old Yictor:
Fox's "Daredevil Kate." with Virginia Pear-
son; and the Ecfcar Lewis productions. "The
Sign Invisible" and "The Bar Sinister." and
Rex Beach's "The Barrier."

Bi 1 1 n .
\i r.w . I leah deah ! I almost

-lulled it with a y What would you have
done to me? Thanks for liking my won
derful art. And here 1 was pegging along

never even dreaming that 1 was anything

but a nine dollar a week writer of gagS

that's why they call 'em gags; they read

one of mine. I think Ann Little i- to play,

or i- playing, opposite Wallic Reid again. If

you like I'll speak to Mr. Zukor about it;

or WOUld yOU rather I'd -ee Mi Lasky?
Anything I can do— You know Ann had

a part in "The Squaw Man" and Wallie kept

right on making his I.a-kv picture! SO they

couldn't play together. Paramount has pur-

chased Captain Peter B. Kyne's "The Valley

of the Giants" for Reid; and Kay Laurel

will act with him in this. I think House
Peter- i- back on the stage. Many felicita

tions.

GRACE B.. Detroit.—I can't find any fault

with you. You gave me both your first and
second names and your street number; wrote
only on one side of the paper; numbered
your questions, and said please. Here you
are. Grace. Baby Marie Osborn is eight ;

Master Francis Carpenter of "Jack the Gi

ant-Killer" prominence is the same age. Lit-

tle Yirginia Lee Corbin, our coming Clark

Pickford. is a year younger. Miss Corbin
now has her own little company. Quite a

responsibility for such a young lady. Vir-

ginia's mother is her manager. Read her

story in Photoplay for April.

Edith. Hoxoi.vli7
.—You want me to tell

you the addresses of the actor and actre-s

without informing me what actor and actress

you mean. As I can't give you the name of

every actor and actress I'll have to pass.

Please write again and be more explicit and
I'll be glad to help you out.

Lucille C. Vinton, Va.—Naomi Cbilders,

who was the "Yitagraph Grecian Girl." i-

with Metro right now. She was with Ethel

Barrymore in "The Divorcee" and appeared
opposite the late Harold Lockwood in his

last film, "Shadows of Suspicion." Xow with
Bert Lytell in "The Blind Man's Eye." Mar-
ried. Xaomi? I think so. Ethel Clayton
answers elsewhere.

A. S., Kixgstox, Jamaica.—-Got around to

your letter as soon as possible. I'm always
dad to hear from you and you're not an
outsider as y

rou seem to think. I don't want
you folks to think I don't appreciate your
kindly interest in me; I do. I may get sar-

castic at times but you wouldn't like me if

I didn't Mary Miles Minter. American
studios, Santa Barbara. Cal. Will'e Reid.

Lasky, Hollywood. Yes. Photoplay will

forward your letters to the player-. So
Kingston liked "Missing" and Sylvia Brea
mer? I think Robert Gordon, the younc
Britisher in this Blackton picture, will

so with Zane Grey's new company now that

he has been discharged from LTnclc Sam's
service. Zane Grey is an American author of

punchful Western tales; and those of his

books which have been picturized have been
screen successes; so he was encouraged to
form his own company. I'll appreciate that

gift from Tamaica.

mm i-: r
7n§ most valuablepiano in /Ar world

O EGAL beauty and su-

' * perb tone blend into

art's supreme achievement

in the STEGER Reproduc-
ing Player Grand Piano.

Musicians praise its artistic

worth. Q Steger Pianos and
Player'Pianos are shipped on
approval to persons of re-

sponsibility. Write for Steger

Style Brochure and conven-

ient terms. Steger dealers

everywhere.

STEGER & SONS
Piano Manufacturing Company

dtd by John V. Steger, U09
Steger Building, Chica&o, III.

Factot i'-sat Steger, I 'Hum's,
where the "Lincoln" and

'

'Dix ie
'

' //igh?iays

, meet.

Raiiri'^ifShiiie
WorkbrPlaY-

'.your Complexion
'(* Stays theSame
'//ALL DAY!

HERE'S a"just-out"toilet
luxury, a wonderful face

. cream and powder combined
that, with a sins.de morn-

' ing application, gives a new.
day -long charm to your
complexion. It is called

£a#eda
Cold Creamed Powder

r

^^^Absolutely pure and
"vnot only guaranteed
li.i unless but beneficial as

well. Won't rob off: rain.wind or
perspiration can't affect it. thou-
sands already know LA MEDA
and praise it in highest terms.
Three tints: Flesh. White and the
exquisite new Peachblow. Many
toilet counters and druggists have
LA MEDA; and the large jar is

only tv>c. Butyoncanproveitslast-
eharm \\ith"ut slightest co.-t.

Trial Sise FgEE-SendOroponl

^LA MEDA M FG. CO.. 53 W. Jackion Bout. CHICAGO
Please send me no charge) a trial size of LA MI.PA

Told Creamed Powder in the. tint. My
druggist's name and addr.

B M'i Narnr.

5 Address ..

.

Every advertisement in Photoplay is guaranteed

not only by the advertiser, but by the publisher

When you write h> a'.vortUrrs r]c;i*e mention PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.
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After the Children's Bath

Jap Rose
Talcum Powder

Is most soothing and refreshing to

their tender skin. And there is a
fascination in its odor— just like

the breath of a rose.

Pure and antispetic, it is preferred by
peopleof refinement everywhere for all uses.

Trial Offer : Send 20c for an attractive Week-
end Package containing four Jap Rose minia-
tures, consisting of one each of Talcum Powder,
Soap, Cold Cream and Toilet Water.

JAMES S. KIRK & COMPANY
1240 W. North Ave.. Chicago

Photoplay Magazine—Advertising Section

Questions and Answers
(Concluded)

Makes
stubborn

hair easy

to comb,

neat and

attractive

Miss Betty Parker Jay Dillon

Featured in Jack Xorworth's "Odds and Ends"

Adopted by-Screen-Stage-Society
Because Hair-Dress will make the most stubborn hairstay the
way you comb it and retain .l smooth, dressy appearance the en-
tire evening-. With Hair- Dress you can comb your hair any
fashionable style—straight back—any way you want it. Hair-
Dress will also give to your hair that beautiful lustre so much
in voeue with men and women of the stage, the screen and
society. Is harmless and acts as an excellent tonic.

Send for Trial Jar *$?§?*&£%'&
days. If it isn't just what you have been looking for—send
it back. Your money will be cheerfully returned to you.
Send United States stamps, coin or money order. Youi jarof
delicately scented, creascless Hair-Dress will be promptly
mailed postpaid. Send Eor this wonderful toilet necessity today.

Send $1.00 for Three Months' Supply.

HAIR-DRESS CO., Dept.10,4652 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago

PS a Your Cards
f» i f\ Circulars
A AAA A Newspaper

Book, Labels, Programs, Tickets
With an Excelsior Press. In-

s^\ Screaeee receipts, cuts expenses.
L < Easy to use. printed rulessent.
[r^TSK*Boy doesgood work. Small out-

\\\ WfKSr Iny.pavsforitsellinshnrt time.
V! <,»/»M Will last for years. Write fuc-

sy-'JOL' 1 "1 rorcntaloRcil presses, t> pe,

rwr ,yT^!"" '" samples. It will pa\ you,

THE PRESS CO. 0-43, Meriden. Conn

For Fifty Cents
You can obtain the next three issues of

Photoplay Magazine, in its new size,

delivered to you by the postman any-

where in the U. S. (Canada 65 cts.)

This special offer is made as a trial

subscription. Also it will avoid the old

story "Sold Out" if you happen to be a

little late at the news-stand.

Send postal order lo Dipt. 17E.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
350 North Clark Street, Chicago, 111.

"Lonesome" Mai ii.. Sixcapore. — Whv.
my dear girl, I'd no intention of offending
you. But—although I can't for the life of
me remember what it was—I take it all

back, every word. I take off my hat to the
Stars and Stripes, every time. 'Romeo and
Juliet,'' with Mr. and Mrs. Francis Xavltr
Bushman, was released by Metro some time
ago. I don't know when it will be .-hewn
in Singapore. Ask your theatre manager.
Let's write a sonjr about Singapore; sounds
every bit as good as Hindustan.

M. H. S., Toroxto.—You note Cal York's
comment on the war films which neglect to
picturize Canada's part in the struggle. "The
Heart of Humanity,'' a Universal picture with
Dorothy Phillips, is Canadian in locale and
sentiment. I agree with you that Mr. York's
comment was correct. There has been little,

if any, production activity in your country.
Blanche Sweet doesn't give her age but she's
in the mid-twenties. Yes, she was a dancer
once. Anita Stewart is married to Rudolph
Cameron, late of Uncle Sam's aviation serv-
ice. You haven't bored me; I am never
bored.

Mary W., New York City.—We haven't
neglected Ethel Clayton. There's a story
in this issue about the lady that you're go-
ing to like. Undoubtedly it is the only in-

terview ever written that really reveals her
personality. She is very nice in "Maggie
Pepper." And then you ask me what's the
difference between a man-b'-war and a tug-
o'-war. Well, I think the tug-o'-war must
be the little boat that precedes the—oh,

what's the use?

Betty H., Ottawa.—"Where there's a bill

there's a pay," as they are saying now in

Cermany. Jack Pickford received his dis-

charge from the navy; he is working again
in pictures, this time heading his own com-
pany for First National. He is to do three

pictures for this circuit. Yes, he's married
to Olive Thomas. You should keep a date-

book and a list of marriages and save us the

trouble of repeating. Billie Burke is married
to Florenz Ziegfeld, the wizard of the girl-

and-music entertainment known as the Fol-
lies. Some of his principal players are Ann
Pennington, Marilynn Miller, Allyn King,
Lillian Lorraine, and Mildred Richardson.
Will Rogers, Eddie Cantor, Bert Williams
hold up the comedy end. Of these. Penning-
ton, Lorraine, and Rogers have appeared on
the screen. Rogers has a long-time contract

with Goldwyn. "Laughinn Bill Hyde" his

first. While on the Ziegfeld anthology—Olive

Thomas, Kay Laurel, and Rubye deRemer,
aii in the pictures now. are ex-Follies star?.

Jean, Chari.ottf.town, Prixce Edward
Isi and.—I don't blame you for bavins; your
doubts as to whether I am a lady or a gen-

tleman. Some of the things that will creep

into my Columns prove I'm no gentleman.

But please don't accuse me of being a woman.
Jack Mower is Margarita Fischer's leading

man: he was born in Honolulu. Kenneth
Harlan is back from France and again a

member of the Hollywood film colony. He
has not vet announced his new affiliation.

Him Hart Fax. New York.—You have
guessed it ; I was peeved because you called

me Lollypop, I didn't like it then; 1 don't

like it now. 1 shouldn't be surprised if I

never got used to it. However, it is my
business if not my pleasure to answer your

questions, no matter what you call me. That

picture is too old: 1 can't find the cast for

i; Victor Moore was "Chimmie Fadden"
in the Lasky series. I saw him some time

ago here in a musical comedy. "See You
Later."

A. E. R., Ontario.—You can read peo-
ple's characters, can you? I should think
you'd be a most uncomfortable sort of per-

son to have around the house. At that you'd
have a hard time reading mine. I'm deep

—

oh very. Floyd Buckley was the Hooded
Terror in "The House of Hate.''

Horace, Greexville.— I should say I will

be so kind and condescendins;, so gracious
and unbending, as to tell you Anita Stewart's
age. Twenty-three. She is working right

now under Marshall Xeilan's direction in

"In Old Kentucky.'" She's married; she's

been married for some time: and I have told

you folks so over and over. Never mind

:

it's too late to crv.

May Jaxe, Clevelaxd.—How fancy! Of
course you may and I'll tell you that Bert
Lytell is married, though I hate to do it.

I am so calloused, so hard, that it means
nothing to disappoint three hundred girls

a week and disillusion three hundred more.
With you. May Jane, it is different. Mrs.
Lytell was Evelyn Vaughn ; and she used
to play in stock with Bert. I saw Bert's

brother Wilfred in "Business Before Pleas-

ure." He was on the screen with Ethel
Barrymore in "Our Mrs. McChesney."

Kelley Poole. Rockville Cexter.—So you
missed Alfred Cheney Johnston's studio man-
dolin in the art section in the March num-
ber. I have noticed that all those girls have
their eyes uplifted—but not to heaven. K. P..

not to heaven. More than likely to some
six-feet-six doughboy who has just received

his hon. dis., and is makinn his re-appearance
in cits. That was Cleo Madison, who came
back as the vamp in "The Romance of Tar-
zan." I remember her in that old Universal.

"The Black Orchid." You suggest calling

a picture audience "visience." "And isn't

there." you'd like to know, "any way of pro-

tecting oneself against the alleged pianist

who plays "Ase's Death' whenever the hero-

ine cries for a new hat. or husband, or

something?" Please write again very soon.

A Port Alice Fax.—You say Knox Price

is a six year old boy who was a street speaker

for the Red Cross. You people have the

most touching faith in me; expect me to

know everything, everybody. It's really you
who keep me informed. If "Ceeilc. Cottage

Grove, Ore." is interested in the boy I'll

send her the snap-shot of him that you
sent me. Thanx.

Lf.ita.—"P. S.: I can make wonderful

lemon cream pies!" Leita, I can't tell you
how awfully glad we were to hear from

you. But. you know, the proof of the lemon
cream pie is in the meringue. I don't know
what company is working in Toronto at the

present time. Sessue Hayakawa is married

to Tsuru Aoki. who often plays opposite

him. as in "Bonds of Honor." Address him
care Haworth Pictures Corporation, Los An-
geles.

Tioin Bear. Brvx Mawr.—That Cali-

fornia conference shared interest with the

Peace Conference. W. G. McAdoo is go-

ing to advise the Big Four—Pickford. Chap-

lin, Griffith, and Fairbanks. Hart dropped

out. Bill isn't married or engaged to be

married. He said in a recent letter to me
that he wasn't married, nor a millonairc.

and he doesn't intend to retire yet awhile.

Tallulah Bankhead? We had a story about

her in the April issue of Photoplay: "The

Bantam from Alabam'." Eugene O'Brien

isn't married. I am sorry to tell vou that it

is really true about Harold Lockwood's

death. Owen Moore is acting again, for Rex

Beach -Goldwyn.

i ren advertisement in PB0T0P1 ay MAGAZINE i- guaranteed.
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even (yreams
'Xpw you Can Have a Special Cream
for your particular Skin Condition

HATEVER the delects that arc keeping your skin

from having the beautiful, clear glow of health,

thev can be remedied.

There are seven different Marinello

Creams, each one specially preparer!

to meet a special skin condition

based on the indisputable fact that

no our cream could overcome all

skin defects. Does your face feel

drawn and dry? Or is your skin

too oily? Is it marred bj unsightly

blemishes? Is it sallow and dead-

looking? For each of these con-

ditions Marinello offers a differ-

ent cream, scientifically compounded
to rectify the ill ami restore to the

skin the delicate texture and bloom

of perfect health.

Before being offered to you through

drug and department stores, these

creams have been tested under the

most exacting conditions b\ more
than 3.500 beauty shops and endorsed l>\

their customers—women who spare no pains

to keep their romp lex ions in perfect condition.

Chart of
^Marifiello Seven Creams

Lettuce Cream
forcleansiug the skin, lt.i roughly

Tissue Cream
tor a rough, dry skin. It builds up thesk

nourishment which it m
Astringent Cream

toe an oily skiu. It restrains the too abunoam
t oil.

Whitening Cream
sillmv skin. Gives rout -.km that pink

.11.1 '*hitc" roselr.it quality.

Acne Cream
lackheads. rhisdisagreeable

; -ion may l«- overcome in a short while i>

hil t.. the use ol this

Motor Cream
tor skin proti Neither wind nor

,rra your skm it von iortify it with Motoi

i rirst.

Foundation Cream
before using powder. It makes the powa
on so much more -."

element the action of the ' reams, always

applv Marinello Powder hetore venturing out.

A better

powder foryou

VJS^ Used

W4 by l
Recommended

You will like Mari-

nello Face Powder.

It spreads so easily,

"stavs on" so long •

yet it is difficult to detect because it is

fine-grained and very natural in tint.

It has an elusive, delicate perfume that

is charming-

Get Marinello preparations at drug and depart-

ment stores and at the Marinello shops. If your

dealer has not yet received his supply, we wil 1

appreciate your giving us his name.

Send for your one of the " seven

Study your complexion critically in the mirror. Then

by means of the opposite chart pick out the Marinello

Cream which your skin needs. For the attached cou-

pon and rive 3-cent stamps we will send you a sample

of the cream you select; also, included in a very com-

plete little Traveler's Trial Package, miniature pack-

Eg," a<jes of Lettuce Cream. Nardy's Fate Powder, Nardy's
Toilet Water, Rouge, Vanitnl.

Rose Leaf Jelly ( for rough h anils i

,

and booklet on care of your skin.

Why you should not wash
your face

I I p

itrr during
Ibeday. Thej irri

law I'u- ilrlicali

kin tissues with-

out com pit ti

cleansing i li mi
Le lime Cream
coaxes OUt ol the

pores all ol ili<-

hidden dirt

soap ami water

cannot remove ami

it leaves >o, : r

face I c c I i n n

Smooth ami fresh.

You can 1"

thai you I ski I

needs this Mari-

nello Cream.

Beaut

Mailer* Building. Chicago.

QA't&eauUjAid
corEventNeed

366 Fifth Ave., New York City.

when you write to advertisere please m I'llOTori.AV MAGAZINE.
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New StyleTourabout—Refined Sport-Model
THE reception already accorded
-* this advanced Tourabout
model, indicates how well we anti-

cipated the public's peace-time

demands for new styles, improve-

ments and conveniences!

It is a refined type of sport-

model, narrower and rangier than

the average touring car, with

ample room for five passengers.

No previous model serves as an
adequate comparison to the suc-

cess achieved by this new Tour-

about. When first seen it instantly

attracts your attention and wins
your admiration.

This impression is lasting.

You know this car will not soon
be out of date in design.

As to its performance, it is im-

possible to fully appreciate what
we mean, unless you are a Lex-

ington owner.

Its light-weight construction.

special springs, exclusive Moore
Multiple Exhaust System (that

increases power), unified frame,

oilless bushings, non-metallic uni-

versal joints and one-finger emer-

gency brake are a few of the im-

provements that indicate its icortli

and desirability.

Let the Lexington dealer explain

or write us for complete informa-

tion about this or other Lexington

open or closed models.

Lexington Motor Company yy Connersville. Ind.. U. S. A

Eu*r> ailvortisi-mi'tit In l'HOTOrLAY MAC.AZINE Is euaraJitwd.



. . Taken from the thouhlcr. blade of a bufTjlo

found on the plain* in the CeB|ncbc country

o( Tun Smbotisei lb: urife foi the buffala

rsifime trtiffii ihe IndtM
The Indian (1), prcmicd on boncbacfc, pro-

tected bv hs afcieid jn.l imed «>th a lance,

kill* a Spaniard 13). itc lattrr bclni armed

Willi tun. alter a dnmitmi chla* (6). Ihe

SpanaU* companion 14), armed *>nh a lance.

. ted. i hr inn i$ depleted by 2. the

L—"Hixin. C*nd<ti>n sin/ Pmft'U
*f tkt InJ.jm Tnhi «/' |A» I'mttJ Si'i/i"—

H JLM

Newsfrom the Front—then . . .W //#?£'/

LABORIOl SI Y scratching rhe pictorial story of

J war upon a bit of hone, the primitive reporter of

the southwest told of the battles with the invading

Spaniards - producing but a single copy, read perhaps

m perfectly, by a meagre handful of tribesmen.

Today, new s from all the world comes to your break-

fast table with real pictures, fresh and accurate, made

in rhe very thick of the tight. And these newspictures,

by the aid of photo-engraving and the printing press,

are sped in a tew hours into millions of homes.

Newspaper half-tones, war maps, and line cuts are

photographic products; the color covers of your maga-

zine, its interesting illustrations, all owe their perfection

to photography. ^ OU may thank the camera for all

those faithful reproductions of scenes, of paintings, of

architecture, which enliven some of your choicest books.

Even the type-faces have passed through a photo-

graphic process between designer and type-founder.

Thus, in connection with print, photography per-

forms an unobtrusive service, upon which we are in-

creasingly dependent. And the Eastman Kodak Com-

pany, by tireless and often costly work in its Research

Laboratories, is constantly unearthing new devices and

new processes which broaden the possibilities of the

camera, in these, its everv-day uses.



Keep
the date

and title

on the

Film

Keep a Kodak Story of the Children

AND along with it, written on the film at the time, keep dates and titles. So, by and

L
by, when you live over again, through pictures, these incomparable days with the

children, you can answer such questions as, "How old ivas Betty then?" or "When did

we spend that day with the Blakes?" and your film records will provide a permanent and

authentic means of refreshing your memory at need.

Autographic Kodak
All Dealers

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City.

" If it isn't an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak."
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UMadame, Mademoiselle, le secret de YOtre beauli et de ros graces, n 'cst-tl

pas Image de ma Poudre "Djer-Kiss"?
—Kerkofi, Pans

Translation : Madame, Mademoiselle, the secret ot' your beauty

and charm, is it not my Djer-Kiss Face Powder ?

ACE POWDER, so French
.— fragranced with that Parisian

essence of quality—DJER KISS

!

D|er-Kiss Face Powder, unsur-

passed in its soft refinement—so pure,

so refreshing—protects and beautifies

the tender cheek.

Djer-Kiss Face Powder, individuelie

pour vous in tint, quite perfect for

your complexion be it daintiest

blonde or darkest brunette —
Djer-Kiss Face Powder which
charms the skin with a grace adoi

rbly French!

Djer-Kiss Face Powder—undoubt-

edly you use it !

And for the toilette complete all

the other Speculites de Djer-Kiss

— Extract, Talc, Sachet. Toilet

Water, Vegdtale, Soap et "Rouge.

•Rour.E only prewired m America

In return for fifteen ctntK Monsieur Kerko^t tmportjteurs. the Alfred H. Smtth Co.. of 26 West N'*

Street. Net York City, vtll be Aj/y* r,» ,fnJ ,., u templet of Dier-Km Ext'jet. Fjee Po*-e' .;

Jfifade in "France only
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Free Trial $3 per Month

Does a $43 saving attract you?
Or would you as soon pay $100 for a Typewriter?

We otter here the ^ioo Oliver easy for vou to buv. And all with- A_ Cac ;af. Wav Imnncciklo .

for 557. The identical Model o, out changing the Oliver an iota.
nu ^dMC! "<*J HIipUiMUie

without the slightest change in de- xhe new Oliver plan makes it pos-
sign or workmanship. Ulir Oimple Jrlail sible for all to own a typewriter
The Oliver would still be priced r

The change in price saves you $43.00.
at $100 if we had to sell it by our \ ou may order an Oliver for Free Our free trial offer and our easy
former methods. Trial direct from this advertisement. payment plan demonstrates the great
The lower price comes from our The coupon brings it—or further in faith this Company has in its prod-

new, economical method of distribu- formation, if you desire. uct .

tion. You benefit by this saving. ^«u need send no money in ad- Could this Company afford to send
You obtain now a new Oliver 9,

™nce
-

.

The 01lver must sel1 ltself - its machines by the thousand for

our latest and best model—the same whcn ll comes, try- it out as if it free trial if it was not sure of the

Sioo value—for onlv 857. If any were your own. Compare its work- absolute satisfaction it affords it.

typewriter is worth $100, it is this
manship. Note its serviceable design users ?

speedv. durable Oliver. and manufacture Could it afford to permit its cus
If you agree that it is the finest tomers a year and a half to pay for

n,,- W~». I A„»~~ typewriter at any price and want to its produ ct if it was not absolutely
KJUr War JLeSSOIl keep it, then send us $3 per month confident of its greater durability?

n . .,, , , .. , -

f

until the SS 7 is paid. Could any company do more >

During the war we learned that it By this plan you can use it while Note that the coupon brings either
was unnecessary to have great num- paying. a free triaI 0Hver £ furth^ infor
bers of traveling salesmen and If. after trying it five days, you mation . There are two laces t()numerous expensive branch houses do not wish to keep it, ship it back. rheck j mark which you prefer. No ethroughout the country. We were express collect. We even refund the how simple the whole plan is. How
also able to discontinue many other out-going transportation charges. vou dea i directlv with the manufac-
fuperfluous sales methods. During this trial you are not under turer . Then mail the coupon today.

you now become your own sales- the slightest obligation to buy. \ou
man under this plan. You are the can keep it or return it, according to The Oliver Typewriter Co.
sole judge of its performance and vour own opinion of its worth. ,. 7C „,. T ..011

C- i- •. j
' 1476 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago

merit. No eager solicitor need in-

fluence you. ^^^ A
Every possible money-saving. A^&tt&L

— a v mm mmm mm tm ma na » n « « H ma m
short-cut policv has been adopted. Am±[*\\ymm*.
Even- way to' make it simple and ^^^^ f

THE OLlvER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
^^^^^'^ ' 1476 Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago. III.

M I I Ship me a new Oliver Nine for fire days' free Inspection.
I—I

If I keep it. I will pay $57 aj the rate of S3 per month
The title to remain in you until fully paid •

My shipping point is

f\ T/*ir» f\f\f\ C 111 This does not pi. ice me under any Obligation to"h'uv.'"it I

\JVer / UU.UUU OOld ' Choose to return the Oliver. I will ship it hack at your expense" t~r^M\* . at the end of fire days.

Anions: the famous users of The Oliver are- 17 S Str.>l I I P° w" !. ^I,d
II ? ,°

r.
achil

l.V,ntil
?
order

J'-
Mallmeyour

.
1C wmt- r dre. l. 5. Mtel BH

|—1
book—" The High Cost of Typewriters—The Reason and the

Corporation, Encyclopedia Britannica, Hart, Schaffner & Marx Remedy," your de luxe catalog and further information.

National City Bank of X. Y., Pennsylvania Railroad, Columbia Name
Graphophone Co., Boston Elevated Railways. Otis Elevator
Company, Morris & Co.—hundreds of similar concerns and
thousands of individuals.

(10102)
CU> state

Occupation or Business

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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The Curtain of Life

THE screen draws back the curtain of life, unveil-

ing the thoughts, loves, passions and ideals of

humanity. In fact, the secret of the fascination of

''Paramount and oArtcraft pictures is that they show you

yourself as you really are, or as you might be.

Every man and woman, high or low, rich or poor,

can sometimes find the very features of his own character.

Year after year Famous Players - Lasky Corporation

draws together the greatest talent of the screen, of the

theatre, of literature, and gives out the results of all this

concentrated genius in the form of an ever-changing

stream of photo-plays— dramas, comedies, travel pictures.

And the greatness of the organization behind Para-

mount and Artcraft makes possible the exhibition of fine

motion pictures in thousands of theatres regularly.

In every city and every village every afternoon and

evening, eager audiences find "the curtain of life" drawn

back at that nearest good theatre which shows Paramount

and Artcraft Pictures.

You never take j chance if you go by the brand name

!

(paramount<^GHcra£i
Motion Cpictur&s *

These two trade-marks arc the sure way of identifying 'Paramount

and cArtcraj't Pictures— and the theatres that show them.

Paramount and Artcraft
Stars' Latest Productions
Listed alphabetically, released up to April
30th. Save the list! And see the pictures!

j

'. FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLm zukor;v> jkssk llasky CRH 11 DE MIUXP-

Paramount

John Barrvmore i>:

"The i is i of Honor"
Enid Bennett

"Tut LAW OF Ml \ '

Billic Burke in "GOOD
Gracious Annai.ii.ll'

Lin. i Cavalieri in
"THE Two BRIDES"

Marguerite Clark
Let's elope"

Ethel Clayton in
"Pi i IIGREW'SGIRL"

'Dorothy Dalton frj

"Thi ii. mi; Breaker"
Pauline Frederick .

-

"Paid in Full"
Dorothy Cish

"Pi i'1'v poi i v"
Lila I e« ' Ki SI i ING

A Bride '

N ivian Martin
;

1 111 l I HRADI
Shirley Mason

"Tm: Rescuing \n..i l"
Charles Ray ...

"1~.ki \siii> LlGH im\-..'-
Wallace Rcid

"Tin roaring Road"
Bryant \\ uhburn

I wing ro Do"

Artcraft

Enrico Caruso
"M\ CO! si\

George M, Cohan .

"Hi 1 mi I'K All ll.n IDA1
Cecil 11. de M.lles Produc-
tion "For Bet i i r,

for*Worsi
Supervision of rho

Douglas Fairbanks :-.

"Arizona"
I Isie 1 erguson

"Eyes of ti
D. W. Griffith's Producrion

"THEC.1K1. \\ BO
Stayed a r Home"

William S. H.rt
"The Poppy Girl's

Husband"
Mary Pickford

"JOHNN\ Gl 1 Vol KC.l.N"

Paramount -Artera ft
Specials

"The Hun Within"
with .» Special Stir Cist

"Private Peat" .

Haro] n Peat
"LittlcWomcn"

A Wm. A, Brady Production
"Sporting Life" A '

' Toumeur Production
"The Silver King"

H£ William Favcisham.
"The False Fneea"

A Thus. H. luce Production

Paramount Comedies
Paramount- Arhuek I e
Comedy "Love"

Paramount-Mack Sennctt,
Comedies

"The Foolish age"
"The Little w idow"

Paramount-Flagg Comedy
nil i am Bon it"

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
i Ama i eur Liar"

as H. lace

Paramount-Bray Pictograph—One each week
ramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures—One each >

And remember that any Paramount or Art-
craft picture that you haven't seen is as

new as a book you have never read. ;

Even' aJvertlscmeut iu FIlOTOriAY MAGAZ1XE is guaranteed.
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[ or the Summer:

—

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE during
the months of mountain and short',

sunshine and thunderstorms, will

continue to lead the field in its promul-
gation of new ideas, its discussions of

the ever-widening sphere of motion
picture influence, its presentation of the

continually increasing number of inter

esting and commanding personalities.

Motion picture manufacture has now
reached a stage in which it has com-
pleted, and closed, its first chapter of

history. Though an infant art in point

of years, it has recollections, and several

of its reigning masters were also its

pioneers, so that they have reminis-

cences.

The absorbing narratives of Thomas
H. Ince, Frank E. Woods and others

have provided delightful pages for this

publication, and we are glad to an-
nounce that Commodore J. Stuart

Blackton, the controlling influence of

Vitagraph during its beginning years, is

to be our next harvester of rich mem-
ories and rare old pictures. If Bio-
graph was the cradle of the movies,
Vitagraph was certainly the kindergar-
ten; from the Brooklyn studio—while
Griffith was making his reputation, but
before his name was generally known

—

came the first really big photo-dramas.
In them appeared many of today's
greatest stars, enacting splendid stories

under directors who now have world-
wide reputation. Commodore Black-
ton's article will be published at an
early date, and. we confidently predict,

will be a potent integral chapter in the
permanent motion picture record.

The motion picture as an interna-

tional influence will be considered from
several angles, by several authorities.

The best photoplay fiction of the day.

new educational factors, the penetra-

tion of motion picture research to the

farthest corners of the earth, the beau-
tiful women of the screen, and the tire-

less search for new material and the

romantic mastery of an increasingly

wide and useful field will also be mat-
ters of pertinent and intelligent discus-

sion and illustration.

Copyright. 191°. by the PHOTOPLAY rent ISHIXC COMrAXY,
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Fashions, criticisms of the new plays.

the broadening work of The Better

Photoplay League of America, news of

film people and activities, and the com-
ments of artistic and intelligent ob-

servers on the side lines will continue,

as will every department of this maga-
zine, under the direction of trained de-

partment heads.

Photoplay Screen

Supplement
No new release in picture history has

met with a more gratifying reception,

all over the country, than has Photo-
play Magazine's own "Screen Supple-
ment"—its transfer of actual, intimate

magazine material to moving film.

The three previous Supplements are

enjoying an extended and presumably
permanent run through all parts of the

United States, but as these lines reach

you Supplement number four will just

have been released. It includes:

Many interesting views of the actual

work at the Brunton studios, in Los
Angeles, where many of the leading

stars make their pictures; Robert Brun-
ton, Frank Keenan, Sessue Hayakawa.
and many others.

Roy Sanford, title expert, "shooting"

the typography you see on the screen.

A view of the studio's "English

street," with its substantially con-

structed sets.

Its English Garden.
James J. Corbett, celebrated boxer

and almost equally celebrated actor,

arriving at Universal City to begin his

motion picture work, together with a

number of scenes of Mr. Corbett's first

highly inexperienced day on the lot.

A fascinating visit with little Ben
Alexander, the wee bov brought to

celebrity by D. W. Griffith.

Bessie Barriscale, and Howard Hick-
man, her director-husband.

The Christie studio, and the amusing
tale of its complete disruption of Holly-

wood's messenger service.

Finally, a charming trip to the Holly-

wood home of Viola Dana, her sister

Shirley Mason, and their mother. In

this bungalow. "Heartsease," you will

be a genuine guest of one of the most
interesting and artistically productive

families in all moviedom, and we'll vow
that you emerge feeling as though your
personal acquaintance with Viola, and
Shirley, and the place they live in,

were life -lone.

Photoplays Reviewed in This Issue's "Shadow Stage"

Page 72
Satan Junior Metro
Tho roppy Girl's Husband Hart-Inoo

Page 73

The Test of Honor Arloraft
Tho F<refllngera Universal
A Midnight Romance First National
The Better 'Oli World, Distributor

Page 121

Page 120
Hearts of Men Behaii
The Exquisite Thief Universal
White Heather Tounuur
Diane of tho Green Van Exhibitors Mutual
The Light of Victory Universal

Extravagance JJjea

Tho Girl Who Slaved at Home Griffith

Page 122
Daughter Of Mine Goldwyn
l'oor Boob Paramount
The Ama. in,: Wife Universal
\ Fight for Love Universal
The Probation Wife Select

That's Good Metro
i ruing Destiny Vltagrapb
Wind Mali's Eyes Metro
Boots Paramount
The lt.d clove Universal
The Carter Case Oliver Films
A (hnil, man of Quality Vltagraph
When Men Desire Pol
lis a Pear Triangle

A Man and His Money Goldwyn
Vicky Van Paramount
You Never Saw Such a Girl Paramount
Three Men and a Girl Paramount
Puppy Love Paramount
Good Gracious Annabelle Paramount
Johnny Get Tour Gun Paramount
Tho Marriage Trice Arleraft

The Turn of the Real Brentwood
Tho Hand Invisible World
When a Girl Loves Universal

The Forfeit Hodkinson
The World to Live In s

Children of Banishment Select

Experimental Marriage Select

Smiles ^_
The Railroader Tr'a

Sever Say Quit
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DELICIOUS and REFRESHING

You can't think of "delicious*

or "refreshing" without think-

ing of Coca-Cola.

You can't drink Coca-Cola without
being delighted and refreshed.

as ~^V^ y*V^' ^ -^ S.S ^\'^ ^"

i Sold Evorywhoro
When vnn vrritt* In a lr ntpacA mpnfinn PTTOTOPT 11 \rAP. \7T\T
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"The Hand of Blackton"

THE COMMON
CAUSE

"As an American, it is

Your Duty to see it"

These are

Living, Breathing

Characters
in

J. Stuart Blackton's

a THE
COMMON
CAUSE"

The Wonderful Cast

HERBERT RAWLINSON
SYLVIA BREAMER

LAWRENCE GROSSMITH
PHILIP VAN LOAN
MLLE. MARCELLE
HUNTLY GORDON
LOUIS DEAN

AND

CHARLES AND VIOLET
BLACKTON

And in the Prologue and Epilogue

JULIA ARTUR
IRENE CASTLE

VIOLET HEMING
MARJORIE RAMBEAU
EFFIE SHANNON

Pictures with the mark of "BLACKTON"
are worth while

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS, INC.

25 West 45th St., N. Y. C. 423 Classon Ave., BROOKLYN

K.wry idverttsement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE i.< guarantor.
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UJnen
j/ou see

MOVA
<IheRED"[ANT

i/ou will jee the
beginning" of Q new

era in motion
picture5

METRO

When yon write to advertisers pleaso mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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^^SToiK1^
DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO

From the Famous Sketch by Schneider, Exhibited
at the St. Louis Exposition

My Way oi Teaching Piano
IS ALL WRONG

Plenty of people tell me so

—

who
have never seen it. Learning

by correspondence is 'new fancied"
they say — the methods of fifty years

a^o are "good enough for them."

Nevertheless — those who know
my method the best, because they

have taken it (and there are now
over three thousand of them) tell me
that they learned in less than half

the usual time — and at quarter
the usual cost. I have increased

the number of my students every year since I started in 1891, and will gladly

give you the names and addresses of any number of them in any part of the

world you desire. My free booklet, " How to Learn Piano or Organ " will in-

terest and inform you. But don't send for it if you're afraid of being convinced.

My way of teaching piano or organ is entirely different

from all others. Out of every four hours of study, you spend
one hour entirely away from the keyboard—learning

something about Harmony and The Laws or Music. This
is an awful shock to most teachers of the "old school,"

who still think that learning piano is solely a problem of

"finger gymnastics." When you do go to the keyboard,

you accomplish twice as much, because you understand
what you are doing. Within four lessons I enable you
to play an interesting piece not only in the original key,

but in all other keys as well.

I make use of every possible scientific help — many of which are

entirely unknown to the average teacher. My patented invention,

the COLOROTONE sweeps away playing difficulties that have troubled
students for generations. By its use, Transposition—usually a "night-
mare" to students — becomes easy and fascinating. With my fifth

lesson I introduce another important and exclusive invention, Quinn-
Dex. Quinn-Dex is a simple hand-operated moving picture device,

which enables you to see, right before your eyes, every movement of

my hands at the keyboard. You actually gee the fingers move.
Instead of having to reproduce your teacher's finger movements from
MEMORY— which cannot be always accurate— you have the correct

models before you during every minute of practice. The Colorotone
and Quinn-Dex save you months and years of wasted effort. They
can be obtained only from me and there is nothing else, anywhere,
even remotely like them.

Men and women who have failed by all other methods have quickly
and easily attained success when studying with me. In all essential

ways you are in closer touch with me than if you were studying by the

oral method — yet my lessons cost you only 43 cents each— and they
include all the many recent developments in scientific teaching. For
the student of moderate means, this method of studying is far superior
to all others; and even for the wealthiest student, there is nothing
better at any price. You may be certain that your progress is at all

times in accord with the best musical thought of the present day, and
this makes all the difference in the world.

My Course is endorsed by distinguished musicians who would not

recommend any Course but the best. It is for beginners or experienced
players, old or young. You advance as rapidly or as slowly as you
wish. All necessary music is supplied without extra charge. A
diploma is granted. Write today, without cost or obligation for 64-

page free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ."

MARCUS LUCIUS QUINN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Studio PF. Social Union Bldg.

FREE BOOK COUPON;
QUINN CONSERVATORY. Studio PF

Social Union Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Please Rend me, wit horn cost or obligation, your tree
J

hooklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ." and fall par- •
tioularo ot your Course uikI special reduced Tuition"
Offer, ;

BOSTON, MASS.

N.iiup.

Address .

Studio

Directory

For the convenience of our reader? who
may desire the addresses of film compa-
nies we give the principal acti%

-

e ones be-

low. The first is the business office

indicates a studio; in some cases both are

at one address.

A.MKKH.K FILM SON?. CO.. 8227 Broadway.

Chicago; Santa Barbara. Cat. (s)

.

ARTCRAFT PICTURES CORP.. 485 Fifth Avenue.

New York City; 516 W. 54th St.. New York
City (s) : Fort Lee. N. J. (s) ; Hollywood.

Cal. (s).

BLACKTOX PRODUCTIONS, INC.. 2". \V. 15th

St.. New York City (s) ; 423 CUSBOD Am.,
Brooklyn. N. Y.

ROBLUT BRCXTON STUDIOS, 5300 Melrose
Ave, Los Angeles, Cal.

CHARLES CHAPLIN STUDIOS. La Brea and De
Longr-re Aves.. Hollywood, Calif.

CHRISTIE FILM CORP., Sunset Blvd. and Gowe.-

St.. Los Angeles, Cal.

FAIRBANKS PI< TFRES CORP., 62S1 Sdma Ate.

Hollywood. Calif.

FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM CO., 485 Fifth Are..

Xew York City; 128 W. 56th St., New York

City. <s).

FOX FILM CORP.. 130 W. 46th St.. New York
City: 1401 Western Are.. T.os Angeles

Fort Lee, N. J. (s).

THE FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP., William

L. SherriU, president and general manager, 310
Times Building. New York City.

GOLDWYN Fn.M CORP., 16 E. 42nd SU. New
York City; Culver City. Cal.

THOMAS INCE STUDIO, Culver City. Cal.

LASKY FEATURE PLAY CO., 485 Fifth Are..

New York City 62S4 Selma Are., Ho]

Cal. (s).

METRO PICTURES CORP.. 1476 Broadway. Nov
York City: 3 W. Cist St.. New York Civ.

10 2."- Lillian Way, Los Angeles. Cal.

EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING t ORP.,
1600 Broadway. New York City.

PAT1IE EXCHANGE. USD., 2.". W. i.'.tli St.. New-

York City: ASTRA FILM CORP.. Olendal

3); ROLEN FILM CO.. 60.". California Bldg.,

Los Angeles. Cal. (s); PARALTA STUDIO.
5300 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles. Cal. (s>.

KOTHAi KKI! FILM MFG. CO., 1339 Dtver>ey

Parkway, CluVago. 111. ts).

SELECT PICTURES CORP.. 7 29 Seventh Ave..

New York city ts) ; Bollywood. Cal.

SBLIG POLYSCOPE CO., Western and Irving Park

Blvd.. Chicago (s); Edendale, Cal.

SELZNICK. LEWIS I.. ENTERPRISES INC.. 72:'

Seventh Ave.. New York City.

UNTVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.. 1600 Broadwaj

New Y'ork city: Universal City. Cal.; Coyteavtlle,

N. 1. 19).

VTTAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA. E. 15th

St. and Locusl Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y". ; Holly-

wood, Cal. (s).

WHARTON. INC.. Ithaca, N. Y. (s).

WORLD FILM CORP.. 130 W. 46th St.. New-

York City: Fort Lee, X. J. (s).

Every advertisement in PBOTOP1 AY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Allen Holubarlr
Super-Production.

The Rehire thot
will live forever.

/

"Mother - -
1 con heartheml-The tolling Drum/!

"It i> nothing, my Boy, -only the Watei'-Fall."

"Mother-I feel the earth tremble -the thunder

ofthegui\s\"

"No, -rvo.lt iy naight.Only a JTvovvjiide, far

inthe mountaiiv."

"Mother-- 1 yee bright bayonets gleaming."

"Nay ~'tiy but a ralmon, leaping in the pool."

"Mother- 1 hear bugler! The darn oFarnvrthe

tread oF Feet ! I hear my name -they're coming!

Can't you hear their voices? My brotneu/, dead

among the poppies-- calling me."

"Then, la/tofmy beloved children -go! Fight

the good Fight! Keep the Faith!

'But. oh — my yon --my yon
!'

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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draining jor ifuthorship to

HoWWnic.Whatto Write, ^
and Where to sell

.

Ill

CultivVile your mind. Develop 111

yoarlHerary gifra.Master Ihe
ml of self-expression. Mtiko
your spare hme prof tfdble.

Turn youv ideas inlo dollars.

Courses in Short-Story Writ-

ing, Versification, Journalism.

Play -Writing, Photoplay

,
Writing, etc., taught person-

Dl\ Esemv'ent ally by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein,

for many years editor of Lippincott's Magazine, and
i staff of literary experts. Constructive criticism.

Frank, honest, helpful advice. Rea/ teaching.

One pupil has received over $5,000 for stories and
articles written mostly in spare time—"play work," he

calls it. Another pupil received over $1,000 before

completing her first course. Another, a busy wife

and mother, is averaging over $75 a week from
photoplay writing atone.

There is no other institution or agency doing so much
for writers, young or old. The universities recognize

this, for over one hundred members of the English

faculties of higher institutions are studying in our

Literary Department. The editors recognize it, for

they are constantly recommending our courses.

We publish The Writer's Library. We also publish The
Writer's Monthly, especially valuable for its full repons of

(ho lilL-rary market. Besides our leaching service, we offer a
manuscript criticism service.

150-page illustrated'catalogue free

Copy This Sketch
and let me see what
you can do with it.

Cartoonists and Illus-

tratorseam $25 to $125
or more per week. A
large proportion of
the newspaper art-

ists who are gain-
ing success today-
were trained by
this course. My
practical system o(

persona! individual lessons by mail will develop

your drawing ability as it developed theirs.

The LANDON
Picture Chart Method

nf leaching drawing is the easiest to understand,

the quickest and the most thorough. You
learn to draw as easily as you learned to write!

Send sketch of Uncle Sam with 6c in stamps lor

full information about the course, together with

test lesson plate, samples of students' work
and evidence of what you too can accomplish.

Please state your age.

The Landon School and cartooning
1507 Schofield Bldg. Cleveland, Ohio

THERE'S ONLY ONE
WAY TO SECURE
A SATIN SKIN

APPLY SATIN SKIN CREAM,
THEN SATIN SKIN POWDER.

WRITE A SONG
Love, Mother, Home, Childhood, patriotic

or any subject. I compose music and guar-

antee publication. Send Words Today.

THOMAS MERLIN, 2:55 Reaper Block, Chicago

Money in Writing Sonq Poems

A SUCCESSFUL music writer and composer has pub-

lished i book giving hi- experiem es. Vou need this

book to ffukle you. Contents- Mnlclng mones writinjMid
publishing; songs Correcting youi inults Writing a Mel-
.'.l\ Directing the ambitious composei Placingyoi
before the publii Lists ovci iOOmusli buyers and orches-

tra leaders. The onrt completi i i. ol Its kind on the

market, Price $1.00 postpaid, Mono back II you saj to,

Union Music Co., 431 Sycamore Street. Cincinnati, Ohio

\

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
In ri'n n rin n n n.n n n_n.n n nn n nn-nhhri nfm
Rate

20cents

per

word

All Advertisements
have equal display and

same good opportuni-

ties for big results.

J:y ;UiJTJ
,

U'U-JLl
:
U U liU 'U 'U U U U '

LTQ.U-U UUdUUlJ

This Section Pays.

83 '« of the advertisers

using this section during

the past year have re-

peated their copy.

TOTT
FORMS FOR JULY ISSUE CLOSE MAY FIRST

AGENTS AND SALESMEN MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

$4n TO $100 A WEEK. FREE SAMPLES. GOLD
Sign Letters anyone can put on windows. Iiig demand.
Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic Letter 1

431-K X. Clark, Chicago.

.00 PROFIT NIGHTLY. SMALL CAPITAL
starts le.l. our machll
use i and en lorsed by government institutions. 1

SALESMEN: CITY OR TRAVELING. EXPEBI-
enco unnecessary. Send for list of openings arid full

particulars. Iterate in spare time to earn the big

salaries—$2,500 to $10.00(1 a year. Employment serv-

iee rendered members. Nat'l. Salesmen's Tr. Ass'n.,
Dept. 138-G, Chicago, 111.

I WANT 100 MEN AND WOMEN TO ACT AS
my agents and take orders for Comer raincoats, rain-

capes and waterproof aprons. I paid Eli Bridge $88.95
for orders taken during his spare time in one week.
Cooper made $314 last month. Wonderful values. A

Rl (.'.. '

OLD COINS WANTED

WATCH YOUR CHANGE. MANY COINS WORTH
double and more th. ir fare value are in circulation.
Wet pay $5.(10 for 1 S 7 •> Half Dollar, S. mint. Cash
paid for thousands of different coils and MUs. Gc

i. Send 4c for our Large Illustrated Coin C'ir-
eular. Send now. NUMISMATIC BANK. D

Worth, Texas.

dandy eoat for $4.98. Pour average orders a day gives

you $2,500 a year profit. No delivering or colleeting. PATENTS
I'll give you a Sam] ie coat and complete outfit for gel-
ting orders. Hurry. Write for my liberal offer.

Comer Mfg. Co.. Dept. K-32, Dayton, Ohio.
PATENTS. WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED

guide book "How to obtain a Patent.'' Send
or sketch for opinion of patentable nature free. Highest
References. Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co.. 783 Ninth. Washington. D. C.

INVENTORS. SEND SKETCH AND DESCRIPTION
of your invention for advire regarding patent protection.
Twenty years experience. Our Hand-bo^k on Patents

EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION

DOLLARS SAVED — TJSED CORRESPONDENCE
courses. Iwugltt and sold. MaeMichael Educational
Bureau, Victor, N. Y.

HELP WANTED
is sent free on request. All rommunir-ati'.n strictlv

confidential. Write us today. Talbert .* Talbert. Pat-
ent Lawyers. 472 1 Talbert BUtg.. Washington. D. C.

WOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SENT PREPAID TO
your door; plain seuing; steady work; no canvassing.
Send stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Co..
Dept. 21, Philadelphia, Pa.

PHOTOGRAPHY

FILMS DEVELOPED 10c A ROLL. GUARANTEED
HUNDREDS PERMANENT U. S. GOVERNMENT

positions now open to men—women, 18 or over.
$1000

—

$lti00 year. Work in your home section.

prints 3c and 4e each returned next <i.
-

price list on request. K'Xlak Film Finishing Co., 112
Merchants Station. St. Louis.

No layoffs. Short hours. Common education suf-
ficient. List positions free. Write immediately.
Franklin Institute. Dept. E204, Rochester, N. Y.

SPECIAL-TRIAL OFFER. YOER NEXT KODAK
film developed 5c. Pr tits 2e each. Moser A S
1910 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

WANTED—5 BRIGHT. CAPABLE LADIES TO
travel, demonstrate and sell dealers. $25.00 to SONGWRITERS
*n0.00 per week. ILvlroad tare paid. Write at
once, Goodrich Drug Co., Dept, 59, Omaha. Nebr.

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS ARE DESIRABLE.
Prepare for Railway Mail, Post Office. Rural ear-
lier. Customs-Internal Revenue. Departmental, Immi-
gration and other branches through our expert, former
Government Examiner. Write for free booklet giving
full information alxmt these position- and our M nev-
Back Guarantee Contract. PATTERSON CIVIL
SERVICE SCHOOL. Box 4024. Rochester. N. Y.
RAILWA Y TRA FFI (

' 1 NSPEt 'TORS ; $ 1 1 . A
month to start and expenses; Travel if desired; Un-
limited advaueeme.it. No age limit. Three months'

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. WE WRITE
music, guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit poems
on patriotism, love or any subject. Chester Music Co-.
'Jls So. Michigan Ave.. Room 112, Chi

WHITE A SONG—LOVE. MOTHER, IloMi: CHILD

-

hood, patriotic or any subject. I compose mu-:
guarantee publication. Send words today. Thomas
Merlin. 235 Reaper Block. Chicago.

SEND ME YOUR SONG-POEMS. I COMPOSE
music and submit copies to publishers. Send poems
ti day—examination free, Myron Johnson, Excelsior

Springs, Mo. P. O. Box 415.
home study. Situation arranged. Prepare for per-
manent ixisition. Write for booklet CM26 Standard
Business Trailing Institute, Buffalo, N. \".

WHITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG'. WE REVISE
poems, compose music for them and guarantee to se-

cure publication on royalty basis by New York music

HONEY
publisher. Our Chief Composer is a song-writer of
national reputation and has written many big
hits. Submit pi ems on any subject, Broadway Studios,
nil -A. Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.

WRITE IS WORDS FOR A SONG. 11' AVAIL-
able, we'll write music—guarantee publisher's acceptance.

NEW CROP CLOVER HONEY FOR SALE. VERY
choice Quality. Sample lo cents. Price list Free.
M. V. Facey, Preston. .Minn.

LADIES' GLOVES Send poems on love, victory, any subject. Faireh.l 1

Music Co., l. 2":; Broadway. N. Y.

LADIES: SAVE A DOLLAR ON EVERY PAIR
of gloves you buy. Buy them direct from manufac-
turer. All sizes in Tan. Grey, Black, White. Cham-
pagne and! Mahogany, at $1.95: regular s::.iin value.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money hack. The Better
Gl V< Co., Gleversville. N. Y.

SEND VOIR POEMS TODAY FOR BEST OFFER
and immediate publication. Free examination. \1 isl

composed. Booklet on request. Authors & Composers
Service Co., Suite 512, 1133 Broadway. N. Y.

WE REVISE VOIR POEMS. ARRANGE MELODY.
,ht in your name, submit same to Muse Pub

Ushers Phonograph Records and Music Roll Manu-
facturers, for consideration and the best offer Ihey
may care to make to the owner of copyright directly.

Write for "Manual Guide." Maurer Harmony Studio.
1 ."> 4 7 Broadway. New York.

MANUSCRIPTS TYPEWRITTEN

SCENARIOS. MANUSCRIPTS TYPED TEN CENTS
I age. spelling corrected. Seven years' experience.
Marjorie Jones. 322 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

PHOTOPLAYS. STORIES. TYPED. THIRTY
cents thousand words. Form corrected. Balfre Screen
Authors. 405 Bradford St., Brooklyn. New York.

YOU WHITE WORDS FOR A SONG WE WRITE
the music, publish and secure a copyright. Submit
10,1ns on any subject. The Metropolitan Studies. 920
so. Michigan Avenue, Room 102. Chicago, llliuois.

Gigantic New Guinea Butter Beans
New Edible Vegetable Wonder

19 PERSONS
N ONE. YARD LONG BEANj

By Internjtional News Service.
l-OPLAK RL4.TF

TV«bir of una city h»s
txxn *hi,-h will Xu:

A Single Bean Measures
3 to 5 feet Long and
Weighs 10 to 15 lbs.

The Gigantic New
Guinea Butter Bean is the
latest Vegetable Wonder,
introduced by us for the
first time in 1917. It is

grown principally in New
Guinea or Papua, as the
country is now called, an
Island situated to the
North of Australia. It is

said to be n branch of tho Gourd family and to furnish subsistence for the Papuan natives. The vines
are easily grown, very prolific, and b valuable adjunct to farm or garden. The beans themselves grow to

, one boon measuring from8 to t> feet long, and weighing anywhere from 10 to 16 lbs. and
officiant for a family for nnmrnl nrnaln When cooked they make delicious eating,

beans are very rich in nutritious materials and the delicate buttery
easily grown, and bearing so prolifically, they should help to cut

down the high cost of living to quite an appreciable extent. Try them. You will find them the finest vege-
table you have ever tasted, bample package of seeds, with full directions for cultivating, cooking, etc.. 25o
JOHWSON SMITH & CO. Dept. A 1506 3224 No. Halsted St., Chicago

an astonishing sire, one
even more. One Deal is

In addition to their palatableness, th
flavor is much appreciated. Being

i
i Ldrertisemenl In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE la guaranteed.
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"Hello, Chief:

"Haven't found the firebug

yet, have you? You will know
who he is only when I am dead

and the fires stop. I don't sup-

pose you even realize that the

firebug talks to you almost every

day about catching the firebug?

That's me. They never caught

me in Chicago or anywhere else

so you might as well quit looking

for me and take your medicine.

"

< The Firebug
Ti

*HAT was the warning which came to the fire chief, unsigned

—

and then, the very next day, a woman was found nearly dead
in a burning building.

It was a mystery that needed the master mind of Craig Kennedy, the scientific detec-
tive of this day— Craig Kennedy, who came to life in the mind of

ARTHUR B.REEVE
( The American Conan Doyle)

(CRAIG KENNEDY)
{The American Sherlock Holmes)

He is the genius of our age.

He has taken science— science

that stands for this age—and allied

it to the mystery and romance of

detective fiction. Even to the

smallest detail, every bit of the

plot is worked out scientifically.

Col. Roosevelt
said:— "l did a lot of

reading. I particu-

larly enjoyed half a

dozen rattling good
detective stories by

Arthur B. Reeve —
some of them were
corkers.'*

For nearly ten years America has
been watching his Craig Kennedy— marvelling at the strange,
new, startling things that detec-
tive-hero would unfold. Even
under the stress of war England is

reading him as she never did before.

Such plots—such suspense—with real, vivid people moving through the maelstrom of /
life! Frenchmen have mastered the art of terror stories. English writers have thrilled /
whole nations by their artful heroes. Russian ingenuity has fashioned wild tales of /fMnitl
mystery. But— all these seem old-fashioned— out-of-date— beside the infinite / 6I9

variety— the weird excitement of Arthur B. Reeve's tales. •

FREE—lO Volumes—POE /

Harper
/ & Brothers

18 Franklin Square

New York

When the police of New York failed to solve one of the most fearful murder / Send me.

mysteries of the time, Edgar Allan Poe—far off in Paris—found the solution. / Reeve'— in 12 volumes. Also

The stnrv is in these volumes /^ send means rely ] REE theine story is in uicse volumes. ...... /He was a detective by instinct—he was a story teller by divine inspiration. / roiniinines.

Before or since—no one has had his power to make your hair stand on end— /
to send chills up your back—to hold vou in suspense—terror—horror! In ^Otherwise I will send 1_,, , r r-j All ri • u u . L .1. • / days anJ S2 a month for 12 months.
England and France, Edgar Allan Foe is held to be the greatest writer /
that America has produced— to them he is the great American classic. i

This is a wonderful combination. Here are two of the greatest / -v<"" cHere are two of the greatest

writers of mystery and scientific detective stories. You can get the /
Reeve in 12 volumes at a remarkably low price and the Poe 10 volumes, , ,

over 200 stories, FREE. SEND COUPON ONLY— NO MONEY. / Addr

HARPER & BROTHERS
Established

1817 NEW YORK CITY Z Occii/Hiti"}'

When you writ© to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZIXE.
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At 18— A Success In

Commercial Art
EDWIN HENRY, an ambitious young man who

had always liked to draw, enrolled in the
Federal School of Commercial .Designing at the
age of 16. Today he says:

"The Federal Course made me see the direct way of
turning my liking for drawing into money. It gave me a
definite ambition to become a Commercial Artist. Today, at
the age of 18, I have a good position in the Art Department
of a large Minneapolis newspaper. I feel that I have made
4 years of progress in 2 years, and I owe my present success
in Commercial Art to the Federal Course."

How Federal Students "Make Good"
Mr. Henry's progress is remarkable, and there are still

greater opportunities just ahead of him. Yet he is only one
of many successful Federal Students,who have quickly turned
their talent into money.
A young telegraph operator obtained a $40 a week position

as Commercial Designer. A girl student earned over $400
before completing her Course; another girl earned oyer $1,000
making posters. A young man, Federal trained, accepted a
highly paid position as a head designer for a manufacturing
firm. Still another made 7 times his tuition while a student,
— and there are scores of other instances given in our free
book, "YOUR FUTURE."

Earn $35 to $75 a Week and More
These salaries are readily paid to commercial artists, who

have properly trained their ability for practical commercial
work. Good commercial art is vital to modern business,— mil-
lions of dollars are paid for it yearly by thousands of adver-
tisers, periodicals and publishers. In fact, leading illustrators
and commercial artists— both men and women— are regularly
paid $250, $500, $1000 and even more for single illustrations or
designs. You, too, should succeed— if you like to draw and
will properly train your ability.

Federal Training Highly Endorsed
Leading designers and commercial artists are on the Fed-

eral Advisory Council. They endorse Federal Training as
America's Foremost Course in Commercial Designing, — and
have contributed to it exclusive original lessons, giving you
the benefit of their years of experience.

Think of having the advice of such men as Charles E.
Chambers, a leading magazine and story illustrator; Franklin
Booth, a wonderful pen-and-ink artist called the "Painter with
the Pen"; Harold Gross, Designer tor the Gorham Co.; D. J.
Lavin, Head of theClvicagoTribune Art Department; Edw. V.
Brewer, who has done many illustrations for "Cream of
Wheat"; C. Matlack Price an authority on posters; and others
whose pictures are here shown.

Get This Free Book"YOUR FUTURE"
The Federal Course may be the direct way for vow to turn

your talent into money. If you like to draw, by all means
send for this free book — every ambitious young man and
woman should read it. It contains 56 pages, beautifully
illustrated in colors, shows remarkable work by Federal
Students, and describes the fascinating Federal Home-Study
Method, easy to learn and apply. It's free for the asking—
mail the coupon NOW !

COUPON
FEDERAL SCHOOLOF COMMERCIAL DESIGNING

3210 Warner BuildinK. Minneapolis, Minn.

Ontlemen—Please send me Free Rook "YOUR FUTURE, with-

out obligation to mo.

Name

.

?vJ

(Write your address plainly in margin)

What $1 Will

Bring You

More than a thousand

pictures of photoplay-

ers and illustrations of

their work and pastime.

Scores of interesting articles

about the people you see

on the screen.

Splendidly written short

stories, some of which you

will see acted at your mov-

ing picture theater.

The truth and nothing but

the truth, about motion

pictures, the stars, and the

industry.

You have read this issue of

Photoplay so there is no neces-

sity for telling you that it is one

of the most superbly illustrated,

the best written and the most

attractively printed magazine

published today—and alone

n its field of motion pictures.

Slip a dollar bill in an

envelope addressed to

Photoplay Magazine
Depl. 7-F. 350 N. Clark St., CHICAGO

and receive the April issue

and five issues thereafter.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
Department 7-F

350 North Clark Street. CHICAGO
Gentlemen : I enclose herewith $1.00 (Can-

ada $1.25) for which you will kindly enter my
subscription for Photoplay Magazine for

six months, effective with the April. 1919, issue.

Said to.

Street Address

.

Citv

State

Every (ulvcirtlsomeiit In rnOTOri«AT MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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Write the Words
for a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise
song-poems, compose music for them,
and guarantee to secure publication on
a royalty basis by a New York music
publisher. Our Lyric Editor and Chief
Composer is a songwriter of national
reputation and has written many big
song-hits. Mail your song-poem on love,

peace,victory or any other subject to us to-

day. Poems submitted are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
101 E Fitzgerald Bldn., Broadway at Times Sq.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

SEXOLOGY
buWitliam H. Walling, A.M..M.D.
imparts in a clear wholesome

way, in one volume :

Knowledge a Young Man Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Father Should Have.

Knowledge a Father Should Imparl to His Son.

Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
1

All in one volume Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
' Illustrated Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
' $2.00 postpaid Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

r Other Feopli nd Table of Contents.

j

PURITAN PUB. CO., 765 PERRY BUILDING, PH1LA., PA.

FACTORY-TO-RIDER
SA VES YOUMONEY
Buy direct and save $10 to $20 on a

,
bicycle. RANGER BICYCLES now

icome in 44 styles, colors and sizes.
Greatly improved; prices reduced.

. Other reliable models also. WE
. DELIVER FREE to you on approval
\ and SO days trial and riding test.
" Our big FREE catalog shows

I everything new in bicycles and sun-
" dries. Write for it.

TIRES, lamps, wheels, parts and
suppliesat half usual prices.
Do not buy a bicycle, tires, or

sundries until you get our wonder-
fal new offers.low prices and liberal
terms. A postal brings everything.

HEAD CYCLE COMPANY
HUM If Dept. HMO. Chicago

Ranger
Eloctrie
Lighted
Motorbike''

DOYOU LIKE TO DRAW?
CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID
We will not give vou any grand prize if you

answer this ad. Nor will we claim
to make you rich in a week. But if
vou are anxious to deyelop your
talent with a successful cartoonist.

o you can make money, send a copy
f this picture, with 6c in stamps for

portfolio of cartoons and sample lesson
plate, and let ua explain.

The W. L Evans School of C.rtoonin,
650 Leader Bldg., Cleveland. O.

RTjSTS OUTFIT FRFF
\ *A\/\flw //A ^ rite quick for our ^L

till rf remarkable offer. Learn
I NOW at home, in spare time, by
1 our new instruction method.
Commercial Art. Cartoonine,
Illustrating. Designing. Delightful,
fascinating work in big demand. *50.00
Eaid for one drawing. Handsome free
ook explains everything.

SEND FOR IT TODAY.
Washington School of Art, Inc. K&aSW&o;*

"$100 a Week, Nell!
Think What That Means To Us!"

"They've made me Superintendent— and
doubled my salary! Now we can have the

comforts and pleasures we've dreamed of— our
own home, a maid for you, Nell, and no more
worrying about the cost of living!

" The president called me in today and told me. He
said he picked me for promotion three months ago
when he learned I was studying at home with the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools. Now my chance
has come—and thanks to the I. C. S., I'm ready for it!''

Thousands of men now know the joy of happy, pros-

perous homes because they let the International Cor-
respondence Schools prepare them in spare hours
for bigger work and better pay. You will find them
in offices, shops, stores, mills, mines, factories, on
railroads, in the Army and Navy— everywhere.

Why don't you study some one
[INTERNATIONAL* CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

thing and get ready for a real job,

at a salary that will give your wife

and children the things you would
like them to have?

You can do it ! Pick the posi-

tion you want in the work you like

best and the I. C. S. will prepare

you for it right in your own home,
in your spare time— you need not

lose a day or a dollar from your

present occupation !

Yes, you can do it ! More than

two million have done it in the last

twenty-seven years. More than

100,000 are doing it right now.
Without cost, without obligation,

find out how you can join them.

Mark and mail this coupon!

rBOX6500»SCRANTON. PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for
the position, or in the subject, bejnre which I mark X.
J I I.H I It li a I. I m.im i i;

] EleCtrlO Mel, I lug Bnd Hjl.
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL BlteiHEEU
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop I'ractlce
Toolroaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Snrverlnr and Mnpplnc

UBINE FOREMAN or I- m.'H
8TATION1UT I M.IM I It

Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Hnllder
architectural Draftsmen
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLVMRINU AMI HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Snpt.
CHEMIST

B
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER

§
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

3GOOD ENGLISH
J Teacher
Common School Sohjecta
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mall Clerk
ATJTOMnilll.K OFBBATIM;
Anlo Repairing
Navigation IQSpaoUh
Atillll ri.M'IIP |

Fonltr.T llalslnr

In8psoU>>
French
Itsllao

Name
Present
Occupation-

Street
and No

City_

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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June Pictures
Suppose They Hung Before You

In Berry Time
Suppose this picture hung before you,

of Puffed Rice mixed with berries. And
you could see these flimsy, flavory globules

which add such delightful blend.

Do you think you would ever serve ber-

ries without this garnish? It adds more
+han the sugar.

At Bedtime
Children often get a bowl of milk. Sup-

pose this picture stood before them --airy
tidbits, crisp and toasted, four times as
porous as bread. Do you know anything
else which would satisfy, if they had this

reminder of how Puffed Wheat tastes?

At Breakfast
Suppose you saw Puffed Wheat—whole-

grain bubbles, toasted, flaky—puffed to

eight times normal size. Grains so nut-

like that they seem like food confections.

With that before you, what other break-
fast dainty would seem half so good to

you?

At Dinner
Even ice cream loses some delight when

children remember v hat Puffed Rice adds.

Either Puffed Rice or Corn Puffs tastes

like nut meats on ice cream. And they

are so fragile that they almost melt away.
Use also like nut meats in candv.

Puffed Wheat Puffed Rice
and Corn Puffs

Each 15c Except in Far West

The Quaker Qa\s (prnpany
Sole Makers

(3080)

Reduced to 35c
SEND FOR IT TODAY

!

Hints on

Photoplay

Writin

All that can be Taught

on Photoplay Writing

C. Capt. Leslie T.Peacocke's

remarkably popular book

on the craftsmanship of

scenario writing. It is a

complete and authoritative

treatise on this new and

lucrative art. This book

teaches everything that can

be taught on the subject.

C Written by a master crafts-

man of many years' experience

in studios. It contains chapters

on construction, form, titles,

captions, detailing of action:

also a model scenario from a

library of scripts which have

seen success fid production.

C This book will be ofespecial

value to all who contemplate

scenario writing, and who do

not know scenario form. In

other words, it will be invalu-

able to the man or woman who
has a good story, but who does

not know bow to put it together.

SEND FOR IT TODAY
Price, 35 Cents Postpaid

^

Photoplay Publishing Co
IVpartment 10F

350 North Clark St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltl v>
Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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differentCreamfor
QveruSkin(bndition
cApbealedtoMe"

/f FRll'\'D fint told me about </•. M.irin.llo Prepara-

(2/1 tions. I went to a Marinello Shop for a treatment

ttr.d 1 carried away with nte tbecnanu »huh they jJmh-J

for the COTt of my 'km at home. I am truly delighted with them.

. nder it the he't I ban , truly

to my <t:n and girt! it a natural

appearance. (Signed)
Rubye de Renter.

Learn What Your Skin Needs
Choose the cream that will supply just

what your special skin condition requires.

You could not make a pink blouse white

and a white blouse pink by dipping them

both in pink dye! Nor can you give the

charm of health to a dry, rough skin and to

an unsightly oily skin by using the same

cream for both. Each condition demands a

different corrective method, a different cream.

Read the chart carefully and learn which of the seven

Marinello Creams your skin needs. Use coupon.

Send for a Sample of Your Special Cream
SM.arinel\o Preparations are now on sale at drug

and department stores and at Marinello shops.

Mailers Bldg., Chicago 366 Fifth Ave., New York

-gn
?C3i

C~~7ke most beautiful woman
sincfWnus'is what

c
fhul

7/elleu,dry-win Ietcher,
called 7f

(Rubye de V(emer

Chart of

Marinello Seven Creams
". Lettuce Cream for cleansing the skin. It cleans more

thoroughly than soap and water and without irrita-

tion. 60c.

Tissue Cream for a rough, dry skin. It builds up the

skin and (rives it the extra nourishment it needs. 60c

II and $1.20.

Astringent Cream for an oily skin. Tt restrains the too
abundant secretion of oil. 60c and $1.20.

I
Whitening Cream for a sallow skin. Gives your skin

that "pink and while" roseleaf quality. 60c and $1.20.

i Acne Cream for blemishes and blackheads. This dis-

agreeable condition may be overcome in a short while
if you are faithful to the use of tlii' cream. 60c and $1.20.

j^ Motor Cream for skin protection. Neither wind nor
tS)| weather can harm your skin if you fortify with Motor

^

n

Cream first. 60c and $1.20
Foundation Cream before u;

pow der go on so much mc
longer.

To supplement the action

Creams, always apply
"

Powder before ventu

V^x i"S out -

o

Recommended
rethan

MARINELLO CO.,

Dept. P-2, Mailers Bldg.,

CHICAGO
Kindly send mc sample of

/nrFj^rtJ ArW" \
'Name of Cream)

TOr£JJCrU o/ VCtU 1 and vour Traveler"* Tnal Package ,

J J lof Marinello Preparations and
J

booklet on care of the skin.

5 three-cent stamps enclosed.

Name

St. No.

.

City. .

.

State.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Pale , sallow sluns
uhe new steam treatmentfor them

FIRST the steam!
THEN the lather! You
will find the steam
treatment in detail in
the booklet wrapped
nround every cake of
Wood b u ry's Facial
Soap.

ASOFT, lovely skin, radiant
with color ! This attraction

you, too, can have. In a
much shorter time than you would
imagine, your skin will respond to

the proper care and treatment by
taking on a greater loveliness.

To make your skin soft and
colorful

One night a week fill your bowl full of
hot water—almost boiling hot. Bend over
the top of the bowl and cover your head
and the bowl with a heavy bath towel, so

that no steam can escape.

Now lather a hot cloth with Woodbury's
Facial Soap. With this, wash your face

thoroughly, rubbing the lather well into the

skin in an upward and outward motion.
Then rinse the skin well, first with warm
water, then with cold, and finish by rub-

bing it for thirty seconds with a piece ofice

Use this steam treatment weekly
until your skin no longer requires

it. The other six nights of the week,
cleanse your skin thoroughly in the

usual way with Woodbury's Facial

Soap and warm water. After the

very first treatment, your skin will

begin to show more color.

Get a cake of Woodbury's and
begin tonight the treatment your
skin needs. You will find Wood-

bury's Facial Soap on sale at any
drug store or toilet goods counter
in the United States or Canada.
A 25 cent cake will last a month
or six weeks.

Sample cake of soap— Booklet of
famous treatments — Samples of
Woodbury's Facial Powder, Facial
Cream and Cold Cream — sent to
you for 15c.

For 6 cents we will send you a trial size

cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap large

enough to last for a week of any Wood-
bury treatment, together with the booklet,

"A Skin You Love to Touch," giving the
famous Woodbury skin treatments. Or
for 15 cents we will send, in addition,

samples of Woodbury's Facial Powder,
^acial Cream and Cold Cream.

Address The Andrew Jergens Co.,
506 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

// you live in Canada, address The
Andrew Jergens Co., Limited, 506Sher-
brooke Street, Perth. Ont.

T&U&
J

When you write i" advertisers please mention rilOTOPT.AY magazine.
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JANE COWL'S most recent endeavor on the stage was "The Crowded Hour,'

•J a uar drama which throve despite peace conferences. "The Spreading
lawn,'' for (Joldwgn, remains the outstanding performance of her sera n earn r.
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Allrr.l Cheney Johnston

*MS

u-os- complaining about the

cold up here: but it looks now as though the southern rose hud become com-

ily acclimated* Lately, for Vitagraph, in "The Girl I'roblem."

S70RINNE GRIFFITH, in a story in Photoplay

nletel



rHIS profile belongs to the only Young American Actor who is equally at
home in Tolstoi or Augustus Thomas. "Jack" is doing "Peter Ibbetson"

for Famous, assisted by sister Ethel and brother Lionel Barrymore.



Allrcd Cheney (ohnStg

YEAN PAIOE is one of our best-behaved little ingenues. She is, usually,

%J the young lady in humble circumstances who loved Harry Morey all the

time—for Vitagraph. //</• screen" career has been short />»/ eventful.



T1ILLIE JiVRKE, costumed as the heroine of "A Marriage of Convenience,-"
JD the Dumas comedy. BiUie has been true to the shadow-stage for tiro years
now: her last legitimate appearance occurred in 1917.



Alfred Cheney Johnston

7/'
1 somebody has to do ''Little Lord Fauntleroy" in pictures, let it be Mae
Murray. Vaudeville or an A. H. Woods farce? These are conflicting rumors

about Mae. Her last Universal is "The Scarlet Shadow.

"



Alfred Cheney Johnston

G EORCE FITZWAVRICE. the Irish-American maestro, has provided Pathe
with such photoplays as "The Naulahka'' and "Sylvia of the Secret Serv-

ice." proving that thrills man he silk-tined and xtill make money for the firm.



TT7'//0 iconic! believe (hat, not so lout] ago, Alice Joyce was doing westerns
VV for Kalemf Miss Joyce, who seems to have a decided preference for
Charles Klein in the drama, is working now in "Tin Third Degree."
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Adventure—the Immortal

yf GREAT physiologist says that man\ind has but two fundamental in'

C^ /~1 stincts: Selfpreservation and Reproduction. He should add a third,

the immortal instinct of Adventure.

Without this attribute humanity would have spawned and fed and died

age without end in the place of its origin, possibly the warm basin of the

Euphrates. .

Adventure is the most God'li\e of these instincts, though mans first

Adventure was misadventure—the faux'pas of the succulent Jonathan in the

orchard of Eden.

The breath of Adventure blew the chromatic sails of Tyre over the horizons

of the Mediterranean. High Adventure of the soul made Greece ; the stern Ad'

venture of ambition, Rome. War and commerce were the first great quests, but

when the dust of the fallen house of Caesar had settled over medieval Europe,

Adventure—the chameleon—too\ on a new hue. The world was awa\ened,

and doubled, by the grand Adventure of discovery. Anon the chameleon glowed

with the first radiances of science, and after that came the Adventures of inven'

tion and business, until today the multivarious Adventures of our forefathers

seem to have found everything, systematized everything.

Yet the lust of peril and the wine of fight linger in Everyman li\e his

vermiform appendix. How shall he satisfy them, now that we believe we have

banished war?

Herein is an as yet unrecognized but stupendous service of the Motion

Picture. Its scene is universal. Its substance is action. Its virility is primord'

ial. It is Everyman's great synthetic Adventure, the miracle of an age which

may make for limitless spiritual expansion, but whose crowded complex forbids

him pristine physical Adventure of his own.



Marcia Mai. on, one
of the three extra
j;irls at Lasky's who,
out of thousands of

aspirants, have be-

c >me established in

"stock," which means
their pay check is

regular.

AVhat Every Girl
In the last year thousands have striven

and a million have yearned for motion
picture success. Yet not the twinkle of
one new star has been seen. This story

likely explains it. Perhaps it also tells what
you—young lady—have been wondering.

covered in the film firmament in the past
twelve months—not one aspiring becurled or mar-

celled beauty has fought or cajoled her way into the
spotlight's beam. Yet thousands have striven.

Truly the trail of film stardom is a long one and it is

white with the bleached bones (almost said hair) of blasted

hopes.

The stars of today, for the most part, have been recruited

from the stage, or have worked their way up through the

1VJL been
written i n

recent years about the

relative chances of attain-

ing film success. It has been
a popular subject with some
23,456,112 young women (ac-

cording to the U. S. Census Bureau) residing within

the boundaries of this nation who are properly quali-

fied,—as to age,—for a screen career.

Much will be written in the future on the same
fascinating subject, no doubt; but each subsequent

writer if he has any regard for the verities, will be
increasingly discouraging to the aspiring feminine

youth of the land.

Of course not all of the 23,456,112 properly-quali-

fied-as-to-age young women yearn to see themselves

as they see their favorite stars—probably not more
than 23,456,000 aspire to gaze on their shadowed
counterparts. It's nothing to be ashamed of; in fact

it is a very laudable ambition. In passing we might
credit the screen with administering a knockout to

the old fashioned temptation of pre-film days. The
girl of today, as compared with her sister of preceding

generations, has it "on" the latter from relish to

roquefort, as it were, when it comes to having some-
thing for which to wish and dream and work. It is a

golden lighted road to fame and fortune that had a

dim counterpart yesterday in the way to stage

success.

As indicated in the foregoing the desire for screen
fame is not only laudable but it has been a source
of beneficent advantage to the girlhood of the nation.

Obviously, therefore, it would be in the same degree
injurious to our best interests to discourage that

ambition.

So the writer disclaims any intention of bringing

sorrow to these millions of potential film stars in en-

deavoring to set forth existing conditions. Every one
of them has a chance to be a Man,' Pickford or a

Norma Talmadgc, or a Theda Bara, if their aspira-

tions take that direction, but

—

How many new faces have you seen on the screen

during (lie last year?

Not many, wore (here? And those could be
counted on the fingers of one hand.

Yet there were millions who aspired and thousands
who actually tried.

By new faces, of course I do not refer to the girls

who play "atmosphere" or bits that are just barely

visible to the naked eye. Vet even in these humble
places the new face is a rarity.

As to new stars not one new twinkle has been dis-

28

Many of (lie society "extras posing in New ^ ork and Los Ang'eles studios

lookout for the sort of young" w oinan who can walk through a drawing'



Wants to Know Kutl. Cliff. ,rJ

lied from
I li .

v. • i - .1 1 ( ily.

By

Alfred A COHN

various strata of studio drudgery. There are those too
who, just glided into stardom through the easily

swung door of the early days of filmdom— just

pretty girls to begin with, who developed as the

business grew from store-show to the million

dollar theater

But even the number of this latter elass has
dwindled steadily. The fittest, only, have survived
There are seores— perhaps thousands of possible star

who may never have an opportunity of exhibiting their

beauty or talent. Geographically, screendom's limitations ai

even more restricted than the stage's. The girl in Salt Lake
or Louisville or Pittsburgh who had histrionic ability found an

are young women of means and breeding. Producers are always on the
room without spilling the statuary or doing' a keystone over a bookcaae.

outlet in the
local stock com-

panies—and still
docs for that matter;

though the aspirant of
the smaller town is deprived

now of the opportunities pro-
vided by the one-week-stand-

repertoire company. The screen
has completely ousted the old "rep" show.
The girl who would be a fdm star must either go

to New York or to Los Angeles; the latter preferably
as something like 85 per cent of the world's "visible"''

supply of celluloid is prepared in that city and its

environs.

Then what chance has she when she gets there?
If she is one in a million or two, she may attain

stardom—in a year or two.
But the girl who is just "pretty"—you know the

kind whose friends tell her "My dear, you should be
in the movies"—why she has about as much chance
of "getting by" as Ole Hanson, the mayor of Seattle,
has of being elected chief of the I. W. W.
The girl without experience who has been led to

believe that stardom may be reached overnight is

doomed to certain disappointment.
The producer of today not only cannot afford to

experiment where stars are concerned, he cannot
even experiment in the assignment of small parts.
On each round of the ladder to screen fame is

stamped the word "experience."
There was a time when stars were made overnight,

when favoritism figured largely but those were the
days when only youthful, ingenuous beauty was de-
manded. Acting ability was not required, or even
recognized. But of those stars, only they survived
who had that rare gift designated as screen charm
or personality, combined with adaptability and inher-
ent talent.

Today, the first step forward of the aspirant is to
"get by" the employment or casting director.
That gentleman knows all the symptoms. He looks

at the applicant and he tells immediately whom she
aspires to succeed. She invariably apes, in some
manner, her film favorite—the Mary Pickford curls,

Blanche Sweet's charming disarray of coiffure or the
Theda Bara ear loops. They are as quickly dismissed
as catalogued. The quickest passport out of a cast-
ing director's sanctum is a bunch of Pickford curls.

The producer of today doesn't want another Pickford
—he knows it ain't. Besides there couldn't be an-
other one made because all the material required in

making the existing and only Man-—the story mate-
rial—has been exhausted. That is why Mary herself

is now paying $40,000 for stories.

29
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a mad dash to California of girls

who just "thought" they knew how-

to wear clothes with a resultant call

for more funds by the V. W. C. A.

to ship them back home.
Countless others will write to the

various studios setting forth their ac-

complishments and perhaps enclos-

ing their photographs. It may be of
interest to this class to learn that

casting directors never hire anyone
as the result of a letter or a pho-
tographers' work or art. The still

photograph, to him means little.

Moving pictures cannot be retouched
for the removal of blemishes or
defects.

Nowaday? the producer never
comes into contact with the inexperi-

enced applicant having shifted that

burden to his casting director so that

the latter having made a study of his

studio's needs and the material to

supply them is perhaps the best
authority on the subject of the out-

side girl's chance to enter.

"It isn't so hard to get

the chance if the girl

has some quality of

beauty or type

which imme-
diately

Says Mack Sennett, father of the pretty-girl-comedy: "There
arc girls, not specially beautiful, whom you could not lose

in a crowd. There are other girls, apparently perfect in

beauty, who seem to melt into insignificance."

The girl who would attract the attention of the em-
ployment czar must be unusually beautiful or a striking

type—not just physically, but intelligently beautiful.

She must have that same indefinable something that

people call personality, or character. And she must
know how to wear clothes because the employment man
is more eager to get young women who can dress than he is to

get stars. Anyhow he isn't on the lookout even for potential

stars.

There really is a demand for girls who can, as one employ-
ment director put it, "look like ladies." They are always on
the lookout for "class" in feminine apparel. By "class" he
does not mean flashy or up-to-the-minute-in-style appearance

—

it's more a matter of carriage and the look of breeding—the

sort of young woman who looks as though she could walk
through a drawing-room without spilling the statuary or doing

a Keystone fall over a bookcase.

It is a matter of record that most of the young women who
are employed because of this "class" quality are of the class

which are not "acting" when they play the lady. Many of the

"atmospheres" in New York and Los Angeles are young
women of means who "work" in the studios "just to be doing

something." But for the sake of argument suppose they were
dependent upon their studio work for their livelihood!

The pay for atmosphere varies. In ordinary "mob stuff" the

pay is usually $3 per day. For this grade of employment there

arc no especial requirements. The next step is the "dress" or

"society stuff" mentioned in the preceding paragraph. This

pays $5 per clay where the studio provides the gowns and S7.50

where the young woman furnishes her own wardrobe. Some
studios prefer to supply the dresses.

The average employment of the extra girl is something like

three days a week. Figure that out at $3, $5 or $;.;o and you

can see the average earning of the girl who starts out on the

road to tame via the celluloid route.

Despite the thousands who apply for admittance into the

magic realm of the make-believes, few are selected even to

play "at innsphere." The easting director in erne of the largest

Los Angeles studios told me that so far as his records had it

there were only about sixtv young women in Southern Cali-

fornia who were available For "society Stuff." He warned me
also that if such a statement were published there would be

Julia Faye is another
f the three extra girls

who entered the portals

of the Lasky studio

as an extra.

rhoto
bj

Wilzel

lists the at-

tention of th

e m p 1 y
ment man," says

L. M. Goodstadt.
casting director at the

Lasky studio; "it's far

more difficult to remain in. But the girl who leaves home to

break into' motion pictures without any experience whatever
has a hard row to hoe. I have watched hundreds, perhaps thou-
sands of them, come and go and the best advice I can offer is

for the pretty aspirant to stay home unless she has enough
money to provide for Iter wants for at least a year."

Of the thousands of girls who have entered the portals of the
Lasky studio as extra girls during the live years of its existence

and have been given a chance, only three of them have gradu-
ated to "stock" which word is synonomous with a weekly pay
check. They are Mareia Manon who played so splendidly the

character role in "Stella Maris" with Maty Pickford, Edna Mae
Cooper and Julia Faye.

However, the Lasky studio is known as the most conservative
of all the Coast film emporiums in taking a chance with new
material.

Another girl who started in at Lasky's as "atmosphere." is

Irene Rich who in less than a year became Dustin Famum's
leading lady at another studio. But she is a notable exception
as is (Catherine MacDonald whose natural beauty and inherent

talent enabled her to skip all the usual preliminaries and jump
into the limelight as a principal. She becomes a full-fledged
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star in Hugh Ford's production of "The Woman Thou Gavesl

Me" recently completed at the Lasky studio. Miss MacDonald
had the advantage however of some stage experience, it may
1 e added incidentally that she is Mary MacLaren's elder sister.

Another new face in important roles is that of Doris Lee who
has been playing opposite Charles Kay in Ince pictures. Doris

p>t her first chance as an extra girl less than two years ago

doubling for Mary Pickford in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm."

Of the Universal stars Priscilla Dean and Ruth Clifford grad-

uated from the extra benches at Universal City and Carmel

Myers began as .m extra girl at Griffith's studio. One could

go hack, farther and enumerate many of the stars who began as

bits of atmosphere but this artiele is dealing only with recent

times in filmdom annals.

Not a few u i r 1 s have entered the ranks of dramatic stars and

leads via the comedy route. Screen comedy must have youth

and beauty to offset its Hen Turpins and Mack Swains. Comedy
does not demand intelligence or brains of its feminine beginners,

yet the girl who smiles her way through the sacred portals of

the fun canneries must have that same hlmablc quality herein-

above mentioned before she can rise above the $25 weekly

pay check.

When asked about his views on the pretty girl question and

what qualities she must possess to be successful. Mack Scnnett,

that connoisseur of feminine j. beauty said to the writer:

•The truth is. no one ^^^ can tell with exactitude

what it is in a girl's face ^k p£^ that places her in

the category of

Priacilla Dean ^\cm beauties.

began at I ni-

v o r s .1 1 a « an
extra. rhoto by witzci

"As a general thing a hnr<=f- with tin- t likely to win

many derbies; but the possession ol four lei t imply

that they are derby winners either.

re are certain defects that a girl musl not have; but the

lack of these defects is no sign that -he hat that Iir

something else that makes for personality mi the screen

"There an- girls, nut specially beautiful, whom you could

not lose in a crowd; they would Stand OUl from any number
There are other girls, seemingly perfect in beauty, who iei

to melt into insignificance. What they lack cannot be put into

words.''

Vet it has been said that inasmuch as screen comedy has to

do largely with bathing or athletic suits of smallish dimensions
the demand for beauty in the laugh foundries is largely a mat-

if form.

There is a large class of girls scattered throughout our forty-

eight states and the District of Columbia as well as places not

contiguous to us, who believe that the way into the movie

would be easier for them because they are good dancers or

riders or something else that calls for exceptional ability. It

would interest them to learn that whenever dancers an- dc-sired

experienced stage artists are available for picture purposes. Tin

pupils of Ruth St. Denis' school have appeared in scores of pro-

ductions and the choruses of musical comedy shows have been

utilized for pictures dealing with the stage.

Perhaps no individual is in closer touch with the situation as

affecting the girl aspirant to movie honors than Miss Edna
Harris, V. W. C. A. secretary in charge of the Hollywood
Cirls' Studio Club, one of the most novel organizations in the

country where star and extra girl mingle on even footing, and

the refuge of the struggling aspirant who has learned her fate

at about the same time that her available funds have been

exhausted.

"If the movie-struck girl could foresee just a bit of the hard

road to success as a film player, she would hesitate a long time

before leaving home,'' says Miss Harris, who is a graduate of

Northwestern University and an experienced social service

worker.

"Girls have come to Los Angeles with just enough
money to make the trip. They are usually the most diffi-

cult to convince that they are not fitted for the screen

and inevitably we must obtain positions for them in

other lines or get them back to their homes. The em-
ployment directors of the various studios are splendid and

are always willing to help us with the girls who are badly in

need of work but they are in a highly organized business and
not a philanthropic work. It is a hard game even for the girl

who comes prepared for a long and arduous artistic siege."

"There are

a few gen-

eral rules, but

they are about

as general and as

vague as the rules

for the kind of man
that makes a great

writer.

"For instance, they say that a

girl cannot screen well unless she

has even well formed teeth; that

wrinkles down the sides of her

lips from the outer rim of the

nostrils are fatal; that large

animated eyes are essential:

that a face should be round

and soft of contour, etc.

"As a matter of fact, r^-

these rules mean very lit- f&
tie. They mean just as

little as any rule one
could make as to what
constitutes beauty off

the screen.

Girls who believe screen
success can be aided by
an ability to dance will be interested to learn that

whenever dancers are desired, experienced stage

artists are available. The pupils of Ruth St. Denis
school have appeared in scores of productions

and scores of musical companies have been used
in pictures dealing with the stage.



Tea is served in a corner of the spacious veranda at the Studio Club. You may be able to identify some of those girls in your cata-
logue of screen personalities. Reading from left to right, seated: Virginia Lee Corbin, Master Ben Alexander, Violet Schramm.
Peggy Hagar, Edna Harris (pouring) Carmel Myers, and Lila Lee. Back row: Karla Schramm, Xell Newman, Magda Lane,

Katherine Hally, Chase Herendeen, Lucita Squicr, Margery Daw, Helen Jerome Eddy, Cela Gale, and Clare Greenwood.

Below— a cosy corner in the Club library, with a divertisse-

ment a la ukelele by Carmel Myers. Accompanying is "Con-
nie" Talmadge in a sort of sublimated sophietucker of the latest

tune from jazz boulevard; while Margaret Loomis— lately a
South Sea Island belle for Sessue Hayakawa —-looks on and
taps her toe in time. At the right—the end of a perfectly glor-
ious afternoon. Ask any one of the girls— left to right: Nell
Newman, Blanche Seeley, Helen Eddy, Violet Schramm, Chase
Herendeen, Lucita Siuier, Julanna Johnston (horizontally in-
clined) Madge Lane, Cela Gale, Harriet Rosenthal, Clare Green-
wood, Edna Harris. Miss Harris is the Studio Club "mother."
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After Office Hours
in Hollywood

POOR tired lit i
K- extra girl, at the end ol a hard da) al tome film

l.u lory where you registered emotion upon emotion, or atmo phere

after atmospl tbbing the make-up from your rounded

cheeks, smoothing drooping la hes, perking up your pretty mouth—and

hustling out to the Studio Club—
I,, a big white house on Carlos Avenue in Hollywood a look

though it belongs to a film Btar or Borne other millionairi
,

to friendly

greetings with the cirls you know on the screen and <>n Pi

v.ry starette for whose ball room scene you supplied ati that

titernoon, will pour tea for you. Con tance Talmadge, or Carmel M
or Lib Lee. You'll forget your troubles and be ready for another day

of "trying to land something worth while."

That's what the Girl's Studio Club is for. It's an organization born

of the V W C A, fostered by women of standing in the film col

such as Lois Weber, Mrs. William C. DeMille, and Mi Ji

Every Sunday some screen celebrity i> hostess. Between times, dai

amateur theatricals, and drama study clubs.

Below—Margery Daw, Doug's leading lovess on the scrc-.n, at the phono-

..,-aph. 1 l.l.'n Jerome Eddy— hack on the Universal lot after enter*

jn<j "the boys" at the California camps for "duration"— looks as if (be d

just dropped in. The insert is a lonj; shot of the Studio ( lub.

llltllllllll

Photographs

by Stagg
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SHOULD like an Ameri-
can for a husband, an
Englishman for a lover, a

Frenchman for a play-

mate, a Belgian fur a friend and
an Italian for a soulmate."

Having uttered which polyga-

mous statement, Edna Purvi-

ance dropped her pretty head
back against a cushion and
turned her serene gaze, that is

at once very wise and very sim-

ple, upon me.

No doubt many families over-

seas, belonging to Allied officers

who have spent leave in Los An-
geles, are under the impression

that said city is a beautiful spot

composed of sunshine and clo-

verleaf cocktails and designed
purely as a setting for a girl

with sapphire eyes, ashen hair

and a gift of silence.

Professionally, Edna P u r -

viance continues to be the in-

eroes!
55

When you think of all the soldiers

Edna Purviance attracted to Califor-

nia, it's a wonder we won the war.

spiration of Charlie Chaplin's screen affections, just as she has
been for the past four years. She must work at the Chaplin
studio sometimes, for one sees her beguiling Charlie in such
recent vicissitudes as "Shoulder Arms'' and "A Dog's Life."

But the evidence all goes to show that such occupation is

strictly a sideline. Edna's real business in life appears to

be playing 'guide, philosopher and friend'' to that portion
of the Allied armies which has not been actively engaged
in finishing up the Hun.

There are a great many beautiful women in Los Angeles.

We admit it. But the heroes of the

battlefields, frivoling between drives,

have nevertheless flocked en masse to

Edna's dainty patent leather toe.

The fact is. that if you want to look

at that screen star, other than in the

latest Chaplin release, you'll have to

buck through a first line trench

manned by officers, that looks like a

small corner of Chateau Thierry.

And a stranger might gaiher the idea

that Miss Purviance was a Russian

duchess whom the Bolsheviki had de-

clared its intention of kidnapping,

^i mi gather tin- idea

that EDdna Purviance
waa .1 Russian duchess
whom (In - Bolsheviki
li.nl declared its inten-

tion of kidnaping, .is

s li >• rarely m o v e s

\\ itliout .1 lullmilit.iry

escort. In the group
over circle, at Miss
!\ir\ iance a right is ,i

n i m- 1 1- e n -ye ar-ol

d

French aviator with
seventeen Hun planes

to his credit.



"An Englishman," says
Edna, "is so surprising.

Sometimes he s so cross

you aren t sure he mayn't
throw the tea things at you.
Then suddenly he says the
most divine things

Here — at the right— he
seems to be saying the most
divine thing.' most di-

vinely. Above— Edna and
her complete tea division.

By Adela
Rogers
St'John

since she ''<v I Ld
is rarely al- -*-'

lowed to move \.£.

without a full mili-

tary escort.

The word ''salon" has become practi-

cally obsolete. The average citizen thinks you
have merely carelessly mislaid an 0. And yet, in

the cool. green depths of the Alexandria tearoom—that
Peacock Alley of our western screen mecca where the
softness of shaded lights is quite outshone by twinkling
stars—Edna Purviance has become a Madame Recamier
"for heroes only." In fact, the old line about "if you're
looking for the major, just get a boy to page her" would
probably bring results. From the youngest French Ace in

the world, whom the bad to

ihove mi .1 ii i tn hi rself t" I i

luin from
in i venerab neral

bung with I*:'
j

il Edna bai

played fairy godi in i to our

heroit visi

•

1 adore ii" lid Mi i

Pun inn e wuli a sweep of her

hand, "It's quite impossible to

tell which 1- the And
I'm afraid they've spoiled me
for ordinary mortals, so 1 dare-

say 1 shall remain an old maid.

"Nun see, there is an attr.ir-

t ion about a uniform. A lot of

marriages thai were getting
prrlty pale-gray took on a new
tint of scarlet tin- t "i

r
-. t time

hubby came up from I'll it -hurt?

in his uniform. Wives, thai had

become hardened to collars that

didn't fit, comfortable shoes and

much needed haircuts, took a
good look at their hero, had a
permanent wave and washed up
the crepe de chine nightie.

"There is something about a
uniform. I feel it myself."

"What?" I asked, watching

the pretty white teeth and child-

ish red lips close daintily over

a cigarette.

She considered that a mo-
ment, sifting the ashes from the

polished nail of her little

finger.

"People have been trying for

years to determine the psychol-

ogy of a uniform," she said at

last. "Eve had a lot of experi-

ence with them, and Eve de-

Pirturrs above
and 1 elow by

Stae?

*
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cided that their chief charm is in the sense of protection they

give a woman. It somehow emphasizes that masculine dom-
inance, that 'never mind, little girl, I'll take care of you'

that is still ace of trumps with femininity— 1919 A. D. or

B. C, it doesn't matter. Then, it has a glamour of romance
about it. Men and their clothes are—no matter how nice

they may be—not apt to have much romance about them
any more. But a uniform puts them back in a class where
they rank right along with the matinee idol—they might do
almost anything, and that is so satisfactory in a man. And,
doggone it, they do look nicer."

"What is the dominant characteristic in the heroes you've
known?" I prodded.

"Just two things stand out in all of them. They have
learned the value of such happiness as is at hand—to take it

and squeeze the last drop from it. They have become so

accustomed to regarding the shortness of life, the brief hours
that may remain, that they want every bit of love, laughter,

excitement, pleasure, tenderness, that they can lay their hands
on. The chance for it may be gone so soon."

The serene eyes closed a moment. Then: "The other is

shyness—reserve. I have talked for hours to men who made
history, and yet I know less of the war than girls who spent

their time reading the articles in magazines. They simply
will not talk about it. It has taken me days to worm a story

out of one of them—bit by bit, coaxing and teasing every step

of the way. They stop at just the most thrilling point, so

that you want to choke them, and begin to talk about pic-

tures or pay extravagant compliments, or tell some silly thing

about the sand they used to get in their tea in place of sugar.

And when I literally dragged the ending out of them, they
grinned and said, 'Well, I had a bit of luck, you know, slipped

a couple of bursts into the two Boches that were on my tail

and then went home.'
"

We went back to the composite harem she had chosen for

herself and I remarked, "I'm a little surprised at your choice.

Why an Englishman for a lover?"

The clear skin showed a faint blush. "Oh, because they
are so—surprising. Boredom is the one fatal thing to a love

affair and nobody could be bored with an Englishman. He's
too mean." She giggled. "Nothing pleases a woman so much

(Continued on page 116

J

Yes, Frumenti, the World Seems to be Getting Better!— By Leigh Metcalfe

THIS picture, demonstrating the future futility of deletion, is

going to make a lot of censors awfully mad. This i* a

scene from a thrilling (?1 underworld melodrama, whose
fangs have been yanked out by the World's Greatest Amendment
It reveals clearly just what effect the country-wide sahara/ation i>

going to have on the production of motion pictures.

The picture shows a most dramatic moment of "The Dust on
the Bar-room Floor,"' in which Testy Tom. the boss doormat thief

of the underworld, renounces bis old life anil tells bis bewildered
pals that he's negotiating with bis tinner for a bright and shining

halo. The subtitle, explaining ibis inspiring sentiment, follows:

"I'm through wit' dis life! It's gettin' to show its effect on my
constitution. Every time I pass a soda fountain me nerves get to

trcmblin'. Chocolate sody. peppermint joss pipes and cubeb

cigarettes will get yu' in de end.

"Only last week, our old pal. Underworld Tom. went to a phos-

phate fiends' grave. Fer a long time I been in on yer tea parties, but

I know when I got enough. Go on wit' yer frappe souses if you
wanta. Guzzle in gingerpop until yu' see pink elephants done up in

baby ribbon. Play checkers until de devil gets yu' and knock your

wind daffy wit' cubebs.

"But count me out. I'm through!''



Who Invented the Theatre Slide, Anyway?
By R. L. Goldberg
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The Red Tranter

n

Telling of Mahlce, the half-caste

Eurasian girl, and her futile love

for one of her father's people.

By
Betty Shannon

THE spring with its raptures of cherry
bloom and singing birds brought
none of its happiness to Mahlee,
the Eurasian girl. Day after

day she sat in the somber abode of her

grandmother in the shadow of the

great wall of the forbidden city of

Pekin, waiting for death to release

the old woman from her remorses.

They were many — Madame
Ling's remorses.

Long ago she had sold the

honor of her daughter for

seventy taels to a "Euro
pean mandarin." The
lithsome, untamed Mah-
lee with the eyes half

closed like those of

the Buddha, the half

caste Mahlee with

the blood of the

East and the West
in her veins, was
there to mock
her for that sin.

Madame
Ling felt her

soul scourged

with a great

fear of punish-

ment that must
surely await her.

She had taken the

money the "European
mandarin" had left for

his daughter and bought
for her selfish self some
coveted treasures. And as

death neared she reflected

upon the greatest sacrilege of

them all—she had defied the gods

and left the girl's feet unbound, even
as the foreign father had commanded.
The old woman's mind grew distorted

with forebodings. One day in her fe-

vered fear she came upon a plan for

atonement for her sins.

"You shall cut off your feet," she

whispered hoarsely to Mahlce from her

death bier made of bricks.

The girl threw back her glossy head and
laughed. But as she laughed, she looked

into her grandmother's lace. The shrewd,
unscrupulous features were harsh.

"The gods will richly reward you for so filia

a duty," the woman added piously, as though she

had resigned herself to some great personal dis-

comfort for the good of her granddaughter's soul,

"and I shall die in peace."

There is no way known to a Chinese girl but to obey her
elders. But as the meaning of the old woman's words sank
into Mahlce's mind, the blood of her father surged up in

rebellion,

38
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The
smiled,

smile

Mahlee called to him >

enter Imu he paid n<> h( ed.

W nil the agilitj ..I .1 .-.n ihe
spr.in;: in tin' door I" llnlil ii

ihut, Imh S.mii \\ in
;
w ai el-

read) partly « ithin.

Was -In' not an Eura-

sian, a ball ( aste, an obje< i

of scorn and an outcast

among both her mother's

and tier Father's people \ •

Iht father's daughter was

she not anyway half-devil

in the eyes of all Chin
Was she bound to obey this

woman, who. to satisfy Iht

greed for gold, had heaped
her grandchild with wrong
from before her birth?

She answered nothing, but

went to the teakwobd cab-

inet ami drew forth a little

via] and emptied it into a

bowl.

"Drink, granddame," she

said sweetly, holding the

dish to the withered lips.

"It is wine to bring you
sleep.

o 1 d w o m a n

and in the

was a timid

gleam of love.

It was the light

the girl had hun-

gered for through
all her barren

life. She flung the

bowl of prison

from her and
sank in broken
sobbing on her

g r a n d d ame's

breast.

In the early

morning, she

wrapped the
woman in her

burial robes, and
drew from the

chest a rusty
blade in a lac-

quer sheath.

"Watch,
granddame,

-

' she

said, "I shall do

as you wish."

A fine line of

red mingled with

the rust of the

blade as Mahlee
drew it across her

ankles. Her lips

grew white and
the room whirled

about her. She
closed her eyes.

But as she cut

more deeply into

the tender flesh,

her grandmother
arose from her

bed, seized
the knife
and threw
it far away,

then fell in
death over

Mahlee's fainting

form.

An hour later the

i m , \ th-Bah, from the Ark of tl I ",

through the open door what had occurred He bouni

the lift oi the still unconscious girl with the linen ol bis

>hnt, and bore her tenderly on hi

was tour years later, and

Wang, and then Blanche Sackville, came to di turb th

happiness ol Mahlee's life u the Ark ol the Covenant Mi
She had been adopted by some oi the missionary - soon al

the Yah Bah had brought her there on bis back

Love and knuhu-s h.ul changed hei from a shy, resentful

outcast into a slender, eager creature ol passionate di

Of tender impulsiveness and ol vivid, half-oriental l.ei,

Andrew Handel, the only young unmarried one ol the mis-

sionaries, had helped her development with the impersonal

delight of a gardener nurturing some rare and respon

plant. He had taught her to sing and play and read his

language,

Her one wish, as she grew older, was to please him with

her goodness, and to make her fate sweet like that of the

Byzantine madonna he had given her

But with the arrival of Dr. Sam Wang a grave uneasiii'

entered Mahlee's heart. He had just returned from the study

of medicine in America to serve as a medical missionary in the

Ark of the Covenant which had known him as a mischief-

making boy. There was a mocking in his voice that m
her mistrust him. His outward suavity seemed more to cloak

some arrogant spirit of evil than the humble soul of a servant

of the Christian god. Too, Dr. Wang was likewise an Eura-

sian.

The Byzantine Madonna with its peaceful face cave Mah-
lee little comfort now. The physician recalled that which

she had forgotten in her life of freedom and equality with the

workers in the mission—the dreadful days in the shadow of

the city wall. He took a malicious delight in sneering at her.

A great hatred sprang up in her heart for her mother's blood

in her, for the despised race to which she had been unjustly

consigned. Her whole being cried out to belong naturally,

wholly, to her unknown father's people. For her father's

people were Andrew Handel's people, and she knew, now,
that she loved him.

The workers in the little mission were disturbed because

Andrew Handel was overdue back from a preaching trip

through the heart of the country that was fomenting in hatred

against all foreigners.

Mahlee especially was troubled. Dr. Wang found her. the

morning after his arrival, standing anxiously at the window.
She avoided his familiar touch.

'Why should you be so proud?" he leered unkindly. "Who
was your father that you feel so much above me?"

Mahlee looked at Sam Wang with loathing.

"My father was a European mandarin and I have cast my
lot with his people," she said. She went to the organ, but

the tune she played was in the wierd minor key of the

Chinese.

Andrew Handel stumbled in a moment later, and stopped

surprised at the sight of Sam Wang and at the sound of Mah-
lee's wild playing.

"Andrew!" Mahlee cried in a voice trembling with glad-

ness. It was the first time she used his Christian name.

The pale, travel-worn young man stretched out his arms.

Then his whole being perceptibly recoiled, and he turned dis-

passionately to welcome Dr. Wang.
As his friends had feared, Andrew had narrowly escaj

death at the hands of the Boxers. He was injured and ill.

To Mahlee was given the task of nursing him back to

health. Her happiness at being near him transfigured her.

Her heart sang as she kept a relentless vigil. And Handel

—

as the days wore on—though he did not guess Mahlee's secret,

gave himself up more and more to the enjoyment of her

presence and her quaint loveliness.

One early evening they were left alone in the court of

lilacs. As Andrew, still weak, slept in his chair. Mahlee un-

pinned her raven braids and entwined her hair with cherry

blossoms.

"He shall love me when he sees me," she hoped in her

childish way.

The pale moon was silvering the garden when Andrew

opened his eyes and called for his nurse. He rose to pace

the garden, leaning on her arm. Her fragrant nearness, the

night's enchantment, sent his blood whirling through his veins
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and made him forget his caution. He The Red Lantern expose the half-caste physician if he did

took her hand, but as he lifted the slen- not promise to do as she asked, her eyes

der fingers to his lips, the moonlight, \ TARRATED, by permission, from fell on a scrap of paper.

sifting through the willows, revealed i> lllt Metro production presented "Beloved Blanche.'' she read in An-
thcir yellowness. °y R'chard A. Rowland and Maxwell drew

-

s nand -yesterday when vou gave

He dropped the hand unkisscd. As it J"*?' r
A^? &^Thr nnvH ^v me

-
vour white hand t0 ^5-

'

t 11 it i i -v r . i -i .i • Albert Capellam lrom the no\el Dy cf , AI , , ... , , , .

fell lifeless to Mahlce s side, the mission- Edilh vVherry published by Bodley Slowly Mahlee lilted her own hand

—

aries returned bringing a fair-haired, blue- Head. Directed by Albert Capcllani the hand that Andrew had dropped in the

eyed English girl, Blanche Sackville, the under the personal supervision of Max- moonlight.

• laughter of Sir Philippe Sackville, one well Karger, with this cast: When Sam Wang came he found her

time a member of the British legation MMee an Eurasian.. .M me. Xazimova fiercel£ willin?- lhe daughter of some an-

in Pekin and back for a visit to his old Blanche Sackville Mme. Xazimova cient Tartar king.

haunts, who had come to stay for a Sir Phillip Sackville Frank Currier At the Ha-Ta Gate, on the Night of

while. Sam H'u);.? Noah Beery the Feast of the Lanterns, a magician.

As they climbed the steps to the ve- The Dowager Empress of China stood performing tricks and urging the

randah, the shadows of Mahlee and Vukio Ao Yamo excited crowd.

Blanche Sackville fell side by side on the Gen. Jung-Lu.. ...Edward J. Connelly .-Thev are christian devils who anger
paneling. They were as closely alike as

Andrew Handel uarreu r os3
the gods %Q that the rajn douds nQ ,ongcr

though the girls were sisters. visit the land. Why should the foreign-

Dr. Wang was entirely satisfied that Blanche Sackville had ers poison our wells?'' he shrieked, in his fanaticism,

come. It suited his purposes perfectly that Mahlee should "Sha-shao!" (Kill!) shouted the crowd,

be hurt, then resentful against the white girl to whom Andrew At a dramatic moment he hurled back his tunic and re-

Handel was immediately drawn by bonds of heritage. He vealed the red sash of the Boxers about his waist.

hoped to fan a hatred in her breast that would spread from "To-night you will see the Goddess of the Red Lantern,

one girl to all other foreigners. Then he would accomplish the greatest divinity of our Holy League," he cried,

what he had determined to do with her when first he saw her. At the words a band of dancing forms bearing lanterns

He kept sly watch of her. It was a propitious moment swept around the Ha-Ta Great Street. In the center, borne

that he revealed his true self to her. Andrew Handel's pref- on an open palanquin lighted by a huge red lantern, clad in

erence for Blanche had sent Mahlee into a frenzy of helpless a heavy robe of embroidered gold cloth, with a jeweled head
rebellion, in which she had frightened them both by chanting piece set with a sheath of peacock feathers of wondrous hues,

the wild, mad stories of her fighting Chinese ancestors to the was a rigid figure with a sword in its hands,

accompaniment of a ghastly whisper on the organ. The crowd hushed, then burst into a shout of ecstasy as

"See, he scorns you. They all scorn you," said Sam Wang. the palanquin was lifted to the magician's platform. It hushed
"They are a scourge to our land. I hate them. The Boxers again, as the goddess received oaths of allegiance from those

are uniting to drive them out. I am already known to the who wished to become leaders in the League. But when
authorities as the Illustrious Patriot. You shall become a the figure came to life, and swore to drive all the hated for-

nurse in my dispensary in East Bell Street and teach the eigners into the sea, or die by her own hand, the frenzy of

ignorant women to feel as we do. You shall become rich." the mob knew no bounds.
The palanquin of the Goddess of the Red Lantern stood

Mahlee flung his proposal from her, but the voice in which in the court of the little East Bell Street dispensary an hour
she repeated. "I have cast my lot with my father's people," later, after the demonstration on the Great Street.

did not carry the conviction that it had Mahlee. the goddess, was within. She had
before. shed the heavy crown with its sheath of peacock
Days followed in which the soul ^km B\ As Mahlee cut more feathers and the outer robe of gold, and was

of Mahlee was tortured almost be- B k deeply into the tender garbed in the scant under-costume of jeweled
yond endurance. A peculiar loy- 9 flesh, her grand-

s^illc, like that of some oriental dancer, with her

alty forbade her from divulging Sam jE ^ ™
e

° (

^a Seized The ' ltrie >'oun" lorm an d ner bare limbs bound in

Wang's nefarious activities. But W*?^.
C~

! knife a^nd threw it far ropes of glittering beads. She was dazzling,

in a flare of pious devotion, ^mtm / away. beautiful—and trembling.

after Andrew Handel had ,^mm ^^^vr Mmt^ ^'ie was no l°n"er the stern idol of the hour
made her blissfully happy ^m P*- ,^1^ before. She was only a little Eurasian
by praising her goodness B \' 'M W ^tmmtm^. maid, and she was afraid.

and consecration, she de- & KJ J& Wlik Even now Sam Wang was
cided to warn Sam ;.y WmL\ *! Sk ^^kmmmmmm^. at l^e door. ^ne heard
Wang that he must M Ef^f| ^t his ham' on tne Pane,in ~-

either leave the mis- f% B ^H 'Br^ {>
*

v ^ne called t0 mm not to

sion or sever his Ml ^B B ,^| ^J k ^k enter. He paid no
connections with B ^^ W BE ? Sm*.

^eed. ^ itn tneV .... B H jfl H^^
She was lei into wLW ^m -^^ Mm ^t\ she sprang to

Andrew Handel's ^^^»
L

"^
k\\ £ $ fc^, the door to hold

study, the '^SHfikj fct "N. *m\ Ww 5nut
-

but
little house £,. M S a m W a n g
thai I) e and H^^. J B w a s a ' readv
S a m W a n g ^ partly within.

s h a r e d. As
s h e wait-

ed, fully de-

termined to WS//
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He was still in the gorgeous garments of the magician ol

the Ha-Ta Gate. His smile was sleek and well satisfied as he

forced his way into the room.

iod night, Sam Wan-. Go," she said when Dr. Wan-

had removed his heavy bonnet with the false que and his

cuter robe. "1 am no longer afraid." But her actions belied

her words.

"You can never go back to the mission now. he s.ud tri-

umphantly. "Hereafter your home is with me."

A sob of terror rose in Mahlee's throat, but -he controlled

herself and listened with a smile as Sam Wang poured out

tssion in a burst of oratory.

"Bravo, Dr. Wan-," she cried in English when he was done.

The physician's whole attitude changed.

lie Bung open the door to an in

ner chamber ami ordered her

within. She refused to go.

they sometimes worried about whei

thought ol Andrew Handel, and she knew tli.il |

loved him.
One day -lie could -land to In- in! of) from whfl ling

,.11 in t in- world no longer. She on her

out in the city. A- she approached tin- Ha I > G
heard a great clamor Through the ite rode Sam \\ ing on

a bla< k mule, followi d by the Boxi

Due, tly op] ihlee, Sam Wang stopp

see in r, but she could hear lii- words to a companion,
lor some fun at

our dear Ark

He lifted his gold headpiece.

She heard the false que whis-

tle in the air as he directed

a blow at her.

But the blow never

descended. For the

r.ext moment Ur. Sam
Wan- was lying un-

conscious on the

tloor. and Mahlee
was being carried,

cold with horror,

by t w o strange

men in the palan-

quin ol" the Goddess
of the Red
Lantern ',. &\^
through the

Dr. WanjJ w.i* entirelj

satisfied (In* Blanche
Sackville had come. 1(

suited bis purposes that

Andrew 1 1 ande I w .is

drawn 1>> bondsof heritage.

deserted
streets.

The follow-

ins morning she was
brought into the presence of

Jung Lu. General in Chief of the Manchu Imperial Army,
who had seen her at the Feast of the Lanterns and had de-

sired her for his own.

Fear had left her. She was every inch a goddess. Jung
Lu was fascinated by her beauty, and' by the quickness of her

mind. Her self possession called to his mind the Chinese
War Maid of history who had led the armies to great victory

in an age long past, the Wr
ar Maid who was the Dowager

Empress' favorite heroine.

Jung Lu was even more a shrewd and selfish diplomat than

he was a connoisseur of beauty. It occurred to him, in this

critical time, that he might win the undying gratitude of the

Empress to himself by presenting Mahlee to her as a reincar-

nation of the War Maid, come back to lead to success the

Boxer arms.

The inactive life in Jung Lu's palace waiting for the great

day when she should be presented to the Empress began to

pall on Mahlee. Waiting meant time to think, and her

thoughts would not conform to her role as the Boxer Goddess.

She wondered how the missionaries were faring. She hoped

of the Covenant.'

She forgot her

sworn allegiance to

Sam Wang's cause,

she forgot that she

was to be the reincarna-

tion of the Chinese War
Maiden. She knew that

Andrew Handel was in danger.

She directed her men to carry her to

the mission by the shortest way. They
ran through the streets, but when she ar-

rived the buildings were deserted.

A few clays later the Goddess of the Boxers stood in state

before the Dowager Empress, the Emperor and the council

of the nation and proclaimed that the imperial army should

wage "War to the Knife" against the barbarians who were ravish-

ing their land, against the whole world.

And again, in the royal throne room, she was decked in the

regalia of the Chinese War Maid by the Empress's own hand.

When she returned to the palace which was now her own.

she learned that Huang-Ma, an old woman whom she had

helped among the refugees, was dying and asking for her.

Huang-Ma was in the last agonies of death when Mahlee

approached her bed.

"Your father—he—Sir—Phil—ippe Sackville," she whis-

pered. And then she was dead.

The Eurasian girl was dumb. Sir Philippe Sackville her

father—the white father who could lift her from the bondage

of her mother's race, the father for whom she had so longed!

Even now the Boxers' cannons were firing on the British

Legation, which was only poorly defended, where her father

—

(Continued on page 113)



eorge

IF
a census were taken of all

the screen actors who have ca-

vorted before the cyclopean audience under the

tutelage of George Melford, one would have almost

a complete directory of motion picture players. For

George is a pioneer of pioneers.

Years ago they used to call him "Whispering George"

because in action he could be heard within a radius of

three miles barring intervention by mountain range or

competition by boiler factories. But time softens even

r

He is a pioneer of pioneers and has

directed enough film players to

make a players
1

directory complete.

Bv K. Owen

whispers and now he can't be heard for more than a dozen blocks

from the studio, so they have scrapped the old name and replaced

it with the more familiar "Uncle George."

The "Uncle" would indicate age but there's nothing particularly

aged about George except his experience. He started in the film

business so long ago that he has forgotten the year but he is

sure it was around 1007 because that's when they started usinc:

real actors.

"'I'll never forget my first day as a screen artist." said Uncle

George when he was finally coaxed into a reminiscent mood. "It

was with Kalem back at Coytesville. X. T. We went out and shot

scenes all day and when we got back, learned that the cameraman
had forgotten to take the cap from the lens. The director was
Frank Marion who gave Kalem it's 'M' and the cameraman who
pulled the boner was the late Sam Long, who provided the 'L' that

helped make 'Kalem.' Others in the company that day were Joe

Santley, Sidney Olcott and Bob Vignola."
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For eight years Melford acted and directed for Kalem,

coming to California with the firs! bunch of players ten! to

the Coast by that company. Way, way back in the early

days, he was featured with Alice Joyce, and he can prove It

by appropriate documents and Miss Joyce herself, However,
there is nothing remarkable about it as George was m\ actor

on the stage before he was induced to act before an ugly

looking one-eyed box. Graduating from the actorial ranks, Mi
Melford became a director and .1- such officiated with Kal
lor five years. Some of the present celebrities who heeded his

whispers in those days were Carlyle Blackwell, Ruth Roland,
Billie Rhodes, Cleo Ridgely, .Mann Sais and others

When Cecil deMille and Jesse Lasky came out of the East

to start the Lasky company in a Hollywoi th .1

bankroll that one oi the big stars ol 1

for a week's salary, George Melford was one ol I

dire* tors engaged 1 fe lias been wil

holds the record foi consistent, contii

"breaking in" nunc stars than any othei
lie ha- due, led Fannie Ward, Wallace Reid, Mae Mi

Hayakawa, Vivian Martin, Lila Lee, Billie B
Clayton. "Private Pettigrew's 1 t-named
he < onsiders his magnum opus.

"Uncle George" lias that love ol the outdoors chai

of virile directors and Ins favorite recreation is trap shool
He is one oi the best scattergun shots on the Coast.

..

There's Nothing to It!" Says Edith
YOU know the story of the would-be little star— the girl

who struggles to succeed, despite heart-ache, parental

opposition, disappointments, and disillusionments.

Photoplay has many times related the tale of her
trials; but just to prove that we have not made it our life

work to discourage the screen-struck ones, we'll tell you about
Edith Day. Ask her about her success—she'll tell you.

"There's nothing to it."

Edith never had to struggle to succeed. Her parents never
opposed her going on the stage. Instead a kind fate smoothed
the way for her and now she finds herself, at. twenty-two, a

star of the stage and a new twinkler in the screen sky.

Edith, a Minneapolis girl, was dancing at a dansant when
Al Jolson saw her. Jolson immediately engaged her for his

show. "Dancing Around." Edith was a hit, and

—

that's all

there is to it.

Three years on the stage, supporting Anna Held. Mitzi. Carter
DcHaven, and in "Going Up." Then Edith came to the screen,

first appearing with Lillian Walker in

starring in "A Romance of the Air
"

five new photoplays.

Here's KJith ,i« .111

aviatri x, the role in

which she made her
t\\o biggest suc-

cesses, "Goin J; Up"
on the stage, and "A
Romance of the

Air, on the screen,

a scene of which is

shown here. Hiding
behind the first man
at the left is her co-

star, Lieut. Bert
Hall, American ace.

A (irain of Dust :" later

Now sh c \ signed I



Grand Crossing J|*
Impressions

- - ^

ALMA RUBENS
Came Up to See Photoplav.

The Brown Elevator Boy
Stared at her,

And Stared.

Every once in a While
Some Celeb.

Comes to See Us; and then
Sam Surely Does
Enjoy his Work.
He Even Puts Fancv Touches
To the Lowly Task
Of Opening the
Elevator Door; he
Does it with a Flourish.

His One Regret Is

Carpenter

Air

That Charlie Chaplin
Has Never Come; but then
Syd, Charlie's Brother,

YVas Up Here Once, and
That was the

Next Thing to it.

The Only Thing
That Holds Sam
To his Present Job
When he Really

Wants to be a Boot-black,

Is the Hope
Of Seeing Charlie,

Face to Face,

Some day.

Alma Surprised Me.
That is—
Those Furs.

I Suppose I

Ought to Speculate

On Miss Rubens the Real
Not Being Jusl

What you'd Expect
From Watching her Work

—

That those Wistful Eyes
Hold a Satirical

Glimmer, and

—

But I was All Wrapped Up
In those Sables.

And while she was Telling Me

44
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Chicago, the Grand Crossing; the

transfer-point for players on their

Sittings from coast to coast.

Chicago, a place where they change

trains and, in the sad, mad scramble

of luggage and lunch between, run

up to see "PHOTOPLAY."

What Fun it was
Having one's Very Own Company-
I was Counting the Tails.

Besides she had
A Wide-brimmed Black Hat—
With a Network Design

—

New

—

You See she'd Just Been East,
For the First Time,
And was Going Home
With Seven Hats

—

One for Each Day
In the Week—
And Another for Mother.
She Offered

To Take Me Up
And Show them to Me. So
We Left, and
Went Over to

Her Hotel ; and
I Saw those Hats

—

You'll See them
In Her Next Picture

—

She Promised to Wear
The Large One.
Anyway, when
I Got Back
To the Office, I

Had to Ask
The Elevator Boy
What Pictures Alma
Was Going to Do Next.
"Why," said Sam,
"She's just Finished

'Diane of the Green Van' and
She'll Do 'Destiny'

Xext. Then
She'll go Back to New York
To Work. And she Said

She Wanted to Go
On the Stage."

It was My Busy Pay.
A Voice over the Wire

.

"This is

Sylvia Breamer; and
Can you Come Right Over
To the Congress
And Talk to Me
Hot ween Trains?"
Well. 1 Wanted
To See Sylvia,

Because She's One,

Of the Few Actresses

Who doesn't Think

—

While she's Taking a Part.

To Please J. Stuart Blackton

—

That she Really Ought
To be Having Her Own Company.
It was Tea Time
In Peacock Alley

;

I'd Know Sylvia,

But she wouldn't Know Me.
But she Finally-

Answered the Page.
She Lives in New York and
Had Just Done her Spring Shopping

—

For a Vacation
In 'Frisco, with
Mrs. John Lynch

—

She's

The Wife of the

Scenario Writer.

Sylvia Adores

—

She Said So

—

America

—

And California;

Sylvia

Pictures,

And Texas Guinan

:

And the Fans.

And Everybody.
You Can't Help
Liking her.

If I Ever Come to

New York to See her.

She'll Show Me
Her Wardrobe

—

With all the Clothes
She's Ever Worn in Pictures.

In the Spring
The Female of the Species

Begins to Speculate
On Painting the Lily

—

And I'm Wondering
About the Race Suicide

In the Seal Family—for

Sylvia's Cape.



Mr. Josephson at his desk in Culver City.

A New
WVite Hope

At Photoplay Magazine's request Ince's latest

scenario wizard—the fellow who wrote Charles

Ray's recent hits—recounts his own absorbing

story of hard luck, grim pluck, and final triumph.

By Julien Josephson

I
WAS born in a little southern Oregon town, the exact

date being a detail which you must pardon the sensitive

author for not wishing to reveal, but it was something less

than a century ago. The three men still alive who remem-
ber the important natal event unite in declaring that it was
further impressed on their joint and several memories by
the peculiar circumstances that the old clock in the tower

of the Odd Fellows Hall, after a silence of seven years and
a half, struck thirteen times. However, as I am not super-

stitious, I pass this weird happening without comment.
My early life was largely spent behind the counter of a

small-town general merchandise store—where everything was
sold, from a box of hairpins to a bale of hay, and where the

destinies of the nation were settled around the big barrel stove

by the local plug-cut marksmen. Here I witnessed some of

the worst arguments and the best marksmanship of my career.

For a number of years, I held down the job of rough-and-

ready salesman—thereby gaining an intimate and sympathetic

understanding of these simple small-town and country folk,

with their eccentricities, their odd views, and their native

honesty, shrewdness and goodness of heart. From this source

I gleaned a wealth of material that was afterward to be
invaluable as story and picture atmosphere; but I didn't

glean any other kind of wealth, I might add.

Deciding that I wanted a college education, I attended Stan-

ford University; took all the useless and ornamental courses,

and graduated by the skin of my teeth—possessed of a con-

fused mess of half-baked erudition. Back to the little old

home town I- betook myself, bent on showing 'em how to run

a mercantile establishment according to big-time methods.

With my Greek, Latin and other ancient and deceased cul-

ture, and with a streak of impractical energy about a yard

wide in my make-up, I ran the business according to the best

classical authors and went broke like a gentleman—emerging

from the financial wreckage with twenty-one dollars in real

money in my pocket and a balance of 3$ cents in the bank.

(Note—I never drew out the 33 cents.)

Kindly but misguided friends poured into my discouraged

and therefore ready ear the honeyed suggestion that I enter

politics. They induced me to run for justice of the peace;

assuring me that my training, education, and calm, judicial

mind fitted me admirably for the exalted post. I ran like a

lame snail with bunions on one foot and a ball-and-chain on

the other, and went down to utter defeat. Even at this re-

mote date. I shudder to think that I might have been elected!

Finding nothing to do in the old home town and preferring

to starve in some other place, I betook me to San Francisco.

Here I took a fall out of about every kind of human endeavor per-

45
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permitted by the common law and the statutes. I coached
students in Greek and Latin, and when this played out, I

became a special policeman; then I whiled away some weeks
in the strenuous vocation of inserting woman's size 6-EE feet

into size 4X'-AA shoes. (To this experience I owe the al-

most superhuman strength of the thumb and forefinger of

both ihanas.) I have sold everything from a diamond ring

to a correspondence course on How to Become a Great Vio-

linist Without Losing a Day from Your Regular Work. I

have toyed with a pick and shovel in the interest of better

roads; I have written stories for magazines—that is, intended

for magazines.

And it was this wild idea that maybe I could learn

to write photoplay stories that led me, somewhat less

than two years ago, to do a deed of transcendent

rashness. At that time, upon a fateful day, I de-

cided to escape from the bee4hive of retail barter

where I had been incarcerated for some months.

Though appreciating that my sudden departure

would be a crippling blow to the institution, and

though warned by several of my fellow slaves

that the fast man who quit his job here came tot-

tering back in the final stages of starvation, I

boldly, though regretfully, informed

the manager of his impending mis-

fortune. Startled for a moment into

a human being, he offered me a raise

of $5 a month, but I merely poured

forth my profound thanks and re-

mained firm in my decision to retire

from the commercial world.

I sold my typewriter and my
overcoat; deposited my watch and
chain as security for all I could get

on it from a skeptical and unfeeling

Israelite; negotiated small loans

wherever I could, took the boat trip

because it was cheaper, and arrived

in Los Angeles with some $12.65 in

my pocket and eager hopefulness in

my heart. I went to several studios,

but was informed that they were
full-up on writers. Between the

cafeterias and the carfare, my op-

crating capital dwindled steadily

—

while the good ship JOB failed ut-

terly to appear on the horizon.

Finally, acting on purely a hunch
—and this being the last trip I

could take until I replenished my
finances by some lucrative form of

menial labor—I, went out to the Cul-

ver City Studio of the New York
Motion Picture Company, whose
presiding genius at that time was
Thos. H. I nee and whose galaxy of writers included such

magic names as C. Gardner Sullivan, "Jack" Hawks, and

John Lynch. As I entered the waiting room, delicately known
as the "bull-pen," I stated my business to the efficient, curt

individual at the counter, and was cheered and surprised to

find that he was human—the first one of the species I had
yet found in this particular position. He took my card and
my message to Mr. line.

At that time I did not know how busy a man Mr. Ince was
or how appropriate the term "waiting-room" sometimes is.

Well, I waited— from nine in the morning till four in the

afternoon. Mr. Tnce was engaged in important conferences

and, naturally, had no time for the unknown species of insect

(hat crouched in the outer office, awaiting recognition by the

chair. About half past four the great Ince himself emerged
from his office. He was attired for the motor, and the com-
mon, "Home, James!" was written large upon his deter-

mined countenance.

Knowing that this was my last chance, I timidly yet de-

terminedly grasped the great film potentate by the lapel of

his motor coat, and like the Ancit nt Mariner I held him
with my "glittering eye"—also by the coat. After deciding

that I wasn't going to assassinate him or tell him how to

make a million dollars bv putting an electrically heated ear-

muff on the market at $3.95 a pair, he gave me one of his

quick once-overs. Without waiting for him to ask me to

unhand him and state my business, 1 did both.

Editor's Note : Julien Josephson was a

really tragic failure—for he had tried.

He couldn't realize a penny on his hard-

won education. Many a loafer did better

than he in business. He drifted to Culv:r
City a year ago with his illusions shat-

tered, his pipe of dreams out. Without
any particular hopes, he began to put his

small-town observations into scenario

form—just to make a living. And sud-

denly he discovered that great writing

is simply telling the truth about life. Re-
signed to failure, he was amazed to find

himself one of the writing hits of the

year! Ince gave him a superb contract,

and now he makes more money in a

month than most corporation lawyers.

Among his successful pieces for Charles

Ray are "The Hired Man," "Playing the

Game," "String Beans," "Greased Light-

ning," and "Hayfoot, Strawfoot."

He listened as I bravely narrated my story.

I told him that 1 had come all the way from San Fran-
cisco—and that I was going to bust into the photoplay-
writing game if I had to resort to sabotage and Bolshevism.

The great man smiled—whether pityingly or indulgently I

was never quite able to decide. Then he said
—

"Write a

story for any of my stars. When it is finished, bring it to

me and I will read it. If it is good, I will buy it—and give

you a month's try-out on the staff besides."

Those were sweet yet fearsome words. I mumbled my
thanks—but he was gone before I recovered coherence or

entire sanity. I turned on my heel—or maybe it was the

sole of my foot—and hurried out.

There isn't a great deal more to tell. I borrowed
a typewriter; persuaded a trustful landlady to trust

me for a couple of weeks' provender, and agreed
to spade up the garden, clean out the pack yard,

wipe the dishes and shingle the front lawn until

such time as I could compensate her for my board
and lodging with coin.

I settled down to work on that story—and
Lord, how I did work! I put into it my heart,

soul—and everything else I could part with and
still breathe. For two solid weeks
I dreamed and slaved over it : writ-

ing and re-writing; testing and re-

jecting; building and intensifying;

contriving effective bits of business;

working out good lines for sub-titles;

trying to make the whole strong,

well-knit, and throbbing with the red

blood of reality. When I had done
my darndest, I took the story to Mr.
Ince. He said he would read it

—

and let me know.
For a week I waited, anxiously

and hopefully; my landlady also

waited anxiously— and dubiously.

If the story was rejected. I knew
that a long career of spading, dish-

washing, and general housework
awaited me in settlement of my un-

paid obligation. But at last my land-

lady called me to the telephone and
stood near while I took the mes-
sage. It was from Mr. Ince's secre-

tary and it said
—"Mr. Ince will see

you at 3 o'clock." On the strength

of this heartening news, I borrowed
half a dollar from my admirable
landlady, boarded a train for Culver
City, and after a considerable end
very anxious wait, was inducted into

the sanctum.

The interview was brief but re-

sultful. Mr. Ince first informed me that while my story was
probably not the greatest piece of screen literature ever writ-,

ten, it was possibly, on the other hand, not the worst. He
explained that, in the skillful hands of his staff writers, it

could be mauled into usable shape; and that he would there-

fore buy it. He named a liberal price, which I hastily ac-

cepted. He then advised me that he would give me a month's
try-out on the staff and that if I delivered the merchandise,
the position would be a permanent one.

My office was a dressing room at the extreme end of tlv

lot—and here I had plenty of privacy to ponder on the im-

mensity of space and the scarcity of ideas. However. I

worked hard, hard. hard. I wrote, and re-wrote, and then

destroyed and wrote again. I infested the sets where pic-

tures were being "shot" and gained an idea of the work of

the tlireetor ami the camera man. I barkened attentively to

the words of advice vouchsafed me by the seasoned craftsmen

of the department—and I tried to profit thereby.

That was nearly two years ago—and as I have just signed

another two years' contract with the Thomas H. Ince or-

ganization, I feel that my work has been, in a modest degree

at least, successful and satisfactory'. I came to Mr. Ince,

unknown, broke, and without even a shred of literary repu-

tation or a straw of personal "pull" to pet me a hearing. I

made good by working hard, earnestly, conscientiously—just

as anybody else can do if he brings to the task enthusiasm,
determination, and hard, hard work.



Bill StowelTs gentle rejoinder

to a reporter's program

mine ot him.

HERE I go and blow in four bits a week (fifty cents in

California currency) to keep my hair clipped close,

toss all violet-scented pink-papered posies into the

nearest waste-basket, never sport a cane or spats

—

and some fresh bird who has blossomed from a $10 a week

cub-reporter into a S50 a week director of exploitation (I saw

one of their cards once) goes and

writes me up as a matinee idol.

'.Matinee idol,' h—ll!"
Designating Bill Stowell as a mat-

inee idol has the same effect as in-

troducing a gentleman-cow to an

incarnadined pennant. And you
can't blame Bill. He's a veritable

.guy if there ever was one. More-
over, what he says is true; and
whenever any reporter or press-

r.zent calls him a matinee idol or

debonair hero, he's in, immediately,

for a Stowell upper-cut or wallop

in the solar-plexus.

Bill was born in Boston, of the

perennial impoverished but scrupu-

lous ancestry of which every fam-
ous man boasts, but he brought

great sorrow on the heads of said

parents by becoming an actor; and
to add to the heinousness of the

offense, he started off in Shake-
speare.

Bill was a typical trouper of the

early days, which may account for

his athletic build, inasmuch as

track-walking has been highly rec-

ommended as a valuable form of

calisthenics. Bill became a one-
night stander and although he
donned sock and buskin each night

With Dorothy Phillips as the star, Bill Stowell is featured

in Allen Holubar's war photodrama,
"The Heart of Humanity."

Bill Stowell keeps his hairelippeJ

close, never sports cane or spats,

throws aways all scented notes

unopened — only to have some
p. a. call him a "matinee idol.

and permitted the splendid words of the Bard to

roll over his tongue, this devotion to art couldn't be:'i:i

to compensate for eatless days. So, Bill went into pic-

tures.

He went in under the Selig banner in 1909. Claims the dis-

tinction—if it be such—of appearing in the first multiple-reel

feature ever produced. "The Landing of Christopher Colum-
bus'" was the title. It was a three-reeler. a real feature in those

days; and Bill admits doubling, or rather quadrupling, in sev-

eral parts. Among them Bill remembers playing Queen Isa-

bella's jewels and the hard-boiled egg that Christopher broke to

demonstrate that the world was round.

He played in a good many of these Selig animal jungle pic-

tures, too. One of his Selig pictures was "The Gentleman
Burglar." In 1915 he went with American. In "The

Overcoat," with Rhea Mitcheir.

an underworld story, Bill played

a crook. His tatents as a gun-

man were so much commented
upon that Carl Laemmle of Unf-

versal sent for Stowell and offered

him a contract.

He's been with Universal ever

since. For the most part he has

played opposite U's popular cellu-

loid symphony, Dorothy Phillips.

"Hell Morgan's Girl," the picture

that brought Miss Phillips to her

present fame, had Stowell in its

dominant male role. "Pay Me" and

"The Mortgaged Wife," two melo-

dramas were Phillips vehicles with

Stowell. They took a turn at Ib-

sen, too, in "A Doll's House." "The
Talk of the Town"—you remember
them in that. Bill is featured in

"The Heart of Humanity," Allen

Holubar's new picture.

Under Lois Weber's direction,

Stowell played with Mildred Harris-

Chaplin in' "When a Girl Loves."

Universal has starred him. by
himself, in such productions as

"Fighting Mad" and others; but the

final decision is in favor of bis

featured appearances with Miss

Phillips.



Hold your breath !

Via the chute, enter
Haughty Hattie and

I ruthfi.il 1 om.

The Flea reports the

hero and shero are

captured. "Ah-h!'
ahs the Villyun.

Haughty Hattie, the frail little heroine,
who passively jumps off cliffs, dangles
from trestles and catches bullets in her

hat.

Truthful Tom, a lover -with a poetic soul

and an iron fist. Peculiarly immune
to injury or death and always gets the

girl in the last episode.

The Villyun, sleek, slick and slithery.

Possesses an insane grudge against

Truthful Tom. Invents weirder death

machines than even Wilkic Collins.

4S

Truthful Tom looks
for a way to escape,

while telling Hattie
to be brave.

The Villyun, hiss-

ing, pushes button
number 314, which

releases

—

— a steel shaft from
the wall, giving Tom
and Hattie a gillette

of a shave.

O - ho ! The plot

darkens ! Enter the
slave, searching for

her deceiver!

The Modern
Drawings by

Ervine Metzl
The thrills we used to get out
furnished to Little Johnny

HIST! Likewise—hark!
Hold your breath; hang on to the arms of your theatre seat and for-

get there is a "title reader" behind you.

You are a serial fan—one of the millions on millions of them, and
you are centering your breathless interest upon a scene in the forty-eleventh

episode of "The Python's Revenge." Haughty Hattie is the heroine. The Vill-

yun who up to the present moment has been one of those trite, "old stuff."

coffee-poisoning villyuns, has suddenly developed into a genius in deviltry. He
is about to pull a new one. Truthful Tom, the hero, and Haughty Hattie the

shero, as "Wid" says, have been captured by The Python and have been sent

down a chute to his pet annihilation department. The Python, it might be men-
tioned, is not a reptile, except in his habits.

Down the chute swiftly slide Haughty Hattie and Tom. Above, The Python
leers and twists his mouth into a sardonic smile. He speaks swiftly to "The
Flea," his assistant in diabolical effort. Assistant Villyuns are also generally

named after a carnivorous beast, a reptile, or as in this instance, an insect. The
Python remarks subtitlely to The Flea, "Behold, Flea, the vengeance of The
Tython on those who oppose his will."

Watch yourself, Fan, for here is a clever ending for any hero and heroine.

Down in the cell, below, Hattie and Tom, a bit disheveled from their fall, sit

up and look about for a means of escape.

Zutt! clang!

A steel shaft, its end sharpened to a needle point, has darted across the cell

like a serpent and imbedded itself in a socket on the opposite side. If the two pris-

oners had been in its path they would have been spitted like roasting squabs

in front of one of those Rosetteries. Hero and Shero are aghast. Their blood

is sherbet! They are likewise puzzled, for they don't get the idea.

Now we flash to a closeup of The Python and his admirable helper. The
Python turns to a panel in the wall with perhaps a hundred push buttons ar-

ranged in neat rows. He pushes one of the buttons and then we flash back to

the torture cell beneath. Just behind the two occupants, another serpent's

tongue flits across the room so close to them that it ruffles the hair on their

heads. Now they are between two bars. However, there is plenty of room left.

But keep that three-quarter closeup on them. Mr. Director. Have them look

about the room and note that its walls are honeycombed with sockets and very
obviously each one containing one of those darting steels awaiting release by its

plotting master above at the push buttons.

Now hero and shero will register in a long closeup. terrible fear. They get

the idea! Up above register devilish satisfaction on the saturnine countenance

of the Python and intense admiration upon the seamed visage of The Flea.

What a Boss this! Such a neat way to kill off a hero and heroine. Some Vil-

lain! He hopes they will work in another serial together.

Now some more action. Will that fool behind you ever stop reading the titles

aloud? The Python in rapid succession pushes a dozen buttons. Down below

the boy and girl leap, and struggle, and twist, as bar after bar streaks across

the cell and clangs into its opposite socket.

Keep this up a bit and soon we have a situation. Hattie and Tom have finally

been cornered into a small space at the bottom of the cell. All of the remainder

of the room has been filled by the steel bars which have just missed the pair.

You will have the idea by this time but a title will flash along to help you out.

The Python speaks it to his victims. "The last bar never misses," he hisses, and

reaches for the fatal button.

Now you breathe quickly and almost close your eyes. You don't want to see
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of Dick Merriwell arc now
in the motion picture serial.

By
Frank V. Bruner

that bar impale the two leading characters in this serial. But do not worry.

The scenario writer who evolved this scene months ago on his worn corona is

L.oing to allow his two principals to perish here in the forty-eleventh episode.

This is .1 fifty episode serial and the Villyun isn't half through chasing them.

The Python reaches for the button. The Flea gazes at his master with love

and admiration in his eyes and the pair below cringe and resign themselves to

death.

What's this 5 Another room; anoiher character. Who is she? Oh, yes, the

slave girl kept a prisoner by the Python for ransom! How she hates that monster!

Will she foil his little double murder plot? She will that! She too pushes a

button and presto change, down through the trap, the button released, fall hero

and shero to safety.

Baffled rage distorts The Python's smile into a terrible frown. The Flea shows
surprise and loss of admiration. He wants his Boss to kill off those two. Now
flash back to the two. They scramble to their feet and run madly through the

cellar to a door and a waiting machine. In the machine, release the brake and
oft' at a terrific pace! After them in another racer, Python and Flea! For just

as the scenario man spoiled The Python's murder scheme, he is now going to

ruin the escape of the two leads.

His is a game of give and take; he must allow the hero and heroine to triumph
for two hundred feet of film and then give the Villyun his due measure of

negative.

It's The Serial Game!
This episode actually taken from a popular serial, is a splendid demonstra-

tion of The Serial Game. Action, action and yet more action! Situations if

they come along, yes. but never worked out! If a serial writer has to kill off

a character he slays him and leaves him lying dead. The undertaker who fol-

lows a serial scenario writer should become a millionaire. In a feature you
would see the body discovered, the police called in, a long investigation, and
perhaps a trial of the murderer. In a serial that character is simply forgotten,

wiped out of the picture. The action has to go on at its breathless pace and
there is no time for grief or police investigations over a dead one.

A famous serial writer said recently that serials consisted of action without
psychology. It might be stated more simply by calling them action without pad-
ding. Something is always happening in a serial. Often the direct motive is

lacking for this action but serial audiences do not mind. They are not analytical.

They want conflict and the serial producers feed it to them in reel lengths.

There are some picture fans who will dish up for you all the old arguments
about serials. They will tell you that they are silly, ridiculous, illogical, make a

fool out of an audience, and stretch the imagination way beyond its proper de-

gree of elasticity. They want to see good features with one thousand feet out
of the allotted five thousand devoted to closeups of the star smiling, or crying,

or admiring a rose. Then they sneak over to Third Avenue or Main Street and
sit enthralled through an episode of the latest serial.

It's something in the blood that will not down. It's the same thing that made you
as a boy devour those Frank Merriwell and Xick Carter stories.

Serials are Tlte Modern Dime Novels! They supply the demand that was
once filled by those blood curdling thrillers. But with the decided advantage
that on the screen you can actually see those wonderful adventures. Melodrama

!

Of course, it's melodrama. So are all our successful plays and novels. The
more impossible the play or novel, the greater its audiences or sales.

All the world loves to see wonderful, ideal men and women going through
(Continued on page 118)
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"The Papers"—the inevitable portfolio

concealing burning love notes, a lost

will, or in frequent cases, (he plans of

an ill-fated glue factory.

Hang Hi, a low chinaman, indispens-
able in serials of the mystic sort. He
usually thro ws Hattie into a trance to

make her reveal important secrets.m
i~v

'

mi

1 i
The black mask, terrifying and mysteri-
ous. Most in vogue during the previous,
or guess-who reign of screen terror.

The laughing expression is a ruse.
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She Found a Play—and Played it

Photographed by While, New York City
exclusively for Photoplay Magazine -

Other movie actresses, in their permanent studio

dressing-rooms, hove nothing on A. H. in residential

qualities. She moved into this co/y home of make-
up last autumn— and may be there next autumn.

SO



Forever After
ALICE BR VDY'S o lebration of the

225th performance of "Forever
\i:rr," at The Playhouse, on

March 8th, focuses attention on the fact

that for probably the first time in the

history of the American theatre a young
actress, in her first rendition as a star,

1- playing a soliil season on Broadway.
At the same time, she is continuing h.r

motion picture work! Between these two

lights of fame, one is apt to forget that

Miss Brady is also a prima-donna, and a

few years ago was a leading soprano in

the all-star revival of the comic operas of

Gilbert & Sullivan. Her dramatic debut

was made on this very Stage— that of The
Playhouse—when her father. William A.

Brady, produced "Little Women." His

daughter played Meg. Following that,

she appeared in "The Family Cupboard,"

and "Sinners." Then came three years

on the screen. Miss Brady says she will

continue to be both a picture player and
an actress in the so-called "legitimate."'

Below, the camera's eye peers through the

•wings onto The Playhouse stage during an
actual performance of "Forever After. At
the right. Miss Brady consults her switch-

board friend, the electrician.

SI



Upstairs and U
In which the original baby

vampire reforms an Irishman

— and marries a cave - man.

By
Arabella Boone

own

BY all ordinary judgments Elise Hunt, still in black anil

white in celebration of a sometime marital bereave-

ment, should have been the feminine highlight of the

Ives smart house party at Iveshurst on Long Island.

But all ordinary judgments must always yield to extraor-

dinary persons like Alice Chesterton, who was extraordinarily

young, extraordinarily pretty and at least extraordinarily dar-

ing.

"It is positively no longer safe for a respectable widow to

associate with debutantes,'' Elise confided with acid merri-

ment in her tones, as she dropped into a porch seat beside

52

Robert Van Courtland, who. by the bye. had just managed
to escape a jealous wife long enough to come to the Ives

party.

And Elise Hunt was not alone in her observations. Even

the most sophisticated of Nancy Ives' guests had been shown

some new and rapid steps by Alice Chesterton's vigorous and

aggressive flirtation with Captain Terry O'Keefe.

Alice was only nineteen, but she had been born with all

the wily wisdom of all the daughters of Eve, and the young

Irish soldier and polo player had succumbed to her barrage

of coquetry, naturally, inevitably. It was true that he had



come to America to buy horses for tlic British government,

but lure at Iveshurst on Long Island bad developed a pur-

suit far more engrossing than the affairs oi nations and the

wars of men Alice went into her campaign with a finesse

thai would have shamed the most seasoned ol grass or college

widows.

Of course, Captain Terry O'Keefe did not get all of the

attention. That would have been poor technique. Even the

dullest guest at the party had taken note ol Alice's ardor

in meeting the playful advances of Tony Ives, the host.

Still no one ever took Tony's little excursions into love-

making very seriously.

However, while Alice might possibly have been forgiven all

else, her fellow guests could not but take cognizance of her

insulting neglect of her fiance, Tom Cary. Now while Tom
may have been awkward and perchance lacking in social

prowess, anyone would have admitted that his fortune was

large enough to atone For many many personal shortcomings.

Elise Hunt and Robert Van Courtland were in silent com-
munion and contemplation ol this situation as they lounged

on the shaded summer porch that stupid afternoon after the

day's stupid mid-week luncheon. Nancy Ives, bustling with

the responsibilities of the hostess, and obviously vibrating

to a new source of disturbance, came upon them, breathless.

It should not be surprising that Alice Chesterton was the

cause of her excitement.
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Elise Hunt with lur widowly wisdom brought o
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'I here were goings-on that

night in die very moral
kitchen which caused the

butler to remark to the

parlor-maid: "I'm thankful
I'm no gentleman. Alice,

(In' baby vampire, was the
rinjj-lcader.

"She isn't at the Wickes," Mrs. Ives gasped. '"The three

children are down with scarlet lever and Mattie Wickes wrote
Alice several days ago not to come! Xow what— !"

Alice had left Iveshurst the afternoon before saying that

she was to pay a short visit to Mattie Wickes in New York.
Probably all would have gone quietly on, had not a telegram
arrived after her departure announcing that Betty Chester-
ton, Alice's sister, would arrive to join the Ives party that

very afternoon. Nancy Ives had in haste phoned the Wickes
to tell Alice—and then the discovery. Where was Alice?

"Oh, dear! Girls are so deep." Nancy was at the point

of tears in her vexation.

a suggestion. "Suppose we keep Mill and let
x

.

own iiMmig when she ionics back."

Which same Alice did with ful and
ea^e and elegance when she dulled OUl OH the DOIXfa

the women later in the afternoon.
Soon alter. Tony Ives, who had also spent the night ill

town, arrived with moie damning information. He i

Alice Chesterton, with his own eyes, he per with

ferry O'Keefe on the Amsterdam Rool the previ

He confided the news tu Van Courtland and i<> I

first. It was a facer for them all, They had known
reputation of the adorable Terry lor playing with the ladies,

but they had not thought him loiter enough to make a (Ian-

destine appointment with a girl, almost yet a child, and who
was a guest under the same roof.

They had underestimated Alue, however—and they had

underestimated Terry, as well, though with less credit to him.

"It's a poor compliment we're paym' her. I'm thinkin', to be
talkin' her over between us," said the big Irishman, when
they had confronted him for an explanation. "Sure she

tame to no harm, and it's lor shame ye should be doubtin'

her.

"I'd no idea Miss Alice was comin' to town," he continued.

"I went up on business of me own. She telephoned me to

the club. We went to the Beaux Arts for dinner, to see the

Tollies,' had dinner on the Amsterdam roof, danced a bit

—

and I left her back at the Ritz by one o'clock."'

Whatever Terry O'Keefe's tactics might be with women

—

and his fame as a lovemaker was international—he never
lied to his own sex.

Nancy Ives was alone on the porch when Betty Chester-

ton arrived. She had just discouraged her husband in one of

his frequent attempts at making love. Even' one knew that

Tony would be a good stay at home husband if Nancy gave

him half a chance.

The two young women embraced fondly before Nancy saw
that Betty's dress was torn and her hat awry. The runabout
had been ditched on the way from the station. The acci-

dent, trivial as it was, was soon to be a significant and useful

suggestion to Betty later. We shall see.

When Betty's bags had been disposed of. Nancy sat her

down in a comfortable wicker for a heart-to-heart chat.

"Now what?" demanded the arriving guest. "You said

you needed me? A man, eh?"
"And such a man!" Nancy answered with enthusiasm, "the

most dangerous and fascinating man I know. He has been
flirting with an infant who has been getting herself horribly

talked about. He's sure to fall in love with you. Betty,

you're the naughtiest nice person I know."
Betty planned well.

When Terry O'Keefe first laid eyes on Betty Chesterton,

he felt his heart jump more violently than it had ever jumped
before in its active career. She was lying under the ditched

roadster. Her dress was torn, and her skirts were fetchinely

disarranged about her trim ankles. Her face had been pow-
dered into becoming pallor. Her hair was tumbled in fasci-

nating confusion.

By the time Terry had carried her limp form and laid it

tenderly on the bench beside the fountain on the porch, by
the aid of Craig, the chauffeur, who—for Betty's ten dollars

in advance—had fetched him from the polo field, Terry

O'Keefe felt himself more intrigued than ever before in his

life.

"I remember." said Betty faintly, after the proper stirrimrs

and flutterings of heavily fringed lids,
"—that dreadful acci-

dent—am I broken anywhere?"
Terry must help her sit up. He must hold her vanity case

while she brushed the fragrant masses of her hair into his

face and fastened them on her head. Then she must know
his name, though she would not tell him her own.

A man of even much less susceptibility than Terry would

have been moved by the intimacy of the situation.

When Betty left him to find her hostess, his heart had set

sail on a sea of entirely new emotion,—which was exactly

what Nancy Ives and Betty had meant it to do when they

planned the romantic adventure. It had not gone suf-

ficiently far, however, to be out of hearing distance of the

call of habit.

Dusk had come, when Betty Chesterton passed the door

after a chat with Nancy. The porch light snapped on at
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the very moment. She paused to look out, and as she looked
she saw her little sister, Alice, slip out of the arms of the
very young man who had a few minutes before uttered sweet
nothings into her own ear, and run down the steps to the
beach.

"It's a good thing I came when I did," said Betty, stepping
out into the light.

"She's only a child,'' defended Terry O'Keefe.
"But she's my little sister.

I'm Betty Chesterton," re-

plied Betty Chesterton as

I om Cary discovered
that Terry was right

when he said, "Don't
beg anything of a

woman. Be a man

—

she won't laugh at you
then."

Terry sank down
on a bench.

The fascinating game
of "Waste," devised by
Sprang, the Methodist butler, to

furnish his domain downstairs with

Christian amusement, and at the same time

to keep himself informed of what was going on upstairs with-

out too much effort to himself, was interrupted a few nights

later by the bell.

The servants had just finished piecing together—at five

cents the piece—several torn up notes of spicy flavor that had
passed between some of their mistress's friends.

"Our guests being out of novelties," reported Sprang with

sarcasm, "have decided on a moonlight bathing party and ice-

cream supper which they themselves will get. They will

be gowned in their bathing suits. We mustn't let their loose

ways contaminate our sound principles."

There were goings-on that night in the very moral kitchen

ruled by Butler Sprang which caused Craig to say to Nelly,

the parlor maid, whom he was courting: "I'm thankful I'm
no gentleman."

Terry O'Kecfe's actions the past few days had not been
ardent enough to suit Alice Chesterton. She missed the sly

rendezvous and the stolen kisses that had made his love

making so fascinating. He seemed to be avoiding her.

It was annoying that he did not notice she had remained in

the kitchen alone after the others had gone out to watch Tony
race Nancy for a kiss.

After she called him, instead of rushing madly back and
seizing her in his arms, he looked cautiously about and said

they must be careful.

"You didn't use to be careful." she said reproachfully.

She was very pretty in her graceful blue bathing suit, with

her blonde curls about her shoulders. She knew that she was
especially pretty when she looked reproachful. "Don't you

want to kiss me? I love you when you're always stealing.

You don't seem like the same man you were."
"We can't be flirtin" forever, ye little imp," Terry an-

swered coldly. "I'm much too old' for ye."
"I meant every word I said and every kiss too," she an-

swered in alarm at his indifference. "Terry, if you stop
loving me I shall die."

When Tony came back from winning his race to get Alice
for a swim on his back, she sat, piqued to utter silence, in

a heap on the floor. She had not succeeded in making Terry
O'Keefe kiss her, and he had advised her to marry Tom Can,'

and be sensible.

At Alice's invitation. Tony reached down and lifted her
from the floor to carry her to the beach. He was still hold-

ing her in his arms when Terry O'Keefe found an excuse to

escape. A moment later Nelly the maid and Craig the chauf-

feur, made a scandalized appearance at the servants' dining

room off the kitchen— —

!

Alice's nearne:s, the beauty of the night, seemed to madden
Tony.

"I love Nancy and I always shall," he said fiercely, "but
tonight I can think only of you. of that adorable little body
of yours, and I want to hold you and kiss you."
Though Alice had goaded him on in the hopes of annoying

Terry, she was really frightened at Tony's tenseness.

"Let go," she whimpered. "I love Terry."

"And Tom loves you," answered Ives, releasing

her. "What a mess. I'm sick of the way we
ive. Alice, brace up and stop playing with

fire. Marry Terry and have youngsters and

be decent. I'd rather have a kid of my
own than anything I know."

If it had been to any one else but

her sister Betty—the one person

she owed unselfish devotion—to

whom Terry O'Keefe had
transferred his affections,

Alice Chesterton could
not have stooped to the

method she did to keep

him.

Common decency
should not have per-

mitted it, as it w a s.

But then, as Elsie
Hunt would have
said, "a debutante is

a debutante, and who
can reckon the path

of a baby vampire
scorned."

" B e t t y." said
Alice when stamping and storming and pleading did not

change the older girl's intentions to marry Terry O'Keefe,

"Betty"—softly and insinuatingly, and looking around to see

that no one was near—"I didn't go back to the Ritz that

night I ran off to town. I—went—with—Terry. He must
marry me now."

If Alice Chesterton had expected much attention and satis-

faction out of her engagement to Terry O'Keefe. she was

disappointed.

Terry had made no protestations of an affection that was
not present when he consented to marry Alice at the demand
of Betty.

"Alice could not have said such an awful thing if it had
not been true," Betty had declared. And that was final. No
argument of Terry's had any avail.

"Sure I love you and you only, and I'll do anything you

say," he gave in at last. "Only I'm sorry you don't believe

me."
He found himself somewhat flattered at the idea that any

woman could love him well enough to lie and cheat and be

willing to risk her reputation for his sake.—as Alice seemed

to do.

"Ye want me enough to risk hell's fire for me? Well,

then, if I'm worth a lie like that, told just for the love o' me.

I'm thinkin' it's for mesel' to pay. Dam it, Alice, ye can

have me." he decided.

But where as a care free lover Terry had once been the

life of the party, now, engaged, he was hopelessly silent and

morose.
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fait that life's no joke." over, even before they weren't yet married Heaven knew if

And Alice Chesterton had waked up to the fact that an she had wanted to marry a stupidly respectable person she

engagement to the catch of three comments might not only might as well have married Tom- she was so miserable she

joke, but even more or less of a bore could cry— no one cared

—

Tom Cary approached Terry that evening after his eon- In the midst of her self commiseration she was approached
versation with Alice. with an entirely new sensation, an unexpected, and though

"She'll marry ye yet. Women change their minds wi' their .somewhat annoying, nol an entirely unpleasant one.

frocks," was the Irishman's pleasant greeting. Tom C'ary was laughing at her.

Tom started into the house, then changed his mind. Next he seized her unexpectedly in his amis.
"1 say, Terry." he said, coming back, "what is it about me "Oh you big ox!"

that always makes me lose out with a girl" Women always "I don't believe you've got an ounce of feeling in you."

laugh at me when 1 make love to them." "Don't laugh at me."

"Laugh at ye? Why don't ye laugh back at them?" grinned "Til hit you."

O'Keefe, "Use force' Hurt' 'em a little. Don't beg any- Suddenly "the big ox" seized her and crushed her to his

thing of a woman. Shake her— kiss her—beat her—laugh at breast.

her—be a man—they won't laugh at you then." When she tried to struggle loose, he bent back her head
Tom Cary found that he had learned his lesson well when and kissed her passionately on the lips and eyes and throat,

he encountered his erstwhile Alice later. "You're rough," Alice gasped when she could find the breath.

It had been an evening of unburdenings and Alice felt much "I hate you."

relieved and ready for new adventures. Elsie Hunt and Nancy "Then we'll begin all over again, for I'm going to hold you
Ives had commented on Betty's apparent un- here until you love me," said Cary, shaking her wrists.

happiness. The three young ^^^^ women and Alice "You've tormented me for the last time. I've got you just

were together on the ^^ ^^, Porch. where I want you, and you're going to die of suffocation

right in my arms."
"Oh, Tom, why didn't you do that long

m.^.. . ago?" she cried, as she gave a slow gasp
of surrender. A soft

hand stole up to the

tanned cheek of the

(Continued on

page 115)

Alice was only nineteen— but she had
been born with all the wily wisdom of

the daughters of Eve; and the young
Irishman succumbed . . . inevitably.



every motion picture star has, or had, a mother, but very few
era have two st.ir daughters. Mrs. Fiugrath— at the left— is not

only the mother of stellar \ iola and Shirley, but of Edna Flugrath,

a picture actress now in London.



It is said that they are tearing up wine-grapes in California to plant
ukelele bushes. At the right you will find three home-grown specimens
of this moaning fruit: seedless, succulent, and—because produced with-

out irrigation—slightly stringy.
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Arbuckle isn't a

hard days of pro

a right to enjoy

By Alfred

Roscoe and
la Normand
in "Fatty and
Mabel Adrift.'

INTERVIEWING a famous comedian is usually a

difficult assignment—for all concerned. One ap-

proaches the task with a foot, as it were, on the

funny pedal. The objective realizes it and is

correspondingly ill at ease because it is traditional

that the comedian, off the job, is about the most
unfunny personage in existence. Not that he is

lacking in wit or the ingredients of interesting

conversation, but, just because he is expected to,

he won't commeed worth a cent outside working
hours. Conversely, he turns the topic of con-

versation to such intricate and unmirthful topics

as psychological phenomena, rare surgical opera-

tions or the merits of spaghetti a la Tetrazzini.

In which the comedian differs from his brother

of the dramatic side of the screen. The player of

the more serious roles as a rule finds the greatest

conversational interest in subjects relating to himself and
his art—usually himself. The comedian is invariably

modest—perhaps because he has a highly developed
sense of humor. At any rate he would as soon think

of discussing the wart on the interviewer's nose as

talking about himself. Making people laugh is

serious, wearing labor, and the laughmaker wants to

forget his workshop when he leaves it, difficult as

it is to do so.

Roscoe Arbuckle is a very human, if famous, per

sonage. He never talks shop outside the studio and,

strange as it may seem, he does not even insist that he
is funnier than Charlie Chaplin. He is unique also in that

he does not claim that he is responsible for Charlie's success

although he loaned Charlie his first pair of oversize trousers.

Also, interviewing a famous personality is even more than

ordinarily difficult if you "knew him when"—and the writer in

this instance prizes a friendship that dates back a dozen years.

And he regards it as indicative of the high worth of the object

of this yarn that the now famous "Fatty" Arbuckle is just as

easy to talk to as he was in the days when he did funnv falls in

front of a more or less dazzling "beauty" chorus oi" eight

—

count them—eight, in the undessicated mining camps of Arizona.
He was not quite twenty-one then, possessed a rich baritone
voice, and a vast capacity for absorbing the slings" and arrows
and kicks of an outraged Irish comedian. Quite some boy!

I went out to see him on Sunday. I found about him an air

of general solemnity that would have done credit to a Puritan
Meeting House. Arbuckle doesn't laugh on the Sabbath. Not
because he's a Puritan, but because laughter is his business six

days a week, and he rests up by being serious on the seventh.
"Well, what do you want me to sav 5 " was his salutation when

he learned that it was not merely a friendly call, lie preferred
to reminisce about the lovely fistic fetes in Brewery Gulch
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long before John Barleycorn took the

count in Arizona.

"Say something new about the comedy
business: something that hasn't been said

—or something," was the definite illuminat-

ing and also hopeless instruction.

"That makes it easier." was the complacent
response. "If there is anything new to be

said about making comedies, just go ahead

and write it and blame it on me. Thank
Heavens, that's over!

"About myself?

"That's a little easier. Born in Kansas—don't

laugh, that isn't the funny part—about thirty-two

years ago: of white parents who didn't think I had

chance to develop properly, so they took me to Cali-

fornia at the age of one; went to public schools vhere

some one with a high degree of originality nicknamed

me 'Fattv,' then to Santa Clara college where I matric-

The most amazing niess of i

him is his father. After
elationships in current comedy.

the elder Arbuckle, Roscoe s

standing beside his father.
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Puritan, but after six

fessional humor he has

himselfon the seventh.

A . Cohn

ulated in football, baseball and avoirdupois; Cam- <V

soed in certain theaters with the aid of lantern A
slides showing what the noise was supposed to In-

all about; learned to dance and fall gracefully and

got a job doing the same in more or less musical

comedy. You know the rest. Fill it in with some

nice things about art and the future of the industry

and call it an interview."

"Hut this isn't that kind of an interview. A pal-

pitating public is breathlessly awaiting your views

on the science of jnaking funny films." The in-

terviewer was insistent. The interviewee nerv-

ously wiped his brow and signalled his man- p

ager, Lou Anger, for aid. The aid was not

forthcoming.

'Well, they'll have to keep on palpitating—and
everything; it's a tough enough proposition trying

to make Mr. and Mrs. Public laugh without trying

to tell him why or how. Besides, they don't care any-

r\

on Sunday
thing aboul the preliminaries or the mechanii ol ii

(Business of convincing the interviewee that anything be
would say on the subject would enlist the respectful attention

ol i omedy devotees i

"Well, it's a bard life. In the lir^t pi u e

tbe existence of the comedian-producei u i

(Continued on page i / f J

At the left, one -who needs no naming here; standing next
nephew and fellow comedian, Al. St. John, who is

the husband of Roscoe s sister.

S9



After (he ceremony Dan stood looking into Alice's face and said fervently:
"It seems almost wicked for a man to be as happy as I am!"

Tk e
A story of

respectability

By

Xow forget it, Alice! Be a good
little kid and leave all that to me. I'll

marry you when the time is right.

Just now I have weightier things on
my mind."
He started slowly down the gang-

plank, the girl clinging to his arms.

Pretty, and with a certain charm that

had assured her success in vaudeville,

she was a pitiable type in this rugged

atmosphere. Her lip trembled as she

pleaded.

"I doubt that you ever intended

marrying me, Bob. You MUST keep
your promise now—or—-I'll leave

you!"
Bob released the tension of his

face enough to sneer. "You wouldn't

quit me if you wanted to—up here,"

significantly. Then he added, "I'm
going up the river with the mail car-

rier soon and if you'll cut this talk

about marriage. I'll take you along."

A trace of her spirit that was al-

ready beaten by the great white

silence, came over the girl. She
stiffened and, eyes flashing, she

stopped dead in the snow.

"No!" she said decisively.

Barclay turned in amazement.
Then he registered indifference, feel-

ing confident that the girl would never

actually rebel. "Go to hell, then!"

he muttered and, whirling about, he
trod on down the gang plank.

Alice stood dazedly watching him
melt among the people on the dock.

BOB BARCLAY came to the Klondike for gold. Alice

Andrews came—with Barclay. She came for that utterly

curious reason that makes a woman remain loyal to a

husband serving a term in the penitentiary, or to a lover

returned from war minus his arms and legs.

Hers was a violent affection and trust, for it made her follow

Barclay vast distances from the part of the world she had been
born in and had learned to subsist on.

In the wake of the gold rush, they came into Ophir on a

Yukon steamer, and as it plowed sluggishly through the crac-

kling waters of the freezing river, the girl became vaguely

oppressed at the great silence—the crushing contrast to her tin-

sel-world back in the States.

Naturally, in her terror of Nature, she turned to Boh Barclay,

standing against the rail. But Barclay was in no responsive

mood. He was beginning to realize the struggle he faced—

a

struggle with men more fitted for it than he. Grimly studying

the texture of the country about him, he tightened his muscles

and sought to assure himself he was a man among real men.
Meanwhile, Alice tugged on his sleeve.

"Why put it off any longer, Bob?" she asked, pleadingly.

"We can be married here." She craved the assurance of a man
legally bound to her—a companion who would stand by her in

this amazing, terrifying northland.

But Bob was annoyed.
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The husky he-camp of Ophir was
preparing for the long shut in. The

winter was already forbidding any effort at taking out gold with

its chill breath clasping it close in an embrace that would only

loosen with Spring.

In front of Hopper's store, adjacent to the white-rimmed
Yukon stream, turbulent and growing angrier ever moment,
stood a group of the old-timers and sourdoughs of the village,

staring in a sort of rakish sentiment out on the tightening

Yukon. Suddenly their eyes focused on a speck of a black figure

far up on the breast of the water. One of them, a grizzled

old veteran, ejaculated

—

"All the old-timers have come out: now why do you reckon

that damn fool is tryin' to shoot the ice this late?"

Way upstream this figure was poised in his boat, skillfully

turning it against the threatening rocks and the disastrous rapids.

easily, miraculously, keeping it righted. As he drew rapidly

downstream, toward the direction of the store and its fascinated

occupants, the daredevil added finesse to his achievement by
raising an ami in flippant greeting.

"The damn fool!" came from a dozen throats. "I wouldn't

give a pound of grub for his life." muttered another. "He'll

never make it—he'll never make it down here!"

Yet, he did make it—and a few minutes later the group sur-

rounded him as he started unloading his boat.

"Dan McGill!" They breathed, recognizing the newcomer.
Pan McGill it was—an old-timer and sourdough, finishing a
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in a land that is ever classic.
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hazardous night and day run ahead of the ice. Taking it all as a

part of the game he was playing, this man had made his five

hundred mile journey, risking death a hundred times, and now

taking safe arrival as a matter of course, suavely greeting his old

friends.

"There aint enough grub at Dawson for the women and

children," he explained tersely, "so I pulled out."

The group surrounding him studied him admiringly. Hopper,

the storekeeper, suddenly seized with an idea, pounded McGill

on the back. "There's 'grub enough here for the winter," he

said, "and if there's gold here, you're just the man to find it for

us."

To this the crowd gave approba-

tion. McGill took the flatten- easily.

turning away, followed by Hopper up

the road through the town.

Thus McGill came past Alice An-
drews at the gang plank—standing

forlorn—the little theatre flower that

she was—forsaken in the unfriendly,

the terrifying, northland, deserted by
the one friend she leaned to. McGill,

inveterate bachelor, a man of iron,

had never come in contact with wom-
en. Hence, as he passed Alice and

:aw a face of exquisite beauty com-
mingling with the appeal of helpless-

his great heart expanded. He
stood for a moment gazing at her in

awe. The wonder woman! A being

so finely fibered, so angelic to his

mind that she was as far from him as

the stars. He stopped and nearing

the skipper of the boat, heaved a deep
sigh.

"She is beautiful, aint she Cap?"
The captain nodded, contemptu-

ously. "Sure—all actors is beauti-

ful!"' And McGill passed slowly on.

A while later, leading his dog-team
straight to the recorder's office to file

some papers, Alice approached, and
seeing the dogs, knelt down in a mo-
ment of affection, and fell to her

knees, her arms about the leader of

the dogs. McGill came out a few-

minutes later. He stood silent over

her as she sobbed into the coarse coat

of the friendly dog. Dan's heart

swelled.

"What's the matter, little woman?"
he asked hesitatingly. "Kin I help

—

lonesome?" He was as embarrassed

as Alice was startled. She arose at

his voice and stared into his face.

Then:
"I—I'm just—frightened!" She

stood straight now and impulsively

clutched at his coat sleeve. "I—I'm
scared of this awful place. This

silence—I'd go mad if I were left

alone here!"

Although McGill couldn't compre-
hend anyone being frightened in the

great Klondike, he could appreciate

the appeal of tin-, goddess from i iv ilization 1 Inn ifter through
ln-r lonely days he wag Iut friend and guardian. McGill lived

in a -late of chronic awe during the Deal fi \ child <>'

the gutter suddenly bedecked in a wreath <<i

been no more glorified than was McGill by the presence of tin-

girl from civilization. To him -he w.i- .111 angel I" the other

nun of Ophil—well—during the next few weeks those who had

learned the girl's SOUrce from the skipper nt the Yukon i

whispered ominously.

"Someone ought to tell McGill she's Barclay's girl," said Hop-
per. Another, le-s skeptical said: "Well I've seen good women
made bad by marriage and- bad ones made good the same way."

However, Dan McGill did marry Alice. She took this hard

man of the north not out of sheer affection but as tying to some
perfectly reliable protection among terrible and rugged

strangers.

After the ceremony Dan stood in his cabin with his wife at his

side, staring into her eyes. He said: "It seems almo-t wicked

for a man to be as happy as 1 am."

It wasn't long until the prospectors realized that Ophir was
doomed—that there was no gold. This realization came in mid-

winter, and struck the men full force. All except Han McGill.

With Alice in his home, no lack of gold could upset his sublime

situation; he was irrevocably happy.

Until Bob Barclay came back from up the Yukon. Driven

by malicious fate, with the woman-hunger of the north strong

within him, Barclay came back to Ophir, searching for his

woman.

What made it harder was the realization that her strange affection for this

man v.as surging over her once more.

I
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He came at the wrong, or right

time. Alice, depressed by trie

monotony, found her mind, schooled

to the excitement of metropolitan

life, breaking under the silence.

McGill was old— fearfully old, she

decided. He had nothing she

craven.

And thus when Barclay returned

and found Alice in McGill's shad;,

he immediately wanted possession

of the girl. When he learned she

was married he grew vindictive.

What maae it naraer was me >c-

alization with the girl that her old-

time affection for this man—unde-

serving as he might be—was surging

over her once more.
When McGill came back to the

hut he just missed Barclay whom
Alice had rushed away. But, as the

days passed, he sensed that all was
not as it should be in the cottage,

that Barclay's presence was too in-

sistent and underhanded. He was
suspicious of the way of this actor

and told Alice so.

"But I'm lonesome," pleaded

Alice. "He is an old friend.

After which McGill agreed to permit Barclay to see her occa-

sionally. "I know you couldn't do anything wrong," he said

tenderly. "You aint that kind. If you want Barclay around

I won't object."

Later friends of McGill's told him. "I think you oughta

know, Dan," said Harper, "that your wife used to be Barclay's

girl. I was told by the skipper of the boat that brought 'em."

Stunned, McGill went back to the cabin, in the face of a

NARRATED, by permission, from

the novel (Harper & Bros,

Publishers) by Rex Beach as adapted

by Mr. Beach for Goldwyn. directed

by Reginald. Barker with this cast:

Alice Andrews Kay Laurell

Dan McGill Russell Simpson
Bob Barclay Robert McKim
Hopper Robert Kunkel
The Child -M-ry Jane Irving

in its furv.

"To Hell!

" j OU Jin t fit ti ittered McGill. "So 1' iltm inv

driving storm that was gaining in
fury each moment. He entered
his door just in time to receive

confirmation of a suspicion that he
had found it almost impossible to

even entertain. Alice was in Bar-
clay's arms. Barclay, seeing Mc-
Gill in the doorway, started to pull

his gun.

"Don't pull that gun. Barclay."
muttered McGill. Then, turning

to the wide-eyed girl, he said, in

tenderness. "Don't be a-scared,

Alice. I couldn't hurt VOL'.''

Meanwhile Alice was talking.

"I— I took you to spite him." she

said pointing to Barclay. "I tried

to love you but I can't. Take it

out on me if you want to—but
don't hurt him."

Slowly McGill lifted his eyes.

"I'm beeinnin' to understand." he
said. "I'm beginnin' to see your
side of things. But there's not

room enough for all three of us.

You've got to go—both of you!"
Barclay looked about, out

through the window where the

storm was beating the trees down
Go?" he stammered. "Go where—in this stonr

roared McGill. "That's where you're bound!"
Later, Barclay and the girl were picked up in the storm by

Cockran, a trader from down river, and his Indian driver.

While thev loaded them onto their sleds McGill had already

left his place and, absently fighting the blizzard, turned into

Hopper's store. He beat the two Cockran's sleds there by
some minutes and to his friends about the stove dejectedly ex-

plained what had happened. When the door burst open
and the two disgraced ones fell to the floor, exhausted,

guided by Cockran, McGill arose with an oath. He made
for Barclay but Alice weakly interrupted.

"Don't, Dan," she pleaded. "We'll go tomorrow!"
Then, as she saw no relentment in his face, she added:
"I'll go alone if you want me to—but he'll die out

there if you send him away."
McGill studied her curiously. "It's always him. ain't

it? Well—you can have him—and you can stay, both

of you!"
He went out into the storm again—fighting off the

protests of his friends that going into the storm was
"sure death."********
Two years of profitless drifting from one camp to

another had brought Alice hazardously near to the

destination McGill had promised them. Now she hov-

ered over a crib where a baby lay sleeping. At the

table in the rude kitchen sat Barclay, snarling for his

breakfast. To the protest that she had no money to

buy food with, he retorted:

"Well—you've still got your looks. Why don't ycu

get into a dance hall and' hustle? I'm not going to

support you and that kid any longer!"

While, d.eep in the wall of the Yukon river was hid-

den a lost valley, whose snows were ever unbroken

by the footfall of the trail breakers. Back in the white

recesses of this snow and silence, lived Dan McGill,

living like a wounded animal that had crept away to

die. The awful, white velvet brooding quiet of an

arctic winter plays queer pranks with a man's mind

—

particularly if that mind be already obsessed with

bitterness.

McGill had been digging for gold for two years now

—

digging with a sense of the futility of amassing cold,

but keen in the fanatical realization that physical occu-

pation can often serve as a vent for unrelieved anger.

He wanted to kill the memories of the bitterest, sweet-

est epoch of his life.

But all he did was to find gold. The memories per-

sisted—even when, after two years of striking, he found

ii vein of coarse gold in Lost Valley.

"Gold! Gold!" he shrieked to the echoing silences.
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"Gold Another Klondike!

Bui by God I'll let the

secret die with me!"
Back in his cabin In a de-

lirium of excitement, be

sensed what his revelation

to the world would mean,

and a panorama of the

Klondike rush came before

his eyes, lie intended to

keep thi^ ,-eeret—did Dan
McGill, but it was too great

lor any human being to

retain.

Some hours later a

entered a camp ten miles

from Lost Valley and pour-

ing some specimens on 'he

table in the store, revelled

his strike. "Call me John
Daniels," he said. '"I have
just found the richest strike

of the Yukon!"
In the years that followed

a brand new mining camp,
built at the John Daniels

strike, sprang up and the

silent Lost Valley awoke to

the raucous shouts of the

gold seekers. A lusty, blis-

tering camp of six months
growth, already ages old in

its uncouth sins, that men
named Arcadia and which
boasted a mystery all its

own. Arcadia boomed but

its maker—John Daniels

—

lived alone up in Lost
Valley. Hut gradually the

pride of the creation over-

came his craving for isola-

tion. He finally succumbed
to the lure to visit the boom
town of Arcadia.

Thus—one morning he
stood in the heart of the

town and his chest swelled

with pride—the pride of a

creator upon observing
something good that he had
made.
Not all good, however.

For there was a canker,

festering on the edge of the
town, its houses huddling
together, seeking the brazen
strength and defiance in one
another's close company.
Inspecting the camp, Mc-
Gill came across this canker.
and fiercely resenting with fatherly pride this phase of the
camp, he hated it with a loathing that his hatred for all women
made ten-fold stronger.

Deep in his loathing. McGill nearly stumbled over a figure

of a little girl playing with a dog in the snow near one of the
doorways of this place. Shocked at finding this parcel of purity
amidst the insidious atmosphere of the neighborhood, McGiil
stared deep into the child's eyes. Unafraid, the little girl's eyes
were staring frankly, trustingly, into his own. A queer change
came over the man. Then suddenly he was down on the ground
and enfolding the little girl in his great arms. A woman passing
stopped, and McGill queried her as to the child's home. But
-the baby was stretching her arms out to McGill.

"Xow what does she want?"' he asked.

"Why—she wants a kiss. Don't you, dearie-"
And to McGill's fresh amazement, the child nodded
"God'l mighty!" ejaculated McGill, fervently, and then the

child reached out her arms and they went around the man's
shoulder.

Later, the proprietor of the dance hall, surprised at the visit

of the man who made the camp, was escorting Dan McGill

i
'Don t take her away just yet, Dan! Give me just a few minutes more with my baby!"

through the place, showing him over with a pride and interest,

hoping to make the distinguished John Daniels feel at home and
comfortable. The whole room knew who he was, by gossip,

though none of them had ever met him.

After he had gone upstairs to the balcony, escorted by the

hospitable proprietor, a man down at the tables adjacent to the

dance floor leaned over to a woman in a low necked black "eve-

ning dress," and leering into her face, said:

"I've got a live one for you, Alice. That mysterious John
Daniels is upstairs. Get up there and make him buv something

for you!"
Alice revealed futile objection in every muscle of her face.

Though subjective as she was to the whim of this parasite,

she fought with every particle of virtue she still possessed

against the life he demanded of her. He had her by the arm
now and was torturing her into acnuiescence. Finally, cowed,

she arose and went off. Barclav followed her. snarling, up to

the stairs. He watched her slowlv ascend to the balcony.

Looking on the crowd below, was McGill. mildly interested. He
did not hear Alice enter behind him. She stood there a moment,

(Continued on page 114)
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SOME editorial department office bo\
employ their time in stealing ba
ball tickets from the sporting editor

oiiurs in bumming cigarettes from the star

reporter, but Kenneth Taylor, of the Los
Angeles Times, exercises the clock bv
drawing pictures on his typewriter. N :

word-pictures such as the poets create, but
letter-perfect portraits of the movie stars.

The big one at the left, of Dorothy Gish,

was "drawn" in half an hour. The other

two—Bill Hart on the outside and Chaplin

at his left—occupied just forty minutes,

pay-roll time, of Kenneth's working hour;-.

He draws a pencil outline first, indicatin;

highlights and backgrounds, then places the

sheet in his machine and fills in at re-

markable speed. His favorite letters are

\V, M and X. Kenneth is 16 years old. in

Los Angeles high school, and intends to be-

come a writer.
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The Only For three years Photoplay Magazine

Waf i has been preaching against overpro-
duction us the primary cause of

picture mediocrity. No man, with the energy
of Napoleon coupled with the genius of Sardou,
can make fifty-two artistic productions in a year.

At the recent banquet tendered William A.
Brady by the national association of picture

manufacturers Samuel Goldwyn sprung the

Goldwyn platform for 1919-20 and saw it re-

ceived with evident tremendous interest. Here
it is: "Fewer pictures, better pictures, longer

runs."

Probably there is not a manufacturer who
doubts that is the answer to the cry for finer

photoplays.

Mr. Goldwyn has asked them to watch him.
And they will. So will we. So will the public.

It is the only way.

Sheep and The trade papers, and the art col-

Goats. ums °f f°rei"n journals, are nowa-
days filled with the traveling record

of the American movie-
man — producer, ex-
ploiter, director, star.

There are goats with
the sheep, collectively

speaking, everywhere
and in all trades.

Two or three of the

American film gen-

try recently enter-

tained in France,

courteously received in Italy and
banqueted in England are industrious

citizens who made more money on this side of
the water by promoting corporations than they
did—subsequently—by having those corpora-
tions make pictures.

Frankly, now—did these smart boys cross the
Atlantic to engage in the solemn artistic en-

deavors they allege, or did they go over to sell

the old stock under a new stamp in a new field?

The Post and In The Saturday Evening Post,

Censors. which aims to be representative

of the average American
thought, we find this illuminating summary of
censorship:

—

"The censor is the last lonely sick remnant
of the New England parlor we now have in

modern life. His mind naturally turns to New
England parlors and the cold cellars oftruth. I do
not deny that a typical censor's mind may pos-
sibly be alive, that it may be living in a vague,

creepy way, but not with anything hearty or
real, like sunshine and dirt. The mind of a

censor, if it could be taken out and pictured to

look as it really is, would be like a potato in a

cellar— pale, stringy potato eyes, Stringing vaguely
out and trailing away God knows where in the
dark."

%
Fords Rush —where Packard's fear to tread.

ln This goes for the film business

as well as for a traffic jam.
Henry, of Detroit, seems to us about the busi-

est personal propagandist the vertical platform
has yet produced. In the Ford Weekly you
may see the rich eating soup, the farmer in the
wheat-shooting season, the Chinaman submarin-
ing his rice or the Turk weeping over the
Armenians—but whoever you see, wherever
you go, however you get there, you are always
going to feel the astral presence of Henry. The
Ford name is on every subtitle-card, of course,
and after a while you are unconsciously over-
come by the omniscience of the flivver. The
ghost of the darned thing penetrates the palaces
of the late Grand Dukes, walks up Fifth avenue
with you, peeks at you around the aged corner
of Cheops, carts you willy-nilly into every Ameri-
can industry.

Originally, we believe, the Ford weekly was
a proposition for gratuitous distribution. Of
course Mr. Ford could afford to be generous to the
American people, but to obtain more complete
and thorough dissemination the enterprising
document has been taken in hand by a reputable

releasing concern which does aim
to charge just

M-jk& enough to make it

WlhS appreciated."m What the Peace
Ship failed to do

the Weekly may more surely and more insidi-

ously accomplish.

IS

That Long Once again, the kicks on the long

Programme, programme, which is now the
general vogue.

"Why," writes an irate and restless movie-
goer, "must I sit through a cracked old hand-
colored scenic, the news-reel I saw night before
last, and some horrible five-reel melodrama—

-

when all I came in for was a laugh with
Arbuckle?"

The programme is, in a way, as dismaying as

the war-time ruling which said you had to buy
a clothes-basket of assorted fodders to get a
pound of flour.

But it is in demand by the large majority, and
the distressed minority, a very real and very
distressed minority, must put up with it.

Photoplay Magazine sees no way out except by
the time-card and the scheduled programme, as

it has said before. But even that method has
certain business disadvantages to the exhibitor.

X—
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Wanted: a Vachel Lindsay, whose book

"Mellower. " on tne Moving Picture is called

by The New York Times "an
ideagenous volcano in eruption," recently ad-

dressed the students of Columbia University. He
told them, among other interesting things, that

the great demand of today is for scenario im-

provement, and that the mightiest advance
possible would be through at least one institu-

tion of endowed production. To bring his idea

plainly before the minds of his hearers he told

them that he meant an endowed institution

like the Metropolitan or Chicago opera com-
panies. "These endowed arts," he said, "have
an influence on commercial art. They mellow
it, and raise its standard. Good music is pro-

duced commercially because of the endowed
orchestras which have prepared the way for it.

The phonograph business depends to a large

extent upon the pre-influence of privately sup-

ported grand opera. There is no 'mellower' in

the moving picture business. At least one
moving picture institution endowed as is Amer-
ican grand opera, or as the state theatres of
Europe have been from time immemorial, would
realize the artistic dignity wholly possible to

photoplays and indirectly influence the com-
mercial productions toward a higher standard."

Mr. Lindsay ironically suggests that such
endowment come from "a repentant motion
picture millionaire." Nevertheless, he is not at

all pessimistic in his review of things as they

are. He believes that the motion picture of

today, "is as good as anything which tries to

reach the whole 100,000,000 people ofAmerica."
He says, in comparison: "The total product of

the magazines is not a bit better than the total

product of motion pictures."

The best thing about Mr. Lindsay is the

common-sense combined with his idealism.

The Correspond- The Japanese may be our

ins Oriental. equal in medicine and mer-
chandising and diplomacy,

but he is certainly our superior as a letter writer.

As a mail addresser of the stars he takes the

cake right away from Kansas, plucks the palm
from Florida and removes the bacon from
Georgia—or Cook county. The postage-stamp
business in Tokio seems, at this distance, to

derive its principle support from Togo's devo-
tion to Tessie, the cinema queen. A heavy
mail from the Orient has come to be the switt

and sure test of a well-peddled star's popularity.

The adolescent girl, in the States, furnishes the

principal cause of the California postman's
lumbago, but the Japanese young man is fairly

breaking that postman's back. Togo's letters

are as naive as himself. They are respectfully

curious, artlessly persistent. He always wants
a photograph or three or four.

The Ambisextrous Vampire, in the movie

Vampire. Webster's, has always
meant a languishing lady

of neither morals nor occupation, unless you
call the ruining business an occupation.

However, the change that has swept the
face of the world seems to have switched the
vampire's sex. Mr. Cody, and others, are

invading Theda Bara's business. The little

wives are falling as once fell the little husbands.
Women are wearing overalls and men are

learning the love-trade. It Mr. Fox thinks of
it, perhaps we shall see a moustached Salome
make demands upon a suffragette Herod for

the head of some coy Jane hiding in a well.

At any rate, the male vampire is shifty on his

feet, and on his feet most of the time. At least,

he works without furniture. His sister in trade,

with her divans and couches, was rapidly

depriving a tired world of all the products
of Grand Rapids.

Goodbye—
Five and Ten!

In a day when the only real

sensation is stability, it is not
surprising that a pair of our

oldest film friends have kissed us good-bye—
probably for good—without our even noticing

the kiss. We refer to the once well-known
nickel and dime. Though these microscopic

coins are now approaching numismatic curios,

there was a not-distant time when they repre-

sented the standards of average admission to

first and second-run films. They have as much
chance of coming back as the Czar of ruddy
Russia. The immensely increased cost of pro-

ductions, the varied programmes presented by
all classes of exhibitors and demanded by all

classes of audiences, the transition from unsafe

and insanitary shacks to respectably ornate

theatres, the comparatively small demands of

the government tax, and the restless demand
for new photoplays almost every day in the
week have caused their banishment forever.

IS

The Lawyer and The law is a business, not

the Judges. tne dispensation of justice.

How lightly our contem-
porary legislators hold the ponderous task of

official censorship may be seen in what they are

willing to pay their proposed celluloid judges—
in comparison with the stated tee of a single or-

ganization's sole attorney.

The great State of New York is considering,

via the toga-glad gentlemen at Albany, two
censorship bills: one proposes to pay a single

film commissioner an annual salary of $7,500.

The other would create a triumvirate; with three

salaries of $4,000.

Yet the "Big Four" retained Mr. McAdbo
at $200,000 a year -and came near paying him
a quarter of a million. In other words, a barris-

ter is fifty times as important as a member of

the screen supreme court!
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Jackie Saunders has been

playing a new and becom-

ing role—that of Mother.

WHERE'S Jacqueline?

Or, more properly, where was that small star called

Jackie Saunders, all those months?
The surmises have been many and varied. ''Per-

haps," suggested one fan, "she's in France." "Married and re-

tired," said others. "'Or maybe touring the world with her own
company," was a third premise, "it's being done now." "Died of

the influenza in Philadelphia," said a press dispatch. "Resting
in Honolulu," said another.

We'd turn you loose and let you take your choice if we didn't

know th.it all of them- with the

remote e» eption of the iei ond
.ire :ill wrong. J;u ku- Saund
Ml I I > 1 1 < >i k lit iiin-r in private

life—has tin- DCSt little r.

in the world for being away so

long; and it yOU look down at the

right-hand corner of the page al

the port rail of Jackie and Ja< que-

line Junior you won't find it in

your heart to rebuke the BUnkisI
star tor leaving the s< rein flat

The second Jacqueline made
her first appearance on an evening

in late summer, in Southern Call

fornia, 11)17. Jackie had wanted
a little girl; and she found the

progress of this second edition

of herself so fascinating, she
couldn't make up her mind to

turn her over to a nurse, even
after the tiny tot began to lisp

her first words and evince an in-

clination to explore the garden
on her parents' place in Holly-
wood. But now that she's grow-
ing up Jackie wants to go back to

work. She returns in "Jackie the

Hoyden."
Jacqueline the Second—a min-

iature of the original with the

same crinkly gold hair and blue
eyes—as yet hasn't expressed her-

self as to her future; but her
mother says if she shows any in-

clination for the screen, she'll help
her along. "But," added Jackie,
"it's up to her. Far better a good
cook than a bad actress."

Above, a new portrait o£—oh, well

—

Jackie. But below—Mrs. Elwood D.
Horkbeimer and small daughter,

Jacqueline Junior.
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Mr. Rarasuyc — though he
doesn't say so, the culprit
responsible for all the plots

he tells about.

be unknown is not to be.

Fame will get you
money.

Money will get you fame.

Fame consists in being well known
—favorably if possible—but we
known anyway

With most people marked suc-

'^k'^B B cess brings fame. With others

Vjik marked fame brings success. John D.
^ftJ| ^L Rockefeller's money brings him

^^^T ,^^^» fame. Charles Chaplin's fame brings

him money.
Nearly everybody has a little fame

and uses it in his business, be he
doctor, lawyer, merchant, chief.

Barbers, cooks and dressmakers
prosper as they are famous. But to two classes of pro-

fessionals fame is the one vital necessity, the substance and
the breath of life; they are politicians and actors. They have
to have fame because they are selling personality to the public.

We don't care so much for politicians so we will talk about
actors.

Permit me to state that you never heard of an unknown actor.

An actor has just got to be famous. Otherwise he can not eat.

But how do they get that way? We shall see.

Long ago Peg Woffington found it was profitable to employ
persons to write pieces for the paper lauding her performances
or telling what had happened to

her. Ever since then there has

been a profession of publicity

concerned with making and
keeping actors well known.

It is sufficient for some actors

to be known only in London, for

others to bask in the local fame
of Broadway, or for yet others to

be famous in Oakland "stock."

However, since the films take the

actor everwhere he has to be
known everywhere and hence we
have that strange creature, the

motion picture press agent.

Let us consider some of his

doings and goings on.

If Charles Chaplin had
awakened on April i, 191 7,

in Kansas City, Chicago or

Boston he would have
found a headline on the

first page of the morning
paper saying:

CHAPLIN TO WED
LOCAL SOCIETY GIRL

;Cv^

XXow Uo X li

Ait may bring you Fame—when
Celebrity, a substitute which
agent, may bring you bread, but-

B \ Terry

"On the night before April 1 next you will arrange to have Mr.
Charles Chaplin paged in every important hotel, cafe and club

in your city. Leave word at the telephone desk to have him
call you and leave your residence phone number. Then go

home and await results.

"If it should happen that any newspaper reporter should call

asking questions you will be very reluctant to talk. You may
admit that your home office has asked you to try to get in

touch with Mr. Chaplin in your city—which is correct.

"If you are asked why Mr. Chaplin is in your city you must
say you do not know and haven't

reached him yet. If pressed for

more definite information it will be

proper for you to admit that a ru-

mor — entirely confidential — has

reached you. to the effect that it has

been said that Mr. Chaplin might be

engaged to a certain unnamed girl

in your city.

"If pushed for something more
definite about the mysterious girl

in the case you should mention
hazily something about the

most fashionable residence sec-

tion of your city—as for exam-
ple upper Fifth in New York,

jQ Lake Shore Drive in

r7

Chicago, West Far-

num Street in Omaha,

Peg Woffington dictat-

ing to the newspapers
the first story of the

theft of the missing dia-

monds. Today every
ood reporter has re-

corded it at least once.

^5 ~i..*.v-^ —Also if Mr. Chaplin

had been taking his

morning grapefruit in El Paso,

Montreal, Seattle or Atlanta or any one

of about twenty other American cities he
would have read the same surprising tidings. In fact, within a

week abcut three hundred newspapers announced Mr. Chap-

lin's reported engagement to the well known mysterious "local

girl." Charlie was engaged all over the- United States that

week. If he'd married them all it would have taken a week of

his salary to buy them all a change of hairpins.

As a matter of fact Mr. Chaplin was in none of those cities

and he didn't have grapefruit for breakfast and he was not

engaged to any "local girl." Otherwise the story was correct.

How did he get that way?
Glancing carelessly over the map we find the city of Chi-

cago. In it was the "home office" of the picture corporation

concerned in the distribution of Mr. Chaplin's pictures 10 the

theatres. Consulting the calendar we also find that a new
Chaplin comedy, the first in several months, was due for release

on or about April 1, 1017. The marked calendar was on the

press agent's desk in that office in Chicago.

About the middle of March a circular letter went out to the

district offices of that picture concern instructinR the managers
in even- one of the sixty-eight branch cities in effect as follows:
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Crocus Hill in St. Paul,

Lindell Boulevard in St.

Louis, etc.

"If asked why you are

trying to get in touch with

Chaplin please say that you
are requested to ask him to

call this office on the long

distance phone. If Mr.

Chaplin is in your city we
certainly want to hear

from him. That is

entirely correct.

"Finally follow instructions

implicitly and nothing more. Do not venture any opinions.

Let others do all the deducing they like. You are not to do

any at all.

"Also instruct your road salesmen in your territory to do

this through the week in each town they visit.

"Also bear in mind prints on Mr. Chaplin's new comedy are

now being shipped to you for release April 1. next."

This performance took pL.ce as ordered, first, in even- city

containing a branch office ^i the picture concern; second,

through the week in several hundred lesser towns.

The result was a crop of newspaper clippings in the Chicago

office and a crop o\ excited indignation in the Chaplin studios

in Hollywood, It seems that Mr. Chaplin had not been taken

into confidence in the matter, and that he had made some fluent

answers to what seemed to him very insane questions.

The morning of April 1 the reporters and correspondents for

the news associations in Los Angeles were out in Hollywood

for a clue to solve the mystery of the "Charlie Chaplin engage-

ment," reported simultaneously from all over the United States

and part of Canada. Their spokesman said:



ey Get That Wav?
you're too old to enjoy it.

can be conjured up by a

ter and a limousine rignt

But

press

now.

Ram 5AYL

"We are from the papers and we have reports from sixty

six cities you are to be married in each of those cities to a so-

ciety girl—one to each city, I mean. Reports from other

towns are arri\ ing every hour and I suppose by now you are

engaged in about a hundred towns.

"We desire—er—we want to know what about it?"

"IJunk." said Mr. Chaplin.

'"But some of them have interviews with you," urged

the spokesman.
"Hunk." said Mr. Chaplin. "Let me issue a statement.

I am here. I have been here for a long time.

'

I positively am not in Kansas City, Boston,
Seattle, Portland, Wilkes-Barre, New York,
Vonkers, Montreal, Far Rockaway, Atlanta

or Wahoo, Nebr. I am also very busy.

Good day."

The army of reporters and correspondents
retired in perfect order and that day the

newspapers which had announced Mr. Chap-
lin's engagement announced his un-engage-

ment in various terms of evasion, sug-

gesting that in view of the fact that he
had not been out of Los Angeles for a

month, there might possibly have been
something of a slight misunderstanding.

All of which was more clippings for the

scrapbook on the desk in Chicago—and
of course considerably more attention

for the new Chaplin picture released at

that time, which meant more money for

folks who had the film to rent.

Please take note that in no instance was
an untruth uttered by or. at the instance of
the press agent.

That any unscrupulous reporter in

pursuit of good copy should have
made a lot of deductions and man-
ufactured a story- is certainly not

to be debited on the publicity man.
It was but natural that he should have, however, found op-

portunity to send out a "follow story" concerning the remark-

able wave of delusion sweeping the newspapers of the country

on the subject of Chaplin's reported engagement. The follow

story got, of course, the usual attention, and resulted in a pro-

found investigation by an eastern psychic

research society.

Of such things is,fame made and
by such is the pub-

- J
,

ft licity plant kept in

Jk\^ •
'"

^
flower.

j
{•>,/" ~^ And while

/ y^^j <r\r' we are on
the subject of

i'e might
the mys-

lc.j i.i Luc lost pay
checks. There was a time

ihen some people, particularly

ispaper people, thought that

Mr. Chaplin's $670,000 salary-

was a myth, hoax, fabrication,

delusion and press agent invention.

It was very necessarv for

Although
a squad of re-

porters, hon-
estly believed

so, Chaplin didn't

have grapefruit for

breakfast and was
not engaged to any

"local girl."

!/ y / / Chaplin, we

\ jy^ / explain away tl

J^^T/ '
'>" terv of the lc

m\ news

"Decorations l>\

K /•' Jama

plain commercial reasons thai Mi
Chaplin's salary be taken in earnesl

it was a large serious fact for the

corporation that had it to pay. The mo-
tion picture public had to be convinced su

that it would see value in the Chaplin

product and pay for it.

"lush the button for the publicity department. " In case

of trouble or unusual perplexity of any kind that is the formula

for action in a motion picture concern.

New York was decided upon for the focus of action. New
York is a good place to start anything, but more

especially a news story. A New York date line

on a news item works on the average news editor

like the milliner's Paris label works on the aver-

age woman in quest of a hat.

One nice Sunday morning an innocent want

ad appeared in all of the New York papers.

It read:

LOST—Checks totalling $250,000, of value

only to lawful owner, somewhere in the vi-

cinity of Washington Square. Will finder

please call Spring 4801 X.

Now to thoroughly appreciate this it

is necessary to understand that every

newspaper has an "early reader," a

young man with a green eye shade and
an appetite for hand-made cigarettes,

who gets to the office hours before the

reporters arrive, to search for assign-

ment material for the day's work. Hi

combs the papers even down to the

births and deaths, the marriage licenses

and the want ads, looking for a suggestion

for a live story. Now since Sunday is a quiet

day for news, with saloons running on low gear, courts and
public offices shut down and business houses closed, the Mon-
day morning paper is the press agent's great opportunity Sun-
day the "early reader" gentleman is especially alert.

Hence that quiet little want ad seeking the return of a quar-

ter of a million dollars worth of checks was sown in fertile

soil. It got a circulation of several millions in the Sunday
papers, but it was written for just ten hawk-eyed young men
with the green eye shades.

They found it.

Then the reporters tried the phone at Spring 4891 X and got

exceedingly little satisfaction and no story. The big idea was

to have them call in person. They did, mostly one at a time, all

afternoon.

The address was in a rather tumbledown studio building in

Washington Square. The apartment was very

Squaresque in its appointments—fire-

place, a mixture of Russian copper, fu-

turistic painting, archaic furniture and

Japanese pottery, plenty of manu-
script, sketches, cigarette smoke and

coffee and abandon.

A Jap boy answered the bell and the

reporter sleuth found himself

confronted interrogatively

by a young man in velveteen

jacket and carpet slip-

pers, evidently an-

noyed at interruption.

It was more than

apparent to any reporter that it was not

probable that checks to the tune of a

quarter of a million were being lost out
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of this establishment. It smelled of mysterious possibility.

Mr. Velveteens did not seem inclined to talk.

"Yes, it was true that the checks were missing from the

place they were put

—

"No, no details about how they were lost

—

"Because it might get somebody in bad, it might hurt the

credit of the corporation concerned, it was rather a mess and

the less said the better."

Of course the story finally leaked out through the chinks

in the conversation, with the reporter adroitly leading. It

was sad indeed that Johnny the office boy, who was taking the

checks from the office uptown to an office downtown for safe-

keeping, should have dropped them while on another errand

for Mr. Velveteens.

"You see the checks had been taken uptown to have them
photographed for the records, they were only of record value

anyway, being salary checks naturally they had been cashed."'

Salary checks—a quarter of a million dollars—it sounded

more and more interesting!

"Whose salary checks?"

"I'd rather not go into that."

"What did they look like?"

After some wheedling and argument Mr. Vel-

veteens yielded enough to let the reporter look at a

photograph of the checks. The reporter

Tht Hiion dollar mystery
mystified a million of people

long before it came to the

screen. Blame the press
agents

pounced on them.

"Why, they're drawn payable to

Charlie Chaplin!"

"Yes, so they are," answered Vel-

veteens, calmly, coldly, indifferently,

acidly, "That's his salary for the

last few weeks." It was said with

extreme casualness, as though
everyone in the world knew it

and nobody cared.

The gentleman from the paper

went out with the photograph ab-

sentmindedly folded into the news-

paper he carried and was per-

mitted to get away with it.

Repeat this operation several times and

you have a complete account of the aft-

ernoon at that Washington Square

studio. The results in the papers the

following morning were charmingly

illustrated with pictures and car-

toons of Mr. Chaplin and reproduc-

tions of his pay checks. From New
York the story and pictures went
across the country and came back to

reap a second crop of attention in the

Sunday supplements. Several hundred pho-

tographs of the checks had to be made to meet
the demand.
The checks fortunately were found in time to go on display

in a Times Square show window and travel about the country

for various exhibitions. The result was that the public was
willing to pay higher admission prices to see Mr. Chaplin's

comedies and the theatres were willing to pay higher rentals

for the films.

Mr. Chaplin is famous as the highest paid artist in the world.

You can begin to see how he got that way.

Having discoursed on Mr. Chaplin for quite a spell it seems

impossible to think of anything but big money, so now we will

turn back the pages of picture history, hitherto unwritten, to

some inside facts on "The Million Dollar Mystery." That was

a great serial in motion pictures, one of the first and most suc-

cessful made. It got its successful launching through a big

news "plant" thoughtfully conceived in a Chicago office and

executed by a sincere press agent in New Rochelle. That was

ever and ever so long ago.

One day when things were quiet in a news way, the police

of New York and New Rochelle were asked to assist in a

search for "Florence Grey," young, beautiful ami the daughter

of a Western mining magnate. She was as missing as Charlie

Ross. There were many romantic details. A veiled and weep-

ing aunt and other members of the cast were in evidence, being

interviewed by detectives and reporters. A large reward was

offered. The search became nation-wide. Pictures of the miss-

ing heroine were printed everywhere. It seemed that an estate

of a million dollars was involved and someway a modest guid-

ing voice of a young man posing as a "friend of the family''

caused the case to be labeled by the newspapers as "The Million
Dollar Mystery."
The mystery raged over the country in the newspapers for

several weeks. It had just reached its crest when an adver-
tising agency in Chicago turned loose a national campaign in

the papers and on the billboards announcing the great serial

picture

—

THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY
Featuring Florence LaBadie
in the role of Florence Grey

Beginning next week at leading theatres everywhere.

The billboards and ads were illustrated by big pictures of

Miss LaBadie, and it was to be noted that the pictures were
identical with those that a short time before had been decorat-

ing the news columns under the name of Florence Grey.

Some of the newspapers and news associations got justly

peevish about the matter and some sharp remarks were made
to the picture company and its advertising agents. However it

was clearly shown that the young "friend

of the family" at New Rocheile must have
been to blame and he seemed to have gone
somewhere for a long vacation about the

time the investigating began.?Of course the press agent yam
does not absolutely have to be pure

fiction. Once in a while the truth

is almost as good. Once in a while an
idea seems good enough to get

space in the papers in a big way
without subterfuge. There was

the campaign for a 15 cent coin,

for example. A certain inven-

tive press agent decided it was
about time to get some wide-
spread national attention for

Helen Holmes, the heroine of

railroad thrillers.

Therefore it was gravely announced
in proper plain faced publicity copy sent

to the newspapers everywhere that the

motion picture interests wanted a fif-

teen cent piece coined so that the

then popular admission price of fif-

teen cents could be paid in one
piece of money, which every
showman knows is the ideal way
to get admissions. The lines at

the box office move faster, also

there is a certain psychology in the

idea that one piece of money seems less

than two pieces of money and therefore is

easier to part with.

The newspapers took kindly to the idea and got so interested

in the fact that the way was nicely paved for the kindly recep-

tion and publication of a suggested design for the coin, dis-

tributed in photographic form bearing the classic features of

Helen Holmes, especially photographed in profile for the pur-

pose. A thousand or so of these photographs were sent out

and the picture appeared a matter of eight hundred times in

the newspapers.

To help the thing along expressions from big merchandisers

of 15 cent articles and big retail chiefs everywhere were gath-

ered and sent out by the press agent in support of the notion.

It flourished for some months and died peacefully.

However, some months after, and long after the coin could

have been of any use, a congressman in a certain yery little

state in the east got excited about the subject and introduced

a bill in congress calling for the coinage of a 15 cent piece.

Nothing further has been heard from it.

It is probably true that publicity never created a success,

but it has often cut the trail and blazed the way for success.

I have in mind a certain rather popular male star. I ought

to use his real name, since he is so haughty with publicity per-

sons these days, but we will call him Mr. X.

The handsome Mr. X was playing important character roles

in the pictures and occasionally was leading man opposite sev-

eral big stars.

Mr. X. felt that he was being held down by the producers

(Continued on page 12?)



THE scenario department of Paramount-Art craft, in the

sunny blonde building on Fifth avenue which those

picture enterprises consider Grand. Headquarters, has
just moved to new rooms. In its spaciousness and quiet,

in its sense of comfort and reposeful thought instead of mere
literary grind, that department suggests a library rather than

the tumultuous script mill of a film factory. Probably the

great number of books perfects that impression. There they
are, stack upon stack, shelf upon shelf. All the fiction of

the hour, a mountain-range of fable and fancy whose foot-

hills make you get down on your knees, and whose peaks
make you get the step-ladder. In these rooms, it seems as

though the Zukor organizations were endeavoring to isolate

the fiction—drama as well as narrative—of the nation.

It not only seems so. It is the truth.

Mr. Zukor has no wish to surrender his hard-earned place

in the very front of the procession. Once upon a time he had
all the stars, or so many of them that those outside his fold

were a very distinct minority. First National, the Big Four
and some other causes recently accounted for a number of the

biggest.

If you take away a resourceful man's principal mainstay he
will immediately turn about and find another. When the stars

began to scatter, the Zukor organization immediately began

its corner on material. Principally, I imagine, under the leader-

ship of its manager of production, H. Whitman Bennett. Mr.
Bennett is an extraordinary film individual, in that he had rather

sign one authorial contract than see his picture in all the trade-

papers. He signs many such contracts, but I have yet to see

his tintype break out in halftone. Everything that is published

is read, almost before its date of publication, in his literary

stock exchange. Everything that seems a screen possibility,

either immediately or in the future, is bought if it can be bought
To this accumulating and reserving force must be added the

story power of the Hearst organization, which has recently com-
bined forces with Paramount-Artcraft.

But, you say, it is as impossible to corner all the great stories

as it would be to collar every genius. Quite true, but it takes

a lot of stories to run the picture business, and not a lot of

stories in the long run, but a lot of stories all the time. And
if you wish to know how many good stories—picture stories

—

appear every thirty days, in books and periodicals, go to your
friendliest news-stand and run over its goods.

I'm not saying that this Zukor move, which must mean an
enormous expenditure, is a throttling of other manufacturers'
activities, but it must be bound to have a certain effect on all

manufacturers' activities. Just what that will be, no one can
foresay. Perhaps it will be a vast stimulus to original writing.

Since she played " The Poor Little Rich Girl " on a New
York 9tage, Viola Dana has done nothing as good as

" Satan Junior."

Heaven knows original writing needs it! Creation is at

such a low ebb now that not long ago an accredited scenario
expert advised all would-be photoplaywrights to type no photo-
plays at all; instead, to write stories, sell them, and then to bring
only the published material to the attention of movie managers.
Bitter pill as that is for the film idealist, we must admit that
that advice had a hard kernel of common sense. However, the
omnivorous Zukor market seeks good originals as well as clever

things in print.

Simultaneously comes another tying-up of materials, show-
ing that the supply trains of the producing rank and file are

being ambushed both right and left.

The second latest move comes from the stage. The theatrical

managers, or at least the younger men among them, plan to

invade the films themselves next year. I am not the possessor

of official information, but I believe A. H. Woods has some
very definite plans in this direction. So has Morris Gest. It

i= possible that Cohan & Harris have also, despite Kin?
George's recent observation to me that the stage and the

movies are utterly different trades, and have little to teach

each other. At any rate, the hand-out of plays for picture

material has suffered an abrupt setback, and certainly the good
screen money in dramatic manuscripts is not going to be
thrown away.

Less than six months ago the star held the center of the

Kliege-lit stage. Now. for the first time, that coveted position

is held by the scenario.



Photoplay Magazine

If you -wonder whether Bill Hart is a real actor or a cow-
man hero, the answer is -written in " The Poppy Girl's

Husband."

Madge Kennedy gives a really artful performance in a

mild fantasy, " Daughter of Mine."

John Harry more a acting glorifies " the Lest of Honor
.1^ Caruso # voice might glorify a popular song.

YY/E are agreed that screen permanence can only come bvW considering the best plays as enduring things, and reviving
them as often as possible.

At the same time only harm can come to the screen by per-
petuating a flood of such miserable revivals as the early Sen-
nett pictures are undergoing, or such debaucheries as the' plays
of William S. Hart, and others, have suffered in the past.

This is not written to condemn certain excellent old Chap-
lins, again on the market, nor a few of the Sennett comedies
which have been put forth with commendable care. At the
same time the cheaper theatres are filled with absolute and
disgusting trash, wretchedly printed, ignorantly titled, stupidly
re-cut. If these things are the measure of immortalitv. page
the shade of Dr. Osier!

SOME surprises this month—surprises which denote healthy
progress. Observe

:

The flashing forth of Viola Dana as an inimitable comedi-
enne

—

William S. Hart, in a great piece of simon-pure characteriza-
tion

—

The return of Rupert Julian, in a splendid photoplay

—

Ditto, George Beban

—

Monroe Salisbury, in the powerful "Light of Victory"

—

John Barrymore, in his first serious screen essay

—

Dorothy Dalton and "Extravagance," star as well as play
remarkable

—

Griffith's discoveries in Clarine Seymour and Carol Demp-
ster

—

William Russell's strong come-back

—

Madge Kennedy's artful performance in the very mild
'Daughter of Mine"

—

Now let's examine the record in detail.

SATAN JUNIOR—Metro

Viola Dana has done nothing as good as this since she
emerged from babyhood to play "The Poor Little Rich Girl"

on a New York stage. What in the hands of almost any other
young woman would have been an inconsistent trifle has been
moulded by the altogether magnetic Viola into an hour of con-

sistent laughter. Gone is the brooding little sad-eyed thing of

the regular Dana photoplay. Gone is the meekness. The gen-

tleness went too. So did the unsophistication. In their place

appears a silk-stockinged whirlwind, a total of adolescent and
healthy girl, a suave practical joker, a cunning and altogether

modern small master of men. Lest the observer thoughtlessly

infer that Miss Dana's husband and constant director, the late

John Collins, has been responsible for concealing one of the

most irresistible comedy talents the screen has known let us

set down the fact that "Satan Junior" was prepared in its

scenario form by Mr. Collins just before the brief illness that

caused his death. It was perhaps the realest tragedy of his

last days that he could not guide his wife's small feet as they

tripped along the bright, light path he had prepared for them.

The novel from which "Satan Junior" grew was Van Zo Post's

"Diana Ardway." in which that tempestuous young one fastens

her gaze and determination upon Paul Worden, a play-

wright in the first years of maturity, and vamps him to the

altar with a ferocity that even the Foxy Theda never knew.

Diana is a rebellious child, put into perfectly frantic tantrums

of temper by the amused Worden's attempts to regard her

not as a young person, but as a runaway baby who should be

spanked, given a stick of candy, and trundled home. The

fervor with which Diana wrecked his house when Worden stated

this credo knocked all notions of innate Danaesque gentleness

out of my mind forever. If the picture hadn't been well framed

this miniature cyclone would have kicked it right out of the

screen. Fanciful and inconsistent the author's imagining may
have been, but as it's played it has everything that a rapid and

fantastic comedy should have—a whirl of action, delightful

direction, line setting, faultless acting. It is rosy with the

lure of sex in a natural and honestly human way.' Milton Sills,

as Worden, is better than at any time since he became a shadow

player. Herbert Blache was the conductor, and his tempi and

readings are above reproach.

THE POPPY GIRL'S HUSBAND Hart-Ince

I'll say it took nerve to put out these five reels of grim

life. From start to finish, not one concession to what the

commercial manager terms popular taste. Not one reminiscence
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of the romantic Wild West which has piled up Bill Hart's fame

and fortune. This is a "Boston Blackie" story in which Blackie

is a very minor figure. It is "Hairpin Harry," a housebreaker

who has taken college degrees at it —and then a long sentence

—

who looms upon the sunstained canvas. Harry's rock of ages

is his wife, whose hair is no yellower than her heart. The

picture opens upon Harry "in solitary," put there for slugging

a fellow-con who told him that his wife was no longer waiting.

And, on parole, with a close-clipped poll ludicrously unfamiliar

to people who for years have seen that same head shaping a

Stetson, Harry goes back to town to hell, rather, for be has

stand on the sick- lines and witness his ex-wife's legalized

liaison with the very copper who put him away. The story

keeps on running true. Veritable bull that he is, Big Mike Mc-
f alter; v wails lor the tip from the Poppy Girl, no more his

than Harry's, to begin a "frame" which shall once more put

Hairpin out of the way. The real romance, tender, pathetic,

is of the kind that made 0. Henry's name enduring. Just

one individual likes, and saves, the convict: his little boy, whom
he meets "playing Indian," lonesome as himself, in the park.

The forlorn little fellow, neglected in his mother's lazy pas-

sion for the man-hunter, snatches his father from a hideous

revenge, and together they go away to a quiet valley in the

cra^s of the great divide to start life all over again—just a

couple of little fellers together. This piece goes into my li-

brary of enduring recollections. It has no silly rewards and

sillier punishments. Things go on as they were, save for the

blessed discovery of father and son by each other. If anyone

ever wonders whether Bill Hart is a real actor or a cowman
hero the answer is written here. Juanita Hansen is a perfect

poppy girl, Walter Long—long a soldier—gets back under the

lamps with a sympathetic picture of Boston Blackie, and Georgie

Stone will make you cry and laugh as Donald, the lonely little

boy. The locations are real 'Frisco, like the story. The sce-

nario, by C. Gardner Sullivan, will remind you of the things

that overworked writer used to do.

THE TEST OF HONOR—Artcraff

Perhaps you've wondered, along with the rest of us, why that

superbly serious actor, John Barrymore, has never tried any-

thing but the thin stuff of films. Here is a thick one—murky
and bitter as unrefined molasses. It is derived from the Op-
penheim novel, "The Malefactor." and it would seem that that

was a better title than the windy platitude tacked on the story

as its handle for the celluloids. The performers who count

are three: Mr. Barrymore, the conspiring Marcia Manon, and

one of those two animated bon-bons, the Binneys—the title says

she's Constance, but I'm sure she's Faire. Mr. Barrymore
plays a young Long Island gentleman of estates and ruminative

disposition, ensnared in the physical wiles of Miss Manon. In-

considerately interrupted by a husband, Mr. Barrymore and

that husband fight, the latter is knocked out by his own weak
heart, and the wicked Manon saves herself and damns Mr.
Barrymore by swearing that her dying spouse was fighting to

protect her honor. Sing-singed for manslaughter, Mr. Bam-
more at length emerges hating the world more furiously than

did Edmond Dantes. But Bon-Bon Binney has let down her

dresses and has grown to marriageable age meanwhile, so pres-

ently the gray, grim death's-head comes to life again in the

heart of a virgin whose faith is unshakable. The piece is very

ordinary melodrama, but Mr. Barrymore's performance is mag-
nificent. He reminds me, here, of Caruso glorifying a song out

of tin-pan alley.

THE FIREFLINGERS—Universal

Well, it's good to realize that Rupert Julian hasn't forgotten

how to overact in his year's absence from the screen. Julian

always did lay it on thick, and somehow, you don't resent it,

from him. You rather expect it. So here he goes again, dually

the rich brute Richard Olwell and the gentle outcast Richard
Hatton. an ex-con trying to go straight. Miraculous resem-

blances, you realize, aren't all worked out when they can be
put into a story like this. Olwell, the drunken head of a great

printing concern, is a maniacal abuser of his wife, who, in her
kitchen, feeds Hatton and his pal when they go to Orwell's

house to ask for pay which he refuses to give them for work
honestly performed. It is necessary to remember that these

dissimilar similarities are bearded, and that Olwell is always
(Continued on page iiq)

In " Extravagance " Dorothy Dalton, doing the best -work
of her career, is {jiving a living, vital performance of an

American woman.

Spottiswoode Aitken and little Ben Alexander are human
despite the artificialities of "White Heather."

Thurston Hall and Priscilla Dean in Miss Dean's latest

series of entertaining misdeeds, " The Exquisite Thief.



At the right -Aleta jnd her l>i,<s sister in the library of

Marguerite 8 borne. Marguerite seems to I10IJ the atti-

tude of .1 teacher ana tlvit'.* probably correct; .-flu- has
taught Aleta a great many things mostly about

happinesSi

"I



Aleta's Fairy

Godmother-

Sister

The story of Marguerite Clark's

pretty little adopted sister

reads like a tale by Andersen

or Grimm— or, in point of

happiness, by IMaeterlinck.

I.N
a certain Ne\s York theatre. is a play en-

titled "Good Morning Judge." In this

p!ay is a dance executed by a girl named
Aleta Dore!

Aleta is the adopted sister of Marguerite

Clark.

But we are getting ahead of the story. The
story begins with stale bread and a candy
Easter egg. . . .

Suppose someone told you a story of a very
little girl who was very, very pretty and very.

very poor and who lived in a garret with her

father until he died and who then was left all

alone.

And then, suppose when she was most lonely

and discouraged, out of a dark sky—showering hap-

pines witli even- glance from her eyes—came a

beautiful princess who kissed and comforted her and
brought her into her own wonderful home to

live always. ...
Wouldn't you think that the person who told

you all this had just been to the movies and
that she was reciting the first reel of the picture

she saw? And wouldn't you just feel that in the

next several reels the little girl would grow up and
fall in love with some noble architect only to be
separated by a designing villain? And that the last

reel would see all of their troubles cleared up? And
the fairy princess—no longer important to the little

girl's life—would sadly turn away as the wedding bells

rang out?

Of course you would. But it isn't so in this case
For this isn't a picture story. It's very, very true.

That brings us back to the candy egg and the stale

bread. . . .

While "The Prince and the Pauper" was being screened.

Marguerite Clark used a little double who resembled her
so much that even the most devoted fans could not tell

the difference in the pictures. All that Marguerite knew
about her was that her name was Aleta and that she was a

very quiet and a very talented little double.
And then one day—Marguerite stumbled over the little girl

who was sitting demurely in a corner of the studio eating
lunch. It was the queerest lunch imaginable: a candy Easter
egg, much the worse for wear, and a piece of stale bread.

A few tactful questions brought out the fact that she was
eating this not because she was inclined to be freakish or tem-
peramental but because there had been nothing else in the house
to bring for lunch.

Marguerite Clark, the size of whose heart must not be
judged by her stature, gulped several times, blinked her eyes
and ran away. She went to sister Cora and told her the amaz-
ing truth. Miss Cora investigated and discovered that the
little girl had come to the studio to seek employment, being
utterlv alone in the world since her father had died and that

Simp
look *

lit..- \t

V

the child

was being
crushed under

the strain of

poverty and loneli-

ness.

-—^_ So Marguerite, without

""^N^^x even being prompted by the remem-
brances of the many such roles she
had played in pictures, adopted Aleta

as her own sister.

The most striking thing about it was the acute resem-
blance of Aleta to her benefactress. Those who see

them together remark over this fact.

As time Dassed Aleta studied and played in Marguerite's
home, growing happier and consequently prettier every day
until finally she learned to dance so well that she was given

a real engagement in a Broadway musical comedy.
And nowadays the three of them can be found together up in

Marguerite's huge, sunny apartment which overlooks Central

Park—the doubles looking very much alike and Miss Cora
looking like them both but taller and with soft gray hair in-

stead of golden brown.
"It is like beginning my career all over again to watch

Aleta," said Marguerite. "I am re-living all of the ambitions
that thrilled me when I started my own career."

"I feel as though I had Marguerite back at fourteen." said

Cora. Then to Aleta: "Throw your shoulders back, honey,

and don't fidget.'' Aleta didn"t say a word, just looked lovingiy

at her two fain- godmother sisters, like a pensive. Fra Angelice

cherub. Perhaps she was thinking about that candy Easter

egg—who knows?



Designing

Stage

Settings For

Screen

Spectacles

A SPECIAL stage setting

for every good picture?

This plan has been
proposed to several of the

biggest producers in Los
Angeles and has met with

wholehearted endorsement.

It originated in the mind
of Edwin H. Flagg, who al-

though young in years is old

in the art of painting scenery

for the stage.

Flagg has carried out his

idea recently in several Los
Angeles theaters. Whenever
a producer has a special play

that he desires to give special

treatment, he sends for Flagg.

Flagg visits the studio during

the taking of the play and
thereafter designs a stage set

that essays to carry out the

general effect of the play

locale.

When the play receives its

premiere in one of the big Los
Angeles picture houses, its ef-

fectiveness is enhanced by a
beautiful and appropriate

stage setting. Very often a

prologue is supplemented.
D. W. Griffith and others

have long been interested in

Flagg's idea. Flagg's artists

painted the walls of Babylon
in the original production of
"Intolerance."

A "Quake-Proof

Operator's Cage

WHEN an earthquake set southern Cali-

fornia to dancing not so long ago.

$2 50.000 worth of buildings in Hemet
and San Jacinto were shaken down.
The most unusual feature of the wreckage in

S;;n Jacinto was in connection with the motion

picture theatre there—a frame structure, ve-

neered with concrete blocks and brick. The
theatre was empty, fortunately, as the earth-

quake occurred on a Sunday afternoon. The
shock gave the building a twist and when the

shaking motion reversed itself the whole front

of the theatre fell out. leaving the structure

wide open, with the operator's cage hanging

intact.
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Charlie Chaplin

Describes "A

bosl in the fori i

making Douglas Fairbanl pti

Lures. Twelve entrances make up this

long pon li, ami beginning with the door
,n the furthest lefl . the o! occu

pied bj John Fairbanks, general man
ager; Robert Fail banks . produi tion

manager; Albert Parker and J

Henaberry, directors, Hugh McC'urg,
Glenn Mi Willi. mi- and Charles Wai

on, cameramen. In

c last offi< e works

Bemre Ziedman,

p ii I) I i c i t y
manager

Dog's

Life" To

Helen Keller

ADDING one more taunt to the

medley of jibes hurled against

those unbelievers who declare

Chaplin is no histrionic artist, let us

mention the recent dramatic feat he
achieved when he described, the entire

story of "A Dog's Life" to Helen
Keller, the illustrious blind mute, her-

self at work on a motion picture pro

duction.

As Miss Keller can neither hear nor
Chaplin's task was not an easy one, but
means of "vibrations''—tapping with the

and hands, the golden buffoon succeeded
her understand the gist of the story and
the humor.

I ilming a

Sewer on

a Roof*

THE picture at the left illus-

trates the unique feat of

photographing the interior of

a sewer from the top of a building.

It was taken during the making of

'The Great Gamble." a forthcom-

ing Pathe Serial. Mr. Hutchinson
is the gentleman about to climb the

steel rungs of the ladder leading to

the manhole above. Director Joseph
A. Golden, script in hand, is stand-

ing at extreme left and the lady in

the fur coat is Miss Anne Luther.

Note that the water spilling from
the tank freezes the moment it

strike-; the roof oi 'he studio.



Herods of the Movies

Are the intellectual Tetrarchs of the

Twentieth Century striving to murder

in infancy a mighty rival of Tomorrow?

By

Arthur Stringer

THE more truly philosophic you are,

I take it, the less you dole out praise

or blame, and the deeper you delve

for causes and reasons.

W h e n , accordingly, some
twenty-five of America's most
prosperous fiction-writers com-
bine in public condemnation
of the movies, you are not
unnaturally a little curious, as

an impersonal observer of hu-

man phenomena, to know why
the toilers in one art are so anx-

ious to see a sister art take the

count, and a sister art

still in its tenderest

young teens.

Tne author, as a

rule, is not a reaction-

ary. But any artist,

immer ed in his la-

boriously acquired
technical dexteri-

ties, is averse to

organic disturb-

ance. A purely

self - protec-

tive instinct

prompts h i m
to dislike any-

thing that threat-

ens his established

methods, methods for which time has

brought reverence and to which tradition

has brought authority. But any art, no

matter how intellectualized, is disturbingly

dependent on the mechanical processes in-

volved in its execution, and survives in a

fixed form only so long as these processes

are not supplanted by better ones.

The most accomplished master of the

clavichord, for instance, promptly went

down before the invention of the piano-forte, and the introduc-

tion of the stage-curtain just as promptly altered the format

of the modern drama. Then along came photography. And

("EDITOR'S NOTE:— Ever since it gave space to Mr. Pollock's expression,
>Z-> "The Author's Strike," and its parallel arraignment, "The Prussian Au-
thocracy," PHOTOPLAY has been under a mingled barrage of bouquets and
brickbats. The heaviest of the latter is a solemn resolution of condemnation
by The Author's League. The most exotic and fragrant of the former is the

magnificently spirited tribute to America s one individual art-form printed be-

low. In Mr. Stringer the Motion Picture has found a superb analyst and
brilliant acclaimer. Only Hugo Munsterberg and Vachel Lindsay have re-

garded it -with vision so prophetic and faith so exalted. Mr. Stringer is one
of the best-known novelists, short-story w riters and dramatists in the field of

contemporary letters. To most of you he needs no introduction. The gun he
carries—in the center picture— is probably loaded for some stubborn author.)

untouched with fear,

for in the movies this

same fiction - writer

beholds machin-
ery conquering his

old fields and me-
chanics putting the

stamp of the obsolete

on his old methods.
The same upheaval
came to the parch-

ment embroiderer
and the quill-driver

with the invention of

printing, just as it

must have come still

earlier with the evo-

lution of written
speech, and still ear-

lier again with the

first crude sign-lan-

guage scratched with

a walrus-tooth on a

shell-face, and even
before that with the

organization
of throat-grunts and
brutish calls into

some accepted form
of speech.

For, as I have al-

ready said, the motion-picture is more than a new art; it is a

new language, a new method of expressing thought and com-
municating emotion. It is an amplified sign-language, the

picture-talk of primitive man vitalized by movement and mag-

. Stringer Says:

"~K JAN has brought a

I \/ 1 new and much more
direct language into

existence — a language, in-

deed, which even duplicates

the processes of the human
mind, since thought itself is

a stream of pictures. It is

this new language, scarcely

out of its baby-lisp, that

the fiction-writers of today

are berating.

"It has suffered too much from
its intellectual navvies draining a

fecund new republic to sustain

some decrepit old monarchy. The
hope of the movie lies in creating

and training and recognizing its

own workers, in establishing and jealously

guardi»- * its own technique, and in ex-

ploii ..j, its own possibilities -f loveliness

and power.'

man, the ever inventive, having achieved the miracle of sun

writing has found it possible to supersede the old and labor- nihed to splendor. It is life itself, singled out and set in a

ious method of conveying an idea or telling a story. It took frame. And as life it is deficient, as it stands, in just two
things. One is color. And the other is sound.

Since it feeds the mind through the eye. and not through

the ear, we have fallen into the habit of speaking of it as the

a good many centuries, it is true, to perfect that older art

of relating things by means of the units of an alphabet com-

bined into picture-suggesting groups—and it is only in so far

as you are able to think fundamentally, to reach down to the

biologic basis of things, that you will realize how involved and

unwieldy a process of mental expression man's slowly ac-

quired gift of speech and language has remained. Hut In-

projecting upon a stretched cotton sheet images of himself in

action, and in relation to his fellows and his backgrounds, a

new and much more direct language has been brought into

existence. It is a language, indeed, which even duplicates in

its methods the processes of the human mind, since thought

itself is a stream of "pictures." with concentrated attention

typified by the "close-up" and memory represented by the

"cut-back." And it is this new language, scarcely out of its

baby lisp, that the fiction-writers oi to-da\ are berating.

If. as they protest, they despise the motion-picture, they

do so very much as the hand-laborer of yesterday despised

the spinning-jenny and the self-binder. It is contempt not

7S

silent drama, and we have hybridized its methods by imposing

upon it the emotionalizing accompaniment of music and the

elucidating sign-post of the sub-title, over-scrolling the pic-

ture itself with printed text precisely as the mediaeval painters

once over-scored their paintings with verbal explanations.

But the motion-picture is not silent drama. It is not drama,

in the first place, any more than it is animated sculpture, and

we can call it silent only as we confuse it with drama,

wherein, of course, the actors have the power of speech. But

this new, this novel, this revolutionary art which has been

tossed into the world speaks, not in words, but in action and

scenic impression. It is quite vocal enough, only we haven't

yet taken the trouble to acquaint ourselves with its amazingly

impressive alphabet. In other words, we have deferred fixing

on settled values for its different counters of expresson.

(Continued on page ny)



Some Better Film newspapers. Watch for news of The Better Photoplay

League of America in these papers. Others will be anncijiced later.

1AM heartily in sympathy with the aims of The Better
Photoplay League. The Oregonian has ever frowned

upon photoplay salaciousness and the implication of such
advertisements as 'No children under 16 admitted.'"

James II. Cassell, Photoplay Editor, The Oregonian,
Portland, Oregon.

''I WOULD like very much to have you put our papers

1 on the mailing list, sending your copy to the follow-
ing editors

:

Victor Morgan, The Press, Cleveland, O
M. L. Felber, The Press, Akron, O.

E. E. Cook, The Citizen, Columbus, O.

N. D. Cochran, The News-Bee, Toledo, 0.

F. W. Rostock, The Post, Cincinnati, O.

W. E. Battenfield, The News, Des Moines, la.

G. B. Parker, The News, Oklahoma City, Okla."

Earle E. Martin, editor-in-chief, The Scripps-McRae
League of Newspapers, Cleveland, O.

The Better Photoplay League of America
Minneapolis mayor advocates screen-fight against bol-

shevism— the Film Club of Boston joins League—
new branches in Brooklyn, St. Paul and other centers.

By Janet Priest

THE screen, its people and its patrons can aid in averting

the sweep of discontent and misrule which the wavers
of the red flag are trying to bring about, believes J. E.

Meyers, mayor of Minneapolis.

"Now is the time," says Mayor Meyers, '"for photoplays
showing the wonderful opportunities open to Americans. Pro-
ducers and screen writers ought to bend all their efforts toward
preventing the spread of labor troubles and race and class

riots which a lawless and mistaken element is attempting to

foster. I refer to those elements, both foreign and American,
who are laboring to destroy American ideals.

"Many of our most prominent and respected citizens have
literally come up from nothing, in this land of unparalleled
chance for individual development. Nowhere else in the world
are such opportunities open to those who are willing to work.
The screen can do a noble service in driving that fact home to

the millions, and photoplays which show real-life romances of
this sort can do much toward quelling the unrest now being
engendered by the unwise and the unscrupulous."
Mayor Meyers has a constructive mind. In making this

statement in an interview with the executive secretary of The
Better Photoplay League of America, he was not advocating

the mutilation of pictures already in existence, but rather the

addition of a valuable idea, in order to make people realize

the benefits of American citizenship.

Any picture which advocates lawlessness is not a "better

film," and should not have the support or sanction of Ameri-
cans. "Any picture," says Mayor Meyers, "which belittles

crime and lawlessness is certainly an immoral picture, be that

crime whatsoever it may."
"Beware of bolsheviki," is the gist of the mayor's remarks.

"There will be no business," he says, "if the businesses are

destroyed."

At the present time, the motion picture industry itself is

facing embarrassment and serious injury by a persistent at-

tempt to saddle the nation with censorship. Unfortunately, the

desire to rend and shatter they know not what has taken hold,

not only upon the so-called lower classes of society, but upon
those whose time hangs heavy on their hand?: who. without

enough interests of their own. are trying to regulate the lives

and amusements of others. These are the high-brow bolsheviki,

who want to foist censorship upon the nation, state by state,

with themselves, perhaps, appointed as the censors.

Gerald Stanley Lee. writing in the Saturday Evening Post,
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: A NY play chat leads the mind to lawlessness and an indifference to our institutions will

^* counteract upon the business, as well as injure the moral standing of the community. . . .

Any picture that belittles crime and

lawlessness is certainly an immoral

picture, be that crime whatsoever it

may be." ±xJ
Mayor.

says, "The censor spirit is a German spirit, the spirit we have

been fighting the world to put down. . . . Censors do not

know which they are more afraid of—the truth or the people;

but they fairly lie down and cry when they see anybody having

the nerve to try putting the people and the truth

together." That is as true in regard to motion

picture censorship as it is in regard to any other

kind.

The spirit responsible for the burning of the

Salem ''witches" is still alive. It is the spirit

of some demanding jurisdiction over the lives

and thoughts of others. Members of a commis-

sion recently appointed in one city to look into

the subject of motion picture censorship and hear

arguments pro and con, arose and argued

heatedly for censorship, forgetting the object for

which they had been called together. They claimed

to be seeking for light,—yet whenever a light

shone in upon them, they deliberately pulled

down the blinds.

The censor-minded persons do not realize,

perhaps, where they are driving a patient

people. With autocrats of brows low and high

attempting in various ways to rob citizens of

their rights and privileges, small wonder if there

should presently result an embarkation in a new
Mayflower, its destination a new land of promise.

AN evidence that state censorship is not effica-

cious was the recent attempt in the city

of Cleveland to have a local board re-censor

films already passed by the paid state censors. In

addition to the occupation of censor may we now
expect the occupation of re-censor? Then might

follow the re-re-censor, unless producers and ex-

hibitors first lost all patience and refused to

make or show any more pictures. If high-

brow bolsheviki have their way the motion pic-

ture, the people's garden of delight, will gradually

be choked to death by the weeds of censorship.

"I don't want censorship," says Mayor Meyers

of Minneapolis. "I'm not looking for trouble.

have confidence in the motion picture exhibitors,

for they have shown a desire to co-operate."

The mayor has four aides whose identity is un-

known—people in whose, judgment he has con-

fidence. When he receives a complaint in regard

to a motion picture he sends them to investigate.

If they say changes are necessary, he calls the

exhibitor into consultation, and the changes are

made. If the aides disagree, he goes to look into

the situation himself.

"The mayor is fair-minded," says Clyde H.
Hitchcock, manager of the Princess Theatre

"And he could be extremely autocratic if he

wanted to. Under the law he can revoke the li-

cense of any theatre and can reinstate any theatre whose license

the city council may have revoked." Representatives of the

Minneapolis Film Board of Trade. The Theatrical Protective

League and the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Corporation of the

Northwest are glad to co-operate with him.

Mayor Meyers is receiving the suggestions issued by The
better Photoplay League of America, and will continue to i\o

SO as lone; as he cares to have them. He believes the con-

structive way lo In- the better way. in pictures as in other

Mrs. J. Wentworth
Brackett, president of

the new Branch League,

the Film Club of Boston,

working constructively

for worth-while films.

Mrs, Brackett is an or-

ganizer of ability.

things. "I am more than pleased," he says, that your League,
as I understand it, stands for the same principles." Building
rather than tearing down; guidance rather than ruthless de-

struction; democracy rather than rule by autocrats,—surely

this is the better way.

Caryl B. Storrs, dramatic critic of the Minneapolis

Tribune, writes, "Here's success to The Better

Photoplay League, and all best wishes for the

accomplishment of its crusade against undesirable

movies." Harry Wakefield, managing editor of

the same newspaper, says, "You can't standardize

art to suit the censors. The public always clears

up its own problems in the long run." Minnesota
has rejected state censorship. May other states with

the same problem have equal clearness of vision!

Last month the greatest manufacturers in the in-

dustry pledged themselves through the pages of Photo-
play to the making of clean pictures. This

was the formulation in words of the policy

they were already following, in the produc-

tion of films creditable to the entire industry.

Blair McElroy. of the Chicago firm of Fitz-

patrick, McElroy. Inc., who represent the Ford
Educational Weekly, and own and operate twen-
ty-two picture theatres, says, "All the great ad-

vances in the screen industry have been made by
means of pictures that were clean. Fifty-two

weeks in the year are the stairs a theater manager
has to climb. He can't afford to have one week
in which the parents say. "We'd better not take

the kiddies this time.' Baby buggies are always

welcome sight in the lobbies of our theatres, and we
pay the children's war-tax ourselves. There's one pic-

ture maker especially to whom I take off my hat.

—

that's Dick Rowland of Metro. You never get a
picture from him that father, mother and the chil-

dren can't see."

Better films—not the denatured or the mutilated

drama—is the slogan of The Better Photoplay League.

fe

Mrs. E. C. Burg oss.

chairman of the Brook-
lyn Branch: also pres-

ident of the C a m e

o

Branch of the Interna-

tional Sunshine Societj ,

and a prominent welfare
worker,

THE Film Club of Boston, one of the most impor-

tant organizations in the United States inter-

ested in the screen art. has become officially

affiliated with The Better Photoplay League of

America. The Film Club is planning a series

of morning matinees for children, as an exten-

sion to its work since becoming identified with the

League. Mrs. J. Wentworth Brackett is president

of both the Film Club and of the new Branch

League; Mrs. Frank J. Howard is first vice-presi-

dent; Dr. Carrie I. Bence second vice-president;

Dr. G. Maude Hough and Miss Mabel M. Brewer-

ton recording secretaries: Miss Elizabeth A.

Downs, treasurer: Mrs. Walter A. Hartstone. au-

ditor: and the ten original League members are

Alfred black. Mrs. Marcellus Aver. Miss Mabel

M. Anderson, Mrs. Harry F. Campbell. Mrs. Marie D. Faelten,

Mi- Mabel Golden, John H. C.utterson, Mrs. W. C. Tike. Mrs.

Edwin A. Shuman and Miss Bonnie Starratt.

The Film Club of boston has among its members, both regu-

lar and honorary, some of the most prominent persons in the

screen industry, such as David Wark Griffith. Samuel Rothap-

fel. Miss Anita Stewart. Miss Rose Coghlan. Thomas Ince and

J. Stuart Blackton. The object of the club is to interest people

in the best films, to help
(
Continued on page 124)



When you hear Mitchell

Lewis talk ol the son

of life he cares about,

you imagine the work

isn't half large enough

for him to wander in.

By An>: la

R o G BRS St. John

Xrapping a

V agabond
Tl I \ r in. in can'l be an a< tor!

Some Hash of telegraphy wires .in impression

to your brain every time you meet ;i man for

the first time.

The above was my first flash in regard to Mitchell

1 #cwis<

Now I'm OOt in anv way depreciating actors. With

the rest of my sex, 1 have offered a bil oi incense

ii the shrine of the matinee idol, and even shed a

tear or two over some particularly fascinating

male stage beauty's misfortune in not knowing

me. lint one must admit that there are some

tilings forever and unfailingly connected with

actors—savoir faire, polish, a special brand of

handsomeness, a certain way of wearing clothe-.

Not one of the earmarks did Mitchell Lewis

evidence. Instead he brought with him some-

how a breath of pines, a glint of wide sea

spaces at dawn, a sound of silver wind in bend-

ing grasses.

As he sat on the mahogany rocker in my
den, the man whose 'Roleon in "The Barrier" re-

mains one of the classic performances of the

screen, beloved and unforgettable, he looked

much too big for the chair and very much

too big for his clothes. In fact, though they

were very nice clothes, he seemed bursting

from them, like a marine officer in civilian

attire. He might have been an explorer, a

builder of bridges, an adventurer, but an

actor—never!

Yet he is an actor, and a most excellent one,

having to his credit some well known stage

successes as well as the creation of more French

Canadian and half breed types than any man in

the pictures. His performance with
^

Madame
Nazimova in her last Broadway hit, " 'Ception

Shoals," proved a delight, even to the capricious

star.

He didn't say he didn't like being interviewed,

"The French-Canadian is the last of the old-time adventurers

left to us," says Mitchell Lewis—"a romanticist, one who loves

the game of life for the game's sake. A brave man, of big heart

— a fighter." Above, Mr. Lewis in such a character

—

'Poleon

Doret, in his best-known play, "The Barrier." Below—Lewis
— "an explorer, a builder of bridges, an adventurer— but

an actor?—never!
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in

Above—on location in the Yosemite Valley
for "Children of Banishment," with Bessie

Eyton—former Selig star.

but I gathered the fact almost imme-
diately. He sat rather on the edge
of his chair and regarded me with
suspicion, as any regular he-man
has a right to regard a perfectly

strange female who comes to pry
into his thoughts.

Conversationally, having ex-

hausted the war and the weather,
we were deadlocked. I daresay
we should have remained dead-
locked, since he plainly regarded
me as untrustworthy, if it hadn't
been for Jim. Now Jim is a
bulldog—a large, ferocious look-
ing animal, with a

friendly disposition

and a tendency to

shed white hairs
that makes him un-
popular with callers,

this instance, he was a life-savor.

Mr. Lewis approved of Jim, and dis-

covering that Jim approved of me,
he took that as sufficient guaranty of

my good faith.

"Show me a man that doesn't like

'logs," he remarked, in the mellow
voice of a man used to speaking

against the roar of breakers and the

splash of rain, "and I'll show you a

man who isn't til to associate with 'em."

Jim. agreeing with this sentiment, settled

himself beneath the big. roughly caressing

band and the rest of the talk was punctu-

ated with slaps, growls and tail waggings.

"Anyway, the customs of men are so dam' silly, eh?" he

demanded, his black eyes in the ruddy tan of his skin, spar-

kling with fun. "Man has the whole beautiful world to live

in and he coups himself up in a dirty little piece of it and
puts brick walls around it. He becomes so absorbed in try-

ing to own a few square feet, or miles, of it for his own
with a fence around it that he forgets to take the joy of
earth that belongs to all mankind.

Below— In "The Code of the Yukon" Mitchell
Lewis gave us another of his French Canadian

characterizations.

"He has the sky to sleep under, the earth

to sleep upon, and he crawls into a hole and
pulls covers up over his head to keep out

the sweet night air. The world was made
for him—even the Bible tells us that—and he

refuses the gift, and is afraid of most of it,

of the sea, the snow, the mountains, the

desert.

"The man who lives outdoors—in the

great alone, knows things that the man of

shut-in places can't possibly know. I tell

you there is no peace like that learned from
the stars, no joy like the joy of dawn, no
rest like the swing of the ocean. The man
who has lived all his life in his own lit-

tle village—even if that village happens
to be the biggest town on the map

—

has missed the meaning of life. To-
morrow, he should take the trail, the

long trail to the ways beyond. It is

long, but it is full of songs and
silences, that fill your heart and
brain and make vou feel big

—

big."

We came, inevitably, to 'Poleon

and the French-Canadian, which
type Lewis has made distinctly

his own. He has studied the

French Canuck thoroughly, and
he loves him.

"He is the type of man that

most n.en and all women love,"

he said slowly, thoughtfully,

"and it seems to me he is the

last of the old time adven-

romanticist, one who loves the

He thinks little of life, less of

death and much of living. He is a brave man of big heart

and ready wit. reckless and sometimes wicked, but never mean
or small. He loves little children.

"He is very lovable." he pointed out quietly, "and much
misunderstood. I hope to do that much in my 3011117—to

bring the real French-Canadian to the front. I shall feel I

have paid a debt to—my friends."

turers left to us. He is a

game for the game's sake.



In addition to being a mobile
moving picture outfit the equip-

ment included in this unique body
a regular repair shop. This illus-

tration shows English soldiers in

charge <>{ the truck making road-

side repairs.

With its sides closed for over-

land touring this outfit resembles

a moving van. Note the moving
picture projector in the opened

truck above. Hammocks are pro-

vided inside and afford members
of the crew an opportunity to

camp at any chosen point.

Educational Films "R. F. D.
55

In the near future rural America
will likely be taught from the wall

of a motion picture auto truck.

THE two picture? above illustrate an interesting institu-

tion used a great deal in rural England, for educational

purposes. It is a mobile moving picture outfit, which,
during the war, toured England. Scotland. Ireland and

Wales exploiting, by the screen, war propaganda tending to

counteract pacifist sentiment. Its success was undoubted, in

reaching the masses living far from the influences of metropoli-

tan centers.

England used a group of ten of these mobile trucks and it is

reported that there are more under construction. This convey-
ance has been liberally discussed in educational centers of this

country and will very likely come into use in the near future

—

particularly in connection with the exploitation of the hundreds
of reels of instructive film now forming a part of the educa-
tional energies of the various extension universities.

CHILD-LIFE is to be thoroughly depicted through motion
pictures, according to the plan of the Texas Congress of

Mothers. This organization, active for some time, as early as

1017 realized the usefulness of the screen in the dissemination

of child-raising information. With this in mind a chairman

of motion pictures was appointed. As a result a Motion Pic-

ture Child Welfare Exhibit was established, now being shown

throughout the state.

Immediate arrangements were made to visit the larger cities

in the state with a view of seeking the co-operation of health

departments, humane societies, federated charity organiza-

tions, parent teacher associations, welfare boards, play park

supervisors, county and city hospitals, and all organization-

interested in the welfare of the child. The result of these ef-

forts is that the Texas Congress of Mothers has now established

a Motion Picture Child-Welfare Exhibit consisting at present

of approximately five thousand feet of Child-Welfare activities

in Texas.

The first reel treats of pre-natal care, infant hygiene, ob-

stetrical work, preparation, modification and distribution of

milk from Infant Welfare and Milk Stations: '"Weighing and

Measuring" children in schools and clinics (this in accordance

with Government outlined plans).

The second reel treats of the kindergarten age. day nurse-

S3
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ries for American and foreign children, work of humane so-

cieties, federated charities, work of parent-teacher associa-

tions in establishing lunch rooms and cooking classes for young
mothers.

The third reel takes up the child at

school age, picturing the recreational

work in public schools, city play

parks, nature study classes, the

"back to school drive."

The third reel also shows the

splendid work in the rural schools in

Harris County, the means of trans-

porting children for miles around to

the various schools in the district.

It shows the work in some of the

Houston schools in the teaching of

the deaf to speak, and the teaching

of the sub-normal child.

The fourth reel treats of the

Health Conferences held by the University of Texas, their

Inter-scholastic League work in rural schools.

The fifth reel treats of the college life of the girl in Texas'

A snapshot of Cor-
poral J. Stuart
Blackton, Jr. and
his father, posed
the day the soldier

arrived from
France.

ASK THIS DEPARTMENT
1. For information concerning motion pic-

tures for all places other than theatres.

2. To find for you the films suited to the pur-
poses and programs of any institution or
organization.

3. Where and how to get them.
4. For information regarding projectors and

equipment for showing pictures.

Address: Educational Department

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE, CHICAGO
(Send stamped, self-addressed envelope)

great College of Industrial Arts, where the girls are prepared
for future home-makers and mothers. This takes up the de-

partment of home economics, nature study, and the kinder-

garten work as taught in the college.

This Motion Picture Exhibit was
first shown at the State Child Wel-
fare Conference held in Wichita

Falls in November last, and is now
being circulated over the state, sub-

ject to the call of Parent-Teacher
Associations, Civic organizations and
all interested in the welfare of the

child, there being no cost attached

to the usage of the exhibit other than

transportation charges to and from
destination, and damage to film.

Additions will be made to the ex-

hibit from time to time as suitable

material can be secured, it being the

intention of the committee to depict child-life in a way which
is most convincing to the general public—through the movies.

(Continued on page 125

)

Chaplin Holds
the Rhine!

By Corporal

J. Stuart Blackton, Jr.

THE only American who per-

formed the amazing feat of

marching into even,' German
point of occupation simulta-

neously after the armistice was de-

clared was Private Charlie Chaplin,

Hollywood regiment, Merriment Di-

vision.

It was my impression that the

buoyancy of the American soldier

even during the dark days of the war
was in a large part due to the divert-

ing influence of the motion picture.

Through the V. M. C. A. the mo-
tion picture entered the war with the

first shipment of soldiers overseas,

and it followed them through drill

days, fighting days, and did not for-

sake them at the blast of the armi-

stice whistle but went right along

with the army of occupation into

Germany.
The Y. M. C. A. commandeered all

of the large halls in the occupied

German cities and towns, and even as

this is written the boys arc watching

Charlie Chaplin from seats as com-
fortable as those provided in theatres

back home.
The shows were not all held in ac-

tual theatres, however, during the

war. At La Chalade, a little town
in the Argonne. the scene of some of

the bloodiest fighting of the war, I

found a subterranean theatre in which

shows were conducted nightly. At
Fleville. three days before the armi-

stice was signed. I witnessed a show
where operator and audience were

compelled to don ga^ masks. Dur-

ing a performance at Grande Pre a

shell knocked off a comer of the

building but the show went on.
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Don V do this! It make*
fit Clltick ragged

Remove the dead tkin gently,

tj/'cly thh way

The only thing that

protect* the sensitive

naif root is t 1 * inch

of cuticle

The wrong and the right way
to care for vour cuticle

Learn to keep it smooth without ruinous cutting

wHEN you use knife or scissors on
vour cuticle, you cut iuto the living

skin. If you look throughja magni-
fying glass, you will see that this is so

—

that you have made tiny, jagged cuts in

the flesh itself. The skin in its effort to

heal these uglv little places, grows up
quickly, unevenly, and forms thick, rough.
ragged cuticle.

How to keep your cuticle smooth
You can keep your cuticle so thin,

smooth, even, that it gives especial beauty
to your hand.

Wrap a bit of cotton around the end of
an orange stick (both come in the Cutex
package). Dip it into the Cutex bottle

and work the stick around the base of the

nail, gcntlv pushing back the dead cuticle.

Wash the hands in warm. Miajn water,
pressing back the cuticle edge when drying your
hands. In this, way you keep your cuticle in perfect

condition with no breaking or cutting of the -kin.

Thousands of women ha\e learned
that Cutex makes hangnails and rough,
heavy cuticle a thing of the past.

To keep your hands well groomed all the time

With le^s time than you spend each
week brushing your teeth, you can keep
vour nails conspicuously attractive.

Once or twice a week give them a quick
Cutex manicure. You will enjoy see-

ing \our hands always looking perfectly-

groomed, lovely.

At anv drug or department store vou ran gel Cutex Powder
Cutev. The Cuticle Remover comes in t>. and Polish in this

6.V bottles. Cutex Nail V hit.- is 35c. Cutex Nail imp roved
Polish in cake, paste, powder, liquid or slick form irOTy -like
i> 95c. Cutex Cuticle Comfort is also 35c. tube, 55c

A complete trial manicure set for only 21c
Mail the coupon today with 21c. and we will send
you the complete Midget Manicure Set shown be-
low. This will oive vou at least six Cutex manicures.

Address Northam Warren. Dept. 706. Ill \\ . !7thSt.,

New VorkCitv. Ifyou live in Canada, address Northam
Warren, Dept. 706, 200 Mountain St., Montreal.

MAIL
COUPON
With 21c
TODAY

le^St

NORTHAM WARREN
Dept. 706. 114 W. 17th St., V Y. C.

Name

Street

Citv. .

Send 21c for

this complete

Manicure Set

State.

!£=£. &
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAC AZIXE.



This picture was fatten of June just after she setzeJ

the idea of contributing to (he world's food BUpp'y.
Hence the smile.

86

l ou anJ we know why the wafer isn t running
through the hose. If .Tune would only run her

eve along the hose

—
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tpr Don't "borrow or steal" because your ^
prettiest things are soiled!

^OR goodness sake, Barbara! How did you do it?" asked

thegirls. "/ have /r#<?foresight," replied Barbara solemnly.

"Ifmy very prettiest blouse or collar or camisole happens

to be soiled when I get a bid to go somewhere, I toss it into a bowl-

ful ofdelicate Lux suds and make it fresh again in half a minute."

Lux is as delicate as the things it launders. It comes in

white, transparent flakes that dissolve instantly in hot water

and whip up into the purest cleansing lather.

Anything that water won't injure, you can trust to the

rich Lux suds.

Your grocer, druggist or department store has Lux. Lever
Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.

TO WASH SILK
BLOUSES

Whisk a tablespoonful of Lux
Into a thick lather in very hot
water. Add cold water till luke-

warm. Squeeze the suds through

your blouse - do not rub. Rinse

three times in clear, lukewarm
water. Dry in the shade. When
nearly dry, press with a warm iron

—never a hot one. Georgette crepe

blouses should be gently pulled in-

to shape as they dry and also

should be shaped as they are ironed.

Copyrighted, 1919 by Lever Bros. Co.

USE LUX
FOR THESE

Lace Collars
Washable Satin
Collars and Cuffs

Organdy Collars
and Cuffs

Sweaters
Silk Underwear
Silk Stockings
Washable Gloves
Washable Satin
Skirts and Petti-

coats
Georgette Blouses
Crepe de Chine
Blouses

Corsets
Spats

There is nothing for

fine laundering like J^ux

When you write to advertisers pleas© mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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' I 'HIS is YOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.

-* What hare you seen, in the past month, which was stupid, unlife-

like, ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

It's Greek to Us.

IN Norma Talmadge's "The Forbidden City"—two notes

of Chinese character were shown. That was all right but
when they were seen to be flashed on upside down—_that was
too much for a person born in China ! Also who ever heard of a

Chinese worshipping Buddha? Some mistake!

A Chinese-born American. East Orange. N. J.

Perhaps He Could Still Smell

IN, "The Honor System,"' Miriam Cooper brings some
flowers to Milton Sills who has been blinded during his

term of imprisonment. Fancy bringing flowers to a blind man!
It must be interesting indeed to listen to a bunch of flowers.

In the same picture. Milton manages to send a wireless to

japan. The receiving station there is in a beautiful little

bamboo cottage. Looks very nice and pretty, but let me tell

you that the wireless station even in Japan ia in an
ordinary brick and mortar building and not in a

nice pretty little bam- ^
boo tea-house. w c j n ~ u

j- q j
Dear and Dumb

Christiana. Xorwav. Whistling, Maybe

.1 Horse Before His Time

IX "Eye for Eye" I noticed among the numerous handsome
steeds one that was bob-tailed. Was this the fashion among

the Bedouins? K. A. Suelke, Cape May. X. J.

. I Three Dollar Bill

IX "The Dub." Wallace Reid. goes riding in a taxi. Ac
the end of the ride the register shows that two dollars

and ten cents must come out of his pocket. He hands the

chauffeur a bill (onlv one bill) and receives silver change.

M. L. Linden. Xew Rochelle. X. V.

A

P

That Would Be In-

human !

IN "Hands Up" with

Ruth Roland our

hero and his cow-
punchers dress like '48

and Ruth, like 1918.

Why the mixture of

1848 and 191 8? Every
time Ruth gets into

trouble which is often,

our hero is right there

with a dozen cowpunchers
the ranch house. If they

be cowpunchers win- dont

now and then?

W. B. Elm,

IN "Out of a Clear Sky," the collie

must have had wonderful ears

to be able to hear his master whist-

ling for him at the bottom of a roar-

ing' waterfall.

This picture also shows Marguerite
Clark's uncle getting' out of the train

on the bridge through the vestibule

of a modern pullman car. Yet, when
a full shot is given of the train on
the bridge I saw a narrow gauge
open car.

John Emerson, Scranton, Pa,

who are always at

are supposed t

they punch cows

Portland, Ore.

Get a New Doctor!

IN "Ashes of Love," the faithless wife

is dying of pneumonia, while the un-

suspecting and doting husband stands

by the bedside with the doctor, prav-

ing that something can be done. Yet
she is wearing a flimsy, lacy night

gown, and the covers are held be-

low her armpits, leaving chest,

shoulders, and arms exposed.

Mae Ritssell, Los Angeles.

Bessie Wore Large Shoes

IX "A Trick of Fate" Bessie Bar-

riscale, walking in the park, re-

moves her slipper. A large hole in

the sole is shown, while the heel,

one of those high affairs, and which was plainly visible, showed
no wear at all. She then calmly folds and refolds part of a

newspaper until she has at least twenty thicknesses of paper,

uses it as an innersole and slips her foot in just as easy, seem*
ingly with no effort at all. E. R. Mason. Joliet, 111.

. 8S

Stowaway De Luxe
'The Man Hunter." William Farnum became a stowaway on

the ship which carried the villain. Discovered, he was put to

work polishing the rails, it looked
like: and finally encountered the vil-

lain in the ship's salon! I've crossed

several times and I didn't know they

permitted the workmen to mingle
with the first-class pascsengers.

Betty Evans. Chicago. 111.

Woodvnui—Spare That Tree!

IX "The Heart of Humanity"
one of the widow's sons is

shown cutting a tree, using the

dull side of the axe.

F. E. L.. Dallas.

.1 Lover and Father

IX "The Spreading Evil." a young man
is sitting at his desk, on which can

be seen a good-sized framed photograph
of his father. When the latter pays his

son a visit, he picks up the photograph,

apparently happy at his son's devotion. A
close-up is then shown of the picture.

which reveals itself to be that of the boy's

sweetheart. Yet. in following scenes taken

in the same office, one can plainly notice

the father's picture on the desk.

L. Stein. Corona. L. I.

Falsifying False Faces
AYIXG just seen Henry Walthall in

"False Faces" I would like to ask:

Since when do they earn- life preservers on
the boat deck and not in the cabin?

Since when does an officer go into the crow's

nest, and if he does see a sub. why not use the

phone to the bridge instead of the megaphone?
Why does a ship of that size run with lights blazing in the

war zone and portholes uncovered -

Why does the.submarine come straight up to pick up Lone
Wolf? They always come up under headway by use of the

horizontal rudders.

What kind of submarine uses a large wooden wheel to steer

with?
How does the helmsman steer without compass or binnacle?

How does—but that's enough for now.
A. W. 0. L.. Boston.
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Nearly every woman can find the secret of "Instant Beauty"
in the 'Complete Pompeian Beauty Toilette." First a touch of

Fragrant Pompeian DAY Cream. Work this softening, vanishing

cream well into the skin, so that the powder will not stick in spots.

Now the Pompeian BEAUTY Powder, with its pearly touch and
captivating perfume. Then a bit of Pompeian BLOOM on the

cheeks. This touch of color adds the bloom of youthful beauty
and makes your eyes seem darker and more lustrous. Presto !

What a change in a few moments.

"Don't envy beauty— use Pompeian and have it"

Pompeian Beauty Powder, Pompeian Day Cream or Pompeian Bloom
may he used separately or together. Sold by your druggist at 50c for each
article. Guaranteed to give satisfaction (or money refunded) by the makers
of the well-known Pompeian Massage Cream, Pompeian NlGHT Cream and
Pompeian Hair Massage.

SPECIAL HALF-BOX AND PANEL OFFER
{Positively only one to a family)

po-npetan,

DayCream

+

To one person only in a family we will

sen I a special box cl Pompeian BEAL'TY
Powder (containing exactly one-half
regular 50c package), a Liberty Girl

THE POMPEIAN MANUFACTURING CO.

Art Panel and samples of PAY Cream
and BLOOM for only two dim- *. Mat v

interesting beauty experiments can be
made with the samples.

2131 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

POMPEIAN CO., 2131 Superil I Ave, Cleveland. Ohio

Gentlemen: Enclosed find two dimes. Sen.! me youf

One-half Box Powdci a. J 1919 Panel ot?cr. No
memVr of my family lias accepted this otTer.

Name .

Addrcs

City...

Flesh shade sent

Stale

nless white or brunette requested

When you write to advertisers rjlease mention rHOTOPI.AY MAGAZIXE.
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When Earl W. Ham-
rnons started out to take
his audiences around
the world with his reels

of film, he had never
been farther north than
\ an Cortlandt park.
Five years ago he
showed Raiuey's "Arc-
tie Hunt. ' Today he is

general manager and
guiding spirit of The
E.ducational Films C or-

poration, a world-wide
influence where screen

instruction is combined
with entertainment.

Putting Sugar on the Pill

Perhaps Hammons began to sweeten educa-
tion to get a nature-fake off his conscience.

FIVE years ago a New York man got a lone print of

Rainey's "Arctic Hunt." He hoped to send it out with
a well-informed lecturer of snappy manner and slick

address, and make some money. But fate separated
his forces—that is to say, his picture and his talker. His first

booking was of the hurry-up sort, via the telephone on Satur-
day afternoon, and the spieler was not to be found.

But the embryo manager still had his ingenuity, though he
had lost his words and music. He turned to his partner

—

they were young business men in the high wilderness of down-
town Gotham.
"You take it up. Earl." he said; "you know all about this

Stuff."

"Like Germany I do! My farthest north has been Wan
Cortlandt park!"

"At least," returned the first speaker, as a concluding argu-

90

ment, "you're a darned sight better liar than I am. Don't let's

argue—beat it!"

He did.

And thus Earl W. Hammons. general manager and guiding

spirit of The Educational Films Corporation, now a world-wide

influence where screen instruction is combined with entertain-

ment, tumbled head first into the picture business—of which,

up to that moment, he knew absolutely nothing.

"That booking." said Mr. Hammons in smiling reminiscence

at a luncheon in The Claridge. recently, "was at Briarcliffe

Manor, before a club audience oi men and women who were
globetrotters, explorers, hunters and mountain-climbers. I

felt my heart sinking and my face turning green. To accom-
modate my partner in his cursed little side-venture I had made
myself a fool and a liar before a gathering any one of whom
could have given a better discourse (Continued on page 93)
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Photo bjf courtory Mitford Theatre, Chicago

AT LAST!

A Gate to the Magic LandBehind the Screen

YOU'VE always thought of the screen as a vacant sheet of two dimensions, with nothing behind

it but a brick wall, or mere emptiness. A mirror for the reflection of splendid personalities

who never could possibly have any real existence for the vast majority of their audiences.

The speaking stage always held one advantage; you

saw real people. Besides which, you knew they were

there, and that there was a real area behind the steel

curtain which divided the wings from the auditorium.

Possibly, too, you might go behind the scenes and see

these magic mimic people as they really were.

The biggest news of the motion picture year is that

a gate to the mysterious country behind the screen has been

found. You don't need a friend in the box-office to intro-

duce you, now, to the famous folk of the movies. You
will go home with them— you will meet their friends—
you will see their houses— you will know their little fads

and foibles and ways as if you had been a friend and
neighbor for the term of all your life.

Has your theatre acquired this Magic Gate? If it

hasn't, and if it doesn't in the immediate future, it must
be very largely your fault

The gate is

Photoplay ^Magazine Screen Supplement
The movie-goer, child or grown-up, who fails to see

this series, just beginning, is missing the most fascinating

pictures ever made. Everything in them is real from a

view of Mary Miles Minter telling a joke to her director,

to Geraldine Farrar in her magnificent New York home,
looking over her new gowns.

The Screen Supplement possesses the same spirit as

Photoplay Magazine, its parent. It shows you "the stars

as they are" as faithfully as your own invasion of their

real lives could possibly do. And it presents these revela-

tions as interestingly and as brightly as the editors of

Photoplay Magazine can make them.

Ifyour neighborhood theatre manager does not show the Screen Supplement,

make him promise to do so. Don't miss these fascinating pictures.

Distributed byThe EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Vi- Jj



Putting Sugar on the Pill contim .„.>

upon Mr. Rainey's scenes Nevertheless, there could be no

backing out. 1 ran the film through once to pick tnj nature-

faker's path, located the fire exit in case of emergency, opened

the doors to the club members, and told the operator to shoot,

"I dwelt upon the humanities, rather than upon natural his-

tory. Instead oi discoursing upon the habits of the fur-bearing

seal 1 selected an ingratiating Eskimo who looked like Roscoe

Arbuckle and told how, a few minutes after this film bad

been taken, he met a horrible death while heroically rescuing

tin" whole party from an ice-floe. 1 singled out the saddest

member of the party and planted on his helpless person all

the funny adventures 1 could recall from Joe Miller. When we

gol to a title I told the same facts again in seven ways. Where
I h.nl to get geologic 1 went back beyond any ace in the text-

books to the Munchaussen age, it must have been.

"My serious thoughts on the subject of educational pictures

all came afterwards, witty speeches occur to one the morning

alter the banquet. I began to think what a really big, fine

topic 1 had helpless; travestied—what a great held was open,

and wholly unexplored, in motion picture- which could teach

people things, and -how them the world.

"So 1 quit my endeavors in the financial district, and went

into films in a serious way.

•'The term educational films' left a had taste in the mouth.

then. All my friends told me 1 was crazy to -tart in something

that regular motion picture men had made a failure of.

"Hut 1 felt confident that the real meaning in educational

t'i'.ni had never been discovered; that instead of being enlight-

ened, people had only been bored

"Why grind away for fifty feet on a single close-up, or some
immovable object J Why not jump away after a five-foot flash 3

93

["here was really no reason you could not edui
u you kepi him thinking you were merely entertaining I

'l <>r instance: you would have a hard time getting a laboring
man, after In- dinner, equipped with text lible

encyclopedia or two to learn the habits and habitat of the
Bengal tiger. But take that man away from In- wot
from the -.ime room thai he set • night after night when hie

return- from the factor) take him to India with you, it

duce him to the people, let him have a UtUgfa on them and a good
time with them, let him penetrate the jungle a- you penetrate
it, move swiftly always, -peak a plain language in your titles

and answer only his unworded questions in them then thai

man will find education a diversion and a pleasure
lhe Government found the possibilities ^i film education

in war practically unlimited. In teaching a rookie the manual
"i inns it is much easier to -how him in him form ju-t what i-

wanted than to put it in tactical word- and -til! drawings.
"The heads of numerous large industries are awaking to the

tact that a greater volume of business can be produced and
more scientific method- devised in their factories by showing
their employees, in an entertaining manner on the screen, the

correlative value of each man'- work.

"It is silly to say that the film will supplant the text-book in

the schools. The film will, and is, going hand-in-hand with

the text-book-, showing things that word- cannot visualize

Film will soon be an indispensable instructor, as much of a

demonstrator and expounder as the teacher or the profe--or, in

every school in the world.

"Instructive film has one handicap over the book that the

book never will overcome. A text-book is always a pill. The
text-film i- the sugar-coating on the pill."

.

- -

DON'T Pitv

The Poor
Working Girl

You Know her.

In the Movies

—

The Gentle Gazelle

With a Prop Hat
And Silk Stockin^-

An Amiable Suffragette

Of the
Department -Store-Subway.
She's Lost in the Lingerie

She has to Sell,

It's

All Marked Down
From Si.oS. and this

Baby-Bolshevik
Should be Occupying
The Vcrilatest

In Silk Sweet-Nothings.
Her Name is Clisma, and
How one Does Pity Her

—

Almost as Much
As she Pities herself

So Does
The Young Man
Who Waits on the Corner.

This Young Man
Is an Artist a la Carte.

He has Office-hours

From Nine till Six

—

Every Other Month.
He has a Mustache

—

He Must Have a Mustache.
And on the Corner
Near his Waiting Fiat.

He Lingers, to

Catch a Glimpse of Clisma
In the Cataclysmic Outrush
Of the Department-Store-Subway.
Clisma sees him Suddenly
For the First Time

—

After Staring Steadfastlv Bevond Him
For Two WTeeks.

And Goes Home.
And Thumbs through Vogue,
And Cries.

Within Clis is a Yearning

He offers her the band of '-old.

Pity Not the P. W. G.

!

By Delight Evans

For Better Tiling—
For Boudoir Caps.
And a Chaise Longue.
And a Statuette

Of Mercury or deMilo
On a Marble-topped Table
In a Studio Drawing-room.
As for the Chaise longue

—

Clisma wouldn't Know
What to do with one
If she had It.

She Thought Maybe
It was Something
One Wore Around one's Neck.
On a Chain.
And Clis May Not Know
Much About Art.

But she Does Know
What she Likes.

And her Father
Won't Dress for Dinner.

Her Mother
Will Wear an Apron
Around the House,
And her Sister Persists

In Framing
Harrison Fisher Girl-

For their Joint Boudoir.
She Simply Cannot
Endure this Life

Any Longer
She Leave-
It's Tea for Two
In the Young
Man'- Mansion

—

Sure Enough
there- Mercury

—

And One Sip of

Orange-Pekoe

—

(The Chicago Board
of Censors
Liked the Rest of this

Reel So Well
Thev Decided
To Cut it Out and Keep It)

The Next we See of Clis

Is in a Very Close-Up.
She was Mistaken

About the Chaise Longue,
And She's About Decided
To Return to the Old Home.
It Culminates

—

If vou Stav to See it Through

—

In 'Clis Going Back to the Old Job;
And the Man Waiting for her

—

He'd Left the Old Life

Since she Left him

—

And Offering her
The Little Reassuring
Band of Gold. Oh-so-Happy

—

And Doesn't Clis look Cunning
In her Orange Blossoms
Tripping to the Tune
Of Mendelssohn's Medley?

Don't Pity

The Poor Working Girl.

Heaven Helps those

Who Help themselves.
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Yes! -hair can
be removed
without injury

to the skin or
complexion

Explaining a New Method That
Makes the " Unavoidable " Growth

of Hair Unpardonable!

THERE is a new way to remove
hair. A scientifically correct,
superior toilet preparation;

dainty, exquisite, harmless; that
meets the most exacting require-
ments of women of refinement.

This remarkable new preparation is

called NEET. And it leaves many
old methods, against which there
has always been so strong a preju-
dice, definitely without place.

That's because in the discovery of
NEET, Science finally solved the
problem of removing hair ivithout
irritation—without injury!

WHAT NEET IS

NEET is an antiseptic cream-lotion
that not only removes hair, but, in
the same operation, bleaches the
skin to perfect whiteness! It is

ready for service, without mixing or
mussing!

Apply the same as a cold cream.
Let stand a few minutes, and then
rinse off with clear water. That's
all! The hair will be gone --rinsed

away. And the skin left refreshingly
cool, smooth and white!

Different in formula, action and
effect from any other preparation of

similar function, NEET is warranted
to neither irritate the skin nor injure
the complexion, no matter how fre-
quently used! Doctors are adopting
it in hospital practice to remove hair
from patients about to be oper-
ated on.

BEGIN USING NEET TODAY

If you are still employing old
methods, NEET --cooling, soothing
and dainty—will come as a delightful

contrast. The most welcome ac-

cessory ever reaching your vanity
table

!

Use it freely, and without hesitancy,
on the face, the underarm, the fore-

arm--wherever needed --and you will

be delighted with its thorougliness
and with the feeling of absolute
cleanliness it leaves. Which says
nothing of the fact that, with NEET
as your ally, you may now wear even
the sheerest of stockings without a
single misgiving!

WHERE TO OBTAIN NEET

NEET is on sale at toilet goods
counters in nearly all Department,
and Drug Stores in the United States.

Or, by mail, postpaid. Two sizes:

50 cents, or three times the quantity

for $1.

Special

If you cannot obtain NEET at your dealer's, clip

the couponbelowandmail it in with 50 cents fo r the

small size -or $1.00 for the large — and receive your

supply by return post, in unmarked wrapper.

MAIL THIS COUPON

HANNIBAL PHARMACAL CO.,
615 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

6-19

For the enclosed " send NEET to
: Jl.tiU

NAME

STREET .. _

CITY STATE

Neet
c_/he JYon - ( rrita rit JUvpiLx To

V'

Hannibal Pharmacai Company,
St. Loins, U. S. A.

Ewry advertisement In PHDTOPLAT MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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Lucy of New Sweden.—Salisbury? Pro-

nounce it any way you want—we can't hear

you. Monroe is nuking pictures right

along for Universal, at U. City, in Cali-

fornia. It's not far from Los Angeles; why.
tio you want to so out there and watch

Monroe work 5 If you like Monroe well

enough to ask where he is working you

will probably like to know sooner or late:

whether or not he is married He says he

isn't.

High-Flyer, Barron Field.—If I come
down you'll take me up. eh? I'm not old

fashioned, though you do call me, patro

nizingly. "dear old fellow." You question

my veracity; in one issue I say I "picked

a wicked uke at college" and two months
later I asserverate "I never went to college."

Inasmuch as I can't have obtained much
of a degree in that short time the suppo-
sition is that if I ever had attended col-

leg I didn't study law. Very good. I don't

know—or if I do I'm not telling. But I

think you're right in your supposition. See?

James A., Pa.—You'd like to know if an

education is necessary to become connected
with motion picture work. Well, Jim. it all

depends on what you want to be. If an
actor, not much, just enough to be able to

spell "Sincerely" correctly in autographing
your photographs. But if you want to di-

rect, you must have a working knowledge
of the Thesaurus. Really the only person
who seems to need no education is the
scenario writer. Look at the sub-titles of

some pictures and you will see that spelling,

grammar, and geography mean nothing in

the writer's eight-hour-day at the old Un-
derwood. This doesn't go for all, of course.

And there may be a chance for you: some
of the real writers—such as Julian Josephson
used to be a shoe salesman. John Lynch
used to be a theatre manager, while C.
Gardner Sullivan was a newspaper man and
John Emerson an actor once. So there's

hope for you, James.

YOU do not hava to bi .1 nibieribti to Photoplay

MaaasJna u> W* QjuaBOoni umnd in thia I topvi

nn-nt. It in only required that Kou avoid quaationi
which would call foi unduly long answan, such .is

lynopaai of playa, ot caata oi room than ona play. I >o

not .i.-k questions touching religion, asanario racing or

studio employment. Studio addnaaci will not he

givan in tins Dapactmanc, bocauaa a complete list ot

UMBO is printed elsewhere in the magazine each month.
Write on only one side of the paper. Sign your full

name and address; only inm.its will he published if

requested. If you desire a personal reply, enclose self-

addressed, stamped envelope. Write to Questions and
Answers, Photoplay Magazine, Chicago.

things so we hold 'em over until the next

month.

Browxie. N. Y. C—But do you still like

me. anyway? Poor kind of devotion that
doesn't survive an occasional infelicity. No,
I couldn't object to your khaki stationary
—not even conscientiously. And you'll see
those pictures and stories in future issues,

from time to time. Sometimes stories we
have planned are crowded out by new one?

;

we don't always have room for all the good

Pauline, Milwaukee.—D. \V. Griffith

had two famous visitors out at his Holly-

wood studio when he commenced work on

a new picture. Bayard Yciller who wrote

The Essential
By Dorothy DeJager

ONE wrote her sonnets;

swore her face

Was lovelier than April's

dawn.
And though to this poetic-

soul

She undeniably was
drawn

She married him who
worried when

She didn't have her rub-

bers on.

"Within the Law," "The Thirteenth Chair."
and other stage thrillers, and Irvin S. Cobb,
whose chief claim to fame is his line about
the non-privacy of gold-fish—took turns at

the crank for the first scenes. One chris-

tened the film with the other acting as god-
father. "Now," said Mr. Cobb, to Mr.
Griffith, "make a wish for this next Griffith

classic." "I wish," said Mr. Griffith—"I
wish it was finished." (Add Famous Say-
ings of Famous Men.) Lillian Gish,.care

Griffith studios. Gladys Leslie, east

graph; Viola Dana. May Allison, Metro,

Hollywood; Anita Stewart. LoL- Weber stu

dios. Hollywood: Enid Bennett. Ince. Cul
ver City, Cal.; Gloria Swanson. La-ky; June
Caprice. Albert Capellani company ; William

S. Hart, Hart studios. Hollywood. Ella

Hall was with Lasky la>t ; she i> married

to Emory Johnson and she is pretty busy
just now taking care of the latest member
of the family. It's a boy The Johnson-
are at present living in Santa Barbara. Pearl

White isn't married.

H. C, Enid, Okla.—The mighty are fall-

ing pretty fast nowadays. A former bol-

shevik leader i< now a tailor. We don't

dare keep our heads in the cloud- all Up-

time; somebody is apt to trip us. Douglas
Fairbanks? Hollywood. California, will

reach him. Doris Lee is the fluffj young
woman with Charles Ray; write to her al

the Thomas H. Ince studios, Culver City.

California. Lillian Gish is twenty-three.

Mrs. J. P. R., South Paris.—So this h
South Paris! Can't understand why y< i

have never received photographs from Tom
Meighan and Billie Burke if you enclosed

twenty-five cents to cover postage; but per-

haps they were pretty busy at the time and
you will hear from them eventually Thank-
for the clipping; but what ha- that to do
with the case?

B. D. V. R., Knoxville.— I could mix
those letters up so you wouldn't know 'em.

but I won't. I am relieved to learn that

T am the most adorable man on earth ex-

cepting Mr. Harrison Ford. Personally I

deny the exception. You say you're a iiuk
and that you and I are alike in that I have
patience and you have—oh. really, my dear!

William Russell was married to Charlotte

Burton. Neither is married now. You look

a little like Gloria Swan-on. Beverly Vir-

ginia ; but I can't send you mine in exchange
because I never had the nerve to r-it for

a photograph. Don't know why it i-. "I'm
glad you asked me, I'm glad you asked

me." is a famous "line" from the Follies

of 1918. pulled by Savoy and Brennan.

Some one I know has known S. and B.

(sounds like a tooth-powder 1 for years

and doesn't know yet whether the S. stands

for Sarah or Sam. Female impersonator,

you know. I have been accused of prac-

ticing this deception on some of my read-

ers but it is not so.
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96 Questions and Answers
(Continued)

Anita, Wayne, Pa.—If an actress shows
a tendency to really act, she is immediately
made the head of her own company and
that usually cures her. You chide me for

my extreme sarcasm, assuring me that they
can't help it. Neither can I. William Fa-
versham is not working in pictures; he
merely made one photoplay for Famous
Players-Lasky, a picturization of "The Sil-

ver King," from the old melodrama. Bar-
bara Castleton is with him in this. Now he
is on the stage. He is married to Julie

Opp, and has two—I believe it is two
small sons. Very well known on the

stage ? Very.

Margaret, Int. Falls, Minn.—

I

don't know what "Int." stands for

—

or rather Int. Falls means. "Int."

means, to me, "Collector of Internal

Revenue." I just signed along the

dotted line. No, you're right; I don't

make that much ; it's a private income
I have; a wealthy aunt whom I've

never seen—in New England—died

and left me something. Not much, you
understand, but something. What
kind of pictures do you desire, Mar-
garet ? Seems to me those in our art

section not to mention those scattered

about the book, would satisfy the

most fastidious. Jack Warren Ker-
rigan, Hampton studios, L. A.; Bry-
ant Washburn, Lasky, Hollywood;
Clara Kimball Young, Brunton, L.

A.; William Farnum, Fox, Los An-
geles; Kenneth Harlan, Los Angeles
Athletic Club.

Peggy C. G., Baltimore.—I was
just out to lunch and went by a
motion picture theatre that had a

sign: "Theda Bara as Advertised in

Love with Fatty Arbuckle." I want
to know ! As to the Tom Moore
thing : he was married to Alice Joyce,

and was Mabel Normand's leading

man for Goldwyn only. (Sounds like

a problem play.) I like Tom's smile.

And Bill Hart has denied that en-

gagement and his retirement many,
many times. My thanks to Mother.

Alma B., Cincinnati. — Many
thanks for the Thrift Stamp. I gave

it to a small relative of mine who is

fond of the green glue on 'em. Noth-
ing like encouraging saving habits in

the young. There isn't any serial called "The
Hooded Terror,"—he's a mysterious character

in Pathe's chapter thriller featuring Pearl

White. Here's a list of all the actors appear-

ing in it: Antonio Moreno—whom I think

resembles Stuart Holmes not at all—-J. H.

Gilmour, Paul Clerget, Peggy Shaynor, and J.

Webb Dillon. "Cheating Cheaters," recently

produced by Clara Kimball Young, had never

been done on the screen before. The stage

play was only produced two seasons ago.

Marjorie Rambeau was in it.

W. A. P., New York.—That's all right—

you can kid me about living in Chicago,

Illinois. The old town may be rough but

at least it's finished. Otherwise,- we agree

perfectly. There will be, I believe, an inter-

view with Henry B. Warner in an early

issue of the Greatest Magazine as all my
correspondents have called it this month—or

perhaps it would be more correct to say

an interview with little Joan Warner. 1

didn't see H. B. on the stage in "Sleeping

Partners" as he left the company before

it played Chicago. I saw him, however,
when he was here and also his wile. Mis.

Warner, who is charming. H. B. wears spats

and speaks with an accent hut all in all he's

a regular toff. (I hope that's English for

regular guy.) His first picture for Robert-

son-Cole is called "The Man Who Turned
White.'' I don't know why.

Just Billie, io.—That may mean the

year and then again the years. From the

snapshot you sent me, Billie, I should say

that you lied about your age; that you're

really only sixteen. I'd like to see you in

the movies and will gladly pay my two-
bits-and-tax to catch even a glimpse of you
as atmosphere in a flimm. Please pose for

STARDOM'S HEIGHT

TO raise the Jester to a thing sublime,
To leave where other memories come
and fleet

A star-dust imprint on the sands of Time
For "bootless" emulation—Chaplin's "feat."

Oh, sacred misfits, great twin "soles" of

mirth,
In painful pacings o'er the silversheet

The giddy height to stardom from this earth
Ye scaled and found it measured—just two

feet!

E. Codd, London, England

another and let it be smiling. Yes, I've

heard the parody on that song and I think

as a rule parodies are better than the songs

themselves.

Bunny, Davenport.—My wife will never

see your letter, Bunny. I may give fool-

ish answers, sometimes, but I assure you
they are not an index into my character,

and I seldom perpetrate a foolish deed. Let

my wife see your letter? Why, I couldn't

—for I haven't a wife. I think Monroe
Salisbury isn't married; however, on sec-

ond thought, I believe— well anyway, his

latest fillum is "The Light of Victory." For
myself, I don't care for flowery titles; but

I know the producers are always recom-
mending their own nllums so titled, so I

don't count.

J. D. C.j Chicago.—There was a safe

cracked in a picture house the other even-

ing? Why, that's nothing new: I've seen

it done hundreds of times. Mabel Nor-
mand—in a swim-suit—adorned our August,
101S, cover to the satisfaction of all con-
cerned. Have you seen her in "Sis Hop-
kins?" Haven't any record of Johnny
Sheehan who used to play in "Beauty"
Comedies with John Steppling and Carol

Holloway. Who knows about Johnny?

Irish Coleen, Washington, D. C.—You
girls make me tired. You are the seventh
today who has promised me some home-
made fudge and all along I am existing on
Hershey's chocolate. (ADV). We Answer
Men must live and if you don't come
through with some fudge—well, these may
be the last questions 111 ever answer for
you— (and if you do come through these
may be the last questions I'll ever answer for
anybody). You say you simply won't be an

old maid—you'll go in the movies first.

Think of that ! Charles Ray, care Ince,
Culver City, Cal. Eugene O'Brien is

with Famous Players-Lasky but he
does so much coast-to-coast travel-
ing, you'd better write him at the
Hotel Royalton, New York. Harry
Carey, Universal City. Hardly think
Carey will send you one of his little

dogs; still, stranger things have hap-
pened. Some actors even send their

autographed photographs.

Mrs. M. A. N, Chicago.—You
want me to be truthful. Yen.' well

—

I don't know of any studio that will

undertake to teach anybody to be an
actress and to write and market scena-
rios. The studios are all located in

the East or West—most of them are
in Hollywood, California. Essanay,
the only Chicago studio, now open,
has not had any real production ac-
tivity for a long time except when
the Sidney Drews rented it in Feb-

ruary, ioio- Selig is through. Roth-
acker's is a commercial plant. Sorry.

Carl Walton, Bazine, Kansas.—
We like to get letters from Bazine.
Next to Guelph, Ontario, Bazine, Kan-
sas, is our favorite nom de town.
Bebe Daniels? I don't blame you.
You may see her in any of the Harold
Lloyd comedies, for Pathe-Rolin

—

she's always The Girl, you know, op-
posite Harold—and some say in real

life as well as on the screen she will

always be his leading lady. "Going,
Going, Gone!" is the brisk title of a
new Lloyd film. Another is called

"Ask Father." Man.- Thurman is now
with Lasky. Write to her there.

Thanks verv much.

Fannette.—I don't, either, sound
like a fat man. I don't know just how
a fat man is supposed to sound but

when you continue
—"One of those smart-

aleck young fat men of about forty more or

less mostly more" it begins to dawn that you
are trying to insult me. Be careful; don't

trifle with me or I won't answer your ques-

tions. And it would be a sweet revenge if I

could decline to tell you that Dick Barthel-

mess will very likely send you his photograph
it you write him care Griffith studios, Holly-

wood. Latelv in "Boots" with Dorothy Gish;

also "The Hope Chest." For D. W. Griffith

in "The Girl Who S:ayed et Home." Oh, yes.

he's young and beautiful if you fancy that

style of beauty. However, as you girls can't

obtain my autographed photographs I sup-

pose you must console yourselves with pic-

tures of Dick, et al. Yes, he was in "War
Brides." His mother. Caroline Harris, an

actress, taught Narimova the English lan-

guage. I wish she'd give some of our bud-

ding emotionalistes lessons. Toodleoo.

Prisciiia—In Name Only. You bet I

was smart at school? There are no takers

—you win. Gloria Swanson has been mar-
ried—and divorced. David Powell is mar-
ried. Billie Burke is in her early thirties and
Constance Talmadge in her early twenties.

My stenographer is doing her spring shock-

ing, so I am pounding this out by myself.

(Continued on page 126)
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Ann Little

and " Wallv" A'<-,,/

In " The Roaring Road"

It looks iis if "Wally" w ;ii w.uitcd
on the phone. Somebody Lssiwsyi
taking the joy out oi lit.-. Bal tin

"putty" will proldihly have to wuit
us Ann doesn't teemed diap
to relinquish hergrasp at this time.

Paramount Picture

Miss Ann Little Is another
famous star of the screen stage
who states that she " prefers

"

Ingram's Milkweed Cream.

Ingttim's
Milkweed

Cream
Famous beauties of stage and screen as well as of society

regard Ingram's Milkweed Cream as indispensable to the
beauty of their complexion. We have on file hundreds
of voluntary letters that testify to their regard for it.

The difference between Ingram's Milkweed Cream and
many so-called "face creams" is its therapeutic property.

It is easy to find a cream that softens and cleanses the
skin but only Ingram's Milkweed Cream does this and
in addition tones up the tissues and keeps them in good
condition. Ask your druggist for a jar today.

Buy it in either 50c or $1.00 Size

in fcleiy

Jar

Ingram's

VSo\

Ingram's
Qougexivcola

Souvcrainc
FACE POWDER

A complexion powder especially dis-
tinguished by the fact that it stays on.
Furthermore a powder of unexcelled
delicacy of texture and refinement of
perfume. Four tints—White, Pink,
Flesh and Brunette— 50c.

FREDERICK F. INGRAM COMPANY
Established 1885

Windsor, Canada 102 Tenth St.. Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.
Australasian Agents, T. W. Cotton, Pty. Ltd., Melbourne, Australia

" Just to show a proper glow " use a
touch of Ingram's Rouge on the
cheeks. A safe preparation for deli-
cately heightening the natural color.
The coloring matter is not adsorbed
by the skin. Delicately perfumed.
Solid cake. Three shades— Light,
Medium and Dark—50c

M m

(152)

Coupon

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.
102 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich.

I enclose a dime in return for which please
send me your Guest Room Package contain-
ing Ingram's Milkweed Cream. Rouge. Face
Powder. Zodenta Tooth Powder, and In-

gram's Perfume in Guest Room sizes.

Wnen you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZIXE.



Jack Sherrill and
Alma Hanlon, in

"The Profiteer,"

WHEN you were a kid— if you were a

real kid—the quintessence of young
royalty was the candy man's child.

You rather pitied the banker's little

boy. He had the name but not the game. His

papa had piles of gold in his vaults, but you
couldn't eat gold or have any fun playing with

it, after all. The great thrill was standing be-

fore the confectioner's window and fancying your-

self heir-apparent to literal buckets of chocolates,

whole lumber yards of peanut-bar, cords and cords

of black-jack, forests of snow-white cocoanut.

Real juvenile royalty today lies in being born into

a photoplay producer's family.

William L. Sherrill, president of the Frohman
Amusement Corporation, was an American army of-

ficer during the Spanish War. He was in command of

transport facilities at Havana, and he carried a lot of

military grimness home to his family.

His boy Jack—when he passed his mid-teens and had
done two years' grinding at college—quite nat-

urally decided that he would be a movie hero.

It was all in the family, anyway.

"No son of mine"—snapped his father in a

truly court-martial manner—"is going to be a

cow eyed matinee idol! If you want to be an

actor you'll have to play human beings—any sort of

human being the director casts you for.

a fight in your part you'll light like Bill

Farnum or I'll tire you myself. If you
play a hero you'll have to play him like

a man—not like a simp."

You can see the result of that talk.

today, in Jack Sherrill's performance in

"Once to Every Man." He is a real

boy. and a lovable one, all the way—but

a boy with intestines. He has two or

How Jack Sherrill, a fighting

juvenile, discovered that

being the producer's son

isn't at all like being

The
Candy
Mans
Child

thiee fights, and those fights

are fought with a ferocious

disregard of lip and nose and
eye and tooth that would give

the red ghost of Jack London
one of his old primordial thrills.

The young fellow is now on the
Coast as juvenile l<jad in Texas Gui-

nan's company, but the past year has
been a busy one indeed for him.
As we have indicated, he accepted his

father's advice to take things seriously.
There was a pretty little eighteen-year-
old Canadian girl whom he took so seri-

ously that she became his wife, at

Tampa, on Dec. ;th. 1017. Now
Miss Dorothy Loraine Sherrill

takes her papa and mamma just

as seriously—though she probably
wouldn't if she knew they were
just a couple of kids.

But then. Jack Sherrill's not so

voun<r. He'll be twentv-one
May.

If there's

At the right, a rough lumber-
jack is making .» contortionist
out of the young nun — one
of the Homeric fights in

"Once to Every Man."
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Stores Earn
$600 to

$3120Yearly

From a Little

Waste Space
Took in $10,000

"Have luid our machine over 3

years and have taken in more than
$10,000 on popcorn and peanuts."

1 >i>minRton, III., population

Bought Him a Car
"Profits derived from Butter-

Kist machine first 12 months paid
for machine and bought me a
$1,200 automobile besides."—Elec-
tra, Texas, population 640.

Paid For Itself

"Paid for machine out of profits
in less than a year."— Mt. Pleas-
ant, la., population 3,874.

Increased Other Sales 97%
"Made 49,015 sales of Butter-

Kist pop corn and peanuts first

year and it increased my sale of
magazines 97 per cent."—Evans-
ville, Ind., population 76.078.

The Greatest Payer
That a Store or Theatre Can Have
Do you realize that America is on the threshold of her greatest business era ?

Every day we are getting letters from Druggists, Confectioners, Grocers,
Bakers, Department and Variety Stores and Film Exhibitors who want the
Butter-Kist Pop Corn Machine to attract and expand the enormous retail trade
set loose by the ending of war.

What are you doing to seize this life-time opportunity? Will you start right now by sending for

our much-discussed Butter-Kist book and see the sales records and photographic proof of the hun-
dreds of stores and theatres earning from $60 to $250 clear profit per month, AND MORE, from a
little waste floor space 26 by 32 inches?

Pays 4 Ways— Look!
1—Motion makes people stop and look.

2—Coaxing fragrance makes them buy.

3—Toasty flavor brings trade for blocks.

4—Stimulates all store sales or theatre attendance.

PAY FROM YOUR PROFITS
Our Easy Payment Plan gives every buyer a chance to pay

right out of his Butter-Kist sales as thousands have done.

Don't think you have to be located in a busy center to make
this machine pay. The beauty of the Butter-Kist is the way it

draws trade to you. Many a business that never succeeded with-

out this machine has been put on its feet. An average of only
85 nickel bags a day means about $1,000 a year profit.

Everybody loves pop corn and Butter-Kist ranks in highest
favor because of Butter-Kist's exclusive toasty flavor, made under
our patent process.

1/offjaflfA This coupon has started many a busi- 20^T"w««**^ ness man on the road to new profits.

Each read an advertisement like this and had the good horse-

sense to know that it doesn't cost anything but a postage stamp
to investigate.

If this machine pays big profits in towns of 300 and 400 pop-
ulation as well as in the largest cities, then no man in business
can afford to ignore it. Mail the coupon now for full facts and
amazing success records.

HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.
146 Van Buren Street Indianapolis, Indiana

394

For PROOFS, PHOTOS and PRICES

HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.,

146 Van Buren St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Without obligation, send me your free Butter-

Kist book— "America's New Industry "— with
photos, sales records, and estimate of how much
I can make with your machine.

Name

i.

Business .

Address

When you write to advertisers rlease mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



T/cays andJpfaoyers
K.eal news and interesting comment about

motion pictures and motion picture people.

By Cal York

STl'DIO wiseacres figure that Ros-

coe Arbuckle will make more
money this year than Charlie

Chaplin. The contract that Ros-

coe signed with Adolph Zukor calls for

the delivery of twenty-two two-reel and

two five-reel comedies during a period of

three years at a total figure of $3,000,000.

It is the biggest

personal contract

yet consummated
in the film busi-

ness. Arbuckle
will get $125,000
per negative, the

same amount
which Chaplin

gets from First

National, but the

obese comedian
has it all over
the slender Eng-
lish lad when it

comes to turning

'em out speedily.

T AMES
J YOUNG, vet-

eran director of

photoplays and
erstwhile husband
of Clara Kimball
Young and before

that husband of

Rida Johnson
Young, noted
playwright, has
decided upon
Clara Whipple as

No, 3, according

to published an-

no un c e m ents.

Miss Whipple
played in a num-
ber of W o r 1 d

picture* but re-

cently has de-

voted her time

to writing photo-
plays. Jimmie
will still be three

points behind
Lew Cody in the

iilmplayers' mat-
rimonial handi-

cap.

ing ""Eyes of Youth"—and became so

popular in Manhattan that her mere
vehicles ceased to count with her fol-

lowing. In her latest play. "The Fortune

Teller." which was not a marked success

and will perhaps have been withdrawn
before this is read. Hugh Dillman—as he
is known on the ?<tage- -enacts the lead-

comedies; she used to be Bill Desmond's
leading woman for Triangle, and more
recently has been his private secretary.

The first Mrs. Desmond. Gertrude Lam-
son, sister of Nance O'Neil. died a little

over a year ago: and Desmond said he
would never marry again. But the friend-

ship of his little blonde leading lady

meant a lot to

him. and it wasn't

long before hia

Irish heart suc-

cumbed to Man-.
The Desmonds
took a short hon-

eymoon trip to

New York : but

by this time Bill

is back on the lot

making more pic-

tures for Hamp-
ton.

A XOTHER
marriage of

interest is that

of Beth Scully

Fairbanks to

James Evans. Jr..

which took place

March 12. Mrs.
Fairbanks
obtained her final

decree of divorce

from Douglas
Fairbanks
some time ago:

the court award-

ed her the cus-

tody of her eight -

year-old son.

Douglas. Jr.

Evans is a broker

of Pittsburgh.

W!

Four —and the sweet-faced lad> if you can see behind

is Mrs. Mae Gish, mother of Lillian and Dorothy.
since their Biograph d

little Marshes all in a row
the veil—holding the littlest girl

The Marsh and Gish girls have been friends ever since their Biograph days. 1 he

occasion, here—the filming of race-track scenes in Laurel Canyon. California, for

one of Miss Marsh's last pictures made in the Y\ est. 1 he two kiddies belong to

rILL
come

There's a

that 'Top
is now
Angeles

Lubin
back?
report

who
in Lo<
e.\pect<

Mae's sister, Mrs. George O. Berthelon, at the extreme left.

MARJORIE RAMBEAU was very qui-

etly wedded to Hugh Dillman Mc-
Gaughy, her leading man. in New York
during the month of March, providing

an interesting episode in one of the serial

romances of the theatre. The bride was

formerly the wife of Charles W. Mc-
Laughlin—Willard Mack. They were di-

vorced in 1017, and Mack married Pau-

line Frederick. Miss Rambeau embarked
on a career of personal successes, includ-

100

ing opposite role. After one performance
of the play, the star and her leading man
added another act: they stepped over to

the New York municipal building and

became man and wife.

ANOTHER romance: one which cul-

minated in Man- Mclvor becoming
Mrs. William Desmond. They were mar-
ried, in Los Angeles, the latter part of

March. Mary has been seen, of late,

opposite "Smiling Bill" Parsons in his

tore-enter the film

business. If so the

old Lubin Liberty

Bell will be hauled

from its resting

place, dusted, and made to ring again. It

was all of four years ago that Lubin meant

something in moving pictures. Lubin

gave us Arthur Johnson's shadow, and

Lottie Briscoe's: first found Ethel Clay-

ton and Joseph Kaufman, Ormi Haw-
ley. Earle* Metcalfe, Louise—and Justina

Huff; how many more can you name?

However. Siegmund Lubin may. after all,

reconsider. His hard-won savings could

be easily lost, in the present-day competi-

tion. (Continued on page 102)
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What you hesitate to tell

your dearest friend
cAheart-io-hcarl l«H^ aboundphysiologicalfad

event woman shouldjunderstand

IGNORANCE that

,r, oidablc injury to ou

and others is wrong,

ignorance should be disp

bj frankness,though the

ing of the facts may be d

cult and unpleasant.

There is a certain phy

ological fact that even clos<

friends have permitted t

mar their companionshi

because of ignorance am

a fake sense of modest)

You have known wc
men ambitious socially an

women aspiring for su<

cess in the business wor

who have fallen short

their hopes because of

We believe the time

come to do away with

false modesty that has m
it possible for this thin

live so long, and by a

and frank discussion, t

forever the social

harm it does.

A little thing—
Jut t it malt* such

a difference

^h>

'rom :lub lan

M any a w o m a n

who says, No, I am
never annoyed by

perspiration," d o e s

not know the facts

—

does not realize how
much greater her

charm would be if

she were entirely free

from both its odor

and moisture.

We all know that

our body is covered

with innumerable
perspiration glands. We also know-

that those under the arms are

usually more active than others.

But we do not consider that,

although in most places perspiration

evaporates quickly, under the arms

i does not. Here the curve of the

a m prevents rapid evaporation. So,

even though we may be aware of no

worn
M'Vdliketosayhowglad lam that
women sverywherearebeginning
u> wake ni' on this subject. . . . 7
/.. ith- importance ofit sokernlu

vain a short time ago I

myself mat shocked tofind that,
for years, i had >"<'» living <n,

»/»•»• this disadvantage* I wish
that sour one had told me long
Hi/" ..."

From a businesswoman
••/ was very '""ti surprised and
chagrined when Ifound out that,
through ignorance ofsimplephys.
iologicalfacts, I had done mt/srlt

jtreai injury .... The impression
I hare made oh myfriends and
many newacquaintances isgoing
to be hard to correct. />•»' Iknmc
llOtC that I run i/o it

'"

moisture, an odor

formed from the

chemicals of the body

is usually there.

3£- )

It is a physiological

fact that p e r s on s

troubled by perspira-

tion odor are them-

selves often unaware

of it. It is also true

that few persons are

not subject to this

odor, at least at times.

So tricky an enemy is perspiration,

that, under stress of exercise or sud-

den excitement, it may, unknown to

us, become an annoyance to others.

Even though guarded against by daily

baths, fresh linens and much talcum

powder, it is likely to make its pres-

ence known at the most inconven-

ient moments.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPIA1 MAG

How fastidious women are

meeting the situation

Fastidious women every-

w here are meeting this try-

ing situation with methods

that are simple and direct.

They have learned that

it cannot be neglected am
more than anv other essen-

tial of a woman's toilet.

They are giving it the

regular attention that the)

give to their hair, or teeth

or hands. And for this

purpose they are using

Odorono, a toilet water

specially prepared to cor-

rect both perspiration odor

and moisture.

Antiseptic in its nature.

perfectly harmless, Odorono

is itself entirely without odor.

Its regular use does the very

thing that women are demand-

ing— it gives absolute assurance

of a daintiness that is unmarred

by even the slightest taint of un-

pleasant odor or moisture. It really

ecti the cause.

So absolutely sure when made
a regular habit

Anv woman can dismiss any thought about

annoyance from perspiration if she uses Odo-

rono just two or three times a week. At

night pat it on the underarms with a bit of

cloth or absorbent cotton. Don't rub in. Al-

low it to dry and then dust on a little talcum.

The underarms will remain dry and odor-

less! Daily baths do not lessen its effect.

You'll know that with this constant, system-

atic treatment you'll be absolutely dainty in

any circumstances.

If you are troubled in any unusual -u./i

or have had any difficulty in finding r

let us help you solve your problem. H

shall he so glad to do so. Address Ruth

Miller, The Odorono Co., 512 Blair Ave.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

At all toilet counters in the V. S. and l

60c and $1.00. Trial size. 30c. By mail postpaid

it your dealer hasn't it.

Address mail orders or requests us follows:

For Canada toThe Arthur Sales Co.. 61 Adelaide

St., East, Toronto, Ont.

For France to The Odorono Co., 38 Avenue de

L'Opera, Paris.

For Switzerland to The Agence Amencaine,

6 Rue Du Rhone, Geneve.

For U. S. A. to The Odorono Co.. 512 Bla

Cincinnati. Ohio.

\7.im:.
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—howcan I

succeedasa
scenario wtierf
No need to tell you about the famine in

photoplays—the top prices ($100 to $1000)
producers are paying for acceptable plots— and how eager they are to encourage
Palmer-trained writers. "That's all right

in its way, '

' you say,
'

' but what I want to

know is this: How will the Palmer Plan help

met What has it done for others like me?"
A natural question— and an ample

answer! The Palmer Plan is really

helping men and women to put their

"movie' 1 ideas into actual, cashable
form— as witness these typical examples:

From an obscure clerical position to

Assistant Managing Editor of one of

the largest film companies at a salary

beyond his dreams— this is what
Vernon Hoagland has accomplished
through the Palmer Plan. He says:

"Words cannot expressmy gratitude at

VERNON HOAGLAND the benefits I have re-

ceived through the
Palmer Photoplay Institute. It offers

the greatest possible assistance to the

struggling scenario writer."

Then—there'sMrs. Kate Corbaley,
another of our members, who averages
more than $200 monthly through the
sale of photoplay plots. Mrs. Corbaley
is the woman who won the $1000
scenario prize offered by Photoplay
Mttgasslnc, She is a busy housewife,
with four children to look after, and

yet she manages to

turn her spare time
movie" ideas into money. So, why

can't you ?

And here's still another instance— but we'll let Maurice Salzman tell

the story in his own words: Shortly
after enrolling as a student of your
institution I wrote a story and con-
tinuity that met with approval. This
Story was immediately produced. The
reception given the finished film was
sufficient to assure me that your Plan
of photoplay instruction — together

with your Personal Advisory Service — will produce
the desired result."

Remember — no scenario institution in the country
is equipped to give you the first hand instruction,
the personal "coaching" you get through our Personal
Advisory Service Bureau. For this Department is

under the personal direction of Frederick Palmer — a

recognized master of photoplay construction— the
man who in 9 months wrote 52 scenarios for

Universal." And all this, mind you, is only one of

the practical advantages brought home to you by the

PalmerPlan of
PlioiopfyWiiiiti;
— the on J> planof photoplay instruction that has received the
indorsement and recti mi it ion of the motion picture industry.
The Palmer Plan is NOT a mere hook that cives you a lew
"hints" on photoplay writing and then leaves you in the
lurch; nor is it a "scenario school " nor a tedious cor-
respondence course. It is a definite, clean-cut plan that

shows you how to develop your "movie" plots into actual,
[i photoplay material.

i ida] s« i"! roi your i opy of our new Illustrated booklet,
"Hie Secret "t Successful Photoplay w 1 1 i 1 > -

.
- Explains the

Palmer Plan in derail tells about our iron-clad, money-back
Guarantci shows the benefits of our Personal Advisory Service
tnd Manu ipt Sales Department^ showshowyou.too.canlearotp

turn youi "moi te" Ideaslnto monej .

Send for your cop) todaj It'

Mail tho coupon NOW I

KATE CORBALEY

MAURICE SALZMAN

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
7 16 1. W. Hcllman Bldg., Los Aa8cles,CaL
'"

"•! "". without obligation,
your new booklet. "Tli.- Se.-n-t ..r
Sqeemsfui rh,. t „,,i„v wriUnjr."
Abo.Spprml Supplement enntalnW
iiutotmiphvd lotto, from the lr«.l
En?producer*, atata, almeton.ota.

"•me

SI. and No....

City and State.

Plays and Players
(Continued from page ioo)

THERE S to be a grand opera com-
posed from a screen version of a story.

It is "The Rose Bush of a Thousand Years,"
nicknamed "Revelation" for Nazimova's pur-

poses upon the silver-sheet. Grand opera
interests in New York saw the picture, and
were impressed, it is said, with the music-

this \\\> ihe event of the season. Such fa-
mous names as Pickford. Reid. Washburn,
Carter De Haven, Ince, and Beban were rep-
resented. One of the features was the break-
ing of a string of pearls and distributing of
the pearls among the guests—the pearls be-
ins the gift of Mary Pickford. This unique

drama possibilities. Work is going forward entertainment, the hostess' idea of hospitality,

on the composition, which will be called more than compensated for the absence of

dancinst, champagne,'"Revelation," o r

"Joline," after the

principal character.

So, at last, the mo-
tion picture idea

has invaded the

screamies, as some
irreverent person
called them—I think

it was Douglas Fair-

banks.

F°
URdivorce
suits of more

than ordinary inter-

est are pending in

the picture colony.

Katherine MacDon-
ald acquired a film

company and de-

cided to dispense

with a husband.
She filed a suit

against Malcolm
Strauss, her artist-

husband, in Los An-
geles, in March.
Strauss, by the way,
has organized a film

company of his own.
About the same
time Alan Forrest

instituted divorce

proceedings against

Ann Little, whom
he married in 191 7,

and with whom he

lived one month.
They separated—
then the courts

after a long silence.

Teddy Sampson
wishes to be excused
from her matrimo-
nial alliance with
Ford Sterling, the
erstwhile Keystone
comedian, and has
taken steps to con-
vince the court at

Reno. The Ster-

lings have been
estranged for sonic

time. Rubye De-
Remer. the blonde
Follies beauty who
transferred her ac-

tivities to the films,

has started a suit in

the Denver divorce

court against her
h u s It a n d, Allan
Thurman DeRemer,
of Denver, on the

charge of non-sup-
port. Mrs. DeRe-
mer left Denver
three years ago to

take up a Stage ca-

reer in New York.
The DeRemer suit

reveals the fact that Rubye's second name
i> Katherine and that her maiden name was
Burkha'rdt.

IN the Hollywood film colony someone is

always giving a parly, and the list of all

those who enjoyed the good time reads like

a "Who's Who" of motion pictures. But

Owen Moore, at work again after many,
many months of toil 00 golf locations
only. He's not working right here

—

just making trouble for himself by
scratching .1 match 00 one of Samuel
Golafisbwyn s immaculate white urns

.it Culver City,

and small talk. It

was all baby talk;

and the occasion

was the third birth-

day of Mary Pick-

ford Rupp, Lottie's

little girl, and
Man's niece, at the

Pickford home in

Hollywood. Among
tho;e present? The
sons and daughters
of celebrities: Bry-
ant Washburn, Jr.;

Bill Reid; Julie

Cruze ; Dick and
Tom Ince; Marjorie
and Carter De Ha-
ven, Jr. ; Irving

C u m m i n s s and
George Beban. Jrs.

RE M E M 1

Asnes— i

BER
infor-

mally known as

'"Brownie" Vernon?
She shared honors
with the Franklyn
Farnum smile in

those Universal com-
edies last year.

Brownie has been
gone for a good
many months ; and
we learned lately

that she has been
spending her vaca-

tion in the moun-
tains and at the

seaside, recuperating

from an illness. Now
she is feeling fit

again and to prove
it has hired out as

Tom Mix's leading

woman in one of

his rough-and-tum-
ble westerns.

MARY Pickford's

second First

National picture

now in course of

production is an
adaptation of the

book "Burkes' Ar-
my." by Julie Lip-

man. Kenneth Har-
lan, who recently

came back from a

little j.iunt to France
as a guest of Uncle
Sam. will be seen

in the opposite role.

After this. Miss
Pickford must make
another photoplay
to complete the First

National contract

before she can start

in on her own hook under the McAdoo plan.

As a matter of fact. Fairbanks is the only

one oi the big stars who can begin work at

once under that system as D. W. Griffith is

under contract to make three productions

for First National and Chaplin must make
five more for the same concern before he can

join the others.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAd.v7.rN~E.
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Plays and Players
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Continued I

Tin row ovei the services of Charley Raj

seems to have subsided, Ray having de

cided to remain with rhomas H [nee who
developed him Into one of olmdom's leading

El in i. CI w ["ON has returned to New
York lor a few months' rest. She worked

-o rapidly during the brief period she was .it

the La&ky studio that her pictures ar<

i-r.il months ahead of tiu-ir release dates. She

hopes to make a trip to the Orient before

resuming work.

FILM fans who have followed the brief l>ut

interesting career of Zasu Pitts, the young

comedienne, will soon have an opportunity

eeing her on the screen as a star, The
vehicle is "Better Times" and with Miss I'Lt.-.

will.be seen David Butler, the "Baby" oi

Griffith's "The Greatest Thing in Life." Kim:

Vidor directed the production for the Brent-

wood Company.

RALPH KELLARD, a deft young man in

upholding the tradition for serial heroes,

through hi> association with the Pathe thrill

crs, is now in Miami, Florida, where he is

lending hi~ competent presence to uplifting

the film drama—drahma. this lime, for 1?. A.

Rolfe. The six-reel picture in which he-

makes hi- re-appearance will be termed "a

special."

THL film business has a brand-new mys-
tery on its hands. Not a serial, this

lime, nor a new combine; but—Stella Gray.

Did you, by any chance, see a Metro picture

ailed "That's Good," featuring the ebullient

Mr. Hale Hamilton? Then you saw Stella

Cray, for she was Mr. Hamilton's leading

femme. Are you a patron of the two-a-day,

in towns where they show the ne plus ultra

of this sort of entertainment ? Then—did

Stella Gray recall to you a young woman
[lined named Grace LaRue, prominent for

her wonderful delivery of ballads, her cold

indifference to the applause of the •multitudes.

but mainly for her amazing walk? If your
perceptive powers told you that Stella and
Grace were one and the same, and your

cool reason contradicted, don't blame your-

self. Miss LaRue, wishing to make her film

debut under an assumed name, chose Stella

Cray.

EVIDENTLY emboldened by the success

of James J. "Kid" Corbett in the cin-

ema, little Jess Willard thought he'd try it.

The fighter—proudly phrased as "the cham-
pion heavyweight of the world"—has signed

with a Chicago concern to appear in a

"special" picture which will be made on
YVillard's ranch at Lawrence, Kansas.

SMILING BILL" PARSONS who, when
not trying to be funny before a camera

i> a film magnate, recently lost a suit for

S5,ooo. The other party was Scott Sidney,

a director, who alleged that Billy owed him
that amount for producing "Tarzan of the

Apes."

NTAT SPITZER. well known comedy pro-

i ducer, fired Billy West some time ago

and hired Harry Mann to imitate Billy imi-

tating Charlie Chaplin. Then Billy was en-

gaged by Vitagraph where he is directing

himself imitating the inimitable Charlie. But
Spitzer avows that he will prevent him from
releasing his pictures as "Billy West" come-
dies as he, Spitzer, has the sole right to the

use of that name. "Billy West's" right name
is Roy Weisberg.

OUR chocolate-coated cave-man, Lewis J.
Cody, is in Xew York right now.

Cody's father died, in March, and the east-

-

Mabel Normand
Says:

"I've tried all sorts of Veils, but I've found the
)}$»n&fi the most comfortable and the most
becoming I've ever worn. The slender silk elas-
tic drawn through the edge makes it so easy to

adjust! And the patterns are so French—and so
fetching! There's no Veil like the IfoMdTfi
— I couldn't do without it." * i

The j^»rfjg does away with the discomfort of the
ordinary Veil. No fussy lying and pinning — no un-

^^mo05 is trim and trig—just the finishing touch for the

•mart costume.

IMPORTED FROM FRANCE

Just Slip it on. /
"

"ft ^ y,
*

**

The )fo"d£)ft comes from France, where skilful de-
signers have evolved countless charming patterns in silk

embroidery and chenille. You are sure to find some
that will particularly please you.

Do not confuse fipHdCfi Veils with 1fo'*&fi Human
Hair Nets. Kach is sold in its individual envelope
and guaranteed.

See the /J>»«£2? Veil today at the Veiling and
Notion Counters of the better shops. If your dealer
cannot supply you send 50c for the one Miss
Normand is wearing— Pat. No. 204.

THE ^"-£59 CO., Inc.

215 Fourth Ave.. New York

Also Imtorlm •{ tkt fannu\ fyr^-ii ImfrltJ Human Her S, it
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"Hey,
Tom!"

DO you remember when Tom Sawyer went swim-
ming and had everything hidden so carefully
so that Aunt Polly couldn't find out?

Aunt Polly had sewed up his shirt that morning

—

But Tom had carefully re-sewed it, so he thought
he was safe. But alas, alack, and alas, he used
black instead of white!
Once more you will laugh with Tom Sawyer and

Huck Finn — but you will want to cry as you laugh.
For behind the joy of youth is the reality of life—
the philosophy you did not see when you were a boy.

MARK TWAIN
25 Volumes—Novels— Boys' Stories—

Humor— Essays— Travel— History

While he lived, we loved him. He made us laugh,
so that we had not time to see that his style was
sublime, that he was biblical in simplicity, that he
was to America another Lincoln in spirit.

We watched for his great white head in the crowds— we hung on his every word — we smiled, ready to
laugh at his least word. But now lie is gone— yes,— he's the familiar friend — but he has joined the
immortals. More than Whitman—than Longfellow,
than Poe or Hawthorne or Irving — he stands for
America— with the great of the earth— the Homer
of this land — a prince of men— a king among
dreamers— a child among children.

Low-Price Sale Must Stop
wain knew what hard times meant—
anted everyone in America to own a

set of his books. So one of
the first things he asked was
that we make a set at so low a
price that everyone might own
one. He said, "Don't make fine
editions to sellfor $200 and $300
and $1,000. Make good books,
books good to look at and easy
to read, and make their price
low." So we have made this set.

And up to now we have been
able to sell it at this low price.

Rising costs make it impos-
sible to continue this sale of
Mark Twain at a low price.
New editions will cost very
much more than this Author's
National Edition. A few months
ago we had to raise the price a
little. That raise in price was
a very small one. It does not
matter if you missed it. But
now the price must go up again.
You must act at once. You
must sign and mail the coupon
now. If you want a sot at a
popular price, do not delay.
This edition will soon be with-
drawn and then you will pay
considerably more for your
Mark Twain.
The last of the edition is in

sight. There will never again
be a set of Mark Twain at

I he present price. Now is your
opportunity to aave money.
Now — not tomorrow — is the
time to send the coupon to

set Mark Twain.

Harper & Brothers
Established 1S17 NEW YORK

Harper & Brothers. Photo, 6-19

18 Franklin Square, New York

Send me, nil chargi s prepaid, n sel o! Mark ["wain's Works In

vo] es, Illustrated, bound In handsome green cloth, stamped i.i

,.,.1,1. with trimmed edges. 11 ""' satlsfai ton I will return them

nt your expense. Otherwise I will send von (2 within 5 days nnd $2

i aths, thu getting the benefit ot your sale price,
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(Continued)

ward trip was made for the purpose of
winding up some family affairs. Before he
left the coast he had completed two pictures

for Maurice Tourneur. One of them, "Ro-
many Rye*' and the other "Marcene," in

which Cody was the only man in the cast,

the other members being vampires a la

jemme. "As artistic as he is delightful,
- '

is Lew's apt reference to Monsieur Tour-
neur.

THOMAS H. IXCE is planning a great

"come back'' as a directing producer.

He has not given his personal attention to

the megaphone since he made "Civilization"'

more than three years ago but the new con-

tract he recently made with Adolph Zukor
provides for a series of personally-directed

productions.

man is alleged by the Fox company to know
the whereabouts of the film. Both sides

promise to tell what they know when the

trial comes up and there should be interest-

ing revelations.

T IEUT. BERT HALL is a brave roan.
-L' Having participated in "A Romance of

the Air" for the films, the American ace

thought he would have a little romance of

his own. So he married Miss Helen M.
Jordan of Kansas City, in Cleveland, where
he was appearing and leciuring in conjunction

with the aviation picture. It is something
like Hall's fourth or fifth matrimonial ven-

ture. He is, you recall, one of the two sur-

vivors of the Lafayette Escadrille.

F we were running a film-beauly contest,

1 wonder how many of you would pick

CLARINE SEYMOUR, the tiny film Juanita Hansen as the beautifullest blonde

beauty who made her photoplay debut of them all? Juanita is very much in de-

opposite Toto the clown, was recently mand among the west-coast companies for

awarded damages amounting to $1,3 2 5 by

a Los Angeles court. The Rolin Film Com-
pany was the defendant. Miss Seymour al-

leged that she was discharged because she re-

fused to do such
'stunts'' as

turning hand-
springs and
walking bare-

foot on a peb-

bly beach. Get-

ting "canned"
wasn't such a
hardship either

as the dark-

eyed Clarine at-

tracted the at-

tention of D.
W. Griffith and
will be seen in

several of his

productions.

THE good
old mask is

with us again.

For a while

there, no serial

was a success

without one.

Now it's been
patched up and
pressed into
service for "The
Masked Rider,"

a chapter thrill-

er at present in

process of pro-

d u c t i o n in
Texas, with
Ruth Stone-
house. Paul Pan-
zer, and Harry
Myers involved.

What do you
think about
Pau 1 Panzer
coming back?
Remember him
as the original

villain in "The
Perils of Pauline 5

etc.

FB. WARREN, long associated with the

. Goldwyn company in an executive ca-

pacity, has left to join the W. W. Hodkin-

son organization as vice president.

HENRY "PAT11K" LEHRMAN, once
guiding genius of the Sunshine Come-

dies, a William Fox subsidiary, is under in-

dictment at Los Angeles, following an in-

her services and of late has supported Bill

Hart in "The Poppy Girl's Husband." Anita

Stewart in "A Midnight Romance," and

Tom Mix in "The Romance of Cow Hollow."
Than which lat-

ter wTe have sel-

dom heard a

more fetching

title.

THERE'S

Campbell photogi

One of the first published photographs of

"Bill" Carrigan, -with his mother, who is

known on the stage and screen as Mabel
Taliaferro. Bill— sixteen months—seems to

take a whimsical pleasure in pretending that

he doesn't know he's being photographed. His

father is Thomas J. Carrigan, now doing a film

version of "Checkers," for Fox, lately in

Uncle Sam's service on the seas.

Once a serialer, always

ile on the cine-

ma horizon.
That is to say.

he is new at

it right now.
though having

once upon a

time officiated

as such. He's

Marshall Neilan

and he will be

seen on the

screen w it h
Man- Pickford

in ''Daddy
Longlegs." Neil-

an is the direc-

tor also and his

decision to play

the part was
the result of his

inability to find

a juvenile who
"looked the
part." The
scenes in which

h e appeared
were directed

by S y d n e y
Franklin. Mary's

new director.

Neilan. by the

way, expects to

enter the ranks

of independent

producers upon
the conclusion

of "In Old Ken-
tucky" w i t D

Several of the big concernsAnita Stewart.

have been dickering for Mickey's services.

FRIEND
taking

AL—Well. Al. a bird is here

my pitcher for the Kilograms
or something, and I am embarrassed to

death you might say. and especially on acct.

of it being a moving pitcher and it's hard

lor me to move, so it looks as if I was in

for a tough P. M."
Ring 1..miner, the creator of "Jack Keele."

whose letters to "Friend Al" you have read

quiry into the mysterious disappearance of a in the Saturday Evening Tost, wrote an-

comedy negative. A can of sand was other when a cameraman turned the crank

shipped Fast labeled as negative and Lehr- on him for a weekly, in Chicago recently.

Fvorv advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is pmnint*«i.
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IT may have been the inherited tempera

meat ol an ancestral tribal chief oi the

o ili.it struck Rastus, b middle aged

cent le appearing colored man, engaged t"

play the role oi a butler al the [nee studio

pport of Enid Bennett. His emolu
ment was five per diem and at firs! he ap

pcared as satisfied therewith as director Fred

Niblo. But one day Rastus saw himself <>n

the si rrtii in the projection room while the

previous day's "stuff" was being run ofl

i next day there was a butler shy on the

Niblo set. A search for Rastus; and finallj

Ihey found him, al home. He declined to

go to the studio until an auto was senl for

and his pay raised to ten per. As they were

in the middle of the picture Niblo ground
his teeth and let Rastus gel away with it

Rastus is now out of work. If there is a

studio black list, that niggah is on it.

INFLUENZA hit Australia hard. Through-
out the whole country, theaters, shops

and hotels have Urn closed up tight for

four months, by Government order. Not
only \\a~ the Australian public affected, to

say nothing of the exhibitors, but the Amer-
ican exporters who supplied the Kangaroo
country with film have lost from S25.ooo to

S.;o,ooo a week during the shut-down. Aus
tralia depends upon our producers entirely

for their screen material; and the film com-
panies have reaped large profits from the

Australian fans.

IT must be a comfortable feeling for a star

to know that the producers of his pic-

tures are going to present them, too. The
exhibitors who formed the First National

circuit now handle a chain of more than 200

first -run houses, and are affiliated with 600
additional theatres. Let's see—who are the

First Xationalites? Chaplin; Pickford; Tal-

madge (as soon as her Select contract ex-

pires ) ; Jack Pickford ; D. W. Griffith, Anita

Stewart—and others to be announced, says

F. X.

SOME time ago Lois Weber fell and broke
her arm. It was badly set and caused

the directress a lot of trouble as she persisted

in working anyway. She kept her agreement
to direct Anita Stewart's picture to follow

"Virtuous Wives," and then had an opera,

tion to reset her arm. Right now she is

vacationing somewhere; and probably think
ing over two offers—one, according to rumor.
from Famous Players-Lasky, the other from
First National.

ARE you a professional designer and
painter who wishes to become profi-

cient in scenic design and mural decoration?
If you are. you may obtain instruction along
this line at the Xew York Evening School
of Industrial Art, 204 East 42nd Street, Xew
York City, w-here the Board of Education
has inaugurated free classes for advanced
students. Apply for admission on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday eve-
nings to George K. Gombarts, Principal.

MYRTLE STEDMAX. who has been
away quite long enough, will be seen

hereafter in two productions a month for

a new company which calls itself the "Grav
Seal." Why gray?

THE city council of Vernon, California,
has ruled that no motion picture com-

pany may take pictures within its corporate
iimiis. Inasmuch as the town has been
chiefly supported by film people, who come
from Los Angeles to visit Vernon's cafes and
attend Vernon's prize-fights, the ungrateful
edict has roused the ire of the whole colony
of cinemese.

Only "3

fev I0OO Call

l ' • -

i '•
I >>h

Don't

Overlook
the Best Food

Each Package Saves $3
Remember Quaker Oats— the food of foods; the cheapest food and

best food.

Each 30-cent package yields6221 calories—the energy measure of food value.

It costs on this basis about one-tenth the average cost of meats. Thus
each package served in place of meat saves about $3.

The oat is a supreme food— the greatest food that grows. It is rich
in protein— nearly 17 per cent. As an energy food it has age-old fame.
It supplies the needed minerals. As a body-builder it stands first among
the grain foods.

You need other foods for variety. But the greatest breakfast you can
serve is a dish of Quaker Oats. And the dish costs half a cent

This low-cost breakfast will average up your meal costs. And it starts

the day with an almost ideal food.

This is how some necessary foods compare in cost on the calory basis
at this writing:

Cost Per 1000 Calories
Quaker Oats ... 5c Veal Cutlets
Round Steak . . . 41c Average Fish .

Canned Peas .... 54c

57c
60c

r Oat
Just Queen Grains Flaked

In Quaker Oats you get exquisite flavor. They are flaked from queen
grains only— just the rich, plump, flavory oats. We get but ten pounds
from a bushel.

Yet this luscious grade of oat food costs you no extra price.

Prices Reduced to 12c and 30c a Package
Except in the Far West and South

Packed in Sealed Round Packages with Removable Cover
(3090)

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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(An Antiseptic Liquid)

Her Message to Women
"Personal Daintiness Assured!"

CHE is one of more than a million, who
*** has found in wonderful NONSPI, cer-
tain relief from Excessive Armpit Perspir-
ation, with its attending complications of heart
aches, humiliation and stained frowns. For her
dress shields are no longer necessary. Without
artificial protection, she may wear her daintiest,
filmiest gowns with perfect poise and assurance.

-Vim,m two applications a week of

NONSPI
Insures Dry, Odorless Under-Arms
NONSPI is not merely a deodorant-

it is a remedy tor an abnormal condition. Un-
scented and free from Artificial Coloring Matter.
A formula which consists in its entirety of Anti-
septic and other Beneficial ingredients. Sold

and recommended by dealers every-
where; endorsed by leading physicians
and chemists.

Use NONSPI and you
may discard your dress shields.
One trial aDd YOU will, like one of
the I.Ki..n of N..iispi boosters su
aptly wrote us: "Bless the Inspir-
ation That Conceived It."

COREGA
insures mouth comfort to

wearers of dental plates.

It is an antiseptic powder
— tasteless and pleasant

to use—which when
sifted evenly on a dental

plate will hold it firmly

in place. It

Prevents sore gums,
Promotes mouth hygiene.
Aids facial appearance

and is highly recommended by dentists. 35c t 50c,
and $1.00 in U. S. A. If your druggist docs not now
keep it send us his Dame and 10c in stamps tot trial size.

COREGA CHEMICAL COMPANY. 216 Si. Clair Ave.. Cleveland, 0.

freckles
are "as a cloud before the sun" hiding
your brightness, your beauty. Why not
remove t hem V Don't delay. Use

STILLMAN'SK-J
Made especially to remove freckle

Leaves the -.kin i l.-ir. smoothand \v(

out&blemish. Preparedby Bpe> toUsts

v Itb yeai s of expertem e. Money re*

funded If not sattuat tory, 50c per Jar.

Write tuiUy fur p.irti, uUrsand free booklet,'

"Wouldst Thou Be Fair*
ContainsniasybeautyhlntStSJ
describes a number ot elega
prepvaUonslnd.spensableto
toilet Sold by all drvQgttts*

\

STILLMAN CREAM CO*
Dcpt. 32 An,,.,,, ni 1
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Plays and Players
(Continued)

FOLLOWING the lead of Tourneur, Cap-
clanni, and other producers, Frank Lloyd

has formed his own company, severing hi-

connections with William Fox to strike out
for himself. Lloyd made Bill Farnum*s best

pictures for the Fox concern, including "A
Tale of Two Cities" and -

'Les Miserables."

FROM the coast comes the report that

Louise Glaum is shortly to marry again.

Miss Glaum recently obtained her final de-

cree of divorce from Harry Edwards, who
later married Gladys Brockwell. J. Parker
Reid, Miss Glaum's manager, is the lucky
man who may lead the peacock lady to the

altar.

CHARLES CHAPLIN has gone in for

airplane navigation. The comedian has

long held the opinion that the 'plane has
reached the stage of commercial profit; and,

with William Wrigley, Jr., the chewing-gum
magnate, is going to promote an airplane line

service between Los Angeles and Catalina Is-

land. Wrigley owns most of the famous
island resort. The contract awaits only
Chaplin's signature. Syd Chaplin is said to

be going over the ground in Los Angeles and
in Catalina for possible landing sites.

MOVING pictures would have an awful
lot to answer for if all the newspaper

reports were true. It seems that every time
any fraud wishes to identify himself with an
enterprise he says to the judge, "I am a
motion picture actor

—
" or director, or, as in

this case, the husband of a popular star.

"L. L. Sullivan" seems to have set the small
city of Greeley, Colorado, on its ear when
he announced that he wished to look over
the apple orchards there with the intention

of purchasing and settling thereon with his

wife, Mae Marsh, the Goldwyn star. Mr.
Sullivan further explained that he was a
photographer for Paramount-Artcraft, and
that he had '"shot" the scenes for Douglas
Fairbanks' picture, "He Comes Up Smiling."

He got his name in all the papers; and a

reader of Photoplay, who had heard that
Miss Marsh's husband was Louis Lee Arms,
sent in a clipping in which Mr. Sullivan i-

quoted: "I spent four arduous years winning
my wife and I expect her to leave the pic-
ture-game when her Goldwyn contract ex-
pires and come to live with me on my apple-
orchard." We have not heard of any fur-
ther developments in the ambitious career of
L. L. Sullivan. Miss Marsh is married to
Louis Lee Arms, a former New York news-
paper man.

ROBERT GORDON, the slim blonde hero
of "Missing," is back in harness—and

civics. He has the leading part, opposite
Bessie Love, in "A Yankee Princess." for
Vitagraph. Wheeler Oakman. too. is back
from war ; he is in a new Viola Dana picture.
Oakman was one of the first actors to en-
list; he left quietly and he returned even more
quietly—it was necessary to put a news-
hound on his trail to learn his whereabouts.

IN five weeks of his initial engagement as
a film actor. James J. Corbet t. former

world's champion boxer, did more fighting

than he did during his entire career in the
roped arena, according to his own story.

Whenever interest in the serial lags for a
foot or two Director Jimmie Home intro-

duces another fight so the former champion
must needs keep himself in what the sport

writers designate as "the pink of condition."
The Corbett serial is being made at Universal
and is known as "The Midnight Man." Cor-
bett is one of the few celebrities acquired by
film interests chiefly for the value of his

name who made good as a film plaver from
the start.

IN addition to his coup in signing Texas
Guinan for a series of two-reel westerns.

William L. Sherrill has obtained Mack
Swain's signature to a contract calling for

the services of the rotund comedian in no
less than twenty-six comedies a year. Swain
was the "Ambrose" of Sennetl slap-stick.

Keillors of Photoplay will recognise (lie centerpiece of this panel .is Mildred Lee,

the Kansas City sirl who won honors in Photoplays Beauty and Brains contest

nearly three years .i;:o. She is now leading lady in the Lyons-Moran comedies
but is qo longer Mildred Lee, Because her surname was the same js Mr. Moran s

>;i\iM\ name it was changed to Moore.

Every advertisement In PHOTOPLA1 MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Plays and Players
i Continued)

AN application t<>i passports recenl

vealed the fact thai Billie Rhode
while comedienne and now a dramatic stai

with her own company, and William ("Smil

tag Hill") Parsons, have been married wmc
months. They plan to go to Europe to

make pictures, whether or not they will

do .1 double ad on the screen remains to be

seen.

W| have heard of motion picture acton
wrecking bonus; but we never took

much stock in it before. However, a matinee
idol is Indeed to Minn- for breaking up the

domestic bliss of the Finns, John, an iron-

moulder, and Mary, Ins w i u-. who reside

at 417 West Fifty third Street, Now York
Had it been a girl, Mrs. Mary Finn, a movie
fan, would have named her Mary Pickford
Finn. But when a baby boy was born to

bless their home, Mrs. Finn was puzzled—
for the moment. The situation was a diffi

cult one, both Mr and Mrs. Finn admitted;
and finally Mrs. Finn decided to think it

over. That day arrived. After the chris-

tening dinner. Mrs. Finn said to the musts;
"John and I had planned to name it 'Mary
Pickford.' But it's a boy. So we'll call it

Francis—'Francis X. Bushman Finn.'!"

"Francis X. Bushman Finn!" came a cry

that was more like a groan. And John
Finn, seizins a platter of roast beef from
the festive board, smashed it over Mrs. Finn's

head. Mrs. Finn is not one to permit any-
one to question her good judgment. She
broke a wine bottle—several—in retaliation;

and the merry argument continued until the
police arrived. It is believed the Finns have
finally decided to name their offspring "John
Finn, Junior," than which there is no bette-

Irish name.

INTERNATIONAL will release its outpu
through Famous Players-Lasky. Thi

means a combine of the William Randolph
Hearst and Adolph Zukor interests, provid-
ing for the distribution by Famous of nine
International productions a year. The brand.
Cosmopolitan Productions, derived from the

well-known Hearst publication of the same
name; the pictures, filmizations of the prod-
uct of the Hearst writers, including Robert
Chambers, Jack London, Elinor Glyn, Cos-
mo Hamilton, E. Phillips Oppenheim et al

"The Dark Star," by Chambers, is the firs;

release, directed by Allan Dwan; enacted
principally by Marion Davies. Frances Ma-
rion, who gave up her job as script writei
for Mary Pickford to march into Germany
with the American Army of Occupation and
incidentally to do some motion picture work
for the government, is now the highest sal-

aried photoplaywright in the industry, draw-
ing a salary of Si.000 per week for adapting
to the screen the stories by the Hearst nov-
elists.

THE court may take a hand in the bud-
ding future of Henry B. Warner in the

movies. According to latest reports, Warner
will have to do one of two things: return to
the cast of "Sleeping Partners," the John D.
Williams comedy which was having a suc-
cessful New York run when Warner left the
cast to go west and make pictures; or he will
have to discontinue his film work for Robert-
son-Cole. When Warner received the offer
for a year's work in the films, he gave two
weeks' notice to the producer, packed up,
and left. Williams, discovering a remon-
strance to be useless, took his case to court,
claiming that he had a contract with the
actor which called for his services "for the
run" of the play. The court found that
the clause "for the run" meant so long as the
production was profitable to the producer.
Warner's first picture, "A Man Who Turned
White," is already under way.

Ask your wifehow long

BVD. wears!

She checks ihe laundry!

BVD. quality can only be
obtained in BVD Underwear

Ifit hasn't this Red hbven Label

10X33
BEST RETAIL TRADE

tiradeMart&% iSrbZL^andfvrngn Gj*ntn&)

It isn't BTv^.D. Underwear

B.V.D. Coat Cut B.V.D. Sleeveless,
Undershirts and Knee

Length Drawers.
Closed Crotch Union
Suits (Pat. U.S. A.)

$100 $175

The Garment The Suit

THE B. V. D. COMPANY
NEW YORK

REMEMBER,
Qw**iS«w& ALL ATHLETIC UNDERWEAR IS NOT B.V. D.
TheBVDCompmiu

Qa/ngStUSA '<":

}
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A REGULAR

HOLDUP
A few ounces of KAPO Ceibasilk a*
applied by us will hold up the heavi-
est person, in the water, for 3 months.

(Used by U. S. and foreign Governments for

this purpose.)

THAT *S WHY

KAPO
LIFE-SAVING CARMENTS

Absolutely protect you from the danger of

drowning and cramps and from all worry.

Very light, comfortable, and secure.

THEY ARE NOT FILLED WITH AIR

SWIM-WINGS $2
For Bathing and Swimming

WATER-VESTS $6
For Boating and Swimming

OCEAN WAISTCOATS $12
For Travelers and Sportsmen

For MEN—WOMEN -CHILDREN
Chest measurements for all garments: — Size

No. 1 . 24 to 30 inches ; Size No. 2. 32 to

36 inches; Size No. 3, 38 to 44 inches;

Size No. 4, 46 to 50 inches.

''old by Department and Sporting Goods
~ Stores everywhere ; if not easily obtainable,

will send post-paid upon receipt of price.

Send for illustrated Booklet.

KAPO MFG. CO.
BOSTON, MASS.. U. S. A.

IT IS N'T SAFE TO WAIT

fashion says
the use or

MiAVDNi
is necessary so lon& as
sleeveless feowns and sheer fabrics i

sleeves are worn. It assists freedom of move-
ment, unhampered ferace, modest elegance and
correct style. That is why

"they all use Delatone"
Delatone is an old and well known scien-

tific preparation for the
quick, safe and certain
removal of hairy
growths, no matter how
thick or stubborn. After
application the skin is

clear, firm and hairless,

with no pain or discol-
oration.

tor., iirArv'l | Beauty specialists recom-
' mend Delatone for

removal of objectionable
hair from face, neck or
arms.

Druggists »*>" Dolaton*;
or an original 1 ox. lar
will bo mailed to any
addreee on racelpt of
SI by

The Sheffield pharmacal Co.
Dept.HV.. 339 S.Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111. <3<j

KEEPS SHOES SHAPELY
HIDES LARGE JOINTS

%

S&SCfiGtpiionaov
Affords instant relief for bunions and large joints, hides irregu-

larities of foot form. Worn in any shoe: no larger size re-

quired. Over one-half million in use. Ask your shoe dealer
or druggist. Wrile today for special free trial offer. No pay
if no relief. Stale size of shoes and if for right or left foot.

The Fischer Manufacturing Co.
First National Bank Bld«., Dipt. 35. Milwauke S, Wis.

Do Married Men Make the

Best Husbands?
Should story writers write the best screen

stories ? The conclusion of Mr. Pollock's

second article on Motion Picture Authorship.

By Channing Pollock

fT^HE first installment of this number
\ J_ in the Pollock series was published

in Photoplay Magazine for May.
Rather than abbreviate it—it icas too

lengthy for complete publication in one
issue—we divided it, and here conclude

it, in full. Mr. Pollock's third article will

appear in Photoplay Magazine for

July—The Editor.)

E\
l'.R\ author ol my acquaintance regards
his task as practically done when he liar-

mapped out his plot—that is. written hi-

scenario. "The dialogue,'' says Augustus
Thomas, "is child's play." A man can write al-

most as many novels or dramatic pieces as he
can think out, or get to the movie-manuscript
stage, and that hardly would be in excess ol

five or six a year. The number of words is

no more important than the question of how
many steps one takes to walk a mile. Sardou
said the plot of any good play could be set

down upon the back of a visiting-card. His
own "A Scrap of Paper" he summarized in

fifty-nine words, but the gist of the whole
comedj was there, and certainly was not worth
less because it had been briefly outlined. John
Luther Long's story of "'Madame Butterfly"
is considerably shorter than the average movie
scenario, yet it made a successful book, a
successful play, a successful opera, and a suc-

cessful picture", earning, altogether, about a hun-
dred times the thousand dollars that, because
of the number of words it contained, would have
seemed to the film producers tit and adequate
remuneration.
The difficulty appears to be that these film

producers are capable of comprehending only
manual labor. They understand setting Jour.

words because that is physical. Sixteen years

ago, when I was his press agent, William A.
Brady found me dictating a newspaper story

about Grace George. "Do you dictate your
stuff?" he exclaimed. "Gee. that's easyl" . .

By this logic, of course, the literary laborer mosl
worthy of his hire works with an improvident
fountain pen or a buck-jumping typewriter!
The outside idea of the author and his job, ob-

taining among old-line theatrical managers almost
as generally as among motion picture producers,
is a notion fanciful and grotesque. Writing is a

thing requiring no especial qualification or train-

ing; anyone can do it who has time, and one
person about as well as another. The author i-

a necessary evil, generally negligible, moon-
struck, mentally delinquent, quite incapable of

iloing what he has done, sometimes long-haired,

usually ill-dressed, always impractical and re-

bellious, to be humored or bullied—according to

his standing—lulled and lied-to, and who. as

someone said of George Sand. "gives literature

as a cow gives milk." lie pro.luce- masterpieces
by getting very drunk, waking in the night,

seized with an inspiration, and scribbling madl)
upon the bed-sheet. Creation is a matter of

drudgery, of so-many-hours-a-day ami no rain-

checks, of system and perseverance and a time-

clock would make the author as unromantic—
and as unvictiiuizahU—as artists without "fancj
easels ami velvet coats." All business men. I

suppose, have this innate contempt of intellec-

tual labor as something easy and charlatanic
'I hat is why doctors and authors arc the last

to be paid.
Naturally, this misconception—strong in the

clas that predominates among picture producers
—precludes any reverence for finished work as

a matter of pride, as inviolate, a thing sacred
from inexpert and vandal touch. From the

quotations in my first article you will have de-

duced that, among most authors, mercenary con-

siderations arc second to the dread of mutila-
tion. As 1 have said before, it is nol pleasant
or profitable to lose your reputation through bad
work you didn't do. Praxiteles altered by the

village stone-cutter or Titian touched up by the

(own sign-painter would be no more ridiculous

than Augustus Thomas dramatized, or O, Henry
tilled in. or Rudyard Kipling, given form and s;i--

pensive interest by the "Inch-priced experts"

—

mostlj backs and penny-a-liners—who have Failed

to do the nick themselves, What is the advan-
tage of having parts made by skilled mechanics
if your car is to be assembled by a novice? If

you wish to leant what happens when this hap-
pens, -onl win the certainty of it- happening

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

keep- the bes - out of the movies, go back
and tead my twenty-five authors! Read my ar-
ticle, "Don't lilame the Author," in The /'

torial Review! Then, if you still doubt the man-
handling; if you want to know why the best
writers, when they do try. don't get results in
film; if you want to as-ure yourself that book-
and play- rewritten aren't as worth-while as orie
inal work— that nothing converted i- as fit and
good as that which is used for what it was in-
tended—read your favorite novel, or witness
your favorite drama, and afterward see it on the
.screen! You will understand why Mr. Mack
says no author willingly comes out of a
tion picture theater, after looking at one of his
stories, "unless he wear- a mask!"

I his habitual vandalism i- a- conscienceless
.and egomaniacal as it is unintelligent and lack
ing in a sense of humor. They told Hofmai
how to sit at the piano! They would alter Bai
rie, ami have reshaped I'inero. as boldly and
remorselessly a- any shopworn yarn lifted from
Breezj Stori.s or The Detective Story Maga-
zine! Thomas Dixon, creator of <inrf /•.

in "The I'd- ih of a Nation," went into picture
production partly that "my view- might be re-
spected and my works reach the screen in -

nizable form." That, of course, couldn't be e\-
pected by a mere author! Plays and even novels
arc reconstructed, but, if not by the authors, at
least with tluir help and concurrence. A clause
requiring this is a part of every contract

—

out-
side the movies! "Do you imagine." inquires
Mr. Mack, "that David Belasco ever cut out a
line of 'Tiger Rose,' or made a change in a
situation, without consulting me?" Set Mr.
Belasco is a playwright himself, and a famous
craftsman, while "the average scenario editor
hasn't intelligence enough to oil my type-
writer! ... If I am a surgeon, and
your wife's sister, or mother, has a diagnosis
which unmistakably reads that an operation is

necessary, and you are not quite sure of my
ability to perform that operation, whom do
call in to assi-t me? Some interne from a Post-
Graduate Hospital? Some chap riding all day
on the hack of an ambulance? No! You pick
a man of greater reputation and achievement than
mine—known to know more!"

The come-back to thcs ( articles, of course, will

be that the screen doesn't nvnt my "best au-
thors"—my Athertou- and Tarkiugtous and
Hughes. Well if so that's a
confession, not a defence! "The industry i- get-

line on splendidly without them." To which 1

reply that it isn't getting on splendidly, ami it

i-tn't getting on without them. It is coaxing
and cajoling, and, so far. pretty generally in
- lin, Ik cause ii do, -n't -peak our language!
"The men who write stories, novels, plays, can't

write f '; il>-- film la.tu- siu.u ic \ ii&er&ct
kind of stuff." It isn't a different kind— merely
i different qu il.P- Mi:-- I rdan in her tirrt

letter, spoke of "a strong dramatic plot which
would be Ik tier in pictures than in a novel."
There ain't no such anim.il: You might as well
-peak of a ton of unformed steel that would be
better in a bridge than in a building. Good stee!

i- equally good in any structure. The steel that
isn't used for the best structures isn't the he- 1

sleel— that's all! The picture people admit this
when they take plots that have been used in

novels, and pla> s. to make their highest-grade
features. A- Mr. Scott replied, "a strong dra-
matic plot" is "material for a novel, or else it

is just the usual motion picture junk!"
When Miss Jordan, and her confreres, ask

for material that has been Set aside as unsuit-
able for employment in first-class fiction, they are
asking lor "seconds." ami counting upon getting
first-class fiction at second-hand. Ami. whatever
the camouflage, thej are doing this only because
they won't bid against publishers, only fe> them,
for bricks from w recked houses. No wonder one
after another of ni\ correspondents referred to

"by-products!" Everj experienced consumer
knows that you get the best only by paying for
the best. The rarest thing in the world is a bar
gain. There are magazines that offer one cent
a word for copy, and magazines that otter twen-
ty-five cents a word, but their literature is not

of the same quality. Do the pictures want to

class with The (oncer Pot and Snappy Stories,

or with the Cosmopolitan and the Century? They
can't reach the lusher standards by employing
cent aw ord authors, or by lifting their material
from cent -a word magazines. How long could
the Cosmopolitan or the Century maintain its

standards without recognized authors—without
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Do Married Men Make
the Best Husbands?

( Contim

i the autli

How long could the I k it, or

the theatei s: Even in film land
pictures are niade l>> the companies thai

writers the best prices N'o otnet featu cj al

rain the average of Paramount, which frequ
.1 scenario and lias i

luccd
\l id

dlcton, Daniel i ai sou < io

Nathan, and Reginald Wright In

On its face, th< claim that these men, and
kind, n I'll- the best buyable m \\

for the screen, h absurd. "It' wi

the stage," sa; M \l ick, "« e cai

the screen. . Tin verj stars

paying five thousand
Bui I

learned b\ tin " I°igei Rose,"
.mil ddled

I ike Mark -

be found "that the? >nh the wot •

most obvious and commonplace, of m;
\\ i ook o 1 to you

- ind cloth
•

best judges "t dramatic ' Is it likelj

that the critic «ho bids :i subordinau "get into

communication with that man Dickens."
u he . to go oi a hat he's jot « hen
Or i~ it mo •• likel) that his taste in fiction will

continue to be the tasU of the furrier and
eller and clot ind drj g Is-di

stuff for the ivs Mr. Mack. "All
right ! / .

•

We are forgetting, perhaps, that. the bes
Ihors don't approach th< movies in the p
spirit—that tlu-> "li.r i! this

job." Well, in the words of the aul

our quotation, why in K
City should they haver Under th<

"A photoplay's something they expect to toss
off in half a day." Isn't that what the pi

men are insisting upon, as an excust fo

-. when they talk about "brief outli

"not a finished piece of work," and plots "which
<lo not appeal to you for book use'? "We'
compelled to emplbj a staff of d ex
pert- to go " er \\ hat do
care-" \Ve - car..-: that's the I Duble! "I>al>-

bling!" Ves, and, with Mr. Mack. we admit we
cannot do good work "with a halt-heart." But

t the thing whole-heartedl}
you arbitrariT) altei our stories and set u
cwn standards as final? When we hear met
reverence—John Luther Long, author "i "Ma-
dame Butterfly" and "A Prince of Illusion"

—

told they will be paid what they a-k if, and
their product satisfies the ( - 1 dry-

dealer-' When we suspect that ro;

in the rare instances when they art ag
are paul upon doctored accounts,
.-ultcd detectives with regard to important com-
panies credited with maintaining an elab<
system for tin theft of submittei
"\ou won't learn the business." Learn . . .

writing . . . fi <m whom! t>u

re submit to a jury of our peers— to edu-
cated and -cultured men of literarj training.
Our plays we read to David Belasco, or I

Cohan, or Winch< II Smith, o Hei M
"and they tell yon. w it li some authority, what
is wrong. Not so your scenario editor. //.- tell-
yon 'this is not picturt stuff,' and
and you worry, and your ego is hurt. and. what
you consider your good judgment
Then he hoy- the story you thought least of. . .

and suddenly you see' the light. Thai sto
stupid, bromidic, obvious." Anyway, what is

there to learn? What fundamental diffi
between a photostory and any other kind of a
Story, or a photoplay and any other kind ox a

What variances of technique that an or-
dinarily intelligent man, with, some talent for
writing, and some training, couldn't mast
a month? Thomas Dixon, with much experi-
ence, says ''in a week." Res; Beach, with more,

sses that a famous director told him "a
scenario I'd prepared after two hours' study of
the method was the best he'd ever seen. This
iob. like every other writing jol>. is ;i matte- of
literary skill, and narrative and dramatic in-
stinct, and that is just what the hacks haven't
got. and can't acquire. Mutual understanding

ssential. and you or 1 certainly understand
their photoplays hettcr than they understand our
plays." "We may not kno game as you
know it." adds Mr. Mack, "but it's

that's wrong! You buy a play, but you
a picture!"

However, if the technique of the studio were
a technique requiring years for it- mastery, is

there a better way to get masters than hv encour-
aging those fundamentally fitted to acquire mas
ersbip? Publishers and theatrical managers have
no difficulty inducing writers to learn -

building, and dramatic construction, or in se-
curing their sustained and interested co-opera-
tion, through long and trying revision and re-
hearsal. But then publishers and managers are
quick to see and seek the promising t\ro: to

"How do you like my cookies,

Norman?" asks Constance
Yes, gentle reader, it is none other than
Constance Talmadge,and she made the cookies

with her kitchenette stand-by, Carnation Milk

WHEN you gaze upon the popular Constance Talmadge, the
Select Pictures Corporation's ever-so-popular star, being wooed

by the hero, thwarted by the villain, and otherwise cheered and
harassed reel-by-reel, little would you think that in her hours of

ease she whirls in and cooks things better'n mother used to make.
But it's true. And when it comes to cookies! Or gingerbread!
Um-m-m! She takes her Carnation cook book in hand and takes a
can of Carnation from her little pantry shelf and then and there she
becomes the wiz. of the kitchenette.

Carnation Milk is "from contented cows"—which
means that it is just fresh, pure, wholesome
milk, evaporated to the consistency of cream,
then hermetically sealed and sterilized, so that

it will always be pure and wholesome until

you open it. It is the only milk supply your

home requires, because you use it undiluted

with your coffee and cereals, and you re-

duce its richness with pure water (say,

half water and half Carnation) for cooking
and drinking. Convenient—always ready.

Economical—no waste. Safe—always pure.

If you will drop a postal card request to the Carnation Milk Products Company.
684 Consumers Building. Chicago, a handsome booklet will be sent that not

only tells you all about pure milk, but gives a hundred choice, tested recipes as well.

Remember —Your Grocer has Carnation

When you write to aJvertisers please mention rHOTOPT-AY MAGAZINE.
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De311iraefe
Every
cH6rnans

9

Remove Hair
the Common -sense Way

IF mere!/ removing hair from the

surface of the skin were all that

were required of a depilatory, a

razor would solve the superfluous

hair problem.

De Miracle, the original sanitary

liquid, does more than remove sur-

face hair. It devitalizes it, which
is the only common-sense way to

remove hair from face, neck, arms,

under-arms or limbs.

De Miracle requires no mixing. It

is ready for instant use. Simply wet
the hair and it is gone. Only genu-

ine De Miracle has a money back

guarantee in each package.

FREE BOOK with testimonials of

eminent physicians, surgeons, der-

matologists and medical journals,

explains how De Miracle devital-

izes hair, mailed in plain sealed

envelope on request.

Three Sizes: 6oc, {Si.oo, {S2.00.

cAt all toilet counters, or direct from
ui, in plain wrapper, on receipt ofprice

&3IUiracie
Dept.C-23 Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York

FRECKLES
~M /^ Now Is the Time to Get
; * Rid of These Ugly Spots
X /%'/, There's no longer tho slhjhteat need of feelinp;
• J<i\S nshnmed of your freckles, u OTHINE— double
i/\\ o*r<-nj.:th-id Kunranteeil to remove these homely epot-s.

VAff Simply got on ounco of

OTHINE
Bt froc&les luivo lu'trun to ih.iippotr, wliil.- (In- lighter

onoa, have vanished eaaroly. n la Boldomtbat mora then
i pee i' Heeded to completely clear tho uhm mid tjuin a
biimtiful clem- complexion,

p.* sure to ask for the double strength OTHINE,
us this is sold under guarantee of money back

if it fuils to remove freckles.

Learn Nursing—NOW!
Trained nurses 0T0 600X06, Hoipifnl
iiml private patients need more t ban axe
Never before euch n demand us now. Bvora
»t koimI nay. Thin is your golden opportanil
n trained nurse and eastU secure n fine poa

available!
nurse busy

% t»> become
[1 [on nl J20

Do Married Men Make the Best

Husbands?
(Concluded)

. e. and arrange con.; 1

collaboration for bim, and bim a re-

ward worth striving for in the future. "Why
should we pay while you learn?" Tor the same
reason you pay for eggs when you want to hatch
chicken-; Ideas are worth money—even in the
shell! "Does anybody else pay apprentices?" Yes,
v. In 11 they bring materials! Klmer Reizen
was a junior in a lawyer's office, and his first

manuscript pretty crude, but it became '
1 I

Trial," and its author a regular visitor at the
brink. Avery Hopwood, just out of college, the
living image of Johnny Bostonbeans, took the
makings of a play to Wagenhals & Kemper.
They hitched him up with an experienced dram-
atist, gave him his half the standard royalties,
and produced "Clothes." Three years later he
handed Wagenhals & Kemper about half a mil-
lion with "Seven -Days." Do you think Hopwood
would have studied and struggled on the prom-
ise that "if you perfect yourself, and make a
success, we'll pay a thousand dollars each for
your plays " Would he have put his best into
a "Nobody's Widow," or stuck through weeks
of rehearsing a "Fair and Warmer" that was
to reward him with almost one day's salary of
its star?
No author worth while will work on these

terms, and the fact that an author does it proves
he isn't worth while. If lie were lie wouldn't
have to! "By their works ye shall know them:"
The fiction-factories of the film men have been
a fatuous and unqualified failure. Apart from
the maceration and mutilation of stuff already
published or produced, they haven't provided
enough material to keep the game going—not
one-fifth of that used—and the quality of wbal
they have provided merely has ]".:t the dim-:

and the cheap melodrama out of business,
without affecting the $1.50 book or the $.
In a field they have made their own, without
competition from outside, these illiterati h
developed a single real reputation! Not a
\\ii.ston Churchill or Edward Sheldon!
haven't brought forth a single story of genuine
and enduring value!
"We should worry!"
You should!
Your stories are bad, and everybody knows it!

The public knows it, and asks why, and the
experts in story-telling know it, and have told
you why!

;. are bad because your authorship is in-
competent and your system a failure!
They are bad because you are bidding for

9E ideas, by-products, used material! lie-
cause you are producing the second-best of first-
raters, or the first-best of second-raters, or sec-
ond-hand stuff picked from anywhere and filled-
in by third-raters!
The result proves the condition, and the con-

dition makes inevitable the result!
You have let loose a flood of fiction cheap,

tawdry, violent, superficial, elementary, common-
place, hackneyed, unliterary, undramatic. without
semblance to life or character or human expe-
rience!

This isn't the judgment of the disgruntled
and the malcontent! It's an accepted fact, a

1 1 of general comment, the weak point in
your imposing edifice, a state of affairs that has
got past interesting only writer and producer!
Your patrons are complaining!
Your authors can't give you anything better!
The authors who could, won't!
What are you going to do about it?

-

to ISO |u-r week. You rim uuiokly muster our Bpeclnl
Training Course during your spare time at homo and
receive diploma approved by best doctors, llaaj Terms,
tic-. ri 1 al experience given if desired. We help yon tiu>l

employmenL Write at onoe for oatalog. state nee.

AMERICAN TRAINING SCHOOL, Dcpt. B. 1555 N. USallc St., CHICAGO

Erarj advert! cmenl In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

Bon Alexander lias made your acquaintance 'with at least a dozen sets of parents in

the last year, beginning with his Franco-American father and mother in "Hearts
ol the World." None of these, however, were real. Here is a first glimpse of his

genuine, indisputable and very own dad, X. B. Alexander, of Marlborough Gardens,

Hollywood. X. B. is the boy playing the horse.
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lie Never Laughs
orj Sunday

included from page

life oi doubt. IK nevei knows anything

foi Hire. The director ol dramatic pi<

lures knows when he has made good

photopla) because good drama has a uni

versa! appeal. The corned} director, how

ever, has do standard oi weights and meas

ures to guide him because what will make

one person laugh maj bore another, and

completely pass over the head of the third.

Of course there are the usual sure fire

ih.ii can be resorted to in a pinch, the chase,

i>r the exaggerated mechanical tricks, bin

oo miner ever «.Kni farther or deeper for the

elusive gold than does the comedy maker

delve into real life for the little things

that will evoke laughter.

"I endeavor to cater to the masse

well a- the classes, not forgetting the kids.

Children like the purely physical corned)

the fall and the knock down, and the more
exaggerated the action, the more they laugh

The average person watching a comedy on

the screen does not warn to be compelled to

think—to figure out a piece of business

-o that there i> always a little hesitancy in

dealing with satire and the little subtleties

that are enjoyed by clever people.

An illustration of satire that didn't 'gel

over' with the masses is furnished by the

scene in '.Moonshine' of the elaborately fur

Dished underground retreat of the moonshin-
ers The travesty was carried a little too

far Take again the scene of the moonshin-

ers donning evening clothes for dinner. It

'went' great with those who are familiar

with social customs .md slipped completely

over the lieads of those who were not. Vet

tie kid^ invariably 'got' it for they imme-
diately sensed the incongruity of the rough-

neck mountaineers putting on 'soup and

lish.

"But as a piece of bu>iness it scored a

failure on the whole because it required

thought to grasp the satire; somehow it w.i

out of rhythm.
"Every 'gag' in a production i? a- care-

fully analyzed after it has been released as

it is during the course of production. An
entire rive-reel dramatic photoplay may de-

pend entirely on one situation and still be
a success. A two-reel comedy to be success-

ful must have a dozen laugh producing sit-

uations or 'gags' and must never Ian for a

moment
"The same plot can be done over and over

again in the so-called features but the com-
edy without new gags is a failure. That's

why most comedy director-, after a while

in the business, go around talking to them-
selves instead of giving out interviews. It's

a hard life."

It is not generally known that Roscoe Ar-

buckle is one of the first—perhaps the first

—stage player on the Coast to "break into

the pictures." It was eleven years ago,

nearly, when the late Francis Boggs brought
the first motion picture company to Los
Angeles. Arbuckle was playing in a little

theater devoted to tabloid musical comedies
when a friend who had just started a pic-

ture theater induced him to call on Boggs
with the result that he was engaged, during
his -pare time, at $5 a day to act in single

reel productions. He worked in three of

them, then forsook the camera stage until

Mack Sennett induced him to join him at

Keystone. That was five years ago this

spring. It may be a hard life but since then
Roscoe has lost no weight and he has

boosted his salary up into the six figure

class. It might h?ve been much worse.
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Wonderful

Impression a

Qarefully <^hCanicured

Hand Qonveys

Because personal appearance plays so important a

part in the success of a professional actress, most

stars of the stage and screen have a keen appre-

ciation of the value of the little niceties of the

toilette, such as well kept finger nails.

Thev realize the added charm of a carefully

manicured hand and the wonderful impression ::

convevs.

Grafs

The Cut-Up
SOME theatrical joker has announced a

farewell tour of Uncle Tom's Cabin

—

[Judge.]

HYGLO
ManicurePreparations

have tor many years been favored by those of the stage

and screen because HYGLO quality never varies and every

HYGLO product is guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction

For every step necessan. in a perfect manicure there is a

HYGLO Preparation; including HYGLO Nail Polish, in

cake or powder; HYGLO Cuticle Remover and Nail

Bleach combined; HYGLO Nail White; and HVGLO
Nail Polish Paste (J'ink )

HYGLO Manicure Preparations arc sold bv all

good drag stores and department stores at 2$ cents

each, or will be mailed direct by us, upon receipt

ofremittance,]fyourdcalcrisnoisuppiicd

GRAF BROS., Inc.

127 West 24th Street, New York
EltabltihiJ /STJ ©A*

11 iiiin iim iiiiiiii i ii nn iiiii n \j^* Vi> fti-- {fif, ftA*i ' Vi i 'iiB.
' Hri&5£c¥!*&fiS£=

«

Fifty Perfect

HYGLO
Manicures for

One Dollar
1 111 complete HYGLO Oattic

makes it easy for every woman to

have carefully manicured nngrrnaiU,

because it includes a bottle of HY-
6LO Cuticle Remover and Nail

Bleach combined, a jar ejvh of

HYGLO Nail White and Nail

Polish Paste (Pink) and a cake of

HYGLO Nail Polish, as well as

an emerv board, riVxtbie nail file,

orange sti.k and cotton.

Price Complete

$1.00

,11 writn to advertisers nlease mention P1IOTOPLAV MAGAZINE.
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(~ybull love
this Song
The warmth of a sunbeam—the

cheeryness of a smile -the delight-
fulness of recreation— steal into your
hearuhrough thisbeautiful newsong.
Eyes brighten, hearts lighten to the

wistful melody of "BytheCampfire"
— a melody whose lure is fascinating
alike for dancing arid singing.
"By the Campfire" is the hit of

the hour in theatre, home and
restaurant, on piano, player-
piano or talking machine.

EIGHT OTHER WONDERFUL SONGS

:

"When You Look in tVie Heurt
of a Ro«e "

'Sing Me Love's Lullaby"
"How Can You Tell"
"The Radiance in your Kyes"
"Give Me all of You"
"Persian Moon"
"Love, Here is My Heart"
"Keep all your Love for Me"

35c a copy. -3 tor SI .OO
From your music dealer or direct
Band or orchestra, 25c each

You enn'loo ivruno trith nn» FeintSow
LEO FEIST, Inc., Fei.tBldg.. New '

Bowiegoed Men
Your legs will appear straight

when you wear

Straightleg Garters
Remarkable invention—Combination hose-
eupporter and pant - log Straightener —
Quickly adjusted to fit various degrees
of bowlegs; as oasy to put on and com-
fortable to wear as any ordinary garter
— no harness or padded forms; just an
ingeniouH special garter for bowlegtred
men — improves appearance wonderfully,

Bowlegged men everywhere are wearing thorn; enthusian-
tic. Write for free booklet, mailed in plain envelope.

S-L GARTER CO.
718 Trust Co. Bldg. DAYTON, OHIO

WE PAY SPOT CASH
Pflirv IIP AWV new or broken jewelry, diamonds,

NrlMII llCS ""' set or unset, gems, old gold, silver,

kJLilil/ ""platinum, mercury, ialse teeth, magneto
points, precious metal ores, or nuggets, bonds,

coins, stamps oi anything of value, We send cash (no checks)
i>\ return mall and hold your goods subject to your
of our price. Dun Si Bradstreet, references,

OHIO SMELTING & REFINING COMPANY
204 Lennox Building, CLEVELAND. OHIO

For Fifty Cents
You can obtain the next three issues of

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
delivered to you by the postman any-

where in the U. S. (Canada 65 cts.)

This special offer is made as a trial

subscription. Also it will avoid the old

story "Sold Out" if you happen to be a

little late at the news-stand.

Scih! postal order to Deft. 17E.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
350 North Clark Street, Chicago, 111.

She discovers the floorwalker at the safe.

The Saint~witli~a~Past
CONSIDER Carefully

The Saint-with-a-Past.

The Lavender Lady
With white-white Forehead
More Sinned against than Sinning.

(You've Got to Take her Word for it.)

She May Be
A Baby-Vamp,
But you Just Can't blame her

—

She's So Exuberant.
They Wrote That Original

"I Just Can't Make my Eyes Behave"
For Anna Held; but

The Saint-with-a-Past

Is Carrying On.
You Usually See her

Behind a Counter
Dispensing Mary-garden.
The fannyhurst Floorwalker

With the Wicked Mustache
Pursued her; you See,

He Knows her Past.

The Poor Saint

Simply has to Give Up her Job.
She Goes Home

—

She Hasn't Even
Enough to Stop
At an Arm-Chair Foodery

—

To her Little Hall-bedroom,
And is About
To Twist the Gas-jet, when
The Young Man Across the Hall

Rescues Her.

(He's Writing a Book, you Know—

-

On the Masses, or Something.
He Pushes a Slick Pen.

And he has

A Family Name,
A Soft Collar, and
A Perpetual Surprised Expression

—

It's His Eye-brows.)

However

—

He Doesn't Act Surprised.

He Picks her Up,
And Carries her

Into his Room,
And Acts Through it All

As if he Rescued
Substantial Young Saints

Everv Dav in the Week.
Well.'

He's Used to it:

He does it in Every Other Picture.

Even When
She Opens
Those Aureate Eyes,
Ami Pushes Hack the Hair

From her white-white Forehead

—

Even then

He is quite at Ease.

And Begins to Chat
About the Influence of Tolstoi
On Russian Literature.

He Pities her; and Thinks
Of the Girl-he-was-going-to-Marry
Before the Uplift Bug Bit him.
And Reflects Bitterly

That he Wishes
He Could Help
All the Poor Struggling Saints

To be Happier.
He Talks to her Gently.
And then He Decides
To Take her Home.
To His Mother,
As an Experiment.
He Believes in her, and
Believes in her; even When
The Floor-walker Confronts her.

And the Family Tiara
Disappears Mysteriously
One Rainv Night, and Suspicion Points
To the Gal.

But Wait a Minute-
Remember the Scene
Where she. Wakened,
Hears a Noise in the Library.

And Clasps
Her Pearl-Handled Revolver.

And Steals Down-stairs.

And Discovers the Floorwalker

At the Safe.

And with No Thought of Self,

Rouses the Familv.

Points to the F. W.
And Promptlv Faints!1

The Willun

Tells on her. but
She Doesn't Care: and Neither

Does Our Hero.
Even Mama
Relents, and Clasps

Our Saint-with-a-Past

To her Spangled Bosom.
Then the Saint

Tells Him
That she Hasn't. Really.

Anv Particular Past

To' Speak Of.

And that Anyway,
She's Tried Awfully Hard
To Live it Down.
She Looks the Part

In her Last Close-Up

—

But Listen:

Every Time
You see this Lady
Who Days the Saints-with-a-Past.

Don't You Have to Think
Of her Three Children, at Home?

Every advertisement In rilOTOriiAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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The Red Lantern
(Concluded from page 41)

her half-sister—the man that she loved were
hiding. Even now the) might be meeting
ilu-ir deaths. And >!u would be the cause.

Had she not drawn her .--word in the council

«>i the nation and proclaimed, "Wai to the

Knifi

A council meeting was held that d.i> in

the royal throne room, and the Boxer God-
dess solemnly advised the sending oi a mes-

senger wuh a Sag oi truce to the opposing
army.
A short time later, the trumpet oi truce

Was heard above the fighting before the

British Legation, and the figure oi a Chinese
boy, with a handkerchief partly concealing
his iace, waving a white flag, advanced
through the soldiery.

Inside the building the boy sought for

Blanche Sackville and her father, Sir

Philippe. He found the English girl stand-

ing apart. He removed the handkerchief
from his face, and Blanche saw that the

boy was Mahlee.
Sir Philippe Sackville, standing in the

lobby, winced when his daughter spoke
Mahlee's name and told him of the girl's

desire to speak to them together. Then
lie threw his arm about Blanche's shoulder,

as if seeking protection, and approached
the boyish figure waiting for them.
The soul of Mahlee leaped up into her

eyes as she looked upon her father's face.

Her body quivered in the exquisiteness of

her anticipation.

But the man avoided her gaze.

"My daughter has told me your story,"

said Sir Philippe lamely and uneasily. "1

shall be glad to help you in any way thai

you can be helped."

"Yes," responded Mahlee eagerly. "My
father is a European Mandarin. If he will

but say I am his daughter, I can belong to

him and his people. Then I shall be happy,"
her voice took on a pleading look as he
averted his eyes. "And I shall forget the
terrible Boxer cause."

"My poor girl," said Sir Philippe regret-

fully, drawing Blanche closer to him and
turning away, "I cannot help you."

In the street the Chinese boy met Sam
Wang on his black mule. The Illustrious

Patriot beckoned him to come.
"My lover, my sweet husband," called

out Mahlee with bursts of hysterical laugh-
ter, "of course I will go with you—with
whom else should I go?''

Sam Wang lifted her to his saddle.

Fierce fighting followed the brief truce,

but the Boxer Army soon fell before the
onslaught of the opposing forces, and the
throne of China was empty.
The day after the flight of the royal fam-

ily, Andrew Handel received a letter be-
seeching his help for the unhappy slave girls

and concubines left behind in the Imperial
Palace. It was signed with a golden seal

marked "Goddess."
Though he was still ill from his ancient

injuries, he went to the place. Some un-
known cause impelled him to search out the
throne room where the destinies of the em-
pire had been weighed for many centuries.

In the great carven throne sat a lone
figure, rigid in the heavy gold garments of

the Goddess of War.
Andrew Handel approached and knelt

at the still, cold feet of Mahlee, the Eurasian
girl who had loved him.

Beside her he found a little cup. It was
emptied of its draft—"the wine that brings
sweet sleep."

MEDICAL OFFICER: "You have read
all the letters on the card with both

eyes. I now cover up your right eye, when
the small letters entirely disappear."

Voice from the Rear: "For my next trick

I shall require a top-hat."

Wives of Doctors
Don't Have Corns

Doctors All Know Blue=jay

It is made by a surgical dress-

ing house whose products doc-

tors use.

Doctors' wives use Blue-jay
when a corn appears. And they

end it at once and forever.

Millions of others now use
the same method. In a moment
they apply a Blue-jay plaster.

The wrapping makes it snug
and comfortable, and they for-

get the corn.

In 48 hours they remove the

Blue-jay and the corn is ended.
Only a few of the toughest
corns need a second application.

The pain is stopped instantly.

The corn is ended—and com-
pletely— in two days.

Blue-jay has done that for

millions of corns. Your corns
are not different. It will do it

for your corns.

If you have corns and don't
prove this you do yourself an
injustice.

How Blue=jay Acts

A is a thin, soft, protecting ring
which stops the pain by relieving

the pressure.

B is the B & B wax centered on
the corn to gently undermine it.

C is rubber adhesive. It wraps
around the toe and makes the plas-

ter snug and comfortable.

Corns Are Out-of-Date

In the old days corns were
common. Nearly everybody
had them.

People pared them, padded
them, coddled them and kept
them.

Nowadays, most people never
suffer corns. Yet tight, dainty
shoes are more common than
ever.

Consider that fact. The rea-

sonliesin thisscientificBlue-jay.

One user told another, until

millions now employ it.

Quit Old Methods

Paring is unsafe and tempor-
ary. Padding is unsightly. Old,
harsh, mussy treatments have
been discredited. These are
scientific days.

Try Blue-jay on one corn.

Learn that the pain does end.
Learn that the corn does dis-

appear.
Learn that these results come

in an easy, gentle way.

When you do, your corn
troubles are over— all of them,
forever.

Try it tonight.

Blue=jay
\^/ The Scientific Com Ender

Stops Pain Instantly

Ends Corns Completely

25 Cents—At Druggists

BAUER & BLACK, Chicago, New York, Toronto
Makers of Sterile Surgical Dressings and Allied Products

[9871
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The Brand
(Concluded from page 6jj

repulsion in every expression. But finally her. You're rich, Dan. Take her away
sne forced a cheery smile and said aioud: where she can grow up^—right!"

"Hello, dearie I McGill drew back in amazement.' "Take
McGill turned slowly. Puzzlement turned Barclay's baby? Great God!"

to supreme astonishment. He wheeled Alice broke in desperately. -But—she's

about and arising, stared closely into her not his. She'; yours. Dan— she's yours!"
face. Alice was bewildered. Recognition McGill uttered a great cry. It came fr

slowly burned into her brain however a? deep in his heart. He opened his arms a

she saw deep into his eyes, and through knelt at the crib. He lifted the child oui
the beard and all she soon recognized her and crushed her close to him while Alice

clung to him with hungry eyes.

"My baby," muttered McGill over and
over. "You can't have her. You must

Don't touch her. You ain't

The compliment \

of French Genius
to American Beauty

15 cents brings a dainty
BEAUTY BOX with gen«rou»

icmpfes of AZUREAFoc«Powd«<
Sachet Powder and Perfume

Samples to Canada Prohibited
by CaruxcHanCd^ynment

paris L.T. PI'V'&RtfBw*
CHAS.BAEZ Sole Agent^r U.S.tWCancuio
D-->A M-M ** East 2 Zd Street New York Citv

:'•::':::.:::.::::• -." .-:,..-. ..,...-. ;/.-. -..-.•: ::-..-.•:•: -.''-.';.'-'*.-::.'.'.-'.:

Makes

stubborn

hair easy

to comb,

neat and
attractive

Miss Bitty Parker Jay Dillon

Featured in Jack Xor worth's "Odds and Ends'

Adopted by-Screen-Stage—Society
H,ur- Dr- ill i .ike the most stubborn ha stay the

Way you <_omb it and retain a smooth, dressy appearance the en-
tire evening. "With Hair-Dress you can comb your hair any
Fashionable style—straight back—any way you want it. Hair-
Dress will also give to your hair that beautiful lustre so much
n vogue with men and women oi the stage, the screen and
Society. Is harmless and acts as an excellent tonic.

Send for Trial Jar ?Sui&!"1ftSfr&
days, lit it isn't just what you have been looking for—send
(t bat k. Your money will be cheerfully returned to you.
Send United States stamps, coin or money order. Your jar of
delicately scented, greaseless Hair-Dress will be promptly
mailed postpaid. Send fortius WOnderfultoilet necessity today .

Send $1.00 for Three Months' Supply.

HAIR-DRESS CO., Dept.64. 920 Windsor Ave., CHICAGO

To proiro thnt our blue-whito MEXICAN DIAMOND
cloaoly resembles the lint'Ht pou nine South African Dia-
mond (coating SO t tinea as much), with hmuo DAZZLING
KAINItOWKlKK, (guaranteed 20 >rs. ) we will send this
Ladies Tiffany St? 1.. Ring with one carat nem. t Catalogue
l>rioe *l MM) for Half Prlco to introduce. $2.50, pi us wur
tax, 13c Some thing but Gents, H inw Tooth Belcher
Ring, (Catalogue price 96. 261 for $;!. It), pi tin wur tax 15c
MouutiugH are our finest 1- kurat gold filled. Mexican
Diamonds are GUARANTEED fOR -JO YEARS. SEND
no money. Jual im.il poatcanl ..r this ad., auta kIio a».l ara will
mall «t onca <'. O. I), if «..t tollr plaaaw], raturn in > day* for
MONKY BACK. 1.-0.1 haii.llinic i-linr*.". . A.-I n.ii.-l.; ..IT...- limit.-.!: -nlr
onato icuatomar. Win., for FREE CataW. AOKNTS WANTED.

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO.
Dept. OBV Lns Crucoa. N. Mei.

I \ control! rs Gtnuiiit .!/.>>. ...i Diamonds)

Cuticura
For Baby's
Itchy Skin

All drutrtfista; Soup 25. Oiut
incut 25 and 60, Talcum 25

Sample each free of "Ontt-
curv Dapt. B, Boaton."

nusband.
She fell back, even as he did. "You—

Oh, my God!" she moaned. Then, after a

moment: "You—they—they said you were keep away.
John Daniels. 1—I thought \ou were fit!

dead!"
Silence. McGill was still staring, with

?yes no longer wide with astonishment,

but mere slits as venom and rage poured
lrom them.

Alice moved back toward the door.

Then McGill sprang after her. Grabbing
her by the arm he thundered: '"Is Barclay

here?''

She nodded dumbly, terrified by his rage.

'*So—he brought you to this, eh?" in-

dicating, with one sweep of the arm, the

dance hall, its women and its men—more,

its iniquity. Alice bowed her head in

mortification. "I tried to leave him—but
he's too strong. He won't let me run

straight."'

Another question prodded to the surface

of the enraged man's brain. It reached his

tongue thickly :-

"Did you get a divorce?"
The girl shook her head. "Let him

alone, Dan. He's bad—dangerous! He's

done his best to make me bad, too!"

For a moment McGill had become gentle

;

the girl was clinging to his arm and she

looked tremendously like the appealing girl

he had met three years before. But with

thinking again of Barclay his face went stern.

"You can't stay in Arcadia, either of you.

I got out of Ophir but this is my town !"

Stricken with terror, she caught him by
the sleeve again. "Don't send me away with
him. Help me to go alone. I must—

I

must !"

McGill studied her closely. "Why should

I help you?" he asked soberly.

Grasping the wisp of tolerance, the girl

answered eagerly. "There's a reason. Come
with me a moment. It's only a step!"

She led him out the rear stairs and onto

the street, down the street and into a house.

She took him through a dark hall and into

a room. She lit a lamp and drew McGill to

a corner where a crib sat. In the crib, sub-

limely peaceful, fragrant and wholesome, was
a little face—the same face. McGill noted,

as that he had seen in the afternoon. He
drew back.

"What's that little—that little snowflake
doing here in this hell hole?" he demanded.

.\lin-. exalted for a moment by the ma-
ternal thrill of possession, answered proudly,

"She's mint'—my baby. We have no other

home. Now you see why I must leave

Barclay and all this." She leaned closer to

McGill and whispered. "She will soon be

old enough to understand. That's why I've

got to get away from Barclay."

McGill shook his head. Alice became fran-

tic. hvstericaV. "Then—you''! have to take

Stung by this last, the mother willed, and
faded into the gray shadow of the wall.

Then:
"Take her—Dan. That shall be my pun-

ishment."

Suddenly seized with an inspiration, Mc-
Gill set the child down and ran out onto
the street. B^ck to the dance hall.

He searched the hall for the face of Bob
Barclay. When he found him, Barclay rec-

ognized him and drew his gun, but obli'

to its fire, McGill rushed straight an<i

at him. They clinched. Over the floor they
fought. McGill grabbed the gun and throt-

tling Barclay with one hand, drew him over
to the table, bent him back until the back
of his head was pinned against its boarcL-

;.nd then clutched the gun anew.
McGill did not draw it to shoot. He held

it in a reverse position so the sight of the

gun on the end of the barrel was poised owr
Barclay's forehead.

"You ain't fit to kill," muttered McGill.
"So I'm goin' to put my brand on you."

Then, with a cold, slow joy in hU face,

McGill drew the sight of the gunbarrel
across Barclay's forehead and up the bridge

of his nose. Then as Barclay shrieked, he
straightened up. threw the gun from him
and said-:

"Now, go and carry my mark with you!"
Then he picked Barclay up bodily and

threw him across the room. The crowd
closed in on the man.
McGill went back to Alice—a great load

off his mind—and a radiance in his heart.

The evil influence was about obliterated from
his life—his and Alice's. Barclay would
never again draw Alice through the mud of

his iniquitous career.

He found the girl barring the door. Agony
was in her eyes. "Don't take her away just

yet, Dan—give me just a few minutes more
with her!"

Dan, compassion finding its vent in a
quizzical half-smile, laid his arm on her

shoulder. Tears were streaming down his

cheeks. He entered the room, she following.

"We'll go now. Alice, if you're ready," he

said quietly, simply.

The girl stared at him. afraid to believe

the obvious. "You—you don't want me
Dan—after all I've done!"

McGill, now with the baby in his arms
nodded. "I've always wanted you, dear."

Choking. Alice answered: "Not yet, Dan
—not until you know I'm not all bad. only

weak."
McGill took her free hand in his and

slid: "You'll have to come for she needs

you
'"

The Lure oi tne Land

UN' an American transport two days out from New York:—
First Sambo, who is really enjoying the sea. to his dark companion, who has gone

below: "Come on up! We're passing a ship!"

Voice from below: "I don't want to see no ship. You jes' call me when we're passing

o
I

i tree!

cry ndvertlsemenl in PHOT0P1 AY M vcazive is guaranteed.
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In Stairs aiul i)own
(
Concluded from page 55 >

>!iookbrutish young man. "No man ever

me before. Tom- I love you."

'•What do you say to our getting married

eloping?" Tom was Johnny on the spot.

"We'll drive in to town tonight. You can

stay with my sister and I'll go to the ilui>

orrow morning well get a license and

be hi 11 riol."

"Elope I Tom, you're a darling I I do

wonder that 1 never appreciated you be

for.." gurgled Aliciv "I'm thrilled to the

bone."
Tom and Alice might have found eloping

difficult If Louis, Terry O'Keefe's man. had

not overheard their plans,

"Ze beeg ox, Cary, he plan elopement wiz

Mees Alice," the Frenchman confided to his

master. "You grit\

"Grieve," answered O'Keefe, gasping

Louis' arm. "if it's only true! You know
well enough it's a load off my heart that

was crushin' the life out o' me. We've got

to help 'em along."

Wilson. Can's chauffeur, was not at the

garage. O'Keefe sent Louis to hunt up Craig

and have him in readiness so there could be

no hitch before Alice Chesterton had a

chance to change her mind.

As soon as Terry O'Keefe saw the tail

light of Tom Cary's machine fading away
down the road, he sent the servants to sum-
mon Nancy and Tony Ives, and the other

guests at their house party, to the porch.

Betty was the first one to arrive. When
she saw Terry there alone, she started buck

again.

"Betty—Betty darlin'," called Terry. ''have

you been keepin' out of my way on pur-

pose?"
"I've been trying to act like a sister to

you. Terry," she replied.

"And have you succeeded?"
"No, Terry, so it's goodbye—I don't feel

I can stay here any longer."

The others were there now. and were
a>kinK why Terry had sent for them. Nancy
and Tony Ives were arm in arm and it was
plain that they had reached an adjustment

of their domestic difficulties.

'"I want Louis here first, for fear none of

you will believe me." he laughed. "Louis''

—as Le Tour arrived
—

"tell everybody ur

secret
."

''Mees Alice Chesterton she has eloped wiz

Monsieur Cary." he announced.

"And I want to introduce to you." said

Terry O'Keefe in the next breath, putting

his arm about Betty, "—Mrs. Terence

O'Keefe."

Indeed Impressive
A soldier who had fought in the war with

conspicuous valor obtained after his return

home a situation in the service of a lady in

the south of Ireland. One day his mistress

was talking to him about his military career,

and asked him: "In all your experience of

the war, what struck you as the most won-
derful of all?" "Well, ma'am," he said,

"what struck me most was all the bullets

that missed me."— [Outlook.]

A Veteran
"V/'OU know," said the lady whose motor
1 car had run down a man, "you must

have been walking very carelessly. I am a

very careful driver. I have been driving a

car for seven years." "Lady, youVe got
nothing on me. I've been walking for fifty-

four years."— [Judge]

^ VIVA ^

VIVAUDOU
PARIS -NEW YORK

Fashionable—
because its pleasing fra-

grance isworn in harmony

with priceless pearls.

Smd i]C toVivaudou. FACE
Time; Building N

.

Y, pOWDERJ
tot 4 wmple of i-»%K «*%a '

Creator of

MAVfS.
IiTesistible!

Rest assured

Fanfttes
Pajamas and Night Shirts
"
TkeNlGHlwear of a Nation!

"

Exceeds Expectations

at 11.886 dealers E.Rosenfelds.Co. baiio [-hewtob

ROWE'S GLOUCESTER
II A A/I A/I f\i~*V D' rect fr° ra facIory t° homeOJ\ 1V1 1V1ULN Charges prepaid in the U. S.

Take comfort and rest in the open air.

The Rowe has all-quality construction—built up to an idea
ind do! down to a price. Standard in bfd hammocks for thirty
years. Used exclusively at summer resorts, dubs, camps and

5 of people who know values and demand comfort.
Made in (government standard) non-fadeable, 21-oz. U. S.
Khaki or white Sail duck, that will resist wind, weather and

ige Costs a f-w dollars more, bat will ontln«t ten
on ".< ;i*nn hum mm-L v. Sonel fnr rntnloffue. If It's mmlr u(

canvas we can make it. Stk\ >- This AD.

E. L. ROWE & SON, INC., WorkeninCanva,
146 Water Street Gloucester, Mass.

.Dame Fashion Says : '^e

jJ
fabrics, for blouses, afternoon and eve-

ning gowns." No smart woman can afford not
to remove the hair from her arms and arm-pits. Fashion and modesty demand
this of her. X-Bazin, mixed with water, dissolves any superfluous hair in five min-
utes just as soap removes dust from the skin, leaving it smooth and white and soft. *

50c and $1.00 at all drug and department stores, or we will j8

mail direct on receipt ofprice in U.S.A. 75c and $1 .50 elsewhere. rlHALL & KICKEI., Inc., 2>3 Washington Street. NKW YORK CITY g

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Newwonderful
Way To

Removewrinkles
and Blemishes

taofcYeawlfounger

I

i\

A Few Days—and Lo! All
Wrinkles and Blemishes are Gone
You use this treatment in the privacy
of your room in your home. Just a few
moments at a time. The results will

amaze and delight you. We ask you to
send right now for thernrr princess tokio
rixHiIli BEAUTY BOOK
It will prove to you how quickly all

wrinkles and blemishes may be removed.
Under my treatment they simply vanish.
You will look years younger

|
and more charming. Don't
waste a single day. Write
at once, and the book will
go to you in a plain, sealed
wrapper. Address,

PRINCESS TOKIO CO.
Dept. 632. 159 N. State St.

CHICAGO, OX.

PRINCESS TOKIO presents to

the women of America a new
way to remove wrinkles and

blemishes— THE ORIENTAL WAY!
No masks, no plasters, no massage, no
exercise, no rollers. This new, scientific
treatment is simply marvelous. The
lovely little women of the Orient have
known these secrets for hundreds of
years as they have been handed down
from one generation to another. The Jap-
anese women are famous for the beauty
of their complexions and these same

Lovely, Soft, Velvety Skins |e:

which nature has adorned with the tints

of the rose are now within the reach of
any woman who will follow the simple
rules which are to be found in the Prin-
cess Tokio Beauty Book, which we will

send FREE to any woman who will write
for it. Princess Tokio does not ask you
to wait a long time for results—only m

^r -^m

Write the Words
for a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them,
and guarantee to secure publication on
a royalty basis by a New York music
publisher. Our Lyric Editor and Chief
Composer is a song-writer of national

reputation and has written many big

song-hits. Mail your song-poem on love,

peace,victory or any other subject to us to-

day. Poems submitted are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
101F Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at Times Sq.

NEW YORK. N. Y.

"Finer Than a Diamond
gold

ry time I look at It. 1 think I

Juat •rod your nnron nml Onir.-r

ndu Laehnltorir :.

ic; mIi. n it com.'«
rinir ' > fill

Send No Money i
not In lolldjjoia. Prepaid, i»>™r h.

don? If you, or any Ol your t'rlondj'cnn toll It from a

diamond, sond It back. If rou rvtnrn the rjoB In !•'"

.I»v» wo will roturn yonrdcnonlt. If y,

it, •<.nd$i!.r.OamonthimtlHUH.vr. la |>m

Write Today Sr
(IndloB* or ucn'ul.t Ilo

llaroMUAmm Co.. 12 N, Michigan Av.,I>ci>tA-iM Chicago

. Toll u*
olid iold rlnci. yoi

ml your o.l

Harold Lacnmui io., i^.n. >Miiuig.um*., - •-.> "-..•..v.M.nt... .»»»mm if»!!-«
Kill Hie Hair Root

My method is thr only way to prevent the ha
1 «y, painless, harmless. No sc.irs. Hooklrt I

n, losing I sumps. iVt teach Beauty i intuit.

O. I. MAHLER, 196-X Mahlar Park, Provldanca. R. I.

My Heroes
(Continued j

as to think that a man doesn't want to love

her but can't help it. Englishmen—and of

course I also mean those wonderful Canadi-

ans—are like that.

•'An Englishman always acts as though he

thoroughly disapproved of one, and women
would rather be disapproved of than re-

spected. He is always ungracious about
everything you want to do, and yet he will

go to any amount of inconvenience to do
it for you. Sometimes he's so cross that you
aren't sure he mayn't throw the tea things

at you. Then suddenly he will say the most
divine things—and say them divinely. You
grow quite discouraged before his cool self-

satisfaction and then he paralyzes you with

the most magnificent love-making in the

world. There is an element of suspense

about an Englishman and he always conveys
to you the impression that you are forbidden

fruit—and a smart woman would rather be

a quince hanging on the highest branch than
a peach on a limb that is easy to reach.

"I knew an English officer who'd been at

the front four years. He always treated me
as though I were a rather backward child.

One day when he was eating a ham bun—he
had a passion for ham buns—he said, 'You
are the only woman I have ever known that

had sense enough to keep still when a man
wants to think.' Afterwards he

— "'

The blush came in scarlet earnest. I began
lo have a clue. Edna Purviance has the gift

of listening. She is a marvelous audience

—

and what more could any man ask? Also,

coming from the trenches to a tea table

across from her must be like stepping from
the heart of a Kansas cyclone into a mon-
astery garden. She may not be the cleverest

girl in the world, nor the most beautiful, but
the quietness, the simplicity, the unassuming
willingness to please, will go a lot farther

toward obliterating the roar of guns, the

scent of blood, and the strain of killing than
more brains and greater beauty.

"The Frenchman makes the most adorable
playfellow. He is game for anything. He
understands how to play. He knows that a

woman wants to be amused, and he amuses
her. He has such delicacy of feelins, such a

comprehension of the picturesque. He can

laugh at your jokes, take up a mood or kiss

your hand fervently without losing step.

"I never knew but one Belgian well." Her
voice dropped and the soft little smile died.

"He was the very kindest man I ever knew.
He had to walk slowly because of his leg, but

he had such a splendid figure, small waist

and broad shoulders. He looked almost

kingly in his uniform. But for all his kind-

ness, his heart was filled with a great suspi-

cion of all the world. His wife was in Bel

rom page 36)

iiium when the Germans marched through.
She died. He told me about that once. I
was glad, because it =ecmed to ease his load
a little to tell of it. Being a fairy godmother
is not all lightness, you see.

''The Italians are fascinating, but they are
created for the 'grande passion,' not for pass-
ing fancies. They take a woman at her own
valuation. Woman is either a toy or an idol,
unless you love her. The 'higher love' is all

right in one's soulful moments, but it is dif-
ficult to keep it up for long.

'"Americans are a combination. An Amer-
ican understands the business of being a hus-
band. American mothers train their sons to
be husbands, and it's a great help to Ameri-
can women. Any woman can hold a man if

she will. If she will take time to study the
brute, learn the very processes of his
thoughts, analyze his weaknesses and esti-

mate his strength, she can cope with a situa-
tion, be it a chorus girl or punctured tire.

But if the man becomes too exacting, the
effort to hold him ceases to be worth while.

If he does not make her happy, she will not
endeavor to keep him. She will shrug her
shoulders and say, 'I don't care whether
you like it or not. I hope there is some other
woman. I need a rest."

"But American men rarely if ever become
too exacting. They are eager for home, for

happiness, for a clean, sweet love. Therefore
a wife can nearly always make her marriage
a success with a decentlv average amount of

effort."

Suddenly she set down her teacup and leaned

toward me across the little wicker table. Her
voice held a new note and on her face wa-
a strangely radiant expression that I do
not believe it could have worn a year ago.

"Oh, it's very well to laugh and joke and
tell riddles with them. That's what t hex-

want, for they are men, but they are heroes

as well. They stood the gaff. They are

proven. If a song, a smile, yes, even a kiss.

brought them back to a world where normal
happiness seemed asain possible, who were

we to deny it ? Why, there isn't one of

them I couldn't picture on the sloping deck

of the Tuscania, in the evening light, singin.-

Where do we so from here, boys?'

"Of course I love them. Any woman who
says she doesn't or wouldn't must be a poor

fish. In even* one of them that had been

long over there I found a great craving for

lights, music, wine, a woman to listen to

their tales. They had kept their 'rendezvous

with death.' They wanted other rendezvous

Perhaps I was just a peg on which to hang

their thoughts, their dreams, their rediscov-

ered joys. But—everyone has to do her

hit
!"
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] Lerods oi the

Movies
ntinued from pagi

\\ . have vacillatinglj put on honoring it

with .i technique of its own, with that give

and i.ikc between artist and audience essen

ii.il u> .ill art, in which so much oi the human
response hinges on making the spectator an

onscious co-worker with the ire.nor him
self and able to triumph in the end achieved

because he himseli has done something to

wards reaching that end. This give and take

wt have readily enough recognized in the

older art* where .1 sculptor cannot carve an

eye-lash, or .1 painter on a Bat canvas cannoi
know formal relit 1, or a playwright cannoi
•u'w .1 drawing-room without one of its

walls knocked out. We accept those limita-

tion* and glory in the illusions wherebj
thej arc overcome. But this marvellous new-

art of sun-writing lias been the Orphan!
Annie of the older ;irt*. We have tried to

tog it out in the buskin of the drama and
u up iii the slightly shoddy shoes of the

written-story. In doing so, wt have mon-
ureli/ed its technique, insinuating into it the

mechanics of the stage and imposing upon it

the clumsily spelled out textual legends of

'he story-writer—which, after all. is a good
• leal like sticking real chicken-feather* in

the tail of an oil-painting of a golden eagle.

Net all the while, if we only knew it, the

motion picture i* in itself an electric-quick

shorthand for the expression of idea and
emotion. It suffers, in fact, from the de-

fect of its virtues, for its power of expres-

sion i> .-till over-engined and hard to con-
trol; too rapitl for the human intellect, not

yet sure of its counters, to accept and under-
-tand. It has win;."-, and we who are used
to limping along on words, have not yet

learned to keep up with it.

This ha* resulted in several things. One
has been a tendency to retard its flight, to

keep it down to earth by a deliberate de-

nization of its manner and aims. This
means a commercial product perhaps quan-
tatively impressive but artistically in>igniti-

<ant. It means the repetition of tested re-

sult*, the resort to types worn threadbare
though over-use. unparticipating audiences,

and the absence of those human responses
which keep warm the life-blood of any art

And in the stampede for financial success

it has meant on one side a rather light-

handed appropriation of unshepherded ideas

and maverick plots, and, on the other side,

a rather feverish milking of *tage and liter-

ature for temporary sustenance. For to

Stage and printed story its manipulators have
gone for their raw material, failing to see that

it was material not suited to the stomach
of the silver-sheet, which has become dis-

turbingly carnivorous, and in swallowing the

accumulations of fictional industry tends to

emulate the tiger which in eating antelope
really eats glorified grass. For the irony of

this predatory tendency lies in the fact that

the fiction-writer or novelist has brought
nothing of moment to the moving-picture.
He has not even thrown himself into a re-

ceptive attitude towards it* altogether novel
media of expression. But at the same time-

that he has *neered at its defect* of youth-
fulness— forget Ling the long years it took to

iron the wrinkles out of his own trade—he
has stood ready enough to gather up the
accidental manna which rained down from
the money-bags of its slightly bewildered
managers. Xor can he. so long as he re-

mains a fiction-writer or a dramatist, bring it

anything of intrinsic value, since the tech-

nique in which he is trained leaves him
as calamitously ill-suited to this new art

which he refuses to comprehend as a stone-
mason is unsuited to the building of a dirigi-

ble. He may claim, of course, that since it

1 *u

For forty years

\ Fashion has put her

* stamp of approval on

'LiCA/^OJiYJAVZ
All tints 50 cents (double quan-
tity) at all toilet counters, or send
4 cents for miniature box.

The Freeman Perfume Co.

Dept.IOI Cincinnati, O.

Stronger, Clearer
Voice for YOU!

\

Weakness,
husk in <->s
and harshness

banished. Your
voice given a won-

derful strength, a
wider range, an amazing

clearness. This la done by
the KeucbLingt-r Method, en-

dorsed by leading European
musicians, actors audi spiakern.

U*e it in u"UT own heme. Simple,
altent exercist-B taken B few minutes
daily Impart viror to the vocal organ*

1 and fiive a surpassing quality to the
tones. Send * f the facta ana proofs.

^ Do You Stammer?
m If you have any voice impediment

this m*f h.»d will help you. You need not
f i stammer or lisp — if you will follow our

Instructions. Mail coupon for tree book.

WRITE!
Send the coupon and get our

free book and literature, we will
tell you just what this method Is. bow It Is
used and what it will do for you. No matter

9 how hopeless your case may seem the
Fcuchtinger tDSthitd will improve your voice
3i»0 per cent. No obligation on you If you

information. We gladly send it
IStmajl "

)per
: for t

4s*

free, postage prepaid. Jost mail the coupon.

Perfect Voice Institute

1772 Wilton Ave. C hicagO, III.

Send me the book and facts about the
Feachtinger Method. Have put X oppo-
site subject that interests me most.

D Singing D Speaking
Stammering D Lisping

Nam*

Addrcta .
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American I

Beauties"

Herods of tlie

Movies
(Concluded)

k owe much of their attractiveness to

their beautiful Eyes adorned with
long, luxuriant, silky Eyelashes
and perfectly formed Eyebrows

—

" those Fringed Curtains which Veil

the Eyes," and give to them that

rare charm of expression, which
all women prize so highly, and

which is so greatly admired by
women and men alike. If Nature
has denied you these Beauty Aids,

do not despair. You may now have
them if you will apply just a little

Remember theFullName—It's Imitated^^^~~

persistently for a short time. Its purpose

is to nourish and stimulate the Eyelashes
;

and Eyebrows in a natural manner thereby. |

promoting their growth and adding beauty to the face.

Lash-Brow-Ine a pure, delicately-

scented cream, guar-
anteed to be absolutely harmless. It has been
tested and approved by the best chemists and
beauty specialists of America. Thousands of
women, in society, as well as stars of the stage
and screen, have been delighted with the
results obtained by its use. why not you ?

Two Sizes SOc and $ 1
Send price and we will mail you "LASH-
BROW-INE," and our Maybell Beauty Book-
let, "The Woman Beautiful" prepaid under
plain cover. SATISFACTION ASSURED OR
PRICE REFUNDED. AVOID DISAPPOINT-
MENTS WITH INFERIOR IMITATIONS.

The wonderful success attained by "LASH-BROW-INE" has caused the
name to be closely imitated. There is only one genuine " LASH-BROW-
INE." Look for the picture of the Girl with the Rose, same as above, which
appears on every box. You can identify the genuine with this picture.
Remember the full name "LASH-BROW-INE " and insist on getting it.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES, 4305-21 Grand Blvd., CHICAGO
Illlilllllllli

SAVE YOUR BODY
Conserve Your Health and Efficiency First

"I Would Not Part With It for $10,000"
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful customer. "Worth more than a farm,"
says another. In like manner testify over 100,000 people who have worn it.

THE NATURAL
BODYBRACE
Overcomes WEAKNESS and ORGANIC AIL-
MENTS of WOMEN and MEN. Develops erect,

*

v
graceful figure. Brings restful relief, comfort,

ability to do things, health and strength,

k
Wear It 30 Days Free
At ©Mr Expense
Does away with the strain and pain
of standing1 and walking; replaces
and supports misplaced internal
organs; reduces enlarged abdo-
men; strairhtens and strength-
ens tho bark; corrects stooping
shoulders; develops lungs, chest
and bust; relieves backache,

curvatures, nervousness, rup-
tures, constipation. Comfortable

and easy to wear.

KeepYourseSfFit
Write today for illustrated booklet, mea-
surement blark, etc., and read our very
liberal proposition.

Howard €. Rash
Prcs. Natural Body Brace Co.

330 Rash Bldg., Sal ina,Kansas

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because Iwas Deaf and h.id Hcnd Nolae*
for over 30 yean. My invisible Antiseptic Ear

Drums restored my hearing, and stopped Head Noises,

and will do it (or you. They are Tiny Megaphones.

Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness

is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or

Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to Dut in,

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts. ' In-

eipensivc. Write for Booklet and my jworo
statement of how 1 recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
Suit.- 223 70 5th Avenue - - New York City

Su8niT your Sons-Poems on any subject for ouradvice

We revise Poms.coriPOSE music or any descrif-

T10ILSECURE COPYRIGHT AND EHPLOY ORIGINAL

METHODS fOR FACILITATING FrEEPUBUCA

TION OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF SONGS

UNDER THIS SUCCESSFUL

C0NCERN56UARANTEE

OF SATISFAC

TION.

If

CONTAINS

VALUABLE INSTRUC-

TIONS TO BOMNtKSANDTELlS

WETIujrnCWtCtmiM EVfltl fSW.lt

OF THIS ESSENTIAL AND FACINATING PROFESS

ION.THE GREAT WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY THE PCP

CHARSONG IN V.NN vGThEWK 15 OttY AN WOO TO THE HUB!

UK R SCOPEAND GREATER OPPORTUNITIESAFFORDED BY PEACE.

"KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS 86GAi£TvBu>a.,N.Y.Cmt

came into being through mechanical inven-
tion it is doomed to pass away through me-
chanical invention, that at any hour some
newer inventive genius may bring it Voice,
for instance, and at one stroke render ob-
solete a slowly-acquired and intricate tech-
nique in which it would be ill-judgment to
over-interest himself. But whether he is

right or wrong in that, the motion-picture,
I think, will do well to rid itself of his
blundering hand, together with other in-

truders from other arts, who have happened
along while the haying was good. It has
suffered too much from its unassim-'lated
alien enemies, its intellectual navvies drain-
ing a fecund new republic to sustain some
decrepit old monarchy. The hope of the
movie lies in creating and training and recog-
nizing its own workers, in establishing and
jealously guarding its own technique, and in

exploiting its own possibilities of loveliness

and power. And it must, in some way, train
its audiences as it has already trained its di-

rectors and camera-men. to make possible
the human response which art cannot live

without, to keep in touch with actuality,

and to avoid being professionalized into a
too democratic tawdriness. We hear on all

sides that the motion-picture as an art is

still in its infancy. Yet already, in a few in-

stances, it has achieved grandeur
;
quite often

we have seen it attaining to the most per-
suasive of pictorial beauty; and not infre-

quently, with all its faults, it can now place

before us a story of human destiny as en-
grossing and satisfying as anything presented
by contemporaneous drama. And in English
drama, it is perhaps worth remembering, the
grandfather of Shakespeare *s '"Hamlet" was
nothing more nor -less than the Punch and
Judy show.

The Dime Novel
( Concluded from page 49)

wonderful, ideal adventures. The man who
sits in his office from nine to five dictating

letters, invariably pines to be riding a spirited

horse out West in the sixties or seventies and
dodging redskins on the warpath. He can-
not do this but he can live over those

things with the aid of the serial.

That's why many producers continue to
specialize in serials and realize millions a
year from this form of screen entertainment.

That's why Pearl White. Ruth Roland and
Marie Walcamp have a following, extending
from Oshkosh to Timbuctoo that surpasses

with an overwhelming plurality, the vogue
of any of Filmdom's feature stars.

There is no country nor population that

does not clamor for serials. In India for

instance. Pearl While is the most popular of

all the film stars and serials are about the

only form of cinema product that the na-
tives will flock to see, Souchet Singh, the

Editor of The Twentieth Century, India's

leading motion picture magazine printed in

Bombay and circulating all through this

strange country, says:

"Serials are mainly the crude struggle be-
tween right and wrong as exemplified by the
leading characters," said Mr. Singh, "and
niv countrymen cas : ly grasp their idea and
follow the serials with the greatest zest."

That the serial is here to stay and is

steadfastly increasing its field of admirers
and patrons may be realized from the fact

that Pathe recently announced that its serial

plans for the next two years would be tr ;

most comprehensive and exhaustive in the

history of the house.

Every advertisement in PTTOTOPTxAT MAGAZTXT! is guaranteed.
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The Shadow Stage
ntinued from pagt

just going to shave, fa i noisj ruction be-

tween the three men the drunkard falls

clumsily, and, his brain envelope meeting the

andirons on the way down, be fa done in

ood In the i"ir>t logical fear of the

rope Hatton shaves, dons Olwell's clothes,

puts bis own tattered bifurcations upon the

dead man lo, he is Richard Olwell !
The

love story i^ very good. ( on cience drives

the ir.mi|> printer to confess, and finally in-

.1! he is not the publisher, l>ut the only

one who at length comprehends tl"> is Ol

well's wife, who discovers that >lu- loves the

gentleman who lives in her husband's house

. ml name. The proprieties, here, are cleverly

handled and i.m'i annoy the realists not ol

fend the timid. As 1 have indicated, the

handsome Mr. Julian gives this >tor\ just

the plus touch that does it the most good.

His accentuations of tin- dramath situations

increase the tensity of the piece, somehow.
Jane Novak is splendid as the wife, an«l the

is remarkable in that it contains two
leading women—Fay Tincher and Fritzie

Ridgewaj—in minor roles. Tlu- latter only

plays a maid. This i. ;l very, very good pho-

toplay.

A MIDNIGHT ROMANCE
I irst National

There is a lot more of Anita Stewart

lire than in "Virtuous Wives." 1 am not re

ferring altogether to the one piece bathing

suit; the uirl dominates this play, just as she

certainly didn't dominate the other The
substance of the story is slight, even t rile,

l>ut the handling, the setting, the acting are

all irreproachable. As a princess whose ship

Ins been wrecked by a torpedo. Miss Stew-
art plays a young woman who finds in this

disaster the ancient opportunity to cast oft

her golden chains of formality and he human
and incognito. A maid's job is part of the

pretense, but her love for a young man worth

his weight in platinum— she meets him on
the beach at night—isn't pretense at all.

Some melodrama, nipped by the wise direc

tress just before it got too movieish, spices

the rather anemic plot and corks up the

revelations until the proper moment. The
piece has a geographic interest, too. for most
of it i> staged in the Alexandria hotel. Los

Angeles, a public edifice which is the real

forum of western filmdom. Jack Hoit plays

opposite Miss Stewart. Lois Weber directed.

THE BETTER 'OLE—World, Distributor

Then are several reasons why I am glad

to -ee "The Better Die" getting a general

American welcome. For one thing, it is first-

hand information on the pathos and humor
of the first black months of war, such as

could not possibly be possessed by any man
not intimately concerned with it. a.- was
the cartoonist-captain. Bruce Bairnsfather.

It i- novel, and different. And last but far

from least, it is a look through another man's
camera. Xo matter how perfect our own
productions are, we'll fall into a rut of some
kind unless we have a chance to make for-

eign comparisons, even though such compari-
sons seem heavily in our favor. Three actors
whom we do not know at all and may never
see again play, respectively. Old Bill. Bert
and Alt': Charles Rock. Arthur Cleve, and
Hugh E. YVricht. A- fillers of the lines and
shadows of Mr. Bairnsfather's drawings, they
are a combination of sadness and uproar.
They are human. The story is only a con-
ventional lit Lie melo; the depictions, incidents
and subtitles are highly unconventional. The
piece shows the army of a real democracy,
"grousing" at pomp and military ceremony

—

plain duffers anxious to finish up their job
of war and get home again. And alas for the
sensibilities of the arid—these lads cer-

-5/i

"Ferd, They are Playing Your Song!"
Imagine the thrill these words gave Mr. Ferdinand Hohnhorst, of

Covington, Ky.,as he stood on a crowded street,watching the great
Peace Parade, when Meyer's Military Band came swinging along playing his son^.
•'

I
r
ncle Sam. the PeacefulFightingMan, " But let him tell his story in his own words:

( ovington, Ky.j toat /fugmtinc V/.

CHt.^Ii.K Ml rSIC COMPANY, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen: My tong entitled ( W/V Sam,th* Peaceful lighting Man, " that your
Mr. h'rtedman composed and arranged for me, is making a great hit. 1'' thi Peace Parade
.it Catania, Ky,, Meyer's Military Band played my tong thru times. We now have had
it arranged fur orchestra* and quartette*, and it is making a good impression everywhere. The
Vocahtylc Music Company, Cincinnati. O.. a concern which manufacture* music rolls for
player piano*, ha< taken up my song, and already has sold over a thousand of these roll* in

Cincinnati alone, and are placing them in their bulletin for April, which will go to all tht

different cities. Thanking you kindly for the tervices you have rendered me, I remain,

Your* very truly.

i) VEKDtKASD HOHNHORST."

Why Don't YOU Write the Words for a Song
and Submit Your Poem to Us?

We Write the Music and Guarantee Publisher's Acceptance

Leo Friedman, Our Composer g,
b?u t whom

,

Mr
' r Hohnhorst speaksso

enthusiastically, is one of America's most gifted composers and the
author <>i many great song hits. Among his great successes are "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," the sales of which reached the enormous
total of more than two million copies. Others that reached into the
million class were "Let Me Call You Sweetheart." and "When I Dream
of Old Erin." Mr. Friedman writes music to words that causes them to
fairly throb with leeling and musical charm. He has been styled
"America's Favorite Composer," and properly so, for his melodies ha\ e
reached the hea rl s

Leo Friedman

yon have

CHES

918 So.

.i song-poem wr
1 mail it I., .in with

of millions of the
American people,
and made them -in •

Submit us poems on
Patriotism, Love, or

any other subject,
.and don't delay. I*

en now, pin it t<> the
,ul del.., •

.:. MUKEASTARTTODM.

CHESTER MUSIC COMPANY
918 So. MichiKon Ave., Room 317, Chicano. III.

Oenili men: I nclosed find poem entitled

lor your inspection.

TER MUSIC COMPANY
Room 317

Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL.

rzrw/Cadres //zc\

"KREMOLA" i3a medicated snow whitecreara that
does won. lens for a bad complexion. Removes Tan,
Muth-patenea. Pimples. Eczema, etc. The Auto Woman - *

Ptotectton. Kleeant for man afVr shavinE. MAIL $1.26.

Or. C. K. Berry Co. . 2975 Michigan Avc.Chicago

4WillBuy
A Beautifully Reconstructed

TYPEWRITER
With Every Mtxiern Writing
Convenience. Write today for
Illustrated Circular Explaining
Tr\ -Before -You -Buy Plan.

HiRRT ». SMITH, 851 -218 N. Weils St. , Clian

J\1P Hair Pins

Keep the Hair in Piace
5 Different Sizes- Kand KX Packages Everywhere I

UMP HAIR PIN MFG. CO.
Sot. M. GOLDaiftC P«tO CHICACO

When you write to advertisers please mention rHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Weigh wfo/
you Should

You can—I know it.

For what 87,000 other
women have done you can
do. I teach you how to sit,

sta>id and ivalk correctly;

give you grace, abundant
vitality —courage to under-
take, courage to do things.

I build you up or reduceyou
to normal— all in your own
home. In a few weeks you
can surprise your family
and friends.

Youcanbewell
Without Drugs

It's easier to be well than to be
sick, when you know how. If

you are troubled with any of
the following— or any other ailments— write me.

Indigestion Torpid Liver Poor Circulation
Nervousness Constipation Malassimilation

My 1G years' work has won the endorsement of leading
pbysioianfi. Write me. Your letter will he held in absolute
confidence, and you will be under no obligations. Write to-
day, before you forget. I will gladly send you my illus.
trated booklet, telling how to stand or walk correctly, (tea

SUSANNA COCROFT
624 S. Michigan Ave. Dept. 35, Chicago

Miss Cocroft is a nationally recognized authority
on conditioning women as our training

camps have conditioned our men.

Free Book.
Containingcompletei
story of the origin f
and history of that
wonderful inatru-.
ment—the

SAXOPHONE
This book tells yon when to use

Saxophone— singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes, or in regular band; how
to transpose from orchestral parts
and many other things you would
like to know.
You can loam to play tho scale (n one hour'i

practlce.and aoon bo playinr: popular aire. Yt _

can double your income, your pleasure, and your
popularity. Easy to pay by our easy payment plan.

MAKES AN IDEAL PRESENT
<.

Send for freo Saxophone book and catalog of True.
Tone Band Instruments.

DIIFCf^UFR P^NO INSTRUMENT CO.DUbSvnKn 272 Jackson Street, Elkhart, Ind.

Perfect hearing is now being re-

stored in every condition of deaf-
ness or defective hearing from
causes such as Catarrhal Deaf-
ness, Relaxed or Sunken Drums,
Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Hissing Sounds, Perforated,
Wholly or Partially Destroyed

i Drums.Dischargefrom Ears, etc.

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears'' require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural ear drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable.
Write today for our 168 pageFREE book on DEAF-

NESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials.

Wl'-SON EAR DRUM CO., Incorporated
947 Intw-Southem Bldg. LOUISVILLE. KX.

If you are earning less than

$SO PER WEEK
and like to draw — you nhouhl study

Commercial Art
i.liiiK Art Muniiirer* -the men who know -
omnMna a, nil.! ,'niploy our Htmlont*. We
lmaranUotom»k« you Buceoaaful-Loarn nt

rtpare tiiii,- or m onr r. i.l.n' uhool l
v.ty orevoinnK.

Write (or FREE lllu.tr. tod catalogue.

I COMMFRCIAt ART SCHOOL. 724. 116 So. Michigan Are.. Chicago. 111.

The Shadow Stage
(Continued)

tainly did not return to a beerless England! accession of repentance at the finish. Rather,
Barks Old Bill: "Alf, take yer feet out o'

the water we got to sleep in!" There's the
cheerful irony of the whole thing.

HEARTS OF MEN—Beban

When George Beban announced that he
was going to make his own pictures most of
us thought if we didn't say: "Another actor
monkeying with the buzz-saw of business

!"

George may have monkeyed, but he sawed
wood and not his fingers. This time, at least.

"Hearts of Men" is just exactly its title

—

the hearts of men, the hearts of a big con-
struction camp on the Arizona desert, and the
humble heart of a serio-comic Italian farmer,
who is trimmed by a real-estate shark, stung
by a Neapolitan vampire, bent by the death
of "Mamma,"' and broken by the mysterious
disappearance of his little boy. This story

of Little Italy among the cactus doesn't need
to be repeated here. Mr. Beban is in his

usual and well-known characterization, and
never with more deliberation, nor with more
effective touches of rapidly alternating sym-
pathy and humor. The performance of the
construction gang, and their various and
wholly different humanities, was a surpris-

ingly fine piece of work. Author William M.
McCoy, who made individuals instead of

mere figures of these men, should share with
Beban the honors of the piece. Harry Rat-
tenbury, as the factotum of the "high and
dry" town of Sunland; Leo Pierson, as a
ratty clerk, and Mabel Van Buren, as the
practical but changeable wife, give adroit

representations. Little Beppo is played by
that irresistible young debutter in his father's

business, George Beban, Jr. The programme
doesn't say so, but the whole family's there.

Observe the stunning woman who makes a

momentary appearance in the flower shop of

the first reel—Mrs. Beban. This photoplay
is the first release of the Big Four's film

handlers, Messrs. Abrams and Shulberg.

DIANE OF THE GREEN VAN—
Exhibitors-Mutuai

I think this melodramalet will be quite

popular among the many, many people who
have been waiting for Alma Rubens' reap-

pearance, but the ivory beauty will have to

get more logical pieces if she expects to keep
the pace release by release. We have here

a hash of all the melodramatic ingredients,

from disguised princesses to "papers" and
lost heirs, and the thing that crabs its logic

is that in any one of at least a half-dozen

places a word or two would have straight-

ened out all the complications. However,
the photoplay is very well made, very well

directed, very well acted. Wallace Worsley
held the baton, and the cast includes, be-

sides the dusk Diane, Nigel Barrie. Lamar
Johnstone, Wedgwood Nowell, Ed Brady,
Irene Rich and Harry von Meter—studio

artisans who know their bushier.

THE ENQUISITE THIEF—Universal

The only thing I liked about "The Wicked
Darling," was the title, which was great.

"The Silk-Lined Burglar." was a bit of an

effort, too. But here, in "The Exquisite

Thief." you get a hundred per Cent Priscilla

Dean in a hundred per cent story. Simply
the anna] of an alluring young crookess whr»

stands 'em all up at a swell parly, and eludes

everybody except the guest of honor, who
follows her to her woodland hideaway, and,

in sequences of the most provoking suspense.

wins her around to righteousness, even while

the ploi is rapidly proving that he himself is

we presume that these two triflers have at

last found an honest thing in life; love, and
they will go on decently to cherish that love
and bring it to its fulfilment of ordered living.

I've never seen Thurston Hall so easy, so
sincere, so devoid of mannerism. Sam De-
Grasse, a veteran who seems to rely on pres-
ent rather than past performances, completes
the trio as a malefactor of stolid exterior

despite inward fires. The big stick-up at the
party is rather incredible, but if you'll wink
at this you won't wink at anything else until

the last iris. If you do. you'll miss some-
thing. The Laemmle-Cochrane-Powers crowd
have given themselves a hard row to hoe,

if they're going to confine this young she-
whirlwind to robberesses and burglarines and
crookettes. If they must do this, why don't
they develop a single character, a la Raffles

or Arsene Lupin, and thrust her along ad-
venture by adventure?

WHITE HEATHER—Tourneur

"Monsieur Tourneur," whispered a man in

the projection-room darkness just back of

me, "simply can't make a bad photoplay."
"Mebbe no-c," rejoined his companion, "but
he can come awful close to it sometimes."
I resolved to remember those observations,

and put them down as my notion of "White
Heather." The trouble is not with the direc-

tor, but with the piece. It is another one
of the black-and-white shockers from Drury
Lane, in which everybody is either perfectly

grand or perfectly horrid. Tourneur has done
melodramas before, man}' of them, but here,

somehow, it seemed to me that he was laugh-
ing at the insincere old contraption himself.

It is, for instance, immeasureably inferior to

that other old thriller, "Sporting Life," which
galvanized even the blase into whoops and
claps when transparencized last autumn.
"White Feather" is the annal of a wicked
Highland noble, and the gell down in Lon-
don-town who became his common-law wife.

He tires and denies the marriage. The ship

upon which they were joined in Scottish

waters has gone to Davy Jones, and one
hopeless and one hopeful lover track the

young laird to his doom and the lassie's jus-

tification. The scene in which hero and vil-

lain clutch for the finals, grotesque diving-

suited mons:crs at the bottom of the sea,

is very good and seems mechanically proper,

but it is not invested with that breathless

punch of combined art and artifice which is

Tourneur at his best. Many a director

might have made this. Spottiswoode Aitken
and little Ben Alexander are the most human
pair in the play.

THE LIGHT OF VICTORY— Universal

My qualifying remark about "The Poppy
Girl's Husband" goes for this one, too: it

took nerve to do it. It takes nerve to end
any photoplay with a funeral And yet—put-
ting aside my dusty old laboratorious view-

point—I'll bet you'll find that almost every

intelligent picture patron feels that this ranks

with the very finest screen work Monroe
Salisbury has ever done. Had I not seen his

Alessandro, in "R.imona," I should say the

very finest. But there, customers, was a cre-

ation! Salisbury plays Lieut. George Blen-

ton, U. S. N. sound except for one utterly

damning trait—an appetite for liquor. This

puts him in the gutter in uniform, and, tried

secretly anil handed a pistol with which to

make a fairly honorable exit from his trou-

bles, he refuses to do this, and is put ashore

on a tropic island, where he goes lib bestial

way. His ultimate redemption comes in

saving, at the cost of his own life, a U"nited

just a blighter—an English crook posing as States ship from a Hun submarine. Those

a scion of nobility. There is no shocking who have just loved Monroe as a smiling

Evory advertisement :» 1'ItOTOriAY MAGAZIN~E is guaranteed.
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The Shadow Stage
(
Cout inurd

)

hero will probably be shocked into the

thought that he has gone loco when they

see this sordid but powerful fiction. Hut 1

ihink that the people who donl check their

brains with tlu-ir overcoats are going to (eel

that they have been wrong in dismissing him
;i- .i mere matinee idol Betty Compson is

conspi( uous in lu> support.

EXTB W \G Wi [nee

Vears ago 1 called the then debutante Dor-
othy Dalton "the beautiful blaze." She has

been blazing right along since then, but

oftentimes to small purpose. I have never

seen lu-r in so good a photoplay as the one

named above, and 1 have never Been her do
such good work. She is giving, here, a living,

vital performance of an American woman.
She plays the wife of a business man who
aims to be bis: business—and isn't. That
makes little difference to her. She must have
the gauds of the finest, though it drives her

husband to bars or death. The parable is

worked out via the ancient dream route,

which only proves .main that the substance

justifies any artifice. Helen Douglas' iMi-~

Dalton) remorse, her wracking agony of

mind and soul, her tense repression, are

sombre colors in a portrait that, spoken,

would have sincerely decorated any stage.

and would have honored any American ac-

tress. I am not particularly a Dalton fan.

Too many times I have found her flamboy-
ant, shallow and conceited in her represen-

tations, but my critical hat is off to this

one. The girl's spiritual force for the once
matches her bold type of good looks. Credit

also John Lynch for a fine story, and R.

Cecil Smith for the best scenario he ever

made. Charles Clary, out of villany for the

moment, is poignantly winning as the hus-
band. It seems good to see the elegant Bar-
nes- Sherry back in the Ince fold. Victor
Schertzinger directed a production made in

faultless good taste.

THE GIRL WHO STAYED AT'HOME
—Griffith

This, I am told, was to be Mr. Griffith's

contribution to Uncle Sam: an enlistment

picture. As it stands—piobably with vari-

ations—it is corking entertainment built by
the genius-touches of the master upon a

very, very frail fabric of story. And it hasn't

a Oish from cover to cover. Contrariwise,

D. W. puts forward with his hypnotic hands
a brace of young damsels who bid fair to be
delights as long as they remain magic warm
mirrors for the reflection of his endless

humanities. There is Miss Clarine Seymour,
here depicting Miss Cutie Beautiful (no
especially hard effort thinking that name up,
evidently), a cabaret seduction who wins a

hard struggle to be true to Jim Grey, slacker

son of a shipbuilder who is drafted and
turns hero in spite of himself. Poor little

Cutic's small-time troubles and big-time
temptations, her jazzing feet and streaming
eyes as she sits knitting, a comic kewpie of

despair before a ragging phonograph, are

minor fractions of life such as only Griffith

would think of. The slender Carol Dempster
deports upon a larger canvas in a more state-

ly way. She is a French girl to whom war
comes home. There are touches in this play
obviously simon-pure artistry for those who
are in the know. For instance, how are au-
diences generally to understand that the local

exemption board was a real one, or that the

district board was real, too, and that the
handsome gray-haired man at its head was
none other than the Hon. Joseph Scott, one
of California's best-known attorneys? The
other figures of possible exemption—Crowder.
Xewton Baker, et al., are of course more gen-
erally recognizable. Bobbie Harron rather

i*.v.v.y.y.\w..VMVvvw>.v.\i.u.\>.\i.u^^

Would THe Law
Let YOU Marry ?

i
WHKN will ili.' peopl

flnmll) wake up Co the fad that oi

taking car* ol i

the b i

much agitation all over the United Stab
the law of Eugenic*, and some State
bain wtoe enough to Inaiat upon medical
examination of the two conti ties to

marriage before :i license Ii Iiiued, and
although the propaganda of those at thi

of this movement ia, perhaps, not full] under-

stood or appreciated, tliriv is Mi) one \". I

lentlously deny their sincerity or the

ultimate good thai would result,

Through the adoption ol law whereb) thi

Li ,iih initii were bei

Bute "i the Onion, there would, Indeed,
relatively small percentage i>r ti>" population wlu
would measure up to the itsndsrd.

Would You Be One of Those
who were doomed to go through life alone, with

out the Joys mid happiness that go iiami In

with i loving wife and strong, healthy children

Would the fart thai you hare neglected

body, Ignored the fundamental principles of health
.iti.i right living, and railed to make ii"

ol Nature's supreme gift, d n you i<> a lit

single wretchedness and unban !i

Our first duly Is to posterity, \\v are not pui

here bj an all wise Providence merely to live out

our lives and then go out, like a snuffed candle.
\\,. me entrusted w i 1 1 1 the acred duty ol pel

petuatlng the species, duty which Is ss

and Immutable as anything might well be,

I.IKE BBOETS I.IKE Is a saying htm, led .hurl

from time Immemorial, and n<> truer msalm hai
ever fallen from tin, lips of man. A thin,

scraggy, under-developed body, soaked and salu
nihil With Poisons which lire denied theli

nutlet because of functional Inefficiency cannot
hope to produce strong, healthy children. A man
who is torn and wrecked by physical allr

organic disorders and excesses of all kinds, will

some day bo treated to the spectacle of his chil-

dren in a like condition. On the other hand, the
strong, healthy; virile man. with a body and con-
stitution that Is a replica Of Nature's own design,
and who jealously safeguards thai body and thai

health, and takes I lit. proper measures to gain
and keep them, will some day revel In the
of offspring that are but a duplicate of Dimsi II

a picture of loyoue, bubbling, care-free health an i

strength.

So you see, it is not only yourself to whom
YOU OWH A DEBT but TO AUi MANKIND.

And You Owe It Most
to That Girl

The sweetest, purest, dearest girl in all the
world, whom you would call wife. Is your Ijh.1v

clean, strong and healthy? Do you realize the
terrible consequences of the youthful follies that
are wrecking your body! Remember, then thai
stromikohtism will restore to you the jltalli

of MANHOOD.
STEONGFOBTISM will make you become more

aetive. more hardy, more pure blooded, n
healthy. It will make you shake off Indlgi
constipation, nervousness, headache, rheumatism,
results of early vices and other ills. It will maki
you regain your snap, vim, vigor, energy. Ii will
make you enjoy every minute of your life, pvi i

act you do, eating, sleeping, walking, talking.
working, seeing people, greeting people.

If you have any of the trouhles mentioned on
the consultation coupon below, check up the sub
ject in which you are interested and mail II

today with your name and address written plain!)
thereon.

YOU have the same right to the splendid Health, Virile Manhood, and superb Body shown
in the picture above, that I have, if you will obey Nature If you will do the things

I shall ask you to do, you can make your body like mine. 1 will show you how to obtain it.

In order to help you attain that degree Of

bodily strength and efficiency that is yours

by gift of Nature, I invite you to write 1110

regarding your present condition. Do not

hesitate to state your ease plainly and fully,

' l no matter whether it is merely lark of

i r development, simple indigestion, con-

stipation or the result of youthful excesses

t shall he glad to give you personal Information

that will prove of Inestimable value.

LIONEL STRONGFORT r
" Dr. Sargent, of Harvard, declared that

Strongfort is unquestionably the finest spec-

imen of physical development ever seen."

I have prepared a little book entitled "PRO-
MOTION AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH.
STRENGTH AND MENTAL ENERGY, ,-

which
should be read by everyone sufficiently Inter-

ested in themselves to wish for the best In life,

! u will find it interesting: and it points the
way to Inner health, a cleaner and happier life

and a splendid physique. Three 2 eent stamps
will pay for the postage, ete., on the book.

Send for it now. You will be pleased and
surprised with its contents.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

911 Strongfort Institute, NEWARK, N. J.

1

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Newark. N. J.—Please send

me your book. " PROMOTION AND CONSERVA-
TION OF HEALTH, STRENGTH AND MENTAL .

ENERGY," for postage of which I enelosi- three 2- ;
nt st;,iup8. I nave marked (X) before the subject

in which 1 am interested.
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Beautiful Hands
are the first thing observed in a

woman. If they are well kept,

soft and white, they indicate

Purity, Neatness, Charm and Beauty

Use LILA, and make your hands beauti-

ful, white, velvety TODAY. The effect

of LILA is marvelous and instantaneous.

LILA is the preparation for beautifying and white-
ning the Hands, Arms and Neck. No mani-
cure complete without LILA for the entire hand.

50c Sent postpaid upon receipt
of price. Made only by

jjj

Lashbrow Laboratories Co.
17 Preston Place ST. LOUIS, MO.

Waken of Gwiumm LASHBROW)

The Shadow St

JrABIACHb~ -pace Powder **
A Lady of Intelligence

said, "Why should I try everything new when
LABLACHE fulfills every requirement? My
old-time favorite is wonderfully adhering, dain-
tily fragrant and keeps my
complexion smooth as
velvet. I have never
found its equal."

Refuse Substitutes

l

I i" i jrbe dan-
gerous. Flcsh.White,
Pink «>r Cream, 65c.
a box "t druggists or
fay mail. Over two
million boxes sold
annually, Send 10c.

for a sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
,,„;. Ptrfumnn, Dept.il

125 Kingston St., Boston,

Keeps Skin Smooth,Firm,Fresh— Youthful Looking
To dispel the tell-tale lines of
afi'e, illness or worry—to over-
come flabbiness and improvo fnciul
contour—there is nothing quite so
good as plain

Powdered SAXOLITE
Effective for wrinkles, crowsfeet,

enlarged pores, etc., because it

"tightens" nnd tones the skin and
underlying tissue. No harm to ten-
derest nk.n. Get an ounce packnge,

follow the simple directions—see what just one appli-
cation will do. Sold at all drug stores.

OHLV35C k Aiiont* Wanted

CirtYourOwivHairj

SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
.vith tliin marvoto

„_ j hair uny deairod length, abort or loos;.
Dooa the job on n.coly un any barber Id Quarter

.boforo your own mirror. You can cut tbo
childrcn'a huir nt ho.no in a jiffy. Can bo uavd u an

ordinary razor to above the face or flniah aroand temple or neck.
Sharpened like any nutor. I^iata a lifetime. Savea (ra cent lirnt
time unod. PRICE ONLY 35c, p«< m imnl. Extra Bladaa So uch.
JOHNSON SMITH A CO., Dapt. 1306 3224 N.H.l.t.d St..Chicago

IWrestling Book FREE
IL4i P
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comically cartoons himself, and Richard Bar-
Lhelmess and George Fawcett giye good char-
acteristic performances. As I said, the story
is entirely negligible. I wonder how Mr.
Griffith forgot that those boys in their own
little "lost battalion" would scarcely haye
time to shave, or why he put a translation
of a wounded German's cry for "Wasser!
Wasser!" upon the screen?

DAUGHTER OF MINE-Goldwyn
The redeeming part of this weak story

is its flow of fancy, coupled with the really

artful, finished performance of Madge Ken-
nedy. Miss Kennedy has something which
no one has brought screenward since the
zenith of Mabel Xormand—an art of laugh-
making which is none the less genuine be-
cause it is concealed. In other words, her
scenes bear the stamp of finish. They don't
appear to be improyisations between a yisit

behind the lights and a tearing rush back to

the dressing-rooms to change a costume.
They seem to haye been studied out, to the
last little degree. Result, Miss Kennedy is

creating an ability to pictorially characterize

possessed by few women. Laid in and from
the great East Side of New York City, this

piece taps a mighty reservoir of humanity
that, wonderful to relate, has long evaded all

photoplay writers and all but a few of the

magazine folk. When, as an ambitious nov-
elist, the wide-eyed Madge begins to read
her silly little story to the over-material
publisher, the story becomes all art-director

Ballin's. Mon Dieu, what an apartment that

princess contrived for herself! Did you ever

see so many bearskin rugs to fall over? What
meals were served in that fictional palace

!

What unearthly beings peopled it ! I want to

loudly applaud the Goldwyn stand for fancy,

for imagination as well as mere furbished

fact.

IN BRIEF

''Poor Boob" ( Paramount ")—Bryant Wash-
burn, amusingly playing a young man of

good intentions, few brains and a lot of

ancestors. Miss Mary Thurman. the Sennett

Babylonienne. makes her debut as a character

actress—a crepe occasion for lovers of con-

tour.

"The Amazing Wife" (Universal) —

A

rather wild romance, and a bit sordid. Well
done by Mary MacLaren and others, but not

up to Universale recent standard.

"A Fight for Love" (Universal)—Fights,

stunts and the fragrance of the North woods,
with the pleasing personality of Harry Carey
"The Probation Wife" (Select

-

)—Norma
Talmadge, acting as sincerely as usual, in a

play not as good as usual. However, it's

fair entertainment.
"That's Good" (Metro)—Hale Hamilton,

in a characteristically breezy conception. The
musical comedienne. Grace LaRue. debuts as

his principal support under the name of

"Stella Gray."
"Fighting Destiny" (Vitgraph)—A he-man

mystery, rough but vigorous and suspenscful,

with Harry Morey and Betty Blvthe.

"Blind Man's Eyes" (Metro)—Bert Lytell,

in a screening of a popular recent fiction by
Edwin Balmer and William McHarg.
"Boots" (Paramount'1— If Dorothy Gish

were really condemned to be a slavey in a

boarding-house what would she do? She
might do the generally exciting things she

does in this photoplay. Who knows?
"The Red Glove" (Universal)—Marie Wal-

camp, in a regulation serial directed by J.

P. MacGowan in a way that reminds us of

his old "Hazards of Helen."

"The Carter Case" (Oliver Films'!—Epi-

sodes in the career of Craig Kennedy, with

Herbert Rawlinsoa disguised as that chemical
Sherlock.

"A Gentleman of Quality" (Vitagraph)—

Bt«t adTerttMm&nt In rnoTOPi,AT MAQAHWB is guanntced.

ow
tided)

Plot, counterplot and English nobility, with
Earle Williams as principal actor. J
Young directed, which is in itself a recom-
mendation.
"When Men Desire" <Foxj—Theda Bara.

The title epitomizes the story very nicely.
Another frank invitation to the censors to si;

in the game.
"It's a Bear" (Triangle >—Comedian

Taylor Holmes, pleasant enough and active
enough, but hindered by an anemic narra-
tive.

"A Man and His Money" (Goldwyn —
The characteristically careless rich young man
of the movies, masquerading in Tom Moore.
Production and acting much better than
the legend.

"Vicky Van" 'Paramount)—Cute name.
isn't it? The story couldn't be called cute,
but it has Ethel Clayton for principal ex-
ponent, and is good program entertainment.
"You Never Saw Such a Girl" (Para-

mount >—The adventures of a determined
little country girl. It will set no creeks or.

fire, but it is rather better than anything
Vivian Martin has had recently.

"Three Men and a Girl" (Paramount —
The jolly adventure of a chicken who hated
men. and sought consolation in the company
of three men who hated women. Of course
it's fatal to one of the men. Marguerite
Clark.

"Puppy Love" (Paramount)—Another cel-

luloid edition of the alluringly adolescent
Lila Lee.

"Good Gracious Annabelle" (Paramount)
—On the stage this play won by the bril-

liance of its lines. But frankly, on the
screen it puzzles. Billie Burke b good.
gracious and Annabelle
"Johnny Get Your Gun" (Paramount —

Edmund Lawrence's play for Lewis Benni-
son. recently a stage popularity, makes the
best vehicle Fred Stone has yet found in the
cinema.
"The Marriage Price" (Artcraft

I—Elsie

Ferguson, acting splendidly and surrounded
by splendid actors, in a dreadfully slow,
tiresome story.

"The Turn of the Road" (Brentwood —
I wish I had more space to give to thi*

last-minute observation. If you have an op-
portunity, sec it. It is by no means a per-
fect photoplay, but it has some real ideas.

Helen Eddy is the best of the interpreters.

"The Hand Invisible'' (World 1—Only a

melo. but it ha* strong situations—and Mon-
tagu Love.
"When a Girl Loves" (Universal':—A Lois

Weber story, with Mildred Harris and Wil-
liam Stowell.

"The Forfeit" (Hodkinson^—This marks
the return of House Peters as an active par-
ticipant in current silversheet enterprise?.

Narratively, it is a rather tangled and per-
plexing Western.
"The World to Live Tn" (Select

-1—A sort

of salamander anecdote, featuring Alice

Brady.
"Children of Banishment" (Select'—Mit-

chell Lewis, now a hero of lumber camps
and snow. But the scenario isn't as logic'

somehow, as was Francis William Sullivan's

novel.

"Experimental Marriage" (Select) —

A

high-speed farce—real merriment and some
suspense. Constance Talmadge is the head
damsel.

"Smiles" (Fox')-—One of the Keystone ro-

mances of the Lee kids. It greatly amused
the audience I sat with.

"The Railroader" (Triangle
-

) — George
Fawcett. in a screen version of a recent

novel by Albert r.i\ son Terhune.
"Never Say Quit" iFox)—I am not one

of George Walsh's admirers, but those who
do approve of his acrobatic smiles and smil-

ing acrobatics will fnd 'Ms series of non-
chalant adventures quite to their taste.
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I low Do They
Gei Thai Way?

included from page

ami directors and that he ought to be starred
|

on his own account. He had that thirsl

for the electric light signs of Broadway. He
wanted people lo whisper his name as he

nun. lically swung through Ihc hotel lobbies.

II, nnded his ambitions to a publicity per

son and arrangements began forthwith.

Mr. X. moved to a downtown hotel and

w.i> much seen about. He \\.i> paged

quentl) in all the places around Times Squ re

thai everyone might >iv hira and associate

his name with his handsome face as he fol-

lowed the page boy to the telephone booth

One morning the telephone rang for him
in vain. When t ho management broke into

the room they found a vast disorder and

called the police. The police found interest-

ing and romantic letters, which same go to

the papers early that afternoon. Incidentallj

there were many photographs of Mr. X. left

about, autographed with sentiments calcu-

lated to make good reading. The quest w.is

on.

A nosey reporter found a steamship sailing

schedule, one of the coastwise lines, with a

certain vessel, the Puritan I think, marked.
A clue! Forthwith wire to the Fall River

correspondent of the newspaper! He met
the boat

Yes, Mr. X. was on the passenger list . He
has come aboard late in a conspicuous hurry,

just as the vessel was easting off. The first

officer ot the ship and the reporter went to

the stateroom. It was locked and the key

was on the inside. Raps. Xo answer.
When they opened the stateroom it was

empty save for a suitcase. The porthole

was open. The suitcase yielded more clues

and more mystery, also more copy for the

papers.

Most all that summer the missing Mr. X.
mystery claimed occasional attention. Then
in the fall he came back from the seclusion

of the little town of Orient, L. I., and went
into vaudeville at a nice figure, following

that with a picture engagement as a full

blown star. He made good on his opportu-
nity and has been too busy to disappear
since.

''How was the stateroom left locked from
the inside and what became of the actor ?''

Simple indeed. A slender young man in a
big overcoat that covered a swimming suit

was the chap who went aboard the ship that

night. He carried the actor's bag and handed
the actor's stateroom check to the purser as

he hurried up the companionway. The rest

was easy. He locked the room, threw the
overcoat out the porthole into the bay and
then squirmed through himself with a high
dive into the dark of New York bay. He
got away unnoticed and a nice warm limou-
sine was waiting when he clambered up the
sea wall at Battery Place. The whole stunt
cost less than S500 and Mr. X. considers that
cigarette monev now.

Don't Wait
1AM a Realist.

My mother came from Russia,
And my father sells pencils

On the city streets.

I have just written a photoplay
In which the heroine dies

Of whooping cough,
The hero is stabbed in the back
And even-one else

Goes to the poorhouse!
Superb mirrorgraphy

!

A throbbing dramatic composition
Of life's drab cross-sections

!

Wait here for me
While I go out to sell it.

Perhaps I'll take you to lunch.

**m f wr

White Washable Kid
Dominates for Summer Footwear

Recommended and endorsed by the Style

Committee "F.B.&C." White Washable
Glazed Kid "No. 81" is the choice of well-

dressed women for the smartest Summer
Footwear. Without exception those who can

afford to follow the dictates of fashion will

wear shoes of this high class leather. Besides

being ultra-fashionable it is the only leather

which "Fits on the Foot like a Glove on
the Hand " and requires no mussy dressing.

Other smart shoes for the present season are made of"F.B.& C."
Kid Color No. 24 and " F. B. & C." Kid Color No. 88.

NOTE — The scarcity continues of imported Kid Skins,

out of which " F. B. & C." Kid is made. Prices are rising.

Immediate buying is strongly advised.

Look for either of these trade

marks stamped inside the shoes
you buy. They are your guide
and assurance in the correct

selection of footwear and "The
Best There Is " in leather.

WASHABIF

Roe. U.S. Pat. Off.

Fashion Publicity Company
of New York

'•;
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POPULAR1TY FOLLOWS THL3

SUKULELE, * J
lA .1 If you play quaint, dreamy Hawaiian

fatost; songs t

you
teach by mail 20 simple lessons;
(rive you free a genuine Hawai*
lan Ukulele,music, everythi:
—no extras. Ask us to eei
the story of Hawaiian music.
You will love it. No obligation
—absolutely free.

The Hawaiian Institute of Mask
1006 Br»dw3v.Suite100S.HewV^k

INTO
MONEY

T
v
u
oSSST0Ry IDEAS

There is a big demand t day forshort stories, photoplays.
magazine and newspaper articles. 24,S(Jsl publications
buy short stories. Jack London and other ^reat writers
have endorsed our course of home training in this fas-
cinating and profitable spare timework. Our Free Book,
"How to Write," tells you about it; also gives details of
the special introductory offer that is being rrade for a
limited time. Don't lose this opportunity. Wriio Us Todaj.

Hoosier Institute Short Story D;pt. 153X, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Select Any Diamond
or other article for free inspection. Send no money.
Your credit is good. We trust you for anything you wan'..

Lyon Diamonds
are the BEST QUALITY— perfect cut and blue-white. Every
Diamond in our stock is a GEM of GEMS.

8% Yearly Dividend Offer
Every Diamond is accompanied by a binding guarantee covering v

and qualitv. MORE than that. Wo guarantee you 8Ci yearly increa:

value on all exchanges. You get absolute protection.

Buy Now At Low Prices
I Shipments made without expense to you. You incur no risk. You examine
•3 carefully -if satisfactory, pay only one-fifth of the purchase price an;

keep it "If unsatisfactory, return at our expense. Don t pay a cent until

yon are convinced Lyon Diamonds are Superior Value Let us explain

how to build a solid foundation for the future. Send TODAY lot Fr«« CitalogW-*.

d.M.LY0N6 QQ.lMa/denlane,Ne»rork

nluo
increase In

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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You just knout) it isn't, nor your face
either-not at any time during the day— if

you have used that wonderful new face
powder, cream and skin food combined—

Cold Creamed Powder
On v.-ith finger tips in the morning,
LA M 1.1 > A gives -i lovely powdery
freshness to the complexion that
asti ail dayl Ruin, wind, not
even perspiration wiU alter the vel-
vet smoothness given by this new-
found stein -charm. Guaranteed pure
and harmless; nourishes the facial
tissue--. I-AMEDA comes \n three
ititi Flesh, \\ hite, Peacliblow. »
Manv dealers have it: but try it %
before you buy. Send coupon

This Coupon 'BringsA>3rialSl}<i Jree

LA MEDA MFG. CO., 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
Plt-jiHf Bend me (no charge) a trial size of LA

MEDA Cold Creamed Powder in the
tint. lusuiiil bus l. s toilet goods iron.

M}f Xii me

Address

Personal Magnetism
Is the secret of Mary Pickford's charm — Charlie

Chaplin's wistful fun — Douglas Fairbank's smile and
Hilly Sunday's appeal. The compelling force of success-

ful business men is personal magnetism. Your success,

your happiness, your ability to make friends, to be popu-
lar, depends on your personal magnetism. You can de-

velop this wonderful power by studying and practicing

"The Art and Science of
Personal Magnetism"
written by that marvelous French Scientist Theron Q.
Oumont. Study this book chapter by chapter. Read
it in > our own heme nights. Practice these wonderful lessons

day by day. Every young man, every young woman, every
husband and wife should take advantage of this special offer.

rrt -\ r rr i"*fc A ^^ -Send $\.2S for this great work on per-rlVti UJ\. I sonal magnetism. Study it five days
rwi w-% w A w Then if you are not sure that it is

J[ J^ J, X^L I I going to bring more power and
-- —^ __., _—, _

fc
happiness into your life, send it

€ 1 &-« 1* §« fv back. Your money will be instantlyV^A «-^m^. returned. \ye guarantee this to von
and to the PhotoplayMagazine. Send stamps, coin or meney order lo

H. E. Griffin, 4652 N. Campbell Ave.. Dept. 1. CHICAGO

ReduceYourFlesh
fcly where desired by wear

Dr.Walter's
Famous Medicated

ReducingRubberGarments

For Men and Women
\ Cover the entire body or

any part. Endorsed by leiul-

iUB physicians.

Soldfor illustrated booklet.

Dr. Jeanne P. H. Walter

Bus! Reducer. $5.50 353-5lh Ave., H.Y.(M9EIS*>

)

Chin Reducer. $2.00 (Ent.on 34th St., 3rd Door EasO

SEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE

ILLUSTRATED
By WINF1ELD SCOTT HALL, M.D.. Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and
Every younf woman should know

What every young husband and
Every young wife should know

Postpaid What every parent should know

M rUed in plain Cloth bindint: — 320 panes — many illustrations

v mppet Tabid ol conttnts pnd commendations on rtQuest

American Pub. Co.. 630 Winston Bids.. Philadelphia

The Better Photoplay League of America
(Concluded from page So)

higher standard of pictures, and to promote
their wider use for social and educational
purposes. All these objects are in direct sym-
pathy with those for which The Better Pho-
toplay League of America stands. The club

extends hospitality to visiting stars, some of

those who have been thus entertained being
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, Viola Dana,
Clara Kimball Young, Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne, Rose Tapley and Mabel
Trunelle.

The Brooklyn Branch of The Better
Photoplay League of America has been or-

ganized, with Mrs. E. C. Burgess in the
office of chairman. Mrs. M. H. Murray
is vice-chairman. Other original members
are Mrs. A. Burt, Mrs. R. C. Talbot-Per-
kins, Mrs. M. F. Hobby, Mrs. Mav Barrett,

Mrs. H. Vickers, Mrs. E. Watts, Miss S. G.
Fisher and Miss Edna Burgess, with many
more members waiting to be taken into the

organization. The Brooklyn Branch plans
some genuine constructive work in behalf of

better films.

St. Paul people of prominence and stand-
ing have identified themselves with the
League. L. L. Everly, Assistant Superin-
tendent of Schools, says, "You are doing a

fine and a wonderful thing in furthering the
cause of better films. This is indeed a for-

ward-stepping movement. It is especially

important when one considers that Sa'/'r of a

child's education comes through the eye. The
benefit—or the harm—that he may receive

by means of the screen is incalculable. Edu-
cators realize the value of such a movement
as this." George H. Reif. Superintendent of

Schools of Ramsey County, in which St. Paul
is located,, is a better film enthusiast. He
has recently added to the motion picture

equipment by means of which he supple-
ments the work of the county schools. In
his regular newsletter to the parents and
teachers of his communities he has made the
generous statement that this improvement
was justified by the fact of The Better Pho-
toplay League's existence and activities.

However, such a progressive man as Mr.
Reif needs no stimulus from without.

Miss Julie C. Gauthier, Instructor of Art
in the St. Paul High Schools, and author of

the official guidebook on the Minnesota State

Capitol, also endorses the work of the League.
She has joined the St. Paul Branch, to-

gether with those already mentioned, the list

also including Miss Marv A. Dillon of the

St. Paul Daily News, Miss B. M. V. Benton,
a booker of educational films. Theo L. Hays,
manager of the New Garrick and New Lib-
erty Theatres, and many others of standing.

Mi-~s Benton, who spoke against censorship

when the bill was introduced in the Minne-
sota state legislature, said, "Xo one needs
to remain in ignorance of the motion picture

industry and its people so long as Photoplay
Magazine is published."

Says Mr. Hays, "The League that you are

promoting seems to me lo be conceived along
intelligent and progressive lines. There is

no question in my mind but that the prin-

ciple of correcting existing evils of bad and
inane pictures through creating a demand for

clean and deserving films is correct and de-

ierving of encouragement and support." Mr.
Hays caters to the children by giving Satur-

day morning matinees whenever a photoplay
of special appeal or value to them appears

at his theatres. The children were delighted

with a recent showing of "Little Women."

Progressive men and women of Duluth are

vitally interested in better films. The Wo-
man's Council has a Better Film Com-
mittee, to which both men and women be-

long. Fred Ward, superintendent of the

county work farm, former chairman of

the draft board and present organizer of

the replacement committee, is its president.

Every nilvcrtisemenl In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

Mr. Ward believes in co-operation rather
than dictation. He says. "I don't believe
in arbitrarily telling the picture people how
to run their affairs. Our business is to safe-
guard the children, and to do that we need
their aid."'

Mr. Ward's committee has succeeded in

obtaining better film conditions in Duluth.
and expects to accomplish more in the
future. The League's executive secretary
recently addressed the executive board of the
Woman's Council and consulted with Mr.
Ward, with the result that Duluth's Better
Film committee will receive all helps issued
by The Better Photoplay League. Mayor
Magney, ex-Mayor Prince. Mrs. H. B. Gran-
nis, president of the Council, Mrs. C. E.
Spring. Mrs. H. A. Dancer, and Mrs. M.
Hirshfield are among those who have been
unselfish workers in the interests of good film
conditions.

J. R. Batchelor, head of the recreational
work of the City of Duluth, gives a motion
picture show every night in the week, at
Duluth's various community and social cen-
ters, and also on Sunday, in the Sunday
School room of a church. Pictures are used
by Mr. Batchelor in the welfare and Ameri-
canization work of Duluth and vicinity, and
as this is the center of a large foreign-born
population, his efforts are of the utmost im-
portance. Mr. Batchelor fully realizes the
value of visual education.

A new Branch League has been begun at
Riverside, on the outskirts of Duluth. among
the families of the great ship-building yards
of the McDougall-Duluth company. The
welfare work of this community of thru-
thousand people is conducted by Mrs. Albert
S. Ames, a young woman of tact and abili.y.

who is also chairman of the Riverside Branch
of Duluth's Twentieth Century Club. Each
Tuesday night is "movie night" for the people
of Riverside. Mrs. Ames and her co-workers
have sponsored the "better film" idea there,

using the aids of The Better Photoplay
League, and pictures of attractiveness and
value are shown these workers and then-

families. Mrs. S. R. Holden. president of the

Duluth Center of the Drama League, if

keenly in sympathy with the aims of The
League, and expects it to accomplish much
good. Mrs. Holden is a woman who knows
practical values in obtaining community bet-

terment.

Falls City. Nebraska, has a full-fledged

Branch League, with Mrs. Jule Ruegge as

president and Mrs. Charles G. Humphrey as

secretary. Mrs. Ruegge is a well-known
Western clubwoman, and Mrs. Humphrey
has been field secretary for the Xebraska
Association for the Study and Prevention of

Tuberculosis, and also a worker for the Red
Cross. Other members of the new Branch
include Mrs. Maurice McHugh, Mrs. Leonard
Mann. Miss Grace Hays. Mrs. Adelaide Bode.
Mrs. Phoebe Gantt, Miss Deborah Mower.
Mrs. Gus Flam. Mrs. E. W. Simpson and
Mrs. W. S. Steadman. These women are also

members of the Community Welfare Club.

The Falls City Branch League expects to co-

operate with all the other local civic or-

ganizations for film betterment.

A Branch League is also being formed at

Webster Grove. Mo., among members of the

iocal chapter of the Daughters of the Ameri-
can Revolution, under the leadership of Mrs.
S. Louise Marsh. Branch Leagues are also

forming at White Bear. Minn.. Battle Creek.

Mich., and many other cities and towns
throughout the country.

The work of The Better Photoplay League
has only begun

!

Organize a branch league! Write today to

The Better Photoplay League of America,

550 .V. Clark St.. Chicago.
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Educational ! Lima

r. r. i).

included from pagt

The exhibit has been shown at a majority

<>t" theatres in Vustin, Texas, during the ipig

legislature, together with .1 number ol slides

prepared by the motion picture committee,

for the state department! oi education, la

boi and health, and also the state Ul>rar\.

these slides relating to certain measures

Which are pending before the legislature.

For information regarding the exhibit

communicate with the Chairman of M
Pictures, 5010 Abbott Ave., Dallas, Texas.

* * *

AT the meeting of the National Educa

tional Association in Pittsburgh, Orrin

t; Cocks, secretary of the National Commit

tee for Better Films, told a group of prom

inent educators that the owner of i'"

tiun picture theater 1- becoming a greater

power in the social welfare of his communi-
i\ than the educators themselves,

* * *

The Red Cross Institute for the_ Blind is

completing a motion picture designed to

show to teachers the most efficient way of

instructing tlu Mind along vocational chan-

nels. This film is to be reviewed and ap-

proved by the Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers in order Ouit the film will give the

most helpful ways of teaching the blind sol-

diers.

The gospel of "100 per vent Americanism"

i- to be the subject of thousands of feet of

film, which, in the form of a drive, is to

visualize for foreigners in this country tin

message of the Bureau of Naturalization.

One series will show the history of the

United Stales from the landing of Colum-
bus to the present time. And this will in-

clude travelogue pictures to show the nat-

ural beauties of the country as well as the

modern farming and industrial methods.

Nineteen hundred schools in this country

have already expressed their eagerness to co-

operate with the Department" of Labor in

this propagandic campaign. The films will

be distributed from twenty-eight centers and
will reach practically every community that

has alien inhabitants.

The Sunday school of the Central Baptist

church at Knoxville, Tenn.. has made a rad-

ical departure from the usual member-get-
ting campaign by installing a motion picture-

projection machine. This machine is to

show pictured stories from the Bible, sup-

plemented with films of an educational na-

ture, such as nature studies, travelogue^ and
current events. These exhibitions are free

to those who have attended Sunday school

the previous Sunday, at which time they
were qualified for admission by the presen-

tation of tickets.

Searching for the K.everie

THEY tell this story on a director on the

Coast, and give it as an authentic bit of

studio news. The scenario called for a "rev-

erie." and the director, being a bit short on
the size of his vocabulary, and also being un-
willing to admit he was unfamiliar with Web-
ster*s dictionary, herded his company all to-

gether and set out to make the "reverie"

scene.

He landed camera, leading woman, "vill-

yun" and hero in the bottom' of Topango
Canyon, where he proceeded to get to work.

'"Here," said our director friend, "is a good
r verie."—Louella Parsons, Morning Tele-

graph.

'Diamond Opera

Tcarls

Satin-, pijri' fa If-f'nrO

Brand, mounted nitty

mlid vhitt-gold ,/j.r '"

with genuine diamond.

$20.00

Panama- Pacific

Pearls

I ,.>,/> / > J . IN

Ian, *nh ivlid told
tpring'ring clasp, Popmai

In iLnnty cabinet

The Pearl, Beloved of All Women

U SCA
PEARLS

No other jewel has the rare fascination of the pearl. It seems ever

to prow more exquisite. And in the Necklace La Tausca^ is found

the gift supreme for birthday,graduation,and,aboveall,"her" wedding.

La Tausca Pearls, in the wonderful tints and perfect form of

genuine deep sea pearls, may he seen it your jeweler's. Prices

up to #300 the strand. Ask for dainty descriptive booklets

AT YOUR JEWELER'S

DoesYour Hand
Itch for a Pencil ?
TF your hand itches for a pencil you may have in

,

* you the making of a great cartoonist. You do
not have to be a genius. If you have a liking for
drawing and develop it intelligently, there are many '

opportunities for you in this profitable profession.
Through the Federal Course in Applied Cartoon-

ing, America's 32 greatest cartoonists will help yoi

succeed. Among these men are Clare Briggs, J. T.
McC'utcheon, Sidney Smith, and Fontaine Fox. They
show you by examples how they began and what were
their stepping stones to success.

"A Road To Bigger Things" Free
This interesting book contains studio pictures of the

members of the Federal Staff and describes the Federal
Course in detail. Write now for your free copy to :

Federal School of Applied Cartooning
968 Warner 1 i lp. Minneapolis, Mion.

Incense
3 Boxes — 3 Varieties

By Parcel Post, $1.00

The burning of fragrant incense is an

. ancient Oriental custom which has

• become very popular in America.

In the home its fragrance suggests

purity and luxury. In the apartment

it dispels the odor of cooking. In the
|

sick room it refreshes and soothes. People

who travel find it delightful for creating

afragrant atmosphere in the strange room.

Its charm is fascinating. A stick a day

keeps the blues away. Its subtle, delicate

aroma soothes and charms the senses.

Just clip out this advertisement ami pin adi

to it, or send onl; yout n

(1.00 enclosed. Wevill sendyoubj Pai -

3 Boxes ; 3 Varieties - Egyptian Lotus, Arabian

Spice and Orange Flower. Do it now.

REFEREXCES- Ann Ijm Anode* Bank.

J. H. MINASSIAN & CO.. Dept. D
802 So. Figueroa St., LOS ANGELES

tTncn yon write to advertisers rlease mention rHOTOPT^AY MAGAZINE.
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GRAY HAIR
is an evidence of
advancing years

USE

-J

!

'Before and After

CARMICHAEL'S
GRAY HAIR
RESTORER

and retain your youthful appearance.

Absolutely Harmless
Thousands of refined women now use

and endorse this safe gray hair restorer.

FREE—SPECIAL OFFER
To every woman ordering a bottle of CarmichaePs
Gray Hair Restorer at JSi.oo, we will include
free of charge a regular 50c jar of 'Re-mo-vo,"
the perfumed Hair Remover—non-irritant. Only

one order to a customer.

THE REMOVO COMPANY
Gridley Bldg. Dept. B Syracuse, N.Y.

Music Lessons

At Home
A Complete Conservatory Course
D„ IMail Wonderful homo study music lessons underDj lVi<*lI great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Pndcrewski. Master teachers guide and coach
you. LvSBons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Any Instrument or Voice XcoSrMySf
are interested in—Piano, Harmony, Voice, Public School
Music, Violin, Cornet, Mandolin, Guitar, banjo, or Reed
Orran—and wo will send our FREE CATALOG covering
all instrumental and vocal courses. Send NOW.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
5676 Sicgol-My«» Bldg. Chicago, Illinois

~
arn*25to*100aWee

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
Bipr opportunities NOW.
It takc9 only a short time
to qualify for this fascinat-
ing profession. Three
months' course covers all

branches:

Motion Picture— Studio—Commercial
Pnctli .'I Instruction. Day " evening claues, Buy terms.
Call or writ.- lot [i I Iclet— you will liml It worth while.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 37 1 4 1 W. 36th St.. N. Y. City

Comics, Cartoons, Commer-
cial, Ni'Wipniin mid Mun
rlno ifUutmUns. l'n.lcl
Crayon rorlrjot , nn.l l-'ni-li-

l..n ,. ltv Mail or LoOtl
Clumw. Write for torma.nd
ll»t of ueceuful •tudonti
A'. .... :.il.ii Art Studios,

1 HA r'latlron ItldK.N.-n York

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 96)

Lorene, Blue Island.—If I tell this one it

is only because I have a bit of the blarney
in me, too. It seems a fighting Irishman
got wounded; he was unconscious when they
carried him to the dressing station in a dev-
astated French village. The doctor said,

"He's a pretty bad case. He'll need cheer-
ing up. When he comes to tell him he's in

Ireland." Pat, regaining consciousness, gazed
about the ruined village—a shell-shot church
on the left of him, a torn house at the ri'-'ht.

"Where am I?" he said. "You're in Ire-

land, Pat." "Well," sez Pat, "and how long
have yez had Home Rule?" Norma Tal-
madge is Mrs. Joseph Schenck; Eugene
O'Brien isn't married. Harry Morey has a
wife. The widow of Harold Lockwood is

not, I believe, a professional.

My Little Friend Dollie from Wiscon-
sin.—Producers can give us all the pictorial

blah they care to; but thank goodness we
are not press-agents; we don't have to like

it. Your drawings are very cute indeed.

I'm glad you admire dark men, the dark-
er the better. Because I am very dark. I

shall never allow myself to become gray.

I don't believe in it. Sorry your Soldier

Friend is jealous of your devotion to the
movies. Do you suppose he would be jeal-

ous of me? Do you think perhaps you'd
better not write to me any more?

Mrs. George, Chicago.—You are a real

benefactor : passing on your Magazines to

those who cannot afford to buy them. I

am sure you will never be disappointed in

Photoplay, because everyone concerned in

its make-up is working hard to give you
what you want. You want large pictures

of Elliott Dexter and Tom Moore? You
shall have them. Are you, by the way,
interested in our Better Photoplay League?
Write again, please.

Thelma, Phoenix.—Thelma, I don't

know any beautiful girls in Phoenix; you
see, I don't know any girls in Phoenix. I've

never been. But, I am sure, if you won a

beauty contest there, there must be beau-
tiful girls in Phoenix. Now I hope as how
you feel better. Priscilla Dean, Universal
City, California; Bert Lytell, Metro, Holly-

wood. Others answered before. Theda
Bara is pondering an adventure into the

two-a-day. Theda prob'ly figures that the

fans who enjoyed her on the screen for

two bits will flock to see her as is for

twice and three times that admittance price.

Maybe. The old Harold Lockwood pic-

tures will very likely be reissued by Metro.

You wish that I continue to sling sarcasm

and radiate rare wit for many a year to

come? I hope you get your wish. My,
how I love to eat.

Peggy, Fresno.—Please always write to

me while you're waiting for the kettle to

boil. Only you should sign yourself Polly.

A man usually is a bit suspicious when the

young lady assures him that she adores to

wash dishes, loves children, and thinks darn-

ing socks is great fun. It's propaganda of

a sort. Never mind; I like the old-fash-

ioned girl. Someone said Mr. Hoover
would not approve of my passion for lem-

on-cream pie. I once paid a doctor to tell

me the same thing. Dust in Farnuni is for-

tv five. I can hear your gasp from Fresno.

Yes, he is married. Mary Pickford is work-
ing now on "Burkses1 Army." John Bowers
and Jere Austin were the hero and the

other man respectively in "Day Dreams,"
that sweet-little pastoral that I slept through.

Miss Kennedy has a sense of humor; why
won't they let her exemplify it?

P. ]., Seattle.—David Powell, "the mil-
itary heart-burglar," was the fascinating, you
say, Englishman in India with Mary in
than the Dust." Julia Dean has done noth-
ing on the screen for a long time. George
Buckus was Clara Kimball Young's father in
"Shirley Kaye." They must be showing old
pictures out your way.

Dorothy H. M., W. A—"The Eternal
City," done by Famous Players, marked
Pauline Frederick's shadow-stage debut.
Thomas Holding opposite. Beatrice Bum-
ham was the very dark, very pretty Doria
Cabrillo in Paramount's "Jack and Jill."

Ethel B. S., Oakland.—I liked your
letter. You want Mary Pickford to act in
"Old Dad," another magazine-published
story; Marguerite Clark to play "Little
Lord Fauntleroy," and Mary Miles Minter
to do "Romeo and Juliet." Mary Fuller will
be coming back soon. Marshall Neilan de-
cided, I suppose, that he was a better direc-
tor than actor—and perhaps that directing
was more remunerative. I should like to
see him again, too. Conway Tearle is in
"Virtuous Wives," with Anita Stewart.

Kittens, Coatesvhle.—I don't know that
scenario called "The Lost Hope." As far as
I'm concerned, however, it may be true.

Jean Sothem is in vaudeville, or she was,
the last I heard. I believe she is married.
Read elsewhere for Fairbanks. Cleo Madi-
son is contemplating a return to the screen,
I hear; she was last seen in the sequel to
"Tarzan of the Apes." Wally Reid and
Herbert Rawlinson are verv much alive.

Jack Canuck, Palo Alto.—So you're
from the Canadian woods—"Albert3, the
greatest country' on 'God's green foot-stool.''

And you don't like California
—

"don't ever
see any snow or hear any thunder. And
the blankcty-blank trees blossom in Decem-
ber!" But consider the cinema, old dear.

Have you never seen your favorite movie
actor on the streets of Los Angeles? Some-
thing about Bill lately; suppose you saw it?

Vivienne, Duluth.—He's married; about
thirty-three, I think. American. Your other
questions are all answered for other con-
tributors. Lieutenant Earle Metcalfe is

back after a year's service in France. He
was with Lubin, you remember. Ormi Haw-
ley, with whom he used to play, is Caruso's
leading woman in "Prince Cosimo."

Miss Snowflake.—You may write to me
whenever you get that lonesome feeling.

Clara Williams in "Carmen of the Klon-
dike." Pearl White's new serial is "The
Lightning Raider." We don't give home ad-

dresses when we have the studio address;

write to Pearl at Pathe's. Florence La Badie

is dead; I don't know where you could ob-

tain pictures of her. Dorothy Phillips. Uni-

versal; Sylvia Breamer, Blackton; Doris

Kenyon, DeLuxe: Olive Thomas. Selznick;

Catherine Calvert, Famous Players-Lasky

;

Shirley Mason. Ann Little, Lasky ; Bessie

Line. Vitagraph; Juanita Hansen. Universal;

D. W. Griffith, Sunset studios, Hollywood.

Rose Ttiorn. Akomore.—In all our ca-

reer as an Answer Man. we have never en-

joyed such thoroughly quaint questions as

yours. They are: "Is Mary Pickford's

iiair naturally curly?" and "Are Max Sen-

nett's eves really as crossed as they look?"

To the first, yes. To the second, if you

mean Ben Turpin, the comedian who acts

for the Sennett Paramount company,—yes
indeed.

Every (ulvo-tUcmctit In rTKVTOrUiT MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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Deformities
of the Back

Greatly benefited or en-^
tiivlv cured by tbePhflo
Burt Method
The .'iO.lMK) cases sue-

cessfully treated In our
expei ience ofoversixteen

years is absolute proof ot

this statement
No matter how Mrioua your

deformity,no mattei what treat-
in. nis you have tried, think of

the thousands of sufferers this method has
made well and happy. We will prove the value
of the Philo burl Method in your own case.

The Philo Burt Appliance
on 30 Days' Trial

Since you run no risk there is

no reason \\ h\ you should not ac-
cept our offer at oiwc.

1 'hi- photographs ben show hoar
light, eool, elastic and eaailj ;(d-
hMtiMotha PbQo Burt Applianoa la—
bon different from the old tor-

tnrlng phiftmr. leather 01 steel
To weukenetl or de-

fORMd spines it brings almost
.

on relief eveninthewiiw* *

Beriotta nwei. Yon owe it t<»

MUirsclf to invvstitftitv it iln>r- ^vJe X •
outzhly. The price is within WV,1

reach of all. ^
t for our Fr* *• Book ^^T*

r.-ioi, aii.l describe Ibe nature
iukI condition of your trouble
us fully as possible bo we can
give you definite information.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.
329YOdd F.ltow-a Bid* . Jemattown.N.Y. S
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WELLER SERVICE, Dept. B, BINGHAMTON, N.Y.
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i^adine
FACE POWDER
IN CREfN BOXES ONLY

Makes the Complexion
Beautiful, Soft and Velvety
Money back if not entirely pleased.

Xadinc is pure and harmless. Adheres until
leashed off. Prevents sunburn and return of
discolorations. A million delighted users prove
its value. Popular tints: Flesh, Pink, Bru-
nette, While i>Oe. by toilet counters or mail.

National Toilet Company, Dept. I . P., Paris.Tenn., U.S. A.

Cultivate
Your Beauty

routhfnl appearance, clear com-
plexion, magnetic eyes, pretti eyebrows
and lushes, graceful neck and chin. lux,i-
riant hair, attractive hands, comfortable
fret. Remove wrinkles, lines, pimples. Markhriuls.
t-lremrthi-n saKKinK facial muscles—all tlironsrh fol-
lowing our simple direction*. Thousands have done
bo. Nodniif8.no bilr expense and quick results. Send
tor latest catalog and many Beauty Hint.-, -all free.

GRACE MILDRED CULTURE COURSE
Dapt. 17. 624 So. Michigan Ave.. Chicago, Illinois

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE-FREE!
Send to-day for a free sample copy. Splendid stories
—beautiful illustrations—handsome covers in colors.

Address
THE SCOn F. REDFIELD CO., 2809 MAIN STREET. SMETHPORT, PA.

Questions and Answers
mtinued)

Bun, Wellington, N Z You are right,

Elsie; the iir^t century Is the most difficult

Everything closed in Mew Zealand foi two
months and you couldn't gel youi Photo
play? Darn the Spanish Influenza Olive

Thomas is starring i"i Myron Selznick; bei

iiim new picture is "Upstairs and Down,"
from the Hattons' stage success,

\ C L., River Falls, Wis So y nu like

our (he) art section The pictures tlii

month are particularly easy to look at. Bel

there wont be anyone saying they read Q's

and A'- first. Alice Joyce is Mi Tom
Moore; .^in- has a little daughter, Alice Mary,
["he Moores are not divorced, l>ut separated
Mi~s Joyce is twenty nine; >hr was once ;i

Gramercy Park hello-girl; then an a rt ist ">

model, finally coming to the silvereheel with
K.iUni. She's with Yit;mr.i]>l\ now. Agnes
Vyres and Florence Deshon were the girls

in O. Henry's "One Thousand Dollars." Some
of the Fox stars are: Theda Bara, Pom Mi\.

George Walsh, Gladys Brockwell Mi>-

H.i ra. li\- Ihe time this is read, will prob-

ably have formed some new affiliation, as

her Fox contract has expired and it is

llioii'-'ht slu- will not renew it.

Hi pfalo Penelope.—We ^et a pood many
Utters from your tit v. You have a roadster,

a pony, a bridle horse, a parrot, eight gold

fish, three canaries, one Angora, two Boston
Hull pups, a fiance in the aviation, a college

education, and a ukulele Alas, I have none
of these except the goldfish, and only two
of those. Clara Kimball Young was mar-
ried to James Young, the director: they are

divorced. Kay Laurel was married to Win-
held Sheehan. general manager for Fox.

Monroe Salisbury was born somewhere in

New York. Others answered elsewhere, from

time to time. Please don't forget to write

again.

C. F . Epsom, Auckland, N. Z.—You say

il is hard to understand the passion some
of my correspondents seem to have for find-

ing out the apes of various actresses: "I

should have thought," you continue, "the

camera did that pretty effectually." You are

cynical without being saturnine and I like

that. On the contrary— I believe with you
that clothes play a very important part in

any film drama; but I don't believe any actor

should be merely an animated clothes-horse.

Thank you for saying my humor is never
obvious. It's obvious you are half Irish.

J. W. S., MoRGANTOWN.— I don't know the

regulation length of skirts, I'm sure. The
shoe manufacturers insist that lonp skirts

are unsightly, but the dressmakers have an
entirely different opinion. I am pacific

rather than specific when it comes to ques-
tions such as this. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew are making pictures for Paramount in

Chicago right now, while filling an engage-
ment in the Windy City with their "Keep
Her Smilinp" show. "Romance and Rinps"
is their first Paramount. "Once a Mason"
is another. Read Julian Johnson's story.

"Cohan and the Movies," in February Pho-
toplay; and. you'll find out why George M
has not made any more pictures. Cohan is

married. Mabel Xormand is working for

Goldwyn. "The Great Love" was made in

California.

Yida Lke W., Wixftei.d.—It's a little late

to ask if they are married. They have been
separated over a year now. Billie Burke in

"The Make-Believe Wife." Texas Guinan
did "The Gun Woman" for Triangle. Doro-
thy Gish in a picturization of "The Hope
Chest." Dick Barthelmess with her in this;

like him?
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Buy Today—Ten Months to Pay
"SWEET" DIAMONDS

an- liifhe-t qnalHy, bine-white, perfect-cot aemit,
Kvitv Ilia moml Kiinranteed for Quality nud Value.

"SWEET'S" Ten-Payment Plan
Gtiods sent tut approra] at our expense. Examine. If
Mat is lied, payonlj one-flfththepurchasepricennd tbe
rest in ten equal nmnthn |.a> incuts. V()t"K ( If t I >ri"
IB GOOD WITH THE HOTJSl OF 8WEE1 NO
RED TAPE NO DELAY Absolutely Confidential.

"SWEET'S" Money-Back Guarantee
nrntecta yon in even wmy. Any monej jou ma; ) dtq
di-positfd will be promptly refunded if yon ;ir« not
entire]; satisfied.

Our l l/2% Profit Sharing Exchange Plan
applies to all exchange* .>t SWEET DIAMONDS
W'e shun- oui profits with our onstomen bj allov ina
them a yearly Increase of 1M peroenl more tlian paid
onallDiainnnds exWinnged for more ezpenaiTe onea.

Pins. La Valticrcs. Silv.ru nrc. Krt-nrh Ivorj Toi.pt W
..ti.l Pbonotmphs. .^.-ml TOh

DeLoxe CstaJogr. Writ* now u> o.pt. 429-L.

L.W. Sweet& Company, inc

2-4 Maiden Lane, Dept. 429-L, New York City

When you write to advertisers please mention rHOTOi'l.AY MAGAZINE.
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ASincle Prop
Tho moat concentrated and ex-

quiHite rjcrfumo over made. Pro-
duced without alcohol. A single
drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture, with lon«

clnflsptopper, ItoBoor Lilac. 51.50;

Lily of the Valley or Violet. $1.75.

Jjjond 20 ctH. silver or stamps for
miniature bottlo.

PER^Sj^E tc TOOJT-'WATER

flbwcrtrops
The above comes in less con-

centrated (usual perfume) form
at $1.23 an ounce at druggisto or
bv mail, with two new odors,
"'Hon Amour," "GardenQueen,"
both very fine. Send $1.00 for
souvenir box, five 25c bottlessamo
size as picture, different odors.

Ask your druggipt— he knows
there Is nobetterperfameninde.

Send for Miniature
pasQl Bottle 20 4

V.^E33a^|::PAULRIEiiER :

:
: 272 FIRST ST., . SAH FRANCISCO

MARK YOUrFTTl
CAMPJIND

^CATION CLOTHES
WITH

Cash's Woven Names
Prevent loss. They are neat and durable.
Made in many styles in fast colors of
Red, Blue, Black, Navy, Yellow or Green.

U. S. Can.
YOUR FULL < 3doz....$ .ss $1.00
M»»/ri- rnn ) 6doz..., 1.2S l.SONAME FOR fl2doz..„ 2.00 2.25
Samples of various styles sentfree,

J. & J. CASH, ttd.
' N. Chestnut St., So. Norwallf, Conn,

e>

Fail to buy these

Real Photos
of Movie Stars
VOU admirersofthe
A clever screen stars,
just (dance through this

selected list of tho BIG ONES. Wouldn't
you like to receive by return mail, penuino
photos of your Movie Favorites, si-e 8x10.
in oriKinal poses by the Stars ? They are
boautiful and life-like. Wonderful value
for the money.

35c Each. Special Offer — 7 for $2
Make Your Selection From This List:

Tbeda Bara
C.a.lylc blackwull
Beverly Hayne
Francis X. Bushman
AM :e Joyce
Jack Kerrigan
Mary Miles Minter

Mabel Normand
Olga Petrova
Mary Pickford
Blanche Sweet
Marguerite Snow
Anita Stewart
Norma Talmadffe

Pearl White
Ben. F. Wilson
Earlo \\ ilhanis
Crane Wilbur
Lillian Walker
Clara K. :

and 100 others
off

Ch, ck those you want nnd cnclos
id t mother with this advertisement, with your 1

-e.is written plainly thereon and mail TODAY to

S. Bram, Dept. A51, 209 W.48th St., New York
Monty refunded ifyou are not satisfied

"Don't Shout
"

I hear you. 1 can hear
'

now as well as anybody.
'How'? With the M0RLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my ei

now, but they are invisible.

would not know I had them in,

myself, only that 1 hear all right.

"ThcMORLEY PHONE for the

PEAeT
is to the ears what

glasses are to the eyes. In-

visible, comfortable, weight-
less and harmless. Anyone

can adjust it." Over 100,000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 789. Perry Bldg .. Phila.

mUolu In Your Home iHtt
By tho Oldest and Most Roll.il.lo School of Music

in America— Establiahod 1895
Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, Etc.

$ X^UM-i-US
^ou can Mad TUluxc WU IfUl quiifc^

Beginners or advanced players. One lemon wookly. Illus-
trations moko everything plain. Only expense about 2a
Ml ilny to rover coat of pOflt&tt And music nsod. Write
tor Fr«o booklet which explains everything la full,

American School of Muftic, 68 Lak«»ld« Bids-, Chicago

Questions and Answers
(Concluded)

Glenn, Denver.—We cannot send you
a picture of Elmo Lincoln as "Tarzan of

the Apes" because we don't send out pictures.

You may write to .Mr. Lincoln care of the

National Film Corporation in Los Angeles.

H. B. Warner, Robertson-Cole company.
There is a little Joan Warner—she's about
six months old now. By the way, Texas
Guinan, an old friend of Mrs. Warner
(Rita Stanwood;—in sending a wire of con-
gratulation wrote—thinking it was a boy

—

''My best to the future President of the

United States." Mrs. Warner replied: '"If

universal suffrage goes into effect, then may-
be Joan will be President."

M. H., Peoria.—Irene Fenwick isn't in

pictures at present. Dustin Farnum is his

real name. He's Bill's brother. Wanda
Hawley is Mrs. J. Burton Hawley—nee Pet-

tit. Elliott Dexter is Mr. Marie Doro; Her-
bert Rawlinson married to Roberta Arnold,

now on the stage in New York; while it's

Edith Roberts' real name unless she's

changed it recently—and she promised once
to notify us if she contemplated taking unto
herself a husband. Alice Brady isn't mar-
ried and she's "considered quite pretty" and
if you look like her it's nothing to get real

mad about, I assure you. Olga Petrova may
have been married three times but I only

know that she is now the wife of a Dr.
Stuart, an Indianapolis physician. Theda
isn't married, or dead, or under a new con-
tract. Will let vou know.

Lila Harvey, Toronto.—What a pretty

name. Are you a blonde with deep blue

eyes ? You see I read about one once and I

never did get over it. Ruth Roland, George
Chesbro, and George Larkin were all Pathe
serialistes last. Ruth is working on a new one
now; her vaudeville tour was of short dura-

tion, as she much prefers the pictures. She

has not yet named her bungalow. "Happy
Home" has been suggested but there are

twenty "Happy Homes" in the film colony.

(I never thought there were so many.) Send
the usual twenty-five cents. You're welcome.
And I hope, from the bottom of my heart,

that you are a blonde. Let me know, won't

you?

Reeta H., Guelph.—You start off, "Dear
Friend of the People." What do you think

this is, a political banquet? I suppose you
meant it for a bouquet, anyway. I don't

skate, I'm afraid. That is I'm afraid I

don't skate. If you sent Wallie Reid one
dollar for a photograph you surely should

hear from him, as he usually sends them
gratis. That's irony. Or rather—extrava-

gance—with apologies to Dorothy Dalton.

Write to him again—care Lasky's, Holly-

wood. Ethel Clayton is with the same com-
pany now ; there was a story about her

last month which told you all you wanted
to know. Johnny Hines is with World, Fort

Lee, N. J. I'll tell you, Reeta, many of

the players send photographs gladly, but you
can't expect them to answer letters too.

However, maybe Johnny will.

Susan and Sue, Houston.—I transposed

your names to make it euphonious. It

seems we must be euphonious ; all the mo-
lion picture magazines are doing it. Yes,

you're right—if it weren't for some of these

news-weeklies several kings and queen-

would be out of a job. Why, Charles Ray
is very much oil the job. He is making

releases regularly for Paramount under Tom
Lice's direction. A late one is "Hayfoot

Strawfoot," from the pen of Julian Joseph-

son who Julian Johnson calls "the new
write hope." Charles is married.

Shirley, Toronto. — You're the first

Shirley I ever met, excepting the lady in

•The Lion and the Mouse." Yes : what
used to be naughty is now merely "piquant."

That word may be applied with equal ease

to an A. H. Woods farce or a new ingenue.

I like Lew Cody; he's our very best male
vampire. No. I am so sorry, but I have never

spoken to Lew Cody. And he has never
spoken to me. But sometimes, girls, some-
times in those close-ups on the screen—it

looks as if he is really about to speak to

us—you know? Cody was born in Water-
ville, Maine, in 1885—the same year as F. X.
B., 'pon my word! He was educated in

Canada—McGill University, at Montreal.
He began his screen career with the New
York Motion Picture Corporation. Married
to Dorothy Dalton, once. Now with
Maurice Tourneur's company. Harron is still

with Griffith. Not married.

Yirginia, Rolla, Mo.—What perfectly

fascinating names some of these towns have

!

Rolla supersedes Guelph, now, in my esteem.

Please write to me every month. One can
concoct such perfectly charming wheezes on
Rolla. If you say you are sweet sixteen

you needn't add you are crazy about Wallie

Reid; Reid is the leading cause of heart dis-

ease among most of the young ladies of my
acquaintance. Never mind; don't hesitate

about writing to Wallie on account of his

wife, Dorothy Davenport. She helps him
with his correspondence and so far a fan

letter hasn't broken up their happy home.
Mary Miles Minter isn't a dream, but a
very delightful reality. She isn't married
to Alan Forrest—she isn't married to any-
one no matter what you heard because she's

pretty young and besides she has enough
to do to keep herself in new limousines and
fur capes without supporting a husband.
Rumors are she will go with the Zukor or-

ganization. Alan Forrest is suing Ann Little

for divorce. Marguerite Clark is Mrs. H.
Palmerson Williams; Marguer'te is to make
a film of "Come Out of the Kitchen." Shir-

ley Mason, Mrs. Bernard Durning. Shirley

is playing opposite Robert Warwick in "Se-

cret Service" at present.

Augusta, Clarksburg.—You say you
need my picture to complete your rogue's

gallery. My photographs are among the

luxuries not the necessities of life and so

far I have existed without one. So you
want a story on Billie Rhodes, who reminds

vou of a college campus and feminine flip-

pery. Billie will undoubtedly be pleased.

She's married to Smiling Bill Parsons and

I believe they are abroad now, or in Ber-

muda, I'm not sure which. Cullen Landis

has played opposite Billie in almost every-

thing; from her two-reel comedies to her

live-reel comedy-dramas for her own com-
pany. Cullen is in his twenties somewhere.

I'm not sure whether or not he is married.

Write to him care National Film Corpora-

tion, Los Angeles, Cal. Address Barthel-

mess at the Griffith studios in Hollywood,

and it will reach him. surely. There is an

Ashton Dearholt who was with American

and last with Universal. He is married to

Helene Rosson, also a former Frying A play-

er. Dick Rosson is Helene's brother; he

was with Lila Lee in "The Secret Garden."

A. E. F., Islo, Minn.—Please don't say

I am snappy. It reminds me of a turtle.

You aren't the only one who is puzzled at

the varying ages of some actresses—eighteen

two years ago and sixteen now. It often

happens. Don't desert me—I am true to

all of vou.

Ev.-ry advertisement Id PH0TOPLAT MAGAZINE Is guaranteed,
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Q uestiona ami Answ era

(Continued)

Frank G., iimiiw Donf say, "1 wish

I mn young again"; you'll get me started

II re it was .1 nice day and all and 1 was
settled tor an afternoon <>i wit and wisdom
when you spoil everything by a recollec-

tion of the gravy that mother used to nuke.

I've been eating at the Automat for a long

time now and saved enough money to buy
myself ;i new suit anil was jusl enjoying

the prospects of picking out nifty pin

stri[K' when you remind me that my Indi-

n is ruined—and now my disposition.

I'm homesick, I say—your poem was too

high brow for me. You'll enjoy "Hearts
of the World." Dorothy Gish i> in it. By
the way, the Little Disturber tells this one:

she was lunching with Dick Barthelmess,

hei present—and, it looks like, permanent
leading man—on the screen of course—and
INk remarked that he'd bought a car.

"What is it, a Chandler or a Cadillac?"
asked Dorothy, who is by way of being a

connoisseur of cars. "Neither," returned

Barthelmess ruefully— ''it's a conspiracy."

Not bad, for a leading man.

G. R. V.. '10. Alliance, 0.—So you're
from Cal. No, I should never have guessed
it. You think it's funny when somebody
who has never been inside a studio in his

|

life pulls something like this: "Say, you
know, they don't use real houses and things
in the movies. No I Why, they just make
'em out of scenery in those big places where
they take the pictures." Yes, I have been
through a studio or two and I know one
thing: I'm going to invent something for

the players to do while waiting around be-
tween scenes. It gets on my nerves. Here's
the cast of "A Doll's House" (Artcraft)

:

Nora, Elsie Ferguson; Hclmar, H. E. Her-
bert; Krogstadt. Alex K. Shannon; Mrs.
Linden, Ethel Grey Terry; Dr. Rank, War-
ren Cook; Helmar Children: Ivy Ward and
Tulla Belle; Krondstadt Children: Douglas
Redmond and Charles Crompton. Uni-
versal also made a production of the Ibsen
play, with Dorothy Phillips and William
Stowell in the leading roles of Nora and
Thorval. And here, "The Lightning Raid-
er": in the name part, Pearl White; Thomas
Norton, Henry Gsell ; Wu Fang, Warner
Oland; Hop Sing, Frank Redman; The
Wasp, William Burt. Henry Gsell is now
Henry G. Sell, because of pronunciation dif-

ficulties. Ah—come again.

Virginia S., Xew York.—If I don't an-
swer your letter I'll see you in Chicago, will

I? Well, Virginia, that isn't the reason
you're getting a speedy reply. I like you
fine. We don't give personal addresses, my
dear; if we did the players would be
swamped—not only with letters—but with
applicants for jobs as maids, cooks, sce-
nario writers, and husbands. But you may
address Alice Brady, care Select, New York,
and Mary Pickford, care the Brunton studios
in L. A., and it will reach them. P. S.:

If you aspire to write 'em, pronounce it

see-nar-io. But if you really write' em

—

it's sh-narr-ee-o.

Joan of Arc, N. Y. C.—No, no, the en-
velope doesn't matter. Of course with blue
stationary a yellow envelope isn't exactly
comme il jaut, still— Yes, I do like Jane
and Katherine Lee—the little dears ! Virginia
Lee Corbin is only* six—that is, her biogra-
phy says she was born in IQ13. Francis X.
Bushman first saw the light in 1885—Janu-
ary 10 is the exact date, if you want to send
him a card. Theda Bara is not dead; at
least, we have every reason to believe that
she isn't. You are a French girl and what
am I? And I know what curiosity is,

don't I? Yes.

GratefulRelief
FOR SUNBURNED SKIN

Apply HINDS Honey andAknood CREAM
gently with fingertips or moistened haodkerchief;
it COOU ten.!.!, irritated skin at once. By it*

cleansing, healing, antiseptic action, bKstermg and
soreness are averted. It keeps tlie skin naturally

soft ,ind attractive, regardless of exposure to the

weather.

SAMPLES I Be sure to enclose slumps with (/our reqtint
Hindi I luneu and Almond Cream 2c. liolh Cold and 1 ><-
appearing Cream 4c. To/cum 2c. Trial cole Su<ip He. Samplt
tace I'uwdcrJc, Trial Size 15c. Attractive Week-end Box 50c.

Hindi Cream Toilet Nrcritiiin are icllinr everywhere
or will be mailed, poilpaidio U.S. A . from Laboratory.

A. S. HINDS. 228 West Street
Portland, Maine

HindsMCream

East or West— North or South

Jap Rose
Talcum Powder

Is the choice of women of the most refined
taste. There is a subtle fascination in its

delicate odor— like the gentle breath of a
rose. And it is so refreshing and soothiug
to the most tender skin.

Trial Offer Send 20c for an attractive Week-
end Package containing four Jap Rose minia-
tures, consisting of one each ofTalcum Powder,
Soap, Cold Cream and Toilet Water.

JAMES S. KIRK & COMPANY
1240 W. North Ave., Chicago ©

Ordor by Mail
"n76e %nous Original

CREOLE
PRALINES

(CRUNEWALDl
cAs pure as any confection can be made.
Produced in a model, new and absolutely

sanitary factory.
Mail orders filled anywhere.
Sent in a protected carton —each Praline

wrapped in glazed paper. Carefully packed.
P. O. or Express Money Orders, or Per-

sonal Checks received.

BOX OF 7 (SAMPLE! - - - SI.OO
BOX OF 12 1 SO
BOX OF 24 3 OO

Sent Parcel Post, prepaid. Insured

Dealers write for particulars.

The HOTEL CRUNEWALD CATERERS
Dc-Dt. 23 NEW ORLEANS. LA

MADE WITH
LOUISIANA
CANE SUGAR

AND
LOUISIANA

PECANS

WuRLlfzER
BOO years of instrument making

Play ITa Week
You may have your choice of more than 2.000 instruments for a week's trial in
your owr home. Play it as if it were your own. Then, if you wish, you may send it back
at out expense. Trial does not cost you a penny. DoD't miss this big offer.

Convenient Monthly Payments
*f you decide to buy you may pay the low manufacturer's price at the rate
of a fewcjnt? a day. The name Wurlitzer" has stood for the highest quality for
nearly twe centuries. Every known musical instrument Bold to you at direct-
from-the

:manufacrurer's price. We've supplied U. S.
Gov't with trumpets for 55 years.

Send the Coupon
Just put your name and address on the coupon *f

y Tie Rudolph Worbuxr Cow Dept. A1S3
r-nnnrm w E lib Street. Cincinnati. Ohio

now. Pleasestate what inTtrement youVrVinter^d V\. S- «">»"> AvcoucChica... in.

160-page book free and prepaid. Send coupon now! * hone your special offer direct from th«

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. /
Dept, A153 •

East Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. / Address
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111, y /am inUresUd in
BaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamaaaaaaVaaaamaaaw (Namo of Instrument Data)

Name.

When you write to adyertisera please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Questions and Answers
(Continued)

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
The hair will stay dressed afler Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy, un-
tidy looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and
luster, insuring the life of the hair, as well as its

beauty. Dress it in any of the prevailing styles,

and it will stay that way. Gives the hair that
soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becom-
ing to the stars of the stage and screen. Guar-
anteed harmless and fjreaseless.

Two Sizes—50c and $1
«1 size three times the quantity oi 50c size. SEND FOR

IAK TODAY. Remit in coin, money order, or V. S.

stamps, .mine will send Hermo "HAIR-LUSTR," and the

Hermo Hooklet, "C.uide to Beauty," prepaid, under plain

over, at once. Use it five days and if not entirely satisiac-

torj return what is left, and we will REFl'N'D YOl'R
Ml INEY [JJ HULL, On eyou use Hermo "HA! R-LUSTR"
yon will neverbe without it. SL.YD VOCRORDEK TOD. IV.

HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd St., Depl. 16, CHICAGO

HYGIENOL
ryae stek/l/zed
POWDER PUFF
Finest Quality Lamb'sWeof

Six Popular Six.es
IO«. I5«.20«.2 5«.3 5'i.50«

At All Best Dealers'

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLETshowinjj
the msklnd oF HYGIENOL

POWDER PUFFS Ssrvt on request

MAURICE LEVY, l5W.38' h
Street . New York Citq

THE

RESURREGT©iNE
TRADE fl\ARK REGISTERED-

Get Rid of That
Nasal Twang on
Your Phonograph
This remarkabli r. pn
ducer ^i\es sounds their

proper i \ p 1 1 ssion and
rhythm. Its naturalness

and warmth of color makes
the sound a true "resurret

tion" oi the original.

Applicable to any machine. You II be delighted with it.

Send jio II nickel plated, 01 |l 50 II gold plated, and the

RESURRECTON1 will 1 nt postage paid. Stale make
oi Instrument. Sntlslai i guaranteed ormonej refunded

Hoffay T.ilkinR Machine Co., Depl. 406. 3 W. 29th Si., New York City

Every advertisement in Photoplay

is guaranteed, not only by tne

advertiser, but by the publisher

Mildred. Loxdox, Ont.—-The ''exclama-

tory musical comedies" were "Oh Boy!"
and "Oh Lady, Lady!" Albert Capellani

is picturizing "Oh Boy !" By the way. by
riuhts the next one should be "Oh You Kid !"

—according to Jack Lait. Ralph Graves
isn't in the new Tourneur productions that

I know of; he was in "Sporting Life" with

the Binneys. Milton Sills has a contract

with Goldwyn. I believe, but he was loaned

to Metro to play with Viola Dana in "Diana
Ardway." "Satan Junior" is another new
Dana. The Bushmans made only one pic-

ture for Yitagraph, I think; it has not yet

been released. Thanks.

I. S. L., Medford, Mass.—Saxon Kline

who was in "The Indestructible Wife" with

Alice Brady has not done any more picture-

work that I have a record of. He was un-

derstudy to Conrad Xagel in the leading

role, opposite Miss Brady, in the stage play

"Forever After*' when Nagel was in the

navy last summer. I don't know just what
he is doing now but will inform you. Val-

kyrien was married to Baron DeWitz. but

recently obtained a divorce. Mildred Har-
ris-Chaplin is only eighteen. I think Lenora
Hughes is not married. She was in the

musical comedy, "See You Later"' last. She

dances.

Geneva Thtjrman.—Oh Geneva ! Are
you any relation to Mary? Please say that

you are. You say I"m liable to arrest if

I don't quit saying that actor is married

when he denies it. I hope so; I get so

tired of it all, sometimes. No; Theda Bara

is not dead. Ann Little comes back with

Wally in "Alias Mike Moran." Every thir-

teen, fourteen, fifteen and sixteen-year-old in

the—commonly called—L'nited States wants

to be a movie actress. Why don*t you be

different, Geneva?

Forget-jme-Xot, Santos. — Believe me
Zantippe I won't. Of course, the pay is

the thing. Well rather, as Gertrude Stein

would repeat. Do you know Gertrude Stein,

the free-versiste ? No? I wish I didn't;

I've never been the same since. I strive and

strive, and still I cannot understand her.

Good lord, child—I suppose you mean it

kindly—but please don't invent anything to

''make the mail go quicker."' It comes in

fast enough now. Ethel and Marguerite

Clayton are not even remotely related. Jean

Sothern in "The Two Orphans.
-

' You and

your chum want to correspond with a

North American young lady or gentleman,

preferably a resident of New York and a

lover of music. I'll supply your addresses

upon request. Thanks, very much.

Mary, Texas.—You couldn't have made
a better New Year's resolution than to write

to me. I'm glad you didn't break it: al-

though as a rule I am in favor of making
them and then breaking 'em. What will

there be to resolve about next year, any-

way? Nizimova is. I think, in her early

thirties. Married to Charles Bryant. Art

is ageless and imperishable—in the photo-

drama. Harry Morey, Vitagraph, Brook-

lyn; Ethel Barrymore, Paramount-Artcraft,

New York.

G. D. P., Mi. Olive, Pa.—Geraldine Far-
rar—who so far as I know is our only non-
inflammable prima-donna film-star—has sent
letters and pictures to many of her admirers
because they have written in and told us

about it. Gerry was born in Melrose, Mass.
Mrs. Lou-Tellegen in private life. Goldwyn
studios. Culver City, will reach her all sum-
mer. Paramount will send you Lila L«e's
picture if you enclose a quarter—485 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

J. D.. Epsie. Montana.—If that isn't

Rosemary Theby's real name she has never
informed me. I am of the opinion that it

is. Julian Eltinge Isn't dead. He is in

vaudeville. Eltinee makes pictures from
time to time. You say you like to see black
silk stockings in the movies. Well

—

Doris, Pittsburgh.—You say Montaigne
hasn't got much on me. My dear Doris,

Montaigne hasn't got anything on me—he's

dead. "Captain Kidd. Jr.." .Man's final Art-

craft, is being announced for release now.
Robert Gordon is home from war: he is

playing opposite Bessie Love in "The
Yankee Princess." for Yitaeraph. It's

his real name. I believe. Antrim Short was
Peter with Constance Talmadge in "Ro-
mance and Arabella." He's just a kid,

really. Remember an old Universal—two
years old—called "The Flirt"? Marie Wal-
camp was featured: it was from Booth Tark-
ington's novel of the same name; and Short
was the kid brother. I've always remem-
bered him in that. Harrison Ford was Jim,
in the Talmadse film. You're perfectly wel-

come, Doris.

Callie, Plalnview.—Is that a nick-

name for cauliflower? And I don't like

cauliflower. Alice Brady may be ad-
dressed care Select Pictures Corporation.
New York, or The Playhouse. She is on
the stage in "Forever After" in her father's

theatre. Gladys Hulette isn't doing picture

work now: she was in vaudeville the last I

heard.

P. Y.. New York.—But, my dear girl,

you've sot to do "bits" before you can hope
for better things, you know. You must
serve an apprenticeship in any trade: the

theatrical is a whole lot like any other

profession if you girls would only believe

it. Winifred Allen? She married an avia-

tor, and hasn't been on the screen for some
time. She was with Lasky for a while

—

with Lou Tellegen in "The Long Trail" and
with Jack Pickford in "Seventeen." For
Triangle, under Allan Dwan's direction,

she was featured in "The Man Who Made
Good" with Jack Devmaux—who married

John Drew's daughter Louise if you care

to izo into it—and in "From Two to Six,"

with the ever-popular perennial Earle Foxe.
So there.

Bettv A.. Gloucester.—I don't think

Englishmen are so polite, at that. I don't

notice any M. P.'s getting up to give their

seals to the ladies. So you wish the Mag-
azine were issued twice a month? Antici-

pation is the better half of realization: T

think you enjoy it more this way. Marion
Leonard has been off the screen for a long

time now. She was a favorite in the good

old days. I think she is married.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

A R . HoNEY Grove.—So you are a mu-
sician. I think I shall take up music; it

is such a good thing for the hair. Yes,

Paderewski proved that a great musician

may be a man of practical purpose as well.

He has sacrificed everything for Poland.

Isn't it nice to see one great man who really

looks the part ? Griffith will retain Lillian

Gish and Robert Harron in his new agree-

ment with the United Artists. In "The Girl

Who Stayed at Home." he has two new
players—Carol Dempster, a dancer, and
Clarine Seymour, who used to be a come-
dienne at Rolin's. Little Ben Alexander in

"Hearts of the World." He's an American
boy. Lately in "The Turn of the Road,"
for Brentwood, and "The White Heather,"

for Tourneur. Others elsewhere.
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Questions an<3 Answ era

( (. oncluded)

1d\n C, K, Jamaica, ¥ou say Jamaica

ideal place for a rest cult Come n>

think of it I'm badly in need of -i real and

you .c\ you fancy Americana and havent

Men .my tourists since the war began and

you are very fond of the Answer Depart-

nu-nt How much is the boat fare to Ja-

maica? I am sun- Dorothy c'.i->li will send

you her photograph; slu- will autograph it

personally, too. There was a story about

Dorothy's fan mail in last month's issue

—

the May of Photoplay. Dorothy i- very

good natured about answering Iter mail.

Lillian, too, tikes care of her own corre-

spondence Griffith studios, Hollywood,

Cal Pearl While will senil you a picture:

care Pat he Studios, Jersey City, NT
. J.

Bouuv Bumps, Pittsburgh.—So your class

gave a play—"Hamlet"—and you were

Hamlet And you wish I'd been there to

see you as the melancholy Dane. When will

you play a return engagement ? Monte
Blue is your favorite; he's coming along

fine now. Have you seen him opposite Miss

Gayton in "Private Pettigrew's Girl?" J.

Parks Jones usually has a good part in

every other Lisky picture you see. He
was horn in Cincinnati. Ohio, twenty-seven

years ago; went to school in Ohio and later

moved to California. Jones was a news-
paperman before he became a film actor

—

he was on the Los Angeles Times and Ex-
aminer. He's always been with Lasky, I

believe. His height is five feet ten inches;

he weighs 145 pounds. He likes to swim,
and play the piano; and you may address

him at Lasky's. And I think he has been
married. Bertram Grassby is twenty-nine;

he is an Englishman who was educated in

the United States. He's been with Fox,
Universal, and lately, Griffith. He will send

you his picture: I would, if I were Ber-

tram. That's all.

The New Art for

Old and young

a**

farn fo/Hotkl

y/eads^fhees
Ns^^ Yes, you can [earn t>>

^•^ model beads ami races in

PLASTE PAPIER, same as used for

Camouflage in the I'. S. Army. Now-
adapted By Lieutenant Jensen of the

Camouflage Dept into a money-mak-
ing, art instilling pastime for men,
women, boys, girls everybody.

Model with Wrapping Paper
dipped in plaste, on the Superskill
Modeling Device, which uives correct lines and
proportions of the suliject beiti* BBC
Covered with Bi'onznla. you li.ue a beautiful
bronse statue. Choose your own mbjecti your-
self a friend or relative Pros. Wilson Gen.
lYrshinsr—anytxxty. It's all so simple. You need
no education. DO experience. Isn't this wonderful?

you Can Earn Money
There are ten ways in which you can
EARN BIG MONEY—either all or spare time-
so easily and quickly when you have this course.
The course tells you how— ten different ways

—

there is 1 bis demand for what this course
enables you to do.

$100.00 Prize Offered
in cash for the best head modeled on
the Superskill ; contest open to amateurs only.
Noted sculptors will be judges. Full particu-
lars will be given you.

BE AN ARTIST an or'ginator
>

a
L/L. Mil MIMI^I, creator—in a line akin
to sculpture, only you can master it quickly

—

yes. RIGHT AWAY.

BE A FACIAL EXPRESSIONIST jensen system/

13'

Easy

All so simple a child can do it; BO Won-
derful, advanced artists are taking: it Op. We
positively guarantee vim met

FREE TRIAL OFFER
Just to introduce this new art, Lieut.
Jensen will take all the risk and send the
to you on free examination. No

Don't Send Any Money
Merely mail the coupon or write a letter and the
complete course will fw sent, nil oharftM prepaid, ut

Once, If rou (ire not entirely satisfied, Head it Imek
any time within live diiys lifter you receive it and
you will owe nothing, But if you ^••«........
are convinced you will t*urn from
it many times $10 in actual . Lt. Jensen:
» ;i»h. iii fascinating entertain. £ v.... «.«.. . . „ i *i.„
i.ient. pleasure and art .ul. / You. may send the

t.ne. then send only S10 i" / Course. 1 will either
tullpaymentfortheOourse, remail the Course to
Superskill Modeling Oe- »* you within 6 days after
v.. ,-. Plaste and Kron- J j t9 reCeipt or send you

$10.00.
sola, You take no risk
and gain much. Mail
coupon NOW.

C. G. T., St. Paul.—I*m not worrying
about the problem of civil law in Guata-
mala ; I'm reading a continued story in

the Saturday Evening Post and I can think

of nothing else. Many of the players are

pleased to send their admirers such proofs

of their gratitude as autographed photo-
graphs; some of them demand twenty-five
cents in payment; others nothing. Mary
Pickford, the Gish girls, Geraldine Farrar.

Bill Hart, are a few who will send theirs.

I'm going to do a little research work on
that other question and will lot you know
later, if it's all right with you?

The course shows how to make the
modeled heads (and your own features, too)
register grief, joy, surprise, anger, deep
thought, contempt and every human emotion.
Also explains how to read character and model
it into your plaste papier faces.

OF MODELING
2520 Milwau- •

kee Avenue, •*

CHICAGO

Name.

Address.

Ruthie, Indianapolis.—You address me
"My dear-dear." It sounds to me very
much like a sex-best-seller. Don't do it

any more. Yes, Charles Ray is married but
the Answer Man is not. Let this be our
hopeful thought for today. You tell me I've

broken your heart and then you add—"I
heard it crack when you told me Wallie
Reid has a wife." Norma Talmadge's latest

release is "The Probation Wife." Thanks
awfully for reading over all my old answers.
Greater love hath no correspondent. Noth-
ing is so stale as yesterday's scandal. How-
ever, I deal in facts; so— I don't know
of a "Wallace Reid Club," but there must
be one. There is a Francis X. Bushman
Club; won't that serve? F. X. B. is raisins:

Great Danes on his estate
—"Bushmanor."

Riderwood, Maryland. You say you'll grow
old gracefully and name your cat Wally and
dream of what might have been. (What
might you have been reading?) Usually
when they are taking a close-up the star is

on the set—sometime they take it at the end
of the scene and the other actors don't
count. They have to register emotion on
order.

lU^^LJTRjtCwaml
Millions /lECCr ^VJ" \

*— *

Billions,' r^BblTp/.TK/imErNo Pas1x NeEDE0

USCtllCin to mount all kodak
pictures. post cards.clippin£s in albums

Made Id Square. Round. Oval, Fancy and Heart
of black, gray, sepia, and red summed paper.

Slip them on corners of pictures, then wet and stick.
QUICK-EASY-ARTISTIC. No muss, no fuss. At photo

1 supply, drufrand stafy stores. 10. brings full pkff. and sarn-
: pies from Enssl Mfg. Co., D.pt. eF- 1456 L.land. CHICAGO

THERE'S ONLY ONE
WAY TO SECURE
A SATIN SKIN

APPLY SATIN SKIN CREAM,
THEiN SATJN, SKIN POWDER;;;

. Mu

Terms as low as $5.00 down— $2.30 per
month. Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo sent on approval.

Jjiber&l allowance on old instruments inexcnangeior tlie^'oibson."
The wonderful new Gibson violin construction has sot the whole
"Jandolin and Guitar world talking. Get our new FKEK BOOK

—

112 pages—111 illustrations, a valuable fund of information for
player and teacher. Also FREE treatise on ''How to Practice."

Exclusive Features That Make Every Gibson Matchless:
Stradivari us arching—scientific graduation from thickness at

Ay center to thinness at rim, securing strength—sensitiveness
—free vibration of entire sounding board. Tilted neck, high
bridge with extension string holder, securing Increased
string pressure that vibrates a larger sounding board,

\ producing a bigness of tone never before realized. Rein-
forced, non warpable neck—elevated guard plate or linger
rest—easy action—adjustable string-bearing at bridge

"overcoming sharping ofheavier strings in upper positions.

OIBSON TENOR
BANJOS

Moat popular member of banjo
family. Powerful, sweet tone
lively, "banjoistic" but must
cal; obtained by exclusive Gib'

son features. Great for dance
playing or home. Play from
any piano score — melody or
cho^da--"Bt^aight' , or "jazz-**

Companion instrument: Gibson
Guitar Banjo — fingerboard,
stringing and tuning same as
guitar.

Make$1800to$5000orMoreaYear; g"
b"nma"n^:^

__. f GUITAR CO.,
TEACHINC.ANO SELLING THE GIBSON

GUITAR CO..

4t6 Parsons St,

_. Without obliga-
tion, send mo fra. book com-
plete Catalog, free treat.]-

er>ts have "made" many a teacher professionally and financially. Viof r*entthave a permanent teaching and business opportunity now open for
either sex. Other positions pending. WRITE PROMPTLY. A. C.
Brockmeyer, St. Louis. Mo. . teacher and Director, writes: "Will do J £}£?„}

"'
SrfrtSw™

$10,000 bus tftss In 1917; did $7,000 in 1916." C A. Templeman. ! 3™ w h~Z .^JVi-H^n ^r
teacher. Sioux City. la . writes: "$4,500 (rross business for the I A 1"^ If", TX ^hT.l^h Si
year" Win. PlacV Jr.. America'a Greatest Mandolin Vlrtuo.o. Star J

checks. If teacher check hero U
Soloist for Victor Talking Machln. Co., UNQUALIFIEDLY ENOOR- *

SES THE GIBSON. I

DO BUSINESS ON OUR CAPITAL. /
Become our airent. We help sell. Territory protected. Stock fur-

"

nlsbcd. We pay the advertising. You make the profit. You pay |
for iroods when sold: return goods not sold Try our "Still Hunt." »
FREE to those Interested, our new 11.00 book ''The Organiza- »
tion. Direction and Maintenance of the Mandolin Orchestra," J
by America's most successful director, Wm. Place. Jr. Write >
now for Catalog, treatise "How to Practice. Psychologically El- f .

plained." all free. Don't wait: ACT NOW. Fill In the coupon. j

[ ] Mandolin. (1 Mando-bass.

HMendola. n Guitar.

t ] Mando-celto. [] Harp Guitar.

[ JTeoor Banjo. [J Guitar Banjo

GIBSON MANDOLIN-GUITAR CO., 466 Parsans St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U. S. A.
checked inatru-

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Nur-r-l ace it

'Drbg Start ff'r. dc n>

o

^llhdemoidelley\rclc
So says many a pretty woman who owes much
of loveliness to this symbolic San-Tox nurse.

To you, too, she will bring; rejoicing, and beauty

—beauty of skin and hair, softness of hands,

fragrance of person— and that treasured charm
of daintiness which all women strive for, who
desire to please.

And for you, too, it will be well worth w hile

to seek the San-Tox nurse. Look K>r her

gracious face in the drug store window. Rhe is

the sign of the San-Tox druggist, and the

San-Tox symbol of purity on many a San-Tox
packet of blue.

They are toiletries for the fastidious— these

San-Tox packets— pure, delicate creams to

cleanse and nourish the skin, soothing and fra-

grant lotions to protect against harsh winds, and

powders of exquisite purity to soften and refine

the complexion.

Only San-Tox druggists are permitted to sell

San-Tox toiletries, and the other San-Tox Prep

arations, of which there is a wide, wide range.

SAN -TOX FOR PURITY
DePrce Chicago

Kvory mlvertlsomont In rHOT0rT.AY MAflAZTNE Is jrunrnixtced.



One-half the zvorld now knows

how the other half lives

YOL sit in a comfortable auditorium, watching the Zulu in his native

dance, while out in the Dark Continent the savage sees the Easter

parade on Fifth Avenue.

Today each half of the world knows how the other half lives — the motion

picture has taught it. And, as in all other phases of photography, the Eastman

Kodak Company has contributed, in a big way, to the advancement of the

motion picture.

It was Eastman film that made such pictures possible, and it is Eastman film that

tonight thrills you with the emotion of the drama, convulses you with laughter,

L
ijives you the war news in picture and instructs you in the ways and the work of

the world. Photography today is a part of life. It touches every human in-

terest, holds fast the memories of the home, is the right hand of science, the

scout in war and truthful chronicler of history.

And the story of photography, during the past third of a century, is the story

of the growth and progress and development of its strongest advocate and ally,

the Eastman Kodak Company, for whatever promises to broaden the scope

and usefulness of photography in art or science or business, is fostered through

the research work and broad experience of that company until it has been

made practical—made of real use to the world.












